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THE ILLUSTRATED

MAGAZINE OF ART.
WASHINGTON TAKING FAREWELL OF HIS MOTHER.

The incident depicted in the annexed engraving illustrates, in a

striking manner, one of the most admirable of the many estimable

traits in the idiosyncrasy of the purest public character of modern

times. Like many of the greatest men in all ages, from the earliest

of the heroes of antiquity, to the last of British wan-iors—whose

presence is hardly yet lost to our wondering vision, the competitor

and conqueror of Napoleon, himself a conspicuous example of the

same filial attachment—Washington was remarkable for his devoted

affection to his mother. Not only was he so in early life, to such a

degree that the pain of separating from her prevented his acceptance

of an apparently advantageous commission in the naval sen-ice
;

but, long after, when he had attained the highest eminence that

had probably ever been reached, his first care was to pay her

honour, and seek her blessing before he entered on the final stage of

his glorious and vmparalleled career. Just previously to the period of

his departure for New Tork to take the oath of office on being

elected President of the States to which his valour had given free-

dom, and to which his wisdom was about to impart the enduring

strength of cohesion and identity of aim and object, he hastened to

Fredericksburg, where, at the age of eighty-five years, and afflicted by

a disease the most terrible that can tax the fortitude of humanity

—

cancer in the breast—his mother resided, bowed with age and shat-

tered with pain, but sustained by Christian resignation, and buoyed

up with natural pride at being the parent of such a son. The inter-

view is described as having been most affecting. She speeding him

on his mission ; he promising a speedy return to report to her how

the inaugural steps of what remained of that great enterprise had

been gone through ; and she admonishing him of the unlikelihood

that she should be alive to receive him, but assuring him of her

conviction that he would in all things prove worthy of the destiny

Providence had evidently marked out for him ; both mother and

son dissolved in tears at the thought that they had looked upon

each other for the last time on earth. It is this ennobling episode

in the patriot's life that our artist has endeavoured to render in the

engraving ; and the reader will, we think, agree with us that he

has succeeded as far as the material employed in the delineation

will admit of the portrayal of emotion at once too subtle and too

sacred to be capable of tangible delineation through the medium of

the pencil.

. To the credit of Americana, they are not merely jealous of the

fame of their great countryman in every particular, but they extend

their pride and attachment to his memory to that of his mother.

I And not in words only. The corner-stone of the monument erected

ovQT her grave at Fredericksburg, was laid by Andrew Jackson,

President of the United States, in May, 1833, amidst every acces-

sory of public ceremonial that could testify to the solemnity and

strength of a people's veneration. As the exponent of this senti-

ment the President said that '

' when the American pilgrim shall, in

after ages, come up to this high and holy place, and lay his hand

upon this sacred column, may he recall the virtues of her who

sleeps beneath, and depart with his affections purified, and his piety

strengthened, while he invokes blessings upon the memory of the

mother of Waslungton."

It is, of course, not our intention to offer anything in the shape

of a biography of Washington, nor an analysis of his character. Con-

temporary judges disposed of both during his lifetime, and history

has not disturbed the verdict. If we were to dwell upon his career,

it would be to remove an erroneous impression which cursory readers

of the events in which he figured too often carry away—viz. , that

his great successes were the result either of chance or of genius.

They were neither ; and therein is one Important element of value

in the example of Washington, as showing what is possible when

opportunities are prudently treasured and judiciously applied at the

Vol. III., N. s.—79.

right moment. It so happened that Washington's early professional

occupation, as a surveyor of large estates, gave him a familiarity

with the military positions of tlie country that proved of inestimable

utility in the sulwequent war. in wliicli so much depended upon

acquaintance with the geography uf particular districts. So, again,

with another branch of his early professional pursuits, as a valuer

and appraiser of the timber and products of the estates he surveyed.

The necessity for accurate reckoning and laborious account keeping,

imparted a ma.stery of detail in arithmetic that proved of the

greatest importance when he had to arrange for the provisioning of

forces heterogeneously drawn together, and to conduct the business

of a commissariat often but scantily and pi-ecariously supplied. The

habits of business to which he devoted himself in youth he carried

into the camp and the senate-house in after life, where they gave

him a prodigious superiority not only over the great majority of his

own countrymen, many of whom were ever ready to decry his ability

and to fetter the exercise of his judgment, but over the drawing-

room soldiers and red-tape diplomatists sent out from England,

filled with disdain and contempt for the American, and who only

learnt to correct their estimate of his sagacity, alike in the field

and the council-chamber, after experience of the most costly nature

to their country and to themselves. Washington was not a con-

queror in the ordinary sense of the term ; neither was his in any

way one of those dazzling minds whose effulgence blinds mankind to

eccentricities that too often degenerate into the criminal and inde-

fensible. On the contrary, sobriety of view, common sense, mode-

ration in all things, an adherence to the homely virtues, and a pure

and unambitious love of the cause of his country, not only because

it was his country's, but because, also, it was the cause of justice

and truth:— these were his attributes; and in right of these he has

left behind him, for the edification of all posterity, a reputation that

has no parallel, at least in the annals of the Anglo-Saxon race,

with the single exception of Alfred.

Sir James Mackintosh, in his famous " Reasons against the French

War of 1793" (which Mr. Cobden has also recently unanswerably

shown ought never to have been undertaken, whether on the grounds

of justice or of expediency, or even of a wise selfishness at the

time), spoke glowingly of the genius of William III. in conducting a

similar crusade against Louis XIV., urging that " that confederacy

required, to build it up and hold it together, all the exalted ability,

all the comprehensive wisdom, all the disinterested moderation, and

all the unshaken perseverance of the Great Dutchman—other talents

than those of petty intrigue and pompous declamation." Upon

that passage, Mr. James Mackintosh, in editing his father's works,

makes the following note;— "If there be any man in the present

age who deserves the honour of being compared with this great

prince, it is George Washington. The merit of both is more solid

than dazzling. The same plain sense, the same simplicity of cha-

racter, the same love of their country, the same unaffected heroism,

distinguish both these illustrious men ; and both were so highly

favoured by Providence as to be made its chosen instruments for

redeeming nations from bondage. As William had to contend with

greater captains, and to struggle with more complicated political

difficulties, we are able more decisively to ascertain his martial

prowess and his civil pnidence. It has been the fortune of Wash-

ington to give more signal proof of his disinterestedness, as he was

placed in a situation in which he could, without blame, resign the

supreme administration of that commonwealth which his valour

had guarded in infancy against foreign force, and which his wisdom

has since guided through still more formidable domestic perils."

Nothing can be more accurate and discriminating than this parallel,

though one ingredient in favour of the great American is left out

—

the purity of his private moral character, his temperance, and his
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(kuurous ubservauci; ul the domestii; vii-tues ; whereas the kiu^', if

he be not greatly belied by his panegyrists, including Bishop Bur-

net, the historian of the revolution and chaplain to his majesty,

n-as addicted to the pernicious habit of dram-drinkinj;, and other

indulgences, if possible, still more reprehensible. Besides, Wil-

liam's memory is stained, if not by deeds of actual cruelty,

at least by insensibility to many of great atrocity, some directly

affecting himself. For instance, when he was twenty-one years of

age, the Dutch people, inflamed by the misfortunes and burdens of

the war in which their statesmen, the De Witts and other aris-

tocratic families, had involved them witli France and England,

murdered the obnoxious oligarchs ; .ind William, who had been

raised to chief power as Stadtholder and Captain-General, like many

of his .ancestors, neither took proper means to prevent the outrage,

nor any means whatever to punish the perpetratore. So, again,

with the horrible massacre of the Macdonald clan, in the Yale of

(jlencoe, when thirty- eight nlen were brutally slain, and women

and children, tlieii wives and offspring, were turned out naked in

a dark and freezing night, and perished with cold and hunger—the

sole cause for this inhumanity at the hands of the Earl of Argyle

and his regiment being, th,at the unoffending inhabitants of the

valley Iiad not surrendered in time to William's proclamation.

No particip.ation in such deeds as these, nor even any connivance

ftt them, sullies the fame of Washington ; and though we fidly

subsciibe to the eulogium on William, yet, by so much more, in the

instances we have cited, and other analogous ones that might be

adduced, does the character of the noble American tr.ansceud his.

It is to be borne in mind, too, that the provocation to cruelty was

quite as great in the case of Washington as of WUliara ; for the

American War of Independence was, iu reality, quite as much a

civil w.ar as that iu which the Dutchman was engaged in the inva-

sion of England, or even iu the conqiiest of Ireland, where the whole

popular feeling was on the side of his father-in-haw, J.ames II., and

Continued to be strong in the s.ame c.ause long after it had died out

even in Scotland ; indeed, up to the beginning of the present cen-

tury, as testified by the rebellion of '98, whicii w.as merely another

phase of the spirit that vv'.as crushed in 10S8. The only piece of even

questionable severity, iu which Washington's memory is in the lea.st

degree implicated, is the execution of Major Andre, to whose death

more interest .attached on account of Ids heroic and romantic cha-

racter and the circumstances surrounding it, than from any real

cnlp.ability on the part of Washington in causing it, thongh political

animosity at the time stigmatised the American in much the same

teims tluat were afterwards .applied to Bonap.arte, in reference to

the capture and execution of the Duke d'Eughein in the fosse of

Vincennes. Andre, the reader ^vill remember, was an adjutant-

general in the British army, and was taken on his return from a

secret expedition to the tr,aitorons American general, Arnold, in

disguise, within the American lines, September 23rd, 1780. It

was not, however, till tlie October following that he was sentenced

to death by a court-martial of Washington's officers at Tappan,

every possible facility being given fir his defence ; but the proofs

that he deserved death, according to the usages of w.ar, were over-

whelming, and he was hanged upon the evidence of criminality that

satisfied his jiulges, who wept at the fate to which they were forced

to doom so magnanimous a victim of his own daring and devotion.

Arnold, origLn.ally a surgeon, promoted to high military command

for his skill and bravery against the British, entered into negotia-

tions with the British general, Clinton, for the surrender of a post

of gi'eat consequence with which Wasliington h.ad entrusted him
;

but the capture of Andre, whom Cliutou had entrusted with -the

execution of the project, led to its disclosure, and Arnold flew to the

royalist quarters, where he was employed by Clinton .against his

former comrades, and raised to the rank of brigadier-general
;

dying in England as late as 1801. Here then, unfortunately, the

real traitor and offender escaped, while the innocent suffered thi-ough

the inexorable requirements of the military service at such a moment

and under such circumstances.

It may not be uninteresting to some of our younger readers to

learn a little of Andre's history. Born in London, in 17.')1, he

becaiue accidentally enamoured of a Miss Honora Sneyd ; but at

the instigation of her relatives, who disapproved of the intended

alliance, slie discontinued her correspondence with him, and soon

after married ^ir. LnvoU Rdgewnrtli. fother of tlic celebr.ated

novelist, who died only a few years ago at her seat in Ireland,

and was famous as being the person whose works, in favour

of her native country, incited Scott to commence the immortal

fictions of the "Waverley Series;'' William Lovell Edgeworth him-

self being also a man of remarkable ability, especially in inventions

of mechanical ingenuity. Pending his courtship of Miss Sneyd,

Andre, in hopes of benefiting his pecimiary position, entered a mer-

cantile house in London ; but on learning th.at the object of his

affections had been married, he joined the British army in America,

where his abilities and gallantry secured him rapid promolion,

raising him to the rank of adjutant-general of the forces, .and aide-

de-camp to the commander-in-chief, Sir Henry Clinton. It is

related of him, that besides courage .and distinguhshed military

taleut, he possessed a well-cultivated mind, being a proficient in

drawing and music, and evincing considerable poetic humour in a

piece called the "Cow Chase," which appeared in three successive

jKU-ts at New York, the last on the very day of his capture. One

of his last letters gives us an affecting incident relating to his first

love. When stripped of everything by those who seized him, he

contrived to conceal in his mouth a portrait of Honora, which he

always carried on his person, though he was innaware that she had

breathed her liist some months before. AU visitors to Westminster -

Abbey wUl remember the beautiful monument under the organ-

screen, with its spirited insoi-iption, erected to his memory as lately

as 1821, .at the expense of George III., the figure of Washington on

the bas-relief h.aving had a new head three several times—a couse-

qnence of the "wanton mischief of some school -boy, fired, perhaps,

with raw notions of transatlantic freedom," as Charles Lamb, with

caustic ploas.antry, said to Southey, after the author of ".loan of

Arc" had become poet laureat, and had taken tn panegyrise persons

and principles he had been all his previous life denouncing.

PETER THE GREAT.

Peter being the son of Alexis, by a secoud marriage, was not at

all liked in the family ; no one, therefore, thought of his reigning

even fir a day. His father died, leaving three sons—Phedor,

Iwan, aud Peter— the eldest of whom ascended the throne.

Phedf'r's reign was of short duration, and, as Iwan was an imlie-

cile, he determined, much agsiinst the will of the Princess Sophia,

to leave his vast dominions to his half-brother Peter, who was then

about ten years old. Sophia "^as appointed regent during his

minority, and hoped to retain the reins of government.
'

' What h.ave we to fear, " said she to Gallitzin, '
' from one who

is imbecile and another who is e]iileptic?" The last expression

was applied to Peter, who, in his childhood, was often" seized with

convulsions,

" The child, though timid," said the prime minister, "is quick

and ardent; we must subdue him." He was not mistaken. Peter

did all in his power to overcome his natural timiility, and having a

great aversion to the water, took such pains to conquer it, that his

dislike soon changed into a great love of that element. It was the

policy of his sister Sophia, not only to allow his education to be

neglected, but to surround him with idle and vicious associ.a'te's.

A.shamed of the ignorance in which he was brought up, Peter in-

.structed liimself in the Dutch and German langi'.ages, in which he

took more interest than in any others, because Germans carried on

at Moscow some of the manufactures which he wished to promote

in his empire ; and the Dutch excelled in navigation, which he con-

sidered the most important of all arts.

Peter listened eagerly to all accounts of the manners and customs

of other nations, and made a determination, when he came into

power, to place more confidence in the advice of foreigners, .as

regixrded military affau-s, than in that of his own countrymen. He
constituted the Genevese, Lefort, his friend aud jireceptor, and con-

fided implicitly in him. With Ids aid he organised a band of fifty

young men, who were trsiined and clothed in the D.anish fashion,

and called the Guards of the Poteschnaia, of whom Lefort was made

captain. The Emperor lumself joined the new guard, and, wishuig

to gain his own promotion step by step, even beg.an by being a

drummer. This little regiment gradually increased, and some o(

its members were sent to learn bo.at-building at Yenice and Leg-

horn ; others ship-building, and the nian.agement of large vessels,

in Hnlland.
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The specimeus of the giraffe now liviug in the gardens of the

Zoological Society will have rendered the appearance of this animal

so familiar to most of our readers, that lliey will probably be sur-

prised to learu, that at one period the very existence of such a

creature was doubted, and the accounts giveu of its size, form, and

colours were regarded as mere travellers' tales. This surprise,

however, is considerably lessened when we consider the amount and

quality of the information extant, respecting this animal, at a com-

paratively recent period. Purchas tells his readers, that the ca-

nielopard was '
' a beast not often seen, yet very tame, and of a

strange composition, mixed of libard, harte, buffe, and camel ; and

by reason of his long legs before, and shorter behind, not able to

graze without difficulty." In another passage, he says it was ".so

huge, that a man on horseback may pass upright under him, feeding

ou leaves from the tops of trees, and formed like a camel." The

fore legs were said to be twice as long as the hind legs,
'

' so that

one who was not .acquainted with it, wuhM think it was sitting,

;Uihough it was standing. Such was the length of the neck, and

tlie animal raised his head so high when hechose, that he could eat

with fiicility from the top of a lofty wall ; and from the top of a

high tree he could reach to eat the leaves, of which he devoured

great quantities." These palpable exaggerations are contained in a

description, otherwise tolerably accurate, of a giraffe seen by some

Spanisli travellers, in the year 1403; so that we need not be much

astonished if sober people treated the whole matter as fabulous, and

consigued the giraffe to the same tomb as the unicorns, satyrs,

griffins, and other monsters, in the existence of which the ancient

naturalists placed such implicit faith.

It was not, in fact, until the end of the last century that Euro-

peans obtained any precise and credilile information as to the form

and hal)its of the giraffe, an animal which must have been well

known to the Rom.ans of the empire, as we tiud th.at it was exliibited

on many occasions in their amphitheatres, and one of the emperors

^txordian III.) had as many as ten giraffes living at one time.

The gir.affe is undoubtedly the tallest of all living quadrupeds

;

the male, when full grown, sometimes measuring seventeen feet

from the top of tie head to the fore feet. Kearly half this height

is due to the length of the neck, which, however, contains only

the same number of vertebne (seven), as the neck of any other

(luadruped. Hence, although the movements of the neck are

sometimes not devoid of gi-ace, there is generally a degree of stiff-

ness about them, and we never get the elegant eiii-ves which the

neck of the swan and of many other birds present to our view.

This structure, however, may well excit€ our admiration in another

vay—it exhibits in a striking manner the wcndertul resources of

the Crcati>r, who can form by a simple moditieatiou of the same

l)lan, and without the addition of any new parts, the short, thick

neck of the elephant, and the long, .slender, tapjring column

which supports the elegant head of the giraffe. And our admira-

tion is increased when we consider how perfectly this structure

fits the cre.ature for its mode of life, and enables it to play the

part assigned to it in nature. An inhabitant of the arid regions of

tropical Africa—from Xubia almost to the Cape of Good Hope

—

where the amount of herbage would scarcely suffice for the suste-

nance of the smallest herbivorous animal, the stately giraffe is enabled

by means of his long neck to browse peacefully upon the tender

twigs and foliage of the trees scattered here and there in the desert,

which derive their moisture from far below tlie parched and dusty

surface of the ground. And in this respect, even the small number

and large size of the vertebrte of the neck are found to be not

without their object ; for if the number of these bones were in-

creased snlhciently to give this part of the animal greater flexibility,

the laboiir of maintaining it in the erect position woxild be vastly

increased, .and the creature would be, to a cei-tjiiu extent, unfitted

for the peculiar conditions in which it is placed. The gii-affe is

assisted in reaching down his food by the singular pi'eheusile powei'

of his tongue, which is capable of being protruded from the mouth

to a considerable distance and by an admirable arrangement of

the muscles of which it is composed can then seize upon any

object within its reach. In this way, the tongue of the giraffe

serves him as an organ of preheusiou almost like the trunk of the

elephant, although by no means capable of perfoi-miug the same

variety of offices as the proboscis of that unwieldy quadruped.

The head is undoubtedly the most beautiful pait of the giraffe.

The delicacy of its form, the gentleness of its aspect, and the soft-

ness of its full, lustrous eyes, render the head of the giraffe one of

the most charming objects to be found in the anim.al creation. Like

most other ruii\inant aniiaals (the ox, deer, etc.), the giraffe pos-

sesses two horns ; Imt these differ remarkably from tho?e of any

other quadruped with which we are acquainted. In the deer tribe

we find the horns forming branched antlers, often of great size, but

always falling off annually, and giving place to a new pair. In the

ox and antelope, on the contrary, the horns consist of a perma-

nent bony core, covered by a sheath of the substance commonly

known as horn, and these weapons are never shed, but continue

growing during the whole life of the animal. The horns of tlie giraffe

present the characters of neither of tliese groujis, and, to a certain

extent, may be said to exhibit a combination of Imth. Like the latter,

they consist of permanent bony proce.s.ses of the .skull, but, instead of

a horny covering, they are clothed with the same skin that covers the

rest of the head ; a circumst.ance wliich also occ\irs with the deci-

duous antlers of the deer during the period of their rapid growth,

although the skin dies and- peels off iis soon as the horns have

attained their full size. The horns of the giraffe are three or

four inches in length, and tenuinate in a singular tuft of hair,

which gives them an appe.arance altogether different from those of

any other animal. It is generally supposed that these appendages

to the head, which occur in both sexes of the animal, are rather

intended for ornament than use ; l>ut this does not appear to be the

case, for the males have been observed to use them with great vio-

lence in their combats, and one of the females in the Zoological Gar-

dens is said to have driven her horns through an inch board.

The most formidable weapons of the giraffe are, however, his

hinder hoofs, with which he kicks out with such tremendous force

that even the lion is sometimes repelled .and disabled by the wounds

thus ignobly inllicted upon him. His powers of defending himself

against his enemies are wonderfully increased by the position of the

eyes. These are situiited quite on the .sides of the head, .and .are

remarkably prominent, so that the giraffe, when browsing on the

twigs of his favourite trees, can still keep a good look-out on all

sides of him, and be prepared for any coming danger.

Another error which has been induced by the singular appearance

of the animal, and wliich has been copied from one natural historj-

into another for many years, is the statement that the fore legs of the

giraffe are twice as long as his hinder extremities. The fact is, th.it

all the legs are nearly of the same length, but the shonldei-s .and fore

ixirt of the body .are very much elev.ated, giving the hiuder quarters a

very low appearance, and rendering it very e.a.sy ou a cui-sory glance

to suppose that the fore legs are much longer than the hinder. It

has also been often stated and often denied that the giraffe has

great difficulty in reaching the ground with his mouth, and succeeds

only by stretching out his fore legs , to a considerable extent so a.s

to bring the fore part of his body nearer to the ground. This

appears re.ally to be the case in most instances, although scarcely

to the extent that has sometimes been described ; and when we

consider the powerful mech,anism of ligaments required to maintain

the neck in its customary erect position, we shall be able easily to

understand the euise of the difficulty, without lengthening the

animal's legs to any inordimate extent.

The skin of the giraffe is of a light fawn-colour, covered with

large brownish spots, which give the animal a very elegant appear-

ance. The skm, when taken from the animal and dressed, is so

large, that the natives of the countries which it inhiibits sometimes

cover their huts with a single skin ; and Le Vaillaut, the French

traveller in Afrirai, mentions this as the first indication of the exist-

ence of the' animal that he met with. "I was struck," he says,

" by a sort of distinction which I perceived on one of the huts
; it

w,as entirely covered with the skin of a giraffe. I bad never seen

this quadruped, the tallest of the inhabitants of the earth
;

I knew

it only by false descriptions and figures, and could therefore scircely

recognise its rolie. And yet this iccw the skin of the giraffe. I

was in the country inhabited by this creature ; I mi.ght, perhaps,
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see some ot them alive ; I looked forward to the moment when I

should be thus recompensed, at least in part, for all the sufferings

and annoyances of my expedition." The thickness of the hide,

however, occasions its application to another and less picturesque use.

It is considered by the natives to be the best material for sandals
;

and in this form, although the sight of it raay never again produce

down on horseback. Mr. Gordon Gumming, however, in his book on

"South African Field Sports," relates several instances ol his

having done this ; and Mr. Methuen, in his " Life in the Wilder-

ness," says, that any person of light weight, mounted on a pretty

good horse, can easily overtake a herd of giraffes, and cut off the

one he wishes to shoot. He gives the following description of the

SKELETON OF THE OIKAFFE.

the same feelings in the mind of any future naturalist as those so

eloquently expressed by Le Vaillant in the passage just quoted, it

may certainly greatly assist him in his search after the many

other wonderful things still to be discovered in the vast continent ot

Africa.

It is generally supposed that the giraffe is an exceedingly swift

beast, and that it is difficult, if nut almost impossible, to run him

process, with which we will conclude this article : "We espied

some giraffes quietly cropping the high boughs of the mokalo-tree
;

their long taper necks stretched to the full length, twisting their

long prehensile tongues round the leaves and young shoots

The animals soon perceived us, and took to fiijjht, charging through

some bushes, and striding clear over others with their Brobdignagian

legs, and .cantering in the must ludicrous manner possible ; the
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hinder legs at each spijng comiag hefore the tore ones, r.nd seeming have anniliihiled ;—truly is ' the IVar <.f nmu i.n all creatures,

to work outside them by°at least two feet ; their tails were curled, Thorus scratched and tore my clothes to ribbons
;

all my companions

and they proceeded with a peculiar jumping motion, their long taper vanished, though reports on all side;t proclaimed the work of death

necks and lofty heads overtopping the tallest shnibs. I was quickly in progress ;
and my giraffe amusing itself by throwing dirt aad

i^y'^^ii^

'.•- ~^--^^;>€^^

THE GIKAPFE.

alongside the largest, and contrived to separate it from the herd,

when, though strongly excited, I could not help remarking the strange

sight which these colossal brutes exhibited, each followed by such com-

paratively insignificint dwarfish men and horses, whom, had the fugi-

tives pofwessed courage to make resistance, one of their kicks must

sticks behiuil it in my face, I galloped a-head, and, dismounting,

fired my favourite two-ounce Pinday's rifle beliind its shoulder,

when, to my great joy, the animal stopped, after ninning twenty

yards^reeled—tottered, and laid its steeple-neck prostrate on the

earth."
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litE -OA.K OF HENKY IV. AT T U N T A I N E B L E AU.

' ' Sire, it matters Kttle what Rosny de Sully tHnks, if the memory'
gENBY :IV. pf France, the lucky prince who escaped the massacre

of St . Bartholomew, when so many thousands became the victims of

the savage revenge of Catherine—because they had nut upheld her

against the Guises—was almost the greatest patron the castle and

wood of Fontainebleau ever had. Catherine and the ferocious

Charles IX. had previously made it a sceue of pleasure, and had

here successfully cajoled some of the Huguenots, who were then

making efforts, which, if successful, would have raised France to a

pinnacle of extraordinary prosperity, and would effectually have

]n-evented the subsequent revolution.

But things were ordained otherwi.se ; and Henry IV. was himself

obliged to recant his religion ere he could secure the throne of his

beloved France, of which he was, undoubtedly, one of the best

kings.

In the manuscript department of the Idng's library of Pans is a

letter, by which the monarch announces to the celebrated fxabrielle

d'Estrees his arrival at Fontainebleau. It is very characteristic ot

the king, who, in some particulars, rather resembled Henry VI II.

of tills country.

From our Delicious Desert ov FoNTAiNE-BELLE-EAti.

" My dear Friend,—The courier arrived this evening. I have

scut him back at once, because he informs me that you have given

him instructions to return immediately with news of me. I am
very well, thank God. All I desire is to sec you.—Henui."

Ciabrielle d'Estrees loved the king. She was determined, in her

own mind, to be nueen of France. There was easy morality in

those days, but there was also inordinate ambition in many minds.

That the beautiful Gabrielle should aspire to be the sjwuse of the

king, who loved her, was not at all surprismg ; but the task, with

every good disposition ou the part of the lung towards her, was a

difficult one.

There was a minister in France to whom the king was, with

justice and rea.son, very much attached. He was a man who loved

iiis country, and he was well aware that a king, wlio owed his

throne to a successful revolution, would do much wiser to ally

himself to some of the princesses of royal blood, than to any private

individual.

Gabrielle knew that she had to contend with this ))owerful and

firm opposition. But she did not despair. She played for a throne,

and that was a prize worthy in her mind of every risk. She, there-

fore, on the receipt of the king's letter, came in all haste with other

latlies to Fontainebleau.

She saw at once that Rosny de Sully was aware of her design

and in-epared to oppose it by eveiy means in his power. He re-

ceived her with great respect, and showed a degree of humility

which w-as surprising.

But Gabrielle was not to be deceived. The next morni?ig, as a

. party of ladies and courtiers were promenading in the beautif\il

park, she contrived to be alone with the king under the areat oak-

tree, of which we have given an engraving.

The king was as.usual gallant, and spoke of her beauty and his

affectiun in no measured terms.

" Your majesty is very good," said the beautiful favourite with

much emotion; "but, sire, do you remember a certain promise

made at St. Germain, which —

"

" What promise ?" asked the king.

*' A promise, sire, which was to have been carried r>nt there, but

which a certain Rosny de Sully —

"

"Do you speak of ray friend and fii-st adviser?" said the king

wlth'a .sliglit frown.

"Your friend, sire, I know; but not mine," replied the lady.

"He hates me ; but I return the compliment."

"Beautiful Gabrielle !" said the king, who loved a little mischief;

" I do not think Sully could hate a \\oman: he cares ton little about

them."

"Sire!" exclaimeil Gabrielle d'Estrees, blushing with anger,

•"
' you mean that we women are beneath the notice of so great a

taan."

• " I am afraid he is sufficiently nngallant to consider the heart of

a woman not a very valuable commodity."

of Henry IV. of France be good. I remind your majesty once more,

of your promise at St. Germain."

''Tut! tut! ma mie, what promise?"

"You said, sire, that you loved me, and were sufficiently of a

peasant—those were your majesty's words—to think that a good

•wife was a thing which a king should covet above everything."

" A good wife is an excellent thing," said Henry IV. gravely.

"Then your majesty recollects your promise at St. Germain?"

said the lady, whose eyes flashed fire. Ambition now overcame

every other feeling.

" Faith, Gabrielle, and thou wouldst make a rare queen. Few

would equal you, if any. None would surpass you in loveliness,"

continued the king, musing.

"When, then, will you announce it to the court?" exclaimed

Gabrielle, seizing the king's hand.

"Tut! tut!'' said the king laughing; "ma mie is in a hurry.

Rosny de Sully is not a man to be gained over in a minute."

At this moment the grave minister appeared before them only a

few yards distant. The king affectionately nodded to him, and the

minister bowed profoundly.

"Y'our majesty recollects the interview at twelve?" he said

inquiringly.

"Ah! yes," exclaimed the monarch rather uneasily, "about

that eternal question of my marriage."

" Y'our majesty," said the grave minister, who saw the king was

inclined to talk, "marriage, in crowned heads, is a duty they owe

to society. As long as your majesty is without due heirs and suc-

cessors, there will be fear of civil war."

"Sully, you mean well, but I fear marriage is too great

a tie."

"Your majesty is too greiit a king, to consult your personal

feelings. The good of your country will be your first thought."

"Ro.suy," said Henry IV., with a laugh ; "you usually con-

demn flatterers. Where have you been taking such apt lessons ?"

" I never flatter, sire. But, perhaps, this question of the mar-

riage had better be reserved for the council-chamber."

"Why not speak of it now ?" exclaimed Gabrielle d'Estrees, with

a fierce and angry look at Sully, her chief enemy, she well knew, as

regarded the marriage question.

'
' Gabrielle is right, in truth. Under this oak-tree is pleasanter

on such a day than in my cabinet. Seat yourself there, my trusty

councillor, on that wooden seat, and let us talk of affairs of state."

"The presence of a lady," said the minister gravely, " is some-

what against the usual custom of councils."

"Sully,'' replied the king, "you forget .Teanue d'Albret, her

whose courage saved me from early death
;
you forget Catherine, ot

evil repute."

"I forget nothing, sire," said the minister, with a look of meek-

ness, which made Gabrielle d'Estrees wince; "and if the Lady

d'Estrees takes an interest in the subject, I see no i-eason why

your majesty may not combine pleasure and business."

"Take an interest in the subject!" exclaimed the king, laugh-

ing, and roughly bringing on the question, like a school-boy who

fears the consequence,
'

' why, as she is probably the fair dame who

will gi'ace my crown, it can scarcely be supposed the, subject is not

interesting to her."

Gabrielle d'Estrees looked triumphantly at the minister.

"Sii'e," said the minister coldly, "that is impossible."

"Ventre St. Gris," said the ex-king of Navarre. "How im-

possible ? Why impossible !

" Rosny de Sully," whispered Gabrielle, "beware!"

"Sire," said the minister solemnly, "it is impossible. In the

first place, it is quite out of the question, that under present circum-

stances your majesty should marry a subject. Spain is awake and

alive. The son of the Marquise de Verneil aims at supplanting you

on the throne. Every mistake must be avoided by your majesty.

Besides, the negotiations for the hand of Marie de' Medici, though

not officially commenced, are in train
—"'

" How in train ?" asked the king frowning.

Gabi-ielle smiled. It was clear the king was oa her side.
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"Your majesty will i)k-use tn recuUect that yr.u. doubted my

ability to bring about this marriage, aud said you feared less to

ask, than to risk a refusal."

" Yes, yes, I recollect," exclaimed the kiug rather uneasily.

"Your majesty, I have tiiis moruing received a private iutiuni-

tion, that au official demand will lie met with a warm consent."

"Sire, du you allow this?" said (labiiellc, who began to be

alarmed, the influence of the minister over the kiug being un-

doubted, and the quiet way in which he had acted proving Ids

deterndnution, and at the same time Ids great confidence.

"Hut, Rosny de Sully," exclaimed Henry the Fourth, " I have

given my word."

"Sire, your majesty will pardon me. You never gave your

word unconditionally. The Lady Gabnelle d'Kstrees must see. that

the interest of the state is above all jn-ivate i^jnsiderations. Your

majesty then, I hojie, will make tho furmal demand for the hand of

Mario de' M dici this day."

"Tut ! tut ! man, there is no such hurry," said the king, who

now deeply regretted t!ie lu'escnce of the fair charmer, to whose

holies he had given so much encouragement.

"Sire," exclaimed Gabrielle, "your royal word is given. I have

as good, as your bond. The promise made at St. Oermain your

m.ijesty ratified but ten minutes since."

"Nay, ma mic.'" said the king; "1 only said you would

look a queen indeed."

" Of that," interposed Sully, "no m:in will doubt. Did beauty

anil grace and elegance decide royal marriages, there can be no

doubt that the Lady Gabrielle d'Estrees would ciirry all before her."

"And pray, most learned exi>ounder of the royal matrimonial

theory, why may not a king direct his cluiice where beauty, grace,

and elegance lead him?" asked the mouarcli.

"Because, sire, a kiug has moie duties than rights, more o

policy to think of than privileges to enjoy," replied the minister.

"Sophistry!" cried Gabrielle d'Estrees, now losing her temper,

and allowing her fine eyes to be suffused with tears ; "this is all

mere idle talk, to move his majesty to break his royal word. 'Tia

treachery, rank trea(-hery !"

"Madam, were there no treachery to his majesty in France, save

iu the heart of Uosny da Sully, Henry IV. might marry safely

where he loved. But there is danger, aud treachery, and doubt,

and tribulation ; and a great king must yield to sUite policy."

The king mused deeply, Gabrielle d'Estrees began a scene of

mingled tears, supplications, threats, reproaches, and fainting, to

which Sully offered only the calm reasons which, in truth, did

guide the mind of one of the best and greatest politicians France has

ever produced. The contest was long anil alarndng. The lady was

alternately a terrilile Juno, and a molting, yielding Danae. The

king wavered, but at last, as was natural with cme of hLs idiaracter,

the Woman appeared clearly about to gain the day. He could not

resist tho " tmra rw biy «s Utile jiaie'' that fell from her beautiful

eyes, and the minister began to fear that the day w as lost. He
determined to make, theref 're, one last aud bold stroke.

He rose.

"Tour majesty," said he, bowing respectfully, " appears to ha^e

decided. Y'ou h&ve detenuined to do that which I believe to lie

ruinous to the prospects of the country, fatal to the peace of France.

1 have but one duty—a solemn and unpleasant-duty—aud that is,

lii request your majesty to appoint mj' successor."

" You desert me, Sully," exclaimed the king in a reproachful

" Sire, I cannot, loving iny.conntry, and desiring an honest fame,

incur the odium of having connived at au unpopular and unwise

act. I must resign, to save my honour and my reputation."

" Your majesty will find many as faithful and att^iched minis-

ters," exclaimed Gabrielle d'Estrees, begiuuing to" recover her

hope^

"And so, Rosny,'" said the king affectionately, "you have made
up your mind, in this case, to leave me."

" I s;»y if, your majesty, with deep regret; but it is my duty ''

" Then, Uosny, it must be that you are right. You would never

leave me, were you not persuaded of the justness of your auise.

This afternoon send the demand for the hand of Marie de' Medici. •

(to, my friend."

The minister bowed, without a word, and retired.

" Your majesty," exclaimed the alarmed Lady Gabrielle, who
had nut yet learned to understand the king's fickleness, "your
majesty prefers that Rosuy to your beloved Gabrielle."

"That Rosny, Gabrielle, " said the king gravely, " is the guardian

of my crown."

(iabrielle tried every art to persuade the king to disgrace the

minister, and take one more compliant. Then it Wius that Henry
niade his historical reply to the fair dame.

"I'ardi, madanie ! this is too much. You have been incited to

this by some enemies of mine. In order, then, that you may bu

quite at ease on the subject, let me tell you, that I would rather

lose one hundred women, as beautiful as you, than one man like

Sully."

Gabrielle d'Estrees was silenced. After dinner she renewed the

conllict iu Sully's pavilion, but in vain.

The hand of Marie de' Medici was formally asked by the king,

andGabrielle d'Estrees returned to Paris, after begging the mpDnrch's

pardon on her bended knees.

She retired to her apartments in the Hotel Zamet, where a few

days later she died, after eating a meal which had been all poisoned.

It was never known, nor even suspected, by whom this poison was
adndnistered, as the object couhl not very well be discovered.. It

has even been suggested that she ate only some mushrooms which

were of a poisonous tribe, and was thus accidentally killed.

King Henry IV. wa.i a little hurt in heart at the disappointment

of which the great oak had been the theatre, and visited it for

several d.ays with considerable gravity.

But soon all Fontaincbleau was iu activity. The marriage cere-

mony was settled, and Henry IV. became the husband in a few

days of Marie de' Medici, who, on the 21st of September, 1601,

presented him with a daiqihin. The king was delighted, placed his

own sword iu the infant's hand, and addressed the queen thus :

" Ma mic!" he exclaimed ;
" rejoice ! Heaven has granted our

wish. We have a handsome son."

Aud lie ran in such a hurry to hear a 2'e Dsum in the church of

the Holy Trinity, that ho lost his hat in the crowd. He was as

ardent a Bomanist as he had, at one time, been a firm Huguenot.

Many of the plans aud designs of Henry IV. were conceived and

debated under that spreading oak, which is only one of the many
magnificent trees that adorn that delightful forest.

( ine day, in the sixteenth century, St. Louis was hunting' iii the

forest of Bieve, in the Gatinais. He lost a dog he was very fond of,

and which answered to the name of Bleau. The kiug was very

much vexed at his loss, and all the court exerted themselves to

roc iver it. Saints as well. as other beings have their flatterers.

The flatterers of Si. Louis hurried so swiftly about the forest, that

tliey found the dog drinking at a spring. The spring was made
into a f Mintain, which was called Fontaincldeau.

Such is the legend whidi Francis I. and the I'rimatice have con-

secrated by a painting. Hat Mabillou tells ns that it was an old

donuiin named Brcau ; while Philandor aud De Thou, without

.sliuwing any re-spect for old stories, tell us that it is derived

from Foutaiue-belle-eau, corrupted into Fontaincbleau. Hei'e the

French kings built a residence.

(lid (TuUlaume Moriss, au ancient olirouielcr of Fi-auce, says:

" The Gatinais, tlivcrsilied by woods, rivers, plains, and mountains,

is very healthy and agreeable, which is the reason of its bving much
peoplcnl, and of our seeing that those who inhabit it generally live to

a good old age, and die full of years and in a healthy old age, not

so common anywhere else in France. This induced our kings to

uonslruul a pleasure-piilace in this locality. The most bcautifid

and royal house in Euro, e is Fontaincbleau. Our kings nut only

made it a residence with a view to pleasure aud health, but here

were chiefly born and brought up the young princes of the crown."

Montarges aud Melun had previously enjoyed the honour of being

the nursery of France. The forest was peopled iu the days of

St. Louis by robbers. The following is related as having happened

under the great oak. The king had lost his way, and was seeking

lii.s suiie, when he fell into the midst of a band of robbers.

" You .are the king," said the chief.

" Leave me my life, and you shall have king Louis," regilied the

saint.

At the same time he sounded liis horn, aud the suite came uji.

"Well, where is the king?" said the robber chief.
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"I am the king, and yuu are aa audacious brigand." As he

spoke, the thieves were ovei-powered.

" Hunger, sire."

"Very good,'' said the prince; "you shall expiate your sins

THE OAK OF BE.NllY IV. AT FOKTAINEBLEAU.

'
' How long have you carried on this trade

"Since yesterday."

"What drove you (o it?"

I'y fighting the infidels. In future you shall eat the king's

bread."

It is reported that the robbers Ixcame very good soldiers.
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finding it impossitile lit the coiuuieniieineut of the tenth century to

overcome the Christians, iloterniineil to retire from tlie country, iiml

sijjualised their deiiarture liy pilhiging and destroying Pcustuni. In

1080, Robert Guisliird comiiktcd tlie work of destruction by con-

veying most of the remaining columns and ornaments to Salermo to

build n church,

POLITICAL ASPKCT OF CHINA.

EV WILLIAM KNICnTON, 51. A.

The system of government, jn-evalent for ages in China, is based

ii|ion tliat of a family. The Chinese constitute the vast family ot

uliich the emperor is the father ; and, as absolute filial obedience

IS required by their faith, as the fatlier has absolute power over his

children, even so has the emperor alisolute authority in the state,

the most implicit obedience being required from his ofticers and

subjects. Such a system is often miscalled the patriarchal, but it

is quite a misnomer—the fi mudation of both may be alike, but the

practice is quite different. The emperor is styled "the sacred son

of heaven," "the .sole ruler of the earth," "the great father;"

offerings are made to his image and to his throne ; his person is

adored ; his people prostrate themselves in his presence. When he

goes abroad, all the people take care to shut themselves up in their

houses ; whoever is found in tlie monarch's way is liable to instant

execution unless be turns liis bac;};, or lies flat with his face upon the

ground. The children have evidently no reason to rejoice, under

such circumstances, in the visits of their father ; his journeys must

be rather alarming to travellers. Everything about him partakes

of the idolatrous homage paid to himself, whilst the mandarins,

who are his delegates in distant provinces, have authority as abso-

lute as his own.

No despotism was ever more unalloyed ; no power more abso-

lutely without control than that of this "son of heaven ;" and yet

it was all based upon a mistaken view of the domestic relationship.

The language, spoken and written, of China, is an admirably-con-

trived supporter of this state of things ; each sign representing an

idea, often without any corresponding word, so that a piece of

writing, although irtelligible to the learned reader, cannot be read

uloud to others ; and hence the information acquired by the privileged

classes has no means of becoming diffused amongst the bulk of t!ie

jieople. Reflection and memory are the only powers called into

exercise by this dumb language—the imagination can never lie

appealed to by it. Even in a Chinese poem, which cannot, of

course, be read aloud, the beauty consists in the ndaptation of

symbol to symbol ; it excites no feeling in the breast, it affords no

culture to tlie imagination. "Not a hundredth part of the Chinese

charaoter.s,". says llemusat, "has any vocal expression, and it is

no uncommon thing for the literati of that country to conduct their

disputes by describing in the air, with their fans, characters which

do not correspond to any vvuril in the language which they speak."

(Essai sur la Langue ChiUoise, p. 33). Eminently absurd, we are

inclined to call such symbolic argument, and to us it does certainly

appear so; but it is eminently note-worthy, by reason of the deductions

that may be drawn from the fact, that, if appeals are thus made to

the rea-sou and to the memory only, all the fervour of eloquence

must be quite thrown away and all the aid of the imagination lost

in religions or political addresses.

• In the earliest ages of authentic Chinese history, that is, about

five hundred years before the Christian era, the country was divided

into nine sovereignties, all subsequently united under an enterpris-

ing prince named Lo, the Chinese Egbert, For centuries the

country, thus united, enjoyed peace and prosperity under its native

lords. . The intestine tumults were few and far between, and the

military art became almost unkuown, for there was no foreign

aggression to repel, trhenghis Khan, the great Asiatic conqueror,

swept over the country like a whirlwind, carrying everything before

hiui in the thirteer.th century ; but the Jling or n.ative dynasty was

Jfliitored subsequently. About a ceutui'y and a half ago, however,

the Ming dynasty was again displaced by the Mantehoo invaders

from the north-east, whose mouarchs have ever since .sat upon the

Chinese throne. The paternal rod by which China had previously

ijeen governed, was iieavy and severe enough; but, since then, the

whip of the Tartar has been added to the domestic tyranny, until

!-ubservienry has superseded obedience, "The des|)ot!5m of the

Jlantchoo sovereign," says lialbi, " keeps that of the grandees in

order, and obliges them to remain united. There'is no resistance

on the part of the people ; they have much cunning but little

courage, and find it safer to preserve a part of their property by

grovelling ,at the feet of theii- masters, than to risk the loss of the

whole in order to obtain their liberty," Had Balbi lived in these

days, he might have learnt that, however bound down by a foreign
(

yoke, however tyrannised over by foreign rulers, the Chinese had

not yet lost their nationality entirely, and were certainly dispos<^d

to make a violent effort, and able to make it, to regain their liberty

and to shake off the Mantehoo rule. Whether they be successful

or not remains to be seen—probably they will not be so
;
yet it

must always be remembered, to their honour, that the attempt was

ihade, and that they exhibited in it courage, constancy, and perse-

verance, not unalloyed, it is true, with cruelty and intolerance. But

fliese are always the vices of the fallen ;
long-continued slavery

produces them naturally in the mind ; long-continued, pent-up

indignation feeds itself ujion blood when it gets the opportunity.

The various civil and military appointments are filled by nine

classes of officers, called originally mandarins, by the Portuguese,

from the Latin verb maiulare, to command. The power of these

officers is,- as I have said, ab.solute, when they are sent by the

emperor as his viceroys into the various provinces of the empire.

An ofiicer of this description entering a city, can order any persou

he suspects to be arrested and executed, without giving any further

reason for the summary procedure than that noted in his despatch

to the Higli Court of Pekin, in which he announces the fact. He

is unquestionably a formidable oHicer. A hundred lictors go before

him, announcing his mission with discordant yells. Should any

one be found in the way, notwithstanding this announcement, he is

mauled with bamboo rods or castigated with heavy whips. It is

some consolation to know that the officer himself, who thus has the
,

power of tyrannising at his will, is liable to the same summary

punishment he inflicts on others. If tales to his discredit are whis-

pered by influential men in Pekin, and come at'length to the empe-

ror's ears, an imperial mandate may, at any moment, arrive, which

orders the inferior ofticers to seize the viceroy, of whom they have

been standing so heartily in dread, and to bastinado him soundly.

It is likely, under such circumstances, that they would lay it on

with hearty good-will.

The redeeming point of all this Chinese government must be

mentioned, however. It is this, that these mandarins are uot^

hereditaiy nobles, born to rule, and brought up in supercilious

contempt of all around them, but men who have passed examina-

tions in the classical literature of their country—men versed in

such religion, in such mathematics, in such science, in such philo-

s.'iihy, as Chinese wisdom has attained to. Learning is the ladder

of nobility, and he has a chance of climbing highest— other things

being equal—who has learnt most. From their peculiar system

of symbols, this learning, however, is not so powerfully operative

for good as it might otherwise be. It is cold and heai-tless, culti-

vating the head much, but leaving the warm impulses of the heart

unregulated, nnnourished, and uureplenished from the stores of the

imagination. The human mind has many faculties, aU of wliich

require simultaneous development to constitute a superior being,

ultimately. No one of these faculties can be neglected without

evil being induced.

The insurrection which has lieen threatening for the last year or

two to overturn the Mantehoo dynasty, and once more place the native

line of princes on the throne, excited little attention in England until

the intelligence was brought by one of the Indian mails, last

autumn, that Nankiu had been taken by the rebels. Indistinct

rumours of troubles in the southern provinces of the empire had

been heard and canvassed in Canton months before. At first, the

disturbei'S were rubbcfs, and numerous imperial decrees dtclared

tliat the leaders of these robbers had been seized, and quaiiered at

Pekin, their dismembered limbs being affixed on the gates, and

elsewhere, as a warning to evil-doers. But still, all the imperial

decrees notwithstanding, the troubles continued, and it was

further rumoured, that the descendant of the old Ming family w-as

the head of the insurgent*. At length Nankin was taken, and the

robbers became, forthwith, rebels. Nankin, the centre of tlic

arts, fashions, and iiierature of China—Nankiu, the old capital of the

couutry, was taken. Europeans began then to doubt whether cvcji
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in]ierial proL'taraiitioiis were always to be credited—it was evident,

iinleed, that they were not. The insurgents advanced ; they seized

tlie southern basins of the Great Canal ; they commanded the

mouths of the Yang-tse-kiang. One imperial army after another

was defeated ; they threatened Pekin itself. They became forth-

with pa'riots. Who shall say, after this, that there is nothing in a

name ? Nothing in a name ! robbers and patriots convertible terms f

Verily there is much in a name. Success will ali'ord a healing

p'aster for m.any wounded consciences; success will blind the eyes of

most lookers-on. A man makes a great leap to attain a distant

Messing—he fails, and people laugh at his temerity ; he succeeds,

and they applaud his heroism. Had the Cliinese insurrection

perished in its first efforts in the Stnith, we .should have heard of it

only as the troubles caused by a few paltry robbers.

Hien-foung, wliich, being interpreted, means Complete Abun-

dance, is the present emperor of China, the Mantchuo sovereign

who reigns in Pekin. He is but twenty-two years of age, "a
young man," says M. Callery, " of middle height, his fcuin indicat-

ing great aptitude hr bodily e.xercises. He is slender and muscular,

has a high forehead, antl a defective ohiitiuity of the eyes ;" which

latter means, in plain English, that his majesty squints. "His,

cheek-bones are very prominent, and strongly marked. The space

between his eyes is broad and flat, like the forehead of a buftalo."

By no me,an3 a flattering simile, JI. Callery ! for, although Juno

was called the ox-eyed, that is no reason why Complete Abundance

should be likened to a buft'alo. There is little to be added tn this

sketch of Complete Abundance, save this, that he appears to be

always in want of money.

Tien-te, the head of the insurrection, and the representative ot

the Ming dynasty, is also a young m:in, only a year or so t)lder than

Complete Abundance. " Study and want of rest,'' s.ays M. Callery,

"have made him jirematurely old. He is grave and melancholy,
leads a very retired life, and only communicates with those about
him when he gives his orders." Tien-te means Celestial Virtue ;

and the cunning Chinese, anxious to obtain the favour of the
western barbarians, assured them that this Celestial Virtue wa«
really a Christian at heart, and intended establishing Christianity

when he became emperor. The fact of his having thirty wives,

however, when it became known, made the Europeans look with

sus|)icion on Celestial Virtue's Christianity, as well they might.

So they have left Complete Abundance and him to tight it out, their

sympathies, perha|is, being with the insurgents, their diplomatic

communication still, however, with the Mantchoo and his officers.

Certain it is, that the insurgents have shown no favour what-

ever to Budhism. which is the religion of the Mantchoo court,

since they have invariably destroyed its temples and images as they

have advanced. Whether they intend to restore the system of

Confucius, or to amalgamate it with some of the truths of Chris-

tiainty, does not yet sufficiently appear. They seem to have correct

ideas on the sulyect of the Deity and of his nature, ideas probably

obtained from Christian sources. It is almi.st certain, however,

that if they do succeed, the insurgents will settle down into the old

piditical forms; all their sympathies and tendencies seem to point

in that direction. Recent accounts leave it doubtful whether they

will succeed at all. Tliey have got to within a hunilred mile.s of

Pekin, having traversed a district of country as extensive as the
whole of European Russia. They hjive been almost uniformly suc-

cessful hitherto; but the tierce Tartar tribes may possibly be
too much f..r them, if the latest intelligence on the subject is to be

credited.

A VISIT TO THE EAST.
l.s a recent entertaining Work, entltleil "Scenes in Bn.stern Life,"

occurs the following amusing episode, which we give without

vouching for the strict accuracy of every particular :

—

Stanislas Duhamel was a blagf Parisian. He had exhausted

all the enjoyments of life, and wasted all his energies in the feverish

pursuit of pleasure. As a student, a man of fashion, a politician, a

mercantile man, and a lieutenant in the National Guards, he had

been foremiist in all sorts of exciting scenes, till at last, having run

the whole round of worldly activity, he sat down like Alexander

the (jreat, aud niniirned that he had not another career open to

liim. In his vexation aiul embarrassment for want of yet one more

part to play, one additional scene in the drama of life, he suddenly

bethought him of an expedient which promised to answer his

purpose admirably. He would go to Ciuist^antiuople, assume the

turban, and become a thorough Mahomedan. He would get a

palace with beautiful fountains, a palanquin, with a procession of

slaves, ete. etc. As he dwelt upon the. bright visions of enjoyment

opening up before his mind's eye, his heart throbbed with delight.

Ids jaded emotions ouce more resumed their intensity, and the

exclamation

—

La Alia Ha Alia .' bni-st. forth from his lips.

Without delay he was nfT to Marseilles, and in the coui-se of a

week or two landed safely at Constantinople, where he hired a

splendid palace, of which the reader may form some conception

from our engraving (p. 12). It .was surrounded by a court, a

gardeUj fine colonnades, and shady avenues, and had a marble pave-

ment, fountains, arabesques, and whatever else could cnntril)ute

to elec:ance or use. The Parisian was delighted with his new

abode, which appeared quite a Mahomedan paradise. But before

an hour had passed in self-congratulations, he began to feel pain-

fully conscious of some serious defects. In the first place, lie did

not like the solitude in which he found himself. Then the win-

dows, though artistically formed, were none of them glazed, so that

the heat by day and damp by night had free admission, bringing

ophthalmia and riieumatism in their train. " We must remedy this,"

said he to his dragoman, "by getting some splendid furniture and

a comjony of daneing-girls." Accordingly, the dragoman went

to the nearest b:uaar, and the furniture was supplied the same

evening. It consisted of sofas made of palm-wood, stuffed with

cotton .and covei-ed with Persian silk, divans ami beds, a small

round table, curtains, mats, caps, pipes and narguilehs. Highly
delighted with the w.ay in which he had fulfilled his commission,

the dragoman exclaimed: "Here you have furniture fit for the

reception of a pasha himself."

Our hero had also a numerous suite of jiersonal attendants,

including a secret:! ry, a treasurer, two cooks, three pipe-bearer.s, four

coft'ee-scrvers, five interpreters, and six ass-drivers, not to mention

an .armour-bearer, a groom to hold his horse, and several extra hands

to assist the others. "At any rate," said he himself, " I shall be

well waited on." Next day, however, his cooks brought him lean

chickens hatched in the oveii) dog's flesh dressed up as mutton,

and dried locusts from Egypt, the whole seasoned to a fiery heat

with pepper and mustard. He soon beg<an to find out what it is to

be the slave of slaves. E,ach of his servants being professedly about

his appropriate work, and most of them taking their tietta in the

middle of the day, he could never get their attention when he

wanted. If he had occasion for the .ass-driver, he stumbled upon

the secretary, and rioe verea. The extra hands were indignant

when he asked them to shut the door, or do anything else so far

beneath their dignity. His horse was never saddled except for his

groom to have a ride. The pipe-bearers and cofTec-'servers brought

him a hundred pipes and as many cups of coffee a-day, that they

might regale themselves at his expense. All the neighbours and

passera-by came in to squat upon his divans, smoke his tobacco,

and taste his mocha coffee. To crown all, the entente cordialc,

which subsisted between the tradespeople and his servants, wa.s

productive of ruinous results.

Unable to endure tlus any longer, Stanislas determined to put an

end to it by turning Turk in real earnest. OflT he ran to a barber,

who, in little more th.an a twinkling, completely shaved his head,

with the exception of one small tuft of hair on the top of his

cranium.

" But why leave this tuft !" he askeil,

"For the day wlien you have your head cut off," replied the

barber. "Every good Mnssulmar ought to be prei>ared for that

operation, particularly those who were originally Christians, 0.1

they rarely escape this fate. Without this tuft for the executioner

to lay hold of when he shows your head to the crowd, he would

have to take you by the nose—an indignity past all bearing," The
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poor FreucUman sliuddercrl and shrugged his shonklers, but had

not the hoirt to attempt any reply, and therefure made the best of

hi^ way homo. As soon as he arrived, he ordered the almehs or

daaeiug-girls to he sent for to soothe his perturbed spirit. Several

were introduced, most brilliantly attired, and promising to delight

him with a fine display of tlieir art. They danced awkwardly and

sang baiUy, but he tried to persuade himself they were adorable.

after a comely show of reluctance, to accept his hand. The wed-

ding day arrived, on which he was at length to realise the happiness

of which he had so long vainly dreamt. His bride had always kept

her face most sacredly veiled until the ceremony was completed.

When there was no longer any reason for farther reserve, she suf-

fered him to lift her veil, and he had the felicity of discovering

that she was an old Parisian dressmaker ! On making application

IXIF.KIOR OF .V TVEKISH I'.IL.MH.

When, however, after continuing their evolutions or some time,

they came and bowed themselves before him and he approached

them to give each a hand.some gratuity, according to eastern custom,

what was his horror and dismay to find that these pretended dan-

afiwfs were men in women's dress!

To replenish his purse and solace his heart, he resolved, as a last

resource, to take to himself a rich wife. He was not long in meet-

ine with a lady s-iid to be possessed ot an ample fortune, and williDg,

for the dowry, he was informed that in the J3ast it was the husband

who furnished that. This was moi-e than he could bear. His con-

stitution gave way under such repeated blows. He was attacked

with brain-fever, from which, however, he at last recovered, in

spite of the remedies prescribed by the physicians ; and then, after

encountering many serious obstacles in succession, he managed tu

make his escape to Paris, where he was now reconciled to a mode

of life which had before been a source of constant dissatisfaction.
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HARVEST IN ITALY.

A POET of the sixteenth century has left us a pretty song, uupposed

to be sung by a girl to hev companions as she is winnowing corn.

It is such a character that the artist has portrayed in the lovely

picture from which our engraving is taken. As we gaze upon her

beautiful features and graceful form, it is easy to fancy her fanning

the flame of her admirer's affection by singing, in meiTV mood,

snatches of some popular ballad to a well-known air. But, if we

may believe the accounts given of an Italian harvest by well-

informed and trustworthy travellers, there is nothing in that

country corresponding to this pleasing illusion. It is true, the poor

in troops of several hundreds, each under the command of a sort oi

corporal, armed with a staff, they present almost the appearance of

an army. If a poor girl, exhausted by fatigue, panting, and fainting

with thirst, rests for a moment, she is immediately goaded on to

work by some harsh word, some threatening movement of the cor-

poral's staff, or even a blow from his brutal hand. A melancholy

silence pervades this laborious multitude. Nothing is heard but

the sound of the sickle as it cuts, and the corn as it falls. Tho

sickles and l;illhooks glitter in the sun like weapons of war, and, to

complete the comparison, death reigns among the reapers as on tho
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girls who, with their brothers and their betrothed lovers, go down

from the Abruzzi, and the mountains of Lucca, and the Sabine

district, to get in the harvest about Rome, are not unfrequently as

beautiful as the one depicted in our engraving ; but they are rarely

cheerful enough to give vent to their feelings in songs. It is not on

their father's fields that they reap the com, bind the sheaves, and

Tvinnow the grain. For a miserable pittance of hire they go, much
against their inclination, to expose themselves to the malignant

influence of the atmosphere, and work laboriously for several months

under very strict discipline. As they move along the ^ast plains

field of battle. "Exposed," says a traveller, "to severe toil,

passing speedily without transition from the temperate climate and

pure air of their mountains to a burning plain which sends forth

pestilential miasma, these unhappy creatures are often the victims

of drea<lful fevers. The season of harvest is most dangerous. The

mortality is then sometimes frightful, and it is not uncommon to

see ten or a dozen victims carried every evening from the fields to

the hospital, their sufferings being aggravated by the coldness

of the night and the hardness of the vehicle til which they arc

conveyed."
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THE WALLACHIAN ROBBER.

TilE viilley through wliicli the river Temes rolls its rapid waters

serves as a road through the mountains from Lugos to Mehadia and

Old-Oraova. Not far from tlie commeucempnt of this valley lies the

town of Karansehcs. Farther up are the scattered farm-houses

which form the village of Szlatiua, and tlie traveller who goes

against the strong current of the river sees on the left bank a small

chni-ch which, situated on a rocky eminence, is visible a long way

off. This little church is not particularly ancient. Its present

form dates from the year 1771, and its origin does not go back more

than about three centuries. But with this origin is connected a

recollection which is dear to the hearts of the people, and, though

scarcely a hundred and twenty years old, combines the poetical

interest of an ancient tradition with the reality of an historical

event. As all eyes are now turned towards this part of Europe,

our readers will, we doubt not, be pleased to be m.ade acquainted

w'ith the story, which is in substance as follows.

It was in the year 1738. Prince Eugene, the noble knight, lay

wrapped in that dark, cold slumber, from which none awake till the

judgment day. The death of the old hero had inspired the sons of

the prophet witli cour."ige. They now considered they had no longer

any reason to fear the arms of Christendom. The expedition of

1737, which was at first successful, had been bronghfto an inglo-

rious conclusion through the incapacity of Seckeudoif Pasha. But

of what avail was it that Seckendorf was now in prison, and that

the timid Dorat Pasha had been beheaded ? The Turks had, never-

theless, pressed forward as far ,as Mehadif), and the apostate Bon-

neval was celebrating a new triumph.

In the neighbourhood of ICaransebes lay an imperial army, in

which were the tv.o dukes of Lorraine, Francis and Charles, the

sons of the liberator of Vienna. The elder of these two princes,

afterwards known as the German emperor Francis the First, had

been man-ied in the year 1736 to the Archduchess Maria Theresa,

daughter of Charles the Sixth.

The Turks were at Mehadia. This place, which is known to

many on account of the medicinal springs in its neighbourhood, lies

about six hours' joiirney above Orsova, in a narrow defile which

extends sideways from the valley of the Danube. The position of

the Turks was covered in the rear by the fortified town of Nevv-

Orsova. Their outposts had jrashed forward up to the river, and

theii' marauding parties went on the road to the npi>er part of the

pass, which is called the key to Teregova and Szlatina. There

skirmishes frequently took place with the imperial marauders, but

only at a distance. Sabre and scimitar remained in the scabbard,

and the shots came for the most part from such a distance that

they appeared destined for no other purpose than to awaken the

echoes of the woods, and thus give intimation of the iirevalence of

war in the land—a fact which otherwise there might have been

some danger of forgetting-

On the flanks t f both armies crowds of desperadoes collected from

the surrounding mountains, and Avoods, but they were at this time

more auxious for their .own seciirity than eager in the piu-suit of

their usual vocation. The interrujition of intercoiu-se injured their

calling, but they hoped for. a full compensation for all their priva-

tions and dangers as soon as the armies had withdrawn. , They had

at this time powerful opponents in the Turkish soldiers, whose envy

they awakened ; while on the other hand, the imperialists treated

them with all the severity of military vengeance. Whenever they

cansrht an rmlucky votary of St. Nicholas, they hung him npon the

nearest tree, for the wild beasts of the wood to feast upon his flesh,

and the birds to prey upon his head, shoulders, and breast.

The evening sun was shining npon such a poor sinner, who a few

hours before had Tieen thus summarily desp.atcTrcd. He w.as

hanging upon the branch of an oak on the edge of the wood near the

'

village Szlatina, clotlied in a short shirt and loose lineu trousers

full of folds, which presented the appearance of a wom;in's dress.

His weapons, his hat, and his upper garment had doubtless been

carried ofl" by those w^ho had rendered these articles superfluous to

him. In otl'.cr respects the body was uninjured.

About a hundred paces off, a woman might be seen gazing at the

uafoi-tunate creature, ])eeping out of some thick bushes in which

she was anxiously endeavouring to conceal herself Her desu-e to

afoid observation arose principally from a dread of the marauding

dragoons, who appeared here and thei-e almost always in paii's,

sometimes on hor.seback with their muskets across the saddle, and

sometimes on foot with their weapon over the shoulder, and the

bridle slung round their arm. The woman, though not very young

—being rather more than thirty—was handsome and stately iu

appearance, with a good figure and large powerful frame indicative

of robu.st health. A pair of bright grey eyes sparkled in her round

chubby face. Her short neck, broad shoulders, and well-developed

lireast, were covered with clean white linen. From her slender

waist a pretty sort of gown descended to her ankles, and her feet

were encased iu a pair of high boots, such as are elsewhere worn by

men. A broad-brimmed man's hat overshadowed her brown face.

Over her shoulders was thrown a gaudy-coloured coarse woollen

cloth, which the Wallachians make use of as a cloak or bed-

coverlet. In the scarf, which served as a gh-dle round her waist,

were stuck a sabre and two horse-pistols. The Amazon caiTied iu

her hand a Janissary's gun, with long barrel and short stock, but

provided with a French percussion lock.

From her hiding-place the armed woman kept anxiously looking

round at the river, the wood, the mountain, and the dragoons in

succession ; but ever and anon she returned to gaze with still deeper

attention upon the corpse that was dangUng iu the ail-. And when

at last she began to move oft", she muttered to herself, as she

clenched her fist and held it up towards the troop in the valley

:

"Maruschka will yet fiud means to avenge poor Dobru, her

faithful messenger. Hadst thou no pity for his youth, thou execralile

hangman ? Scarcely twenty times had his bright eyes beheld the

return of spring. His lip was covered with the first light down

which betokened a manly heart. What can I say to his mother,

when she asks me what I have done with her yoimgest and dearest

son ? I must reply that the Imperialists have murdered him out of

mere wanton caprice and violence. He had done nothing to deserve

such a fate. He had simply gone out in a friendly country to fetch

me seme powder and .shot, which w-e cannot .dispense with here. He

carried armour and weapons, as became a brave man. A conscious-

Ecss of his innocence alone could have thrown the wary and active

youth sufficiently off his guard to be thus overtaken. He must

have thought! ssly gone .and asked the hirelings for a pipe of tobacco.

This is what I must tell his aged mother
;
yet before I have well

finished the sad tale, I will add, ' Be comforted, afflicted mother

:

your Dobru is avenged.'
"

Maruschka cast yet one more indescribably fierce .glance at the

liated foes, then shouldered her long gun, and bounded off nimbly

and safely as a chamois through the gathering darkness of the night.

It was pitch dark before she reached the cleft in the rock on the

other side of the first hill, on descending which she heard a loud

long whistle. A double whistle gave the expected answer.

Maruschka hastened on hei' way, and soon reached the spot where

she was expected. She found there a square-built man, who was

enjoying a comfortable doze on a moss-covered sfrone, upon which he

stretched himself out like a gre,<it bear.

"You have kept me waiting a long time," said he, gaping, "I

liad almost fallen asleep. But where is the young fellow ?"

" He is not come yet," replied Maruschka, iu a melancholy tone.

"Ask me no more questions, Dschurd.schu, ymi will learn all at the

proper time."

The old man refrained from urging her .any further, for he saw

plainly enough by her manner of speaking that she had met

w ith some mishap, and he had no wish to excite her temper, which

was already not a little ruffled. He could uot, however, help

.saying, after a while : "I suppose you will soon expect me to

li"ht the tire, and get you a comfortable bed ready. You must be

tired and hungry after the toils of the day, I should think."

" Don't yon know yet, tliat I am never tired?" was Maruschka's

reply. " We must only st:iy here long enough for me to eat a

morsel of food and swallow a draught of something to slake my

thir.st. It is no use w.aiting any longer for Dobru. We must go

up towards Mlakaberg as quickly as we am."
" Y'ou command, mistress, and I obey," muttered Dsehurdschu,

in a scarcely intelligible tone. Maruschka laughed heartily, and

said ;

'
' Y'on don't like to go to Jllakaberg then, you have not yet

made up matters with the beautiful W.antscha. She has set your

old heart all in a flame, and instead of soothing your pain, she takes

delight in irritating it to the utmost of her ability."
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" Yoii are quite ri^lit iu what yuu say, ouly you forget one tiling.

The Lass will not give me her consent, it is true, although her

parents are willing, yet she will not let me go free. As often as

she sees me at a distance, she smiles at me, and when she comes up,

she asks me how I do in a most winning, affectionate way, and

keeps on flattering me, till at last all my displeasure changes into a

perfect sunshine of 'delight. Yet, no sooner am I warmed with

pleasuralle emotion, than she suddenly becomes cold, and her

.smile of affection is exchanged for a bitter laugh of scorn. Hence,

I am glad to get out of her way as quickly as I can."

"It is for that very reason," interrupted Maiiischk.i, "that I

take you to her."

" I don't understand you. What pleasure can it afford yon to

ciuse me pain V
"1 will put an end to your pain then. The old one -must

overcome the resistance of the young lass."

The rough fellow jumped up from his seat more astonished than

delighted, great as his joy was. Unable to refrain from expressing

liis wonder in words, he said : "You dou"t like to see your folks

married. It is a common saying with you, that whenever a fool is

to be l>orn, a young girl is married to an old man. Now I am nut

young, nor am I the greatest favourite with you, Whence, then,

this s\iddcn change of feeling towards me ? Do yoU wish to get tid

of me T'

" Y'our head is turned « ith delight." said Maruschkn, smiling.

" .I\ist thiilk, a little soberly if you can, for n liuniient, Mul yoii

will mod no rtnswer from me. Don't you kHOw why 1 dislike to

• see my people get married .' Simply, because the fitst ycM' after a

robber has taken a wift, he loses all intefest iu liis occupation.

His thoughts are at hbilie as often as he goes out, ahd if he is

waute 1 fir a long expeiUtion, he is no use at alt. But with you

tlie fase is very different. You are no longer yoUng ennUgh to be

billing and cooing with your mate from morning to night."

" But what is w.anting in youtlifulriess," inten-upted Dschurdschu,
" may. perhaps, lie made up in ardour."

" Wantscha is a good lass," contiuued JIaruschka, "a.sanyiu

the nuighbourhood. Besides, she is the only child, and will in-

herit the farin. Young, beautiful, prudent, and rich, is the bride

you have in view. Already your heart longs for her, and yet you

are afraid to take her. One sc.lrcely knows what to think. Do

you tremble at yotir unexpected good fortune ?"

Dschurdschn reflected a while bef)re he ventured to rejily.

"When the fox sees a hen lying with its legs tied, he is in no

hurry to touch it. Easy ptey is often only a b.ait. If I am to follow

your advice, you inust tell mc plainly why you wish me 1 1 marry

at once. You have sotne particular reason, and I must know it

before I advance a single step."

"If you don't like Wantscha," said Maruschka, "you may
remain single for what I care.''

" I have only one more question to ask you," rejoined Dschurdschu,
• Against whom is the blew directed?"

"You shall know that too, you old chatterbox," was the reply.

'• The blow is aimed at the man whom I call mine. I can't agree

with him; I don't like him ; he may bestow his heart upon whom
he likes, but not in my domains. Let him keep within his own

limits, as I do in mine. I am. jealous, it is true, but not of Petru

so much as of my territoi-y. Mlakaberg lies in my dominions, the

sources of the Temes are mine, Czerna and Motru are nnquestionably

my brooks. It was so settled when I withdrew with my companions

from connexion with hira. He may hunt where he likes, only not

on my grounds."

Dschurdschu asked no further question. He had heard enongli

to understand that Jramschka was more jealous of her husband

thtin she chose to admit in w-ords. The imperious wonum liad

separated from the harampashah, or robber-chieti because he

neither woidd nor could submit to her overbearing conduct.

As the two wanderers descended quickly and silently into the

valley which serves as a channel for the waters that spring from

the south-west side of the hill, they came to a sudden stand. A
glimmer of light shone upon them from the depth of the valley.

The yellow spot of light seemed no larger than a lamp behiiul the

window of a hut. But the travellers well knew that there was no

human dwelling there ; consequently the light must come from a

lire in the open air.

" Who can it be," asked Dschurdschu, " that is encamped there?

Surely it is not Tetru's company."

" A company of gipsies, perhaps," replied Maruschka ;
" we shall

soon see."

"Shall we go down to them!"

"As if we had any choice iu the matter. We have no other

means of crossing the water. Let us approach cautiously."

Maruschka felt in her girdle, to be quite sure her pistols were

there ready for use. She took her gun, loaded it, and primed it.

Her companion also prepared his weapons for immediate use. Thus

armed for whatever exigency might occur, they cautiously went

towards the fire.

This caution was, for once, needless. By the fire lay a single

man, who was neither a gipsy nor one of I'etru's company, but an

able-bodied Turk, apparently about five-and-thirty years of age, in

a small waistcoat and large trousers, with bis hair cut close and his

beard long. He was sitting cross-legged, after the Turkish fashion,

on the ground near the fire, smoking hi.s chibouk as comfortably as

if he were seated in a tavern at the Golden Horn, where, even at

the i>resent day, the sons of the prophet are in the habit of drinking

the dark w.aters of wisdom. Y'et he was not so completely confident

of peace as he would have felt iu the coffee-house of a roguish Greek

or II contemptible .\tmeuiati. lie had his weapons pretty near him,

not excepting even his gun, which was leaning against a stone close

l)y. Near the gun Iny a deer stretched out, a tender piece of which,

I'Ulled Up in fat and pilt Upon a spit to the fire, diffused a savoury

smell at-ound. The part which the brave Turk was cooking for his

solitary meal was the ItVer. Among his companions he would not

have ventured tb cat this forbidden part. With his right lyiud he

tufned the spit, while he held his chibouk with the left. He
seemed to be dreahiing over the job, if not asleep ; but he was still

till on the alert. He heard the footsteps of the two who were

approaching. In ,1u instant he exchanged the spit and chibouk for

his gun, and, liiinble as a weasel, he darted into a bush close by,

rom -rthich lie could look out in conce,i!ment. But before he had

tline to see who it was .that startled him, a clear voice s;iid,

" Fear nothing, Fortunatus; I am alohe with old Dschiird-schu."

The voice sounded fiimiliar to hiln, and the speaker went close to the

fire, that the light falling upon her niight i-eUlove all suspicion from

his mind. . "Come forth,", said Dschurdschn; "if we had been

disposed to do you any harm, yoU would have had a bullet in you

before you wei-e aware of us."

Tile Turk cHhie out to greet the ne*-bbttt6l'S, and resume as

quickly as possible hi.s tno-fold occupation. Dircbtly he had lightetl

his chibouk and begun to turn the spit ag,ain, Ite said, "Welcome,

friends of old times. I invite you to my meal. I am glad to see

yiju Once more. Above all, I beg j-ou not to call me Fortunatus—

a

name I no longer bear—btit Selim, in ftitnre.

Maruschka and her comp.aiuou had takea theii' seats on moss-

grown stones. The warlike woman took a short pipe from her

girdle and filled it out of a leather pouch. After she bad lighted it,

she thus replied " What I have heard several times without Iieliev-

ing it, is true, then, after all ? Y'ou have forsworn the true faith of

a Christian
;
you have denied the Saviour of your immortal soul,

and changed your auspicious name for an ill-boding one."

" We won't quanxd about that, fiiir Maruschka," said he; "

think I have made a good exchange. The prophet's paradise is

happier place than your heaven."

" If one were only sure of it," rejoined Maruschka.

"Faith is better than knowledge," continued the Tuik : "I

believe in the glory JLahomet promises n.e .as firmly as I formerly

believed in heaven with its angels and saints. I am, therefore,

delighted with bright visions of the future, while I thoroughly enjoy

the prese'nt. What was I before ? A miserable robber, under

Petrii's stem command. What am I now ? A prosperous chief of

fifty men, with the prospect of something still better."

"Yet yon diil wi-ong in running away," said Maruschka in a

subdued tone ; "had you remained, I might, perhaps, have preferrc<l

you to the present harampashali."

"If I had known that,'' repUe<l Selim, " I might have invited

you to go with me."

"Are yon in earnest ?." asked Maruschka, with strangely Wish-

ing eyes, whose glance the Turk could not face. -

" Yesterday is past," said he, '
' and to-morrow is not yet come."
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RAISED ROSE CROCHET COLLAR.

Materials.—Brook's Great Exhibition Priz.e Goat's-head Crochet

Thread, No 40, and Penelope Crochet Hook, No. .5. This collar

is made in portions, and joined together with needle and thread, or

worked together with one plain at the option of the worker.

To form the Rose : Make a chain of 8 loops, plain, 1 to form a

round, fasten oft.

2nd round : Work 1 treble, chain 3, repeat round, plain 1, and

asten oft'
; you should have seven treble in the round.

Srd : Plain 1 at the top of the 1 treble of last round, work 8

treble in the 3 chain of last round, plain 1 at the top of the next

1 treble of last round, repeat in the same 1 ti-eble all round,

asten oft'.

4th : Work 1 treble at the top of the 1 plain of last round, chain

6, repeat round, plain 1 at the top of the 1 treble to form the round,

fasten off.

5th : Plain 1 at the top of the 1 treble of last round, work 8

treble in the 6 chain of last round, plain 1 at the top of the ne.tt

1 treble of last round, repeat in the same loop as before, repeat

round, fasten oft'.

6th : Chain 4, plain 1 in the centre of the 5 chain of last round,

repeat round.

7th 1 Chain 3, plaiu 1 in the centre of the 4 chain of last round,

repeat round, fasten off, which completes the round
;
you then work

74 of the following.

SMALL EOUNIIS.

Make a round loop, the size of this O, and work 21 double in the

round loop.

2nd round : Chain 9, miss 2, plaiu 1 ; repeat round
;
you should

have 7 lots of the 9 chain in the round.

Srd ; Work double crochet in each loop all round, which com-

jjletes the round
;
you now require 14 of the following.

PATTERN FOR LEAF.

Make a chain of 12 loops, turn back, and work the 12 loops

double crochet.

2nd round : Chain 3, miss 2, work two treble in 1 loop, repeat

to the end, and in the end loop chain 3, work 2 treble, work the

other side the same, with the treble opposite, the treble and 3 chain

at the end, plain 1 in the end loop, fasten off'.

Srd : Plain 1 in the centre of the first 3 chain of last round

chain 3, work 1 treble at the top of the first treble of last round

RAISED E08K CROCHET COLLAR.

6th : Work 1 treble at the top of the 1 plain of last round, chain

9, repeat round, plain 1, fasten oft'.

7th : Plain 1 at the top of the 1 treble of last round, work 10

treble in the 9 chain of last round, plain 1 at the top of the next

1 treble of last round, repeat in the same loop as before all round.

8th : Work 1 treble at the top of the 1 plain of last round, chain

12, repeat round, plain 1, fasten off.

9th : Plain 1 at the top of the 1 treble of last round, work 13

treble in the 12 chain of last round, plain 1 in the 1 treble of last

round, repeat round.

10th : Chain 6, miss 2, plain 1, repeat round each fold of the ro,se.

11th : Chain 5, plain 1 in the centre of the 5 chain of last round,

repeat round, fasten o8, which completes the rose
; you require 7 of

these flower.? to form the collar, and six of the following.

LARGE ROUNDS.

Make a round loop, the size of this 0, and work 80 treble in the

round loop.

2iid round: Chain 19, miss 5, plain 1, repeat round.

Srd : Work double crochet in each loop all round.

4th : Chain 5, miss 2, plain 1, repeat round.

6tli : Chain 5, plain 1 in the centre of the 5 chain of last round,

repeat round.

chain 2, work 1 treble at tlie top of the next treble o^ last round

you repeat all round the leaf with 3 chain, opposite the 3 chain of

last round, and 2 treble at the top of the 2 treble of last round,

with 2 chain between them, working both sides to correspond,

turn back.

4th : Cliain 4 and plain 1 in each lot of the chain of last round,

fasten oft', which completes the leaf
;
you then work a stalk to each

leaf as follows : chain 5, work 1 treble in the centre of the chain

round between the edge and the centre, work 1 treble on the other

side, the same turn back, aud work the 5 chains plain, fasten off,

which completes the stalk ; after working the number of each

portion required and joining them together, as shown in the illus-

tration, you work a band for the neck -part of the collar as follows.

Work a few plain at the end, then chain 10, and work 1 treble

where it requires a treble, and a double where it requires a double,

and a plain in the centre of the stalks and rounds as you see the

stitches in the engraving, so as to make it lie to the shape of the neck.

2nd row ; Chain 2, miss 2, work 1 treble, repeat to the end,

turn back.

3rd : Chain 2, work 1 treble at the top of the treble of last row,

repeat to the end, turn back

.

4th : Double crochet, fasten off, which completes the collar.
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SIR CUiSACK RONEY,

In the course of a memoii* of Mr. Williaui Dargau, whicli appeared

in our pages in January, 1S53, and more especially in reference

t<> that gentleman's prouiotit»n of the Dublin Exhibition, which has

since met with a recognition so universal and so eulogistic at the

hands alike of royalty and of the multitude, there occurred, in allu-

sion to the individual whose name heads this notice, seme remarks

which we take the liberty of repeating, as the best introduction

to the observations that are about to follow. Having given

some details of Mr. Dargau's early life and subsequent railway

prises. Mr. Peto, haviug hud long experience of Mr. Roney's pecu-

liar aptitude of the kind referred tu, embraced the suggestions

uttered, with a promptitude alike flattering to the discernment of

the one and confidence of the other, as the issue proved. Forthwith

Mr. Eoney developed the highly-conjplicated but most simply-

executed scheme, known as the 'Tourist Trattic System,' w]icrel)y

the requirements of the travelling j)ul>Iic were met with a eomjiletc-

ness which, all things considered, would have been declared wholly

impossilile three niuuths Ijefore the machinery was in full oj)erHtion,

SIR CUS.ICK ROXEV.

proceedings, tlie biogi-ajihy continued: -''Towards the end uf

1851, the prescient eye of Mr. Koney—well known in England, and

whose capacity for administering the affairs of great mercantile

companies and associations had long been established^foresaw that

there was about to be an ' exodus,' as the saying is, of the liritish

travelling pulilic into Ireland. This idea he soon made api)arcnt to

. the cliairman of the Chester and Holyhead Railway, Mr. S. M. Peto,

the attlaent and enlightened member for Norwich, wdiose name
is scarcely less known in any country in Europe than his own,

owing to the vastness and general diffusion of his railway enter-

VOL. III., N. 8.—81.

and which icoidd have been utterly impossible in any other haud!<.

According to the Times of tlie 18th of November, in its review of

Sir Francis Head's ' Fortnight in Ireland,' upwards of 20n,00(l

English tourists visited that couutry in 1852. This enonnous

crowd, equal to the entire population of a German principality, or

South American republic, made tlieir acquaintance with the island

at probably, on an average cost per head, one-fifth what they would

have been able to do but for the suggestion of Mr, Roney's system ;

while the couutry and all the railway companies were immensely

Ijcnelited, and the foundation laid for the illimitable future e.xtcn-
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siou of the same plan. Ireland was full of Englisli visitors, who
expressed their admiration of what they saw, and their delight with

the civility and attention lavished upon them by a people whose

natural disposition was pronounced to be worthy of their scenery

and their soil—and the force of flattery could no further go. The

common topic of conversation was, of course, the wonders of the

World's Fair the previous summer in Hyde-park, where every one

had been, and whence every one had carried some idea to inter-

change for a neighbour's. A Lilliputian reproduction of the Brob-

dignag structvire had been got up at Cork, and with very great

snocess, thougli confined only to the contributions of the neighbour-

hood. The sentinciit of the desirability of a Great Irish Exhibition,

doubtless, occurred simultaneously to numbers all over the country;

but, as the poet defines wit to be, what was

' Oft thought before, but ne'er so well expressed '

—

Bo these vague, dreamy, and as yet voiceless predilections had to be

reduced to form and substance and tangibility ; and they were, by

Messrs. Dargan and Roney. When, where, or under what circum-

stances these gentlemen originally came together, we have not

heard. But certain it is there ensued from this meeting a mutual

recognition of capacity, ingenuousness, and determination, which

has resulted in a conviction that the two individuals were essential

to the completion of the purpose which then germinated, perhaps

unconsciously, in the mind of either. Probably the merit, if it be

one, of priority, belonged to neither ; and spontaneously the con-

ception came forth. There were two Frankensteins at work on the

same materials ; but such ' faultless monster as the world ne'er

saw,' at least in Ireland (the land of phenomena), will, we believe,

be the result of the double parentage. Wholly devoid of jealousy,

superior to the littleness that would seek the gratification of a

paltry vanity by enforcing obscurity on others, as shown by his

rejection of a titular honour proffered by the late Lord Lieutenant,

Mr. Dargan not only insisted on keeping altogether in the back-

gi-ound, but that Mr. Roney, as his representative on the committee,

.should become the secretary of the undertaking. This Mr. Roney

did, stipulating only that his position should be honorary, his ser-

vices gratuitous, and immediately he pro«eeded to justify in li-eland

the expectations which his English antecedents had already created.

" The unparalleled act of Mr. Dargan in placing £20, 000 at the dis-

Ijosal of the committee, would in itself have been sufficient to stamp

any project with abundant eclat in any part of the world, and to

ensure the donor an universal celebrity. But what lent it the

prestige of assured success in the eyes of persons who were to be

called upon to send to it those articles which alone could make it

what it ought to be, was the knowledge that a practical man like

Mr. Roney h.ad pledged himself to realise Mr. Dargan's aspirations,

by acliieving for Ireland an eminent industrial status among

nations, and thus, by one effort, obliterate the odium of ages.

Accordingly, his reception on the continent, with many of the

languages of which he is well acquainted (he was partly educated

iu France), was in the highest degree gratifying. The letters he

took from our Secretary of State for Foreign Afi'airs secured him, of

course, the co-operation of the whole British corjts diplouiatique

abroad, and procured him admission to circles that would have

been otherwise impervious to all private efforts. But in the coun-

tenance personally extended to him by the Emperor of the French,

the King of the Belgians and of Prussia, and by the various Dutcli,

Austrian, and other continental authorities, and all the great

manufacturing and artistic interests of every kind, in the course of

his extensive tours, there was a heartiness and cordiality far more

impressive and significant than what any formal introduction,

however exalted, could have commanded."'

"Mr. Rimey, well knowing on whom he had to rely, instead of

circumscribing his scope and concentrating his efforts when he saw

how brilliantly the scheme was being taken up, put forth fresh

feelers, and derived fresh strength and daring from each response.

Mr. Dargan added auotlicr £0,000 to the origin.al sum. Again the

Work proceeded ; and again Mr. Dargan seconded the efforts of his

ally by still another advance of £14,000—making a total of

£40,000 ! Here it has been necessary to stop, not from the ex-

haustiou of Mr. Dargan's liberality, and still less, if th.at be pos-

ible, by a cessation of the consecjuences we have been jarticula-

rising; but because of the pressure of inexorable time, the necessity

of now seeking to m.ature and perfect what had been so sumptu-

ously initiated. On that object the enei'gics of the Dublin exe-

cutive are now being brouglit to bear. The erection of the building

is keeping pace precisely with the calculations on which it has been

erected. We do not wish to encumber this paper with det^iils of

its dimensions and peculiarities, and shall content ourselves with

saying that it is after the design of Mr. Benson, C. E. , who erected

the Cork Exhibition already alluded to. Selected from among

twenty-nine competing designs,—the rivalry being provoked far

less by the proffered prize of £50, than by the desire to participate

iu the fame redounding from a prominent association in such a

work—it is uniquely beautiful ; and though it has necessarily much

in common with the Crystal Palace, it is in no respect a plagi.irism

of that conception, and abounds in merits of its own that stamp it

as thoroughly original. Be the result of the Exhibition what it

may—and it is impossible to believe it can fail to be all and every-

thing its projector and creator can expect—the remembrance of

1853 will at least confer an enviable immortality on William

Dargan, and for ever ' keep his memory green ' with a grateful and

admiring posterity.''

It is with no inconsiderable satisfaction that the writer of the

foregoing, after the lapse of eighteen months, quotes his then antici-

pations now, and appeals for their confirmation to what has since

become matter of history. If the magnanimity of Mr. Dargan was

remarkable in refusing at the hands of the Irish viceroy the honour

of a knighthood, how much greater must it have been in declining

a still higher dignity when proffered personally by the monarch

herself? But the favour of the sovereign raised him to a far more

exalted eminence than his acceptance of any mere titular appellation

could have done. Her Majesty, with a truly royal graciousness

worthy of all panegyric, on the occasion of her visit to Dublin last

year, proceeded, accompanied by the Prince Consort, to the private

residence of Mr. Dargan, at a short distance from the Irish metro-

polis, and expressed to him and his amiable wife her sense of the

admiration with which she had been filled by a contemplation of

the superb fabric his truly patriotic munificence had erected on the i

lawn of Leinster House. Not only did her Majesty do tliis, but |

she took care to manifest her feelings towards him in the most

conspicuous manner possible within the area of the beautiful build-

ing he had created, and repeated inspections of whose varied and 1

extraordinary contents she made in company with him. The jl

success of the Exliibition was great, though it resulted in a loss of

not less than £20, 000 to the projector—a loss which he estimated

as light indeed compared to the enduring good it was calculated to

confer, and which it has conferred, on his country.

The maiu-spring of the edat that attended the memorable

Dublin Exhibition of 1S53, was admitted on all hands to be

in the secretary. Through his exertions it was invested with its

thoroughly cosmopolitan character throughout Eitrope, contribu-

tions from nearly all parts of which were forwarded, principally at

his instigation and personal solicitation, to the value of nearly three

quarters of a million sterling. There never was a question raised

in any quarter as to the paramount credit due to him, not only for

his indefatigable exertions iu connexion with this great work, but

for the tact and discrimination that gave efficacy to those exertions,

and imparted to his colleagues a reliance that everything he under-

took would be carried out to the letter. So emphatic was this

feeling on the part of tlie executive staff, not only during the con-

tinuance of the Exhibition, but after its close, when the mere

temporary value of his presence aud counsels might be supposed to

have passed away, that the "Official Record" of the undertaking

was dedicated to him by the chief financial ofiicer of the committee,

in terms whose warmth and deservedness were abundantly justified,

as the facts we have enumerated will readily suggest.

Acting in conformity with the voice of public approval, the lord-

lieuten.ant of Ireland, the Earl of St. Germans, on the opeidng day

of the Dublin Exhiliition, intimated that, at its close, he proposed I.

conferring on Mr. Roney the honour of knighthood^a piece of intel-

ligence that was received with imqualified approval, not only among

his countrymen, but in EngUud, where he had formed a larger

circle of friends than almost any private individual not moving in

political life or commanding high social station could boast of.
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Some of the more influential of tliose fiiendd having, about tlie time

wesjuak of, imatureil plans of 'inniense niasnituile in connexion with

the development of the resources of Canada and liritisli North

America generally, by means of railways, naturally turned tlicir

attention to the gentleman who, by common accord, was regarded

as in every way the most comjietent to carry these jdans into

execution witli the utmost promiititude anil discretion. Accordingly

negotiations were opened with Mr. Koncy, by the directorate of the

magnificent system of railways, of which the main artery is the

Canadian Grand Trunk, extending upwards of 1,400 miles, and

connecting the Atlantic seaboard on the English side with the net-

work of the States' railways and the chain of lakes on the west, and

requiring no less than eleven millions sterling for its forniation.

The E.xhibition being now in the full tide of its popularity, Mr.

Roney closed with these overtures, and in June proceeded to

Canada, where his faculty of railway organisation in creating an

executive staff and simplifying the arrangements for traffic that was

yet non-existent, though certain to be enormous as soon as the

requisite facilities should be f irtlic iming, speedily made itself felt

in a mode as satisfactory as circumstances would p:>ssibly permit.

Having made repeated inspections of every portion of the country

and its vii.-iniige about to be embraced in the sphere of the liritish

North American railw.ay3, he retnrncd to Europe, and on the

closing day of the Dublin Exhibition had conferred ujion him, by

the Earl of St. Germans, the honour of kniglithood, when, to quote

the "Official Record" already alluded to, "12,,')00 of his assembled

fellow-citizens manifested their approval of the action by their

hearty cheers, which rang through the entire building."

Had Sir Cusack Roney remained in Europe during the entire

period the Dublin Exhibition wvm open, it is believed by tho.se most

competent to form an opinion of such matters, that the pecuniary

result would have been a considerable gain, instead of a heavy

loss to Mr. Dargan. It would be useless now to analyse the pro-

bability on which this conjecture was based ; but, however we

might have rejoiced for Mr. Dargan's sake, had such really been the

case, the absence of Sir Cnsack Roney from Canada, at the precise

period when he visited that most flourishing dependency of the

British crown, would have retarded events pregnant with material

consequences that are not to be measured by gains or losses of a pri-

vate nature, however large. His personal acquaintance with Canada

and its wonderful resources as a field for his countrymen, and the

confidence with which the latter looked up to his judgment, enabled

him to direct to the shores of our own North American colonic? a

considerable portion of that tide of Irish emigration which had

hitherto flowed almost exclusively to the United States, even when

flowing through the Canadas. Hence, every mail from America

brings news of a constantly-increasing proportionate influ-x of Irish,

and not only of Irish, but of English and Scotch immigrants into

Canada, the powerful previous attractions of which for labourers

of every cljiss, and especially farmers and men of small means, more

particularly with large families, have been infinitely enhanced by

those stupendous railway works of which Sir Cusack is the director,

and the progi-essive benefits of which to the mother-country and the

colony must be inestimable. He remained some months in England,

actively employed in the promotion of the onerous duties entrusted

to him, and with such success, making so apparent the solidity and

self-sustaining nature of Canadian prosperity, that the war, which

annihilated so many other schemes of groat promise by JiM.rganiMing

the money-market and snaring e.ipitalists from investing, failed to

prevent the necessary funds from l)eing raised for the construction t.f

the various sections of the < Jrand Trunk as rapidly as wa-s desirable.

During his stay in Englainl he was mainly instrumental in getting

up one of the most imposing domimstrations of respect and esteem

ever shown in the city of London to any individual subject in this

realm, with the single excei)tion of the Duke of Wellington. It was

a dinner at the London Tavern to Lord Elgin, Governor-general

of Canada, who haiipened to be in this country at the time on leave

of absence from the post to whicli he h.as since returned with

renewed eclat, .and where he has just established fresh claims on the

gratitude of the Canadians and admiration of the English com-

munity. The price of the tickets to the dinner was three guinea-s

and a half per head—a circumstance which we mention, simjily

for the purpose of showing that the inducement to be present

must have been something more than ordinai-y, when such a cost

did not prevent the great room from being crowded to its utmost

capacity, with men of the highest 8tatii>n in tho metropdis. Lord

John Russell being in the chair, supported by nearly onehali

the present cabinet, and by several ex-secretaries of state for

the colonies, who came forward to testify their concurrence in tho

conduct of the noble guest of the evening, at the instance of the

committee, to whom Sir Cusack Roney acted as honorary secretary

—a position anything but a sinecure in his hands. He soon after-

wards returned to Canada, in company with Lord Elgin, and

accompanied his lordship to Washington, where the noble earl

succeeded in eft'ecting a commercial treaty with the United States,

that has not only for ever put an end to the perilous disputes which

so long endangered the peace and good feeling of the two ciuntries,

in respect to the right of fishing within certain debateable limits,

but has m.ade free-trade and genuine reciprocity the basis of all

future commercial relations, whereby eacli nation will be a most

substantial gainer, Canada, in a preeminent degree, profiting by

the new and never-failing markets thus opened for her teeming

and varied produce at her own doors.

It only remains for us to say, in the words of "Dod's Knight-

age" for the current year, that Sir Cusack Roney, whom we intro-

duce into our gallery as an evidence of what energy, industry, and

exemplary conduct will achieve in this country, even when not

exercised in the ordinary professional, commercial, or political

walks of life, is the '

' son of the late Cusack Roney, Esq. , an eminent

surgeon in Dublin, who was twice president of the Royal College of

Surgeons there. Bom in Dublin, 1810 ; married, 1S37, daughter

of Jas. Whitcombe, Esq. ; educ;ited in France and at the University

of Dublin, where he graduated B.A., 1829, and in the same year

p.a,ssed the College of Surgeons in Ireland ; but shortly afterwards

abaud<med the medical profession. Waa secretary to the Royal

Literary Fund from 1835 to 1837 ; subsequently became private

secretary to the Right Hon. R. More O'Ferrall (late Governor of

Malta), when he was secretary to the Admiralty and the Treasury
;

was next, for some years, a clerk in the Admiralty at Whitehall ;

became secretary to the Eastern Counties Railway in 1S45 ; and

managing director of the Grand Trunk Railway of Canada in l.S.'iS
;

was knighted by Earl St. Germans, Lord-lieutenant of Ireland, for

his eminent services as secretary to the Great Industrial Exhibition

in Dublin in 1853."

MONUMENTAL FOUNTAIN, IN THE PLACE SAINT SULPICE, AT PARIS,

This lieautiful work of art, which w.as raised at the expense of the

city of Pari.s, and of which we present an engraving, stands close to

the Church of Sjiint Sulpice, in the middle of the great square

before the doorw.ay. It is of stone, in the form of a q\iadrangular

pavilion, surmounted by a hip roof, which terminates in a flower

and a cross. At the foot of the pavilion are three basins one above

the other, the two uppermost of which are connected by four

pedestals with two steps. The upper step of each supports a vase

with two handles, from which flows a jet of water ; on the lower

step is a lion couchant with a cartouche in its claws, represent-

iag the arms of Paris. The water which escapes from the vases

inlls in cvscades int4> the lowest b.asin, which is octagonal in

form.

In the niches on the four side^ of the ])avilion, which are sepa-

rated by Corinthian pilasters, have been placed the statues of four

great pulpit orators—Bossuet, Fenelon, Flechier, and Ma.«.sillon.

The niches are .surmounted by escutcheons crowned with cajw of

ecclesiastical dignitaries, and bearing the arms of the dioceses of

Me.aux, C.ambrai, Nimes, and Clermont.

The monument was constructed according to the plans .and under

the direction of JI. Visoonti, by whose recent death France has Inst

a gre;it artist, of whom she may well be proud. It h.as been ch.irgc<l

with being a little tio heavy in general apiiearance, an I there is

certainly some tnitli in thus ; but the excu.sc of the artist is sup-

posed to be, that he felt it necessary to conform to the tyjie »et

before him in the doorway of the Church of Saint Sulpice. There
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3 less room for any such excuse in the case of the statues oi standing instead of' sitting? Had this been done, the artistic tffect

'enelon, Jla-ssillnn, and Flefliier, wliich ure far too lieavy. It is T\'Ould have been greatly improved in several respects. But if the

4

MuMMEXTAL I-'trNTAIN IX THE PLACE «T. Sl'LI'irK. AT PARI.-.

rue that, as eiir-li fi-^ure is in a sittinj; posture and above the level proportions adopted by the architect prevented that course, why

f vision, they cannot hut appear subject to this defect ; but the could not the same lightness and aniiuatiou have been given tf

uestion is, why should not the bisbojis liave been represented these three figures as are visible in tiuit of Bossiiet ?
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THE SOLDIER RETURNING FROM AVAR.

It is a touching scene, and unhappily one that is very opportune at

'

the present time, which our artist has depicted in the work liefore

lis. We there see the brolien warrior coming back to his native

village after long and hard service abroad. His strength is

his having his arm still in a sling. He sighs as he contrasts hig

present exhau.sted and almost hopeless condition with the cheerful

light-hearteducss with which he first enlisted in the army. He
looks back with a feeling of melancholy upon the day when lie first

THE SOLMER llETlKMXi: Fl:i>J! « Al:.

exhausted, his brow is wriuklcd, and his look pensive. The stripes

upon his arm, which are honourable proofs of his good conduct,

unhappily cannot cure his wounds or replace the mutilated hand,

from the loss of which he has not yet recovered, as appears from

set out from home iu all the buoyancy ot youth, pleased with his

uniform, and full of hoi)eful aspunitions. He remembers the looks

of admiration which flashed upon him from geutle eyes as he passctl

along, the expressions of good-will poured forth by kind neighbours.
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and the affectionate embraces of dear relatives. Here it was that

lie parted with his fond mother, who, like all his fascinating

ilhisions, is now no more.

His limbs totter, and yet lie hastens ou to keep up with the two

young guides who go before him. They are his sister's children,

\:ho have come out to meet him. The eldest has, with some

difliculty, prevailed upon him to let her carry his luggage, and he

lias scarcely been able to refuse the youngest his gun. They both

knew him at once ; his uniform was familiar to them ; they even

knew the number of his regiment. As tlie girl looks round at him,

he is forcibly reminded of her mother, whom he has not seen tor

years, but to whom he is strongly attached. A thousand emotions

are stirred within his breast as he hears the village church-clock

strike, and sees the field in whicli he used to work, the well-known

road, and the old house. Scenes long forgotten rush in rapid suc-

cession before his mind's eye—the hay-making, the hai-\'est, and all

the various occasions of mernment which enliven rural life.

Arrived at the home of his youth, he is received with open arms.

The chikli'eu play with his sword and his gun, and amuse themselves

by putting on his soldier's clothes ; while all the neighbours come

to listen to the story of his adventures.

PAUL S C A IIR N.»

A LITTLE n:ore than a hundred years ago, there was a grand ear-

nival at Mans. It was not such a carnival as we see iiow-a-days.

All was open and above board ; there was no concealment. One of

the madcaps of the hour was a youth of seveu-and-twenty, who

desired to be, however, quite disguised. He accordingly plastered

himself with oil and then rolled himself in a feather-bed, which

certainly gave him a very grotesque .and absurd appearance. The

whole carnival was taken by surprise at this original mask. People

ran after him in crowds; at last, however, the boys became

unpleasant in their conduct, and the young man and his three

companions plunged into the Sjrthe, which was full of ice. A few

days later his three companions were dead, and he was attacked by

hopeless paralysis of his limbs.

The hero of this scene was Paul Scarron, the most uproarious

comic poet and writer of France, author of the " Comic Romance "

and other productions of the same class.

Born in Pai'is in 1010, his father being a counsellor of par-Iia-

ment, Scarron would have had nearly a thousand a year, English

money, if the annoyances of a step-mother had not driven him to

commit the greatest follies. The above adventure was the last of

a series of extravag.ancies and wild conduct that were leading him to

ruin. At his father's death, he pleaded against his stepmother,

amused his judges, and lost his case. He was now doomed to

» Some account of this writer was given in vol. ii. p. 207.

obscurity and poverty, but he took it with extreme good humour.

He took refuge in a house in the Marais, living 'in a chair,

- "having no motion left but that of his tongue and fingers." His

deformity was increased by a fall from a horse. He began to

live as a poet, and was patronised by nobility. The Duke de

Longueville, Gaston d'Orleans, Madame de Hautefort, successively

gave him employment. At last, he was presented to Anne of

Austria, who offered him a place.

" Madam," said he, " the only post I can fill, is that of o^cial

t,ii:k man of the crown."

The office was created and a pension attached to it,

•'I promise to fulfil my functions admirably," he s.aid.

He wrote away, however, and lampooned everybody. Unfortu-

nately, he did not spare Cardinal Mazarin, who suppressed his

pension. The princes, the rebels, and their coadjutors made it up

to him in popularity. He asked in vain for the smallest living—

a

living, even without any parishioners. He could not obtain it.

One evening, a young lady of gi-eat beauty came to one of his

evening parties. She was very poor. Daughter of a Calvinist, her

existence had been a miserable one. Her youth had been spent in

prisons and in huts. She became a Catholic to save lierself ;
and

when once converted, was abandoned by her patrons. She was

driven forth to die without a hope. Scarron saw her, heard her

story, and was much moved.

" You must go into a convent or marry," said he. " Do you

want to be a nun ? If so, I will write poetry until I can pay your

dowry. Do you prefer a husband ? I can ofifer you half my bread

and the ugliest face in France."

Fran9oise d'Aubigne preferred the poor cripple to the convent.

She married him ; and never was there a tenderer wife. In the

marriage-contract Scarron described her dowry as " four gold

pieces, two fine eyes, a splendid figure, beautiful hands, and much

wit."

"What a dowry !" said those who were present,

"It is immortality," said the poet ; "the name of Madame Scar-

ron will live for ever."

Nine years of devotion rewarded Scarron. In his house she

became acquainted with Tureune, Mignard, and Levigne. A
widow at five-and-twenty, she had reputation, beauty, and every

accomplishment ; but she refused every ofi'er.

Some years later, there took place in the chapel of Versailles, in

presence of the Archbishop of Paris and many witnesses, a maniage

ceremony, whicli reasons of state rendered it necessary should be

kejit secret. The contracting parties were Louis XIV., king of

France, and Madame de Maintenon, the widow of Scarron, who

from this hour governed France, and was generally esteemed to be

as great an enemy of her early faith, as any of those who persecuted

her when a child.

Scarron is recollected as a coarse rhymester. His widow holds the

position of a queen of one of the greatest of French kings, legally,

though not avowedly so.

THE hyj:na.

All the warmer parts of the eastern continent, from India to the

Senegal, in Western Africa, are inhabited by great numbers of a

singular animal, whicli appears in some respects to unite the cha-

racters of several distinct creatures. This is the common Striped

Hyaena {Ilt/g'na Vidyaris), a creature of the most repulsive aspect,

and to tlie full as disgusting in his habits as in his external appear-

ance. At first sight he has a good deal of the appearance of a large,

and very ugly dog, and agrees so closely in some of his chai'acters

with the dogs, that Linna-us, the great Swedish naturalist, associated

the hya'na with these .animals (dogs, wolves, and fo-ices), under the

name of C'anii Hyecna. Later natur.alists, however, have found

distinctions which warrant the complete remo^'al of the hya;na from

this locality. These are derived partly from the structure and

arrangement of the teeth, which somewhat approach those of the

cats, and the tongue of the hysena is furnished, like that of the

larger cats (the lion, tiger, etc.), with a number of i rickles, serving

to rasp the last particles of flesh from the lioiies of its preyi

Unlike the cats, however, their claws are not retractile; aud they

possess bene.ath the tail a little poucli, like that which we meet with

in the civet, and which, as in that animal, serves as a receptacle

for an odorous secretion. The jaws and teeth of the, hya?na are

exceedingly solid and powerful ; and the former are moved by

muscles of prodigious strength, enabling the animal to cr.ack bones

which one would have thought beyond his pow'er ; so firmly does

he bite, and so tenacious is he of his hold upon anything that

he has once seized, that it is almost impossible to m.ake him let it

go. The Moors are said to avail themselves of their knowledge of

this circumstance to capture the hyajna. They throw him the end

of a long sack, made on purpose, and, when he has seized it, they

may drag him wherever they please, without any fear of his loosing

his hold. Cuvier tells us, also, that the Arabs employ the name

of the hyieua as expressive of obstinacy; and the term "stiff-
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necked" may certainly be applied to this animal in more senses

than one ; for it not nnfrequently liappens that the vcrtehnc of his

short, thick neck, become fixed togetlier by a bony secretion, in

consequence of the violent muscular action to whicli tliey are con-

stantly exposed, so that, in some cases, the whole of these bones
'

are at last united into a single piece. Hence, the ohler writers, to

whom tliis fact appears to have been well known, were induced to

assert that the hyicna, unlike other animals, had but a single l)one

in his neck. The whole fore-part of the boily in the hyiena is mus-

cular, and well-developed—a structure enabling the creature to dig

into the earth with gi-eat facility, which, as we shall see hereafter,

is of no small importance to him ; but the hinder quarters are

depressed, the legs beii'g thrown out behind very much, so as to

give a very awkward appearance of weakness to this part of the

animal. The head is short and thick ; the nose broad and black
;

the eyes i>romineiit ; tlie ears very large, upright, nearly naked,

and of a dull purplish colour. The general colour of the animal is a

brownish -gray, marked with irregular dark brown or blackish

bands on tlie body and limbs ; the tail is rather short and bushy
;

and along the back runs a strong, bristly mane, which the creature

erects when irritated.

The hy:vna generally lives in caves, where it sleeps during the

day, being a strictly nocturnal animal in its wild state. It feeds

principally upon the dead bodies of men and animals which it may

meet with in those inhospitable solitudes ; but, in many cases,

venturing nearer to the habitations of man, it seeks its food in a

manner which tends more than anything to excite our abhonenc-e.

The creatures prowl into the cemeteries during the night, and tear

open the graves in search of newly-buried bodies, which they mangle

and devour with insatiable voracity. It is not surprising that these

facts, perhaps imperfectly observed, and embellished with the

warmth of Oriental imagination, should have given rise to an infinity

of superstitious tales ; one instance of which will, probably, be well

known to tlie majority of our readers—for there is no doubt the

(.xhoul, in whose company the lady in the "Arabian Nights"

indulged her t:iste for human flesh, is merely the hya?na in a super-

natural dress. Mr. Bruce, also, the Abyssini.an tr.aveller, says tliat

the streets of Gondar were "full of them from the time it turned

dark till the dawn of day, seeking the different pieces of slaughtered

carcases which this cruel and unclean people expose in the streets

without burial ; and who firmly believe that these animals are

falasha from the neighbouring mountains, transformed by magic,

and come down to eat human flesh in the dark in safety." It is

singular, in this case, to mark the close coincidence of superstitious

belief in all countries ; by merely substituting the wolf for the

hyaena, and making allowance for the difference in the habits of the

two animals, we get at a superstition which was long prevalent in

our own land. Disgusting as the ciirrion-eating habits of the hyaena

appear to us, especially when manifested in the way last mentioned,

we must not forget that, in common with the vultures and many

other creatures equally offensive to fastidious minds, he is perform-

ing his part in the economy of nature. And this part is by no

means one of the least important ; for, in the hot climates inhabited

by these creatures, none can render more effectual service to their

fellows, than those which, undeterred by abominations which

would probably turn the stomach of any of the more aristocratic

carnivora, clear away dead animal matter, which, if left to the

gradual process of decomposition, would poison all the atmosphere

in its neighbourhood.

The hytena, however, by no means confines himself entirely to

animal food in a state of decomposition

—

high, as our epicures

would, doubtless, term it—on the contrary, he appears not to let

slip any opportunity of supplying himself with fresh meat when it

fiills in his way. Bruce tells us that tlie hyiena w.as "the destruc-

tion of their .asses and mules, which, above all others, are his

favourite food ;" and this traveller had considerable experience

as to the habits of the animal. He appeal's rarely tij attack

man unless provoked, but then knows how to defend himself with

courage, as the follofldng extract from Bruce's work will show.

It is also interesting as showing the gi'eat variety of objects to

which the appetite of the creature can adapt itself. " One night in

Haitaha," says Mr. Brace, " being very intent on observation, I

Iieard something pass behind me towanis the bed, but upon looking

round could perceive nothing. Having finished what I was then

about, I went out of my tent, intending directly to return, wiiich I

immediately did, when I perceived large blue eyes glaring at me \i\

the dark. I called upiui my servant with a light, aud there was

the liya»na standing nigh the head of the bed, with two or three

large bunches of caiulles in his mouth. To have fired at him I was

in danger of breaking my quadrant or other furniture, and ho

seemed, by keeping the candles steadily in his mouth, to wish for

no other prey at th.at time. As his mouth was full, and he had no

claws to tear with, I was not afraid of him, but with a pike struck

him as near the heart as I could judge. It was not till then he

showed any sign of fierceness ; but upon feeling his wound, he let

drop the candles, and endeavoured to run up the shaft of the spear

to arrive at me, so that, in self-defence, I was obliged to draw a

pistol from my girdle and shoot him, .and nearly at the same time

my servant cleft his skull with a battle-axe."

There is a very general opinion that tlie hya;na is quite untaino-

able, arising, proliably, to a great extent from the ferocity and even

malignity of his aspect, aud this and the opinion acting together,

have, no doubt, often prevented the experiment from being made,

for the animal, although not much uglier than many bull-d-jgs, is

certainly not one that would be very generally attractive as a pet.

• Nevertheless, it .appears that the hyitsna is capable of being tamed,

and will even exhibit a good deal of the affection of a dog ; for Bishop

Heber states, that he saw one in India, which followed his m.aster

about, and fawned upon him and his friends exactly in Ihe manner

of our more amiable-looking canine friemls. Ani'ther character-

istic of the beast, which no doubt is not without its effect in pro-

ducing the general feeling of dislike towards it, is its singular voice.

This sounds like a very liarsli imitation of a human laugh, rather,

perhaps, of that quality known to theatrical man.agers .as "fiendish,'

a horrible, unearthly cacliinnation, wliich may be heai-d in almost

any menagerie at feeding time. Ill-adapteil as the noise is to pro-

duce any impression of jollity on the minds <*i the hearers, so as to

attract them into its neighbourhood to see what is going on, there

is no doubt that it was this that led the .ancients to believe that

the hytena possessed the power of imitating the human voice, and

that by this means he lured unwary travellers to his den, witli

many other particulars, which are related by Pliny with becoming

gravity. Still more extraordinary was the belief entertained by

the ancients that these animals annually changed their sex, being

males one year, females the next, and so forth.

Although the form of the hytena does not give promise of much

activity, he runs very s«-iftly when fairly in motion ; for some time

after starting, however, he is said to halt in his gait to such an

extent, as to produce an impression that one of his legs is broken,

and it is not until this wears off that he gets t) his full speed.

Two other species of hj-aena are found at the Cape of Good Hope,

where they are known to our colonists by the name of wolves.

One of these, called the Strand-wolf (Uyccna rillosa), is of a d.ark

grayish-brown colour, with only a few blackish stripes on the legs
;

the other, the Tiger-wolf (i/yiTHa a-ocula), wliich appears to be the

commoner species, is of a grayish colour, like the stripe<l hyrena, but

instead of stripes, is covered with black spots. In most of their

habits they greatly resemble the striped hytena, but appear to

depend for fool more upon their own exertions. They pureue and

destroy even the larger domestic animals. Dr. Andrew Smith says

that the hytena never ventures to attack any animal unless it is run-

ning from him ; "So anxious is he for the flight of the animals, as

a preliminai-y to his attack, that he ufes all the grimace and threat-

ening he can command, to induce them to run." And the Rev.

Henry Methuen informs us that the hyainas "seem invariably to

seize their prey in the flank, where neither horns nor heels can be

of much avail ; and deep scars are often to be seen on oxen and

horses that have been caught by them and escaped." Both the

authors here quoted, agi-ee that animals which from sickness or

other causes- are nn.able to ran from the hyajna, and are conse-

quently forced to defend themselves, are rarely injured by him.

Such a formidtible enemy is he to the Cape farmers that every

means are .adopte<I for his destruction, and in the neighbourhood of

Cape Town, where hyajuas were formerly very plentiful, coming in

great numljers even into the town during the night, their numbers

are now greatly re<lueed. His cunning, however, often renders him
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more than a match for his enemies ; no ordinary snare will do for

the hy;«na ; during his noetnrual prowlings he carefully examines

every unusual object, and if guns are set with cords or leather

thongs attached to their triggers, and crossing the hysena's path, his

investigations generally lead to his avoiding the danger by taking a

different path. "The farmers," says Mr. Methuen, "have so

often observed this result, that they now very rarely attempt his

destruction by this means, but occasionally succeed by substituting

for cords the delicate stems of creeping pl.ants, which are regarded

by him without suspicion, >intil he has actu.illy suffered by them."

young children of the family. "Scars and marks ob the various

parts of the Imdy," says the doctor, " often testify to the traveller

how dangerous a foe the natives have in this animal." Notwith-

s-tanding this ferocity of natural disposition, the Spotted Hyiena is

often domesticated by the natives and colonists of South Africa,

amongst whom he is said to be even preferred to the dog " for

attachment to his master, for general sagacity, and even, it is said,

for his qualifications for the chase."

We may add, in conclusion, that, prior to the hvst geological

changes undergone by this p.art of tlic world. England itself was

THE STMIPEB Iiy,HS.\ (UY.EXA VCLOAUTs).

Althongli diminished in niunber in the more populous p.arts of

the Cape colony, hyamas are still very numerous in the Caffre

eountry, where, from their being exposed to so much less danger,

they exhibit an unusual degree of boldness. Here, Dr. Smith tells

ns, they frequently endeavour at night to get within the wattles

with which the houses are defended. If they succeed in this object,

they next endeavour to enter the houses, where they will devour

anything they can find, and not unfrequently carry off some of the

inhabited by a gigantic species of hya?na, bearing a considerable

resemblance to the Cape specie.s, but attaining nearly the size of the

Brown Bear. The bones of this animal have been found in cavea,

both in this country and on the continent, associated with the bones

of herbivorous animals, which had served him for nourishment,

actually bearing, in many instances, the marks of his teeth ; whilst

an additional proof that the caves were really the residence of the

hyiena, is derived from the presence of his excrements.
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THE MUEDER OF THE PRINCES IN THE TOAVER.

Call uo man happy till he is deiiJ, says an aucieut proverTi, anil d;iy. These facts are less seUlum witnesseil, these truths seem

there is wisdom in it. When the babe is boru, none can tell what almost less true in these ilays of monotonous civilisation, of rail-

will be its course or when its life will end. The day may break ways, of reading and writing and the new police. But all history

out fine, but rain and clouds and storms may come before night. abounds with them. In the past they seem to be but common-

TYRC.ELL VIEWIXa TMB BOMKS OF THE MIKDERED rBI.SCES.

Everywhere around us are change, decay, and death. N..ne can place n.axims. In tl>e past, to T.e great was to he m peril
;
to be

boa.st, for none know what a day may bring f.rth. Shame maT come born to a crown was often a sure road to death
;

to be m a position

t,. honour and honour to sh.ame. Laz^irus and Dives may change that all would envy, was the sure and certjuu prelude to being m a

places. A turn in the wheel m.ay exalt the peasant into a prince. position from which even the poorest and vulgarest would shnnk.

Another turn, and the prince may be a peasant ov a lifeless Urn,,- of Let us take an illustration from our own national chronicles.
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On n, liri^lit Mny morning—it was May 4th, 1483—there was a

royal procession wending its way from the gi'cat north road along

the ancient streets of London. From far and near, from crowded

Imlcony and qnaint housetop, looked down adTniring eyes. London

had come forth to greet her young king, though there was terror in

its walls nevertheless. The queen and her son the Duke of York

and her five daughters were trembling all the while in the sanc-

tuary at Westminster. They trembled, as well they might ; for

they knew the man who had now placed himself at the head of

power, and whcj, under a mask of seeming loyalty, had hut one

object in view—the aggrandisement of himself Richard, l)uke of

(Gloucester, the Protector, has always been considered one of tlie

worst characters in our history. In our cliildhood we learn his

loathsome crimes, and in after-life our national dr.amatist perpe-

tuates the impressions of our childhood. If we believe many of our

historians, Richard III. was a monster in body as well as in mind.

" The tyrant king Richard," says John Ross of Warwick, his con-

temporary, " was born at Fotheringay, in Northamptonshii-e.

Having remained two years in his mother^s womb, he eame into

the world with teeth and long hair down to his shoulders." What
he adds is, perhaps, more strictly true. "He was of a low stature,

having a short face with his right shoulder a little higher than his

left," a picture which was wrought \ip into absolute deformity by

suljsequeut historians, but contradicted by the testimony of a

witness of undoubted credit— a jiieture which Shakspeare has made

])opul:tr in the speech of the Duke himself, where he says -

'* I, tliat am not shaped for sportive tricks,

Nor made to court an amorous looking-glass
;

I, that am rudely stamped, and want love's majesty

To strut before a wanton, ambling nymph

;

I, that am curtailed of this fair proportion

—

Cheated of feature by dissembling nature
;

Deformed, unfinished ; sent before my time

Into this breathing world, scarce half made up,

And that so lamely and unfashionable.

That dogs bark at mc as I halt by them."

But, in reality, it seems that Richard'.s defects were more moral

th.an personal. It was his mind that was so marred. It w.is the

soul, and not the carcase in which it was set, that was so defective.

His enemies reluctantly confessed that Richard possessed personal

courage. If I may venture to say anything to his honour, though

he was a little man, yet he was a noble and valiant soldier, says

one. He was much admired for his eloquence and powers of per-

suasion, which were almost irresistible ; especially when aided by

his bounty, which was sometimes excessive. His under.stauding

was good ; but he seems to have been a cunning man rather than a

great one—impenetrably secret, and a perfect master of all the arts

of dissimulation. Ambition was his ruling passion. It was this

which prompted him to supplant his hapless nephew, in order to

obtain his crown ; and, wh4n he had formed that design, he seems

to have stuck at nothing in order to secure its success. Coolly

and deliberately he murdered the Earl of Rivers, Lords Gfrey and

Hastings, because they stood between him .and the crown. His

ambition led him to still darker deeds. Between him and the

oljject of his guilty and unscrupulous ambition, were two young

princes—chargeable Avith no crime—innocent of all wrong—the

children of his brother and wards of his own. But it was necessary,

or it seemed to him such, that they should die, and their fate has

ever been the one flagrant enormity—the one damning crime with

which all generations of men have associated his memory, and for

wldch they have for ever .abhorred his very nam'e. If great men

knew in what light hi.story would pjiint them, or how cold and

impartial would be the verdict of posterity, they would less fi'e-

quently venture to go wrong. But, for Richard, as for every man,

there was some excuse in the circumstances by which he was sur-

rounded, .ind in the character of his age. Most men would have

done as he did to obtain power. All men had to wade through

seas of blood; yet no one would have suspected, as he rode through

the streets of London, bare-headed, before his nephew, calling to

the people, "Behold your king !" that to him that youthful king

would have to owe not merely the loss of his crown, but of his very

life. Many might have envied th.at young boy, as he was the

ol)ject of every eye, and as the public vented its acclamations in his

praise. To many, such a life must have seemed full of, promise ot

ill that the world desires—the dawn of a day that would know no

cloud.

In a little more than a month, that power and splendour had

passed away. By the Protector's authority, a sermon had been

preaclied in St. Paul's Cross by a time-serving clergyman—and such

men are always to be had when they are wanted—to proclaim the

young king and his brother b.astards. The Duke of Buckingham

made an eloquent hai'angue on the same subject to the mayor and

citizens of London ; and in August the crown had been placed on

Richard's head. But the young princes, where were they ? Beneath

the stone steps of the Tower, sleeping the sleep of death after life's

little fever of greatness and glory. The murder has been denied
;

but there seems no reason for doubting it. It has come down to

us on the authority of Sir Thomas More, who only wrote five-and-

twenty years after its occurrence, when a variety of sources, that he

might not he enabled to acknowledge publicly, were open to hiui

f)r the acquisition of materials. Tlie following is his version ;

—

'• King Richard, after his coronation, taking his way to Gloucester to

visit in his new honour the town of which he bore the name of

old, devised, as he rode, to fulfil that thing which he had before

intended. And forasmuch as his mind misgave him, that his

nephews living then would not reckon that he could have right to

the realm, he therefore thought without delay to rid them, as

though killing of his kinsmen might aid his cause, and make him

kindly king. Whereupon he sent Jolin Greene, whom he especially

trusted, unto Sir Robert Brakenbury, constable of the Tower, with

a letter and credence also, that the same Sir Robert should in any-

wise put the two children to death. This John Greene did his

errand to Brakenbury, kneeling before our Lady in the Tower,

who plainly answered, that he would never put them to death to

die therefore. With which answer Greene returned, recounting the

s.ime to King Ricliard at Warwick, yet on his journey ; wdierewith

he took such displeasure .and thought, thjit the same night he said

to a secret page of his; * Oh ! whom shall a man trust? They

that I have brought up myself—they that I thought would have

mostly served me—even those fail, and at my commandment will

do nothing for me.' ' Sir,' quoth the page, 'there lieth one in

the pallet-chamber without that I dare well say to do your grace's

pleasure—the thing were right hard that he would refuse ;' mean-

ing by this Sir James Tyrrell." Accordingly, Tyrrell was sent for,

and became compliant. It w.as a villainy from which he had not

the grace to shrink, and it was devised that the two young princes

should be murdered in their beds, "to the execution whereof he

appointed Miles Forrest, one of tho four that before kept them ; and

to him he joined one John Dighton, his own horse-keeper, a big,

broad, square, and strong knave." And when the time came.

More tells us, " all the others being removed from them, this Miles

Forrest and John Dighton, about midnight, came into the chamber,

and suddenly wrapped them among the clothes, keeping down Viy

force the feather-bed and pillows hard upon their mouths, that

within a while they smothered and stifled them, and their breaths

failing, they gave up to God their innocent souls, into the joys of

heaven, leaving to their tormentors their bodies dead in bed ; after

which, the wretches laid them out upon the bed and fetched Tyrrell

to see them ; and when he was satisfied of their death, he caused

the murderers to bury them at the stair-foot, mostly deep in the

ground, under a great heap of stones." The stranger who now

visits the chapel of the White Tower will see, at the end of the

passage which leads from the outer door to the foot of the circular

stairciise winding upwards to the sacred edifice, the old trunk of a

mulberry-tree, reared against the wall in the corner. There stood

the stairs; and beneath those stairs, in 1674, were found bones

"answerable to the ages of the royal youths," which were accord-

ingly, by Charles the Second's orders, honourably interred in

Henry the Seventh's chapel at Westminster. The spot was marked

by the erection of the .above mulberry-tree, which was cut down

a few years ago, Avhen the present pass.age was opened. Thus the

tale was confirmed—if confirra.ation was required—and wlien the

evidence for the universal belief was of the most convincing kind.

Richard waded through seas of blood to the throne. Between him

and it stood the royal princes ; the w.ay of getting rid of those

prince.s would soon be clear. Once wrong, for Rich.ard there was
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no alternative but to conlimjc wrong. It was his necessity. The

tale was even denied ; there seems no reason, however, to doubt

its truth. Shakspeare—who, as all the world knows, was a better

historian than many a man who wo)ild deem play-writinj; a profane

art, and Shakspeare himself little better than one of the wicked

—may have set down Tyrrell's very words as he uarr.attd the

murder :

—

" The tyrannous and bloody act is dime,

The most arch deed of piteous massacre

That ever yet this land was guilty of.

DiRhton and Forrest, whom I did suborn

To do this ruthless deed of butchery.

Albeit they were fleshened villains, bloody dogs.

Melting with tenderness and mild compassion,

Wei)t like two children in their death's sad story.

' Oh thus,' quoth Dighton, ' lay the gentle babes."

' Thus, thus," quoth Forrest, 'girdling one another

Within their alabaster innocent arms ;

Their lips were four red roses on a stalk,

"Which in their summer beauty kissed each other.

A book of prayers on their pillow lay.

Which once,' quoth Forrest, ' almost changed my mind.

But oh ! the devil '—Here the villain stopped ;

But Dighton thus told on :

—
' We smothered

The most replenished sweet work of nature

That from the prime creation ere she framed.

Hence both are gone, with conscience and remorse.

They could not speak, and so I left them both

To bear thus tidings to the bloody king."
"

But the c:-;me failed to answer its end. Richard had to pay the

penalty of his crime by the for-feit of his life, and thus Nemesis was

avenged. In the shame attached to Richard's name ever since—in

the horror with which all have regarded it—she has had a still

deeper and nmre enduring revenge, and the two young princes mur-

dered in the Tower still live in the page of history ami iu the

sympathies of men.

THE AUTHOR AND THE FRENCH PUBLISHER.

In 1S3S, a young author, quite unknown to fame, called one morn-

ing early upon the worthy Ambrose Dupont, the celebrated pub-

lisher of the Rue Vivienne. The lord of the book-trade was very

much in the humour, on that occasion, of a wild boar after a

day's chase by fierce dogs. He received the young author liter-

ally with a growl, enough to have terrified a timid man out of

the house. He coolly pulled out his manuscript, and begged the

publisher to read it. Ambrose Dupont, a worthy man, though

rough, refused even to look at it. The author insisted. The pub-

lisher tolil him to t.ake it and himself away together. The young

man politely declined ; and Dupont at last, to get rid of his impor-

tunities, told him to leave his book and go.

A week later he called again, and so on for about three month.s,

once every week, to ask the fate of his novel, which, at last, he did

hear. It was not a very flattering opinion that was communicated

to him. But he only smiled, and went away. About a fortnight

later he presented himself again in the ante-chamber of M. Dupont.

"What, sir," exclaimed he, ".again ? ilethinks I t"ld you my
mind last time sufficiently clearly."

"Sir, you convinced me," said the young Jesuit ; "and I have

called to say that, acquiescing iu your opinion, I have burnt my
manuscript."

"Ah!" replied the publisher, somewhat .surprised, " tlicu I

scarcely compreheiul the present oV)ject of your visit."

" I liave not come on my own account, Init if you will spare mo
a few minutes —

"

"Walk into my private room, sir," said D\ipunt.

"Sir," began the other (our re;iders will recollect the scene i.s

laid in France), "you have heard of JLanzoni
.'"

"Sir, his reputation is Euroiiean. I WduM lia\e given liim any

price for a book."

" Then, sir, alh)\v me to say that—it is a great secret— 1 l)riiig

you the first volume of a translation of a new work by him.''

"A whole volume?" exclaimed Dupont eagerly.

" Yes, a whole volume," said the young author.

" Wiil you leave it a day or two?" asked the publisher.

" No ; I can only hand it to you, if sold."

"But you can read a few chapters?

"

" With pleasure."

"Excuse me a moment," said Dnpout; and he went out and

brought a gentleman from an inner room.

The young author read a chapter ; the publisher and his friend

looked at each other; they smiled. Presently Ambrose Du|j"nt

interrupted the reader.

" What do you want for the book .'"

" Twenty-five copies, and foi-ty pounds a volume."
" You agree to that."
'

' With pleasure."

The treaty was made, an agreement drawn up and signed. The

publisher was full of admiration. He addres.sed Soulie, the author,

whom he had brought in to listen, in no hesitating language. He
declared to him that it was better than any of the celebr.ated

author's previous works ; the warm .atmosphere of Italy breathed

forth in every page. The translator bowed and smiled.

The work went to press, the publisher read the sheets with real

interest. At last the eventful day came, when the title-page was

placed in his hands. He read with amazement the name of a

popular French novel, " Bertrand de Born."

"What do you mdan?" he exclaimed angrily; "this is the title

of the book I refused."

" Exactly," .said the young man.

"And why have you put it to the translation ?"

" It is not a translation. This is the book you refused without

I'e.ading it.''

Ambrose Dupont burst into a loud laugh, shook hands with the

cnnning fellow, and published his book, which was very successful.

Such a trick would scarcely have been appreciated in England, but

as French ideas are, it was considered very natural and was gene-

rally .'.dmired, as what may be called a shrewd and clever rme.

JAPAx\ AND THE JAPANESE.

The intercourse between Japan and China is an interesting

feature in the history of these two remark.able countries. They

were at one time intimate and active, though not always friendly.

The Central Empire, as Jaijanese writer.s call China, looked down

upon Dai Nippon with great contempt, claiming a sovereignty over

it ; while, on the other h,and, the Japanese looked upon the Chi-

nese as inferior animals, below them in morals, in physical forma-

tion, and everything. They are ready to own that in letters the

Chinese were beforehand with them, because they actually did

receive their literary knowledge from the Celestial Nation. Accord-

ing to Chinese historians, civiUs.atiou was conveyed to Japan in a

very curious way, by a kind of colony. We are told that, in the

second cfentury of our eraj the lord of the Central Empire, having

been informed by certain leai'netl and Worthy pUilosopheJrs that tU^

herb which gave immortality grew iu Japan iu abundance, sent

over to the island .some three thousand buys and girls, who were to

discover and bring back the inestimable ]>lant. It appears, how-

everj that the said three thousand boys and girls, being unable to

find the valuable vegetable in question, and being all familiar with

the summary methods of punisluueut in vogue iu China, remained

iu J.apan and settled there ; thus, they all being fresh from school,

gave the Japanese tlie beneti.t of their learning and letters. Japa-

nese writers, however, contemptuously reject this learned explana-

tion, and say that letters and science came lid the Corean peidnsula;

an explanation neither so romantic nor so stri!;iiii^ as the former,

but, apparently, haviug the ailvunUige uf truth.
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The claim of China to sovereignty, something like the claim Islands a patent, appointing him Wang of Nippon. It appears that

of early popes to jurisdiction over all America, dates from very in those days there were civil wars in the land, and that the cun-

JAPANESE ABCHERS.

JAPANESE ARCHERS.

remote periods, fi-om the conquest of I)ai Nippon by iiin-mu-tail- ntng head of the Celestial Empire ivished to gain a footing hy taking

woo. But we have it recorded that, previously to the Christian era, one side. It was not, however, until the time uf the Mongols, who

the great Son of the Moon and Stars sent to the Emperor of tlie had comjuered China, that any serious attempt was made on Japan.
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There had been ti-litiug, it is true, in tlie (^ir«i ; l.nt rather in

the form of squabbles than wars.

That there was trade and commerce between the two nations, we

know ; Imt tlie vy.V'arity of the subject havini; terrified the grave

dironielers of ancient days, who condescended to nothing less than a

the rich ; and their expenditure contributed largely to keep n\> the

750 tea-shops in a town of 750, {K)0 inhabitants.

The study of Japanese literature ia rather curious than useful

;

and yet, as we become more connected with the race, wo shall get

interested in their hi-story. In the present day, no nation can keep

A i;unp:UST DiGii iiiK'r

hattle, or an eml.a.s.sy, or the death of kings, we have little details

;

though we do learn, incidentally, that many Chinese came to Japan,

because of the free-and-easy life to be led in the tea-houses of the

island—so much more at liberty than those of China, which were

under severe regulations. These travelled Chinese were, of course,

wholly apart ; and we have little doubt that the time will come,

when it will be considered a part of polite education to be intimately

acquainted with the geography and history of all those nations

which steam is bringing so close to us.

The earliest specimen of Japanese literature is an account of »d
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embassy to China, in tlie year 65f>. It is written by a learned

Corean, a professed literary man. It is called "The Jonrnal nf

Yukino Murazi of Petsi," and comes down to us in a chronicle "f

the local history from C61 n.c. to a.d. ()96, called " Niiiiionki,"

aud published a.d. 7*20. It will be seen that the Japanefre were

before us in learning in those days, for this work is in thirty

volumes. If we judged a book as a Dutchman did, by size, it wculd,

indeed, be a great work. The only pity is, that the Japanese have

allowed us to go so far ahead of them since. Tiiis work, and an

historical survey, in seven volumes, pu1)lished at Ohosaka, in 1705,

bring down Japanese hi.story to 1611.

One of the ambassadors was lost at sea ; but Kisa and Yukino

Murazi, after a nine weeks' voyage, made the coast of China,

stopped there as prisoners some time, and returned to Japan,

having done as much business as many other ambassadors in times

past. In the year 716, two students went to China; and one,

Simo-raitsi-no-Mabi, went home, after a residence of nineteen years,

and, taking the name of Kibino Daisi, became a most celebrated

literary character. The other was induced to remain in China, as

A rchive Keeper, and kept the office sixly-oneyears, when he resigned,

and, returning to Japan, was drowned, at the age of eiglity-seven.

In 1607, the Chinese sent an embassy to Japan. Kelations had

been broken off in consequence of the patent sent to the Ziogoon

Hldeyosi, or Tayko-sama. This potent prince was so indignant at

being appointed W.ang of Nippon by the Emperor of China, that he

replied
— " Sovereign of Nippon I have already made myself, and,

if it comes to this, I will turn over a new leaf, and make Tai! Ming

my vassal." A terrible war ensued between the two sovereigns.

It appears, as far as we can judge the politics of China and Japan,

that the emperor of the former country wanted to play the Czar,

and, like that potentate in Turkey, caught a Tartar.

Tlie death of the zi.jgoon ended the war, which must have been

rather a personal affair between two kings ; for no sooner w.as the

death announced, than the Chinese embxssy came to treat of peace

and commerce, all the while, however, keeping up a skirmishing

little war in the Corean peninsula. There is, further, a very inte-

resting narrative, in Japanese, of the disasters and adventures of a

band of Japanese traders, who were made prisoners by the Tartar

subjects of the Mauchoo Emperor of China. It is kept at Yedo,

and is contained in a history of Chao-seen. It commences with

great gravity. "From the earliest times," says the adventurer,

" the inhabitants of the coast towns Sinbo and Mikuni-ura, in the

province of Yetsizen, have been wont, at the close of winter, to pass

over to the dependencies of Jap.an, there to trade." But then it

seems that there was a doubt if the so-called dependencies were,

indeed, dependencies ; the fact being, that Chao-seen, like a

refractory daughter, had tlirown off all allegiance, and claimed

liberty from vassalage. It appears that the traders hit upon a

desert place instead of Chao-seen, and at once g.ave nip their com-

mercial speculation. A terrible storm arising, the Japanese made
a vow tfiat, if they were preserved, they would throw away—sacri-

fice to the deities —all their defensive weapons. It immediately

after happened, that they were attacked by a horde of enemies, and

all the famous Japanese bows and arrows being at the l)uttora of the

sea, the adventurers had, of course, no means of resistance, and all

but fifteen out of fifty-eight were slain. But, for this massacre,

the Tartars, a kind of Bashi Bazouks, were well bastinadoed.

There is a curious passage illustrative of Japanese manners. When
the governor '

' qxiestioned us by signs ; whereupon Fiosayemon,

taking out his nose papers, blew away a leaf to indicate that we
were driven to this coast by the wind. He then sat down in a

peaceful attitude, to intimate that we were merchants."

Japan is known as the empire of 3,850 islands, and takes its

name from the Chinese form of Nippon, Jih-pun, origin of the sun,

according to the learned Klaproth. Marco Polo calls it Zipangu,

a corruption of Jih-pun-kwo, kingdom of the origin of the sun.

Autiientic records give Zin-mu-ten-woo as the first mortal monarch,

who founded the rule of the mikados. He appears to have been a

Cliinese conqueror, or invader ; but as he lived 660 B.C., we have

not very detailed accounts of his parentage, which some ascribe to

the terrestrial god who preceded him, the last of a long line of

divine monarchs.

The mikados, relying on their divine rigbt—which notion has

pervaded every savage nation in early times—were despotic, though

abdicating young. At last, one mikado abdicated in favour of liis

son, three years old, whose mother was daughter of a powerful

prince. This father-in-law usurped authority until Yoritomo

appeared, and after a time restored the old mikado, who appointed

him ziogoon. In future, the mikado was only supposed to rule, the

ziogoon holding all the power in his hands. The ziogoon, as well as

the mikado, became at last an hereditary office.

Hence followed all the elaborate military, civil, and religious

orders, which make Japan one of the most oddly-governed countries

in the world, though always remaining a semi-religious, semi-

military monarchy, upheld by the bows and arrows of the soldiers

on one hand, and the priests on the other. The priestly influence

in Japan, however, appears to have been even above the military.

In savage countries, where the two influences appear to mingle,

in general the religious will be found to predominate. The par-

ticula rpriest, of whom an engraving is given (p. 29), is one of the

high priests of the sect of Buddah, called by the Dutch travellers

" Buddadienst, Secte zee-sju," or of the sect Senju. This sect

have made great way in Japan without h.aving gained any political

power. The surrounding features of the cut are ornaments worn

by the high priest of this religion. The chair occupied by the

worthy fiither is curious.

BUEIED ALIVE.
TiiKRE was not a better young fellow in the Canton de Vaud than

Louis Fischer
;

perhaps there were handsomer, wiser, and more

polished striplings—doubtless there were ; but when we say better,

we mean more thoroughly honest, straightforward, and good-hearted.

You could not beat Louis at this. You might equal him perhaps
;

let us hope, for the sake of the canton, that this could be done over

and over and over again ; but you could not go beyond him.

And the same thing might be said of Lucy, the herdsman's

pretty daughter, for Lucy was as pretty as she was good, which is

saying a great deal—for sincerity and kindness and thrifty homely

ways she could not be surpassed. In many respects she was better

than Louis, and in her own sweet comely person was a realisation

of the Alpine proverb—the hen is the better bird all over Switzer-

land.

Why do we talk .about Louis .and Lucy in the same paragraph,

and bring them thus so closely together ; why ? They loved one

another. You arc not surprised at that ; at all events you would

not have been surprised if you had knr)wn them —nobody was who

did. They lived in the same village, met every day, aud many

times a day since they were little children wondering at the snow

mountains. They had played together, worked together, learat

together, worshipped together, and they loved each other now
;

friendship had ripened into love ; the playfellows had become warm
friends, and the friends lovers. Who could blame them ? Within

a circuit of ten miles, measuring from tlie little village church,

there was only one who harboured anything but love towards them
for their love to one another. This was Pierre Joseph.

A young man, maybe three years older than Louis, was Pierre

Joseph. Some people thought he was better looking, and, perhaps,

they were right. He had a higlier forehead and a more symme-
trical figure ; he wore a smarter doublet, and had gold in his

pouch, he had received a better education .and had seen more of

society
; people said he knew the world better. Perhaps he did.

But fine feathers do not always make fine birds. There was not

that open-hearted honesty in Pierre that was alw.ays to be found in

Louis ; and as to liis acquaintance vWa society and knowledge of

mankind, we are apt to say men know the world when they only

know the worst part of it, and tliis, or report spake falsely, was

the case of Pierre Joseph.

However other people liked him, siijiposing that there were any

who did, and giving Pierre Joseph tlie full benefit of the doubt,

Lucy had no love for him. He had turned his attention towards her
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for a long time, had come over to the village—for be lived furtlier

u]) in the mouutaiu—many and many a time, had brought her

tlowei-s in the summer time, and gossipped by the roaring (ire in

tlie winter; had laid himself out, as it were, to please, even to liis

cnstume— lilve JIalvolio,with his cross garters ; had talked and

sung, and, to do him justice, he cjuld sing very fairly ;
had re-

counted his own strange adventures, described Milan and the city

of the sea, and done all that he fancied would wiu her admiration

and esteem. But it did not answer his expectations. Wliatever

he did or said, it centred in himself. He appeared to labour under

the idea that he was behaving very handsomely and witli consider-

able condescension, and appeared to intimate tliat a mattli witli

himself would be a decidedly good thing.

Well, it is an old story ; here was a rich lover, and there was a

poor one. Blind love holds the balance, and ducats, dollars,

guineas kick the beam. Lucy plighteil her faith to Louis, and the

wedding-day was fixed. Pieri'c Joseph withdrew in high disdain,

lie was heard to threaten mischief ou the blithesome couple, and

seen to frown that horaeshoe frown of his, wliick made him look

like Scott's " Red Gauntlet." But wh.at of that? words are but

I'reath ; let him threaten—let him frown ; tlie sun will shine as

briglitly, and days and nights will cor.ie and go, as if he had no

being. So the wedding-day came. It was a busy day in the vil-

lage, and a happy day. Preceded by an old musician and the

bridesmaids, the young people walked to church, followed by a

woman with a basket of flowers—a bit of nature for the festal day.

When they eutered the church, they were all surprised by noticing

Pierre Joseph. There he sat, in a dusky part of the church— tpiite

away from the sunshine—moodily watching all that took i)lace.

Never mind—Pierre Joseph cannot stop the way ; lie can only

watch with his dark frown and his bright eyes ; he can only follow

like a dark shadow, as the company go back, and the flowers are

sciittered in their way. When all is over, he turns away to the

mountain-road and goes moodily homeward, plucking a flower to

pieces, leaf by leaf, as if he were going through the old charm of

"love me, love me not," which Marguerite tries in the play of

" Faust."

So time went on; and the young bride became a thrifty housewife,

labouring with her hu.sband bravely at iJl the duties of a pea-^aut's

life, and never flinching from work for a moment. While the

young man's axe rang in the forest, and here and there a stately

tree wavered and tottered and fell ; while his bright scythe glided

over the rich greensward, and with right good will he delved the

earth, till the perspiration, in great dro{>s—labour's bright jewels

—stood on his brow, his busy, bustling, thrifty wife was binding

tip the vine to the poles on which it grew, twitching off superfluous

leaves and tendrils, gathering in the orchard fruit, and making, in

her cleanly dairy, the finest cheese that was ever jdaced on table.

They were very happy ; still happier when a little one was born—"a well-spring of pleasure, a messenger of joy and peace."

They heard no more of Pien-e Joseph—they almost forgot him
;

perhaps, indeed, they sometimes recollected- -but always kindly

—

how friendly he had once appeared. As to his later conduct, his

threatening, his visit to the church, and the rest of it, no reference

was ever made. But trouble came. Lucy's father died ; and with

their grief on this account came the discovery that he was much
poorer than they thought for ; that he was in debt—deeply in debt

—and, worst of all, in debt to Pierre Joseph. What could be done?

They saw that at any moment all that was owing could be

demanded ; they saw that what little property the old man pos-

sessed would not meet a tithe of the sum due ; they felt that to

allow matters to take their course, would be to disliouour the

memory of one whom they dearly loved. So Louis resolved to ride

over to Pierre Joseph and attempt to make some aiTangement

with him.

He was received coldly, but with respect. Pierre professed to

deeply regret the death of the old man. The money, he said, had
been owing a long, long time—long before the marriage ; that, of

course, he could have no demand on Louis or his young wi;e.

After talking a long time, Louis made the proposal which lie had
come to make. Would Pierre allow the matter to stand over for a
yeai-, if he became answerable for jts payment! PieiTe would
advise him not to do that. Better think of it again. - Better not, for

the sake of a foolish pride, involve himself in other people's diffi-

culties ; especially when those other people were under the sod.

Dead men tell no tales, and, doubtless, are heedless of all tales

told. Wliat if the villagers lost somewhat of their old respect for

him; he would still sleep soundly under the daisy-quilt! No. Louis

was resolved. Would the other gi-aut him the time required ? No.

Yet, stop ; for old ac(puiiiitauce s;ikc, he would. They parted

more cheerfully than they had met ; and, as the young man rode

away, he did not observe the horseshoe frown that came upon the

other's forehead, or how he muttereil to himself, that it would work

bravely yet.

Spring, summer, autumn, winter, the year was over and p:n4t,

but it was a year full of ilisaster. On the anniversary of the

agreement, Louis stood once more in the best room of Pierre's

residence. There was a deep flusli, a red spot ou his otherttisu

pale cheeks as he bowed to the other when tliey met. He told in a

few words the story of Ids disaster. Not a sentence from Pierre. Ha

mentioned how sickness had been in liis house, and his wife and cliild

were but slowly recovering even then. Not a word. He told of

bad crops, bad vintage, accident and disaster. Not a syllabic. He

begged for time. Time ! not a day, not an hour. Time ! no ; he

had waited long enough. The tide had ebbed. Let Louis be pre-

pared for the worst. Pierre did not raise his voice, but he spoke

in a calm, measured strain, without lifting liis eyes, and witliout

betraying any emotion; except that tlie liorseshoe frown was ou

his face, he was the same quiet niau as he had been that day

twelvemonth.

And the woi'st came. Louis and his family were turned adrift.

Tliey hiKl to leave their old home, give up all they held dear,

resign everything into the hands of their inexorable creditor. It

was not for nothing he tore the flower leaf from leaf long ago. It

is a hard thing to quit a place that we love, a place that is aa.so-

eiated witli oar earliest recollections, where every leaf and flower,

every blade of grass and creeping plant is eloquent, and tells the

story of our early life. There is a sacredness in home, a first

home. To the earliest places of human worship tlicre clings—.so

goes the Arab legend—a guardian sanctity ; there the wild bird

rests not ; there the wild beast may not wander; it is the hallowed

spot on which the eye of God dwells, and which man's best

memories preserve. There is some such feeling clinging to a first

home, and to quit such a home after long years of happiness is

sometimes sad and bitter.

As a liired labourer Louis obtained employouent far up in the

mountains. His home was now a poor rough place, but very dear

to him. He had a good heart and hoped— hoped on ; hoped ever !

One evening he was returning from his daily labour, singing softly

to himself an old stave that he had often sung in happier days.

The sun was sinking fast, and flung its red rays oa the ice moun-

tains, and as Louis turned a corner of the wrcuitous path, he

noticed a stranger mounted on a mule, and riding slowly along.

He had scarcely perceived this figure, when a sort of rushing

sound, not very loud, but steadily increasing in its strength, w.as

heard. Louis stopped ; he knew too well what it meant. Tho

stranger in advance stopped also, and as they glanced around their

eyes met—it was Pierre Joseph.

"Stop ! stop !" cried Louis, "the avalanche is upon us 1"

Steadily, but with tremendous velocity the snow-drift wils

advancing. At first, a naiTow line of blue upon the white surface

of the snow, it gradually assumed a more terrible appearance, there

was no time to move or to attempt any escivpe ; it was upon them.

Man and mule rolled over, the feet of Louis slided from beneath

him, amid the mass of drifting snow they were hurried forw.ard,

till some projecting rock became a barrier, and they were c:i.st

against its rugged side. After a few moments of terror, Louis

aroused himself and found, although bruised severely, he wjis

otherwise uninjured. He looked about hini for Pierre, and discovered

him not far off'. His first movement w.as towards him, and he

found he lay there quite senseless. Aware that this drift of snow

was in all i>robability but the forerunner of another, and iierhapa

more disastrous one, he endeavoured to restore the fiiUen man, in

order that they might, if possible, seek some shelter. That shelter

was not far off". There was a rough cabin or chMet, built in tlie

rock, which was thought to bg a safe retreat iu such eirciimst.iiic s.
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Unable to restore Tierre, Louis made a vigorous effort and sup-

ported him to the phice of security. Having gained tliis refuge, he

attempted to restore tlie unconscious man, but as lie did so, the

same rushing sound was heard again, louder, and louder still, with

the crashing of pine trees, the wild cry of the mountain birds
;

the

sound came nearer, it passed by ; but was soon again renewed with

even greater violence.

Presently Tien-e recovered. He was greatly injured, and full of

alarm. Even Louis had upon liim an undefined dread, a dread

which took a defined character when he perceived that the ice aud

snow, the fallen trees and masses of rock, had settled all about the

chalet, blocking tliem in as effectually as though bolts and bars had

Pierre' forgot his old grudge, saw tlie folly of his <)ld enmity in a

new light, and, touched by the tender kindness of Louis, begged

that tlie past might be forgiven. Of course, it was not in the heart

of Louis at any time to resist such an apjieal. He wrote injuries,

as wise men always write them, in the dust. Now they talked

together of poor Lucy—both called her by that name—and of the

child who would be her only support now. But relief came. Bold

hearts and willing hands found out the chalet, and the buried alive

were rescued.

Where was Lucy ? Driven a'most to distraction, she had wan-

dered over the most dangerous snow-passes, climbed where the

eagle builds its nest and the chamois seeks its home ; .at last had

lieeu drawn upon them. There was no means of escape. The

horror of their position presented itself to both. It fell most

heaNaly on Pierre. There he was, with a man -whom he hated, and

whom he had deeply injured—alone—without food—buried alive.

It is unnecessary to dwell .upon what followed. For more than

five days they saw no hope of rescue. The little food which Louis

had with him was carefully portioned out and shared between

them ; but what were they to do when that was gone ? And gone

it was, all gone, at the end of the third day. For two days they

tasted no food at all. During this time Louis had made every

effort to effect some means of escape, but altogether without success
;

he had talked with Pierre when Pierre was rational ;
but his inind

w ludered very ofteu-;-and they had become friends. Burie.l alive,

tui-ned her face homewards—not her new home—but her past, her

old home. So they sought her there, and found her in the church-

yard, the quiet resting-place of those whom she had loved. There

they found her, kneeling at her father's grave, with her little child

beside her. She heard her husband's voice, and, with a wild cry.

i-itn to meet him. And what more need be said ? The lost were

found- -the dead were raised—the clouds which were about them

rolled away—and henceforth happiness was theirs. Tliey always

had one constant friend, who grew to be a gray-haii-ed man, and

whoje delight it wsis to sit beneath their cottage porch on a summer

eve, or by their blazing tire on a winter's night, and tell to some

anxiously-listening group of bright-eyed children, the oft-repeated

story of Buried Alive.
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Co^ESTZ owes its uame to its jwsitiuii. It is sitimlud at tlio cim-

fliK-nce of the Illiinc anil the Moselle, and the Romans, who li\iilt a

fortress there tliirteeii years before the (Jhrlstian ova, calloil it

C'liHtiiifiiliii, or t'onjiaenles. From tliis Latin appellation, sliulitly

ffermauistil, is derived Colilentz ; the name hv which tlie town

Verdun, A. p. S-l:J, were discussed at an imperial diet in the

cathedral at Colileutz. After hiU'iii,^ foriueil part tpf the kiiis;doni of

Lorraine, in piirsii.ance of this treaty, OohKnlz was re-united to the

empire of Germany in 978, hy Ulho the Great. During the

next two centuries, though the town nominally i»assed into the

iAhl-.N H.o.M IIIK ilEO.ilT oK Ell l,KMll:l.l . -i I 1.'..

occupying the same site is now known. At the time when Anti.-
uinuR wrote his " Itinerarium," the fortress contained alioiit a
thousand inhal.itants. After tlie Romans came the Fraiib*. whose
kings liuilt a palace at ConAucilia, called (opIiihiHci. When the
three sons of Louis the Deb,innaire divided among themselves the
empire of Charlemagne, the preliminaries of the famous treaty of

Vol,. Iir., N. s.~81,*

hands «f several i>oss(s<ors, the inhahitants gradually advanceil in

wealth and freedom, until at length they succeeded in completely

throwing otf the yoke of subjection, and made Coblentz one of the

chief centres of commerce in Germany. It extended, nnt merely

below Ehi-eiibreitstein, but along the left liank of the Moselle,

where mav now tie traceil the remains of the ancient town.
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Tiiw.ii'ils tlie end of the thirteeutli century, the archbislmps of

Treves wi^hetl to fortify Ooblentz, Loiiiinally to jirotect it against

foreign attack, Imt, really, to increase their power and recover the

liberties which the jjeople had extorted from them. At first, the

people were rather fovonrable to the project, and voted funds fur

the construction of an outer wall ; but afterwards, seeing the snare

that was laid ^jr them, they opposed it with equal zeal. The result

was, a violent insurrection, followed by a bloody war which lasted

two years, and ended in the capture of the town by the archbishop,

under whose snooessors it remained till the niiddle of the fourteenth

century. Baudouin of Luxembourg, the last of these, .agined abso-

lute authority over the town, but was also its great benefactor. He

surrounded it with fortifications ; enlarged Ehrenbreitstein, then

called Herniannstein ; built the old bridge over the Moselle
;
de-

stroyed all the castles within his territory from which the barons

and knights emerged to waylay and plunder the defenceless

traveller, and established peace and order throughout the district
;

leaving Coblentz a flourishing, if not a free town. After his death,

in 1367, Coblentz experienced great alternations of fortune. During

the Thirty Years' War, it was thrice taken by the Swedes, the

French, and the Imperitilist forces. In 1038, Boufllers, having

failed to take it, reduced it to ashes. During the revolutionary

war at the close of the last century, it was the chief asylum for

French emigrants. In 1794 it was taken by Marceau, and made

the chief town of a French department.

Since the conclusion of the peace in 1815 Coblentz has belonged

to Prussia, and it now forms the capital of the Khenish provinces,

upon which France is perhaps not unfairly suspected of looking

with an evil eye. The population amounts to 20,000, or. if we

include Ehrenbreitstein and the garristiu, 26,000. In a military

point of view, Coblentz Ls not without importance. Since it has

been united to Prussia, much has been done to render it proof

against attack, and it is now considered one of the strongest defences

of that side of the Prussian dominions. The fortifications, which

are constructed on the most improved principles, extend over a

large space, and are capable of containing as many as 100,000 men.

Ehrenbreitstein, on the other side of the Rhine, which is cimnected

with Coblentz by a bridge of boats, being also strongly fortified,

adds still further to the strength of its position as a bulwark of the

Prussian kingdom.

The interior 4if the town presents few objects of interest. The

old to\vn—that is, the part nearer the Moselle—is rather animated
;

but the streets are narrow, crooked, and dirty. Though the new

town, which extends behind the Royal Castle—a building raised by

Clement Wenceslas, the last bishop elector of Treves—has regular and

straight streets, the number of persons to be seen there is so sm.all that

it appears at first sight uninhabited. But, Uy see Coblentz fairly, it

is necessary to disembark from the steam-boat, and go behind a

frightful wall, which, without answering any useful purpose, com-

pletely hides from view the quay, the Royal Castle, the government

palace, splendid hotels, and fine private houses. One must also go

across the bridge of boats— more than a quarter of a mile in length

—

and ascend the fortress of Ehrenbreitstein, on the neighbouring heights

of Pfaffendorf, from either of which positions may be obtained one

of the most beautiful views on the borders tif the Rhine. At your

feet you have the Rhine, which ha,s only just issued from the moun-

tains, and, joined by the Moselle, rolls along its waters, unmingled

at first wdth its own, with graceful meanderlugs at the foot of smi-

ling hills, which skirt its right bank as far as the distant chain of

mountains lost in the horizon. At the junction of the two rivers

Coblentz, enriched by her commerce, wdiich is increasing every year,

seems already too much confined by the limits of the fortifications.

Every quarter of an hour the bridge, over which an incessant crowd

of people are passing, opens, to let either a steamer or a number of

towing-vessels go through. On the left you see Fort Alexander

and Fort Constantine ; on the right Fort Francis, which is on the

left bank of the Moselle ; and beyond the Moselle and the Rhine

a v.ast plain, interspersed with villages, extending westward and

northward as far as the volcanic mountains of Maifeld and Eifel.

While beholding the cultivated richness of this undulating plain,

one cannot help calling to mind the numerous battles which have

been fought there, from the time when Ca?sar marched triumphantly

over it, to the day when Marceau and Hoche were buried there.

Byron, in his " Childe Harold," thus alludes to Coblentz :

—

" By Coblentz, on a rise of gentle ground

There is a small and simple pyramid,

Crowning the summit of the verdant mound
;

Beneath its base are heroes' a^hes hid—
Our enemy's—but let not that forbid

Honour to Marceau 1 o'er whose early tomb,

Tears, big tears, gush'd from the rough soldier's lid,

Lamenting and yet envying such a doom.

Falling for France, whose rights he battled to resume.

Brief, brave, and glorious, was his young career.

His mourners were two hosts, his friends and foes.

And filly may the stranger lingering here

Pray for his gallant spirit's bright repose
;

For he was Freedom's champion, one of those,

The few in number, who had not o'erstept

The charter to chastise, which she bestows

On Kuch as wield her weapons ; he had kept

The whiteness of his soul, and thus men o'er him wept.'

MY FIRST EVENING IN WALLACHIA.

ET A HONVED.

My readers will recollect the melancholy occasion on which the

picked men of the Hungarian army, after the two extraordinary

days of the 9th and 13th of August, 1849, were compelled to

abandon all hope of liberty, and to escape the monstrous cruelty of

Russia and Austria, by emigrating into Turkey. That day was a

bright day for the Sultan— it was a b.ad d.ay for Russia. The men
who were driven by the force of Russia to seek refuge on the terri-

tories of the Turk, are those who since have drilled and organised

the Turkish forces, while many of them are at this moment burning

for the time when they shall come into the field .against Russia. It

matters not how, nor why—but I, in those days, was in the service

of the Hungarian revolution.

I was at Hatzeg, just recovered from a wound, when I receivul

the fatal intelligence of the suiTcnder of Lazar and Tiiriik, and of

the inexplicable day at Yillagos, I, like all my companions, cried

out with fury against tlie treachery of (liirgey. But rage and

lamentations were too late. The only thing we could do was to

join General Bern. All was confusion and doubt. Some said all

was over ; some thought that there was falsehood in much of what

was said. None would decide. I decided for myself. I had a

good horse, a warm clo.ak, arms, and a portmanteau, t accord-

ingly, knowing the country tolerably well, determined, alone and

unassisted, to join the general and ascertain from his lips what waa

to be done.

Had I waited a few hours longer, I should have found that Bem
was at all events trying to resist, trying to save the nation from the

fearful blow it had received. I took my way towards the Iron-

gate. I travelled at night, for fear of meeting with Austrians or

Russians, though I chiefly dreaded the former. I succeeded in

reaching the Iron-gate about twelve at night. I passed it .and made
for Weislowa. This city was calm and still, as if tiie savage dogs of

war had never been loosed, and as if a nation's liberty had not

l)een crushed under the iron heel of the ruthless Czar, against

whom few in high places then cried as they do now, though he was

the same ambitious despot he is now. I mistru.sted the stillness,

and sent my horse dasliing through the streets without halting.

I soon, however, pulled up, as I found myself in the very act of

falling into an Austrian corps of observation. Luckily I drew up

just as the first sentry came in view, and walking my horse slowly

back, I retreated into a little wood, where I chose a close thicket,

fastened my horse to a tree, and took some refreshment. I fiiund

that, by standing on my horse's back and holding on to a Viranch, I

could just see the Austrian tents. I determined, therefore, to keep

very close imtil these fellows removed from the neighbourhood.

Being an officer, my name known, and legally in the service of the

empire, death awaited me if taken. I accordingly wrapped myself

in my cloak, after cutting a good bandful of grass for the horse,

placed my pistols under my head, laid a carbine I had provided

myself with by my side, .and sought repose. I slept until nearly

midday, when I awoke much parched, having had no drink but raw

brandy since I started. I knew not what to do, and was .about to

rise to seek for water, even in some pool, for myself and horse,
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wlien I heard the steps of a mau ami horse, the clauking of heavy

boots, the rattliiig of a cavalry sword, and other alarmiug sijins,

close at had. I cocked my gun.

" Wliat is that ?" said a voice as of one exhausted and worn out

—a gentle voice too.

" A friend," I replied, recognising a Hungarian uuiforni, and

hastening forward.

" Heaven he praised !'' continued the stranger, who was sinking

with exhaustion. " I have been cha.sed ten miles by five Anstrians,

but a trumiwt calling them, they joined some comrailes."

"Some comrades," said I
— " nn army. The knives will liriiig a

cloud upon us. We must to liorse."

" I can go no further now," replied the stranger, who was not

more than eighteen, and yet an oflicer ; but this was uutliing in

Hungary, wiiere boys did deeds of manly valour.

" But death will be our portion if t.iken," I said.

'
I can but die once," he continued, sinking on the ground.

" What is in that gourd ?" I said almost fiercely.

" W.iter."

I snatclied it, drank a draught—oli, how delicious to my parched

lips !—and tlien held it to those of my companion, tliis time mixed

with the coarse brandy of tlie country. The stranger would have

resisted, but his strength was gone, and I forced the liquid down

his throat. I then moved away and watched, for I heard the

Austrians moving. But it was the whole division and in the

direction of the Iron-gate.

I returned to my companion ; he lay still upon the ground, and

I understood he asked for fowl . I gave him bread, meat, and a

knife. He began slowly to eat, and ;is his strength revived, I

thought I had never seen so handsome a youth. The small Kossuth

hat, the hu.ssar uniform, set off to advantjige a regular and i-ather

effeminate visage, on which there was not even a sign of down.

He exivlained tliat, ha-ving fled from Lagosc, he too was proceeding

to join Bem, when a patrol of Austrians with a sham flag of truce

ch.ised him, and drove him to this extremity. Having said tlius

much, he wrapped himself in his cloak and went to sleep.

I woke him immediately it was dusk, and saddling both horses,

assisted him to mount, and away we sped towards the point where

we believed Bem to be. We avoided towns and villages ; we halted

before turning a corner. We were making for Kavanseber.

In the middle of the night we found a roadside inn, and here we

heard for the first time that all was over, and that all those who

had to dread Siberia or the gallows fi-om the tender mercies of

Russia and Austria had detennined on emigrating to Turkey, con-

vinced that the Turks would treat us far better than either of the

two emperors. This was horrible—this was fatal news.

" What is to be done ?" I said wildly.

" Go to Turkey," replied my companion, gently.

"But how?"
• " By what means we can. On !"

And the young man struck his spurs in his hor.^e's flanks, and

led the way. It was a stupendous journey for two men to perform,

across the mountains of Moraul, the volcanic ridges of the Carpa-

thians, up hill and down dale. But death by the Austrian hang-

man was worse,' and we neither of us then or now utterly despaired

of Hungary.

We took still more care than ever to avoid any communication

with the people about this part, they being that slavish peasantry

called the Mautzen, who are so attacheil to Austria ; but that morn-

ing we found a hut, where a num, recognising us as Hungarians,

cheerfully off'ered to give us shelter, ily companion liesitated, and

shook his head. I laughed at his fears, and he agreed to chance it.

We accordingly locked our horses in a small out-house, after giving

them food which we paid for, and went up into a kind of loft to

rest. We wrapped ourselves in our cloaks, saw that our primings

were all right, and laying our heads on a bunille of straw, slept.

I was awoke at last by the sound of several voices conversing in a

mysterious whisper. I moved not, but I listened. We were in a

room which could only be approached liy a lailder ; it was steep ; at

its foot were ab"Ut a dozen of the rascally JIautzen discussing who

should go up first. I had my pair of American pistols, which I

brought over in 1847 from America. I cocked one and peered

through a crack. They were eleven men, armed with knives, old

pistols, pikes, while two held cords to tie us with.

I rose to my feet with a bounil, rushed to the head of the stairs,

and fired my five discharges as rajjidly as possible. Yells and roars

succeeded, aud then the house was cleared. My companion was by

jny side ; we nished down stairs, and 1 again let fly at the retreat-

ing crowd. Four were severely wounded, amongst whom w.is our

treacherous host ; I could not but feel glad that his case was hope-

less. We then walked out into the open air, and while 1 levelled

my trusty carbine at the scoundrels, my companion brought out our

horses. We mounted, and giving the fellows another volley, rode

off.

We sought no more hospifaility after that. When in force, »o

took food and paid for it.

One day we were in the mountains, climbing a rocky path, wlien,

suddenly reaching the crest of a hill, we Sivw beneath our feet a

small army—hussars in front, a cjirriage next, a staff, several

carriages, some infantrj', and then two sipuidrons of hussars. We
knew what it was : it was the sad remnant of Hungary's heroes.

The reader may imagine our hurry to descend the hill, which we

did by a mountain path that brought us out on the road ahead of

the anny. We were in an instant made prisoners, and taken back

to the front carriage, in which sat a man in a gray blue coat, with

gold embroider}-, torn by bullets and sabres, with a Kos.suth hat on

his head. It w.as Bem.

"Good day, lieutenant," said lie to me, and then his eyes dilated

with surprise :
" Miss Katerina B , have you escaped ?"

" Miss !" I exclaimed, wild with surprise, while my companion

smiled and blushed, and the old general and his stafl' laughed

heartily .at my unfeigned astonishment.

I was overwhelmed with confusion, but it would have been

pleasant to remark the change in my manner to my corai)anion in

misfortune. I treated her at once as a woman, and was rejoiced

when she joined a party of refugee Ladies. I then heard that, after

joining the army with her brother and father, she was, by the death

of them, left alone in the world ; she would not leave the army,

and her sex and courage had been universally respected.

Our journey over those hills, through the t'arj)athian mounUiins,

those glorious scenes, our dangers, aud our difficulties, are histori-

cal. At last we crossed the Turkish frontier, were welcomed gladly

by the pe».santiy and authorities ; and will the reader be surprised

to learn, considering her forlorn position in that country, that I

found a priest, and was married to my present good and gentle wife,

on the very first evening I spent in Wallachia ?

SKETCHES OF DOGS 15 Y LAND SEEK,
THE JE.4L0l'S DOOi

" O, beware, my lord, ofjealousy :

It is the jo'een-eyed monster which doth make
The meat it feeds on."

IAgo was right fbr oucei Nothing makes a mau more wretched, feel

more Unutterable terror, and d"* more absurd or abi_'minable things,

than jealousy. When it once takes possession of the mind, all

happiness is for ever gone ; the world becomes aeoureetl, life a

burden too bitter to be borne. Man delights not, nor woman
either; Jealousy pla.ys strange pranks with mortals. Yon go to tea

v»ith the frieuil of your bosom, merely tti tjilk a little iCLiudal and

eat a few muflins, when, somehow or other, the green-eyed monster

steps in uninvited, and you hurry from the room with an indignant

step and an aching heart. You take your adored Julia - to whom
you have written so many sonnets, for whom you have gone to so

much expense—to Brighton or Windsor, for a day'.s_fresh air, and in
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the same ciirr'uvj^c siW :i tine guutlfiiiaiily young fellow with tlie

clear skin and liautlsome features which all women love to see

;

and because he pays your adored some few attentions, which she

receives with the mild coquetry that is part and jiareel of female

human nature, you sit fuming all the while, execrating the trip,

wishing you had stopped at home, thinking your charmer the most

heartless of her sex, and all the while consigning the innocent cause

of offence to a locality unmeutiouable to ears polite. Can our readers

forget the little t«a-party at Dotheboys Hall, in tlie absence of the

respected jiroprietor thereof? It is a fine specimen of jealousy.

Nicholas Nickleby, Miss Siiueer.5, Miss Price, and her betrothed,

John Brodie, sit down to a game at cards. Miss Price becomes the

Ijartner id Nicholas. The immortal Boz sliall toll the rest :

—

' The deal fell to Nichola.s and the hand prospered.

'* 'We intend to win everything,' said he.

clenche<l list, as if to keep his Inind in till he liiid an t.]ip..rtunity "f

exercising it uijon the features of some other gentleman. And Miss

Sipieers tus.sed her head with such inilignation, that tlie gu.st of

wind raised by the multitudin.nis curls in motion nearly blew the

c.-mdle I'Ut.

"' I never had such luck, really!' exclaimed, co(|uettishly. Miss

I'rice, after another hand or two. ' It is all along of you, Mr.

Nickleby, I think. I should like to have you for a partner always.'

'• ' I wish you hatl.'

" ' You'll have a bad wife, tliongli, if you always win at cards,'

said i\liss Price.

'• Not if your wish is gratified,' replied Nicholas ;' I am sure I

shall have a good one in that case."

" To see how Miss Si[ueers tossed her head and the corn-factor

flattened his nose while this conversation was ciUTyiug on. It wouUl

THE JK.VLOIS ihm;.

" ' 'Tilda/ias won something she didn't expect, 1 think
;
haven't

you, dear?' said Miss Squeers, maliciously.

" ' (July a dozen and eight, love,' replied Miss Price, affecting to

take the question in a literal sense.

" ' How dull you are to-night !' sneered Miss Squeers.

" 'No, indeed," replied Miss Price; 'I am in excellent spirits. I

was thinking //o'( seemed out of sorts.'

" 'Me !' cried Miss Squeers, biting her lii)S, and trembling witli

very jealousy. 'Oli, no!'

" ' That's well,' r'em.irked Miss Price. ' Your hair's coming o\it

of curl, dear.'

" 'Never mind me,' tittered Miss Squeers; 'you had bjtter attend

to your partner.'

" 'Thank you for reminding her," .said Nicholas ; 'so she had.'

" The Yorkshirennui tialteued his nose once or twic; with his

have been worth a small annuity to have beheld that, let alone

Miss Price's evident joy at making them jealous, and Niehohus

Nickleby's happy unconsciousness of making anybody uncom-

fortable." ,

So much for jealousy in the human animal. The jealousy of

Othello takes a grander form ; the jealousy of Miss Squeers is that

of common every-day life. The one is tragedy, the other is a farce.

This ends in a cry, that in blood. The one is a summer cloud, the

other a thunderstorm with death and desolation in its track. Little

natures can feel the one, only colossal ones the other. But in its

mildest form it is an unpleasant comp.anion. It makes your tea

sour and your mnfliu indigestible. It spoils your good looks and

the amusements of the evening. Oh, reader, beware of jealousy

—

we iiiunl quote Shakspeare again—" it is the green-eyed monster

which makes the meat it feeds on."
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Now fur jealuusy in il>g.s. In gt-neral it is as iiratinnal as that

of the Smiths and Junes" s of real life. Can we say more '. For

instance, as our artist has put it. A young girl, innocent of more

dangerous nbjects of attraction at i.resent, or, as Macaulay sin|;s,

with

" Fair young face that had not learned

To blush at gaze of man,"

is surrounded by her darling pets : a kitten lull of liveliness and

play ; a c;vt all maternal affection ; a monkey disposed, as monkeys

generally are, to make themselves as agreeable as they jiossibly can,

in this respect, at least, showing how different they are to men.

Why shouhl they not all be haiijiy—happy as the family of birds

and beasts exhibited daily to an adniiriug public in Trafalgar-

square ? Happy as we are all to be in iMr. Robert Owen's Ne^v

Moral World ? Why not '< we repeat. The answer is soon given if

we look at the picture. There is a dog—cerUiinly not the sort of

angry and jealous as he is, has no c.iitsc for it. The maiden will

not pet him the less nor love him the less. .She would be glad if,

instead of snarling and showing his teeth and making the monkey

unc.mfortable, he would join them in their play, and be happy

whilst he «in, and make the Ijest of the little span of time he calls

his life. But he will not do so, absurd jeahrasy prevents him.

Why the dog is almost as foolish as many men. Let us now turn to

our second engraving, which represents

THE LIFE WiESEKVEK.

" Oh, whither are wc driven o'er the waters so free.

With the vapours all around and the breakers on our Ice ?

Not a light is in the sky, not a light is on the sea :

Ah me '. ah me !

We arc hurried to our doom. Oh. how wild and how strong

Arc the bilbiws on whose bosom wc are beating along !

And the tempest he is calling (hark, how terrible his song !j

For thee, for me.

THE l.U'K PBESEBVEli.

dog a girl should love, but ladies do take strange things to tlieir

bosoms at times—a dog'of ill-breeding and sadly degenerate, that

gets je;ilous because every one else is happy, and that cannot forgive

its little mistress her unintentional neglect, and he shows his ill-

nature by venting it on Jacko, who has done nothing to deserve it

beyond, jierhaps, playing off—as monkeys are wont to do—a harm-

less practical joke. It is a sad thing snch dogs e-vist. It is a pity

that dogs cannot rise superior t<j such petty feelings, and take more

comprehensive views of life. " Love to beings," said Edwards—

and Godwin repeated it in his " Political Justice," a book which

was to have upset the world, but which now sells for waste

paper— " is virtue." Evidently the dog of our picture does not

think so. He takes a very different view of virtue. It simply

consists in love to himself. We fear the ideii is tw common. That

it is not c<'nfii»ed to dogs, but extends to men ;is well. Yet the do^,

The thunder is awakened—he is talking to the night;

And sec what comcth Hooding down in catsiracts of light

;

'Tis his paramour, the lightning—she witbcreth my sight.

Ah me ! ah mc !"

So sings Ban-y Cornwall. We can almost realise the scene. The

stout strong ship drifting away without rudder, dismastetl, robbed

of all her finery, an utter wreck ;
despair in the faces of her crew,

some of whom curse, some of whom pray, and some of whom seek

in intoxication to forget the terror of the hour and U> face the

destroyer Death. When that good ship was launched, it w.as on a

bright summer day. Thousands came to see the sight. Beanty, in

the shape of woman, named her ; and cannons roared, and flags

waved, and drums beat, and the people cheered, as she niaitc her

way to the element ou which for a time she seemed so proudly and

so stcirely to float. And then, with a cargo rich and rare, and
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with seameu known for experience and skill, and with passengers

hoiiefully leaving the old land, where comiietition is rife and every-

thing valuable but man, for more congenial climes, she gaily left

the port as if danger was an idle dream. But the storm came, and

the giant waves arose in their fury, and nearer and nearer came the

Mack, irou-lwuud coast, to touch which was death, and the

gallant bark became a hideous wreck.

" Then rose from sea to .sky the wild farewell;

Thou shriek'd the timid and stood still the brave ;

Then some leap'd overboard with dreadful yell,

As eager to anticipate their grave ;

And the sea yawned around them as a hell."

It is the hour of the power of death. There is no hope. Heaven

and earth alike seem to refuse their pity and their aid. The only

answer to the prayer of the dying, as one after another they are

swept away, is the roar of the everlasting sea, as sullenly and

relentlessly—sparing neither sex nor age, neither the tenderness of

Woman, man in his prime, nor the gray hairs of age—it veuts its

irresistible nage. Like death, you can never satiate the sea. Its

cry is still, "More !" Down in its deep lie the loved, the beautiful,

the young—the great, the pure, the good. It has gathered to itself,

and holds with a miser's clutch, the gems of art, the treasures of

nations, the jewels of imperial iliadems. Oh, what a revelation

will that be, when the command shall go forth, afid the sea shall

give uj) its dead !

But the wTeck to which we have referred shall yet have its

chronicler. One victim is snatched from the jaws of death. The

sacrifice of life is not complete. One escapes the common lot. The

dog, faithful to his master when all other ties are broken, when all

other obligations are torn asunder, rescues him from a watery

gmve, Passibly just as he was sinking, just as he had become

helpless and weary, his faithful companion bears him to .safety ami

life once more. Such cases are not isolated : we have heard of

them times without number. They teach us that, if man be but

little lower than the angels, many of the animals in faithfulness

and courage are but little below man.

And so our hero is once more restored to life. He lies there all

eonsciousless and seemingly dead. But life will come back to him

;

the red blood will dance in his veins as of old ; he will wake up as

from a fearful dream. Once more he will rejoice himself in the

light of the sun and in the society of his fellows ; the world, with its

charms, will appear to him as attractive as ever. In a short time,

it may be that all the terrors of the scene tlirough which he has

passed may be completely erased from his mind. Such is human

natui'e. "What a piece of work is man !"

Men who have been on the point of drowning, and have been

saved just before the silver coi'd was loosened and life became

extinct, have told us that in the last moments, before consciousness

was gone, all the buried past rose before tliem in all the reality and

majesty of life. Theu came back to them childhood with its

innocence, the mother with her love, the father with his manly

care, the brotherly companionship, the sisterly caress. Then came

back to them the passionate love of early youth, the very smiles

and words perhaps of one long sleeping in her quiet grave. All

that they had ever thought, or felt, or done, or said, seemed at

that moment to come back to them at once. If we remember

aright, De Quincy states that this was the case with him, in his

'
' Confessions." One moment seems sufficient for the review of a life,

With what a lightning glance must the mind review the past ! We
don't forget tlungs; we only bury them. They lie in our hearts

awaiting a resurrection morn. And that body snatched from death

has just passed through such a crisis. Out in that roaring sea^

with angry winds singing in his ears, or the shrieks of the dying

borne onward on the gale, he may have heai'd the vill.age bells of

his boyhood soiuiding for Christian worship ; or he may have

listened to his mother's voice ; or it m.ay be that his own little ones,

sleeping safe on shore, may have come and whispered in his ears

;

or that in fancy he may have clasped once more to his bosom the

wife of his youth, and he may have sunk down pleasantly, with

peace in his heart and a smile upon his li]i, forgetful all the while

of the death following in his wake, drowning men, we are told,

have Eljsian dreams.

Well, it is to be hoped that the seemingly lifeless corpse here

may find the waking up equally pleasant, and that he will honour

the noble annual to whom he is indebted for his life in a fitting

manner. That dog should be kept in clover for the rest of his

days ; he should wear a brass collar ; he should be introduced to

the best company ; he should become an honorary member of the

Koyal Humane Society, his portrait should appear in the Royal

Exhibition. W'hy not ! Every dog has his day.

In conclusion, our engraving suggests two remarks. Our first is,

that Horace was right when he says, that he was a bold man

who first trusted himself at sea. Onr second is more practical.

When you do go to sea, be sure .and take a Life Preserver with you.

If it be possible, let it be a fine powerful dog, such as we have

engi-aved.

PORTSMOUTH DOCKYARD,

Op all the interesting sights in and about Portsmouth, perhajis

there is none so interesting as this immense establishment ; and yet

perhaps none is so difficult to describe or to convey an idea of in

print as this same dock-yard. Wherever we turn there is some-

thing to strike us with wonder. The great dimensions of everything

around ; the yard itself seeming like a manufacturing town ; the

immense ships upon the stocks in course of building ; the anchors

lying along in a continuous line of five or six abreast, and of some

400 or 600 feet in length, and some of them weighing upwards of

five tons; cables to match these anchors, some of them the thick-

ness of a man's waist ; the masts lying along the floor of the

Mast-house, showing themselves in their true size, no longer looking

the slender I'ods we fancy them when seen in the ships ; while the

"tops," those small (?) platforms jilaced .at the junction of the

lower mast and the top-mast, ui)on which it has often made us

giddy to see sailors st,anding, we now find to be large enough for a

very comfortable quadrille. Everything seems magnified. "Man-

ning the yards," too, we had always looked upon as a species of

tight-rope performance ; to see the Siiilors standing upright on these

mere bits of stick, as they .appear, and never falling off, seemed

wonderful. But that is over now. We saw ,at the dock-yard

several of these yards lying about. Wonderful to stand upright on

those great beams of timber ! Nonsense !—we could trot a horse

along a considerable portion of their length, and think no great

tilings of our horsemanship after all.

But let us proceed with oni' inspection of the different depart-

ments of this truly wonderful establishment.

Close to the entrance gate is situated the Mast-house. Here, as

its name implies, the immense masts of which we have spoken

.above are made, and also the yards, bowsprits, etc., for ships,

These yards and masts are of necessity made of several separate

pieces of timber, which are accurately joined together and then

hooped with iron, the hoops being put on while hot, so that the

contraction of the metal on cooling compresses the whole forcibly

together. Hanging up in the Mast-house, the lovers of relics may
feast their eyes \ipon what, with this official guarantee, we suppose

we must consider to be a genuine piece of the wreck of the Royal

George, sunk at Sjnthead on the 29th August, 1782. We say we

suppose this to be genuine, and .as such must look upon it as a

rarity; for it is a pretty well-established fact, th.at enough walking-

sticks, snuff-boxes, and other articles have been manufactured from

"genuine pieces of the wreck of the Royal George" to build two or

three ships of the size of that vessel. However, whether this be

genuine or not matters, we suspect, but little ; there ai*e things

awaiting our inspection far more interesting than any old weather-

l)eaten log of wood, though it were proved to be a genuine relic of

the Argo itself, with a bit of the Golden Fleece to be seen adhering

to it.

Leaving the Maet-hoUBe and proceeding to the left—or, if ouf

readers prefer our Hpcaklng geogi'aphically— to the west, we see an

extensive pile of buildings, upon the top of which is a lofty round

tower, surmounted by a semaphore. This instrument—a really

interesting relic now - something to show us what telegraphs vers

befiire the very lightning was made to carry our thoughts along the

magic wire ; this instrument, we say, still may be .seeu throwing
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its arms out in tlie strangest firms, as if declaiming fiercely against

electricity for taking away its business, while it telegraphs messages

to the shipping in the harbour and at Spithead (for which purpose it

is now employed), and defies the electric wire to interfere with that-

The pile of buildings beneath the semaphore cousists chiefly of the

Kigging-house and the Sail-maker' .s loft.

In the former of these we see the workmen busily engaged in

fixing together the various ropes, bhicks, and all the infinite

Viirieties of articles comprised under the name of rigging. There

are, also, stores here, where the ''fitted rigging" is kept, to be

ready when required.

In the Sail-maker' .s loft we see the canvas out out, sewn toge-

ther, bound, the ropes sewn around the edge of the sail ; and, in

fact, the whole business of sail-making. Here, too, the same

feeling of bigness seizes the mind, and the men sitting down sewing

these immense masses of canvas with a needle and thick twine,

struck us as being in most admirable keeping with the re.st of the

est:iblishment. Here, as everywhere else, we might fancy the

workmen a race of Gullivers who had fallen somehow amongst the

Brobdignagian workshops, and the group before us seemed to have

picked up some fair lady's needlework, on which they were

engaged with all their might. In one room -we saw a lot of boys

stitching away—these, we wei'e informed, were naval apprentices,

who were sent there to learn to sew and to mend sails—a very

requisite accomplishment sometimes. In this same building there

are also stores of sails, each ship's canvas being stowed away by

itself, with the name of the ship to which it belongs painted

over it.

Near to this building is the "testing machine"—a ]iowerful

hydraulic press used for testing the chain-cables, mooring-chains.

etc. The chain-cable store is also close by. Here we witnessed the

jirocess by which chains, which have become rusty, are cleaned. It

consists simply in putting them into a revolving cylinder, toge-

ther with several small pieces of iron of different shapes ; the

cylinder being then set in motion by a steam-engine, the chain .and

the bits of iron so rub over and over against eacli other that the

rust is rubbed off, and falls through small holes in the cylinder.

The noise made by the immense chain rolling about in the hollow

cylinder is absolutely deafening, and let anyone wearing a good

coat beware how he goes within some yards of it—unless he wishes

to be covered with the rust.

Leaving this corner of the dock-yard, we pass on between some

more storehouses, until we come out not far from the Ma.st-house

we have before visited, then walking onward towards the interior

of the yjird we see on our right a long building, along the side of

which .are arranged the gigantic anchors, of which we have spoken.

This building is the rope-house. It measures 1,097 feet in length,

and the floors being very low, the perspective, as we look from one

end to the other, seems .absolutely interminable. Here, in different

stories, we see the hemp spun into yam, and the yarn again twisted

into ropes or stninds, and these again into cables, of all sizes.

The effect of these ropes, with the men at work on them at the

extreme end of this long building, is very strange.

Before, however, the yarn is twisted into ropes, it has to be

thickly co.ated with tar. This is effected in the tarring-house close

by. On entering here the smell of the tar is almost overpowering

to the visitor. The workmen, however, who are breathing that

atmosphere for several hours in the course of the day, seem not at

all to minil it ; one, indeed, assured us that he liked it very much.

The yai-n is brought from the rope-house wound on reels, from

which it is unwound on to other reels by steam-power, passing on

its way through a large cistern of boiling tar. Each workman

manages two reels at a time ; holding some hemp in e.ach of his

hands he grasps the yarn, and thus wipes off the superiluous tar,

and at the same time guides the yarn properly on the reel.

Still proceeding in a northerly direction from the tarring-house

we pass the docks, where we see the ships which are in course of

repair. These docks are provided with immense flood-gates, which

are closed when the ship is brought into dock, and the water is

then pumped out by means of large chain-pumps worked by steam.

The ship while iu dock is kept in an upright position by propping

it in every part with large pieces of timber against the sides of the

d)ck, which follow the outline of the ship.

Just beyond these docks we come to a department of peculiar

interest, from the beautiful machinery to be seen working there.

We allude to the block-making machinery. Here we see the nume-

rous blocks, or pulleys, used in the rigging of a ship, made in all

tlieir jiarts, from the rough-hewn timber to the finished block.

The whole of the varied and intricate processes by which the pecu-

liar shape of each block is given to it, are effected by the different

machines in this building. A seventy-four-gun ship requires no

less than 1,130 blocks of various sizes, the whole of which can be

made at this establishment if necessary in one d.ay, by the aid of

the machinery we have mentioned, with the superintendence of only

four men. In one part of the building we see cirnilar saws driven

at an immense velocity ; a solid jiiece of timber is presented to the

saw, and is almost instantly cut up into square pieces the size

required for the block. Another machine then turns this square

jiiece into the shape required. Others again make the groove in

the block for the reception of the rope by which it is to be fastened

to the rigging ; cut out the space or spaces in the centre of the

block for the " sheaves" (the wheels of the pulley) ; bore holes for

the pins of the sheaves to go through ; and, in fact, as we have said

before, from the rough wood turn out a finished block. Several of

these machines are in principle the same as the lathe, Vmt the

peculiar shapes required to be given to the different parts of the

block, of course necessitate the application of apparatus very

different from that employed in ordinary turning. It is this which

makes the machinery so beautiful. We see the great blocks whirling

round with such velocity, the splinters and dust flying away in all

directions, and the cutting tools eating their way int) the very

heart of the block, as though nothing but the ab.solutc cutting away

of the whole mass oimld stay their progi-ess. We feel that

another moment and the block must be cut completely through
;

but at the instant we see the operation stopped as if by magic, anil

the block turned out with exactly the amount, to a hair's breadth,

cut from it that w.as requisite. In another part of the building are

the dift'erent lathes for turning and shaping the sheaves. These are

made »{ liffnum ritcc, the hardest wood that can be procnreil, and

they are turned, grooved, and polished, with 41 precision which only

machinery could attain. In the centre of the sheaves, where the

pin goes through, a socket of brass is let in. The machine for

cutting the groove for this socket is very beautiful ; so perfectly and

e.xactly does it cut it to fit the br,ass. When the brass socket is

fitted to it, the whole is placed in a kind of lathe to be ])laueil and

polished. Here the same tool cuts away both the wood and the brass,

never exerting too much force, so .as to cut too deeply in the sofur

part, and never lacking force to cut quite deep enough when operat-

ing upon the metal. Then there are machines for smoothing and

polishing the iron pins which fonn the axes of the pulleys. .\ll

these different machines are driven by a steam-engine of thu-ty-two

horse power. Close to the block-making machinery is a large

B,awing-house, where circular and vertical saws m.ay be seen con-

stantly at work, cutting up large pieces of timber into planks <it

any thickness required, and with an almost surprising rapidity.

These s;iws, like all the rest of the machinery, are worked by

steam, and with such precision do they work that the planks seem

scarcely to require the carpenter's plane.

From this dep.artment we walk on and view the building slips.

Here we see the vessels in course of construction and in every st.age

of their progress. We went inside of one of these— a vessel

of 120 guns. She had only her principal timbers laid down, the

decks not having been put in nor any of the framework lined. To

describe this sight—or rather the feeling it inspired—when we were

standing, as it were, within the skeleton of this mighty monster of

the deep, would be no easy task. It seemed indeed to us more

like the skeleton of some great animal th.an anything else we could

compare it to. The keel, running right along the centre, made of

so many pieces of timber, formed a very fair representative of some

gigantic vertebra; while on both sides, throughout its whole extent,

sprang out the timbers of its sides—the ribs of the great creature.

Further on we come to the Anchor-smiths' shop. Here is a new

scene of wonder : the dark, grimy, smoky atmosphere of the jilace,

relieved every here and there by the fierce glowing of the forge fires,

as they are acted upon by the enormous bellows ; then the dim

outlines of the workmen, .as they are seen moving atxiut through

the mist and smoke that hangs over the whole; the immense

masses of iron heated almost to incandescence ; and the sounds of
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the poudei-ous li;iminei-.s strikiug these masses, and shnotin;,' nil'

thousands of brilliaut sparks in every direction—a perfect pyro-

technic display. Tlie steam hammer is, well worthy of notice, as

an instance of the perfect snlijection under which the giant steam is

held Ijy man. This enormous hammer can he made to descend

upon the iron ])laced beneath it with a, force of ten tons at every

stroke ; and yet so docile is it, that it can be made to crack a nut
without injuring the kerne!. And from these two extremes it can

be regulated to strike with any amount of force required to the

most exact nicety. Anchors, bolts, and other wrought-iron work
are forged in this department ; and the visitor is shown how the

Old scrap iron is tied up in bundles, placed in the furnace, ind
then forged at the hammer for new uses.

Near to the Auchor-smith.s' Shop is the New Steam basin, a very

large basin used for the repairing of steam -ves.sel.s, of which it is

capalile of containing a very great number. It is a handsomely
constructed basin, faced with granite, and having dry docks attaclied

to it, in which steamers undergo repairs that could not be done in

the basin. Some very large steamers are often to be seen in course

of repairing. . -

Nut far oft' is a very handsome new range of liuildings devoted to

the Steam Engine Factory.
, Here, as the name implies, the various

parts of steam-engines are constructed. It is a curious sight. Large

masses of iron arc turned in lathes, as if they were the softest wood
;

holes are drilled in immense plates of the same metal with the most
perfect facility

; and a piece of iron is smoothed by means of a plane,

tlie shavings curling up and falling oft', just as we see them at the

cai-penter's bench. In fact, we see in this factory iron, copjier,

bra.S3—anything, in short—cut up, bored through, smoothed, and
planed, as though the hardness or softness of the material worked
upon were immaterial to the mighty agent which sets the machines
in motion.

And well might it be .so, when w;e look at this agent itself. A
large steam-engine works in an engine-house near to the factory,

and gives motion to all the various machinery within it. ^ This
engine, which is the largest in the dock -yard, is one of Boulton and
Watts' con^itriiction. It is of eighty-horse power, has a seven-foot

stroke, and the Hywhcei measures twenty-one feet.six inches in"

diameter and weighs twenty-five tons.

Some very extensive smith.s' shops are erected close to this

engine-house by Messrs. Fox, Henderson, and Co., the well-known

contractors for the Exhibition 1/uilding. The roof is supported by

iron columns, in which we see the same principle can-ied out as

that employed in the Crystal Palace, the columns being hollow, so

as to carry oft' tlie drainage from the roof.

The foundry is an interesting sight. Some of the metal castings

are of great size, as they must be to be employed in the immense

ships for which they are designed.

Returning from the northern part of the yard, and observing a

new battery recently erected, where guns are mounted for the

defence of that portion of the establishment, we pass the residences

of the principal officers of the establishment. There is, also, here

an extensive pile of buildings used as a school of naval architecture,

a chapel, a surgery, etc.

In addition to the varied objects we have thus endeavour-xl to

point out, there are innumerable storehouses filled with the various

stores required for the naval service ; large cisterns, in which the

timber is boiled or steamed before using it; immense stacks of

timber in course of seasoning, all marked with the description of

the ^yood, and the date when stacked
;

joineiV shops, carvers'

shops, blacksmiths' shops ; a Canvas shed, where the canvas for

hatchway -cloths, hammocks, etc. is p.aiuted ; boat-houses and

boat-ponds, where boats are kept in constant readiness for use.

And at almost 'every corner of the yard are those most important

articles—fire-engines and buckets.

Our space, however, warns us that we must quit the dockyard.

We have done our bast to convey an idea of the numerous ami

varied proces.ses carried on there. We have lelt the difticulty of

describing these pirocesses with anything like completeness
; still,

if we have conveyed any notion of how m.atters are managed in

this great national establishment—if we have imparted to this

article any portion of the interest which an inspection of the jdace

c.xnnot fail to aft'ord—our visit to the Portsmouth Dock-yard has not

been quite in vain.

OUTSIDE STRIPE FOR BED QIIL'!
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CARDINAL BEArFOET'S CHANTRY IN WINCHESTER CATHEDRAL.
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WINCHESTER CATHEDRAL.

WiNCUESTKB is i)Ue uf tlie ftw cities ia Euglaml at tlit; jireseut

(lay, Uj which one may safely apply the epithet, rcncrable. A large

cluster of ennobling memories seems to have settled upon that

ancient place. Its history can be traced up to the time of the

Britons. The Itomans built many edifices in it, in the second

century of the Christian era. The monarchs of the West Saxons,

in the days of the heptarchy, made it theli- capital, and spent large

sums in embellishing it ; though their works were frequently

destroyed by the ravages of the Danes. Egbert, the first king of all

England, was crowned iu it ; so was William Rufus, and so was the

lion-hearted Richard, when he came back from the holy war. Most

of the monarchs of that day left London at Christmas and Eaater,

and here celebrated both these festivals in great state. Here

Henry V. held his parliament before embarking at Southampton to

spread terror and devastation through France. Here (^ueen Maude,

Ijeing greatly pressed by her rival, Stephen, spread abroad the

repoi-t that she was dead, and disposing her fair limbs in a coffin,

was cirried safe and sound through the midst of the besieging army.

Here, too, a gallant army of cavaliers shut themselves up iu 1642,

and held the town and castle against the roundheads for a long time,

till being driven out by Sir William Waller, one of old Noll's generals,

tlie fortress was destroyed, all except the chapel.

The castle and chapel were both famous places. In the chapel

Hubert, the pope's legate, sat as judge, in 1072, in the dispute

between the rival sees of Canterbury and York, and awarded the

supremacy to the former, from tli.at time fm-ward and f jr evennore
;

and when the ("istle disappeared, the assizes were hehl here, and

still are - the Ni.-ii Prius judges sitting under the identical round

table at which the famous knights of Prince Arthur sat and feasted,

and (luaH'ed their sack, and passed their quips, aud cracks, and

gibes, aud jests, goodness knows how long ago. What a revolution !

Mr. Sergeiint Ponderous supporting a demurrer, or moving for a

rule km/, against some lawless railway company, with his hor.seIiair

rubbing against the sixit whereon Sir Lancelot du Lake, Sir Tristram,

Sir Pelleu.x, Sir Gawain, Sir Gareth, etc. satisfied the cravings of

tlieir knightly appetites.

Nor was the jd.ace less famed for piety and learning than for

warlike renown. It had, it is said, fifty jiarish churches at one

time, of which only a very small number remain. An abbey, too,

there was, renowned for its sanctity and wealth, and so early as

1300, .lolin Pontissard, of pious memory, bishop of the diocese,

founded a college, dedicated to St. Eliziibeth of Hungary, which,

however, was destroyed in the general wreck of religious houses

cousequent upon the change of creed of Henry VIII.

But none of these edifices could compare to the abbey and

cathctlral. The present edifice was commenced in 1079 by Bisliop

Wakelyn, a Norman, improved and enlarged by the gooil William

of Wykeham, and finally retouched by Bishop Fo.\. Tlie convent

consisted of a prior and forty-two monks, and flourished iu splendour

for nearly nine hundred years, until it was dissolved by Henry VIII.,

who instituted the present foundation, and dedicated it to the Holy

Trinity. The length of this splendid fabric from east to west is

five hundred and forty-five feet ; of these Our Lady's chapel

includes fifty-four, and the choir one hundred and thirty-six. The

length from- the iron door, near the entrance of the choir, to

the porch at the west end, is three hundred and fift.y-oiie feet ; the

length of the transepts is a hundred and eighty-six feet ; the lireadth

of the body below the transepts is eighty-seven feet, aud of the choir

forty. The vaulting in the inside is tweuty-six feet high ; the exact

height of the tower is one hundred and thirty-eight feet and a half,

and its breadth fifty feet by forty-eight. The prospect fi'om the

west end of the middle aisle to the cast window, beyond the choir,

is striking and impressive in the highest degree. It needs but

to be once seen to make evident the wonderful adaptation of the

Gothic architecture to the production of those feelings of reverence

and solemnity and sublimity which are closely akin to religious

awe. .

The republican soldiers under Sir Willian Waller played sad havoc

with several of the rich decorations of the interior, but enough

surrived, and enough has siuc« been added, to make it one of the

Vol. III., N. 5.-83.

gr.iudcst monuments wliicli England contains, of tlie piety, taste,

and enthusiasm of our ancestors.

Behind the altar is the royal vault, wliicii contains the bones of

the Saxon kings, and one or two Danish and Norman. Canute and

William Rufus, the Conqueror's son, lie side by side. The latter

w;us brought, a bleeding aud '* unwholesome cax'case," in a peasant's

cart from the New Forest, where Tyrrel shot him, and was here

buried silently aud without ceremony.

The church conUiins several chantries, the erection of piety, or

gratitude, or aftection. That of Cardinal Beaufort, which we have

chosen for illustration, is probably more remarkable than any, not

only for its own intrinsic beauty, but for the many historical

reminiscences which surround the name of its founder. We siiall

describe it in the words of Mr. Brittou :
—

"Beaufort's chantry consists of clustered piers, with a pannelled

screen at the base, an open screen at the head or west end, and a

closed screen at the east end. There are doors on the north and

south sides, aud the whole is sunnounted by a mass of canopies,

niches, and pinnacles, wliich bewilder the sight aud senses by their

number and complexity. Beneath tliis gorgeous canopy is an altar-

tomb iu the centre of the enclosure, with the statue. . . . Miluer

says, ' that the figure represents Beaufort in the proper dress of a

Ciirdinal : viz., the scarlet coat and hat, and long depending cords,

ending in tassels of ten knots each.' The low balustratle aud tomb,

the hitter of wliich is lined with eojqjer, and was formerly lulorned

on the outside with the arms of the deceased, enchased on shields,

are of gray marble. The pious tenor of his will, which was .signed

two days l.-efore his death, and the placid frame of his features in

the figure before us, which is probably a portrait, lead us to discredit

the fictions of poets aud paiuters, who describe l:im as dying in

despair."" Regarding the statue, Mr. Brittou says in another place,t

" The effigy of Beaufort is a vulgar, clumsy piece of workmaushii),

even worse tlian its near neighbour, that of Sir John Clobery. We
cannot otherwise account for the extreme badness of this statue

than by su}iposing that it was placeil there at a time much later

than the building of the chantry, indeed since the Reformation. It

seems rather the worlunanship of a stonemason than of a sculptor."

, It would be an unpardonable omissioij to dismiss the subject

of the chantry without s,aying a word or two as to the cardinal

himself, especially since Shakspeare has immortalised him, in his

drama of ' Henry VI." He is there, however, represented as the

very pink of insolent priests, proud, luxurious, covetous, and a

despiser of the truths he professed to teach. In the very first scene

iu the play, Gloucester is made to say to him :

—

" Thou lov'st the flesh,

Aud ne'er throughout the year to church thou go'st,

Except it be to pray against thy foes.''

Further on we meet with him in a brawl on Tower-hill, in whicli

Gloucester calls him "a pill'd priest," "a manifest conspirator,

who gave indulgences to rogues," "a Winchester goose," "a wol

in .sheep's airay," "a scarlet hypocrite;" and the bishop, with

rather unbecoming warmth for a man of his cloth, threatens "to

have Gloucester's heart's blood." In the third act, in the parli.ament-

house scene, Gloucester sums up his character as follows :

—

" Presumptuous priest I this place commauds my pativncc.

Or thou shouldst find thou hast dishonoured me.

Think not, although in writing I preferred

The manner of thy vile outrageous crimes.

That therefore I have forged or am not able

t'eihiliiii to rehearse the method of my pen :

No, prelate ; such is thy audaciou> wickedness,

Thy lewd, pestiferous, and dissentious pranks,

As very infants prattle of thy jiridc.

Thou art a most pernicious usurer
;

Froward by nature, enemy to jieace
;

Lascivious, wanton, more than well beseems

A man of thy profession and degree."

• Britton's " History and Antiquities of the Sec and Cathedral

Church of Winchester." pp. 95, 96. t P- 81.
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The general opiniuu uuw is, liowever, tliat tke poet, taking

Holinshed for liis sole authority, did the prelate wroug. Proud,

ambitious, aud usteutatioiis he was, uo doubt ; but these are vices

too common amongst men in power to warrant us in picturing tlie

cardinal as a monster of undiluted iniquity. The times he lived

in were turbulent ; men's ideas of right and wrong had not yet

assumed that fixity they now have. The duties of ministers of

religion were not so clearly defined as they now are. The assumption

uf the cowl did not necessarily involve a real and veritable repudi-

ation of worldly cares and pursuits. High-born priests of rank

were still turbulent barons; base-born prie.sts of no rank were

often drunken, ignorant louts.

Beaufort was the sou of John of Gaunt, Duke of Lancaster, by

his third wife, Catlierine Swinford. He studied law at O.xford, aud

afterwards at Aix-la-Chapelle, but on entering the church, his royal

extraction procured his speedy elevation to the prelacy. In 1-397,

he was appointed to the see of Lincoln ; 1404, we find him Lord

Chancellor of England, and Bishop of Winchester. He had been

three times Lord Chancellor by 1417, and some idea may be formed

of his wealth from the fact that he lent the king Henry V., his

nephew, twenty thousand pounds—an immense sum in those days

^-to assist in canyiug on the war against France, for wliich he

received the crown as security. He was sent on various important

state missions to the Continent, aud was present at the Council of

Constance. His influence in England was at this time all powerful.

He was appointed one of the guardians of the young king, Henry YI.,

during his minority, and iu 1424, was a fourth time Lord Chan-

cellor.* In the year 1425, however, the dissensions between him

aud Humphrey, Duke of Gloucester, the Protector, wliich ended in

the death and ruin of the latter, and which agitated .all England,

first came to a head. Their first outbreak is thus quaintly described

byHolinshed; "Somewhat before this season fell a great division

in the realm of Euglaud, which of a spai'kle was like to have grown

to a great flame. For whether the Bishop of Winchester, called

Henry Beaufort, sou to John, Duke of Lancaster, Ijy his third wife,

envied the authority of Humfreie, Duke of Gloucester, Protectour of

the realm ; or whether the duke disdained the riches and pompous

estate of the bishop ; sure it is that the whole realm was troubled

with them aud their partakers ; so that the citizens of London were

faine to keep dailie and nightlie watches, aud to shut up their

shops for fear of that which was doubted to have ensued of their

assembling of people about them." To decide their diiferences, the

bishop called upon the Duke of Bedford, his nephew, then Regent

of France, to arbitrate between them. The latter came over, but

shifted the responsibility ofi' his own shoulders by calling an

assembly of the nobility at St. Albaus, known as the Pariiaincnt

of Hats, because the partizans of either party came to the spot

armed with clubs, weapons of steel being forbidden them. Tlie

duke, liowever, compromised the matter by taking the great seal

from his uncle and handing it over to the Protector. On his retnrn

to France, Beaufort accompanied him as far as Calais, and in the

church of that town received a cardinal's hat, with the title of St.

Eusebius, sent him by Pope Martin V. He then returned to

England as papal legate, and made hia entry into London with

great pomp. He soon after, iu 1427-S, raised a body of men for a

cinisade against the Bohemian Hussites, but was compelled by the

council, in the first in.stance, to employ them in the war in France.

He afterwiirds, however, fulfilled bis original intention, and served

iu Bohemia until superseded by Cardinal Julian. Daring his

absence, his old enemies were busily at work, aud poured innumer-

able charges against him into the royal ear; and attempts were

even made to deprive him of his bishopric—so that on his return to

England he thought it necessary to procure, under the great seal, a

pardon for all crimes and misdemeanours that might be alleged

against him from the beginning of the world down to the 2(ith of

July, 1437. The remoteness of the period to which he thought it

necessary to ascend, is a singul.ar proof of the extent of his fears,

and his opinion of the accusing powers of his enemies. He showed

himself, however, rather lax in not taking precautions for the future

also; for it would have been quite as easy to have convicted liim of

* In the earlier periods of English history this office was held

exclusively by churchmen.

an offence to be committed in the year ItiUO, as of one- which took

place in the days of tlie patriarch Methusaleh.

Notwithstanding his vigilance, however, the indefatigable \irii-

tector again drew up articles of impeachment against him in 1442,

and presented them to the king, who referred them to his council.

Tlie council being mostly composed of ecclesiastics, were of course

incliued to favour the cardinal, and delayed their decision so long,

that Gloucester lost patience, and abandoned tlie prosecution. He

was murdered in May, 1447, it was suspected with the complicity,

if not at the instigation, of the cardinal. The latter survived him

only a month. He is said to have died in agony of remorse and

despair, bewailing his crimes, confessing his manifold sins and

wickedness, and off'ering untold sums for an hour of life. Shak-

speare, in the third act of the play to which we have already

refcn-ed, draws a moving picture, into which all his mighty powers

are thrown, of his last hours, as those of a despairing mnnlerer

and traitor, without one pleasant memory iu the past, or one bright

hope in the future. As the i)assage is doulitless familiar to most of

our readers, we shall refrain from quoting it, aud shall content our-

selves with giving Holinshed's summing up of the cardinal's character,

as a specimen of that worthy chronicler's powers of invention, as well

as of English '

' undefiled," which many of our writers at the present

day would do well to imitate. "During these doings, Henrie

Beaufort, bishop of Winchester, aud called the rich cardinal,

depai-ted out of this world. He was son to John, duke of Lancaster,

descended of an honourable lineage, but borne in haste ;
more nolde

in blood than notable in learning ; hautie in stomach and high of

countenance ; rich above measure, but not verie liberale ; disdain-

full to his kin, and dreadfuU to his lovers, preferring monie before

friendship; many things beginning, aud few performing, save in

malice aud mischiefe ; his insatiable covetousness, and hope of long

life, made him both to forget God, his prince, and himselfe. Of

the getting of his goods, both by power legantine and spirituall

briberie, I will not speak ; but the keeping of them, which he

chiefelie gathered for ambitious purpose, was both hurt to his

natural prince and native couutrie ; for his hidden riches might

have well holpen the king, and his secret treasure might have

relieved the conimunaltie when monie was scant and charges

great."

Though in this harsh judgment most English historians coincide,

they all agree that by his death Henry lost one of Ills best and

most faithful counsellors, aud that from that day the state of

affairs became worse and worse. Whatever use of his riche.s he

might have made during his life, his disposal of them after his

death was most praiseworthy. He left an enormous sum to the

prisons of London ; he ordered two thousand marks to be distributed

amongst the poor teuants of his diocese, and forgave the rest all

they owed him. He founded an hospital at Winchester, and

endowed it with the sum of £158 13s. 4d. per aunum, according

to the value of money at that time, besides some lands for the

maintenance of two .chaplains, a master, thirty-five poor men, and

three mir%es. He left jewels and plate of considerable value to

nearly every catliedral church aud monastery in England. He lies

buried in Winchester cathedral ; but of the inscription on his tomb

nothing remains save the wor's THbulurcr, si lu'scirem miseficur-

dias tuas—" I should be sorely troubleil, did I not know thy

mercy."

LETTER FROM COT'ENHAGEN.

June —, 1S54.

TuEKE is no pai't of Europe where so much is thought of the war

as in Swedeu. We are, as it were, on the sjiot, aud the events iu

the Baltic have roused us to a pitch of enthusiasm quite novel.

The presence of the English aud French fleets has set all our

statesmen devising plans for the aggrandisement of Sweden. Our

military men are getting up a war fever, which would be almost

ludicrous did not the future actually present contingencies which

may make Sweden play a very important part in the coming events

of this unfortunate struggle. Sweden is perfectly aware that the

progress of lliiss-ia, unchecked and unshaken, would have ended iu

the entire absorption of her territories ; and it is more with a view
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to prevent tlii.s tlmu for tlie value of Finlaiul, tliat we hear of

nothing else here but the re-couquestof tliat territory, anil the uniting

of the Fins to thLs country again. Should this be decided on, the fate

of Cronstadt and St. Petersburg i.s, as it were, sealed, for tlie aid

tluKs afforded to the allied fleets would be incalculable.

Of course, a country which was united to Sweden for more than

six hundred years must contain within if.solf the elements of restora-

tion. There are the seeds of union. The Fiulanders hate the

liussians; they are wretchedly oppressed by that power, and are

ruthlessly torn from their homes to serve the great northern despot

by sea and land. The immense impoi'tnnce of this territory in

relation to Russia will be seen by an examination of the map ; and

as, in all probability, this comparatively nnknown country will be

the seat of important milit;iry operations by the Baltic forces, a

sketch will not here be out of jtlace.

It is a very large district, being about .'iOO miles long by ^.'lO

wide, uneven, mountainous, full of valleys, and almost wholly

without plains. It is a kind of Russian Switzerland, and some of

the scenery, though i-ather bleak, is very striking and magnificent.

Its actual area is about 7,000 miles, and it is placed in a very high

northern latitude, a portion of it being almost arctic in its situation.

!t Is bounded on the north by Norway, on the west by Sweden and

the Gulf of Bothnia, to the south by the (}ulf of Finland, to the

east by three Ru.ssian provinces. Its population is not very far

from two millions. A large and influential portion of this popula-

tion are connected by marriage and traditimi with Sweden, to which

country they look with hope. The Russians have a party, but not

very iufiu.ential in point of numbers. The great body of the people

are of the patriotic party, the pure Fins, who desire to be neither

Ru.ssians nor Swedes, but Fiulanders.

There are several very lofty mountains, and numerous elevattd

chains of liiUs. There are a great many rivers with names of

celebrity in the history of the coxmtry, and lakes are of very fre-

quent occiuTeuce. The climate is not tempting; it is very cold and

inclement; .and the winter is very long and harsh, in some places

lasting nine, in others six months. The air is said to ba whole-

some; and with civilisation, culture, and the introduction of drain-

.age, the climate itself is said to be becoming warmer. It is very

difterently peopled, according to the climate, the southern portion

being more thickly populated than the northern. Lapland is

scarcely iieopled at all.

The country is purely agricultural. Sweden looks to it as a

valuable colony, which wonld be improved by trade and commerce,

and give a fine field for enterprise, if it were restored to its ancient

connexion. There is no donbt that its resources might be con-

siderably developed. The country produces rye, barley, wheat, and

oats, to a very great extent. Potatoes are reared to the extent

of about six million bushels per annum. Hemp, flax, and tar are

tlie chief exports, with pine and birch wood. These are the

articles which it is believed might be developed by a genial govern-

ment. Russia, it is true, lays Finland ratlier extensively under

contribution for all these articles, but not in a way that is at all

satisfactory to the poor inhabitants of the Grand Duchy, which,

though it produces the best and hardiest sailors of the empire, is

none the less oppressed and misgoverned.

Since the commencement of the war, a perfect razzia of cattle

has taken place. The Russian contractors for the army— or by

whatever crack-jaw name they call them— have not been very

delicate in their mode of appropriating the cattle, hoi-ses, sheep,

swine, and goats, wliich feed on the somewhat rich pasture and

meadow lands of the country. The reindeer, which are tamed,

have hitherto, from their northern position, escaped the rapacity of

these gentlemen, who are even worse than Turkish tax-gatherers.

AYith such resoxirces as Finland possesses in this way, it is not

surprising that the j'TO'luction of butter is great, wliile wool is

very productive and long in staple. The horses remind one of

the mustangs of Texas, and those wild creatures which Head so

picturesquely describes in the Pampas. They are not so wild,

however, and though small, do good service to their owners.

Though the amount of produce is small, the tin and copper mines

are valued in Russia ; while attempts have been made to introduce

cotton and glass mills. They do not, however, employ a very

Large section of the population.

It will not Kurjirise many of your readers, wlien I .say that the

export trade of this obscure country is 'considerable. A land

which dojiends so much on natural resources, which is rich only in

raw materials, must necessarily, to share the general luxury of the

world, export its own growth in exchange for the manufactures of

others. It employ,s nearly five hundred large vessels and nine

hundred coasters, which convey its planks, tar, potash, cattle,

tallow, etc. , to the markets of Eurojje and to the poi-ts of Russia.

Every encouragement has been given to the development of trade,

for obvious reasons.

The official language of the country is Swedish. Nearly all the

Fins are Protestants ; Russia has not been able to force the im-

postures of its Greek creed upon the people. It is supposed to be

governed by its own laws, but Russia takes care never to summon
those who should make and administer these laws. It retains its

constitution, but this is not allowed to work. It is suspended, though

not sujipres.sed ; and the suspension is as perpetual as the fabled one

of Mahomet's coffin. There are very few Russians in the country,

and these chiefly oflicials residing at Helsingfors, the new capital.

The native troojis, according to the usual Russian jiolicy, have been

sent to Poland, a country of which they know little, and Finland

is gaiTisoned by Russian soldiers.

There is an archbishop, who resides at the old cajntal, a uni-

versity, several academies and schools ; and by these means much
progress in education has been made ; but this is rendered of no

avail from the fact that all books are prohibiteil now by the

Kussi.ans, siive a few elementary chemical and agricultural works.

All works of the fivncy, novels, poetry, all works of general history,

are virtually excluded ; so thiit the Fiulanders live in happy
ignorance of the stiite of the rest of the world— a happy state of

things, of course very conducive to the civilisation, and at all events

to the quiet government of the country. The theory of the Czar

appears to be. Mind your own business, dig, hew wood, draw
water, go to school, learn to read, but don't attempt to make any
practical use of your acquirements. As long as the despots of

Russia are able to keep up tliis state of things will they lie able to

rule so many millions. But as certain as that no government ha.s

any right to keep its population in abject ignorance, so surely will

this system end in some terrible convulsion. Education and religion,

.after all, are the only true safeguards of society.

The Fiulanders, by the exercise of these arts, have been brought

to regard the English an<l French as a very sjinguinary r,ace ; but

this delusion cannot last, especially as many of the Fins have been

long voyages, and will be able s>atisfactorily to dispel such absurd

delusions.

There are several mining-schools lately established, I am a.ssured,

with a view to increase the produce of the tin and copper mines,

which hitherto have been rather rudely worked. The absence of

British aftd French engineers and professors will be much felt.

I find that many British merchants have appointed American

correspondents in Russia, and that an attempt will be made
in this way to introduce machinery. A close blockade will be

the only means of entirely crippling the enemy. Loss of men is

no punishment to the Czar. Material and money are the chief

objects.

Such is the country wliich Sweden dreams of re-annexing by the

aid of the allied powers ; and it is probable that many parts of it

will soon be familiar to you, as the scene of the operations of the

British and French fleets. The policy of England and France is

very popular here with the masses, who di'eam of tli« time when

Sweden made such a noise in the military history of the world

;

while the thinking and educated classes view with terror the

prospect of any Russian success, which would cei'tainly be the

prelude to a Russian occupation of Sweden. Russia has for some

time considered Sweden as a protected power, and Sweden seems

detarmined not to lose the opportunity of shaking oft" Muscovite

influence.

I send you no ordijiary news, as you will receive that through

the usual channels. By the constitution, the king can raise the

army to 150,000 men ; at present it is at 25,000 men : but a few

weeks will probably decide the policy of the government, which is

not much inclined to lean to that of the party which takes Gustavus

as their jxilar star.
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C.ERMAX niARIOT OF THE SIXTEENTH CENTURY.

Therk is scarcely .any liistiry more replete with interest or more

ricli in v,ahiatile instrnction, than the hi.story of invention .ind dis-

covery. It is curious to tr.ace the gradual advances which have been

made ft'om tlie rudest implements of barl>arous times, to the com-

plicated machinery of a highly civilised age, and to mark how the

guesj-x-; .and imperfect attempts of oue period reappear in .another,

developed to a degree of perfection of which the originators liad not

the remotest conception. How striking, for instance, is the con-

trast between the steam-engiue of the Marquis of Worcester, in the

middle of the seventeenth century, and those now in use. Had the

noble projector been told of the high state of perfection to which his

invention would be brought in the middle of the nineteentli century,

he would have rejected the idea .as utterly absurd. A similar

renuark would apply to a thousand other cases of this sort.

The art of locomotion is one in which we have made greater pro-

gress than almost any other. Yet it cannot be said th.at the men

of past agi'S failed fir w.ant of industry iu attempting to improve.

In several special works upon the history of chariot building, and

improvements iu locomotion in the fifteenth and two following

centuries, we find it stated that a mechanist of Nuremberg, named

John Haustch, ''made chariots which moved by a spring, and

went two thon.sand paces .an hour." We present our readers

with an engi'aving of one of these singular vehicles from an old

Geianan plate. The person standing in the chariot is Han.stch

himself, driving, or rather conducting. In spite of much active

research, we h.ave not been able hitherto to ascertain with any

degree of clearness or i>recision what kind of springs the skilful

contriver employed. In all prob.ability the mechanism was some-

thing like that ot a watch or meat-jack, and required to be

wound up at certain intervals. If so, the invention wa.s more

curious than useful. At any rate, w6 doubt not, our readers

will be glad to see an exact representation of this cmiosity,

which persons properly qualified might find worthy of attentive

consideratiou.

i;i:UMAN CHARIOT OF THE SIXTEENTH OENTl'ItV.

REIJCrlOUS CUSTOMS OF THE KALMUCKS.

On a former occasion* we furuislieil our readers with some particulai'S

relative to tlie Kalmucks and their mode of life. It is, therefore,

iinnecessjiry for us now to enter into any minute detail on the

subject. All that we propose to do, is to give some account of their

religious customs, particularly their sacred festiv.als.

Like most of the Mongolian race, the Kalmucks are Buddhists,

or rather Lamists ; but their Buddhism is very much modified by

the admixture of other notions and practices. They have a great

number of idols, most of which assume the form of woman. They

recognise oue supreme God, to whom all other divinities, whether

good or evil, are completely subject. They believe in the transrai-

gr.ation of souls, which they regard as affording a probationary

cnise of discipline, more or less protracted, that every creature

• Vol. ii. p. 324,

must go' through, before admission to the presence and society of tlie

sovereign judge. The saints, with whom every Buddhist may
aspire to be associated, will be recompensed by eternal repose .and

h.appiness, without -sacrificing their individual existence.

The Kalmucks celehr.ate three great festivals every year, each

lasting for a fortnight. The most important is that by which they

celebrate the return of spring ; the second takes place in ,Iune, and
is devoted to the blessing of the waters ; the third is the fe<ast of

the lamp, and is celebrated in December.

Bergmann has given an excellent description of the feast of

spring called zackcm-zan. Priests headed the procession, phaying

strange airs on Irge trumpets, .such as are seen in our illustr.ation.

In the rear came persons carrying ; .acred chests, contauiLng divine

images, which they placed on an .altar raised in the open air.

Shortly .after followed the Lama in a palanquin. He was set down
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liefore the altar, and tlien the curtains whicli concealed the gods

being removed, all present/ijeojjle, jn-iests, and princes, bowed down

three times. The vice-khau took his place near the Lama, under a

large red umbrella. A dinner, in the course of whicli they consumed

many sheep and a great quantity of tea and cakes, formed part of

the ceremony. It lasted till sunset, !lnd wivs intermingled with

prayers aud various evolutions connected with religions worslup.

lu the religious music of the Kalmucks, high and low notes follow

each other alternately, aud the time also changes in succession from

sh]W to quick aud quick to slow. According (o the traveller from

whose sketch our engraving is taken; this strange alternation of tone

aud time is not altogether without some kind of harmony.

Yellow and red are the religious colours of the Kalmucks. Their

temples are generally decorated witli richly-dyed silks and a multi-

tude of images, among which tlie bronze idol of Unddha iShak-

kiamouni occupies a prominent place. Tliere are also a great many

otfeiing-cups tilled with various sorts of grain, and a vessel of holy

water in which peacocks' feathers arc p'aced. The priests siirinklc

the ])eople with this water, which is mixed with saftron and sugar.

They also drink part of it and wasli tlieir faces with the leinainder.

Although tlie Kalmucks do uot believe in eternal punishment,

the priests havo endeavoured to impress upon Ihem the belief that

endless torments will be the portion of those who have committed

any one of the following sins— irreverence towards God, sacrilege or

the plunder of the temples, want of respect towards parents,

murder, and offences against the clergy.

KELIOIOUS MUSIC OF THE K.ILIIVCKS.

PEERS AND M.P'S,

OR,

LORDS AND COMMONS.
PARLIAMENTARY ORATORS AND OKATORV.

LiRi) Brougham thus speaks of Canning, in his contests with

whom he won his proudest laurels ;
" His declamation, though

often powei*ful, always beautifully oniate, never deficient in admi-

rable diction, was certainly uot of the highest oi'der. It wanted

depth. It came from the mouth, not from the heart."

If this be true of Canning, still more is it true of the name we

ncKt mention. Sir Robert Peel was hardly an orator at all. It is

rather as a statesman that he will be known to posterity. It is

true, as Disraeli writes, that he played upon the . House of

Commons as an old fiddle, but he did that because he knew the

house well—because lie spoke to every section of it—because he

made it his great aim to be the first man in the house. Possibly

he might have been an orator if he had tried, but such was

not his object. He lived in u transition age, and his speeches

all bear marks that such was the case. Apparently candid, he

was in reality cautious and reserved—gradually feeling his way,

never abandoning himself to a lofty impulse or a noble prin-

ciple—never borne aloft in divine ecstasy. He spoke as a cold,

prudent man of the world. One would think such a man never

could h.ave been an orator. Yet he was of a portly presence and

noble air. He would have been an orator had ho had the motive

power. The best description we h.ave seen of Sir Robert was that

by Jlr. Francis, wheu Sir Robert was premier. Sometimes a sturdy

radical or an indignant agriculturist determines to catch the eel by

the tail and skin him. He puts some plain direct question, and

demands an answer. Y'ou think Sir Robert must now be fairly posed

—his veil must be rent—parties must resume their old habits, for

he must say something jjositive on which a war-cry can be raised.

He rises, leans forward on the tabic, playing with his glasses, or

puts his hands under the tails of his blue frock coat, and, in the

most open and candid way, declares his determination frankly to

answer the question that has been put to him. This is satisfactory

;

it propitiates. All are on the qui-rive. There is hushed silence;
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all heads arc slretcliecl forward in expectatimi of the anuouncenicnt

uf policy. Meanwhile the soft, bland voice has poured itself fortli,

its feintest tone heard in the most remote corner; the bearing

bespeaks a full couscionsness of tlie responsibility of the duty of the

moment ; the face wears the placid expression of innocence. You

are fairly prepossessed for snch a man. 13ut what is he saying?

By that cheer from Mr. Cobden and his Sanehn, Mr. Bright, he

appears to have said something ])leasant to the manufacturers.

But that roar of delight from the other side? Oh, he has convulsed

the country gentlemen by some well-turned compliment to agri-

culture, not as yet the object of liis ridicule. And now another

cheer, more general, is the reward of some pompous maxim of the

public good. It is clear the house has warmed to him. The

more kindly they entertain, the more candid grow the speaker's

tones, the moi'e earnest is he to do the best which the state of

things allows. An elaborate statement follows of the three courses

open to him, of tlieir several advantages and disadvantages, in

all of which he adroitly rouses the prejudices slumbering for a

moment around him, .and establishes a sympathy with each; cen-

treing hopes in himself and setting old hatreds anew against each

other; until, having thus led the various parties into a mental

Melee, he winds up with " upon the whole," leading with pompous

affectation of resolve to a declaration of what he means to do, which

in fact comprises—in an artful woof of phrases, sounding but bodi-

less—almost everything that he does not mean to do. Meanwhile,

he has skilfully diverted the attention of all from the real point at

issue to their mutual jealousies and asperities. Ten to one he sits

down amidst loud cheers, having uttered much but avowed nothing.

At times Sir Robert was more than this—at times he soared, and

was almost an orator.

Fiir more oratorical power belonged to Daniel O'Connell. You

must have had a cle.ir head .and cool heart not to be carried away

wlien he spoke. Sir Robert Peel is said to have expressed his high

appreciation of O'ConnelTs p.arliamentary abilities. One day,

wliile the Reform Bill was under discussion, the speeches of its

friends and foes were canvassed in a fashionable drawing-room.

On O'Connell's name being mentioned, some critic ftistidiously

said: "Oh, a bi'oguing Irish fellow, who would listen to /(/wi.^ I

always walk out of the house when he opens his lips !" " Come,

Peel," said old Lord Westmoreland, "let me lie.ar j/om;- opinion."

" My opiuiou candidly is," replied Sir Robert, "that if I wanted

an efficient and eloquent advocate, I would readily give up all the

other orators of whom we have been talking, provided I had with

me this same broguing Irish fellow," Shell is said to have re-

marked of O'Connell, that "' he flung a brood of sturdy ideas upon

the world without a rag to cover them." With a strong sturdy

frame, with a ready flow of humour, or invective, a-s the occasion

required—with a roguish twinkle in his eye, as if he were bam-

boozling you all the while—O'Connell was the heau-idcal of a

popidar orator. The most unyielding audience could not choose but

listen when he spoke. He excelled in clear aud forcible language,

in ready and dexterous rexdy, and in bold aud defiant denunciations

of tyranny. His invective was freipiently powerful ; it sometimes,

however, degenerated into commonplace personal .abuse. Like his

great countryman, Cnrrau, he was unequal. He could soar to the

loftiest heights of irarliamentary debate, or talk down to the

level of the lowest democratic audience. A writer in the '"' New

Monthly," some years ago, g.ave the best accoimt of O'Connell we

have yet seen. He says :
" His great art is in stating a question.

He jJaces it on the most invincible ground he can select ; aud the

iron vigour of his intellect is seldom concealed beneath any holiday

WTcaths. Unlike Mr. Stanley, he owes all the efi'ect of his oratoi7

to his apparent sympathy with all generous emotions. When he

indulges in them his eye glistens, and the deep music of his un-

rivalled voice seems to halt and falter. This may be the result of

his art—for he is a most experienced artist—but it has the sem-

bhance of nature. Never, perhaps, has he produced a more trium-

phant efl^oct over his audience than the one when, replying to Mr.

Stanley, on the Irish Coercion Bill, he arrested himself suddenly

from the course of fiery invective on which he had prcp.ared you to

suppose he was .about to enter :
' But tlce right honourable gentle-

man,' said he, with a changed and softened tone, ' has declared

that Ireland is ' dear to him.' I thank him for that assurance. I

retract -whatever I have said harshly. I forbear whatever more of

angry emotion was about to rise to my lips. The man who can

tell me th.at Ireland is dear to him, ceases to be my enemy.'
"

Throughout the whole hostile majority there was a painful

movement ; there was scarcely a man .among them who did not

seem touched.

The mention of O'Connell reminds us we have forgotten Grattau.

Brougham, who must often have heard him, says :
" His eloquence

was of a very high order, all but of the very highest, and it w,as

eminently original. In the constant stream of a diction replete

with epigram and point— a stream on which floated gracefully,

because naturally, flowers of various hues—was poured forth the

closest reasoning, the most luminous statement, the most persua-

sive display of all the motives that could influence, and of all the

details that could enlighten his audience. Often, a different strain

was heard, .and it was declamatory or vehement—or pity was to be

moved, and its pathos w^as touching as it was simple—or, above all,

an adversary sunk in baseness, or covered with crimes, was to be

punished or to be destroyed, and a storm of the most terrilde

invective raged, with all the blights of sarcasm and the thunders

of abuse. The critic, led away for the. moment, and unable to do

more than feel with the audience, could^ in those cases, when he

came to reflect and to judge, find often nothing to reprehend
;

seldom in any case more than the excess of epigram, which had

yet become so natural to the orator, that his argument, and his

narrative, and even his sagacious unfolding of principles seemed

spontaneously to clothe themselves in the most pointed terseness,

aud most apt and felicitous antithesis. From the faults of his

country's eloquence he was, generally speaking, free. Aud if he

had some peculiarity of outward appearance, as a low and awkward

person, in which he resembled the first of orators, and even of

manner, in which he had not, like him, m.ade the defects of nature

yield to sevei'e culture ; so had he an excellence of the very highest

order, in which he may be truly said to have left all tlie orators of

modern times behind—the severe abstinence which rests satisfied

with striking the decisive blow in a word or two, not weakening,

its eft'ects by repetition or expansion—and another excellence,

hi.gher still, in which no orator of any age is his equal, the easy

and copious flow of most profound, s.rgacious, and original prin-

ciples, enunciated in terse and striking, but appropriate language.

To give an example of this latter peculiarity would be less easy,

aud would occupy more space ; but of the f.irmer, it may be truly

said that Dante himself uever con j ured up a striking, a pathetic

and a))propriate im.age in fewer words than Mr. Gr.attan employed

to describe his relation towards Irish independence, when, alluding

to its rise in 17S2, and its fall twenty years later, he said :
' I

sat by its cr.adle—I followed its hearso !'
"

XKE TOAD.

"The toad, ugly and venomous,'' says tihalcspeare, ccliolug tlio

common sentiment of mankind in all ages regarding this harmless

reptile. It would, perhaps, be diflicult to find a popular notion

more deeply-rooted th.an this of the venom of the toad; and there

are doubtless many of our readers who will smile with incredulity

when we tell them th,at this cherished belief has no foundation in

fact. The first part of our great poet's description of the toad does

not admit of tlcnial ; there can be no doubt that it is one of the

ttgliest animals luvathing. It is this hideous aspect, no doubt,

that has led to the popular belief in its malignity ; for we find no

such property ascrilied to the frog, although the two animals are so

nearly allied in every respect. The real natm-al history of this

curious animal, however, presents so many interesting points, that

we may easily console ourselves for its destroying our faith in the

wonderful tales with which the credulity of our ancestors was

amused ; but there is one story tohl by Erasmus, " so curiously
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rkliculous," to use Dr. Shaw's expression, that we cannot resist

giving it liere, especially as it turns upon two equally singular

notions—the venomous nature of the toad, and the enmity supposed

to exist between the spider and this animal :

—

"There was a monk," says Erasmus, "who had iu his chamber

divers bundles of green rushes, wlierewithal he strewed his chamber

at his pleasure : it happened one day, after dinner, that ho fell

asleep upon one of those bundles of rushes, with his face upward

;

and wliilo he thus slept, a great toad came and sat upon hia lips,

bestriding him in such a manner as his whole mouth was covered.

Now when his fellows saw it, they were at their wits' end; for to

pnll away the toad was an unavoidable death ; but to suffer lier to

stand still upon his mouth was a thing more cruel than death : and

therefore one of them, espying a spyder's web in the window,

wherein was a great spyder, he did advise that the monk should be

carried to that window, and laid with his face n])ward right imder-

ueaih the spyder's web, which was presently accomiilislied. And

as soon as tlie spyder saw her adversary the toad, she presently

wove her thread, and descended upon the toad, at the first meeting

whereof the spyder wounded the toad, so that it swelled ;
and at

the second meeting it swelled more ; but at the third time the

spyder killed the toad, and so became grateful to her host which did

nourish her in his chamber." This is wonderfully circumstantial,

considering that there can h.ardly be a word of truth in the wliole

narrative. However slight may be the foundation for all these

marvellous stories, there can be no doubt that the history of the

toad affords an excellent illustration of the truth of an ohl proverb,

referring to the effect of "giving a dog a bad name."

Few of those who start witli a sort of instinctive shudder when the

toad crosses their path iu a summers evening, are at all aware of

the wonderful changes which this creature undergoes before reach-

ing the form in which it excites their disgust and abhorrence.

During the breeding season, the toad, which at other periods is a

terrestrial animal, visits the waters, and here the females produce

a great number of eggs, which are arranged in long strings, look-

ing like necklaces of black beads imbedded in jelly. These, when

hatched, produce an animal very different in appear.ance from its

parent ; furnished with a broad head, a long thin tail, and possess-

in" no traces of legs. Still more remarkalile is the fact that in this

condition the young toads, like fishes, which they much resemble,

breathe the water, through wliich they move, by means of little

tufts or gills attached to the broad head. Presently limbs begin to

sprout from the little creature, the hinder ones appearing first, and

when these are complete, the tail is got rid of, and the perfect toad

is fitted to commence its existence in another element. But for

this purpose a great internal change is also necessary, and this h.as

been "oing on simultaneously with the alterations iu the external

form just described. The gills, which served it for aquatic res-

pir.ation, are useless in the air, and accordingly lungs have been

developed in the cavity of the body, and the temporary breathing

apparatus is .at last dispensed with as no longer necessary. But

although no longer an inhabitfint of the water, the ttoad always

remains in moist situations ;
continued exposure to a dry atmo-

sphere would, in fact, soon be fatal to its existence. The experi-

ments of Dr. Townson show that these ereatm-es requu-e the

presence of a great deal of moisture in their bodies ; in some

instances he fuimd that more th.an one-third of their weight was

lost by transpiration when left in dry air for a day or two, and that

they recovered it again in the course of a few hours when placed in

water. They are commonly met with in our gardens and fields,

but not nnfrequeatly find their way into cellars, where they have

been known to live for years. Unlike the frog, wliose jumping

motion must be familiar to every one, the toad, from the compara-

tive shortness of its hind legs, can only crawl, and tliis not very

elegant mode of progression has no doubt assisted greatly in pro-

ducing that feeling of aversion towards this animal to which we

have already alluded. Its food consists entirely of insects and

worms, and it never touches an insect unless it be in motion. Dr.

Townson tells us that the only way in wliich he could get a

"favourite" toad of his to feed during the winter upon a large

stock of dead flies which he had collected for its support, w.as by

breathing gently upon them when Ij-ing before the creature, and

then it immediately seized and devoured them,

It is assisted in tlie capture of animals, which one would imagine

miglit liave set the toad at defiance thrnugh their mere actinty, !jy a

very curious arrangement of the tongue. On this s\ibject, we can-

not do better tiian quote the remarks of Professor Bell ;—" The

toad, when about to fceil," says the Professor, "remains motionless,

with its eyes turned directly forward ui)on tlie object, and the head

a little inclined towards it, and in this attitude it remains until

the insect moves, when, with a stroke like liglitning, the tongue is

thrown forward upon l!ic victim, which is instantly drawn into tlie

mouth. So rapid is tliis movement, that it requires some little

practice as well as close observation to distinguish the different

motions of the tongue. This organ is constructed as in the frog,

being folded back upon itself; and the under surface of the tip

being imbued with a viscid mucous secretion, the insect is secured

by its adhesive quality. When the prey is taken, it is sliglitly

pressed by the margins of the jaw; but as this seldom kills it,

unless it be a soft, tender larva, it is generally swallowed alive

;

and I have often seen the muscles of the to.ad's sides twitch in a

very curious manner, from the tickling movements of a hard coleop-

terous insect in the stomacli."

Still more extraordinary are the accounts that have been given of

this anim.al's being found comitletely cnclose<l in stone, trees, and

other localities, where tliey must, in all probability, have remained

for years iu a condition of almost total deprivation of all the neces-

saries of existence. In fact, iu many cases, the circumstances

under which the creatures are said to have been discovered would

lead one to infer that they had been living without food, air, or

moisture ; but these stories must be received with some allowance

for exaggerations naturally induced by the tendency of human
nature unconsciously to mike the most of any marvellous fact which

falls under its notice. We are told tliat toads have been discovered

imbedded in masses of stone, or in growing trees, in such a manner

as to preclude the access of air ; and, of course, in such cases, the

creature would find it perfectly impossible to obtain a particle of

food during its solitary confinement. But, to use the words of

Professor Bell :
— '

' To believe that a toad enclosed within a mass of

clay, or other similar substance, shall exist wholly without air and

food for hundreds of years, and at length be liberated alive, and

capable of crawling, on the breaking up of its matri.x, now become

a solid rock, is certainly a demand upon our credulity which few

would be ready to answer!" We must certainly in these cases

adopt Dr. Shaw's opinion, that much of the incredible in these

stories is owing to
'

' neglect of minute attention at the moment to

the surrounding parts of the spot where it was discovered."

Deduction made for all this exaggeration, however, enough still

remains to excite our surprise ; for the fact of toads h.a%'ing been

found alive in situations where even the air necessary for their

respiration would find some difliculty in penetrating, rests upon too

good authority to admit of any doubt.

The toad appears to be rather a long-lived animal ; fifteen or

• twenty years being assigned .as its ordinary period of existence,

whilst Pennant mentions a pet toad, which lived forty years under

some steps in a garden, and even then its days appear to have been

shortened by injuries done it by a tame raven, which probably

thought it an excellent stroke of policy to get rid of a rival and

fill his belly at the same time. During the winter it becomes

torpid, retiring into some hollow tree, or under large stones,

where it remains until the genial influence of spring recalls it to

activity and love. It changes its skin annually ; and this process,

according to Professor Bell, is attended by some curious circum-

stances. The skin sphts down the middle of the back and belly,

into two halves, which are gradually worked off by the twitching of

the animal's sides and the action of its legs. When the whole

skin is fairly off, the creature rolls it up into a litHe ball with

its fore feet, puts it into its mouth and swallows it at a gulp.

Two species of toad .are found in this country—the common toad

(Bufo rul'jm-is), wliich is tobemet with .almost anywhere, and the

Natter-Jack toad {Jlufo adamita), which is far less generally dis-

tributed. The preceding statements apply especially to the former

species, although the Natter-Jack resembles it in most rcsiiects.

The common toad is usually of a bromiish colour, with the lielly of

a paler or yellowish tint. The skin is covered with wai-ts in which

are situated the organs that secrete the cutaneous exudation
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THE COMMON TOAD (BUFO VULGARIS). THE NATTER-JACK TOAl> (BUfO CAI.AMITA).

already reforreil to. Tlie eye is exceedingly beautiful. The Natter- large specimen of the Natter-Jack, and a small specimen oi tlce

Jack is also brown, clouded w-itli dull olive, aud a yellow line runs common toad. To give a coiTect idea of the proportions of full-

down the middle of the back. Our engraving contains representa- grown individuals i>f the two species, the sizes ought t.> be

tioiis of both species, but the artist has unfortunately selected a, reversed.
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JOHN II II N T E 11

.

In tlie history of the pursuit of knowleil.ire under difficulties, John

Hunter has very appropriately a phice. He was a rare example of

what industry and perseverance can accomplisli—of success achieved

comparatively late in life. He was not brought up to his pro-

fession; he entered it late. He hegan his education when the

accomplished youth of our medical schools are tinisliing theirs ; but

he persevered, and won for himself an immortal name.

.lohn Hunter, the youngest of ten children, was born in the begin-

ning of the last century, atLongCalderwood. in the county of Lanark.

taking thirty drops of laudanum. From school, having acquired

but little information. Hunter removed to Gla.sgow, where he lived

with his lirother-in-law, a cabinet-maker. But his brother-in-law

having failed. Hunter was again thrown upon the world. For-

tunately liis brother William had acquired .some reputation in

London as a teacher of anatomy. To him he wrote, requesting that

he woidd allow him to come to Londi.n on a visit, making, at the

same time, an offer to be his assistant in his anatomical researclies,

or. if that proposal should not be accepted, expressing a wish to go

roRTKAIT OF JOHN UV.VTEK.

His fiitlierwas a small landed proprietor, and on his death, which hap-

pened when he was ten years old, John seems to have been left to do

as he pleased. If ever a boy stood a fair chance of being ruined, it

w.as he. He was sent to the grammar-school, but not having a

turn for languages, and being spoilt by indulgence, he neglected his

stutlies and spent the greater part of his time in country amuse-

ments. Afterwards he felt the consequences of this neglect acutely,

(living lectures was always particularly unpleasant to him. It was

with the greatest difficulty that he could be persuaded to speak in

IHililio. He never delivered the first lecture of his coui-se without

into the army. His brother sent him a kind invitiition, and he

reached London in September. IT-JS.

We are inclined t) believe that the difference between a succes-sful

and an unsuccessful man in life is, that the one misses his oppor-

tunities while the other improves- them. This was especially the case

with Hunter. His brother, who was anxious to form some opinion of

his talents for anatomy, gave him an arm to dissect for the muscles,

with the uecess,ary directions as to how it was to be done, and be

found tlie performance such as greatly exceeded liis exi>ectatioD.

Hunter was next employeil in a dLssecti^m of a more difficult natutWi
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This was an arm in wliicli all tlie arteries were injected, and these as

well as tlie muscles were to be exposed and preserved. The way in

which this was done gave his Irt'other so much satisfaction, tliat he at

once declared that his brother would become a good anatomist and

that he should not want for employment. Henceforth Hunter laboured

at anatomy unremittingly. In tlie summer of 1749 Mr. Cheselden,

at the request of his brother. Dr. Huater, permitted liim to attend

at Chelsea Hospital, and there he learnt the elements of surgery.

The following winter he was so far advanced as to assist liis brother

Viy teaching dissection to his pupils. In the summer of ITiJO Mr.

Hunter .again attended the hospital at Chelsea. In 1751 he

became a pupil at St. Bartholomew's. The foUoiving summer he

went to Scotland, and brought up his sister Dorothea; and in 1753

entered as a gentleman commoner at St. Mary's Hall, Oxford. In

1754 he became a surgeon's pupil at St. George's Hospital, where

he continued during the summer months ; and in 1756 was appointed

house surgeon. He had previously become a partner with his

brother in lecturing. All this tim^ he worked unremittingly at

anatomy. 'iVith the view better to understand the human

structure, he extended his researches amongst the inferior animals,

anil laid the foundation of his collection in comparative anatomy.

So eagerly did he attach himself to this pursuit, that he sought by

every means in his power the opportunity of prosecuting it with

advantage. He applied to the Iceeper of wild beasts in the Tower

f .1- the liodics of those which dieil there, and he made similar

.ajiplications to the keepers of travelling menageries. He purchased

all r.are animals that came iu his way, and these, with such others

as were presented to him by his fi lends, he entrusted to the show-

men to keep till they died, the better to encourage them to assist in

his Labours. His fondness for .animals made him keep several of

different kinds in his house, which, by attention, he made fomUiar

with him. Occasionally, however, this familiarity w.as attended

with danger, as in the following instance related by his biographer.

Sir Everard Home ;

— " Two leopards, which were kept chained in an

outhouse, liad broken from their- confinement and got into the yard

among some dogs, which they immediately attacked. The howling

thus produced alarmed the whole neighbourhood. Mr. Hunter ran

into the yard to see what was the matter, and found one of them

getting up the wall to make his escape, and the other surroimded

by dogs. He immediately laid hold of them both and carried them

back to their den ; but as soon as they were secured, and he had

time to reflect upon the risk of his own situation, he was so much

agitated th.at he was in danger of fainting."

In 1760, Hunter's health was so much impaired by excessive

attention to his 2rarsuit=, that he was advised to go abroad, con-

sumptive symptoms having made their appearance. In October of

th.at year, Mr. Adair, Inspector-general of Hospitals, appointed

him a surgeon on the staff, and, in the following spring, he went

with the army to Bellisle. Hunter served, while the w.ar continued,

as senior surgeon on the staff, both iu Bellisle and Portugal, till the

year 1763 ; and iu th.at period acquired a knowledge of gun-shot

wounds, on which he wrote a treatise, published after his death.

On his return to England, he settled iu London, where, not finding

the emoluments from his half-pay .and private pi-actice sufficient to

support him, he taught practical anatomy and operative surgery

for many years. ,In the first eleven years of his practice, from

1763 to 1774, his income never exceeded a thousand pounds a ye.ar.

But it gradually improved. In 1778 it exceeded that sum; and for

several years before his death it w.as five thousand a year—the year

before his death it was more. No sooner had Hunter come back to

England, than he returned, with un.ab.ated ardour, to the study of

comp.arative anatomy ; and, as his experiments could not be car-

ried on iu a large town, he purchased for that purpose a piece of

ground near Bromptou, at a ijlace called Earl's Court, on which he

built a house. We have already related an anecdote connected

with this retreat. His collection of birds and animals here was

very extensive ; loit his familiar study of them and their habits

was not, as we h.ave already seen, .always unaccompanied with

dangev. The fiercer animals were those to which he was most

parti.al : and he had several of the bull kind from diffei-ent parts

of the world. Among these was a beautiful small bull he had

received from the queen, with which he used to wrestle in pl.ay and

tions'oi'^ himself with its exertions in its own defence. In one of

these contests the bull overjiowered him and threw hinvdown; and

had not one of the servants accidentally come liy and frightened the

anim.al away, this frolic would, most probably, have cost him

his life.

In 1767, Hunter was chosen a Fellow of the Royal Society. His

desire for improvement in those branches of knowledge which might

assist him in his researches, led him at this time to propose to Dr.

Geor<'e Fordyce, .and Mr. Cuming, an eminent mech.anic, that they

should adjourn from the meetings of the Royal Society to some

coffee-house, and discuss such subjects as were connected with

science. This society comprised several eminent men, such as Sir

Joseph Banks, Dr. Solander, Dr. Maskclj-ne, Mr. Watts of Bir-

mingham, and others. In 1768, Hunter became a member of the

College of Surgeons: and, in the year following, was elected one of

the surgeons of St. George's Hospital. In 1771, his treatise on

"The Natural History of the Teeth " was published ;
.and in .luly

of the same year he was married to Miss Home. The expense of

his pursuits had been so great, that it was not till several years

after his first engagement with this lady th.at his aflairs could be

.sufliciently arranged to admit of his marrying. In a short time his

private character and professional reputation advanced rapidly.

His family also began to increase ; but still as much time and more

money than ever were devoted to his collection. The whole suite

of the best rooms in his house were occupied by his preparations,

and he dedicated his mornings, from sunrise to eight, entirely to

his favourite pursuits. In the winter of 1773 he formed a pl.an

of giving a course of lectures on the theory and principles of surgery,

with a view of laying before the public his own opinions on that

subject. In the winter he read his lectures gratis to the pupils of

St. George's Hospital, and in 1775 gave a course for money, upon

the same terms as the other professors. In 1776, Hunter was

appointed surgeon-extr.aordinary to his Majesty. Other honours

were heaped upon him. Learned societies at Edinburgh, Gotten-

burg, Paris, and America, enrolled him amongst their membei-s
;

and in 1792 he was appointed surgeon-general to the army; he had

previously been deputy. And then came the end. Hunter died of

angina pectoris, in the 65th year of his age, on October 16tli,

1793. When in his usual state of health, he went to St.

George's Hospital, and meeting with some things which irritated

his mind, he went into the next room ; turning round to one

of the physicians of the hospital, he gave a deep groan .and

dropped down dead. He was buried in the p.arish church of

St. Martin's-in-the-FicIds.

Hunter w.as of a short stature, uncommonly strong and active,

and eap.able of great bodily exertion. His countenance was ani-

mated and open, and iu the Latter part of his life deeply impressed

with thoughtfulness. When his portrait was shown to Lavater, he

s;ud, "That man thinksfor himself." Iuhi3youth,writes Sir Everard

Home, he was cheerful iu his disposition, and entered into youthful

follies with others of the same age ; but wine never agreed with his

stomach, and for the last twenty years of his life he drank nothing

but water. His temper was w.arm and impatient. His disposition

was candid and free from reserve; His mind w.as jierpetually on the

alert. He used to s.ay it fatigued him to be long in a mi.xed company,

which did not admit of connected conversation, more particularly

during the l.ast ten years of his life. He requii-ed less relaxation

than most other men, seldom sleeping more than four hours in the

night, though almost .an hour after dinner.

In his writings Hunter displays extraordinary powers. One of his

mcst imi^ortant papers was that on the muscularity of arteries, but

his grand discovery was that of the life of the blood. More than of

most men is it true of Hunter, that his works yet live. His col-

lection of compar.ative anatomy was purchased by the p.arliament

for £15,000. This collection must be considered as the great

object of Hunter's life, and as a suiqjrising proof of his talents,

assiduity, and labour. It is an attempt to expose to view the

gr.adations of nature, from the most simple st,ate in which life is

found to exist, up to the most perfect and most complex of the

animal creation—man himself. Hunter, by means of preparations,

was enabled to preserve the parts of diflerent .animal bodies in-

tended for similar uses, so thiit the v.arions links in the chain are

readily followed and clearly understood. This collection is .ar-

ranged according to the subjects they are intended to illustrate,
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which are placed in the following order :—first, parts constituted

for inotiou ; secondly, parts essential to animals respecting their

own internal economy ; thirdly, parts superadded for parts con-

nected with external objects
; and fourthly, parts for the propaga-

tion of the species and maintenance or sii]>port of the young.

Hunter's museum was offered to the College of Physicians,

wliicli declined the trust. It was then committed to the care

of the College of Surgeons, Lincoln's-inn-fields, where it is open

to the inspection of the public during the afternoons of JMonday,

Wednesday, and Friday. The corporation has enlarged the

museum, instituted professorships for the illustration of it, and is

now fonning a library. The most vahuible part of the collection is

that in the area of the great room, consisting of upwards of 2,000

lircjiarations, which were the result of Mr. Hunter's experiments on

the inferior animals, and of his researches in morbid human

anatomy. All these originally were arranged as illustrative of his

lectures. The first division alone, in support of his theory of

inflammation, contains C02 prep.arations. Those, illustrative of

specific di-seases, amount to 1,0S4. There are besides, (io'i dried

specimens, consisting of diseased joints, bones, and arteries. On the

floor there is a very fine collection of the skeletons of man and other

nniniuls ; "and if the council of the college," says the writer of the

life of Iluuter, in the Gallery of Portraits, "continue to augment this

collection with the same liberal spirit which they have hitherto

shown, it win be creditable to the nation.'' The osteological speci-

mens aniovmt to 1,1136. But the most interesting portion—we

might say, one of the most interestin.g exhibitions in Eurojie to a

philosophical and iTupiiring mind—is that which extends along the

whole gallery : there the glory of his .syoteni shines. Let us take one

snuiU compartment in order to understand it. "Suppose," says the

writer we have already quoted, "it is wished to learn the im-

portance of the stomach in the animal economy. The first object

presented to us is a hyatid, an animal, as it were, all stomach

—

being a simple sac with an exterior absorbing surface. Here we

have the polypus, with a stomach oiiuning by one orifice, and no

superadded organ. Next in order is tlic leech, in wliich we see the

beginning of a complexity of structure. Then advancing to crea-

tures in which tlie stomach is complex, we find the single mem-

branous stomach ; then the stonnich with a crop attached to

macerate and prepare the food for digestion ; then a ruminating

stomach ; and finally, all the appended organs necessary in the

various classes of animals." When Hunter died, the mn.seum con-

sisted of 70,000 preparations, and was said to have cost him

£10,000. Hunttr began the catalogue several" years before his

death. He bequeathed to tlie world nineteen folio volumes of

113. m.aterials, written either by himself or at his dictation, and,

there is little doubt, of the most vaUuible kind. More MSS. were

burnt. by his brother-in-law, Sir K. Home, for no other apparent

reason than that Sir Everard feared his own plagiarisms from

Hunter's MSS. would be discovered. Tims an in-cparable injury

has been done to Hunter's fame. " Every year," wi-ites one, "as

his museum is more closely studied, proves that Hunter had been

well aware of fiicts, for the discover!/ of which other oljservers have

since his death received the honour." Happily, how^ever, Hunter's

fame has .survived even so scandalous an act. Every year there is

a grand day at Liucoln's-inn-ficlds. Warrioi-s and statesmen

—

poets and artists—men of celeln-ity in every walk of life, are found

among the audience. The president is the orator. Referring to

the fitness of the d,ay for the subject- the 14th of February, and

the birthday ofJohn Hunter—he proceeds,-in a notice of iiislife, to

show what the college and the profession and tlie world owe to

this illustrious man. Surely no more fitting place could be found

for such a theme. Under the bust of Wren we read, ".S'j moiiu-

mcntum rcguiih circumi'jncc." Under the portrait of Hunter in

Lincoln's-inu-fichls the same may be written. Everything amuuil

speaks of Hunter's talent, energy, and power.

ROMAN MONUMENTS AT TURBIA.

TuUBH is one of the principal points of interest in the doubtful and

disputed territoi'y between Nice and Monaco. On leaving the village

we begin to descend ; Monaco lies directly below, and looking upon it

from the terr.ace of Turbia, we feel almost inclined to take a leap

downwards ; but it would be a dangerous thing to do, for the perpen-

dicular height is more than 1,500 feet. The path is cut like a stair-

case in this awful declivity, and if this is the ancient way, as it

appears to be, modern progress has judged well ; for, commencing at

the same point as this frightful break-neck path, there is a fine post-

road, running parallel with the coast, and descending so gradually

towards Italy, that it only reaches the plain at the distance of three

leagues. As at the extremity of the mountain, below which Nice

is situated, the eye hovers over Fr.ance, so here Italy, with its

gulfs, its windings, its hills, and its umuutains, lies spread out

before us. When the atmosphere is sufficiently clear, we may dis-

tingxti^ Corsica, and the jagged peaks of the Apennines beyond

Genoa, stretched out afar upon the horizon. Most striking is this

glorious spectacle : it seems evident th.at we here pass from one

country to another.

Tradition would make it appear that it was upon the very soil of

Turbia that Augustus vanquished the people of the Alps, and, in

fact, the pos.session of this decisive spot seems worthy of dispute.

But we imagine, that even had not Turbia been the theatre of war,

its towering position, which rentlered it visil)le from the coast of

France as well as from the coast of Italy, would have sufficed to

determine the conquerors to erect there the trophy of their victory.

We know very little of this war of the Alps, which nevertheless

had such important results, since it confirmed the Konian dominion

in these countries. Historians are singularly laconic on the subject.

Suetonius, in his "Life of Augustus," merely says: "He sub-

jug.ated the Alpine nations." Appian says ;
*' He stibducd by force

all the barbarous and warlike nations which inhabit the summits ot

the Alps." We find that this war was concluded in the year of

Home 730, or B.C. 14. Sevenal witnesses show that Augustus was

.assisted by Drusus, Tiberius, and VavTO. It may be conceived that

.1 war wliich involved all the population of tlie mountains, from the

Adri.atic to the Durance, would be very uncertain, and require

several campai,gns. The war itself was a natural oimsequcnce of

the extension of the empire by the conquests of Julius Caesar.

Borne could no longer tolerate independent nations between the

two Gauls, nor that this communication should be long exposed to

the titrbulence of the mountaineers. It is astonishing that, having

been mistress of Provence so long, she should have delayed until

now to reduce Liguria to obedience. Perhaps, with its traditions

of patience and perseverance, the senate had judged it wise to

attend first to the most important. This is tlie opinion of Apjiian.

'
' I think, " said he, "that the state is amxious fii-st of all to secure

to Rome the right of passage through the Alps."

However th.at miiy be, we le.arn from Dion, that in order to (ire-

serve to posterity the memory of this great event, the senate com -

maaded the erection of a monument upon the summit of the Alps
;

and Pliny has preserved to us the inscription in full which was

placed upon it. This monument is the tower of Turbia. Too much

injured by the barbarians to claim any interest as a specimen of

art, it is, nevertheless, interesting to study. Who could gaze upon

these crumbling stones—the infinite sea .stretching out before him,

the horizon of France on one side, and on the other that of Italy

—

and feel no interest in refleetmg on the vicissitudes of the p.ast,

wliich predict so many for the future i

The monument has undergone such met;vmoi-phoses, not only

fi-om the hand of destruction, but also from change of use, that

it is difficult to form an accurate idea, from its present condition, of

what it must have been originally. It now consists of an enormous

mass, which appears to have been formerly a quadrangle : it is

surmounted by a tower which has been cut through tlie centre, and

only cue half left standing. It is only in the lower .structure that

the hand of the primitive architect is to be tli.scovered : not only

the construction of the tower, but the embrasures which crown the

summit, indicate it a work of the middle .ages. We have, in fact,

the witness of historians to prove that the monument upon wliiell
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tliu liai'barians, l>.v way of revenge, were iileased to inflict the

injuries of uiutilatinn, was eliaugetl into a iortress '\n the time of

tlie Guelphs and (xhibellines. Thus even its greiitness, which

wouhl seem to have been its guarantee against the action of time,

liecanie the princiiial cause of its ruin. We find in the " Nouveau

Theiltre da Picmont et de la Savoie," printed at the commencement

of the eighteentli century, a fine engraving of this curious fortress
;

but it would lie difficult to distinguish there any trace of its an-

tiquity. Tlie <|uadrangular structure has been simplified so as to

form the base of a rampart, from the four angles of which spring

(lu.idrangular turrets, and a circular tower crowns the whole.

Long tlie subject of dispute between the rival parties, this citadel

was destroyed at the end of the sixteentli century by Marshal

Villiers, upon the instigation of the Prince of Monaco, the frontiers

of whose territories it threatened. But these remains still shed

over the country a ray of the jiast, and preserve there the great

name of Rome.

After examining t)ie ruins still remaiuiug on the spot, or scat-

tered over the village, and comparing them with the account of it

jjreserved in some authors, it may be conjectured, that the mouu

If tlie heap u{ rubljisli wliicli has accumulated around the monu-

ment were thoroughly examined, no doubt some important remains

would be found ; for, although tlie statues have been broken, they

have not been taken away. As for the insoription, the adjoining

reiiresentation will show what remains of it. What has become of

the other friigments? Reduced to the condition of building-stones,

they serve j.erhaps for walls to other ruined houses, the owners of

which were not ambitious of affixing white marble to their doorway.

Probably also the stoues of the arch, upon which no letters arc

vi-sible, would, if reversed, bring to light the remainder of the

insorijition. It would, perhaps, be worthy of the city of Nice to

remove these stones, and place them in the Museum library; but

to us their present situation seems so full of instruction, that we

should regret to see them removed.

Aided by the text of Pliny, it is not difficult to find the value of

each fragment presented to us by this doorway. The principal part

belongs to the first and second lines of the list of vanquished

nations :
— "Geiites Alpinse devictie : Trumpilini, Camuni," etc. We

read upon the stone over the left pillar the lower part of " Alpi," pre-

ceded by an s, the final letter of "'Gentes," and above that—for

f«;ifiiiiw|i|iii'iiiiiiff«

FRAGJIFNTS OF THE INSCUirTIOX OF AUGUSTUS ON A DOOliWAV AT TUIlIilA.

ment consisted of a quadrangle surroiinded by Doric columns,

adorned witli statues of the lieutenants of Augustus, and those of

the vanquished barbarians, and surmounted by a colo.ss.al image of

the emperor.

M. P. Beyer, a Freuchman, who visited Tiul'ia in 1585, relates

that he discovered in the enclosure of the fortress a colossal head

of Augustus, terribly mutilated, but sufficiently preserved to

allow him to take its measurement, from which he calculated

that tlie entire figure must have besn twenty-eight feet in height.

He discovered also the upper part of the torso, and studied it

sufficiently to deliver a dissertation upon the costume. He sup-

jMXsed that the rest of the statue had been cut away to furnish

material for two large tombs, one of which then served for a horse-

pond. Another interesting discovery was a knee clasped by two

hands, appearing to have belonged to the figure of a captive, from

which he concluded tlutt the image of the emperor was not the only

(Ic'Coration of tlie monument. Towaids the end of the last century,

a fine head of Drusus was dug fi'om the ruins. It was purchased

ujion the spot by the prince of Denmark, and pilaced by him in the

Museum of Copenhagen, where it may still be seen.

the letters arc upside down— "rumpili"' of " Trumpilini." Up"n
the right pillar, the letters Kos belong to the word " Venostes,'

the only word of the list in which this syllable is found. The

syllable ki, which we read upon two stones, cannot be exactly

determined, for in the list given ly Pliny there are ten names which

have this termination. However, if we suppose all these stoues

belong to the first lines of the inscription, the letters may belong to

"Camuni," to " Bruciui," or else to the final of "Trumpilini."

But that is of little importance.

We have only to remark that the stone on the left pillar may serve

as a comment.ary on the too concise passage left us by Pliny. As
naturalists, by the aid of one bone, can reconstruct the entire

.animal, so may we endeavour by the help of this single piece to

restore the whole tablet.

In the text of Pliny there are two distinct things to be noticed ;

1st. The dedication to Augustus, "Imp. Cesar, dio . . . quod

ejus ductu auspiciisque, etc." " To the emperor Ciiesar Augustus

. . . because it was by his command, and under his auspices, that

all the Aljiiue nations of the upper and lower sea were subju-

gated to the empire of the Koman people ;" 2ud. The list of the
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vanquished nations, " Gentes AlpiniB devictrp, Trumpilini, f':imnni,

Venostes, etc." It is probable that these two iusci-iptions, of

90 different a character, occupied diflVrent situations ujion the

monument.

We, liowever, liave only to notice tlie list of vniKinlshcil nations,

since of the others we have no remains. The inscription upon the

stone of the left pillar will assist us to calculate the lenf^th and

breadth •
t! whole. The lettor„ .' Mnin," occupying a sp,ace of

nearly four inches, it is easy to determine that "Gent-; .^Ipina.

devictie " upon the same scale, wouM occupy more than nine teev.

This, then, would have been the breadth of the tablet.

Tiie length, or height, of the inscription may be calculated by the

names m:?.itIo:i:^ 1 l)y Pliny, compare 1 with the dimensions of the

characters employed. The height of the letters is seven inches.

that of the space between the Hues four inches, whence it follows

that the space oeoupied by the forty-seven names, witli title and

mxrgin, would be about forty-five feet. Perhaps this long inscrij)-

tion was divided into two tables, and placed upon the front of the

maiuim?ut. But be that as it may, it must have been of coloss: 1

magnitude.

It may, perhaps, ba coateudeJ that the names of the nations,

instead of occupying eaeh its own line, were placed one after

another, wliich would much diminish the height of the tablet ; but

"•t each of the names oceupied its own line can admit of no doubt.

Here is euull'di *o stiniulate the zeal of amateurs ; and we wish

that these lines, meei...,,
*'"" <"'« "f «o">e one of our countrymen,

may help to cure him of his ill-nu._
" ''y inspiring him with the

idea of exploring this precious mine of archieolagj^'"'' t'"" fi"e .irts.

RII.NS OF THE TOWER OP AUGUSTUS .M TUilllH.

TTTK AVAL T. AC TIT AX P. O R B K R.—IL

Maruschka gave no answer to Solim's ambiguous remark, yet it was

evident these words of the renegade fell upon her like sparks upon

gunpowder. He, however, said to himself, "Be very c;»reful,

Selim Baschi. The c^apricious soul of woman often desires what it

once disdained. They flee that they may be pursued, and when
the pursuit is over the game sometimes turns hunter. Thus

Maruschka may, perhaps, have changed her refusal into a tardy

consent because she thought herself a medlar, which must be fully

ripe to taste well."

This musing was interrupted by a question which the old robber

put. "How is it," said he, "young apostate, that you roam
about alone as a wanderer in our mountains >"

" Do I not know these hills as well as yr)u ?" replied Selim. " I

have not lost my way hunting, but merely staid out rather late,

and am now preparing some i-efreshment that I m.ay make my way

back with renewed vigour. I have a reason f"r hunting beyond

the pleasure of it We are all fond of game, and eveo' deer I get

improves my position with ray superior."

"You take a good deal of trouble," observed Maruschka, "to

please your commanders."

"It is the only way to obtain promotion," was the apostate's

reply.
'

' Even Turks are not above studying what is expedient

for the attainment it{ their object. I am earnestly endeavouring

to get into favour ; and if a bold attempt of mine is successful, I

shall then have powerful advocates who will appreciate my merit

•as it de-serves. Mark, Maruschk.a, if you were in a position to
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assist me in a brilli:uit exjlciit against tlie Imjieiialists, tlien

But wliat do I say ? You are a zealous Christian, and, consequently,
devoted in your attacliment to tlie double-lieadcd easle."

"Husli!" intorrupted Maruschka, with great impetuosity.
"The eagle is as hateful to me as spiders and toads. If you are
disposed to venture upon an attack, I will assist you both with
advice and in action, and I think I can render you great service, so

tliat you may take half-a-dozen dragoon's heads to Mehadia. I am
prepared to look ont for a iavouruble opportunity, and hope s>on to

succeed."

Selim nodded and smiled with satisfactioi

soon deep in conversation about tiie losition^

Imperial forces. ,,
-^^

While the Waljy.-'-'--^ -
', ,, , *,^^ M~ iruiirriMrr and the apnstate were pre-

^^^^fuieir secret schemes by tlie fire in the wood, Zdeuku, the

jM hikaberg peasant, was sitting at ease upon a bench in his kitchen,

which served both for a sleeping and sitting room. There was a

maple-wood bedstead in the room, on which he often lazily stretched

himself, after the manner of the inhabitants of these parts near the

D.anube, who are all alike in idleness and cowardice, wliether they

call themselves Servians, Wall.achians, orOroatians. lie was looking

lazily at the curling wreaths of smoke from his pipe, while his wife

and daughter were getting ready the supper at the fire. The wife,

an .active woman, was as repulsive and dirty as her hnsbaud. The

daughter bore some resemblance to both, but yet had rather a

dittereut aspect. Her fresh countenance, which inherited the

prominent features of her father's, was attractive to behold in its

vouthful bloom. The short figure, which she derived from her

mother, combined with her plump roundness to produce a model

of symmetry and activity. And to crown the whole, the beautiful

Wantscha united to all the attractions of health, youth, and love-

liness, a purity of heart such as is rarely to be found even among

those whs have enjoyed the lughest advantages in point of education

and example.

"Wautseha, my child," said the peasant, all at once aroused by

the savoury odour arising from the fire, "tell me what you have

thei'e cooking."

"A delicacy, father," replied the daughter, "four bear's feet."

'
' Indeed ! How came you by them ? Have you taken the grim

monster by the ear? " -

" Tou will not guess, father. When I went out to-day to take

the herdsmen their dinner, they were just killing the bear which

had fallen into the trap in the course of the night, and i brought

home the feet and hocks."

"The men mayh.ave the rest, themselves," said ZJenku, smiling ;

and then turning to his wife, added, " we have a clever lass there,

that is very clear."

"She is not active, at any rate," muttered the woman; "in

that she takes after her father."

Wantscha was ready in a moment to defend herself from her

mother's reproach. She thought it was only prudent not to wish

to be married to an old robber, and was about once more to justify

her reluctance, when the entrance of a stranger interrupted her

just as the first word was on the tip of her tongue. This unex-

pected visitor was so t,all that he Was obliged to stoop a little to

avoid knocking his head .against the upper part of the door. Yet

with all this unusual height of stature he was as square-built and

compactly -formed as the merest dwarf, while neither symmetry nor

pliancy of limb was at all deficient in his gigantic bulk. His

counten.ance, like his person, bore traces of a stern kind of beauty.

Beneatli his lofty forehead and overhanging eye-brows shone forth a

pair of dark eyes. The nose w^as broad and large, with wide

nostrils. Over the lips grew a thick arch of black moustaches,

whicli united with the whiskers and stretched out at the ends more

than an inch each way. The dre.ss, as well as the form and coun-

tenance, of the giant was strange and sti'iking. It consisted of a

close-fitting doublet without arms, a sort of open waistcoat of blue

cloth richly adorned with silk cord, and red trousers which ter-

minated in laced half-boots. The back and left side were covered

with a bear-skin hussar's coat also, corded and fastened under the

right arm, so as to leave that arm quite at liberty. His right hand

grasped an csalcan or Hungarian axe, a dangerous weapon when

skilfully wielded. In his girdle wci"e stuck a pair of horse-pistols

the

and a short .s.abre. Beneath the coat on the left side hung a long

sword, and a gunstoek on which to fix a pistol, if necessary.

The weapons were in excellent condition. The dress, although
it had evidently been long exposed to wind and we.ather, served as
an orn.ament to the wearer—at least in the eyes of the beautiful

Wantscha, who, deeply blushing, conld not refrain from exclaiming
in a half-audible tone, "What a jdeasant surprise !"

'

'
Praised be the Holy^Viroj'i," said the visitor p'V entered,

.sprinklinsJiirggjJf ^..-j-j^ i^^ i,„iy -jyater at the door, and making the

n of the cross after the manner of the Eastern church.

"All praise to the whole company of saints in heaven," answered

the three inmates of the house. The woman added, "Why so late

at night, robber chief?

"

Tlie latter laid aside his outer coat, made himself comfoi-table

upon a seat, and then replied:—"I wished to visit my wife and

then go to Mlakaberg. But Maruschka was not in her retreat. She

had gone, they said, to meet her messenger, the active lii>bru,

^i-hom she had sent out for some gunpowder. I waited for her to

come back because she h.ad promised to let me have a pound of

powder as soon as she got any. But I waited in vain, she did not

come, and at last I went away. Hence I am a late visitor here,

but not too Late, I perceive. I have come just in tim" for supper,

and my nose tells me it will be a good one, too."

"Perhaps we expected a visit from you, Petru Bagyu," said

Wantscha, laughing, "and have, therefore, prepared something

very nice."

"Joke away," was the robber's reply; "I have swallowed m.any

a nice morsel intended for another without being any the worse

for it."

" It would not answer fur you to be a robber," said Cz.iuka, " if

you were not always on the watch to sua)) up what belongs tu other

peojile."

" Better be a Wallachiau robber," rejoined he, " than a Croatian

tluef."

The conver.sation continued in a strain ot social jocularity. In

the eyes of the peasant and his family, robbery was a sort of profes-

sion or handicraft to which they need entertain no unfriendly feel-

ing, as long as their own property was respected. Still the wife let

fall some expressions which were not altogether without bitterness.

She had remarked that Petru had for some time past considered

himself as a Turk, and although he made use of the holy water,

might, like any other unbelieving Moslem, be disposed to t;\ke a

second wife, if not three or four. Petru understood what .she meant

well enough, but abstained fi'oni any reply. With a quiet serious

air he put his hand into his knapsack, which he laid on the bench

w ith his fur co.at and sabre, and pulled out a large flask, s,aying,

" Let us drink, I have better stuflT here than any pasha can get to

drink."

Czinka smiled in a good-natured way, and accepted his invita-

tion without any reluctance. The lazy Zdenku was all of a sudden

as brisk and active as any waiter at an hotel or coffee-house. Even

Wantscha did not scorn the tempting offer, but took more than one

draught with much pleasure. The beai-'s feet were brought to

table. The meal .passed amid plenty of talking and j'-'king, and

though Zdenku might at first have felt a little annoyed when he

found a visitor had come to partake of the rich dainty, he consoled

himself as well as he could with the flask, and was the more

contented when Petru pnmiised to leave it behind hira.

At last the robber chief rose to go. "It is getting late," said

he, "and I h.ave a long way to go."

"Won't you stay for the night ?" asked Cziuka in astonishment.

'
' I should be glad to do so," was the reply,

'

' but I cannot ; I am

expecting a messenger to-night, who will, perhaps, bring good news."

"Only perhaps?" said Zdenkvi, yawning; "for a perhaps I

would not stir my little finger."

" You are right enough, to take it easy," replied Petru ; "you

have a good home, a wife, child, and servants, with plenty to eat

and drink ; and may sit here watching the birds from morning to

night, without any auxiety. But I have a dozen mouths to fill by

my own exertions, in these hard times. Business with me is very

bad, and rather dangerous, besides. As I cannot make myself so

comfortable as I should like, I am now going from Mehadia to

Orsova upon a mere uncertainty."
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He went t*> tlie door, accompanied by Wantscha, wlio conducted

liim tu the outer gate. There they remained, hand-in-hand, for

some time ; said good night, more than once, and yet lingered on

the spot. He was waiting for her to go back into tli'> 1i.>nsp, .and

she to see which w,ay he went.

"Shall you be back again sooni" asked Wantscha.

" I wish I were already back," was hia reply.

'
' Why, then, would you not stay ?

"

" Of what iise would it be, Wantscha ? I should only grieve all

the more ever to be separated from you. If you would l)ut
—

'

"Hush!" inteiTupted the girl; " have I not forbidden you to

pain me by any such talk ?

"

" In my thoughts I tell you everything, and more than every-

thing ; how, then, can I control my tongue in y.>ur presence, of

whom I am thinking day and night ?
"

"We are very unfortunate," sighed the maiden.

"If IPC are unfortunate, I am lucky indeed," whispered he,

approaching still nearer to her. She made no objection to this

movement, though she said—" You men are all alike; you care

for nothing but your own happiness. If you consider yourself

lucky, I have re.ason to be so much the more unlucky in my own

estimation."

The conversation was here interrupted in a very unexpected anil

unpleasant way.

"What makes you so unhappy, my dear?" said a woman's

voice. " You would like to have a husbaud to yourself alone.

Would yon not ? Such a one is here for you, my dai-ling."

It was Maruschka who said this. She and her companion had

come near enough, witliout being obseiTod, to hear what Wantscha

said. The two who were thus sui'prised, started back from each

other.

"Good evening, husband," said Marusdika. " You expected

me here, I suppose ?"

" Not here," replied he ;
" but I waited for you at your place

till I ciinld wait no longer."

•' Because you were afi-aid to be out in the wood late at night,"

cried Maruschka, laugliing.

Want.scha heard no more of the conversation between them, but

slipped back into the house.

The old woman soon followed her, accompanied by Dschurdschu,

but without Petru, he having gone off. Maruschka did not look

exactly pleased. It is tnie she was glad. at heart to have caught

her husband holding a femili.ar convereation with the girl. The

reproaches, which she now felt she had a right to utter against

him, were a sort of protection .against those of her own conscience.

Still these and other similar considerations were not sufficient to

give her restless spirit perfect repose, and she gladly seized the

opportunity of giving vent to her fury.

The peasant and his wife received her in a cringing, fawning

manner. They had treated her husband cordially, but without any

great show of respect. Now all was changed. A good dog gets

one bone, a s.avage dog two ; and Manischka could always exact

more than others. Indeed she wjis the mistress of the place. The

house, the yard, the flocks, and even the life of the peasant and

his family were dependent upon her protection.

" Our poor house is highly honoured by you," s;iid Zdenku,

bowing and crossing his .arms over his breast.

"Wantscha will make haste," added Czinka, '•'i'JkI get ymi a

nice supper."

With suppressed indignation Maruschka heard these and similar

remai'ks, in which, amid professions of submission .and subser-

viency, they offered all kinds of .attention.

"I don't wish to take anj-thiug," said she as she sat down ; "I

only want a night's lodging with you, not because I am tired, but

because I have to be here eaidy in the morning. And yet I am
doubting whether I ought not to prefer a night's rest iu tlie wood

to stayii»g in your house."

" Why do you hesitate, mistress?" interposed Zdenku, submis-

sively ;
" do you suppose anything you wish would be denied you

here ?"

" Tou are tolerably well-dispoBed," said Miimschka, "butynu

have no strength of purpose, no energy, no perseverance, Y'ou are

like a reed trembling with every brcene."

" I receive the reproof in all humility," replied Zdenku, in a

penitential tone.

" Change for the bettor," cried the imperious Amazon ; "and

you will gr.atify me far more than by your humility. Even now it

is not too hate ; repentance may yet produce good fruits."

" I will improve," declared the abject nmn; " your good counsel

shall be to me inviolable law ; but my understanding does not keep

pace with my good intentions. Cimde.sccnd, udstress, to inform

the dull peasant in wliat he has had the misfortune to offend

you."
" Don't pretend to be more simple than you really are," rejoined

Maruschka ;
" don't imitate the shopkeeper at Mehadia, who

shams deafness when he wishes not to hear."

CllOCllET EDGING.
EDGINU NO. I. 1.0X0 WAY.

Jl\TEr.i.\i.s.—Brooks' Great Exhibition Prize Goat's-head Crochet

Tliread, No. 40, and Penelope Crochet Hook, No. .5. Make a

chain the length required, allowing 23 loops for eacli pattern.

1st row ; Double crochet.

2ud: Treble.

3rd : Double.

4th : Work 1 double, chain [), miss 9, work 2 double, chain '.*,

miss 9, work 1 double, repeat to the end, fasten off.

5th : Work 1 double at the top of the 1 double of l.ast ruuinl,

chain S, work 4 double at the top of the next 2 doulde nf last row,

ch.ain S, work 1 double at the top of the first 1 of the next 2

double, repeat to the end, fasten off.

Gth : Work 1 double at the top of the 1 double of last row, chain

7, work 6 double at the top of the 4 double of last row, chain 7,

work 1 double at the top of the next 1 double, repeat to the cud,

fasten oft'.

7th : Work 1 double at the top of the 1 double of last row, cliaiu

0, work 8 double .at the top of the li double of last row, chain (j,

work 1 double .at the top of the next 1 double of last row, repeat to

the end, fasten off.

Sth ; Work 1 double at the top of the 1 double of last row, chain

5, work 10 double at the top of the 8 double of last row, chain 5,

work 1 double at the top of the next 1 double of last row, repeat to

t'ne end, fasten off.

9th ; Double crochet.

10th : Work 3 treble, ch.ain IS, miss Ui, work 3 treble, repeat

to the end, fasten off.

Be partiodar in the ti treble tliat it always falls in the centre of

the chains of tlie former rows.

11th : Work 3 treble at the top of the 3 treble of last row, chain

6, miss 8, work 2 treble in 1 loop, chain 3, work 2 treble in the

next loop, chain 6, work 3 treble at the top of the next 3 treble of

liist row, repeat to the end, fasten off.

12th : Work 3 treble at the top of the first 3 treble of last row,

cluiin 4, work 2 treble in the centre of the 3 chain of last row,

chain 3, work 2 treble in the same 3 clmiu as before, chain 3, work

2 in the same 3 chain as before, chain 4, work 3 treble .at the top

of the next 3 treble, repeat to the end, fasten off.

13th : Work 3 treble at the top of the 3 treble of last round,

work 2 treble in the centre of the 3 chain of last row, cham 3,

work 2 treble in the centre of the same 3 chain as before, chain 4,

work 2 treble in the centre of the next 3 chain of last row, chain

3, work 2 treble in the same 3 chain as before, work 3 treble at

the top of the next 3 treble of hast row, chain 2, repeat to the end,

fasten oft'.

14th : Work 4 Ueljle at the toj) of the 3 treble of last row, chain

3, then work 1 treble, and chain 1 for 7 times in the centre of the

4 chain of last roi», work 1 treble in the same loop as before,

chain 3, work 4 treble .at flie top of the 3 treble of last row,

chain 3, and repeat t.; the end, fasten off.

1.5th: Work 5 treble at the top of the 4 treble of last row, chain

2 work 1 plain in th» 1 chain of Last row, then chain 3, and work

1 plain in each of Iho 1 chain of last row, chain 2, work 5 treble at

the top of the 4 treble of hist row, chain 4, and repeat to the end,

iiuiteu off.
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teth : Wm-k 5 trelik- iit tlie top of the T) treble of last row, chain

2, work 1 plain iu tlie centre of the first 3 chain of last row, then

chain 3, anil work 1 plain iu each of the 3 el -.in of last row, cliain

J, work 5 trehle at the top of the 5 treble of last row, chain 5, and

repeat to the end, fasten off.

1 7th ; Work 5 treble at the top of the 5 treble of last row, chain

2, work 1 plain iu the centre of the first 3 chain of last roT, then

chain 3, ami work 1 plain in each of the 3 chain of last row, chain

•2, work f) treble at the top of the 5 treble of last row, chain 2,

work 1 treble in the centre of the 5 chain of last row, chain 3, work

1 treble in the same loop as before, chain 2, and repeat to the end,

fasten off.

18th ; Work a treble at the top of the 5 treble of last row, chain

2, work 1 plain in the centre of the first 3 chain of last row, then

chain 3, and work 1 plain in each 3 chain of last row, chain 2,

work 5 treble at the top of the 5 treble of last tow, chain 4, work

1 treble in the centre of the 3 chain of last row, then chain 3, and

work 1 treble for 3 times more in the same 3 chain, chain 4, and

repeat to the end, fasten ofi".

]yth : Work 5 treble at the toji of the o treble of last row, chain

chain 3, work 1 treble in tlie ne.\t o chain, chain 3, work 6

treble in the centre of the first r, chain of last row, chain 4, work

6 treble in the ne.\t 5 chain of last row, chain 3, work 1 treble in

the centre of the 3 chain of last row, chain 3, work 1 treble in

the end 3 chain of last row, turn back.

3rd ; Chain 3, work 1 treble in the first 3 3 chains of la.st row,

chain 3, work 1 treble in the next 3 chain of last row, chain 5,

work 3 treble in the centre of the 4 chain of last row, chain 3,

work 3 treble in the same place as before, chain 5, work 1 treble

in the centre of the first 3 chain of last row, chain 3, work 1 treble

in the same 3 chain as before, chain 3, work 1 treble in the next 3

chain of last row, chain 3, work 1 treble in the end 3 chain of last

row, turn back.

4th ; Chain 3, and work 1 treble in each of the first 3 3 chains of

last row, chain 3, work 6 treble in the first 5 chain of last row,

chain 4, work 6 treble in the next 5 chain of last row, chain 3,

work 1 treble in the centre of the next 3 chain of last row, chain 3,

work 1 treble in the end 3 chain of last row, turn back.

5th : fJIiain 3, work 1 treble in the first 3 chain of last row,

chain 3, work 1 treble in the next 3 chain of last row, chain 5,

ll;oCllKT KI'OI.N'i.

2, work 1 plain in the centre of the 3 chain of last row, then chain

3, and plain 1 in each of the 3 chains of last row, chain 2, work 5

treble at the top of the 5 treble of last row, chain 3, work 1 treble

in the centre of the first 3 chain of last row, chain 3, work 2 treble

in the next 3 chain of last row, chain 3, work 2 treble in the same

loop as before, chain 3, work 1 treble in the next 3 chain of last

row, chain 3, and repeat to the end, fasten off.

20th : Plain 1 in the centre of the 3 chain of last row, chain 5,

and repeat to the cud, fasten off, which completes the edging.

KIiCIXG NO. II. SIIORT WAY.

Matekials. Brooks' Great E.^hibitinn Prize Goat's-head Crochet

Thread, No. 4ll, and Penelope Crotchet HoC'k, No. 5. Make a

chain of 19 loop>, turn back.

1st row ; Miss 2, work 1 treble, chain 3, miss 2, work 1 treble,

chain 5, miss 5, work 3 treble in the 1 loop, chain 3, work 3 treble

in the same loop as before, chain 5, miss 5, work 1 treble, chain 3,

work 1 ti-eble in the same loop as before, chain 3, work 1 treble in

the same loop as before, turn back.

2nd ; Chain 3, work 1 treble in the first 3 chain of last row,

work 3 treble in the centre of the 4 chain of last row, chain 3, w ork

3 treble in the same place as before, chain 5, work 1 treble in the

centre of the first 3 chain of last row, chain 3, work 1 treble in the

same place as before, chain 3, work 1 treble in the next 3 chain oi

last row, chain 3, work 1 treble iu the next 3 chain of last row,

chain 3, work 1 treble in the end 3 chain of last row, chain 3,

work 1 ti-eble in the same place as before, turn back.

6th : Chain 3 and work 1 treble in eacli of the first 5 3 chains of

last row, chain 3, work 6 treble in the 5 chain of last row, chain 4,

work 6 treble in the next 5 chain of last row, chain 3, work 1

treble in the next 3 chain of the last row, chain 3, work 1 treble

in the end 3 chain of last row, turn back.

7th ; Chain 3, work 1 treble in the centre of 3 first 3 chain of

last row, chain 3, work 1 treble in the centre of the next 3 chain

of last row, chain 5, work 3 treble iu the centre of the 4 chain of

last row, chain 3, work 3 treble in the same place as before, chain

5, work 1 treble in the centre of the 3 chains of last row, chain 3,

work 1 treble in the same place as before, chain 3, work 1 treble

in the same place as before, turn back, and repeat from the 2nd

row for the length required.
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TUK .MAKQUIS 01' LA.NSDOWNE, Iv'.G.

It is sometimes said tliut tlie age ol statesmen lias fleit—incaiiing

thereby, tluit the gruwth of statosmeu has ceased, oi' passed away.

It is recorded of Sir R. Peel, tliat one of the contemplations that

filled him with distrust of the future of England was the fact, that

towards the close of his career, or at least after he had spent a long

life in the service of his country, he saw no appearance of that

younger race of political capacities which, in the natural order of

things, should give promise of worthily filling the piililic stage as he

and his contemporary actors (juitted the scene. And really, the rea-

sonableness of this foreboding strikes one most seriously in glancing

at the majority of men now in office— recalling the duration of their

return !—were to take uji a journal or periodical, and read of Lonl

Lausdowne making a speech in the peers, or assisting in the

deliberations of the cabinet, or, still nmre, of giving a magnificent

fashionable fite in Berkley-square, with half the patricians in

Burke or Dcbrett figuring thei-c, he, the said returned voyager,

would conclude, as a nuitter of course, that the individual in ques-

tion was the son of that Marquis of Lansdowne who was a most

aged and patriarchal politician when the arctic explorer had set out

on his expedition. He never could conceive that the Marciuis of

that era was the Marquis of this : that after all the mutations in

systems and circumst<ince.s, an individual who had been a prominent

lUE JIAByUIS OF LASSUOWNK.

duties, and looking forward in vain for others competent to dis-

charge those duties as well, or auy-thiug like as well, though those

now discharging them Imve atUiined ages which, in any other occu-

pation in life than that of governing the country would have

entitled them to all the ease and nurutfied honours of retirement

long, long .ago. To no man in the ministry—though the head of it,

Lord Aberdeen, is himself a phenomenon on the score we are speak-

ing of—to no man out of the ministry, with the single exception,

perhaps, of Lord Lyndhurst, whose intellect is as sharp, and phy-

sical stamina as strong, to all appearance, as if he were merely in

ripe middle age, do these remarks apply with such force as to the

distinguished nobleman whose name heads this page. If a returned

voyager from the Franklin Expedition—whence, alack ! there is no

Vol. 111., .N-. s. - 85.

legislator for the fathers, the grandfathei-s—ay, the great-grand-

fathers—of the present generation, could still be in office, still

looked up to, and his advice and assistance be deemed absolutely

essential to the guidance of the political concerns in which he still

takes a conspicuous personal part.

One can hardly realise the immense sweep of time over which the

life, the active politie;il life, ot L.jrd L;msdowue extends. People

are accustomed to hold up their hands and open their eyes in

astonishment as they are told that L.ird Palmeraton iras a nimble

placeman through the greater part of the Peninsular War, and filled

the prominent and highly responsible office of Secretary at War

during that period, and for several years afterwards. And certainly,

as one reflects on these facts, and then looks at the noble vis-
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count, still buoyant and vigorous, and with a score of sessions in

his constitution, it does make one despair of the likelihood of such

a race of men as the member for Tiverton belongs to ever again

becoming known to our history. But ho is a mere chicken compared

to the Marquis in point of official standing. We of this age think

that the period of Earl Grey and the Reform Bill is somewhat dis-

tant ; that Canning is among the classics as to time ; that the

Liverpool and Castlereagh days belong to the mists of history ; and

as for Pitt and Fox, why, we regard them with something of that

veneration in respect to antiquity with which we look upon the

early records of the house of Hanover ; while as to meeting with any

one who ever saw either of these celebrated personages, such a

thought never occurs to us ; or, if it does, we think of such vener-

able individuals as we do of the "oldest inhabitant" of the news-

papers, as of one who sits mumbling and dozing in a corner, enter-

taining his own senility with garrulous gossip of things his father

before him had told him, rather than of matters within his own

cognisance. What, then, must be our astunislnuent as we confront

in Lord Lansdowne a person witli whom Pitt and Fox wore not

merely tr.aditional celebrities, who were quitting the sphere of

politics as his boyhood was beginning to comprehend the .sort of

men they really were, but one who was an opponent of one and a

colleague of the other of them. Lord Lansdowne w-as actually a

cabinet minister in the days of Fox : he was Fox's Chancellor of the

Exchequer, three years before the present one, Mr. Gladstone, and

one year before the late one, Mr. Disraeli, was born ! Of course,

he must not only have been of full age when he was appointed to

that office, in the very crisis of a war still more formidable than that

we are now engaged in,—for the whole continent was allied against

\is, and the nations that occasionally took heart of grace to fight for

themselves had to be paid by us for their patriotism,—but he must

also have been a party man of long standing, and one who had given

great evidence of aptitiide for that species of business which can

only be acquired by experience. On tiie occasion of the present

Chaucellor of the Exchequer coming into the po.st he now fills, he

spoke of himself as a veteran officer, of one whose office-life dated

back twenty years, and talked like one whom age had given a pre-

scriptive right to lecture the vjrid and comparatively immature, and

therefore, perhaps, frivolous critics who are captious about occur-

rences that are incomprehensible or distasteful to them merely from

their novelty. How, then, must it be with the Marquis, who, as

we have just said, was an experienced and distinguished official

before Mr. Gladstone was born ! "I was a man when Hector's

grandsire sucked," says Ulysses in the drama ; and certainly the

saying might be paraphrased with some t, uth by Lord Lansdowne

if applied to some of his cabinet colleagues, say the noble Pri\'y

Seal, the Duke of Argyle, for example.

Long as his life has been, it has ever been free from taint or

reproach of any kind ; even from the taint which in these days is

hardly felt to be a reproach—that of inconsistency. Sprung of a

lineage of liberals, coming before the public as the protege^ friend,

companion, and colleague of liberals, he has never once deviated from

the path of progress, nor have liis actions ever given warrant for

the supposition that he did so. Even now, as one of a cabinet

composed in part of men whom he had for years and years opposed

as re-actionists, his presence is the pledge of progress ; and the

public feel, that though at his years it is wholly impossible he should

materially influence any line of policy, still his sanction of the policy

which is being pursued implies that that policy is of a more English

and liberal nature than would be that other policy which his refusal

to make part of the present ministry would have entailed upon the

country. The character of the Marquis is one of which the whole

English nation may be justly proud ; it is the realisation of that

ideal character which the warmest panegyrist of our patrician insti-

tutions might select for portrayal. In the first place, it is as purely

(Usinterested a character as can well be imagined in one of his

position, and is pei-haps the most disinterested which our whole party

political history affi)rds—much more so than thai; of the Duke of

Wellington, whom it is customary to regard as the type of personal

magnanimity in such matters. The duke was an exceedingly am-
bitious man, greedy of political power, not only for its own sake

but for his own sake ; and the records of tlui formation of the

ministry of 1828, and of the events which led to the downfall of

two preceding administrations, show, that if the first cohsideration

of his grace was to secure an advantage for his party, the next con-

sideration was to turn that advantage to his own individual

aggrandisement. True, his transference of the premiership to Peel

on the second occasion of being at the head of affau-s, and liis

retention of nearly all the seals of all the offices till Sir Robert's

return from Rome in 1834, is suggestive of great seeming indifference

to official ambition. But it is to be recollected, that at that jieriod

the duke had come to the conclusion that the first minister of the

crown should belong to the Commons', not to the Peers' House of

Parliament ; and, moreover, it was a matter of notoriety, of which

none was more conscious than his grace himself, that the main

stay of the ministry was the name of Wellington, and that his word

was as much law in the cabinet as it would have been were he in

camp. Very different, however, has the conduct of Lord Lansdowne

ever been. Self is the last thing he has ever thought of. Though

possessed, as we have seen, of unrivalled experience—though a man

of great natural ability, aided by the highest culture and incessant

study—though one of the richest men in the peerage, commanding

the highest social position in right of his wealth, taste, and the

unbounded personal respect in which he has ever been held—he has

never sought to obtrude himself on the public or parliament ; has

always lieeu content to fill n subordinate post, and satisfied if, in

the capacity of a comparative cypher, he can contribute to the sum

of human luappiuess, in the interest of those principles with which

his name has ever been most honourably identified. Nor has he

sought to indemnify himself for this forbearance in public by the

indulgence of the love of intrigue in private, as has beeu the case

with men somewhat similarly situated in all ages, and as is said to

be the case now with Prince Metternich, who is alleged to have the

same power behind the Austrian throne, in privacy, as he had so

long before it; and as was also the case, according to popular

belief, with Lord Bute, in the early part of the reign of George

in., secretly influencing councils for the results of which ho was

not responsible.

Intrigue, trickery, plotting, andsohemingof every kind are foreign

to Lord Lansdowne. Noble alike by nature, position, and the

oil cumstauces that have surrounded him, or rather that he has

created for himself, he has gone through life so purely as to have

been untouched even by the breath of calumny ; and amidst all the

accusations which party malice directs against its objects in times

of pulitical strife, none has ever impugned the integrity of his de-

clarations on public subjects, or hinted that a sordid, unworthy, or

even personal motive of any kind has influenced what seemed to be

his sense of duty. Hence, on the occasion of liis quitting office, to

all appearance for the last time, at the break-up of the ministry of

which L ird John Russell was the head, in 1852, everybody felt that

the glowing eulogium pronounced upon him by his political rival

and then successor to the ministerial leadership iu the upper house,

tlie Earl of Derby, was something more than a routine courtesy,

something very far beyond the mere conventional compliment pre-

scribed by custom. It was admitted on all hand.s that the Marquis

had deserved everything that was said of him ; and the beat proof

that he did so was conveyed in the circumstances which soon after

followed. When the Derby-Disraeli government were overthrown,

the Sovereign and the leaders of the two parties embraced in the

coalition ministry that was then iu a state of formation, simulta-

neously resorted to the advice of Lord Lansdowne, knowing that

they would find in his wisdom and unselfishness the very best

guidance through tlie unparalleled party predicament in which the

country was then placed. Nor were they disappointed. It was at

Lord Lausdowne's suggestion that his life-long friend and almost

pupil, Lord Jolin Ru.ssell, agreed to merge all minor diflferences

between his old foe. Lord Aberdeen, and himself, in the common

cause of securing to the country the greatest aggregate of adminis-

trative ability which could be rendered available. It was at Lord

Lausdowne's instance that Lord Aberdeen, wdio had never before

been politically associated with any of Lord Lausdowne's usual

friends, agreed to meet Lord John in a generous spirit of mutual

forbearance, compromise, and acquiescence ; and it was at Lord

Lausdowne's instance that her Majesty agreed to accept for mi.'iis-

ters men wdio had hitherto been looked upon as the representatives,

if not of exactly diametrically opposite principles, at least of opposite
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))Iau3 for giving expression to tliose iirincijiles ; fur even under the

modern liberalism of tlxe Peelites, their maxim has been to do

evei-ything for the people on the Austrian model of governmental

machinery, whereas the precept of the elder and consistent refunners

is to let the people do that for themselves which the law and the

constitution allow them. Nor did the goocl othces of Lord Lans-

downe stop here. When differences arose between the reform

section of the cabinet, when the views of Lord John Russell and

Lord Palmerston on certain points clashed, or were said to have

clashed (for the real facts never transpired), Lord Lansduwne was

appealed to by each, and succeeded in reconciling both ; and by a

singiUar coincidence, the noble viscount, at the time the disagree-

ment came to a rupture, was on a visit to Bowwood, the seat of the

Marquis— the confidential friend and guest of the man witli whom

he had his first political ([uarrel not far short of fifty years Ijefore 1

namely, at the election for the University of (^amhiidge, when he

defeated the noble Marquis, then Lord Henry Petty, in IS^G,

Palmerston then representing the principles of Pitt, and his compe-

titor, of course, those of Fox. This reminds us that it is now time

to say a few words chronologically of the career of the subject of

our memoir.

The family of the noble Marquis, Petty, traces its ancestry to a

very remote period, the eleventh century, when one of the race

figured considerably in the wars of Strongbow, in Ireland, where

they obtained vast pos.sessions, and where at the present day the

family still own immense tracts of fine territoi-y, especially in Kerry,

whicii gives the title of earl to the eldest son of the Marquis of

Lansdowne. The present eldest son of the Marquis is, however.

Earl of Shelburne—the Earl of Kerry being dead some years—and

why tlie eldest living does not take the title of his defnuct brother,

is a puzzle to our very limited heraldric sagacity. The f:imily of

Petty was altogether obscure and unknown in England, and very

insignificant in Ireland, if, indeed, they could be said to be known

at all there, for many generations, till the middle of the sixteenth

century, when William Petty, the son of a clothier in Romsey, in

Hampshire (where Lord Palmerston was also born), attained

wealth and subsequently great public distinction by his proficiency,

first in mechanical and afterwards in medical pursuits. These

latter he followed with infinite profit in Ireland for many years,

investing his gains in land and attaining the dignity of knight

himself and a barony in her own right for his wife. Baroness

Shelburne. One of his sons became the Earl of Shelburne, and

famous as a politician in the reign of George II., and is described

by Mr. Disraeli in " Coning.sby," as one of the greatest politicians

in our annals, though the history of what he did is all but unknown

to posterity. The earl's son (father of the present marquis), was

himself for some time prime minister to George III. ; so that we

see the subject of our sketch has large hereditary claims to political

eminence— a quality, however, which does not seem to be further

tran-smissible, for his son, the present Earl of Shelburne, of whom
we have just spoken, though long in parliament for the family

liorough of Calne, in Wiltshire, and for a brief period a Lord of the

Treasury, has never acquired the smallest prominence as a speaker

or otherwise. The present Marquis was born in 1780, and couse-

ipieutly is in his seventy-fifth year. He was educated first at

Westminster School, subsequently at Edinburgh, where, in common

with many others who have since reached prominent stations, he

was a pupil of the celebrated Dugald Stewart, and .afterwards at

Cambridge, where he became a M.aster of Arts. Availing himself

of the brief Peace of Amiens, he made a hurried run through

France with 'M. Dumont, and then took his seat for Calne ; his

maiden-speedi being full of promise, wdiich his after efforts fully

realised, especially on the inipeachmeufof Lord Melville, for the

malversation of public moneys us Trea-surer of the Navy. In the

first election for Cambridge, which he contested with Lord Palmer-

ston about this time, he succeeded—in the second he was defeated
;

the latter being owing to his advocacy of civil and religious

claims, in contrast with the restrictive and bigoted views then

upheld by Pitt"s followers. In the budgets brought in by Lord

Petty, while Ch.ancellor of the Exchequer to Fox, there was no

great room for the exhibition of what may be <^lled popular

finance, the war demanding new taxes instead of the remissicju of

old ones ; and the necessity of the noble lord to continue the income-

tax, which he and hi.s associates had long denounced, exposed him

to considerable ridicule, of which the caricaturists of the lime were

not slow to take advantage ; but of his great financial ability no

iloubt was ever entertained ; and to this day few men in either

house can deliver a speech more instructive or rich in information on

any subject involWng an exposition of the true canons of pulitioal

economy, especially of a fiscal kind. The death of Fox, followed by

the brief experiment of Earl Grenville's ministry (who, however,

pa-ssed the Abolition of Slavery Bill, but were turned out for their

support of Catholic emancipation), broke up the Reform party com-

pletely, as far as regarded their prospects of oSice. It was not

till 1827 that the modified ministiy of Canning gave the moat

moderate liberals a chance ; and, accordingly, his lordship, who

had been in the upper house since 1S(I9, w.as made Home Secretary,

an ortice which he filled with great credit. Again, the death of his

chief drove the noble Marquis into opposition, of which he became

the leader in the Peers till the formation of the Grey cabinet in

1830, when he became President of the Council, the office now hclil

liy Lord Jolin Russell, and continued to fill it during every liberal

administration that has since been formed, with the exception of

the present, in which he holds no office, though a member of the

cabinet. It is needless to add, after what we have stated, that in

every cabinet to which he has belonged, and in every position which

he has filled, whether in oflice or opposition, whether in public or

private, his lordship has been the warm friend of enlightenment

among the people and progressive liberty in all our, institutions.

His great hereditary wealth, largely augmented by matrimonial

alliance with the affluent family of the Ilehesters, he has always

employed in a wise munificence, promoting literature and the arts,

with a generosity doubly valualile, becau.se of the taste and discri-

mination that guiile it.

THE CONVENT OF SANTA ENGRACIA, AT SARAGOSSA.

Those who have read Napier's invaluable history of the Peninsular

War will remember the jtrincipal circu&stance in modem times for

which Sar.agossa is remarkable. We allude to the famous siege of

the place by the French under Marshals jMortier and Lannes, which

lasted from July 1.5, ISOS, to Feb. 1, 1809, with only some occa-

sional and slight inteiTuptions. It was not till 6,000 men had

perished in battle, and more than 30,000 men, "women, and

children had been destroyed by famine, pestilence, or cruel out-

rage, that the French succeeded in taking possession of the city.

The siege bore a strong resemblance to that of Jerusalem in the

obstinacy of the resistance made, the sufferings of the besieged,

and their fanatical barbarity towards one another as well as the

enemy.

Among other sacred edifice.? which were then destroyed, was the

eouvent of Sant;i Engracia, the ruins of which we have dejiicted.

It was founded by Ferdinand and Isabella, whose reign is menu-

rable on many accounts, particularly for its connexion with the

immortal discoveries of Columbus, Much has been said in praise

of the cloister, which is adorned with marble columns and numerous

armorial bearings ; but not more than it fairly deserves. In this

cloister was buried Jerome Blanca-s, the historian of Aragon, who

died in 1590. It was over the smoking ruins of the convent that

the French forced their way into the city in the terrible siege of

1809. The doorway, now riddled with bullets, i.s a remarkable

work of the fifteenth century. It is thus described by Alexander

Uelabordc. "The doorway, which is in the form of an altar-screen,

consists of two architectural portions. The first is adorned with

four columns, and the statues of four learned ecclesiastic^. The

second contains tliree statues, that of the Virgin with the infant Jesus,

and those of King Firdin:ind V. .and his Queen Isabcll:i kneeling on
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each siile. Tliese two jjortions are sunuounteil by a cross ami

statues of tlie Virgin and St. John. The arch of the door is orna-

mented with heads of seraphim, and near them are two ancient

medallions, above which are written the words 'Numa Pompilius,

M. Antonius.'" The celebrated traveller adds, that in the

interior of the church the decorations in marble and gold were

distributed with artistic effect. There might be seen the mag-

nificent mausoleum of the historian, .lennne Zurita, who died

in 1570.

A side-door led to a second church, whence there was a descent

to the crypt of La» Santas Masas. "This is," says Delaljorde,

'
' a veritable citacomb, in which are deposited the relics of many

martyrs. The arched roof, which rises .about twelve feet, and is

covered with stars upon an azure ground, rests upon thirty small

columns of different sorts of marble, forming six small naves.

Here are preserved, among other things, several crystal v.ises con-

taining the l>l.iod anil ashes of various martyrs, and .the head of

Saint Engracia in a silver shrine, adorned with a necklace of

precious stones. There is a pit in the middle of this diurch,

surrounded by an iron b.ilustrade, which is said to cont^iiu tlie

ashes of a great number of the faithful, whom Dacian had burnt

at Saragossa."

Within the last twenty years Saragossa has witnessed fi-esh proofs

of Spanish valour. Cabaiiero, a general in the interest of Don

Carlos, managed to enter tlie city by night, .and got possession of

the principal posts, on the 2nd of March, 1838. Even imder these

apparently desperate circumstances, the people never for one

moment lost their courage. Totally nnpreijared as they were

—

without leaders, and very in.sufficient!y provided witli arms—they

nevertheless rushed upon the intruding force with dauntless spirit,

and ultimately succeeded in capturing 2,000, and driving out tlie

remainder.

TIER CONVFNT OF SAXTA KNOn.VlA.

THE L.VKE OV S .V .V T. N K X .

Nn portion of the (^ontilitint of Europe al)Oiin*lH in picturesque autl

romantic scenery t<i so large an extent as the mountain land of

Switzerland. There the nirst striking and sublime aspects of

nature are accumulated, forming a source of pei-petual inspiration

to the painter and tlie poet. There the mountain rears its snow-

capped summit to tlie clouds, the glacier presents its glittering and

slippery front, and the torrent brawls among the rocks which

obstruct its passat'e through the valley, or falls thundering down

the face of almost perpendicular prt cipictH. There the snblime

and beautiful plienomenon of the rainViow is seen above the caiaiaot,

and the lammergeyer wheels above the pinnacles of the mountains,

marking the bounding chamois or the browsing goat for its prey.

Not only is Switzerland tlie most elevated portion of Europe, but

the beauties of its scenery are condensed, as it were; so that the

tourist has not to travel over many miles of uninteresting country

to admire a waterfall here, or climb a mountain there. In Switzer-

land all is picturesque ; the tourist cannot take a walk of a few

miles witliout meeting some ol.gect to awaken his interest and
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excite his ailmiratimi. Everywlurc he behnkls the inounlains

tijvvering to the skies, the river rusliing throu;^h tlie valley, or the

lako spread out before him, its blue waters dotted with the white

sails ot numerous fishing-boats.

The ehanijes whieh the aspect of the landscape undergoes at

difterent periods of the day are as varied and beautiful as the scenery

itself. Early in the morning a mist envelopes the mountains, but

as the sun rises above tlieir peaks, it disperses, and tlio lake

reflects the blue sky, against which the snowy summits are dis-

tinctly defined. As the sun declines, the lake glows with crimson

and gold, and the snow on the mountains gradi)ally changes its

hue from white to rose-colour. As the light decreases, the rose

changes to purple, and the jiui-ple to gray, when the moon rises,

and restores the snows the white garb with which they are clothed

by day. A constant charm is thus experienced by the traveller as

he journeys through this picturesque region, the beauties of which

have inspired some of the finest poetry of Coleridge, Byron, and

(>u the height of Londenburg was the fortress of the lords who
formerly dominated over Unterwald. The ruins of their castle now

serve in the summer as rude .seats for the inhabitants of the district

when they assemble to elect their nuigistratcs anil their deputies to

the diet. The ancient seat of Austriau tyranny is thus converted

into the rustic forum of a free jieople, where they exercise those

rights which their ancestors won at the sword's point, and which

they have ever defended with such unexampled heroism.

The courage of the Unterwalden peasants has been <lisplayed on

several signal occasions. United witli those of Schwitz and Ur

from time immemorial, a confederation known as the league of

Waldstettin, they were the veritable founders of the Helvetian

republic, and took a brilliant part in the glorious battles of

Sempach and Morgarten. In 179S, Unterwald, united with its

two ancient allies, had another occasion for displaying the courage

of its hardy peasantry. These three small cantons repudiated the

constitution which hail lately been proclaimed in Switzerlan I

THK LAKK OF SA.VKNEX.

Shelley. The lakes of Switzerland comprise some of its most

pleasing scenery, though not the most sublime ; and those tourists

who are content with gazing at the Alps as they rise from the

opposite sliore of a wide sheet of water, and whose love of the

sublime is not strong enough U) urge them to encounter the fatigues

and dangeis of climbing to the top of Jlont Blanc, pass most of

their time at the pleasant towns on their shores.

The lake of Saamen is one of the four small lakes of the canton of

Unterwald. It is about three mUes in length, and a mile and a

half in avertxge breadth. The traveller who crosses the Brunig to

reach the lake of the Four Cantous comes upon this little lake, and

the town of the same name on its shores. At a little distance is

he elevation of Lendenburg, the view from which embraces a

varied and extensive panorama. On one side is the lake of Saarnen,

surrounded by its picturesque shores, and in the tlistance the

Bernese Alps ; on the other side, the river Aar flows through a

verdant valley on its way towards the lake of Lucerne, into which it

discharges its waters ; and beyond, the forest of Kern.

under French influence : all the decrees, all the menaces of the

Helvetian directory were in vain. In defending their ancient

constitution, they believed that they were defending the conquests

over tyranny which had been cemented with the blood of their

forefathers. Twelve thousand French troops were marched into

the country to subdue them. They met in battle on the 9th

September, 1798. The Swiss numbered only two thousand,

but held a strong position in the mountains, which they defended

during nine hours witli unexampled bravery. The women, the

old men, the children, all assisted in the combat. Eighteen young

men fell, with weapons in their hands, before the chapel erected

in memory of Arnold AVinkelried. iN'ot far from Stantz, the chief

town of Lower Unterwald, forty-five peasants of Nidwalden resisted

for a long time the progress of a French battalion. Their undying

attachment to their old institutions has led, on several occasions, to

serious disputoe between the great and little cantons, and it was

these ditt'ereuces of opinion tliat produced the Souderbund, which

agitated the political world in 1846.
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THE FOOTPEINTS OF BUDDHA SHAKKYA-MOUNI.

Herodotus says iu his history: " They show in Scythia a thing

worthy of admiration : it is the footprints of Hercules upon a rock

near the Tyras.* They resemhle those of a man, hut are two

cubits iu length." Similar impressions elsewhere have been objects

of veneration among the heathen ; and at the present day the

Buddhists honour, in lilie manner, the footprints of Shakkya-Mouni,

the Buddha of the authentic period, who lived in the sixth century

before the Christian era.

The moit celebrated of these impressions of the feet of Buddha is

that of liis left foot, which, according to the Cingalese, is to be seen

on the s.immit of Adam's Peak, in the island of Ceylon. The

Arabian navigators of the ninth and fourteenth centuries made

known their existence ; Imt tliey supposed them to have been made

by the feet of Adam. A Moslem tradition, mentioned by Marco

Polo, states, that Adam was buried on this same mountain. Bar-

bosa, Diego de Cento, Ribeiro, Baldffius, Laloubere, R. Knox,

Philalethcs, Valentyn, John Davy, and a great nirmber of other

travellers, have noticed and authenticated the existence of these

impressions. Similar traces have been observed in different parts

of Asia, especially on the coast of the peninsula of Malacca, opposite

Salan, S.alaug, or Junk-Ceylan, on the mountain Silwanna Vapp-

hatc, or Khan-phru-phnti-hatt—that is, the holy mountain of

Buddha's footsteps ; at Nagapuri, on the mountain Khun-nang-

rimrj, in Northern Laos ; on the banks of the Jumna ; on those of

the Ganges ; at Gangantis, in a temple on the coast of Teuiesserini,

north of Tavoy, etc. Another formerly existed at Mecca ; and it is

probable, that the fact of the spot being already consecrated by the

veneration paid to this remarkable footmark contributed to render

it the cradle of the new religion. Colonel Symes, duri;ig his em-

bassy in Ava, made a drawing of one of these singular iiupressions,

which is shown near Prome. t'aptain James Low has lithographed

another, from a drawing made by a Siamese artist, which the Biidd-

liist priests assured him was an accurate representation of the

veritable footprint of Buddha, held in veneration througliout the

kingdom of Siam. Fr m this lithograpii our engraving is taken.

The impressions that are regarded as the real footjjrints of

Buddha are not the only objects of public worship in the countries

in which the ancient creed is held : on account of their rarity, imi-

tations are made, and placed in the temples for the adoration of the

faithful. In this manner tliey form syml)ols of the principal

Buddhist sects. The one we have represented presents a curious

mixture of the symbols of Brahminism witli those of Buddhism.

In fact, the Siamese do not profess the pure iiiith of Buddha, which,

among them, has been considerably modified by Hindoo influences.

The priests communicated to Captain Low a portion of a Pali book

explaining these symbols, a roll of which, consisting of fifty eight-

syllabled verses, is recited in the temples as an invocation. Captain

Low has' added to his di'awing an explanation of the numerous signs

of which it is composed, but unfortunately without letters of

reference. Eugene Burnouf has since given a more complete de-

velopment of the subject iu his "Lotus de la bonne Loi." We
borrow from these two authors a veiy summary interpretation of

the whole series of symbols, which will serve to guide our readei's

through the labyrinth of subjects presented by the engraving.

Tlie five toes are represented liy five flowers of the dah-p-hekmi.

In tlie centre is the tclialcrn, the shield frequently c:u-ried on the

arm of Brahma or of Vishnu, a wheel of fire, au instrument of

torture in the Siamese hell, a threatening comet in the heavens, a

si"n of disaster, a type of universal dominion, and a symbol of

eternity. Before the image of the tehahra the devout Buddhists

cover tlieir faces with their hands, and cry: "Behold the Krong-

chak, and its glorious splendour !" In the fourth row, on the left

of the tehalcra, is tlie pyramidal tiara of Buddha, a symbol of the

sun, called in Siamese, the movykut.

Watta-sanrj-lio, the shell luceinum (in the centre and near the

wheel, resting on a supportb A gi'eat quantity of these sliells are

expoi"ted to Bengal. The five toes of the footprint drawn by

* See " Historical Educator," vol. i. p. 226. ifo mention has

been made of this impiint by modern travellers. The river here

mentioned by Herodotus is supposed to be tlic Dniester.

Colonel Symes are represented by as many of these uatta-saixj-ho.

According to the fable, Buddha assumed this figure previous to his

last incarnation. The Buddhists attacli great value to these spiral

.shells, and Crawford says that one of them has been sold for a sum

equal to £2U0 sterling.

The Buddhist pot, or the hat-keo-iiit-hanan of the Siamese

priests. According to Eugene Burnouf, the pdniahdasai/a (in

Sanscrit), a full water-pot—sometimes several pots carried on a board.

SwUfa, the sun in his chariot, sometimes cjiUed hctssyapa,.

(Fourth compartment of the fifth row, on the left of the tchakra.)

Chand-hehia, or phm-chan, the moon drawn by horses. The

moon or chandra is generally represented by the Hindoos as drawn

by antelopes. (Fifth compartment of the third row, on the left of

the tchakra.)

Nak-hata, the polar star.

The falapat-naruj, or ordinary umbrella, formed of the leaves of

the talipot-tree, a .species of palm. (The compartment forming the

right-hand corner immediately above the tchakra.

)

In the same division are two trumpets of peciiliar form.

The tauhal-lakchai, the royal 'standard, with seven divisions,

used by certain Buddhist sects as a symbol of Mount Merou.

The passato, or Siamese prasai, a square palace, richly orua-

mented and having a roof of spiral form ; called in Sanscrit,

according to Eugene Burnouf, pjrdsddaya.

'!\ie pi-thakang (in Siamese, thmy-t-hamj), the bed of gold.

The baidangko (in Siamese, t-hen-ian-lany), the bed of repose,

or, more probably, the altar of Buddha, that is placed in the areas

of the temples, and on which worshipjiers deposit their offeriogs of

fiowei-s and fruit. Eugene Burnouf calls it the golden litter or

palanquin.

The d-lid-chaiii/ (in Siamese, t-h'infj-chai), a pavilion.

The j)a/o (in Siamese, t-hony-t/iadat), a paper flag.

K-haii-haii-'Mi, the royal palanquin, or covered litter.

The t-pat-t-hany, or chat-thony (Siamese), a kind of chalice.

Wachan'i (in Siamese, p-hatcha»i), the royal fan.

Mount Merou Cm Siamese, Mvru-rat and khan-pramcn). Accord-

ing to the Buddhists, it has eight couical summits rising one above

another.

The seven great rivers that flow between the hills_ of Mouut

Merou: .mtt-ha-mahd-k-hnny-ka, in Siamese, inciiani-yai-dcj

.

(First compartment in the second row, on the right of the tchakra.)

The six celestial worlds. (Four compartment.'!, commencing at

the fourth row, and concluding at the seventh.)

The sixteen worlds of Brahma. (Three compartments adjoining

the preceding.

)

The four dwipas, or divisions of the world, represented by the

heads traming the designs that indicate the particular character-

istics of each of the four quarters of the globe.

The champ-hu-thipa, or the jambou-dtcipa. It has a fia-m

analogous to that of a coach, and it is said to have been formerly

covered by the waters. Men lived upon it to the age of a hundred

years, subsisting by the sweat of theii- brows—that is, by labour.

Ammarak-koyane, or circular dwijM, the inhabitants of which

are of the figure of the full moon, are twenty cubits high, and live

six hundred years ; invisible hands bring them all the nourishment

they desire.

Ut-araka-ro, or dwiiia of a square form, an isle of the north,

the men of whichare more than twejity cubits high, and live five

hundred years. The tree kappa-phrek supplies them with all that

they require.

Bapp-hatcit-ho, or diripa in the form of a crescent, or the moon

at seven days old. The inhabitants are likewise of the crescent

form ; they live four hundred years, are sixteen cubits high, and

subsist on the air.

The tree called eko-rukk-ho, situ.ated in the centre of the earth,

supposed to be the kalbirj of India. The perfumes which it

exliales ravish the senses, and its foliage, agitated by the zephyrs,

fill the air with harmonious sounds. It has four branches directed

to^vards the four cardinal points, and when the fruit on the

northern brancli is ripe, it di'ops into the northern ocean to supply
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the fisli with food. The fruit on the eaatem brancli is changed

into gohl, and that of the western branch into diamonds.

ifaha-mmud-ho (according to Biiruouf, samtulniija), tlie great

ocean that snrrounds the four principal tlwipai. (Second compart-

ment of tlie first outside row, on tlie left of the ti-hakm.)

T-/iau-iwi-saha.sla-pai-!toam, the two thousand little (/ic/yxw, or

islands that surround the four great dwijias.

Yuh-lialati;/, enormous gold fishes that live in the ocean between

Mount Merou and-the dwipus. (Third compartment of the second

row, on the left of the central wheel.)

Raja-naja or ph i-ia-nah, the king of the serpent.s. ( Fifth compart-

ment of the first row on the left.)

Tcliah-awalaiiij, the horizon that, under the form of a wall, sur-

rounds Mount Merou. (The space in the centre of the first outside

row, in the form of the wall of a fortress.

)

C'hatlancha, the sretah-hhat-mt/a of Eugijne Burnouf; a parasol

of seven rows, in .illusion to the seven cones of Mount Meron.

Ildiiawa or UiiiiiiJ<t, the mountain-chain of Himalaya, in the

north of India.

i<tMa-maha-sam, (in Siamese, sa-hai-chct), the seven great lakes

of the Himalaya range, .abounding with fish and the lotus plant.

(Third compartment of the first range, on the left of the Ichdlra,

divided into seven scpiares.

)

Pancha-maha-iiathi, the five rivers that flow out of the lakes.

WaldJiako (in Siamese, ma-p-ha'.aliolc), the celestial horse, or

the white horse of the Himalaya.

Kaitthat-assaicamt, the horse that carried Buddha across the

lumna. (Ne.vt to the umbrella in the third row on the right.)

Trliakravarliii, the possessor of the seven jewels, represented

with a glaive in one hand, and a shield in the other. (Third com-

partment of the fifth ro'.v. >

Siiig-lia-mja, or phreea-rajhasi, the lions.

P-liai/ak-lia-rhajha, or p-/irca-aua-l-i-otiff, the royal tiger.

I'b-liosat-lio, the green elephant, one of the royal elephants of

Hemawa. (The seventh compartment of the second row on the

left, next to the horse.)

Tchalt-hanto, the white elephant, vener.i,ted by the Siamese be-

cause it carried Rija-chaka, by the Buddhists of Ceylon in memory

of the form once taken by Shakkya-mouni.

Sakhiii-iiah-ha, or saki-nak-ho, the red elephant of Himala; ac-

cording to Colebrooke, the emblem of the second Jaina.

Ei-ewauno, the elephant of Indra. (The caparisoned elephant,

third compartment-of the fiurth row on the right.)

Vsah-ho, the royal white bvdl of Hemawa. (The left-hand com-

partment immediately below the wall of Mount Merou.)

Mt-k-liu, the Cow cf abundance, and Wec-kako, or t/iai-lokk-lw,

the calf (Compartment adjoining the preceding.

)

A'uw«, the golden vessel, or ark of Noah, a symbol of tlie world.

• (Third compartment of the first row on the left.)

OUainnarhari, the tail of the yak, used as a fly-flap; according

to Burnouf, tchamaraya.

J\'iiil(i-pu!iini/ (the nilotjudat/a of Burnouf), the blue nympluea,

or rather the nater-lily of Hemawa. When Budilha w;is marching,

this lotus grew under his feet.

liattany-palanrj (the raklapalmai/a of Burnouf), the red lotus of

Siam.

Silapalanii, another variety of the lotus ; according to Burnouf,

n-dapiamaija, the white nymphsea.

ilura-puchiiiKj, or pincha, the peacock's tail ; according to

Burnouf, maijarahastai/a, a handful of peacock's feathers.

C'haUu-muk'ka, a figure of Brahma, represented with four heads.

(Third compartment of the fifth row, nearly below the central

wheel.)

P-huinmarocJta, scarabseus, beetle of the golden mountain.

(Fourth row on the left, near the h^tus flowers.)

Siiwanna-kach-hapo, the golden tortoises. (Fifth compartment

of the second row on the left.)

JIany.'ia-c?ia, the goose of the Br.ahmins ; this bird is represented

on the flag of Ava, but it does not now exist in that country,

Bahheus, with more probability, calls it the cassowary, a bird that

is common in the Eastern peninsula.

Tchakkaicalhi, the king of the red gcosc. (Eleventh compart-

ment.)

Maiiij-kai-o, an afpiatic monster, occupying the place of Capri-

cornus in tlie zodiiic of the Siamese a.slrouomers. (Second com-

piirtment of the fourth row on the left.)

A'amwiko, the melodious bird of Paradise, represented without

feet. (Seventh compartment of the third row on the left.)

Kiiiaro, a creature half man, half bird, called by Eugene Burnouf

the genie Kinqmracha. (Sevcntli compartment of the second row

on the right.)

Mrti/Ki-o, the king of the peacocks. (Tenth compartment of the

third row.)

Kaja-raja, a bird of the Himalayan range that lives on iron,

and of whose excrements sabres of the finest temper are made.

C/iiwa-kuiicika, an eagle or falcon, emblem of the god Ananta

;

iiccording to Burnouf, the king of the pheasants, ^r of the par-

tridges. (Ninth compartment of the third row on the left.)

Sapanuo, a favourite bird of the Siamese, which plays an im-

portant part in their mythic legends. (Sixth con:i..irtment of the

first row, on the left of the central wheel or shield.)

Supaniu, half man, half bird, the king of the s>q)ani(is, and the

enemy of the iini/cui, or sei'pents.

&»;/-««, the alligator.

Ilamsa, Hi-rainha, or Hera, a four-armed divinity of the Hin-

doos. (Below the figure of Brahma.)

Toranaiiij, the rampart of wood that surrounds tho house of

Somouocodom ; according to Burnouf, it is the Toranaja, rr arch

of triumph. ((-)n the right of the palace Prasadaya.)

Makatta, a flower resembling the m.arigold.

Parechatta, the flower that grows only in heaven.

Banipliel, nine sorts of precious stones. (Supposed to be in the

vases on the left of the tchakra.)

The mountains HaUap-lianp-lwt.

Mahenijsa, or mahcsClo, the bufl'alo.

Jianutsura (the Siamese Ramumii'y and perhaps the liama of the

Hindoo myths), cue of the warriors brandishing a sword.

Vt-dlm-tttjKifa, a saint and prophet of the Siamese, who, accord-

ing to their legends, still lives upon the earth, though he was bor

before Buddha. He is represented as seated beneath a tent.

(Second row on the right.)

Dha-chaiif/, the sacred bow which Runia and Buddha alone have

the power of using.

Vtmt-hi, the star called by the Siamese Dim-kammap-lu uk.

Aim-vatsa-wamiamj, the goblet of gold, according to Capfciiu

Low, and aratam-suka, a ring suspended from a small gibbet,

according to Eugene- Burnouf. (Compartment just below the

tchakni, towards the right.)

Paduka, the slippers or sandals. (Third compartment of the

fourth row on the left.)

Thcma-Tlnltamani, the goddess of the clouds: supposed to be

the feni.ale figure holding a flower and a miiTor.

Suu-anua-iiiikhi, the golden gazelle. (Second compartment of

the second row on the left.

)

Kukkata-v:annan<j, the Siamese cock. (Eighth compartment of

the third row (»n the left.)

Saticha (in Siamese, hak), a lance.

Tri-iiaclchocha, or rather, rri-rmtaya, a diamond ornament, a

collar or necklace ; a sign of prosperity.

Il'u^a?o, part of the Iiead-dress that falls down at the b.ack of

he head.

These explanations, confused and incomplete as they are in some

respects, are, nevertheless, sufficient to show that the figures repre-

sented li.ave not been designed at hazard, or without a pui-pose.

The majority of the more prominent are designed to shadow forth

the power and dignity of Buddha. " Thus," says Eugene Buniouf,

"we first obsei-ve the mystic signs that announce the prosperity

and grandeur of him of whom they .are the impression. Then

follow a long series of material objects, as the dress, the arms, the

furniture, that ai-e, in the eyes of the Hindoos, the appurtenances

of regal power. From the physical world are borrower! those that

are more striking and impressive ; the sun, the ocean, the moun-

tains, the .animals that are most remarkable or mo usefnl,

whether .amongst quadrupeds or birds ; finally, the phants that are

most remarkable for the elegance of their forms, or the brilliance

of their colours. The supernatural world has also furnished
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images of the first of the gods, according t,. the Brahmins ; those of Hindoos and the ancient Egyjitians, has its esoteric fomi, m «hicl.

the celestial «orld, and the various classes of^enii that i.,habit it, ,ve find nnich to admire and commend, so much more pure and

according to the Buddhists." Of the remainder, Burnouf observes, elevated is it th.an tlie absurd myths th.at have been grafted upon

that uch a confused assemblage of figures is not in accordance .vith it. The mythologies of Egypt and Ind.a were founded upon the

THE rOtTPBTNT OF BUIIPHA SHAKKY.\-510tJKI.—FROM A LITHOGKAPII BY CAPTAIN LOW, AFTER A DnAWING BY A SIAMESE ABTI .T.

the purity of the Buddhist religicn ; and we may, perhaps, attribute symbols used by the hieropliants to convey religious instruction to

them to the gross superstition of the Siamese. The more en- the ignorant masses, .-.nd we look in vaiu among the popul.ar creeds

lightened Buddhists of China and Japan admit, upon the repre- of the far East for the elevated philosophy of the ^cdas, and the

se°utatiou of the footprint of Buddlia, only the hluikra, the symbol axioms of pure morality ta be found in the ancient scriptures of

of eternity. Buddhism, in fact, like the religious systems of the Budelha.
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THE AMERH'AN IIED-WIXGEU STARLING.

TIIE AMERICAN RED-WINGED STiKUXG (AGELAIUs PHfENICKUS).

The appearance of tke common European starling (Slurniia rul- the ej-es of dwellers in the country, although it not unfreiinently

HariA is too well known to need description. In captivity his leads to his destruction. Our North Americjin colonists, following

docility and liveliness render him a very common favourite, whilst their usual practice of giving the Old World names to the most

bia bad character as a depredator gives him considerable interest in familiar natural objects in their adopted homes, soon found a bird
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wliidi rescmUed tlie starling uf tiiu uld cmiulry in its baljits, auil

to a certain extent also in its form, ami "to Ibis they easily trans-

ferred tlie nan\e of the well-known inhahitant of the home they ha<l

left hehind tliem.

lu colour, however, the American starling {Agdaiiis ph(i:nieeus) is

very different from its European namesake, and, in fact, the male and

female are so very distinct in appearance, that they -would never be

taken for the two sexes of the same bird by any one unacquainted

with their habits. The male is of a beautiful glossy black, with

the shoulders scarlet ; the female is brownish black above, mottled •

and streaked with brown or white; the head has two stripes of

cream colour on each side over the eye ; and the lower surface is of

a whitish cream colour, streaked and spotted with black. The

i-.iale measures about nine inches in length, the female a little more

than seven. In colour the young male bird greatly resembles the

fmale, but soon begins to show indications of belonging to the

snperior sex in the reddish markings of his shoulder.s, a distinction

of which the females are always destitute.

This bird is found over a great range of country, extending from

Mexico in the south to Labrador in the north; in the northern

states it appears to be a migratory bird, but in the southern parts

of the Union it remains all the year round. In these states the

starlings collect during the winter in immense flocks, frequenting

the old rice and corn-fields, where they contrive to glean an abundant

supply of nutritious food. During the spring and summer their

f )od generally consists of grubs, caterpillars, and other insects, for

which they search with the greatest diligence in every direction.

Wilson the American ornithologist, who has devoted considerable

s-iace to an attempt to justify this bird from the aspei'sions which

have been cast upon his character, well observes, that these

insects are " the .silent, but deadly enemies of all vegetation,

whose secret and insidious attacks are more to be dreaded by the

husbandman than the combined forces of the wlude feathered tribes

to,'ether." Hence he considers that the starlings, by destroying

these pests, do far more service to the agrlcnlturist than would

compensate for any damage they may do him in other respects, for

unfortunately, it cannot be denied that the stigma upon their

character is but too well founded. For their principal attacks

upon the farmer's property the starlings select the months

of August and September, wlieu the cars of the ludiau corn are

young, soft, and succulent, and jiresent a temptation tio great to

be resisted. "At this time," says Wilson, '-reinforced by nume-

rous and daily flocks from all parts of the interior, they pour down

on the low countries in prodigious multitudes. Here they are seen,

like vast clouds, wheeling and driving over the meadow's and devoted

corn-fields, darkening the air with their numb.rs. Tlien com-

mences the work of destruction on the corn, the husks of which,

tliongh composed of numerous envelopments of closely-wrapt leaves,

are soon completely or partially torn off; while from all quarters

myriad-s continue to pour down like a tempest, blackening half an

acre 'at a' time; and, if not disturbed, repeat their depredations

till little remains but the cob and the shrivelled skins of the grain.

What little is left of the tender ear, .being exposed to the rains and

weather, is generally much injured." _
Truly, we cannot much

wonder at the existence of a prejudice against these birds, or that

the damage done, which forces itself very strongly
_
upon the

observation, should considerably outweigh, in the minds of the

agriculturist, the hidden benefits which' the philosopher tells him

he receives in another way from the plunderers.

In the air the red-winged starlings present a beautiful ajipeiuauce.

Wilson, who observed them in Virginia when collected into their

winter flocks in the mouths of January and February, tells us that

they frequently entertained him with thoir "aerial evolutions."

"Sometimes," he says, "they appeared driving about like an

enormous black cloud carried before the wiud, varying its shapo

every moment. Sometimes suddenly rising from the fields around

me with a noise like thunder ; while the glittering of innumerable

wings of the brightest vermilion amid the black cloud they formed,

produced on these occasions a very striking and splendid efl'eet.

Then descending like a torrent, and covering the branches of some

detached grove, or clump of trees, the whole congregated multitude

commenced one general concert or chorus, that I have plainly dis-

tinguished at the distance of more tliau two miles ; and, when

listened to at the intermediate space of about a qilartcr of a mile,

with a slight breeze of wind to ^well and soften the flow of its

cadences, was to me grand, and even sublime." The elements of

this .song, as described by our author, do not, however, appear to

have anything very attractive about them. He says that "when

taken alive, or reared from the nest, it soon becomes familiar, and

sings frequently, bristling out its feathers. These notes, thougli

not remarkably variou.s, are very peculiar. The most common one

resembles the syllables couk-qaer-ree ; others, the shrill sounds

produced by filing a saw ; some are more guttural ; and others

remarkably clear. The most usual note of both male and fem.ale

is a .single chiich." In some in.stances the red-winged starling, like

his European representative, has been taught to articulate words

pretty distinctly.

These birds pair about the middle of April, and build their nests

at the end of that month or the beginning of Ma^. For this pur-

pose they generally select a tuft of bushes in a marshy or swampy

situation, where they biuld at a height of six or seven feet from the

ground. The outside of the nest is formed of rushes and long grass

picked from the swamp ; it is lined with finer materials. The

female lays about five eggs of a very pale blue colour, slightly

tinged here and there with .purple, and marked with lines and

spots of black. "During the time the female is sitting," says the

aiithor from whom we have already quoted, and whose work on the

American birds leaves nothing to be desired, "and still more piir-

ticularly after the young are hatched, the male, like most other

birds that build in low situations, exhibits the most violent

symptoms of ai>prehensiou and alarm on the approach of any person

to its near neighliourliood. Like the lapwing of Europe, he flies to

meet the intruder, hovers at a .short height over-head, uttering loud

notes of distress ; and while in this situation, displays to great

advantage the rich glowing scarlet of his wing.s, heightened Ijy the

jetty black of his general plumage. As the danger increases, his cries

become more shrill and incessant, and his motions rapid and rest-

less ; the whole meadow is alarmed, and a collected crowd of his

fellows hover around, and mingle their notes of alarm and agitation

with his. When the young are taken away, or destroyed, he con-

tinues for several days near the pjlace, restless and dejected, and

generally reconimences building soon after in the same niradnw."

I'EKUS AN]) M.r'S,

OR,

I, ouDs AND co:mmons.
I'AULIAMESTARY OR.tTOKS AND CKATOr.V.

We cli>se our li»-t with an Irish orator, the fame of whoso eloquence

had preceded him when he took his seat in the house. Under such

circumstances, it is perilous fir any man to attempt to spe.ak.

The fear of failure at such times is great; and that will often

realise what the orator seeks to avoid. It is one of Mr. Shell's

many claims on our admir.ation, that, having been an energetic,

enthusiastic, and successful leader in a gi-e.at popular, or rather a

great national movement, he should have had the taste and tact so

to subdue his nature in the very hour of triumph as afterwards to

adapt his speaking to the tone most agreeable to the house, and to

charm them as much by the fire of his eloquence as by the delicacy

of his rhetorical artifices, without the aid of those stronger and

more stirring stimulants to the passions which form the very essence

of successful mob oratory. More brUbant speeches were made in

Ireland during the continuance of the agitation of the Emancipation

of the Catholics. At the same time some of his eft'orts in the House

of Commons were unsurpassed ; for instance, alluiUug to the charge

that the Irish were aliens, in 1837, what can be more magnificent

than the ioUowing? "Where was Arthur, Duke of Wellington,

when those words were uttered ? Methinks he should have started

up to disclaim them.

' The battles, sieges, fortuucs, that he'd pas.scd
'

ought to have come back on him. lie ought to have remembered

that, from the earliest achievement iu wdiieh he displayed that

military genius wluch has placed him foremost in the annals of
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modern warfare, down to that last and surpassing combat which

has made his name imperisliable—from Assaye to Waterloo—the

Irish soldiers with whom your armies were filled were the inseparaWe

auxiliary to the gloi-y with which his unparalleled successes have

lioen crowned. Whose were the athletic arms that drove your

haynnets at Vimiera through the phalanxes that never reeled in

the shock of arms before? What desperate valour clinibefl the

.•'teeps and filled the moats of Badajos? All, all his victories should

have rushed and crowded back upon his memory—-Vimiera, Badajos,

Salamanca, Albuera, Toulouse, and last of all, the gi'eatest. Tell

me—for you were there—I appeal to the gallant soldier before me
(pointing to Sir H. Hardiuge), who bears, I know, a generous heart

ill an intrepid breast; tell me—for you must needs remember on

that day when the destinies of mankind were trembling in the

balance, while death fell in showers upon them; when the artillery

of France, levelled with the precision of the most deadly science,

played upon them ; when her legions, incited by the voice, inspired

by the example, of their mighty leader, rushed again and again to

the contest;—tell me if for an instant (when to hesitate for an

instant was to he lost) the aliens blanched ? And when, at length,

the moment for the hist decisive movement had arrived; when the

valour so long wisely checked w;;s at last let loose ; when, with

words familiar but immortal, the Great t'aiibiin exclaimed, ' Up,

lads, and at them!'—tell me if Catholic Ireland, with less heroic

^alour than the natives of your own glorious isle, precipitated her-

self upon the foe. The blood of England, Scotland, Ireland, flowed

in the s;ime stream on the same field ; when the chill m<n'ning

dawned their dead lay cold and stark together ; in the same deep

l>it their bodies were' deposited; the green arm of spring is now
breaking on their commingled dust; the dew from heaven falls upon

their union in the grave. Partakers in every peril, in the glory

-hall we not participate ? And shall we be told, as a requital, that

we are estranged from the noble coimti-y for whose salvation our

life-blood was poured out?" As an instance of Shcil's power of

sarcasm, the following is one of the best :—One day, at a meeting

• 'f the Catholic Association, a volunteer came forw ird with a ve'.y

inflammatory harangue, and offered to lay his hea'l on the block in

the cause of Ireland. Mr. Shell rose immediately after and said,

"The honourable gentleman has just made us an oblation of his

head—he has accompanied his offer with abundant evidence of tlie

value of 'the sacrifice." Shell was an aitist of the highest order

—

poetiKvl, and sensitive; if oratory be an art, it is an art he had
nuistered to perfection.

We have now finished our survey of English parliamentary oratory

down to the present time. Of the living we have yet to speak.

Witli rare exceptions, what we hear now seems Cold and t-ame

compared with what iired our fathers' hearts iii the nt»rmy

contests of the past.

If our readers have never been to the House of Lords, let them
take a description of a debate in that frigid zone from one who has.

In one pf his novels, the late Chancellor of the Exchequer, the

Right Honourable Benjamin Disraeli, thus describes the scene ;

" The Duke of St. James took the oaths and his seat. He was
introduced by Lord Fitz Pompcy. He heard a debate. We laugh

at such a thing, especially in the upper house ; but, on the whole,

the aft'air is imposing, particularly if we take a part in it. Lord

Ex-(,'hamberlaia thought the nation going on wrong, and he made a

speech full of currency and constitution. Baron Deprivyscul

seconded him with great eflect, brief but hitter, satirical and sore.

The Earl of Q.uarterday answered these, full of confidence in the

nation and in himself. When the debate was getting heavy. Lord
Snap jum])ed up to give them something light. The Lords do not

encourage wit, and so are ol)liged to put up with pertuess. But
Viscount Memoir was very statesmanlike, and spouted a sort of

universal liistory. Then there was Lord Ego, who vindicated Ids

character when nobody knew he had one, and explained his motives

because his auditors could not understand his acts. Then there

was a maiden speech so inaudible that it was doubted after all

v.hether the young orator really did lose his virginity. In the end,

np stai-ted the premier, who, having nothing to say, was nnmly and
candid and lilieral, gave credit to his adversary and credit to him-
self, and tlicu the motion was withdrawn. While all this was
going on, some made a note and Some a bet, some consulted a book,

some their ease, some yawned, a few slept." We are not aware
that debrites in the Lords have groivn livelier since the hbove quota-'
tion was written—rather the reverse is the cise. Tiie real truth i.s

the battle of party is fought in the lower not the upper chamber.
At this time the upper house Ls singularly destitute of orators.

On the ministerial side of the house you have no first-rate men at
all. The head of the cabinet,

" The travelled Thans—Athenian Aberdeen,"

has never shone in debate. It has never been liis fate

" Ihe applause of listening senates to cimimand "

In pers.in he is of a spare figure, rather above the middle size,

plain and sedate in his garb .and hearing. His style of speaking i.s

grave and dignified, with a dash of formality, and his tones are
somewhat monotonous. He never fails to command the atteniion

of the house ; but that attention is due to his exalted position, his

great experience of p.ditical aft'airs, and to his matter rather than his

manner.

THE ASSYRIAN li.VS-RELIEFS IX TIIE liRITISlI MrSKCM.

Havixc in a former volume* given ageneralaccount of Mr. Lay.ird's

researches at Nineveh, and a sketch of the ancient history of that

hiDg-buried city, it is only necessary in the present article to

describe the subjects of the illustrations with which we now present

the reader. On returning to the scene of his former labours in

1S4!), Mr. Layard's first visit was to the excavations which had
been made at Koiiyunjik, during his absence, under the direction of

Mr. Boss. The walls of two ch.ambers had been exposed, hut of

the long series of bas-reliefs which covered them the greater part
had been defaced by the flames which destroyed the palace. Some
pass;iges had been excavated, into which Mr. Layard descended,
and explored the great hall, the bas-reliefs of which had also

suffered greatly from the fire. "In this series of bas-reliefs," says
he, " the history of an Assyrian conquest was more fully portrayed
than in any other yet discovered, from the going out of the monarch
to battle, to his triumphal return after a complete victory." The
king, irith his war-chariots and horsemen, ajijiears to have p.issed

through a mountainous and wooded country, the physical charac-
teristics of which seem to indicate Armenia or Kurdistan, regions

* Tub Illvsth.^ted ExiimiTou .ixii M.ic.vzine ur .Vi;j,
vol. i. p. 145.

wliich we know were invaded by the royal builder of the pala-e.

In some of the ba-s-reliefs, the As.syrians are represented in close

Combat witli the enemy, who appear to be defeated and overthrown.
The Assyrian warriors are armed with spears and hows, both of

which weapons they use at full .speed ; the enemy appear to be all

archers. In other compai-tments the enemy are retre.iting. p\irsued

by the victorious Assyri.aus, who thrust them through with their

spears, and trample them leneath the feet of their war-horses.

The campaign appears to have been successful ; for the triumph of

the conqueror follows, in which he is represented in his chariot,

beneath the royal parasol—the emblem of regality all over Southern
Asia— attended by dismounted c;ivalry soldiers, holding noble

horses, richly caparisoned, and infantry, armed and accoutred in

various ways. Seated in state, and surrounded by all the outward
evidences of power, the Assyrian conqueror receives the cai)tives,

the spoil, and the heads of the slain. His soldiers are seen

throwing these ghastly trophies of victory into heaps, while ( fticers

record the number in their tablets. This barbarous custom still

prevails in Persia, and did, until a recent period, in Turkey als.i

;

but in the latter country it is iinw f.irbidden by a spcrial firman of

the present Sultan, (n other cuiipaiinieut'S soMiere arc dr.iggiiig

alter tliciu. or driving before thcni, tlie ]«is"ncr.s, among wl i aic
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women as well as men. The men are chained, some in pairs, Unfortunately, there is no inscription to indicate the people w ho

others singly ; the women are not fettered, and some of them lead were thus subjugated ; if one ever existed, it has been defaced by

WARKIOKS IN BATTLE, —FROM A BAS-RKLIEF IN TUB BRITISH MUSEUM,

their children by the hand, or caiTy them on their shoulders. the flames, which, in many parts, have converted the alabaster into

Some of the women those, perhaps, of superior rank—are repre- lime. That they were those of one of the countries we have named,

HORSEMEN PDfiSBING AN ENEMY.—FROM A BAS-RELIEF IN THE BRITISH MUSEDM.

sented riding on mules. Tlie other bas-reliefs contain figures ot or at least of some country north of Assyria, though only a conjee

mules, asses, and sheep, which the Assyrians hai seized in the ture, is one which is strongly supported by the nature of the

country of the comjuered enemy. country through which the invadei's marched, as represented on the
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sculptured walls nf these chamliers. But during the latter part of

3Ir. Layard's residence at Mosul, a chamber was excavated iu the

mound at Kouyunjik in which the sculptures were in better conili-

tion than any which had hitherto been discovered. They repre-

sented the siege and caj)tux-e by the Assyrians of a city defended by

douhle walls and battleinented towera. and some of the slabs were

almost entire, and the inscription un the upiier part complete. The

are planted against the walls, which the Assyrians ascend, holding

their shields before them to protect themselves from the arrows of

the enemy. A portion of the city appears to he already in the

hands of the assailants, for a long train of captives, camels, and

carts drawn by oxen, and fdled with women, children, arms, fur-

niture, etc., is seen issuing from an advanced fort, and approaching

the throne of the Assyi-ian monarch. The captives wear turbans

W.IRRIORS RF.TrRSINO FR.IM BATTLE.—FROM A BAS-RELIEP IN THE IlRITISn JIUSEU.M.

city, the capture of which appears to have taxed all the military

resources of the empire, was situated among hills and forests, anil

llie vine and the fig-tree grew in its en'v'irons. A compact phalanx

"f archers discharge their arrows at the enemy on the walls and

towers ; seven batiering-rams are directed against the walls ; and

ten mounds of stone, bricks, and earth have been thrown up t"

command them. The place appears to have been defended with a

dcsree of courage and determinatirm comm?nsurate with the jv.ep.".-

.similar to those worn at the present day by the Aralis of theHedjaz,

and the helmets worn by the defenders of the city differ from tho.sc

of the Assyrians, in having a fringed lai>pet covering the e.ars.

Simo of the prisoners are being .slain lefore the throne of the king ;

two are stretched naked upon the ground to be flayed alive, ant!

others are being impaled by their captors beneath the walls.

Ab:,v3 the king is an inscription of four lines of cuneiform or

arrow-he.adcd character.', which Mr. Layard thus translates :

—

^Jv-i-U i^^v-^'

A KING nKSIEGIXG A CUV.—FROM A BA5-RFUEP IN THE BRITISH MUSirM.

rations of the besiegers. The battlements are thronged with bow-

men and slingers, who discharge showers of arrows and stones

against the Assyrians, while others throw bl.Tzing torches, with the

view of destroying the warlike engines rolled against their walls.

On the stage of the battering-rams archers are discharging tlieir

arrows, to drive the enemy from the part of the wall against which
the attack is directed ; and others are pouring water from ladles

upon the blazing torches thrown from the walls. Scaling-laddei's

'"'Sennacherib, the mighty kin/, king of the country ot AssjTta,

sitting on the throne of judgment, before (or at the entrance of) the

city of Lachish (Lakhisha). I give pennLssion for its slaughter."

Here we have, then, an actual j>ictorial n jiresentation of the siege

and capture of Lachish by Sennacherib, king of A.ssyria. as men-

tioned in 2 Kings xviii. 14, and Isaiah xxxvi. 2. The interest

which attaches to the.se bas-reliefs i.s increa.sed by the fact that

there is in this ease no douhl whatever nf the scene represented
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being what Mr. Layard supposes. The physiognomy of the captives

is undoubtedly Jewish—a type of countenauce recognisable at the

first glance by every observer, and about which there can be no

mistake. That the king represented is Sennacherib, is equally

certain. A continuous inscription, consisting of a hundred and

fifty-two lines, slightly injured, but still sufiiciently legible to be

deciphered almost throughout, appears on the massive bulls forming

the grand entrance of the palace at Kouyiinjik. This record con-

tains the annals of six years of the reign of Sennacherib, besides

numerous interesting particulars respecting the religion and mytho-

logy of the Assyrians, and is therefore of the highest importance.

Dr. Hincks was the first to decipher the name of Sennacherib on

inscribed bricks from Kouyunjik; bui it was not until August,

1851, that an inscription was discovered which mentioned any

historical event, thus placing the matter beyond a doubt. The

honour of this discovery is due to Colonel Rawlinson, who has given

a translation of this remarkable inscription which forms a comijlete

summary of the events related in the Bible, and by Josephus,

Abydeuus, and Polyhistor. "As the name of Sennacherib," says

Mr. Layard, "as well as those of many kings, countries, and cities;-

are not written phonetically, that is, by letters haying a certain

alphabetic value, but by monograms, and the deciphering ofthem is

a peculiar process which may sometimes appear suspicious to those

not acquainted with the sulyect, a few words of explanation may

not be unacceptable to my readers. The greater number of Assyrian

proper names with which we are acquainted, whether royal or not,

appear to have been made up of the name, epithet, or title, of one

of the national deities, and of a second word, such as 'slave o^'

'servant of,' 'beloved by,' 'protected by;' like the Theodosius,

Theodorus, etc. of the Greeks, and the Abd-ullah, and Abd-ur-

Kahman of Mahommedan nations. The names of the gods being

commonly written with a monogram, the first step in deciphering

is to know which god tliis particular sign denotes. Thus, in the

name of Sennacherib, we have first the determinative of ' god,' to

which no phonetic value is attached ; whilst the second character

denotes an Assyrian god, whose name was San." As to the

identity of the Lakhisha of the inscription with the Lacliish of the

Bible, Colonel Rawlinson has expressed doubts, but the reading of

Mr. Layard is supported by the opinion of Dr. Hincks, one of the

first orientalists of the day. Moreover, the name of Hezekiah

ocQurs in the inscription, and the amount of treasure taken from

the Jewish king in gold, is stated precisely as we find it in the

Old Testament. " H.ad the name stood alone," says Mr. Layard,

in commenting on the identification of the builder of the paUce

at Kouyunjik with the Sennacherib of the sacred volume, "we

might reasonably have questioned the coiTectness of the reading,

especially as the signs or monogi-ams, with which it is written, are

admitted to have no phonetic power. But when characters, whose

alphabetic values have been determined from a perfectly distinct

source, such as the Babylonian column of the trilingual inscrip-

tions, furnish us with names in the records attributed to Sennache-

rib, written almost identically as in the Hebrew version of the

Bible, such as Hezekiah, Jerasalem, Judah, Sidon, and others, and

all occurring in one and the same paragraph, their reading more-

over confirmed by synchronisms, and illustrated by sculptured

representations of the events, the identification must be admitted to

be complete."

THE WALLACHIAN ROBBER,—III.

Poos Zdenku was filled with serious anxiety. He racked his

brain to no purpose in the attempt to discover why the formid-

able woman was so severe upon him. Meanwhile, his wife had

managed to get an inkling of what was in the wind. From the

glances of Mamschka and Dschurdschu upon "Wantscha, who was

crouching dovra in the corner, as well as from the alarm betrayed by

Wantscha's looks, she gathered more than was spoken. Perhaps

slie also, with womanly ingenuity, guessed what had taken place at

the g.arden-gate. At all events delay seemed to her dangerous, for

she immediately sprang upon her daughter like a wild cat, dragged

her out of the comer, forced her d jwn upon the stone floor, and

exclaimed ;

'
' She is your slave, body and soul, mistress ! Tie a stone

about her neck and throw her into the Temcs where it is deepe.st

;

fasten her to a post and whip her till she stands in a pool of blood
;

tie her hands behind her back and sell her to the Turks !
Do what

you please with her, only do not withdraw from us your protection

and favour."

Wantscha, who had in the meantime a little recovered from her

surprise, attempted to resist. But her efforts were all in vain.

Her mother kept her down with hand and knee, and compelled her

by blows to submit to her fate. Zdenku stared in blank astonish-

ment at the strange scene, wliich was a new riddle to him, instead of

a solution of the former one. But Maruschka smiled with malicious

satisfaction, and after watching the woman's unmotherly behaviour

for some time, at last said : "Let the girl alone, Czinka. And

you, Wantscha, come to me ; I will offer you a bit of good advice

—mind you give it a wise hearing."

The ill-usedgirl arose, and, while she arranged her disordered hair

and smoothed down her clothes, she looked in no humour to listen

favourably to any advice. She shot malicious glances at Maruschka,

and everynow and then flashed scorn and indignation at Dschurdschu.

But Maruschka took care not to be discomposed by her untoward

looks and behaviour. With an apparently friendly tone, w'hich was

only redeemed from hypocrisy by the touch of scorn with which her

soft words were seasoned, she said :
" I think you are a good child

to your father and mother. They both love you beyond measure.

There is only one thing th.it lies nearer their heart than their own

child, namely—what is quite reasonable—their own welfare. They

would, perhaps, not hesitate to sacrifice their life and their property

to save your life ; but assuredly they will not lose all they have

just to gratify your whim. Do you understand me, Wantscha. Are

you aware that your father and mother .are beggars, the moment I

withdraw my protecting hand from their flocks, their threshing-

floors, and their house ? If not, let me tell you so now. They will,

therefore, find some means of conquering your stubborn will
;
and

even if they had not the power to do this, I am sure you are much

too good a daughter to bring down a curse upon your father's house

and pluuge those to whom you owe your existence iuto the deepest

misery. You would not exact such a sacrifice at their hands, even

to save your life. You are too dutiful and too noble for that."

Wantscha burst into tears. Her spirit was broken. As soon as

the powerful mistress declared herself a suitor in the name of

rschurdsohu, the poor girl abandoned all idea of resistance.

Maruschka could brook no refusal at any time, and her tyrannical

disposition was now irritated by the keen sting of jealousy. Nobody

knew better than Wantscha how to act on the spur of the moment.

Hence, resigning herself to her fate, she said with repeated sobs :

"I obey, mistress."

"You do well," said Maruschka, and turning to Zdenku, added:

" Join the hands of this pair together. Your daughter consents to

become the bride of my faithful servant."

Full of joy, the rough old Dschurdschu sprang towards the poor

girl, who offered no opposition to his embraces. At last light broke

in upon the sluggish peasant, her father. "Is that all ?" muttered

he. " I was wondering what would come of all your threats. It

was hardly worth while to talk so ominously just for this. How-

evei-, it is all one to me. Y'ou have got a good wife, old fellow, and

a nice little property. Take her, and may Heaven bless you both !

"

With these words he betrothed his daughter to an old man, whose

only recommendation was his being a protege of the overbearing

female robber. Czinka laid her hands on the heads of the affianced

pair, and said, as she thought of Petru's dangerous schemes, "Thai

trouble also is now at an end; we shall be able to sleep in peace.

God be praised for this!"

Maruschka and the happy bridegroom rem.ained all night at

Mlakaberg. The amazon was even gracious enough to .spend a great

part of the mopiiug there, and at last sat down to a late breakfast

which served as the betrothment feast, which was prolonged beyond

all expectation. Her malicious exultation over Wantscha's hardly-

repressed tears gave an additional relish to the food, and the flask

wliich her husband left behind also contributed to lengthen her stay.

She did not move from her seat till she had completely drained every

drop of V.'.e liquor. By that time the daywasiar advanced, and

their departure, which was originally fixed for the morning, did not

take place till the afternoon. The trees on the mountains were

already stretching their broad shadows towards Turkey, when the
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in or lass at length found an opportunity of giving vent to her feelings

« ith tears in quiet retirement, while her^uereiless tormentor and

liated bridegroom were roaming through llie wood.

Buth the travellers stept on ajiace, looking anxiously around, and

listening attentively to every sound, like sportsmen who in unfre-

(|U.,nted wilds make war upon the animal ereation. After they had

-.iiie a good distance, Manischka stopped at a steep elevation, from

'.vliioh she looked down into a valley where ahcrd of wild boars were

I king their midday repose on the marshy soil. It was not, how-

./ver, the wild boars that attracted her attention. She had seen in

the distance beyond, the shadow of a man moving among the trees.

The man had disappeared amid the foliage, before slie had time to

distinguish who he was. After a time the form appeared again

through an opening in the trees, and Dssliurdsehu, who observed it,

could not help exclaiming, "It is Mieklos ! What can he want

here?"

"We shall soon know," replied ilarnschka, upon which she put

two lingers in her mouth and gave a shrill whistle, which echoed

&r and wjde. The man sprang with a sudden bound behind tlie

trees before he ventured to look round. But when lie had done so,

he came slowly out from his concealment, waving hi.s hat, and indi-

cating by his friendly greeting that he recognised his leader's wife.

He was a Hungarian by descent, named Nicholas, which tlie old

Wallachian corrupted into ilicklos.

Maruschka beckoned him to come over to her. He jissented, and

immediately disappeared forthe purpose, but did not take the shortest

way. Probably he thought it advisable to avoid the armed cavaliers,

and the furious wild sow with her numerous tribe of young ones.

In this uncultivated region the wild boar still retains its original

fierceness, though in Germany its nature is so far softened that a

single shot is s\ifficient to put a wliole herd to (light. jMicklos came

cautiously on, but all the more safely. "Where have you come

fi-om?" asked Maruschka, "and whereare you going to?" "To our

chief," rei)lied Jlickloa. "There is likely to be a capture. Tho

imperialists started very early this morning on a hunting expedition

upon tho mountain. One of them has missed his w,ay. They aro

blowing the horn and calling out for him like mad ones. He must

he a good prize, otherwise they would not nuike so much noise about

him."

"By the time you get up to where he i.s, tlicy will jiave found

him long ago," said Maruschka.

Mieklos put his linger to his nose, and said : "Yes, if they know

what I know. They are looking for him up there, but he is on tho

other side. I saw him fire down in the rav^fie. I stood on the top

of the mountain and listened on both sides, while they could not

hear anything. The man has fired at least six times, and each time

further away from the right path."

Maruschka winked with a smile of satisfaction. " You must

be right," said she, "and I will accompany you to nuiit the

huntsman."

THE WATER. rAlUIIEllS OF PERU

LtMj, the capital of Peru, labours i^Jider the serious disadvantage

of not being well supplied with water. Rain rarely falls in the

neighbourhood, so that tho inhabitants are forced to depend upon

artificial means of obtaining this indispensable blessing. Even in

what we are accustomed to call barbarous ages—before the exist-

ence of the vast continent of America was known or conjectured in

Europe—the Incas of Peru had given proof of their civilisation by

making many canals and trenches to convey water into the capital.

The Sp.aniards, fully appreciating the nature of these works, paid

great attention to keeping ihem in order ; but they are now in so

bad a condition that the inhabitants are obliged to buy all their

drinking water of men who procure it from the huge fountain in

the Pla\-a MaiiOi; and go round the city with it on the backs of

asses, as represented in the annexed engraving (p. 72).

Of all asses in Peru, the aytiudor, or Tvater- carrier, of Lima, is

the most laborious, the steadiest, and the most patient. He begins

work at six in the morning and does not lest till seven in the

evening. A few handfuls of bran, which he carries in a little bag

hanging on lus neck, constitute the whole of his food for the day,

and at night he contents himself with some stray blades of grass

that he manages to pick up from any odd corner where he can find

them. He is anything but stupid, in the sen.se of being without

intelligence. As soon as he reaches the fountain, laden with the

two casks for containing the water, he turns round and stands still

while the negi'o gets oif, fills the casks, and takes the pad oiit of the

bell. They then both proceed on their way through the city. The

poor animal knows when and where he has to deliver water. He
knows that after supplying such a house, he has to go to such

another. If he has occasion to stop, his master may leave him all

day, with the certainty of finding him still standing where he left

him. Those of the customers who are at all good-natured leave a

box for him at their kitchen door, containing all sorts of odd bits

that may suit his p.alate. He shows his sense .of their kind con-

sideration by eagerly devouriug whatever tkey bestow upon him,

though it is often scarcely fit to eat, consisting of bits of old hats,

- leasy papers, bones, and other indigestible ,odds and ends. His

loicest delicacies are husks of melons.

I But earning water is not the only purpose for which this useful

I
animal is employed. He is a general carrier, used for conveying

;
all sorts of things from one part of the town to the other ; and not

;
unlrcquently for moving furniture, vast heaps of which, in the

shape of chairs, boxes, tables, etc., arc mercilessly piled upon his

;back, as seen in the lower part of our illustr.ition. If, as some-

times happens, he is overloaded, or loses his equilibrium, the wholo

collection of moveables coiues down with a crash, aid the driver,

fearful of not gaining anything by his job, revenged himself upon

the poor beast without much mercy.

When the ass is employed neither in carrying water nor moving

—

as, for example, on festival days—he gets his recreation by taking

the whole family of his proprietor on his back, or racing with soir.e

of his comrades, whose masters go with his own from one pLace of

amusement to another. Some negroes, who are a little mora

thoughtful or kind than others, endeavour to lighten the labour

and save the strength of the aas by going on foot with him when

the water-casks are full ; but these are exceptions to the general

rule. In most cases the poor animals are subject to much reckless

barbarity, which fills the foreigner with indignation on his first

arrival at Lima. To save the trouble of whipping, the wretches

who drive them make a gash behind with a bone or sharp piece of

wood, and then keep them in constant misery by poking at the

wounded part'. When the poor creature falls from sheer exhaus-

tion, it is not uncommon for the brutal driver to slit up one of his

nostrils as .a punishment for the first oflence. If the helpless crea-

ture has the audacity to repeat the offence, his other nostril is

treated in the same abominable way. A third crime of this sort is

punished by cutting one of the ears, and a fourth by cutting tho

other. At last, if the previous barbarities have not been sufficient

to break him of this bad habit, his tail is cut bit by bit, till the

poor creature is so disfigured by these successive mutilations, as to

be hardly recognised. To such an extent is this brutality practised,

that it is a rare thing to meet with an ass which is not mutilated

in some way or other.

The driver of the water-carrying ass, who is often designated by

the title of ayuudof or water-carrier, though it is not he that

really carries the water, does not enjoy the privilege of accompany,

ing the ass without being subject to some police regulations. The

first is, that he present the town authorities witli thirty dogs,

killed by him in the course of a year. Hence, those who wish to

1)0 licensed as water-carriers meet together on certain days at an

appointed place, and make a regular battue from street to street.

All the dogs that they have encountered, but not completely killed

at the first blow-, are collected in an open space, where they are

dispatched with sticks and clubs. The sportsmen then divide the

booty, and each ties his share to his ass's tail—if the poor thing is

fortunate enough to have one. In this way they go in a body to

inake their ofleriugs to the civic authorities, diagging the dead dogs
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as trophies df victory. The seeouil ciinditioii imposed ujiou the the eurporatiou. They form a di.stiuct ehiss which is D(jt alto

water-carriers is, that they water the streets aud public jilaces witli gether devoid of political influence, especially at electiou times,

the watecin their casks. Some years a^'o a company made a proposal to the government to

It might seem tluit these obIii;atious wuukl have the ert'ect oi' undertake the distribution of water throughout the city on very

diminishiug the uuuiber of this class at Lima, but such is not the advantageous terms, both in a pecuniary and sanit.ary point of

TIIK W.ITKK-C.VUKIIUIS "K i'KKl

.

case by any means. On the contrary, they are very numerous, view. No sooner had the water-carriers heard of the proposa

though the price paid for the water is far from high. They have than they assembled in great force, mounted their asses, went in

their chiefs, who are well known, and ti-eated by them with procession, with banners at the head, to the president's palace, and

much respect. The supreme chief undertakes the task of settling made such ado with their words and their gestures that they at

inportant dispute-;, and is autliori^ed to aduiit or expel members of length succeeded in getting the proposal rejected.
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IIERNAN COr.TES AND JOHN SMITU.

American liistoiy abounds with sulijects adapled alike for tlie cliivalry was luisIicU, and tlio solemn psalms of liio {,Tay-Jiairc(l

iiaiuter's peuoil and the [wet's jien. 'flicic is not a more romantic sires of the faitli had ceased, we lind fresh interest in the increasing

stury in the world than the discovery of this vast continent and its strenetii and power of tlio country, and in thai mighty struggle

CORTES ASD HIS AR.MV Ai'I'ROACHINC. THE CIT" OF MEXICO.

..^-^^.^Ki^

rccAnoirris ikterceiiko tor johk smith.

fii-st colonisation l.y the Spanish sotiieis ; and the record of the which rent from English control the great and glorious land and

pilgrim fathers, so touching in its quaint simplicity, never lacks established the republic of the United States.

interest; and further on still, when martial music of liuropeaji How strange it seems tliat tliis vast continent should have

VCL. lU., H. 8.-85.*
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remained so loug liiddea from the rest uf the glohe ; that till the

fifteenth century its extensive prairies and noble rivers should be

unknown,, that people should talk of a submerged continent, an

island of the devil's hand, a cloud-land seen by the iidiabitants of

Madeira, and that no attempt should be made to find out the

ti-uth. But the priests and the schoolmen had no faith in a land

vvliicb, if at their antipodes, must be peojilcd by tliose who walked

with tlieir heels upwards and their heads hanging down. It was

left to the poet to say

—

*' At our antipodes, are cities, states.

And tbronged emiiires ne'er divined of yore."

No such topsy-tnrvy world was to be believed by sane mm ;
so the

Eed Indians held their own, and the Incas ruled in golden glory.

Tlien comes a change. The royal standard of Castile and Leon

is displayed. The Santa Mavia, the Pinta and. the Nina sailed from

Andalusia ; and although the sea and sky were filled with omens

terrible to the poor ignorant sailors, Columbus, with hia deep and

earnest faith, went on feeling within him the certainty of conquest

;

and he'was not disappointed. Then arose a furoi-c for America, a

new impulse was given to the people of Europe, the eagerness to

explore the wonderful secrets of the new hemisphere became so

active that the principal cities of Spain were in a manner depopu-

Inted. Emigrants thronged the quays and wharfs ;
new vessels

w6re chartered ; busy people grew weary of their common business

and longed to be busy in another clime ; they flew away like birds

of passage, knew no fear, admitted no doubt, were full of hope and

confidence, only crying out for sea-room and a fair start.

Cupidity, even stronger than curiosity, gave new attractions to

America. The name of Castilla dil Oro held out a bright promise

to the fortunate settler. The land, it was said, was so rich that

the sailds sparkled with gems, and golden pebbles as large as birds'

eggs v.'ere dragged out of the rivers in nets ! Rumours of the

magnificence of the Montezuma empire—where gohl was cheaper

than iron— excited the general imagination and led to the cutcriirise

of Ccrtes.

"When Cortes landed, he found the people no longer—as earlier

adventurers had described them—rude and half-clad savages, but

well dressed in cotton garments, and living in stone houses. The

natives received the strangers with hostility. "Wild rumours were

abroad of what the Spaniards had already done, and so a battle

ensued, which ended in the triumph of Cortes. Montezuma, the

Mexican monarch, had sent to learn the object of the Spaniards.

Cortes demanded to have a personal interview with the king ; this

was respectfully, but firmly, declined ; hostilities were renewed,

and Cortes marohed towards the capital.

The vast plains of Mexico now opened before them. As they

looked from the brow of the hill, they saw in the centre of the plain,

partly encompassing a lake, partly built on an island within it,

the metropolis of Mexico, bat-keil by a wood of dark old trees, and

sparkling in the sunbeams like a monarch's signet-ring. All

round about the city atretched the white tents of the people.

Montezuma received the Spaniards with kindness— admitted

them into the city, appropriated to their use splendid mansions,

supplied aU tl)eir wants, and presented them with costly gifts.

Shut up in the unknown city, Cortes began to fear for his safety. A
bold expedient occurred to him. He seized the person of the king,

imprisoned him in his own palace, and so worked njjon his mind,

that he at length induced the nmnarch to acknowledge himsell' a

vassal of Spain, and eng.aged to pay an anuual tribute.

The example of cruelty which Cortes set was bettered })y those

whom he left behind, when recalled to Spain. The Mexicans relielled,

and oa his return, Cortes found an enemy ready to contend with

his own weakened forces, and his people thoroughly dispirited.

Battle followed battle. As of old, the Mexicans were hunted down

like wild beasts, and the deep bay of the bloodhounds w.'is heanl

through the wintry nights. At last the imijriaonjd kin^ was

brought forth, and in the presence of his subjects declared himself

a vassal of Spain. It was enough—a piercing cry was raised, a

frightful battle ensued, and Montezuma was the first slain. On

this the Mexicans fled. The superstition of their creed tauglit them,

that Heaven's vengeance must fall upon them now that their king

was dead : so Cortes was triumphant.

The great efi'ort of Cortes was to raise the power of his nation

above that of all the nations of the earth. For this he sacrificed

everything, and he had his reward. Spain
.
was careless of her

heroes when the work w.as done. Columbus had died of a broken

heart—Balboa the death of a felon. What could Cortes expect 1

He fell into neglect. One day he forced his way through the crowd

which had collected about the carriage of the sovereign, mounted

the door-step, .and looked in. Astonished at so gross a breach of

etiquette, the monarch demanded to know who he was.

"I am a man," replied the Mexican conqueror, "who has given

you more provinces than your ancestors have left you cities !"

After this he withdrew, and ended his life in solitude.

More deeply interesting, and still more touching and rom.antic

than the life of Cortes, is the story of Captain John Smith. The

old colonists, of whom Smith was one, had intended to establish

themselves at the old settlement of Sir Walter Raleigh; but a

storm changed their purpose, and the emigrant ship floated in the

magnificent B.ay of Chesapeake. The headlands .at the entrance of

the bay are still called Cape Henry and Cape Charles, names which

were given to them in honour of King James's sons, on the first

arrival of the emigrants. The aspect of the country was then, as

now, beautiful and cheering. "Heaven and e.arth," says Smith,

'
' seemed never to have agreed better to frame a place for man's

commodious and delightfid habitation." Fifty miles above the

river was founded the first permanent English settlement in

America, called, after the reigning monarch, Jamestown. The

unjust accusation brought against Smith, the sincere friendship of

Robert Hunt, the tri.al by jury, and the wanderings to the Indian

emperor, Powhatan, a tall, sour, and athletic man, about sixty

years old, were the first incidents that occurred to the early settlers.

Then disease broke out, provisions became scanty, the water was

bad, and the country, once so beautiful, seemed blighted in a

moment. De.ath made sad havoc among the little company ; fifty

perished before the end of the autumn. The dishonesty of President

Wingfield threw the burden of the community on Smith, and it ^^•.as

then that his wisdom and energy beg,an to display themselves. All

that he did for that colony need not be related here. Anxious to

accomplish tlie great purpose of the mission, he set about seeking

for a communication with the South Sea. With a spirit of heroic

daring he advanced up the river Chickahominy, accompanied by

two Englishmen and two Indian guides. Then it was tliat, after a

desperate resistance, he fell into the hands of the Indi.ans. His

captivity among this tribe of Indians is a more wonderful and

romantic event than any other preserved in its tradition. Never

had they seen a man so brave, so wise, so calm and self-po.ssessed.

Indians from other settlements flocked to look on the wise pale- face,

and they treated him with hospitality .and reverence.

At Last came the time when his late must be decided. The grim

warriors of the forest, with old Powhatan in theh' midst, sat down in

solemn council. They saw this brave white man to be superior to

themselves ; they feared him, and determined on his death. But

they did not sl.ay him at once. D.ays passed on, and the white man
made hatchets and strung beads for Pocahout.as, the daughter of

Powhatan. Pocahontas was a girl about twelve years old, called,

not unfittingly, "the nonpareil of the country ;" and she le.arnt to

listen to the voice of the stranger, and to feel commiseration for

him in his exile and approaching doom. Then the day came, and

the hour ; and within the palisade the chief, arrayed in all the

pomp of savage attire, sat down to see the end. The prisoner was

to die by the blow of the hatchet ; and, with his hands bound,

knelt down beside the fatal log. Hia lip did not tremble, nor his

eye quail. Already the axe was uplifted, when Pocahontas sprang

to his side, and as she pleaded with all the energy and eloquence of

a loving heart, the grim warriors were turned from their purpose,

and spared his life.

The stern refusal of Smith to engage in any attempt upon the

people of Jamestown, his consistent and noble bearing, won for him

a place in the estimation of the Indians, and his residence amongst

them was the me.ans of establishiug a friendly intercourse between

them and the English colony. Pocahontas remained faithful to her

old friend ; and when famine came upon the emigrants, she it was

who brought kvskets of com and otlier provisions foi- Smith and his

people.
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DOMIXIQUK ])E GOURGUE.
Therk are men who appear ami tU3;ippear in liistnry without leav-

ing; trace or tracli lieliind, wlio ilo some one deeil, wliioli at the

time raises a sensation, anj tlieu sink into ntter olisourity. Jlost

persons recollect the brilliant oratorical display of Single-Speech

Hamilton, who made one oration and spoke no more. Perhaps

this might lie explained by the fact that Burke was his private

secretary then, and left him directly afterwards. Tlie history of

tjie man whose name is given above, is involved generally in ntter

mystery. But one act of his lias secured for his name a perr.iancut

jjlace in history.

Francis the First of France, jealous of the discoveries of the

Spani.ards, sent out one Verazoni to conquer and discover for him.

His journeys led to no result. Jacques Cartier of St. JIalo, how-

ever, in 1.534, was more successful. He entered the Gulf of St.

Lawrence, and [laved the way for the attempt to colonise by Rolcr-

val in l.WO. The new establishment was an utter failure ; and a

subsequent expedition under Cartier was never more heard of At

a later period, Admir.il Coligny conceived that an asylum for French

Protestants might be properly created in America, where they would

be free from persecution. His plans for agricultural settlements

were admirably laid down. Henry II. patronised the idea, and the

wretched Cbivrlcs IX. even countenanced it.

One Nicolas Durand de Villegagnon, a Knight of Malta, appeared

to have foi-mcd the strange scheu'.e of feigning abjuration and pro-

fessing the reformed faith, to overthrow this plan. He joined

Coligny in liis projected colony in 1555. He was a brave, adven-

turous schemer, and wore the mask of religion and humility with

perfect success. He obtained command of the exnedition, and,

sailing (br America, encamped near where Rio Janeiro now stands,

('alvin, on hearing that the pilgrims had hit upon a desirable loca-

lity, encouraged the emigration. A large party went out under

Philippe Dupont, a zealous Protestant gentleman, who, after some

dangers by the way, brought his people successfully to an end of

their journey.

Villegagnon received them with all the austerity of a Puritan.

He wa-s severe both in religious and political matters. He made

all emigrants work at the fort ; and his hypocrisy and bigotry were

beyond all power of description in these more enlightened days.

One great mistake of his colony, however, was, that it was wholly

composed of men ; except five young girls, none would venture out

to the far-distant land.

But the intolerance and cruelty of the governor was the great

drawback to success, and at last he showed himself in his true

colours. He re-profe3sed the Roman Catholic religion, persecuted

and drove away all the Protestants, who nearly perished by the

way. Returning to Franco, he died a zealous Papist, a noted per-

secutor of the Huguenots, and with the name of the Cain of

America.

C iligny, tliough thus frustrated, determined to try another [art

of America. He chose Florida this time. Jeau de Ribaut sailed

at the head of the new expedition in 1562. Ho landed and foun<led

Fort Charles ; then, leaving a lieutenant in command, he returned

to France. The lieutenant pi'oved a brutal tyrant, who, after

committing seveml murders, was put to death alter an insurrcctior.

This expedition w.as also a failure. A third expedition promised

to be more successful. It took out a good number of colonist.s, who

settleil, and after some early dilliculties, appeared to be in a

prosperous way.

But Spain would not quietly allow a French colony in America,

aud accordingly a squadron was sent to exterminate the infant

settlement, umler one Menendez. His force was overwhelming.

He attacked the fort, captured it and nearly all the inhabitants,

whom, with characteristic Spanish brutality, he hung on the

adjacent trees, with this inscription over their heads :
—

"These wuEiciiEs have been executed, not .\s Fkesciimkn,

BUT AS IlEKETICS."

The liorrible cruelties of the Spaniards are not to be related- in

full. The horror of France was great, but the wicked king rejoiced,

because the victims were Protestants. This feeling made the court

pass over the fearful outrage without notice. But there were in

the laiul men who lived in the hope of vengeance. One of these

was Dominique de Gourgue, a gentleman of good family, of Mont
JIarson, in Gascony. lie was a naval captain, and being engaged

against the Spaniards, was taken prisoner, and chained as a slave

to a galley. This g.alley was taken by th§ Turks, and released oidy

in a battle with the Ivniglits of Malta. lie was considered one of

the best navigators of the day.

When he found that the king and court would not take notice of

the Spanish crime, his rage knew no bounds. He then sold his

estate, fitted out three ships, collected hardy crews, and sailed for

America. He took the Spaniards by surprise, attacked the fort,

captured it, and hung the prisoners on the same trees where, but a

little while before, his countrymen had perished. Then he wrote

over them :—
"Huxa, NOT AS Spaniards, but as assassins."

The terrible avenger then returned to France, to peri.sh, some

say, in that horrible day of St. Bartholomew, which has handed

the name of Gliarle.s IX. and his mother to eternal execration.

SKETCHES OF DOGS BY T. LANDSEER.
ClT-AXD-DOr. LIFE.

Of course, respected reader, you keep a dog. AVe don't, for we
can't afibrd the tax ; and in our chambers, be.ydes, a dog would

w.a.ste away its ignoble life far from fresh air and green fields and

the vermin which are its natural prey. You tell us a dog is useful

for self-defence ; that he watches over your property and your

person ; that he warns off the ill-conditioned and evil-designing
;

that he worries a beggar as he does a rat. But what is that to us ?

beggars don't persecute authors ; our property is in no danger.

Our few treasures .iVe all made fast by one of Chubb's patent locks,

and our p;.'regrinations seldom extend beyond the confines of the

metropolitan p<dice district. Campbell tells us rf the " nursling of

the storm," as he walks restlessly along his shattered bark, that

" Hope can here her moonlight vigil-i keep,

And sing to charm the spirit of the deep
;

Swift as yon streamer lights the starry pole.

Her visions warm the watchman's pensive soul
;

His native hills that rise in happier climes.

The grot that heard his song of other times

—

His cottage-home—his bark of slender sail—
His glassy lake and broomwood-blossomcd vale,

Ru^h ou his thoughts ; he swec]>s before the wind.
Treads the loved shore he sigli'd to leave behind

;

Meets, at each step, a friend's familiar face,

And flies, at last, to Helen's long embrace—
Wines from her cheek the rapture-speaking tear.

And clasps, with many a sigh, his children dear
;

M'bile, long-neglected, but at length caressed,

iliifaif/i/ut dog salutes the smiling guest,

Points to the master's eyes (where'er they roam).

His wistful face, and whines a welcome home."

Well, as we don't keep a dug, of course we can't realise such

touching poetry. If we voyage on a bark, it is a Citizen steamer,

as far as Putney or Kew, and a laundress welcomes us home. In

the crowded streets, if we cannot take care of ourselves, there is

always a guardian angel in the shape of an efficient ]joUceinan

dressed in blue, with a glazed hat and a small staff ; and if in

less-peopled districts we lose our path, instead of having a dog to

trail it for us, there is almost always a direction-post. Thus, as

regards ourselves personally, we have made out a good and suflicient

reason why we do not keep a dog. But you, reader ! are in a

diS'erent category
;
you arc not a poor author, fighting the rough

battle of life

" Alone—alone—alone.
Alone on the wide, wide sea ;"

but a 3iihit.antia1, well-to-do man of the world, with property to be
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n-atc!ici], rvnl yoii Icccp n do,? ; or you ni-e a lady, and you Iteep

tlio [leail of pugs. The lieart must love something ; aud bo, till

somc'tliincr else claim it, you love your pug,—something like Mrs.

Tcickci-'s iu " Time Works Wonders,"—a heauty "that could not

move for sentim.nt." "I see him, now," she exclaims, "with his

licanfifiil face so hlack yet so benignant ! Now cropping a daisy

with his lily-white teeth ; aud now looking up and barking at me,

as if he know my inmost thoughts." Or you are a sportsman, and

you keep a dog to tv.'ivel with you and your gun over hill and dale,

on the sunny moor or by the shaded loch ; or you are a geutleman,

witli nothing to do besides reading the "Times" and the " Illus-

TnATF.D W.iGAziNE OF AnT," and you have a dog to keep you com-

pany ; or you are a professional man, and you lieep a dog that,

uow and then for half an hour wnth liim yon may forget patients

and clients—the unfovtiinate -victims that cruel fate has thrown

the cat springs on her unolTcnding viLtim. Of cour?e'tlie dog defends

liimsclf, and the contest pioraise? to be tierce and bloody ; Miss

Lydia shrieks in agony
;
you kick your unoH'cnding dog nut of the

room
;
pussy, angry and mewing, takes up a secure position, and in

time the turmoil dwindles into a calm.

Go in again, and the same scene is invariably repeated. This is

cat-and-dog life. It was so in days gone by, and so it will ever be
;

•at any rate, so long as this tight little globe of ours rolls round the

sun.

The same little drama is acted every day. In town and country,

in the pailour and the kitchen, in .garret or in cellar, it is the same.

An Irishman cannot go to Donnybrook fair without a row, nor can

a dog and cat meet without the same chtitrdemps. It is not a mere

matter of party feeling, or of temporary excitement, but of race

against race. The cat is generally the ag,gres.sor, and the cat often

'•C.\T-ANI)DOG LIFH.

into your hands. At any rate, be you what you may, call yourself

what you will, you keep a dog.

Of coiurse, then, you will agree with the writer of this article in

what he is now going to state, that if you, with your dog, enter a

room in which there is a cat, there will be such a terrible row, as if

Bedlam had broken loose, or as if chaos had come again. You may
try the c.<:perlment yourself, if you will not take our word fur it.

You call, for instance, on Miss Lydia Languish, a genteel spinster

of uncertain age, with a growing fondness for cats, in preference, sir,

to the deceitful sex, as she terms them, to which you and I, sir,

have the honour to belong. Of course there is a piano in tlie room,

and under that piano, with bristling hair and stiffened back, i.s the

favourite cat. Your dog, feeling himself a stranger, and being a

genileman, follows you quietly into the room, not having the

slightest idea of danger, or the slightest wish to make himself

. obnoxious or disagreeiible. No snonei", however, does ho make his

appeai'auce, than a low growl is heard, then a feminine shriek as

triumphs. However, when slie does get the worst of it, she is pretty

well served out. Life is often tlie penalty she pays for her audacity.

She is generally saved by her power of Hight, and her facility of

escaping to the housetop ; still, her hereditiiry foe, his passion raised

and his blood boiling, remains barking :xnd foaming below. Her swift-

ness is her salvation. Wlieu there is no way of escape for her—when

she must stop aud tight it out—she is generally terribly mangled

and mauled. She is so in the picture before us. For once she has got

her match. The scuffle has been a terrible one. The affair has

been a regular Sinope. The whole kitclien has been upset, the culi-

nary mysteries h.ave been rutlilessly invaded, the cook has been

called from her solemn and mysterious rites, her favourite dishes

have been upset in the fray, her utensils have been profaned.

Blow after blow she levels on the dog's broad back ; she might as

well, like iilrs. Partington, try to push back the Atlantic v.ith a

mop. The felon is savage ; there is Idood in his eye, aud he will

only be satiated with his victim's death.
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It is a fad thing to tliink of, tliat cnt-aii'I-do;; life. It i» s:iiil

jieople meet witli it iu tlie family circle; that sometimes Imsliaiul

and wife, parents and children, brothers and sisters, masters and

servants, lead but a cat-and-dog life. Tliis is a sadder thing still.

Cats and dogs can be tamed, ran live together, as we see in tlie

Ilafipy Family in Trafalgar-square ; but discord on the heart!)

grows blaclver, darker, every year. It is to be hoped our readers

know nothing of snch cat-and-ilog life, but tlie name, and that they

may never know it as some know it, as a daily enrse and blight.

A TAIl-PIKCE.

"Thereby hangs a tail." Yes, truly. Sic Imnnil (jlm-in inimili.

" Behold bcfofe ye

Humanity's poor sum and story :

Life, death, and all that is of glory."

Kvery dog has his day; at any rate, so it hivs been in ..ur pages.

Does, well-conditioned and the reverse, "f higli degree or l"\v.

your reverend divine on<'e considered rat-catching glorious sport;

your eloquent statesman oaee found no dearer joy than rabbit-

shouting. Tliey have done with dogs, as we have done witii them

—

as, more or les.s, .ill Engl.md is learning to do without them ; for

our groiit cities are growing greater every day, and the tax-gatherer

.and the new police and tlic dog-stealer have no mercy on tlie canine

race. Play, boy, whilst you can ; find in your dumb companion a

faitli you will soon learn to doubt aninugst men. Soon busy life will

leave you but little time to play with dogs.

.'Jo we lay down our pen and bid the dogs—such of them as are

left, for two of them have already been hung, we trust to meet the

ends of justice, and to teach a nmral le-ison to the dogs around, a

lesson not always taught when Jack Keteh hangs a m.an a long

and reluctant farewell. It is hard to part with old friends. It is

hard to tear uji old .a.-;siiciations, but the dogs have got to the end

of their letter. There is nothing left fur them but to vanish into

.1 TAIL-PIECE.

learned or rude, peaceful or quarrelsome, nuisances or blessings to

well-regulated families, have found a place in our i>ages. We have

discussed them iutlividually and collectively, in their goings-out and

their comings-in, in tlie relationships wliich they sustain to each

other, and in those which they bear to their lord and master, man
;

and now we have done with them, as mo-st of our readers have

done with them. There was a time, ere we had trod the world's

ways and ta.sted the bitterness of life, when all around us was

bright and fair ; when we di'eamt not of falsehood in woman or dis-

honour in man
; ere the hard struggle f.>r existence had engrossed

our every power; when, light and free, with buoy.ant heart and

careless step, we rambled at our own sweet will, with dog.s, the

choicest and truest of their r.ace. There was a time when, we doubt

not, the reader did the same. Those jocund days are gone, never

to retiu-n. Their memory is left, and that is all. So it has been

with every one of us. Your sober citizen was once a jolly boy

;

your paunchy capitalist once owned nothing better than a dog ;

the palpable obscure. One is gnawing his last bone—another biting

his last flea—another snifjjping the last time his companion's tail—

•

and another, for tlie last time, poking his nose into the cupboard,

which seems but little better furnished than that of the far-famed

Mother Huldiard herself. The scene our ai'tist has engraved is

only paralleled by th.at "wliich takes place when a city is captured,

or when there is a genenal confl.agration—when selfishness prevails

"universally, when the maxim is, '* Every one for himself.'* Xo one

seems to have the least regard for his neighbour. It is a general

scramble—neither more nor less. Pulitencss, for the time, is quite

out of the question ; as mucJi so as when you are waiting for tickets

for .an excursion train. It is not a pleasant phase of dog life th.at

we are contemphiting, but it is a ti-ue one, nevertheless. They

are all sharp and desperate, and preying on each other. It is a

p.ainful picture to contemplate, because it is human. It bears

too .strong a resemblance to real life. Let, then, the curtain be

dropped ; and so we wind up with a " Tail-piece."
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PHYSICAL ASPECT OF CHINA.

BY WILLIAM KNIGHTON.

The Chinese Empire may be s:ii<l to induile almost all the east

•ami centre of Asia. From the borders of Luiepemlent Tartary to

the Pacific, from the frontiers of Siberia to the south of tlie Eastern

Peninsula, all the sovereigns and princes of tlie various tribes and

peojile of these regions regard the celestial emijeror as tlieir sove-

reign lord. From the fact of its thus extending uninterruptedly

over vast tracts, all adjacent to each other, we are apt to think that

it does not present that variety of people and manners, which the

other great empires of the world comprise. Tliis is quite a mistake.

There can scarcely be a greater contrast than between tlie roving

Tartars, ever on horseback, and the polite citizens of Nankin and

Canton,' who regarl the said Tartars as arrant barbarians ;
whilst

the Tartar, despising tlie thrifty habits of the commercial Chinese,

fully returns the compliment. And again, in the Eastern Penin-

sula—in Lao and Cochin-China-thcre is a semi-civilisation totally

different from that of Nankin or Pekin. The Malay, the Chinaman,

and the Tartar may he allied to each other, as respects the class of

humanity to whicli they belong ; but they differ essentially iu

taste.s habits, and physical powers. The Malay—the Italian of

Asia—is quick-blooded, revengeful, jealous ;
accustomed to the use

of his stiletto, the Ircese, and but too ready to use it on the

sli!,'hte.st occasions. His harmonious language is adapted for poetry

and music, and he is fond of both. He sings of love to-day, and

stabs his enemy to-morrow. The Chinaman is iufinitely more

phlegmatic, as unlike the Malay as the Dutchman is unlike the

Italian ; he sees no reason why he should put himself about for any-

thin". He loves narcotics ; and idolises opium as much as the

Dntdiman tobacco. His shop and his merchandise are his ruling

passions, he seldom thinks of anything else, or, if he does, allows

it to have little infiuiince on his life. As to love, he would no

more think of allowing it to give him all the trouble it gives the

Malay, than he would think of allowing the few hairs that liaturc

sparingly scatters over his face to be sliaved off every day.

It would be a great mistake, therefore, to suppose that the

empire of China is singularly homogeneous, merely because it

extends over adjoining countries. Nor does it differ more in its

various races and their characteristics than in its physical features.

Vast deserts, second only to those of Africa, ocjupy large portions

of its central high lands. , The great desert of Gobi, for instance,

in Chinese Tartary, occupies 300,000 square miles, and has its

sandy, its s.alt, and its rocky districts; .all equally barren, all

equally deficient in fresh water, but some for more difficult for

man to travel over than others. Here, as in all deserts, the

summer's sun is scorching, no rain falls, and, when fogs occur,

they are but the precursors of fierce winds, which blind the unfor-

tunate traveller with salt or bury him in sand. In winter again,

these districts are intensely cold. The icy blasts from the frozen

plains of Siberia sweep over the country in rapid succession, pro-

ducing a degree of cold on the elevated desert land, of which we,

in England, can form no adequate conception.

China has its mountainous regions too, and in no country in the

world do the mountains take more fantastic forms than in the

province of Shan-si.

Temples like those amongst the Hindoos,

Churches, spires, and abbey-windows.

And turrets all with ivy green

—

Build up a wild, fantastic scene.

Mountains rivallinu; the Alps in height—not the miniature moun-

tains t > w-hicli we are accustomed in England, but huge chains, of

forbidding rugged exterior and appearance, full of glaciers and

avalanches, and full too of peaceful, hai)py valleys between, where

nature invites man to be happy, if he can only consent to accept

the invitation.

By far the larger proportion of China proper is occupied by low

rSlnges of hilL-s, on which the tea-plant is principally cultivated. It

tlirives better, like coffee, upon the sides of these hills than in the

low grounds, and forms the staple production of the entire region.

If the original producer can get four-pence a pound for that for

which we pay four shillings, he is a successful cultivator and will

soon he en.abled to exten his business—so vastly do diitie.s,

trausport cliarges, and exportation expenses enhance the value of

an article, or rather increase its cost, for the value is but nomi-

n.all.v, not really, increased. These ranges of hills are cultivated

to the very summits—terrace above terrace, artificial layers of

earth provided where nature has deposited none ; the one fertili-

sing stream from the summit flowing from terrace to terrace as

it descends step by step, making each rich, the very type of pro-

duolivcncss.

There is no country in the world so productive as Cliiua. Its

vast alluvial plains, watered by magnificent rivers, present an

amount of .igricultural industry, and yield a proportion of vegetable

and animal food, unknown elsewhere. Two hundred and ten

tliousand squai'e miles of rich soil, spread all along the east of the

country—a plain, seven times the size of Lomhardy—and perfectly

in-igated by its ext^jsive river system and by canals. Tlie Great

Canal, for instance, traver.?es the eastern part of the plain for

700 miles, of which 500 are in a straight line of consider.ahle

breadth, with a current running throughout the greater part.

Almost the whole of this vast plain is cultivated by the spade, and

yields rice and garden crops in .abundance. The canals present to

the European traveller an extraordinary sight, being so covered

w-ith vessels that the water appears more thickly populated than

the land. All along the margin of these wondeiful reservoirs runs

a stone quay admirably put together, whilst substantial bridges

cross them at convenient distances.

Agriculture is, indeed, the art which the Chinese most highly

prize, and to the successful prosecntion of which the highest

honours are awarded. Even the emperor is obliged by immemorial

custom to honour tillage by engivging in the pursuit once every

year—a religious ceremony which must not be neglected, and

which was doubtless intended at first to te.-ich the people that there

was no occupation more honourable. In the beginning of March,

the emperor repairs in great state to the field appointed for the

ceremonial ; the princes of his family, the presidents of the five

great tribunals, and a host of mandarins accompanying him.

Two sides of the field are lined with the oflicers of his household—

a

third is occupied by the highest mandarins from the provinces and

capital, whilst the fourth is left open for the labourers of the

neighbourhood, who are to see their occupation illustrated by

imperial majesty itself. The emperor approaches ; music—discordant

enough, according to our ideas—pours forth its notes volubly and

loudly, iu honour of his coming. He enters the field alone, the sides

are regul.arly kept— "majesty" stands by itself, nobility and com-

monalty gaze respectfully at it from the sides. Prostrating him-

self nine times before Tien, the lord of heaven, the emperor repeats

with a loud voice a prayer prepared for the occasion by the Court of

Ceremonies. In this pr.ayer, a blessing is invoked on his labour and

on that of his whole people, whilst gratitude is expressed for past
_

fiivours. Then, with the assistance of the priests, he sacrifices an

ox to the giver of all good, Tien, the lord of heaven. Whilst the

victim is smoking on the altar, a silver plough is brought, to which

are attached a pair of oxen, ornamented in the most magnificent

style. The emperor lays, aside his imperial robe.s, which one

m.ay easily suppose would have been somewhat in his way in the

matter of the sacrifice, lays hold of the plough-handles and opens

several furrows round the field. He then hands the implement to

one of his chief mandarins, who acts similarly ; and thus, one after

the other, they proceed, each labouring in succession and displaying

each his peculiar dexterity. A distribution of money .and pieces of

cloth to the labourers ends the ceremony, wlulst the .ablest of those

present and the most_expert finish the ploughing of the field which

has been thus imperially begun. Afterwards, at the proper season,

his majesty returns to commence the sowing. The produce of such

a field is, of course, only fit for the gods and is kept for sacrifices

and oblations. Nor is it in the capital .alone that this ceremony is

performed. . In each of the provinces, the viceroy similarly officiates,

supported by the mandarins of the vicinity. There is doulitless

much superstition, and much hypocrisy, mixed up with all this ; but

there is in it, too, the germ of much that is good—teaching the

people that there is a dignity in labour that hallows and consecrates

all honest employment by which man earns his bread. This is a lesson

it would be well if we could all learn. It would teach us not to despise

any man on account of the work he has to do.
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But it is to honour agriculture, tsjwcially, tli;it tliis strange state-

ceremonial is yciu-ly enacted, ami, as I liave said, no peojjle are

more successful in agriculture than the Chinese. They devote

their attention rather to the necessary than to tlie agreeable, rather

to the stajiles of life than to life's luxuries. They have no fruit,

for instance, to rival our hothouse delicacies; hut they have excel-

lent wheat, liarlcy, rice, cabbages, turnips, and potatoes, whilst

the pains and attention they have bestowed upon the culture of tea

lias rendered it difficult for Eurniieans in India to enter into coui-

jietition with them at all. The Chinese camiihor-trees, paper-

mulberry, the aloe and the slii-slni, from which the excellent

Chinese varnishes are procured, ai'c all illustrations of the care with

which useful productions are reared, and the perfection to which

that care, combined with skill, will bring them. lu the excava-

tion of minerals the Cliinese are by no means so expert as in the

oultnre of vegetables. Yet there is no doubt that the country

naturally abounds in minerals of all kinds, the useful as well as the

more valuable. Coal and iron, silver, gold and copper, are all

obtained in considerable quantities ; were the celestials but to

condescend to learn of the Western barbarians, there is little doubt

that the quantity of each produced might be vastly increased.

The emjieror's palace at Pekin may be taken as a specimen of the

use made by the Chinese of the vegetable and miner.al wealth with

which their country abounds. Its walls include within their

circuit a little town; indeed, JI. Artier, a Jesuit, who obtained

leave to inspect it, states, that it is a league in circumference, and

that it is tlie residence of all the high otheers of state, as well as of

all the mechanics employed in the emperor's service—a complete

town in itself. The front is embellished with paintings, gildings,

and v,aruished work, " which really give to the building a magnifi-

cent aspect," whilst the furniture and the ornaments ofthe principal

apartments, according to Artier, comprise ''everything that is

most rare and valued iu China, India, and Hurope." The gardens of

the palace form a vast park, within which all varieties of natural

scenery are admii-ably imitated. Hills and valleys, dales and nar-

row defiles, gently-flowing stre:vms and brawling cataracts, are all

to be found interspersed with rocks and woods of the moat pleasing

character, though ofoen of the most fantastic forms. The waters,

which flow in various directions throughout the park, are navigated

by numerous pleasure-boats, whilst their banka are adorned with

innumerable pictui-esque cottages, no two of which are alike. In

each of the artificial valleys a splendid country-house stands,

** capable of entcrtaiuing one of the first noblemen in Europe, with

all his suite," says De Guignes. 'The cedar of which these houses

are for the most part built, is not found nearer than 1,400 miles

from Pekin. A lake, a mile and a half broad, stands in the midst

of this ample park, from the centre of wliich rises a rocky island

of sufficient dimensions to hold a consideralde j)ahice—a palace, we
are assured, containing upwards of a hundred apartments. The

mountains and hills around are covered with trees and fine aromatic

flowers ; the canals .skirted with rocks so artfully arranged as to be

a perfect imitation of the wild and imposing beauty of nature.

" The whole," says De Gruignes, who fails to find words adeijuate to

express his admiration,—"the whole has an air of enchantment."

The Chinese can scarcely fancy that there is anything desirable

in the world which they have not in China. They can scarcely

conceive it po.=sible that " the outside b.arl).ai'ians " can possess a

beautifid object of natute or art of which some superior c.mnterpart

is not to be found within the extensive frontiers of their native

land. Some such feeling as this may ])ossibly have induced that

neglect for external commerce which forms so onspicuous a feature

of the political life of the country. Whilst their canals are crowded

with boats, whilst inland navigation has been jjushed to an extent

not reached by any other people, foreign commerce has been

jealously excluded, foreigners themselves despised and thrust off.

We need not, therefore, be surprised at the total want -of sea-going

ships, belonging to CclcstiaU, whicli the harbours of the empire

present. They understand the navigation of rivers and canals, but

they know nothing of ocean-sailing. It Was not, indeed, until the

war witli the British that (hey discovered their inability to cope

with the Europeans by sen, an inability which they attribute<l to

the evolutions of the steamers that moved in defiance of wind and

tide, and seemed by ao means snbject to the same laws as their

Junks. The matter was brought l>efurc the imperial commission of

Pekin. " Let steamei"s be built," was the order promulgated from

the celestial cabinet. One wan built as a trial. Externally every-

thing was complete ; tlie timbers were in their places, the funnel

was there, the paddle-wheels projected from the sides. The imita-

tion was perfect. " Cut still it will not go .against the winrl,"

whispered the mandarin, who was appointed to c immand it. " It

must go like those of the barbarians," was the imjicrial fiat when
the difliculty was mentioned in Pekin. ' And go it s/iall," exclaimed

tlie mandarin, his neck feeling uncomfortable as the peremptory

order was borne to him. Up to this point it had been no go, but

it was no go no longer. The jaih of the neighbourlnod were

cleared. Two handles were aflixed to the paddle-wheels, and a

hundred men were set to work at each. Great was the cheering as

tlie "steamer"' laboured out of the port; great were the expec-

tations. It was suggested to the mandarin that the barbarian

steamers liail always smoke going out of the funnel wlieu the vessel

was moving. " That's to keep the convicts warm below," said he;
" but it's summer now, and they don't want a fire.'' The delight-

ful intelligence was borne straightway to Pekin that the "steamer"
was all right and would speedily dri* the barbarians from the

river. The mandarin was raii;cd a step in the peerage forthwith,

and extravagant hopes were entertained of the wonders he was
about to perform. He was never seen more, however. A rough

wind aud a heavy sea were too much for the poor convicts, and the

"steamer" was dashed upon some rocks near the mouth of the

h.arbour, and all on board perished. Some fishing-junks witnes-.ed

the catastroplie and bore intelligence of it into tlie city. " We do

not yet know how to propiti.ate the god of the sea," said the Court

of Ceremonies, when appealed to by the emperor on the subject
;

" let the barb.arians alone on that element." So the Chinese built

no more " steamers."

CROCHET SLEEVE.
M-tTEUlALS.—Brooks' Great Exhibition Prize Goat's-liead Crochet

Thread, No. 18, aud Penelope Crochet-hook, No. 4. Make a chain

of 150 loop.s, join the 2 ends together with 1 plain to form the

round, aud fasten off.

2nd I'ound ; Treble crochet.

3rd : Cliain 5, misi 1, work 1 treble, repeat round, plain 1 to

form the round, and fiisten oflF.

4tli : Chain 5, work 1 treble in the centre of the 5 chain of

lastround, repeat round, plain 1 to form the round, and fasten ofi".

5th •- Chain 1, work 1 treble iu the centre of the 5 chain of last

round, repeat round, plain 1 to form the round, and fasten olT.

6th : Treble crochet.

7th ; Work 1 double, chaia 7, miss 4, work 1 d.juble, repeat for

3 times, fasten off, then work this slip separate witliout going

round, as follows, in rows :—

2nd row : Chain 3, work 3 treble in the centre of the first 7

eliain of last round, chain (>, work 3 treble in the next 7 chain of

last round, cliain (>, work 3 treble iu the next 7 chain of last round

chain 3, and fasten otf.

3rd : Work 1 double in the end of the 3 chain of last i-ow

chain 4, work 2 double in the centre of the 6 chain of last row
chain 4, work 2 double in the centre of the next fi chain of last

row, ch.ain 4, work 1 double in the end of the 3 chain of l,a.st row,

and fasten off.

4th ; Double crochet (you should have 18 double in this row),

fasten off.

5th : Work 1 double, chain 7, miss 4, work 1 double, repeat to

the end, fasten off aud repeat from the 2nd row 5 times
; yon then

form the following scollop after the row of double of the portion

done, at the end work 8 double, chain 9, miss 2, work 8 double,

fasten off.

2nd Round for the Scollop : Work in the 9 chain as follows :

—

work 1 treble, chain 2, and repeat the same in the 9 looira of the

9 chain, work 1 treble, and fasten off.

8rd : AVork 1 treble iu tlio first 2 chain of last round, then

ch.ain 3, and work 1 treble in the centre of t^e 5 chain all round

(which will be 8 times in all), fasten oft'.

4th : Plain 1 at the top of the first treble, chain 5, work 1
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treble 3 loops from the end iu the fouudation in tlie double row,

chain 'J, work 1 treble in the next loop, chain 2, work 1 treble

in the third or end loop, turn chain 5, work 1 treble in the

centre of the first 2 chain, chain 3, work 1 treble in the

next 2 chain, chain 3, work 10 treble in the 5 chain, plain

1 iu the next 3 chain of the foundation, which completes one por-

tion of the scollop ; work 7 portions more the same in the 7 lots of 3

chain as shown in the engraving, fasten the last side down with 3

plain to correspond with the first, and repeat each portion in the

last 3 loops of the 10 treble, in order to keep the points distinct.

You now commence another portion, the same as the one just

done, '12 loops from the last in the foundation-band, and, after

FOn THE M.OWEK.

Make a chain of 15 loops, turn back, miss 5, work 4 double, 3

treble, 1 double, 1 plain, chain 17, tura, and work the first loop

plain, 1 double, 3 treble, 1 double, 2 plain, chain 15, turn, and

work the 15 plain, chain 7, turn, and work the seven, 1 plain, 1

double, 3 treble, 1 double, 2 plain, work the 10 chain plain, which

form the stalk ; then work on the other side the flower to correspond,

1 plain, 1 double, 3 treble, 4 double ; then work as follows in the

5 chain at the top, for the flower :

—

1st row : In the first loop work 1 plain, chain 3, work 1 treUe,

chain 3, work 1 treble, chain 3, woi'k 1 treble, chain 3, pla'n 1,

repeat the same iu each loop of the 5 chain, and fasfen off.

LUoCliLT .•rLLi:\

uorkiug the 5 portions as here descriljed, you then work ten of tlie

following leaves :

—

PATTERN FOU LEAF.

iVlake a chain of 50 looj^s, turn back, and then work the 5o hops

double.

1st round ; Work 2 plain for the stalk part of the leaf, then chain

2, mi.s3 2, work 2 treble, repeat to the end, and at the end chain 3,

work 1 treble in the end, work back on the other side the same, to

correspond with the treble opposite the treble ; and after working

the 2 plain the same as the first side, chain 4 for the stalk, turn

back.

2nd : Work the 4 plain for the stalk, then chain 3, and work 2

double in the 2 chain of last round, repeat round, making both

sides con-espond, with 4 plain at the top of the plain for the stalk,

chain 4, and fasten off, which completes the leaf.

2nd : Work 1 double iu the first 1 plain of last row, then chain

4, and work 1 double between the 2 plain of last row, repeat to the

end, chain 4, plain 1 in th.e 1 plain, fasten of}'.

3rd : Plain 1 in the centre of the 4 chain of last row, chaiu 3,

Work 1 treble in the centre of the same 4 chain as before, chain 3,

work 1 treble in the same 4 chain as before, chain 3, work 1

treble in the same 4 chain as before, chain 3, plain 1 in the

same 4 chain as before, repeat the same in each of the 4 chains of

last row, and fiisten off.

4th : The same as 2nd.

5th : The same as 3rd.

6th : The same as 2nd, which comjiletes the flower
;
join this

flower between two of the leaves, and the two leaves between the

space of the sleeve, as shown in the illustration, fill the five spaces

the same, which ivill complete tho sleeve.





THE EAKTH.—FROM A PAINTING BY LANCRET.
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T 11 K EAIITII," A PAINTING BY L A N l' H H T,

The laintiu? from «hi>-U tl,e eugraviug uow before tl>e r«uler is

.,.pie.l is by Nicholas Laucret, a eeleln-ated paiuter of the In-cudi

s.-Uool
'•

It is entitled " The Karth," which title .louhtless owes its

,,ri-iii to such georgies as Virgil and other poets have comiiosed.

A verse under an old engraving from this picture tells us that ' the

,.irth is the mother of every blessing, but that it is only by the

1 ibour of her children that she will yield her increase ;" and this,

i„ true courtly style, Laucret has pictured out in his design At

the foot of an elegant fountain sit a marquis and a lugh-born la.l>,

,,„ioyin.' the pleasures of the field and admiring a bunch of flowers.

l!,:hiiid this couple, another company, that might possibly pass fur

the Graces in the dresses of ladies of fashion, are arranging a large

supply of the richest fruits ; while another lady stands under the

l„nncli of a fruit-tree to receive in her robe other gifts of Pomona,

^tandin- on a ladder, and gathering the fruit, is one who is

doubtless another maniuis, in the disguise of a peasant. The two

.. irdeners, one digging the earth, and the .itlier watering the plants,

we may regard as lords or viscounts, for there is over all the picture

that air of^elegant refinement which forbids all notion of plebeian

rustics The instruments of labour are beautiful in form, and

designed with the utmost amount of tast«. We look in vaiii tor

llod-e the ploutdiman, or Mabel with her shining sickle ;
these are

n.etamorpliosed into the denizens of palaces and courts, and, m pace

, ,f a delightful landscape, we have trees arranged with all the skill ot

,„oderii .'ardenin..;, and an elegant marble fountain supplied from

the waters of Vei-saiUes. Art is contrasted with nature, and the

eharm of the country is sacrificed to the ta.ste of the age. Against

this some have protested. Diderot launched ont against it as " a

factitious and degenerate school of art." He says, the depraved

suite of colouring, characters, expression, and drawing, has

followed, step by step, the depraved state of public morals."

In the preface which Saint Lambert attached to his poem, of

" The Seasons." we find an elaborate dissertation on the union of

pastoral life with the gallantry of the court, which was the fashion

i„ France during the most brilliant period of the last century
;
but

Paint Lambert only saw nature in his ov.-n beautiful gardens, as

viewed from the windows of his chateau, and Lancret illustrated

Lambert. Apart, however, from these criticisms, the picture is

very beautiful, and affords sufficient indication of what the painter

could accomplish. In some of his productions he fell into the

fashion of the times; but the design and execution are both

admirable, the groups are tastefully arranged, and there is an air

,,f surpassing grace over the whole composition. More than this,

the painting is a fair sample of Lancret's pecuUar style of art.

Nicholas Lancret was born at Paris in 1690. After studying

minting under several masters, he at length became intimate with

Watteau, whose friendship he cultivated, and whose style he

adopted. This evident imitation of the great master is seen in all

the works of his talented disciple, but still each has retained Ids

own distinguishing characteristics, .as may be observed by f"'""

paring their varied productions.

In 1793, Lancret was received into the Academy, under tlie title

of the Pi hiti-e (lis fHes yaiantes. He was the favourite of fortune,

and rose rapidly to high renown. The court patronised him, and

the king admitted him to his councils ; he frequented the saloons

of tlie bravest, the wisest, and the wittiest, and was everywhere

distinguished by the highest tokens of approKation. He was one

of the°gay<'*t g''''l*°''^ °*^ ''^"^ *''™^' """^ '"^ ''**' ^*^ passed in the

brighte°st sunshine of prosperity. But death wiU come, even into

kings' palaces, and at the age of fifty-three Lancret died. He left

no children.

The title of Peintre ilea jita ycdantes characterises the talent of

Lancret. Ue painted nature, but it was nature adorned, arranged,

and coloured after the most approved style of fashion—nature,

sueli as one sees at the opera. He manufactured an artificial

nature, made up of all the elegances of a well-ordered garden, " a

'

painted pasteboard, varnished, and perfumed nature, with rouge

• A full account of the life of Lancret, with specimens of bis

works, and remarks upon his peculiarities, may lie found in the

" Works of Eminent M.\sters," vol. i. pp. 97—-10-t.

Yoi. HI., N- s.— 87.

for a complexion and powder for hair." Like his friend Boucher,

he seems to have lived and died in a boudoir hung with rose-

coloured silk ; and indeed, when th.at painter assured him that

nature was too green and too badly lighted, Lancret replied, 1

concur in your sentiments, nature is wanting in harmony and

attraction." Ho painted what ho conceived nature ov.'j}d to be,

and his figures too often resembled marionettes.

TIIK -\V,U.I,A(11I.\X ROBBER.-IV.

MiCKLOS had heard and judged rightly in the main, though not in

every particular. There were two huntsmen who had separated

from their companions, taken the wrong road, and kept getting

further and further from the valley of the Teme.s, to which they

thought they were approaching, as they vainly attempted to make

their companions hear by incessant firing and shmitimr. They were

both fine men, still young, of elegant form, with gray over- coats on,

such as Austrian officers still wear, though of a different make.

Their coats were made of strong Flemish cloth, and gave the wearers

an air of superiority in this wild region, the few human inhabitants

of which were clothed no better than the foxes, wolves, and bears

of the mountains—often scarcely so well.

The w.anderers reached the top of a mountain, from which the

want of underwood between the tall beech-trees opened a wider pros-

pect. Here they stopped, looking attentively round upon the wild

mountain region, but not to observe its picturesque features.

"Orooked people are proverbially mischievous," said the elder,

"and crooked paths over mountains are not particularly useful."

"You are right, Frank," replied the younger ;
"goon joking.

We may want 'something to cheer us. Matters are beginning to

look very awkward."
" We have gone astray," said Frank with a smile, "and now is

the time for reflection." " And fasting too," added the other in a

desperate and yet light-hearted mood ;
" but famished as I am, my

reflection doei not enable me to discover on which side the Turks

lie." ,.
,

"It would be no joke if we were to fall in witli the fiendish

monsters. We should have a heavy reckoning to jiay."

"Heavier than even if Seckendorf were again to take the field to

destroy his Majesty's country and people."

Undecided which way to go, they moved forward a little to the

brink of a precipice, to see if they could discover any human dwelling

in the valley below. Suddenly the elder seized his companion's arm

and whispered in French, "Look down there !" The prospect to

which the young m.an's attention was called was not very inviting.

Eva fire were encamped five or six men of savage appearance.

Tiie huntsmen saw it was impossible to escape from them, so they

liut the best face upon the matter, and walked with an air of apparent

indifference up to the desperadoes.

The men near the fire were Petru Bagya and some of his men.

They jumped up in no little alarm at the sight of twomen with guus

coming straight up to them. They thought they must be the van-

cuard of a patrolling party, by which they were probably alrea.ly

surrounded. Some were already whispering something about fleeing.

"Stay where you are," ordered the robber-ehief ; " the pile-faced

fellows won't eat us." After a while he added :
"They are all

alone ; very likely they have lost themselves while hunting. It is

quite clear thev are nice young gentleiacn, and have plenty of

valuables about them. Their purses, watches, and rings are not to

be despised. We will strip them and then consider what to do

ne.xt."

The two young men were taken by surprise at the rough reoci-

tion they met with. In a moment they were deprived of then-

weapons, with a show of courtesy that seemed like i-olite attention

A 'Hant who in size and strength resembled the eolos,sal figures of

Hercules, took the elder by the collar of his coat. With his iron

fin»ers he unbuttoned the overcoat, under which he found a white

coal, with a red collar and a si.lendid st^ir l«tokening his high rank.

The Hercules in red trousers went Imck a step, and cried out sud-

.lenly : "Stop, comnwles ! There is more to be got from them
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tlian they cirry !ihoni tlieni. Do you sec this star ? Po yoii know
what siu-li a thing means ? On an ohl man it denotes a commander

of high rank ; on a young one, a ijrince. Tlio stranger is, Uierefore,

A priuee, and the otlier is his brother, if wc may judge iVom his

looks. Tho gentlemen cannot deny this."

The two huntsmen understood the dialects of the country

tolerably well. The elder, without hesitation, answered : "WehaA'u
not learnt to disown our name, and will not disgrace ourselves so

far for your sake. I am Francis, Duke of Lorraine, and this is my
brother Cliarles. You shall be worthily recompensed if you will

conduct us hack to the oamji."

The prince said this, not so fluently as it may be here read, but

clearly enough to be understood with the assistance of accompanying

gestures. The chief invited the dnke to take a seat, provided them

a substantial meal, and entered into a long conversation with them,

in tlie cour.se of which he described in strong language the dangers

to which tliey were exposed if he did not take them under his

protection. Tlie two princes listened patiently to his difi'use dis-

course .as long as they were engaged in ]iavtaking of the refreshment

they SI much needed. They were delighted with the thought cf

having met with a clue by which they might be extricated from

their difficulties. It would no donbt cost them much money, but

that wa.s nothing in comparison with what the Turks would have

ilemanded for their r.insom. For the apostate Bonneval the cap-

ture of their persons would be more valuable than the mo.st siiccess-

ful campaign. Besides, the robber-chief did not ajipear to think

about money, for his whole talk was .about the ravine, bears,' and

wiilves, and the torture of hunger.

"Friend," said Duke Francis at last, ''why so many wurds ?

The thing appears simple enough to me. You do us a service which,

[lerhaps, we no not know how to value according to your estimate.

But let that pass. You are not obliged to perform an act of m.ag-

nanimity without satisfactory reason. Name your own condition,^.

Of course, you and your companions will at least guarantee us safe

conduct, will yi u not ?
"

" I should think si," said Petru in a tone of assent ;
" we have

a long score to pay oti'."

"Consider that already paid," replied the illustrious duke;
" whatever any one of you has done up to this time is forgiven and

forgotten. Thus much for the past ; now let us come to the future.

What you chiefly want is money, is it not ?
"

"Plenty of money, my lord duke
; money in abundance, by all

means."

"Tell me plainly and briefly what you want."

The robber-chief could not express himself in few words ; how-

ever, at last he managed to explain his meaning. He declared his

intention of abandoning his present lawless mode of life, for which

purpose he considered it necessary that each of his followers should

be put in possession of a freehold farm. This demaud was easy to

grant, as there was plenty of fruitful laud in want of cultivators.

Nor was it less easy to accede to the request, that those who had

no fancy fir agricult)ire should have the means of becoming herds-

men. The sum of money which I'etru demanded for his companions

was by no means too great to be raised. For himself he required

a large mansion in the district of Szlatina, which, he said, was to

lie had cheap ; ready money to tlie amount of a hundred ducats

;

and lasi ly, the reversion of the oflice of governor of New Orsova.

Francis laughed outright. "The bear," cried he, "whose skin

you want is still running in the wood."

"Idon'tw.ant the skin," replied Petru seriously, "before you

have the bear ; but you must promise that I .shall have it as soon

as the hunt is brought to a successful couelnsion. It is only the

reversion I want, not immediate possession."

"So far as I am concerned," rejoined the duke, still smiling,

" you sliall have your wish, if it is at all possible."

The robber-chief nodded, and his eyes sparkled with deliglit.

He fancied himself already comfortably seated, ivith his narguileh

by his side, in the mansion, gazing upon the mighty stream which,

rising in a princijiality on the liorder of the wood, flows on to the

Black Sea. He dwelt with satisfaction on the wealth and honour

before him. " Yon could not," he exclaimed, " have a better man
for the ocraijiant of such a po.st : I am watchful, faithful, and just."

The princes now liegan to think of retiring, full of joy at the pros-

pect of getting out of their trouble. They had ap'^jnrcntly nothing

more to do than go the shortest way home with their guides, to put

an end to the torturing anxiety and suspense of their faithfnl

followers. '

' We have had to pay dearly," said Charles in French to

his brother, " for o,ir thoughtlessness ; the chamois wlucli temiited

us into the deserted spot had perhaps some object in view. I will

remember the lesson."

"Thank God, we are saved!" replied Francis; "let us no

longer dwell upon our disappointment."

It is not safe to speak well of a day before the evening. The
pi-inces fancied they had got over the dangers of this adventurous

day when, in fact, the real danger had yet to begin. For just as

the chief was moving oS' to escort the wanderers, the warlike

Maruschka with the Hungarian suddenly appeared on the scene,

heated with running, and red with fury to find the two princes

under Petru's protection, after having exerted herself so much to

get them into her own power. Duke Francis beheld the stately

amazon with more interest than was quite proper for one who
had been married two years. "A fine woman, indeed I" he

exclaimed. Charles checked hiin good-naturedly, and he was

quickly cured of his momentary wandei-ing of affection.

" Holla, there ! where are you off to ?" cried Maruschka to her

hu.sband.

" To Karausebes," was his reply ; and he exjilained to her sll

the circumstancos of the case.

"Not there," she rejoined; "the prisoners belong to me.

They have only come liere by accident a little before me : and tliis

is my territory."

"That is not true
;
your boundary extends to the left, over the

mountain."

" No, it goes right through the valley."

"But even if you are right, my lady, that would not make any

difference. You have no more claim over the gentlemen than I,

and must share with me as I am willing to share with you. This

day makes us rich people, secure against all prosecution, and

esteemed as loyal subjects of the emperor."

Maruschka flew into a violent rage, which completely changed

the aspect of her features, "A curse," said she, "upon the

emperor and all that belong to him ; they have murdered my
brave Dobru, and I must have revenge."

"Poor young fellow !" said Petru with great indifference ;
"

would have made a first-rate robber."

"He was one already," continued the furious amazon; "lam
determined to have vengeance for him. The heads of these two

must go to Stamboul."

"Gently, gently, my dear!" cried the robber-chief; "don't

you know who they are ?"

'

' You haven't told me their names yet."

"One is the emperor's son-in-law, and the other is the latter's

brother. Such heads are not for the executioner.

"

These words acted lilte an electric shock upon Maruschka's agi-

tated frame. With eager haste she called her husband to her side,

and whispered in his ear— " Y'ou monstrous fool ! do you mean to

give up such a fine catch for a glass of liquor and a few shillings ?

Don't you understand how to reckon better than that ? The Turks

will pay us more for the two than they, have in their pockets. I

will guarantee you ten thousand florins for your share alone."

" Ten thousand florins !" muttered Petru thoughtfully.

"Besides, you shall be governor of New Orsova," added his

wife.

The two princes did not understand a word of the conversation

which was going on letween the gigantic pair, but they were filled

with sad forebodings, for Petru kept glancing at them in a very

suspicious way, and Maruschka was evidently in good train for

winning him over to her purpose.

"The horrible creature !" exclaimed Francis at last, "she is

fast getting the better of him. We must make a higher bid."

"Let us bid ten times as much as we did at first," said Charles.

" A hundred times, if it is necessary," replied his brother.

Resolved, if pcssible, to ward olT the danger without a moment's

delay, both went up to the chief and his wife ; but the danger was

over already, for just aj3 they got up to them, Petni pushed his

wife away, adding in a tone of fierce indignation, " I have given
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my word, ami I won't he a traitor lor the sake of paltry mouey.

Away with you, you poisouous snake !"

"Well (lone, my hrave fellow!" cried l-'rancirf. He uiiiiiit,

li iwever, have spared his praise, for Petru's wrath was not

) vcited by any shock to his sense of honour. It was no heroic

pride that stirred up his wratli. The real aluse was a very

il liferent one.

i\larusehka had given vent to her spiteful jealousy by tellinj; him

i.r Wantscha's betrothment to Dschurdschu, and by so doing, she

: t ouce brought the negotiation to an unfavourable conclusion.

'Aw.ay with you, you detestable hag!" roared Petru, at the

- une lime seizing the hilt of his sword in a threatening nianrier.

Marusclika cautiously got out of his reach, well knowing hi-j

> ioleut temper. Slie cast a glance of indescribable malice at Duko

i'l'ancis, and cried as she went oft' :
*' Before the sun sinks bchiiul

liiu mountains I will press the fine lad to my heart, to reward him

lor the tenderness with which lie greeted me at first. I am not

ungrateful, my dear lamb, but Marusehka will keep the rich

reward for herself. Petru shall not get a farthing of it." Witli

these words she disappeared in the wood. Petru laughed aloud

after her as she went off.

"You need not laugh," said Micklos, going up to him, "the

woman has twenty Turks by the ^Yitches' Well, and the pass is

completely blocked up, so that we cannot possibly get through."

Petru was dreadfully alarmed, almost as much so as his two

j^rulrges, but he showed it much less than they. "It is well for

us that we know it," said he; **we must go round a little, to

avoid falling into the hands of the Turks. But first give me my
drinkiug-cup ; we will pledge our guests with a draught, that they

may be sure of our fidelity." Some of his followers ventured upon

a slight murmur of dissent, as if they had made up theii" minds to

betray the princes to the tender mercies of the Turks.

A severe look on the part of the chief, however, was sufiicient to

suppress the rising o]>position, and at the same time let the

princes know that their safety depended upon him. The cu]) was

In-ought to be handed round. It contained nothing but spring-

water
;
yet the abstemious draiight filled tjie hearts of the princes

«ith a cheerful eoumge, such as no wine or other intoxicating

I.ieverage ever inspired.

The chief lost no more time, but i>ut his comiauy in motion, in

a direction whiL-h would have e.\;cited the suspicion of the princes,

had they known they were goicg up to the sources of the Temes,

instead of down to Szlatina. "I cannot take you home to-day,"

said Petru on the way ;
** we must go some distance round, if we

are ever to get there at all. Better late than never^ as my old

grandmother used to say."

"A wise woman was your graudmotlier," replied Fi-ancis, in a
sportive tone; "may the earth lie gently upon her."

' The earth does not cover her at all," rejoined the chief, ''she

is still alive and hearty."

The pathless ooni-se which the fugitives took was as rough and

dltKcult as can well be imagined—always through the thickest

bushes, straight up steep niounttiin sides and down abrupt crags,

sometimes on one side of the Temes, at others on the opposite

side, and every now and then in a backward direction, like the

doubling of a hare with the hounds close at hand. And this

laborious caution was anything but needle.ss, as the princes had

many opportunities of learning in the course of a two days" wander-

ing ; for more than once they s;i«. at a safe disbmce, the in-

furiated Maruschta going with a strong guard of Turks thi-ough an

ojiening in the wood which they had themselves crossed only an

hour before ; and even more freiiuently Petni's companion.s, wlio

had been sent out to exjiiore, brought word of tli<;- near ap|ivoach

of the i)ur.suer.s, who, with wonderful "cunning and activity,

endeavinired to cut oft' all way of escape. But the robber-chief w:u*

nuu-c than a match for them. He always managed to have got on

before, when iVTarusclika thought she was sure of catching him.

The fatigues of flight were all the more oppressive to the ycmng

]iriuces, as they did not end in mutual cougratulaticjus in the

evening, like the toils of war or hunting. The effjrt did not in this

case serve to enhance the pleasure of suox'ss, as the setting of a jewel

incre:ises its brightness. Tiioy did not return at night to silk

garments, soft slippers, <tr handsome couches of hor.sehair or down
;

still less to a rich rejjast, daintily jirepared, and accomiiauied by

golden wine and the dark beverage of the Levant. They were fain

to content tliemselves with raw bacoii and bard bread, with cold

water in the wooden cups which had gone round when the cliief

anil his companions pledged them their faith. To be sure, game

was to be 'had ; but Petru durst neither shoot nor light a lire, for

its smoke by Jay and its light by night would have at once betrayed

them. Hence they were oldiged to sleep in tlie dark clefts of

the rocks.

(->u the third day, Duke Francis could hardly stir another step.

His legs were aching with fatigue, and his feet were quite sore. But

a trifle of this sort did not occasion tbe chief any embarrassment.

He gave his gun to one of his companions, and took the young

jjrince on his broad shoulders with the greatest ease ; in consequence

of which their pace amazingly qviickened, the other prince being

no less swilt of foot than the sons of the forest themselves.

From an eminence the fugitives beheld their pursuers in a valley

sctircely a quarter of an hour behind theui.

" Thank God they are there !" cried Petru.

"Why thank (xod?" a.sked Francis. in astonishment. "The
nearness of the Turks is anything but agreeable to me."

"They are behind, us," replied Petru smiling; "and now I

know well enough they cinnot intercept us on our way to Szlatina.

They have seen us ; now for it—run for your lives
!"'

Tile active man ran witli his valuable burde:i over stmiijjs and

stones, till at last he reached the edge of the wood, and the steep

rock near which tlie small church now stands. " We ai'e saved !"

cried he with a loud voice, when he saw the imperialist tents and

the roving dr:\goons. The sight once more re.stored the courage of

Duke Francis, yet he did not stop t'j feast his eyes upon the agree-

able jn-ospect. He slipped from the shoulders of his bearer, and

ran w ith all haste to his men.

Jlaruschka, Selim, Dschurdschu, and their companions had,

indeed, caught sight of the fugitives iu the valley. They had

observed that Petru was carrying one of the princs, and, thinking

themselves all the more cei'tain of sucees-s, they redoubled their

efforts. But they had reckoned without their host ; for when they

re.ached the edge of the wood, they were only just in time to hear

the shout of triumph with which the rescued lu-inces were received

by their impatient countrymen.

It is scarcely neccs.sai-y to add, that Petru obtained frcm the

generous gratitude of him whom he had rescued, a far nobler return

than be either demanded or expected. In addition to all his other

good fortune, be had the stimulus of hope to cheer his idle hours,

which, it is well kuo^™, are rely iiumert.ni8 with Walladiiaus.

He was invested by ch.arter with the reversion _of the governorship

of New Orsova, "as soon as the stronghold ^should be taken from

the Turks." With this ex|iectation, the former robber-chief died at

a good old age as a jjeaceful husbandman ; and among his last

words was the expres.sion of a wish, that he might live long enough

to witness the recovery of New Orsova.

THE EiNTllAXCE TO THE ARSENAL AT VENICE,

Tns Arsenal at Venice, which dates its foundation as fat hack as

the year 1 Sfl4, and which the Republic, in the days of its prosperity

and glory, repeatedly enlarged .and emhLlIislied, is surronnded by
strong walls and towci-s. Its entire circumference is estimat«d at

more than two miles. The principal eutr.ance on land, which is

here engraved, is in it^ielf a mitgnificent monument. The arch of

the door is decorated with sculptures Gxecutad at the close of the

sixteenth century by the disciples of S.ansovino ; the four marble

columns which support the pediment and ent.ablature arc more

ancient, ha^nng been executed or conveyed here .about A. D. 1-160,

according to general belief. It was natural that the lion of St.

Mark should be placed above the luch us the gUariUon sud pvO'
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lector of the iinvy. On tlie summit ol the |ie(liineiit stiinds tlic

statue of St. Justina, sculptured liy (iiruhamo Campagua. It is a
remiuiscence of the victory obtained by the Venetians over the
Turks on St. Justina's day, in tlie year 1571. The other statues
placed on pila-sters liehiud the railings, representing Victory, Wis-
dom, Power, and other allegorical personages, recall the same
event.

winding about the mane of the nolile animal, which have long

tasked the ingenuity and learning of those who have attempted to

decipher them. As yet all the etl'orts bestowed ui)on their inter-

pretation liave provetl of little avail. Among others who have

turned their attention to tliem, ^^e may mention Akerblad and

Villoison, who supposed them to be llunic ; Bossi and Hancarville,

who asserted that they were Pelasgian ; and Rink, who declared he

^}

ENTRANCE TO THE ARSENAL AT VENICE.

The four lions in pentelican marble, one on the left, and the

three others on the right of the entrance, are not the least remark-

able ornaments about it. They were brought from (xreeee by

Francesco Morosini, surnamed the Pelopounesian, in 1C87. The

one which occupies the most prominent place in the accompanying

engraving formerly adorned the celebrated Pirajus at Athens, which

also bore the name of the Lion Harbour, There are two inscriptions

had detecte 1 Greek words, \\diich m hen translated gave this sense :

" A lion consecrated at Athens." Canova felt no hesitation in pro-

nouncing this sculpture to be a Cxreoian work, and some scholars

have conjectured that it was set up in the Pirieus in memory of

the battle of Marathon. The first lion on the other side was found

on the road from the Pirfeus to Athens, The head is modern and

badly sculptured—a remark als,) applicable to the other two lions.
^

¥
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SCENES IN AM E j; I C AN HIS T II Y

.

A TiioucnTFUL writer, celubrated for the profundity ami originality wliicli altaclics to tlic early history of the Uuiteil States, that ^raad
of h-.s reflections, remarks upon the interest with whioli we cou- confederacy, which has already extended its territory, multiplied its
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THE FIKST MEETING OP THE ASSEMBLY IN VIKGINIA,
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JuU.N EUOT PKEAWIIXG lo TUE I.NDIAXS,

template a trickling rill which we know to be the source of a population, and incrcase<l its resources, with a rapidity and to a
mijhty river, whose waters roll on with ever-increasing breadth degree beyond all parallel, and api«?ars destined to play a still

till they reach the still more majestic ocean. Such is the interest more prominent part in the .!;reat drama of human affaii-s.
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It is i\ little reinarkiiUe that, fur alimit a ceutury after tlie first

cliscoyery of America —during whieli interval Spain was extending Iier

conquests and possessions in tli'j soutliern ooulinent, a^id France sent

out several expeditions to tlie unrtli with various success—England

made scarcely any eflort to establish a colony in the New World.

It is true tliat some exception must be made in favour of the

Cabots, two enterprising merchants at Bristol, who, within five

years from that memorable acliievemeut, began a career of dis-

coveries on the coasts of Labrador and Newfoundland, which formed

no imworthy sequel to so glorious a commencement. Speaking of

the son, Bancroft says :

'' The career of Sebastian Cabot was in the

issue as honouralde as the beginning was glorious. He conciliated

universal esteem by the placid mildness of his character. Uidilce

the stern enthusiasm of Columbus, he was distinguished for serenity

and contentment. For sixty years he was reno^Mied for his

achievements and skill."

But though the iuterciurse opened by these explorers between

England and North America was never wholly suspended, it never,

on the other hand, ripened into any important results. It was not

till the connexion established between England and Spain by the

marriage of Mary and Philip, that any adequate notion of what

Spain had accomplished, or any desire to imitate her example,

appears to have been entertained in this country. As soon as the

desire was felt, it received all the encouragement which so enlight-

ened and powerful a sovereign as Queen Elizal)eth could aflord it.

She took the deepest interest in the project of planting an English

colony in the polar regions of America, which were supposed to

abound in gold and other mineral wealth. The zeal with which

the accomplished Sir Walter Raleigh entered into such schemes is

too well known to require any detailed description here. Undis-

mayed by the disasters which attended his first exjiedition, in

which the largest of his three vessels was wrecked, and a hundred

persons lost—including Sii' Humphrey Gilbert, his step-brother,

and Parmenius, a Hungarian, who went out for the purpose of

writing a history of the expedition—he determined to gain a footing

for England on those shores ; and without difficulty obtained a

patent, giving him absolute authority, as Lord Proprietary, over all

the territory which he might discover between the thirty-third and

fortieth degrees of north latitude. Accordingly, he despatched two

vessels, which reached the coast of North America in July—a time

of the year most suitable for impressing the new-comers with

favourable opinions of the country. They landed in Florida, and

afterwards sailed to the island of Roanake, where they met with a

most hospitable reception from the wife of the reigning chief After

a short stay they returned home, having their vessels well laden

with cedar, skins, furs, and sassafras. On their arrival, they gave

most animated accounts of the country they had visited ; and the

result was, that the vu-gin queen, -vvho felt a pardonable exulta-

tion in having contributed to the discovery of so glorious a land,

gave expression to her satisfaction by bestowing upon it the name

of Vii'ginia.

The territory to which this appellation was given, included that

portion of North America which lies between the thirty-fourth and

forty-fifth degrees of north latitude. It was divided into North

Virginia, which was granted to a corporate body known as the

Plymouth Company, and South Virginia, the property of another

corporation called the London Company. Besides rendering homage

to the British crown, they were bound to pay a rent of one-fifth of

the gold and silver obtained, and one-fifteenth of the copper. The

king was to be acknowledged the supreme authority over the

colony, the government of which, with the exception of purely local

affairs, w-as placed in the hands of a council in England. James I.

even drew up a code of laws for the regulation of the colony, which,

as might be conjectured from the narrow-minded pedantry of its

author, breathed anything but a liberal and enlarged spirit. After

a series of vicissitudes, including severe suff'erings and heavy losses,

wluch we cannot here detail, the colony at length struck its roots

into the soil and began to flourish. In spite of the misdirection of

the labour of the colonists to the manufacture of potash, soap, glass,

.and tar—articles in which they could not reasonably hope to com-

pete with the nations on the Baltic—their industry before long

became productive, wealth flowed in, and with the power it

bestowed came the desire of more extended liberty. The natural

restlessness of a rising colony was still further increased by the

evils of misgovernment. It was no uncommon thing for persons to

obtain appointments, through the influence of the English council,

for which they were altogether unfit. The prosperity resulting

from the good government of one governor was counterbalanced by

the ill effects of the tyranny of another. At length, in June, 1619,

the foundation of constitutional liberty was laid by the convocation

of the first colonial assembly at Jamestown—consisting of the

governor, the oouueil, and two representatives from each of eleven

boroughs—the reform of many abuses, and the establishment of-

equal law.s, representative government, and trial by jury. It is

this interesting scene which our artist has chosen for illustration in

the first of the accompanying engravings. Henceforward, the pro-

gress of the colony in freedom and general prosperity was uninter-

rupted. King James complained of what he termed, this "seminary

to a seditious parliament," and attempted to restrict its liberties

;

but it was now too late.

The scene represented in our second engraving is one of still

deeper interest. It brings before us a most devoted missionary

instructing the wild untutored red Indians in the sacred truths of

Christianity, convincing them of the evUs of their present condition,

and directing their thoughts and aspirations to a better life here-

after. As these savage tribes saw the white men gradually en-

croaching on their territory, and living by its iudu.strious cultiva-

tion in a degree of comfort and plenty which painfully contrasted

with their own miserable neediness, they not unnaturally began to

look upon them with an evil eye. Jealousy gave rise to quarrels,

acts of violence committed by one party were avenged with fi'ightful

cruelty by the other, whole tribes were massacred, and colonies

disappeared never more to be heard of, notwithstanding the most

searching investigations. But with all this violence and barbarity

there were instances of better feeling between the wdiite ami the

red man. Eager as most of the Europeans were to acquire land

and increase in wealth, no matter at what cost to the uncivilised

Indians, there were others wdio had higher objects in view. They

sought to raise the Indians to a level with themselves by teaching

them all the arts of civibsed life, and especially by imparting to

them the blessings of a pure and holy religion.

One of the earliest of the labourers in this noble field of enter-

prise was Alexander Whittaker, whose active exertions in preach-

ing to the Indians on the frontier of Virginia procured for him

the honourable and well-earned title of "The Apostle of Virginia."

Another of this devoted band was Mayhew, "that young New
England scholar," as he has been styled, who sailed to England

with a view to excite the zeal of his countrymen in the good

cause, but was unhappily lost with the vessel in which he

sailed. Such, however, was the influence of his example, that

his father, though seventy years of age, undertook to continue

his labours, and preached and instructed the Indians with great

success till he had passed the advanced age of fourscore. As
a striking pronf of the success of his efforts, it may be mentioned,

that though the Indians were twenty times more numerous than

the whites in Massachusetts, they abstained from all attempt to

injure them, and lived in firm friendship with them. Villages

of "praying Indians" were established; and at the University of

Cambridge an Indian obtained the degree of Bachelor of Arts.

Bat a still more remarkable instance of missionary zeal was
afforded by John Eliot, "the apostle of the Indiams," who began

to preach in the year 1646. We cannot do better than quote what
Bancroft says of this excellent man:—"His benevolence almost

amounted to genius. An Indian grammar was a pledge of his

earnestness : the pledge was redeemed by his preparing and pub-

lishing a translation of the whole Bible into Massachusetts dialect.

His actions, his thoughts, his desires, all wore the hues of disin-

terested love. Eliot mixed with the Indians ; he spoke to them of

God, and of the soul, and explained the virtues of self-denial. He
became their lawgiver. He taught the women to spin, the men
to dig the ground. He established for them simple forms of govern-

ment
;
and, in spite of menaces from their priests and chieftains,

he successfully imparted to them his own religious faith. Groups
of Indians used to gather round him, as round a father ; .and, now
that their minds were awakened to reflection, often perjilexed him
with their questions,"
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THE ORNITnorxIIYNCnUS, OR DUCK-BILLED ANIMAL,

Oil SPINY ANT-EATKU.

AND THE ECHIDNA,

Al the opposite extremity of the globe, sepavateJ from this couutry

by m:my thousand miles of sea, is au iuimeuso coutiuent, wliich,

although its discovery cjin scarcely be dated two centuries back, is now

the home of a vast nuuiber of our countrymen. Blest with a tempe-

rate and almost European climate, the cultivated plants and do-

mestic animals of Europe thrive here .as well as in their natural home,

and the emiji-aut may surround himself in his new abode with all

those familiar objects which met his eye in the country from which

he has been driven by necessity or the love of cliange. But

although the climate of Australia appears so eminently favourable

to the existence of these inhabitants of distant lands, the natural

productions of this extraordinary laud and its adjacent islands are

in most cases widely difl'ereut from those of the rest of the world.

The mammalia, or beasts, of Austr,alia in parlicvilar, exhibit this

dift'erence in a most striking manner. With the exception of a few-

rats and bats, and of the native dog, or dingo, which very prob.ably

was introduced at some distant period, nearly all the animals of

this class found in this region, possess a singular character— that of

bringing their young into the world in an exceedingly imperfect

stjite, and receiving them after birth in a pouch, where they adhere

to the te.ats of the mother until their development is sufficiently

iulvanced to render the)n independent. The .animals which exhibit

this iieculiarity .are ca'Ued marsupial animals by naturalists (from

the Latin word maisujyiitin, a pouch) ; with the exception of

the opossums of America, and a few other creatures found in the

islands of the Eastern Archipelago, they are now confined to

Austr.alia, although in earlier periods of the earth's history, similar

animals existed even in our own country.

We have said that ncarbj all the native Australian mammalia

present the curious character just mentioned ; for the two extraor-

dinary creatures which we now bring before the notice of the reader

do not exhibit it, although their ne.ar allitmce with the truly

mai-supial animals is indicated in many ways, .and especially by the

presence of two short bones, imbedded in the muscles of the belly,

which in the latter serve to support the pouch, but still exist in

the ornithorhynchus and echidna, although these possess no such

protection for tlioir young. But they are distinguished from the

marsupials and from all other mammalia by a still greater sin-

gularity of structure. Like birds .and reptiles, they have but a single

opening for the intestines and excreting organs, and this, coupled

with tile beak-like covering of the snout and some other peculiarities,

has induced many t-o regard them as intermediate links between

the three higher chvsses of vertebr.ate anim.al3.

When the duck-billed auimjil (Onilthofhi/nchus parado.rus) was

fii'st brought to Europe, the learned were inclined to entertain .an

opinion that some wag had been endeavouring to make them the

victims of a sort of practical joke ; and cert.ainly its singular con-

formation was far from rendering such an idea incredible. Its

body, clothed with soft far, has some resembl.ance to a sm.all

otter ; its tail is almost a miniature copy of that of the beaver

;

whilst the curious flat bill with which itii head is adorned might

readily be set down as that of some unknown species of duck. But

this explanation w.os still attended witli the trifling difficulty, that

no one could point out the animals from which the ornithorhynclms

might have been compounded ; so that, supposing it to be a

zoological forgery, it miist have been made up of at le.ast two or

three creatures with which naturalists were unacquainted. The

arrival of more specimens, however, soon put the matter beyond a

doubt, and the title of this anomalous creature to rank as a genuine

aniuul h.as never since been disputed.

The general appearance of the ornithorhynchus will be well

understood from our engraving. Its colour is a darkish brown

ufcove, whitish beneath ; the bill and the webs of the feet .are

blackish. The fore feet are very cnrioua, the webs with which

they are furnished being so large as to project beyond the extremi-

ties of the toes, and the hind legs in the m.ale are armed with a

strong spur, whicli is perforated, and commimicates at the base

with a glandular organ, a strnctiue v.hich gives some support to

the st.atemonts of the natives of Australia, that the wounds in-

flicted by these weapons are poisonous.

The habits of this aninuil, a; might be inferred from its appear-

ance, .are strictly aipiatic. Amongst the settlers in Australia .and

Van Diemen's Land they are known .as " water moles," but their

numbers appear to be decreasing rajiidly in the more populous

parts 6f the colonies. They are exceedingly shy, and the greatest

caution is required in watching their actions, as the slightest

noise causes them to disappear instantly. The banks of the

streams iuh.abited by tliem are excavaleil in every direclion by

their burrows, which are often of considerable length, extending

sometimes as much as fifty feet, although rarely exceeding thirty-

five. The creature a])pcars to dig through the earth with almost

as much facility as the European mole, for M. Vcrrcaux, tn whom

naturalists are indebted i'or much interesting information about this

animal, states that he saw one excavate a burrow upwards of two

feet long, in a hard gravelly soil, in less than two minutes. To

these buiTows the animal retreats to enjoy his food, which consists

of aquatic inserts, larvte, and small molluiica, captured in the

water and stowed away in a p.air of cheek pouch.;s with which it is

furnished, until a sufficient quantity is collected to make a s,atis-

factory meal. In feeding, the ornithorhynchus skims the surface

of the mud and water with a ([uick movement of the mandil)les,

very much in the manner of a duck when engaged in the same

interesting occHp.ation. They not un frequently leave the water and

climb the trees which gi'ow in its neighbourhood, on the branches of

which small parties of them may be found lying coiled up, like

dogs in their ordinary sleeping attitude.

The aborigines of New Holland, influenced by the duck-like bill

of this animal, maintain that it produces its young from eggs ; but

this opinion is quite destitute of foundation, although the young

when born are undoubtedly in a very imperfect state. They are

quite destitute of fur and totally Mind ; the bill is very soft aiul the

tongue pi-ojeots to the front of the mouth, suiting the little creature

to its milk diet. The mode of suckling, if such a term may

be applied to the process, is exceedingly curious. According to

JVT. Verreaux, the milk is' emitted in the water by the female from

the mammary glands, which open by a simple slit on each side ol

the belly ; it then rises to the surface of the water, where it floats,

and the young animal sucks it in from this situ.ation. In captivity,

some young .animals, kept for several weeks by Jlr. Bennett, were

very playful, and fed readily upon " bread soaked in water,

' chopped egg, and meat minced very sm;ill ;" so that in thc're days

of rapid voyages, we may yet hope to see the ornithcirhynchus

added to the interesting collection of animals in tlie Zoological

Gardens.

The echidna, or spiny ant-e.ater (Echidna hi/itrij), is an animal

nearly allied to the ornithorhyuchus, and inhabiting the same coun-

tries. It is a small creature of very singular appearance, some-

wh.at resembling a hedgehog with a liird's bill attached to its snout.

The entire upper part of the body is covered with sharp spines, the

lower portions with bristly hair, and the tail, which is very short,

is .armed with perpendicular spines. The snout is very curious ; at

first sight it resembles the bill of a bird, but on examination, the

mouth is found to be very small and situated quite at the tip, not

le.aving more than sufficient room for the protrusion of the worm-

like tongue, with which it is s.aid to collect the insects on which it

feeds in the same w,ay as the ant-e.ater. Like the ornithorhynchus,

the male echidna has a strong spine on each hinder leg ; but

neither the fore nor hind feet are webbed, and the animal is not

aquatic in its habits. It burrows in the ground with great ea.se
;

its food is said to consist of ants and other insects ; when alarmed

or irritated, it rolls itself up int<j a ball like a hedgehog, and

presents the point-s of its spines to the assailant. But little appears

to be known of its habita in a state of nature ; but we have au

interesting account from the pen of Professor Owen, of the behaviour

of one which was living in the Zoological Society's menagerie in the

year 1S15. From this we give a few extracts ;
—"The animal,
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wlicii rocoivcd at tlie gaixleus," says Troftssor Owen, '' was active,

and appaicutly in sound hcaltli. It was iilaced in a large but

shallow box, witli a deep layer of sand on one-half the bottom ; the

top covered with close cross-bars. The animal manifested more

vivacity than might have been expected from a quadruped which, iu

until it had assure<l itself that the same hard impcfletrable bottom

everywhere oj)posed its progress downwards. The .animal then

began to explore every fissure and cranny, poking its h»ng .and

slender nose into each crevice and hole, and through the interspaces

of the cross-bars above. To reach these, it had to raise itself

I

THE DUCK-BILLED PL.^TVPUS (ORKITnOKHYNOHUS PARADOXUS).

i
the proportions of its limbs to its body, as well as in its int'irual

organisation, makes the nearest approach, after the ornitho-

rhynehus, to the reptilia. In the act of walking, which was a kind

of watldling gait, the body was alternately bent from one side to the

other, the belly was lifted entirely off' tlie ground, and the legs.

upright, and often overbalanced itself, falling on its back, and

recovering its legs by performing a summerset. I watched these

attempts of the animal to escape for more than an hour, and it was

not until it had got experience of the strength of its prison, that

the echidna liegan to notice the food which had been placed then.

> •' ".rV v*^^'' "1!^

THE SPINY AKT-EATEP. (ECUIDNA HYSTRIX).

though not so perpendicular as in higher mammalia, were less bent
outwards than in lizards .... It commenced an active explora-

tion of its prison soon after it was incaged : the first instinctive

action was to seek its ordin.ary shelter iu the earth, and it turned

up the sand rapidly by throwing it aside with strong strokes of its

powerful fossorial paws, and repeating the act in many places,

This consisted of a saucer of bread and milk aud some meal-worms.

The milk was sucked, or rather licked in by rapid protrusion and

retraction of the long red cylindrical tongue. The tongue came

more tlian once iu contact with the larva?, which were some-

times rolled over by it, but no attempt was made to swallow

them."
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It is a commou remark, and one liornc out \>y exiierience,

genius is not hereditary on the father's side. We rarely find botli

father and son highly distinguished, at least in the same depart-

ment. But, like all other general rules, this has its exceptions.

If the seconil William Pitt was interior to the Great Commoner in

oratorical power, in commanding force of character, and in states-

manlike breadth of view, he was still a man of great eminence, and

prob.ibly exerted even a more powerful and lasting influence over

the destinies of the country than his illustrious father. Again,

SIR AVILLIA.M llEUSl'lIEL.

that tioiis and discoveries. And wliat renders their case .still more

remarkable is, that another member of the same family. Miss

Caroline Herschel, the sister of the father, is entitJed to a share of

the honour which encircles the name, having n..t merely assisted in

their ol-servatioiis and computations, but herself discovered a

'c'>met.

It is much l.j be regretted that so few particulars are kuowii with

respect to the life of Sir William Ilerscliel ; for not only do his dis-

tinguished astronomical discoveries give au interest to everything

• -i^-^^

sir. WILLIAM IIEItSCIIEL.

th'jugh iTcorge Stephenson, who conferred inoal<Miialile benelits upon

his species, and an immortality upon himself, by originating the

great railway system, w.as a most remarkable instance of how much

may be accomplished l)y heaven-born genius in spite of deficient

education, it may be questioned whether his son Robert, who,

besides being equally gifted by nature, has enjoyed the advantage of

a superior scientific education, will not leave beliind him more

stupendous monuments of engineering skill. Another striking

exception to the above nUe is supplied by the two Herschels, both

of whom have won lasting renown by their astronomical investiga-

connected with him, Init his history-at lea-st the early part of it-

was in itself more full of incident than is comm.mly the case with

men of scientilic or literary pursuits. Like Handel, the gi-eat

musical composer, he was a German by birth, and an Englishm.in

by adoption. He was born at Hanover, November 15, 173S. His

father, who was a musician, brought him up, with four other sons,

to that profession, giving them all a good genera! education. Having

been placed in the band of the Hanoverian regiment of guards at

the age of fourteen, he came over with them to England somewhere

about the vear 1757 or 1759. According to other accounts, he
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came over here iilone. The place where he first settled was Durham,

whence he removed to Halifax. Here he remained for several years

as organist and teacher of music, at the s.ime time devoting his

leisure hours to the study of languages. A variety of apocryphal

stories arc told of this part of his career, some of which are cer-

tainly incorrect.

It was not till about the year 1760, when he was organist to the

Octagon Cliapel at Bath, that Herschel began to direct his attention

to that noble science which he afterwards cultivated with so much

success. His knowledge of mathematics was very considerable, anil

his skill in applying it suificed to demonstrate that he might have

won the highest distinction in that department of science, if he had

coniiued himself to it. With this preliminary advantage he com-

menced the study of astronomy under very favourable circumstances.

Before long he began to feel the want of a better telescope than he

possessed or could purchase. Here was a difficulty wliich, to an

ordinary mind, would have appeared insuperable. It is at such

turning-points as these that tlie true character of a man appears.

The commonplace person, who lives only according to a prescribed

routine, and has no resources within himself for trying emergencies,

no sooner^ encounters an obstacle than his heart fails him, and he

foregoes the object of his pxirsuit almost without a struggle. Not

BO the man of genius. To him difficulties are but incentives to

pleasurable exertion. It matters not how unexpected or how un-

precedented to him they may be, lie is never at a loss for seme

means of overcoming them. Such was the case with Herschel at

this juncture. Not being able to purchase, or in any other w.iy pro-

cure, a telescope of the size and power hs wanted, he determined to

make one. As may be supposed, his first attempts were not suc-

cessful; but, nevertheless, he still persisted in them, undaunted by

repeated failures, till at length he succeeded in constructing a

Newtonian reflecting telescope of five feet focal length.

Nor was Herschel long in turning to acount the resources which

he had acquired by his constructive skill and industry. He

applied himself diligently to a careful observation of the heavenly

bodies, and the study of all the phenomena which throw light upon

their constitution, movements, and laws. The results of liis

observations were communicated in his papers of '
' Philosophical

Transactions," one of the earliest of which contained an announce-

ment of his having discovered what was then supposed to be a

comet, but was soon ascertained to be a new planet. The discovery

took place between ten and eleven o'clock on the evening of

March 13, 17S1. While observing some stars in the constellation

Gemini, Herschel noticed one that ai)peai'ed larger than the rest,

and, on examining it with greater magnifying piowei', he soon found

its position with relation to the other stars was changed, which

proved that it was in motion. It is remarkable that the planet

had been repeatedly observed, and its position recorded as a fixed

star by various astronomers, one of whom, Lemonuier, could not

have failed to discover that it was a planet, if he had but brought

into one view all his oteervations of the same object. In a spirit of

misguided loyalty—or, as many would say, unworthy flattery

—

Herschel proposed to call the planet Georgium Sidus, or the

Georgian Star, in honour of George the Third, who was then king.

But astronomers, who have other objects in view th.an the gi'ati-

fieation of royal vanity, could hardly be exjjected to accede to such

a title ; still less could foreigners consent to pay such homage to a

sovereign who had no claim upon their allegiance. Laplace, the

celebrated French astronomer, with a praiseworthy desire to honour

the discoverer, proposed that the planet should bear his name ; and

many acted upon his suggestion. But even this did not meet with

general acceptance ; and after some discussion, the name of Uranus,

by which the planet is nov/ known, was proposed by Bode and fixed

upon as must appropriate.

The next illscovcry of Herschel took place in the early part of

the year 1787, when he established the existence of two satellites

of Uranu-s, and made an a4)prosimation to the time of their revolu-

tion. Ten years later he discovered the four other satellites of this

planet. He had great difficulty in discerning them, and they have

scarcely ever been seen since, whence some have been inclined to

question their existence ; but there .appears to be no sufficient

ground for doubt on the suljject.

The effect of Herschel's discovery of Trarius, was to brin^' him at

once into public notice. His fame spread all over the coutiuent,

and he was appointed private astronomer to George III., with a

salary of £iOO a-ycar. He now removed first to Datchet, and

afterwards to Slough, where he pursued his researches with un-

remitting ardour and great success. Ho man-led a widow named

ilvs. Pitt, who was the mother of Sir John Herschel, the present

worthy inheritor of the illustrious name. Of his private life after

this time little can be said, because little is known on good authority,

So scanty is the information respecting it, that even the dates oi

his knighthood, and receiving the degree ' of Doctor of Laws at

Oxford, cannot be .ascertained. But what we do know is, that for

a long series of years, from 1780 to 1S21, he communicated to the

Pliilosophical Society a gi'eat number of papers upon the subject of

his astronomical studies, thus showing that to the very last he

retained his ardour in the pursuit of truth; for on the iSrd of

August, 1822, death brought his labours to a close, when he had

nearly completed his eighty-fourth year.

It is beyond our province to give any detailed account of the

discoveries of tliis great astronomer ; but the bare fact that his

various contributions to our knowledge of the solar system increased

the number of heavenly bodies in it by one-half, shows how
well-founded is his claim to universal admiration. Besides Ura-

nus with its six satellites, and the two satellites of Saturn, he

discovered the rotation of S.aturu's ring, measured the rotation of

Saturn and Venus, and by many observations and well-founded

reasonings coutrlljuted largely to the advance of modem astronomy.

Indeed it may safely be asserted, th.at to no one are we so deeply

indebted for what we know of the solar system. But his discoveries

were not confined to the solar system. It was he who first opened

our eyes to the infinite vastness of the universe, by showing that

our system is only one of a countless number of others, which

extend throughout the boundless regions of space, not only far

beyond mortal ken, but even beyond the most daring flights of

human imagination. His discovery, in 1803, that many objects

which looked like single stars, and had liitherto been taken to be

such even by astronomers, were, in fiict, pairs of stars revolving

round each other, was the first step to more just conceptions than

had previously prevailed upon this subject ; and his grand specula-

tions upon the milky way, nebute, etc., contributed still further to

this deslr.able result. Imperfect as is this sketch of what Sir

William Herschel accomplished, it may be sufficient to show that

he made many valuable additions to our astronomical knowledge

;

and when we reflect how important a be.ai-ing this knowledge has

upon various practical aits—especially that of navigation and all

that depends upon it—^we see how great a benefactor he was to

mankind, and how worthy he is to occupy an honourable place in

the grateful recollections of posterity.

AMIiOYNA, OR THE ISLAND OF DEW.

The Isle of Dew, as the Dutch call the chief of the Molucca.?, is

little kno^\n to the world. Tliough only occupying a space of

thirteen geographical miles, it has 30,000 inhabitants. It presents

a very varied aspect. It rises from the sea towards a centre, with

a gradual but broken slope dipping into valleys, casting up clusters

of hills, or expanding into little tiible-lands. Some of the hills

present a very pleasing appearance, green and verdant to the

summit, while some have only woods at the base. English and
Dutch travellers vie with each other in their descriptions of this

capit,al of the Spice Islands. Temminck talks of an .atmosphere laden

with the soft odour of aromatic plmts and flowers, and of rich

plains shaded by s,ago .and cocoa-palms. The prospect he decl.ares to

Ise enchanting in its beauty. Ver Huell is more enthusiastic than

his comrade in description. The flowers of the island fill the air

V. ith fragrance. According to him, it is a perfect Eden, where a

Sybarite might dweU in ease and luxury and voluptuousness all the

days of hi.s life. Some parts, however, are barren, but others ara

luxuriantly fertile. Here the nutmeg and the clove grow in rich

perfection, and bring riches to the Dutch of more s>u-e return than

silver and gold-mines.

In addition to the apices, the island produces woods affording

fragrant essences and oils with mediemal vlitues, exquisfte woods
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foi' ealjinet-woi-k, from wU'cli slal/s fir tiiblea five or six feet in

iliameter are cut, one of wliich, of rare beauty, we liave ourselves

seen. Coft'ee, iniligo, cotton, and pepper grow, Imt are nc^^leetial,

as ia cinnamon. But the island is almost wholly destitute of the

nece.ssarics of life. The Dutch have alway.s kept down ordinary

agriculture, and forced the people to depend on their commerce for

support. Rice ia a great article of food, and this is supplied by

.Tava, Celebes, and Bengal. Yams grow in gi-eat abundance, and

are an extensively-used article of food. But the best resource of

tlie islanders is the sago, or Papua broad. This is the pith of a

palm, the humblest, the nipa excepted, of its tribe. It furnishes

the principal food of the people, its delicate flour being baked into

cakes. This is its native country—that is, in the region Ictwccn.

Borneo on the one side, and New Guinea on the other. The

(|uautity of pith from a single tree is immense, often as much as

tiflrt pounds. The refuse left in heaps produces excellent mush-

rncuns. The epicures of Molucca even eat certain white worms

generated in the same refuse.

One ]ialm-tree on this island produces a poison, used to poison

water, in the early days of the Dutch, by the natives. They now

make an intoxicating drink from it. The betel nut, tobacco, and

the wild liaiuma, arc also f.und. It is singular that all the e

tilings are consumed on the spot, while the spices are utterly

neglecKed. They send all away, without ever using them at all

themselves. Teak is a tree much used, as also ginger.

Deer and hogs are the chief animals, the island being poor in

quadrupeds. But birds swarm iu the forest-s, in every variety of

jd-amage—purple, bright blue, gold, green, and gaudy crimson.

Tlie edible birds' -nests are fiiund here and exported to China with

tressang, sharks'-fins, and small parcels of gold. To the samo

counti'y they also send birds of P.aradise (variously called Birds of

God, Birds of the Sun, and King BirdsV There is also a trade in

feathers.

The people are of middle size, nulitary in their ch.iractoi-, very

impetuous, but easily appeased. They were represented by the

Dutch, who behaved to them with sjivage cruelly, ns a ferocious

race without any merciful ideas. They are now, however, a quiet

race. They must have been a simple people when discovered, as

they boiled their food in a hollow bamboo. They now use iron

pan J from China.

The island is celebrated in the histoi-y of Indi:in colonisation .ns

the scene of a fearful executitm by the Dutch f)f Cajitain Towcrson

and nine other Englishmen, nine Japanese and one Portuguese,

known as the Massaire of Amhovua,

RELIGION AND ARTS OF THE ASSYRIANS,

It has been remarked in a former article on Nineveh,* that the

character of the Assyrians was eminently religious, though their

veneration was falsely directed, and took a superstitious and

debasing form. There are some lofty conceptions, however, in their

sculptured embodiments of the power and majesty of God ; and

something of the religious philosophy of the Chaldeans and Egyp-

tians must have been known to their priests. But in speaking of

them as a people, it is their public wor.-hip and the popular creed

that we mn.st notice, rather than the abstractions wliich the priest-

hood conserved for their own order. In all countries, the sun

appears to have been the earliest object of religious adoration ; but,

except .among the Persians, popular ignorance and superstition per-

sonified this glorious symbol of divine power and beneficence, and

hence Baal, or Belus, Crislma, Osiris, Apollo, etc. Baal was the

supreme divinity of the Assyrians and Babylonians, and probably of

the Phceniciaus also, and as such is represented on a cylinder of green

feldspar found by Mr. Layard at Kouyunjik, and supposed by him

to have been the signet or amulet of Sennacherib.

On many of the Assyrian bas-reliefs, and other antique remains

of the same country and period, an object is represented called a

sacred tree, one of the forms of which is represented in the

annexed engraving ^p. 92). On the cylinder in question, the

flowera or fruit of the tree are in the form of an acorn, and the

king stands on one side, and a figure, described as a eunuch, on

the other. The king holds up his right hand in an attitude of

adoration, and in his left is the sacrificial mace. Above the sacred

tree is the figure of B.ial, the body of the god in a circle, the

symbol of eternity, above which are the three heads of Baal (an

unusual mode of representing that deity), while from the sides

spread the wings, and from below the tail and legs of a dove,

typical of Mylitta, the Assyrian Venus. Among the sculptures

excavated at Nimroud were several figures of Dagon, the fish-god of

the Phfonici.ans, from which we' learn that, in accordance viiih that

intercommunity of worship which prevailed universally among the

polytheistic nations of antiquity, the Assyrians imported into their

pantheon some of the gods of the neighbouring nations. Among
the twelve gods of the Assyrians, enumei'ated in a long inscription

at the same place, are Asshur, probably a deified hero, and Ishtar,

supposed to be the personification of the moon.

The predominant religious element, in the character of the

Assyrians, is seen in the designs traced upon their domestic

utensils, engraved upon their seals and amulets, and sculptured on
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p. in.

the walls of the palaces of tlieir kings. Of the eleven devices of

the impressions of seals found at Kouyiinjik, seveu appear to be

connected with tlie mythology and religious worship of the country.

Several of the bronze plates and dishes discovered .at Nimroud are

of similar character, and on some of them are represented deities

of Egyptian origin, though evidently designed aud executed by

Assyrian artists. These remains of the mechanical ingenuity and

artistic powers of the Assyrians, while they evince the extent to

which the feeling of religion, mingled with the every-day concerns of

life among them, are also valuable for the glimpses they afford us of

their domestic economy. They were dug out of a chamber of the

north-west palace at Nimroud, which Mr. Layard onjectures ha.s

been the repository of the royal arms and sacrificial vessels ; Imt

which Colonel Eawlinson (who discovered, in an adjoining chamber,

an alabaster vase, which appeared to have contained preserved

fruit) is of opinion was the royal kitchen. The walls were of

common sun-dried bricks, such as are used throughout Asiatic

Turkey and Persia for ordinary purposes at the present day, exce]>t

about three feet from the floor, where large burnt bricks had been

used. In one corner wr,s a well, with a raised mouth of brickwork

three feet high ; it was filled up with rubbish, but on being

emptied to the depth of sixty feet, brackish water was found. In

clearing out the rubbish which filled up the chamber, two copper

caldrons were found, about three feet deep, and two feet and a

half in diameter ; these were filled with a number of small bronze

bells, several bronze plates, dishes, and cups, hundreds of ivory

and mother-of-pearl buttons and studs, and various small articles

in bronze and copper, the use of which is not very clear. Tho

studs and buttons and some metal rosettes appear to h.ave been

used in the trappings of the Assyrian cavalry horses, and also ot

those attached to chariots.

Beneath the caldrons a number of bronze feet of lions and bulls

were found, which probably had been the feet of tripods for su))-

porting vases and bowls. Two other caldrons contained several

plates and dishes, a wine-strainer of elegant form, and the handle

of a vase, all of bronze. Of eight other caldrons and jars, some of

which had been crushed flat by the falling in of the upper part of

the building, one contained hones and ashes ; the rest were empty.

Behind the caldrons was a heap of bronze cups, bowls, and dishc-',

of various shapes and sizes, lying one above another, without order.

Some of the bronze vessels tiius discovered are plain, but many
are elaborately ornamented with figures of animals, etc., cither

embossed or engraved. About 150 of them are now in the British

Museum. The metal of which they are composed has been found t)

contain one fJirt of tin to ten of copper, which are the rcIaiiTC
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proportions used iu the composition of bronze at tlie present day. Some of tlie bas-reliefs from Kouyunjik, now in the British

The bells, however, have fourteen per cent, of tin, which shows Museum, exhibit the progress which the As.syrians had made in

that the Assyrians had made considerable advance in metallurgy, ship-building. As their' vessels were constructed only for the

and understood the effect produced by increasing the proportion oi navigation of the Tigi'is, they wtre of small size, Ijut in their lofty

WINOED PIOURES BV A SACKED TREE.—FROM A BAS-RELIEF IN THE BRITISH MUSEUM,

that metal. By the decomposition of the metal, the effect of time prows may be traced a considerable resemblance to the galleys of tl e

and damp, the surface of these vessels was covered with a green ancient Greeks. In the accompanying engi-aving (p. 93) two kinds

coat of a crystalline nature, which has been removed since the of vessels are represented—boats and .ships with a single mast and

vessels have been placed in the Museum. An alabaster jar, a leni yard—but both have a double bank of oars. The water appears to be

A WOMAN WITH CAMELS. FROM A BAS-RELIEF IN THE BRITISU MUSEUM.

of rock-crystal, and two glass bowls, were also found in tliis well stocked with fish, which are swimming in every direction, while

interesting apartment, showing that the Assyrians were not only at the bottom, as we must suppose, the crab and the turtle crawl, and

acquai^itcd with the manufacture of glass, but also with the pro- the star-fish agitates its arms in search of prey. A small kind of

perties of the burning-glass. crocodile, aiul an animal of eel-like form, are also represented.
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Another of these l)a3-reliefs portrays a battle in a marsh in Southern lightness, guided and impelled tliem. The largest were liuilt oi

Mesopotamia, in which wicker-boats are used, precisely similar to tcakwood, but the others consisted simply of a very narrow frauie-

tliose of the Afaij Arabs of the present day. In a similar scene, work of rushes covered with bitumen, resembling, probably, ' the

the Assyrians arc bringing their captives ashore, one of the boats vessels of bulrushes' mentioned by Isaiah (xviii. -i). They

THE ENEMIES OP THE ASSYRIANS ESCAPIN8 IN THEIK SHIPS.—FROM A BAS-KEI.IKF IN THE BRITISH MUSEUM.

being t«wed by a man sn-imming on an inflated skiu. The boats ot skimmed over tlie surface of the water with great rapidity. . . .

the Arabs of the Afaij are thus de.^cribed by Mr. Layard :—" They This sin.gular scene recalled vividly to my mind the sculptures at

were of various sizes. In the bottom of some, eight or ten persons Kouyuujik representing the AssjTian wars in marshes of the s.imc

sat crouched on their hams ; in othera, only one or two. Men nature, and probably formed by the waters of the same river. The

standing at the head and stem, with long bamboo poles of great streets through the reeds, and the boats of rushes, are faithfully
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(leliiiealed in the bas-reliefs, showing how little the harbarous

inhabitants of these gi-eat swamps have changed after the lapse of

nearly three thousand years."

The Kas-reliefwhich has been rejiroduced in our second illustration

representiva woman, barefooted, carrying some vessel in her hand,

followed by four camels. The foremost of the animals has a halter

depending from his head ; and all the figures are executed with

eousiderable fidelity and spirit. The glimpses which we obtain into

the every-day life of the Assyrians by means of these bas-reliefs

reveal customs and modes that have been perpetuated to the present

clay ; but in all the higher arts the glory of the land has departed.

Mounds of earth cover the palaces of Sennacherib and Sardanaiialus,

and where tneir banners flaunted in the sunlight as they led tlieir

thousands forth to battle, the traveller now Ijehokls only the tents

of the wandering Arabs.

HEALTH OF TOWNS.

That it is healthier to live in the country than in large towns, is a

pl-ain matter of fact which experience renders familiar to all. But

it is only within a comparatively short period that any attempt has

been made to investigate the causes of this eflect ; tliough without

such an investigation it is obviously impossible to devise any means

at all likely to be effectual" in improving the health of towns. If

we would arrive at an intelligent view of the subject, we must

carefully consider the phenomena which are engendered in the

course of years by the impregnation of the soil of cities with sub-

stances which are deposited there in the shape of refuse, or gradually

accumulate from various sources. Everything that comes into

contact with man partakes more or less of the character of clotliing,

and is similarly afi'ected by the action of those causes which are in

constant operation wherever men are collected together. Clothes,

as we all know, require to be frequently washed and changed ; and

if we cannot cleanse and renew the soil upon which we tread, and

the emanations fi-om which are constantly rising about us, we

ought at least to endeavour to maintain its natural purity as for as

lies in our power.

Let the soil be impregnated with organic matter of v:mous kinds

;

let it receive water enough to moisten it, but not enough to cleanse

it • let this water be charged with a solution of sulphate of lime,

which, by its combination with the organic substances buried in

the soil, will give rise to the most mephitic and poisonous gases

;

let the ventilation which might have carried off these deleterious

emanations be impeded; let light, which facilitates the slow com-

bustion of organic substances, be prevented from often reaching the

ground ; and we have combined all the conditions necessary to

render the soil a pest-house of infection, a dreadful swamp under

the show of splendour, whence silently go forth day and night tlie

treacherous agents of so many diseases, which are in reality nothing

but the natural and necessary results of this concealed corruption.

Such, it cannot be denied, are the conditions to wluch culpable

neglect too often gives rise in large towns, even in this enlightened

a<'e. Much has been said of late years about the health of towns,

and something has been done towards its promotion ; but those

whose personal observation has made them best acquainted with

the sttbject, are the loudest in their demands for further improve-

ment.

The usual causes of the accimiulation of those substances which

ten<l to render the soil of large towns prejudicial to health, are,

the necessity we are under of using organic substances for food, and

the various consequences of that use, the employment of these

substances in manufactures, the domestic animals which live among

us, and the human corpses which were formerly—and are some-

times even now, if the statements in the public press are to be

believed—buried in . the h«art of towns, and, wasting away by

decomposition, after a number of years form a large mass of putrid

matter. In towns lighted by gas—that is to say, in all towns

of any extent—there is an additional cause of infection, and one

which, if not counteracted, may become, in time, productive of

immense mischief. This is the development of vapours which, after

being carried along with the gas in the pipes, issue through the

escapes, and spread in the earth, giving it a fetid smell that

betrays itself when there Ls any digging fiu- repairs, make trees

wither and perish by poisoning the roots, and taint the water in

wells.

It is obvious from the above remarks, that the means of prevent-

ing the soil from getting into .an unhealthy state must consist

mainly in endeavouring to diminish, as much as possible, the

quantity of organic substances which penetrate into the earth.

The' most customary and simple plan is, to pave the streets with

stone. Independently of the advantages of this plan on the score ot

convenience for traffic, and the prevention of the formation of ruts

and puddles, it evidently diminishes the permeable portion of the

soil, since it is only through the interstices between the stones that

anything can reach the earth beneath.

Among other means of accomplishing this important object, the

following deserve special mention. There should be numeroun

water-plugs frequently, if not constantly, open, so as to pour into

the gutters a body of water sufficient to carry off all the filth from

the houses before it has time to sink into the soil. Sewers and

drains should Ije plentifully laid down anil kept thoroughly water-

tight. To prevent the dispersion of the vapours and fluids engen-

dered by fhe gas, some recommend that the gas-pipes should he

placed inside tlie sewers. It is alleged that such an arrangement

would render the repair of escapes more convenient, but on this

point there is some room for a difference of opinion. Cemeteries

should be placed not merely quite out of the town, but also below

its level : for if the water which runs through the soil finds its

way by subterranean imbibition to the soil of the town, it is evident

that the evil, against which we are auxious to guard, will Ije

secretly gaining ground. Every species of manufacture which gives

out much organic matter ought to be removed to a distance from

the town, or carried on close to a stream of water, powerful enough

to cjxrry oft' everything of this sort at once. Lastly, the stricte.>it

vigilance should lie exercised over all gardens, markets, and otlicr

places where organic substances are likely to accumulate.

But, besides resorting to such preventive measures as the aliove,

it is of the greatest importance to employ suitable means for cuun-

tcracting the infection which already exists in the soil. It is a

fact, to which we can no longer shut our eyes, that in almost

all our considerable towns the soil is more or less infected. This

fact was prominently brought befoi-e the public mind with regard

to London, in a recent report, (b-awn up with great aliility by

Mr. Simon, the medical officer to the City Board of Health.

Unfortunately, it is not so easy, in. the present state of our

knowledge, to discover a remedy for the evil as to state how it

mi^ht have been avoided. In this, as in otlier cases, prevention is

better than cure.

The first step should be to let the oxygen of the atmosphere have

free circul.ation wherever there are organic materials capable ot

becoming iujurious to health by decomposition. It is well known

that oxygen, especially when aided by tlie influence of light, has a

tendency to convert organic matter into water, carbonic acid, and

nitrogen, by a .slow combustion, which, from the moderation of its

action, involves no sort of danger. Thus, oxygen is a powerful

afent, wdiich destroys the sources of infection whenever it is

brought into contact with them. Besides, the air, by penetrating

freely into every hole and corner, has a tendency to dry the earth,

the streets, and the walls of the houses. Hence, not only ought

the streets to be of suflicient width, but the yards at the back ot

the houses should be large enough to admit the fresh air to tliat

side as well as the other, for if this is not the case the work of

purification is only half done.

The nest means to be employed consists in the use of wells, a

means which h;vs never yet received a fair trial, but which, with

proper management, is capable of being turned to good account. A
single experiment by a skilful engineer may suffice to demonstrate

this. Having sunk a well in an, old frrm-yard, the soil of which

had been long impregnated with the manure to a considerable

depth, he could not get any water from the well at all fit to drink,

though the water of another well, situated at a little distance above

this, was excellent. However, by dint of working the well, and

using the water from it for puiijoses of cultivation, he at last suc-

ceeded in comjiletcly changing its condition. The water gnulually

lost its coloiu- and its smell, till in the coui-se of a few years it
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ijcamc (luito fit tu Ji-iuk. It is evulciit tliat, in tliis case, the

1 ell performed the part of au enuinctory. It served to wivsh the

' Illy of the soil by meaus of the water which was drawn down to it,

.lissolviiig and liringing with it the animal snl>st.'iuees through which

it passed. This action is naturally very slow, ancl depends ujion

the fiuautity of rain-water imbibed by the earth, and flowing down

to the interior of the well ; but it cannot be denied tliat, in general,

«hen there are many wells in a town, they contribute to the

iradual puriticiitiou of the soU, especially if, at the s:mie time, the

[ireventive measures above' indicated be adopted. But here au

important observation suggests itself with regard to paving, and

tliat is, that the paving, which in some degree prevents the

-.lil on which towns are built from being penetrated with infectious

matter, in the same degree prevents it from being cleansed

by the rain which falls upon it, and would otherwise sink

into it. This was remarked by the sagacious Franklin, who,

ill his will, observed that the soil of towns being paved and

lovered with houses, the rain is carried off, instead of penetrat-

ing the earth and renewing and purifying the springs; in conse-

iiuence of which the water from the wells becomes worse every

d:iy, till in old towns it is not fit to drink. He therefore recom-

mended the municipal authorities of riiiladelphia to have water

I- .nveycd tliitlier from \Yissahicken Creek by means of jiipes. There

is evidently no other means of remedying the evil than to have pure

Nvater laid on from without ; but at the same time it is desirable

Tint to abandon the use of wells wherever they can be sunk, because

•f their v.aluable action as emunctories, when^the subterranean

later that gradually accumulates in them is occasionally e.\hansted.

A third resource, and one which is likely to be more effectual

t!i.an any other, consists in the raising of plantations near the town.

\s an eminent engineer observes, if the utility of trees in preventing

tlie iiupoverishiuent of sloping ground, and mitigating the evil

I'rtects of violent or continuous rain, is undeniable, they must be

111 less serviceable in constantly counteracting the unhealthiness

|.reduced, or on the point of being produced, in populous towns by

iVganic matter and the excessive dampness of the soil. The roots

of the trees, by spreading out in all directions within the soil,

relieve it of the moisture, charged with organic and saline materials,

that it has imbibed. At the same time the more distant portions

of the roots, by virtue of the law of capillary attraction, give back

til the earth a portion of the water with which they are overcharged

;

and thus, if the tfees are sufficiently numerous and suitably

arranged, a subterranean circtilation is established. Hence we

have here self-acting emunctories, far mure efficient than wells,

because they can bo multii'lied to a greater extent. It has been

ascertained by experiment that a sunflower, placed in a glazed

flower-pot covered with a sheet of lead, so as merely to let the stem

come through, will evaporate as n\»ch as twenty-eight pints of

water in the course of only twelve hours. What, then, must have

been the quantity if the experiment had been made upon a tree?

At the same time tliat the water is thus drawn off, it is purified.

The pure lit|uid is diffused through the atmosphere, and contributes

to freshen and improve the air. The salts and organic substances

are absorbed by the roots, and serve as nourishment to the tree ; so

that, by this luippy combination, the very deleterious substances

themselves are employed to sustain the agents destined to counteract

them. But in proportion to the efficacy of this measure in promoting

the health and improving the aspect of towns, is the necessity of

careful consideration with regard to the number and arrangement

of the trees in different cpiarters, the choice of such as are suitable

fir their respective positions, and the steps to be taken in order

that the roots, as they extend, may meet with sufficient notirisli-

ment without ever passing through beds impregnated with sub-

stances that are deleterious, or deprived of the oxygen of the

atmosphere. Unless these precautions are adopted, the success of

the method must be greatly impaired, if not altogether nullified,

liecause the plantations cannot thrive.

• We have yet much to learn on this subject, but when the public

mind is more fully alive to its importance, it is to be hoped no

method will be left untried which has any chance of proving

effectual. Surely if anything were needed to convince even the

most obtuse and inert of the urgent necessity of prompt and

vigorous measures of some sort, the recent outbreak of that dread-

ful pestilence which is now making such fearful havoc in almost

every portion of the globe, is more than sufficient for the purpo.se.

A matter of this sort should neither be left entirely in the hands of

official authorities, nor be altogether beyond their control. There

must be a co-operation between private individuals and pulilic bodiis.

THE EEPUBLIC OF CHILI.

Thodoh much has been written at various times about the New
World, comparatively little is known of that poi-tdon of it extending

from Peru to Patagonia, upon which nature has so profusely

lavished Iier bounties, that it has been called the garden of South

America. The approach to this beautiful and fertile country is

fraught with much difficulty and danger ; the wide desert of

Atacama on the north, and the lofty Cordilleras on the cast, jire-

senting formidable natural barriers to travellers, who generally

pursue the precipitous mountain route, rather than cross the sandy

waste of the desert.

Soon after the conquest of Peru, the fa:ne of the mineral treasures

of Chili having reached Pizarro, he persuaded his companion and

rival, Diego de Almagro, to undertake the comm.and of an expedi-

tion to attempt its conquest. In the year 1535, Almagro and his

f illowers set forth, but in crossing the Andes, the fatigue and cold

to which they were exposed proved fatal to a large portion of his

army. They were at first well received by the natives, but having

penetrated as far as Coquimbo, they met with much opposition,

and a battle ensued, in which the SjianLards were victorious ; but

so dearly bought was the victory that Almagro had no wish, in the

then weakeneil state of his forces, to haziird another engiigement

with these warlike tribes, and hearing of a disturbance in Peru, he

decided on returning.

In the year l.o4ii, Pizarro resolved to renew the attempt to sub-

jugate Chili, and appointed his quarter-master, Pedro de Valdivia,

to the command of this second expedition. He, profiting by the

misfortunes of Almagro, reached Chili without experiencing any
loss, but on his arrival was attacked on .all sides. In sjiite of the

v.'ilorous opposition of the Chilian triljes, the Spauisli invaders

succeeded in penetrating as far as the province of Jlapocho, now
called Santiago, where Valdivia laid the foundations of the c.apit;il

of Chili.

The conquerors were much harassed on all sides by the neigh-

bouring tribes, and several battles were fought, in which the

slaughter on both sides was very great. The wearied and dis-

couraged soldiers formed a conspiracy to murder their general, that

they might be enabled to return to Peru ; but Almagro having dis-

covered their base design, caused the leaders of the plot to be put

to death, and, to divert the thoughts and satisfy the cupidity of his

soldiers, sent a detachment of them to the gold mines of Quillota.

This plan fully succeeded, for when they behehl the vast riches of

this region, all desire to return was gone.

From this time the Spaniards gradually extended their conquests,

until their territory reached its present limits. Besides the narrow

strip of land between the desert of Atacama and the river Biobio,

they gained possession of the port of Valdivia, the Archipelago of

Chiloe, and the island of .Tuan Fernandez.

Perhaps the most formidable enemies of the Spaniards were the

Arancanians, a fine warlike race of people, inhaiiiting the beautiful

tract of land lying between the rivers Biobio and Valdivia. They

entertiiineil an ardent love for their country and for freedom, and

boldly resisted the hostile attacks of the Spanish invaders, who

founded several towns in Arancania, which were repeatedly taken

and destroyed by this brave people, who still retain their territory.

Since the liberation of Chili, which took place in the year 1S17,

an indejwndent, re)iubliean goveniment has been maintained, with

little interruption, under a 'cliief magistrate, called a suj>remc

director. During the year ISS."), a congress was convened, which
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framed a constitution for the republic, which now forms the basis

of the government. The independence of this country has been

acknowledged by the United States and Great Britain. The

republic of Chili is divided into nineteen provinces. Tlie principal

towns are Santiago, founded in 1541, by Don Pedi'O de Valdivia,

and situated upon a plain extendijig the whole length of Chili

;

Valparaiso, the most impoi-tant seaport of the republic, stretching

nearly a mile along the shore, some of the houses being irregularly

scattered over the hills, which rise abruptly behind the town ; and

Conception, on the river Biobio, possessing one of the most commo-

dious harbours in the world. Goquimbo and Copiapo have also

good harbours ; and Valdivia, which is situated on a river of the

same name, can boast one of the finest on the coast, but has no

cultivated country round to give it importance.

"The climate of Spanish Chili," says Robei'tson, in his "Histoi-y

of America," "is the most delicious of the Kew "VVorhl, and is

hardly equalled by that of any region on the face of the earth.

Thoui^h bordering on the torrid zone, it never feels the extremitv

their frequent occurrence, excite little attention. " There are four-

teen volcanic mountains, in a constant state of eruption, situated in

that part of the Andes belonging to Chili, and many others dis-

charge smoke at intervals. On account of their position in the

centre of the range of mountains, the lava and ashes which are

ejected do not reach bey«-'nd their limits.

The wealth of this productive country is not confined to the

surface ; the bowels of the earth yield unbounded treasures.

Valuable mines of gold, silver, cojjper, and lead, have been dis-

covered in variou.s parts, as well as those containing tin and quick-

silver. Much attention is paid to the gold-mines, which are very

numerous and rich ; the sands of almost every stream contain some

portion of this precious metal. "Almost all the precipitous and

broken ground," says Fraser, "contains gold in greater or leas

quantities ; the surface of the eai'th in wliich it is found is generally

of a reddish colour, and soft to the touch."

The silver-mines are found in the highest and coldest parts of

the Andes. Many of them, though rich in ore, have been aban-

A CHILIAN MINER.

of heat, being screened on the east by the Andes, and refreshed

from the west by cooling sea-breezes. The temperature of the air

is so mild and eqtuible, that the Spaniards give it the preference to

that of the southern provinces in their native country. The

fertility of the soil eoiTesponds with the benignity of the climate,

and is wonderfully accommodated to European productions. The

most valuable of these, com, wine, and oil, abound in Chili as if

they had been native to the country." The wheat is remarkably

fine, and is said sometimes to yield a hundre<l-fold. The pofcito is

indigenous to the soil; it grows wild in the fields, but only produces

a small root of a bitterish taste.

The numerous rivers of Chili, fed by the melting snow from tlie

mountains, flow with the rapidity of torrents, and are therefore

seldom navigable, but irrigate the valleys, rendering them tlie

most fertile in the world.

This beautiful country has been much convulsed by earthquakes

at various times. Great con\-ulsions are rare, but a year seldom

piisses without some slight shocks being felt, which, on account of

doned on account of the difficulty and expense of working them in

this unfavouKible situation. The copper-mines, which are generally

situated near the coast, are very productive.

Antimony and fossil-salt, as well as sal-ammonia and saltpetre,

are found in great abundance in Chili. Pit-coal is also very

plentiful. But it is impossible, in our limited space, to enumerate

the products of this rich country, which, unlike many mineral

districts, has a luxuriant vegetation.

We now proceed to introduce to our reader the subject of our

engraving. The miner of Chili is bold, enterpnsing, and prodigal

— .so accustomed to the ight of the precious metals, that he learns

to disregard them, and attiiches but little value to money. As a

class, the miners are extravagant in their habits, passionately

addicted to gaming, in which pursuit they pass most of their leisure

hours, and .shockingly intemperate. They generally die in the

greatest distress—cut oft' in their prime by the eflects of their

unhealthy mode of life and the deleterious gases which they inhale

in the mines.
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SIR EDWARD B U L A\- E K L Y T T X , M .P

.

Charles Lamb in nTiting of another, and, in his peculiar brancli, a

fer more wonderful author, Daniel Defoe, has given us six fine

lines which will well apiil.T to that liuirateur whose portrait is

before us :

—

" His was a Tarious pen, that freely roved

Into all subjects, wa* in most approved.

Whate'er the theme, his ready muse obeyed.

Love, war, or politics, religion, trade
;

Gifted alike to shine in every sphere ;

Nov'list. historian, poet, pamphleteer."

his "Letters to John Bull." This view of the matter we will con-

sider hereafter.

The subject of our notice is the son of General Bulwer, ot

Heydon Hall, Norfolk, by Elizabeth, daughter and heiress of

Henry Warburton Lytton, of Knebworth Park, Herts. Those

who hold the theory that genius is inherited by maternal descent,

will find a confirmation of their particular notions in the fact

that Bulwer's maternal grandfather was a great scholar, a fine

Hebraist, and a friend of Sir William Jones, one of the best Eastern

scholars we ever had. A better reason may be found in the fact

ll .

SIB EDWARD BCLWER IVTTOX, M.P.

So well does this apply to Defoe, that we recollect that, in the Pul-

teney edition of that great man's works, William Hazlitt takes the

lines for his motto. Of course they might, perhaps, be applied to a

dozen writers of the present day with some truth ; but to none, in

oar opinion, so well as to Sir Bul«er Lytton. It has long been the

fashion to call him the most versatile of writers ; but the truth is,

that his is not a versatile mind, having still the same shade of

feeling or of thinking, whether it is intent upon a poetical novel

like "The Last Days of Pompeii," or a protectionist pamphlet like

Vol. III., K. s.—89.

that Bulwer has literally been, like Bums and Scott, his mother s

boy ; for he was deprived of his fether at an early age, and after

listening to his mothers recitals of "Chevy Chase," and other

balkds from the Percy relics, he wrote his first verses when he

was six years old, that is, five veal's earlier than the age at which

Pope
** Lisped in numbers, for the numbers came."

In a paper calletl " Knebworth," in the "Student," the reader will

find a charming picture of the author's boyhoml.
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Ill tlie fact, also, tliat no vudo sclioul esi>erieiiec lUntm-lied the

imasiuiiiss of his youtli, we may find a sourcp- both of Bulwcr's

jjcnuliar strength and weakness. Ho was phaced at several privats

sehools, never at a puhlic one ; and then finished his edncatlon hy

means of private tutors, and afterwards at Cambridge. Whilst at

tliat university he carried off the prize poem on Sculpture;

In 182(;. Bulvver (for we must call him by the name by which he

is endeared to the public) publislied his first literary effort, which

is in verse, uuder the title of "Weeds and Wild Flowers," a collec-

tion of fugitive verse. To tliis .succeeded " O'Neil the Rebel"'

(1827); and in this year also, '•Falkland," his next work, w.as

imblished anonymously. But this was only playing at autliorsliip
;

it was not till tlie year 1S-2S that " Pelh.am'' was puldis]u>d, and

liulwer sprang at once into a recognised author.

We take it tliat there are few people. in the reading world who

have not read "Pelham." Tlie success of that novel was brilliant,

and the reading pulilic were alisolutely thronging to the bookshops

to read it. It was in the good old days of circulating libraries,

liefore cheap reading had put a limit to their business, and when

three volumes were tlie only books in vogue, "relham" was so

well read, that some of the librarians must have made a small

fortune out of that book alone. Tl;e reasons of its success were

various. The hero was a dan<ly, a liaudsorae man, and a pttil

'iivlilri' : he was—

" Such a duck, such a darling, such a jewel of a man !

"

a]iil from Sir ll.irry Wildair to Don .luan, such cliaracters are uni-

versally admired by the weak. Secondly, the book was so faulty,

yet so foil of talent, that it made an excellent book to "cut up,"

to u.':c the language of the critics, or to praise. Thirdly, and tliis

was ])crha))s the greatest secret in those lord-hunting days, it por-

tr.ayed, or professed to portray, tlie manners of high life. Lord

Byron had declared, that the reason novelists did not succeed in

ilescriptions of fasliionable life was, because there was little to

describe ; Iiuir his (Iktum did not satisfy the craving after such

ilescriptions. In these, it was acknowledged, Bulwcr liad siic-

rccded
:

'• }li'm Ion finds her privacy broken ;

W^e trace all her ins and her outs,

By the very small talk that is spoken

By very great people at routs.

At Tenby Miss Jinks asks the loan of

Y'/'re hook from the inn-keeper's wife.

And reads till she dreams she is one of

The leaders of elegant life."

But lieyoud these, "Pelham" was a first-rate book of its class.

The hero was something more than a coxcomb ; he was a scliolar,

and tlie book had altogether an air of learning and philosophy,

which was greatly enhane&l by the quotations from all sorts of

authors, learned and unlearned, sacred and profane, which the

author put at the heads of his chapters. The critics declared, that

" The Adventures of a Gentleman," the second title of "Pelham,"

^vere nothing more nor less than the adventures of Mr. Bulwer him-

self ; and we recollect well that one of them, criticising the book in

tlie " slashing" style in which critics proceeded in those days, made

various incursions into the every-day life of the author himself^

and found serious fault with him for daring to wear rlmned r/long.

"Fie !" saiil he : "is this the exquisite Pelham, this the dandy

who holils le.uued dissertations upon dress, cookery, and the fine

arts ; i\ ho rivals Brummel in the number of wdiite neckcloths

which he wears? Fie! lie in cleaned gloves? Pah ! they smell

abominably of turpentine
!"

We only quote the above to show the style of criticism \\ hicli was

then thought smart and fine writing. - Critics were then not

masters of the art; and the ridicule of Pope upon John Dennis had

driven serious .and honest critical le.arning out of the field. The

man who could get the most point and ill-nature into his article was

thought the best critic, and paid accordingly. People never thought

of giving an opinion on a book; the business of the critic was to

make a smart article out of it; and to this kind of criticism were

the artistic eftbrts of Bulwer subjected.

His next works earned for him the title of the prose Byron, aud

(he title is not mis.applied ; and declared him, for the time at

Ifasi., a "ile\'otee of the " bilious .;i'hool " of lithjrature. They were

" The Disowned," pnlji.shed in the year 1828 ;
" Devereux," lfi29

;

and "Paul Clifi'orrl," ^f>Z^l. Of these, all being well received,

"Devereux" gained, and perhaps deserved, the highest praise.
'

"We move," says "The Edinburgh Review," in 1832, "in

this story, among the great; but it is the great of other times^

Boliugbroke, Louis, Orleans. ... No under-current of persiflage

or epicui-ean indifference checks the flow of that mournful enthu-

siasm which refreshes its pictures of life with living waters ;
its

eloquent pages seem consecrated ti> the memory of love, honour,

religion, and nndeviating faith." This is indeed high praise ; Init

"Paul Clifford," a work of higher artistic merit and of much

greater power, got npou all sides nearly as much blame. To say

that it deserves the blame it had, .and even more, would not be too

much : it introduced to modern times the style which the great and

wise Fieldiug had, in his days, so well laughed out of fashion. If

Paul Clifford had been only admirable" and excellent when repentant,

it would have been far different. But it was otherwise. The

reader, by the art of the novelist, was made to sympathise with

the highwayman whilst absolutely in the saddle, and with his

pistol to tiie ear of his victim ! Then there was also the philosophic

Tomliuson, his companion, who had his mouth full of maxims » la

Rochefoucauld, and who always, in a sentimental way, varnished

over the ill deeds of the gang ; and besides him a numerous set of

thieves, who loved Mr. Clifford as their captain, and talked elegant

slang, anil robbed with an infinite gusto. Of course this w.as pro-

duced on the stage; of course, also, the representative of Piiul

C'liflbrd, in sticking-plaster boots and laced coat, fired oft" his pistol

and bade defiance to the laws of the country with impunity. The

very town rang with it; it was vill.auy brought to a sncee.ssful

issue. Juveniles applauded from the gallery; their ideas of miiic.

and if/(/we were quite confounded; and a highwayman becan.p, in

tlieir minds, synonymous with a hero and fine gentleman.

Tlie lietter the thing was done, the more blameable was Bulwer.

In this we hold he perfectly succeeded ; to ns there is a certain

r/oiit and artistic excellence in "Paul Clifford," whiih he has never

surpassed.

"The Siamese Twins," the natural production of onr author's

satire—and Bulwer is Iiy no means .an inferior satirist—was an

intermittent production between his novels. He has ever been

breaking out into poetry; and of the works he has given us in verse,

this was the least successful.

Next to this came^ras if in siiite aud defiance of the critics- a

work which plunged him more deeply into literary immorality, aud

in which he gave a romantic .glow not only to theft, but to murder

committed in the perpetration of that theft. We allude to "Eugene

Aram." No reader of the " Newgate Calendar " is unaware that

a man of that romantic name did exist during the last century

:

that he was a man of some learning—a schoolniiister ; .and th.at he

murdered an associiite in a brutal manner, merely to get his

money ; that he was h.an.ged for the crime, and that he m.ade an

ineffectual defence. Upon this sleuder foundation, by glcssing

over the b.ad and snpplyiug the good, Bulwer created .an aft'e.-ting

romance. Young ladies who despised their tradesmen, butcliers,

or shoem.akers, let their tears flow for a murderer, wlio was

tricked out in false sentiment. But the very success of the work—

the sympathy which one human heart g.ave to the morbid feelings

of another—was a triumph to the artist, and was all the dearer to

the author because it Av.as false. It was an exhibition of power aud

skill which pleased him then, but which he has long since

grown out of; perhaps natural to a young man, but as blameable as

it is weak and immoral.

To all this it may be answered, that Bulwer was not a man of

genius, for men of genius seldom sin against true mor.ality of taste,

but that he was a consummate artist, working upon human litarts

with words find ideas, .and sporting with his work.

About the year 1831, Mr. Bulwer undertook the editorship of the

" New Monthly Magazine," which, under the conduct of Campbell,

had .arrived at some reputation. In tliis he published the
'

' Student,'

a series of papers, some of them excellent, some of them very weak

and conceited. In 1S33, appeared "England and the English,"

followed by the "Pilgrims of the Rhine," and that by "The Last

Days of Pompeii," a most masterly and interesting work, full also

of sch.darshiii, but followed by one e(|ual if not superior to it, viz,,

ii

II

j
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• Kienzi," which one critic has declared to liu the "most comi>lete,

high-toued, and euergetic of nil the author's works."

It was jjerhaps too much to e.\pect of Bulwer to keep to hiijh

tunc aud morality for two successive novels; and consequently,

"Ernest Maltravers," his next production, and its successor,

"Alice, or the Mystery," showed him in a retrogi'.ade movement

towards the Byronic school, with a moral, savage and melancholy,

in the triumph of the wicked and the attliction of the virtuous.

His next work was "Athens: its Eise and Fall," a work which

sli.nved much learning and great taste. Passing over his plays,

which we shall have again to refer to, we come to " Kight and

Morning," puliiished in 1S40, one of the most charming and natural

nf his works; next " Zanoni," " Eva, or the Ill-omened Marriage,"

" Liela, or the Siege of Grenada," and " C'alderon the Courtier;"

and amongst his latest are " The Last of the Barons," " Lucrctia,

or the Children of Kight," " Harold," a learned novel, illustrating

tlie Saxon p«-iod of our history, a period too little known ; and his

two last, and, in many respects, his most artistic and mellowed

works, "The Caxtons" .and "My Novel," puhlished in "Black-

wood's Magazine."

The limits of this article will now oblige us to consider Bulwer

as a dramatist and as a poet. Shallow critics, beciiuse he has

Mtteiiipted many varieties of writing, and haa succeeded in them,

have called him a versatile author. He is no such thing. No

sciLiner did he publish anouj-monsly, aud in a totiilly dilVerent walk

"f lit»;rature, than he was recognised. " The New Timou," his best

and most manly i)oem, was at once attributed to him. It was in

IS.'m that this work was issued, purposely without liis name; but,

as he himself says: "My identity with the author of these poems

has been so generally Insisted upon, that I have no clioioe lietwceu

the indiscretion of frank avowal and the effrontery of Hat denial."

This, of course, does not show versatility ; aud not only was

his di.sguise purposely, but it was well sssumed. His teachings

had, in many novels, Ijeen declared to have been the rever.se of

Christian; but, iu "The New Thnon,'' hs al.sohitely Vrrote upon

the deepest mysteries of our Holy PaHh( upon election .and grace,

aud reads a lertore, and a beautiful one t(X>, itpoB the neces.sity of

faith.

" '1 hcrefow the godlike Comforter's deetie-^

' ilis sins be loosened who has faith Sn nie ;•'

Tlicrcforc he shuns the cavils of the wise

And made no schools the thresholds of the skies

:

Tliorefore he taught no Pharisee to preach

His word—the simple let the simple teach.

I pon the infant on his knee he smtlesi,

And said to Wisdom, ' Be once more a child !
'

"

Of Ilis
" Prince Arthur," a fine poem, but tlu-oughout without oi»;

burst of genius, although it abounds in tine passages, we can here

say nothing.

Bulwer's Srst play, " The Duchess de la Yalliere," acted at Covent

(rarden in 1S37, was a failure. But he was not daunted by that,

although, on the production of his next play, " Tlie Lady of

Lyons," his name was for some time kept a profound .secret. From

various causes, the success of this piece was tremendous. It is

still iwted every night in at least three theatres through, mt

England. The sum it must have brought to him, had he been

paid for every performance, must have been immense; yet the

uusnccessful play was much piu-er, better, pud wiser, than the

successful one. In the latter, a ranting, envious, and vainglorious

young man, whose mouth is ever full of the loudest jiraises of

liimself, marries a young and beautiful girl, by assuming an-

other's character. The upstart braggadocio is elevated into a hero,

and apologises in an indirect way for his deceit by a turgid sentence

:

" He who feels repentance for the past

Must woo the angel Virtue in the future."

A sentiment true enough ; but the dramatist had forgotten, that by

h'ls rascality and deception Claude Melnotte had been placed in a

higher and better social position than he could h.ave gained by a

'luiet Christian virtue.

Next came "Richelieu," then "The Sea Captain," and "Money ;"

and laatly, written for the benefit of, and presented to, the (Tuild of

Literature and ,\rt, the comedy of " Not so Bad as we Seem,"' in

tfhich some of the first Utterateuns of the day acted. "Richelieu"

and •• Money," both excellent phiys, full of smartness and repartee,

and irrtproachalde in construction and ])lot—the great secret in

Bulwer—are the best and most successful of these plays.

Of his parliamentary career we shall say little ; for it is not by

his political opinions that he is known, although it was, we believe,

by his support of the Whigs that he earned his baronetcy in ISoH.

His politics were always liberal, and however much of the fine

gentleman he may have been in his writings, his sympathies were

ever with the people. His speeches in Parliament were not

listened to with the attention he may have expected, ]i.artly because

he had not the "ear of the house," and partly because of his

delivery. Latterly, Sir Bulwer Lylton luis turned to the policy of

territorial lord.s, and daring the Protectionist fever, wrote some

clever letters to "John Bull" on the re.rata qwjsHo of Free Trade.

Such has been the career of tl>is extraordinary man, the mere list

of whose works is something prodigious ; and we must recollect

that he himself worked his way to eminence, entirely by his own

efforts, through failure and ridicule. With hiiu the first step was fre-

quently a false one ; but he again pursued the journey, and reaclwl

the goal. He has practised writing as an art, and has illustrated

that virtue which one of his critics discovers to be the end of kis

teaeliing, patience. He also shows us, as lie told us but lately iu a

speech at a mechanics' institute, what continuous application can ilo.

He " only works three hours a-day—from ten iu the morning till one

—seldom later. The evenings, when alone, are devoted to reading

—

scarcely ever to writing." What an amount of labour has been

performed in those three hours ! He wiites, we are told, very

rapidly, averaging about twenty pages a-day of novel print. Let

US add to these few fact.s, that the novelist is a disciple of Priessnit/.,

aud has himself been restored to health by tiie water cure, u|«>ii

which he has published a pamphlet.

The most recent afl'air in which Sir Edward has been liefore tlio

public, is in the establishment of a "Guild of Literature aud Art,''

in conjunction with Mr. Dickens ; and even more lately his works

have been brought into a more extended circulation by a cheap

re-issue of his volumes in a series published by Messrs. Routlcdgc,

those booksellers giving him twenty thousand pounds fir the right

of printing and publishing them duriug ten years. The following

figufts will show that the speculation has been a good one, and will

also be an index to the estimation in which his novels are held
;

the pnblisheJs having sold of

Pelham 35,000

Paul CliS'f.rd 27,(iU0

Eugene Aram 27,(iiiii

Rienzi •:',"""

Pompeii 2;j,0iJii

Pilgrims of the Rhine- IS.IUJH

Last of the Barons I^.UH"

Ernest Maltravers ls,i:niii

We uiust recollect, however, that the latter portion of the series

have not had sufficient time to circulate in, and that also the novelty

of the attempt in the first gave them an impulse which the others

wanted.

Such is Btihver ; a great author, but not the greatest wo

have had. His latter novels are the best— experience, wisdom.

Christian kindness, and that softness of heart aud thought which

age brings to good men, having wTought upon him much ; and

also, let us add, he has owed something to the example of a les.s

productive but far greater author, William Makepeace Thackeray.

Thus, liis "Caxtons," written aoon after the appearance of " Vanity

Fair," is, in our opinion, the best and most genial of all Bulwer'a

works.

That he is no liigher in one particular branch of writing than

othei-s, may, perhaps, be tiie result of that which the world calls

versatility. He ha.s, as wo have shown, tried many styles of

writing, and in each has been succe-safnl. In every branch he has

ivchieve<l a triumph, and has been the lion of the season. This has

done him more harm than gwd ; and we may, perhaps, apply the

sentence iu Ueade's " Peg Woffington " to tliis great author, as .i

w.arning to all smaller ones.

"Wo suspect that to thO!»e who would rise in life, even strong

versatility is very doubtftd gnotl ; and weak versatility ruin.ition,"
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MONACO.

Monaco, the caiiital of the little priiicliiality of the same name,

which is imiler the protection of the king of Sardiaia, is a small

town on a point of rock stretching into the sea, nine miles north-

east of Nice. The population does not exceed 1,200 ; and, though

it is strongly fortified, it cannot be regarded as a place of any

strength, since it is commanded by the neighbouring hills. The

first of our two views, which is taken from a 'distant point, will

make this apparent to the reader. The town is walled, and the

castle overlooks the isthmus that connects the. rock on which the

town stands with the mainland. The environs are picturesque and

agreeable, the terraces being planted with pines, cypresse-^, and

plane-trees, and a nitdtitude of aloes, cactuses, and other tropical

plants, that give them <iuite an African aspect. Some elegant

and on the tenth of June lie commenced building the castle ; and

liefore they returned to their dwellings tliey built four towers.'*

The gift of the place to the Genoese, by the Emperor Henry VI.,

was made twenty-four years before ; but from various cii'cumstauces,

and especially the rivalry of Nice, the republic was disinclined at

that time to make use of it ; it was sometimes in the hands of the

(Tliiliellines, and sometimes in those of the Guelphs. In 1328 the

Grimaldis, who sided with the last, and had already exercised their

power for a time at Monaco, were definitely installed in their

possessions.

Under their government, the town increased rapidly ; they made

it an asylum fur the brigands, i)irates, and bankrupts of all the

neighbouring countries ; and this heterogeneous assemblage of adven-

I>ISTA>'T VIEW OF M0>'AC0.

villas, with beautiful gardens, and gi-oves of orange and citron

trees, are also in the neighbourhood.

The castle is evidently ancient, and has been erected at different

periods, buildings of modern construction having been raised upon

the old Gothic walls. The gate, surmounted liy the arms of the

principality, and the Saracenic carvings of the battlements, are the

only portions wortliy of remark. Tlio castle was formerly the

residence of the sovereigns of Monaco ; but the present representative

of the dignity of the Grimaldis resides constantly in Paris, drawing

from his little principality of fifty-two square miles, and a popula-

tion of 7,000 persons, an annual revenue of £5,000, chiefly derived

from tlie orange and lemon groves of his beautiful territory.

Monaco claims to be one of the most ancient towns in Italy, and

the reigning family to be one of the oldest dynasties. The first of

the Grimaldis who figitres in the page of histoi*y is Giballino

Grimaldi, who, towards the close of the tenth century, assisted

William of Marseilles in expelling the Saracens from these coasts,

and obtained, in return for this service, a grant of land and con-

siderable privileges. The town, having been laid in ruins by the

barbarous invaders, was rebuilt in 1215. ** On the sixth of June,"

says the chronicler, Oggerius Pauls, " Fulco de Castello, accom-

panied by several of the principal citizens, went, with three galleys,

and other vessels carrying timber, lime, and implements of iron
;

turers grew as formidable as tlieir predecessors, the Saracens.

Defended by their rocks, they attacked the vessels of every state,

even those of the Pope and the republic of Venice. " They made

the citadel of Monaco," says the chronicler, Uberti Poliebi, "a
receptacle for outlaws, debtors, and criminals, who desolated by

their predatory incursions all the coasts of Liguria." In 1357 the

possessions of the Grimaldis were increased by the addition of the

neighbouring towns of Mentone and Roquebrune; the former being

tlie largest in the principality, having a population at the present

day of 3, 000 inliabitants.

Until near the middle of the seventeenth century, Jlonaco

enjoyed the protection of the Spanish monarchs ; but, in Kill, a

secret treaty, concluded with Henry II., the reigning prince, sub-

stituted the protectorate of France for that of Spain, and the

Spaniards were driven out of the town. This settlement continued

till the French revolution, when, in 1792, the three communes

composing the i>rincipality were constituted a republic, reproducing

on a diminutive scale the constitution which had been proclaimed

in France. The representatives ofthe people, assembled to delil>erate

on the destinies of the infont republic at the Port d'HercuIe, and

agreed upon an address, to be presented to the National Convention,

praying to be received into the bosom of the French republic. The

Convention, by a decree of the 15th of February, 1793, thus
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responded to tUeii- prayer :— "The late principality of Monaco is

united to the territory of the repuldii', ami made part "f the

department of the Maritime Alps."

When the allied sovereigns met after the battle of Waterloo, to

parcel out Europe among them, transferring peoples from one mas-

ter to another, as if they were droves of cattle, the prince of Monaco

was restored to his power and possessions, the protectorate of the

latter being taken from France and given to the king of Sardinia.

Under the protection of the Holy Alliance, the prince made a

solemn entr.ance into his capital ; hut, as before stated, he has

since then continued to reside habitually in Paris, hariug become a

French proprietor, and been made a peer of France by Louis

XVIII. . with the title of the Duke of Valentinois. Tlie new arrange-

ment of things was for from being regarded with approbation by

the people, who regretted the French, and had to admit a Pied-

montese garrison, while they were heavily taxed to support an

absentee prince, between whom and themselves there e.visted no

sympathy wh.atevcr. The consequence of this dissatisfaction was,

tliat when the news of the French revolution of February, 1848,

reached Monaco, the inhabitants of Mentone and Roquebrune rose

in insurrection, and prochvimed their independence. Monaco did

not jiarticipate in this outbreak, and even assumed a threatening

attitude towards _the insurgents. These dissensions, and the pru-

dence of the Pitdni.inteso authorities, led to the restoration of

tranquillity, which has not since been disturbed.

The scenery along the coast of the little ijriucipality is extremely

beautiful, the southern slopes of the Maritime .Mps coming down

close to the w.ater, and often terminating in bold points of rock.

Here and there, between the hills, are narrow openings into the

interior ; and the voyager has scarcely passed Monaco, in sailing

down from Nizza, when Mentone is seen, its white walls backed by

the groves of olive and lemon trees, which are protected from the

northerly and easterly winds by the high mountains behind.

Nothing can be more delightful than sailing along this p.art of the

Italian coast on a fine day, the dark green of the trees contrasting

beautiful! with the white houses and the deep I Ine sky.

^'K '" li»5V'-.*-* SBL
'S*-'-
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NF.AKER VIEW OF MONACO.

THE BRIRE OF THE ROMANOFF.
BY SILVEBPES.

Russian officialism is Argus-eyed. In the Post-office this vision has

au almost fabulous efficiency—it reads, where honest men would be

blind !

Miss Ida Temple, or, as she is more commonly called. Made-

moiselle Ida. the F.nglish governess at the boyard's, the Mareschal

Bomanoff, has had no letters or English papers for many weeks.

Official report says, there has been no post; but the foct is, that

even Argus-vision may be overtasked ; and till the secret police

have done their work of inspection, mademoiselle may not have her

letters. It is not suspected that she is a traitor to the Czar, but

the great Mai-eschal Romsinoff does not ni-sh to lose her brilliant

ser^'ices, for the sake of his yonng daughter Olga, but more for liis

nwD. He miglit do so, if mademoiselle knew that England and

France had declared war against Rus.sia ; that an English fleet was

already cruising in the Baltic : or that the hour was not, perhaps,

for off when Cronstadt would be bombarded.

The letters have been at length looked over and carefully re-sealed

—there is an art even in the basest duty—and the bearded emiilvyc,

attended by one of the high police, di.sguised as a common soldier of

the imperial guard, takes his way to the palace of the mareschal, in

the splendid Newski-street, at no great distance.

The letters are carried in to the mareschal ; the disguised police

official follows, for he has .something to impart. It is morning;

the mareschal, who holds a high official jmsition about the person of

the Emperor, is looking over some despatches just brought fi-om the

winter-palace by an aide-de-camp ; and he and the einiiloi/eare alone.

"Well, what news?" It is customary in -Russia to ni.ake

inferiors sensible of their inferiority.

"The post-office interpreter says, that there is no mention ot

English politics in the lettera just h.anded to your excellency, but

that one from Lieutenant —" Here the official hesitates, refers to

his notes of the transaction, but finds the English name difficult to

pronounce.

"Eliot," suggests his excellency, who. like many Russians of the

.aristocratic class, speaks English with considerable fluency.

"That a letter from this Lieutenant Eliot has been sent for

Mademoiselle Ida to her father's parsonage," continues the official,

when he has most humbly thanked the mareschal for his suggestion

of the name ; "and that it came enclosed in one from the captain

of his ship—the ' Amphion,' now in the Baltic."

"Ah !" A look of chagrin passes across the face of the illus-

trious boyard. This signifies much to the official, who proceeds to

put an ordinary question—" Am I to understand your excellency

that further letters are to be wholly sup)ircssed V
" Ko ; but carefully examined, Moiko ;" for such is the employes

name. " There iire particular reasons for carefulness in this
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respect. Now go." The niavcsclia!, as lie speaks, takos some

silver roubles from a purse on the table, pushes them towards the

employi, and then haughtily waves his hand as a sign for him to go.

Once alone, tlie mareschal rises ; he walks up and down the most

English-like apartment, and stays occasionally to lean his arm upon

the costly chimney-slab above the open fire-place. As he thus

stands, a side-door geutly opens, .and a very young girl, not more-

than twelve or thirteen ye irs of age, comes quickly in, and, cross-

ing to the bright hearth, twines her arms about the thoughtful

man's neck. The caress is gladly received, gladly returned, and

she is locked in the embrace she lias sought. She is very fair

and lovely, though so young, and the eyes which look down upon

her are full of pride and love.

" I am glad you are come, Olga ; for I wanted you. There is an

English post in, and letters for mademoiselle. You can mention

thi.s, and send your honna Ninette for them. I presume that made-

moiselle will be pleased."

*'0h! rejoiced, papa; mademoiselle pines much about her

Euglish home, though she does not say so. These letters will

make this quite a liright day ; for now the thaw is over, we shall

take a drive. We have much to see and do, and many calls to

make."
" Upon whom, Olga? Upon no English, I hope."

"I scarcely know, papa"—and the fair young creature runs

over a list of the Ilu.ssian nobility ;
" but if we go to the houses of

any of the English, it will only be to the British chaplain's or the

embassy."

"But the English minister is gone; and so is Mr. Mostnn, the

rich English merchant."

"Where, papa? It is three months since mademoiselle, on

account of her illness, left the palace, and she v.-ill have news

enough to learn. But tell me—whj have these English left St.

Petersburg?"

" My pearl must not ask secrets," replies the mareschal, as he

.affects to pinch his darling's ear, but kisses her brow instead.

" There, take mademoiselle her letters, and say nothing about this

matter; only see she visits no English, and is not over-ftitigued

;

and stay—the day is cold enough—I hope she'll wear the silver

furs I sent her on yonr fitc day. Will she, do you think?"

" Yes, papa; I heard her say she would."

" Now go."

These last words, trifling as they .are, have removed a weight off

the maresclial's heart ; he smiles, resumes his se.it and his duties

of Russian statesmanship—such a? they are.

The room in which Olga seeks her beloved mademoiselle is a

sort of boudoir or study, for it has all the appliances and luxury of

both. A portion of the early lessons are over, yet some still

reuiaiu ; and Miss Temple sits looking over a German exercise,

when a sweet face rests upou her sii"ulder, .aud a young voice cries:

" (luess what I brmg?"

Miss Temple changes colour.

"Oh! Engli.sh letters, I hope!

she clasps and raises her hands,

action, but more in the expression of her face.

Olfa lays down the letters, and retires to a seat opposite, where

she resumes her studies, that she may the earlier conclude them

;

though she occasionally glances off her books to see if her beloved

friend is pleased with the news contained iu her letters. Iler face

c'ives few signs beyond that of eager interest, till she comes to the

close of the one she has opened first, when a shade of disappoint-

ment crosses it, and she sighs heavily. Olga is by her side in an

instant, and questious her tenderly as to whether there he ill

news.

"None, dearest. My father is well; dame Graham, his hou.se-

keeper, is as fat and as good-tempered as ever ; the dogs, and

"arden, and iiarish folks, thriving. No, nothing Imt a trivial dis-

appointment about a letter I have long expected, and which ought

tri have been sent on. Now let us see what other correspundents

say." And turning off the subject, she re.ids the rest of the letters.

This is soon accomplished, for their importance is but trifling.

The lessons are tlien resumed and ended, and mademoiselle and

Olga retire to their several ap.artments to dress for their morning's

drive.

And, laying down her pen.

There is supplication in this

When tliey meet again, the dress of each is plain, though rich

;

but Olga misses in an instant the silver furs which tlie maresch.al

had sent for purposely to Siberia, and which mademoiselle had pro-

mised to wear.
'•' No, dear," is the reply to the question ;

" I prefer my Englisli

shawl: the day is not very cold, and to wear it reminds me of

home. Such trifles amount to much in a foreign laud." Olga is

vexed, because her papa will question her, aud will be angry when

he hears tlie truth

.

A splendid droschki, withsilver bells, awaits them in the court-

yard, and they drive to the park of the beautiful Michailov Palace,

where they have an cntrie, making calls by tlie way at several

stately residences. It is a mild spring day, the great thaw of the

Neva is over, and the power of the sun already betokens the near

approach of the hot Kussian summer.

Passing on their return through a wide street, thronged with

pedestrians of many nations. Miss Temple recognises, in a young

man vastly bearded and muffled up, as though for the purpose of

disguise, a German clerk in the employ of her friend the English

merchant. He seems to shun the recognition of passers-by ; but

mademoiselle, bidding the driver of the droschki stop, addresses

him, and makes inquiry after Mr. Moston and his family.

"They have left St. Petersburg, and th.at suddenly,'' is the

rapid answer.

"Why?"
"Do yon not know what every body else knows?"
" No."

The young man, with a perfect consciousness that the dViver is

an accredited spy—for what Russian menial is not ?—s.ays rapidly

in Italian—he has hitherto spoken in French

—

"War !"

Mademoiselle clat:p3 her hands, and turns as pale as death.

" Yes ; war is declared between the Western Powers and Russia

—

indeed, may be said to have commenced. I dare not stay to say any

more, for I am lingering here on"su3'eranee, or ratlier in disguise,

to take care of some of Mr. Moston's business afl'airs." He makes

a slight salute, and dives into the crowd.

"Drive to the chaplain's of the English embas.sy," is tlie order

given to the driver.

"The distance is considerable, mademoiselle," replies the driver

;

'

' and I had his excellency's orders to avoid the houses of tlie

Euglish; but if—

"

Yenality is here suggested, and the hint is taken ; a rouble is

slipped into his hand, and Miss Temple and Olga reach the

chaplain's house in .an adjacent suburb. There are visible signs of

removal; Russian serfs and English servants are packing books

and furniture ; and the chaplain, a venerable, noble man, himself

superintends their hasty services. Miss Temple is announced, and

he meets her in the study.

" You .are following his excellency, Mr. ," ,aro Miss Temple's

first words,

"No; Iain sending away my precious books, and less precious

goods, for safety's sake. But I remaia ; I have leave to do so.

Many English will cleave to the country, come what may—human

interests are .selfish things ; but / must forget these, and remember

human souls."

" Youi-'s is a noble plea—the only one for lack of patriotism."

"Yes, Miss Temple, I am like the Puritan of old, who, when

told to descend from his pulpit by command of the king, replied

magnificently :
' I go on ; for I ob3y a higher—the King of kings.'

So I shall continue to baptize, to preach, and to celelu-ate mar-

riage, though my heart will be with onr dear country."
'

' As mine is, Mr. ; aud this is why I have come, though

with a spy on the droschki—to .asknews—to ask if—" Here she

hesitates.

The ch.aplain knows something of her history , he has heard it

from Mr. Moston ; and smilingly takes a small paper from his

pocket, which he hands to her.

" This, I think. Miss Temple, will give yon every information
; I

procured it .at the cost of four roubles this morning, as my English

papers had tlie usual pumice-stone erasures. I may add, that Sir

Charles Najuer, and a magnificent fleet, are in .the Baltic ; the rest

you will find here."

Her eye glances rapidly down the paper ; it seeks v>hat it finds

;
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Ijiit linding it uen'es her still more earnestly for her gi'eat task.

8he, too, must leave Russia ; before it was a duty—now it is a

higher one. She accortlingly talks the matter over briefly with her

giiod frieiul the chajilain. He promises to visit the port, to see

what ships sail west, to procure her a disguise with the friendly aid

of a Servian shipwTight and his wife, who have a daughter in the

maresehal's family, and to whom Miss Temple has been most kind

—

and generally to plan her escape, and let her know the ensuing eve-

ninj, whilst she is at the ojiera with Ulga, what has been effected.

"There w'ill be some trials in parting, I think, Miss Temple,""

says her good friend as she rises to withdraw. " These Komanoffs

have spread round you an almost incredible luxury, the maresohal

especially.'"'

" I .should welcome this last," replies Miss Temple, austerely,

" and regret it, if only for gratitude's sake, if*I was not conscious

—painfully conscioiis—that an ultimately base purpose has sug-

g.'steil much of it. This is a truth to which I have been painfully,

though slowly, awakening."
" I think with you, Ida Temple," says the chaplain, earnestly

;

" these Russians think that even our noblest women are to be

b night by their bribes and gold. So go, for your country's sake,

for your woman's sake, and, best of all, for God's sake. In this

country, baseness seems to be the inheritance of men in high

pl.-iots."'

" I shall have one regret," weeps Ida ; "it will be to pai-t with

my beloved Olga, my darling child."

" Th.at you must overcome. When a cause is that of one's

country and one's God, even natural claims prove light, much more

adopte 1 ones. Go—let me admonish you."

She promises ; bids her friend adieu; joins Olga in the droschki,

and they return to the Komanoff palace.

That night there is one of those brilliant assemblies at the

Komanoff piliice for which St. Petersburg is so celebrated. The

highest nobility .attend it, even princes of the royal blood ; and

music forms a nart of the evening's entertainment. Gifted by

nature with extraordinary musical ability, Olga, though yet a girl

is a brilliant player on both the iiianoforte and harp, and sings

with great effect and richer promise. She owes all this capjibility,

beyond the part nature has bestowed, to Ida's tuition, who, herself

a splendid musician, h:is been trained in the finest German school

of music. Olga on this night excels herself, as does Mademoiselle

Ida. The mareschal is proud on the one hand and enchanted on

the other ; nor is his enchantment lessened by the reserve of his

daughter's lovely governess. Some natures are conquered by pride,

as others by humility. On one excuse or another he detains her in

the music saloon till the guests are gone ; he then asks her to

reniaiu, .as he wishes to speak to her ; but pleading the lateness of

the hour and her duty to his daughter, she retires.

The morning comes : a message reaches mademoiselle, th.".t the

mareschal wishes to speak to her, and that alone. As she, too,

wishes to speak to him, she descends to his morning room. The

doors are double, and the mareschal sees that they are closed.

But his words hang heavy on his lips, as he looks upon the calm,

pure face of this lovely woman. As he is thus abashed, his visitor

can say what she has to say first.

Declining the seat proffered to her, she says gently: "I wished

to see your excellency, an I have a resolution to impart. Yonr

excellency did- not inform me that war was declared between this

country and mine. As I have learnt that such is the case, I have

but one duty to perform—that is, to return to England."

"You really cannot be in earnest, mademoiselle; iiolitical cir-

cumstances can have no relation to privati ones," says the mareschal,

in li.asty and unconcealed anger. " Your attendance is really

necessary to Olga, and you ciinnot bo spared at present." Her
meaning has been wilfully mistaken.

"I do not mean leave of absence, my lord, but withdrawal

finally and fully. I most sincerely love your gifted and beautiful

cliild, I eminently respect your excellency and your excellency's

illustrious family, I am grateful to the full for all the beneficent

acts you have showered upon me ; but it would be baseness in me
to eat the bread of those hostile to my counti-y, and who seek to

shed its blood. My lord, there is a-deejicr and far more intimate

relation between private and public morality than you suspect."

"There may be—I do not care. But these are daagerons

opinions, though I've long suspected your entertaining them ; they

are the natural fr\iit of the hated country which "

"Stay, your excellency," is the proud interruption: "recollect

/ am an Englishwoman."

" I regret you are, for some reasons, though not for others.

But let this pass. You cannot be surely mad enough to leave

Olga. If so, is her love no temptation ?"

"It would be, under almost any other circumstance-s—for I love

her with a mothers love—under the present it cannot. I think I

have now said all I have to say. I shall leave St. Petersburg and
your excellency's family at the earliest date. I will now withdraw."

She rises to go, but ic restrained by an iron gripe. The
Rom.anoS" has more to siiy to her : she trembles like an aspen-leaf.

Russian-like, he thinks that his bribe will prove effectual niiw.

lie paces up ami down before her for some few nunutes—then he

stays. His voice and manner are changed.

"Can nothing else bribe you, mademoiselle, to make a further

home in our cold country ? I have long wished to make a change

in certain circumstances —of late more particularly. I wish further

luxury to be yours—more consideration ; it is my wish, as well as

in my power, to effect both desires." He stays, looks at her, lays

his hand confidentially upon her shoulder, and s.ays more softly :

"What I mean, mademoiselle—dear Ida—is, that our hitherto

friend.ship be of a still more intimate kind ; it would be a source

of the intensest happiness to me."

That pure, unmoved face looks steadily into his, as it asks

:

'
' Your excellency means that our relationship .should be that if a

Circassian slave, bought for her beauty in the slave-market of

Constantinople, aud her master ?"

The Romanoff thinks that the brilc h,is lured his purposed

victim, as he answers :
" Not exactly, beloved Ida. The Circassian

is usually but one of a sisterhood; ijou, would I'eigu alone, and be,

mi'reover, an intellectual companion. For politic;il reasons, I shall

never marry again ; but you would be ray wife in' all but rank and

name—a trifling difl'crenoe in a love like our own."
" My lord," she answers proudly, " your opinion of me is indeed

different from wh.at I hoped it w.as ; for, if purity cannot tempt me,

corruption will not. For the future, have more respect for those

j'oii place about the footsteps of your child. It is time, indeed,

that I should fly."

She eludes the cowardly attempt to restrain her, hastens to the

double doors, fortunately opens them, and is gone.

MILITAUY WATCn.TOWERS IN TUE CRIMEA.
Both the climate find the soil of the Crimea are remarkably varied

—so much so, indeed, that a description which might be perfectly

tme of one part, would require to be directly revci'sed in order to

become applicable to another. The fact ij, the peninsula consists

of two distinct portions, which are separated from each other by the

river Salghir flowing from west to east. The northern portion is

almost wholly composed of extensive plains, which, though bare of

trees, ai-e not deficient in rich pasture, except where marshes and
salt-lakes are found. Some of these salt-lakes, which are vei-y

numerous towards the sea-coast, are fifteen or twenty miles round.

Throughout the northern part of the Crimea the climate is de-

cidedly tinhealtliy, being oppressively hot in summer, and bitterly

cold, as well as damp, in winter.

On the contrary, in the south—particularly in the valleys and on

the monntain slopes—a delicious mild temjitrature prev.iils, and

fruits of all kinds are produced in rich abundance. Among the

productions of this region may be nieuiioiied, com, hemp, tiax,

tobiicco, olives, vines, miilberries, iwmcgranates, figs, and oranges;

Dr. Clarke gives the following description of a district in the sonth

of the Crimea i

—"If there exist a terrestrial paradise, it is to be

found in the district intervening between Kutchukoy and Sudak,

on the south coast of the Crimea. Protected by encircling alps
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from every cold ami blighting wind, aud only open to those breezes

which are wafted from the south, the inhabitants enjoy every

advantage of climate aud of situation. Continual streams of crj-stal

water pour down from the mountains upon their gardens, where

every species of fruit known in the rest of Europe, and many that

are not, attain the highest perfection. Neither unwholesome ex-

halations, nor chilling winds, nor venomous insects, nor poisonous

reptiles, nor hostile neighbours, infest their blessed territory."

This bears pretty evident marks of being tinged with the hues of

the writer's glowing fancy, though in some respects confirmed by

the testimony of other travellers. However true it may be of the

particular district in question, there is certainly no other part of

the Crimea so highly favoured ; for at certain periods of the year

reptiles of various kinds infest even the south, the air is far ft-om

salubrious, and fevers are pretty prevalent.

The most important place in the Crimea—at least in relation to

other countries—is Sebastopol, a very formidable stronghold of

Russian power. Highly favoured by uature with a spacious bar-

er forty feet from the gi-ound, and supported upon four stakes or

trunks of trees. In many cases there is no ladder like that in our

engraving, but, as a substitute, pieces of wood are fastened cross-

wise, at intervals, to two of the supporting stakes. The Cossacks, •

who are keeping guard on the watch-towers to observe the move-

ments of the enemy, set fire to a faggot of wood attached to a cross-

beam above, whenever they think it necessary to give a signal. It

is scarcely possible to form an adequate idea of the patient endur-

ance exhibited by these sentinels. In spite of the severest cold,

they remain whole days and nights on these watch-towers, exposed

to the rain, snow, and wind, immoveable and erect as statnes, with

their faces turned towards the quarter pointed out, never suffering

themselves to be diverted for a moment from their duty by what is

going on behind them.

Ker Porter, in his work on "Travels in (jcorgia," has gives a

view of a watch-tower which he saw near Mozdock, in the Valley of

Bobbers, facing the Caucasus. Another traveller, Robert Lyall,

gives a drawing of one which he saw on the Kouban, and states, that

A WATCH-TOWER IN THE CRIMEA.

hour and a commanding position, it has been very strongly fortified

on scientific principles with an array of ramparts, bastions, batteries,

and curtains, which are well calculated to strike ten'or into the

heai-t of the bravest commander of a powerful fleet and numerous

army. Nor can we reasonably wonder—however much we may

regret—that so much hesitation should have been exhibited with

regard to venturing upon an attiick ou this chief source of that

domineering influence which Russia has been long exercising and

extending over the Black Sea. With such a home for a powei-ful

navy, she may bid defiance to every attempt to rob her of her

supremacy in this pai-t of the world. But if once it be wrested

from her grasp, she will have lost the right arm of her strength,

an effectual check will be put upon her aggression, and there will

be some hope for the cause of peace, freedom, and civilisation.

At the present time, when warlike operations against the Crimea

are much talked of, our readers may be glad to have a representa-

tion of one of the militai-y watch-towers established there. The

construction of these watch-towers is very simple. A wooden plat-

form or trellis, four or five feet square, sometimes, but not always,

surrounded by a sort of balustrade, is raised a height of thirty

from the top of the watch-tower at Petrovskoye he was shown a

marsh full of reeds, where .about a thousand Circassians were said

to have been drowned in October, 1S21. The engraving which

accompanies these remarks is taken from a di'awing of one of the

watch-to\vers ranged at regular intervals along the military line by

the river Kouban, which forms the boundary between Russia and

the tribes west of the Caucasus. "These posts of obsei'vation,"'

says the artist, "are merely a kind of watch-towers raised on four

props to a height of fifty feet above the ground. Two Cossacks are

on guard there day and night. On the slightest movement of the

enemy in the vast plain of rushes by which the river is bordered,

a signal tire is lighted and hoisted to the top of the watch-tower.

If the danger is more than usually imminent, they set fire to an

enoimous torch of straw and tai". At this signal, which is repeated

from post to post along the line, the whole force take arms, and

almost in an instant five or six hundred men are assembled at the

point which is threatened. These military posts, each of which

generally has a dozen men, are placed very near each other, par-

ticularly in dangerous passes, and at regular intervals small forts

are raised with batteries and several pieces of cannon."
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THE AMERICAN SPARROW-HAWK.

THE AMERICAN SPARBOT-HAWK.

At the head of the interestmg class of birds-mdnced, no doubt, by endowed with the faculty of de.tructIvene.s-most uaturalists have

fhVwtendenSirr^dtohonourthosewhoarep^^ placed the rapacious tribes, which wage cont«pal war upon aU
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llii'ir le.s.< ijowerful neighbuuvo. It k true that, 'in these latter

(lays, wheu old prejudices are gradually p;issing away, some

naturalists have cast them from their high estate to make room for

other perliaps not more worthy occupants; but in the popular

mind the eagle is still the "king of birds;" and when viewing his,

majestic form, his piercing eye, and strong and lofty flight, bearing

iu mind at the same time the terrific weapons with which he is

ai-med, it is not easy to imagine any more expressive emblem of

those qualities for which men were and are still raised above their

fellows.

The rapacious birds arc cliaraoterised especially by the form ot

the beak, the upper mandible being considerably longer than the

lower and hooked at the end, forming a njpst formidable instrument

for tearing the flesh ft'om the bones of their prey. The legs and

feet, too, are very powerful, and the strong sharp claws partaking

of the form of the beak, are adapted for seizing their victim with a

deadly grasp. They are remarkable also for their gresit length of

wiug and strong and rapid flight—qualities in which, as probably in

courage, the eagle is excelled by many of his smaller relatives, the

fiilcons.

The males of these birds are generally much smaller than the

females, and often differ from them considerably in colouring ;
their

plumage also changes greatly with age, the young birds often

appearing in a dress very diiferent from that which they are

ultimately to wear, and as the mature plumage is generally attained

by degrees, the birds sometimes exhibit such mnltifarious characters

in the difl'ereut phases of their existence, a,s to have given rise to

the establishment of half-a-dozen species in place of one.

One of the handsomest of the smaller hawks is that of which our

engraving (p. 105) contains four representations—the American

sparrow-hawk (Fako sparverim). This elegant little bii-d inhabits

almost every part of the United States, but is especially plentiful

in the northern portions. The female is about eleven inches long,

and twenty-three in expanse of wing ; the male is about an inch and

a half shorter, and measures two inches less from tip to tip. The

head is of a bluish ash colour, with the crown reddish ;
round the

head is a whitish border, in which are seven black spots ; the back

is reddish bay, barred with black ; the under side of the body

yellowish w-hite streaked with brown ; the quill feathers of the

\vings are black, spotted with white. The tail feathers are reddish

bay, with a broad black band near the end, and beyond this a

yellowisk white tip ; the two outer tail feathers are white. The

beak is of a light blue colour, tipped with black ; the cere and legs

are yellow, and the claws blue- black. Such are the general

colours of both sexes of this handsome bird, which differ neverthe-

less in several minor particulars which space forbids our polutiuj out.

The American sparrow-hawk builds its nest in a hollow tree ; it

chooses a hole pretty high up, where some large bough has been

broken off. The female is said to lay four or five eggs of a light

brownish yellow colour spotted with a darker tint. Wilson, the

American ornitholpgisl, who devoted his life to tlie study of the

birds of his adopted; country, has left us a most animated account of

this little hawk. Ebsays :
" It flies rather ii-regularly, occasion-

ally suspendmg itself in the air, hovering over a particular spot for

a minute or two, and then shooting off in another direction. It

perches on the top of a dead tree or pole, iu the middle of a field or

meadow, and, as it alights, shuts its long wings so suddenly, that

they seem instantly to disappear ; it sits here in an almo.5t per-

pendicular position, sometimes for an hour at a time, fi-equently

jerking its tail, and reconnoitring the ground below, iu every

direction, for mice, lizards, etc. It approaches, the farm-house,

—particularly in the morning—skidking about the barn-yard for

mice or young chickens. It frequently plunges into a thicket after

small birds, as if by random ; but always with a particular and gene-

rally with a fatal aim. One day I observed a bird of this species

perched on the highest top of a poplar, on the skii-ts of the wood,

and was iu the act of raising my gun to my eye, when he swept

down with the rapidity of an arrow into a thicket of briars, about

thirty yards off, where I shot him dead, and, on coming up, found a

small field-sparrow quivering in his giMsp. Both our aims had been

taken at the same instant, and, unf jrtunately for him, both were fatal.

It is particularly fondof watching along hedge-rows and in orchards,

where small birds usu dly resort. When grasshoppers are plenty,

they form a considerable part of its food." The remainder of its

sustenance is made up of small snakes, lizards, mice, aad birds,

and it rarely eats anything that it has not killed for itself, and even

this is occasionally rejected. If out of condition. In illustration of

this, Wilsou relates the following auecdote :

—" One morning, a

gentleman observed one of these hawks dart down on the ground

and seize a mouse, which he airried to a fence-post, where, after

examining it for some time, he left it, and, a little while after,

pouuced upon auother mouse, wdiich he instantly carried off to his

nest, in the hollow of a tree hard by. The gentleman, anxious

to know why the hawk had rejected the first mouse, went up to it,

aud found it to be almost covered with lice, and greatly emaciated !

Here was not only delicacy of taste, but sound and prudent

reasoning—If I carry this to my nest, thought he, it will fill it with

vermin, and hardly be worth eating." The voracity of this hawk

may be imagine! from the circumstance, also related by the great

American ornithologist, that in the stomach of one of these biids, he

found the greater part of the body of an American robin (Tardus

migratoriiis), "including the nubroken feet and claws ; though the

robin actually measures within half an inch as long as the sparrow-

hawk."

The blue jay (Gan-ulas cyistalits), a very common bird through-

out the United States, is one of the greatest enemies of the span-ow-

hawk—at least as far as most vociferous attacks with the tongue

may be regarded as signs of enmity. Like all his congeners, he

has the greatest facility in imitating sounds ; and, when disposed

for a little quiet fun, can mimic the notes of other birds with such

exactness as to deceive the most practised ear. He appears to be

particularly fond of teasing the sparrow-hawk with his garrulous

nonsen.se,
'
' imitating his cry wherever he sees him, and squealing

out as if caught ; this soon brings a number of his own tribe around

him, who all join in the fiolic, darting about the hawk, and feign-

ing the cries of a bird sorely wounded, and already under the

clutches of its devourer ; while others lie concealed in bushes, ready

to second the attack. But thU ludicrous farce often terminates

tragically. The hawk, singling out one of the most insolent and

provoking, sweeps upon him in an unguarded moment, and ofters

him up a sacrifice to his hunger and resentment. In an instant

the tune is changed ; all their buffoonery vanishes, and loud and

incessant screams proclaim their disaster."

A much smaller bird than the jay, however, is able siugly to

drive tliis depredator from his haunts, at least during the breeding

season, wheu affection for his mate and young prompts him to

exert all his powers and dare every danger to save them from the

destroyer. This is the king-bird or tyi'ant-flycatcher {Miisckapa

tyranrms), a bird of passage in the United States, whose danntles.s

courage makes even the eagle fly from his attacks.

NEW ENGLAND IN THE EEIGN OF CllAfilES II.

It seems to be a law of the human mind| that the feeling of loyalty

aud the desire of conserving old institutions diminishes as the dis-

tance is increased between the individual and the land of his

ancestry. A new soil, whereon all the faculties of man have full

scope for their development, fosters that love of freedom w^hicli is

inherent in human nature, and distance from the seat of power

suggests ideas of independence.

Tfie law to which we have alluded showed itself iu operation in

t^e American colonies of Great Britain at a very early period;

The vessel that conveyed to America the intelligence of the restoration

of monarchy in England, bore from the vengeance of Charles II.

two of the judges who had signed the warrant for the execution of

his father—Whalley and Gofi'c. Endicot, the governor of Massa-

chusetts, received them with kindly hospitality ; and before"

the royal order for theri' arrest reached Boston, the fugitives were

enabled to escape to New Haven. The authorities of the Bay State,
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liohig requirefl to eseoutf? the waiTaut, published a proclamation

against them ; but no one betrayed tliem, or made any attempt to

accomplish the royal purpose. Dixwell, another of Charles's judijes,

i
oined them shortly afterwards, and, in spite of all the eft'orts to

apprehend them, they passed the remainder of their days in America.

It was not until nearly twelve months after the receipt of the

news of the restoration that Charles was publicly proclaimed in New
England, and then all demonstrations of joy were strictly prohibited.

The restrictions which the English government had placed upon

their commerce had aroused a feeling of indignation among the

colon ist.s, and the Cioneral Court had drawn up a declaration of

rights, which evinces their boldness and the advanced state of

ilevelo]iment which their political ideas had already attained. They

claimed a de/ree of liberty which left the crown but small pre-

rogative, tliough not more than had already beeu conferred, by

royal charter, upon the colonists of Connecticut and Itliode Island.

Hut his baffled intentions of revenge probably rankled in the mind

of Charles II., for he refused the same riglits to Massaohnsetts, and

a struggle immediately oommenccd between the colonists and the

government at homo.

.\ remonstrance was drawn up for presentation to the king; but

some of the sturdy democrats thought this unnecessary, arguing,

that their compact was to piy a certaiu amount to the king, and

lliat all notice of him beyond that was only by way of civility.

The remonstrance was received unfavourably, and Massaclivisetts

was ordered to send Bcllingham, the governor, Haw-thorne, an

influential magistrate, and three other gentlemen, to England, to

answer the charges made against the colony. The General Court

.*i.s?embled to deliberate ujtou the measures to be adopted ; and,

after fortifying theinselves with prayers and psalms, they decided

upon refusing to complji with the royal mandate. The coloni.sts

triumphed; England was then engaged in war with Holland, and

in no condition to reduce them to obedience. The Navigation Act

Kecams a dead letter; not a single custom-house was erected, and

the port of Boston, enjoying all the beuelita of unrestricted com-

merce, became the most prosperous on the shores of the Atlantic.

The charters conferred by the king upon the colonists of Con-

necticut and Khode Island have already been mentioned. The

results were such as gladden the heart of the philanthropist to con-

template. Free and self-governed, enjoying all of independence

but the name, the population of Connecticut doubled in twenty

years, and such a degree of material prosperity and social happiness

was attained as had never been known before. "To describe its

condition," says Bancroft, "is but to enumerate tlie blessings of

self-government by a community of farmers, who have leisure to

reflect, who cherish education, and who have neither a nobility nor

a populace." Contemporary writers speak of it as realising the

Homeric fable of the Age of Gold. So great was the general pros-

perity, and the sense of morality, that locks and bolts were

unknown ; the richest of the colonists had no other fastening to

fheir doors than a simple latch. We again quote Bancroft.

'There were neither rich nor poor in the land, but all had

enough. There was venison on the hills, abundant fish in

the rivers, and sugar was gathered from the maple of the

forest. The soil was originally justly divided, or held faitli-

fuUy in trust for the public and for new coiners. Happiness

was enjoyed unconsciously; like sound healt'', it was the condition

of a pure and simple life. Tliere was for a long lime hardly a

lawyer in the land. The husbandman who held his own jilough,

and fed his own cattle, was the great man of the age ; nor was any

one superior t« the matroii, who, with her busy daughtei-s, kept the

hum of the wheel incessantly alive, spirning and weaving every

article of dress. Fashion was confined within narrow limits ; and

pride, which aimed at no grander equipage than a pillion, exulted

only in the common splendoui- of the blue and white linen gown

with sleeves reaching to the elbow, and the snow-white flaxen

apron, which, primly starched and ironed, was worn on ])ublic

days by every woman of the land. The time of sowing .and the

time of reaping marked the progress of the year; and the p]ain

t dre.sa of the working day and the more trim attire of the Sabliatb,

the progress of the week.

" Every family was taught to look up to God as the fountain of

.all goad, Yet life was not sombre ; the spirit of frolic mingled

with innocence ; religion itself assumed a garb of gaiety, and the

annual thanksgiving was as joyous as it was sincere. Frugality

was the rule of life, both private and public. Half a century after

the concession of the charter, the annual expenses of govorament

did not exceed eight hundred pounds.

'* Education was always regarded as an object of deepest conceiii,

and common schools existed from the first. A small college was
early estahlished, and Yale owes its birth to ten worthy fathers,

who in 1700 assembled at Brandfm'd, and each one laying a few

volumes on a table, said, ' I give these books for the founding of

a college in this colony.'

"Political education was a natur.al consequence of the constitution.

Every inhabitant was a citizen, and every citizen, irrespective of

wealth, condition, or tiny otlier circumstance, was possessed of the

franchise. When, tlierefore, the progress of society tvnd of events

furnisheil a wider field of action than mere local politics afforded,

tlio [lublic mind was found equal to its circumstances ; emerging

then from the quiet of its origin into scenes where a new jiolitical

world was to be created, the sagacity which had regulated the

afl'airs of the village gained admiration in the field and the council."

The constitution of Rhode Island w.as as liberal as that of Con-

necticut, tie arge Baxter, of whom nothing more is known, arrived

with it on the 2ith of November, 1603, and was received with a

solemn joy, woi'thy of men who fear God, love their fellows, and

respect themselves. Our second illustration represents Baxter hold-

ing up the charter to the g.aze of the immense concourse of people

that was assembled on the shore to receive it. The scene is thus

described by Bancroft in his history:—"The letters of the .agent

were opened, and read with good delivery and attention ; then the

charter was taken forth from the precious box that held it, and was

read by Baxter in the audience and view of all the i^cople ; and the

letters, with his Majesty's royal stamp and broad seal, with much

becoming gravity, were held up on high, and presented to the

perfect view of the people." Perfect liberty of conscience was

secured by this charter, and Rhode Island, like Connecticut,

became, in the words of the pious John Haynes, "a refuge and

receptacle for all sorts of consciences." The constitution of Mary-

land, while disregarding the minor distinctions of sect, required

subscription to the faith of the Gdspel ; but that of Rhode Island

was based on the broad and beautiful principle of universal bro-

therhood, and excluded no man, whatever his belief, from the

rights of citizenship.

New Hampshire was at this period a portion of the state of

M.assachnsetts, and shared in its prosperity and happiness ; but in

1070, the English government, which had neither forgiven nor for-

gotten the obstinate resistance of the sturdy colonists of the Bay,

separated New Hampshire from its jurisdiction, and erected it into

a royal province, the president and council of which were to be

appointed by the crown. The chan^ was unwelcome to the people;

and the discontent with which they viewed it was increased by the

attempts of one Mason to enfarce a claim to the lands of the pro-

vince, a claim which had long laid dormant, but which was now

revived with the concurrence and support of the English govern-

ment. Mason deputed as his agent a needy adventurer named

Cranfield, who arrived in the province with a mortgage on all the

lands for twenty-one years, and the appointment of governor con-

ferred upon him by the home government. He calculated upon

lOiilising a splendid fortune, as, by an arrangement between Ma.son

and the government, one-fifth of all quit-rents had been allotted to

him as his salary ; but in this anticipation ho was greatly disap-

pointed. The colonists opposed a steady and determined resistance

to all his measures. Associations were formed for the purpose of

hiudermg the collection of the taxes which he imposed. The sherifl"

and his officers were forcibly expelled wherever they presented

themselves to distrain upon the goods and chattels of the inhabit-

ants ; and in one place he was seized, and having his arms bound

behind him, and a halter about his nec^ was in that ignominious

manner conducted out of the province.

The contumacy of Massachusetts was yet to be punished. In

1078 the royal arms were put up in the court-house, the oath of

allegiance was required, and new efforts were made to enforce the

provisions of the Navigation Act. The General Court, fearing for

its charter, hut still desirous of maintaining the riglit of self-
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goverament, gave validity to that measure by an act of its own. tliat we shall be exposed to great sufferings. Better suffer tlian

The king was exasperated rather tlian mollified by this step, and sin. It is better to trust the God of our fathers than to put confi-

was mor"e determined than ever to annul the charter. A deputa- dence in princes. If we suffer because we dare not comply with

tion to avert his anger was unsuccessful. The entire population the wills of men against the will of God, we suffer in a good cause,

EJECTMENT OF THE SHERIFF BY THE POPULACE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE.

=^:7»C. y^=^;=y-'^^=:==^ £i

GEORGE BAXTER DOIBING l^P THE CHARTER TO THE INHABITANTS OF RHODE ISLAND.

was roused and agitated ; the General Court deliberated a whole

fortnight as to whether the king's forbearance should be purchased

by implicit submission to his will. The majority wei'o still iirm.

" The civil liberties of New England," said they, "are part of our

inheritance; .shall we give that inheritance away? It is objected

and shall be accounted martyrs in the next genei'atlon and at the

great day." This view of the matter was accepted and persisted

in ; and on the 2nd of .Tuly, ICS.'), the act for annulling the charter

arrived in Boston, where it was received with all the signs of

mourning anil wue.
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JAPAN AND THE JAPANESE.

The people of .Tapan appear to be, when left free to tliemselTes, of A great jirocession in Japan ou a festival ilay, when the people

a very jovial and merry eharacter, capable of strong feelings and expect some of their favourite aniusemeuls, is of itself a showy and

JAPANESE WKE.-'II.EI;?

kindly emotions. They suffer from the evils of a despotic form of striking afi'uir. First the crowd—and we draw uur information

government and from a defective system of education. They are partly from an eye-witness now resident in Ja\a, whose unpub-

JAPANESE FENCERS.

very fond of out-door amusements, 'show, and glitter, and are lished letters contain very curious details—comes rusliing up at a
easily pleased, like children, with tingling bells and gew-gaws. very early hour, and, as usual in all military countries, from Great
In their dress they show their characteristic disposition. France to Little Nippon, is kept back by the soldiery. These in-
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(lividuuls, liowever, necessarily v:iiy much in costume, accorcling to

the country. In Japan the sokliers of the imiierial guard are

elotlied in wliite vestments, witli liead-ijieees varnislied witli Uack

wax, and armed with two scimitar.5 and a pike. These guards, on

a grand field-day, keep the centre of the road, which is strewed

with white sand, clear for tlie coaches and Tiorscs and palanquins.

Meanwhile scaffoldings arise on all sides for tlie sight-scer.s.

Tlie first sign of the show, on a recent visit from the Ziogoon to

the Mikado, was the running about of servants with presents in

si|U.T,re lackered chests. Then came sedans of white wood about a

fathom high, painted and inlaid with copper, in wdiich were the

ladies of honour to the Dagra, or Ziogoon. Then came twenty-one

sedans more, covered with black wood gilded, all full of ladies;

then twenty-seven more containing nobles ; the whole with gilded

doors and windows.

Following these might be seen a crowd of tweuly-four nobles on

liorseback, with small black waxed caps, with a little black plume

;

wide-coated sleeves, and pantaloons somewhat in our fashion, of

satiu of various colours, embroidered with gold. They looked

graud indeed, says Cramer, with their golden scimitars, their

(luivera and bows, fastened by needle-worked scarfs, with long-

tasselled fringes hanging over each horse's side. They wore black

boots, like Wellington boots, with golden stripes. The horses were

very handsome creatures, with golden and waxed saddles, the seat

ln:ing silver and gold, or made of tiger skins, their inanes plaited

with silk, silver, and riblioiis of gold. They wore also a kind of

net-work over the breast and hiud-(iuarter.s, of crimson silk full of

tui'ts, and on their foreheads a golden horn. To deadeu the sound

of their stepa, their shoes were of interwoven silk. Each horse

was led by two Brooms, while two great umbrellas, made of fine

linen, covered with red oloth, with a silk fringe aliout them, being

carried before, served to cover each horse, which was further

attended by eight pages or servants, all in white liveries.

Kext came three rich coaches, drawn by black bulls, covered liy

red silk nets, and led by four gi-ooms in white livery. These

vehicles are said to have been eighteen feet high, twelve long, and

six wide, like our advertising v.ans, and adorned with •;.-axeu figures

and gold. They had three windows on each side, and two before,

which were' hung with re:l curtains. The entrance was behind

by steps, ascending with turrets on each side, the window^s

beneath shaded with black wax, the tires of the wdieels gilded,

the spokes neatly turned arid inlaid with gold and mother-nf-

pe;irl.

In these huge vehicles were the wives of the great man. The

pages who waited on them were iu white and very numerous,

each carrying a gilded footstool imd a pair of slippers. Besides

their suite I'f pages, a train of mdles followed them in twenty

three sedans, made of white wood and jilated with copper, each

having an umbrella, two pages, and four stout men to carry

them.

Then came horsemen, slaves, page?, lUid pikemen ;
then presents

of two gilded scimitars, all but the blade of massive gold, a curious

firelock, a snu-di,al, two Stately golden candlesticks, two Large

pillarsi of ebony, three square polisheil tables of the same wood, the

cjmers tipped witli gold, three dirks, two mighty chargers of

massive gold, and a pair of Wax slippers, all carried by men

of rank.

Tlien, says the n.arrator of this particular scene, there camc>two

magnificent carriages exceeding all tlio former in riches, all gold,

iu which sat Sadofiew-minamo Touofindelanda, the Ziogoon, and the

heir apparent, OeudeHcu-minamo Tonoynemijtsamma. Eiglity

noblemen walked two-and-two before this pair of Coaches, with

scimitars and pikes, and eight men with ebony staves and steel

Odtons to clear the way. After this came a confused and splendid

nnis.s of nolilemen, iul'erior wives, .and sedana fidl of men ami

women; and then "fifty-four disguised like masquorades, being

the jMikado's musicians, playing on several iiiatruments, as pipes,

tabors, cj-mbal.s, bells, and some strung instruments unknown

to us."

I In s\rIi d,^ys as these the Japanese enjoy unusual amusements.

The race-course is then open, the theatre plays. At Ohosaka, the

Dutcli travellers say, the theatre is superior to what it is elsewhere.

The linuse ia described as very large, containing, besides the pit,

three tiers of boxes. The decorations, .scenery, aivd dr-csses are said

to be in good taste ; but others declare that it is occasionally difii-

cult for a stranger to comprehend the decorations on account of the

extraordinary manner of placing the lines on the paintings. This

is owing to the total absence of perspective.

The plays are usually founded on natural history or tratlition,

and the subjects are the feats, exploits, and lives of ancient Jap.anese

heroes and gods. Many are devoted to enforcing moral precepts.

The general tendency is said to be good, but Fischer modifies this

observation in a way quite characteristic of the race. " In their

heroic dramas the thb'.st fiu' revenge shines pre-eminent as a natural

characteristic, but .always in union with a lofty courage. I saw a

theatrical representation of one of the punishments by torture,

which was astoundingly cruel."

Declamation is the great delight of the audience. The more tlie

actor rants and raves, the more he delights, which is not an

especial characteristic of Japan. But a greater merit still is to

take many parts and play them well. There is little illusion, as

the performers pass through the pit on tlieir way to tlie stage.

There are no actresses. ' In this the Jajjanese imitate anticpiity.

The female parts are played by boys. This arises from the fact

that the Japanese, holding tlie profession iu very low estimation,

will not .allow women to degrade themselves to it. A play in three

acts is not represented all at once, but an act of another is played

between, so that the spectators who have come for oue irarticular

piece can go out between whiles and smoke, drink sakee, and

attend to business. The ladies remain with servants and cliange

their dresses several times during the perftirmance. .

Dancing and mus?c, we have already said, are favourite amuse-

ments. Mummers and mountebanks frequent the streets, with

tumblers!, conjurors, and jugglers, and are very iinpnlar. Tlieir

beggars are merry vagabonds. Tliey exhibit odd touches of huinuur.

A band of halt, lame, and blind will solicit alms in doleful strains
;

and the next moment, throwing off all disguise, leap about ami

chant merrily, as if under the idea that mirth is a more likely

mood iu which a man will give than melancholy.

In the great world the young ladies find delight, at their social

meetings, in every description of fine work, the fabrication of pretty

boxes, artificial flowers, the iiainting of fans, birds, and animals,

pocket-books, purses, plaiting thread for hair-dress, all for the

favourite use of giving presents. These employments while away

the winter evenings. In tlie spring, on the other hand, they parti-

cipate with eagerness iu all kinds of out-door amusements. Uf

these the choicest are aft'orded by the pleasure-boats, whirh,

adorned with the utmost cost and beauty, cover their lakes and

I'ivers. In the eujoymeut of society and music, they glide iu these

VBUsels from noou till late at night, realising the words of Thomas

Moore

:

" Oh, best of delights, as it everywhere is.

To be near tlic luv'd oue ! What a rapture is lli.'i,

Who, by mooulight and music, thus idly may glide

O'er the Lake of Cashmecr, with that one by his side."

Tlie climate in the summer makes this amusement peculiarly

delicious.

The women of Japau are very superior to the men. The men

mingle in low and debasing pleasures, the women occupy their time

iu refined society and more harmless occupations. Even the

Japanese gentleman is polished in his mannei-s, but the ladies are

exquisitely so. James Drummon said (we are assured by Mac-

farlanel ;
" they have a natural grace which cannot be described.

The Japanese are the most fascinatiug, elegant ladies that I ever

saw in any country in the world." This is high praise, but it

appears not undeserved.

The fe.ast of lamps is one of the great amusements of the people,

it was a festival instituted out of respect to the dead, but it has

departed somewhat from its origin iu modern times. It appears to

be a very showy aud brilliant aft'air.

AVrestling, however, is a general popular institution. It is

delighted in by high and low. It has been the favourite pleasure

of all warlike .•;nd semi-barbarous nations. It was in use .among

the Grce!;s from the earliest ages. Homer gives a long description

of a match between "Ajax and Ulysses, the prize being a tripod of

the value of twelve oxeu. She Romans followed the example of
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tlie Itreeks, and made it one cif the sports of evpiy class and time.

In England, in the early times, when physical strength was the

greatest merit a man eoukl have, it was comKion, A ram was a

very ordinary prize. Cliaueer says of tie miller

:

'* At wrastling he would have away the ram."

In the old poem of " A Lytel Geste of Uobyn Ilode," prizes of

iireater value are mentioned, such as a white Indl, a horse with

saddle and hridle, a pipe of wine, etc. The Londoners, who in the

olden time were a noisy, quarrelsome set, were great wrestlers.

.Matthew Paris tells us of a great wrestling match on the sixth of

Henry 11. In Stowe's time it was vei'y popular. At pre.sent the

imnsement Is almost unknown, being left to more barbarous times

:uid countries.

In .lapan the amusement is very popular. In general the com-

I'atants struggle witliin a ring, such as tliat given in our fii-st

nigraving, but at other times they wrestle wherever they can

find a convenient place. They are Tery rough in their way of

struggling, and many accidents Impjien. In some instances the

"bject is to drag the adversary out of the ring; in otliers, to tie

his hands ami reader him helpless. When it is a public display,

several couples tac always waiting to go into the circle in turns.

T!ie interest which the Japanese tjike in the.se trials of strength

.Hid skill is something like that of the ancient (jreeks in the

Olympic (uid Isthmian gaanes. Among those who train tliem-

>flves for the conflicts, great muscidar power and suppleness of

lind) are required, and they resort to every possible meaus for their

att^iinnient. It is common for those who desire to become very

exjiert in the art of wrestling to get their companions to bend Iiack

llieir limbs in constrained attitudes, and thus leave the wrestler

li.r hours and hours together, and indeed, in some instances, even

I 1 disloi-ate and reset any particular limb, in onler to procure the

_'reate-it la.tity and suppleness at the coatiict. At ordinary

wrestling-matches, bundles of manilla, tied up in lengths of abuut

two ftet each, are laid around upon the ground in the form of a

ring. If the wrestler is crowded out of the ring, thrown within

the ring, or falls upon any jjortion of it, or disturbs any portion of

it with his foot, he is considered vanquished, and another steps

forward to take his place. The judge who decides points of

dispute in wrestling-matt^hes, steps into the ring previously to the

encoimter. The wrestlers stand back to back, and the judge fa-stens

t lie cord to the elbow of one and the knee of the other. Sundry

v.ihitions are then ordered by the judge, calculated to bring the

greatest strain upon the limbs of the wrestlers. If either of the

wrestlers falters under this e.tercise, frequently painful, he is

exelmled from the ring, the other is declared victor, -and a now con-

tistaut ordered forward.

But the best-contested wrestling-matches are those which take

place before the high officials and court grandees. These .are

usually contests between the best wrestlers of the emiiire, and are

conducted iu a tent in the gardens of the palace of the Kobe, in a
votii-ed manner. The prizes are muuificent. aud the attainment of

one confers a rank upon the winner much envied by the lower
cbisses, besides a pension from government during his natural life,

There i.s in this instance an outer enclosure besides the inner ring

and disgrace does not finally attach until the defeated one is ejected

from the outer enclosure. But, when thrown o\it IVoiti the Inner

ring, the victor has the jn-ivilege, if he can do s>) quickly enough,

to lift the fallen wrestler hodily and eject liim. Wiien fallen within

the inner ring, this privilege is denied. Upon one side «{ the ring

the outer enclosuro is omitted. This is the side towanls the raised

seats of the dignitaries ; and upon this side neither of tlie liisputants

is allowed to step over, without fm-feiture to both of the ri.:ht to

continue the contest. Upon e.icli post of the enclosure surrounding

tlie ring is tied a blanket, fir the purpose of shielding tlie wrestlers,

if pitched with force against them. A species of vineg.ar, nii.xcd

with water, is kept in two pails close by the ring, with which

the nostrils and mouths of the disputants are occa-sionally

washed.

Not unfrequeiitly wre.':tliiig iilmost assumes the n.ature of a

mortal combat, by its intensity and liercenes.^. Every nerve is

strung to the highest pitch ; every muscle strained to its utmost

tension ; the eyes jirotrnde, the breath grows short, and the whole

anatomy of tlie figure appears marked on the outside of the body,

so di.stinctly do the swelling muscles develop themselves to the

spectator. Almost frantic eftbrts are made by each wrestler to lift

his iiijpincnt by the girdle bodily, in which position he can be

easily can'ied from the ring. By mere strength alone this can be

easily accomplished, but the wary antagonist is always careful to

prevent it. But a fixed period is allowed for each contest, there-

fore the wrestlei"s must proceed with some dispatch, yet must pro-

ceed cautiously as well. These trials of strength are said to be

intensely exciting, and a source of as much bantering and betlin"

among the .Jap.auese, as ooek-figliting in Cuba, bull-baiting in

8pain, or horse-racing in England.

I Hi; GIIUITU UF A.M'U'AJMJS,

This grotto, though known to the ancients, appears to have after-

irds been forgotten for a long series of years. In 1673, however,

' was visited with a kind of solemnity by Nointel, ambassador from
"':• king of Fi-anee to the SuMime Porte. The people of the island

.ilso ventured to descend at this time; and ho was accompanied by

two clever designers, and three or four masons, provided with the

necess.ary implements for detaching and removing the more heavy

of the spars. Jlost of the spars were forwarded to M. Bandelet, of

the Royal Academy of Inscriptions and Medals ; and one of the

most remaikable of them now figures in the rich collection of the

Museum of Natural History, at Paris. Forty years later, the

grotto was more minutely explored by the celebrated botanist,

Tonrnefort, who gave an account of his visit in his " Relation d'un

Voy.age du Levant," published in 1717. In our own times the

grotto has recovered all its ancient celebrity, and receives an
increased number of visitoi-s every year.

Antiparos, the island which contains this remarkable natural

curiosity. Is situated opposite Paros, in the Grecian Archipelago.

The grotto is a mile and a half from the sea, in view of the isles of

Nio, Sikino, and Policandro. A cavern first otfers itself to your
notice, with a descent of about thirty wide steps ; the p,a.ssage is

divided inti two by natural pillars of stalactite, .and over the
largest of these, which resembles a tower att.ached to the roof of
the cavern, there is an ancient inscription, very much defaced,

containing several names, which the islandei-s helievo to be those of

the conspirators who aimed at the life of Alex.andir the (jreat, and
who, after the failure of their criminal project, took refuge in this

place as one of security. Amongst these n.ames, that of Antipater

is the only one that favours this tradition, Diodorus Siculus does

iufleed )-elate that several historians had accused Antipater of

the death of Alexander, The monarch had left Antipater regent

in Europe, when he departed for the conquest of Persia ; but that

minister, ii'ritated by the manner in which Olympias had injured

him with his master, was suspected of having endeavoured to get

the king poisoned by his son, one of the royal cnp-l carers. Dio-

dorus remarks that Antipater did not preserve any portion of his

authority after the death of Alexander : but nothing explains why
he concealed himself in this island.

When the gi-otto was visited by Tournefort, he was unable to

read a portion of the inscription ; but aft inhabitjint possessed a

copy, taken before it was defaced, which the learned travelKr

thus translates :
—" L'nder the magistracy of Crito, there came

to this spot—Menander, Socarmes, Menecrates, Antipater, Ippo-

medon, Aristeas, Pbileas, Gorgus, Diogenes, Philocrates, One-

simu.s."

Perhaps these names are simply those of citizens of the isle who,

in the time of Crito, were the first who descended into and

explored the grotto. Near this inscription is a cavity, in which is

a square marble slab, which does not appear to he very ancient, as

the figure of a crass is traced on it, indicating that it is not older
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tlian tlie Cliristian era. On the loft, and at the hase of a rock, is

another Greek inscription, hut much more worn than even tlie

preceding.

Between tlio two pillars on the right, is a gentle declivity, sepa-

rated from the centre of the cavern by a low wall ; in this place

some one has engraved on the rocky wall some words, which indi-

cate the period at which the grotto was visited by Nointel. The
bottom of the cavern is reached by a more rude declivity ; and here

the passage becomes so dark, that the visitor cannot proceed with-

out torches. The descent is aided by a rope attached to one of the

stalactite pillars, a measure of precaution rendered necessary by

the steep and rugged nature of the declivity. At the bottom of

this precipice another is reached, still more frightful, and so slip-

deur of its exhibition than any other. Trobably there are other

chambers yet unexplored."

Nointel and his party remained three entire days in the grotto,

which was brilliantly illuminated, and celebrated high mass there

on Christmas-day, using as an altar the pyramidal stalagmite which

is seen in the centre of the illustration. This remarkable object is

twenty-four feet high, and must have presented a splendid spectacle

when glittering in the light of the numerous tapers which illumi-

nated the grotto. With tlus flood of light reflected from the

thousand glittering iioints rising from the floor or depending from

the vaulted roof, and the strains of sacred music echoing through

the stalactite chambers, the scene must have been more than

usually imposing.

THE C.ItoTT" OF .\NTIPArvOS.

pery that the further descent has to be made by means of a ladder.

"In this manner," says* Clarke the traveller, "we reached the

spacious chamber of this truly enchanted grotto. The roof, the

floor, the sides of a whole series of magnificent caverns, are entirely

invested with a dazzling incrustation, as white as snow. Columns,

some of which were seventy-five feet in length, pended in fine

icicle fiu'ms above our heads ; fortunately, some of them are so far

above the reach of the numerous travellers who, during many ages,

have visited this place, that no one has been able to injure or

remove them. Others extend from the roof to the floor, with dia-

meters equal to the mast of a first-rate ship of the line. The last

chamber into which we descended surprised us more by the gran-

At the bottom ot the cavern which serves as the vestibule of this

magnificent grotto, we find another small chamber, called the cave

of Antipater, into which the visitor enters through a square aper-

ture. Tins chamber is covered entirely with glittering stalactites

and stalagmites, which look like large crystals of the purest white

marble, and are supposed by geologists to be formed by the filtra-

tion of water through the limestone, of which the entire island is

composed. Tournefort, however, thought that he had here found

conclusive proofs of his singular theory of the vegetation of stone.

The top of the hill from the side of wliich the passages leading

to the grotto are entered, is paved, as it were, with transparent

crvstiUlisations of the lozenge form.
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ORNAMENTAL TOBACCO 150X.

As ornameutatioa is one of the de)-artuieuts iueludeJ in tlie pUvu of

The Iliusteated Magazine of Art, we cannot Jo wrong in t-iilling

the attention of our readers to tlie beantifjl »]ieeimen of ornamental

work whieli adorns this page. It is a snuff-lH)X executed by Avisseau,

the celebrated enamel worker at Tours, an artist wlio is described

by one of his countrymen as a second Bernard Palissy. No greater

honour could be conferred ujion him than to give him this distin-

guished title, but the specimen of IjIs wurkniansliip here exiiibited

as it may, there can be no question that it is a be;iutiful work of

art—at once a gem and a jiicture —rich, but not overloaded witii de-

coration, elegant, and tinished. It represents the liollow trunk of

an old tree amid a mass of rocks, and twined around with ferns and

dindping plants. .\n adder, c<>iled about it, is on the watch for a

frog upon tlie lid. Lizards crawl about here and there, showing

their heads from the various crevices. On the right and left hand

are two stone t-ablcts, one of whieli (contains a dmwing of a peasant

AX oi;NA>n;.sTAi, t^dailo kox.

goes fiir to prove that it is not at all more than he fairly deserves.

It is one of his most recent chrfo-ir(jturre, and is rendered by our

artist with great fidelity and perfection. The reader might be

puzzled to know what it was, if he had not the assistance of the

title. From that-, however, he will learn that it is nominally a

tob.-icco box or pot, though of course hardly likely to be really em-

ployed as such. Indeed we can e-a-sily imagine that, to many of our

readers—especially those of the gentler sex—it would seem a

shameful profanation to apply it to any *'such base uses." Be that

Vol. III., K. 8.-89.»

of Brittany smoking his pipe, and the other the arms of Tourraine

and Brittany. Inside the lid there is the following inscription,

"AM. PiTRE-CriEVAi.iER, AvissEAU Peiie et Fils, 1851." This

inscription, with the tablets, explains the nature and object of the

beautiful production. It symbolises the union of Tourraine and

Brittany, literature and art ; Avisseau being an artist o( Tourraine,

and M. Chevalier, to whom it was presented, a distinguished author,

who has written a work upon the history of Ancient and Modem
Brittany.
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TiiE Jl:ii-iiuis uf LiiusJowue is Kirely liearil in the hmise now;

bill in tlie Commons, which he entered as Lord Henry Petty, hU

first siieecli raised great expectatiims of his subsequent career,

and some wi;re so enthusiastic in their praise as to deem him

worthy tu rival the oratorical fome of Pitt. His speech on the

cliarges of embezzlement, brovight ag^iinst Lord Melville, was highly

aiiplauded at the time. He said ;
" Let it be remembered how the

liersons were situated who were thus connected together : Mr. Mark

Scott, the broker, coulidentially employed by Mr. Trotter, the pay-

master ; Jlr. Trotter, the p.aymaster, confidentially employed by

Lord Melville ; and Lord Melville confidently employed by the

public. He had heard of Jacobin combinations and of other com-

binations, but it would be difficult to imagine any combination

more detrimental to the public than that of thcie three persons, who

touclied tlie cabinet on the one side and tlie stocks on the other.

Wliat changes of fortune, wlmt cDuvulsious in finance, was it not

capable of ett'ecting 1 He trusted tha'.. tlie event of that night would

sliow tliat, wliatever dili'erence of opinion might exist, if indeed

there did e.Kist any, on the principles of government or on the

application of those principles to public measures, yet when such

questions as these came to be determined—whether the law sliould or

should not be observed ; whether tlie public expenditure should be

watc'.ied or should pi'js uaexamiaed or uncontrolled—there was to

be found but one voice, one opinion, and one canse,; the cause of

men of all descriptions, who pretended to any sort of principle, in

u;)position to those who either did not profess any, or, what was as

dan^erons if not as bad, who tliongiit none es:;ential to the honour,

tlie safety, and the existence of the country." The Duke of New-

castle is young, and has yet to win fame, but he has much in his

favour. He possesses a great power of fluent oratoiy, and ^vhen-

cvor he addresses the h jiise, is listened to with attention and

respect. Lord Clarendon has been the hero of many a party con-

test. He cannot take his stand amongst the first orators of (he

d ly. His rank in ji ilitioal life ba?, undoubtedly, been acquired by

his abilities. Tlie fact that he rose from being a Customs' commis-

sioner to be viceroy of Ireland and secretary for foreign airair.s, as a

late writer in the Athenreum vcmavked, is proof of his oeoretarial

energy and talent in a jU-partment of the state. As a debater he

wants praeticfe' and physical power. His voice is not loud enough

for tlic stormy combats of the senate. He often hesitates, and his

nervous temperament gives him a flurried manner which detracts

from the weiglit of his argument. Yet he has great insinuation

and address. Eminent as are his talents, even his admirers would

scarcely say that ho has the rh'ula via anlinl of Lord John Ru;-seU

or Lord Palmersto-i. He wants massiveness and muscularity of

intelle»t. The Duke of Argyle, the youngest member of the

cabinet, is perhaps one of the most fluent men in it. You are not

lung in the Lords before you are r.vvare of his presence. His red

face and small juvenile figure attract yon at once. He took his

seat in that assembly on his father's death in 1847, and in May of

the following yeai-, he delivered his first sjieech on tiie motion for

the second reading of the bill for admitting Jews to Parliament.

His speech made a great impre3.sion on the house, presenting as it

did a defence of the measure on religions rather than political

grounds. He commenced by disclaiming all sympathy with certain

theories that had been put forth—that Ciiristianity bad nothing to

do with making the laws of a cmntry. He showed in a strain of

clear argument, enforced by an easy, flowing, and natural eloquence,

tliat Christianity lay at the root of all that was just and right ami

true ; and that the nation which system.atically excluded t'liris-

tianity from its laws, mu.st end in speedy ruin. At the same'

time he eonhl not agree witli the opponents of the measure, that

Christianity consisted in a mere set of forms and symbols, com-

pliance with which should secure and refusal exclude -admission to

tlie le'dslaturc. Cn the contrary, he maintained that Christianity

would be best manifested by aViolisliing all invidious distinctions

which excluded any citizen from obtaining the ortices and honours

of the state, and by maintaining the right of the constituencies of

the emiiire to their frue choice of whatever representatives tliey

pleased to select. The speech was received with great favour in

the liouse, and the duke was at once hailed as one of the mott

pr.mdsing ornaments of which the senate could boast. Like

another nobleman who confers honour on Ills order—the Earl "f

Carlisle—the duke lectures to mechanics' institutions, and lectuixs

well.

But, after all, tlie real orators in tie house are not in the

cabinet, but out of it ; and they live upon, their reputations, aud

are satisfied, as well they may be, with the pleasures of meniury.

Foremost amongst them is the Earl of Derby, the tii'ameii et dictie

of on^ of the most powerful parties in the state. But as with all

true orators, it was in the lower house that bis laurels were won.

His first speech of- any importance was that against Mr. Hume's

motion on the temporalities of the Irish Church. That' spcecli

helped him to the honourable title he has so long worn as " the

vei-y llupert of debate." One of the most remarkable feats he ever

aocomplished was his delivery, during one of the Irish debates, of

. Hotspur's add.ress to his urcles, at the close of a great debate, and

when the house was e.xger for a division. His rating the Whigs

with their truckling to O'Coimell was terrible when it came cou' lied

in the language of England's dramatist :

—

" But shall it be that you— that .^ct the crown

I'pon tile head of this forgetful man,

i\ud for lii.i fake wear the detested blot

Of murd;rous fubordination— shall it be

'j'bat you a world of cur os undergo ;

I'cing the agents, or bisc second niean«,

'Ihc cords—the bidder -or llio hangman latlur :

Oh, pardon me! that I descend so low-

To sliow the lino and the predicament

AVhcrciii you range under tliis sulAtc kiiitf.

Shall it for shame be spoken in these days,

Or fill up chronicles in tiiiie to come,

'I hat men of your nobility and power

Did 'goge tluiu both in an unjust behalf,

As both of you, God pardon it ! have done.

To put down RiiborJ, that sweet love'y rose,

And plant ibis thorn, Ihi.i canker, Bolingbroke ?

And shall it in move slia'.ne be funlur spoken.

That you are foolid, discarded, and .shook off

By him for whom these shame." yc underwent r

>i'o, yet time serves wherein you may redeem.

Yiuir banished honour?, and restore yourselves

Into tlio good thought of this v.-orld agam
Kevenge the jeering iind disdained contempt

Of tills proud king, who s'udics day and iiiglit

To ans.',cr all the d.-bt he owes to you

Kven with the bloody p:i}incnt of your deaths-'*

The effect Lord Stanley for that was the earl's title then—pm-

duccO by this CNtract was startling. It required no ordinary

degree of couriige to delivtr a quotation so long and so dangerous to

a crowded house at a late hour. The sensation creivted was appal-

ling from tlie extraordinary power of emphasis thrown into the

delivery. No actor could have given tho passage with more start-

ling ert'ect. It has lieen remarked, that toaiiobleinan of talent it is

a disadvantage to commence life in the House of Peers. It is but

rarely that the deijates are conducted there on a .scale large enough

to justify those flights of elo-inence which, successful in a crowded

assembly, seem almost ridiculous liefove a couple of score of languid

))eers. The Earl of Derby had the advantage of entering public,

life in the lower house, and at a time, too, when party feeling was

high. His contest with O'Connell was personal and passionate in

the extreme. The latter held him up to the indignation of the

Iri.sh as the scorpion Stanley, and the former repaid the Irilsh

agitator with terrible invecti\'«, equally vehement, .and far more

polished than hi.s own. In the upper hon.se, the debates would be

indeed dull, were it not for the earl's appearance on the scene.

Lyndhurst is a masterly orator ; but he belongs to the past.

You can hardly recognise, in the now shrunken form, a man for-

uierly deeiiied one of the most powerful intellects of our age. It
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matters "Ot tliat such as LymUmrst vanish. The Uimse of Lords ia

not the place for oratory. Tlie lir.st orator.s of the day may get

there ; but once there, they give themselves no trouMe ahout

oratorical display. Indeed, from the independent members yon

iiave no chance of a good siwcch, unless L:>rd Kllenljomugli is on

his legs, llis lordiship reminds one of the onoe popular orator,

Henry Brougham. There was a time when you could never enter

the House of Lords without seeing that grotesque figure and hear-

ing that powerful tongue ; and some of his most splendiil s]iv-echcs

have been delivered there. Yet it is undeniably true, that it was in

the Commons Brougham won his name and fame. Few of our readers

c;vn recollect him then, when, in the meridian of his powers, he

f.juud in Canning ft 6tting foe. Tlie men of those times tell us, we

shall never witness such intellectual gladiatorship again. As it

.would bo impossible to give an idea of Brougliam's eloquence, we

shall close this chapter by abridging a graphic dese-iption, pub-

lished some years since in "Modern Babylou." The writer was in

the house on one of the occasions to which we have referred, lie

tells us of the crowded stiite of the liouse, of all eyes being turuetl

in one direction, and how, amid.st univer.sal expectation, Henry

Brougham rose to reply and attack. He says : -

" .\fter this bustle of preparation, and amid the breathless silence

which follows it, Henry Brougham takes a slow and hesitating pace

towards the table, where he stands crouched together, his shoulders

pulled nf, his head bent forward, and his upper lip and nostril

agitated by a tremulous motion, as though he were afraid to utter

i-ven a single sentence. His first sentences, or rather the first

memljers i>f his sentence—for you soon find that with him a sentence

is more extended both in form and substance than the whole oration

of other men -come tbrth cold and irres.ilute, and withal so wide of

the question that you are unable to perceive how they shall be bent

so as to bear on it. When, however, a sufficient number of these

propositions haVe been enunciated— and the enunciation, is always

such as to carry the demonstration with it— it moves on towards the

conclusion, firm as the Macedonian phalanx, and irresistible as a

tayonet-charge of the mountaineers of the North. One position

iH'ing tluis carried with the appearance of weakness and w:int of

resolution, but with a reality of power and of det-ermiuatiou wliieh

make themselves to be felt in the certainty with which it commands

your assent, the orator rises upon it both in body and in miud, and

wins a second by a more bold and brief attack. To a second suc-

ceeds a third, to a third a fourth, and so on, till the whole principles

and the whole philosophy of the question h.ave acknowledged their

conqueror—till every man in the house who has ears to hear and a

he.vrt to understand, be as irresistibly convinced of the abstract

truth as he is of his ovra existence." The writer continues:

" When, as ijready mentioned, he has laid the foundation in the

utmost extent of philosophy and the profoundest depth of reason

—when he has returned to' it again, applying the r>de and

the jdinnmet to see that the erection is orderly, and feeling with

the touch of a giant to ascertain that it is secure—when he has

bound the nndersfcindiugs of the house and the spectators in cords

of argument which tliey are equally iniUsposed and unable- to break;

—he vaults upon the subdued bases, rises in figure and in tone,

c.ills forth the piissions from their inmost recesses, overtops and

.shakes the gaping members .and the echoing house. That voice,

wliich w;xs at first .so low, now assumes the deafening roar and the

determined swell of the ocean ; that form, whidi at the beginning

seemed to be sinking under its own weight, now looks as if it were

nerved with steel, stniug with bra.s-s, .and immortal and unchr.nge-

able as the truths which iu his calmer mood he uttered ; that coun-

tenance, which ofltime bore the hue and the coldness of stone, is

now animated at every point and beaming in every feature, as

though the mighty utterance were all inadequate to the mightier

sjiirit within ; and those eyes, which when he began tunied their

blue and tranquil disks on you, as if supplicating yiair forbearance

and your panlon, now shoot forth their meteor-fires, till every on6

upon whom they beam be kiiidlod into admiration, and men of all

l^irties wish in their hearts that Brougham were one of us." We
must curtail the description, though it cut us to the quick to do so,

s) accurate is the picture of Brougham in his jjulmy days. The

writer speaks then of the whisper in which Broag!:am speaks.

"U is the signal that he is putting on his' whole armuir, and

about to grasp the ndghtiest of his weapons." If you looked, '

' you

would perceive some small man quivering and twittering, as little

birds do when within charming distance of rattle -snakes, conscious

of danger, yet deprived of ev<'n the me:ins of f-elf-jirotcctiou, and

courting destruction with the most piteous and frantic imbecility
;

yon would perceive a slender antagonist clutching the back of the

bench with quivering talons, lest the coming tempest should sweep

him away ; or you would see the p<n'tly ami appropriivte figure of

the representative of the quorum of .some fat county, delving both

his fists into the cushiou, fully resolved that, if a man of his weight

should be blown out of tie house, he wouhl yet secure his seat by

eaiTying it .along with liim. It comes : the w ords whicli were so

low and muttered, become so loud tliat the speaker absolutely

drowns the cheering of his own i)arty ; and after he has ])eelcd .some

hapless ofl'cnder to tlie bone, and to.ssed about his mangled remains

through all the modes and forms ipf speech, the body of the orator,

being subdued and beaten down by the energy of his own mind—aa

eaergy which you can neither helij feeling nor succeed in describings

sinks down, panting, exhausteil. almost a lifeless eorpse.'"-

We have now nearly concluded our parliamentary survey. We
have seen the changes and wonders wr.iught by time in the

constitution, practice, and influence of the two Houses of Pai -

liament. Once, all power w.as in the crown—then again, the

b.arons were omnipotent—then came the gre.at fact which Whigs

drink at their dinners as a standing toast— " The Peojile, the

source of all political power !" So long as Kngland remains great

- till the melancholy vision of Macanlay be realised, and the

traveller from New Zealand shall staml on the broken arches of

Westminster Bridge .and view the ivied ruins of St. Paul's—the

power of parliament must be paramount in our midst. As the

source of legislation, as the great motive power of government, as

the final court of appeal, it must ever live
;

its future annals may
have in them less of excitement, party warfare may he toned

down, men's passions may grow calniei-, elsewliere talent may seek

the disliuction hitherto to be fuiud im the floor of St. Stephen's

alone ; side-by-side with parliament m.ay exist a press of greater

pow-er, of higher aim, of more comprehensive views; still it will

live, rich in past glories and present good, answering the necessi-

ties of the time, translating into legal acts the spirit of the age.

Every year its duties will be simpler—every year the people will

rise superior to their representatives, unless humanity be a failure

and progress an idle (b'cam.

What splendid memories cluster round the old house! "By the

table in that chapel, afterwards stained with Pereival's blood,

the brow of the boldest warrior has turned pale as he stood up to

receive the thanks of the house, and with trembling voice stam-

mered forth his gratitude. Blake, and Albemarle, and Scliomlerg,

MnrDiorough, and a gixater even than that proud captain, the hei-o

of a hundred fights, the Duke of Wellington, have there dnink in

the pealing ajiplause which heralded Westminster Abbey. At that

bar the proudest of England's peers have bent the head to depre-

cate the Commons' vengeance; the governors of million.^—the

ministers of st.ate—have there Ijiwed the knee, and in their

impeachment confes.sed the grandeur of the great national inquest.

There the noblest sons of genius—Bacon, and Newti>n, and Wren,

Addison, Gibson, .andMitford—have sat mute, but 'not inglorious.'

There Oglethorpe taught the lesson of humanity in inspecting our

prisons, and Mercilith and RomiUy pleaded against capital punish-

ments, that crimin.als still were men. Tho.se walls have rung with

the shout of triumph .as the slave-trade went down in its iniquity.

Peals of laughter have awakened the echoes of that ch.aniber

to generations of wits — llartin and Coventry, Charles Townshend,

and Sheridan, and Canning. The hollow murmm-s of .sym])athy

have there rung back the funeral tribute to the elder and younger

Pitt, to Grenville and Horner, to that eloquent orator, conspicuous

among his countrymen, Grattan, who, iu his dying hour, there

poured forth his soul. What exhilarating cheers—the only rewards

to St. John for those lost orations which have perished for ever

—

have there rewarded the oratory of Pitt and Pos."

The new house can have no such glory. Our Cithei-s have

laliourcd, and we have entered into their labours. The seed has

been sown—for the future nothing is left but to gather iu the

liarvtsf.
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LINCOLN.

The magnificent cathedral of Liucuin is, next to that of York, the

most stupeuilous, as well as the most beautiful, mouument of

Gothic arelutectuie in England, and stands on a hill, overlooking

the town, and conimanding a vei'y extensive view, comprising the

scenery of tive or six counties. Its length from east to west is 5311

feet, and its breadth 227 feet. The doorway and two of the three

towel's date from the eleventh eentury, and justify the opinion of

those anticjuaries who attribute tlie foundation of Ihe one to

William the Conqueror, and of the others to his son William Rufus.

It was afterwards rebuilt liy Henry II., and dedicated to the

Virgin. The jnost remarkable portions of this immense edifice are

the choir and the chapel of the Virgin. The great bell, celebrated

by the name of Tom of Lincoln, was long femous for its deep and

resonant tone, which was heard at a great distance. - In 1827 it by

some means got cracked, and in 1884 it was broken in pieces. It was

refounded, and replaced in the central tower the year following.

Its diameter in the widest part is eighteen feet and it oontiins five

earth and the trunks of trees placed with the branches outward.

To defend themselves from the incursions of these barbarians, the

Roman mar,ters of the country surrounded the city with walls, and

formed the Foss-dyke, a canal about ten miles in length, connecting

the waters of the Witham with those of the Trent, and thus forming

a complete internal navigation between the Wash and the Humber.
Henry I. cleared i.ut the Foss-dyke, and improved the navigation

;

nncl it is still used as a canal from Linoidn to the Trent. The city

deiives its name from occupying the site of the Roman military

station called Lindum, and stands on the line of the great Roman
road called Krroine-street. The fortifications were increased and
improved by the Saxons, and at the time of the Domesday survey
Lincoln was one of the richest and most populous cities in the
kingdom.

The ruins of the bishop's palace, which was demolished during
the civil war, stand a little to the south of the cathedi-al, and com-
prise a fine hall, a gateway, and pari of the kitchen. In the neigh-

TIIE CIIV op LINOOIN.

tons and a half of metal. The weight of tlie old Ijell was only four

tons and a half. The difficulty of swinging the enormous clapper

is the reason why the bell is used only on rare occasions. Before

the Reformation, the cathedral of Lincoln was one of the richest in

the kingdom, but Henry VIII. appropriated tlie greatest part of

its treasures, and during the civil war between Charles I. and the

Parliament, the sumptuous tombs were mutilated, and this splendid

religious odifiee was use4 as a barrack by tlie soldiers of Cromwell.

The c.atliedriil is not the only remarkable monument in Lincoln
;

the ruins of the castle erected by William the Conqueror, and the

Newport gate, attract the attention of visitors, and prove the

antiquity of the city. The latter is an imposing structure of Roman

architecture, ten feet thick, and sixteen feet wide in the archway.

When the country was under Roman domination, the district in

which Lincoln is situated was inhabited by the Cioritani, a warlike

tribe of savages, who painted their bodies with blue pigment ex-

tracted from the woad plant, and wore rings of iron on their arms.

Their towns were mere collections of huts, defended by ramparts of

bourhood of these ruins is a modern building, which the bishop

occupies dui'ing his stay in the city. Besides a great number of

monasteries and nunneries, and other religious edifices, Lincoln

formerly contained upwards of fifty churches, of which only eleven

remain, exclusive of the catliedral, and most of these are small and

much dilapidated. One of these, St. Peter at Gowths, is an old

conventual church, and has a lofty square tower of Norman archi-

tecture. Some remains of the old castle are still standing on the

hill, westward from the cathedral, and Ihe site of the other portions

is occupied by the county gaol and court-house, erected from the

designs of Smirke. The gaol is constructed on the plan recom-

mended l)y the philanthropist Howard, but is said to be too small

for the purpose of classification. The Guildhall (an ancient Gothic

edifice), the market-house, the assembly-room, and the theatre, are

the only otlier jiuljlic buildings. But if there is nothing remark-

able iu the modern edifices of Lincoln, the deficiency is amply made

up by the number of ancient remains, of which few towns in Eng-

land contain so many.
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THE OLD ENGLISH HALL.

DsKiNU the period when the uoliles of Knghincl were ejigageJ in the

civil wai*s occasioned by the disnuted right of succession between

the houses of York and Lancaster, or vied with eacli other in the

number of retainers which tlioy sniiported, and the extravagance of

,
their living, the merclumts of London, by persevering industry and

' a steady increase of commerce, became a rich, and consecpiently an

influential portion of the couimunity.

John ThornbuU could scarcely be termed a merchant. He had

slai-ted in life with a sum of money not equal in value to twenty

pounds of the present coinage. With this CJipital he furnished a

stall in t)ie Clieai>e. for the sale of woollen caps and hose. John

was a man of thrift. He rose early and retired late ; he never lost

The successor to Master John attained the ci^io rank of aldermar,

purchased aa estate, and was called Scjuire Thonibull ; f u- wliich

he is falsely considered by hi.s descendants to have been the foundt r

of a very ancient family.

It is hardly necos.sary to inform the rcadir that, previously to the

time of the first Tudor, land was held only by feudal tenure. The
sovereign granted estates to his vassals, subject to certain conditions,

as the reward of military service. Henry VU., however, resolved to

weaken the power of the nobles, whose force, when united, had
often proved .so detrimental to the interests of the crown, and even

fatal to the life of the sovereign. Moreover, as he knew the plodding

traders of London had large stores of gold in their dusty ohambei'!'.

WOOnlARDS HALl.

a customer, whose patronage could be secured by attention, civility,

or persuasion ; his own garments were usually Cijst off by the most
respectable of his customers, before he appropriated them to his

own use ; and ere he laid them by, it would not have been by
any means an easy matter to decide on their original colour. His
diet Vas exceedingly simi)le, an.l it is doubtful if, during the whole
course of his life, he w.as a dozen times within the walls of a tavern.

When John ThornbuU died, he bequeathed a respectable inherit-

ance to his son, who, having considerably enlarged the busine.ss of

his late father, became in reality a merchant, and first assumed the
honorary title of Master. Fortone favoured most of his schemes,
and, though he did not practise such rigid economy a-s his parent,
he became one of the richest men in the citv.

and being a keen-sighted man, he resolved that a portion of it

should be transmitted to his own coffers. With this view, be

invited the lord mayor and the principal citizens to p.ay a risit of

state to Westminster Hall, to witness the games given in honour of

the queen on Twelfth-night. On this memorable occasion. Alder-

man ThornbuU was one of the party, but—what is of far greater

importance—he was privately introiInce<l to his Majesty, and given

to un<lerst,and that a certain officer of the royal household would le

re.ady on the morrow to draw up a deed, by which an estate.', lately

ceded ^) the crown by confiscation, might become the freehold pro-

perty of Alderman ThornbuU and his heirs for ever.

Thus did the king enrich himself, at the expense of tl>e ancient

nobUit;, and create a new class of aristocracy, whose power was
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fur les-^ ilaiigeruu-s tv tlif iuturcst ut' ihc llirone : aud tliiii; did the

.grandson of a pedlar become the first of that famous community

•f" Lnnded <Teatry,'^ whose rattk and influence have long since

(yl)literated the distinction, once so clearly marked, between the

nobility andtlie people. The first bnsiaess of Squire Thornbull,

upon becoming a landed proprietor, was to erect a hall upon his

estate, of such extent as became the dignity of his new sphere. Tiie

situation xhich he selected was sheltered from the nortliern blast.?

bv a range uf hills, whilst gentle slopes of luxuriant woodlands on

the east and west stretched far away into the opening valley. A
lioble river slowly wound its way along the plain, forming, with

1he surrounding objects, a scene of remarkable beauty and gr.andeur,

of whic:h the inmates of the hall might command a perfect

view.

The building itself enclosed a quadrangular court-yard, w.as sur-

rounded by a, moat, and approached liy a drawbridge. A covered

gateway in the southern range of the building, whicli in time of

danger could be entirely closeil, was the only entrance to the court.

an will be seen by a glance at the ground plan, was occujiicd by

various domestic nihoes. The frame-work of the whole building

wa-s of oak ; numerous beams and joists being fastened together

by means of crnss-bolts, and the interstices filled up witli latli

and plaster. Externally there was no appearance of order ; th6

roof was of various heights, and the upper apartments invari-

ably overhung the lower, (fables formed the principal arohitee-

tural feature, and the windows extended across the whole range

of apartments. In the interior, the great liall was, of co\irse, the

principal part of the mansion. Its walls were lined with oak

waiasoot, and the floor w.as strewed with rushes. The princijial

articles of furniture were the oak dining-table, forty feet in length,

with benches to match. Within a fire-place, almost as .spacious

as a modern parlour, a huge pile of wood was constantly burning

on tlie hearth. During the winter se.a,son, the doors were covered

with loose arras, which the imperfect wi.rkman.ship of the joiners

rendered absolutely neee.s.sary to the comfort of the inmates. The
buttery, divided from the kitclien only l>y means of a yiauelled
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The ceiling of this passage was machicolatcd, or pierced with liotes

like a cullender, so that persons- in the room above nnght, in the

time of siege, pour hot water, oil, or melted tallo;.- on the heads of

the assailants below. Exactly opposite, in the northern range of

the building, was the principal eutrnnce, which led to a spacious

lobby communicating with the great hall, the buttery, and the

jrellar. Over the two latter apartments was "my lady's chamber,"

which occupied a middle station between the upper and lov.er

btolics, and re'embled in appearance a housekeeper's room in a

modern mansion. From this apartment Darae Thornbull eouhl

look into the kitchen, wldch stood on the eastern side of the coni-t,

by means of a half door, studi as ai'e sometimes still seen in old

shops ; and thus she could wati-h the domestic arrangements of the

hotisehold, scold her maids, antl be satisfied that everything went

on in jiroper order. In the western range w.as the family chapel,

with apiiiments for the priest and stev.arrl. The remaining side.

screen, was furnished with a dining service of highly-jiolished

pewter, and a large quantity of wooden plattei-s and trenchers for

ordinary use. Here the visitor .always found a plentiful supjily

of substantial fare ; and, during the proper season, a dish of trnut

or a haunch of venison was never wanting. The cellar fl'as stored

with ale and eider only : the family stock of wines being more

safely deposited in the lady's own room. Such was Squire Tlinrii-

bull's residence at the Woodlands.

When, however, he had estaldished himself as a country gen;

tlem.an, it must lie confessed that he soon felt somewhat ilis-

appoiutcd with his new sphere of life. In Loud.m. he had been a

member of an influenti.al corporation, daily .associated with men of

his own rank, and frequently dined in the presence of distinguished

guests at the Guildhall. But at the Woodlands, he enjoyed no

more society than a modern emigrant might expect in the luiclj

wofxls *'f .-i rising colony. For country sports he had neither ta.ste
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I, .r skill, aiul tlu.ugli, as ii iii;ittt;r of iluty, h'.' pi-rsevi-rcd in the

|inrsuit, lie derived from them luore of pain tliaii of jik-aMure. He

\.:is a very ibditleruDt lioi-seiuan, unskilful in the use of the Imut-

iii.;-s|ic;ir and the bow, and by uo uieaus expert iu the exercise of

Ihi; leaping-ijole. His dogs would never follow liim, nor could lie

.i-all liis liawks, when once he set thtm at libert}-. He made no

[iietensious to learning, aud lutd he desired to cultivate such a taste,

the necessary bojks could only have been pm-chased at a vast

uvpense.

The jir.jduce of the liome fiirm was mostly consumed in his own

liiiusehold. The rents, which he received from his tenants, did not

I \cceil XIOO per annum, for the greater ]iortion of the estate was

li IL unoiltivatt'd.

I In the other hand, there were circumst«uces couuected with his

n w sphere of life which l);>th flattered lii« feelings and gi-atified

l.i* taste. On his own estate he possessed as much power as a

ivereigu prince. He heard all causes of disimte, and decided

i!icui aoirdiu^' t:> his owu discretiou : he adjusted the proper rate

.lt;ixatiun. and commanded the service of all the peasantry during

,1 certiiiu portion of the yeir ; first, in consideration of their bcirg

jlLjwed to cut wood in his forest ; and secoudly, as compensation

I .r the Jaud which they cultivated for the'r own subsistence,

.lock o' the Wolds was required to plough ten acres in the spring or

;iiitnnin. Will o' th' 13eck to shear a hundred sheep in summer.

li was the duty of some t<j gather in the sipiire's corn, or to bring a

. \in nuantity of tuel to the hall. The smith and the ciupcuter

'~
) paid their rent by'a specified amount of their handicraft; for,

1,0 the ceueral population, the mechanics spent a considerable

pirtion of their time in the cultivation of the soil, to provide for

themselves the necessaries of life. In the arrangement of such

matters, Sijuire ThurnbuU's word was law, and the peiis.-ints knew

of no court of ajipeal.

The whole family at the Wo'idlamU rose at an early hour. .

Urcakl'ast was served at seven in the morning, when the squire

n.-aled himself with a plentiful supply of beef and ale. At ten in

tin- forenoon the family :,S5embled in the great hall for dinner,

> here, with their domestics, they took their places at the same

t ililc according to their rank. Tlie position of the salt marked the

b .-.uidary-lino between the gentle and the vulgar. The squire and

liis family, the chaplain, and the principal guests were seated at

tlio hciid of the t;vble, whilst the steward occupied the most

U..u..iirable place at the fojt. The dishes were placed on the un-

covered biKird, cups of born or pewter supplied the want of glass,

' it iiersons of the highest rank were compelled to use their fingers

i^tead of a fork. At four, the rcfcctioucr gave the call for

- ijiper, and at eight, the whole family was usually iu bed.

Tlic amusements which the society of the Wonilanils ofiered were

i.w, and of the most ntstic order. The morning of May-day wa.s

ill flowei-3, laughter, and good-fellowship : at noon, all exciteuient,

iroduced by the si)ect»cle of bull-baiting iu the cjurt-yard of the

li ill ; whilst evening witnessed no small number of battered noses

lid broken heads.

l)ccasionaUy, a comiany of strolling players arrived at the ball,

their way to some neighbouring fair, who, in return for a pilen-

Mil supply of refreshments, would exhibit their drtimatic powers

I r the amusement of the inmates. For this purpose they erected

;i teuijiorary stage,. upon which, assaming the characters of angels,

saints, and Satan, they performed grotesque representations of

scripture history, or recited dialogues abounding with Middle-age

Icgend.i. The Temptation aud Crucifixion of the f-aviour, the Day

of Judgment, and even the LVeatiou of the World were, at that

period, the most popular .subjects for theatrical display.

The travelling merchant w.as a welcome periodical visitor to the

hall, for he not only supplied the family with many necessa^ arti-

cles of domestic life, beside' exhibiting gay ribands and gewgaws to

the maids, bnt .also dettiiled to the squire an account of the princi-

p.al events which had taken place in the city .and caurt since hi<

last visit, which the latter communicated to his family and chaplain,

with numerous explanatory notes and reflectiouf?.

Christmis at the Woodlands was a scene of true English hospi-

tality. The hall appei\rcd like a grove of mistletoe and holly.

The yulerlog burnt briskly on the hearth ; the baron of beef aud

the loar's-head were borne tu tabic in solemn procession, preceded

by musicians, producing no very luirmoiii>.us sounds from buUs'-

horns^ A hearty welcome was given to all, and the viands proved

highly .satisfactory. When tliesc were dismissed, the mcny dancers

were soon seen skipping up the sides and down the middle, with,

no more idea of being tired than an espress train with the .steam

up. But, alas ! the wtussailbowl invariably destroyed their har-

mony ; and even iu those primitive and good old times, many
were the disorderlies whrj were forcibly ejected with cuffs ami

kicks from the premises of their host. It is whispered, too, that

the squire himself was nut unfrequently cArried to his chainber-

in .a state of utter helplessness, where he was wont to call down

the heaviest curses on things in general, and to vow the dire.st;

vengeance against real or imaginary oft'endcrs.

What dianges have been wrought in the state of the Thornbnll

family by the hand of time! Part of the hall is still st^mding, but

is inhabited by a hind and his family. The court-yard is trans-

formed into a modern homestead, and the cha|icl is used as an ox-

stall.

CJt()( IIKT D'OYLEV.

Mateui.ils:—Brooks' (ireat Exhibition Prize Goat's-head Crocliut

Thread, No. 30, and Walker's reuelope Crochet Hook, No. 41.

Make a rouud loop the size of this, (); then chain 1, and work

1 treble for 10 times in the round loop, plain 1, and fasten ofl'.

ind : Chain 5, jilain 1 in the 1 chain of last round, repeat round,

fasten otf.

.3rd: Work H treble in the centre of the 5 chain of last round,

chain 1, and repeat round, plain 1 to form the round, and fasten ofi".

4th : Work 1 treble at the top, in the centre of the 5 treble of

last round, chain 'S, and repeat round, plain 1, and fasten ofi'.

.Tth : Work 3 treble at the top of the centre of the 4 treble of

last round, chain ij, and repeat round, plain 1 to form the round,

and fasten off.

6th : Work 2 treVde at the to]), iu the centre of the 3 treble of

last round, chain y, and repeat rouud, plain 1 to form the round,

aud fasten off.

7th: Chain 1, and work 1 treble for (5 times letweeu the '2

treble of last round, chain 6, and repeat round, plain 1 to fonn the

round, and fasten oif.

Sth : Work i treble iu the centre of the first 1 chain of last

round, chain '2, and repeat in e:ich of the 1 chains of last round

(which would be 5 times in all), chain 4, and repeat roimd, plain

1 to form the rouud, and fiusten off.

!)!h: Work 2 treble in the centre of the first 2 chain of last

round, chaui 2, and repeat in each of the 2 chains of last round

(which would be 1 times in all), chain 4, and repeat round, plain 1

to form the round, fasten off.

loth : Work 2 treble in the centre of the firat 2 chain of last

round, chain 2, and repeat in etich of the 2 chains of last round

(which will be three times in all), chain 4, work 1 treble in the

centre of the 4 chaiii of la.st round, chain 4, and repeat round,

plain 1 to form the round, fasten off.

11th : Work 2 treble in the centre of the first 2 chain of last

round, chain 2, work 2 treble in the next 2 cluain of last round,

chain ti, work 2 treble at the ivyi of the 1 treble of last round,

chain (i, and repetit round, plain 1, and fasten oft'.

12lh : Work 2 treble in the centre of the 2 chain of lait round,

chain S, work 3 treble in the centre, at the top of the 2 treble of*

Ust round, ch.ain 8, and repejit round, plain 1, and fasten off.

13th : Work 1 treble .at the top of the fii-st treble of last round,

chain 3, work 10, treble chain 3, mi.s8 1 loop at the top, in the

centre of the 3 treble of la.st round, work 10 treble, and repeat

round, plain 1, and fasten off.

14th : Work fj treble in the centre of the first 3 chain of last

round, chain 0, work 4 treble in the next 8 chain of last round,

chain 3^ work 4 treble in the same 3 chain as before, chain 6, and

repoat round, plain 1 to form the round, and fasten off.

loth : Work 6 treble at the top of the 6 treble of last round,

chain 6, work 3 treble in the centre of the 3 chain of last round,

chain 3, work 3 treble in tJie same 3 chain as before, chain 6 and

repeat round, plain 1 to form the round, and fasten off.
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16th : Work 6 treble at the top of the six treble of last round,

chain 5, work 1 treble in the centre of the first 3 chain of last

round, then chain 1 and work 1 ti-eble for 7 times more in the same

3 chain, chain 5 and repeat round, plain 1 and fasten off.

l/th : Work 3 treble at the top of the first 3 treble of last

round, chain '1, work 3 treble at the top of the next 3 treble of last

round, chain 4, work 1 double in the centre of the first 1 chain of

last round, then chain 5 and work 1 double in each of the 1 chains

of last round (which will be seven times in iiU), chain 4 and repeat

raund, plain 1, and fasten off.

18th : Work 3 treble at the top of the first 3 treble of last

round, chain 5, work 3 treble at the top of the next 3 treble of last

lound, chain 4, work 1 double in the centre of the first 5 chain of

3 treble of last round, cliain 4, work 1 double in the centre of the

first 5 cliain of last round, then chain 5, and work 1 double in each

of the 5 chains of last round (which will be 4 times in alU, chain 4,

and repeat round, plain 1, and fasten off.

2iSt : Work 3 treble at the top of the first 3 treble of last round,

then chain 3, and work 1 treble in the centre of each of the 3 chains

')f last round (which will be 3 times in all), chaiu 3, work 3 treble

at the top of the next 3 treble of last round, chain 4, work 1 ilouble

in the centre of the first 5 chain of last round, then chaiu 5, anil

work 1 double in each of the 5 chains of last round (which will be

3 times in all), chain 4, and repeat round, plain 1, and fasten off.

22nd : Work 3 treble at the top of the first 3 treble of last roimd,

then chain 3, and work 1 treble in the centre of each of the 3

cuoc;;i;t \j uvilv.

last round, tlieu chain 5 and work 1 double in each of the .5 chains

of last round (which will be six times in all), chain 4 and repeat

round, jdain 1 and fasten off.

19th : Work 3 treble at the top of the first 3 treble of last

round, chain 3, work 1 treble in the centre of the 5 eliam of last

round, chain 3, work 3 treble at the top of the next 3 treble of last

round, chain 4, work 1 double in the centre of the first 5 chain of

last round, then chain 5 and work 1 double in each of the 6 chains

of last round (which will be 5 times in all), chain 4, and repeat

round, plain 1, and fiisten off.

20th : Work 3 treble at the top of tlie first 3 treble of last

round, chain 3, work 1 treble in the centre of the first 3 chain

of last round, chain 3, work 1 treble in the centre of the next 3

chain of last round, chain 3, work 3 treble at the top of the next

chains of hisi ronnd (which will be 4 times in all), chain 3, work 3

treble at the top of the next 3 treble of last round, chain 4, work

1 double in the centre of the first 5 chain of last round, chain 5,

work 1 double in the next 5 chain of last round, chain 5, work 1

double in the next 5 chain of last round, chain 4, and rcjieat round,

)ilain 1, and fasten off.

23rd ; Work 3 treble at the top of the first 3 treble of last round,

then chain 3, and work 1 treble in the centre of each of the 3

chains of last round (which will be ^ times in all), chain 3, work 3

treble at the top of the next 3 treble of last round, chain 4, work 1

double in the centi'e of the first 5 chain of last round, chain 5, work

1 double in the centre of the next 5 chrxin of last round, chain 4,

and repeat round, plain 1, nnd fasten off, which will complete the.

d'ojley.
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F L R E N T I X V. M S A I C W 11 K.

The city of Florence, which, with Koine anil Venice, was lonj; ono

of the most lUstiuguisheil seats of Itivlian art, is rcraar'.;;>hle for

having produced a hoautiful kinil of ornamental work which boa\s

its name. It is a species of mosaic in costly materials, based iijion

directly ojiposite principles to those recognised by ancient artists.

One of the chief of these consists of an intelligent selection of tlie

various shades of colour presented by agates, jaspers, and other

hard stones, cut into forms adapted to a settled plan, and artisti-

cally arranged with a view to one predominant eS'ect. This inge-

nious combination produces a kind of painting, in which the varied

hues of these beautiful productions arc cmidoyed to imitate the true

colours of nature, as well as tlie ettects of light and shade. Leaves,

flowers, butterflies, birds, and even varied landscapes, are cut out

with the chisel and polished with the file. The artist contrives to

give thein the richness of tone which is found in nature, and at the

s:vme time the harmony of that great model by bringing together

objects which there usually appear together.

In the churches of Florence masterpieces of this kind of work

may be seen, either decorating altars or forming part of the ardii-

tecture of the.se edifices. The palaces and museums of Europe also

contain specimens, more or less remarkable, of this work applied to

tlie oriiament;ition of furniture of various kinds. The most ancient

Florentine mosaic work is plane, like that which the artists of

antiquity produced with small cubes of various colours, and which

those of modern Il.une imitate ; but in later times the Florentines

sought to give some kind of relief to their mosaic pictures, by

inlaying upon the surface hard stones and other costly materials,

which they modelled after nature, at^one time to represent a fruit,

at another a leaf, and at another a flower. Fine pearls, and even

diamonils, also found a place in these bas-reliefs. At the present

day there arc artists in Fr.'ince who produce works of this cla.ss.

In the Museum of C'luny there is a remarkable specimen of

Floreutine art at the commencement of the seventeenth century, of

which an engraving is given on the opijosite page. It is a rich

cabinet., partly covered with mosaic work representing landscapes,

birds, fruits, and butterflie.^. Small lias-reliefs in precious materials

are mingled with the lively colours of the mosaic, and form a mag-

nificent eusemhlc by means of the variety of framing in lapis-l.azuli,

cornelian, and silver. Numerous figure?, seated or standing, cary-

atides in silver, give a brilliant effect to the whole, and present a

luxuriant richness of materials, which can be but imperfectly repre-

sented in any diivwing or engraving. The upper portion, « liich

exhibits a beautiful contour in its forms, is, like the body of the

work, enriched with mosaics and bas-reliefs surrounding carved

work and projecting ornaments in silver and gilt bronze. Five

statuettes in gilt bronze surmount the whole, giving it somewhat

the form of an elegant pyramid.

This jiiece of furniture, supported by four sphinxes, rests upon a

table enriched with squares of jasper, covered with inlaid mother-

of-pearl, and having for supports four columns, the capitals of

which are adorned with beautiful carving and gilding. The cabinet

opens in front by the separation of the two doors, which meet in the

middle, and the inner sides of which are decorated with landscapes

and birds in Floreqtine mosaic. The interior compaiiments, which

are divided into recesses and drawers, underwent great changes

about the time of Louis XV. Most of the Florentine mosaics,

which ought to have been here, have been replaced by miniatures in

the style of the eighteenth century.

Tlus valuable article of furniture was first removed to Poland,

and afterwards to France, under the empire of Napoleon I. It ucjw

stands, as we have already stated, in the Museum of C'luny, a town

in France, formerly more celebrated than at present for an abbey

of the Benedictine order, founded in A.ii. yiO by William I., duko

of Aquitaine and count of Auvergne. In the course oi about three

centuries from its fmndatioa, the estjiblishincnt had become exten-

sive enough to accommodate withm its walls Pope Innocent IV.,

twelve cartliuals, three archbishops, and other ecclesia-stical digni-

t;uies, besides St. Louis, the king of France, with his three sons,

the queen mother, and a host of attendant lords and htdies,

aiiK.uuting altogether U) four hundred.

Vol. III., N. 3.- -91.

THE BRIBE OF ROMANOFF.-- II.

IIY SILVERPEK.

That day dlga wonders why her beloved mademoiselle is so pale

and silent, but gains no information. There are topics concerning

fathei-3 that daughters may not learn.

Olga, though so young, is an habititl' of the ojiera, and prepares to

go this evening, accompanied, as usual, by Miss Temple. The latter

liastens her toilet, for an attendant informs her that his excellency's

daughter awaits her in a certain room
; she desceiuKs, enters, the

door is he.avily closed—she is again alone with the mareschal. The

light is but imperfect, but she can see that passion has passed like

a tempest over his soul.

"Ida," he says firmly, yet with a show of sincerity as well as

a respect which seems genuine, "I love you still more profoundly

for what passed this morning; forget it- -do— be my wifkI—the

wife of the proud mareschal, if you wish. I must have you at any

risk, come what may ; I have loved you too long and profoundly to

be gainsayed. Come, it is settled—-let there be the peace of love

between us." His manner is all entreaty, all respect; he is sub-

dued to the humility of a child.

"My lord," is the firm, unhesitating answer, "under no cir-

cumstances can any tie exist between us, even under the sanction

of the propo.sal with wliich you have just honoured me. I love

another man, and I am an Kuglishwoman."

It is wonderful to see the change a few words can efi'ect ; no

greater than this was ever instantly begot. It is like the change

said to take place in Eastern seas : one instant the waves lie in a

summer's calm, the next heave as in a winter's tempest. There is

no mi.stako now to what race this man belongs—the ruthless eye,

the clenched lips, the freezing words, are true to the pictures De

Custine, Golovin, and others, have given to the world.

"Go!" .s;iys that iron voice; "this is Russia, not England.

Go ! / am unmoved from my purp'ise ; what love cannot effect

power shall. Go !—but you w-ill not escape me."

Perhaps not, for despotism, as I have said, is Argus-eyed ; but

]Hnity can be strategic as well as baseness, and eternal justice

attends the first.

Unattended, except by Prince Romanott', the grandfather of t'lga,

and the usual retinue of servants, mademoiselle and her beloved

charge pass on to the opera. Good angels are propitious. Here,

round the stalks of a bouquet delivered to her by a preteuded

servant, are full instructions from the excellent chaplain of the

embassy. Miss Temple contrives to conceal the paper, and bears

it safely home. In this she reads, as soon as her attendants are

dismissed fir the night, that Nova, the Servian shipwright's

daughter, and an assistant in the palace kitchen, will be ready to

assist in her escape, as well as be prepared with a dress ; that

Golovitz, one of the grooms of the chamber, will let her pa.ss,

as will also Karl, the porter; and that outside the jialace walls

the shipwright will await her, whose wife she must aft'ect

to be.

Losing no time, but changing her dress for the one she finds

ready in an appointed place, securing her jewellery and money

CiirefuUy about her person, packing up in the smalle.st pos.sible

compass such few articles as she will need, Mi.ss Temple awaits the

appointed signal from Nova. Sitting down, she writes a brief

letter te the mareschal and a longer one to her beloved Olga,

entreating the latter to bear her in recollection, to write to her,

and, if ever opportunity admit, to visit her in England. She then

takes this la.st letter into Olga's chamlx.-r, kisses her sleeping face,

and retii-es with a hushed step and sorrowing heart. All the rest

of her property Ida luas U) abandon ; but she hopes that, with Olga

to plead for her, the mareschal, when his auger ia less, will be

just enough to let it be packed and seat to England.

At the given time, she escapes from the palace without observa-

tion, and joins the good shiiiwright. Her dress is that of a peasant

woman, and she [lasscs through the street unrecognised, though

keenly regarded by several of the police on duty. The paLice lies

at a considerable distance from the port, but the latter is at length
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I'carlieil ill safety. - The ship by which slie ia to Siiil is laden with

com, and bound to Carlscrona ; but it has yet to lift its auolior and

malie some other preparations. As it would never do to run the

ri.sk of applying for a passport, arr.ingements have to be made that

mademoiselle lie concealed in the corn till Cronstadt lie passed,

and wliilst tl-.ese are efl'ected she rests in the shijiwright's little

wooden house, and refreshes herself with food.

At length all is ready; she takes leave of these kind though

hurable friends, who, in spite of poverty, have shown tliemselves

superior to Russian venality, and going on boai'd the little ship, is

hidden in the hold amidst corn tliat has been embrowneil upon the

plains of Finland. The captain, a stalwart Finn, though somewhat

lethargic, ia honest, and his sliip takes its course to the Baltic.

But it lias not been long under weigh before he sses a sail in pursuit,

and iis purpose being suspected, the fugitive Englishwoman is still

more closely hidden ; for punishment will be his and his ship's crew's,

if found conniving at the escape of one marked out for offic'ial ven-

geance. The captain's surmise is correct; his ship is overtaken by
a swift government corvette, is bo.arded, and is strictly examined

;

h>it the Englishwoman's hiding-place escapes detection, and the

ship ia permitted to pass, w-ith an official document, which will

secure it freedom from a second inspection in the port of Cronstadt.

But too wary to he lulled asleep, the captain bids the fugitive keep

BtiU hidden till they are out in the Baltic—a wise precaution, as,

in sjiite of the charm of the official pass, there is a second search,

tli'iugh with result like the preceding.

At length, out amongst the sun-wasted icebergs of the Baltic,

the poor lady may come forth for rest and air. She has suffered

immensely from sickness and intense anxiety ; but the (juiet of the

captain's little cabin, which he generously gives up to her uncondi-

tional use, in conjunction with pure air and the power to t.ake food,

Boon restores her.

Trammelled by adverse winds and the low pitching w.aves of the

inland sta, the coni-laden vessel makes but slow prcgi-ess towards

Carlscrona. On the tenth day the captain descries sail a-head ; and
towards night they are borne down upon by a ship wearing the

English ensign. The Finnish captain and his Ru5sian sailors liave

Uo means of resistance, and none wisely is attempted.. Tlieir ship

is hoarded—captured ; hut otherwise they meet with that generous

treatment haliitmil to Englishmen when conquerors.

It is now that Miss Temple meets her countrymen—tells the tale

of her escape from St. Petersburg—and receives in return the most
noble offers of protection. It is sufficient that she is an English-

woman—an educated Engliahwomau—an Englishwoman with youth

and beauty. But whither would she go ? The fleet has left the •

Sound
; but a corvette going thither would land her iu Copenhagen,

Where she would get ship to England. As it often is, one important

Huestion ia answered by another.

" Is the Amphion with the fleet ?"

"Yes."
" How far a-hcad ?''

'•Not many leagues. The prize will be taken thither."

"Let luc go there with it. I have a friend m board the Am-
phion who will beat advise me. It is Lieutenant Eliot."

The boarding officer bows. Lieutenant Eliot is a friend of his.

Every facility shall be afforded her.

A haze springs np ; and some four-and-tweuty hours elapse

before the fleet is neared, or the prize towed into it, amidst deafen-
ing cheers. The captain of the boarding-ship proceeds at once to

make report to the admiral ; his second lieutenant gaining leave at
the same time, puts off with a crew of sailors for the Amphion.
He is the bearer of no long message—simply a name. It is broad
morning

; and the bulwarks of the Amphion can be distinctly seen

irom the llu.ssian vessel. In uo length of time the lieutenant re-

enters Ins boat, in company with another officer, as appears by his

gold-banded cap which glitters in the sun. As though the sailors

knew their errand, they row gallantly across the pitching waves,
and bring the two officers to the Russian sliip's side. The one
rapidly ascends—is met on the g.angway by one who has fled from
despotic Russia for his and his country's sake. The recognition is

mutual, the joy profound, though too intense for one to bear ; the
woman falls senseless in the lovnr's arnig. Human nature is the
same, -mih no dift'erence, the worhl ro\nid. Finnish sluggishness-

is aroused, and Russian boorishness interested. She is Ijorne

down to tlie cabin : once there, she soon recovers.

There is little time for lovers' words or lovers' dalliance : time

is as brief as duty is stern. As concisely as he can, Lieutenfint

Eliot .says what he has to say. He proposes, if permission be

granted, as there is a chaplain with the fleet, that they be married,

as a matter of safety and future good. They must be separated

immediately .after ; that is no matter; for the corvette that will

bear her to Copenhagen sails that night ; hut the brave and the

true can yield to the nccesiity of duty when time austerely

needs.

" Under the sanction of my name, your position— even through

the brief transit to Copenhagen—will be more satisfactory. Once

there, it will lead to an offici.al care for yoiu' further safety and

your passage to England. If I fall, it wHl not only secure you a

permanent provision, as well as add to it what property is mine

—

but to bear it even for its own .sake will not, peih.ips, be he weak-

est or least tender argument."

Thus the lover pleads ; nor, happily, in vain. In a few minutes

after t!:is decision, the officers' boat is again occupied ; this time

by a lady, in addition to tlie seamen and their officer, and it shoots

off from the side of the Rus.siau brig .amidst the cheers of its rough-

limbed crew. They are sorry to part with their beautiful guest

;

it is a trouble on far more accounts than the fact that tliey are

prisoners of the enemy.

The Amphion ia reached ; and all on board are astonished tliat

an English lady should have formed part of the Russian prize. But
she is treated with great honour, and a chief cabin is at once

assigned to her brief use. After retiriug to consult with his cap-

tain. Lieutenant Eliot again quits the ship in the officers' gig, and

is rowed to that' of the admiral. He soon returns ; this time U"t

in Jiis own gig, but in that of ^the admiral, who is on board, liy the

sign of the flying pennon. There is another stranger—a grave,

elderly man, of clerical aspect.

No time is or can be lost. The gig, reaching the ship, the

admiral descends to say a few brief words to the English lady
;

then he ascends with her to the chief deck ; the fleet's chaplain has

on his gowTi—has his open book ; the lieutenant of the Amphion

and the English lady are ranged on either hand ; the admiral

stands to give her away ; and so, amidst the listening silence of the

mighty crew—amidst bristling cannon, and howitzer, and pyramids

of cannon-halls—amidst all the stern appliances of slaughter and

conquest—amidst the low catch of the sounding waves, with the

glory of the sun trailing its golden length across the waves—with

God .above^with stern brave hearts around, the seaman and the

unbribed with Russian gold are made one. Hum.an cheers, that

carry their echoes across the sea, give the Amen of the celebra-

tion .

After taking some refreshment, the young wife has to bid a

weeping farewell to her hu.sbaud ; the admiral's gig awaits her, for

this is a time for only the austerer human duties.

In half-an-hour more she ia on board the corvette ; in an hour

it has set sail, and the fleet, in the haze of evening, is lost to

sight.

For two days Ida Eliot is iu Copenhagen, under the kind care of

Xhe consul and hia wife.

As soon as she ia sufficiently recovered from the efi'cctB of fatigue

and anxiety, she sets out for her home amidst the hills of northern

England, where a beloved father waits to grow glad iu her

return.

Here now she waits the issues of peace and war—issues pregu.ant

with the fate of man—-issues whicli she and others must le.ave to

God and his never-failing justice. Amongst other things He grants,;

may there be the return of that beloved husband ! :

I am no advocate of w'ar—it is inimical to civilisation—retro-v

grades the advance of Christian religion .and Ohristian morals
;
yeb

imperfect as is human civilisation, there seem to be seasons wheu*

it is the only power that can crush the armies of rulers and give

liberty to nations. This present time is one. Slay He who sits

enthroned in justice give victory to the allied forces, and makd

them givers of a blessed and a crowning peace to .all who fe&t or

suffer under the fellest despotism that ever crushed men formed

in the imase of their iMalcer I
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Is nr<Ier to understand this remaikaWe book, which for more than

twelve cent'.iries has been tlie code of law fur many millions of the

human race, and to estimate its influence upon the character of

those who acknowledge it as thr repository of religious truth, it is

necessary to be acquainted with the circumstances under whioli it

was produced. lu the latter part of the sixtli century, religion

had almost diaajipeared in the thick gloom of ignorance and super-

stition. This was particularly the case in Arabia, where the

descendants of Ishmael were idolaters, worshipping hideous images,

with rites as senseless as they were barbarous, including even

human sacrifices. The tribe of the Kemlites buried female children

alive, and by other obscure clans they were sacrificed upon tlieir

Altai's. The morality of such a people must have been very low,

BS, indeed, we know it to have been ; for slavery and polygamy

were recognised inatitution-s ; and some author.'! have accused them

even of cannibalism. They do not appear to liave had any notion

of the immortality of the soul and of a future state ; for the sup-

posed transformation of the dead into owls, which haunted their

graves, can scarcely be regarded as such.

The foreigners settled in Arabia were very numerous. Some

families of fire-worshippers were scattered along the Persian Gulf,

and in the south -were the Sabicans, descendant-s of colonists from

India, and im.age-worshippers. The .Tews had emigrated to Arabia

in great numbers after the destruction of Jerusalem, but the purity

of their religion was lost amid the fanciful legends of the Talmud.

Christianity had been established in several parts of Arabia, but so

obsoured was it with the woi-ship of images and relics, and the

wild and incredible legends of the saints, that it was little better

t)ian paganism. The sects into which the Cliristians were divided

regarded each other with the most rancorous hatred ; and, instead

of cultivating the truth, frittered ' their mental energies away in

discussing the questions of tlie digestion of the sacramental bread,

au'l the number of angels who could stand on the poiut of a needle.

Tlit' OoUyridians deitie^l the mother of Jesus, ivnd made her the

third person iu the Trinity ; and the 3Ianioh;vans and Marcionites

rejected the doctrine of the resurrection, taught the transmigration

of the souls of evil-doers, and mingled with this spurious Chris-

tianity the Persian allegory of Ormuzd and Ahrimanes, or the, con-

flict of the principles of good and evil.

To illura'nate this gross spiritual darkness—whether among

polytheists, Jews, or Christians—to extii'pate the worship of images,

and lead men back t:i the knowledge of the one True Cfod, the author

of the Koran conceived to be his especial mission. Hence he

repeatedly declares, th.it there is but one God, eternal and orani-

l>otent, tt> whom alone obedience and adoration are due ; that all

idolatry is sinful, and displeasing to God ; that the soul is immor-

tal ; and that, at the resurrection and the final judgment, every

one shall receive the reward of his good deeds or the punishment of

his evil ones. To this day, the muezzin's call to prayers is the

declaration that Allah is great, and there is no other god but him
;

and whenever the Moslems h .ve established their power, the objeet.s

of idolatrous worship—whether from pagans or Cluistians—have

lieen cast down. - Indeed, his followers have carried their hostility

to idolatry so far as to abstain, not only from the pictorial repre-

Beutatiou of the Deity, but from portraying the human form,

because we are told in the book of Genesis that God made man ia

nis own image. It was not until the accession of the present Sul-

tan that the rigour of this abstinence was departed from, Abdul

Medjid having sent his portrait, set in diamonds, as a present to

Queen Victoria. But -svhen the Greek churches fell into the power

of the conquering Moslems, the representations of saints and

martyrs on their walls were made to disappear beneath a coat of

limewash.

^Yishlng to operate upon the entire religious world—dreaming,

perhai)S, of a universal pontificate—Mohammed addressed himself

to the Jews and Christians, as well as to the idolatei-s; nnd the

Koran contains abundant evidence of a wish to reconcile doctrinal

dilferences, and make the Bible harmouise with tlie new disiiensa.

tiou. He v.-as particularly desirou.s to make proselytes among tiio

Jews, and fretjuently appeals to the Old Testament for collateral

evidence of the truth of his divine mi.ssion. With both the Bible

and the Talmud he was well acquainted ; for, dux'ing his journeys

into Syria, previously to the proclamati<m of his mission a.s the chief

and last prophet of Allah, he is said to have conversed familiarly

on religious subjects v/itli several Jews and Christians of learning

and repute, among whom Alnilfeda particidarly mentions a famous

i-al.l>i, Ablollah Ibn Salaam, and Waraka, the nephew of his wife

Khadijah, who, after de.serting both the native polytheism and the

Jewish creed, had embraced Christianity, and was well acquainted

with butli the Old and New Testaments. In order to conciliato the

Jews, he directed his first disciples to pray with their faces towards

Jerusalem ; but when he found his advances rejected with e.jn-

tempt, and his pretensions derided, he instructed them to make

tlieir pious genuflexions towards Mecca.

Moliammed admitted the divine inspiration of the Old Testament,

but accused the Jews of having falsified certain passages which did

not agree well with his own pretensions. According to the views

of divine revelation promulgated in the Koran, the will of God had

been made knov.'n in succession by Adam, Noah, Abraham, Moses,

and Jesus -their respective mission.s rising in importance as the

altered circumstances of society required a fuller revelation. Thus

the authority of Abrali.tm is greater than that of Noah, f.nd .so on

in regular gi-adatiou ; but Abraham was the special prototype of a

true believer. "The patriarch," he says, in the second chapter of

the Koran, " was neither a Jew nor a Christian, for he believed in

the unity of God : he was a religious Moslem, and the friend of

God; for Islamism is nothing more than the faith of Abraliam."

Islamism signifies entire dependence on God ; and this high order

of faith, which was so remarkably exemplified by Abraham, is the

leadi:ig characteristic of .the Moslem faith. But it was Islimael

—

the father of the Arab race—who, according to the Koran, was

the beloved son of the patriai-ch, and the chosen of God for the

sacrifice ; and fi'om him Mohammed claimed descent in a direct

line.

As Moses was a greater prophet, and promulgated a fuUer reve-

lation of the divine will than Abraham, so was Jesus a prophet of a

higher order than Moses, and the Christian dispensation a more

complete one than the Jewish. " Jesus Christ, the sou of Mary,

was truly the apostle of God," says the Koran ; "and his words

which he conveyed unto Mary, and a sjiirit proceeding from him,

honourable in this world and in the world to come ; and one "f

those who approach near to the presence of God. Yet Jesus was a

mere mortal, and not the Son of God ; his enemies conspired against

his life, but a phantom w.as substituted for him on the cross, while

he was translated to heaveu." The heresies of the Eastern churches

led Mohammed to charge the Christians with tritheism; and he

seems to have expected their conversion, regardiiig the unity of

God a purer doctrine than that which they held. During his life-

time they were treated with clemency and moderation, their per-

sons and property protected, and their worship tolenated ;
and this

wise and humane course —so different from his treatment of the

Arabian pagans—was strictly in accordance with the precepts i.f

the Koran, -which says that " the prophet is nothing but a teacher

and admcnisher of the people, who shall not be governed by vio-

lence ; the believers shall leave those who do not believe to the

punishment of God, for he is the only arbiter, and will reward

every one as he deserves."

Having thiT^ briefly pointed out the extent to which Judaism and

Ciiiistianity enter into the composition of Islamism, it is now

necessary to notice those doctrines which are peculiar to the Mcslem

dispensation. As the last of the series of prophets and teachei-s,

Mohammed takes precedence of Jesus ; he is the seal of the pro-

phecies ; and with liim the ilivine missions have ceased. The

Koran is, therefore, the last revelation of God's will to man, con-

firming and verifying the Old and New Testaments, and setting

forth the means by which salvation is to be obtained under the

new dispensation. Faith and works are both necessary to insure

admission into the highest heaven ; but there are inferior degi-ees

of blessedness, which may be reached by all who believe in God and

have lived a life of virtue and benevolence, For idol.itcrs there is
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no hope ; their portion is the lowest pit of .leliaumn—the Moslem

hell. Wicked Jews aud Christians, dying imjjenitent, are con-

demned to portions of the burning pit where the heat is a degree

less intolerable; and Mohammedans, of the same class, receive a

little more favour as the reward of their faith. The heaven of the

Moslems is eminently sensual—a paradise of odoriferous groves and

pellucid streams, where the faithful enjoy the society of the dark-

eyed Houris—celestial females, whose more than earthly beauty is

described in the Koran in the most glowing language.

The practical duties enjoined in the Koran are : prayers at five

appointed times each day, the face of the worshipper being turaed

towards Mecca ; frequent ablutions, Mohammed well understanding

the near relation of physical and moral purity ; attendance at

divine service in the mosques every Friday ; fasting during the

month of Ramadan ; alms, to which the fortieth part of e.ach per-

son's income must be devoted ; and a pilgrimage to Mecca, if pos-

plished, and the system which he founded to have done all the

good that it can do. It has outlived the time when it had a great

purpose to serve, and now only exists as a protest against idolatry.

The fatalism which so strongly pervades the Moslem theology, and

the strictness with which the powers and duties of the Saltan are

prescribed by the Koran, form an insuperable barrier to the attain-

ment of a high degree of civilisatioj| and the development of free

institutions. Absolute predestination leads directly to individual

apathy and social stagnation. The recognition of the precejits ot

the Koran as the only foundation of Moslem law, though it has in

many instances given a check to oppression by the restrictions

which it imposes on the exercise of arbitrary power, has now-

become an evil by fettering rulers in their efforts to promote the

.advance of civilisation and effect desirable reforms. This is the

great difficulty which Mahmoud had to contend with, and which

now clogs the progressive tendencies of his son. Reform and infi-
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sible, once in the course of a person's life. Ciood works are much

dwelt upon ; without them, prayer and fasting, though they may

advance the worshipper to the port,als of paradise, will not obtain

liini admission. Circumcision was an Arabian custom, which Mo-

hammed retained, probaldy because it was also practised by the

.lews. Polygamy had existed in the East fnuu time immemorial
;

the pr.iphet merely regulated it, restricting the number of wives

which a Moslem may leg.ally have to four. Murder, adultery,

perjury, aud false witness, are enumerated in the Koran as deadly

sins ; and usury, gaming, and the use of wine and pork, are prohi-

bited in strict terms. Creditors are also forbidden to imprison

their delitors or make slaves of them.

We have now to examine the influence of these doctrines and

precepts on the character of the people among whom they have

for centuries been received. Lo'iking at its efl'ects from the

lofty priint of view occupied by the Christian and the friend of

social progress, the mission of Mohammed appears to be accom-

delity are synonymous terms with conservative Mohammedans,

and a reforming Rultan runs the risk of lieing dethroned as an

apostate from the faith of Islam.

Without a change in the national faith, the progress of the

Mnhanimedan nations must be very slow, leaving them always very

far behind those of Western Europe. Whether a religious refoi--

mation is possible, would 1)0 an intei'esting sul)ject for investigation.

To external influences they have hitherto been in.accessible, .and the

experience of our missionaries seems to show that the first cli.ange

mxist come from within ; that some point must be found in the

Sloslem creed itself whereon tri plant the lever of progre.ss. Islam-

ism is not without its sects ; the Shiites, one of the two great

divisions, reject the traditions, and ai'c more toler.ant and liberal

than the Sunnites, or orthodox believers. Among these it is

possible that some Moslem Luther may arise to reform tlie Mitham-

medan church, and give a new reading to the Kftrau ; after which

it would be more susceptible to the influence of Christianity.
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MOSCOW.
V city rfBasJa. sni anoeat c»{Hjal of her cius, is

:nsiderab',e dues in Enrope; fjr, tho!^ ;te p>?n-

1. is iess tiian tiai <s Si. Petersbnrr. ite snperanal extea; is

'z greater. Its crcam&reE« is geneisHT state'd at tTrcaiT-fiTe

and a half Englisi miles: bet a latge pjrtioa cf tJjis spice is

<Kcn{»ed by sanicas. parks, pK>menades. and open £e!is for military

exercises and £u!^ The gsrJess Wonging to the mansioas of

the aristociaey are very beaaufol, and L-ud out mth much taste

;

in snmmer. these and the parts and the public gardens add ma<^

to the pleasantness of the city, bnt in winter their aspev": is dieer-

less in the extreme- Moscow pneseats a fine and somewhat isiectal

appeaianee from a little distance, especially in the snmmer. when

the gilded cnpoba of the numerous churdies are relieT\e\l by the

masses of green ti«s among which they rise. The capolas are of a

bolboos dam, like (hose of the Favilion at Brigfaton, and are

The Krendir. " th^' Rsssiaa

emper^ors. gire^ : - ^tyj whxii is

surrcnaded by i^iuiiist s;^,;,* »alls, «iUi ';«i;;It;^ti3ts. towieis, aad

gates^ Beades the ^Id xai new piilac«$. this qnanw <v>ntaius the

imperial miiseB::^, the arseaal, the trcaisury. the palace <>f the

jvuriarch. and thirty-two ehnrchtSv The old palace w«s bnih in

l$ttr, bat only a portion rcm:uoi; whifh tbe yresent eiai«Mvr has

had completely rep.-unel aad ^e-d<^^.'IaJod. and fcmishcvl ia the

style of th^ p^ii^l when it w»s first erected. The new palacv w»s

first baih in ITiS: and haviag been destroyed in the gnsrt cvxa-

flagiatioa of 1 Jli it was rebuilt fcur ycsirs later by the Knijyjw

Alexander. This building, howeviar, was pulled down by order of

Xicholas, who has had a new palace of remarkable extent and

mafniacence bu'lt opposite the old jtUaoe, which is to Iw incv>r-

potated with it> Th« treasoiy, wMA is attached to the Vtxsaesen-

TUK CITY OF MOSCOW.

covereil with tin, which, when not gilded, is painted grceu ; it is

the form of these cujxilas, and the numerous towers and minarets,

which give tlie city its peculiar apiicanince.

The tremeudous conflivgratiou of 1S12, with tlie subsoiuent

renoTOtion and improvement of the city, h;vs so .iltervd its !ip|H\Ar-

anoe, that the descriptions published previously to that epoch are no

longer correct. "The extraordinary mixture and iHuitrast of mag-

nificent jvilaccs and petty huts, so often noticed by foreigners,"'

says Dr. Ly:ill, "though still occurring in a few places, no longer

strikes the eye as formerly ; Moscow is daily losing its .\sialic

features, and a.ssumi«g the appe;irance of tlie cijiit-ils of Western

Eurojie. Happily for tlie lover of venerable antiquity, the Kremlin,

which suffered c-impanxtively little, notwithstanding the attempts

of the French to blow it up, ret;uus uuimiKiiicd its :iucieut

irregulaiity and gnindeur."'

skoi Convent, contjtins the crowns, sceptres. ,*nns, and drinking

vessels, of the grand dukes and emiH-rors. the value of which is

Si>id to exi-cetl that of the c<>llec;ion in the .Tcwel Office of the Tower

of London. In the clinreh of the s;ime ivnvont a grwjt numNjr ot

empresses and grand duohc^scs are intorroil. The prinoiivil churvhes

of tlie Kremlin ipiartcr are that of the Assumption, where the

emjwrors arc crowned anvl anoiute<l, estecmoil the imxst splendid in

Moscow ; St. Michael's, which contains the tombs of the grand dukes

and CEtrs fi\m> the time when Mosivw lh.v;unc the capital of the

empire till the death of I'eter the Great : that of the Annunciation,

which is c-insidcrxl by some to excel all the rest in arv-hitcctural

beauty, though smaller than the pn,\-e<liug; and that of the Trans-

figuration, remarkable only for its antiquity, having l>een built in

lo'JS. At\er the ivdaces and churiho.s the tnost striking object in

the Kreudiu ipi.trter is the Ivauovsksyn l>elfry, at the bottom of
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wliicli is the gi-cnt bell, aiid to I e the largest in the world, contaia-

ing the enci-raous quantity of 360,000 lbs. of metal. This tower was
destroyed by an explosion in 1S12, but has been rebuilt in the same

• style, and is much admiied for its height and architectural beauty.

The Khitai-govod, also surrounded by a wall, with towera and

gates, is the trading quaiter of Moscow, and contains the bazaars

and principal shops, besides linen, cotton, and woollen manufac-

tories, iron .and brass foundries, distilleries, p.aper mills, etc., most

of which, are under the superintendence of foreigners, chiefly

English, Germans, and French. The chief public buildings in this

quarter are the municipal hall, a very handsome edifice, and the

printing-office of the holy synod, which contaius thirty presses for

printing theological works in Sclavonian, and educational boots in

Greek, Latin, French, and German, for the schools under the con-

trol of the synod. In the Khitaigorod is the monument erected by

order of the Emperor Alexander in honour of Minin and Pogarski,

who delivered Russia from foreign domination in the seventeenth

centurj', and placed Michael Romanoff, the first monarch of the

reigning dynasty, on the throne. It consists of bronze statues of

the two patriots, fourteen feet high, on a pedestal of red granite,

adorned with bas-reliefs, and was executed by Martos, an eminent

Russian artist.

The Btdoi-gorod, the third great division of the ci'y, surrounds

the Kremlin and the Khitai-gorod, except on the south, on which

side the river Moskwa flows ; and cont,ains the principal public

offices, the nniveriity, the governor's palace, a numbe^f churches

and monasteries, and the palaces of many of the/'flpnj^ Mho

make Moscow their winter residence. None pf'jg^. «-^-- IHces

are remarkable for architectural beauty ; but the p.-wSji* the

governor is a magnificent edifice, and occupies a fine "t^>ated

situation. The palace of General Apraxin exceeds in length every

other private edifice in Moscow ; but that of Pashkoflf is considered

the finest specimen of architecture. Surrounding the-three quarters

described, and extending to the opposite side of the river, is the

Zemlianoi-gorod, containing the depots of the commissariat and tjie

imperial distilleries, the Imperial Philanthropic Society, the Medico-

Chirurgical Academy, which has a good anatomical museum, and a

fine collection of stuffed animals, fossils, and minerals ; and the

church and monastery of St. Anne, a handsome Gothic edifice,

with a very splendid interior. This quarter was formerly sur-

rounded by a rampart of earth, which no longer exists, the space

being now planted with trees, so as to form a promenade entirely

ron-.id the city, like the Bnilevards of Paris.

The suburbs of Moscow form an irregular jiolygoa, completely

surrounding the Zemliaaoi-gorod, on both sides of the Mu;,kwa.

Some parts consist of streets and lanes, in which superb mansions

alternate with wretched hovels, while others are like villages,

separated from each other by market-gardens, meadows, and even

corn-fields. In the suburbs are the noble hospital, founded at the

end of the last century by Prince Galitzin, and named after liim
;

the extensive and magnificent hospital, in the Grecian style of

architecture, founded in 1810 by Count Sheremetoff ; the military

hospital, founded by Peter the Great : the splendid ban-acks, built

for a p-alace by Catherine II., and converted to its present purpose

by the Emperor Paul ; and a number of churches and monasteries,

eome of which are worthy the attention of travellers. The aspani-

gus, grown in the suburban gardens, is celebrated all over Russia

for its size and superior flavour.

The manufactures of Moscow have made considerable progress

during the last fifty years. In 180S, the number of large manu-

factories of linen, woollen, cotton, silk, and leather goods, hats,,

paper, porcelain, and earthenware in the province, most of them in

the capital, was 391, which, in 1830, had increased to 730. It is

also a place of great trade, and, indeed, may be called the centre of

the inland trade of the empire, as St. Pet-ersburg is of the maritime

trade. Tiic annn.il value of the imports is estimated at five millions

of roubles, or about i'750,000. The population of Moscow is

stated in the most recent accounts at 300,000.

The amusements of Moscow are not numerous. The pi'inciiial

theatre is a vast edifice, but very inferior, both in internal decora-

tion and the character of the performances, to the imperi.al theatre

at St. Petersburg. A tenth of the proceeds is appropriated to the

support of the Foundling Hospital, founded by Ljitherine II. in the

year 1702. Concerts are given occasionally, but the chief resort of

the aristocracy in the winter Ls the Assembly Rooms, where ball-

are given every Tuesday evening, from October to May, in a fii-

saloon, with an alcoved ceiling, su|)ported by a colonnade of <
'

rinthian pillar.-', of white scagliola. Only membei-s of the nobili'y

have the entree, the annual subscription being for gentlemen fii'i\

roubles, manied ladies twenty-five roubles, and immarried laili'

ten roubles. Ffites are sometimes given at the Prunia Gardoi.-

with music, and an illumination at night. For the humbler chK.-e ,

there are low places of amusement, where the enterfciinments c^'o-

sist of singing and dancing, the performers being generally of the

gipsy race.

According to Russian tradition, Moscow derives its name from

Meshech, the son of Japheth, and grandson of the antediluvian

patriarch, Noah, who settled on the spot shortly after the deluge.

Until ivithin a comparatively recent .period, this idea was coun-

tenanced by the best biblical commentators ; and a Jewish rabbi,

about half a century ago, made this application of the passage :

—

" Woe is me, that I sojourn in Meshech )"' In consequence of thi-.

it is said that the prayer for the emperor, which, up to that peri't'l.

had been read in the synagogue, h.as been omitted, except whui

some Christian, supposed to be acquainted with Hebrew, !ia =

happened to be present. According to more reliable accounts, tin

city was founded by the Grand Duke George in 1147, and eular.L' I

and improved by his son Andrew. It did not become the capital,

however, until 1328, when the Grand Duke Ivan transferred the

seat of government from Vladimir to the ri.sing city of the Moskwa.

At this time, however, and long afterwards, the city did not extend

beyond the Kremlin quarter, which became as much an object ''f

veneration to the iluscovites as Mecca to the followers of Mahommcd.

The capital has always been regarded with this mingled admiration

and reverence : "Who can resist God and the great Novgorod .''

was a common .saying when that cit}' was the capital ; and whju

the seat of government was transferred to Kief, that place was

regarded as "the holy city," and the "mother of all the Russian

cities.' Hence Moscow has also been called " The Holy City," and

more familiarly, ''Mother Moscow," or sometimes "Stone Moscow,"

because the principal buildings are of that material, which is rarely

the case in Russia, where, except in the large towns, even the

churches are built of wood.

The history of Moscow embraces the usual series of fires, pesti-

lences, famines, and tumults, common to most of the great cities of

Europe. In the reign of Doris it was desolated by a famine sn

severe, that the inhabitants were reduced to cannibalism; and ii'

city, except Constiiuiinnple, has been so often devastated by fiv..

These have been mainly owing, as in the case of the Turki.-h

c;xpital, to the general use of wood in the construction of dwelling-

house.5, great numbers of which are still built of that material.

The tremendous conflagration of 1812, the efiects of which have

been already noticed, constitutes an important epoch in the history

of Moscow, and is so used by the inhabitants in their calculations.

With the importance of that event the Russians are so fully im-

pressed, that the 2,")th of December has been made a day of thanks-

giving for " the deliverance of the Church and the Russian empire

from the invasion of the French and twenty other nations who

came with them."

Out of Russi.a, the belief is general that the conflagration, which

destroyed two-thirds of the city, was the work of the Russians

themselves, and that it was ordered by Count Rostopschin, the.

governor of Moscow, in order to deprive the invaders of winter

quarters, and compel them to retreat in that inclement season.

The disastrous consequences to the French are too well known to

need relating here ; and it is absurd to suppose that they would

have destroyed a city, upon their p.ssession of which all their

hopes of succe-ss depended. But in Russia the belief is general that

the destruction of the city was the work of the invaders; and

much indignation is m.anifested on the expression of a contrary

opinion. That it is still attributed to the French is probably

owing to the fact, that Alexander charged them with it at the time

as a means of exciting the passions of the army and people ag;uust

them ; and to avow the truth now would be hardly decent. Count

Rostopschin would never acknowledge that he was the author of

the fire, and published a pamphlet in 1823, in which he positively

I:

f

\\
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denies tli.it it was the re-ult uf liis orders. The truth, however,

must be known to many of tlic upper classes, thoiii;h policy has

dictated its concealment; and, indeed, there are allusions in the

works cf Russian authors which leave little room for doubt.

Karainziu, the historian and poet, lias a tolerably plain avowal of

the fact in a iwein which has been thus translated by Dr. Bowriiig,

in his " llub'Siau Anthology."

—

" I'roud city ! Sovereign Mother thou

Ol'iiU Sclavouian cities now ;

Work of seven ages !—beauty once

Ant uiory were around thee spread
;

Toil-gathered riches blessed thy sons,

And splendid temples crowned thy head ;

Our monaichs in thy bosom lie,

\Vith sainted dust that cannot die.

Farewell ! farewell ! Thy children's hands

Have seized the all-destroying brands,

To whelm in ashes all thy pride.

lilaz.c ! bla/.e ! lliy guilt in Hamcs be lost.

And heaven antl earth be satisHed

AVitli thee, the nation's holocaust!

The foe of peace shall find in thee

'Ihc ruined tomb of victory."

SEALS.
With the exceplion of the wh.ales and their allies, tlie seals,

perhaps, at fir.st sight exhibit a greater dejiarture from our ordinary

idea of bM<:t.i than any other mammalia. Although still undoubtedly

quadrupeds, their legs are so completely inclosed within the skiu of

the body, that nothing but the feet project, .-ind of these, the toes

are united by akin, so .is to form fins or paddles, adapted almost

a.ilely for the propulsion of the animal through the water. The

position of the hind legs, too, is vei'y singular : they are turned

completely backwards, so as to form a sort of broad double-tail fin,

very similar, both in appearance and action, to the tail fm of the

whale. But in these, as in the fore feet, all the parts existing in

the most perfect quadrupeds are to be rtcognised ; whilst the tail

of the whale is really a fin, and has nothing whatever to do with

the hinder extremities. As might be supposed fiom the form of

tfie limbs, the seals are by no means at home on dry land ; when

out of the water they flounder about in rather an awkward

manner, by a wriggling action of the belly a-ssisted by the fore

paws. But in the water the fish-like form of their bodies and

their [lowerful paddles render them very. active ; and in this, their

n.ative element, they swim and dive with great rapidity, in pursuit

of the fishes and other marine animals which constitute their

general food.

The common seal (Plioca vilt'/ina), which is found iu most seas,

but is especially plentiful on the Arotio coasts, is of a yellowish-gray

colour, usually covered with dusky or blackish spots. Its \isual

length is about three feet, but it sometimes measures .as much as

five or six. It has a rounded head, somewhat resembling that of a

dog, whence it has obtained the name of " the sea-dog." The eyes

are very large, soft, and black, giving it a most intelligent expression

of countenance ; it has no external ears, but the orifices are fur-

nished with a valve, which the animal can close when under water,

so as to prevent the ingress of th.it fluid. These animals are

c )mmon on some parts of the British coast, but on the coast of (ireen-

land they exist iu Iniiumerable herds, in spite of the destructive

warfare that has been waged .against them for ages, both by the

native Esquimaux and by Europeans. To the latter the sml-fishenj,

as it is termed, furnishes only two products, oil and fur ; but so

iudispens.able is the seal to the very existence of the Cireenlander,

that it has been said that the sen i« his field and the seal-fishery

his harvest. The skin of the seal, when deprived of the long

and rather coarse hair which forms its outer coat, furnishes a soft

downy fur of a light brown or fawn colour, which was formerly in

considerable repute in England for making caps, great-coat collars,

waistcoats, slippers, and similar articles of winter comfort ; but it

provides the Grecnlander with the whole of his clothing; and to a

people who depend so much on a seafaring life for their subsistence,

its capability of resisting water is not one of its least desir,able

qualities. The oil, which is used in Europe only for burning in

lam;i.s, not merely serves this purpose amongst the E.squiioaux of

Greenland, but is also employed by them for heating their winter

dwellings, and, str.mge as it may appear to European tastes, it

likewise forms one of their favourite beverages. Mr. M'Culloch,

however, iu speaking of the oil, says, that " when extracted before

])Utrefaetion has commenced, it is beautifully transparent, free

from smell, and not unpleasant in its t:iste."

But everj- part of the seal is of importance to these people. The

skin not only furnishes them with the warm clotliing so necessary

in their clim,ate, but pro\'ides their buats and tents with a water-

proof covering, and when tanned forms a strong and sendceable

leather for their shoes. The intc.Hinei are used to form windows,

curtains for the front of their tents, suiuiner clothing, sliirts, .and a

number of other articles; the sine.vl^furuish them with threads to

sew them together ; the bones are used as tools .and for the heads of

'spears; and the flesh forms their most iini)ortant article of f.iod.

This is said to be fiir more palatable than that of the whale, and

the fried liver is said by Scoresby to be esteemed even by Euroiiean.s

"as an agreeable dish."

In fine weather the seals are very fond of basking in the sun
;

and vast herds of them are often seen thus engaged upon the field-

ice. In these situations, which are called "seal meadows," the

hunters endeavour to surprise them while sleeping, so as to inter-

cept their attempted retreat into the water, to which, as an .asylum,

they always direct their course when alarmed. They are generally

destroyed by knocking them on the nose with clubs, a single blow

being sufticient to dispitoh them. The European seal-fishei-y has

been carried on almost entirely by ships sent out every spring from

Hamburg and Bremen ; and some of these have captured as many

as four or five thousand in one voyage. The whalers, also, fre-

quently take to sealing, probably to make up for bad success iu

their re.;ul,ar occupation.

In their character seals exhibit many amiable points. They are

afl'ectionate to their young ; and the latter, in return, are said to

be most dutifully obedient to their j areiits ; and the males fight

valorously in defence of their wives and families. In confinement,

especially when taken young, they are easily tamed, and then

exhibit much of the attachment of a dog for their master.

There are many other species of seals, all inhabiting the se.o-s of

different parts of tlie world, but delighting principally iu the coasts

of the Arctic and Autaretio regions. Some, indeed, are found in

liotter climates ; and one, the M(mk Seal {Plmca monaclm,^), repre-

sented in our illustration, is tolerably numerous in the Mediterra-

nean. It bears a considerable ro.-emblance in form to the common

seal ; but the toes of the hind feet are destitute of claws, and the

.animal sometimes attains ft length of from ten to twelve feet. This

seal is often carried about the continent of Europe in shows, and

some extraordinary accounts are given of its docility ; thus it h.os

been said to pronounce words ; and Ahlrovand describes a speci-

men, probably of this species, which had been taught to utter a cry

of pleasure whenever the name of a Christian prince was mentioned,

but to remain perfectly still when the Grand Turk, then the terror

of Europe, was named.

The largest of the northern species Is the Morse or Walrus {Ti-i-

cliKhm rurnmnU), which is sometimes as much as twenty feet in

leugtli, and as thick in the body as an ox. The most striking

peculiarity .of this animal consists in a pair of formidable tusks,

which hang down from the angles of tlie'upper jaw, and arc of great

service to him in raising his unwieldy body out of the w.ater, when

he wishes to rest upon the ice or rocks of his Arctic abode. The

w.alrns appears to feed, at all events in part, upon seaweeds ; and

a specimen, which lived for some time at St. Petersburg, was

nourished on a sort of vegetable broth, of which carrots and other

sncculeut roots formed an important part. The tusks of this ani-

mal furnish excel'.ent ivory ; and the subcut.ineous fat or bluidjcr

yields a large quantity of oil ; but the qualities of the meat are

not so well ascertained, some voyagers describing it as excellent

eating, when the prejudice arising from its dark colour had been

overcome, while others have declared it to be s> bad that even the

dogs reject it with disgust. The walrus, which is also called the
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Sea-Uorse, occasionally waaders to a considerable distance from its

accustomed liaunts ; and, according to Dr. Fleming, a specimen was

sliot in December, 1817, on the coast of Harris, in the Hebrides.

One of the southern seals, called the Fur Seal, 'ji^r e.rceUcncc

{Arctocex'Jia! un Falklandkus), furnishes by far the greater jjortion

luas acre was so indiscriminate—the mothers being killed before

the young were able to shift for themselves— that the animals

became nearly extinct.

Of the other species Inhabiting the Southern Ocean, several attain

a considerable size. One of tlie moat singular is the Leonine Seat

>^^i^.\

THE MONK SEAL (rHOCA MOXACHUs).

of the article known in Europe as seal's-skin. This species was

formerly very common on the shores of the islands of the Southern

Ocean, especially aliout the Falkland Islands, from which its name

is derived. But in the course of a year or two, the, avarice of

Europeans destroyed as many as three hundred and twenty thou-

sand of these animals ; thus defeating its own object : for the

or Sea Elephant {Morunr/a tlepJiantina), the male of which has a

curious appendage to the nose, resembling a proboscis, of about a

foot in length. This seal, which lives in large herds on the shores

of the islands of the Pacific Ocean, is often five-and-twenty or

thirty feet long ; and as its fat furnishes a large fjuantity of most

excellent oil, its pursuit has become of great iuiportance.
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FRANCOIS ARAGO.

Francois DoMisiguE Akago, tlie eminent astronomer, was born on

tlie -I'lth Fcliruary, 17S6, at Estagel, at the foot of the Pyrennei-.s.

His father was a small proprietor, owning some vineyards and

olive groves in that commune, the proceeds of which scarcely

sufficed to maintain his numerous family. Bnt rerao^^ng to Per-

pi^nan at tlie Revnlution, he distinguished himself by his public

spirit, and was enabled to plae; his sun in a good scli""l at

On leaving the Polytechnic, lie received an appniutment at llie

observatory of Pai-is, ami was sliortly afterwards associated with

M. Bi"t, ill the operation of measuring an arc of the meridian in

Spain. The operation was one of toil and difficulty, for he liad to

travel on foot througli the mountains which divide the jiroviuoos of

Valencia and Catalonia from that of Arragon ; but youth and a

robust constitution cnaliled him to surmount every ob^itacle. While

^

m

Toulouse. The youth h.id already given evidence of superior

abilities, and on presenting himself as a candidate for pupil.age at

the Polytechnic School, his first answer so astonishetl the examiner

that he sent him to Paris at once, with a coni)iIimentary recom-

memlation. At the Pulyt«chnic he made rapitl progress in his studies,

and gave the fii-st public evidence of his republican tendencies by re-

fusing to subscribe his adhesion to the constitution of the empire.

engaged in his mea-surements, war commenced between Fr.ance and

Spain, and the mountaineers, wluwe ignorance incapacitated them

from appreciating young Arago's scientific labours, .attemjited to

seize him, alleging that he made fires in the muuntjiins to direct

the movements of the French troops. He found means, however,

to reach the coast in disguise, but being unable to get away, he

retraced his steps, and placed himself under the protection of the
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autliorities, wlio jiut liiui in inisou fur sufc-ty, Imt not till he li.iil

heea wouutled and narrowly espapeil death at tlie hands of a furiuus

mob. By the connivance of the eajitain-general of the province, he

escaped from prison after a brief incarceration, and embarked in a

iisliiug-boat for Algiers, wliere he hoped to fiml a vessel bound for

Marseilles. lu this hope he was not disappointed, and was witliin

sight of that port, when the ves.sel in which he had embarked was

eapiureJ by a Spanish privateer and taken into llosas. The

authorities there seem to have desired some pretext for confiscating

the vessel, and confined Arago in a dark and dirty cell, alleging

that he was a refugee Spaniard ; for the vessel in which he had

embarked was an Algerine one, in which the Dey had sent two

lions as presents for the emperor. One of these had died on the

voyage, and Arago found means to forward a letter to the Dey,

informing him of the seizure of the vessel, and that the animal in

question had been starved by the Spaniards. The Dey was terribly

enraged, and addressed an angry letter to the Spanish government,

demanding compensation for the seizure of the vessel, and threaten-

ing war in the case of refusal. This led to the surrender of the

ship and the liberation of Arago, who proceeded on his voyage in

her ; but the crew were incompetent to the navigation, and lo.sing

their reckoning, landed him at Bougie, on the Algerian coast.

From thence he travelled on foot to Algiers, disguised as an Arab,

and on his an'ival found the Dey dead, and the city in an uproar,

occasioned by a conilict between two claimants to the succession.

One of these was killed, and his victorious rival demanded payment

from France of a pretended debt, imprisoning as a guarantee every

Frenchman in Algeria.

After enduring many hardships, Arago obtained his liberation

;

and having narrowly escaped capture Ijy a British cruiser, at length

reached Marseilles. He immediately repaired to Paris, where he

was elected a member of the Institute. Now commenced his long

and glorious career of scientific discovery. To mention all tluit he

has done in this way would far exceed our limits. His determina-

tion of the diameters of planets, afterwards adopted by Laplace

;

the discovery of coloured polarisation, and that of inagnetism by .

rotation, which gained for liim the Copley medal of the Eoyal

Society, would alone suffice to place him in the first rank among

the scientific geniuses of the age. lu a few years he becime a

member of every great scientific society in Europe. He visited

England, and received the honorary citizensliip of Edinburgh ami

Glasgow ; and in his own country he won the esteem and respect of

all classes, and of men of all shades of political lielief. His lectures

on asti'onomy were invariably attended by crowded audiences ; and

tlie (loyes which, after his elevation to the post of secretary to the

Academy of Sciences, it became his duty to compose on the decease

of any of its members, were superior to any that had appeared

before.

The political opinions of which the eminent academician had

given eridence in his youth imderwent no modification in mature

years, tliough he never took so active a part in politics as his

brotlier Etienne. His sympathies were always with the ])eople;

and when the revolutioii of 1830 broke out, and tlie streets of

Pari.s were red with blood, he went to Marshal Marmont, with

whom he was on intimate terms, and besought him to seize the

opportunity of redeeming his reputation from the stains of 1814,

iiy resigning tlie'commandof the army, and thus staying the fiu-ther

eft'usion of blood. The marshal was deeply affected, but seemed to

feel that snoh a step would subject liim to the stigma of a double

treason ; his position was a painful one, he said, but he must do

his duty to the king. Arago left his presence with regret ; but the

firmness of the marshal only retarded, without preventing, the

downfall of the elder branch of the Bourbon dynasty. In the

elections wliicli followed the revolution, Arago was chosen to repre-

sent the dep.artment of the Pyrenees Orieutales in the Cliamber of

Deputies, and joined the party of the extreme left, that of tlie

\iltra-liberals and republicans.

Two years later, when the barricades were again raised by the

Parisians, he was one of those leaders of the opposition who
as.sembled at the house of Lafitte, and, believing the insurrection

triumphant, appointed a deputation to wait upon Louis Philippe,

to dictate to liim the terms on which he would be allowed to retain

the sovereignty of France. But by the time the deputation reached

the royal presence, the insurgents h.ad been ilriveu back upon the

Faubourg St. Antoine ; and they judged it prudent to confine their

mission to urging upon the king the policy of making some con-

cessions to tlie people, and extending his clemency to those who had

risen against his government. The insun-ection being suppressed,

and no hope remaining of a speedy subversion of the monarchy,

Arago turned his attention to the best means of consei-viug the

freedom which still existed, and, in conjunction with Lafayette,

Armaiid Carrel, Garnier-Pages, Armand Marrast, Cornienin, and

others of the reirablican party, established the Association for the

Defence of the Liberty of the Pres.s.

Though his republican opinions and his connexion with the men
we have named rendered him ineligible for office under Louis

Philil^pe in a political capacity, his reputation as an astronomer

and mathem.atician was so high that he received the appointment of

chief of the Royal Observatory at Paris, which he retained till his

death. The active part which he took in politics during the latter

years of the reign of Louis Philippe did not diminish the ardour of

his scientific pursuits ; and the distinction which the Paris Obser-

vatory has gained in the annals of astronomical science was mainly

owing to his genius and assidiuty. Among the subjects upon which

his powerful intellect threw additional light at this time was the

scintillation of the stars, which he ascribes to the circumstance of

their rays passing through atmospheric strata having various degrees

of heat, density, and humidity, and combining in the focus of the

telescopic lens, where they produce images of varying colour and

intensity.

During the se.?sion of 1847, a union of the various sections of the

left was effected on the cjuestion of a reform of the electoral law.

Thiers and Dupin, unable any longer to endure their exelu.sion

from office, tendered their support to Odillon-Barrot, who had Ion"

been known as an advocate for an extension of the sufl'rage. and

who readily accepted the aid of such distinguished converts. Ara<»o

cordially joined and promoted the fusion, as he would have done

auy measiu-e which tended to further the greater end which he and

his party had in view. The nation received the project with

unbounded entluLsiasm ; but, in the agitation which then com-

menced, the republican leaders kept in the background, permittin"

Odillon-Barrot, Thiers, and Dupin, to receive all the honour of the

movement, while they secretly prepared the people for the struggle

which they saw impending.

The result proved the soundness of their judgment, as well as

the hold wluch tliey had upon the public mind. When the repub-

licans were armed and successful, when every street had its barricade,

and the blood of the people criipsoned the pavement, it was too late

to talk either of a reformed ministry or a regency. The republic

was established with the a.ssistance of Odillon-Barrot and his

colleagues, but very much to their disappointment and regret.

The prominent part which the venerable academician had talcen in

politics for so many years, and the steadiness and consistency with

wdiich he had voted with the ultra-liberal party, obtained his

nomination as a member' of the provisional government, and the

ministry of marine was assigned him. He had now an opportunity

of assisting in the application of the principles for which he had
contended from his youth, and he succeeded in obtaining for

the i-epublic the adhesion of the whole of the marine service.

Duriug the lirief administration of the provisional government he
discharged tlie duties of his office with honesty and ability • and
when the republic merged in the empire, he retired from the arena

of political strife, and applied hhnself with undiminished ardour to

those scientific pursuits, which had already obtained him such hi'di

and honourable celebrity,

When all persons holditig appointments under the imperhal

government were required to take the oath of allegiance to Napoleon
III., Arago remained true to his principles, and refused. The
emperor paid him the high but deserved compliment of di.^pensin"

with the oath, at the same time allowing him to retain his apiioiut-

ment at the Observatory. Having lived nearly sixty-eight years

seen the fii'st republic and the first empire, the restored monarchy
the second republic, and the restored empire, and enjoyed the

friendship of the most distinguished men of the day, the illustrious

astr-onomer died on the 2nd of October, 18.53, regretted by all who
knew Ids worth or admired his genius.
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AX ADVENTURE OX THE COAST OF AFRICA.

An .\mci'ican schooner not long since saileil from New York to tlic

west cn;tst of Africa witli salt ijutValo on boanl to excliauge for ivory,

wjiicli was to be taken to St. Helena for sale. Having huuied, one

eveuin;, near Delagoa Bay, tliey wislicd to set sail on the following

morning, hnt such was the violence of the sea and contrary winds

tliat they conld not possibly get out. In this trying position the

caiitaiu anil the second steersman resolved to go to Delagoa Bay by

land and get more men, as all the sailors, with the exception of

two or three, were attacked w itli fever. The undertaking was ,1

venturesome one, even to rasliness, considering the danger of falling

a prey to fever or the treachery of the natives. They took no wenjions

v.'itli them, thinking it of no use to burden themselves with them,

and accomplished a journey of from twenty to five-and-twenty miles

vitliout any inconvenience. At length, however, they were joined

by three natives, one of whom retired after a while on the pretence

of fetching water, while the other two kindled a fire and began to

roast some kind of corn, which tliey offered to the Americans.

iMe.anwhile the one who had gone away came back with seven other

natives.

The captain, anxiou.'S to save time, determined to proceed on his

journey, though the sun was only just going down. To relieve

tliemselves of the burden of their bundle of clothes, they entrusted

it to tlie natives who followed. Wheu they came to the foot of a

ste( \i hill, which alibrded a fine prospect over a picturesque valley,

tliey halted for the night and lighted a large fire. As might be

expected, the curiosity, if not traitorous intentions, of the natives

I

r.oiiiited them to look into the bundle to see what it contained.

'I'liis the ca])tuin would not endure, nnd such was his violent

indignation that a quarrel ensued, which was just what the natives

wanted. Their object might have been easily conjectured when

one of the three went professedly to fetch water and came back

with seven comrades. Although a natural dread of the whites

restrained them from open attack till night came on, their wild

pxssious now suddenly burst forth with tremendous fury. They

rose as one man, collected together in a body, and hurled their

-[icars at the two unfortunate whites. The captiiin advanced

liold.iy to meet them. Soon, however, having received several

\i ounds, he w.as compelled to seek safety in flight. Exhausted by

loss of blood, he was almost immediately overtaken and struck to

the earth—to all appear.ance dead, though it is not certain that he

really was so.

The steei"sman, who had turned aside wheu the first sjiear was

hnrled, was pierced by two iu the right arm, and hit near the right

eye. Yet he snatched up a spear and hurled it with dreadful

violence at tho.se who were standing nearest, two of whom imme-

diately fell de;ul. But .against such a disparity of numbers it was
imp issible for the most desperate courage to prevail, and he was at

last struck down by a blow on the head from a club. As he lay in

a state of perfect unconsciousness and without the slightest motion,

tlicy naturally thought he was dead. They dragged him to the

fire, .as he afterwards found, and stripped him of all his clotlies,

inflicting various injuric.< upon his person. Wheu he came to him-

self again, he found he was lying naked upon the sand iu a state

of such utter exhaustion that he could neither .speak nor move.

By degrees his strength began to return, and he was able to look

round .at interv.als without being noticed by the natives. At length

he wiis horrified to see the body of the poor captain, which was

lying near the fire, while some of the natives were engaged in cut-

ting long strijis from the fleshy parts of the body, .and others were

rcasting them at the fire—all expressing by their looks a greediness

to partake.

It is scarcely possible to conceive of a more horrible situation

than that of the unfortunate wounded man. As if his own suffer-

ings and fears were not enough, he had to hear in addition the

liatress and disgust of seeing his poor comrade, whose fiite was even

worse than his own, thtis brutally mangled by cannibals. If he

gave the least sign of the life which still lingered in him, he was
-ure to be instantly despatched by a more effectual blow of a club

; iiau the last. On the other hand, if ho remained motionless and
apparently lifeless, it was but too probable that as soon as they had
partially satisfied the cravings of their unna,tural appetite with the

flesh of the ill-fated eapti-.in, they would I.ay murderous hands upon

him to finish their horrid meal. The very thought of what he

must have endured all this time is enough to make one shudiki-.

There he lay, as minute .after minute passed by without bringing

any jirospect of escape, iu speechless agit.ation, .an involuntary

witness of the most revolting harbarity.

.\t last, after the wretches had gorged themselves till they Coiild

eat no more, they hay down overpowered with drowsiness, and soon

fell fast asleep. The poor steersman no sooner observed this, than

he made a desperate attempt to rouse himself from his deathlike

dreamy state, that he might avoid his apparently inevitable fate by

flight ; but how, or where he could flee, he had not the least idea.

He tried to get up, but could not stand ; still less could he walk.

Every time he made the attemjit he fell down from sheer exhaus-

tion and debility. All he conld do was to crawl along upon his

hands and knees to some bushes that were near, and there hide

himself. Happily, he managed to accomplish this without dis-

turbing the slumbers of any of the inhum.an monsters who were

snoring away most lustily. In this retreat he lay in a state of

utter helplessness the whole of the night, trembling every moment

lest he .'ihould fall a prey to wild beasts, even if he escaped the

fury of the natives, which seeuied scarcely possible, and dreading

the still more horrible death fi-om starvation if he suriivid the

other two dangers. But scarcely had the morning light arrived,

when the sav.ages, having now slept off their last night's gluttony,

woke up, and looking round, quickly perceived that their prey w.as

no longer within sight. They at once commenced a diligent scaridi,

and discovered the poor fellow in his place of concealment. Ho

made signs to them for some water to drink, but not only was this

denied him, hut he was plainly given to understand that they

looked forward with delight to the gratification of feasting upon his

flesh in the evening, and they showed him a rough table upon wliicli

they intended to butcher him after an approved method of their

own. They then left him to himself to dwell upou his miserable

fate. Afterwards, when he cried with moans for a draught "f

water, they brought him something to eat instead, and forced him

to swallow it in spite of all his efibrts to resist. As m.ay be con-

jectured, it was positively a part of the poor captains body which

was left from last night's meal.

When the shades of evening began to come on, the unhappy

creature, who was by this time somewhat recovered from his

wounds, made a second desperate eflbrt to escape. He could now

walk, and slowly and cautiously he pursued his way with a

security which nothing but courage and despair could impart. Tho

darkness of the night favoured his design, and isometimes stooping

down among the hushes of the wood, aud sometimes reposing in the

open air when it was too dark for him to be seen, he gradually

gained fresh strength to continue his course with an alacrity which

increased with every step, iis the jirospcct of deliverance became

more and more distinct. At length he found he was getting near

"the shore, off which his companions wore waiting his return. For-

getting his fatigues, and for a moment unconscious of his weakness

and his wounds, he quickened his pace, and was soon safely out of

reach of the murderous wretches who had pursued him for a con-

3ider.able distance. His comp.anions at once took him on board the

schooner in a state of complete exhaustion, from which it seemed

scarcely pos.sible for him ever to recover. Happily, however, rest

of body and peace of mind, together with the unremitting attention

of his mates, at last restored him to his usual health.

During his short absence the fever had raged frightfully on

board. Many of his comrades had fallen a prey to its ravages,

others were still in a dangerous state, and even those who were

recovering were too feeble to be of much service in managing tho

vessel. Aft«r a time the first steersman .and two other sailors went

in a boat along the coast to Delagoa Bay, to see if they conld meet

with any friendly assistance. Happily their little expedition w.as

attended with success. They found a Portugnese vessel^ in company

with which they all sailed away as soon as the wind had becomo

more favourable, and the violence of the waves had sufficiently

ab.ated to allow of their departure.

For the above p-articulare of an actual occurrence, we .are indebted

to the steersman, who afterwards seiTed on hoard an KnglisU

vessel, and made a voyage ronnd the world.
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FIELD SPORTS OF ASSYRIA.

The excavation ot the ancient cities of Nineveh, Babylon, ami

Xliorsabad, has jiresented us with gUmiJses of the every-day life of

their former inhabitants, their amusements, their religious rites,

and their domestic customs, which would have remained lost to

us had the accumulated sand and rubbish of age3 continued to cover

their ruins. In baring to the daylight and the curious eye of the

visitor the long-buried towns of Pompeii and Herculaneum, we
come upon the villas, the temples, and the theatres of the luxurious

patricians of Eome, and acquire a knowledge of their manners and
customs which renders intelligible many an otherwise obscure

passage in Ovid, or Horace, or Juvenal ; but in exploring the ruins

of Nineveh, we survey the monuments of periods, in comparison

with which that of the towns buried by the lava of Vesuvius is

modern. We stand on the site of the oldest city in the world,

dating from the, epoch of Nimrod, the "mighty hunter," and walk

tlirough the chambers of the piilace which Sennaclierili raised and

Sardanapalus destroyed.

and on a slab found in the .same mound were sculptured a hind and

fawn, and a wild sow with her young ones among tall reeds.

Other indications of the nature of the chase in that remote epoch

were afforded by the designs traced on the bronze and iron utensils

discovered in the excavations of Nimroud. Among these was a

bronze plate, the rim embossed with figures of greyhounds pursuing

a hare, and the centre representing encounters betn-een men and

lions. Another bore figures of stags, wild goats, bears, and

leopards, with a rim of trees and deer. A third had figures of

deer, hares, and lions, represented upon it. A large bowl has a

hunting-scene represented in bold relief on its sides. The hunter

stands in a chariot drawn by two horses, and driven by a charioteer,

and turning round, discharges an arrow at a lion, which is already

wounded
; while another hunter pierces the animal with a spear.

Above the second hunter a hawk is hovering. AU tliese animals

are still denizens of the woods and plains bordering the Tigris,

though probably in diminished numbers. Hpeaking of the patches

ASSVUIiN ClUSK IN THE FOREST. FROM A IIAS-KVLIEF IN THE BKITISH MI'SECM.

Notwithstanding the thousands oi years that have glided down
the resistless stream of time into the ocean of eternity since the

palaces of Nineveh and Khorsabad were rai.sed, the sculptures on

their walls afford as much information on Assyrian life and manners
at that remote epoch, as the vessels and ornaments, found at

Tompeii and Herculaneum, do of the days of Pliny. In the present

article we propose to notice the field sports of the Assyrians, as

illustrated l)y the bas-reliefs now in the British Museum. In

clearing away some rubbish at Khorsabail, one of Mr. Layard's

overseers discovered two bas-reliefs sculptured in black stone. On
one of these slabs, from a restoration of which tlie above engr.aving

is taken, a fowler is represented discharging an arrow at a bird on
the wing, apparently a partridge, or pe'rhaps a wild pigeon.

Behind the sportsman are. two others ;
• one carrying a bow and

arrows, the other a hare in his hand, and a gazelle over his

shoulder. Among the seals, also, which Mr. Layard discovered at
Kouyunjik, was one representing a horseman in pursuit of a stag

;

of bu.-sli wliich form green cases in the arid plain ui Sinjar, Mr.

Layard says: "Among them lurked gjvme of various kinds.

Troops of gazelles sprang from the low cover, and hounded over the

plain. The greyhounds coursed hares ; the horsemen followed a

wild boar of enormous size, and nearly white from age ; and the

doctor, who was the sportsman of the party, shot a bustard, with

beautiful speckled plumage .and a ruff of long fe.athcis round its

neck. This bird was larger than the common small bustard, but

apparently of the same species. Other bustards, besides many
birds of the jilover kind, rose from these tufts, which seemed to

afford food and shelter to a variety of living creatures." The lion,

too, is not uncommon in the jungles of the Khabour, and the

Bedouins frequently find their cubs in the spring. The footprints

of these animals were also discovered by Jlr. Layard and his party

about the mound of Niifer ; and in the jungles borderiug on the

Tigris, lec'pards, hyenas, jackals, deer, antelopes, and wild boars

are frefiuently met with.
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The chase of the more formidivble animals, as the lion ami the

wild bull, appears to have been pm-sueJ in chariots, as that of the

tiger is in Iiiilia on the backs of elephants. One of the bas-reliefs

from Konynnjik, now in the British iUusenni, and engraved belnw,

represents a hunting scene very similar to that of the lion already

described, Imttheobjeot of the chase in tliis instance is the wild bull.

The chariot is driven by a charioteer, and drawn by two horses
;
the

liunter holds by the horns a wouudeil bull, who is plunging over the

wheels, and his spear is fixed in a socket made in the back of the

chariot to receive it. A horseman, leading another horse, and carry-

ing a spear in his right hand, is riding behiml, and the hunter in the

chariot is looking back towai'ds him, as if inviking his assistance.

Another bull, pierced with several arrows, and apparently in the

agonies of death, is lying upon the ground, under the feet of the

charii't-hoi-ses.

Probably tlie chase of the lion and wild bull was reserved for the

kings anil chief men, similar reservatiuns having existed in most

countries, while passing through what may be called the hunting

stage in the history of society. As the animals of the chatc became

scarce, the idea of their domestication would suggest itsilf, and

society would gradually i>ass into the pastoral stage. In the arid

plains of soutli-westirn Asia, the adoption of the new mode of

obtaining subsistence would necessitate a wandering life, siicli as

tlie Arabs and Turcomans have continued to lead to the present

day; but, in time, fertile spots would be found where agriculture

could be pursued, and there villages would spring up, to become

cities as the populatlnn increased, and the mechanical arts began to

be acquired and practised. Still, as in all semi-barbarous com-

nuinlties war and the chase are the only honourable occupations,

the laws of the hunting epoch would be iireservcd, .and enforced

with the more strictness in proportion .as the objects of royal and

princely sport bceime scarce. The lion and the wild bull, iVdin the

character of savage majesty associated with them, would lie

regarded as appert.iinlng to the amusements of royalty, while

any one would bf allowed to chase the deer, tlie gazelle, or the

wild goat.

AS«yr.iAKS iiUKTiNc. THE WILD nuLL.—FROM A eas-helief :n the nuinsii mvseim.

PEEKS AXD M.r.'S.

Nothing, observes Disraeli, is more singular tli.an the various

success of men in the House of Commons. Fellows who have been

the oracles of coteries from their bii-th ; who have gone through the

regular process of gold medals, f^enior "wr.anglerships, and double-

firsts ; who have nightly .sat down amid tumultuous cheering In

debating societies, and can harangue with an unruflied forehead and

unfaltering voice from one end of a dinner-talde to the other ; who

on all occasions have something to say, and can speak with fluency

on what they know nothing about, no sooner rise in the house than

their spell deserts them. All their effrontery vanishes. Common-

place ideas are rendered more uninteresting by commonplace

delivery ; and keenly alive as even boobies are in these sacred walls

to the ridiculous, no one appears more thoroughly aware of liis

unexpected and astounding deficiencies than the orator himself.

He regains his se.at, hot and hard, sultry and stiff, with a

burning cheek and icy hand, repressing his breath, lest iti should

give evidence of an existence f'f which he Is ashamed, and clenching

his fist, th.at the pre-ssure may secretly convince him that he has

Rot as completely annihllate<l his stupid body ;uj his false reputation.

On the otlier hand, persons whom the women have long deplored,

and the men long pitied, as having no manner ; who blush wiien

you speak t>i them, and blunder when they speak to yiiu, suddenly

jump up in the Inuise with a self-confidence which Is only equalled

by their consummate aldlity.

Another thing very remarkalile in the House of Commons is the

decline of oratory there. It is common to talk of the decline of

oratorv. \Vc are all of us apt to luitk at the men and times I'f

e.arlier days as more grand and spirit-stirring than our own. It is

true, as Campbell sing.s,

" 'Tis dii^ance lends enchantment to the view ;"

but still the fact is clear, that men do not talk of the orators of our

times as our fathers talked of the orators of theirs. One rca-son

may be, that oratory—the power of making a neat and appropriate

speech—is much more common than it was. The average debating

power is greater, and therefore particular stirs shine less. But we

are inclined to believe th.it the standard iS excellence in the old

House of Commons was higher than it has been since it has become

reformed. The speeches of Chatham, Pitt, Sheridan, Fox, Grey,

Plunkett, and the earlier speeches of Brougham, were delivered to

an assembly, the elite of whom were the choice spirits of the age.

The greater part of the members of those parliaments were men to

whom politics were a profession—with too many a trade. A man

couM not then so readily ride into office on the shoulders of the

multitude. To sway the House of Commons was then much more

essential than it is now. A great proportion of the members were

undergoing their training for parliamentary speaking, to whom a

rigid observation of those who were to foVm their models wa-s a jiart

of their duty, as being a part of their political education. The

majority of the remainder were men of eilucation and long p<ilitieal

experience, grown old in the habit of w>.ighing the relative value of
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ilift'ereat speakers. Another reason may also be given for the

eliange. Mr. Francis, in liia "Oratorsoftlie Age," says : "Anotlier
and ,1 more inflnential cause of tlie altered tone of ooutem|)orary

eloquence is the altered character of the House of Commons. The
extension of tlie elective principle, wliich dates from the Keform Bill,

has much augmented the numbers and increased the importance of a
class of niemljers for whom orators half a century ago would have en-

tertained the most profound contempt—the bond fide representatives

of borough eonstituencies. Public men find it necessary to conciliate

them, and a particular style of speaking has grown into favour in

consoqncace. Tarlianientary orators now find it necessary to do

something more than merely display their own talents. The com-

mercial, calculating spirit of the bourgeoisie—though these borough-

members will very likely reject the term—jeers at fine speaking.

It comes to transact business, not to be amused ; for that it has

the theatre, or the last new novel. It has railway bills, local

government bills, and free-trade dogmas to uphold or oppose ; and
its time is too precious to be wasted on prepared perorations or

magnificent exordiums. It requires something pr.actical, prefers

figures of aritlimetic to figures of rhetoric, and pounds, shillings,

and pence to poetry. Still, however, there are some excellent

debaters in the liouse. A few of tliem we will briefly refer to here.

Lord John Russell, of course, stands first on our list. Though

the sou of a duke, he is a man of decided views, of extensive infor-

mation, and uf high knowledge of parliamentary warfare. To gain

his position has been the labour of his life. As he tells us in

" Don Carlos :"

—

" It was my aim.

And I obtained it ; not for empty glory

;

For as I rooted out the weeds of passion.

One still remained, and grew till its tall plant

Struck root in every fibre of my heart

;

It was ambition—not the mean desire

Of rank or title, but great glorious sway
O'er multitudes of minds."

Yet Lord Juhn has much to contend with. His outward form is

frail and weakly ; his countenance sicklied over with the efi'ects of

ill health and solitary communing ; his figure shrunk below the

ordinary dimensions of humanity ; his general air that of a medi-

tative invalid. But within that feeble body is a spirit that knows

not how to cower, an undaunted heart, an aspiring soul. His

voice is weak, his accent mincing with afi'ectation, his elocution

broken, stammering, and uncertain, save in a few lucky moments,

when his tongue seems unloosed, when he becomes logical, eloquent,

and terse. Then is his right hand convulsively clenched, his head

proudly thrown back, the outline of his face becomes rigid, and his

dwarfed figure expands as if he were a giant. Lord John is some-

times very h.appy, as wdien, in his letter to the electors of Stroud,

he declared that "the whisper of a faction shall not prevail against

the voice of a n.ation ;" or when, in answer to Sir Francis Burdett,

who charged him with the cant of patriotism, he told the baronet

there was also such a thing as the recant of patriotism. One of

Lord John's most celebrated speeches is that known .as the Aladdin

Lamp Speech, delivered by his lordship in 1819, and v.-hich Sir

Robert Reel read to the house during the debate on the Reform

Sill, in 1831. "Old Sarum," said Lord John, "existed when
Somers and the great men of the revolution established our govern-

ment. Rutland sent as many members .as Yorkshire, when Hamp-
den lost his life in defence of the con.stitutiou. If we should change

the principles of our constitution, we should commit the folly of the

servant in the story of Aladdin, who was deceived by the cry of

' Kew lamps for old I ' Our lamp is covered with dust and rubliifili,

but it has a magical power; it has raised up a smiling lam!, not

bestrode with overgrown ] alaces, but covered with modest dwidl-

ing.s, every one of which contains a freeman enjoying equal pr'.'tec-

tion with the proutlest subject in the land. It has caUed into life

all the busy creations of commercial prosjierity. Nor, wlu ,i men
were wanted to defend iind illustr.ate their country, liave such men
be n deficient. When the fiite of the nation depended on the line of

policy which she should adopt, there were orators of the highest

degree placing in the strongest light the arguments for peace or

war. When we decided upon w.ar, we had ncrve.s to gain us

laurels in tlie field, and wield our thunders on the sea, AVIjen again

we returned to pe,ace—the questions of internal policy, of education

of the poor, of criminal law, found men ready to devote the most

.splendid of abilities to the well-being of the community. And shall

we change an instrument, that hiis produced effects so wonderful,

for a burnished .and tinsel toy cf modern manufacture? No; small

as the remaining treasure of the constitution is, I cannot consent to

throw it into the wheel for the chance of obtaining a prize in the

lottery of revolution." Amongst leaders of the Common.?, Lord

John has been signally successful. The post is one of prodigious

difficulty. Its duties must be discharged in the faee of a watchful

opposition. It demands readiness in debate, and resolution in C"U-

fronting .adversaries. There must be courtesy, .and good temper,

.and firmness. Ch.aracter is indispensable, as Lord John wrote with

siguificanoy :
" It is the habit of party in England to ask the alliance

of a man cf genius, but to follow the guidance of a man of character."

"It is a curious fact," observes a writer in " The Athemeum,"
" thiit a Dutchman has never yet led the British House of Com-
mons. Only two Scotchmen, the Earls of Bute and Aberdeen, h.ave

been prime ministei-s of England. Tno Irishmen, Castlere.agh and
Canning, have led the Commons

; and amongst prime ministers

Ireland counts three—the fir.st Marquis of Lansdowne, the Duke of

AVellington, and Mr. Canning. As successful leaders. Sir Roliert

W.alpole and the younger Pitt are unrivalled in the duralion of their

power."

Lord Palmerston stands next in our list. In office under teu

administrations, he is indeed the hero of a huudi-ed fights. As a

great member of parliament, his political power is very formidable.

He is one of those of whom it is truly said :
" On his policy Europe

has two opinions ; on his energy and eloquence the world has but

one." Mr. Francis, who has painted a better portrait of him than

any one else, says: "The dexterity with which he fences at the

case opposed to him, touching its vulnerable points with his sarcastic

venom, or triumphing in the power with which he can make a

feint of argument answer all the purposes of a real home thrust, is

only equalled by his corresponding watchfulness aud agility in

parrying the thrusts of an opponent, guarding himself from his

attack, or skipping about to avoid being hit. Lord Palmerston,

besides all these practised arts, has also great plausibility, can

work himself up admirably to a sham enthusiasm for liberal prin-

ciples, and can do it so well that it really requires considerable

experience and observation to enable one to detect the difference

between his clever imitation and reality. He is almost un.suri)assed

iu the art with which he can man.age an argument with a show of

fairness and reason, while only carrying it aud liis admirers far

enough to serve the purpose of a party iu the debate. He seldom

commits himself so far as to be laid open to even the most practised

debaters. They may ridicule him upon his excessive official vanity

and imperviousness to criticism on that score ; but they can hardly

discover a flaw in the particular case which it suits him for the

time being to make out. On the other baud, he posse.sses himself

considerable power of ridicule ; and when he finds the argument of

his opponent unanswerable, or th.at it can only be answered by

alliance with some principle that might be turned against himself,

he is a great adejit at getting rid of it by a side-wind of absurd

allusion." Lord Palmersten's most remarkable speeches have been

on the Catholic question in 1829, on Spanish affairs in 1837, and

in the Pacifico debate, wlien he defended the whole course of his

foreign policy with exti-aordinary ability. His manner on tliis

occasion lost its lone of jauntiuess and levity, his occasional haw-

hawing passed, and for nearly five liours he poured forth a stream

of poUtiail argument

—

" Though deep yet clear, thougli gentle yet not dull.

Strong without rage, without o'crflowing full."

A conservative member, walking home tliat night, said to a literary

member'of parliament: "I have heard Canning and Plunkett and

Brougham in their- best day.s, and I never heard anything to beat

that speech." Sir Robert Peel's testimony, delivered in his l.ast and
ever-memorable speech, could not be surpassed. Wlien .alluding to

it, he said :
" We are all proud of the man whi) made it." Dui ing

the whole time, the attention of a crowded house was maintained

unflagging. The details of his policy, v,diieh in siher hands would

have been dull and uuiutere.^ting, ser'*l with him as the vehicle of

lofty sentiment, of brilliant rop.artee, of broad aud irresistible
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Iminoiir. It was uiiivei-sally aJmltteJ to be one of tlic greatest

triiimplis I'f parliamentary eloquence in our age.

William Ewart Gladstone is, perhaps, the most successful maa
ill the house, anil is another instance of what oratory can accom-

plish in the British Senate. Jlr. Gladstone took his seat in the

tiist relormed parliament, which met in the spring of 1833, as

member for Newark, and took his place on the Conservative

licnjhes, under the leadership of Sir liobert Peel. He entered

public life deeply and conscientiously attached to the then great

i.'inscrvative parties of the day—the conservatives in politics and

tlie conservatives in theology. But Sir Robert I'eel, who had an

I ye for talent, saw the young member possessed the requisites of a

liist-ratc parliamentary debater, and in 1834 appointed him a Lurd

• '( the Treasury—an office usually considered as the first step in

itici.al life. In his twenty-sixth year he had succeeded in estab-

lishing for himself a commauding position in the hou.se. After the

. icat chiefs of the party- ai'ler Sir Robert Peel, .and Lord Stanley,

lul Sir James Graham- (liore was no conservative orator that

"old Ciimmand more attuntion—no one, the announcement of wlio.sc

iinme would more quickly empty Bell-alley, or the smoking-room,

or the library, and fill the benches of the hou.'=e with eager listeners

than Mr. Gladstone. His voice is clear and musical ; his

expression ready and fluent; his patience and resoui-ces—.as evinced

e'uiiigtho tedious progress of bis budget—iuexhivustible. There

is a stateliness and How in his periods which is seldom heard

"ithin the w.alls of St. Stephen's. He is sure, also, to take the

I'lestion out of the beaten path of debate—to present it in some

I'W and unexpected light—and to invest it, without any trace of

1' dantry, with historical and classical allusions, rich aiul rare.

Tlie autlior of the "British Chronicle" says of Mr. Gladstone :

'
It is impossible to listen to liim without admiring the beauty of

liis language— tiie stately march of his measured tones—and the

I'crfeet mastery he possesses of our language, and which never

:illnws him to be at a loss for a word. His chief defect is an ocea-

sicinal obscurity of meaning, arising from the subtle and penetrating

intellect of the man, which seems constantly suggesting doubts and

modifications of the principle he is advancing ; so that thei-e seems

t.> Le carried on at the same time throughout his speech, not only

tlie main proposition he is concerned to jirove, but, in addition, a

s at of under-current of thought, which insensibly modifies its

sliarpness and blunts its edge.- It ought to be added, however,

tliat his later speeches have been singularly- free from this defect
;

tliat he has shown himself more of the practical statesman and ie.<s

if the schoolman. As a model of eloquence, he is undoubtedly, next

l.j Maeaulay, the most finished orator in the House of Commons."

Sir James (iraham has exercised more influence than most men

iu the House of Commons. Big and burly—with a large body and

ii large head—he seems a power in himself. Mr. Roebuck, in an

unfriendly criticism, tlius describes him ;
— "To a clear and logical

iiiiderstaiiding he added great industry; and all his expositiuns

Mire distinguished by an exceedingly neat and appropriate diction;

ii subdued and grave sare;t3m lent interest to his argumentations
;

:ind while an accurate arrangement made his statements clear and

ill'eetive, a sedate and collected manner gave weight and a oerfciin

rt of dignity to his discour.-e. As an administrator he shone

nlterwards without a rival among his Whig associates, and seemed

liy his abilities destined soon to lejid his friends amid the stormy

I'onllicts of party warfare. The result has not hitherto justified

tliis hist anticipation. Timid and fastidious, he needs the robust

hardihood of mind requisite for a political chief. As a second, none

can surpass him in usefulness and ability. The responsibilities of

n chief, however, seem to oppress his courage and paralyse the

power of his intellect. To the reputjition of an orator he has no

olaini. He is, nevertheless, an admirable si)eaker, and ready ai;d

effective in deb.ate ; but that inspiration which passion gives, he

never knew, and, unmoved himself, he is unable to win his way

to the hearts of others. His speaking, indeed, is almost without a

fault ; simple, clear-, grave, often earnest ; it always wins atten-

tion,' hccause always deserving it. He, nevertheless, leaves his

hearer unmoved ; and is more apt, by his own cold demeanour, to

repel and offend his audience, than by his lucid arrangement and

accurate argumentation, to convince and lead them." While par-

liament meets, you may see him as Mr. Francis so graphically

describes him: "He looks like some red-tape minister of the

Tadpole Lchool, or some pompous jilacenian conceited of his acres.

But, byand-by, you learn to separate the more fixed habit of the

features from the odd expression of the countenance, till you see

that the superciliousness is real, tliough exaggerated by the phy-sical

peculiarity. There are no traces of ill-nature in his face ; but, on

the other hand, there is nothing to encourage. Meanwhile, he lias

seated himself, placed his red box on the table before him, stretched

himself out to his full length, and awaits, w-ith arms folded .-md

hat sloTiched over his face, the questioning to which he knows he

will lie subjected at this [larticular hour, from half-past four to

half-past five."

Such are the orators of the cabinet. Sir W. Mulesw..rth, ni-w lie

is in ofKee, rarely speaks. Sir Charles Wood has not yet attained

the r.ank of much more than .-i second-rate debater ; and Messrs.

Cardwell and Herbert are fluent, and nothing more. I'u-

doubtedly, apart from the cabinet and their supporters, the

first place is due to the late ex-Chancellor of the Exchequer, who

has w-on for himself his present position by his oratory alone,

^nien you enter the house, yon see on your right—fronting llcr

Majesty's Ministers in general and Lord John Russell in particular

—a Jew-ish-looking individual, generally particularly well-dressed,

with a waistcoat which renders him the observed of all observers.

You are looking at the leader of what w-as once the great Protec-

tionist party, whose battles he has fought— wliose councils he has

guided—whose chiefs at one time he pl.aced upon the Treasury

benches. Up in the gallery no one is watched so anxiously us he.

Lord Palmerston is the next-best-starcd-at man in the house, ai:d

then the diminutive Lord John. But all like to look at the man
w-Iiose talents exalted liim to tlie leadership of the proudest aris-

tocracy on the face of the earth. So far as the opposition are con-

cerned, the debate generally languishes till Disraeli rises to sjicak.

His custom is to sit motionless as a mummy, all niglitj w-ith his

chin buried in his bosom, and his hands in his pockets, excci-t

when he takes them out to bite or to examine thft state of his nails

—a nervous action which he seems unconsciously to perform. His

speeches are fine dispdays. His celebrated speeches on his budget,

when, alone and single-handed, he bravely combated his parlia-

mentary opponents, were pre-eminently such. But that part of them

w-hich is generally the best'is the personal ; as when he taunted

Roebuck w-ith his " Sadler's Wells sarcasm" and "melodramatic

malignity," or charged Sir Robert Peel witli catching the Whigs
bathing and stealing their clothes. Disraeli's speeches -n-ill not lie

read as Burke's are read. They are happy—telling—eminently

adapted for the party purposes of the passing hour— clever— sophi;;-

tical ;
but not w-idely-reasoned, to last w-hen the exigencies of the

hour have parsed away. Yet Disraeli's first speech was a Jailiirc.

His i-ubsequent success has, however, jiroved him to be a true

prophet -. "A time will come when you shall hear me," criid the

discomfited Disraeli, as he sat down blushing and confused, after

his maiden speech had been greeted with universal laughter ; and

time has proved him correct. He has a fine rich voice, which you

can hear in every part of the house ; and he has an unrivalled jiower

of mixing up business details with general principles and with

a happy variety of gi-aceful phrases. There is a daring, saucy

look in his face, w-hich .at once excite-; your interest. He is not a

large man ; but he looks well put together, with his head in the

right place. But he never seems in earnest, or to have a great

principle, or to extend big views beyond party objects
; yet he is

an admirable actor, and blends together the necessary business talk

with the ornamental and personal as no other man in the house

can. (TCnerally he looks glum, and sits by himself—"a thing

apart ; amongst them but not of them." At times, however, he

looks more cheerful. On that memorable December morning, when

lie was ousted from place and power—when the prize, the labour of

a life, was rudely torn from the hand that had but just grasped it

— the ex-Chancellor came out of- the lobby gay and fresh as if the

majority had been wilii him, not against him. There wn., an

unwonted liveliness iu his step and sparkle in his eye ; but the

excitement of the contest was hardly over. The reaction had not

yet commenced. The swell of the storm was still there ; —still

rang in his cars the thunders of applau;e—aiulible to us in the

lobby—which greeted his daring retorts and audacious personalities.
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THE BOULEVAKDS OF PARIS, BEFORE THE REVOLUTION OF 1780.

It is A ftrange thing to call ap the appearance of an old city, to

IhinU, amiil tlie ruins of tlie Colosseum, of tlie imperial glory of the

world's mistress
;
to picture to ourseh'ps what London was in the

goldeu d.ays when the Roses fo'.ight, and " every knight was true as

his sword, and every lady fair as the dawn ;" and strange to walk

the crowded Boulevards of Paris on some high lioliday, and think

of what wonderful changes have occurred since grim walls occupied

their site and were named Boulevards.

The pencil of M. Saint Auliin has furnished some very interesting

sketciies of tlie aspect which old Paris bjre, and from one of his

designs our engraving is taken. Tlie picture is full of life and

.animation, and the utmost attention has been bestowed on the

details of the drawing; so that the costume, the decorations, the

employments, the houses, the trees, everything, from tlie rough

garb of the water-carrier to the gorgeously bedizened figures, made
glorious with hoop and stomacher, of my ladies proudly walking

with the cocked-hat nobles, and looking as if the water-earner,

and tlie market-woman, and the carter, and the rest, were made of

other day than themselves— .t11 indicate the spirit of the times.

they fear is a revolution in costume ; and one of those titled beauN,

brilli.ant in scarlet and gold lace, whispers to the belle upon his

arm that the flood-gates of society .are in danger, for M. luis

actually come to court in shoe-strings instead of buckles !

If those gay grjups are thinking at all of the murmurs of the

pciple—murmurs very soft and far away, like the murmuring in a

sea-shell—they take courage in refen-ing to the days of old, and

calling to mind the masterly statesm.ansliip of Louis Quatorze.

They think of him who said, "I am the State ;" and when the

ambass,adors of fore'gn countries begged to know who was prime

minister, said, " I am my own prime minister;" ami thinking of

him, and how he always hushed popular murmurs with the strong

hand—made sti-onger by an iron glove—they t.ake cjur.age.

But the murmuring people look further back than the days of

Louis XIV. Tliey think of the good King Henry, and how the

effort of that prince's life was tlie good of his subjects, and the wish

of his heart that every peasant might have a fowl in the pot on

Sundays ; and if ever comparisons were odious, they are odious

there. Henry IV. and Louis XIV ! Ilecent events have set the

THE iJi'rL;-.VAr:i>s OF I'Aiiis in 17Si*.— raoM .v I'A.'Ntim; uv ji.

There is somethiug in the picture peculiar to those buckram days

in the stiff, f »rmal Ijok of the scene, and still more so in the

gay groups (hat throng the avenue .and lounge at the tables.

There they are, those butterfly flutterers, basking in the aunshine

of their high and privileged condition. They have no fear of the

coming storm ; they see no cloud, as a :n.in's hand, to darken

their horizon ; they are forgetful that the flood of light upon

them is that of a setting sun— blood-red. They have lieard,

perhaps, that the jjcople are comi>laiuiug; that the people

—

a many-headed monster — are crying aloud for breatl— only

bread ; that poverty and utter destitution have set the people

thinking about whether the things that arc, are the things that

should be; whether the right is .all on the side of might; and

whether it would uot be po.ssible to break down a few barriers that

separ.ate high and low, titled and untitled, and ett'ect tlicreby a

change for the better. They, who .are flaunting in all their g.aiety

and spleudnur, whuse cabs and carriages and quiet sedans have

brought them hither, and are wafting fur them now—they susjiect

no evil ; they rest in perfect security. The only sort of revolution

people thinking of Liberty. Tliey have heard the strain l)orne

from the other side of the Atlantic, and are beginning to learn the

tune. Though overawed by bayonets, they dare not sing it loudly

—as yet.

But things are ripe for a change. The sun will soon be set, and

the red glow of its declining glory pass away ; then night will come

—black night, and with it nightmare-horrors. The murmuring in

the sea-shell is growing louder and louder, and will soon swell into

a roar, a shout of angry defiance and li>iig pent-up fury, which shall

echo from every side of Paris, be heard all over Europe, and plunge

the world in war.

Sport away. Messieurs, while the day tudures, display your

peacock plume.s, and feast and rejoice while the liglit lasts—night is

coming '.

Previous t<i the Ilevolutiou, the Promenade of the Boulevards'e.v-

hibited the clear di.stiuction of rank, and the better and commoner
sort of people—the delf and the porcelain—walked on different

parts of the road. After the Kevolution things were changed, and

my lord's brotidcloth brushed the bluus; of the luechauic.
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THE AVOMEN OF SPAIN.

All who liave travelled ia Spain couour in admiring the lieauty ot

the women ; and we were once in company with a gentleman,

who jjrononuced those of Barcelona to be the most superbly

beautiful, whether in face or figure, that he had ever beheld.

Thi>se of Alicaut, represented in the annexed engraving, are scarcely

inferitir; and the loveliness of tlie Andalusian women has long been

the theme of admiration among travellers. In form, the Spanish

women seldom exceed the middle height, and .>re often below it

;

liut they are admirably moulded, and all their movements are

characterised by a mingled voluptuousness and grace which is as

'* Black eyes and brown
You may every day see ;

But blue, like my love's.

The gods miulc for me."

Spanish women invariably dress in a becomin' and picturesque

manner, though the latter ([uality is exhibited in the Iiighest degree

among the peasaatry, the ostumeof the higher classes, |)articularly

in Madrid, being more susceptible to the influences from Paris.

In manners, their listlessness contrasts strongly with the viv.acity

co:tjme of tue women of xixona and alicasi.

altra live as it is inimitable. Their hair is generally dark, often

black, worn in smooth bands in front, and plaited or twisted and

tied with ribbons behind. The tint of their complexion varies in

different parts of the country; in Navarre and Biscay fair com-

plexi'ns are not at all uncommon, but in the South the usual tint

is a clear light brown, sometimes inclining to olive. Their eyes are

invari illy full, bright, and expressive, generally dark-brown or

black ; but whatever the attraction these may possess for foreigners

from a mi>rc northern latitude, they are less admired in Spain than

blue eyes, perhaps because the latter are rarer there : for, as a

stanza of a song popular in the southern provinces says ;

YfL. Ill,, N. s.—93,

of their fair neighbours on the other side of the Pyrenees ; devotion

and love-making occupy much of their time, and in both the ffenses

are concerned mire than the heart. The siesta in the afternoon, and

the promenade in the evening, are indulged in by all. Terlulias,

or evening parties, are very frequent in the towns ; but the theatre

is not so much patronised as in France and Italy. Music -and

dancing are, next t> bull-fights, their favourite amusements ; the

guitar is in universal n^e. and all classes are passionately fond of

dancing. The bolero and the fandango are the chief national

dances, and the graceful movements- of the former are much

admired ; the other is rather of a licentious character, and is
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seldom seen iu what is called good society, though Spain is- not a

country in Avhich the standard of morality is rery liish.

But the b>ill-figlits are the most iiopular amusements of the

Spaniards, wlietlicr men or women ; and no mode of displaying

gallantry is so much approved, especially among women of

inferior c:mdition, as Ircaling to a laiU-fight. Tliere they go, in

their holiday attire, and none applaud more energetically tlic

courage of the hull or the dexterity of his tormentors. It is, in

fact, the national pastime, and seems a passion with them ; Imt

that its indulgence has an injurious effect on the national character,

ohliterating respect for human life and preventing the development

of a more refined taste, no one can donht. It is to the Spaniards

what the brutal spirts of the amphitheatre were to the ancient

Uonians, and the moral and social effects are much the same.

RELF-BENIAL;

PASSARES OF A
nr A WAYFAnF.r;.

LIFE.

I ALWAYS thought our village the prettiest spot on earth. There

was the house of the rector, buried in foliage and surrounded by

grounds kept with scrupulous care, and yet half wild with their

growths of trees, with th-; tiny stream that flowed behind the

kitchen-garden, and the little pond, where we as children used to

Hixat our bo.ats and fish. It was an ancient house, too, with me-

mories •f the past clinging to it with as much tenai'ity as the ivy

that clothed its aged walls. It had been the scene of tragedies,

that were darkly whispered still, but which had occurred when the

Parliamentar'ans and Royalists of jinst time-i held our village in

turns.

The talk of Pemberton-Lee was, lii-wever, now of much more

)iositive things—of the railway whicli was to come near soon—of

tlie new houses being erected on the London road — of tlie age and

prospects of its inhabitants^—and, doubtless, on tlie occasion to

which I am ali;iiit to refer— of my own humble self.

It was scarcely dawn of day, when a «indow of the rectory was

cautiously raised and a head protruded. It was the head of a

youth about nineteen, not unintelligent, I believe, but much sun-

burnt, as if its owner were fond of rambling in the fields in sunny

places, and utterly careless of his complexion. This youth looked

around observantly, and then cast a bundle on the greensward.

Next came a double-knotted sheet, which served as a rope ladder,

and the youth was down.

I had fled from my father's house, and was alone in the world,

with nothing but a few clothes and little more than a shilling i n

my pocket.

We had had a conversation the night before about my future

destiny. My father had wished one thing, I another. He had

insisted ; I had resisted, and raised my voice in passion. With a

sternness which was his characteristic, and that made me quail at

the moment, he had ordered me to bed. I had obeyed, as far as

going to my room constituted obedience ; but I had not even

undressed. I heard him come to my door and listen about an

hour later, and I thought I even heard a sob ; but however this

may be, I steeled my heart again.st every soft emotion, and buried

my head in my hands.

At dawn of day I fled.

1 liad received a careful, even a polished edu^^ation ; and my
father had given me the choice of the church, physic, or the law.

I chose the army, to which my father had a most unconquerable

aversion. I had an equal dislike to those professions offered to me;

and thus it was we quarrelled. He painted the profession of arms

in such odious colours that my anger got the better of my reason.

"At all events, it is better than the drudgery of physic and law,

or the trade of religion !" I said, in a voice that raised the echoes

of the house.

There was a look on my father's face that made me feel sorry for

my coai-.5e language ; but I had no time to manifest my grief ; for,

with words stern and cold, he ordered me to bed.

But of what is jiast let me spe.ak no more. I have made my
choice. I have resolved to do battle with the world, and I have

commenced the strife, for I am on the highway to London, and

alone. I had made uji my mind to walk. It is true I could have

travelled outside the coach easily, on the. strength of my father's

name ; but I did not think this honest. I was wilful and obsti-

nate ; but I was proud in the right way also. I had selected hiy

path ; it was my business to find the means of subsistence foi'lhe

future.

I walked slowly down a lane that led behind the house where I

had been born, and wdiere dwelt my parents, my sister, and a

younger brother. I tunieil to gaze upon one window round which

the honeysuckle crept : and as my eyes fell upon it, they were

moistened ;—for there, ignorant of all that was passing, slept my

mother. Then an impulse came over me to turn back, and yield.

But I jjictured a cold smile on my father's face, and I turned

firmly away and walked rapidly down the green lane—scene of many

of my happiest hours of study and innocence.

I had avoided the village, because I feared the questions which

might be put to me. Somebody would be surely up, and I should,

I thought, betray myself. I lost nothing, I knew, by taking this

cross lane. It only took me to another part of the great road that

led to London. Like all outcasts, I rushed at once towards the

great modern Babylon, which attracts and lures, with unexampled

success, so many from the green fields and quiet nooks of England.

It was about an hour nfter sunrise when I halted, and sat down

by the road-side. I had^ with me a good hunch of bread and

cheese, and I was near a little bi'ook that rattled clear and soft

over the well-worn stones. I was rather faint, and tried to eat.

I c mfess that I burst out crying. It was very weak ; but I verily

do believe that the thought of the neat breakfest-parlour, the wann

coflee, the hissing urn, the fresh eggs, an<l delicious bread which

usually formed our morning I'epast, had an influence over me which

1 was ashamed to acknowledge to myself.

If we honestly review our character.? and inclinations, we sl]all

often find that trifles have an influence over our acts and proceed-

ings wdiich, in general, we are too proud to acknowledge ;
for

my.self) could I have crept back unseen to my room at that moment,

I think I should have done so ; lave b: eakfasted, begged my

father's pardon, acd become saw-bones, lawyer, or clergyman, just

as he had decided. Put I feared riditule above all ;
and at that

moment an occurrence took place which somewhat diverted my

thoughts.

I was eatiug my hard cru.st and drinking water out of a broken

glass, when I heard footsteps, and, raising my head, saw approach-

ing me a youth about my own age—short, red-haired, merry-

looking, a stick iu his hand, a bundle on his back— to all appear-

ance, by his clothes, a mechanic on tramp for work.

" Good morning," said he cavalierly. I suppose, having seen

my slender provendei-, he allowed himself the more liberty of speech.

" Good morning," I replied, rather surlily.

"Going my way?" he continued with pei-fect good humour, at

the same time sitting down on the opposite side of the little brook,

which escaped acro.ss the road under a neat little wooden bridge.

" I am going to London," I said again surlily.

" Are you?" he resumed. " Then you've got a very bad taste

in shoes. Those light things will never take you to London, and

that suit of clothes will be spoilt with dust. What trade are yon,

mate?"

"I have ni trade," I said fiercely. "I am going to London

because it pleases me to go ; and I have my own reasons for being

dressed as I am.'*

With these words I rose, and snatching up my bundle, hurried

away without once looking behind. I soon, however, hc.ird my

questioner, after indulging in a hearty laugh, come whistling up

liehind me. I, however, paid no attention to him, but trudged on

wrapped in my own thoughts, which were not of tlie most agree-

al'le kind.

I felt an oppression and sinking at the heart which was of the

most painful character. I could have sobbed and cried as I went,

but kept down my rising emotions, becau.se I was on a high-road,

with people cimstantly p.assing, and also because every hour or so I

came to a village, once to a town. I did not stop in any of them;

the more because my persevering friend of the morning kept tlo.se

behind me. never .speaking, not even coming near me, Vuit whistling
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ill ;i litipl'y Hiid merry way that was pei-uliarly aunoyiuy. Abt'Ut

one u' cluck he hailed lue.

"Ar>;u't yon going to eatT' be said iu his rough way. "Tiiis ia

lli'j hist house for ten miles to come."

I laade no reply, but raising my head, saw before me a house if

rei'reslimtut for the poorer class of travellers. I went iu, for I

w.vi really hungry, and I dined with an appetite which I had larely

j
kninvn before, not having often walked .So many miles witlrout

lialting. Wlie.i I had paid for my dinner, 1 was penTuless. 1

cjuld not conceal the look of blank surprise whicli suffused my face

when I nnule tliis discovery : I felt it, and I hurriedly rose and

left the house.

" You Won't do to travel,'' said my tornient^n- following me, and

this time coming close up to my side; "if you spend many one-

Hul-sevonpcnces fiT meat and bread and ale, you'll soon come to

your last shilling."

''I have spent my last penny," replied I, turning round and

facing him with a dogged manner that reminded me of my school-

days ;
" but what is that to you .' I ask you for nothing : leave

me then in peaci."

" Young gentleman," he said gently, touching his cap at the

s.ime time, "I sec. you aren't used to the road, and I only want
1

1 be civil. How are you going to travel six days without money !"

" I really do not know," I said, seating myself on a green bank,

and yielding to the painful reflections evoked by this simple

'luestiou.

" I e.\|)ect you don't. You are green, I can see. But look at

me - I'm only a boy ; I've travelled three years. I work my way--
v IU can't. Now you haven't started for pleasure, else you'd have

money; you can't get your living, I can see: so you've run away
from home. Never mind, Jack Prentice doesn't care ; and if yi)\i

want to go to London, why he's the lad to tell you how."

'.Mr. Prentice," said I, without any of the pride and haughti-

ness 1 had hitherto assumed, '-you are quite a stranger to me

;

l>ut your manner seems kind. I shall be very happy to follow

your advice."

" Do you value that watch and chain much '." he asked ipiickly.

•They are a present from my mother," I faltered.

'Then of course you do value tliem—very good. Well then,

yjung gentleman, I won't advi.se you to sell them. But take ray

advice—bori-ow some money, and leave them as security. You
can go . to Ljndon cohifortilily, and get your watcli again when
you like."

I stared at him. I had not taken lesson.* in the ups and downs,
and iniseries of life, and 1, as yet, knew nothing of the system he
alluded Id. My ignor.mce and surprise could have been seen in my
face. But he left rae no time for reflection.

•'Well! woi-se and worse—yoii never heard of l/iut before? I

thought everybody bad. I've been for father an<l pledged his

trousers, when he u.sed to drink in bed^-he dotf t (irink in bed
ntiw, so somehow he's lost the habit of pawning, ' But it's u.'-eful,

t'Ki, sometimes. It's useful to you now. 'So- the first town we
come to, that'.s L , we'll do it." i'

He r.i.se, and led the way, and I no longfr heiit;ited to accuuijiany

him. I was brought, for the fir.st time, into rude contact with the
world. I began t j see its asperities and difficulties, and 1 was thank-
ful f.n; a gilidc, liowevei' humble. I found him a'droll, humorous,
cxpjrience 1 lad. He was a tailor, and had with him all the needful

iimterials for mending. He had his regular bea', and at the pre-

sent season was on his way to L mdon, where he even thought of

settling.

His father had a large family, which he bad originally brought

up e.Kcecdingly well ; but having takeu to drinking, they had all

got dispei-sed. One or two had done badly, and one or two (witness

Jackl appeared getting on in the world. Jack had recently been
d.iwu to visit his father, and found tbingi much changed. Old

Prentice had become a sober man, and was so comfortable in his

h ime, that his son Jack was quite delighted. He told me some odd
st iries of his life which amu^ed me very much, and nmdc the

journey seem tiut half so wearisome.

We soon re;lched L ., where, by some process which at the

time I was at a loss to understand, I beciime possessed of t'3,

leaYin'g-my w.itch as security fvr the loan, I can't say I felt much

contideuce in ever .seeing it again, lint I was utterly helpless with-

out the niouey, and made the sacrifice. It w;us a painfvd one, but

the alternative was also ba<l. I took off the guard, which was of

braided hair, and placed it ne.\t my heart.

I thought, ji.s I went along, of the many thousands who, like

myself, had started from the iiuiet of the country in search of

fortune. I almost shuddered as I remembered poor Oliver ijtuM-

smith. I had no pretension to his talents, and I recollected lii.s

battle of life. There were many others whose names floated across

my brain, and I felt sad. I bad not the slightest conception of

what I could do. I had a vague idcv of trying to wiite for tho

press. I had read too much not to know how diHicult it is for a
mere tyro to succeed when so many men of experience and of talent

are out of employment at times. Still, I intended to try.

Jack Prentice often asked me what 1 meant to do when I should

have reached London. I did not think proper to reve:;! to him my
hopes and flights of fancy. I said I did not know. The young
workman smiled and shook his he.ad. He had decidedly a very bad
opinion of my jirospects, to say nothing of my common sense. Still

he stuck to me, gave me advice, and was both usefol and agreeable

to me on the road.

When we reached Kew we parted. He had business there for a
' day or two. He gave me his address in Loudon, and I promised to

see him soon. We shook bauds heartily, and I went on my way.
The road has become familiar to me since, but then it was all new.
I was much struck by the noise, by the traffic, by the houses that

inci'eased as I went, that became continuous streets, a town a

wilderness, until, stunned, overwhelmed, and almost faintiu", I

reached Hyde-park Corner, (^uite overcome by the novelty of all

around me, I flew towards some green I saw to my left, and lay

down upon the grass.

Nobody noticed me. That was what struck me with most force

at first. Had I entered a hamlet, village, or small town, and
fallen fainting on the green, I should have Iiad many hands hehl

out to raise me up. I thought the Londoners selfish, hard-hearted,

and brutish. I made a mistake. The men of the great citv arc
no worse than others. But the rapid and complex life of large

towns is such that men uTust attend to their own business ; while

imposture is so rife, and wretchedness sj common, that a tall lad

in shabby genteel clothes, covered with dust and oirrying a bundle

could not hope to arrest the notice of foot-passengers or riders.

After a few minutes, I rose and penetrated timidly into the great

street which led deep into the heart of the city. I no longer

walked—I strolled and gaped. The crowd, the palaces, the noise,

the movement, overwhelmed me. I believe no intelligence, how-
ever great, has failed to feel crushed for a moment at the first

contact with a great city.

But I was exhausted and hungry, and I did not know where to

go. . Suddenly an idea, luminous and rapid as a lightning flash,

came across my aching brain. My frieud, Charles Ogilvy, ivas in

London, reading for the bar. Wo corresponded occasionally

—

indeed, very seldom—but we ilid write a long letter at timts ; and
the last time he dated his letter from a'street leading out .if the

Strand.

I saw a policeman, and asked him the w;'.y to the Strand. I wa.s

in it. I had walked right to it without knowing it, I slowdy

continued on my way, looking at ainiie n:imes I saw written up.

Suddenly my eye' li.ghteil upon the right one, and, at the same
moment, I recollect'cil the number. It was 1;!, — - street.

I felt a load of care,*3 >rrow, and misery taken oflT my shoulders

as I knocked, veiy"gently, at the door.

" WImt maj^you please to w.ant?'' said a shrill Irish veticc

from the area. -' *-• —
"Is Mr. Charles Ogilvy at home (" I .asked, in rather a timii',

liervous tone. '* •" - '• • '
'•

The girl bobbed do'wu and disappeared with a «tr.rtled erv, it

a]ipcai'ed to me, quite' .•I'itonishcd at any one asking for Mr. Oniivv •

and then I heard a movement in the i)ai««igc, rind the door was
opened by a very pretty, but somewhat .'lovenly, young person,

who begged mc to walk in, not without a smile at my appearance.

I repeated my question, and khs told in a very sweet voice to go
to the top of the house, and knock at the f'oor which faced the

stairs.
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GENERAL WASHINGTON.

This tlistiuguished patriot was desceuiled from an ancient English

family wliich quilted this country in 1657, and settled on the banks

of the Potomac, in Virginia. His father, who possessed considerable

property in tliat state and Maryland, divided it at his death in

1743 among his six sons, of whom George, the subject of our

memoir, was the third. He was born on the 22nd of February, 1732,

and consequently was only eleven years of age when death deprived

liim of his father. He received his education .at one of the common

schools of the province, but the course of instruction did not include

any of the ancient or modern languages, though he seems to have

attained to a considerable degree of proficiency in trigonometry and

land-surveying. He was a diligent scholar, and at the same time took

an active part in the sports of his schoolfellows, among whom the

amiability of his disposition rendered him a general favourite.

After leaving school, wdiich he did in his sixteenth year, he ap-

idicd himself to the .study of matliemat'cs ; .and while passing the

winter at Mount Vernon, (hen the residence cf his brother

essay in arms, encountering and defeating a French force under

Colonel Jumonville, who fell in the engagement. Shortly afterwards,

the chief command devolved upon him by the dtath of Colonel

Fry, and he intrenched himself at the Great Meadows, expecting

that a larger force would be sent again.st him as soon as the defeat

of Jumonville became known. In this anticipation he was not

deceived, but the strong force in which the French advanced obliged

him to retreat, an operation which he perforned so ably as to re-

ceive the thanks of the provincial legislature.

In 1755, lie accompanied tleneral Braddock on the ill-starred

expedition which terminated in the death of that brave but rash

officer. In marching through a forest they were suddenly as.sailed,

flank and rear, by volleys of rifle-balls from unseen foes; officers

and men were paralysed, Braddock was shot dead, and Washington

with difficulty led the decimated band out of the ambuscade. Their

assailants were the Indians in alliance with the French, who, having

been informed of Braddock's march, had posted themielves behind

\V INTNSli^llNl

Lawrence, he attracted the notice of Lord Fairfax, wdio employed

lim in surveying some extensive jiroperty on the banks of the

southern branch of the Potomac. The aliility wdii h he displayed

in the performance of this task led to his appointment as public

surveyor, and the next three years were passed among the wilds of

the Alleghany mountains, the hardships of exploring in the wilder-

ness being relieved by surveying at intervals the settled districts

in the valleys.

At the expir.ation of this j er!ol, the frontiers were threatened by

the Indian tribes, anei war with France was looming on the horizon.

To meet the possible danger, Virginia was divided into military

districts, and \V:ishington w.-is appointed to the command of one of

them, with the rank of m;ijor. He entered upon his new duties

with zeal and energy, applying himself indefatig.aljly to the study

of military exercises .and tactics, and the promotion of discipline.

In 1754 he was appointed second in command of the Vii'giuiau

militia, and on the 27lh of M;iy in that venr he m.ade his fir. t

the trees and in the thickets to receive him. After this defea*,

Washington retired to Mount Vernon, wdiich had devolved to him

by the death of his brother Lawrence, in 1 752, and the subsequent

elecease of Lawrence's daughter. The patrimonial mansion was an

unpretending edifice of brick and wood, with a colonnade in fremt,

supporting an eipen b.alcony, and plea.santly situated on an eminence

near the Potomac. There he practised, on a large scale, the muni-

ficent hospitality characteristic of the southern planters, with the

most reputalilo of whom he cultivated an intimate acquaintance.

He was fond of the chase, and in this amusement .and the super-

vision .and improvement of his property he passed most of his time.

In 1758 he resigned his commission as commander of the Virginian

militi.a, and was elected a member of the provincial legislature, the

sittings of which he regularly attended, though he seldom spoke.

At the coninieuceraent of the following year he entered the

connubial state with Mrs. Custis, a young widow with two children,-

upou whom two thirdr. -r her extensive property were settled, she
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hdliling the rcmaiiuler in liur uwii lifrlit. Washington's own estates

were now ot considerable fxtent and value; for, in addition to

Jlount Vernon, he held large tracts, of which !iu had obtained

grants from the government. As he was his own surveyor,

steward, and lawyer, the management of his wife's property and

that of her children, in addition to his own, occupied much of his

time ; but he still attended the sessions of the legislature with the

same regularity as before, and found leisure for the rational enjoy-

ment of life and the amenities of society.

Fifteen years had been passe 1 tranquilly and usefully, when tlie

political horizon was clouded by the disputes between the American

colonies and the parent state. \Va.sliingtou saw the impending

struggle with regret, for he was far from being either an agitator

by nature or a democrat by princi|de. In England he would pro-

bably have been a moderate Whig ; that he was a republican was

the result of a combination of circumstances peculiar to a colony.

In fai't, when the Americans had defe.at<;d t!ie arnde.-! of the mothtr-

country and dclaroJ their iiidcpeuJencp, i.o o hir fji:;! of govern-

beneficial t^i his family and hi^ country. He improved his estates,

promoted sclienies of internal navigation, gave his count«nance and

assistance to plans for the advancement of education and the civili-

sation of the Indians, entertained the planters of Virginia with a

hospitality more profuse than ever, and, amid all these multifarious

(icoupations, found time to give his attention to the constitution

that was being prepared for the young republic. He rejjrcsented

Virginia in the Constituent ('onvention, and in February, 17^1',

was elected first president of the Uinted States.

His journey from Jlount Vernon to New York, which was then

the seat of government, was a continued triumidi- so much and

so generally was he beloved and respected. He supported the dig-

nity of the presidential office in a manner as fiee from ostentation a.s

jiossible, and realised the ancient ideal of a sage and legislator more

fully than any other modern has done either 1)efore or since. His

industry and aiii)]ication, and the methodical habits he had acquired

in ins youth, eual>led him to get thriiugh a gieat amount of busi-

ness, so tiuit he was real'y tlie hc.-id i^f the govcrnnu nt. Tcciday

THE T05IDS OP W-vsn;xcTOx .vxii i:i; wifk at moixt vi:rxoN.

ment w:is pr.icticable. Wasli:n,'ton, then, was a lepublican tr..m

circumstances, a pure and ardent patriot, but not to be confounded

with the republicans on principle, with whom democracy is a faith.

He embraced republicanism as a necessity rather than as a choice.

It is unnecessary to recapitulate here all the engagements in

which Washington acted a brilliant part during the memorable war
of ind. pendence. He was appointed to the chief command of the

American forces in the summer of 1775, and resigned his com-

mission into the hands of the president of congress at the close of

1783. By his exertions and achievements America had been freed,

and henceforth was to take her place, and no mean one, among the

nations of the earth. Between the perioti when he sheathed the

sword that had liberated his country ai}d that of his installation in

tlie preoi lent's chair, there was an interval of five years, during
which he resided at Mount Vernon. It is pleasant to contemplate

the retirement of great men, and curious to note how the heroes of

the sword occupy the leisure afforded them by peace. Washington
was not one to suffer this period to pass idly, and without resulls

was his reception day, when he was acces.siLle to all ; the rest V'l

the week was devoted to the business of the republic. He never

received company on Sunday ; but regularly attended divii;e wor-

ship, and passed the remainder of the day in the jirivacy of the

domestic circle.

In his inaugural address to congress, in January, 1790, he

recommended the legislature to provide without delay for the puhlic

defence ; to devise an effective system for the support of the

national credit ; to encourage .agriculture, commerce, and manu-

factures ; to promote sciei;ce and literature ; and to est;ibli.sh a

unif rm system of currency, weights, and measures. The fuudirg

of the domestic debt of the nation, proposed by Hamilton, secretaiy

to the treasury, wa^ adopted ; and the measure received the

decided approbation of Washington. This measure first brought

into collision the two parties in the state, which had been in.-ensibly

formed during the discussion of the cmstilution. These were tl.e

Federalists, led by Ilanuilon and Adams ; and the Democrats,

he.aded by Jefferson. AVashinglon, while inclining to the former,
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ciiileavoured to reconcile the two parties, but tatr.rally v.itliijr.t

success. Wisely refraiuiug from identifying liiniself witli either,

he preserved the esteem of both ; and when the time approaclied

fiT liini to surrender his trust to congress, Jell'erson and Hamilton

joined in the general wisli tliat he would allow himself to be

re-elected. lie did not disappoint the de.sire of the n.ation, and
resumed tlie duties of his liigli oScc for another terra of four years.

The distance between the two great parties in the .state o.^n-

tinued to increase
; and notwithstanding the position of dignified

neutrality and independence wliidi Wasliington usually raaintaincil,

lie did not jiass tlirongh his second presidency witho\it evincing liis

real sympathy with the party of Il.amilton. and Adams in a manner
wliich drew npon liim tlie attacks of the democrats. The first

occasion was when he expressed himself strongly against the demo-

cr.itic societies, which seem to have inspired him with groundless

alarm
; the second was the treaty which he initiated witli (jre it

Britain in 1795, and which w.as ultimately acknowledged by tliose tJ

whom it gave offence, to have been justified by the exigency of the

occasion. i\Ien who occupy the high places in a state, invariably

ni.ake some enemies; and it is a circumstance th.at speaks higldy for

Washington's benevolence and judgment that he made so fesv, and

none whose enmity survived the occasion that called it forth.

Iri December, 1793, lie delivered his last address to congress,

I'ecommending the gradual increase of tliC no.vy, a provision for the

encour.igement nf .agriculture and manufactures, and the cstablisli-

nicnt of a u.ational imiversity .and a military academy. He remained

in tlie capital until the installation of his successor, Adams, at

which ceremony he was pre.?etit as a .spect.ator : and then lie

retired to Mount Vernon, there to pass the brief remainder of his

days. He died on the 14tli of December, 17!>l), leaving behind

him the i-eputatinu of an honest man, a pure p.atrint, a brave

warrior, and an enligliter.cd st.atesman ; and was buried in the

unpretending tomb represented in our second engraving, situated

on a gentle eminence b.twccn h's' house at Mount Vernon and tlie

river Potomac.

Tlie character of this distinguished man can never be better

drawn than by liis countryman and contemporary, Jeffer^oD, v\ ho,

though opposed to him in politics, lias done him ample justice.

He s.ays ;
— "His mind was great and powerful, without being of

the very first order ; his penetration strong, though not so acute as

that of a Bacon, Newton, or Locke ; and, as far as he sav.', no

judgment was ever sounder. It was slow in operation, being little

aided by invention or imagination, but sure in conclusion. Ho was

incapable of fear, meeting pei'soual dangers with the Calmest uncon-

cern. Perhaps the strongest fea'.urc in his cliaraeter was prudence,

never acting until every circum.stanee, evei7 consideration, was

maturely weighed ; refraining if he saw a doubt ; but \\hcn once

decided, going through -with Iiis purpose, whatever obstacles

opposed. His integrity was the most pure, his justice the most

inflexible I have ever known ; no motive-s of interest or consan-

guinity, friendship or h,atred, being able to bias his decision. He
was indeed, in every sense of the word, a wise, a good, and a great

man." Posterity has confirmed this unprejudiced judgment^ and

so long as uprightness of character and genuine patriotism are held

in esteem among men, the name of Washington will be venerated.

OCCASIONAL LEAVES FROM OLD BOOKS.
.What with black letter, quaint spelling, and odd wording, most

old bioks are lieyond the reach of the ordinary reading class, even

when tlieir expense and rarity are not such as to exclude from them

al] who have not access to great national libraries. And yet tlieie

.is much in old black-letter books which is indeed well worthy of

being rememlicrcd. Those who have travelled over the w'.io'e

.republic of letters could tell us of many more curiosities of literature

than even Mr. Disraeli ever has recorded. We purpose, then, to

perl'orm tliis journey occasionally with our readers, ami to intro-

duce theni to tlie lore' wbicli is loclied up in dark places.

One of tlie favourite forms in which old writers clothed their

ideas was romance, vvhicli Bishop Percy attributes, with Mallet, to

the ancient Scalds, who ''believiil in the existence of giants and
dwarfs, entertained opinions not unlike tlie more modern notions of

fairies, were strongly ))0.sses.sed with the belief nf spoils anl

enchantments, and were fond of iuveiiting combats wifh dragons

and monsters." He, however, cannot be accepted litre as a correct

authority ; for Eastern literature teems witli fiction, and Solomon,

by wide-world consent, was long before enthroned sovereign of the.

genii and lord of the tali.sman.

Among Die most applauded productions of the middle ages was

the " tiesta Ilomanorum." It was a kind of book of fables,

written by the monks. It is compiled from old Latin chronicles of

PLoman, or, as W.attnn a::d Douce say, of German invention. It js

made up of oriental, legendary, and classical fables, and many a

great author has taken his plot from it. Grower, Chaucer,

Lydgatft aid Ojolive, owed much to it. It is said" to hare been

written by one Petrus Borchovins; but all the learned disputes

on the subject Iiave failed in proving anything autlieutic on this

point.

It is interesting tj know that out of this book Shakspeare took

the plot of his "Xing Le<ar," and of the " Merch.int of Venice,"

and Schiller of liis " Fridolin." The peculi.ar style .and manner

of tlie work may be gathered by a few extracts.

OP IlOXOUKIXC! I'AnEXTS.

In tlie leig 1 of tlie emperor Dorotheu-, a decree was passed tlia^

children should supiwrt their parents. There was at that time, in

tiie kingdom, a certain soldier, wlio h.ad esi»ou.el a very fair .and

virtuous wo;nan, l>y whom he had ii.son.. It happened th.at the

soldier vfent upon a journey, was made prisoner, and very rigidly

confined. Immediately he wrote to his wifu .and sm for r.ansom.

Tlie intelligence c:immunii:ated great uneasines.> tovthe form?r, who
wept so bitterly that she beciime blin.l. Whereupon the ."^on s.aiil t.i

liis m.thev: "I- will hasten to my father, and rele.ise liiin from

prison." The mother answered :
" Thou shalt not go, for thou art

iny only sui, even the half nf my soul, and it may happen t;i thee

as it has done to him. Iladst thou rather ransom thy absent

parent than protect her who is with thee, and presses thee to her

affectionate arms ? Is not the possession of one thing better than

the expectation of two? Thou su-t my sroa .as well as thy fitthei'.'-,

and I am present while he is absent. I conclude, therefore', that

you ouglit by no means to forsake me, thougli to redeem -your

father." The son very properly answered : "Although I am thy

son, yet he is my father. He is abroad and surrounded by th-

inerciless ; but .thou art at home, protected and cherished by loving

friends. He is .a captive, but thou art fiee—blind, indeed,—but

he perhaps sees not the light of heaven; and pours forth unheeded

groans in the gloom of a loathsome dungeon, oppressed with chains,

with wounds and misery.- Therefore it is my detennination to go

to him and" redeem him." The son did so, and every one applauded

am! honoured him for the indefatigable industry with which he

achieved his father's liberation.

It w-ill be .seen th,at these tales .are sufficiently simple, and very

much in the style of fables. The following is another specimen of

a more complete character. It has been worked out in more than

one modern novel.

THE KI^•G'S SOJc-IX-lAW.

Ill the reign of the emperor Conrad, there lived a cert.ain count,

called Leopold, who, for some cause fearing the indignation of his

master, fled with his wife into the woods, and concealed himself in

a miserable hovel. By chance the emperor hunted there, and being

carried aw.ay by the heat of the cluase, lost himself in tlie wood.s

and was benighted. Wandering about in v.arious directions, he

came .at length to the cottage where tlie count dwelt, and requested

shelter. His hostess prepared him a meal, and the same night was

born unto her a son. While the emperor .slept, a. voice broke

upon hi,5 ear, which seemed to say, " Take, take, take." He
iininedi.ately ai'ose, and, with considerable alarm, said to liimself,

" Wliat can tliat voice mean, 'Take ! take ^ take!' What can I

take y" He reflected on tlie singularity of this for a short spacp

and then feli asleqi. Bat a sec.uid time tlie voice addressed him,

o'ying out, "Restore, restore, restore." He awoke in very great

s Trov,-. "What is all this?" thought lie. "First I was to

'Take, take, t.ake ; ' and there is nothing for me to take.,..,Tru^_

uow, the same voice exclaimed, ' Restore ! restore ! restoig,! ',.ai)(jl

wliat can I restore, when I have taken nothing ? " I'nable ..tft

explain the mystery, he .ag.ain slept; ami the thirtl time the,voi.ce

spoke. " My ! fly ! fly !

" it said ;

'' for a cliild is born wlio .shall
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lifiMiiie Ihy s"n-iii-lii«.'" These wurils created great inrplexity in

(lie einiieror ; and gettiug up very early in the iiDViiing lie suiw,'lit

I'Ut two of Ills snnires, and saiil, " Go, force that child away fmm
its mother ; cleave it in twain, and bring its heart to me." The

sjuircs obeyed, ar.d sn:«tebed away the boy as it !um,' at its

nmilier's breast. But, ubjerviug its very great I'cauty, Ihey were

moved to eompassion, and placed it iipnii the branch i f a tree,

1 1 secure it from the wild beast.? ; and tlieu killing a hare,

they coaveyed its heart to the emperor. Sjou after litis,

. duke, travelling in the forest, pa.'^srd by, ami hearing the

ry of an infant, searched about, and discovering it, placed

it, uiikuown to any one, in tlie folds of his garment. Having no

i-iiild himself, he c;>aveyed it to his wife, and bade lier nourish

it !is her own. The lady, pleased to execute so cliaritalle an otiice,

became much attached to the little foundling, whom she called

Henry. The boy grew up, liandsomo in person, and extreir.ely

rl.Miuent ; so that he became a general favourite. Now the em-

peror, remarking the estraordii:ary quickness of the youth, de.-ired

Ids foster-father to send him to court, where ho resided a length of

liinc. But the great estimation in whicli he w:is btUl by all ranks

I' people caused the emperor to rejeut of what he had done, and to

fear lest he should aspire to the thron;, or probably be the same.

wlioiii as a child he had cumniaiuhd the s(iuire to dc^tiMy. Wish-

in-; to secure himself from every i)Oi;sible turn of fortune, he wrote

a letter with his ov.ii hand to the tjueen to the following purport :
—

'• I command you, on pain of death, as si.u as this leVtcr reaches

3MU, to put the young man to death." When it was finished, he

went by some acciileiit into the Chapel Royal, and seating himself

on a bench, fell asKep. The letter had licen enclosed in a purse,

•.vhieli hung loosely from hi.s girdle ; and a certain priest of tl'.e

place, impelled by an ungovernable curio ity, opened the purse and

re .d the purposed wickedness. Filled with horror and imlignation,

ho cunningly erased the piassage ommanding the youtli's death,

and wrote instead, "give him our daughter in marriage." The

writing was conveyed to the queen, who, finding the emperor's

signature, and the improssicn of the royal signet, called together

the princes of the empire, and celebrated their nuptials witli great

pomp. When this was oomiuunicated to the oin;jeror, who had

quitted the palace, as well to give better opportttnity for eflcctiug

his atrocious design, as to remove the stigma of its exeeutiuu fr.im

himself, he was greatly afflicted ; but when he heard the whole

chain of miraculous interposition, he saw that he must resign himself

to the dispensation of God. And therefore, sending for the young

man, he confirmed his marriage, and appoiuteUhim to Ids kingd'jiii.

T II !: / !•; L! i; \

.

• ivKi; the biuudless plaiiiti and amongst the ro^ky mountains of

.^Mitheni Africa, roam vast herds of two species of aain.als very

nearly allied:,to the hoj-se at;d ass, but distinguished at once from

these by the bejiutilul stripeil nmrkings of their skins. Pa their

•xteraal tbnn aiyl interuai structure, in the arrangeiueut of their

teeth, and sipgle toes terminated by an undivided hoof, they agree

very closely with the domestic animals above-mentioned, and

lorni with tliese and one or two other species a small order of

iiiammalin, e.iUed, from tlie structure of their feet, Sjliduii^iihi.

Like all t!;c other hoofed mammaba, they are herbivorous, and

feed together ia herds, sometimes even mingling with some of the

other inhabitants of their grazing grounds.

One species, the'common zebra (Jiqmis ztbra), the first described

by nituvalist?, and probably the first known to Europeans, is found

in all parts of South Africa as far so;;th as the Cape, but ah\ay.? in

the m.iuntainous districts ; the other species, called Burehell's

zebr.i (Jiquus Bunhdiii), in honour of Dr. Burchell, who first

jiointed out tie distinction's between the two animals, inhabits the

plains, and is said never to be found to the south of the Orange liver.

The former species, represented in our illustration (p. 144), is

a little smaller in size than the ass. The ground colour of its

bjdy and limbs is wltite, with numerous glossy black strip^es

running from the back towards the, belly, which, however, is of a

pure white ; the legs, in like manner, are covered with rings
; the

f ice is striped longitudinally with black ; and t!:e bla^-k bands of the

neck being continued into the upright mane, caise tliat to be

similarly var'.egated with black and white; the tail is .Shaped like

lh.\t of the ass, and tlie tuft at its extremity is black.

These aaimals inhabit the wildest and most sciiuesterod s;)Ots

am mgst the mountains, where th^ir pursuit is a matter of no

little diffiL-ulty ; but even here, they do not rely solely upon the

nature oftlieir fastnesses for security; for whilst the herd is feedir.g

upon its mountain pasture, a sentinel, posted upon some elev.ateJ

spot, is reatlj' tj give the alarm the moment he suspects the

approach of any danger, when the whole hertl, with ears erect and
tails in perpetual motion, dash off at once to some place of still

gr.'ater safety.

The Zebra has long been consideretl (Hiite nntiimeable, and this

appears to be e.-iiweially the case with respect to the mountain
siKcies. In captivity, he exhibits very little docility, and appears to

retain a longing for the free air of his native liills, which renders

him impatient of conliuement, snlleu, ami often fierce. JSlr.

lilyth, however, iufoinns us, that Diicrow, some years since,

broke iu souie individuals of this sj ecies, but the severe treatment

necessary to effect this object completely destroyed all the spirit

and liveliness which add so much grace to the creatures' appe.ir-

ance, and reudcrod them as mcL-k and quiet as comuion donkeys.

The zebra of the plains appjars to be a much more docile animal,

and it seems not inii)robablc that this species might, in course of

tinte. even become domesticated, iiltbongh the attempts hiilicrto

made in tliis direction have not been very successful.

This species, which is about equal to the ass in size, is, it' any-

thing, even more elegant in iis appearance than the mountain

zebra. The ground colour of its body is a delicate yellowish

brown, beoming white upon t!ie belly and liuibs ; the back, ne'-l:,

liead, and haunches, are covered, as in the species already described,

with broad, black and deep brown stripes ; but the whole of

the legs, from th.e knees and shoulders downwards, are usually

quite destitute of any such markings. In its general form,

this species bears a closer reseiablance to the horse than to

the ass, the mountain zelra e.\hibiting a greater affinity to the

latter animal.

Major Harris, in his ' Ta'mo.aiid Wikl Animals of South Africa,''

speaking of ^3nrehcli'S ze'ora, says that it possesses "much of the

graceful symmetry of the horse, with great bone and muscular

power, united to e:'.sy and stidish actioii : thus, combining comeli-

ness of figure with solidity of form, this species, if subjiig.ated and

domesticated, would a.ssurcdly tv.ake the best, pony in the world.

Although it admits of being tamed to a cei"tain £xtent with consi-

derable ficility— !v half-doiiiesticated specimen, .with a jockey on

its brindled 'balk, being o'ccaiioually expcscd in Cape Town for talc

—it has iiitherto contrived to tvado the yoke of sei'vitude."

I;i a state of natnve, according to Major Harris, who hail many

opportunities of s'l.dyiug the habits of these .charming creatttrc.s,

''the voice of this fieeborn son of the desert has no analogy to the

discordant braying of the ass, but consists of a shrill, abrupt neigh,

which may be likened 1 1 the barking of a dog, as heard by a passer-

by from the.iiitcrior of a hou3e. The senses of sight, hearing,

and smell are extremely delicate ; the slightest noise or motion,

no Ic.iS than the appearance of any object that is itnfainiliar, at

ones rivets their gaze, and causes them to sto]> and listen with the

utmost attention : any taint in the a'r eqttally attracting their

olfactory organs. Instinct having taught these beautiful animals

that in union cjnsists their strength, tiny combine in a comjiact

body when meiniced by ati att;»ck either from man or betuit ; and

if overtaken by the f e, tiiey unite for muti'.al defence, with their

heads together in a close circniar band, jntsentiug their heels to

the enemy, and dealing oi\t kicks in equtil force and abniidai:cc.

Beset oa all sides, or piirtially crippled, they rear on their hinder

legs, fly at the adversary with ja«,s distended, ami use both teeth

and heels with the gi;eate»t freedom." .
, .

A third species, nearly . allied to the zebraii, also inhabits the
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same p.irt of the woild. It is rather smaller thau the zelira
;
the

fore part of its body is of a brownish colour, banded with white
;

the hinder quarters pal.'r, or grayish, witli vei7 indistinct stripes

and spots ; down the back runs a black line, bordered on each side

with white ; the belly, legs, and tail are whitisli. This, which is

calleil the Quag^a (i''/««a qwMjyu), app ars to be the most docile

other sojourners in the wilderness, some of the natives of South

Africa regarding that of the quagga as preferable to any other.

The Rev. Henry Methuen states that quagga-steaks are exceedingly

good, altliougli the appearance of the meat—which is coarse and

marbled with yellow fat— is rather against.it.

In confinement, the zebra has frequently jiroduced mules both

IHE ZK1)K.\ (KljVUS ZEBIi.i*.

of the zebradikc animals of South Afiica ; it is said to Ic ccca-

.sionally broken-in and employed as a l-eiist of draught in the Cape

colony. Like the zebras, ho-.vever, it is very courageous in defend-

ing itself from its enemies, fight'ug boldly with feet and tedh, ni\i\

even sometimes compelling the hy;ena to boat a retreat.

The (los!i of :;11 tli?3? a-.i'.-.nals is frequcutly cateu I y hunters and

with the hor. e .and tlic ass; but these, although still presenting

distinct traces of stripes, are by no means so elegant in appearance

as their African parent. They ajipcar, however, to be more docile

iu their n.ature ; a"d some of our readers will no doubt recollect a

mule of this description which used, a few years ago, to be driven

as the 'e I'icr of the Zo .logical Society's tandem.
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ALLINGTON CASTLE.

Tnis vencv.iWe ruin is iMmantically situated on the west banlc of

the river Medway, at tlie distance of a mile from the town of Maid-

stone. It is of great antiquity, a cistlc liaving occupied its site .so

early as the Anglo-Saxon era ; hut this edifice, called Medway Castle,

va.s nazed to the grountl by the Danes, in one of their incursions inti>

this part of the country. The esfcitc wa.s possessed subsei|uently l>y

and from this family b >tl] the castle and the parish received their

name.

In the beginning of the reign of Henry III., when, as appears by

the Tower records, there wa.s an exact survey taken of all the castles

in Kngland, and a return made of the names of the proprietors or

governors, one Columbaris was found in possession of the castle

Al.l.IXfiTOX riSTLK.

Ulnoth, I'uur.h son of (Jodwin, the powerful Earl oi Kent ; and

after the Norman t'onciuest, became part of the domain of Odo,

Bishop of Bayeux. On the disgr.are of that prelate, it was trans-

erred by the Conqueror to liis kinsman, the Ear! of Warren. ^\ho

rebuilt the cvstle, and from wliose possession it paswd into that of

lord Kitihughes. Hy the union of the daughter and heircs.s of that

uoblem.an with Sir (};lc3 Allingtnn it enco more changed owncre

and lord of the manor annexed to it ; but in the latter part of

that reign it came into the possession of Sir Stephen Penchcstcr, who

is supposed to have acquired it by purchivse from one Osbert. It is

probable that about this time it had very much fallen into decay, or

else that it was merely a small building, not considerable enough

t<i be termed a castle; for the Patent Kolls .show that Penchester,

wlij was t'acn Constable of Dover Cnstle and Lord Warden of tic
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< iuque I'l'rts, received the royal lieence, in the eighth year ul' the

leigii ot'Kihvaril I., tu ercet u uustle there, aud to fortifyaud embat-

tle it. iW Stejiheu dyiug witliuut male issue, it became, by marriage

with one of liis daughters, the property of Stepheu Cobham, in whose

family it remained for several generations. In the beginning of the

reign of Edwaril IV. , we find the estate in the possession of the Hrent

family, by whom it was sold to,8ir Henry Wyatt, vdio liad been privy-

eouneillor to Edward IV., bnt afterwards attached himself to the

rising fortunes of Henry Tudor, for which he ^\'as imprisoned in the

Tower by Richard III., and treated with great severity. He owed

his liberation, and perhaps liis life, to the issue of the battle of

Bosworth ; and being placed by Henry Vll. in a situation of trust

.-mil emolument, was soon enabled to jjurchase Allingtoii, of which

he received possession in 14i)3.

His sou, Sir Thomas "Wyatt, a literary character of some celebrity,

was Ijorn in this castle in the year 1 503, aud received his education

iu St. John's College, Cambridge, where he graduated at seventeen

years of age. He appears to have married within a year or two

afterwards, the object of his choice being a daughter of Lord C'obluim.

Introduced at court by his father, he was appointed a gentleman of

the royal bedchamber, received the honour of kniglithood, and was

afterwards nominated sherilf of Kent. Ho was a mau of handsome

person -and fascinating manners, an accomplished courtier and a

profiuud politician, a skilful musician aud a poet, besides

speaking French, Italian, and Spanish with Jluency, aud being

an ai-lept iu all the sports and exercises then in vogue. These

ipialiiicatious rendered him a great favourite with Henry, who seut

him on an embassy to the court of Cliarles V., and to his diplomacy

is aserilied the unfavourable reception which that monarch accorded

Car.linal Pole.

His father dyiug in loJ^, he solicited his recall. In Lirder to

attend to his atliiirs, and in the followiug year, took up his abode

at Allington Castle, which lie put in a state of complete repair, and

rc-ilecorated iu a very magnificent manner. Though much of his

life was passed amid the gaieties and intrigues of courts, he seems

to ha\'c seized with deligh; every opportunity of retiring to Ailing-

ton, that he might indulge in study and contemplation, moralise on

tile felicities of retirement, and attack the vanities and vices of a

court with the honest indignation of an independent philosopher,

aud the freedom aud i:.leasantry of Horace. His retirement was

s j.m disturbed by a summons from the king to join the Emperor of

Germany at Blois, and attend him in his progress tlirough France

.in;l Flanders.. On his return to England, he was arrested on

charges preferred against him some time before by Bishop Boitner,

l)ut wai acquitted, and received from the king a grant of land in

Laudieth, aud the post of High Steward of the Koyal Manor of

.Maidstone.

Tliis narrow escape, however, seems to have warned him of the

1 ludencB of withdrawing fivm public life ; for though Henry appeared

convinced of his loyalty, he.-knew that he had lust favour with him
by .advocating tiie policy -of supporting the Protestant princes of the

Empire, and that Cromwell's fall, which he saw approaching, wo\dd

probably involve his own. He tlierefure passed the remainder of

his days at Allington, where, as he informs us in a poetical epistle

to one of his friends, he used to Imnt and hawk when the season

permitted, shoot with the bow in the depth of winter, and when the

weather debarred him from these sports, read in hia study or com-

pose verses. His poems may be divided into two classes—amatory

and satirical ; of the former, the mo;-,t polished is the one beginning,

"Blame not my lute;" his satires are chiefiy remarkable as con-

taining the original, cr at any rate the earliest, English version of

the ''Toivn iuul Country Mice." From this peaceful retirement he

was called to attend the king, anil iu his eagerness to display hia

loyalty and zeal, he over-heated himself in the journey, aud was
seized with a fever, which terminated his existence.

His only son. commonly called Sir Thomas Wyatt the younger,

>) distinguish lum from the father, was a wild and reckless young

inan,^ who Was im|)ti.-iOued for breaking the windows of the citizens

«ii' Loudon with stones shot from a crossbow at night, in which dis-

reputable frolic he was assisted by the Earl of Surrey ; and seduced

the daughter of Sir Edward Darnell, though he had been married,

.when only sixteen years of age, to tlie daughter of Sir William

Ha*ke. He alienated the estate of Tarrant in Dorsetshire, iji favour

of the oBiipring of this illicit connexion, soon after his suucessiou to

the property. After his release from the Tower, lie raised a body ol'

men at his own expense, and distinguished himself at the siege of

Landrecie.'-:. This led to an appointment under Surrey, then (ioyernor

of Boulogne, whicli he held until the place was given up to tlic

French in 1550. During the latter part of the reign of Edward \ 1.

ho lived chiefly at Allington, occupied witli the sports of the field
;

but when tlie Duke of Suftblk raised liis insurrection against Queen

Mary, he was induced to take tJie command of tlie Kentish relcls,

with wiiom he gained same considerable advantages over the

loyalists. Advancing on the metropolis, he failed iu an attempt

to surin-ise the city, and was taken prisoner. His courage forsook

liiiu on being confined iu the Tower, and he made a confession,

iiuplicating Elizabeth and several of his friends. He was tried and

Convicted, aud executed on Tower-hill, on the 11th of April, 1551

;

by which the castle and manor of Allington, with the advowson of

tile church, bicame forfeited to the crown.

Queen Elizabeth, in the eleventh year of her reign, gave a lease

of the estate to John Astley, master of the jewel-office ; and on his

death granted it int.ailto his son and heir. Sir John Astley, to hold

by knight's service, at the rental of .t'lOO 2s. 7d. per year.

Dying in 1639, he bequeathed the manor and castle of ADingtou,

with other estates in the neighbourhood, to his kinsman. Sir Jaroi)

Astley, who distinguisiied himself by his, cjurage and militiu-y skill

i:i the early part of the civil war lietween Charles I. and the Parlia-

nient, fi)r which services he was created by that monarch Baron

Astley of Heading, in Berkshire. He died in lf)51, and the title

bicamc e.xtinct on the death of his grandson, the third baron, iu

lO^S-; but the castle, manor, and advowson devolved to Sir Jacob

Astley, of Melton, whir was descended from Thomas, the eldir

brother o! the first Baron Astley. In 1720 they were sold by S!r

Jacob, witli other estates in Kent, to Sir Itobert Marsham, fatlier

of the first Lord Komney, in the possession of whose family tlicy

long rcin:uucd.

Allington Castle consists of two courts, one within the other, the

outer being surrounded by a moat, and there are still some indica-

tions of the magnificence it boasted in the time of Sir Thonia.s

Wj'att. Grose, in his " Antiquities of England," states that in

17f)0, when the view in that work was taken, the castle was in a

very dilapidated condition, and the towers used as out-buildings

to a farmhouse, which Hasted, the historian of Kent, supposes to

have been built witli the ruins of the mansion erected in the vicinity

of the castle by Sir Henry Wyatt. There v.-.m formerly a park

adjoining to the castle, but it was disparked soon after the attainder

of Sir Henry, by ivhich the estate became forfeited to the crown.

Seventeen or eighteen year,s ago the old buildings uuderweut cdu-

siderable rejwirs, and they are still used as farm-olfices, cne of the

c-iurts being used as a straw-yard for oaitle.

I'E ]•, Its AND M.r.'S.

NE.xr in importance in oratory, far superior to Disraeli, is Babing-

to;i Macaulay. Like Disraeli, Maciiday is also an exception to one

general system, which is ahvays and essentially aristocratic. Kature
has not been bountiful to Macaulay. She never iir.ended him for

an orator
; there is little of form or comeliness iu him. He is

short and thick ; seemingly more like an alderman than the beau,

ideal of an Edinburgh reviewer. Hia apeeclms are like Burke's,

splendid essays, and will be read for many a coming age. They
are thoroughly prepared, and display the utmost polish aud

research. They are listened to with delight, but fail in their

effect. Macaiiiay's voice is harah and bad. and his delivery is

exceedingly rapid. He plunges at once into his subject, and never

^tops till hia speeeli is done and he has no more to say. His

SI eeches depend fiir their popularity solely upon their merits—upon

the splendour of tluir language—the correctness of their argumeu-
tatiou— the variety of the liistofical illustrations with which they

abaiud, Tlicy owe nothing to manner, iu wdiieh Macaulay is

rc.narkably deficient. Yet he has spoken to some purpose. His

^peeshes have helped him to fame and to power
; and when it is

known that he is to speak, the house is crowded in every jiart
;

and the lobbies and the smoking-room are deserted for a time.

He speaks but seldom now. Sickness, long- continued, lias told
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u\rjii his frame, and has given him tlie apiiearaiiee of ijreinatuie

iM age. Yet his voice is still as \mU-nt a spell as ever. Ami when

111- rises, immediately behiud the Treasury henches, and addresses

I lie house, you sec by the expression of the faces of the occupants

if those benches, that miuistcrs deem tliat in the member for Edin-

loirgh they have still a tower of strength. In the very last session,

.Alacanlay did wiiat is very rare- decided the fate of a nation by his

,i.-ech. It was generally thought that the majority for govern-

ment, on the debate as t> the JIaster of the Uolls retaining his seat

111 that house, was obtained solely by the brilliant speech of Macau-

liv
; at any rate, that the majority was so large, is attributable

I me to him. This is a rare fact in oratory. It is seMom a

IwaUer in the British Senate attempts to convince any one, or

succeeds in the attem])t. Of the great orators —of -the men who

make speeches—posterity will care to read Maoaulay as the best in

the house ; and we mucli question whether his voice will be hearJ

much longer within its walls.

Descending to a lower scale of oratory, we come to Richard

I' ibden, the quondam hero of the Anti-corn-law League, and now

the apostle of Peace. (Jobden's appearance is anything but aristo-

r.itic. He is a man of middle size and middle age -with a con-

siderable amount of shrewdness in his face—but. judged externally.

liv no means a f.irniidable foe. He is the direct antipodes of

i;.ibington Macaulay. Cobdeu make-i no show of learning, or of

r.itory— quile the reverse. His is that elo(iuence which Sir

i; .bcrl Peel happily styled as unadorned. Its characteristics an'

iiipropriateness and clearness. When (Jolideu rise.s, there is gene-

rallv smne indecision exhibited; he hums and hnws occa.sionally—
III' frequently rejwats himself. Hut a.s he jiroceeds, his manner

1 unes firmer .and his voice liuder. K" man in the house goes

mure directly to the .subject. If there be a iioint, he hits it at

mice. If there be a difficulty, he- grapples with it immediately.

His speech is an animated cjnver.iation ; he seems to hold you by

some invisible button-to moet th,' difficulties as they rise in

y.)ur mind, and to quell them at once. So admirable is his power in

this respect, that we remember well in the infancy of the League,

when free-trade was not so pnpul.ar as it is now, Cohden went down

to .an agricultural constituency—right in the very heart of th?

i-ncmy's camp—and so delighted all, that we were told by a fanner

piesent, that if he. had held up a white sheet of paper before the

.ludience, and asserted it to be black, and asked them- to do the

same, they would have done so at once. Opbden is a remarkable

illustration of the fairness of the House of Commons. When he

first entered there, there was great prejudice against him. He

w.a-s onsidere;! an agitator and a demagogue ; but now, no man is

listened to with more attention and respect. The truth is, the house

is a good judge of character, and will always honour a sincere man
who makes a good business speech in a business-like way, and

Cibden never attempts anything more. He is i)re-eminently a prac-

ti'il debater, and is precisely the man for the House of Commons.

Xext to businCJS-Uke speakers, the house affects genteel joking

;

hence it is, Tom Duacjmbe and Lord Palmerston are such favour-

i'.es. Hence it is, Henry Drummond and even Colonel Sibthorpe

gain so readily the ear of the house. The house cvres little fjr

declamation—it would rather be without it ; it considers it a waste

-if time. Figures of arithmetic are far more popular there than

figures of speech. The latter are for schoolboys aud youth in its

te^ns -the former are for men. Business is one thing, and rhetoric

another. Disraeli bagm his career as a rhetorician and. failed.

,llc widely altered his plans. He learnt to keep accounts—to talk

prose—ti understand business; and he has been already (-hancellor

o( the Exchequer, and for all that we wish he maylie so again. .

Our notice of parliamentary oratory as it is would be incomplete

were we to omit the name of Bright. Hotspur told his uncles of

the perfiiuK' 1 and emasculated f iji who came to him amid the terrors

of the battle-field, and told him, that were it not (it the cannons,

he would have been a soldier himself. To this class of mortals

Bright docs in no degree belong. If he had not been a Quaker, as

Lord Bentinck told him, he would have been a prize-fighter—

a

more pugnacious man dtics not, exi-^t io the htuisc. It may always

be said of him, that

•' His souVs ia arms and eagerJbr the, fray !"

Like Cobden, he belongs to th-j ManchcJler s liool ; but he is

stionge.-, with a stouter frame, a:id a broader chest, and a moio

confident bearing than the member for the East Riding. At the

same time there is nut the easy good-nature which Cobden appears

to po.ssess. Their speeches are much of the .s-,vmc character tiny,

arc essentially liusiness speeches; but lirlglit's arc harder, bil.hr,

more antagonistiv than Cobdeu"s. Bright is a much more powerful

iiiau ; when he speaks he .«eenis to boil over with fury, to hear down

all opposition, to tear everything that stands in his way to shreds

and tatters. Knleriiig tlic h.inse amidst great prejudice, di.sliked

as a Quaker, as a free-trader, as a eott.i;i -spinner, as alino4 a.

Chartist, despised by the fine country gentlemen, who cxi-laini

" Let learning, laws, and commerce die,

But give us back our eld nobility,"

Bright has now come t-i be one of the mo3t powerful men in tlie^

house. His speeches last session, on the India. Bill, raised his

character considerably in universal estimation. ' They displayed in

a most favour ible light his knowledge, his industry, and his talent.

They lifted him out of tlic character of a class- advocate into that

of a statesman ; and, perhaps, were the most powerful speechts

delivered tha'. session. Men speak of Bright very differently to

what tliey did : and whatever in.ay be men's opinions as to his

politics, all now confess that he is one of the most powerful and

readiest debaters in the hmise.

({oing late into the house, William .lohnsm F.ix—the Norwich

weaver-lioy of tlie L-ague, the Public da of the Dixpalrh--h:\s,

however, maintained the leputation wliicli his lirilliant oratorical

powers had won foi- him bef ire he was returned JI.P. for Oldham.

•Toseph Huine, the oldest member of the house, and apparently tl c

youngest man in it, never was an orator, and never -will be ; yel

nt) man speaks more often, and, on the whole, no man is better

heard. Mr. Edward Miall lia-^ won -a position out of doors .as an

orator, but he has not done much in it. Such men as Sir .1.

Packington, Fitzroy Kelly, Sir Benjamin Hall, Lord Dudley

Stuart, arc useful, able men ;
ready deb.ater3, fluent on tlieir legs

:

but they are not the men whose -words live after tlicm, or whose

speeches our children's children will care to read.

Our task is at length complete. We have exhausted our subjici.

Our country has been styled

—

" A land of ancient precedent,"

aid, therefore, have we, gone, back to the first rude beginnings ul

what we have now eome so completely to understand and admire

At times there is a danger of underrating the seiwice done to us by

our Peers and M.P.'s. Familiaiity breeds contempt, and at time

^

we are near losing our hereditary reverence for represcntati\.

institutions. In the etv.sy, lounging way into which the house gets

after sitting a few montlis, it is difficult to see anything heroic. It

is not easy to. remember what Parliament has done, or to realisi-

wh.at, in an emergency, it may yet do. Smith speaking to empty

benches ; Fitznoodle fast asleep in the gallery ;
Verisopht talking

small beer in the lobby, do not give the stranger a high idea -f

representative wisdom ; and, after all, it is true that the house can

never be what it lias been. Time works wonders. There is a

destiny that shapes our ends. In the past, of what a noble display

has the house 1 een the theatre. No future can ever rival that.

Sa long as England remains great, till the melancholy vision of

Maoaulay be realised, and the traveller from New Zealand shall

stand on the broken arches of Westminster Bridge and view the

hoary ruins of St. Paul's, undoubtedly the power of Parliament

must be paramount in our midst. As the source of legisl.alion, a.s

the great motive power of government, as the final court of appeal.

it must ever live ; but party-warfare h.as t.mcd down
;
the wall of

partition has been taken away. The line of demarcation is fainter,

ilen have become more philosophical and less iiassionatc. Outside

the house, genius and talent can now find the distinction which,

hitb.erto, was to be fmnd in iiarliameiit alone ; and we sh.all never

scj wh.at our forefathers saw— riv.al factions plunging the country

almost into civil war ; the lame, the halt, the blind, brought down

to vote ; the livelong night con-sunied in listening to the passionate

apiieals of an oratory long departed from our midst. Side by side

with Parliament has gr.)wn a power we term the fonrth estate—

a

piwer of greite.- weight and more omprehensive view.
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FELIX MANBY,
" Come o.i ! come on, all I

" cried a merry-Iookiug boy iu the play-

ground of a suburban academy. *' A basket and a letter hr Felix

Manby ! Here, Felix ! here is a letter from your aunt, and a

basket of lieautiful fruit."

Felix came running up, his countenance radiant with delight,

and opening the letter, began to read :

—"My dear Felix,"

—

"Manliy is well-named," said one of his sohoolfellow.-i, who had

a happy facility in qvioting passages from the Latin authors, and a

knack of punning upon them. " Felix is a name of good omen
;

and the api)ellation shows that the old lady is pleased with him,

and for that reason sends him tiiis basket of fruit. I'W.r qtU

pottiit ?v'/'M»^ cotjHosi-^rc caiisa^i"

"Silence, Charley!" cried another boy. "Let us hear the

loiter."

*' My dear Felix," resume I tlie happy recipient of tlie billet and

vine-leaves which covered the fruit, and began to dispense his

favours. He felt himself a king for the moment, and consulted his

preferences and indulged his caprices in regal style. To one he

gave a delicious peach, to another a juicy pear, to the punning

Latinist a fine biinch of grapes, accomt>anying each gift with some

observation, sometimes jocular, sometimes sarCiistic. All were so

intent upon o'ltaining a portion of the contents of the basket that

no notice was taken of his caprices ; and when he threw a bunch

of grapes in Charley's face, the young pedant quietly wiped his

f,ice, murmuring, as he ate the grapes, a quotation from Horace :

^^ liiipavidwin ferlfiit ruiiiiE,^' Even the applause with which the

rude act was greeted by his thoughtless playmates pleised him, and

he continued the distribution of the fruit, each gift eliciting renewed

flatteries.

" Date 1ilia .'" sa'd Cli.arley, stretching forth his hands, when

FELIX IN PROSPEnlTT.

the present which accompanied it, "I am happy to apprise you that

Mr. \Yestwood's report of your conduct and progress has given rae

so much pleasure, that I have sent you a basket of fruit to mark
my sense of your endeavciirs. Continue to merit the same enco-

miums, .and I will continue the s.ame encour.agements."

"Bravo!" cried his schoolfellows. "See what a basket ot

eneour.igements ! Look at the peaches and the pears, the plums
and the grapes ! You can spare sou.e, Felix ; be a good fellow,

and divide them."

And the joyous troop of boys surrjunded the happy owner of the

fruit, shouting in the exuberance of their glee, clapping their

hands, and plying him with cajoleries. The vanity of Felix was

gratified by tlie temporary importance which the possession of such

a basket of fruit invested him with in the eyes of his fellow-pupils,

and waving theiu from him with an air of majesty, he removed the

he had eaten the grapes ; and when Felix lesponded to his apjieal

by throwing a pear, which struck him on the breast, he replied, in

tlie sublime words of the wife of Ptetus, " I'afe, non dolet !
"

It w.as only when the basket was nearly empty that the sudden

popularity of Felix Manby began to ilimiuish. Then, murmurs
against his pai'tiality rose among those who had been less favoured

than others ; and those who had shared most largely the contents ot

the basket, but who conceived themselves injured by the hi'.mours

which he had allowed himself, declared that his impertinence was

insufferable. Charley kicked over the empty basket, repeating

solemnly, " Finis coronal opus.''^

Felix w.as thus made to expiate his vanity and presumption.

Each insult that he received was only a retabation. " The sugar

with which we sweeten injuries leaves a bitter taste in the mouth,"

s.ays a Chinese proverli ; and these humil!at'o:.s taught the I oy

—
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though tlie lesson was a rude one—that there is a difference hetweeu

prodigality and tnie generosity. But the first feeling whioli they

produced was only resentment at what he regarded as the ingrati-

tude of his schoolfellows, whom he reproached in no nie.afured

terras ; his anger, however, produced only a laugh, and (Miai ley

chanted the first line of the Iliad, which alludes to the wrath of

Achilles to the air of " Rule Britannia."

About a week after this incident, just ;ui the boys had com-

menced their sports in the playground, another lasket and another

letter were brought, bath addre3se<l, as bero:e, to Felix Manby.

The boys gathered round him, and with an air of anticipated

triumph, he broke the seal, and read as follows :—

"The liasket of fruit which I now send was intended for you;

but as I was about to send it ofi', I received a note of comi)laint

from Mr. Westwood, who is dissatisfied with your late behaviour.

Latin pleasantry, "Felix is, like the Tityrus of Virgil, i-cndidtiiisiib

tnjmi}!!' futji,"'

When, however, all the rest had retireil, each with his portion of

fruit, regarding Felix as they passed him with a look of inditl'crence

or of mockery, Charley remained on the spot. He slowly ap-

proached tlie mortified and humiliated boy, and placed his hand

upon his shoulder.

"Come," said he, in a low voice, "hear what Ovid says."

"Ah, would you mock me?" cried Felix, angrily.

"No," replied the Latinist ; "but I woidd have you be a philo-

sopher. So long as your good aunt called you her dear Felix, and

sent you fruit, you were courted ; when she cooled towards you,

and sent you nothing, you were abandoned ; it is the way of the

world, my dear fellow, and proves the truth of those beautiful

lines—

FELIX IN AIlVKr.^ITV.

In conse(iuence of this communication, I de.si:c that the fruit may
be divided .among your schoolfellows, without including you in the

distribution."

Felix turned pale and red alternately, and the billet drtppped

from his hands ; but the announcement w.as received by his school-

fellows with gleeful shouts and clapping of hands. The basket was

opened, and two stewards were elected by universal suffrage, who

were charged with the duty of making an equitable distribution of

its contents. Some of the more generous of the boys turned with a

look of compassion towards Felix, who was seateil on a bench, w ith

his back to them, shedding tears of mortification, and proposed that

he should be included in the division ; but the Uiajority appealed to

the letter, insisting that the injunction to exclude him was positive,

and ought to be adhered to. The stewards had no alternative but

to abide by this ilecision, and carry out the lesson which Manby's

aunt was anxious that he should receive.

"In fact," said Charley, who culd not resist the temptation uf a

' Don;c eris./;'ir, multos numerabis amicos ;

Tempora si fuerint mibila, solus oris.'
"

Felix shrugged his shoulders.

" Don't bring your Latin puns to me," said he, sullenly.

" Perhaps you would like this better," returned Charley, offering

hiai a part of his own share of the fruit, which Felix acceijted with

a bad grace. " Eat it, and profit by the l&sson. In this world,

Manby. it is necessary to use our prosperity so as to retain tl e

friendsliip which we may need in adversity. He who would meet

kindness and forbearance, must show them towards others. Par

pari i-i'f.rlur, s,ays Phie<lrus. There is a delicacy in giving which

enhances the value of the gift, and there is a manner which deprives

it of half its worth, and obliterates the sentiment of gratitude."

This lesson w.as not lost upon Felix, and his future conduct,

shaped by his remembrance of it, brou;.;ht him a degree of real hap-

piness which proved the appropriatcress of his name, as his punning

friend had pointed out.
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RUSSIAN FORTS IN CIRCASSIA.

The iirogreis iiiul iiggressioii tf Russia have never been cUsiiliiyttl in

mure marked cMlour> than in tlie at'eniiiU made liy lliat power to

subdue the brave tribes of tlie Caucasus ; tlioso haidy uiouu-

taineei's who, v/ith their chief Schamyl, have been indistinctly

lieavd of fjr so many yca:'i, and w!io now, from pccuiia;" circnni-

stances, have eime so prouiinchtly before us. Tlie efforts of Rn.sia

to extend lier territory have been for Inlf a centu'.y iiuccusing.

She has gone on worlting lier way.' despite mountains, hills, rivcis,

and viilleys, and yet has Ijcn e!n:ekel on lier onward cour.-:o, close

to the frontici-s- of Persia, by tlie uacaasing energy and courage of

the Cirjassi.iu tribe:*. Oflato years, however, she was beginning

to make muoh more impresj-iou, and the presence of fortified towns

and "forts, in the possession of Russian troops, seemed to ensure the

ultimate conquest of the country.

The untiring general, who so long has kept the fjrces of the

Cz;ir at bay, did so by the exercise of the virtues of patience and

.self-denial. He never lost hope in the future destinies of bis

country, and even appeared to prefer death in battle to submission

to thedead level of Muscovite civilisation, to the rule of "that

good man the emperor," as the Rev. John 'Overton Choules calls

him. Schamyl has, during the long contest of years jxist, proved

himself a general and a statesman. Dr. Frederick Wagner s.ays :

' The organisation of the Circassian army is a masterpiece of

acutsly-meditate-l precisian, for it is constituted in a way calcu-

lated and designed to render possible the utmost strictness of

discipline, without damping the natural warlike feelings of his

siilijoots. Every naib keeps 'MO horsemen at the disposition of the

state, and the conscription is so conducted that out of every ten

families one horseman is drawn, and that family is free during life

from all taxes, while the other niue have to turnisli his outfit and

susteu.ance. This is the staudiug army."

Soliainyl has taken a lessen, from the customs of other nations

I'csides his own : "In his military arrangemeuts he has so far

imitated the Russians as to institute orders, marks of honour, and

distinctions of rank. The leaders of a hundred men who signalise

themselves in action, receive round silver medals, bearing appro-

priate poetical inscriptions : the leaders of three hundred men

receive three-cornered medals ; and those of five iiundred. silver

epaulets. Before 1842, sabre: of honour, to be worn on the right

side, were the only marks of distinction distributed. Now the

leader's of a thousand men receive the rank of captain, and those of

a larger number are generals.

It is this general and this peojile the Ru Asians have sought to

subdue, and to effect this purpose the more etfectually, they have

erected forts at, difi'erent places. These forts are very interesting

features in the s-eiii ry of the war, and we proceed to notice some of

them.

Gagfi was one fiirt. It stood at the entrance of a vast gorge,

down which ciiue rushing a mountain-*tream, and from the pecu-

liarity of its position it was the most healthy of all the Russian

forts. The hills, which fall away into a steep slope down to tlie

sea, are at tlie bott .im clothed with magnificent foliage, here and tliere

broken into wide, open, grassy spaces, which give the whole a ]iark-

like appearance ; anil these, says a British officer, writing iu Jl.ay,

" arc now decked iu all the beauty of spring.'' Ilulf-way up the

mountains the trees were more bare, and a short distance abo\e

tli.it they had no foliage at all. The following picturesque de'eri]i-

tion of the scene is worthy of preservation. ' We .see promise in

such 'narratives of a deeply-interesting series of books, likely' to

extend our geographical knowledge when the war is ovtr. " Then

the species change from elm or oak to pine and larch, which at first

runs up with a mixture of other foliage, and lights up the otlit r trees

beautifully, and afterwards in a thick black fringe have all the top

to tliem-elves. Mountains such as these occupy either side of the

.goi'LC, their tops a mixture of black pine and suow. Toweling

beyond, in the centre of the whole view, are '•huge peaks of un-

brolicn and perpetual snow ; the whole is a glorious combination of

summer and winter—beauty and grandeur. The fort is a sriuare,

with bastions at the angles, and there is a blockhouse at some

distance from it up the valley, to command the p-is^age."

Near this is the town of rafm'i, and the eoasf of Imerilia, a country

inhabited by Christians of the Greek churjh, favourable. to Russia,

Their chief i-i bought at the jirice of 25,000 dollar.s, paid annually.

"Some peojile," says a recent traveller, "theorise that local scenery

influences the minds of those who dwell amidst it. These people,

then, should be the noblest on the face of the earth. The moun-

tains have retired from the water's edge, and between them aud

the sea is a plain some miles across, upon' which the trees and-

Verdure are luxuriautly beautiful. Smoke arises here aud there,

as if .igriculturalists were at work : and distant houses of wood arc

bathed in the brightest sunlight. This is summer ; winter ap-

proaches half way up the mountains, its boundary again marked by

firs and pines and stray snow-patclies in the ravines; again there is

a splendid black forest of firs, many miles in length, along the

mountai-is ; above this, fir-tops are seen struggling through the

suow ; above is winter, indeed, in all its dreariness and fierceness.

The immense quantity of suow is perfectly dazzling. It lies in one

thick, unbroken m.ass, extending high up into the heavens, exv. ; t

where abrupt precipices and rocks will not allow it to remain < u

their perpeadicular surfaces ; and peak upon peak, as fantastic ;;s

the most insane artist could desire, follow iu rapid succession. A
Russian monastery was seen embowered in trees ; one monk alone

had taken up his quarters there, as it had not been finished. It is

now deserted. The circular green top, crowned by a gold cross,

has a pretty effect."

Advancing towards Sucliu.u-Kaleh, there is a flue view of snow

aud rock. The former, on the far-off mountains, appears to come

down to the very base ; but though ice aud snow can be seen uu

all side.?, the weather below is very hot. The scene is very pic-

turesque. The snow-piles and drifts are partially lit up by the

sun ; elsewhere they are concealed by clouds. It is very difhcnli

.at times to define the limits of sky and hill, for they seem to melt

into one another. One giant peak of porphyry, with a vast mass of

perpendicular towards the sea, towers over the glaciers and suo« -

filled valleys.

A baj', of handsome proportions, fjrms \.\i2 entrance to Suchuui-

Kaleh. In a part of it there are seventy fithoms of water. Tlic

pl-ico is very beautiful. Passing voyagers cau smell the odours of

delicious flowers wafted from the shore. Here the Russians and

the Georgians lived together on terms of the greatest amity. It is

a very populous district. Houses, homesteads, farms, are scattered

all around. It has a red-hot, shot battery on one flank, and the

old Genoese castle on tlie other. This is surrounded by a strong

wall, cf great thickness and extent Between these is a long street,

with shops and houses of wood and stone. A spacious read leads

to the country. It has walls on either side covered with trees, and

behind them are cottages covered with roses and jessamine. There

are botanical gardens in this place with whole hedges of roses.

Tlie place altogether seems to have been one which the Russians

must hive left with regret.

Beyond Suchum-Kaleh are the highest peaks of the Caucasus,

which here runs inland. The, highest peak is 8,000 feet, and

forms one of the most splendid snow landscapes iu the World. The

next post of importance is Redout-Kaleh, wdiich the Russians

almost wholly destroyed previously to abandoning it. A personal

observer says ; "The place is entirely destroyed. Nothing remains

of the main part of the town, but bhick beams strewed around.

In the centre .stand isolated the stone steps which formed the

approach to the church. The chimneys and ovens of the houses

alnnc mark their site, .all tlie rest having been of wood. -Apparently

a Iciudsome street had run parallel with the river ; but its houses

must have been very unhealthy, as both on the north and south

sides stretches- a marshy coui*ry, covered with brushwood and

large lilies. The glass of the houses was seen in fused lumps;

pottery strewed the ground ; and ovcasionally were found cats and

rats, from their position burnt to deatli iu the act of running

aw .ay.'

This is a picture of war rather dark and desolate in its sug-

gestions. There are several other stations, however, which have

been receutly visited. There is Wilhelminsky, occupying a beau-

tiful position on a fertile slope, with excellent defences, beneath

which the cliff's fall al>ruptly into the sea, with valleys between at

iuterv.als, filled by luxuriant foliage. The next little station, cf

tazarofl', is picturesquely situated iu the Teiy centre of soiue
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ilclightful scenery. This si^oil—foi- it is now ileslroyeil, except Uio

outer walls—ill the centre of a little level clcariug at the entrauce

uf a vast gorge. On each side, and far aw.ay in the distance, over

hill and dale, may he seen islands of trees iu full fjliasc ;
and

liehiiul, closing up the gorge, is a lofty snow-and-pine-clad mouii-

triiu. Several ittouut.ain-streams meet and collect near L.nzarotV,

anil in these will now be seen Turkish and Circassian trading-boats.

Indeed, should the Allied Towers secure the independence of

Circassia, this country might easily now be opened up to civilisa-

lina and coiiimerce. The nation has confidence in us, whii-li, il we

A I nut abuse, may make of it a useful ally.

The next station is (loh.rinsky, and then Point Bardau. This

the Russians h.ad hitherto failed in capturing, and hence, being the

only Circassian outport, it wiis the place whence the young ladies

of Circassia were started to be eligibly settled iu the harems of

StamLoul. We will, previously to making any remark on this point,

(juote an extract from an intelligent otiicers letter, to which we

shall afterwards reply .—" As soon as we were lamled, we were

surrounded by a crowd of Cire.issians, who immediately led me by

a p.ath from the shore, through woods, brambles, and ditches, to a

1 .ng field, surrounded by woods, among which several wooden

dwellings showed their roofs. This was a beautiful spot, an<l the

gr.uind beneath us a mass of daisies and buttercups. A Circassian

made me mount his horse. Crossing a stream, I gave it iip again,

and prepared, with a guide, to scale one of the mountain heights.

We had a heavy pull up this hill, on a narrow patliway covered

with briers and brambles. On our «ay we met two ('ircassian

y .ung ladies, r.ither moo'n-faoed, but with beautiful complexions

and pleasant expression. Our ('Ircassian friend called to them to

.over their faces—we had a dragoman with us—an order which

they showed their good sense by neglecting. At the top we had a

iimst noble view—a complete panorama of rich wood, overtopped

with snow ; several villages were dotted among the woods and upon

the mountain sides, the dwellings being all of wood. We descended

by amther mountain-p.ath to the sea ; here wo took another stroll,

and entered the wood. We had been advised not to straggle far.

as the Circassians of the mountains were ignorant of our arrival,

and might take us for Russians, In the wood we met with a fine-

lo iking old gentleman, mounted and i.roceeding slowly ; with him

were two Circassian girls—the daught-crs, as it appeared. Not

knowing what to make of us, he drew his sword, or rather long

knife, and looked fierce; but on nearing us, and seeing we were

unarmed, retui-ned it again, and was quite happy when he knew us

to, be ' Inghe.aleez,' Then his daughters came forward, and shook

hands with all. One was al out twelve years old, the othcv

fourteen ; the latter with a fair skin, blue eyes, and light hair,

and, we were told by the old gentleman, ready and happy to

bee^me a portion of the pcrs ^ual efl'ccts of any of us for Ui,0()(j

piasires (£S0),"

This is an error wlii.-li. fi..oi our l.oowledgeol the East, and fri.m

the concurrent testimony of all travelleri-', we beg ta correct. The

llussians h.ave industriously circulated tho report that Circassia is

a wholesale slave district, t.) excuse their own marauding. But

n ) Christian would be allowed to buy a Circassian girl. The system

of finding wives for the Turks is cjirrie 1 on in Circassia, but V:c

young girls enter the harem as the legitimate wive; of the Stam-

boulites, not as the slaves. Theysomewhatresembleouryoungladits

going out to India on matrimonial expeditions. It is right that

our friends the Circassians should not be confounded with mere

ordinary slavci'.cakrs, or we should have to look upon them witli

cinslderablo su~,pic;oi), aid very properly. The officer above quoted

did not understir.d the language, and hence the error. He con-

tinues :—" The o Cireassiau girls look forw.ard to this, as being

BCttlel in life ; and going to .Stambonl is a fulfilment of their best

wishes and desires, jnsi as a young l.ady in liondon makes an

'eligible' match. Our little friend with the blue eyts looked at

us earnestly, in emtirmation of papa's words, and made some . f

our party a present of shells she had just picked up, which she

pantomimed would bear a fine polish, liut a Cireass'ran girl licic

aid at Stamboul are two very different beirg<. At homo she

waoder.i about in plain and rough dress, only dreaming of the

gold and dec-iration that may snue day fill to her lot at .Stamb ul.

Tiiey are generally educated in Turkish young lady-like acconiiilish-

ments, music, etc., ancl imbibe by degrees the artificial life tluy

must le.ad henceforth. Xo Turk can m.any, unless he provide I i>

wife or wives witli all manner of ornaments and luxury, and hi'i:.-.-

a decrease in tho population wliicli would greatly gratify .Mr.

llaUhus. As the Turks of the lower orders die at Stamboul, their

1 1 ICC is mostly filled by fresh imporlations from Asia. A French

officer told me that boats had arrived to export a freight of tie

same-nature as the little blue-eytd girl I have told you of ; c.-.cdi

ship would hold 200 ofthcm. On descending the mountain wc >av.

a number of Circ^s,5ian women looking from the brushwood at tlu-

ships ; directly we appeared they dipped among tlie bruslnv od

like so many specimens of '.Tack in the box.' I cannot account

for such excessive delicacy on their part, except, perhaps, by tlieir

being the wives of some of the warriors .••i the beach, wdio porha).,-

wcre very jeiilotis fellows."

liUYAL TOMBS IN WESTMINSTER ABBEY.

Is walking through the (dd (Jathic abbey of St. Peter, and sur-

veying the tombs of departed kings and queens, the spectator

cannot fail to observe the similarity which they bear to each other.

There is little variety in the reliefs which ornament them, and the

statue; are .-ilways executed in a stiff and formal style, and laid

flat on their backs, with their hands either crossed over the brc.-ist

or joined in prayer. Previously to the accession of the Stuarts,

most of the kings and queens of England were inteiTcd in West-

minster Abbey, and their tombs arc useful a% records of the pro-

gress made in the ornamant.al arts during the period between its

foundation and the death of Elizabeth.

The chapel of the founder, Edward the Confessor, is full of

ancient remains, of which the chief is his own tomb, nearly in the

middle. The original work, though very much dilapidated, is a

curious monnment of antiquity ; but the wcoden sujierstructure is

of a later date and in a different style. This Anglo-Saxon saint

and king was origujally interred befire the high altar; hut on the

i rection of the shrine by Henry III., his lemains were transferred

I o their present resting-place with much pomp and sjdeiidour. In

I he same chapel, a huge, rudely-shaped coffin, composed of large

>l:iV-, of Pmbeck stone, contains the remains of Edward I., whicli

were exposed in 1774 by a deputation from the Society of Anti-

qniries. The royal corpse w.a.s found in a state of toleratde

jireservition, clad in two robes, one of gold and silver tissue, the

other of crimson velvet ; each shrunken hand held a sceptre, and a

reg,al crown glittered on the head. The corpse measured six feet

two ir.ches. The monument of his queen, Eleanor of Castile,

whose conjugal virtues tradition has sj i)lea.singly recorded, is of

gray Petworth stone, covered with a table of gilt copper, on which

the statue of the queen lies in the UFual recumbent position. It is

a creditable perfjrmance for fhc .age, and the amiability of the

original is well expresssd in the sweetness of the countenance.

The lofty and somewhat imposing tomb of Henry III. is very

similar, in materials and style of workmanship, to that of Edward

the Confissor. The br.ass statue of the monarch, which lies upoij

the brazen table of the tomb, is the first specimen of casting

executed in this country ; both the statue and the table are richly

gilt, but the gilding is c.mcealed by a thictk coat of indurated dust.

The king is clad in a long mantle, reaching to the feet, ami there is

a dignified simplicity in its folds which has led t<5 the supposiliioi

that Cavalini, the Italian artist who executed the t-jmb, may liav^

also designed the statue, and perhaps superintended the casting.

The tomb of Henry V. stands in an archcil recess beneath the

chantry, between two octagon.al t'lwers, ornamented with statues

and tracery work. The lielmet which he wore at the battle of

Aginc; art surmounts a wooden bar between these tflwers, on thi/

sides of which hang liis war-saddje aiul shield.

All these tombs and statues .are much decayed ami defaced^ainl
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execute.l in a uniform style of stiff furiuality. Towards tlie

close of tlie fiffoeutli century, a lietter style began to prevail, and

tliougli the statues were still laid on tlieir backs, in rigid and un-

graceful postures, an improvement is percentible in the chiselling of

the cjuntenauces, the folds of the drapery, and the ornamental ac-

ceisories. The superb tomb of Henry VII., in the chapel called

after that monarch, is a specimen of this improved style ; it is the

work of an Italian, however—Pietro Torrigiano, a fellow-studeut

of Michael Augelo, whose nose he is said to liave broken in a dis-

pute respecting their comparative proficiency in the arts. The pe-

destal is of black marble, but the figures and pilasters are of gilt

copper. The statues of Henry and his queen lie upon the tomb,

side by side, witli their hand-! raised in the attitude of prayer.

Simplicity is the characteristic of the design, and there is an ex-

tremely natural expression in the countenances of the royal pair.

The screen wliicli surrounds the tomb is the work of English artists.

upon four marble pillars, of the Corintliian order. The cost of

this sumptuous monument was £965, exclusive of the materials.

The design was furnished by .Tohn de Critz, who also executed the

pivinting and gilding. The monument of (^ueen Mary, of Scotland,

is in lietter taste, and the statue of the beautiful, erring, and

unfortunate queen, in white marble, has an air of delicacy which

creates a far more pleasing impression than the glaring splendour

lavished upon the tomb of her enemy.

We cannot more appropriately ccmcUule this notice of the royal

tombs, than with the reflections of Washington Irving, in reference

to his own survey of them. "What, thought I, is this vast

assenililage of sepulchres, but a treasury of humiliation ; a huge

pile of reiterated homilies on the emptiness of renown and the cer-

tainty of oblivion ? It is indeed the empire of death ;—his great

shadowy palace, where he sits in state, mocking at the relic3 of

human glory, and spreiding dust and forgetfulness on the raonu-

A Tomb i.\ \\e>tiin.t.u a::!;^

and is a mo?t elab:irate specimen of open-worlc founding in brass and

copper in the pointed style of decoration. There is an octagonal tower

at each angle, and an arched doorway, surmounted by a shield of anus,

on each side. A projecting cornice and a parapet form the ujiper

part, and on the transverse plates at the sides, between the two di-

visions into which the uptight compartments are divided, is a long

inscription to the memory of tlie monarcli whose remains repose

beneath.

The later royal monuments are not superior to this, and by some

are thought scarcely equal to it. That of Queen Elizabeth exhibits

a considerable deviation from the designs of the sepulchral monu-

ments of the preceding age ; but the cu.stom of rcjuesenting the

deceased lying stiffly on the tomb, face upward, is slavi.^hly

a Ihered to. An open arcade, with a richly-ornatueuted e:itabla-

ture, rises upjn a large altar-tomb of marble, upon which lies the

statue o!" the queen, painted and gilded in a style of gaudy and

meretricious magnificence. Each side i>f the arcale is supptirted

ments ol princes. How idle a bo;ist, after all, is the immortality

of a name ! Time is ever silently turning over his pages ; we are

too much engrossed by the story of the preicnt to think of the

cliaracte;-s and aaecdotes that gave interest to the past, and each

age is a volume thrown aside to bo speedily forgotten. The idol of

to-day pushes the hero of yesterd.ay outof ourrecollection, and will in

turn be s iiiplanted by his sucjcssor of to-morrow. History fades

into fable ; f.iot becomes clouded with doubt and controversy ; the

inscription moulders from the tab'et ; the statue falls from the pe-

destal. C.'lumas, arches, p\r.amids, what are 'they but heaps of

sand ; and their epitaphs but characters v.ritten in the dust '! What

is the security of a tomb or the iierpetuity of an embalmment? The

remains of Alexander the Great have been scattered to the wind,

an 1 his empty sarcophagus is now the mere curiosity of a museum.

Thus man passes away ; his name perishes from recorvl and recollec-

tion ; his history becomes as a tale that is told, and his very monu-

ment a ruin."
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RAFFAELLE AND MICHAEL ANGELO.
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'n tlie gallery of the Luxemhourg palace, in Paris, is the magnifi-

ient picture by Horace Vemet, here engraved, representing one of

ihe most memorable episodes of the quarrel between those master-

geniuses of their period—Raffaelle and Michael Angelo Buonarotti.

The responsibility of a quaiTel so much to be deplored is said

,0 rest with those artists of inferior genius, who, jealous of the

eputatiou of Raffaelle, and tlie favour in which he stood with

talent ; and the universal esteem wliich he enjoyed, with tlie celebrity

whicli he immediately aetiuired as a jiainter, excited tlie envy of

the Roman artists—the gifted Buonarotti being no exception, A
rivalry sprang nji lietween the two great painters, which increased

with the fame of Raftaelle. "Michael Angelo," says Lanzi, "dis-

daining any secondary honours, came to the combat, as it were,

attended by his shield-bearer ; for he niacle drawings in hia grand

RAFPAELLE AND MICHAEL ANOELO AT THE VATICAN.

je pontiffs, .lulius II. and Leo X., availed themselves of every

ipportnnity of fanning the flame of rivalry between the two great

iiasters into enmity.

I

Raffaelle had already acquired considerable celebrity at Florence,

I'h-'^n he w:is summoned to Rome by the fii'st-named pope to deco-

iite the walls and ceilings of the Vatican. Arrived in the Eternal

ity, his attractive person and engaging manners obtained him the

iTour of the most illustrions men of the day, whether in rank or

Vol. in., V. 3.—93 *

style, and then gave them to F. Sehastiano, the scholar of Giorgione,

to execute ; and by these means he hoped that Raffaelle would

never be able to rival his productions either in design or colour.

Raffaelle stood alone ; but aimed at producing works with a degree

of perfection beyond the united efforts of Michael Angelo and

Sebastian del Piombo, combining in himself a fertile imagin.ation,

ideal beauty founded on a correct imitation of the Greek style,

grace, ease, amenity, and a universality of genius in every depart-
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mcnt iif the art. The uoljle ileterminatiuii of triuinpliing in such a

powerful oontost auimated liim night and day, and allowed him no

respite. It also excited him to surpass both his rivals and liimseK

in every new work. The subjeuls, too, chosen for these chambers,

aided him, as they were in a great measure new, or required to be

treated in a novel manner. They did not profess to represent

bacohanaliau or vulgar scenes, but the exalted symbols of science

;

the sacred functions of religion ; military actions, which contri-

buted to establish the peace of the world ;
important events of

former days, under which were typified the reigns of the pontiffs

Julius and Leo X. ; the latter the most powerful protector, and

one of the most accomplished judges of art. More favourable cir-

cumstances could not have transpired to stimulate a noble mind."

The excellence of Michael Angelo, as a painter, is chiefly in vigour

of design ; in composition and colouring he was far surpassed by

his rival. It occurred to him, as Lanzi has stated, that if he sup-

plied the design, and Sebastian del Piombo'execnted the picture,

Raflaelle would be unable to compete with them. In this manner

was produced, in fresco, a " Transfiguration," in the chapel of St.

Peter in Montorio. Raffaelle, being subsequently employed to paint

a picture for Cardinal Griidio de' Medici, afterwards Clement VII.,

in his accustomed spirit of emulation, chose the same subject.

"This is a picture," says Mengs, "which combines more excel-

lences than any of the previous works of Ilatfaelle. The expression

in it is more exalted and more refined, the chiaroscuro more

correct, the perspective better understood, the pencilling finer ; and

there is a greater variety in the drapery, more grace in the heads,

and more grandeur in the style." The heads are considered the

most perfect he ever painted, and the colouring is extolled as

eminently beautiful.

Sebastian del Piombo, being engaged by the cardinal to paiut a

companion-picture to that of Raffaelle at the same time, chose for

his subject the "Raising of Lazarus," the design of which was

made for him by Michael Angelo. The two pictures, when finished,

were exhibited to the puhlis ; Sebastian produced a .very fine

painting,* which has been very much admired, but the palm of

superiority was awarded to the magnificent picture of Raffaelle.

It was during this period of rivalry that the meeting took place

between the rival painters, the memory of which has been preserfed

by Horace Vernet in the picture from which our engraving is taken.

Michael Angelo \\as passing through a court of the Vatican, when

he encountered Raflfiielle in the midst of a group of his pupils.

" You have a suite as numerous as a general," he observed, in a

tone which betrayed his envy, as he passed on. " And you," res-

ponded his rival, "go about alone, like the hangman." Buona-

rotti is descending the stairs, carrying before him his portfolio

and brushes, a plaster cast and a sword ; he looks back, with

a glance of hatred and envy, towards his rival, whose handsome

features wear an expression of calm disdain. A little apart from the

group of students are several peasants, who come to serve them as

models ; the young woman in the centre, with abrunette complexion,

downcast eyes, bare feet, and a naked child in her lap, is evidently

a study fn' the Madonnas which the painters of Italy have produced

in such numbers.

THE MEETING AT BOULOGNE.
LETTER FROM A CORRESPONDENT.

I CAN recollect nothing, since the great Field of the Cloth of Gold,

to resemble the very grand afi'air we have had at Boulogne. My
partiality for that old place as an autumn residence is well known

;

and as I arrived before such royal and imperial honours were

decided on, I obtained lodgings at a reasonable rate. Most of those

who came to see the pageant will tell a different story. Where

they managed to put all the people, I really cannot say, unless they

packed them on shelves. I fancied all England was coming ; and

what with the visits from friends, the awful cannonading and

fighting, and the dust and general noise, I do not know when 1

shall be myself again. I had taken the trouble to go over with a

friend, who is very learned in history, to the site of the old camp at

* The " liaising of Lazarus " was formerly in tlid Collection of

the Duke of Orleans ; it was purchased by the late Mr. Angersteiu
for two thousand guineas, and is now in the National Gallery.

Boulogne, right away to Honvault and Wimereux, whfere so many

thousands collected to capture old England, which only three days

ago I actually saw shining far away with its white cliffs in the

distance. I could say something pretty about the rainbow of

liberty strctclung from these heights to Dover cliff's ; but then, as,

according to the Mon iteur, the emperor said nothing of the kind, I

may as well drop the metaphor.

We learnt, I assure you with some surprise, that Prince Albert

was coming. I will own that I was very incredulous on the point,

even until the 2ud. I walked down wiWi my boy towards the

port to see the steamer come in. The well-informed said the

Guards were on board, who were to be Prince Albert's escort.

Well, the steamer came in, but no guards were to be seen. This

made me smile. My triumph, however, was short-lived ; fipr in a

few minutes another steamer arrived, and on board this were a

small party of five Life-guardsmen and two Blues, in charge of

twenty fine horses belonging to Prince Albert. There were a great

many French soldiers in the crowd ; and no sooner were our men

on shore, saddling their horses as coolly as in the barrack-yard,

than the Gauls rushed up and insisted on drinking with ,them.

You see they knew the way to an Englishman's heart. The

women of Boulogne were much struck by the English soldiers, who

certainly were very fine fellows. Tliey will be lions for the rest of

their days, and will talk to thousands with pride of their visit to

Boulogne and the reception they met with there.

On Sunday we were surprised by the arrival of the king of the

Belgians, who, however, only stayed a few hours, leaving the same

evetiiug. Next day came the king of Portugal and his suite, so

that we had nothing but saluting and powder-burning all day.

Boulogne never had such a harvest. The emperor drove out wear-

ing the grand cordon of Portugal, while the king v/ore the grand

cordon of the Legion of Honour. It is generally believed that these

two royal visits would have been much protracted, but for a

question of etiquette. The emperor wished to pay almost

exclusive attention to Prince Albert; but the two others being

crowned heads, they would necessarily have had precedence over a

king-consort, which, under the circumsttmces, the emperor would

not allow.

Tuesday, the 5th of September, was really a glorious day.

Overhead shone a bright and cloudless sky, illumined by a sun

such as has done so much good to the harvest ; the sea was not so

placid as the waters of Leman's lake, but still was not rough. A
fresh breeze braced the nerves of the masses, and all Boulogne was

on foot—visitors and sight-seers to see, tradesmen and others to

prepare for the golden h.arvest. A gay and delighted crowd, with

a great preponderance of ladles, collected on the pier between seven

and nine— some lu straw Inats, some with parasols, some with

umbrellas, and not a few with telescopes. Meanwhile, in the

towu, busy ]n-eparations were making. Right away from the Hotel

Brighton, round the railway station, all along the busy quay to the

landing-place, there were flags and gaily-ornamented poles In great

profusion—quite a change from the usual fishy .and ill-favoured

appearance of Boulogne streets.

It was a little after nine when the paddle-boxes of the "Vic-

toria and Albert" came In sight, and the excitement of the masses

began to know no bounds. The English were particularly moved

from their usual phlegm .and equilibrium. They thought their

personal honour at st.ake that the display should go ofl' well. A
pilot was seeu to go out in the gig of the captain of the fort, and

then the squadron became visible to the naked eye. They ap-

proached at a very good speed. The French by this time were

down in great numbers ; hitherto the pier had been almost wholly

tenanted by English. When the joint flags of England and France

could be distinguished on the "Black Eagle" and "Vivid," and

"Victoria and Albert," the cheering was Immense. A burst of

cannon at the same moment .announced that the emperor had started

to meet the represeutiitive of the royal family of England. He.

came in a carriage accompanied by the British ambassador, the

foreign minister, and the minister of wai'.

The fine new body of the "Hundred Guards," which fonned the

escort, excited much attention. Their uniform is rich, especially

with helmet and cuirass, though in undress they look too much in

the style of Soulouque's guards. They have sky-blue frocks, gold
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lace; red trousers, gold stripe; cocked hat; a waist fit for a girl

;

and sword. They are truly a pretorian guard, and tlieir personal

devotion is secured by their pay being double that of any other

troops, while they are better fed, mounted, and eai-ed for. Tliey

are the picked men of France. For myself, I prefer the caraiinicrs.

The other military corps who turned out were of the very best

ireglments.

j
The emperor, as usual, wore a full suit of \iiuform, of no par-

•ticular rank, with a profusion of stars and orders, which he has

|3olIected during his eventful life. He was surrounded by a staff

ivery much resembljng that of the emperor at Austerlit?,, only more

|lirilliant, as far as gold and lace could make them so. There was

* body of civilians, too—the mayor and corporation of Boulogne,

^ome of them once warm partisans of another Louis, now no more.

His majesty had resolved to be the first at the rendezvous ;
and

50 he was. Seven minutes elap.sed between his arrival at the landing

and the coming up of Prince Albert—seven minutes spent in

apparently very lively conversation ; for the st.aft' laughed loudly

and often. But now up came the royal yacht, and the prince,

with the Duke of Newcastle and Lord Seaton by his side, was

recognised by the English, than whom no people are more learned

in public men. A lusty English cheer, in which my Henry joined,

made my head ache. It was taken up by the French, who are

becoming great proficients in bawling ; and at twfnty-three minutes

past ten the vessel was moored. The emperor and prince had

already raised their hats and bowed. The prince now came

ashore in a quick, almost anxious, manner, and advancing, i-aised

his hat again ; the emperor did the same, and then they shook

iiands.

Cannon roareil, '" God save the Queen !" burst from French bands,

the vessels in the port were all manued, the crowd grew denser

every minute, ladies in splendid dresses poured down in greater

numbers than ever, and England .and France seemed one. All

felt, as I ilid, doubtless, that the present war was a fine thing for

the emperor. To ns the alliance is politically of vast importance,

but to t!ic Queen personally it is of no moment. To Louis

Napoleon it is a kind of legitimisation. It has buried the past in

oblivion, and raised the character of the empii'e.

The same afternoon began the sight-seeing and military parading

for Princ(f'Albert. He started for the camp at Honvault about

four, escorted by his seven English soldiers, whose appearance

excited immense intere it— quite a sensation, in fact. The general

reception liy the French troops was very enthusiastic. There is no

denying it, the French are in their element. They are at war

;

and the army is, to a man, eager for the fray. If the emperor

wanted volunteers, 1 do lielieve the whole army would turn out.

Nothing is thought of but battles and sieges. Louis Napoleon

might, just now, lop off even the semblance of a constitution he has

given the people, and not any murmurs would arise. I was never

so convinced of the military character of the French nation before.

The camp commences at Honvault on the plateau above Boulogne.

It is a kind of mud or clay city—a long line of Imts, each contain-

ing twelve men. They are pretty comfortable. The kitchens are

apart, and built of stone. It presents a very curious panorama to

the eye, especially when the soldiers are lounging about in easy

undress. High mass is performed every Sunday ; and, weather per-

mitting, there is dancing the same evening. The English crowd

up to see the fun. A cafe, billiard tables, and cards afford

amusement to the ifficers, who also walk of an evening over to the

town, when their manwnvres do not require their getting out before

daybreak the next morning.

The view from Honvault is striking. Away for six miles along

the coast, by Wimcreux and Ambleteuse, the white tents of the

soldiers can be seen. It is a very remarkable congregation of

soldiery, and reminds one of the days when a similar army was
collected by another Napoleon, at the same place, for quite another

onrpose. The change of feeling since 184S luas been immense.

From my knowledge of France, I must say that it has all taken
iilace since then. Under Louis I'hilippe the feeling was hostile in

the extreme.

A great deal has been s.iid about a banquet, a toast proposed by
Louis Napolcn, and a speech made. The words have been given

in the most authoritative manner ; ami one writer ^aj-s : "I am

able to give you some details of the banquet .at the Hotel Brighton."

Where he got his details from I know not; hut the whole is

imaginary. No toast was projiosed, and no speeches made. It

was also said that Louis Napoleon took off his grand cordon of the

Legion of Honour, and handed it to Prince Albert. This could not

be, as Prinoe Albert has had the cordon some years already.

Wednesday was spent in military inspections, and on Thursday

our l)eautiful yacht came in for a share of the honours. It was

visited in the afternoon by the emjieror, who went over it minutely

and took refreshments in the splendid cabin. He much admired

our tar.s, and certainly had a very good specimen before him, for

they appeared to be a' out the best men in our navy for a]ipearnnce.

Tile yacht waii vi.sited by many others after the departure of the

i-oyal party.

A ball w,as announced in a large open place with trees, famous

for festivals of the kind, called Tintelleries. It is an oblong space,

railed in. The English were invited en masse. The illuminations

were good, but an unlucky shower of rain kept a great many away.

English and French national airs were played at intervals all the

evening, and on each occasion excited immense applause. All this

is very theatrical, and a great ile.a! of it mere lip enthusinsni, lint

still there is imich genuine feeling at bottom. The tremendous

vows of friendship made between strange Englishmen and stray

Frenchmen, lasted, even in their memories, only the evening ; but

the alliance of the two nations will not soon be forgotten.

I know nothing of military affairs, but Henry w-ent on horseback

to the great review, or battle, on Friday, and brought back a most

enthusiastic report. It w.as like going to the Derby. Carriages,

carts, liorses, donkeys, and donkey-carts were all to be seen

making for Marquise—celebrated for its legs of mutton—at an

early hour. This was the head-quarters of the imperial army.

Louis Napoleon commanded here in person. The sanguinary in-

vaders, who were supposed to have landed at Calais, were led by

General Schramm. The affair began on Friday morning. Henry

says: "Having bivouacked at Marquise, the enemy .showed them-

selves at early da^-n. Tlie emperor's right wing extended to

Hoodiquent ; his left to Lequent. At half-past seven the armies

vfere en jii'cscnce, and the roar of artillery commenced on both sides.

I now began to understand what a battle was. A battery of

heavy field-guns opened on Schramm. The Imperialists made a

charge, supported by the whole right wing. A terrible engage-

ment, as far as noise, dust, and confusion, made it so, now ensued,

which ended in the retreat of Schramm

—

comme de juste.

"Shramm, however, tried it again. At Inglevent he endea-

voured to make up for the misfortune of the morning. A cannon-

ading, beating everything I could have imagined, now ensued.

At this moment I saw the emperor and the prince. They were

gazing at the scene. The emperor's steed pawed the ground like

an old war-horse, and was evidently warmed and delighted. I

must say, the emperor himself joined with boyish fervour in the

scene, just like his uncle in the battle of Brienne. Prince Albert,

too, was quite enlivened by the novel spectacle, while I never saw

any set of men more excited than our gu.ardsmen. They were

all in their element, which, when we add, that one had been in

the Peninsula and at Waterloo, will be understood.

'
' Some fine cavalry charges here took place, which appeared to

decide the battle, for Scliramm again retreated, and retired to

Cesar's camp at Wissart."

There was to have been a great deal more of all this, but in ray

opinion there was quite enough. The military dLspIay la-sted many

days longer, but Prince Albert left the same evening. The sea

was now, indeed, as calm as an inland water, with a silvery moon,

making night beautiful. The crowd was immense, and cheered the

prince lustily. The emperor escorted him to the qu.ay, and saw

him on board, when the yacht weighed anchor and departed,

sending up a magnificent display of rockets.

The military manceuvres were to end with the capture of the

city of Boulogne, but this idea was abandoned for the present. The

army was to have marched up £i:om St. Omer and besieged and

captured the city. An inspection of the army took place on the

14th. The force may be imagined when I mention that thirty-two

squadrons of cavalry defiled. It was the finest military spectacle I

ever beheld in my life,
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TOURING IN IRELAND IN 1854.

In lonnei" volumes^ we gave numeruu^ illustrations of Irish

scenery, cliiefly from the pencil, no less accurate than fanciful, of

Mr. James Mahony, of Cork, a fellow-townsman and schoolfellow

of Maclise, and one whose native genius, like that of the great

painter just named, has been disciplined and matured by study of

the best continental masters, in Italy and elsewhere. The appear-

ance of those sketches in our pages was the means, we believe, of

attracting to the sister country a considerable number of visitors

who might not otherwise have gone thither ; and we are happy to

think that the majority found the reality of the scenes more

attractive than our description, or even Mr. Mahony's delineation,

had led them to suppose. During the present year he has opened

up a vast extent of new ground, richer, if possible, than what he

had before depicted ; and with his aid we purpose taking a rapid

and cursory view of the more recent beauties he discloses. We
shall begin with that delightful region of the south lying between

Cork and Killarney ; or rather that first and briefer portion of the

route whicli the new line of railway between Cork and Bandon has

valley, through which winds the Currabeg road, thus avoiding

much of the bleak and uninteresting track of the old mail-coach

road in the western environs of the city, and reaches the Waterfall

Station, six miles from Cork. From this point a magnificent

view of the "beautiful city" and suburbs of Cork is obtained, and

the distant mountains of Dunmanway, Kerry, and Kilworth are

seen to great advantage. About a mile further on we reach the

antiquated ruin of Moume Abbey, adjoining which is to be seen

the ruins of a Danish fort; here the highest point of the railway is

reached, and we descend through a tunnel half a mile in length,

aiTiving at the Ballinhassig Station, ten miles from Cork. From

this point omnibuses in connexion with the company ply to and

from the town of Kinsale, nine miles distant. Winding along the

deep valley of the Owenbeg we arrive at the Upton Station, fifteen

miles from Cork. Emerging from the deep cutting at Rockfort,

where a vein of silver ore was discovered during the progress of the

works, we now approach the most beautiful scenic attractions along

the railway, namely, the Brinny and Bandon Valleys, at which

COKN EXCHANGE, CORK AND BANDON RAILWAY TERMINUS, AND RIVER EXCURSION BOAT. DRAWN BY MAHONY.

rendered accessible to travellers, instead of the old route either

through Mallow, or by way of Dunmanway, Bantry, and Glen-

gariff. Our opening sketch speaks for itself, and represents a

party proceeding down the beauteous river Lee—a subject we
introduce here for the purpose of acquainting the intending tourist

that he may vary his trip in the district alluded to by a water

excursion, which, for the brief time it takes and the small sum it

costs, is probably without compare in the United Kingdom, as it

presents the opportunity not only of becoming acquainted with one

of the most lovely rivers in the world, but also of visiting the most

attractive points of interest within Cork harbour, viz., Passage,

Monkst<jwn, Haulbowline Island, and Queenstown. The sketch

represents one of tho.se excursion parties embarking on board the

steamer on arrival of the train at Cork.

Soon after leaving the Cork terminus, the train passes over the

Chetwynd Viaduct, nobly raised on arches of 100 feet high, and
120 feet wide, spanning the deep glen that widens into the broad

• Vol. i. pp. 226, 284, 327, and 356 ; vol. ii. pp. 12, 67, and 152.

point the rivers bearing those respective names unite, close to the

picturesque ruins of Dundaniel Castle. Here, indeed, the lover of

the picturesque may enjoy a delightful ramble through this rugged,

yet luxuriantly-planted gleu, which forms part of the extensive

property of the Duke of Devonshii'e, about one mile distant from

the pretty little town of Innoshannon. Diverging from the Brinny

Valley, the train enters the Bandon Valley thr-ough a tunnel 170

yards in length, and crosses the river of the same name, over a hand-

some bridge, constructed of timber and iron, to the Innoshannon

Station, eighteen miles from Cork, and two from Bandon. The
scenery from this station to Bandon is indeed charming ; the railway

runs parallel with the river, which is sinuous in its course, the bills

on each side of the vale being high and steep, and planted to their

summit with varied and stately timber, while the numerous villas

and gardens with whicli the whole is interspersed add to the beauty

of the picture. Having passed through this " happy valley," we
arrive at the terminus, twenty miles diskint from Cork, at the

"pleasant Bandon, crowned with many a wood," as Spencer called

it, one of the largest, best built, and most respectably inhabited
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district towBB in the country. The river before alluded to flowa open to the public (Sunday, excepted) and great number, of ho

ftough it and is spanned by a bridge. It .as represented for a Cork residents avail themselves o. th,s perm.ssmn, own.g to th,

short time previously to the passing of the Reform Bill, by Lord facility aftbrded by the opening of the railway.

;ita R^Tsell The western enrirons are siugulariy beautifal. and The town of Bandon possesses several large brewcr.es and d.sfl-

MEETIKO OF THE WATEBS, KUHDANIBL CASTLE, A SKETCH I.H THE BRISSV VAUEV O.N THE BANl-OS RIVEK. DRAWN BY MAHOKY.

hat immediate vu-inity derives no small portion of its attractions leries, a newly-built church celebrated for its architectural beauty

from the demesne of Castle Bernard, the princely seat of the Earl of and an excellent hotel, named after the pnnopal proprietor of the

Bandon, Lord-Lieutenant of the county, and father of Viscount town, his Grace the Duke of DevooBhire. There are regular weekly

Bernard, member of ParUament for the borough. The conser^•a and monthly fairs held, which are becoming very jmportan a^d ex-

tories, gardens, and the demesne grounds are most kindly thrown tensive. Here also the first movement was made towards the m-
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troductioii fif the growtli of flax into tlic south of Ireland, anil there

is little duuljt that ere long the iiroduce of this iraportant article in

the South will compete in honnirahle rivalry with the sister North,

the trial crops having yielded very handsome profits.

An Act of Parliament has been obtained for extending the railway

from Bandon to Bantry, with branches to Clonakilty and Skibbe-

reen, which will materially facilitate the tourist in his movements,

and open up an extent of valuable country, the mineral, fishing, and

agricultural resources of which it is impossible to estimate ;
while

at the same time little doubt exists of the line being eventually ex-

tended to the important harbour of Crookhaven, the nearest south-

westerly point to the American continent, and where evei-y proba-

bility exists of a transatlantic packet station and a depot for em-

barking and disembarking passengers, mails, etc. between the Old

and New Worlds, in addition to the telegraph communication, being

permanently established. Of this we shall give a sketch and some

particulars on a future occasion.

A SINGULAR CHARACTER.
In the old cathedral city of Norwich—famed at Christmas for its

splendid turkeys and tempting sausages -in those days of glorious

extravagance when George III. was king, threading his way along

the intricate streets with which it abounds, might be seen a figure

whose oddity of appearance would at once attract the eye. Possi-

bly a few roguish school-boy.s, with the want of true insight into

character incident to that age, might be seen following in his wake.

From them the stranger might learn that the individual before him

was known by the soubriquH of Old Horn-Button Jack. With a

CO mtenance much resembling the portraits of Erasmus, with gray

hair hanging about his shoiilders, with his hat drawn over his eyes,

and his hands behind him, as if in deep meditation, he would be

sure to excite the attention of the observer ;
especially when we

add that this little bandy-legged individual arrayed his enter man

in a short green jacket, a broad hat, large shoes, and short worsted

stickiugs ; and weU might the observer stare, for in John Fr.an-

sham he saw no ordinary man.

Norwich has the honour of his birth, which important event

took place about the year 1740. At an early age he exhibited

marks of genius, .and appears to have been destined for the church.

Unfortunately the want of funds compelled him to relinquish that

idea and betake himself to a far different occupation. At Wynd-

ham he was apprenticed to a cooper ; three weeks, however, of this

drudgery sickened him of trade. He was, consequently, compelled

to do something for a livelihood. Amongst other things he wrote

sermons and offered them to clergymen, some of whom, struck with

the singularity of the application, with the peculiarity of hi;:

appearance, and his extent of knowledge, offered him wh.it he

conceived to he the worth of his productions—more than that he

would never take.

But our hero found it difficult to procure a living by his ])en,

and his father having urged him to betake himelf to some regular

employment, stating that he could not continue to find him

clothing, and gently hinting that the shoemaker's bill was more

than the parental exchequer could meet, Fransham found himself

in a bit of a dilemma. Could he whose soul had been .attuned to

celestial philosophy descend from his mount of inspiration and

spend his life and powers in the dull routine of mechanic trade ?

Most certainly not. At the same time, honest John was compelled

to admit that a want of money, in this depraved world of ours, is a

most serious ill. It was evident that, to live and yet gratify his

literary taste, he must live more simply than he had yet done.

Fransham accordingly recollected that shoes were not absolutely

necess.ary to his existence, much less to his literary progress.

After reflection, therefore, he resolved to discard from his dress

both shoes and stockings. This resolution, to which he adhered for

three years, w.as, however, productive of some inconveniences.

With some other eccentricities he betrayed, it induced his father to

suspect that his Intellect was affected. That a young man should

walk .about the streets without stockings, was a phenomenon which

could not be accounted for by his parent and neighbours on any

other supposition. They could not place themselves in his situa-

tion. They could not imagine it po.ssible that, merely to gratify an

ardent thirst for knowledge, a youth would deviate so wjdely from

the established attire. To walk witl)out shoes and stockings—
though the constant custom on the other side the Irish Channel

—

was considered insanity, and his father obtained medical advice on

so delicate a subject. The doctor's advice was that he should live

low .and not be contradicted, to neither of which conditions did

Fransham junior make any very strong opposition.

Some time after this he became clerk in an .attorney's ofiice; but

law did not consort well with the pursuit of knowledge, and he

gave it up. After this he put himself under the instruction of a

we.aver named Wright, with whom he remained two years. His

Instructor was a man after his own heart. Wright, Fr.ansham

used to say, was one who '

' could discourse well on the nature and

fitness of things. He possessed a finely philosophical spirit, and a

soul well purified from vulg.ar errors." Fransham placed his loom

not only In the same room, but also in such a position that while

at work they faced each other, by which means they could talk

together, and thus weave a mingled yarn of philosophy and wool.

The death of Wright again unsettled Fransham, and he started for

Scotland, with a view to study at one or other of the universities

there. He embarked for North Shields, with the Intention of

walking the rest of the way. Meeting, however, at Newcastle,

with a regiment known as the Old Buffs, he enlisted for a soldier

;

but was soon discharged the service, as being too bandy-legged.

Finding his pecuniary resources too much diminished to accom-

plish his proposed object, he walked back to Norwich, which place

he at length reached, with only three half-pence and a plaid which

he had bought on the way. Upon his return, he contrived to live

as a tutor and writer for attorneys and authors. He then formed

an intimacy with a veterinary surgeon. Fransham rode home the

horses after they were shod ; and, whilst the iron was heating,

he and his friends used to lie employed in Latin exercises and ma-

thematical problems, worked upon a slate hung .against the forge.

His hatred of all cruelty to animals soon, however, excited the

animosity of his companions, who took their revenge liy throwing

the hot horse-shoes about the shop, by which Fransham's naked

feet were several times severely burnt.

About 1771 he lost a kind friend in a Mr. Chute, whose

instructor he had been. This rendered his scanty income more

scanty still. Finding that it was not equal to his expenditure,

and reflecting that it might be less, Fransham resolved, by way of

being prepared for the worst, to try with how little he could live.

He therefore jnirchased daily a farthing's-worth of potatoes, and

likewise having laid out the same amount in salt—which was then

a far more costly luxury than now—he reserved one potato every

day from those he purchased, as a compensation for the salt he eat

with the remainder ; nor would he buy .any more salt till he had

saved his fartliing's-worth of potatoes. He thus contrived to exist

for a fiirthing a day. That he might also be prepared for the most

abject poverty, he resolved to try the effect of sleeping in the open

air. A severe cold, caught in consequence, eflectually prevented

his repeating the experiment again. His amusements were singular

;

one of them was playing with cup .and ball, a toy called the bilbo

catch, wliich he learnt to use with such dexterity .as to be .able to

catch the liall upon the small or spiked end two hundred times. As

he never could get beyond this number, he was infinitely distressed.

" What cause," he would ask, " can be assigned for my not being

able to succeed beyond this number of times? It seems, from the

almost infinite efforts which I have made, and made in vain, that

this number constitutes a fixed and determinate limit, since I

never can exceed it. Is there anything in the formation of my

muscles which prevents the possibility of my holding the toy

sufficiently steady to succeed after a certain number of times? Is

there anything in the constitution of my mind th.at prevents me

from continuing the requisite fixed attention to the subject ?"

These were questions, alas ! to which poor honest Fransham never

could get a satisfactory reply.

We have called him honest, for such most uudouljtcdly he was,

as the following anecdote will prove. He had purchased at a

book-stall of some poor old woman, a small edition of one of the

classics for two shillings. On showing this book to a literary friend,

he was informed that, from its scarcity, it was fairly worth seven

shillings. " Do you think so?" said Fransham. "I am certain
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of it," said his friend; "for I {jave that sum for a similar copy

only a few days since." "Well," said Frausham, "I am glad

you have mentioned the circumstance, as I will now go anil pay

the ix)or old woman the other five shillings." "Why so?" said

his friend ;
'

' what necessity can there be for doing that ? The old

woman, no doubt, had a handsome profit at two shillings ; why,

then, should you give her seveu?" " Why," replied Franshani,

"if I had purfhased the book of au established bookseller, I should

not have felt the necessity of retuvuing the other five shillings

;

beciiuse, as a tradesman, he ought to have known the price of the

book, and I should then have thought it proliable that his valuation

of it was correct and yours erroneous. But as it was a poor old

woman, there can be no doubt but that she was unacquainted with

the value of this particular edition; and I think I should be doing

an unjust act if I wei'e to take advantage of her ignorance. I

therefore feel it my duty to pay her the other five shillings." He

accordingly went immediately to the woman, who received the five

shillings with joy, declaring that she had never met with so honest

a man before. Another trait in Fransham's character was his

hatreil to cruelty ; it was the ouly thing that ever raised his auger.

He w:i3 indignant tliat the clergy did not jireaoh against those old

English barbarities which were so popular in his time.

Although Frausham, in the days of his prosperity, when he was

earning nearly a guinea a-week, resumed the use of shoes and

stockings, yet his dress had a very singular appearance. In hot

weather he would hang his green jacket across his arm, and carry

his birgfl broad-brimmed hat in his hand. Whilst walking one

sultry day in this manner, he w.os met by an opulent manufac-

turer, a memlier of the Society of Frfends, who accosted him with

" Jly, Johnny, thee look cool and oomfoi-table, notwithstanding

the heat of the weather." " Most likely, " said Fransh.im, "but

tliou lookost very hot and very uncomfortable, and verily thou

wilt continue to look so, for thou hast not courage enough to

follow my e.tample, since thou darest not show thyself at the

Friends' Meeting-house with thy coat on thy arm, and thy hat

in thy hand, although thou professest to be indifferent to the

cnstoms of the world." To this the Friend replied :
" No,

Johiiny, no—uecency forbids it. I like to have some regard to

decency." "Well, then," rejoined Fi-ansham, "do, for the sake

of deeeaoy, coatinue to wear thy thick cloth coat and great heavy

hat on a hot sultry day, and I, for the sake of comfort, will

continue to carry my jacket on my arm, and my hat in my hand."

The singularity of Fransham's appearance, and the fame of his

learning, obtained for Frausham the reputation of a fortune-teller

amoug the ignorant. His reception, howevei-, of two ladies who
visitcil him in that capacity was such as to put a stop to all

similar visits for the future. Fortune smiled on Frausham. He
became rich. He saved a humlred pountls. Sueli a large sum he

would not trust to a bank, but lent it to a friend. This friend

failed. Fortunately, Fransbam had withdrawn £75, a few weeks
previously, and lo.st only £2.5. Fransham, Iiowever, stoutly

maintained, that instead of losing £25, he had gained £75.

Fransham kept up his simple habits to the last. At the age of

threescore years and ten, he would never allow his bed to be made
but once a-week. It seemed, in his opinion, the height of effeminacy

for a man to have his bed made eveiy day. Such a custom, he

maintained, was the nurse of lu.\ury and idleness. Tea and bread

and butter constituted the principal part of his fare. Occasionally,

however, he would deviate for philosophic reasons. Fransbam
eiyoyed good health. It was his opinion, however, that the value

of health could only be estimated by a comparison with sickness.

Id conformity, therefore, with this opinion, lie would sometimes
call in his walks at the shop of a confectioner, where he would eat

to repletion of tarts, cake, etc., till he produced a violent headache,

that he might have the felicity of curing it by copious di-aughts of

strong te.i, and that he might be reminded of the inestimable value

of that uninterruptetl he;iith which he enjoyed till his death, which
took place in ISIO. To the last he was an early riser, and an
abstainer from intoxicating liquors.

In conclusion, we may note of this worthy man that he was
remarkaiile for industry. He left behind him five manuscript
volumes in quarto, most neatly written, containing original disqui-

sitions in prose and verse, on theology, ethics, civil policy, mathe-

mathics, metaphysics, etc. As a metiiphysician he was an ardent

admirer of Hume, whom he would call the prince of philosophers,

and wlio.se dangerous " Essay on Natural Religion" he considered

one of the most masterly productions of the human mind. This

wjis the only met-tphysical modern writer he read with satisfaction.

Plato and Cicero were the two gods of his idolatry. As a mathe-

matician, he appears to have been eminent for the solidity rather

than the extent of his knowledge. In that, as in other matters, he

gave the chief place to the ancients. Hud he lived during the

famous Bcutlcy and liovle controversy, the latter would have found

in Fransham a willing ally and friend. lie had a much higher

vener.ation for Euclid than Newton, and preferred the "Elements

of Oreometry" of the former to the "l'rinci]]i.a" of the latter. Indeed,

he never could understand the celebrated doctrines of Fluxions.

The mathematical autliors in whom he most delighted, were

Euclid and ApoUonius. It must be confessed that he carried his

veneration f<u' tlie ancients to an unreasonable pitch, since he could

seldom be induced to look at any modern book on matheniatics,

Fransham's religion is best described by negatives. He was not

a Christian, though his life was far more Christian than that of

many men who gloi'y in the term. With the moral speculations of

men who wrote prior to the advent of Christianity he most synijia-

thised. He was neither an Epicurean nor an Academic exclusively.

His philosophy was eclectic. Like the Stoics, he placed perfect

happiness in virtue ; like the Epicureans, he held pleasure, or

happiness, to be the chief good of man ; like the Academics, he

detected some good in every ill.

PATTERN FOR CHEMISETTE.
Materi.vls:—Brooks' Great Exhibition Prize Goat's-head Crochet

Thread, No. 40; Walker's Penelope Crochet Hook, No. 5. This

chemisette is composed of raised roses, leaves, and the following

INSERTION.

Make a chain of "200 loops, and fasten off at the end of every row.

1st row : Work 1 treble, chain I, miss 1, and repeat to the end,

work 1 treble, fiisten off.

2nd ; Work 1 plain in the fii'st 1 chain of last row, chain 5,

miss 2 treble of last row, and repeat to the end, plain 1, fasten off,

and work the other side the 3.ame.

3rd : Plain 1 in the centre of the first .5 chain of last row, chain

5, and repeat to the end, plain 1, and fasten off; work the other

side the same.

4th : Work 2 treble in the centre of the 5 chain of last row,

chain -3, repe;it to the end, fiisten off, and work the other side

the same.

5th ; Work 2 treble in the centre between the 2 treble of last

row, chain 3, and repeat to the end, fasten off, and work the other

side the same.

6th : The s:vme as last.

7th : Plain 1 in the centre of the 3 chain of last row, chain 5,

and repeat to the end, fasten off, and work the other side the same,

which completes the centre piece of insertion. You now make a

chain of fiOO loops, and work the first four rows the same .as the

last insertion, which forms the outside of the chemisette ; and after

working the four ron-s, work the 7th row for the one side, work

the other side the same
;
you then work another piece on the one

side only, which forms round the neck
;
you then work eleven of

the following roses ;

—

PATTERN FOR RAISED ROSE.

Make a chain of eight loops, plain 1 to form a round, and

fasten off.

1st round: Work 1 treble, and chain 3, repeat round, plain 1,

and f;isten off. (You should have seven in the round.)

2nd ; Phain 1 at the top of the 1 treble of last round, work 8

treble in the 3 chain of last round, phiin 1, repeat round, fasten off.

3rd ; Work 1 treble at the top of the 1 plain of last round,

chain 0, and repeat round, plain 1, and fasten off.

4th : Plain 1 at the top of the 1 treble of list round, work 8

treble in the 6 chain of last round, plain 1, repeat round, plain 1,

fasten off.

5th : Work 1 treble at the top of the 1 plain of last round, chain

9, repeat round, plain 1, fasten off.
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Cth ; Plain 1 at tlie top of the 1 treble of last roiiml, work 10

treble in the chain of last round, plain 1, repeat round, iasten

off.

7th : Work 1 treble at the top of the 1 plain of last round, chain

12, repeat round, plain 1, fasten off.

8th: Plain 1 at the top of the 1 treble of last round, work 13

treble in tlie 12 cliain of last round, plain 1, repeat round, fasten off,

which completes the flower
;
you require eleven of these flowers

;

then work the following.

chain 2, work 1 treble at the top of the next treble of last round,

repeat round, omitting the 1 plain which you commenced with,

chain 3, plain 1 in the centre of the 3 chains, the same as on the

first side, turn back.

3rd ; Chain 4, jjlain 1 in the centre of the 3 chain of last round,

chain 4, plain 1 in the centre of the 2 chain of last round, repeat

round, fasten off, which completes the leaf.

You now work a stalk to each le.af as follows, varying the length

as required for the space you have to fill in the place allotted for

I'ATTERN FhR CHEMISETTE.

lE.iP PATTERN.

Make a chain of 1 2 loops, turn back, and work the 1 2 loops double.

1st round : Chain 3, miss 2, work 2 treble in one loop, repeat to

the end, chain 3, work 2 treble in the end loop ; work the other

side to correspond with the treble opposite the treble and the 3

chain at the end, plain 1 at the end loop, fast«n off.

2nd : Plain 1 in the centre of the first 3 chain of last round,

chain 3, work 1 treble at the top of the first treble of last round,

each leaf, but for the general number of leaves chain 5, work 1

treble in the centre of the chain round between the edge and the

centre of the leaf, work 1 treble on the other side the same, turn,

and work the 5 chains plain, fasten off ; then join the leaves

together with a stalk, with as many chains as required, and plain,

or woi'k the chain double, as taste may think fit ; then form the

leaves and flowers in the insertions, as shown in the illustration,

which wiU complete the chemisette.
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CHTJECH OF ST. PANTAIEON, AT TROTES.
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HE CHURCH OF ST. PANTALEUA, AT TKOYES,

This church, which stand: in the western part of the town of Troyes,

in the dep-artment of the \ube, was consecrated to St. Pantalton,

in honour of Pope Urba IV., ^^ho was tlie son of a poor shoemaker

in this town, named J;, flues fantaleon. St. Pantal6on, we may

remark, suffered martjTdin at Nicomedia, in the reign of the emperor

Galerius, about the yea^SOa. ' The cliurch dedicated to him is an

edifice of small dimensiuife, constructed in the Renaissance style, on

the ground occupied in more ancient times by an oratory. A Latin

inscription, fitted into, one of the pillars, records that it was erected

in 1527. The front gateway, however, is of no more ancient date

than the middle of the eighteenth century.

St. Pautaleon's is a sucoursal church—what in England we call a

chapel of ease. The walls of the nave and the chapels are orna-

mented with a great number of sculptures and paintings. The

twelve pillars which sustain the arches are ornamented witli statues

of the saints, tweuty-one in number, under richly-carved canopies.

The countenances of all the figures have an expression of pleasing

naivcU. The cause of there being an odd number of these statues,

while that of the pillars, in front of which they are placed in two

rows, is even, is, that the [ilace of one of theui is filled by the pulpit,

as will be seen by the engraving. The execution of these statues

is generally attributed to an artist named Fran9ois Gentil, who also

sculptured the group of St. Joachim and St Anne, which is seen in

the chapel on the right of the altar. The first chapel on the right

of the nave, called Calvary, contains several groups in the same style,

among which may be distinguished : a figure of the Virgin, called

the Mother of Pity, which is regarded as the chef-d'ieurre of Gentil;

Pilate showing Christ to the Jews, and the Virgin supported by the

Magdalen and St. John, sometimes described as (he " Three Maries."

The altar-screen of the chape! is decorated with a group of f.gures,

three feet high, representing St. Crispin and St. Crispiuian, occupied,

the former in cutting a piece of leather, the latter in sewing the sole

of a shoe, while two soldiers are about to seize them. Calm resig-

nation is admiraWy expressed in the countenances of the two saiuts,

and forms a striking contrast to the tierce joy depicted in those of

the barbarous soldiers. The costumes are those of the reign of Henry

II., an anachronism very frequently committed by the artists of the

. middle ages. The arcades of the nave and the choir are adorned

with six pictures by Carre, the pupil of Le Brun, representing the

principal events in the life uf St. Pantaloon ; and two by Herluisou,

which represent the Nativity and the Entombment of Christ.

All the churches of Troyes have painted windows. Those of St.

Pantaleon are painted in blai-k and white only, but in a good style

of decoration ; the subjects of these compositions are taken from the

lives of the prophet Daniel and Jesus Christ. They were executed

in the sixteenth century by Macadie and Lutereau. The columns of

the screen before the principal altar are also worthy of notice.

The other religious edifices of Troyes are ; the cathedral, dctlicated

to St. Peter ; th^ parish churches of St. John and the Magdalen; and

four succui-sal churches—those of St. Nicholas, St. Renny, St. Uiban,

and St. Nizier. The cathedral is a fine specimen of Gothic archi-

tecture, but the exterior is much less handsome than the interior,

the pavement of the choir and the beautifully painted windows being

generally admired. The same remark will apply to the other

churches of Troyes ; that of St. John has a shrine finely sculptured

by Girardon, and a good painting of the "Baptism of Christ," by

Mignard ; and in the church of St. Renny is a bronze figure of Christ

by Girai'don, which is considered one of that artist's finest works.

A VISIT TO HASLAR HOSPITAL, NEAR
PORTSMOUTH.

We paid a visit the other day to Haslar Hospital. This fine

building, which is situated upon the Gosport side of Portsmouth

Harbour, near Blockhouse Fort, was first projected in the year

17i3, and was sixteen years in completing. It is devoted to the

reception of invalid and wounded seamen and marines, and the

officers of each service, with a separate space set apart for lunatic

patients. The building stands four stories high, and consists of a

main body 576 feet long, and two wings 538 feet each. It contains

Vol. III., N. s.—95.

114 roomy wards, each capable of accommodating twenty patients
;

and we were informed that, in the time of war, there have been as

many as l,70i) patients at one time in the hospital. Enclosed

within the walls of the establishment is an airing-ground for con-

valescent patients, measuring thirty-three acres, pleasantly laid out

with walks, grass-plots, flower-beds, etc., and a small chapel, in

which divine service is performed by a clergyman, who resides in

the hospital.

By the courtesy of a gentleman connected with the establishment

we were conducted over some of tlie lunatic wards. A painful

sight—but, withal, interesting and instructive. It was a sight,

too, not unaccompanied with a sort of melancholy pleasure, to

witness how much care and kindness had done to recompense these

poor creatures for their heavy loss—the heaviest, perhaps, of all

^-the loss of reason. All seemtd happy. Groups of old weather-

beaten sailors were everywhere to be seen recounting ]iast scenes of

perils on the deep, which in all probability had never been

encountered, save in the visions of "the heat-oppressed brain" ol

the narrator. Here was a man who had formerly been a " boat-

swain." He was still indulged by being allowed to carry his

official whistle, and shrilly did he "pipe all hands a-hoy !" doubt-

le65 imagining himself still upon the deck, far out at sea.

One man approached us, in whose calm, pensive face, browned

though it was with tropical sunshine, there seemed something s >

peaceful that we could not think him mad. Laying his hand upo:i

our arm, he looked eagerly into our face, and said in a hurried

whisper :
" You have seen her ?" We knew not what to answer

him ; bat the friend who accompanied us came to the rescue.

" Yes," he replied, " we saw her yesterday." " Well," exclaimed

the lunatic, his eyes fairly flaming with excitement, "has she

not wTitten '!" Our friend shook his head. "No, no; she dar;

not write—she knows they stop all her letters," was the rejoinder,

in a sad desponding tone. Then hastily looking up again, and

diirting his eyes around (we can find no other word to express the

lightning-like rapidity of the motion), the poor fellow lowered hio

voice to a scarcely audible whisper. " But she will come to me ?

'

"Yes." Another change from anxiety to ecstasy. " Y'es ; she

will—I knew it ! When ?" " To-morrow," said our friend. "To-

morrow ! to-morrow ! to-morrow I" he cried, with increased vehe-

mence at every repetition of the word, until at last he fairl,,

screamed "to-morrow 1" and ran exultingly away. When he had

gone, our friend informed us, that he fancied some great lady wa-i

in love with him, and every one he saw, he thought a messenger

from her. And so for years had he been alternating between

despair and happiness, when he thought first of her letters beir.g

stopped—and then, that she would come—and every day he ft!'v

she would come—" to-morrow." Pcor fellow ! the falsehood,

of our friend were blissful truths to him. He knew that "she"

was coming, and was happy. How cruel would the cold, steru

truth have been, which told him "she" had no existence, am',

could never come. Truly, in cases such as this, there is a

falsehood better far than truth. We went on through anothci

of the wards, where we found a man sitting at a table, draw-

ing pictures of ships—or, rather, of a ship—for evcj-y one he

drew—and they were many—was the e.xact counterpart of every

other. Whatever the size of the picture, there was exactly the

same deep blue waves, with exactly the same quantity of white

foam upon each, washing exactly the same pea-green coast, upon

exactly the same spot on which stood e.xactly the same ver-

milion-coloured cottage. While, in the ship itself, every line

of the complicated rigging was identically the same in every

picture. And all these lines (so strongly was his one ship impressed

upon the artist's brain) were perfectly correct. Not a rope in

the whole ship was wrongly placed, nor was there one omitted

;

but all were carried out to such minute detail, that were it

required to give a diagram illustrative of the uses of the various

ropes on board a ship, perhaps no better one could possibly be

had than this poor madman's drawing. At the same time, all

the rest of the picture was as unlike anything on earth as it is

pos.'iblet) Cinceive. The bright-red cottage stood at an angle of
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about fovty-five degrees out from the jjea-green shore, while tliis

shore in its turn stood up perpendicular to the horizon, and tlie

waves which waslied the beach were rushing tumultuously up an

amazingly steep hill. These drawings the artist sohl to any

visitors that happened to notice him; and there were few who

passed liim without laying out sixpence or a shilling in his strange

productions. But what struck us most was that he had, in his

odd wandering ideas, conceived the notion of piinthiij! Whether

he had ever seen the art practised, or whether it was a passing

thought, which, flitting with other madmau's fancies through his

brain, had been arrested there liy his one darling thought of

painting ships, we know not. We are inclined to think, by the

way in which he spoke of it, tliat the latter was the case ; and

that, in the retirement of Haslar Hospital, this poor old lunatic

had (as far as any previous knowledge of his own was con-

cerned) absolutely invented printing ! We had stopped to watch

him painting, and had purchased one of his very largest productions

for the sum of one-and-sixpence. He had fixed prices for his

pictures, and he seemed to estimate their value entirely by tlie

number of square inches contained in them—much in the same

way, by-the-by, as exhibitors of certain panoramas advertise them

as covering so many thousand square yards of canvas. While we

were standing watching him, he suddenly looked up from his work,

exclaiming, "Do you \ive outside^" We did not undcr-stand the

question, and he saw it; so he explained: "I mean," he sjiid,

"they don't keep you in here—do they?" We assured him they

did not. "Then," said he, "I will tell you how you can make a

deal of money. I would do it myself if I were oulside, but I can't

in here. Look now," he continued, taking in each hand a copy of

the ship, the coast, and the cottage. I get sixpence for this size,

and a shilling for this. It takes me a long while to do them.

But if I were outside, 1 could make a stamp ike same as thepicliire,

and then put the paint on the stamp, and squeeze it on the paper

so." And he pressed down an imaginary stamp upon the paper

lying before him, with all his force. " I could do them very quick

then, sir—couldn't I? Now, if I was outside like you, sir, I would

do it." We thanked the poor fellow for the hint, and promised we

would make a stamp at once and set about it; and then walked on,

leaving the inventor of this great art still compelled to resort to the

old process of hand-labour, simply because he v/as not oulside.

We left the lunatic wards, after engaging in conversation with

several other patients—some of whom assured us they were kings

and princes ; others were sorry to say they had no grog to offer us
;

and no end of them sent messages by us to be delivered in towns

and villages of which we had never even heard the names. Pro-

mising everything, acquiescing in everything, and purchasing

everything—for there were other producers besides our friend with

the ships ; one man spending his whole time in making stuffed

balls, another in making Mack dolls (!1, which were made and

dressed in a style th.it would be the envy of any nursery in England

—passing amongst all the varied songs, v.diistles, orations, dances,

and other sounds aud sights around us, the doors of the lunatic

wards at last closed behind us.

We then proceeded to the Museum. This is a well-arranged and

tolerably extensive collection of skeletons of human beings, mam-

malia, liirds, fishes, reptiles, serpents, and other species ; stuffed

aud preserved fishes ; some stuffed animals, and a very good col-

lection of birds ; some strange-looking weapons—axes, knives,

etc.—from various savage tribes ; a Chinese shield, made of

wicker-work—a curious material to ward off a blow, but bearing

npoii it a jiainting of a hideous face, to frighten the foes away ; a

fev/ fossils ; Captain Cook's speaking-trumpet, and some other

relics ; and various articles which our space will not allow us to

point out. Altogether the Museum is an interesting collection ;
it

has been formed principally by donations from naval officers and

others, who "go down unto the sea in ships," aud bring from

foreign climes their varied curiosities.

However, it is time we left Haslar, and proceeded back to

the town of Portsmouth. To do this, we go to Gosport, which

is close by, aud then cross tlio harbour by means of a mode of

conveyance v.'hioh is, we doubt not, new to many of our readers.

This is the Floating Bridge. Though called a bridge, it might

with cqu;il, if not greater propriety, be called a steam-boat, for

though without eitlier paddles or screw to work it, it is still a

floating vessel, and propelled by steam. It consists of a large

vessel made of wrought iron, about one hundred feet in length,

by sixty in breadth. It plies between Portsmouth and Gosport

four times in the hour, and is capable, if necessary, of accom-

modatmg from twenty to thirty carriages, and about five hundred

passengers at each journey. The manner in which it works

is somewhat singular. Tn-o very large chains are stretched

right across the harbour from one beach to the other, the chains

sinking to the bottom when not in use, so as not to interfere with

the passage of vessels over them. Within the body of the Floating

Bridge are two steam-engines of sixteen-horse power each ;
these

engines give motion to two large wheels, the circumferences of

which are grooved so as to receive the large chains of which we

have spoken. These chains passing over the wheels, it follows that,

as the wheels revolve (the ends of the chains being fixed), the

bridge itself must be drawn towards this fixed point, in the same

manner as a man .standing in a boat and pulling a rope, the other

end of which is fixed to the shore, causes his boat to approach the

.shore. The chain is thus lifted out of the water as the bridge gees

on, and after passing over the wheel, is allowed to sink again

behind the bridge.

Arrived at Portsmouth, we disembark at "The Point," close by

the Quebec Hotel—an excellent house, by the way, for the visitor

to Portsmouth to take up his abode in—and then proceeding up

through the town, we turn up on to Southsea Common for half-an-

hour's walk before dinner. .Southsea Common is a large, a very

large open tract of land, one side of it being washed by the sea, the

other bounded by handsome terraces and buildings forming the

town of Southsea, the fashionable suburb of Portsmouth. The

bathing at Southsea is said to be equal, if not superior, to any in

England. A handsome carriage-drive and promenade, close by the

water's edge, along the whole length of the common, and affording

a beautiful view of Spithead asd the opposite shores of the Isle of

Wight, has recently been constructed by public subscription, aided

by a gi-ant from the Treasury of £'iS7 10s. It is called the

Clarence Esplanade ; it consists of a fine carriage-road forty feet

wide, and a foot-path of twelve feet, and is upwards of a mile in

length.

At the end of the Esjdanade nearest to the to\vn have been

erected two statues. Inscriptions affixed to these inform us that

they are placed there "in honour of Horatio, Viscount Nelson, K.B.,

hero of the Nile and Trafivlgar," and "in honour of Arthur, Duke

of Wellington, K.Cr., statesman, hero, conqueror." In honour!

Heaven save the mark ! What is the fiital destiny which hangs

over every British hero ? How is it that so few escape having their

efligies stuck up in such form, that once a-year at least, upon the

6th of November, any little boy in the kingdom would be com-

pletely" justified in seizing them, and burning them for "Guys!"

Poor Nelson ! his celebrated exclamation, "England expects every

man to do his duty," strikes reproachfully upon the heart when we

behold lij|S sculptured caricature. So long has England been

"expecting," and yet no man has as yet done his duty by removing

this. However, Wellington, pour man ! is, perhaps, even wor.'e.

His statue baffles description, as dues Nelson's also. Suffice it to

say, the "statesman, hero, conqueror" has legs whose gigantic

proportions, compared with the rest of his body, might well hs

supposed to typify the firm stand he always took against the

enemies of his country ; though why these tremendous limbs should

be encased in Jack-in-the-water boots, which by no means fit him,

or why he should be made to stand there all day upon some

cannon-balls, which must be a very uncomfortable, not to say

uns.afe footing, we cannot discover. As to Nelson, he leans upon

an anchor of most uselessly-diminutive size, especially when com-

peared with the immense coil of cable to which it is attached. The

intention of this strange want of proportion, we must say, puzzled

us likewise ; the only thing we can think of is, that the artist,

conscious of the beauties of his work, was anxious to give the

statue "rope enough," in hopes that the old proverb would be

carried out. However, there he still stands, in an attitude which

strongly suggests the idea of the hero of the Nile being about to do

a little juggling with a telescope which he is balancing in his hand.

These two statues, we are informed l)y the inscriptions, were pre-
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seuted i.i the mayor, aldenncii, auil burgesses of Pui-tomuutU l>y

Loril Frederick Fitzclarence, iu 1350.

From Soutlisca Common tlje fleet at Spitliead forms a very

pretty object in the landscape. A new regulation has recently

been introduced with regard to ships coming into iijirt. Formerly

the sliijis were "paid off,'" ™d tlie crews sent asliore, their

pockets full of money and their heads full of anticipated " sprees
"

on shore ; and then, after having squandered all tlieir wages and

ruined tlitir health by a continued course ofdebauchery, they were left

helpless, iVieudless, to seek another sliip or starve. Now, however,

instead of being paid off and discliarged, a fortnight's leave is given

them to go ashore, and six months' wages kept back, botli as a

security for their returning to the ship, .ind as a fund for tlieni to

fall back upon when all the re3t is gone. Some of the sailors bke

tliis alteration ; but we fear the majority—reckless fellows .as they

nearly all are— have a very dift'erent idea. l)no man we spoke to

seemed to think it a great hardship to be compelled to go back to

the same ship again. He said :
" You see, sir, after a three years'

cruise or .so with the same shipmates, we knows too mucli of one

another." A true sailor's longing for change ! Anotlier improve-

ment—a far greater one, perhaps, tliau this—is the establishment

of a Sailors' Homo at Portsmouth, where they can live wliile on

shore at a most reasonable rate, and have all their money and

clothes taken care of for them, instead of their being driven to the

fiiglitful dens of infamy where so many of them, until uow, passed

all their time as long as a single shilling remained in their posses-

sion. Tliis Home was establislied a few years back by charitable

don.atious, and has been found to work admirably.

But to return to Southsea Common. One of the most general

sights to be seen here is the exercising of the different regiments

stJitioned in the toivn, who go through the various military-

maiiffiuvres on the common, accumpanied by their full bands, some

of which play very beautifully. Another sight, of a very different

kind but one not without its interest to the thinking mind, is also

frequently to be seen here. We allude to the gangs of convicts

who are employed in improving, levelling, and draining the common.

We never see these wretched outcasts of society, led out in gangs

like horses or oxen, no longer free agents, but taken to work

whether they will or not—labouring, not to obtain a future good,

but to extenuate a by-gone wrong committed ;—we say we never

see a gang of convicts, without an irresistible desire springing up

within us to try to fiithom the mind that lies below the fi.xed,

sullen look that every face wears— to think what each mau'.s

feelings are. One pair of eyes meets ours, and is instantly cast

down ; we think we see almost a blush rise to the convict's face.

He is a young man, and we feel that man may yet perhaps be

reclaimed. He passes, and a second comes, whose fierce frowning

brow speaks plainly of defiance : every man's liand is against him

—

his hand shall be against every man. He hates .society ; for he. ha.s

wronged it, aud society lias punislied him. Another we fancy a'

mere animal ; he does not care. Ue gets his food and lodging-^-he

got no more by stealing ; what matters where lie is ? He doesn't

care for, people staring; let'em stare—they don't hurt him.

These, and a score more yivrietios, we are sure we have detected.

But enough. Portsmoutli is a great recexitacle for convicts, several

hulks being situated in the harbour. These, however, are now

nearly empty, a new convict prison having recently been erected

in the town, capable of containing a, thousand convicts. To tliis

prison convicts' are now sent, instead of to tlic hulks. A large

number of them are employed in the Dock-yard, the Gun-wharf,

and other public places, attended, wherever tliey go, by sentinels

with loaded muokets and fixed bayonets, thus rendering escape im-

possible.

But wo •" ill leave the convicts to their labour, aud pay a visit to one

of the estiiblisliments we liave just mentioned— tlie Huii-wlarf. Tlie

Dock-y.ard would require an article to itself. Tlie Gun-wharf, as its

name implies, is a vast storehouse for artillery. From this place the

guns are shipped off to all the vessels .as they require them; and

here, when ships arc laid up in ordinary, their guns arc brought

aud stored away until again required. Wherever the visitor turns

his head, long rows of cannon, -of all conceivable shapes and sizes,

are arranged side by side, presenting a singular appearance as they

gradually diminish in perspective. Immense pj'ramids of cannon-

balls, shells, etc., piled upon each other, are to be seen ranged

around, some of the piles containing upwards of 20,000 balls. The

shots used iu the naval service, to be seen at this establishment,

are of all sizes, varying from 31b., which is the smallest, to 9Glb.,

the largest. Then there are Turkish cannon-balls (taken in

battle), made of solid granite ; Chinese shot of diff'erent kinds

;

French, Spanish, and Portuguese cannon ; and various descriptions

of guns and shot from other countries. But, perhaps, the most

interesting object (not a pleasing one, for the whole atmosphere of

the place seems redolent of slaughter) is the Small Armoury. Here

are shown all the varied instruments employed by civilised

humanity to knock each other's brains out, cnt each other's thruats,

or blow each other into atoms by means of "villanous saltpetre."

It is a distressing thought how much ingenuity has been dis-

played in the invention of instruments of destruction. Well,

well, standing here, surrounded on every side by muskets, swords,

and bayonets, it is not for us just now to moralise on war. An

evil we know; it to be—a hideous, unmitigated evil :
whether a

necessary one or not—that is the question. We will leave it

unanswered for the present, and only s.ay that, it it ever should come

near our shores, here is ample preparation for it.

M () Z A 11 T

.

This eminent composer, one of the greatest musical geniuses of the

lost century, was liorn at Saltzbnrg, in the kingdom of Bavaria, on

the 17th of Janii.ary, 1756. His father was sub-director of the chapel

of the Archbishop of Saltzbnrg, who in those days was also a temporal

prince of the empire. In the intervals of leisure afforded him by

the duties of his ofiice, he gave lessons on the violin, and taught the

rules of musical composition to a select number of pupils. He was

.also the author of a work on the violin, wliich was held iu much

esteem in his day, and may still be referred to with advantage by

students of the divine art. The musical taste and talent of the

fither were transmitted to the son, who, before he had attained his

third year, evinced his aptitude for music by the delight which he

took in the lessons on the harpsichord, which his sister, four years

his senior, received from their father. His great pleasure was to

find lliii-ds on this instrument; and, when he succeeded, he

expressed his joy in the most exuberant glee.

The sensitiveness which is the almost invariable accompaniment

of genius, and which was very acute in the case of Mozart, was

manifested at a very early age.
'

' Do you love me ?
". was a ques-

ti.'U he frequently put to those about him, as soon as he began to

talk ; aud, when ironically answered in the negative, tears filled

his eyes immediately. The ardour with which he applied himself

to the acquisition of the elements of knowledge, aud the interest

which he took in his studies, were extraordinary for his age.

"While learning the elements of .arithmetic," says one of his

biographers, "the tables, the chairs, even the walls, bore iu chalk

the marks of his calculations. And it m.ay nut be irrelevant to

state, what we believe , has never j et appeired in prmt, that his

talent for the science of numbers was only inferior to that for

music ; had he not been distinguished by genius of a higher order,

it is probable that his calcuktmg powers would have been sufliciently

remarkable to bring him into general notice."

The powers of application and memory were possessed by the

child in a remarkable degree. The easy minuets and simple

lessons wliich his father taught him at four years old, more to

amuse him than with belief iu his ability to master them, were

each learnt in about half an hour. Soon after he had attained

his sixth year, he astonished his £ither by composing a concei-to for

the harpsichord, methodically and corr.ctly written ; this was

shown t) several professors of the art, who pronounced the moat

favourable opinions, their only objection being that it contiiined too

many diificult passages, He afterwards composed some short
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pieces of music, which his father noted down ;
and it is to be

regretted that fione of these earlyproductiuDS have been preserved.

The encomiums which these compositiODS elicited determined the

elder Mozart to cultivate the musical talent of his son, and also to

iutroduce him as a prodigy at the courts of the German princes.

He first took him to Munich, and the favourable reception he met

with there from the elector of Bivaria encouraged him to proceed

from theace to Vienna, where the wonderful child performed before

to describe the progressive improvements of his sou during the first

stages of infancy. However, at eight years of age, I was frequently

convinced of his great knowledge in composition by his writings

;

and that his invention, taste, modulation, and execution, in extem-

porary playing, were such as few professors are possessed of at

forty years of age."

Oa taking their leave of the British public, the family returned to

the continent ; and while staying shortly afterwards at the Hague,

six more sonatas were published. From the couri of the Stadt-

B.iS-RELIEF3 OF THE STATUE OF MOZART, AT SALTZBCRO.

the emperor Francis I., who was as much delighted with his

vivacity as amazed by his proficiency in music.

In the year 1763, the family made an extensive European tour.

and passed several months in Paris, where the child-musician per-

fjrmed on the organ in the cliapel -royal, before the king of France

a-id all the court, and gave several public concerts, which were

w;ll attended. From Paris the Mozarts proceeded, in the following

y.-ar, to London, where they remained until the summer of 1765.

H^re also he exhibited his talent before the royal family, "and

holder the party proceeded to Paris, where the patronage young

Mozart's talents received indaeed them to make a long stay. In

176S they returned to Sdtzburg, where Mozart, by desire of the

emperor Joseph II., composel his first entire opera, " La Finta

Semplice," which was highly commended by Metastasio, and also by

Hasse, who was then in the zenith of his reputation. It was never

publicly performed, however, and is now unknown ; the modern

stindird of criticism o.xnuot, therefore, bs applied to it, but, in all

prob-ibility, whatever merit it possessed was only of a relative

BAS-RELIEFS OF THE STATl'E ;'F MOT.AKT, AT SALTZDUUG.

underwent," says the biographer quoted before, " more severe

trials than any to which he had been before exposed, through which

he passed in a most triumphant manner." During this residence

in the British metropolis, he eompo.sed and published six sonatas,

which he received permission to dedicate to Queen Charlotte. *'0f

Moeart's infant attempts at music," says Dr. Burney, " I was

unable to discover the traces from the conversation of his father,

who, though an intelligent man, whose educatioa and knowledge of

the world did not seem confined to music, confessed himself unable

character. He was only thirteen years ot age at the time, and

nearly twelve years elapsed before he produced an opera which has

survived his period.

In the following year the Archbishop of Saltzburg appointed him

director of his concerts ; but shortly afterwards he accompanied his

father to Italy, where he added largely to the laurels he had already

won. The pope was so much pleased with him that he conferred

on him the order of the Golden Spur ; and while in Rome he gave

a remarkable proof of his large concentrativeness and powers oi
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memory, by noting down the whole ofthe famous "Miserere" of AUe-

gri, after hearing it performed in the pontifical chapel. At Bologna

he was introduced to the celebrated Martini, who expressed the

warmest admiration of his talents; and he was elected a member

of the Accademia Filarmonica. His second opera, "Mitridate,"

1773. In 1775 he composed the cantato, " II Re Pastore " for tha

archduke Maximilian of Austria, and in the course of the four

succeeding years he produc6<l several other works, none of wliich,

however, though highly admired at the time, obtained the celebrity

so deservedly aciuircd hy his subsequent prodiictious.

BROXZE STilt'E OP MOiARl, .VI S.lLliiBl iiu.— bi jtU iv AMUALEK.

was written at Milan in 1770, and performed twenty nights con-

secutively in the opera-house of that city.
'

' Lucio Silla, " produced

three years later, had twenty successive representations ; but neither

of these operas has been reproduced in more recent times. Two
masses for the chapel of the elector of Bavaria, an opera buffa,

'

' La

Pinta Giardiaicra," and some other works, were also produced in

In 1779 Mozart i-ested from his wanderings, and settled in Vienna.

He had now attained his twenty-fourth year, and contrary to what has

been usually ob.^erved of juvenile prodigies, his genius shone the

brighter as it became more mature. The society ofVienna was vei7

agreeable to him, and he had not resided there long when he became

attached to Mademoiselle ConsfcjnCe Webar, a young actress of talent
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imd celebrity, «iio combined personal attractions of the highest

order with the most enchanting amiability of disposition. Finding

his attentions receiveil in a manner flattering to his hopes, he made

her a proposal of marriage, which was courteiusly declined by the

young lady's parents, on the ground that his reputation was not then

sufficiently estal)lished. Animated by the hope of obtaining the

hand of the fascinating actress, Mozart directed all his powers to the

production of a work which should surpass all his former eiforts. He
composed the oi>era of "Idomeneo," a work which he always

regarded as his best, and the first in which he displayed those

masterly powers that distinguish iiis later productions. There are

parts of great originality and grandeur, but some of the airs are

too much in the style of that period, which has since become obso-

lete ; and on the whole, it is inferior to those masterpieces of

operatic composition which he produced a few years later. His

own estimation of it may have been considerably influenced by the

circumstances under which it was com]}osed.

When this opera was produoetl, the principal character was

personated by Mademoiselle Weber, who was as much interested

in its success as the author, and may be supposed to have exerted

her talents to the utmost. The success of this work added so

much to Mozart's reputation, that the parents of the young lady

made no more objections, and his genius was rewarded by receiving

her hanJ in marriage. The union was a most hajipy one, the

young actress proving an afl'ectionate and warm-hearted wife, and

a zealous and useful counsellor.

Mozart's next operatic production was " Die Eatfiihrung aus deni

Serail" (V Enlevement da S'rail). It was at a rehearsal of this

opera that Joseph II. said to the composer, "My dear Mozart, this

is too fine for our ears ; it has too many notes." " I beg your

majesty's pardon," returned Mozart, whom consciousness of genius

had imbued with considerable independence of mind ; "there arc

precisely as many notes as are necessary, and no more," The

emperor made no rejoinder, but w.as evidently disconcerted by the

reply ; however, on the first public performance of the opera he

applauded it in the most rapturous manner. " LeNozzedi Fig.aro,"

the Hbntfo of which was abridged from the comCLly of Beaumar-

chais, and which, at the present day, is one of the most popular

of Mozart's productions, was brought out, by desire of the emperor,

in 17S6 ; and in the same year he produced a short opera called

"Schauspiel Direktor," a work very inferior, and now scarcely

known.

In the following year the clit^-iVicurre of this eminent composer,

his celebrated opera of '• Don Giovanni," the libretto of which was

admii'ably made up from several dramas on the same subject,

was produced at the Italian opera-house at Prague. " I have

written this opera to please myself and my friends," said Mozart,

who was conscious of its being a production of no ordinary merit, and

above the comprehension of the bulk of the public. Indeed,

though it created a great sensation at Prague, it was not appre-

ciated when produced in Vienna, nor even in Paris, thirty years

later. The honour of according it the reception it merited among

the capitals of Europe, was reserved for Loudon, where it was not

pi'oduced till 1817, when it was put on the stage of the Italian

opera in the most spirited and liberal manner. The enterprise of

the lessee was rewarded by a degree of success which had attended

no previous speculation ; the profits amounted to no less than ten

thousand pounds, and its production was regarded as constituting

an epoch in our musical history. The comic opera, " Cosi fan

tutte," was produced in 1790 ;
" Die Zauberflote," a still popular

oper-a, in the following year, the strange librc'to being furnished by

M. Schickaneder, the proprietor of a theatre in one of the suburbs

of Vienna, where it was first performed. "La CKmenza di Tito"

was brought out the same year, on the occasion of the coronation of

Leopold II.

Of the symphonies, quintets, quartets, sonatas, masses, and

numerous smaller vocal pieces of Mozart, we have not space for even

an enomeration. His additions to Handel's *
' Messiali '' would alone

sutSce to earn him a niclie in the temple of fame, so refined and

correct is the taste which dictated them, and so complete is the

manner in w'hich he has identified liimself with the genius of the

great composer. They were made for the Baron von Swieten, and

the oratorio has since seldom, if ever, been performed without them.

Men of exalted genius ate seldom blessed with that robustness of

constitution which nmrks men of inferior powers. The man of

learning may attain a vigorous old age, but the man of genius does

so very seldom indeed. It is a remarkable fact, that many of

these delicate and sensitive natures have dropped off at thirty-six ;

Burns, Byron, Shelley, Keats, are cases in point. Mozart was

strikingly handsome, but he was small and slight in form, and

fragile in constitution. His health began to decline a few years

after his marriage, an 1 the tender devotion of Madame Mozart was
then shown in the patient and unwearied manner in which she

nursed and watched over him. Though his imaginalive powers

remained in full vigour to the last, his health continued to decline

;

but Ids end was undoubtedly accelerated by an attack of a fever

which prevailed in Vienna in the latter part of 17S)2, under which

he sank on the ."dh of December, in the thirty-sixth year of his age.

The last and most sublime composition of Mozart was his -

" Requiem," which he may be said to have composed on his death-

bed. Concerning the origin of this famous mass, a strange story

was told at the time of his death, and has been often repeated.

It is said tliat, some years before that event, a stranger presented

himself to Mozart, and, refusing to reveal his name, commissioned

him to compose a funeral mass. Mozart undertook the commission

;

but as time passed on, and he saw no more of the mysterious

stranger, he did not execute it, and at length ceased to tliiuk of it.

A short time before his death, it is said tl'at the unknown appeared

to him again as he was setting out for Prague, and reminded him
of the undertaking. Mozart again promised to execute the work,

and on his return to Vienna he applied liimself to the task. The
rapid decline of his health warning him of his approaching death,

he became impressed with the conviction that the stranger was a

visitant from the' world of spirits, and that he was composing the

" Requiem " for his own funeral. The manner in which this idea

wrought upon his imagination contributed to the sublii: ity of the

work, which was scarcely finished when he died, some minor

details being subsequently filled up by his pupil, Siissmayer.

Such is the story, for which we cannot vouch
;
probably there is

some truth in it, embellished from the imaginations of those by

whom it has been related.

Had Mozart lived a year longer, he would have made a second

visit to England, having made an agreement with the enterprising

Salomon to write symphonies for his concerts, and superintend

their performance in person. He left two sons, one of whom
adopted his father's profession, but ivithout having inherited his

genius ; the other was many years in the civil service of Austria.

The statue of Moz.art, represented in our engraving, was cast in

bronze at JMunicli by the inspector-royai Stiegelmayer, from the

model made by the sculptor Schwauthaler, and inaugurated at

Saltzburg, the birthplace of the composer, on the 5th of September.

1842. The homage to his genius was tardy ; but we have shown

that his finest productions were not fully appreciated until some

years after his death. Moreover, for nearly a quarter of a century

after his death, the whole of Germany was the scene of desolating

warfare, in the turmoil of which music was only cultivated so far

as it eould be made subservient to patriotism, and the claims of its

deiiarted masters were forgotten. The fSte of the inauguration

was a splendid and imposing one, worthy of the man thus honoured.

The occasion had drawn to Saltzburg a great number of foreigners

—

princes and princesses, counts and countesses, composers, authors,

and musicians— adinirers of the genius of Mozart; and the musical

academies of Naples, Rome, Florence, Milan, Venice, Vienna,

Prague, Berlin, Munich, Hamburg, Copenhagen, Stockholm, St.

Petersburg, and Warsaw, were each represented by some of their

professors. More than fifty thousand persons were presenj. When
the statue was uncovered, a salvo of twenty pieces of artillery was
fired, all the bells in tlie city rang out a joyous peal, and an

orchestra of six hundred performers filled the air with sweet

sounds. At night, two thousand persons, professors and amateurs,

assembled at the foot of the monument, which was illuminated

by Bengal fires, and sang a hymn written for the occasion by

Count Ladislaus de Serker, and fet to music by the Chevalier

Keukomm. On the following day, at noon, two thousand eight

hundred amateurs executed the "Requiem" of Mozart on the

same spot.
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ORIGIX AXD IXAUGURATIOX OF THF
LEGIOX OF IIOXOUR.

FREXCII

Napoledn I. was as yet only First Consul, .and was resuUng at the

cliateau of Malmaisou wich Josephino, wliilo his victories were pre-

parinj for him the imperial crown, and his arcliitects were restnr-

nj the pahice at St. Clouil. One Monday ewnin.; in tlie niontli of

February, ISO'2, tlie coatiueror of Marcngi readied Malmaison at

about six o'clocli. Dinner was soon on tlio table, and after dinner

the company separated into two cii'des. Madame Bonaparte

retireil to the drawiaz-room with the la.lics and several gentlemen,

amoni; whom \va> M. De Segur, a veteran cohinel of the dragoons

ofNoailles, at that time a senator, and afterwards master of the

ceremonies, one of the most .agreeable men of his day. The Fir.st

Consul witlidrew to the council hall, .as it was called, with Monge,

the Inspector of the Ecole Polyteehnicine, General Duroc, Didelot,

Councillor of- State, Denon, Director of the Museum, and Arnault,

the tragic poet. They all stood before Bonaparte, and he conversed

with them standing, as w.as his custom. In the course of the con-

versation, he said to Monge—"I did not see you at the Tuileries

yesterday, at the gr.md reception of the ambassadors."

The inspector excused himself, on the score of his numerous

engagements.

"I know your industry," replied the consul ; "but you lost a

magniiicent spectacle. All the repre.sentatives of the Powers were

there, adorned with ribands and crosses of the ditferent orders of the

World. How did you like it, Denon '."

"It was a glorious sight. Nothing seta off a man so much as

those brilliant colours aad enamelled crosses."

"That is only an artist's preju lice," said the republican Monge
;

"tliese decorations are mere playthings."

" Pl.aythings if you ch)033 ti call them so," said Bonap.arte
;

"but mvnkind admire and like them. They aie in their eyes

real proofs of greatness. Let us fairly consider the point. Dis-

tinctions please all men ; such lias always b.^en their character.

Do you know by what m^aas Louis XIV. managed to make head

against all Europe ? It was the cross of St. Louis."

The First Consul went on to develop and illustrate this tliought

wi;h that ability .and p;rfection of detail, which his exalted genius

and thorough knowledge of liistory rendered easy to him.

"Well, we must re-estaldish the cross of St. Loui.s," said Monge

ironically, he having beeo a member of the commission which had

abolished it in 1T03.

Bonaparte said nothing in reply, but gave him a very signiKcant

look, at the same time no doubt s,aying to himself— "Instead of

re-establishing an old one, I will establish a new one, and you shall

he the first to b> admitted to it." He then proposed that they

should join the ladies, which they did.

Having now mooted the point, he waited two months without

saying anything more about it. At the end of that time, in a

council at which, besides the three consuls, several distingui.shed

politicians were present, he again insisted on the importance of

decorations, and .announced his intention to create an order like

those which existed in Europe. Cambaceres and Regnaud strongly

supported him, the latter refuting the objections of the republicans

by saying that the most democratic states had recognised such

institutions. On the 4th of May, Krcderer read to the Council of

State the proposal fur instituting the Legion of Honour. Bona-

parte explained the reasons and olijects of the proposal in an extem-

poraneous address which ended with these words:— "The Legion

of H'>nour will he the commencement of the reorgani-sation of

France." This amounted to a declaration that the work of reor-

ganisation was as yet unaccom|dished, and that the Legion of

Honour Would be the key-stone "f the arch that was wanted to give

it stability. General Matthew Dumas desired that the decoration

might be exclusively militarj- ; but the conqueror of Marengo replied

by insisting upon the importance of political, intellectual, .and

moral excellence with a degree of impressive force that silenced all

objections. At the next meeting of the council he was still more

eloquent and decisive. Yet the proposition narrowly escapeil being

adjourned. It was, however, adopted by the Tribunate and Legis-

lative Body in due course. Two years were to elapse hefoi e the

complete org.anisation of the order, .at the expiration of which

period it «,us hopjtl the finances of the state would be in a position

to endnv it with an ample in.' )ine. During these two years the

opponents of the plan had free scope for their objeations and

remarks. " Wait a little," said Bon.ap.arte ;
" those wlio sneer at

it to-day, will eagerly solicit it to-morrow. It will become the

object of ambition to all Europe.'J MoreaUj Madame De Stael, and

others, were liberal of tlieir sarcasm, and some had to undergo the

penalty of exile for their freedom of speech.

At length the diy arrive 1. Bonaparte was now no longer First

Consul, but cmper.ir and the m.aster of the world. On the 14th of

July, 1S04, at the very hour when the old constitution had fallen

with the walls of the Batille, fifteen years before, the new one I'ose

with the Ljgiou of Honour. As the 14ih fell on a Saturday, the cere-

mony was put oft" to the next day. It to jk place in the Chapel of the

Invalides, whore the ashes of the emperor now rest. After a grand

review, the emperor arrived on horseback at the Invalides, coming

through an innumerable crowd of eager observers. He ascended the

throne in the choir. In a gallery opposite were tlie Empress

Josephine and her daughter Hortense, who was aferwards married to

Louis Bonaparte. Beside.9 these, there were eighteen marshals •>{ the

empire, only four being away on the ficlil of battle. After mass had

been performed l>y Cardinal Caprar.a, and the gospel read, M. de

Laccpcde, of the In-titute, the Grand Chancellor of tiie Order, rose

from his seat. Napileon had resolved to honour inttllect by jdacing

him at the head of the Legion of Honour. Laccpcde pronounced

the inaugural discourse, and called over the names of the grand

officer.', who took the oath required by the statutes before the

throne. Then the emiieror delivered a speech such as none but he

could deliver, and, reading the oath to the legionaries, asked them

in a lou 1 voice whether t-!iey would take it. All, with one voice,

answered in the affirmative. Two large basins were brought, one

of gold, containing the gold crosses for the officers, and the other

of silver, containing t!ie silver crosses for the simple memliers.

The symbols and the device were the same for both classes : a

number of standards collected together, the efligy of Napoleon, and

the w.irds " Honour and Cjuntry, '' borrowed from the old monarchy.

M. de Sjgur, Q.-and Master of the Cere.uonies, took a cross of each

metal, and gave them to M. de Talleyrand Perigord, (Jraud Cham-

berlain ; he passed thein to Louis Bonaparte, Constable rf the

Empire, wlio placed them on the breast of Napoleon. At this

moment, three rounds of applause re-echoed through the building.

Then the distribution commenced. First came the members of. the

Institute, comprising all the most distinguished philosophers,

literary men, and artists of the day, and headed by Monge, the

very man who had previously ridiculed honorary distinctions as

mere playthings. After these, the military officers of high rank

received the new decorations at the li.ands of the emperor. A Te

Diuiii. by Lesueur, followed the distribution of the crosses; and in

the evening there was a concert at the Tuileries, a general illumi-

nation of the city, and a grand display of fireworks on the Pont Neuf.

But the army not having been able to be present at the Invalides,

Napoleon went to them at Boulogne, where a second file, equal in

splendour to the first, was celebrated. On the 16th of August, at

10 o'clock in the morning, the emperor, in the simple uniform of the

light horse, appeared in the camp on horseback, and took his seat

in the bronze chair by Dagoberc, which is still to be seen at the

Museum of Sovereigns. From this elevated position he commanded

a view of the h.irbour, the two camps, the batteries, the harbour

of Vimeux, aud the coasts of England. Salvos of artillery thundered

forth, and the crosses were placed in helmets and cuirasses. At

the sound of eighteen hundred drums, sixty thousand men began to

march, and the legion.aries, leaving their ranks, came one after the

other to receive the cross from the hand of the emperor.

Such was the origin, and such the inauguration, of the Legion of

Honour, an institutifui which no doubt contributed to the restoration

of order, and is still attended with important ndvantages. The

w,ant of some such honorary distinction — suitable for political,

literary, scientific, and artistic eminence, as well aa military .and

naval expliits—has long been felt in this country, and was pnin-

fullv evident at the close of the Gre.it Exhibition, when the Roral

Commissioners found it impossible to mark their sense of the valrfc

of services rendered by certain partTics, in a way at oncC appropfia^

and acceptable.
••.
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THE WILD BOAR,

Prom the testimony ot Fitz-Stephen, a muak of the time of Heury

the Second, it appears that the wilil boar was an inliabitant of the

forest which in his day covered the whole northeni part of the

county of Middlesex, approaching within a few miles of the gates of

London. Bnt the forest has disappeared long since (the ti'act of

"stags, bucks, boars, and wild bulls," the two last are not now

to be met with in any part of the British Islands, if we except the

few so-called wild bulls carefully preserved in Chillingham Park.

The wild boar, like his enemy the wolf, has long been totally

extinct in this country : for we are infurmed by Pennant, that though

THE WIIB BOAR.

wooded country known as Enfield Chase is supposed to be the only

vestige now remaining of it), and with it the game which no doubt

afforded the nobles of those days many an opportunity of indulging

in their favourite amusement of the chase. Of the wild animals

enumerated by Fitz-Stepheu as deuizeas of tie foi-est of Middlesex,

Charles the First endeavoured to introduce the breed by turning

some into the Kew Forest in Hampshire, they were destroyed diu-ing

tlie civil wars. Tho occurrence of the wild boar in different parts

of England is, however, proved by the laws made for his pro-

tection. Thus the laws of Howel the Good, Prince of AVales in the
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tenth ceutury, permitletl his grand himtsmaa tu chase this aiiiiiial

from the miiUlle of November to the Ijeginniug of Decenilicr ; auil

William the Conqueror, whose memory shoukl be heUl in tlie

highest reverence by all preserving squires, took the wild boar,

with the stag and the roebuck, under his especial protection, enact-

ing that any one found guilty of destroying one of thepe animals

should be punished with tiie loss of his eyes. Barbarous as this

certainly is, the modern penalty for killing a pheasant or a hare is

scarcely less hurtful to the individual, and decidedly more preju-

dicial to society.

On the continent of Knrope, however, the case is very dilferent

:

the wild boar still finds a home in the forests even of France and

Germany, and his pursuit is still one of the most exciting sports

of those onntries. His formidable weapons render the chase

of the wild b lar rather a dangerous occupation both for the hunts*

man and his dogs ; and the former is not unfrequently compelled by

the boldness of his chai-ge, which has obtained for him in Uermany

the appellation of " knight of the forest," to take refuge in tlic

branches of the neai'est tree

.

The cmine teeth of the bjar, which grow to a considerable

length in old anlmils, must be reckoned amongst the most dan-

gerous weapons to be met with in the animal world. Tlie upper

canines spring from a singular projection of the sides of the upper

jaw, aud, instead of taking a downward direction, as iu most

animals, grow upw.ards on each side of the snout. The lower

canines follow the same direction, and are applied to the sides of

the upper pair ; so that, by the constant friction of their surfaces,

both pairs of teeth ai-e worn to a sharp edge, and kept constantly

in the best possible condition for iuflicting a severe wound. Tins

apparatus is .applied with great force by a slight upward movement

of the powerful head and neck of the animal when witliiu reacli of

his foe; and when the boar is at bay, he will often, by taking a

single step forwai-ds, lay the foremost of the dogs dead at his feet.

Tliese weapons arrive at their full perfection when tlie animal is

about three years old, .ind, before this period, they .are said always

to remain in the company of the old ones for protection. As the

boar increases in age, his teeth gr.adually became more curved in

theii- form, so that the points are no longer available, and the

weapons become far less formidable ; and a boar of five or six years

old is said to lie by n-i means so dangerous as one of from three to

five years.

In their native forests, these animals collect into flocks, and,

when d.anger threatens, the well-.armed boars press forward to face

the enemy, often forming a circle, in the centre of which the

females aud young are placed, and in this position they defy the

attacks of their foe. The domestic hog is observed to retain the

same habit ; and a curious instance of the exercise of this instinct,

by some of the hiilf-wild hogs of Jamaica, is given by Mr. Gosse,

in his interesting book upon the natural history of that island. The

account is from the pen of Mr. Hill, of Spanish Town. Hesays: "The

best display of woodland instinct that I have witnessed was recently

exhibited in some young pigs of the blue breed, brought from the

commons aud forest-runs of a mountain-farm, and domiciled iu

town. Three of these country pigs, a boar and two sows, had

taken up with a black pig and some four young followers, evidently

town-born and Ijred. In tramping home, after feeding out, for the

night, some of the town dogs, of a good enough quality of the

hound .and terrier breed, set upon them. Instantly the country

hogs turned round, and coolly taking up their position in the angle

of a wall, put the black pig and four young ones withiu the comer

in their rear, and threw themselves before them The dogs

that came upon them, being reinforced by a troop from the several

yards round about, Ijecame a pack of twelve or fourteen in an

instant. Among these were some five small curs. The three blue

pigs were undaunted. They stood their ground with their faces to

their enemies, and though the dogs beset them with a determination

to light in earnest, they successfully kept oft" their assailants. .The

curs barked, and grabbed at thtm between the legs of the larger

dogs ; the larger dogs rushed at them six in a line together. The

young boar, with well-developed tusks, stood in the centre, and

steppmg every now aud then one pace forward, made his upward

rips at the dogs, and effectively struck them without receiving a

single touch himself."' .*

. - . ,

By means. ut his strong cartilaginous snout, the boar can readily

turn up the ground in search of roots, and he also uses it in fjrm-

ing a hollosv for his sleeping-place. This he lines witli grass and-

dead leaves ; aud this habitation, if we may credit every statement

we hear, sometimes presents a picture of connubial comfort such as

can hardly be credited in swinish life. It is s.aid that when the

boar has lain himself down for his night's repose, his partner covers

him over carefully with litter, and then creeping in under the same

shelter, the happy pair sleep cozily until morning. In some cases,

several of them firm a common sleeping-place, in which they lie

with their heads all directed tow.ards the centre.

The wild b^iar is of a black or blackish-gray colour, and is

thickly covered with stifi" bristles. In the pine forests of Germany

these, by continu.al rubbing against the stems of the trees, become

so completely agglutinated together with resinous m.atter as to form

a sort of slueld, which is said to be hard enough to resist a bullet.

In his fjrm, the wild boar generally ditters from his domesticated

relatives only in being more gannt and meagre, but his strength

and ferocity are much greater. His flesh is in the best condition

from October to the end of the year ; aud it is during this period

that he is hunted. He is usually pursued with dogs ; and as a

well-tusked boar seldom exhibits any great fear of his enemies.

but flies slowly, often turning rouud to threaten his .assailants, the

dogs cnipi'iyed iu hunting him require more strength and courage

th.an lineuess of scent ; in fact, independently of the danger to

which they would be expo.sed, good hounds would soon be entirely

spoilt for any other description of liunting if employed iu this sport.

Wild swine occur in all parts of the earth ; but the species appear

to be different in diflerent localities. The Indian v.ild boar appears

to be a distinct species from the European, .although very similar

in habits and appe.arauce ; aud the African species are distinguished

by a singular bony protuberance on each cheek, which may be seen

veiy distinctly in the fine boar of the Gamarooii Warthog

{Potainochai-iii priiicilla'its), now in the Gardens of the Zjological

Society in the Regent's Park.

The wild hogs of America, like the wild horses .and cattle of th.at

continent, owe their origin to individuals of the domesticated European

breeds, which have escaped from servitude, and resumed, with the

independent forest life, most of the habits of thtir Europeaa

ancestors. They are plentiful in the larger islands of the West

Indian Archipelago, and an interesting account of their h>abit9 will

be found in Mr. Gosse's " Naturalist's Sojourn in Jamaica," from

which we have already quoted.

THE EDD A.

About the ye.ar llOU, a native of Iceland, named So;mund Sigfuson,

anim.ated by a zealous desire to preserve the mythological, heroic,

and didactic poems wliich had been thus far handed down by oral

tradition, made that collection of them which is known as the Edda.

Most of these Runic poems are believed to have originated iu the

l>eriod between the commencement of the sixth and the close of the

eighth century ; .and the original language and rhyme were scrupu-

lously preserved by the collector. The verses are short, in lines of

six and eight syllables, and the style of alf of them is rude and

concise. The predominant subjects are the amours and rivalries of

the gods ; but the exploits of the heroes of ancient Germany and

Scandinavia are also recounted, and held up to admiration. There

exist two ancient manuscripts of this work, one of which is pre-

served at Ci>peidiagen, and the otlier at Upsal.

About a century later, the Icelandic chronicler, Snorro Sturleson,

composed a prose Edda, in wliich the Runic myths were accom-

panied by a commentary rebating the historical facts connected with

them, explained the allegories, aud developed the dogmas. To this

work, so valuable to the clncidation of the Scandinavian mythology

and traditions, arc appended the Sagas, or biographies of celebrated

wannorS, composed at different epochs, and full of curious details

of the marvellous adventures of the hardy and daring pirates of the

North.

The subject of the first poem in the Edda of Sigfuson is "The

Vision of Vaha," an inspired priestess, who relates, in vigorous and

stirring rhymes, the creation of the universe, and the causes and

manner of its destruction and renewal. It_ is interesting to trace.
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tbe resemblance which erista between this Runic cosmogony and

tiiose of Uesiod and Zoroaster, as set forth in the Theogonia and the

Zoudavesta, and between ;ill these and the Genesis of Moses. In

the beginning, we are informed, there existed only chaos, typified

by the giant Ymer ; the gods created the earth, and seeing that it

was sterile and desolate, spread over it the starry firmament,

placing the sun in the centre, to^shine above the mountains and

warm the earth into verdure. Then they made Ask and Eraljla,

the parents of the human race, and assembled in the plain of Ida

to forge the metals, and fabricate therefrom imiilcmcnts for their

use. We have also the alleyry o{ the tree of life, abuve whose

spreading l)ranehe3 a luminous cloud continually hung ; and the

ajipearance of the Kornes, three august virgins, the Fates of tlio

Runic mythology, whose names are Urdu, Verdandi, and iSkulda.

A race of dwarfs appear on the scene, whose chiefs aie Mod-

s'guir and Durin, the representatives of the active and pas.sive

]a-inciples in nature. These pigmies are the genii of the winds, the

torrents, the cascades, the clouds, antl the glaciers; they are also

tlie forces which give verdure to the foliage of tlie forest and the

herbage of the plain, and to the flowers their colour and perfume.

The Greek im.igination did not more completely people the earth

and ocean with supernatural firms.

The peace of the infiint world is liroken by the murder of Balder,

son of Odin, by his brother Iloder, whose sad fate causes the earth

to mourn, and Freya (the mount to withdraw her light. Vali

avenges the death of Balder ; and Lok, the evil genius of the world,

the tempter to the crime, is bound upon a bed of tiro. There, in

the realms of torment, a dark flood rolls its fetid waters, to which

are consigned perjurers, murderers, and adulterers. There the dog

Garm howls frightful discord, and the untamed wolf Freki rattles

his chain. But in the gardens of the blessed, the sound of the

harp is heard, the woods are melodious with the song of birds, and

tlie heroes are .awakened by Fialar, the cock of the shining plum.'ige,

to their daily banquet and mimic tight.

The earth becomes filled with corruption and bloodslied; the brother

tails by the hand of a brother ; liostile armies crimson with blood

the green of earth's carpet ; cruelty and impurity are universally

practised. Signs are seen which portend the end of the world : the

tranches of the tree of life are strangely agitated, and the luminous

cloud dis.appears. The lotes, the enemies of the gods, take

courage ; Lok is on their side, and with them comes the wolf Freki

and the black dragon Nidhogit. Swords of tire are their weapons.

The mountains tremble, and the genii of the earth retire into the

recesses of their sacred caverns. After a terrific battle, the gods

ivre overcome by the guints ; and then comes the triumph of evil

and the destruction of the world. The lights of the- firmament are

extinguished, the eju'th sinks beneath the wav.es of the storniy

ocean, and darkness and silence reign supreme over all. This

state of things does not, however, continue always ; a new earth

rises from the sea, the heavenly Iwdies again shine forth from the

darkness, the gods return to life, and the reign of peace and virtue

commences, uudor the laws of Forsete, the god of justice, and son

of Balder.

The reliL^ious system of tlie Scandinavian nations of antiquity is

abundantly displayed in the various ballads of the poetic Edihi

which fllow the remarkable Vision of Vala. In the song or poem

of Vafthrudner we have a trial of knowledge between Odiu. and a

giant, each striving to give the best explanation of the marvels of

creation. The song of Grimner is a description of the twelve

celestial abodes. In that of Alvis a wise dwarf enumerates to

Thor the various orders of beings, in the language of the goils and

the lotes, the dwarfs and mankind ; the enumeration is supposed to

typify the dift'erent nations that succeeiled each other on tiie Scan-

dinavian soil. These are followed by three poems on the explnits

of Thor, two on the death of Balder, one on the amours of Freya,

and two on the geucalovy of tlie kings. The series is closed by the

remarkable poem called tlie Banquet of Egir, the deity who presides

over the ocean, in which Lok, who is the impersonation of irony

ami malice, rallies the assembled gods, and lolds up to ridicule the

sacred mysteries.

From these ancient Runic poems has been gathered all that is

known of the Scandinavian mythology, which may be thus summed

up. An invisible and eternal spirit, called Alfader, the universal

parent, ruled fiom the beginning the jiriuciples which, in combina-

tion, produced the world. A pestilenti.nl vajiour, first condensed by

the cold of Nefelheim (the North Pole) into an enormous mass of

ice, was afterwards 'thawed by the heat of Muspelheim (the South

Pole), and became the giant Ymer, who, during a profound sleep,

gave birth to Hrymur; the demon of frost and progenitor oi the loti s,

and Surtur, the demon of fire. One of the gigantic race of the

lotcs, named Bor, by his marriage with the giantess Belsta, lecome

the father of Odin '(life), Hei ir (light), tnd Lodef (heat), who

attacked Ymer and destroyed him. His difmcmlertd body pro-

ductd the elements : his fltsU became the tarth, his blood the water,

his bones the mountains, his hair the plants, his brains the clouds,

and his eyes the celestial luminaries. ,
In the centre of the earth rose

Ygdrasil, [\he tree of life, whose toynoht boughs reached the

heavens.

TOURINd IN IRELAND IN 1854,

Resumtxi; our rambles at the point from which we took leave of

the reader in our last article, namely, at Crookhaven, we now
present* him with a sketch of that most picturesquely situated

little town, the focus, or at least the future focus, of wliat promises

to I e the scene of vast mining industrial enterprise in this part of

Ireland, as it would have been long before this, but fir untoward

circumstances, now happily fast passing away, which have hitherto

retarded the prosperity of the interesting portion of the empire we
are at present speaking of.

Reverting again to the main road, on the way to Killarney, and

between Crookstown and Gougane Barra, we come to the spot

indicated in the first of the annexed smaller illustrations.

Inchigeela is about twenty-four miles distant from Bandon,

possessing a church, parsonage, chapel, police-barraok, an inn, and

several neat whitewashed houses. Here we again obtain a view of

the river L;e, which runs close by the village. After quitting

Inchigeela, a short and pretty drive brings us in sight of the Lakes,

abjut three miles in 'ength. Here the Lee expands itself inti abroad

sheet of water, and thr^e continuous lakes present in tlieir entire

course a diversified series of the most animated scenery, dotted with

little islands. The road along the side of the lakes is very btau-

tiful, and' winds round the northern margin of the shore, from

which point the best view is Gougane.

Quitting the northern shore of the Kike, wo fcillow the course of

the Lee, and enter a lonely valley, encompassed with mountains,

and after a few miles' ride arrive at the. village of Ballingeary, or

"the Place of the Wilderness," thirty miles distant from Bandon,

and within four miles of the source of the river Lee. A spaci.ius

chapel, a national school-house, a road-side inn, and some few-

houses, constitute the village, from the bridge of which is seen a

wild moory glen through which fliiws the Ballingeary stream, wind-

ing down the valley, and emptying itself noiseles.sly into the Lee.

A rude and ancient church stands upon an eminence, about a mile

up tlie glen, and several antiquated buildings are observable in

the vicinity. A few miles further on we approach Gougane,

through a narrow road, situated at the base of a steep mountain,

presenting the appearance of a craggy wilderness, and arrive at the

head of Keimaneigh Pass, within a short mile of the Holy Lake of

(iougane Barra, situated at the bottom of a circular chain of moun-

tains, wild in the aspect of its surrounding scenery ; but the tourist can

firm no conception of the scene of lovely loneliness till he contem-

plates it within its perfect amphitheatre of rugged hills. A short

curve in the pathn;ay at once displays tJie whole scene to view

;

and a more comjilete picture of wild desolation or majestic moun-

tain grandeur it is impossible to conceive. The small island,

whence iis sacredness, is nearly midway in the lake ; and on thfe

island are a group of gracefnl ash trees, and the ruins of a chapel,

the hermitage of Saint Finnilar of the Silver L'.eks, before he
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journeyed to found his great danroh at Cork. The well here was

supposed to be consecrated ; and there was a great hi-annual

pilgrimage of peasants, who had faith in the power of the water to

Should the tourist have an opportunity, we would advise him

to ascend the top of the mountain which overlooks the Lake of

Gougane, and which is accessible, although with muuh toil and

CROOKHATEN HABBOCK. - -KRAW.N BY MABONr.

care all diseases, both ol man and beast. The lake of Gougane

covers five hundred acres. Its waters are generally placid, and in

their still depths the giant hills= around are reflected. Proceeding

difliculty, in the summer season. The summit is a mass of black

rock, in the form of a druid's altar, from which a magnificent view

of Bantry Bay is obtained ; the Killarney, Glengarifli', and Bere-

l.VCUICEELA CASILE, ON THE BOAl< TO BANTRY BY (tOUGANE "BAHHA.—BRAWN 8V MAEOKY.

along a causeway, we are brought to the little verdant islet, where haven mountains are also seen to great advantage ; while under-
numerous small fountains gush out in tiny streams, the source of neath, the Pass of Keimaneigh, and the surrounding scenery of

the " silver Lee." 'Gougane, form a glorious landscape. Returning from this lonely
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scene, we re-enter the main road ; and ft hearty hmohoon having

been disposed of at the refreshment-room provided there, and a ohanse

of horses effected, we start again, and soun arrive at the celebrated

Pass 01 Keimaneigh, tliirty-four niile^ from Baudoa. Mr. John

Windele, in liis "South of Ireland," speakin? of Keimaneish Pa5f<,

paring realities, sometimes giving form and substance to airy

nothings."

On arriving at the end of the pass, a beautiful view of Bantrj-Bay

opens befire us ; and presently we approach the waters of the

Atlantic Ocean. Wcnling our way round the liead of this

HKE.S OF ISCI!IIJKEI..\.—DK.WrN BY JHUOiV

>i_

observes :
" Nothing in mountain scenery of glen, or dell, or defile,

can well equal this gloomy pass. The separation of the moiint.lin

ground at either side is only just sufficient to afford room for a

road of moderate breadth, with a rugged channel at one side for

the water, which, in the winter season, rushes down from the high

grounds, and meeting here, hastens onward to pr.y the first tribute

splendid harbour by an excellent and picturesque road, we enter the

enchanting valley of Glengariff, fifty-thr<-'e miles from Bandon.

It is of this ravishing spjt that the cynic, Mr. Michael Angelo

Titmarsh, throwing aside for once his captiousness, exclaims

—

' Were snch a bay lying upon English shores, it would be a world's

wonder
;
perhaps if it were on the Mediterranean or the Baltic,

PAS? OF KEIMANEIOn.—PRAWN BT MAHONT.

Ottered to the Lee. A romantic or creative imagination would here
find a grand and extensive field for the exercise of its powers ; every
turn of the road brings us to Sdme new appearance of the abrupt
and shattered walls, which at either side rise up darkling to a
great height, and the mind is coatinually occupied with the quick
succession and change of object* so interesting, resolving and corn-

English travellers wsuUl (lock to it in hundreds. Why not come

and see it in Ireland >. It is less than a day's journey from London,

and lies in a country far more strange to most travellers than

France or Germany can be. The best view of this exquisite scene

—the charm of a soft climate enhancing every other—is obtained

from the height of the hilly road leading to Killamey, and at the
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foot of wliich is a prettj' cottage, prefeiTcd as a residence for inauy

years by Lord Bautry to the stately mansion at Bantry. The sum-

mit of tliis hill, wliich is in fact within a private demesne, may he

attained if the tourist will make up his mind for a fatiguing walk
;

but the result will amply reward him."

Not long since there existed at Glengariff only a single hotel,

and even that v.-as an indiflerent one. But now that her most

gracious Jlajesty's visit has made an Irish tour the fashion, visitors

will find in the very centre of the fairy solitudes of this "rugged-

glen" (for such is the literal translation of "Glengariff"), not an

ill-furnished and uninviting \vaysiAe posadu, but a splendid caravan-

sary on the most camprehensive and elaborate metropolitan scale,

cliarges excepted ; for in this respect, Mr. Roche, the landlord, is

fortunately not ambitious of rivalling the Babylonian Bi.nifaces ;
and

tbe same may with truth be said of his diligent and well-catering

neighbour, the proprietor of Eccles' most admirable hot'jl. By bo.at

Glengariff is seen to the fullest advantage. Having taken a general

view of the delightful ampliitheatre surrounding Eoche's Hot^d, we

proceed to Cromwcirs Bridge, passing Garnish and Br.indy Islands,

and enter the limpid waters of the Glengariff river.

SELF-DENIAL;
OE,

PASSAGES OF A LIPE.
BV A WAYFAKSR.

II.

The place was a regular London lodging-house, and not of a very higli

character. There were several bell-handles outside, and inside there

was no carpet on the stairs, while all had a dingy appearance that

spoke of poor owners and poor lodgers. I was surprised. I had

expected to find Charles almost in affluence, and had been half

ashamed to present myself before him. I feared to excite his pity,

and my pride revolted at the very thought. Now I knew not what

to think.

I Icnocked. A quiet, almost timid voice bade me enter.7 I opened

the door and found myself in a garret. It was very scantily fur-

nished. There was a bed of very unpromising appearance, a rickety

chest of drawers, a small table covered with books near the window,

at which sat a tall, pale, almost cadaverous-looking youth.

"Ogilvy," said I hurriedly, "can this be you ?"

" Ted " he replied, rising, and a faint blush crossing his handsome

face, "I may ask you the same question—^joUy Edward Markham,

dust-worn and weai'y, why"

—

"Charles," I cried, shaking his hand heartily "I have run away

from home. Let me sit down."

"Run away from home !" he cried, almost with a shriek.

" Edward, my dear boy, you must be mad !"

' ' Hush," I replied ;

'
' hear my story first. But I am liungi-y and

thii-sty."

A burning blu.sh suffused his feature.s, and he covered his face

with hislian<ls. I heard him soh. I was alarmed, though the true

reason did not strike me.

"Charles, what is the matter ?" I cried, seizing his hand ; "speak

to me. Are you ill ?

"

"Edward," he replied, in a faint and choking voice, "I am a

wretch. You come to me hungry and thirsty, and I cannot even

offer you a crust of bread. / liave not taken food for two dai/s."

I thrust my hand into my pocket and pulled out a sovereign, with

which I was about frantically to leave the room.

"Stop," said Charles, firmly ;
" I cannot be exposed here. Listen

to me quietly. I have been out to dinner both to-day and yesterday,

at least so they think. I would die rather than they should sus-

pect, especially Edith. Let me manage. I will order tea, and

request that cold meat may be provided, as you have come off a long

journey. Don't be alarmed. An hour more or less will do me no

harm."

In his quiet, gentle way, he took the sovereign from me and rang

liis bell. I thought it was answered with an alacrity which was

scarcely to be expected under the circumstances. The young per-

son who had opened the door apijeared, as if by magic, and asked

if we wanted anything.

" My dear Miss Ellis," said Charles, gently rising with .1 respect

and tenderness of manner which struck me more afterwards th;inat

the moment, "this is a schoolfellow and friend ; he has just come

off a long journey, and is very hungry. If you will be kind enough

to let him hare some tea and ham and eggs, or something, I should

feel very much obliged."

As he finished, he held the sovereign out to the young person, who

looked extremely surprised and then blushed violently.

"Tea, ham and eggs for two, I suppose," she said in a half- timid,

half-cheerful tone.

"Edith," said a shrill voice from below, "what are you doing all

this time np stairs, there ? Johnny has fallen down, and first floor

want their tea."

"Johnnymustpickhimselfup, and first floor must wait fur their

tea," replied the young lady, rather pertly. I speak of the impres-

sions of the moment. Charles meanwhile stammered out something

about having just dined, to which Miss Edith paid no attention.

" Is she nut an angel ?" he said, when she left the room.

" Very charming person, but slovenly in her dress," I said, but

unfortunately before she had quite shut the door. Poor Eilith !

I had no intention to hurt her feelings.

"My dear Edward," exclaimed Charles, "that girl's a perfect

slave. Her father and mother have no pity on her. They presume

on her good nature, and though she is far above them, yet has to do

half the work of the house. They are not bad people, but they are

poor and unhappy. The husband drinks, and the wife scolds.

But now, Edward, for your story." I told it in a few brief words,

and then asked for his.

" You are in a very false and diflicult position, my dear

Edward," he said; "but mine is worse at present. You know

that my mother has been left a widow, with two girls and one son.

To give that son an education, my mother has gone to Wales to

live. Out of £200 a-year she allows me iSO : it is enough for a

student. I have been six months in London. I had the £iO in a

lump. I spent it madly, wickedly, in the first four months ; since

then I have starved. I owe two months' rent, and six weeks'

breakfasts and teas—on these meals I lived for that time. That is

refused me now ; and but for Edith I should be expelled. She has

stood my friend, and when the father—a gentleman when he likes—

wished to turn me out, indignantly remonstrated. They have nov.'

agreed, after inquiry, to wait six months for their rent—three

shillings a-week. But living is another question : for six months I

shall not have a penny."

I listened with perfect awe ; I could not restrain a shudder. I

saw before me a dark and gloomy vista. For some minutes I was

silent,

" Could you not get five pounds of your mother?" I said timidly.

"No; it would tell the tr\ith. I would rather die than expose

my weakness. I must work ; I am promised some copying. Half

the day I must study—half the d.ay slave for a law stationer."

"But, Charles, I have another sovereign," I said, producing it.

" I could sleep capitally close .-".gainst the wall. Take ik"

"Edward,'" exclaimed my old schoolfellow, taking my hand,

"for the present I accept your offer; it will enable me to do a

heavy job of copying ; that finished, I can pay you. But let me

decide the fate of this coin. We had better pay Mrs. Ellis four

weeks' rent; otherwise she may object to your sleeping here."

"Just as you like," said I; "and now, Charles, I .am installe

here, and must work for my living. You know my hand : you

continue your studies—I will do the copying."

After some hesitation, he consented. It was lucky he did ;
his

hand was totally unfit for the work, while mine was admirably

suited. I was so delighted at this arrangement that I became

quite jovial. Suddenly I rose.

"Bravo!" I said, opening the door— I h.ad while t.alking

brushed my clothes and hair, and otherwise adorned my person

—

" here comes the tea."

Miss Ellis entered, preceding the Irish girl, who carried the tray.

I almost st.arted as I noticed how neat, almost eleg.ant, was her

appear.ance. I had caught her hard at work. She smiled, I

thought, maliciously, and I then guessed that my observation had

been overheard. I had no time, however, to think much of the

matter, so eager was I to attack the smoking riands.

The cloth was laid, the tea was placed on the table, the tempting
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food was ready, a couple of ijlatos and knives and furks were ou

.aeli side, ready for appetites as ravenous as tliose of any of

Homer's heroes ; and yet Miss Ellis did not go. " She allowpd the

^•irl to retire before she said a word.

"Here is your change, Mr. Ogilvy," she began. "Shall I make

tea for you—you men are so very helpless?" slie continue<I, with a

smile of such exceeding sweetness I was quite angry witli myself.

Charles stammered and blushed, and handed a chair, which Misa

Ellis took, anil began quietly to pour out the tea. Luckily for

iigilvy, it was necessary for him to eat slowly, so that the nature

uf hi.s appetite was not apparent. I kept a-ssisting him to more,

however, and could see a change come visibly over his face. There

crept a faint colour over his pallid countenance. Ills eyes looked less

wililly bright, and when the warm .and genial tea followed, he

seemed an altered being. His voice became more natural, his

spirits rose buoyant and glad, and he talked witli extreme

animation.

I noticed the difference between us before h.alf an hour. He was

poetical in his conversation ; his sentences flowed from the heart,

as from a well-digested book. There was a brilliant Hood of

eloquence .about him, but at times he was a little mystical. I was

more ordinary in my talk, told a good story, made Miss Ellis laugh,

and was always plain and comprehensible. Miss Edith said little,

liut listened attentively. She gave her undivided attention to the

one speaking. At last we spoke of business. Then the young

lady w;vs indeed eloquent. She accepted me as a lodger witliout

hesitation, and undertook, with the twelve shillings in her haml,

to secure the consent of her parents.

And thus it was I became an inmate of the house in street.

Strand. The work came in the next day, and I sat down to it

with energy and courage. I was delighted to be able to do some-

thing tisel'ul. We lived, after the famous tea, which was a well-

remembered date, most economically. We bought a few neces.saries,

and nothing more. All our meals were tiiken at home, and, as no

one but Miss Edith ever came to our room, the secret of our poverty

was pretty well concealed.

F.or a month I contrived, through Ogiivy, to earn ten shillings a

week, and then the supply of writing stopped, and in a few days

v.-e were reduced to our last shilling. We "^pent it in oatmeal and

made poiTidge. I was now at work on a tale intended for a

liopular periodical. Charles approved of it. I read it him page

by page as it was written, and he believed it certain of acceptance.

I sent it with the usual polite note, and intimated my intention of

calling for a reply. I did bo at the end of a week. The editor

was out of town.

I wandered slowly along the Strand after my visit to street,

.-.ud scarcely durst go home. I knew not what to do. Charles

had gone out, I believe having bent his proud spirit to ask a

fivour of an acquaintance. If he failed, our position was desperate.

At last, however, becoming faint and exhausted, I went home.

The door was opened by Mrs. Ellis, once a pretty woman, sadly

altered by care and trouble. She left the door half open and went

away muttering something. I closed the door behind me and

walked up stairs. Charles was at home, and I saw by his face

that something extraordinary had happened.

" Edward," he exclaimed, "I have a letter from your mother."

"My mother," I faltered.

"She writes to me, begging for news. She is sure I must have

lie:ird of you. Your father is very angi-y, but sAe sends ijoa five

pounds!"

I s.ank ou a chair. She would never have done that without my
father's consent. I almost felt angry, but soon recovered myself.

I then bade Charles wTite and say he had seen me, that I was
at work, hoped all were well, and promised to see them wlien my
position was more defined and settled. Charles shook his head

and agreed.

" I hoped you would relent and go home," he said ; "so I kept

some other news back. I call;d on S , but had not courage to

ask him for money ; so I spoke of you. S edits a paper of no

Rreat circul.ation or influence. They have no books sent to them
for review. But they must have criticisms. If you like to get a
new book or two from the library, S will give you fen shillings

a-week for a couple of columns."

I accepted readily, and rang the bell. Miss Edith appeared as

usual. I begged her to let us have dinner at home for once, and

to give her mother one pound. The kind-hearted girl smiled, and

at that moment Charles stammered out something about a ticket

for Drury-lane, if wo liked to go. I am sure he would have given

the five pounds that constittited our worldly wealth, to have gone

himself with her. At least I knew so since, but he was so diflident,

and at the same time so generous, ho could not say so. We accord-

ingly accepted, and Edith having gained her mother's consent, the

more readily that the one pound was an unexpected pleasure, wc
started. My costume was not very brilliant, but my young friend

appeared not to know the fact. S!ie herself was as charming as

innocence, youth, and beauty could make her. I have not the

slightest recollection of what we saw. I only know that we talked

much and pleasantly, that Edith was delightful, full of spirits and

animation, and showed a singular good sense, which quite warmed
me iuto admiration.

I felt it, I Nvas certain of it ; that niglit, as I lay down tipon

my pillow, I knew that I was in love with Edith Ellis, and that I

would sacrifice everything to win her for my wife. And yet, though

the discovery came upon me like an electric shock, I kept it to

myself. I did not say a word about it to Charles. I was neces-

sarily timid over tliis my first love atfair. But, dear Charles, my
friend and benefactor, was there no dim suspicion of the truth, to

keep my lips so still ?

Next day I began my new editoj'ial duties. I was not very well

"up" h\ my subject, but I borrowed a weekly review of hi"li

character, and studied its columns with assiduity. I had received

too good an education not to write correctly, and thus began my
career as an author. I gave satisfaction, and supplying an occasional

article had my salary raised to fifteen shillings a-week. This

continued for about two montln:, when an event occurred of immense
importance to me. I was in the habit, .the first week in every

mouth, of "going to a cotlee-house, and there perusing the magazines •

after which I served up to the readers of the "Weekly Slasher "

a couple of columns of comment. Imagine my surprise and delight

when, turning over the pages of the " Magazine," I fi.unrl

my own tale in print.

A young mother gazing on her fir.st child, a penniless va^abimd

coming into a rich estate, a reprieved criminal, have all. their own
peculiar sensations; but the young author who sees himself in

print for the first time, is elated beyond all power of description.

Pride, surprise, a long and brilliant future, fame, a rosy dream of

rapture, fill his heart. He would fain rush upon a stran"er, show
him the awful page, and cry, in tones of exultation, "That is

mm^—mi) article—my tale 1" I thought everybody was looking at

me in the coirce-hotise, and I could not remain there. I rushed

out, bought a magazine, and flew home. I was in a state of

mind bordering on madness.

Charles was nut at home, but Edith was .'etting the room to-

rights. I know not what possessed me —I kissed that angelic girl.

Miss Ellis pushed mo away, half angry, half laughing. She saw

that something had happened. I showed her the tale ; it had my
name to it. Have I not said, " What mighty e;uises spring froi.i

trifles!"

"Miss Edith," .s.aid I boldly, "I am certain to succeed now.

I have an opening ; the thin end of the wedge is in. I may now
speak frankly. I love you with all my heart and soul. I have

only, by-the-by, the home of a poor and struggling author to ofl'er

you. But nothing can stop me. If you, dearest Edith, will cheer

my path with your bright smile, I shall shrink from no labour, no

amount of work—I must prosper. Say, Edith, will you be mine?"

She made no reply. I fell on my knees ; I talked nonsense—

I

talked sensibly ; I was cool—I was calm : still no reply. I became

incoherent.

" Edward," said she, sobbing, " you are an excellent young

man, industrious, and full of self-denial. When you can give me

a home, and Charles is comfortable, I will be your wife."

Before I had time to reply, I caught sight of Charles Ogiivy.

He was leaning against the door-post ; his face was deadly pale

;

his eyes were wild. We started like two guilty creatures.

"And have I nurse<l a serpent in my bosom?" he said, in a

tone of agony and reproach I never shall forget.
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TAriER MACIIE CHAIR.

OnR French neighbours claim the lionour of being the original

inTentors of the papier maelie. In Paris the maniifacture of the

article is carried on very extensively ; hut far heyond the articles

produced at Paris—articles both of utility and ornament— stand

those of our own Birmingham manufacturers.

The old metho<l of manufacturing papier mache is as follows :

—The paper for use is gray in colour, hut similar iu texture to

fm-med article is takeu from the mould, the several parts are planed,

filed, and trimmed, so as to be quite correct and level. The process

of storing tlien follows ; after which the varnish is laid on, and brought

to a smooth, hard, brilliant surface. The article is then coated with

several layer.^ of shelMac varnish, coloured, which, after being

hardened, are scraped quite level. The diflerent vamishings and

smoothings are carried on for a period varying from twelve to eighteen

PAPIER MACHE CHAIB.

ordinary blotting paper. Prior to using it, the paper is well

saturated witii tlour and glue mixed with water, in about equal

proportions, and is then laid on the mould of the article intended

to be produced. These moulds are of iron, brass, or copper. The

mould, coated with the first layer of paper, is then dried fur twelve

hours. A careful smoothing by a file follows, after which another

deposit of paper is made. The processes of drying and smoothing are

successively repeat«d with each additional layer of paper, until the

article assumes the requ'red strength and thickness. When the newly-

days, according to the jjui-pose for which the article is required. The

exquisite surface is produced by manual polishing with rotten stone

and oil; but the finish is obtained by the process of handling alone.

Various alterations and improvements have been made from

time to time in the manufacture of papier machc ;
and sometimes

the paper is reduced to pulp, cast into the form required, and then

rendered compact and solid.

The specimen which we present is of a chair in papier rnach^ ;

the grace and elegance of the design deserve especial attention.
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BENVENUTO CELLINI.

Im tlie last year of tlie fifteentli century, in the city of Flnrenee, was

born one of the most talenteil and skilful aiiists in metal whieh

that or any subsequent age has proilucod. We allude to Benveuuto

l/cUini, the son of a citizen of the Florentine republic, who was him-

self an admirable carver in ivory, a maker of musical instruments,

and a good musician. So much was ho attached to music, that he

both to leave Florence. Benveimto repaired to Sienna, wliere he

worked for some months with a goldsmith named Oastoro ; and

afterwards went to Bologna, where he got employment from a .lew,

and earned a great deal of money, as he tells us himself in his auto-

liiograpky. Six months afterwards he olitained jiermission to return

to Florence, hut having an altercation with liis father, he once

STATri: or VF.p,sr.r~. a>ii other works of cei.t.ini.

neglected his avoc.ition, and would have m.ade Benvenuto a flute-

player, but the youth m.anifested an early taste fur the art of design,

anil at the age of fifteen placed himself, contrary to his father's wish,

with a goldsmitli named Sandro.

He had alrea<ly become a skilful workman, when an affray in

which he and his brother, a youth of fourteen, who waj in the

military school of Giovanni de Medici, were engaged, compelled them

Vol. III., N. s.—97.

more left home, and proceeded to Pisa. There he m.ade gi-cat pro-

gress in the goldsmith's art, and renmined nearly a year, at the

expiration of which he returned to Florence, and was laid up two

months with fever. Having recovered his health, he worked under

S.andro again, and made the acquaintance of Tonigiano, the designer

of Henry VII. 's chapel, in Westminster Abbey, who offered him

employment, but he was unwilling to leave Italy. " At this time,"
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siivs lio "I la-oilu.'tHl a imve of biissn-relicvo in silver, aljout as Ijij;

lis" the liaud of a little cMld ; it served for the clasp of ii mau's belt,

clasps of that size being then in use. Upon it was carved a group

of foliages, made in the antique taste, with several figures of youtlis

and other beautiful grotesques. This piece of work I made in the

shop of a person named Francisco Salimheni; and, upon its coming

under the inspection of the Goldsmith's Company, I acquired the

reputation of the moat expert young man in the trade."

In his nineteenth year he again left home privately, accompanied

by a youth of his own age, and proceeded to Rome, where he

obtained employment under a goldsmith named Firenzuola, imme-

ili:itely .after his .arriv.al in tlie city. Al the expiration of two years,

li.' returned to Florence, at the request of his father, and again

worked under Palimbeni, with whom he gained a genteel snbsis-

lence, taking great pains to become perfect in his art. It is evicloiit

from his actions and his own admissions, that Cellini w.as a man of

n very hot temper, vain of his .acquirements, and of a res'ilesa

disposition. In doing honour to the skjU of the artist, we must not

eouceal the failings of the man. He had at this time a quarrel with

a young uian namt-i Guascunti, whom he stunned with a blow of

his fist, and was sentenced Ijy the Council of Eight to give four

bushels of meal to a community of poor monks. Irritated more

than ever, he made a furious attack on Guasconti and his relations,

slightly wounded the former with a dagger, and with difficulty

made liis escape from the city, in the disguise of a friar.

He proceeded to Dome, wiiere he at first worked for a goldsmith

named Sauti, but having gained a high reputation for talent and

skill by setting some valuable diamonds for a lady, and making

a larae silver vase for the Bishop of Salamanca, he established him-

self in business, and was patronised by Pope Clement and several

, if the oardinals. He passed his leisure in making dr.awings after

Haft'aelle and Michael Angelo, and also of the .antiquities of the city;

and dm-ing the prevalence of the plagne in Rome, he passed much

cif his time in shooting ivild pigeons among the ruins of the Coliseum

and tlie Forum, and sometimes made excursions into the country.

After the disappearance of the plague, he seems to have lived a

r.ithirt- gay and dissolute kind of life, and the candonr with which ho

records his immov.alities shows howlaxwei'e the morals and manners

uf the age.

When Rome was menaced liy tlie Imperialists In 1527, Cellini

raised a liand of fifty men for the defence of the city, and went

with three of them to the Campo Santo, where- the Duke of Bourbon

was leading the enemy to the assault. He thus relates the incident

which has made his name famous in history:— "Levelling my

arquebuse where I saw the thickest crowd of the enemy, I discharged

it with a deliberate aim at a person who seemed to be lifted above

the rest; but the mist prevented me from distinguishing whether

lie was on liorseback or on foot. Then, tiu-ning suddenly about to

Alessandro and Cecchino, I bade them fire off their pieces, and

showed them how to escape every shot of the besiegers. Plaving

accordingly fii-ed twice for the enemy's once, I cautiously aiJin-oached

the w.alls, and perceived that there was an extraordinary confusion

among the assailants, occasioned by our having shot the Duke of

Bourbon ; he was, as I understood afterwards, that chief personage

whom I saw raised above the rest." t!ellini and his brave com-

panions regained the walls with some difficulty ; and the former,

having reached the ramparts of St. Angelo, found the gunners

deserting their posts; "which vexed me to such a degree," lie

says, " that I took one of the matches, and getting some people to

assist me, I directed the fire of the artillery where I saw occasion,

uud killed a considerable number of the enemy." The Imperialists

n ere novi entering the city, through which they spread terror and

ilesolation. Cellmi itefended the eastle by his own exertions until

the evening, when Santa Croce was appointed to the command by

J'ojie Clement, and posted him with five guns on the highest i)art

(if the fortress.

The castle was besiegeil from the 6th of May to the .5th of June,

during which time slaughter and desolation, with every frightful

accompaniment, devastated the city. Dui-ing all this time, Cellini

kept up a harassing fire on the Imperialists, and contriliuted

much to the prolongation of the siege. When submission became

inevitable, the pope, before flying to Or%'ietto, employed Cellini to

remove his jewels from their settings, .and melt down the gold. A

few days afterwards the castle w.as surrendered, .ami IJie artist

returned to Florence. Though he succeeded iu compromLsing with

the magistrates the atfair which had caused hun to fly from his

native city, he remained there only a short time, and then set out

for Mantua. There he only remained four months, during which

time he made a silver ornament for the duke and a signet ring for

Cardinal Gonzaga. His restlessness led him to return to Florence,

where his father had died of the plague during his absence ; and in

,tli,at./!ity he now resided some time, and was much employed by

the Florentine aristocracy in setting jewels. At this time he made

the acquaintance of Michael Angelo, uf ^^hom he speaks in terms of

the highest praise.

Being informed that P"pe Clement was desirous of employing

him, Cellini again rejiaired to Rome, where he received a. com-

mission for a button for the ])ontifical cope; and executed it so

much to the pope's s.atisfaction, that, besides being liberally

remunerated, he was appointed to the lucrative post of stam])-

master to the mint. His brother Fraueesco was killed .about this

time in an afl'ray near Rome ; and the incident aflxirds a picture of

the lawlessness of the times, and the ease with which crimes were

compromised by those who had m'mey or influence to protect them.

Cellini ascertfiined the name of the soldier by whom his brother

had been shot, and attacking him in the street, wounded him in

two places, and left him for dead. Yet no judicial inquiiy was

made, and Cellini, after concealing himself for a few days, showed

himself at the V.atieau again without being rebuked, and went

about his accustomed avocatious.

In 1531 Cellini was appointed one of the papal maee-bearers, an

office which he held four years, and which added above two

hundred crowns to his annual income. His holiness had promised

him more lucrative prefei-ment, but was often displeased by Cellini's

proud and independent bearing; and when the seal-oflice was

vacant, he oouferred it on Sebastian del Piombo, the eminent

painter. Partly through annoyance at this preference. It seems,

and partly on account of some rough treatment he experienced

from Cardinal S.-dviati, whom the pope had appointed his leg.ate

during a visit he made in 15."?2 to Bologna, Cellini delayed finishing

a gold chalice, for which he had made a beautiful design. The

warmth with which the pope reprimanded him on his return .still

further irritated the artist, and the chalice remained unfinished,

Cellini declaring that he could not pi-oceed without more gold, and

liis holiness refusing to supply him with it. At this time a gold-

smith named Tobbia, who had been condemned to death for coining,

was reprieved by Cardinal Salviati, and recommended by him to

the pope, who gave him a commi.ssion which Cellini had expected

himself. Shortly afterwards, in consequence of the calumnies of a

riv.al artist, Cellini was deprived of his office of stamp-master to

the mint, and ordered to send the unfinished chalice to the pajial

palace. This, however, he firmly refused to do,, alleging that it

was his own projierty, and all that his holiness could dem.and of

him was five hundred crowns which he had I'eceived on account.

The pope endeavoured to frighten him, by first ordering his arrest,

.and afterwards requiring him to pay the five hundred crowns im-

mediately ; but, finding that threats had no effect upon the artist's

unbending nature, and that the money was forthcoming, he was

obliged to he content with ordering him to finish the chalice as soon

a-i he could.

The impetuosity of Cellini's temper led him into an act, soon after-

wards, which compelled him to seek safety in flight, as on a former

occasion. In the course of an altercation between an ingenious

workm.au whom he had taken into partner.ship, and a notary named

Benedetto, the latter applied an abusive epithet to Cellini, who

threw a stone at him, which, striking him on the head, caused such an

eft'usion of blood that the bystanders thought him killed. Pomijeo,

the jeweller who had before calumniated Cellini, happening to pass,

saw wh.at had taken place, and, hm-ryiug to the palace, informed the

pope that Cellini had slain Tobbia, the goldsmith. His holiness, in a

great rage, ordered him to be arrested and hanged on the spot ; but

while the papal guards were looking for him, he was already on his

way to Naples.

Pope Clement no sooner discovered that he had been mismformed,

than he recalled Cellini to Rome, took liim into favour again, and

employed him to execute two medals, for which the artist had
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alicNiily I'liruislicd the ilcsigiis. Just as tiiey were complcteil, liow-

evor, bis holiness died, and was succeeded by Paul III. This luis-

fortuuc was foUuwed by a fatal adventure, which we will let Cellini

tell in his own words. He had learnt tliat PuniiJCo had emidoytd

some Neapolitan bravos to assassinate him, and on the evening of

the adventure to which we allude, Pompcohad publicly insulted him.

"I'unipeii," says lie, " entered an apothecary's shop, at the corner

of the Chlavecii, about some business, and stayed there some time
;

I was told that lie bad boasted of having bullied me ; but it turned

out a fatal adventure to him. Just as I arrived at that qviarter,

lie was coming out of the ihop, and his bravos, having made an

ipening, formed a circle round him. I there^ipon clapped niyliand

to a sh;u*p dagger, and having forced my way tiirough the tile of

ruffians, laiil hold of him by the throat so (iniekly, and witli sucli

presence of mind, that not one of his friends could defend him. I

pulled him towards me, to give him a blow in front, but he turned

his face about through excess of terror, so that I wounded him

'-'Xiictly under tlieear; and upon repeating my blow he fell down

dead."'

We have in what followed another omious illustration of the state

of society in Italy at that period. Cardinal Cornaro sent si.xty

soldiers to protect the homicide, who tells us that more than an

c'lual number of young gentlemen added themselves to the escort

;

and the pope gave liim a safe conduct to continue in Kome until he

tvnild be pardoned. Finding, however, that his life wjis not safe,

thnmgh the enmity of Pompeo'a relatives and friends, he proceeded

to Florenre, and from thenee set out for Venice. He was engaged

in two brawls at Ferrara, and the vindictiveness of his character

was disjJayed when he stopped .at Choggijv, on his return to Florence,

where, receiving an .affront from his host, he cut up four beds in tlie

night, and deimmped. Referring to these exploits, he says: "My
tcUow-traveller thought I had been a bad companion to him, because

1 had shown some resentment, and defended myself against those

w ho would have nsed xis ill ; while I Looked upon him in a wor.se

light, for neglecting to assist me upon those occasions : let the

impartial reader determine who was in the right."

On his return to Florence, he was appointed master of the mint

by Duke Aiessamlro de Medici, who made Idm a present of a

curious gun ; but on receiving a promise of pardon from Pope

Paid III., and an invitation to enter his service again, he returned

to Rome. On the occasion of the visit of the emperor Charles V.,

he made a magnificent crucifi-^ofgold, and a book-cover of the same

rich material, chased and gemmed, which were presented by

1 he pope to the emperor and empress. Charles made Cellini a

resent of five hundred crowns, and the artist was employed to set

tlie valuable diamond which the emperor had given to the pontiff.

I'nilerthe impression that he had been ill-remunerated for those

vorks, Cellini resolved to leave It.aly, .and made a journey to France

hoping to obtain employment from Francis I. He had an interriew

" ith that monarch at Fontainebleau, but, owing to the campaign

tthich was then about to be commenced, it led to nothing, 1 eyond

btaining for the artist the patronage of Cardinal d'Este.

He therefore returned immediately to Rome, and on his arrival

t here was accused of having robbed the castle of St. Angelo of a great

treasure, when the city was sacked by the Imperial troops. He was

arrested, and confined in the castle, where he underwent an

examination before the governor of Rome .and other m.agistrates.

The king of France interposed in his behalf, but the Pope declared

lie would keep him in confinement all his life ; and, finding there

was no other help for it, Cellini resolved to make his ascape. This

lie accomplished by forcing open the door of his cell, and lowering

himself into the yard by means of the sheets off his bed, cut into

strips, which were then knotted together. He had two other walls

to ]i:iss by the same means, .and in descending the second he fell,

ixiul broke his right leg, besides receiving other injuries. In this

•ondition he was seen by a serv.ant of Cardinal Cornaro, who, on

being iufonned of the circumstance, had him taken into his palace,

nd attended by an eminent surgeon. The cardinal then went to

the Pope to intercede for Cellini's p.ardon, and by a, promise of

clemency was induced to give liim tip ; upon wliich he was again

committed to the castle of ?t. Angelo, and treated witli the utmost
severity.

After enduring much soflfering and hardship, jiis liberation was

obtained by tiie intercession of Cardinal d"Kste, with uh.im lie

journeyed to Paris, having received an invitation from Francis I.

On the way he had an altercjition with the postmaster of CnmoUiu,

whom he .shot dead with his carbine, which, according to his own

account, was discharged by accidint. At FeiTura he met with a

very gracious reception from the duke ; but a iQisuuderstanding

arose between him and the duke's servants, attended with many

unpleasant circumstances ; and, resuming his journey, he at leng'th

arrived safely at Fontainebleau, where the French monarch wa-;

then residing. Madame d'Etampes was present when Cellini

waited on Francis, and having knelt down and kissed his knee,

displayed the cup and basin nf gold, richly chased, which his friend

the cardinal h.ad caused him to execute for presentation to the

king. He accompanied Francis during a tour in Dauphiue ; but ho

was anxious to be employed, and at length the king empowered the

cardinal to make arrangements with him. The terms offered wen;

so inconsiderable, however, that, in a moment of disgust, he set

out upon a jiilgrimage to Jerusiilem.

The cardinal was so fearful of drawing the kiiuj's displeasure

upon himself, that he sent a messenger in pursuit of Cellini, who

returned to Fontainebleau, where Francis assigned him seven

hundi'ed crowns per annum, the same salary as had been received

by Ijeonardo da Vinei, with five hundred for the expenses of his

journey, a hou.se in Paris, aud an annual allowance of a hundred

crowns for each of the two assistivnts the artist had brought with

him from Italy. This munificence put him in high spirits; ami

he began to work immediately upon twelve high candlesticks of

silver, which were to represent heathen deities. He took several

journeymen into his employment, but was constantly changing

them, probably through his hot aud overbearing temper. Besides

the candlesticks, he executed at this time a gold salt-cellar of

e.vquisite workmanship, a silver llagou, aud a bronze head of Julius

Cie-sar, from an antique model. Francis visited him several times,

praising his workmanship, and cimversing with Imu with much

affability ; but he had the misfortune to displeiise the royal

favourite, Madame d'Etampes, by neglecting to submit his designs

to her inspection, and she became liis enemy. He intended to

present her with a silver vase, in the hope of mollifying her ; but

she kept him waiting so long when he waited upon her with it,

that he left the house in anger and disgust, and presented the vase

to the Cardinal of Lorraine.

Shortly afterwards he involved himself in a law-.suit with a

person whom he had ejected from a tenement which formed part of

the premises assigned him by the king, and complains bitterly in

his memoirs of the chicanery of French courts of justice aud the

use of false witnesses. Finding the suit going against him, he

gave way to the natural impetuosity of his temper, and attacking

both the plaintiff and his attorney in the street, wounded them so

severely that they abandoned the suit through fear of his vengeance.

'• For this and every other success," says he, "I returned thanks

to the Supreme Being, and began to conceive ho|ies that I .should

be for some time unmolested."

His next vexation was a quarrel with a fellow-countryman and

brother artist, named Primaticcio, who had undertaken, at the

instigation of M.adame d'Etampes, to execute some of CeUiui's

designs. He had some trouble in getting his salary, the blame

of w'nich he throws upon Cardinal d'Este ; aud the enmity of

Madame d'Etampes still pursued him. She obtained leave from

the king for a perfumer to take possession of a tennis-court within

the premises of Cellini, who offered resistance, and obliged the

man to remove. She used every means to prejudice the king

against him ; and on the occasion represented in our third

illustration (p. 349), she accompanied Francis to the artist's house,

where the monarch reprimanded him for having engaged in so

many works, while he bid only completed one of the twelve silver

candlesticks, for which alone he had given him a eomnussion.

Cellini knelt down, and kissing his mantle, excused himself in the

the best manner he could, and requested permission to return to

Italy. This the king refused, but made the artist rise, and

expressed himself s.atisfied with what he had done, and mucli

pleased with the design he had made for the gates of the pal.-.ce at

Fontainebleau.

Unable to obtain the regular pajinent of his salary, and per-
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secuted by Madame d'Etarnpes and liis rivals, Cellini at length

made up his niiud to quit France, and returned to Florence, where

he was graciously received by Cosmo de' Medici, the grand duke.

After some delay, a house to live in and a salary of 200 crowns per

year were assigned him, and he immedKitely made the model for his

admirable statue of Perseus (p. Si!)), wliicli he afterwards cast in

bronze. He relatts that he met with great difficulty in carrying on

the work, through the jealousy of the sculptor Bandiuello ; and at

one time a conspiracy was formed to charge him with a horrilile

crime, which induced him to leave Florence for a time, and take

Perseus first. In this he at length succeeded ; and, in order to prove

that he could work in marble as well as in metal, he commenced

statues of Apollo, Hyacinthus, and Narcissus, which, however, he

does not appear to have ever finished. He also executed a bronze

bust of Altoviti, a merchant of Rome ; and, while on a visit to that

city to obtain payment, in which he was' unsuccessful, he renewed

his acquaintance with the celebrated Michael Angelu.

On his return to Florence from this visit, he experienced a cold

reception from the duke, who had l)eeu prejudiced against him by

his steward ; and scarcely had he recovered the duke's favour when

(.'EI.LINI IK HIS STUPIO.

uji his residence in A'euicc, where lie passed most of his time in the

society of tile jiaiuter Titian and the sculptor and architect

Siinso^duo.

After a short stay he returned to Florence. The Perseus pro-

ceeded slowly, owing to various difficulties wliich wore thrown in

his way ; and he complained to the duke, which for a time had the

desired eftect. He made some small silver vases, and set some

jewels for the duchess, who wished to occupy him entirely in that

kind of work ; but he was so dt'sirous to prove himself the equal of

Bandinello in sculpture, tliat he i^y^me. to comjilete the statue of

he lost that of tlie dudiess, for wliom, with a lament:ible want "f

principle, he represented an inferior string of pearls to the duke as

being of greiit value, the duchess having set her mind on the orua-

mentj and promised him two himth'ed crowns for the service. The

duke possessed sufficient knowledge of jjearls to knoirv that Cellini

was endeavouring to deceive him ; and on being accused he confessed

the whole affair, and thus rendered the duchess his implacable

enemy. Tlie breach was widened by his refusing to gratify her by

placing the In-onze figures intended to ornament the base of the

statue of Perseus in her own apartment, and the artist often
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regretted having left Frauee. The Perseus was at length set up in

the great square, and elicited universal admiration. The ple.asure

which this afforded him was embittered by disputes with the duke

about the remuneration he was to receive for the statue and his

ornaments ; and though his demand of ten thousand ducats was

reduced by arbitration to three thousand five hundred gold crowns,

the sum was paid him by small instalments, and a balance of five

huudred w;is never liquidated.

The next great work of Cellini was a figure of Christ in white

marble, upon a crucifix of black marble, which w.as greatly

admired, and which he originally intended to have placed above his

own tomb ; but receiving an offer of fifteen hundred crowns for it

fi-om the duchess, he was induced to part with it, and it was placed

On the Kith of Marcli, lofi:?, Cellini had the melancholy honour

of being deputed to attend the obseiiuies of his friend, the illustrious

Michael Angelo Buonarotti. The sculptor Ammanati was associated

with him in this honour, while the painters of Florence were repre-

sented on the solemn occasion by Giorgio Vasari and Agnolo di

Cosimo, called Brouzino.

Previously to his marriage, Cdiini had adopted one Antonio

Sputasenni, the son of a man of profligate character, whose wife

had served the artist as a model for his Medusa, and other female

figures. The father being sentenced to imprisonment, 1^ wife,

with her infant, applied for assistance to Cellini, who not only

maintained Sputasenni during his incarceration, but supported his

family likewise ; and at length adopted the child, intending, as he

CELUKI ON HIS KXEES BErOEE FUAXCIS I.

in the P.alazzo Pitti. It is now iu the church of the Escurial, at

Madrid, having been presented to Philip II. by the grand duke

Francesco I.

About the year 1560, Cellini married a female who w,as iu his

service at the time of casting the Perseus, and whom he mentions

as the kindest and most prudent of women. She had nursed him

with great care during a long and dangerous illness, which he attri-

butes to poison given him by the wife of a farmer, of whom he had

purchased a life-interest in a farm, and he had made a vow to marry

her if he recovered. By her he had sbc children, two of whom
died in their infancy. His autobiogi-aphy terminates in 1562, when
he was sixty-two years of age, and he does not appear to have been

engaged in any work of much importance afterwards

.

had then no son of his own, to m.ake him a skilful artist. But the

boy turned out so idle, intr.actable, and stupid, that Cellini could

do nothing with him, and he became a friar.

After Cellini's marriage, Sputasenni, who had long resided at

Pisa, came to Florence, and, contrary to the artist's desire, took

the youth away with him. Cellini, upon this, having then a son

of his own, reiiouneed all further connexion with the Sputasenni

family, and considered himself discharged from all further responsi-

bility with regard to the son. But, in 1570, Sputasenni com-

menced an action .against Cellini, to compel him to provide for the

young man, and to secure for him a share of Cellini's property after.

his decease. It seems that Cellini allowed judgment to issue by

default ; for a sentence was given against him, which was annulled,
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lioH-evor, upon petition to tlie <liilie, setting fortli the real c-ireum-

stanees of the case.

The autobiography of the artist may lie regajded as his latest

production. He began to wnle tiiem towards Xhe end of the year 1.558,

and the greater part of them seems to have been submitted to the

inspection of his friend Varchi, one of the Florentine literati, in less

than six months afterwards. Tlie manuscript, now in the Lauren-

tian library at Florence, consists of 510 folio pages, numbered only

in part, with a rough cover of parchment, and tied with bands of

the s,ai^ material. On tlie cover is written, " The bouli of Andrea

de' Lorenzo Cavalcanti ;" and on the first page, " This most pre-

cious book was ever held in tlie liighest esteem by the good and, to

me. always de.ar, Signor Andrea Cavalcanti, my father, who would

permit no one to copy it ; resisting even the repeated solicitations

m.ide to him by his most serene and reverend highness the Prince

Cardinal Leopold of Tuscany, etc., because

—

Lone in its happy realms one Plioeuix dwells.

Lives to itself, parent and offspring both,

—

So by the world is prized ; rare worth is loth

To court applause ; what's eacli one's. rankly smells."

On the back of this is written, in Cellini's own hand, a memoran-

dum respecting the manuscript, and a sonnet on his life. Tlie

autobiography commences on the second folio, .and appears by the

memorandum to have been written by the son of Signor de Goro

Ve.stri, as dictated by Cellini, as far as page 460. Then come three

pages and a half in an unknown hand ; the remainder being in the

writing of Cellini himself. At the end are five blank pages, except

tlie first, on which are the words, "I afterwards went to Pisa."

That this is the original manuscript which Cellini sent to VaiTlii

for his revision, there seems no reason to doubt; for his handwriting

appears in several places. Cavalcanti made a gift of the work to

his friend Redi ; and at the commencement of the present century

it was found in a bookseller's shop in Florence, and subsequently

bequeathed, with other MSS., to the Laurentian library.

Horace Walpole regarded the autobiogi-aphy of Cellini as " rqpre

amusing than any novel ;" and the Italian literati have carried

their admiration of it to the highest pitch, describing it as the most
entertaining book in the whole compass of their national literature.

His intimacy with the great Italian painters and sculptors, and his

intercourse with the king of France and the emperoi-, with the

popes and the Medici, military commanders and dignified eccle-

siastics, afforded him opportunities of making the most interesting

observations ; and, as a picture of society at the period in which he

lived, the work is ihvaluable.

He died on tiie 15th of February, 1570, and w.as buvicd, by his

own direction, in the ch.i.pter-house of the Nijuziata, with a grand

funeral ceremony, which was attended by !^ll the members of the

Academy of Drawing. Besides his life, he wrote a treatise on
goldsmiths' work, and several poemSj which, however, are not

above mediocrity.

Sl^, LF-DRNIAL;
QE,

PASSAGES OF A LIFE.
BY .V WATF.IIIER.

ni.

For a moment I felt all the shame and mortification of one detected

in some disgraceful crime. I stood, wishing myself annihilated,

while Edith sank into a chair. There was a moment of dead
silence: of silence quite painful. I felt it could not last, and I

was anxious to break it myself. Charles prevented me.

"Ever since I have been in this house, six months liefore you
cameTiere, Edward, I loved this girl. For her it is I h.ave hacl

courage, for her it is I have striven ; and now that I come the

herald of somewhat better new.s, I find my hopes dashed to tlie

ground."

" Mr. Ogilvy," said Edith, rising, and though suffused with
blushes, speaking in a firm and resolute tone, " I never had
,the least suspicion of this."

"Then why were you my friend, why did you defend me
.against your mother, and keep me liere though I was a pauper '!

'Twaa pity—pity for the poor stan-ing student. Ha ! ha J 'Tis

mighty pleasant and consoling !"

"Mr. Ogilvy," .again said the dear girl—her face showing all the

pain ^she felt— "I always respected you as a friead. If I

iuducel my mother to let your rent run on—it was because I knew
you would honourably pay her. There was no occasion for pity."

"Edith," said Charles, taking her hand, and bursting into tears,

"you are an angel. The past cannot be recalled. I should not

have been the timid fool I have."

" I assure you, Mr. Ogilvy—I never thought—I never sus-

pected—

"

" And why shoiddyou?" resumed he, with one of his old laughs.

"Dumb courtships, I see, my dear Edward, will not do. But
come, let us sit down and talk the matter over. You have settled

the matter in a rajud way I never should h.ave dreamt of. No
excuses, no apologies. , It is I who beg your pardon for my violence.

But you see, Edward, for the dream of ,a -n'hole year to vanish in

one moment w.as, to say the le.ast, trying. It is over now. You
are a brave, good couple; may you be happy !"

" Gfenerous and good always !" I cried.

"A truce to compliments. What I want to know is, how this

came about. I suppose you have had some good news to elate you,

eh ?"

I told him the exact truth.
'•'

I am very glad to hear it," he said, when I had finished

—

'
' very glad. Now for my news. My mother has had a legacy

left her, quite unexpectedly. She h.as sent me fifty pounds of it.

Now, young people, I am for marrying at once. Mr. Edward here,

has about a pound a-week, he is clever, he has an opening, he

will make his w.ay. I suppose all you will want will be a couple

of rooms. I will furnish them, and the aiithor must pay me
when he can."

I would not hear of such a sacrifice. But Cliarles insisted- so

griively and so earnestly, that we gave -way ; and then came the

great question of the parents. I felt sick at heart as I reflected

that I could not communicate with my father and mother. To
this marriage I felt they would never give theii- consent. I was
not sorry, therefore, to bp spared the pain of being refused.

"I will undertake Mrs. Ellis," said Charles, smiling. "lam
going to pay her in advance until Christmas. That will give

me weight, I can tell you. Are you engaged this afternoon,

Edith ?"

" No," said the young girl, blushing.

" Here is a ticket to see the Panorama of Loudon," he continued.

" (to and get ready, and ask Mrs. Ellis to have her receipt ready

up to Christinas."

Edith, glad to find herself free, escaped with the utmost rapidity.

We were alone.

"Edward," said my earnest friend, "I love you more than
ever. It was a bitter discovery to make ; but she is a noble girl,

and sheT ha^ eljosen well. Now, Edward, t,ake my advice. Berfn
very humbly. The career of a liter.ary man is one of the most
dirticult. It is a rough and tortuous one ; and yet it has its

pleasures and advantages. You will succeed, if you are not in a
hurry."

'

' But .already am I falling iuto debt, my dear Charles," I replied.

"There is no sueh thing as debt between real friends. You will

do for me what I have done for you, when you can. Recollect that

I shall be always to be found; .and as you love me, Edward,' never

borrow half-a-croMTi of an acquaintance. Most men will lend : but

a half-crown borrowed inconsiderately has cost many a man months
of idleness. You cannot deny yourself to a man to whom you owe
money. There is much truth in what Shakspeare m.akes old

Polonius say to his son, Laertes :—

' Neither a borrower nor a lender be
;

For lo.an oft loseth both itself and fiicnd.

And borrowing dulls the edge of husbandry.' "

"You speak warmly, Charles," I said.

"I speak from experience. Debt is tlie curse of the idle and
improvident—a mill-stone about the neck of many a struggling

suft'orer, who has to p.ay all his life long the penalty of his youthful

folly and extravagance."
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'Yuu il'jii't think of yourself, Charles," I saiil; "your whole

thoughts are on us. You mil remaiu here?"

" Certainly. I shall continue to reside with your mother-iu-Iaw,

who is a very excellent woman at heart, Edward. Slie is a lady

born and bred; but letting lodgings would, I tliink, have spoilt

even the best of us. Nobody should start in it but those

who have had experience in childhood. To be continually on the

watch for money, suspicious and exactiug, often to be deceived, is

terrible work."

" And EUis himself?" I asked.

" He has been au officer and, I believe, a gealleman. lie was

shelved on half-pay, I fear from too great liking for the bottle.

He was in a drinking regiment, and learnt the habit. He's not,

mind you, a regular drunkard, but he wastes a small income at the

tavern. He fancies himself at the mess-table. Besides, the house

is all let but the kitclien, and the poor man is half driven out."

I looked very grave at this description. It was to many of the

loose habits unfortunately contracted by too many on entering the

army at an early age that my father had objected. He had

p.ainted the fatal weakness of young men in giving way in a manner

that I thought exaggerated.

"Edward," he had said in conclusion, " my ambition is to sec

my son a good man and a Christian ; therefore it is that I prefer a

profession where there is less temptation."

All this made little or no impression on me at the time, but now

the words rose in judgment against me. Here I saw a practical

proof of the possibilit.y of what my father feared. I knew that it

was wrong to condemn a whole body for the faults of a few ; still I

could not deny that my father was right to keep me out of

temptation.

Edith returned shortly, dressed in a plain white frock that

became her much. She was rosy with blushes, and, as I thought,

never had looked so beautiful. It was little then to be wondered

at, that all regrets vanished as I descended the stairs with my dear

little affianced wife.

It is hard to say which is the happiest day of our lives, when

there are really so very many that are happy. But I believe we

are generally right when we select that on which we first knew ot

the gentle affection of a woman, as at all events one of the happiest.

It is one of those dates we never forget, and to look back upon it is

always pleasant in the most arid and gloomy hour of existence.

I do not Believe either of us saw much of the sight we went to

see. For my part I recollected nothing about it the same evening.

We wandered about, her arm leaning on mine, sometimes talking

of the future, but oftener silent, unless when we joined to sing the

praises of our friend and benefactor. At last we remembered that

it was time to return.

Edith turned a little pale, and I could tell that her heart was-

beating violently as we came up to the door of iTo. 13. I cheered

her up as well as I coiUd, though, to say the truth, I did feel a little

like a soldier going into his first engagement. But it was my duty

to support anil cheer her. I therefore assumed the virtue which of

all others I had not at that moment.
" Courage, de:irest," said I, withavery poor attempt at a confident

smile. "AU will be well. Charles is a good friend. I fear nothing."

lie himself opened the door.

"All goes well," he exclaimed, as his eyes beamed witli delight.

I pressed his hand, but coxdd not find words. He said uo more

himself, but opened the door of the fi-ont parlour, at that moment
unlet, and we were ushered into the presence of the parents.

The father was a handsome man of about forty-seven, with a

countenance which I appeared to have seen before. He was a

little sluvbby, and a little flurried, but he was quite sober, though

there was a bottle of brandy before him.

Mi-s. Ellis was a little round, good-tempered woman, with, how-

ever, a look of care on her countenance, which was in part explaiuecl*

by her battle with the world. The poor woman had seven childi-eu,

of whom Edith was the eldest. It was in order to keep them, and
provid,e them with schooling, that Mrs. Ellis let lodgings.

" I am proud, sir, to make your acquaintance," said the

e.x-cjiptain, in a voice that would have been musical, had it not

been husky from drink. "Mr. Ogih-y has apprised us of the

honour you desire to confer uiion us."

" Rather abrupt," thouglit I. But I suppo.sed tlic captain had

not improved his perceptions in the parlour of the " Lamb."
" fcroorge," exclaimed Mrs. Ellis, reproachfully, "this gentleioan

has come to take a quiet cup of tea with us."

"No, madam," I began. "I am very glad Mi'. Ellis h.as put

me at my ease. It is witli a view to request the inestimable favour

of becoming a member of your family, that I have claimed the

honour—the— the
"

"Sit down," said Charles, with a lau^di ; "it's all settled. I

Lave talked Mr. and Mrs. Ellis over, and all they require is, that

you should make their child happy. I liave given you an immense

character—you have got to keep up to it
!

"

" You are both very young," put in Mrs. Ellis, so gently, so

tenderly, I could nut believe it was the same person who spoke so

shrilly on the stairs to noisy lodgers and crying children; "and

yet, if you have industry and courage, it is perhaps best so. Mr.

Ogilvy talks of a montli hence. You are very soon then to leave

me, Edith."

" I never said I would marry iu a month," began Edith, looking

quite frightened.

" But," said Charles, rather gravely, " as a favour to me "

Edith bowed her head, rosy with blushes— half smiles, half

tears—and made no reply.

"I think it necessary," I began, as a sudden thought struck

me, "to explain, that having run away from home, for private

reasons, I have come to London under a feigned name. My real

appellation is Edward Mildmay."

The husband and wife glanced at each otlier witli a sU'ange look,

which, however, did not prevent my continuing :

'
' And I am the eldest son of the Reverend Edward Mildm.ay.

At my mother's deatli, I am entitled to three hundred a-ycar."

There was a profound silence for a moment, and then Mr. and

Mrs. EUis left the room, taking Charles with them. EtUth and I

were left alone. The abruptness of her parents ceilainly surprised

the dear girl, but I left her little time to think. My tongue was

loosened at last, and I gave it full swing. I repeated a dozen times

the same thing. I painted our happy little home. I built a thou-

sand castles m the air, and so drew her attention by my words

that she forgot all else.

Presently, after quite an hour's absence, they came back.

"Edward," said Charles, gravely, "Mr. and Mrs. EUis consider

it necessary to reciprocate your confidence. If Edith becomes your

wife, it must be as Miss Farnham. FamUy reasons, principaUy

pride about lodging letting, have induced them to take an assumed

name. But Edith must, like yourself, be married in her real

one."

I listened with considerable surprise, a faint gUmmering of some

strange fancy coming over me as I heard the words ; but as

Charles gave no further explanation, I did not give utterance to my
thoughts, but sat down at the invitation of my new friends to tea.

Edith made it, and blushed a good deal, too, at her father's sly

looks. He joked her in the most quiet way possible about her

matronly look at the tea-table ; wondered what the worhl was

come to, when children of sixteen thought of marriage, and kept

the poor girl in a state of half-pleased, half-vexed confusion.

Charles, in one of his rambles, had found a quiet floor iu a

cottage at the foot of Hampstead Hill. I w.as quite sure he had

looked at it with a view to taking it for himself and the same dear

girl, who now was to be mine.. But I never even liiuted at any-

thing of the kind. The poor feUow hiul so innocently beUeved the

absorbing one idea of his soul was weU known, that he had taken

Edith's many kindnesses as acceptance of his suit.

I stiw a deep blush sufluse his face, as Mrs. Brown asked when

the wedding was to be. I turned away, not to hear his reply. I

knew, however, that he had taken the lodging ; and next time we

went to see it, it was neatly, though plainly furnished.

I received £6 for my article, and I drew £5 from my paper, un

-account of extra articles. With this I paid the expenses of the

wedding, and began housekeeping with my rent paid for a quarter

iu ad\auce, my little home neatly furnished, and four sovereigns iu

my wife's Uttle purse.

I w as a married man, jvith another now dependent on my
exertions.
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ENAMEL PAINTING.

The engraving ivhich we now jiresent to om- readers, is taken from

a beautiful specimen of enamel preserved in the Museum of tlie

Louvre. It is a large rectangular plate, containing an oval medal-

lion about twenty inches in length and sixteen in breadth. It i.s

the work of the celebrated Bernard Palissy, and represents the

destruction of the Israelites by fiei-y flying serpents. The flesh ot

the various figures introduced is of white enamel ; the vestments

are coloured either brown or green. The figure that lies upou the

a third with a lute, and a fourth with a pipe or flute. The figures

in the lower coruers of the piece are separated by a long medallion

of an oval form. The variety of colours introduced presents a very

pleasing appearance to the eye. The ground-work of the plate is

blue. The reverse is not in enamel. The frame is of carved oak.

The style of the composition, and the general beauty both of

the colouring and execution, render this work of the great Palissy

particularly interesting; but, apart from the merit of the work itself,

• I
'

I

THE DESTRUCTION 01' THE ISRAELITES BY THE FIERY SERPENTS.—FROM AN ENAMEL EY BERNARD PALISSY.

earth in the very front of the design, and whose form is half covered

by a robe, is p,articularly well executed, the garment, which is

yellow, contrasting well with the other tones of the colouring. The

vestments of the female figure near the trees. is blue. The whole

composition is contained within an ornamental border ; it is deco-

rated with a variety of devices in yellow, here and there enriched

with a fanta.stic head in yellow bistre. At the corners of the

enamel are represented full-length figures playing on various musical

instruments—one with a species of bass-vi.il, another with a guitar,

the fact of its being the production of the potter woidd be enough

to render it valuable. The story of the life of "poor Master Ber-

nard of the Tuileries " is full of interest and instruction. The

struggle of the good man to perfect his art, the troubles he endured

to complete liis 'experiments, and the son-ows which came upon

Master Bernard for conscience sake, that sent him to the Bastile,

and were nigh di-agging him from thence to meet the flames ;—all

these things have made Ma.ster Palissy a hero—a hero of the right

kind.
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THE TOWN OF IIUY.

Hoy, a town of Belguim, iu the province of Liege, stands on the iiicture not easily surpassed for beauty, and not readily f"rgotlcn

shores of the little river Hoyoux, from which it derives its name. when once seen.

The position of the town is remarkal.ly picturesque, and the hills The chroniclers of the middle ages, and writers of modern times

around are clothed with luxuriant vines. The quaint old houses, as well, claim for the town of Huy a good old age
;

it was founded,

THE TOWN OP II CT, IN BELGIUM.

the hoa^T roofs, the casement windows, the small bridge with its so they s.ay, in the first centui-y of the Cl.nstian era, but for this

light railing, the Uttle stream, so clear and still, the trees and assertion they appear to have no veiy conclusive evidence;
'»«'f'«"^'

creeping plants that have overgrown the rustic wall, and, towering that it was known in the seventh century, there can be no doubt at

above everything else, the church of Notre Dame—a noble building all. It was a great place in the (lays of Charles the ^'"'P''. a"'

that has stood there for more than seven centuries—present a the most important t«wn in the Bishopric of Liegc. liul, long ago
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its glovy has ilepartod. Before the year 1T'J5 it contaiued fourteeu

parishes, one collegiate church, two abbeys, and seventeen convents
;

now the number of parishes is reduced to five, and the population is

estimated at eight thousand.

In the Church of the Crusaders is the tomb of Peter the Hermit,

but the Church of Notre Dame is the principal ecclesiastical edifice.

The castle, built upon a rock, commands the city and the river

Meuse, which divides the town into two parts and is spanned by a

stone bridge of seven arches. This castle is of very ancient origin,

but a great part of the first building was destroyed by Henry II. of

France.

SIGNS AND OMENS.

Along with our Saxon ancestors there came into England some of

the strangest notions and oddest fancies that we can well conceive.

Albion had, without doubt, plenty of wild, unearthly stories when

her sons ranged the forest, before those forests echoed to the tramp

of the Roman legions. And no doubt from the City of the Seven

Hills there came new superstitions, more wild and terrible than the

woad-coloured savages had ever heard of before. Druidical serpent-

egg.s, and the rest of the mistletoe mysteries, were followed by the

nymphs of the fountains, at the very sight of whom sane men were

driven mad. But with the Saxons came an entirely new class of super-

stitious, some of them full of horror, some light and cheerful, some

terrible as was ever giant-goblin story to a child's fancy ; others

beautiful and gay as the fairies that slept in the bell-flowers and

flo.ated on the zephyr. The cliief part of the fancies, however, being

those we are about to mention here, were connected with the most

ordinary alfairs of life, and invested every little circumstance with

a peculiar and awful meaning. They beset the daily life of every

man, woman and child in the country ; and many of them are still

preserved amongst us. Of course these things are now slighted,

and, except he be a very unlettered pea.sant indeed, a man does not

turn back in dismay at the sijht of three magpies; but once these

things were received as po.iitively true, and were regarded with as

much certainty as we might count on a tide or a change of the

moon.

Imagine a m,an believing that all these little circumstances—the

falling of a stone, the ticking of a death-watch, a tingling in the

ear, a shivering sensation in the back, or any other similar trivi.al

occurrence—really betokened some good or evil fortune, what a

strange sort of a life he must lead

!

A stork settles on a gable of his house. Welcome. To kill the

bh-d would be open sacrilege, for the stork is a harbinger of happi-

ness. He receives the vi.sit with a feeling of delight, and hails it as

a promise of good luck. When he goes out, a strange dog follows

diim : here again is another sign of prosperous fortune. A strange

dog never follows any person without good luck speedily coming on
the favoured one. Welcome to the dog. When night sets in, the

man looks up on the shining points in the heavens, the jewels

of the night, and notices a shooting star. Good luck .igain. He
forms a wish before' the star has disappeared, and the wish is

certain to be gratified. Moreover, our fi-iend is lucky altogether :

he was born with a caulj and this is certain to render him remark-
ably fortunate, besides having the extraordinary elfect of preserving

anybody who buys it from a watery grave. Peoijle uow-a-days
are short of faith, and pi-efer life-preservers of another sort—such,
for instance, .as cork jackets. But our lucky friend, besides being
Ijorn with a caiJ, having a stork on his house, a strange dog at his

lieels, and wislung himselfgood fortune as a shooting star flits over
the face of the heavens, has found, unawares, some four-leaved

clover, and on this account, as well as all the rest, is entitled to the
best of luck all his life along. Fortunately, too, he has been seated,
inadvertently, between a married couple at a dinner table, and
this ensures a

" Home, and in the cup of life

That honey drop, a pleasing wife "

and at no distint date- within the twelvemonth, as sure as the
zodiac.

But our friend suffers from riieluaalism. What is he to do?

Go to the doctor ?—nothing of the sort. Let him steal a potato, or,

if he objects to steal one, let him beg, l>ut on no account buy, one.

If he prefers a chcsuut to a potato, a chesnut will answer just as

well. As long as he retains either in his possession, he is a safe

man. Still accidents may happen, and sitting next his dearest

friend, our lucky man lets fall some^rains of salt upon the table.

Spilling salt betokens a strife between the person who spills it and

the person next to whpm he sits. What is our friend to do in

order to avert the omen ? He must lift up carefully, very care-

fully, not leaving a single grain, the salt that is spdt, with his

knife, and throw it over his shoulder. Nothing else will avert

disaster. But what if he upsets the salt-cellar altogether ? This

signifies a shipwreck, and our friend may look out for squalls;

there is fine weather now, but a storm is brewing, and the gallant

little "Triton," with a goodly cargo, will meet with accident—no

doubt of that.

While our friend is thinking of these things, and trembling for

his " Triton," bound to the bottom as sure as ever scuttled ship

was doomed, he feels a tingling in his eai-. This satisfies him that

some are talking about liim. But what can they be saying? Are
they telMng up his good deeds, numbering his excellent qualities,

writing up his vii-tues—like tombstone grief; or are they pointing

out Ills weakne.sses, condemning his vices, ridiculing his absurdities,

and writing him down an ass? Which ear is it tingles? The
right

: then are his excellencies exalted. A tingling in the right

ear is. always a good omen. But, unfortunately, it is in the left-

there is no mistake about it; the most subtle casuist cannot make
left right, and right left. The talker talks with no respect of

persons : he condemns our fi-iend as a scoundrel, whispers all the

idle gossip of the town, tells all the prattle—such prattle as people

love to hear, though it be foul .and dirty, and black as ink. All

tlie stories that our friend would have kept secret are blazinf

fortli, and ha knows very well that the circle of listeners,

" Whatever they hear are sure to spread

East and west and north .and south.

Like the ball which, according, to Captain Z.,

Went in at hi§ ear and came out at his mouth."

Wlien the left ear tingles, people talk ill of us ; if it be so, some
people's left ears must never leave oif tingling. But what is to be
done? Charm for charm. Our friend must bite his little finger;

the evil speaker's tongue will be in the same predicament. Don't

spare the little finger.

Our friend has been relating a remarkable story, the visitors

have been all listening anxiously. "Is it true, is he quite satis-

fied of its authenticity ? " Quite. Up stands our fi'iend, when his

chair falls backward, and fiiUs on the ground with a crash. There
is an audible titter. Our friend colours "ruddier than the cherry."

What does it mean ? The falling of a chair is a sure sign that the

jjerson who sat in it has been guilty of untruth. Our friend is

about to present a very choice knife to a fiir acquaintance, but he

knows very well that it may sever their friendship for ever. To give

cold steel, scissors or knives, separates friendshi]) between even the

deartest friends. Therefore, some money, no matter how small a
piece, must be paid—duly paid—and the affair bS regarded as a
purchase. Salt, .also, must not be given ; it must be bought, else

unthought-of calamity is sure to follow. Our friend has plucked a

water lily, that spread its broad leaves and white and yellow cujjs

upon the water. No harm is done by this ; but he h.as unfortunately

slipped and fallen while he had it in his hand. What will be the

result ? Perhaps a biause or two ; nothing of the sort—but he
will now he subject to fits. Moreover, he happens to have cut his

finger father deeply, and the manner which he takes to cure the
wound is as simple as it is remai-kable. He anoints the knife with
oil, puts it into a, drawer, and allows it to remaiu there for some
days. Sympathetically the cut is cured. Our friend, likewise,

entertains the notion that if he goes under a ladder he stands the
chance of being hanged ; that the consequence of such an im-

prudent act will in all probability be a long cord and a short

shrift. Then, being once or tmce detected fcilking to himself
like a modern Prince of Denmark—he is confirmed in the idea, for

"

to soliloqtiise is the sure precursor of a violent death. And as

our friend occasionally feels a cold shivering sensation in his back,
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he l>p,i,'InR tn umloi-st.'inil that his timo is near, and tliat somelioily

is walkiug over his gi-ave.

Such are a few of the odd fancies wliich our Paxon forefathers

loft us as an heir-loom. Signs and omens, such as ancient Romans

might have gathered from the flight of hirds, and ancient Britons

from the writhings of a sacrificial victim, onr Saxon ancestors detected

ill every trifling circumstance of daily life. Such fancies are still

retained in Holland and in Germany, and here, in Enjiland, arc

not forgotten. It .seems strange, indeed, that at any time sudi

" Trifles light as air
"

sho>ild have affected the mind of man, but that they haw done so is

beyond all tlispute, and such folk lore forms an extensive chapter in

the delusions of the olden time,

Mi'oH controver.sy ha.s taken place .among men of science as to the

physical character of tlie ancient Egyptians. It may be thouglit that

of a people so ancient abundant testimony would be found in tlic works

of the Greek travellers and histori.ans, but the clifliculty has been

created by tlie conflicting st.atements of those writers, r.atlicr than

by their silence on the subject. Volney maintains that they were

negroes, and founds his opinion on passages in the woi-ks of Hero-

dotus, iEschylus, and Lucian. Ammianns Miireellinus siiys they

were, fbr the most part, of a brownish colour ; and in an old

Egyjitian document in the Berlin Museum, in which the contracting

parties are described by their external appearance, one is called

black or dark brown (the word may be rendered either way), and

the other yellow or honey-coloiu-ed. Dr, Prichard infers from these

accounts, that the ancient Egyptians were a dark-ooloured people,

and that, at the same time, great varieties of colour existed among

them, as is the case with the modern Hindoos and Abyssinians,

Denon gives the following description, founded upon a personal

examination of Egj-ptian statues, busts, and bas-reliefs; " Fnll,

but ilelieate and voluptuous forms ; countenances sedate and placid
;

round and soft features ; with eyes long, almond-shaped, half-shut,

and languishing, and turned up at the outer angles, as if

habitually fatigued by the light and heat of the sun ; cheeks round
;

thick lip.i, full and prominent ; mouths large, but cheerful and

smiling ; complexions dark, ruddy, and coppery ; and the whole

aspect displaying, as one of the most gi'aphic delineators among

modern travellers has observed, the genuine African character, of

which the negro is the exaggerated and extreme representation.'*

The figvrres which illustrate tliis article afi'ord some specimens of

the characters exhibited by Egyptian sculptiu-es. The originals are

. in the Egyptian Gallery in the Lou\Te. Fig, 1 represents two

unknown personages, prob,ably husband and wife, as may be indi-

cated by the figure of a child between them. There is nothing to

indicate that these figures represent deities, royal personages, or

indeed any persons of distinction
;

probably the man held some

civil emploj-ment under the Pharoahs.

Fig. 2 is a statue in black granite, without a head, of which it

has been deprived by accident. It was f mnd on the site of the

ancient Sais, and is considered a fine specimen of ancient Egyptian

art. Tlie attitude .and the execution are superior to the m.ajority

of Egyptian st;itues ; .and we may here remark that the sculptors

'of ancient E;;ypt represented upright figures less often than those

which are seated. There is. an inscription on this statue, from

which we learn that it represents Horns, the son of Psammeticus,

and a military chief.

The ancient Egyptian artists sometimes represented men kneeling

before a kind of altar on which their deities were represented in

relief. We give two examples of this kind of sculpture. Fig. 3 is

a statuette in stone, of heavy workm.anship, representing a high

functionary, called in the inscription, " Basilicus Grannatus, chief

of the cavalry of the lord of two worlds, and guardian of the royal

legs," kneeling before an altar, in a niche of which is a figure in

relief of the god Osiris, Fig. 4 is a kneeling figure in black granite,

supporting before him a sort of bench, on which three divinities are

seateii. The inscription on the upright slab at the back of the

kneeling figure intimates that it is that of Ensanor, the son of

Auwrer, who, among other titles, is called, "Chief of the gates of

the meridianal country."

Fig, ,5 represents an individual calleil in the hieroglyphic

inscription, Sepa, a prophet and priest of the white bull. The

. prophets were not in the first rank of the s.acerdotal class, but took

rank after the arch-prophets and the grand-priests attached to the

worship of deified kings. This statue, which is regarded as one of
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the most precious moyciniu- of the Louvre collection, is in calcareous

stone, and appears to have been executed in the earliest period of

Egyptian art. The position is sim))le, and the style of execution

rude. The head is round, the shoulders rather high ; the body

presents an appearance of strength ; the articulation of the knees h

robust. The somewh.at remarkable head-dress Ls painted black,

and a green band is drawn under the eyes,

Fi". 6 is a representation of a bas-relief in calcareous stone from

the tomb of Seti I., founder of the nineteenth dynasty, .and a famous

warrior, who succeeded to the throne towards the end of the sixth

century before the Christian era. The figures are those of .Seti .and

the goddess Hathor, supposed by Champollion to have been the

Egyptian Venus, but more probably another name for Isis, Though

both figures are in profile, the eyes, as was usual with the ancient

artists, are represented full. The king has a youthful appearance

;

he weai-s a kind of scarf, the fi-inge of which is ornamented with

two serpents, and sandals terminating in a point. His head-dreg's

is adorned in front with a serpent, and he wears bracelets on his

wrists, and a collar of four rows about his neck. His right hand

holds the left hand of the goddess, and his left receives the collar

which she holds out to him. The head-dress of the goddess is of

great richness, and is surmounted by a solar disc between two cow's

horns, from which a seqjcnt hangs. She wears a collar of similar

form to the king's. Her arms are bare, and adorned witli bracelets

and armlets ; her feet are also hare, and ornamented with anklets.

Her robe fits very closely to her form, and is curiously ornamented

with lozenges and inscribed characters in alternate rows ; the latter

may be thus translated :— "Establisher of justice ! we accord to

thee many years, and power like that of the sun. Offspring of the

sun ! fi-iend of the gods ! Seti, the friend of Phthas ! live for ever !

Lord of two worlds, establisher of ju.stice, we give thee many years

and thousands of panegyrics. Beloved oflFspring of the sun ! lord of

diadems ! Seti, the friend of Phth:xs, eternal as the sun ! lord of

two worlds, beloved by Hathor, inhabit always the land of peace

and truth,"

Phthas means one by whom events are decreed, and was used by

the ancient Egyptians to designate the power or principle by which

the universe was originated and presided over. Sometimes it was

called Cneph, denoting a good genius ; and it was represented

symbolically by the figure of a serpent with its tail in its mouth—

an emblem of eternity,

Fi"ure 7 is a fragment of a bas-relief in calcareous stone, repre-

senting a funeral scene. The mother of the deceased lifts her hand

to her head, with grief expressed in her countenance, perhaps to

cover her hair with dust, according to ancient usage. A priest

chants the funeral hymn, and behind him three persons utter

exclamations of grief, or repeat the chofus of the hj-mn. In another

compartment aquatic birds .and plants are represented, and Charon's

boat conveys the defunct across the sable waters of the lake of death.

In a representation of a funeral on a tomb from the ruins of Thebes,

the figures of the deceased and his sjster are seated under a canopy,

before a table covered with offerings ; a priest pronounces their

eulogy, and proclaims their right to Le admitted into the realms of

the blessed.

If we may form an idea of the complexion of the ancient Egyp-

tians from the p.aintings found in their temples and tombs, tlie

colouring of their statues and bas-reliefs, and of the sycamore cases

in which their mummies are found enclosed, we must come to the

conclusion that they were of a reddish-brown colour, like the

existing Foul.ah and Kaftir tribes. The male figures are invariably

painted snth this colour, and the female figures sometimes of a

lighter shade of the same colour, and sometimes yellow or yellowish-
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brown. "This red coloiir," says Dr. Prichard, "is evidently

intended to represent the complexion of the people, and is not put

on in the want of a lighter paint, or flesh *)lour ; for when the

limbs or bodies are represented as seen through a thin veil, the tint

used resembles the complexion of Europeans. The same shade

might have been generally adopted if a darker one had not been

preferred, as more truly representing the national: complexion of the

Egyj)tian race."

The Copts, who are well known to be the descendants of tlie

ancient Egyptians, have yellowish-brown complexions, and features

which bear considerable resemblajice to those of mnlattoes ; and

Denou says he was struck with the resonblance of the Copts to the

ohl Egyptian sculptures. Mr. Ledyard, whose testimotiy is the

more valuable as he had no theory to support, says; "I suspect

the Copts to have been the origin of the negro race ; the iiose fthd

lips corre!<poud With those of the negro. The hair, Whei-ever I can

see it among the people here, is curled, hot like that of the negroes,

liut like the mulattoes." This description agrees with those of

A'oluey, Larry, and Pitgaet ; and the preservatiim of tlieir language

shows that the Coptic race has undergone very little chauge sitlce

the days of the Pharaolis.

CELEBRATED SPRINGS.

SralmiS are interesting objects, whether we regard them as entering

into the composition of picturesijue scenery, in which character they

appeal to the eye of the artist and the lover of the beautiful in

nature, or as associated with classical and modern poetry, or with

the bygone events chronicled by the historians of the olden time.

Whether gushing forth from the rock, and sparkling in the sunlight

as theii" waters fall into their natural basin—or munuuring in the

seclusion of some deep glen, half concealed by feathery ferns—or

rising in the arid desBl't, to slake the thirst of the camel and his

tawny rider, to whom the palm which invariably grows beside it

ali'ords A welcome shade—a spring is one of the most be.iutiful

objects in nature: No w'onder, then, that the active and poetic

imagination of the old Greeks placed the springs of their country

uuder the g\iardianship of the Naiads, and that their feeling of the

beautiful led them to believe that the nymphs were grieved and

displeased by the pollution of the sparkling waters which the god.s

had placed under their- protection. What reader of classical litera-

tm-e has not heard of the fountain to which Ulysses was directed to

go, to find his herdsman, when he returned to his native country ?

This fountain,

"frherc Arethusa's sahle waters glide,"

is about six ittiles in the interiOf of the island, the i-oad iB.iding to

it ascending all the way. The water is continually percolating

through the stiperinoumbent rock at tlie top of a ravine, and falls

intii a small basin. The sides of the ravine are eovei-ed with ever-

greens and odorifei-ous shrubs, and before the spring stands a broken

and cruml-)ling areh, through which may be seen the blue waters of

the ^Ugean sea. The summit of the rock, above the spring, com-

mands an extensive and beautiful view of the islands and di.staut

mountains of Greece. The goat-herds of the islands quench their

thirst at this spring, wliich flows as brightly now as in the days of

Homer, three thousand years ago.

Dodwell, who visited this spot, describes its waters as clear and

good, trickling gently from a small cave in the rock, which is

covered with a smooth and downy mo.ss. It has formed a pool four

feet deep, against which a modern wall is built, to check its over-

flowing. After oozing through an orilice in the wall, it falls into a

wiioden trough, placed therefor cattle. In the winter it overflows,

and finds its way, in a thin stream, through the glen to the sea.

The Fi'ench had i)Ossession of Ithaca in 1798, and the rocks of tlie

Arethusan fountains are covered with republican inscriptions.

Who also hag not heard of the Castalian sjjring on Mount Par-

nassus, in which the priestess of Delphos laved her limbs, and

from which she was supposed to derive her inspiration ? Of the

former magnificence of the city and temple which in ancient times

')ccui)ied this site not a vestige can now be discovered; but Parnassus

still rears its rocky summit to the sky, and the Castalian .spring

still pours forth its sparkling waters.

" The shrine hath shrunk ! but thou—unchanged art thou !

Mount of the voice and vision, robed witli dreams!

Unchanged, and rushing through the radiant air.

With thy dark waving pines, and flashing streams.

And all thy founts of song ! Their bright course seems

"With inspiration yet ; and each dim haze,

Or golden cloud, which floats around thee, seems

As with its mantle veiling from our gaze

The mysteries of the past, the gods of elder days !

"

A small shallow basin on the margin of the riU is pointed out as

the bath of the Pythoness, which is fed by the cascade descending

through a cleft of Parnassus, as the snow on its summit is dissolved.

This probably accounts for the extreme coldness of the water. Tlio

poetic expression, '
' Castalian dew," refers to the spray of the

cascade. lu accordance with the common practice of erecting

edifices for Christian worship on the spots consecrated by the tra-

ditions and myths of the elder creed,' a chapel, dedicated to St.

John, now rises by the side of the Castalian spring, the ijicturesijue-

ncss of which is further increased by a large fig-tree, wliich pro-

duces an agreeable shade, and a profusion of flowering shrubs and

trailing or pendant ivy.

In the desert of Northern Arabia may still be observed some of

the sjirings at which the Israelites hailed in their long and toilsome

journey from Egypt' to Palestine, still shaded by a few palms, and

objects of contention to t!ie wild tribes who wander from oasis to

oasis with theii- flocks and herds. Sometimes the water is bitter

and brackish ; and we read in the Mosaic narrative, that "when

they came to Marah, they could not drink of the waters, for they

were bitter." The juice of a plant, however, rendered them

palatable. There is reason for supposing the spot mentioned to be

the spring Hawilrah, a small basin of brackish and rather liitler

water, near which Dr. Kobinson found several bushes of a low-

growing, thorny plant, producing red berries of an acid flavour,

which are found a corrective to the unpleasant qualities of the

water. "And they came to Elim, where were twelve wells nf

water, and threescore and ten palm-trees." This spot has been

identified with Wady Gharandel, a slight depression in the wide

desert, with a copious spring in the bottom, producing a small

rivulet, and surrounded by dale-palms, tamarisks, and acacias.

Though twelve wells cannot be traced at present, the circumstance

does not militate against the identification of Elim with Wady
Gharandel, as wells are frequently filled up by the drifting of

the sand.

In the up])er part of the Valley of Jehcshaphat is a spring

dedicated to the Virgin, the waters of which flow through a sub-

terranean channel cut in the solid rock into the Pool of Siloam, an

artificial reservoir, fift.y-three feet long by eighteen broad. From

thence the water is led oft' to irrigate the gardens and orchards in

the valley. The waters of this spring exhibit the remarkable

phenomenon of flowing at intervals, in a manner analogous to the

flux and reflux of the tides of the ocean. Jerome first called

attention to the circumstance, towards the'-olose of the fourth

century ; but most modern travellers have discredited the story.

Among the inhabitants of Jerusalem, however, the lielief in the

ebb and flow of the water is universal ; and Dr. Kobinson was

enabled, a few ye.ars ago, to verify it by his own observations.

"As we were preparing to measure the basin of the upper

fountain," says he, "and explore the passage leading from it, my
companion was standing on the lower stepj with one foot on it, and

the other on a loose stone lying in the basin. All at once he per-

ceived ihe water running into his shoe ; and, supposing the stone

had roUed, he withdrew his foot to the step, which, however, was

also covered with water. This instantly excited our curiosity ; and

we now perceived the water rapidly bubbling up from under the

lower step. - In less than five minutes -it had risen in the basin

nearly or quite a foot, and we could hear it gurgling ofl' through

the interior passage. In ten minutes more it had ceased to flow,

and the water in the basin was again reduced to its former level.

Thrusting my staff in under the lower step, whence the water

appeared to come, I found that there was here a large hollow

space ; but no further examination could be made without

removing the steps. Meanwhile, a woman of Kefi-Selwfin came to

wash at tht^ fountain. She was accustomed to frequent the place
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ovpry (lay ; aiul from lior \^c kvirnt that the flnwinj; nf tho water

eeeurs at irregular iutervals—sometimes two or three times a day,

and sometimes, in summer, once in two or three days. She said,

die had seen the fouutaiu dry, and men and flocks, dependent

ujiou it, gathered around and suftering from thirst; when all at

I'nco the water would begin to boil up from under the stejis, and

(as slio said) from the bottom in tlie interior pari, and (low oft" in a

eopious strwim."

The Pool ef Silo»m may therefore be cUiBsed among ebbing and

(lowing wells, of which some examples arc found in England,

though the phenomenon do^s not appear to have any regular

poriodioity,

TIIK MALAYAN SUN-KEAll.
lilKLARl'TUS MALATASUS.

)

XoT liiaay jears lia\ u elapsed since the appearance of a dancing bear,

witli the intlispensable accompaniment of a monkey, was by no means

an uncommon occurrence in the streets of London. But the march
if progress has introduced new police acts, and before these many of

the sights and sounds familiar to our cliililhood have either wholly

disappeared, or become very unfretiuent. None appear to have

succiuulied more completely to the strong hand of the law than our

^haggy friend, Bruin. Punch occasionally gets an audience together

at the corner of some side street, where the old jokes appear to have

lost none of their piquancy ; the Fantoccini, with its wonderful

dancing skeleton that fiiUs to pieces, and throws.its head up to the

top of the stage iu such a surprising manner, is still to lie seen now
and then in our thoroughfares ; the monkeys even have held their

ground to a certain extent, but the bear and tlie camel, the most

wonderful of our eiirly street reminiscences, appear to have departed

for ever.

Our children can only make the ac(|uaintance of these anirauls in

inenageries and zoological gai'dens ; but here we Iiave abundaiue of

evidence that the ursine race has not lost one particle of its po}iu-

larity—the bear-iiit is always surrounded by a delighted troop of

\ouiigsters, watching with the greatest interest the uncoulli niuve-

iiients of the .shaggy brutes, which often look like a liurles(|ue ujion

liiim.an actions, and entieing them up to their nneoiiifoi-Uilile |iositinu

:d the top of the [lole by the Irresistllilo temptfttion of half a bilii.

lint if the rising generation have some just cause for regret that

their street opportunities of pii^king up a knowledge of natural

history are somewhat curtaileil, this disadvantage is eeiiaiuly

more than compensated for by the faeilitiea aflbrded by the

/.oologieil gardens of the present day. Here, instead of the

wandering showman with his scanty troop of animals, they may
\isit a magnificent collection of the rarest and most interesting

'i-reatures from all quarters of the globe ; and for a guide in their

inspection, instead of the " History of Three Huudi-ed Animals,"

which was almost the only attainable zoological reading of our

younger days, tliero are innumerable handbooks, of various degrees

of e.xceUence, which furnish the reader with the most recent informa-

tion on tlie natural history of the animal creation.

The common bear of Europe (Ursus arctus), like all his relatives

in the northern regions of the earth, is clothed, as is well known,

with a thick coat of long, shaggy hair, which serves to protect him

from the severe cold to which he is so frequently exposed. But tlie

iiears inhabiting the countries lying between the tropics are usually

destitute of this sh.aggy covering, and present ;i sleek and comfortable

appearance, which contrasts favourably with the rough exterior of

our northern species. This is, however, by no means universally the

ease, for some of the bears from hot climates are as shaggy as their

northern bi'ethven, but these appear generally to inhabit mountainous

districts, where they are exposed to considerable cold.

Of tlie short-haired beai-s of the Eastern Archipelago, for which

Dr. Horefield has jjroposed the form.ation of a genus, which ho Civlls

J{ilarctoa, or sun-bear, from its tropical habitation, two species are

known. One of these, the Malayan sun-bear (Hdanlos Mulaijanmi),

was first described by Sir Stamford Kaffles, in~the year 1821 ; and
a specimen of it appears to have been brought to England about two
years previously. This bear is found in the peninsula of Malacca,

in the kingdom of Pegu, and in the islands of Java and Sumatra.
It is called hruang by the Malays, a name which has a singular

I

resemblance to our English bruin. The second species, the

Bornean sun-bear (ffelaixtos eur</spilu.<\, considered by some zoolo-

gists as a mere variety of the Malayan bear, is found in the gi-eat

sland of Borneo, and was described by Dr. Horsfield in 1825,

from a specimen then living in the Royal Menagerie in the Tower of

London, of the habits of which he gives a most interesting account.

Both these species present a very striking similarity in fonn and

colouring ; both are of a deep glossy black, with the muzzle yellowish

brown, and both have a large pale mark on the chest ; but this in

the Malayan bear is of a wlute colour, aii<l usually takes the form of

an irregular crescent, w'hil.-it in tlie Bornean species it is almost

squ,are and of deep orange colour.

From the uothern bear, and especially from the great white Ijcar

of the arctic regions (7*/i(t/«.s.sa/-f^o.'( inarillmKi<), which appears in its

structure as in its habitation to present the greatest contrast with

the.fe tropical species, the Malayan and Bornean bears arc especially

distinguished by the great breadth of the skull, the portion occupied

by the brain being almost globular, whilst in the northern species it

is more oblong. In their manners and disposition, also, these

animals contrast most favourably with their polar relative, and in a

loss degree with the intervening species. Dr. Horsfield has drawn

a plea.sing parallel between the two extremes. "The polar bejir,"

he say.s, "lives m the most distant regions of the north, near the

uoean, among ice and tempests. Its food is exclusively of an

animal nature, and is supplied by fishes, seals, and the carcases

of whales. It passes more than half the year in a torpid slate, and

when it awakes exhibits an unconquerable ferocity of disposition.

Although repeatedly taken in a young state, no individual lia;i

ever been even partially domesticated. The voyages to the

northern regions abound with accounts of its courage .and

fierceness. It has often lieen found a dangerous and destructive

enemy to man. Tlie Jfelardos, on the contrary, inhabits the most

delightful and fertile regions of the globe. The range both of the

Malayan and Bornean species appears to be limited to within a few

degrees of the equator, and it is therefore with propriety designated

as the equinootial bear. Its food is almost exclusively vegetable,

and it is often attracted to the society of man, by its fondness for

the young protruding summits of the cocoa-nut trees. It appears

therefore, not unfrequently at the villages, and has in many
instances been taken and made to gubniit to the confinements of a

domestic life." It is to be obseiwed, how-ever, that the beai-s,

although belonging to the order of carnivorous animals, generally

subsist to a great extent upon vegetables, and that the polar bear is

perhaps the only species confined exclusively to a flesh diet. The

fondness of these animals for honey is proverbial, and the tropical

siiecies are not only endowed with the same taste, but appear to

have many opportunities for indulging it. Several .species of wild bees

inhabit those favoured regions, and the bejirs will climb the highest

trees with great agility in search of the sweet stores laid up by

those industrious creatures, in devom-ing which their tongues, which

are long, slender and flexiMe, appear to be of great sei-vice to them.

One remarkable peculiarity of these bears consists in the loose

fleshy structure of the upper lip, which is capable of being protruded

in the form of a short proboscis. When any article of food is held

a little way beyond his reach, the animal will frequently extend

this, as if to seize it, expanding his nostrils and moving his nose at

the same time, in a manner wliich, as Dr. Horsfield obsei-ves, is very

ludicrous. In this respect, however, the Malayan ami Bornean bears

are greatly surpassed by a species from the continent of India, called

the .Juggler's bear (rrodtlhin labiatus), from its being carried about

for exhibition by the Indian jugglers. In its general structure this

species very closely resembles its insular relatives, but still present.s

sufficient difierences U> have caused the formation of a separate genus

for its reception, to wliicli, from the great extensibility of the lips,

the name of Prochilus has been given. Unlike the sun-bears, this
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animal is covei-L'il witli loiiy sliaggy hair, so tliat he bears a con-

siderable resemlilanoe, in external a))i)earance, to the commou

European bear. This animal, on its first arrival in Europe, was

the subject of a most absurd blunder. A specimen was exhibited

in England, in the year 1790, when it was examined by Pennant,

and the other authorities in zoological matters in those days. The

specimen had lost its front teeth, probably, as B.aron Cuvier

supposes, from age, and these gentlemen, struck with the circum-

stance, chose to overrule all its other characters, and immediately

pronounced the animal to be a new species of sloth (in which the incis-

ors are naturally deficient), which they described as the Ursine or

Five-toed .sloth (Bradijpus ursiniisor jKntaihuii/lti)). Shaw even

goes so far as to tell his readers that " it is not otlierwise related to

the bear, than by its size and Iiabit, or mere exterior outline ;" and

in accordance with the dictum of that distinguished compiler, the

do so ; but it violently resents abuse and ill-treatment, and, having

been irritated, refuses to be courted while the offending person

remains in sight." A bear does not seem likely to prove a very

amiable domestic pet ; but Sir Stamford Raffles' account of the

behaviour of a tame specimen of the Malayan sjiecies which lived

or about two years in his possession, may go a long way towards

removing our objections to such an inmate. " He was bronglit up

in the nursery with the children ; and when admitted to my table,

as was freijuently the case, gave proof of his taste by refusing to

eat any fruit but mangosteens, or to drink any wine but champagne.

The ouly time I ever knew him to be out of hunjour was when no

champagne was forthcoming. He was naturally of a playful dispo-

sition, and it was never found necessary to chain or chastise him.

It was usual for this bear, the cat, the dog, and a small blue moun-

tain-bird, or Lory of New Holland, to mess together and eat out of

lU^
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animal appeared for some years as a sloth in all works ou natural

history; and in that delectable compilation, "The History of Three

Hundred Animals," it figures under the more mysterious appellation

of the "Anonymous Animal." Subsequent researches, however,

sliowed that the absence of the front teeth in the first specimen was

entirely an accidental circumstance, ami that the creature was a

genuine bear.

In captivity, all these tropical bears appear to l.c of a mild and

often playful disposition. The Bornean bear in the Tower exhi-

bited, accordiug to Dr. Horsfield, a great consciousness of the kind

treatment it received from its keeper. "On seeing him," says the

Doctor, "it often places itself in a variety of attitudes, to court his

attention and caresses, extending its nose and anterior feet, or sud-

denly turning round, exposing the back, and waiting for several

minutes in this attitude, with the head placed on the ground. It

delights in being patted and nibbed, and even allows strangers to

the same dish. His favourite playfellow was the dog, whose teasing

and worrying was always borne and returned with the utmost good

humour and playfulness. As he grew up he became a very power-

ful animal, and in his rambles in the garden, he would lay hold of

the largest plantains, the stems of which he could scarcely embrace,

aud tear them up by the roots." With these qualities—omitting,

perhaps, the last-mentioned—we might almost expect the sun-hears

to liecome fashionable pets ; but their size, unfortunately, is rather

against them. They measure some tliree or four feet in length ; and

when standing upon the hind legs, which they can do vHh ease,

reach to a height of five or six feet. The natives of the countries

which they inhabit apply them to a more useful purpose, employing

their skins in the formation of articles of dress. Their claws, also,

which are very long, are frequently .strung together into necklaces

by thes3 people, or attached to their clothes" and weapons by

way of ornament.
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THE G Tv E E K PRIME M I N I S T E E

Alkxandke Mavrooordato, whom pulitioal exigencies have again

placed at the head of the Greek ailmiiiistratii>n, was born at Con-

stantinople, on the 15th of February, 17U1, and is conseipieatly in

his sixty-fourth year. He is descended, in a direct line, from tlie

Alexandre Mavrooordato who acquired some renown both in

politics and the sciences towards the close of the seventeenth cen-

tury, and received the title of count from the emperor Leopold II.

for his co-operation in the deliverance of Vienna, when it was be-

sieged by the grand vizier, Kara Mustaplia, in 1683. Nicholas, son

if Count JIavrocordato, was made hospodar of Moldavia in IVOi), in

the place of the native prince. Riikovitza, and of Wallachia in 1710.

The education of Alexandre JIavrocordato was carefully attended

to by his father, who was grand interpreter to the Ottoman Porte,

and intended him for the diplomatic service. He pursued his

•association formed witli that view. When, at the close of 1818,

Caradja abruptly 'piitted tlie principality, and w.as replaced by

Alexandre SoUtzo, Mavrocordato also left Bucharest, and after

travelling over a considerable portion of Europe, fixed his residence

at Pisa. There he was joineil by Argyropoulo, the Archbishop

Ignatius, and several other Greeks of distinction, all actuated by

the same desire of liberating their country from tlie Ottoman yoke.

During his residence at Pisa, he received from the Emperor

Alexander, whom lie had met in Bess;iraba in 1818, .an advan-

tageous oiler of emijloymeiit in tlie Ituss'an service, which his

ardour in the cause of his country's independence led him to

decline. Alexandre Ipsilanti, the cliief of the Hetairists, proposed

an invasion of Mold.avia, encouraged [irohably by liopes of support

from Ru.ssia ; but Mavrocordato conceived an unfavourable opinion

ALEXAKIjKE MAVKotoKDAlO, lUE GREEK PRIME MI.MSTER.

itudie.s partly under the paternal roof, and partly in the school of

Kourou-Tchesma, founded by Demetrius Morousi, in tlie little

village of Bosphorus, which at that time enjoyed a considerable

reputation. Young Mavrocordato soon displayed a great aptitude

for languages, and at ten years of age, emulating his father, was

able to speak and write, with equal facility, Greek, Turkish,

Persian, French, and Italian. Subsequently he acquired a know-

ledge of English and German.

In 1817 he took up his abode at Bucharest, in the quality of

secretai7 to his maternal uncle, John Caradja, hospodar of W.al-

lachia ; and att<iined in a few years to the highest offices of the

administration. It was at this time that projects were first initiated

for the regeneration of Greece, and the name of Mavrocordato was

inscribed on the list of members forming the councU of the secret

Vol. III., K. s.—97.»

of the enterprise, and refused to take any part in it. In his

opinion, an insurrection would have no chance of success, either on

the banks of the Danube or at Constantinople, and he recommended

a descent on the coast of the Morea. His advice was followed.

On the 10th of July, 1821, a Greek vessel, under Russian colours,

entered the port of Mar.seilles, hai-ing on board Ma\Tocordat'5 and

his companions, and a quantity of arms and ammunition, destined

for the cause of Greek independence. There they were joined by

a number of their compatriots from the universities of France and

Germany, and fifty French and Piedmontcse sympathisers, mostly

in the military sei-vices of their respective countries.

Eight days afterwards the vessel sailed for the Morea, and on

leaving the port the national flag was substituted for that of Russia,

amid the roar of a salute and enthusiastic cries of "Liberty for
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ever!" Ou tlie Sril of August the patriots disemljarked at Mis-

solonghi, about six weeks after the arrival of Demetrius Ipsilanti

in the Peloijonnesus. It is needless to enter here into the particulars

of the war. The patriots were successful in expelling the Turks

from the Morea; and on the 1st of January, 1822, Mavrocordato,

who had been elected president of the executive council of the

Greek nation, signed the famous proclamation of the National

A.ssembly of Epidaurus. The constitution which provisionally

regulated the organisation of Greece had just been promulgated.

But diflerences of opinion were beginning at this time to distract

the councils of the great chiefs, and Mavrocordato shortly after-

wards resigned his authority, rather than divide the insurgent

forces, which Colocotroni would certainly have done, but for this

patriotic self-denial.

In July of the same year Mavrocordato met Lord Byron, for the

first time, at Missolonghi. The political ability of Mavrocordato was

not Huknown to the noble poet, who generously offered a large sum

of money f)r the equipment of the Greek fleet, on tlie condition

that he should resume the direction of affairs. The friendship

which thus sprang up between these two distinguished men was

termin.ated shortly afterwards by the death of the poet, for whom

the National Assembly decreed a general mourning. After the

heroic defence of Sphaoteria in 1825, Mavrocordato retired into

private life, but he continued to correspond with the Philhellenic

committees, and to keep up relations with the government.

Under the arbitrary government oi' Count Capo d'Istrias he for

some time kept aloof from public affairs ; but when he thought he

could sene his country by doing so, he accepted an important

mission to the island of Candia, and organised, in concert with

Toumbazis, the increasing fleet of the infant state. During the

minority of King Otho, and under the Bavarian regency, he held

for short periods the ministry of finance and the presidency of the

council, and afterwards received, under the colour of a voluntary

retreat from office, the appointment of minister of legation to the

court of Munich. He w.is subsequently accredited in the same

capacity to the court of London; and when Otho, in July, 1840,

found the difficulties of government thickening around him, he was

sent for to form an a<lmiuistration. He took this opportunity to repre-

sent to his majesty the necessity of removing the Germans who

filled all the offices of state, establishing the political institutions of

the country on a sound basis, introducing certain desirable reforms

into the administration, and giving the people some guarantee

that their rights would be respected. Finding that his views did

uot agi-ee with those of the king, he tendered his resignation. His

immense popularity followed him in his retirement. This abnega-

tion of office, when he could not hold it without a sacrifice of prin-

ciple, comm.inds our admiration, more especially as he was without

fortune, having consecrated all his patrimony to the liberation of

his country. The government offered him a pension of 7,200

drachmas, as a mark of their appreciation of -the services he had

rendered the nation ; and his refusal, based on the scruples he felt

at becoming a burden upon the people, increased the esteem in

which his disinterested patriotism caused him to be held by all

classes of his countrymen.

Two years afterwards, the revolution of the 15th of September,

1843, bi-oke out, and compelled the king to convoke a National

Assembly, for the purpose of framing a constitution. Mavrocordato

was at that time Charge d'Affaires at Constantinople. Recalled to

Athens by the revolution, and elected representative of Missolonghi,

he presided for six mouths, with remarkable talent and dignity,

over the most stormy assembly that had ever been convened in

Greece. After the promulgation of the constitution, he was induced

to accept office ; but he did so with some reluctance, well knowing

how precarious his tenure of power would be. In fact, the

minorities, vanquished in the Assembly, soon coaleced against his

administration, and offered a furious opposition to all his measures.

In conSLquence of this factious opposition, he resigned his functions

as president of the council, and resumed his place in the chaml:ier,

to which he was called by five electoral colleges. He now became

the leader of the opposition, and resisted the arbitrary measures of

Coletti to the utmost of his power; but in 1848, fearing an

anarchical reaction, as a consequence of the political excitement of

the period, he abandoned his opposition to the government, though

without giving it his support. At the close of 1850, however, he

accepted the appointment of minister of legation at P.aris, but

without any sacrifice of his opinions on the internal policy of the

kingdom. The events of which Greece has lately been the scene,

and particularly tlie temporary occupation of the Pirajus by an

Anglo-French division, have awakened King Otho to a more just

appreciation than hitherto of the conditions on which he holds his

throne ; and the fact of his again placing Mavrocordato at the head

of the government seems to indicate an intention to make his

future policy more in accordance with the wants and wishes of the

people.

THE YOUTH OF GOETHE.

The great German poet and thinker, whose name appears at the

head of our present article, makes in his autobiography the remark

which must have occurred to very many persons before him—that

"when we desire to recall what befel us in the earliest period of

youth, it often happens that we confound what we have heard from

others with that wdiich we really possess from onr own direct ex-

perience." There is great truth in this. Few men can look back

and tell when they began to remember, what they know themselves

of their own knowledge, and what has been told to them.

We fancy that Goethe is himself in the category of those who

record much from the narratives of others, which they fancy they

recollect from their own experience. lie gives us a minute descrip-

tion of his house—the house in which he was bom—and tells gravely,

in the style of Rousseau, of little peccadilloes, which are almost too

trivial to be worthy of record. But the world had made Goethe un-

consciously vain ; and he really felt that it was important to the world

to know how, when scarcely more than a baby, he amused certain

grave old men by smashing a basket full of crockery just bought;

and how he w.as curious about the name of Ids street
— " The Stag-

ditch ;" and didn't like to go to bed in the dark, and so on. The

apology for all this certainly is, the naive style in which the

childish adventures are told.

The event which, probably of all others, had an inHnence on the

tone of the boy's mind, was his old grandmother's having a puppet-

show exhibited to the children. We can fancy the impression made

by the mimic drama on a boy who was naturally of a romantic dis-

position. The little stage was given over to him, and became his

constant amusement and occupation, until a great change in the

family induced other impressions. They lived in a queer old house,

with every story projecting over the other ; and when the grand-

mother died, their fiither determined to rebuild it. He tried to do

this while the children were in it, until the water caiie into their

very bed-rooms, and then he reluctantly allowed them to go to

school.

The hero of this narrative now began to make acquaintanee with

his native town, to wander on the bridge over the Maine—it was in

Frankfort-on-the-Maine—to get ferried over the river, and to watch

the market-boats arriving. He used to avoid the market itself, and

"always flew away from the meat-stalls, nairow and disgusting as

they were, in perfect horror."

Frankfort is a quaint old town, with historir memories— its

Haseng.asse, its fortresses within the walls, its Nuremberg court, its

Comportella, Braangels, and other strongholds, turned to the peaceful

purposes of trade. There were gates, and towers, and walls, and

bridges, and ramparts, and moats—remains of a past long since

dead, but which affected the boy's mind with reverence for the

antique, which he further studied closely in the cuts of Grave on

the "Siege of Frankfort." Then he would lose himself in the

lower vault-like halls of the old council-house.

"We obtained an entrance, too, into the large, very simple

session-room of the council," says the old man writing his Boy-

memories. " The walls, as well as the arched ceiling, were white,

though wainscoted to a certain height, and the whole was without

a tr,ace of painting, or any carved work ; only high up on the middle

wall might be read this brief description :

—

* One man's word is no man's word.

Justice needs that both be heard.*

"After the most ancient fashion, benches were ranged around the

wainscoting, and raised one step above the floor, fur the aocommo-
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elation of the members of the assembly. This readily suggested to

us why the order of rank in our senate was distributed by bcndics.

To the left of the door, in the opposite corner, sat the Sehiiffeu
;

in the comer itself, the Schultheiss, who alone had a small table

before him ; those of the second bench sat in the space to the k'ft,

as far as the wall to where the windows were ;
while along the

windows ran the third bench, occupied by the craftsmen. In the

midst of the hall stood a table for tlic registrar."

Here he listened to the audiences ami legends of Charlemagne,

and heard that Maximilian wunld be the last German eini)eror ;

and then he wandered round the cathedral, and there heard stories

of coronatioiLS, ami all the long train of splendours connected

with them. After this came the fairs twice a-year, with all the

old customs— customs that dated from the middle ages— to

which the Germans, with their qu.aint love of antiquity, clung tena-

ciously, and still cling. One may be cited as a specimen of all

the rest. The city of Worms brought an old felt hat to siguify

some tenure or other, which hat being always redeemed, .again

figured in the ceremonies of centuries. The boy used to be very

proud when to the old Schultheiss, his grandfather, the traders did

homage of pepper. Then came festivities and rejoicings outside the

city. On the right shore of the JlainCj going down, about h.alf an

hour's walk from the gate, there rises a sulphur-spring, ne.at!y

enclosed, .and surrounded by aged lindens. Not far from it stands

the Good I'i(}jiU's Court, formerly a hospital. On the commons

around, the herds of cattle from the neighbourhood were collected

on a certain day of the year ; and the herdsmen, together with their

sweethearts, celebrated a rural festival, with dancing and singing,

and all sorts of pleasure and clowni.shiiess. On the other side of

the city lay a similar but larger common, likewise graced with a

spring, and still finer lindens.

But Wie new house was finished lit last, despite delays, and was

light and roomy and bright ; and then began the delight of

arranging it. The first thing which Goethe notices is the

books, Dutch editions of the Latin classics, all in quarto, and

the Italian poets, and travels ; but, doubtless, the pictures

that hung on the walls were much more noticed by him at

the time. His father followed the principle that it was best to

employ living artists. He said he was sure that pictures could be

produced in any coming year, of just as excellent quality as in years

passed. He would remark ih.at many old pictures owed their

excellence to their being dark and brown, in the eyes of amateurs
;

but he protested, says Goethe, in quite a Sterne-like sentence, that

he had no fear that the new pictures would not also turn lilack in

time ; thousth whether they were likely to gain anything by this,

he was not so positive. .

Doubtless the gradual filling of the house with pictures influenced

the youthful mind of the future poet. Early associations are all

but irresistible, when they are ple.asant ; and all that aw.akens

.art- love must be so.

There came, on the first of November, 1755, a fearful rumour

over the earth. Lisbon had been destroyed by an earthquake, one

of the most terrible in the history of the world. Sixty thousand

people were^.1 iiled. Alarm spread to the uttermost confines of

civilisation. Tlie end of the world was said to be at hand. Goethe

was alarmed for the first time, and his religious ideas were puzzled

between the alarmists and the hopeful. A fearful storm immedi-

ately after, which broke all the glass in the house, made a serious

impression, whicli did not dejiarl for some time.

Meanwhile t!)e boy studied very hard, and learnt Latin, followed

the usual course of instruction, and began to rhyme. There were,

he com])lains no children's books in those days. Boys had no

resource but to pore over the "Orbis Pictiis" of Amos Cimenius,

and the "Acei-va Philologica." At last he got "Robinson Crusoe,''

and " The Island of Falsenberg," and Anson's "Voyage Round the

World." A little later he fell upon fairy tales, which the future

poet devoured with .avidity. Illness intervened, and the father,

unfortunately, in times of convalescence, tried to make him fetch

up lost time, which overstrained his mind.

After one of his illnesses, Goethe made an acquaintance which

w.is to him imixirt-ant. He first became acquainted with Homer in

ft prose translation, which may be found in the seventh part of

Herr von Locn's new collection of the most remarkable travels.

under the title of " Homer's Description of the Conquest of the

Kingdom of Troy," ornamented with copper-jilates in the theatrical

French style.

His religious education was peculiar, or rather, was no ed\ication

at all. He picked up stray notions on all sides, and thought him-

self a regular high-priest, building Iiiniself an altar, of which,

however, he afterwards no doubt made more than really was due to

the circumstance.

Then the war broke out which had so much influence on his life.

He was seven years old. His family was divided. His father leaned

towards Prussia. Other relatives took the other side. Quarrels,

discord, and discontent, entered the quiet homes of the pacific

citizens. The old Sunday-evening meetings were broken \\\k The

nearest relatives could not meet in the street without quarrelling.

The boy sided with the king of Prussia, and was horrified, when he

dined with his grandfather and grandmother, to hear his hero

slandered. These events acted on his mind w ith very great force,

and iiwoke sentiments and feelings which never died. One was a

general distrust of public opinion on every point. Goethe was in

many things essentially a doubter.

About this time he bcg.au his career as a fictionist, by the chil-

dren's tale of "The New Paris," which, with all its affected sim-

plicity, owes much to the polish of after days. He dwells at great

length on his youthful struggles.

The society of men of talent and learning, wliich w.as brought

together by his father, doubtless had its influence on the dawning

mind of the young German. He dwells with pleasure on John

ilichael von Loen, curiously on the Seokerbcrgs ; but an author

who came to him in his books, Klopstock, made must impression.

His "Messiah" w.as almost learnt by heart.

But now came the French and billeted themselves in the town,

and one Count Thorane was sent to their house. What a mis-

fortune for a Prussian thus to entertain one of the opposite party !

The father was miserable. The Frenchman was polite, artistic, a

man of t<aste ; but he was a Frenchman. This outweighed every

consideration. He employed all the same artists as the old man
;

but it was in vain. The boy, however, was happy. He watched

the artists at work for the count, he leamt French, he went to

the French plays, and fell in love by way of a change.

Now came Good Friday, 1759, and a terrible battle at the gates

of the city, in which, to the great delight of the mother, the French

were victorious. The father was miserable ; he insulted the

French officer, who ordered him under arrest, and then let him go.

A right good honest fellow was this Count Thorane. A thick-

headed citizen, having a complaint to make one day, called him
" Excellency," with a bow. The count returned the "excellency

"

.and the bow. The astonished citizen, thinking he had not been

humble enough, said "Your highness." "Sir," said the count

gravely, " we will go no further, or we shall come to ' majesty.'
"

The father allowed his son to frequent the theatre, because he

advanced so rapidly in French. .Vt last the count went away, and

Goethe learnt music and English and Hebrew, and began to study

theology and biblical history with great earnestness. Physical

education w,as not neglected. Goethe le.amt to fence and ride on

horseback. The mode of teaching riding disgusted him, though he

at host became a daring and fearless rider.

He tells, with great earnestness, how at this time he was present

at the burning of a book, a French comic novel. " The packages

exploded in the fire, and were r.aked asunder by an oven fork, to

be brought in closer contact with the flames. It was not long

before the Idndled sheets were wafted about in the air, and the

crowd caught at them with eagerness. Nor could we rest until we

had hunted up a copy ; while not a few managed likewise to procure

the forbidden pleasure. Nay, if it had been done to give the

author publicity, he could not himself have made a more effectual

provision."

Goethe shows his knowledge of human nature, for, the novel

being against religion and morals, he does not give its name ; as, if

he had, it would have been continually in demand, because it had

been read by Goethe. Here properly ends the early childhood of

Goethe, whose life, it will be seen, begins very much as the life of

a literary man should—amidst learning and art, and surrounded

by historic associations.
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THE COLONISATION OF PENNSYLVANIA.
It has been observed that truth is a plant which thrives best in

the soil of persecution. Imprison the preacher of a new creed, and

his followers increase tenfold. Burn a book, and you make a

fortune for its publisher and a reputation for its author. Opposi-

tion excites a man's combativeness into action, and often causes

him to go further than he intended. The quiet thinker is con-

verted into the propagandist by the necessity of defending himself

and vindicating his opinions.

The inefficacy of force in matters of conscience was well exempli-

fied in the case of the celebrated William Penn, whose name is

better known in connexion with the prop.ig.ation of Quakerism,

than even that of its founder, George Fox. Imbibing the doctrines

of the new sect while a youth of sixteen, at the university of

Oxford, he was fined for non-conformity, and afterwards expelled

the college. His father, Admir.al Penn, who was high in the

favour of Charles II. and the Duke nf York, .and anxious for his

advancement at court, was deeply offended with him ; and finding

remonstnances and arguments ineffectual to wean his son from his

superintend the fiimily estates, remaining there about twelve

months. He returned to London just as the Conventicle Act had

been passed, and the Friends expelled from their meeting-house.

He had not been long in the metropolis when he was arrested on

the charge of preaching to
*

' a riotous and seditious assembly "

—

that is, an open-air gathering of the Friends—ami committed to

Newgate. He defended himself on his trial mth great ability, and

though the judge directed the jury to convict him, they had the

honesty and courage to return a verdict of acquittal. The bench

fined the jury, and ordered them to be imprisoned until the fines

were paid ; but the Court of Common Pleas pronounced the proceed-

ing illegal and qu<ashed it.

Admir.al Penn died shortly afterwards, perfectly reconciled to his

son, to whom lie left a considerable estate ; but he had scarcely

succeeded to it, when he was ag.ain committed to Newgate for six

months for preaching. On his liberation, he married the daughter

of Sir William Spi'iugett, and the next five ye.ars were spent in the

calm and felicity of rural retirement. In 1677, Penn made a sort

I'ENN S TREATY WITH THE INDUXS.

new opinions, he inflicted personal chastisement upon him, and

turned him out of the house. Awakening, however, to a sense of

either the impolicy or the injustice of this treatment, he provided

him shortly afterwards with the means of passing two years in

France and Italy ; and on his return sent him to Ireland to manage

his property there— a step which proves that he had confidence in

his judgment and steadiness, for the future founder of Pennsylvania

was then only in his twenty-second year. While at Cork, he

attended a meeting of the Society of Friends, when the preacher,

Thomas Lee, with whom he had become acquainted at Oxford,

delivered so impressive a discourse on faith and spiritual-minded-

ness, that he became still more imbued with their doctrines.

Admiral Penn immediately sent for him to London, and again

remonstrated and threatened, but without efl'ect ; eniling, as before,

with tvirning liim out of doors. He now began to preach and write

in suppoit of his religious opinions, and his zeal in a short time

caused him to be imprisoned in the Tower, where he remained

nearly seven months. On his liberation, his father once more

received him into favour, and he again repaired to Ireland to

01 religious tour through Holland and Germany, accompanied by

the other two chiefs of the new sect, Fox and Barclay
; and on his

return to England exerted himself, though vainly, to procure the

repeal of the acts under which his brethren were pereecuted and

oppressed, and the admission of their aSirmation in the place of an

oath.

He now began to look for a land in which he and his co-religion-

ists might live in peace and security, unvexed by Exchequer prose-

cutions and the scoffs of the worldly-minded. Americji was then

the haven in whicli all who were persecuted for conscience-sake

sought refuge and rest. A sum of £16,000 was due to him from

the crown, on account of money advanced by his father for the use

of the navy ; and Penn petitioned for a grant of a tract of land on

the west bank of the Delaware, to him and his heirs fur ever, in

consideration of his claim. Charles gave a ready assent to this

arrangement, and tlie Duke of York ceded an adjoining tract, lower

dowTi the Delaware, in addition. The roy.al patent was dated

March the 4th, 16S1, constituting Penn absolute ]>roprietor and

governor of the province, which received from Charles, in honour of
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the founder auil liis fatlier, the nniiie of Pennsylvaaia. Liberal

terms of settlemeut were offered to those who wished to emigrate,

and a friendly intercourse was opened with the Indiiin chiefs by

letters and presents; for Penn's clear perception of. the reiiuire-

ments of justice showed him that Charles Stuart had no right to

dispose of the lands in the possession of the natives, and he resolved

to purchase them.

A settlement had been made by the Swedes on the shoies of

Chesapeake Bay, in 1627, which, after being some time in the

possession of the Dutch, had been ceded in 166-1 to England.

Several other small settlements were scattered along both sides of

the bay. Three vessels sailed with emigrants, chiefly Quakers, as

soon as the preliminary arrangements could be effected ; and Peun

followed in the autumn of 1682, leaving his wife aud children in

England. The voyage across the wide Atlantic was made in safety

;

aud his first act was to assemble the colonists and the Indians

under an immense elm near the spot where Philadeli)hia was after-

wards founded, and arrange the treaty according to which he became

proprietor of the territory, by what he rightly considered a better

title than could be conferred by King Charles. The date of this

and on the undulating plains which stretch towards the Blue

Mountains, leaving the country between the mountains and the

valley of the Ohio in the possession of the Indians. The Swedes

had already built a church at the confluence of the Schuykill with

the Delaware ; and Penn thought the situation such a pleasant one,

that it was determined to build there Philadelphia—the City of

Brotherly Love. Eighty houses were built in the course of 1683,

and in two years the population amounted to 2,600. In three

years it had made greater progress than New York in half

century.

In the summer of 1684, Penn returned to England, leaving the

great seal in the hands of his friend Lloyd, one of the principal

Quakers of the colony, and the executive power in those of a

committee of the council. On board the vessel in which he sailed

he wrote a farewell address to his brethren. " My love and my
life are to you and with you," he said, **and no water can quencli

it, nor distance bring it to an end. I have been with you, cared

over you, aud served you with unfeigned love ; and yon are beloved

of me and dear to me beyond utterance. I bless you in the name

and power of the Lord ; and may God bless you with his righteous-

'-:) ^f-i)

treaty h.as not been preserved ; but the event is one of which the

Quakers should be proud, and the memory of which should be

treasured. Voltaire observes that it was the only treaty unratified

by an oath, and the only one the provisions of which were not

violated. For seventy years, or as long as the Quakers retained

the administration of the affair's of the province, the friendship

thus cemented between the colonists and the Indians remained

uninterrupted.

The constitution which Penn had drawn up before leaving Eng-

l.ind was submitted to a general aj^sembly of the colonists at

Chester, in December, 1682, and received theii' approval and con-

firmation. So largely did it breathe the spirit of civil and religious

liberty, and so humane and equitable were the laws founded upon

it, that thousands were attracted to the new colony from most

parts of Europe, but chiefly from Germany, descendants from natives

of which country now constitute a fourth of the whole population of

Pennsylvania. There were also many from Holland. No less

than fifty vessels .arrived with emigrants during the two years

following Penn's arrival in the country. All of them settled in the

south-eastern part of the province, along the hanks of the Delaware,

uess. peace, and plenty, all the laud over. You are come to a

quiet land, and liberty aud authority are in your hands. Rule for

Him under whom the princes of this world will one day esteem it

their honour to govern. And thou, Philadelphia, the virgin settle-

ment of this produce, my soul prays to God for thee, that thou

mayst stand in the day of trial, and that thy children may be

blessed."

A dispute which had arisen between himself and Lord Baltimore,

the founder of Marjdand, on the bound.aries of their respective

provinces, was referred to the Committee of Trade and Plantations

on his arrival in England, and decided in his favour. He remained

in England fifteen yeai-s, during which time he was four times

arrested on charges of disaffection to the government of William III.

,

arising out of his intimacy with the deposed monarch, James 11.,

but always succeeded in vindicating himself before the council. In

1692 he was deprived of the government of Pennsylvania, which

was annexed to that of New Y'ork ; but it was restored to him two

years afterwards. His wife died during this sojourn in England,

and he married the daughter of a Bristol merchant named

Callowhill.
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Poverty retarded his return to Pennpylvania, -nliioh did iiot take

place till ICOft, when he was accompanied liy his wife and children.

He h'ld not been more than eighteen months in America, when an

attempt of the home government to convert the proprietary govern-

ments into royal ones recalled him to England. Tlie hill was

abandoned, tlirough the exertions of Penn and his friends, and the

accession of Queen Anne restored him to favoxir at court. Before

his departure from Pennsylvania, which he was never to revisit

again, the constitution of the province underwent a revision, and

continued in this improved form as long as 'the proprietary govern-

ment lasted. The legislative power was vested in the governor and

assembly, the latter being elected annually, and the people had the

power of appointing sheriffs and coroners. "And now," says

Bancroft, ' liaving divested himself and his successors of any power

to injure, he had founded a democracy. By the necessities of the

case, he remained the feudal sovereign ; for only as such could he

grant or have maintained the charter of colonial lil)ertie3. But

time anil the people would remove the inconsistency. Having thus

given freedom and popular power to his provinces, no strifes

remaining but strifes about property, happily for himself, he

departed from the young country of his affections."

Pennsylvania does not appear to have been to its founder the

source of pleasurable contemplation whicli he anticipated in the

early days of its settlement. His liberality was met with selfish-

ness ; and the latter part of h's life was embittered by disputes

with tlie colonists about property—a state of things which, though

much to be deploi-ed, seems a natural result of the anomalies of the

constitution. Feudality and democracy were brought into unna-

tural union, aiid hence incessant antagonism and discontent. His

attempts to ol)tain the sanctity of m.arriage, tlic advantages of

education, and the rights and comforts of domestic life for the

negroes, were defeated ; and his philanthropic wishes fcr the con-

version and civilisation of the Indians were equally ineffectual.

His liberality was abused, and he was compelled to mortgage the

province, which he steadily ref\ised to sell to the crown, becau.se

he knew such a proceeding would undo all the good he had been

enabled to do. The proprietorship remained with his descendants

till the Revolution, when they disposed of theh' claims to the

federal government for £100,000.

It is one of those anomalies of human nature for which it is diffi-

cult to account, that Penn, with all liis acknowledged virtues and

ennobling qualities, should not have perceived the sin and injustice

of slavery, and its antagonism to tlie spirit of the Gospel. It is

true, he tried to ameliorate the condition of the slave ; but he con-

tinued to liold slaves when liis benevolent intentions had been

defeated. But in this he was not singular, even among the

Quakers, for they all did the same, except those from Germany,

who held with George Fox, that it was unlawful for those who had

the light of the Gospel to guide them, to hold their fellow-creatures

in slavery. Thousands of professing Christians—including even

ministers—hold slaves at the present day, so much does self-

interest blind men to the requirements of religion and justice ; but

that Penn should have done so is a contradiction to every other

trait in his character.

THE VALLEY OF THE AMAZON.

AViTHiN the last few ye.ars, and more particularly within tlie last

twelve months, the explorations of European and American tra-

vellers—some with scientific, others with commercial object—have

thrown a flood of light upon the geography and resources of the

hitherto almost unknown region wiitered by the Amazon and its

tributaries. By referring to a good map of South America, the

reader will perceive that this river is the largest in the world,

having its sources among the snow-capperl Andes, and discharging

its immense volume of water into the Atlantic, nearly under the

equator. Its entire length exceeds 3,000 miles, and tlie volume of

water which it pours every second through the Nai'row of Obydos is

calculated at 550,000 cubic feet. It has its source in the Lake of

Llanricocha, situated 14,000 feet above the sea-level, among the

snowy peaks of the Andes; and from tbeuco it Hows for 120 miles

through a ravine, in some places rushing like a mill-streain, and in

others roaring and foaming as it tumbles over piles of rocks, above

which soars tlie condor—the great vulture of these mountain soli-

tudes. Near Huary the ravine opens, and the river flows more

quietly through a wooded valley for a distance of 380 miles. Its

course is then interrupted by rapids, and it flows eastward for

180 miles, with such force .and rapidity that the Indiaii dares not

venture even in his light canoe upon its foaming waters. Leaving

the mountain region by the rapids of Manseriche, seven miles long,

it now receives in succession, from the pathless wilds beyond its

northern bank, the rivers Morona, P,asta(,'a, and Tigre, of which

very little is kno^-n ; while on the south it receives the waters of

the Huallaga, made known to us by the recently-published work of

Lieutenant Ilerndon, of the United States' navy, who has lately

descended it from Tinga-SIaria, the head of canoe navigation, to its

junction witli the present stream, four miles below the village of

Lagana. The Huallaga flows through a fertile plain, w.atered by

numerous rivulets, and dotted with villages ; the climate, moreover,

is healthy, there are no musquitoes or sand-flies, and the Indian

tribes are friendly—ad.vantages which induce Mr. Herndon to recom-

mend it as the most eligible portion of the valley of the Amazon for

European or North American colonis.ation. Cotton, coffee, sugar,

and cocoa are produced abundantly— indigo grows wild—and

cinnamon, storax, and gums abound in the woods, and may be

procured from the Indians at prices almost nominal.

Most of the towns and villages of the extensive regions watered

by the Amazon and its tributaries are situated on the rivers, and

very little is known of the greater portion of the interior, much of

which is a dense forest, rendered almost impenetrable by prickly

creepers, and trodden only by hostile Indians and beasts of prey.

Snakes and lizards are numerous—birds of gorgeous plumage hover

above the gigantic trees or nestle in their foliage— huge black

monkeys swing themselves from branch to branch—and at night

the forest is resonant with the growliugs of the puma and the

jaguar. The Indians who dwell near the settlements of the whites

are milder in their manners than those of the woods, profess a

degraded and superstitious kind of Christianity, engrafted upon

p.agau ide.as and customs by the zeal of the Jesuits, and wear

cotton drawers, or a piece of cotton folded round the middle ; but

the forest-dwelling tribes keep aloof from the settlements, hold

negroes in abhorrence, have no other religion than a species of

Fetichism, an<l go entirely naked, both men and women. M.

Alphonse de Lincjurt, who ascended the Tapajos (one of the tri-

butary rivers) a few years since, describes the hostile tribes who

inhabit the extensive forests which stretch far away on both sides

as being painted and tattooed, and wearing caps of parrots' feathers,

and collars and bracelets of V>ead^', shells, and jaguai-s' teeth.

Next in succession to the Huallaga, but on the opposite side, is

the Napo, which, after a course of 700 miles from the north, falls

into the Amazon a little below the village of Aran. The I<;a is

next reached, which has a similar length ; and then comes the

Yapura, flowing 900 miles from its source to its mouth, or rather

mouths, for it has four, the two most distant of which are more

than 200 miles apart. Both these rivers flow into the Amazon

from the north. On.the south it receives successively, after Nanta

is passed, the Ucayali (which flows through forest solitudes pro-

ducing sar3ap.arilla of the finest quality in great abundance), the

Yavarl, the Jutai, the Jurna, the Teffe, the Coavy, and the Purus,

the plains and valleys traversed by which yet remain unexplored.

In its course through the plain included between the mouths of

these rivers the Am.azon increases in ividth from half a mile to two

miles, and between the mouth of the Madeira (its most consider.abl(3

tributary, having a course of nearly 2,000 miles) and Obydos it

reaches three miles. The Madeira flows through a beautiful valley,

clothed with vei-dure, and abounding in scenery the most striking

and picturesque. Of this river we shall probably soon know

more through the exploration of Lieutenant Gibbon, who was sent

out by the United States' govei-nment at the same time with

Lieutenant Herndon, and started to descend the Madeira while his

fellow-traveller was paddling dov.a the Huailnga. They expected

to meet at some point on the Amazon, but Mr. Herndon reached

Pari without having seen or heard of his brother-officer from the

time they parted.
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CROC H E T N I G II T - C A 1'

.

Matekials.—Brooks' Great Exiiibition Prize Go;it's-lieadCroc!iet

Thread, No. 20 ; Penelope Hook, Xo. 4.

Make a round loop the size of this Q, and work 10 double iu

the round loop.

2nd round ; Chain 3, miss 1, work 1 double, repeat round.

3rd : Chain 4, work 1 double in the centre of the 3 chain of hist

round, repeat round.

4th : Chain 4, work 1 double in the centre of the 4 chain of last

round, repeat round.

5th ; Work 4 treble in the centre of the first 4 cliain of last

round, chain 3, and repeat round, plain 1 to form the round.

6th : Work 2 treble in the centre of the 4 treble of last round,

chain 3, work 2 treble in the same loop as before, work 2 treble in

the centre of the 3 chain of last round, chain 3, work 2 treble in

the same 3 cliaiu as before, repeat round.

7th : Work 2 treble iu the centre of the 3 chain of last round,

chain 3, work 2 treble in the same 3 chain as before, work the

same in each 3 chain all round.

Stli : Cliain 7, work 1 double iu the lii-st 3 chain of last round,

repeat round.

9tli : Chain 3, work o treble in tlie 7 chain of last round, repeat

round.

10th : Chain 3, work 3 treble at the top of tlie first 2 treble of

last round, cliaiu 1, miss 1, work 3 treble at the top of the 2 treble

of last round, repeat round.

nth : Chain 3, work 3 treble at the top of the first 3 treble of

last round, chain 1, work 1. treble in the 1 chain of lust round,

chain 1, work 3 treble at the top of the next 3 treble of last round,

repeat round.

12th : Chain 2, work 3 treble at the top of 3 treble of last

round, chain 1, work 3 treble at the top of the 1 treble of last

round, chain 1, work 3 treble at the top of the 3 treble of last

round, repeat round.

13th : Chain 1, work 3 treble at the top of the first 3 treble of

last round, chain 1, work 5 treble at the top of the next 3 treble of

last round, chain 1, work 3 treble at the top of the next 3 treble of

last round, repeat round.

14th : Chain 5, work 3 treble at the top of the first 3 treble of

last round, chain 1, work 3 treble at the top of the 5 treble of last

round, chain 1, work 3 treble at the top of the 3 treble of last

round, repeat round.

15th: Chain 3, work 2 treble in the centre of the 5 chain of

last round, chain 3, work 2 treble in the centre of the same 5

chain as before, chain 3, work 3 treble at the top of the 3 treble of

last round, chain 1, work 1 treble at the top of the next 3 treble of

last round, cliain 1 , work 3 treble at the top of the 3 treble of last

round, repeat round.

lljth : Chain 5, work 1 double in the centre of the 3 chain

(which is between the 2 two trebles of last round), chain 5, work

3 treble at the top of the 3 treble of last round, chain 1, work

3 treble at the top of the next 3 treble of last round, repeat round.

17th : Chain 3, work 2 tn-ble in the centre of the 5 chain of

last round, chain 3, work 2 treble in the same 5 chain as before,

chain 3, work 2 treble in the centre of the next 5 chain of last

round, chain 3, work 2 treble in the same 5 chain as before,

chain 3, work 5 treble in the centre of the 6 treble of last round,

repeat round.

ISth : Chain 5, work 1 double in the centre of the 3 chain

of last round (which is between the 2 two trebles of last round),

chain 5, woik 1 double in the next 3 chain of last round,

chain 5, work 1 double in the next 3 chain of last round, chain 5,

work 3 treble iu the centre of ihe 5 treble of last round, repeat round.

IJ'th ; Chain 3, work 2 treble in the centre of tho first 5

chain of last round, chain 1, work 2 treble in the same 5 chain

as before, repeat rovnd.

20th : Chain 3, work 1 double in the centre of the first 3

chain of last round, chain 3, work 1 double in the 1 cliaiu of

last round, repeat round.

21st ; Chain 3, work 1 double iu the centre of the first 3 chain

of last round, repeat round, which will complete the crown, or

back part of the cap. You now only work two-thirds of the round,

leaving one-third for the back of the neck.

22nd ; Cliain 2, work 3 treble iu tlie centre of the first 3

chain of last round, repeat two-tliirds of tho way round, and
fasten off, and commence the next row at the other end.

23rd : Work 1 double in the centre of the 2 chain of last row,

chain 5, repeat to the end, work 1 double, so as to make both

ends correspond, fasten off.

24th : Work 1 double in the centre of the first 5 cliain of last

row, work 6 treble iu the next 5 chain of last row, repeat to tho
end, fiisten off, making botli ends to correspond.

25th : Work 1 double in the centre of tlie 6 treble of last row,

chain C, repeat to the end, work 1 double to correspond with the

other side, fasten off.

2i;th : Work 1 double in the centre of the G cliain of last row,

chain 8, repeat to the end, work 1 double, and fasten ofl".

27th : Work 1 double in the centre of tlie first S chain of last

row, chain 3, wor>. 7 treble iu the next 8 chain of last row, chain

3, repeat to the end, work 1 double to make both ends correspond,

fasten off,

2Sth : Chain 3, and work 1 double between each treble stilcli

of last row, repeat to the end, fasten off.

29th : Chain 3, .and work 1 double in the centre of each of the

three chains of last row, except those which cnas the 1 double of

the 27th row, repeat to the end, fasten off.

30th : Work 1 double in the centre of the first 3 chain of last

row, chain 3, and repeat the same in each of the 4 following 3

chain of last row, work 1 double, chain 4 (this four chain falls

over the three chain at the lop of the 1 double in the 27th row),

repeat to the end, fasten off.

31st : Work 1 double in the centre of the first 3 chain of last

row, chain 3, and repeat for 3 times more as you did in the last

row, work 1 double, chain 5, repeat to the end, fasten off.

32nd : Work 1 double in the centre of the first 3 chain of last

row, chain 3, and repeat twice more, work 1 double, chain 6,

repeat to the end, fasten off.

33rd ; Work 1 double in the centre of the first 3 chain of last

row, chain 3, work 1 double in the next 3 chain of last row, chain

7, repeat to the end, m.aking both ends correspond, fa.sten off.

34th : Work 1 double in the centre of the first 7 chain of last

row, chain 5, work 1 double in the centre of the same 7 chain of

last row as before, chain 9, and repeat the same in the next 7 chain

of last row, the same as iu the last, until you have worked to the

end, fasten off.

35th : Work 1 double in the centre uf the first 5 chain of last

row, chain 8, work 1 double iu the centre of the 9 chain of last

row, chain 8, and repeat to the end, fasten off ; and if you would

like the cap very low down the ears, worl? one or two more patterns

at the ends as described in this row.

36th : Work 2 treble iu the centre of the first 8 chain of last

row, chain 3, work 2 treble in the centre of the same 8 chain as

before, chain 1, repeat to the end, fasten off.

37th : Work 1 double in the centie of the first 3 chain of last

row, chain S, repeat to the end, fasten off. This row is tlie com-

mencement of another pattern, and the next 10 rows are worked

the same as from the 27th to the 36th row, both included ; and

after working the 10 rows as described, you will work the

38th : Work 1 double in the centre of the first 3 chain of last

row, chain 8, repeat to the end, fasten off.

39th : Work 2 treble in the first 2 chain loops of last row, chain

2, miss 2 loops, repeat to the end, and fasten off; then work the

following

EDGLVG OE BOEDER FoR CiP.

You require this edge all round the back «nd ears part of the

cap, leaving the front, or part which pa-sses across the forehead,

with as many rows plain as prefen-ed ; and you can put as many
rows of border as you choose, as follows ;

—

Work 1 double in the 2 chain of last row, cliain 5, and repeat

all round the front of cap, and at equal distances at the ears and

hind part as in the front.

2nd : Work 1 double in the centre of the 5 chain of last round,

chain 5, and repeat round.

3rd : Work 1 treble, and chain 1 for 6 times in the first 5 chain of

last round, chain 3, work 1 double in the next 5 chain of last round

,

chain 3, and repeat round, leaving the front plain, if prefciTed.
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4th: Work 1 double lietween the first treble stitcli of last round,

chain 5, and repeat round.

6th : Work 1 double in the centre of the first 5 chain of last

round, chain 5, and repeat round, plain 1, and fasten off; work as

many rows as preferred, and then work the following

P.^TTKRX FOB STRWr, OF NIC.HT-OAP.

Make a chain of 216 loops, or 12 loops for each pattern, turn

back, miss 5.

Ist round or row : Chain 2, miss 2, work 1 treble, repeat to the

end, fasten off.

the 1 double at the end, work up the other side the same,

fasten off.

4th ; Work 3 treble in the centre of the 4 treble of last row,

chain 4, work 1 double at the top of the 1 double of last row, chain

4, repeat round both sides, and fasten off.

5th : Work 2 treble in the centre of the 3 treble of last row,

chain 5, work 1 double in the centre of the 1 double of last row

chain 5, repeat round both sides, fasten off.

6th : Work 1 treble in the centre of the 2 treble of last row,

tlien chain 2, and work 1 treble for 5 times in the 1 loop of the 1

CROCHET NIOIIT-CAr.

2nd ; Work 1 double in the centre of the 2 chain of last row,

chain 6, miss the next 2 chain of last row, and repeat to the end

;

chain 6, work 1 double in the end 4 chain, chain 6, for the round

at the bottom of the strbgs ; work up the other side the same as

first, and fasten off.

3rd : Work 4 treble in the ci.ntre of the first 6 chain of last row,

chain 3, work 1 double in the centre of the next 6 chain of last

row, chain 3, repeat to the end, working 4 treble in the centre of

double of Inst row, chain 2, and repeat round both sides, and

fasten off.

7th : Plain 1 in the centre of the 1 treble of last row, chain 9,

plain 1 in the centre treble of the 5 treble of last row, chain 9,

repeat round both iides, fasten off.

8th : Double fasten off, which completes the one string ; work

another the same ; stitch them on the side of the ears part of the

cap, which will complete the cap.
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KIXG CANUTE REBUKING HIS COURTIERS.
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CANUTE AND THE DANES.

There is something grand and awful in the sea. Watch it when it

lies all calm and still like molten gold in the red rays of the setting

sun, when on its peaceful bosom a silver sail may here and there

1)0 seen, and as its waters break in gentle music on the sands,

and there is not a cloud in the sky as the twilight comes and
ileepens into night ; when there is scarcely a breath of wind astir

;

when there is nothing to break the prospect, and the sky and the

sea, and the sea and the sky, meet together in the distance,—watch

it under such circumstances as these, and a peaceful solemnity

comes over the soul, for the spirit of God seems to move on the face

of the deep. But watch it when the storm is raging—when the

wild winds are careering over the depths, shrieking among the sails

.'ind cordage of the tempest-tost vessel—when waves roll mountain-

high, and like a straw the ship is cast now into a valley of waters,

now carried on a mighty wave to meet the clouds, and buried once

again in what seems a fathomless abyss—when the lightning blazes

from the sky, and exhibits for a moment the surging waters a.s tliey

lise and fall, and rise and foil again, up to the heavens, do^-n to the

ilepth.s, the soul melt«d because of trouble,—a bleak, desol.ate

I
Tospect, as if the world were at an end and chaos come again ;

—

ind then the peaceful solemnity is changed into awe at. the

presence of Him who commaudeth and raiseth the stormy wind and
lifteth up the waves of the sea.

In all its calm, still beauty—in all the majesty of its wrath—the

^ea is a spectacle of wonder, and calls forth the higliest admiration;

^^ lien a fair wind is blowing, and the good ship rides well ; when
tile temiiest is raging and the vessel mils and plunges in the trough

"t water.s, or even when the dead-calm comeji on—such as the

"Ancient Mariner" describes

—

" Day after day, day after day
We stuck ; nor breath nor motion

;

As idle as a painted ship

Upon a painted ocean"

—

it is still the s,ame.

To be the masters of the sea, to rule the waves, to win honour

and glory and renown upon the bosom of the deep, has been the

boast of men in all ages. In the seventeenth centuiy, Seldeu

,i;r.avely asserted that the English had an hereditary uninterrupted

right to the sovereignty of the seas, " conveyed to them from their

carl'"«t ancestors in trust for their latest posterity." And England

indei ' has, from very early days, been famous for the maritime

cliara cr of her people. Her rugged shores, begr'rt by the waters

—

" Compassed by the inviolate sea "

—

liave given strength to the natural bent of the islanders. Some,

indeed, have supposed that her first inhabitants were adventurous

seamen, who, weary of the dull, tame shore, braved the perils of

the ocean to discover a new land.

But there were men who boasted of their power over the sea

—

who gloried in it as their own peculiar element—before Britain had
attained for herself any very great name in history, when her by-

past glory w.as lost in the empurpled dawn of m}-thical tr.adition,

and not to be found in the broad noon-day of fact ; when her people,

by Rjman spears and Sa.xon lances, had been driven to the hills for

a refuge and a home. Then other nations lorded it over the ocean

depths. These were called the Sea-kings, and rejoiced in the name.
They were known as Danes or Normans, according as they came
from the islands of the Baltic or the coast of Norway

; wei'e

descended from the same primitive race as the Anglo-Saxons and
the Franks, speaking a language intelligible to both nations. But
this sort of fraternity exercised no beneficent influence over the
manner in which they treated both Franks and Saxons. The con-

vei-sion of the Teutonic nations of the south to Christianity broke
every brotherly tie between them and the Teutons of the north.

^

The Danes and Norsemen remained faithful tu the divinities of

I
Gemi.any. They rendered tribute to Nocco, the God of the Sea

;

cast lots under the influence of Tau.sana ; and believed that the
Dysse would at last bear the soul of the true warrior to the Val-
halla of the mighty (Idin, and there—as the Runic ode has it—

Vol. III., N. 8—99.

" Exalted on the noblest scat

Where the deathless heroes meet

;

They immortal draughts should quail,

And in the pangs of death should laugh."

Franks or Gfauls, Longobards and Latins, became hateful to the

men of Odin. Their wars against them partook of a religious

character. They shed the blood of a priest with jilcasure, were

particularly gi-atified by pillaging churches, and littering their

hoi-ses by the altars ; and when their frightful work wm done,

returned, saying : "We have sung the mass of lances, it Ijegan at

dawn of day and lasted until night."

These Sea-kiags —elected by their followers in old Gei-m.anic

fashion—were faithfully followed and zealously obeyed. The chief

was always the bravest of the brave—Kongakoug—king of kings ; he

could govern a vessel as a skilful rider guides a horse ; he could

throw three javelins to the mast-head and catch them alternately

in his hand; he could ran across the oars wliile they were in

motion ; and his boast w.as, that he never slept beneath a raftered

roof, or drained the bowl at a sheltered hearth. The Danes

laughed at the winds and the waves ; "the force of the storm,"

they s;ud, "is a help to the arm of our rowers; the hurricane

carries us whither we would go."

So the Danes became the terror of Eurojie. Before they ap-

proached, say the old chroniclers, the stars f lUght in their courses,

.and there were signs in the heavens above and omens in the earth

beneath. Whirlwinds swept over the laud and tore up forest trees

like saplings in a giant's hand ; thunders loud and terrible shook

the rocks, the wild waves rose with unwonted violence, fiery

dragous flew in the air and settled on lofty mountain heights.

Meanwhile the Danes, as their old songs express it, "kept on the

track of the swans ;

" and the Vikings, fanatical in faith .and

ciaiel in war, came down upon the coasts of England . With what

result one of their old bards tells us ; their leader sang it as he

died :

—

"We smote with our swords on that day, when I saw hundreds of

enemies stretched on the sands beneath an English headland ; dew-

drops of blood fell off our sv/ords ; our arrows sang in the wind,

whm they sought the helmets of our foes. It was sweeter to me
than the smile of woman.

"We smote with our swords on that day. I struck down the

youth so proud of his flowing hair, who all the day long pined

after the m.aidens beautiful and fair. What fate so fit for the brave

as to be the first to fall in battle. He who ne'er received a wound,

leads a dull life. Let us make man an enemy that we may resist

him in the play of combats.

" We smote with our swords on th.at day. But men arc the

slaves of fate. We must be obedient to the will of our fairies. I

thought not to meet death fi'om the hand of Ella when I speTl to my
prow of planks across the wide foam of waters, and gave a feast to

the flesh-devouriBg fishes. Yet I laugh with delight at the thought

of what is reserved for me in the halls of Odin.

"We smote with our swords on that day. Did the sons of

Aslanga know the anguish I endure ; did they know that the

venomous fangs of snakes that twine about me are covering me
with their bites, they would shudder, and would fly to the combat

;

for the mother I leave with them gave them stout hearts. A
viper is tearing open my breast and gnawing at my hea'rt, but I

hope that the javelin of my son shall soon pierce the breast of

Ella.

"We smote with our swords in fifty and one battles. I doubt it

among men there was ever a king more famous than I am. From

my boyhood I have shed blood. I have longed for such a death as

this. Goddesses sent from Odin call me. I am going to drink at

the banquet of the gods. The hours of my life are fast ebbing,

but I smile under the hand of death."

Such songs as this very graphicilly express the character of the

Danes. But however gre.at and powerful they might be on land,

however they might smite with their swords on solid ground, the

ocean was their true empire. Not tUl the d.ays of Alfrc 1 did they

meet with any serious check, but in him they had their match.
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This great iiiuuaicli resulveil tu iiieet tlie eucmy uii the sea.

Skilful himself in maritime affairs, he direeteil his attentiou to the

improvement of his navy ; and by inventing ships of au entirely new

eousti-uction, he gained infinite advantages over a people continually

practised in naval armaments. The spirit of this man survived in

some degree in his successors, and not so easy as of old did the Sea-

kings find it to stretch hundreds of their enemies beneath au

English headland. But the Saxon race degenerated ; the country

was torn asunder by civil war ; the ships rotted in the harbours.

The Danes gradually regained their old position ;
they once more

asserted their ascendancy on the ocean.
'

' No sooner did Sweyn,

king of Denmark," says the author of "The Naval History of

Great Britain, " " fiud himself superior at sea than he -set up a title

to the kingdom, which the Saxons were no longer able to resist.

This is au early and strong proof, that this island is only sWe while

it remains the first maritime power ; lience the importance of keep-

ing up our navy is too manifest to be denied, and we may be oon-

vinced, that as our freedom flows only from our constitution, so both

must be defended by our fleets."

When the Danes established their supremacy in England, much

of their bloodthirsty spirit passed away, identical as it was with

the faith of Odin, and they became Christians. Knut, or Canute,

who succeeded his father, offered up no sacrifice to Nocco, as he

looked over the wide ocean that swept around his island home
;

he came with no magical standard, no mysterious raven to flap

or droop its wings as victory or defeat attended on his arms ; but

he came imbued with the religion of the time, renowned for virtue

in peace and for valour in war. By degrees he exhibited great

humanity of disposition ; he entertained views of government as

exalted as his age and his position could lead us to expect ;
he

even evinced a spirit of impartiality in regard both to English and

Danes. Without diminishing the very heavy tributes imposed upon

the kingdom on the conquest of it by the Danes, he expended a

portion of those revenues in a payment of compensations to some of

his own countrymen on their ^consenting to return to Denmark,

thus rendering less prominent the division of the inhabitants of

England into two races inimical to each other, and possessing un-

equal privileges. Of all the Danish warriors who had accompanied

him, he retained only a body of chosen men, amounting to a few

thousands, for his body-guard ; this corps was named Thinga-maiuta,

or retainers of the palace. The son of an apostate from Christianity,

he made himself appear a zealous Christian, rebuilding the churches

which his father and he himself had burned, and munificently

endowing the abbeys and monasteries. Desirous of flattering the

national spirit of the Anglo-Saxons, he erected a chapel over the

place of sepulture of Edmund, king of "East Anglia, who, during

the preceding century and a half,, had been venerated as a martyr

for the faith and for patriotic zeal fur his kingdom ; besides which,

the same motive actuated Canute to erect at Canterbury a monuuient

to Archbishop Elfeg, a victim, like king Edmund, to Danish

cruelty.. He wished to have the saint's remains transiwrted

thither, which had been entombed in Loudon ; but the inhabitants

of that city having refused to be dispossessed of them, the Danish

monarch suddenly, in the perfonuance even of an act of piety, re-

sumed the manner of a pii'ate and a conqueror. He carried off',

in military style, the coflin, which was borne betwixt two Imes of

soldiers, having theii' swords drawn, to the Thames' side, and em-

barked on board a ship of war, of which the prow was decorated

vith an enormous figure-head of a di'agon.

At the. time when England was divided into independent sove-

reignties, several of the Anglo-Saxon kings^ particularly those of

Wessex and of Mercia, sent occasional contributions to the Church

of Rome. The object of such gifts, purely gratuitous, was to secure

a better reception for English pilgrims resorting to Eome, to pi-o-

'vide pecuniary supplies to such of them as arrived in distress in

that city, to pay for maintaining a school for youths from England

sent thither for instruction, and towards supplying the lamps con-

stantly burning at the sepulchres of St. Peter aud St. Paul. The

])ayment of these Rents— called in Anglo-Saxon Bdnian sUrci' and

Jloinan cciistrSf or Rent

—

whs more or less regular according to the

degi'ee of zeal of kings and peoiile ; and was entirely suspended in

the ninth century on the occurrence of the Danish invasions.

Wishing to expiate as far as possibb; tlie wTong which Ids country-

men had done to the church, aud to surjiass in his munificence any

of the Anglo-Saxon kings, Canute re-established the institution of

a rent for Rome on a greater scale, and subjected .all England to a

perpetual tribute, which was denominated St. Pelirs pence. This

impost, rated at a jieuny of the money of that age on each inhabited

house, was, thenceforward, to be annually levied, according to the

expression used iu the royal ordinances, "To the praise and glory

of God the king, on the feast-day of the chief of the Apostles."*

So the courage, the wisdom, and the piety of Canute became

proverbial. He was the hero of his age, the saint of his time.

His love for the ocean did not decrease. He knew it had been fin-

ages gone the empire of his forefathers and the scene of their .

triumphs, and he knew that it was still his strength and hia

defence. Everywhere was the ocean the proud defender of

" The jewel set in the silver sea."

And the courtiers knew it too, and kuew that to the king the wide-

stretching sea wa« as the face of a friend. But the courtiers of

that age were not skilled in the art of adidation. The censor

spake with bated breath ; there were no spots on the sun of the

royal firmament; the one-eyed princes were always painted in

profile ; if royalty had vices, they were compensated by its graces

;

it was sacrilege to criticise defects, " rank blaBphemy" to talk about

the sins and follies of royalty; the king was king everywhere and

king over everything; the language of flattery was only to fall on

the regal tympanum ; wholesale praise, undiscrimin.ating eulogy,

stereotyped glorifications, took the place of honest truthful speak-

ing. But the thing was overdone: praises such as these were

about as worthy as. the old Eastern salutation
—"0 king, live

for ever
!"

Canute w.as a .shrewd, fiir-seeing man. The glittering pr.aises of

the coui-tiers were not all gold. They, in admiration of his great-

ness aud grandeur, declared that .all things were possible to him

—

that the sea knew its master, and would bow to his wiU. They talked

to Canute : not to him who scourged the ocean when it destroyed

his bridge of boats : and Canute had no stomach for such fare. He

ordered a chair to be brought, aud seated himself on the sea-shore

when the tide was rising. As the waters approached, he said, iu.

a commanding tone: " Thou sea art under my dominion, aud the

land which I sit upon is mine ; I chai-ge thee, approach no further,

nor dare to wet the feet of thy sovereign."

" Merrily sprang the foaming spray

To the sovereign's feet ; it melted away.

And the waters deeper grew
;

They tumbled aud roared around his seat.

They reached his knees, 'twas time to retreat,

Aud Canute looked round his courtiers to greet

—

Ah 1 where were those courtiers true ?
"

As the sea advanced the courtiers retreated, and now the momu-ch

turned upon them aud obsei-ved, that every creature iu the universe

is feeble and impotent, and that power alone resides with One Being,

in whose hands are the elements of nature, and who can say to the

ocean :
" Thus far sh.alt thou go and no further, and here shall thy

proud waves be stayed."

From this period Cauute would never wear his croira, hut

ordered it to be placed on the head of a Crucifix, in the cathedral

church of Winchester.

The story has been told over and over again. It is one of those

circumstances, real or fictitious; which stand out prominently from

a gi-eat man's history. Like Alexander weeping for other worlds

to conquer; like Nero playing the lute and singing of Troy's

destruction .as the flames consumed the Roman diipital ; like Alfred,

disguised as a harper, entering the Danish camp, or in the neat-

herd's cottage, forgetting to turn the cakes, and getting rated for

his idleness ; like James of Sootliind going about as a beggarman

to find out the real opinion of hia subjects; or like Czar Peter in

Deptford Dockyard, with a timber for a throne and an adze for a

sceptre;—so this anecdote of Canute rebuking Ids courtiers is,

perhaps, more familiar than the far more important events of his

reign.

The story in toid by Henry of Huntingdon,

Thierry's History of thi- iioman ConqUesi.

1
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THE WAHABEES.

TuE Arab tribes known by the name of Wahabees oceupy all the

province of Nedj id, or central Arabia, avast region almost unknown

to Europeaus, before the war undertaken by Mehemet Ali, for the

subjugation of this people, whom a French writer has called the

Protestants of Islaniism. Many of tlie desert tribes are now united

under this name, the principal, that of which tlie founder of the sect

was the sheikh, being composed of the direct descendants of the

Oamiathites, a body of intrepid and A^-arlike sectarians, who, iu the

same desert-s, and animated by the same spirit, became, under the

Abasside caliphs, the sconrge of Islam and 'the terror of Arabia.

The corruptions of the Mahommedan religion, shown iu the

veneration of siiuta and the reception of traditions, the gi-oss im-

morality which mftrked the lives of many Mussulmans, and the

tyranny and luxury of the pashas, induced Abdul Wahab, the

sheikli of a powerful Bedouin tribe, to attempt a reformation. He
had studied theology in the schools of Bussora, and during a

subsequent residence at Damascus, he inveighed with such spirit

.and energy against the corruptions of Islamism, that he found him-

self in danger from the fimaticLsm of the Sunnite.'f, or orthodox

Moslems, and 6ed to Mosul. After some time, he returned to his

native deserts, and propagated his views with such earnestness that

his followers soon formed a numerous body. He forbade the

Invocation of M.ahommed and the saints, ordereil their tomb.s to be

destroyed, and declared the Koran to be the solo source of religious

knowledge. He forbade his followers the use of wine, o])ium, !ind

tobacco, .abolished the use of the rosary in prayer, and inveighed

with stern and rude eloquence against the .aboniin.ations whirh exist

among the Turks.

The Bedouins, among whom corruption had made le.ss progress

than among the Turks .and the town-dwelling Arabs, needed little

urging to enrol themselves under his standard, and Abdul Wahab
and Maho med ibn Saood, a powerful shiekh, who was one of liis

earliest converts, soon became the spiritual and temporal cliiefs of

all Kedjid. The former died in 17S7, and was succeeded in

authority by his son, under whom the Wahabees extended their

power over the greater part of Arabia, and became a source of great

uneasines.s to the government at Constantinople. In 1797 the pasha

of Bagdad led an army against them, but was compelled to retreat

;

his own province was then overrun by the victorious Wahabee.s, who
took the town of Imam Hussein, and plundered its famous temple

of the tre.isures deposited there by the pious munificence of the

Ottoman sultans and the shahs of Persia. In ISOl another Turkish

army invaded Nedjid, but was completely routed by the Wahabees,

who next marched against Mecca, which they took in 1803, having

previously captnred |the towns of Tayef and Konfodah. The
splendid mosque, to the decoration and enrichment of which every

Moslem prince had contributed for centuries, was plundered of its

treivsures and rich furniture, and the tombs of the .saints were
despoUed and destroyed. In the following year they took Medina,

where they rifled jind destroyed the tomb of Mahommed.
The consternation and jnous horror which seized the orthodox

Moslems when they heard that the Kaaba was in the luands of

unbelievers, .and the tomb of the prophet destroyed, m.ay he con-

ceived. It was as if .Tohn Ronge, with an army of reformers, had
taken Rome, cast down all the statues of the saints, and seated

himself iu the chair of St. Peter. Abdul Aziz, the son of Wahab,
was murdered by a Persian fanatic in 1803, and was succeeded by
his eldest son, Saood, who forbade the public prayers to be said in

the name of the sultan, who, from that moment, ceased, in the

eyes of the people, to be the visible head of Islam. The pil-

grimages to Mecca ceased for six years, during which Saoo<l estab-

lished his authority over the whole of Arabia, with the exception of

the districts under the rule of the Imaum of Muscat, in whom he

found a powerful opponent. In 1809 the Wahabees turned their

arms northward, overran Syri.a, and made an alliance with Yusuf,

the rebellions ))asha of Bagdad. The Porte now became seriously

alarmed, and, iu terror for its existence, invoked the aid of

Mehemet Ali, the pasha of Egypt.

Preparations were immediately commenced for the invasion of

;\i-:ibia, and tow.ards the endnf ISll, .an Egyptian army, comm.anded

by Tuzun Bey, the second son of the pasha, then only eighteen

years of age, was disembarked on the eastern shores of the Red
Sea. The invaders suffered a. defeat, but in 1812 they captured

Medina, mainly through the daring courage of Thom;uj Keith, a

Scotch renegade, known as Ibrahim Aga, who led the storming

party which carried the outworks. Mecca was taken by the Egjii-

tiaus in 1813, and in the following year Saood died, and was sue-

ei'eded by his clde-';t son, Abdall.oli. In 1815 the iuvadeix were

defeated at Zohran, but they obtained a signal victory shortly after-

wards at liissel. Peace w-as then concluded, on conditions unfavour-

able to the Wahabees ; but in the follow ing year hostilities were

rccommeneud, and Arabia was again invaded by an Egyptian army,

under the command of Ibrahim Pacha. After an obstinate resist-

ance, the Wahabees retreated to Deraiyeh, where they were besieged

in 1S18. After a defence of several mouths, Abdallah suiTcndered

at discretion, and he and several of his family were sent to Con-

stantinople, where they were exposed to the gaze of the populace

for three days, and then suffered death by decapitation.

The greater part of Anabia now fell under the dominion of

Mehemet Ali ; but though the power of the Wahabees was broken,

thoy were not quite conquered. Some of their chiefs in the sontli-

eastern pai-ts of Nedjid refused submission, and on the approach

of the KgyptLans, i-etired into the arid and desolate region south of

that province. They were still powerful enough to give considerable

unoa?iness to Mehemet All in 1 827, and they .are believed to have

con^ider-ably supported the resistance which he encountered in the

jn'ovincp of Yenn-n in 183 1. Four years later they began to show

such dangerous symptoms of rebellion, that Mehemet Ali thought

it necessjry to send an arnvy into Nedjid to coerce them ; but just

as they were at length reduced to submission, the paslia recalled

his troops to send them into Syria, where his rule was disputed by

the Porte. The result of t,he campaign was the loss of Syria ; and

he would have been deprived of Arabia also, but for the difticidties

wdiich the Turkish government saw it would have to encounter in

dealing with the Wahabees. The loss of political power does not

seem to have weakened their enthusiasm or repressed their energies,

and it is not at all improbable that they are destined to yet play

an important part in the affairs of the flast.

Though the .ascendancy of the Wahabees might for a time throw-

back the advancing civilisation of Turkey, there can be no dmibt

that the spread of their principles would be conducive tcj the

morality of the country, and hasten the triumph of Christianity.

The fundamental doctrine of their belief is the rejection of all

worship except that of the Supreme Being. They refuse Mahommed

the character of a prophet, and deny that the Koran is the revealed

will of God, only adliering to its precepts because they believe them

to be superior to those of any other book. Their mosques have

neither cupolas nor minarets, and are entirely destitute of internal

decorations. They hold the orthodox sectaries of the prophet in

horror, and display more intolerance towards them than towards

Christian-r-or Jews. Veneration for the memory of departed

sheikhs and imaums is idolatry in their eyes, and as far as their

power extended, they destroyed their tombs, that they might not

again be made places of re-sort for prayer. Islamism is among

them divested of its traditions arid all extraneous doctrine.s, and

reduced to pure deism.

Their manners and customs are .as simple as their worship ; a

perfect equality reigns among them, and the only distinction is that

which sep.arates the sheikh from his people. The system of govern-

ment established by the founder of the sect was strictly conformable

to the political prescrijitions of the Koran, and much resemblal that

of the early caliphs. The chief authority was in the hands of tin-

sheikh ; he was their leader in war, and their chief judge in times of

peace. The oulemas of Deraiyeh formed a council for religious and

civil affairs, and in time of war the subordinate cliiefs assembled

there to concert the plan of the campaign. Except two or three

hundred men, who firmed the body-g\mrd of tlie sheikh, no standing

army was maintained ; but the untamed warriors of the desert

flocked to their standard with alacrity whenever it was displayed.

One-fifth of the booty acquired in war constituted the principal
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source of revenne, the remaining four-fiftlis being divided among

the soldiers.

Trade and agriculture were protected, and the repugnance of the

Bedouins to the latter seems to have been overcome among the Waha-

bees. They have cultivated the mechanical arts, also, and their

linen and cotton fabrics, and even their manufactures of leather

and iron, are not inferior to any produced in Arabia. In general,

the fi-ugality of the Wahabees is extreme; they live chiefly on

barley-meal cakes, dates, and fish, sometimes, though rarely,

substituting rice for the former, and mutton for the latter. It is

only on the coast, moreover, that fish can be procured. Like all

the Orientals, they take their meals seated on the ground, with

their legs crossed under them, all the family sitting round the dish,

and helping themselves with their fingers. Their chief beverages

are milk and water ; opium and tobacco, so universally used among

other Moslems, whether Sunnites or Shiites, they never S"uch.

outer garments are of finer texture and brighter colours, their caps

are adorned with long tassels, and their sandals are ornamented

with figures cut out of leather of various colours. In time of war,

the Wahabees wear a girdle, covered with ornaments of tin or

silver, in which is carried a curved poniard, that they use with

terrible eflect in close encounters with the enemy. The leather

b.ags in which they carry their ammunition are always oraamenttd

with tin and coral. "When -bullets are scarce among them, they

use round pebbles instead, wrapping them up in leather to make

them fit the barrels of their muskets and pistols ; and the wounds

inflicted by these projectiles are more dangerous than those made

by a leaden bullet.

The Wahabees usually fight on foot or on the backs of drome-

daries ; the sheikhs alone appear on horseback. Each dromedary

carries two soliliei-s, one of whom is the active warrior, the other

guiding the dromedary and loading the weapons of hh companion.

A TVAHABEE SHEIKH.

Their powers of endurance and extreme frugality were remarked

in all the campaigns of the Turks and Egyptians against them
;

each man carried a supply of barley-meal on the back of his

dromedary or horse, and when pressed by hunger, mixed a small

quantity with water, and made a m&al of it without any other

preparation. Accustomed to endure all kinds of priv.ations in their

native deserts, they were able to pass several days entirely without

food.

The costume of the Wahabees is very simple, and nearly the

same as that of the Arabs of the environs of Mecca. It consists of

a full shirt of yellowish linen, which covers nearly all the body,

and over which they wear d. garment of woollen. Their head-dress

is a coloured cap, tied roimd with a string of camel's hair, or a

circle of wood, ornamented with pieces of tin or mother-of-pearl.

The sheikhs display a little more luxury in their vestments, but

are interdicted from wearing silk or ornaments of gold, which are

prohibited by the Koran. Their shirts are embroidered, their

Their chief strength, however, is in infantry, the dromedaiy riders

being seldom brought into action, but reserved for pursuing the

enemy when put to flight, and for sudden attacks and plundering

excursions.

The sheikhs, when equipped f)r w.ir, wear a helmet surmounted

with a steel spike, and having chain-mail falling from behind to

protect the neck and shoulders ; and are armed with a long and

heavy two-edged sword of native manufacture, or a sabre of Turkish

manufacture, a small buckler on the left arm, and a curved poniard

in their girdle. Their saddles are ornamented with glass and coral

beads, and with ostrich plumes, and are well adapted, by their

form, to render their seat firm, so that they seem fi.xed to them.

Their stiri-ups are usually simple rings of iron, and sometimes

consist only of a cord of camel's hair. Two large rhomboidal

shields, attached on each side to the flanks of their horses, protect

them from the thrusts of lances and the strokes of sabres and

poniards.
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DRESDEN.

This beautiful city, sometimes called tlie Gennan Florence, is

situated in the centre of the wine district of Saxony, and occupies

the finest portion of the fertile valley of the Elbe. It is divided

into the Old and ^few Towns, connected by two bridges, the former

lying on the right or south bank of the river, and the latter on the

left bank. The elder of the two bridges is 1,420 feet long, and

built of stone, with sixteen arches ; the balustrades are of iron,

^ind the central pier is adorned with a bronze cruciiix, and an

inscription c immemorative of the destruction of a portion of tlie

In-idge by Marshal Davoust during tlic retrejit of the French anny

in 1S13, and its restoration by the Emjieror Alexander, of Russia.

The other bridge, over which is carried the railway from Leipsic to

Prague, was constructed in 1S50. The fortifications were demo-

islied by order of Napoleon in 1810, which ha.s greatly improved

stones, curiosities, and objects of vcrtu. The picture gallery con-

tains tlie finest collection in Germany, including many of the best

works of Correggio, Titian, Carlo Dciloe, Paul Veriuiese, Annibal

Caracci, Guido, Kembraiult, Rubens, Vandyck, Teniers, Claude,

etc. In the apartments bene.ath the gallery is a fine collection of

plaster C4asts of tlie most celebrated ancient and modern sculptures,

made under the direction of Mengs. Augustus II. intended to build

a new palace, but completed only a portion, which is now appro-

priated to the armoury, containing a collection second only to that

at Vienna, a zoological and minenalogical museum, and a gallery of

fine engravings, to the number of at least 200,000. The grand

opera house adjoins one of the wings of tliis fine pile of buildings,

and is capable of accommodating 8,000 persons. The churches

most worth}' of notice in this part of the city are that of Our Lady,

the city, the ground which they covered having been converted

into public walks and gardens, which constitute one of the most
frequented promenades of the inhabitants.

The streets of the Old Town are narrow, and the houses have a

heavy appearance, often inclining considerably towards the street.

Here, however, are the principal public edifices, including the

royal palace, the palace of the princes, the far-fomed • picture-

g.allery, the grand opera-house, the palace of Prince Maximilian,

the mint, the arsenal, the house of assembly, the town-hall,

and the new post-office. The royal palace is externally a heavy
and ancient-looking building, having been erected in an age when
strength and security were regarded aa essential characteristics of

royal residences. The interior, however, is very splendid, and the

state treasury contains a large and valuable collection of precioua

in the new market, and the Catholic church, whicli occupies a pro-

minent position between the royal palace and the bridge. The
former is a beautiful stone edifice, with a cupola modelled after

that of St. Peter's at Rome, and is shown in our engraving on the

left of the bridge. The latter, which the reader will perceive near

the foot of the bridge, is a large and profusely decorated building in

the Italian style, containing a fine altarpicce by Mengs, and a

splendid organ, the masterpiece of Silbermanu, and celebrated

throughout Germany for the sweetness of its tones.

In the New Town the streets are wider, and of more regular

architecture, but the public buildings are not so numerous. The
railing, represented in the foreground of the above engraving,

bounds the beautiful gardens of the Japanese palace, constructed by

Augustus 11., .and now called after itp royal founder, the Angus-
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tcuiu. The garduns form a cleliglitfiil pi-omeaade for tlie citizens,

and the paUioe coutalns a splendid collection of ani.iquities and

sculpture, a cabinet of coins, an exteusive library, and the cele-

brated porcelain cabinet, with sixty thousand of the choicest pro-

ductions of the potter's art, from the manufactories of Meissen,

Sevres, Italy, China, and Japan, altogether filling eighteen apart-

ments. The gallery of sculpture contains, among other antiques,

the torso of Minerva, the head of Niobe, a faun, three female

figures from Heroulaneum, and a fine series of Etruscan vases.

The library contains 250,000 volumes, WO, 000 pamphlets,

20,000 maps, and 4,000 manuscripts, including a "Treatise," by

Albert Durer, on the proportions of the human body. All these

apartments are accessible to the public. In the market-place of the

New Town is an equestrian statue of Augustus II., who is repre-

sented in the ancient Roman costume, but with the singular

addition of a full-bottomed wig. The only other public buildings

worthy of notice on this side of the Elbe, are the town-hall, the

church of the Holy Trinity, and the residence of the military

commandant.

The inhabitants of Dresden are imlustrious and orderly, ami

concern themselves very little with politics ; but a love ot music

and the fine arts generally is very highly developed among them.

There are five new.spapers, but none of them take a proihineut or

decided part in political agitations. A stroll through the picture-

gallery, and afterwards a walk on the Bruhl Terrace, or the

beautiful gardens of the Angusteum, are the principal amusements

of the people. In the environs of the city are several places to

which they resort in fine weather to indulge their love of pro-

menading and dancing—as the Zinkbad, a hotel on the right bank

of the Elbe, surrounded by beautiful gardens, and the tastefully-

laid out gardens called Findlaters Vineyard, about three miles

beyond the New Town. On Sunday afternoons these places are

thronged with company, sitting under the trees, refreshing them-

selves and listening to the music of the excellent bands with which

all these places of popular resort are provided. Dancing is a

favourite amusement at these gardens, but is not prolonged to such

a late hour as it commonly is in this country, as few people in

Dresden are out of bed after half-past ten at night. The modera-

tion that is displayed in the pursuit of these enjoyments, and their

love of art and appreciation of intellectual pleasures, speal? highly

for the national character.

LORD COLLINGWOOU.
CdiUBEBT OoLLlNGWOOD, afterwards Lord Collingwood, was Ijoru

in the town and county of Newcastle-upon-Tyne, on the ZOth

September, 1750. He was the eldest of three sons. His father,

IhoHgh descended from an ancient and once wealthy Northumberland

family, was a man of narrow fortune. The Collingwoods had taken

the side of Royalty during the memorable struggle for liberty with

Charles the I., and again had taken the side of Legitimacy in the

rising for the'Stuart cause in 1715. This lost them their estates,

and the father of the subject of this memoir with difficulty brought

up, educated, and provided for a family of three sons and three

daughters The education wliich young Cuthbert CoUingwood

received was obtained under the Rev. Hugh Moises, the head

master of the Endowed Grammar School of Newcastle, an establish-

ment at that time in some repute. At this school, from which

have issued various men more or less known to the world, he had

four school fellows, the two sons of Mr. Scott, a coal-merchant,

,Tohu and William, who with himself were destined in a few years

to reach celebrity and a peerage, though by a" path less heroic, and

probably less pure, than that of tlieir little playmate. It is a

curious instance of the vicissitudes of life, that, in this ancient

.tchool of a remote town, should be, at work or at play, within a

few yards of each other, the future Lords Collingwood, Eldon, .and

Stowell. Tlie fortune of OoUingwood's parent was, as we have

said, not gre.it ; and hence, probably, he was early destined for the

sea. His uncle by the mother's side, Captain Brathwaite, after-

wards Admiral Brathwaite, who was then in active service,

readily received his young kinsman ; and in 1762, when Colling-

wood had turned his eleventh year, he wa« placed with Captain

Brathwaite, and began soon after a s.iilor'slife, as a young midship-

man, lu after days, Collingwood used to describe the pain wliich

this early separation from jiarents, friends, and home caused him to

sufier ; for of home, Collingwood through life was enthusiastically

fond. The anesdote as he told -it, is very characteristic of the

feelings of '.i child so circumstanced. After coming on board, and

seeing his captain and relative, he found himself so lonely that he

sat down and cried heartily—thinking of his home and kind

parents. The first lieutenant observing this, and being a humam;

man, took his hand, and cheered him up by affecting to make a

little companiou of him. This kindness so won upon the heart of

the poor boy that, taking the lieutenant down to his berth, he

offered him, in gratitude, a large and doubtless nica plum-cake,

which his careful mother had deposited in his sea-chest.

Collingwood's first ship was the Shannon, then commanded by his

relative Captain Brathwaite. Here he served for some years of his

youth ; and afterwards sailed with another Northumberland friend,

Captain, afterwards Admiral Roddam, of Roddam in that county.

The fatal American war, caused by the outrageous cupidity ami

tyranny of the English aristocracy, now broke out ; and in 1774,

young Collingwood, now in his twenty-fifth year, was sent to Boston,

under Admiral Graves, to assist in carrying on that suicidal, and to

England disgraceful and disastrous, confiict. In 1775, he was

raised to the rank of lieutenant, and received his commission

on the day of the memorable fight at Bunker's HUl, for the

troops who fought at which he was employed in the conveyance of

stores. In 1776, he was removed to the Hornet sloop ; and after-

wards to the Lowestoffe. Of this vessel, Nelson was then lieuteuauL

;

and the two officers, soon perceiving each other's value, became

friends for life. This friendship was highly honourable to botli.

In some respects no two men could be more different than were

Nelson and Collingwood. The hatter had nothing of the rash ardour

of the former ; but was cool, calculating, and prudent to a high

degree. Both, however, possessed an unbounded devotion to the

service of their country, and a contempt of the corruptions then

very prevalent in the navy, which they carried with them through

life, but not with equal steadiness. The transactions in the Bay of

Naples, many years after this, no doubt prompted by the profligate

queen of Naples, and her equ.ally profligate confidante, Lady

Hamilton, cast a shade upon the character of Nelson, from which

that of his comrade Collingwood is completely free. From those

stern rules of honour and honesty, which were his pole-st.ar through

the whole of his career, Collingwood never for one instant swerveih

He never was subservient to influence or official corruption. He

was incapable of a mean action. His sense of honour was what is

now termed ^"romantic." His sense of honesty was unchangeable

and impenetrable. He had nothing of the showiness of Nelson,

but he had more stability. Common sense, conjoined with a

rare intrepidity, was the characteristic of Collingwood. D;u-ing,

joined to wonderful tact and splendour of conception, distinguished

Nelson. Thus diS'ering, as they did, their life-long friendship was

honourable to both.

To Collmgwood it was useful in many ways. His great modesty

of character made him liable to be overlooked. He had no preten-

sion, and, with superficial men, pretension ia everything. Lieu-

tenant Nelson, however, made his worth known to his own patron,

Sir P. Parker ; and whenever Nelson was advanced Collingwood

succeeded him ; and thus in early life he gained ground in his pro-

fession and kept it, though some of his very virtues stood sadly in

his way towards promotion.

After Collingwood joined the Lowe.stoffe, his promotion was

rapid ; and he soon became master and commander, first of the

Badger and next of the Hinchiubroke, a twenty-eight gun vessel,

then on the West Indian station ; and whilst on this service, he

wM made a post-captain. In the year 1780, towards the close of

the great American conflict, the Hiuchinbroke and her captain were

sent on an expedition to Nicaragua. The object seems to have been

to try to open a ])assage by water into the Pacific, throught he river

/SVm Juan, and the ^kararjna and h^on 7<«/,-e—precisely the line

by which a .ship-canal is now projected. The project failed. The

ventilation of ships, and the mode of preserving the health of crews,

were then little understood. The result was, that numbers of those

who went on tliis ill-fated adventure died of fever, untU, in some

cases, hardly a man was left ; and tlie expedition was, as a mattet

of necessity, ahandoued,
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From tlio Hinc1iin1>rok6 Captam C'oUin.gwnod was now, in 17Sfl,

moved to the Pelican, a small frigate, in which he was, in the

i:iiclstuf a tropical hurricane, wrecked upon some reefs called "the

.Muraiit Keys," and with difficulty saved his life and those of his

.rew. 'i^hey were compelled to remain upon a saudy island, almost

destitute of food, and still more of water, for ten days, until provi-

ilentially taken nIT by the Diamond frigate. The American war

now found its disastrons conclusion. The United States became an

independent union of Federated Kepublics ; and Collingwood,

together with his friend Nelson, was employed in the unpleasant

duty of stopping the trade between tlie States and tlve West India

sugar islands of Oreat Britain, now illegal, but yet clandestinely

'arried on by tlie £!nglish colonists and their American friends,

riiis difficult service Captain Collingwood executed with a geutle-

iiiauly urbanity but strictness of surveillance, that gained him great

credit. In 'tliis ilisagreeable task he was ably assisted by his

I'rother, now Captain Wilfi'id Collingwood, whom, liowever, he lost

-liortly after, a victim to the climate.

Abont this time Captain Coljiugwood appears to have corre-

<]ionded with a young oonuexion of his own, named Lane, who was
:ili.int entering the navy. These letters are strongly characteristic

I'the good sense and correct notions for whicdi this great man was,

throughout his whole career, distinguished
; as tlie following

(xtracts will show :

—

'

' I need not say more to you on the subject of sobriety, than to

.'ommendto you the continuance of it as exactly as when you

' Pre with me. Were a man as wise as Solomon and as brave as

\MiilIes, he would still be unworthy of trnst, if lie addicted himself

I grog. He may m.^ke a drudge ; but a respectable i>fficer he can

t.'ver be, for the doubt must always remain tliat the cipacity wliicli

'ii'd has given him will be abused by intemperance. Young men
I If generally introdnced to (liis vice by the company they keep

;

lot do you guard against submitting yourself to be the companion

I' low, vulgar, (Jissipated men, and hold it as a maxim that you had
'"tier be alone tliHi) in lo^y company. Yon don't find pigeons

issociate with hawks, nqv Iivnibs with hears ; it is as Hunatural for

a good man to be the companion of blackguards. Kead—let i)ie

charge you to read. Study books tlnit treat of yqu}" profession anfj

. f history . . . Remember, IjUne, befoi-e you are five-and-twenty,

Miu mu.-it tstablish a character that will serve yoi) all your life.

—

.\overaber !)th, 1787."

In this strain of sensible and high morality did Collingwood, him-
ilf still in the morning of life, write to his young fi-iend. \Ve
hall afterwards see in what strain he wrote to his own children,

A hen full of honours and at the head of his profession.

From 17S6 to 1790, he was not on active service
; and/of course,

v ent down to Northumberland, to make himself apquainted with
I lie branches of his own family to whom he was yet a stranger.

lUiring his sojourn in tlie neighbourhood of Newcastle—probably

tlie happiest portion of his life—he became acquainted with Miss

S.irah Blackett, daughter of John Erasmus Bhickett, Esq., of New-
'istle-upon-Tyne, whom he afterwards married,- and ffi whom he

w:is devotedly attached through life. The marriage took place in

1790, and his wife, in due time, bore him two daughters
; Sarah,

lioni in Jlay, 1792 ; and Mary Patience, born in 1793. This state

of peaceful content, so congenial to the well-regulated mind of 0ol-

lingwooil, was not, however, fated to last. In 1789, the French
llevolution began by the opening of the States General. As it pro:

ceedcd the passions of both the royal and democratic parties became
more ami more infl.amed. One excess brought on another, A

coalition against France was formed by the continental despots of

Prussia and Austria. This led to the death of the unPn-tunate

king ; and Kngland having now joined the League, war was pro-

claimed and Collingwood again in .actual service. lie was now
captain of the Prince, Admiral Bowyer's flag-ship, and in her bore

his share in the a>;tion of the 1st of June. His fondness for his

family is beautifully, because unconsciously, evinced in his letter to

his father-in-law, Mr. Blackett, written after the conflict. He thus

expresses himself :
' We cruised, like disapjiointed people,

looking for what they could not find, imlil the moi-niiir/ of little

Sarah's hii-th-daij, between cJght and nine, when the French fleet

of twenty-five sail of the line was discovered to windward." With
the enemy in sight and on the verge of a bloody conflict, he dwells

on his little daughter's birth-day. The 'details of this memorable
battle are known to all readers of history. That Collingwood did

liis duty nobly is beyond all doubt. Yet here tlie singular modesty

and. humility of his character seem to have stood in his way. He
was not named in the despatch of the admiral. Lord Howe, nor did

he receive the medal given for this victory until 1797. This omis-

sion astonished the whole fleet, as CoUingwood's valour and .skill

were conspicuous; hut it was afterwards amply atoned for. That he

was deeply hurt on this occasion, he has put on record ; but for tli.at

hurt he caused a balsam to be afterwards applied, which was
potent to heal.

It would be useless ti go into the details of the various services

ill wliicli Collingwood was busily engaged, between the period of

"this victory and the equally memorable action, under .Tervis, off

Cape St. Vincent, on the 11th February, 1797. Suffice it to say

that, on this occasion, lie coinmanded the Excellent, linc-of-ba'ttle

ship, and in activity and intrepidity was secomi only iierhaps to his

friend Nelson, wlio in this action commanded the Captain. On this

last occasion, it is evident from all the narratives of the battle th.at

the united intrepidity, devotion, and skill of Collingwood really

caused the surrender of three of the prizes, if not four, although lie

only took possession of one fjrmally. He first compelled the

Salvador del Mondo, of 112 guns, to strike ; but passing on to the

next, the Spaniards again hoisted their colours, until attacked a

second time by a succeeding vessel. He then took the San Isidro,

seventyTfonr, and left her in ch.arge of the Lively frigate. He next

fell on board the San Nicholas of eighty, and the San Joseph of 112

guns, and silenced their fire, but left them to be boarded and t.akeii

by Nelson, whose ship they had terribly shattered. He lastly

attacked q,flil engaged for ujHvards of an hour the Santisseima Tri-

nidada, a hqge foin-decker of 132 guns ; but though he was assisted

at last by other ships, tliis enormous ship escaped them all, being

reserved for another fate. And now came CoUingwood's triumph,

anil the rt»(0»(?e Ao»(!i'((^fc for the most unmerited .and unworthy

slight which he experience^ after his services on the 1st of June.

When the .admir.al—now Lord St. Vincent—informed Cajitain Col-

lingwood that he was to receive one of the medals which were dis-

tributed after this victory, he refused to take it unless that of the

1st of June accompanied it. He at once avowed that he luad been

unjustly treated, and thjt he would not appear to ratify injury by

receiving a medal now, whilst the other was withheld. "Th.at is

precisely the answer I expected from you, Collingwood,'' was the

rejily of Lord St- Vincent. Both medals were immediately sent,

together with .an apologetic letter from Earl Spencer, at that time

at the head of the Admiralty.

We must resen-e the conclusion of the g.allant .admiral's biography

for a future occ.asiou.

THE MEECHANT OF THE LAST CENTURY.
TnK rise of commerce in F.nropc dates from the time of the Cru.sades.

The vessels which conveyed the soldiei-s of the Cross to the shores

"f Syria, and the greater part of their military stores and pro-

visions, were furni.shed by the Italian republics ; and the towns on
• hose co.asts which were temporarily in the hands of the Christians

ii;came the emporinras of Italian commerce. The products of the

-idtry East, which have since become the materials of a lucrative

nid extensive commerce, were thus first introduced into Europe
;

and while the princes of the North had the floors of their palaces

strewn with rushes, the merchants of Italy trod the soft carpets of

Turkey. •

The application of Qioia's discovery of the polarity of the

magnet to navigation, and the opening of the ocean route to India

by Vasco di G.ama, in the fifteenth century, transfei-red the com-
merce of Europe from the hands of the Italians to those of the

Eortuguese. The discovery of America opened a new world to
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commercial enterprise, the benefits of which were shared hy the

English and French, while the countrymen of Pizarro and Cortez

were absorbed in the search for gold.

At the commencement of the eighteenth century, the great com-

mercial powers of Europe were Britain, France, Holland, and Spain.

The war of the French Revolution established the naval superiority

of Britain, and gave such an immense impetus to our foreign trade,

that our manufoctures and the produce of our colonies now fiml tlieir

way to all parts of the globe. Of the merchants of the early part

of the last century we have some interesting glimpses in Scott s Uob

The relations between the merchant, who was almost always a

shipowner, and the crews of his ships, were much more durab e

than at the present day. Generally the sailors continued all then

lives in the service ofthe same firm, andvery often this relation was

eonti-nued through two or three generations, the sons serving' the

same employers as their fathers and grandfathers. Partaking,

under certain conditions, of the benefits of each voyage they

re-arded the affairs ofthe firm they served as their own, and while

actin- with exemplary fidelity and honesty, often contrived to save

sufficient money to engage in trade on their own account, or secured

THE MEKCIIAXT OP TUE LAST CtKTlKV.

Kov" in the elder Osbaldistone, his honest old clerk Tresham

and worthy Bailie Nicol Jarvie. Perhaps, as a class, the ch.aracter of

British merchants for probity, intelUgence, and generosity was

never better maintained than at that period. Heads of commercia

houses were anxious to tr.ansmit the reputation they had acquired

to their sons, as an heritage of honour.. Death caused no

interruption in their aifairs ; the business of the firm contmued to

te conducted on the same principles, .and generally under the sanae

name • so that the old maxim, that '

' the king never dies, and the

proclamation ofthe French heralds, " The king is dead !
Long live

tiic king I" was as applicable to them as to more exalted personages.

an ample provision or their decliulug years. The master, generally

honoured with the title of captain, was a sort of middleman between

the merchant and the crew ; and in the picture which we have

engraved the artist has represented one of this class arranging the pre-

liminaries of a voyage with the owner. The costume of the merchant

and his clerk indicate the middle of the last century
;
the captain s

is such as was worn at that perio.l by the mariners of Dieppe and

Flushin- His attitude is free and independent, as characteristic ot

his clasps ; and he holds in his right hand the pocket-book from

which he has taken the charter-party which the merchant is

perusing.
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Wk presume that most of our readers are an-are that the hare—
wheu first caught and afterwards cooked iu accordance witltthe
well-known receipt of the celebrated Mrs. Glasse-constitntes a
h,ghly-esteemed article of food ; and, taking this for granted, we
shall not trouble ourselves with the consideration of the dletetical
properties of the animal, although doubtless much might be writtJn

THE HAEE AND THE KABUIT.

present day, so much so, iu fact, t),at Martial terms it "interquadru-
pedes glor.a prima," with some other nations of anth.nity it w aforbulden food

;
the prohibition in the Jewish law is well kJown

andourownDruulical ancestors even considered the use of hare'aesh an act of .mp.ety. The Koran also prohibits the f„lIowers of
.Uahoniet from eating the flesh of this animal.

HARKS .\XD R.VBRITS

upon the precise degree oi putrefaction at which its flesh acquires
the finest flavour, the superiority of one mode of cooking over the
other, or the origin of the custom of eating currant-jelly with it asa coodunent. With reference to this important branch of the snb'-ject we may observe, however, that although the hare was as greata favourite with the ancient Romans aa with the epicures ofthe

The appearance ^ot the hare must also be pretty well known to
our readers

;
but many of them are ,«rhaps not so well acquainted

«-ith Its natural historj-
; and as this presents much that is inte-

resting we shall confine ourselves as far as possible to a sketch o,
Its nabits.

The Hare (ig„« limidiis), with its well-known congener the
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Ealiliit (Lfjins nwinthis), belongs tn tlie same order of qiiadnijieds

as the rat and the Bquirrel,—an order distinguished by having a

pair of strong chisel-sliaped cutting-teeth in tlie front of each jaw,

by means of which they are enabled to gnaw with facility into hard

svibstauces, snoh as •n-ood, baric, etc. ; from this peculiarity tliey

are termed Rodintia, or gnawing animals. The constrnotion of

the.^e teeth, and the provision for their constant maintenance in an

eiTective condition, is very curious; the front of the tooth is covered

with a thin coating of very hard enamel, so that the cutting-edge is

kept sharp by the continual wearing away of the softer parts ;
and as

this would in course of time gradually wear them down to useless

stumps, they are furnished, instead of roots lilvc those of other teeth,

with a permanent pulp, whicli keeps the teeth continually growing, so

as to make up for the wearing of the upper extremity. This oircuni-

stance is sometimes productive of a singular deformity, for if one of the

teeth happens to be broken oft', the corresponding one in the other

iaw, having nothing to check its growth, goes on increasing iu

length, until so far ft'om being of service to the animal it must

heeome a positive nuisance to him, and in some cases may even

cause him to starve to death, It is with tliese teeth that the hares

often strip the bark from young trees—a proceeding which is by no

means regarded witli favour by the ])roprietors of plantations. In

fact, like most game animals, hares are a great pest to tlie farmers

in their neiglilwurliood. their fondness for succulent vegetable food

leading them to make frequent iuoursions upon the young crops, to

which they often do immense damage ; and as they are completely

nocturnal in their liabits, it is by no means easy to prevent their

depi'edations.

Fortunately for the husbandman, tlio numbers of these animals,

whose gi'cat fec\indily v.-nnld otherwise soon render them one of the

fanner's greatest eneniies, are, continually kept iu check by their

numerous natural foes. The numbers destroyed by men are cer-

tainly very great, but the human epicure is not the only carni-

vorous animal endowed with a taste for hare's flesh; all our wild

earnivora, from the fox downwards, appear to be equally fond of

it: almost any dog will pursue a hare as soon as he sees it, although

his success in the chase is I'arely commensurate with his zeal. The

domestic cat is not uufrequently a successful iioacher ; and birds of

prey, and even snakes, often (Jrive the hare fi'om its resting-place.

Surrounded in this manner with inveterate enemies—seeing a foe in

.almost every animal it meets—the liare, as might be expected, is an

e.Koessively timid animal, and every part of its organisation is pecu-

liarly adapted to enal ile it to perceive and avoid the dangers whic)i

environ it on every side. Its ears are very long, and adapted, like

the tubes used by deaf persons, to collect and convey to the internal

ear the very slightest sounds ; the eye is large and prominent,

giving the animal a great range of vision ; and it is a popular belief

that it always sleeps with tlie eyes open. It is singular that the

same practice has also been attributed to the lion, probably with

equal .justice in both oases. There can be no doubt, however, that

the hare is a very watchful animal ; during the day it sleeps in its

form, and only ventures forth wlieu the shades of evening seem to

promise it security. Then the hares come out of tlieir resting-

places and gambol about in the inost sportive manner ; hut the

slightest sound, the rustle of the wind in the bushes, or the fall of

a leaf, is sufficient to interrupt tlieir sport and scatter the whole

troop in every directou.

Wlien actual danger approaches, the hare flies with a swift-

ness which has become proverbial, always endeavouring to make
for some rising ground, as its long and powerful hind legs give it a

great advantage in running up hdl. The instiijets wifh wiiidi it

is endowed then come into play ; it endeavoijrs by continual

turnings .and douWings to throw its pursuers ofi' the scent, and

sometimes, when h.ard pressed, it has been known to turn anotlier

liare out of its form . If water comes in its way, it will plunge in

and swim across ; sometimes it will run up one side of a hedge and

down the other, .and inst.ances are related of a hare's completely

Ihrovring out the dogs by getting on the top of a cut liedge, and

lunning along f.r a considerable di.stance in this elevated position.

Notwithstanding this apparent league of all carnivorous animals,

biped and qu.adruped, against tlie life of "pus.s," the continuance

of the species is amply provided for by its prolific nature. They
generally produce three or four young at a time, and breed several

times in the cours^e of the year, so th.ai, Irat for those numerou'

checks upon their increase, the country would speedily be over-

run by these animals.

The fur of the hare, with that of the rabbit, was formerly much

employed in the manufacture of heaver hats. Linnfcus tells us,

that the hare lieing a favourite animal with the fleas, the inhabit-

ants of Dalecarlia make a sort of cloth of the hair, which attracts

the fleas, and thus saves the wearer from the attacks of those

troublesome insects. We fear that the fleas would soon find out

their mistake, and that the protection afl'orded by this hare-cloth

would not be very lasting.

In confinement, the hare exhibits "many entertaining and

amiable qualities, loses much of its timidity, and adopts as play-

fellows animals that would have been looked upon as sworn

enemies in a state of nature. Cowper's account of his tame hares

must lie familiir to niost of our readers, and although many will,

perhaps, be inclined to laugh at the poet's attachment to liis pets,

few, w'e think, will read his description of their habits and the

variety of char.icter displayed by them without pleasure.

In its general structure and many of its habits the i-abbit

closely resembles the hare. Its enemies are equally numerous, .and

its timidity perhaps almost as great, although as it is not endowed

with the same swiftness of foot as the hare, it rarely exhibits this

in the same manner. To make xip for its want of speed to fly from

its enemies, the rabbit burrows in the earth, and disappears into

its holes with the quickness of thought the moment it suspects the

approach of danger. Like the hare, the rabbit feeds principally at

night, remaining during the day in its burrow.s, which are often of

great extent, and inhalnted by an immense number of these crea-

tures. This peculiarit.v in the h.abits of these animals en.ables their

breeding to lie carried on as a branch of rural industry, and, .as both

their flesh and skins are consumed to an enormous extent in most

countries of Europe, a good rabliit-warren is by no means an

unprofitable concern. Immense numbers of rabbit skins are im-

ported into this country from the contineiit, to he worked up into

cheap furs, and a considerable exportation of them also takes place,

especially to China, where they are in great request. The par-

ticular skins preferred by the Cliinese * are those 46ii"Jiiiloated

"silver gray," and these will fetch from two to three shillings

a-piece in the home market.

It is generally supposed that the native country of the rabbit is

Spain, and th.at the species has been introduced into this country.

Tliey are now, liowever, completely naturalised both here and in

most parts of Europe, although they are said not to thrive in t!ie

c lid northern countries.

THE SECRET TRIBUNALS OF WESTPHALIA.
No period in the liistory of Germany presents such a picture of

social {inarchy, of the operation of the law of might in .all its

uncontrolled, fulness of power, as the thirteenth and fourteenth

centuries. The landed nobility were the universal disturbers of

social order and the most reckless violators of the moral law ; from

the Rhine to the Elbe, antl from the Baltic to the Alps, they set

the written law.^ of the empire at defiance, filled their castles with

banditti, and, according to the testimppy of Arnold of Lubeck, each

followed the bent of his inclination. When a social evil becomes

no longer endurable, circumstances invariably arise to counteract it,

often such as at other tiipes wpuld be an evil iu itself. The crimes

of the barons led to t|ie establishment of the Tehm-gerichte (holy

tribunals), which thg genius of Goethe and Scott has invested with

so m.any circumstances of mystery .and awe.

These remark.able tribunals had their oi'igin in We.stpJialia, where

the first tr.aces of their operations are discovered in the latter part

of the thirteenth ceutnry ; but they soon existed all over Germany.
Owing to the secrecy which .surrounded them, and the awe with

which they were regarded, for de.atli was tlie penalty of revealing

their secrets or becoming surreptitiously possessed of them, their

history is involved iu obscurity. The first B-riters who mention
them—Henry of Heworden, a Dominican monk of the fourteenth

cfentury, and .T5neas Sylvius, secretary to the emperor Frederick III.

—ascribe their institution to Charlemagne ; but Eginhart, the

secretary a,nd biogi-apher of that monarch, and all other contem-
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]pr.rary writers, s;ty iiutliiiig ol' tUis ciroumstance, and tliere is uu

evidence wliatevev to suijport sucli au opinion. It is true that this

opinion was always i>revalent, for the memljers of the Velim-gerichte

were assiduous in disseminating it, to add importance to the institu-

tion and their decisions ; but tlie most probable hypothesis is, that

they owed their origin to a little band of bold and liouest men,
determined to put a period to the licentiousness and tyranny of the

feudal nobility, and the outrages of tlie banditti witli whom tliey

were often leagued.

In .diamas and romances, the black-robed judges of tlie Vehm
tribunals have been represented as meeting, at the solemn hour of

midnight, in the dungeon of some baronial castle, where, by the red

light of flickering torches, revenge usurped the place of justice.

But, in reality, the eciuity of their proceedings formed a striking

contrast to those of the ordinary tribunals, and for almost a century

they were the only check upon crime and oppression. The powerful
baron who exercised jurisdiction over his own domains, and the

knight who had at his disposal a hundred robbers in the nearest

wood, could afford to treat with contempt and defiance the decisions

of the ordinary tribunals ; but the secret organisation of the Vehm-
gerichte, their widely-extended ramifications, and the number and
fidelity of their emissaries, were not so lightly to be set at nought.
Their castles and their .armed retainers might enable them to resist

successfully the execution of the ordinary laws, but no strength of

walls or depth of moat could ijrotect them .against the sworn servitors

of the Vehm tribunal dwelling unsuspected beneath the same roof.

No one was allowed to become a member of the Vehm-gerichte
who was a foreigner, a serf, illegitimately bom, imder the ban of

excommunication or outlawry, ct a member of any religious order.

The ceremony of initiation was a very solemn one ; the oath of

secrecy and adherence was administered, and the signs were com-
municiited by whicli the initiated recognised each other. The clergy

women and children, Jews and heathens (as some of the natives of

Prussia still were), were exempted by the regulations of the Vehm
tribunals from their jurisdiction. When au offender had been

denounced to the Vehm judges, and did not appear to the citation

served upon him, he was outlawed, and evei-j- one of the initiated

—ime hundred thousand in number, accortUng to J5neas Sylvius-
was empowered to take him, alive or dead. The chances of escape,

in such a case, were small indeed ; and brief was the period which
usually intei'vened between the issue of the ban and the appearance

of the offender before the dread tribunal.

The Vehm-gericlite had three methods of procedure—the sum-
mary, the secret, and the open. The summary course was only

followed when an offender was caught in the act of commission, or

in endeavouring to escape; and then only when three of the

initiated happened to be present. Such cases, it must be evident,

could very rarely occur; but when they did, the daggers of the

initiated were the in.struments of execution. The secret process

was only adopted when the crime was of more than ordinary

atrocity, and there was a fear of the offender's escape ; the tribunal

was then summoned in haste, and on proof of the crime being

given, sentence of death was passed, and communicated to all the

initiated, thousands of whom were immediately on the offender's

trail. The more visual method w.os to cite the offender to appear

before the tribunal of the district in which he resided, failing in

which a fine of thirty shillings, a much larger sum in that day than

at present, was recorded against him ; if he did not apjiear to the

second summons, the fine was doubled ; and if the third wa.s eiiually

unsuccessful, the offender was outlawed. The plea of tinavoidable

absence was always admitted, the impediments recognised by the

Vehm laws being sickness, imprisonment, pilgrimage, the jiublic

service, lawful absence from the country, and unavoidable delay

upon the way to the tribunal.

In rom.onces and dramas tlie Vehm tribunals are always repre-

sented as being held in gloomy vaidts, but in reality only one
instance is recorded of a Vehm triliunal being held underground,
wliich was at Ueiiiburg ; and in the m.ajority of cases they were
held in the open air, in imitation of the pagan Germans, as

described by Tacitus. It is probable that they generally met iu

the gladea of forests, where they would be secure from observation ;

but it is recorded that at Dortmund the tribunal wa.s held in the

jnarket-placc, at A'orrlkircheu in Uw churchyard, and at Arensburg

in an orchard. No one was allowed to wear armour or ciirry anns
in the tribunal, and the rules of the association reijuircd that the
tribunal-lord, who was always of the rank of nobility, and the
assessors, who formed the jury, should be sober and free from
anger. The judge, or tribunal-lord, sat at the head of a table, on
which were placed a halter and a naked sword, and un his right
and left stood the clerks, the assessiu-s, and iis many of the initiated

as chose to be present, all bare-headed. The accusation having
been read, witnesses were called in support of it, ,and the accused
had the privilege of calling whom he chose for his vindication.

The assessors appear to have decided by a majority of voices, and if

the sentence was a capital one, the offender was hanged upon tlo:

spot, and his name, crime, and sentence recorded in what was
called the "ISlood Book." If he was one of the initiated, he wa-s

hanged seven feet higher than usual, as being the greater criminal.
If the accused liad not surrendered, all the initiated were set in

pursuit of him, and when takeii lie was hanged on the nearest tree,

without further ceremony or delay.

At the coinmenceineut of the flfteeiith century, the jurisdiction

of the Vehm tribunals extended over all Germany. But, like all

similar institutions, they at length became corrupted, and were
made subservient to private interests and passions, Various attempts
were made iu the sixteenth century to reform them, but without
success; and having outlived the social state in which they had
their rise, they became an evil and a nuisance. The civil reforms
of the Emperor Maximilian did much to render them obsolete ; ami
though they were never formally abolished, they gi'adually sank into

insignificance and desuetude, ftnd towards the end of the sixteenth

century became a thing of the jiast. Their power and influence were
at their zenith at the commencement of the tifteenth century ; the

middle period of their history, when the Emperor Rupert ordered

the decisions which declared and defined the privileges of the

emperor with respect to these tribunals to be collected ; and this is

the earliest accredited source from which a knowledge of the Vehm
laws and methods of jjrocedure can be derived.

The power and influence which the Vehm courts possessed iu the

fifteenth century is proved by the citation of jiowerful nobles, and
even sovereign princes. In 1410, the Khinegrave was summoned
before the secret tribunal of Kordernau; in liiS, the Elector

Talatiue was cited to appear before a Vehm court, and with

difficulty escaped condemnation; and in 1154, the Duke of Saxony
was compelled to appear and defend himself before the tribunal of

Limburg. The Duke of Bavaria also was cited to ap])ear before

the triljunal of Waldeck, on the charge of depriving one Gaspar ot

the office of chief huntsman, which was hercLlitary in his family;

of liaving destroyed his castle of Turringen, beaten his servants, iuid

seized his hounds ; and with having robbed the said Gaspar's wife

of her jewels and other property. The duke appealed to the

Emperor Sigisniund, who declined to interfere; and finding it

necessary to answer the charge, he had rccoui-se to the artful

expedient of causing himself to be initiated in some other Vehm
court, and thereby acquiring the privileges of membership, which

oljtaiued him more lenient treatment than he would otherwise have

received.

Towards the close of the fifteenth century, we find the Vehm
tribunals rising snperiw to the prejudices of the age, and boldly

supj)urting the cause t-f a man accused of sorcery against the highes't

powers of the empire. The accused w.as a citizen of Gijrlitz, named
Weller, and a member of the Vehm society ; for the crime alleged

against him he was expelled from the town, and his property con-

fiscated. Having vainly appealed to the chancellor of the empire

and to the pope, Weller resolved to bring the matter before a Vehm
tribunal, and the magistrates of Giirlitz were cited to appear before

that of Brackcl. Gorlitz having been exempt^id from foreign juris-

diction by the emperors, the magistrates appealed to the King of

Bohemia, who attempted to mediate ; but his interterencc was dis-

regarded, and the burgoniaster and town-council, fiuling to apj»ear

before the tribimal, were outlawed. The diet of Bohemia and the

Landgrave of Hesse both offered their mecUatiou, but the Vehin-

gericlit« would hear of nothing bnt the revei-sal of Weller's sentence.

The emperor finally interfered for the protection of Gorlitz, and
Weller died in 1502, without obtaining his property, but in 1512
full compensation waii made to his heirs.
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TOURING IN IRELAND IN 1854.

That portion of Ireland lying to the south and on either hand of

the point at which our last article concluded having been described

and illustr.ited in previous numbers of tliis periodical, we have

now to invite the reader to commence with us a rnpid glance

at some of the more remarkable features of what may be called the

Shannon district, beginning with the central point of tourist

departure for such exploration, namely, Athlone, an important

trading town and military station, on the Shannon, which here

separates Leinster and Connaught, and the counties of Westmeath

Shannon at the place of the ancient ford, rendered famous by the

desperate encounter upon it between the army of King .Tames,

under St. Ruth, and King William's soldiers, under Ginl<ell, in

1691, was pulled down a few years ago, .and replaced by the

present graceful structure. The barracks, adjoining the castle, can

accommodate 267 artillery, 592 infantry, .and 107 horse; and there

is an armoury of 15,000 stand of arms. Of numerous monastenes,

scarcely any remains exist; probably they were destroyed during

some of the many sieges, the most memorable of which occurred iu

I

^^ n ^

BIKTHPLACE OP OllVER GOLDSMITH. BRAWN BY MAllONV.

ii

FRANCISCAN CONTENT, C.ALWAT.—IiRAWN BY MAIIONY.

and Roscommon. The castle is of great .intiquity, but in perfect

repaii-, strengthened with addition.al fortifications, some very recent.

Once Athlone was the chief pass from Leinster to Connaught ; and,

soon after the settlement of the Anglo-Normans, became one of

their strongholds. Of the ancient walls portions remain
;
and the

north gate, a square tower of Elizabeth' .s time, was pulled down
only a few years .ago. Several relics are still preserved, one being

the doorway of the residence of General de Ginkell at the siege in

1689. The renowned bridge of Athlone, which spanned tlie

the Revolution, when in ten d.ayK (linkell, in taking a portion ot

the town which held out for J.ames, expended 12,000 cannon-balls,

COO shells, many tons of stone-shot, and fifty of powder ; the loss

of the defenders being 1,200. In 1697 the citadel was struck by

lightning, when 2G0 barrels of powder, 10,000 charged hand-

grenades, besides other combustibles, exploded, destroying nearly

the whole of the town. Besides the church of the Establishment,

and several Roman Catholic chapels, Athlone contains Baptists' and

Primitive and Wesleyau Methodists' chiipels. There are no modem
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buiUlmgs worthy of particular notice. Immediately above the a literary turn, in taking the Sliannon route to the West, is the

t.nv-n, the Shannon expands into Lough Ree, on which a regatta is opportunity it affords of visiting the scenery of the ever-alluriug

held in August, the landing-place on one of the islands being " Deserted Village
;

" and we cannot now resist the desire of pre-

ROIXS OF ATHENRT, COCSTY GALWAY.—DRAWN BY MAHONT.

lANBIXO-PLACE AT HAKE ISLANP, LOVGH KEE, ON THE SHANNON.-

BRAWN BY MAHONT.

greatly admired—how deservedly will be seen from the graceful senting the reader with a fac-simi!e of the birthplace of the poet

sketch by Mr. Mahony. himself, and exactly as it is at tliis present moment, for it lias been

One of the main attractions, however, to tourists, especially ol expressly sketched by the artist within the last twelvemonth.
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On tlio direct tiiip to fTalway there are few tliiugs to arrest us

between Atbloue and Ballinasloc, except the fine viaduct over the

Suck, across which the train passes. Ballinasloe is a town of con-

siderable size, partly in County Roscommon, tut chiefly in County

(jalway, containing some handsome buildings, and remarkable for

the great fair held from the 5th to tlie IHh of October, the largest

cattle mart in the kingdom, attended from all parts of Great Britain

and the CJontinent. Garbally, seat of Lord Claucarty, in the imme-

diate vicinity of the town (liis lordsliip is proprietor), is beautifully

laid out, and the house contains some fine pictures, and free access

is generously granted to both. The ruins of a castle, of great

.strength in Elizabeth's time, are situated on the Eoscommon side of

the 8uck, and the fosse and several Hanking towers remain. Four

milcB from Ballinasloe is the village of Augbrim, remarkable from

the battle on tjie adjoining fields of Kilcommadan in 1601, between

James and William, when the former was totally routed, and St.

Ruth, his general, killed. However, the point from which the

tourist should start fur the sceiie of this gi-eat and decisive conflict

is Athlone ; and it has been the cause of much wonderment with

some that Mr. Creasy did not give this hand-to-hand fight

precedence to the battle of Crccy. A part of the ruin.s of

Aughrim Castle can still be traced ; and in the village are a

church, chapel, and small Methodist meeting-house.

Tlie next object of interest we meet is Kilconnel, a village where

a monastery for Franciscan fi-iars was founded about 14(50. Nearly

the entire shell of this most beautiful structure remains. A little

further on we come to Athenry, a village also most remarkable for

its ancient buildings, of which the castle, built in the thirlcpulb

eentui-y by the De Bermingham family, is the most perfectly pre-

served. The Dominican Abbcjfc is, perhaps, one of the finest eccle-

siastical ruins in the whole country.

Besides the castle and its religious houses, the whole town

retains a great portion of its wall, and one of its ancient castellated

gateways. The former, which is of considerable height and

thickness, is defended at intervals by round towers of great

strength.

We have now almost accomplished our journey to Galway, near

the seventh mile-post from which we pass the ruined Castle ot

DeiTydonnell ; and from about the twenty-first, we see Oranmore

Castle, built by the great Earl of Clanricarde. The sijlendid swivel

bridge at Lough Athalia, said to be the largest in the world, next

arrests attention, when the tourist finds himself before the mag-

nificent railway terminus and hotel of the ancient "city of the

tinbes," the proverbially Spanish aspect of which will be readily

recognised from the two little sketches subjoined, with which we
I'lose our pencilings for the present.

SELP-DENIALj

r ASS AGES OF A LIFE."

BV A WAYFARER.

IV.

Semhiui did auy one begin life with a smaller share of worldly goods,

and at the same time richer blessings of hope, health, and a bright

future than I did. I certainly tlid feel a kind of oppression come

over me, as I reflected that I had taken this important step without

consulting my nmther and father ; but that was a feeling that

weighed on me only when I was alone, and my dear little wife did

not leave roe often.

I had a good deal of work to do at home. The Magazine

used my articles occasionally, and the paper was regular in its pay-

ments and its requirements. When tea was cleared away, she would

draw up her work-table near to me, or take a book. Sometimes I

would read to her. I had much to do, to prepare myself for the

cai-eer of a literary man. I had to study and read, my stock of

knowledge being rather scanty on tlie .whole. I saw at once

that there was much to be learnt, and I set to work in earnest to

make up for my deficiencies.

Charles came the second Sunday after fuir marri.ago. Mr. Eltis,

as I at present must call him, was with him. Charles looked very

pale and thin. The quiet sacrifice he had made had preyed upon

him. He shook me warmly by the hand, and tried to look smiling,

but it was too much of an effort. Presently, however, he was

better, and when Edith chatted with liim, and gave him his tea,

and called him dear Charles, he was soon himself again, full of

spirits, life, and talk. He made us laugh before he had done,

and quizzed my wife because she was so shy of showing hev afi'ection

for me before company.

Our way of life was bumble, because we were poor and knew it.

Luckily I fell into no bad habils in those days. My home was

everything to me, and no sooner was my work done than I flew

home to delight myself in the sunshine of Edith's smile. Things

went on tolerably well for about a year. I lived abstemiously, Ijut

well enough for my taste. I even saved a little, because I knew it

would be wanted.

At the end of our first year of love and happiness I.became

the father of a boy, and we called him Charles. When I showed

the infaut to his namesake for the first time, I saw his- lip

quiver.

"God bless you, child !'' lie said in a murmuring tone; " as long

as I live, you shall never want a father,"

Ilis health was much injured by his severe study ; and when he

knew that all was right, and that Edith and her child were well, he

bade us adieu, and went down to spend a month or so, during the

long vacation, with his mother and sisters. We saw him depart with

regret; but as we believed the journey necess.ary to his health, we

were bound to be glad.

I had concealed from Charles, ,and I believe I was wrong to do so,

that the expenses of this period had for the first time planed n-.c in

debt. Ogilvy had restored my mother's watch to me, and already

it had gone again to meet the demands made upon me. When

Edith went out for her fir.st walk with me, I had .scarcely a penny

left. I went down to the ofiice that evening and obtained a sm.all

advance.

With this in my pocket I began work anew. I had a few good

looks, and I read hard, I had projected a work on a popular

subject, which required, however, reference to many books, and I

applied for admission to the British Museum. By the favour of

the publisher of my magazine, I obtained it at once, and I made

a point of going there three days a-week, collecting materials for my
volume, which 1 firmly relied on selling.

Oh, those were happy days indeed. My dear little mfe was so

proud and joyous and light-heai-ted, especially when she cj^uld

show her infant to her mother, who, like all grandmother's, we

suppose from Dame Eve down, was in raptures with the child,

and vowed —except that its mouth and eyes and nose were

different, and that it was a boy—that it was the very image of

Edith.

About this time I had an ofler made me, which, promising an

addition of ten or fifteen shillings a-week to my income, I gladly

accepted. As few of my readers are among the initiated, I must

explain my new duties rather clearly. All the leading Sunday

papers copy the police reports from the morning journals, except on

Saturday, when, in the competition for news, they pay for the repoi-ts

"to be made for them, thus forestalling the Monday morning publi-

cations. Now it appeared that the had had a diS'erence

with the man who supjilied the copy usually. There was only

one reporter at this office, who had a monopoly of all the papers.

The ; liowever, declined his copy, and I was requested to

attend on Saturday and supply the deficiencies.

I went. I found myself in quite a new and ch.anged atmosphere.

It was a tainted and unsober one. I associated at once with men of

a different character from what I had been used to. To write my

report I went to a public-house. I found myself among detectives,

witnesses, officers of the court, from whom at this early sbge of my

career I was obliged to ask information. I wrote my report, and

then drank without eating. I took down the copy to the oiEce,

but I snent more money than it could bring me in. Tes ! I went

home that night in a state which alarmed my wife. I must own it.

But I was gentle as a lamb. I have heard of men beating and ill-

using their wives under such circumstances ; but I am thankful

to say I was never guilty of such disgracefiil brufcility.
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I was very ill the next day. How my dear darling Edith <liil

iiiirsu me. I never saw her look so mueli like an angel. Slio

H ijuld scarcely let me give her an explanation of how it c;>me about

I hat I had been so foolish, but stopped my mouth with a kiss, and

I'ale me not do it again.

"The dear fellow is punislied enough," I heard her say to her

mother; " I will not allow him to be scolded."

And I was not scolded, but got up on Monday morning, with

i firm resolve not to let this happen ag.ain. I am very sorry to

I I'ufeas—but why write my life, if I do not tell the truth ?—that it

I

I

id happen again.

I was angry with myself, I hated to look at Edith, I could not

bear to hear the child cry ; but the fever was on me, and I gave

nay to it. I rose thii'sty and feverish, and drank again. What I

wrote was necessarily very inferior to my former productions. I

utterly neglected my book.

One week I had oljtained an advance from the p-aper to pay my
rent. . It was given to me rather cohily, with an intimation that

it must be worked out before I had any more money. Tlie follow-

ing Saturday came round. Nothing occurred of sulhcient impur-

iince to waiTant a police report. I sent one or two trilling things.

They were not inserted.

1 went to a tavern that evening, where I was in the habit of

iiicetiiig my new class of acquaintances. There was one there with

n luim 1 was more familiar than the othei-s. I asked him to lend me
live shillings. He did so, with the understanding that I was to ]iay

liim on the following Saturday. With this I went home to my dear

little wife, \jho took the money with a pained and blank look

«hich did not strike me so much then as it did afterwards. She

knew by my msinner that it was the last for some days. I even

t'M hor that I had borrowed it.

"Of whom?" she said, bending over the child's cradle to hide

Inr tears.

"Of a friend," I replied quickly.

" Of a friend, Edward ?" she continued, shaking her head ; " one

"f your new acquaintances you mean."

"Well, yes! Herbert of the ," 1 said somewhat im-

latiently. "And it's precious lucky I did, for 1 don't know
w liere I should have got a farthing, but for hira."

" You used to get money enough before you knew anything of

the police reportijjg for a Sunday paper," said Edith, with a very

strong stress laid on the word "Sunday."

The next Saturday I paid the borrowed money and some other

debts, and went home with very little ag,ain. I was, strange to

-:iy, at that time quite sober. I placed the little money I had in

iny wife's-hand, and I looked in her face. She held down her eyes,

which were red with crying.

"You are not well, dearest," I said in, 1 fancy, my old gentle

lone.

"I. am afraid I have not lived quite well enough," she replied,

tirndy but kindly ;
" but oh, Edward, I would not care, but for the

baby."

1 snatched the money from lier haud, almost fiercely, and rushed
into the open air.

CROCHET PATTERN FOJl MUSIC-STOOL COVER.

.M.ITEKIALS:—Brooks' Great Exhibition Prize Qoat's-head Crochet

Thread, No. 18: and Walker's Penelope Crochet Hook, No. i.

Make a round loop the size of this Oj ^'^^^ tlie

1st round : Chain 2, and work 1 treble for 9 times in the round

loop, plain 1, and fasten off; which forms a round.

•2nd : Work 1 treble at the top of the firet 1 treble of last roilnd,

chain li, and repeat round, plain 1, and fasten off.

3rd
: Work 1 treble at the top of the 1 treble of last round,

chain 10, repeat round, plain 1, fasten off.

4th : Work treble in the centre of .the 10 chain of last round,

eililln 3, reileat round, plain 1, fasten off.

5th
;
Work S treble at the top, in the centre of the 9 treble of

last round, chain 5, and repeat round.

6th
:
Work 7 treble ;'t the top, in the centre of the 8 treble of

last round, chain 7, repeat round,

7th : Work 5 treble at the t^ii, in the cciitie of the 7 treble of

last round, chain 9, repeat round.

8th : Work i treUe in the centre of 5 treble of last round, chain

5, plain 1 in the centre of the 9 chain of last round, chain ii, and
repeiit round.

S»th
:
Work 3 treble in the centre of the 4 treble of last round,

chain 7, plain 1 at the top of the 1 plain of last round, chain jf
repeat round.

10th ; Work 2 treble in the centre of the 3 treble of last round,

chain 9, work 2 plain in the centre of the 1 plain of hast round,

chain 9, repeat round.

11th : Work 1 treble in the centre of the 2 treble of hist round,

chain 8,. work 3 treble in the first loop of the 1 plain of last round,

chain 3, work 3 treble in the next loop of the 1 plain of last round,

chain 8, repeat round, plaiii 1 , and lasten off.

12th ; Work 9 treble in the 9 loop in the centre of the 1 treble

of last round, chain 3, work 9 treble in the centre of the 3 chain ol

last round, chain 3, and repeat round.

13th ; Work 8 treble in the centre of the 9 treble of last round,

chain .5, and repeat round.

14th : Work 7 treble in the centre of the 3 treble of last round,

chain 8, work 1 treble in the centre of the 5 chain of last round,

chain 3, repeat round.

l.'ith : Work 6 treble in the centre of the 7 treble of last round,

chain. 2, work 2 treble at the top of the 1 treble of la«t round,

chain 2, -repeat round.

16th : Work 5 treble in the centre of the 6 treble of last

round, oljain 2, work 2 treble at the top of the fir.<l treble of last

round, chain 3, work 2 treble at the top ot the next treble of last

round, chain 2, repeat round.

17th ; Work 4 treble in the centre of the 5'treble of last round,

chain 2, work 3 treble in the centre of the 3 chain of last

round, chain 3, work 3 treble in the centre of the same 3 chain as

befoic, chain 2, and repeat round.

. ISth : Work 3 treble in the centre of the 4 treble of last round,

chain 2, work 3 treble in the centre of the 3 chain of last round,

chain 3, work 3 treble in the centre of the same 3 chain as before,

chain 2, ami repeat round.

19th : Work 2 treble in the centre of the 3 treble of last round,

chain 3, work 3 treble in the centre of the 3 chain of last round,

chain 3, work 3 treble in the centre of the same 3 chain as

before, chain 3, and repeat round.

20th : Work 1 treble at the top in the centre of the 2 treble of

last I'ovmd, chain 4, work 3 treble in the centre of the middle 3

chain of last round, chain 3, work 3 treble in the centre of the

same 3 chain .as before, chain 4, and repeat round, plain 1 at the

top of the 1 treble, and fasten off.

21st : Work 3 treble in the centre of the 3 chain of last round,

chain 3, work 3 treble in the centre of the same 3 chain as before,

chain 12, and repeat round, plain 1 in the first treble to form the

round, and fasten off.

22ud : Work S treble in the centre of the 12 chain of hast round,

chain 2, work 1 treble in the centre of the 3 ch;un of last round,

then chain 1, and work 1 treble for S times more in the some 3

chain of last round (which will make 9 treble with 1 chain between

each trebled, chain 2, and repeat round.

23rd : Work 4 treble at tlic top of the first 4 treble of last round,

chain 2, work 4 treble <at the top of the next 4 treble of bust round,

chain 2, work 1 double in the first 1 chain of last round, then

chain 5, and work 1 double in each of the 1 chain (which will be 8

times in all), chain 3, and repeat round.

24th ; Work 4 treble at the top of the fir.it 4 treble of la.<t

roUnd, chain 3, wofk 4 treble at the top of the next 4 treble of last

round, t'h,ain 2, work 1 double in the centre of the first 4 chain

of l.aet roimd, then chain 5, and work 1 double in the centre of

of each the next six 5 chains of last round, chain 2. and repeat

round.

25th : Work 4 treble at the top of the first 4 treble of la^t

round, chain 3, work 1 treble in the centre of the 3 chain of last

I'ound, chain 3, work 4 treble at the top of the next 4 treble of last

round, chain 2, work 1 double in the centre of the first 5 chain of

last round, then chain 5, and work 1 double in the centre of each

of the next 5 lots of 5 chain, chain 2, and repeat round.
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26th : Work 4 trelile at the t*p of the first 4 treble of last

round, then chain 3, and work 1 treble in the centre of each lot of

the 3 chains of last round (which will be twice), chain 3, work 4

treble at the top of the next 4 treble of last vound, chain 2, work

1 double in the centre of the first 5 chain of last round, then chain

5, and work 1 double in the centre of each of the next 4 lots of 5

ihain of last round, chain 2, repeat round.

27th ; Work 4 treble at the top of the first 4 treble of last

round, then chain 3, and work 1 treble in the centre of each lot ot

the 3 chains of last round (which will be 3 times), chain 3, work

4 treble at the top of the next 4 treble of last round, chain 2, work

then chain 3, and work 1 treble in the centre of each lot of the 3

chain of last round (which will be 5 times), chain 3, work 4 treble

at the top of the next 4 treble of last round, chain 2, work 1 double

in the centre of the first 5 chain of last round, chain 5, work 1

double in the centre of the next 5 chain of last round, chain 2,

repeat round.

30th ; Work 4 treble at the top of the 4 treble of last round,

then chain 3, and work 1 treble in the. centre of each lot of the 3

chains of last round (which will be 6 times), chain 3, work 4 treble

at the top of the next 4 treble of last round, repeat round, fasten

off.

I

1*

In

CROCHET PATTERN FOR MUSIC STOOL COVER,

1 double in the centre of the first 5 chain of last round, then chain

5, and work 1 double in the centre of each of the next 3 lots of

5 chain of last round, chain 2, repeat round.

28tli ; Work 4 treble at the top of the first 4 treble of last

round, then chain 3, and work 1 treble in the centre of each lot of

the 3 chains of last round (which will be four times), chain 3, work

4 treble at the top of the next 4 treble of last round, chain 2,

work 1 double in the centre of the first 5 chain of last round, then

chain 5, and work 1 double in the centre ot each of the next 2 lots

of 5 chains of last round, chain 2, repeat round.

29tli : Work 4 treble at the top of the 4 treble of last round,

31st ; Work 7 treble at the top of the S treble (in the centre),

then chain 3, and work 1 treble in the centre of each lot of the 3

chains of last rouud (which \rill be 7 times), chain 3, repeat round,

fasten off.

32nd and six following rounds will be the same as the last, with

1 treble less at the top of the treble in each row, until you come to

1 and 3 extra chains and 1 extra treble in the open part of the

pattern, which will increase the number of open squares to 14

;

fasten off at the end of every row, which will complete the centre

for the stool
;
you now require an edge to go round the centre—sea

page 55.

1

il
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THE GOLDEN FLEECE.

Is tlicrc not a provei-li that says a good story cannot be tolil t^io

often? I thought so. Well, encouraged by that proverb we are

about to toll a very old story here.

Oaeo upon a time tliere lived in beautiful Thessaly a king aad

qneen named Athamns anrl Nejiliele. They were blessed with

two children, a boy and a girl. After awhile Athamas gr^-'W wciry

went the ram—his golden fleece glittering in the bright r.-vys of the

sun—and took his course towards the cast ; the boy, however, was

alone preserved, for, as they crossed the strait which divides Europe

from Asia, poor Ilello fell into the s a—an accident which needs no

other confirmation than the fact of that str.ait ever afterward.^ being

called the Hellespont. As fir the youth Phryxus, ho reached the

BAS-RELIEF KEl'ilESE.NTIXU I'lIRYXUS AXD Ili:i.Li: 0.\ THE Il.VM WITH THE GOI.HES ELEECE.

of his spouse, put her away, and tojk another. Kings and
emperors since that period have occasioually copied his example

—

'* Sifih no more, Indr, sii;h no more,
Men were deceivers ever

;

One foot in sea and one on land.

To one thing constant never."

On account of their stepmother, poor hai)less Nephele trembled
for her children, and sought diligently for .some means of effecting

their escape. Mercury—like a true knight of chivalry, or rather
like a truly classical divinity as he was—came to her help, gave
her a ram with a gohlen fleece, on which she placed her darling
children, trusting, with all the fond trustfulness of a woman's
heart, that the ram would convey them to a place of safety. Off

Vol. III., N. s.—101.

kingLlom of C.jlchi.s on the e.astcru shore of the Kuxine, w:us hos-

pitably received by .Eetes, the king of the country, sacrificed the

ram to Jupiter, and gave the skin to his new friend. So the

golden fleece was placed in a consecr.ated grove, and a dragon, which

was never known even to wink, kept watch and ward over the

precious treasure. "Lies," says the Spanish proverb, "have

short legs''—but truths liave uncommonly long ones. The story

of the golden fleece spread far and wide. Peojde regarded it, some

with doubt, some with strong 1 elief, some as a dream of tlie poets,

and some as the subtle enigma of the mystics—it was to them as

the lost Atalantis, which puzzled the minds of philosophei's in after

yevrs. What could any young man of spirit and daring do better

to attest his zeal and courage than go in search of this golden

treasure -tliij marvellcis fleece ! Who can wonder that the
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elilvalric J;ison, Hercules, Theseus, Orpheus, and Nestoi', the

heroes ami demigods of Greece, should flock together, and in adven-

turous brotherhood take water in the Argo, and with oars propel

the vessel—for masts and sails were yet as things unknown—to

ColchLs ? Who can feel surprise that the hero Jason should over-

come evei-y difficulty that was thrown in his way ? should calm the

brazen-footed bulls, whose snort was like the heat of a furnace,

should make them gentle as so many "sucking doves," and put the

charmed yoke over their necks '! Who can wonder that when the

dragon's teeth were sown, and a goodly crop of armed men sprang

lip and rushed on Jason, he should dexterously fling a stone into their

midst and set them fighting one another till there was not one

left ? Who but can readily suppose that with the certainty of

chloroform lie should send the ever-watcliful dragon fast asleep,

and seize upon the golden fleece, which had cost him so much

trouble ? Who eau wonder at all this, when they recollect that the

beautiful Medea, as potent in sorcery as she was beautiful in

a]>pearance, had aided him to gain the triumph ? Nobody can

wonder at it—not one—nor that Medea fled away with Jason to

Thessaly the beautiful.

As to whai the story means—it may be, that if stripped of all its

glory, and Seen in open daylight, this Argonautic expedition was

nothing more than a piratical invasion, the rich spoils of which

gave rise to the idea of the (jolden Fleece ; but, however this

may be, certain it is, that a skilful artist has embodied the

beautiful old story in as beautiful a bas-relief, of which we here

present a spirited engraving.

SUPERSTITIONS CONNECTED AVITII CJRM3.

It is curious to reflect, when gazing at the brilliant wares in a

modern jeweller's shop window, that a time existed when such a

display of varied coloured gems, of gold and silver ornament?,

instead of conjuring up thoughts of fashion and festivity, of bridal

morns, ball-nights and birth-day presents, would probably have

aroused a host of perturbid associations, in which sorcery and sick-

ness, poison and the evil-eye, would by turns predominate, and the

liveliest fancy have been the choice of periapt or cciinter-charm.

Then—for every gem had its genii, every precious stone some

ocult power—instead of studying fashion or his taste, the purchaser

would have had respect to secret tendencies—his hopes, his fears,

the terror that came by night, the pestilence that walked abroad

at noon-day, and would have bought his jewellery less as an

ornament than as a spell.

Chronology throws no light on the birth of this belief in the

magical properties of gems ; research only deepens the idea of its

antiquity, and shows it to have obtained from the earliest periods

of human history of which we have any record.

That dusky father of the cliurch, TertuUian, unable to trace the

origin of their use, or the discoverer of their presumed medical

and mysterious qualities (of at least bestowing the meretricious

charm of ornament on the fair wearers of them), boldly advances,

not as an hypothesis, but as a fact, that in those days, when there

were giants on the earih, and angels visited the daughters of men,

these fallen sijirits, in order to enhance and preserve the beauty

t'.iat had captivated them, sought out all secret spells, and brought

from mines and caves these glittering talismans for good or evil.

Pliny, relisTring to the legend of the Roman poets, makes men
ignorant of even the existence of precious stones till the writhing

hand of Prometheus, bound Ijy an iron baud to Caucasus, broke

forth a crystal fragment of the rock, which gave the type of the ring,

and the gem which afterwards adorned it.

Yet, long before the Roman poets sang the fable of Pr .metheus, iu

the days of the swarthy Pharaohs, we find evidence of idolatrous and

forbidden superstitions in connexion with jewels. Why else, when
Jacob purified his household from, .all the strange gods that were in

their Itamls, did lie also bury with them under tlie oak .at Slicchcm

the ear-rings that were in their ears f

It is true tliat the Israelites had not yet entered Egypt, where

the eye of Usiris, the sacred Scarab, and other symbols or images ot

their gods, partly from religious, partly from superstitious motives,

were in common use
; hut they h.ad wandered through the border-

lands, and the incident only proves how wide-spread was the belie 1

in these mystic agencies.

A little lat^r there occurs a striking instance in the Hebrew

annals of the oracular power attributed to precious stone <, in the

supernatural evidence of the Urim and Thwmmun, glowing in the

gems of the Jewish hlgh-prlest's pectoral, divination by mean.5 of

which is frequently alluded to, and to which appeal was made under

various solemn circumstances by kings and great men. Here we

probably see the prototype of a belief existing era after era in

human history, surviving in this country to comparatively modern

times, in the magic crystal of Doctor Dee, and only fading out with

the extending light of the liberal sciences, wherewith the soul of

man is beautified.

Hereafter we thall c ime to the presumed vii-tues of some of the

,
gems employed in adorning the miraculous breast-iilate of the Jew-

ish hicrijphant, and as these reputed properties were believed to

be imljibod by the wearer, and to endow him with their secret

influences, we may imagine how its resplendent glory, full of solemn

associations, of ocult power, and a divine mystery, graven with the

names of their trihes, and flashing up to heaven, as it is expressly

said, in memorial of them, must have added personal awe to priestly

veneration, and have affected the deeply superstitious minds of the

Jewish people.

We read that the Egyptians, Persians, Arabs, and Hindoos re-

garded precious stones "if not as spiritual creations, .at least a

abodes with which spiritual influences v.ere associated, and gave to

e.ach its tutelar spirit or guardian genii. Hence the Arabs wore

gems set in Afric gold bound on their arms to defend them from

demons, and hence in more recent times the Asi.atios had the blades

of their 8clrait.ars engraved with a text from the Koran, with the

figures wrought in gold or silver or in marquetry v/ith small gems.

The tireeks and Romans, in like manner, found a presiding deity

fir every gcin, and thus Proserjuue claimed black agate, red Mars

the blood-stone, Apollo the sapphire, and Bacchus the purple

amethyst.

Gems were regarded as so precious by the Hindoos, that the very

gods were accused of stealing them ; .and Chri.stina in his childhood

was said to have purloined one from Prasena. What wonder, there-

fore, that the exhibition of gems should have entered largely into the

pharmacopeia of these my.stic periods of human science, or that men

should have hoped by contact with them to elicit their suppo:ed

liealing virtues, or by their simple presence to escape contagion.

In a learned treatise on Hindoo medicine, we find gold, silver,

diamonds, and pearls playing a very important part in their pre-

scriptions, but it is evident that these costly medicaments were only

necessary to the constitutions of rich men, for the sage, after giving

a prescription of gems for the diseases of n king, adds another of

simples for those of people in general.

It h<as been suggested, th,at the primitive use of gems in medicine

was probably as much with the view of projiitiating tlie spiritual

power associated with them .is from any intrinsic heabng properties,

of their own. The Indians, however, laid grea'. stress upon these pro-

perties in disposing of their pearls from the Persian gulf, and dia-

moaas from Golconda ; but as nearly all the precious stones were

brought from India, commercial policy might have mingled slightly

with professional zeal, .and have tinctured their representations to

other eastern n.ations, who purchased gems, jiiid used them medici-

nally, as remotely as the times of the Persi.an M.agi.

The diamond, ruby, sajiphire, coloured :igates, onyx, crystals,

jaspers, ancl cornelians, as well a.s the rar-^ opalescent sapphire,

with pearly-like reflections that Pliny speaks of, and which

partook in itself of all the virtues of tlie rest, were brought from

India. Up}ier Egyjit had, it is said, its mountains of emer.alds, the

i.-^lands of (^vete ami Candla their sacred agates, and in Lomhardy

the poplars wept amber, which, though not of Mc/«, has ever kejit in

the compai'j oi yvms, and has been used for the same purposes of

health and ornament.

Gold, also, though not coming under the head of our subject, is

yet so blended with it, that without much irreguhtrity we may

be allowed to observe, that it anciently claimed almost as large an

amount of .superstitious veneration as the gems for which it has

always served as the setting. The belief of the ancient fire*

worsliippers, that gold was the first production oi the sacred
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element, no doubt sanctified tliia metal in every land where tlio

Icnec was bowed to Baal ; lience, it was not only used for molten

i tiiagoa, but served to enclose graven ones, and was itself supposed

to b? endowed with healing qualities, and with a protective jiowcr.

This alone will acc:iuut for its appearance in rings, chains, bracelets

and earrings at a period when such things were regarded, not as

ornaments, but as amulets, and symbols of rank and power ; it was

with this intention that it figured in the heart-shaped bulla of the

Romans, and was suspended, as late as the childish days of

T)r. Johnson, in the English coin called an "angel," round the

neoks of those patients who received the royal touch, the eilieacy of

which would have been very doubtful if unaccompanlod by this

-igel of pure gold !

In no one thing, perhaps, is the growth of human nature so

distinctly marked as in the enlargement of the reasoning faculties.

In those twilight days of the world's history to which our subject

refers, "when men sat down like children in the dusk, and spite of

the great side-lights slanting on them, frightened themselves witli

shadows—the powers of the iinagination appear to have been in a

state of the most intense activity, while the reasoning principles

were only partially developed, and the few great heads in posses-

sion of them ruled the rest, not in the modern sense of intellectual

superiority, but with an iron sceptre, as serfs and slaves. All

things, therefore, that tended to enwrap the multitude in the thick

darkness of ignorance, to mystify and terrify them, were so many

veils between reality and the fables, which bowed them in the

veriest slough of superstition, and rendered their nuniericul and

physical strength timid and helpless in the hands of their intelligent

tyrants, save'as they led the way, in mystic pilLai'S of fire, or clouds

• if smoke, with -gorgoous ceremonies or solemn rites of m.agic.

h'rom the beginning tliere has been no such engine of power in tliis

world as superstition, and no superstition so fatal to the intellectual

and moral growth of mankind as that which hid its malignity, like

the spear of Bacchus, with the leaves and flowers of religion. Only

the priests of Ei:ypt were allowed to heal the sick ; the knowledge

of medicine, like all other knowledge, was in their hands ; and in

order to heighten the effect of theii* power over mind and body,

magic made a part of their religion as well as of the mystery of

Icechcraft. Even the wandering Arabs, who, it is said, had some

skill in the application of plants and minerals to meJiciue, affected

a knowledge of magic in their practice of it; and the same super-

stitions inoculated the Greeks, and subsequently the Romans.

\Vhen we remember the relation in which Greece stood to Egypt,

it could scarcely have happened otherwise. Eighteen hundred and

nfty-six years B.C., we find Inachns the Phitnician founding Argos.

Three hundred years nearer the Christian era, Cecrops had peopled

Attica vnih Egyptians; and in 1493 B.C., Cadmus built Thebes

upon the model of the Thehes of Egypt, and introduced, with the

alphabet, her gods and superstitious. What wonder, then, that

we find the amulets and talismans of the East—the ibis, the

scarabams, and sacred hieroglyphics, engraved on rings, or worn

suspended from the neck, or fashioned into necklaces—in constant

use amongst the early Grecians? The stones of which these

amulets were formed, and on "which these images were graven,

were always chosen with reference to their own reputed virtues

;

and the fact that the majority of the fine engravings of antiquity

are executed in cornelian, speaks to the lover of such lore of more
than the aptitude of the stone for the art of the graver, and

exhibits, in the frequency of its use, a pleasing trait of these

antique people in their domestic relations, though shaded with the

mask of superstition ; for it was supposed to appea.se anger, and

make peace and love reign in households that were unhappily the

scene of strife and hatred.

The virtues of the scarab, worn as an amulet, were so numerous,

that Jioufet tells us we should scarcely believe them, if we could

not put faith in what Pliny says: "Inasmuch as a scarabasus

carved on an emerald is a certain remedy against all poisons
;"

nor is it only efficacious in such cases, but of infinite service worn
in a ring, when any one wishes to obtain an audience of a king or

a fivour from a great man. But Pliny is not talking of the scarab,

but of the emci-ald—one of those sea-green emeralds, growing

amongst the rooks in that island of Upper Egypt that Plutarch

tells us was for ever guarded by serpents, which in Egyptian

mytliology "represent the god Cueph, or good genius, though

Christians regard them as tlie type of Asmodia ; and he tells us

that one of these precious stones, engraved with an eagle, or the

flies named beetles, has not only the qualities Moufet has quoteil,

but that it also averts hail and bad weather, properties which

Ambrosius also afiirms of it.

The emerald made a part of the rich merchandise which tlio

Syrians imported to the sea-bound Tyre, and glittered no doubt

upon the finger, or in the bracelet, or lay secretsd upon the brcasis

of many a merchant prince and sea captain, as well as amongst the

talismans of the landowner— a spell t-j calm tlie tempest, and

ward off the insect spoilers from the summer fruits and harvest.

Gerard Legh, in his " Aecedens of Armory : Imjirinted at

London, in Flete Strete, within Temple Barre, at the Sign of tho

Hande and Starre, by Richard Tottle, .\.d. 1568," remarks of the

emerald (or scriptural smaragde) that " Ecclesiastes, in commenda-

tion thereof, maketh the comparison, that as the myrth of music

comfortetli the spirits, so the smaragde comforteth the fight, by

which the heart receiveth joy "—a scriptural allusion to the eastern

belief that this gem cleared the vision and helped against illusions.

It was doubtless mth this impression (insisted on when Pliny

wrote) that we find the Emperor Nero, at the spectacles and

theatres of old Rome, using a large emerald as the frequenters of

the opera-house and theatres of our times do their lorgnettes ; but

the modern use of green glasses, to refresh the optic nerve and

assist the sight, proves how much of fact lay hidden in the fable of

its virtues. But its effect on the serpent tribe was exactly the

revei"se; for it was believed in the East, that if a snake or serpent

fixed his eyes on the green lustre of this transparent stone, it

immediately became blind ; when we add to the former as good as

proven quality, that it comforted the vital spirits—so wrote the

natural historians of the times—increased riches, and made the

wearer prevail in play, we think an excellent case has been made

out to account for the popularity of the sea-green gem, wliich shone

in the second row upon the breastplate of the Jewish high-priest,

and remains to this day one of the most precious in the regalia

of kings.

Yet in comparison with the potent diamond, whioli Pliny prettily

thinks should grow nowhere but in a mine of gold, though he owns

it is a miracle to find it there, the spells of the emerald become few

and insignificant. Not even the wild legends of oriental super-

stition could have ascribed to this genii-guarded gem more various

and mysterious influences than did the p-estem nations of Europe

through the lung night of intellectual darkness thit followed tlie

destruction of the Roman empire, and continued till the dawn of

the Reformution.

Precious above all other natural bodies, its value was further

enhanced by the spiritual influences imputed to it, and which pro-

mised the fortunate posses-'or immunity from almost every ill that

flesh is heir to. It insured the wearer long life, rendered him

invincible, and drove away those vain imaginings tliat set men

be.side themselves, dispelled vain fears, resisted witchcraft, and

tested conjugal fidelity; borne on the left slioiihhr, s.-iys Dis-

corides, "it hath virtue against chidings and strifisof enemies,"

and, better still, made peace in the domestic circle. At its touch,

the magnet lost its power of attraction, and diseases, though they

had baflled every other mode of treatment, vanished. It was an

antidote to poison ; though, on the other hand, Paracelsus tells

us that the powder of the diamond was so fatal that no remedy

could cori-ect its venom ! No wonder that the Pci-sian kings wore

gems upon their foreheads, when the very possession of them not

only conveyed the knowledge of wealth and grandeur, but was

supposed to endow the wearer with supernal iiower ! The Storr

and Mortimers, and Hunts and Hos'.iilis, of those days must have

driven a pretty complex business; physics, astrology, magic, and a

knowled"e of i'.-ons, must have entered largely into the mata-ta of

their tradescraft. The matter, the mounting, the figure—not only

for amulets, but the more potent talisman graven at some particular

moment of time, and when a certain star was in the ascend.ant or

certain planets in conjunction, and the whole finished with super-

stitious rites and ceremonies—must have given a mysterious air to

their ateliers, sombre and fear-brooding as the laboraton* of an

alchymist of the middle ages.
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THE TOAVERS OF DUNKIRK AND SARAGOSSA,

The towers represented in tbe u'^cjiiipauying engravings are

assuredly not of the same origin, for tliey were erected at different

epochs, and their architecture is very dissimilar. They are con-

nected, however, by a popular ceremony, which is celehralel in

both places—the procession of the giants, which is represented in

both illustrations. The sols difference consists in the costume of

the effigies which figure as the heroes of the fSte. At Dunkirk

the giants are always three in number, supposed to represent

athor and sons, and wear helmets and coats of mail; at S'.'.ogosa

claimed fur the Dunkirk f(te, on tlie ground that a similar cere-

mony is observed at Douay, which is shown by documentary evi-

dence still in existence to have been instituted in l.oSn, '*in honour

of God and all the celestial court, and of Monseigneur St. Morand

(the patron saint of Douay), to whom thanks are to be given for tlie

taking and keeping of this town by the French, on the 10th of

June." In 1670, however, the day of celebration was changed to

the 6th of July, in commemoration of the capture of the town by

the troops of Louis XIV. Some historians assert that all the

Tin; cLuti; ToivEii at DU.NKir.K.

the number is also three, but they v/ear the turban and ilowlug

robei of llie Moslem. These gigantic effigies are formed, in both

cases, of wlckerwork, and are always carried, at Saragossa as well

as at Dunkirk, p.ast the great clock tower.

This singular procession seems to be of Spanish origin, and its

introduction into Dunkirk probably took place wliile Flanders was
subjected to Spaiush domination. At Saragossa it was instituted

after the expulsion of the Jloors, of which event it appears to be a

festive commemoration. A French origin has, however, been

Flemish fCt^s were introduced Ly Charles V., who sought by this

means to neutralise the dissatisfaction of tbe people by amusing

them.

The clock tower at Dunkirk was erected previously to 1440, in

which year it is recorded that the town possessed only one church,

.and that the inhabitants, being desirous of obtaining additional

accommodation for worship, erected another, using the existing

tower for the porch and for containing the clock. This church was

destroyed by fire is ' ''oS, but the tower was uninjured. A new
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church was built subsequently, but at a little distance from the

tower. This church, dedicated to St. Eloi, still exists. On the

redemption of Dunkirk by Louis XIV., it was stiijulated that all

the towers and belfiiis sliould be pulled down to the level of the

housetops, but the inhabitants of Dunkirk evaded the treaty as

regarded the clock tower, by building a little house on it, which

served as a temporary landmark to the mariners frequenting the

The clock tower of Saragossa is ol later origin than that at Dun-

kirk, having been commenced in 1.501, and finished in I.*;!.!. It

inclines towards the sti'eet in a very remarkable manner, rendnding

the traveller of the singular loaning towers of Pisa and Bologna.

The basement is constructe<l entirely of cnt stone, and is jterfectly

perpendicular; it is the superstructure, which is built with bricks,

that overhangs the street, and looks as if it were about to fall

HIE CLOCK lOWEU AT .SAIIAGOSSA.

port, whom the tre;ity had dopriveil of llic 1 cae m wliich hail

hitherto licen their guide.

It is a.ssertcd that on a clear day the towers ot Dover Cnstle c;iu

he discenied from the roof of this tower, which w;is used by the
ftitronomer C.-\ssini for his observations, and served M5I. Arago and
Biot for the same purpose when they were determining the mea-
surement of the earth.

Into it. Tlie Ijricks on th.at side apjicar as if crushed by the super-

incumbent mass, and in some places have lost half their tliicknos;.

The inhabitants entertain no fear of ita fall, for it bc^an to lean

towards the street, .is it is seen at jiresent, very soon after it was
completed, and has not yielded any further since. Indeed, during

the siege of the city by the French, in 180;i, a shell burst exactly

over it, without a*, all impairing its solidity.
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SELF-DENIAL;
V.

When once I was in the street, I sat ilown upon a distant step ami

wept. Then I rose and walked along towards town. As I went,

I bought a basket. IJaid out every farthing I had, in articles of

food. I bought meat, bread, tea, sugar, and other necessaries.

I purchased a small joint for the next day, and some steak for

supper. With all this I sallied home, as proud as if I had really

done something very wonderful.

I reached the door, and, as I did so, looked up at my window. I

saw a min's shadow on the blind. I almost fell with shame and

sorrow. I could have fled and concealed myself for ever from tlieir

sight. I knew it must bo the noble Charles dgilvy. All the past

flashed before me like a panorama. Would hs have lowered her

and made her suffer in this way ? I was quite sure he would not.

I felt it was not in his nature.

Never before or since have I felt sncli humiliation.

But I had repented of my sin, and I was ready to bear the punish-

ment without flinching.

I knocked at the door. Mrs Brown opened it to me.

" Goodness gracious," said she, "what a load!"

"Hush!" I replied, "I dout want her to know. Have you

got a fire ?"

"A beautiful fire,'' she replied, in a half timid tone, as if she

feared my acts were the freaks of intoxication

.

Now, my good Mrs. Brown, I have been neglecting that dear

little wife of mine, and making a fool of myself; but never mindi

that's all over now. Just come along with me into the kitchen."

The girl had left about a month, because we could uot pay her.

"Well to be sure" said Mrs. Brown, as I displayed my riclie-i,

"this ts a treat. The fact is, Mr. Mildmay, she has neglected

herself lately. When you are not at home she never thinks about

cooking."

I almost choked. I knew it was because there was nothiagto

cook. But on this point I said nothing, satisfied that my wife having

kept her secret herself, would be pained indeed if I revealed it.

"Now, Mrs. Brown," said I, for I was rather diifldent about

appearing upstairs suddenly, myself. "Will you lay the cloth for

supper up stairs. There is i\Ir. Ogilvy with my wife, and there is

nothing he likes better than taking a little supper with us."

The old woman was about to move, when I heard Charles Ogllvy

come out on the landing.

"I won't stop to-night," he said, with afi'ected carelessness ;
"as

he is out, I will come to-morrow morning. I am anxious to see

him after three months of absence.

"I am sure he won't be long," replied my wife, who in reality

was overwhelmed with sorrosv ; "he never stops out—very late."

"Bat it is late," said Charles, good humouredly, "and I must

be off. G lod night, Mrs. Mildmay. Good night, laby."

" Good night, Charles," replied Eillth, slowly.

" Good night ! no such thing,'' said I popping out of the kitchen.

"Don't you smell the steaks? Here am I broiling aw.ay like a

martyr, to get you a nice hot supper, as our Mary is gone, and you

are running away. How do you do, old boy ?"

'Why I thought you were out, Edward," .said my wife, almost

overwhelmed with surprise.

" So I have been out— to market to be sure," I repliett cheerfully,

"I am coming. Only let me wash my hands, and I will join you."

They went iuto the room where Mrs. Brown was busy laying the

cloth, and in a few minutes I followed. I shook Charles heartily

by the hand.

" Jly dear fellow," said I, when wo were alone,
"' you have come

liere on a very auspicious evening—auspicifius, I mean, in comparison

with all those of the last three montlis."

Charles looked bewildered. Edith made signs to me to hold ]ny

tongue. But I would not be clieekeJ. I was determined to apeak

the truth, to imburden my conscience to a friend, and thus liavo

support oven against myself. I told the whole story, of which

Charles had no conception. I watched him narrowly as he li.stened

to me. His lips were compressed once or twice convulsively, and

his hands were clenched. He turned pale and red in turns. At

last I ceased.

"Edward," he said, warmly, "to say I am uot yvi«ved at

what has pa.ssed would be to assert that which is not true ;
anfl I

have never soiled my lips with a falsehood. I heard at the ^

office that there was something wrong, that you kept rather late

houi-s, and I had a hint about Herbert having your place."

I groaned in reply, but said nothing articulate.

" Never mind," continued Charles, cheerfully, " you only stick

to work, and all will be right. They say themselves they will try

you another mouth, so that is all right. Nothing is wanting to

place you where you were, but to keep your own excellent reso-

lutions."

From that night I went no more to my old haunts. But I had a

rude battle now to carry on against my difiieulties. I had vei-y

little coming in, while for a week or two I was unable to com-

mence my new work. I persevered, however, and the bi'ight smiles

of my wife were my best reward. We contrived as w^ell as we

could for some time. I worked very hai-d ; my paper gave me a

good cleal of work, and I pushed on with my book with increased

energy. It was impossible quite to conceal our position from

Charles, and, not concealing it, we were compelled to receive assist-

ance from him. We always, however, made light of our difficulties,

and', above all, took care to be cheerful and happy. And we were

happy. Edith had such a joy in her child that no other cares or

sorrow could touch her while the babe was well.

At last my book was finished aud I left it with a publisher.

That was a proud day too ; for it is something to have written a

book, especially when one feels that it has been written with care

and under the influence of high asp'irations. I was now in a

very great state of anxiety. I leave it to the imagination of my

reader- to tell all the dreams that now came to me by day and by

night. I could scarcely sleep. I considered that on this work

depended my whole future.

At the end of a fortnight I called on Messieurs . I sent

in my name. I was requested to walk into a very neat, very

elegant apartment, where a gentleman asked me to take a chair.

He then quietly informed me that he could give me no answer just

yet, he was very sorry
—

"

"I hope you will excuse my anxiety," I said rising, and speak-

ing with some little trepidation, for the man before me waa one on

whose will depended the fate of my whole future existence. He

Was a scholar and a gentleman ; but he was that awful thing to an

author's mind, a publisher.

"Quite natural, my dear sir," said the other blandly; " Imt we

iiave so many manuscripts on hand just now, that the gentlemen

who read for us are quite unable to keep pace with them."

1 returned home, like a very weak personage as I waa, with a

very serious face. I was too young in my profession not to feel

overwhelmed with disappointment at the very natur.al interview I

tad had with the world-renowned Mr. . Edith saw it at once.

"No success, Edward," she said, with a little sigh, for I had

promised her so many things— not luxuries, but necessaries.

" Well, never mind
;
you must try some one else."

"But I have no answer of any kind," I said, with a mortified look.

" No news is good new.s," said the little woman, with a jocund

laugh, tossing the baby into my arms ;
" there nurse that, p.apa,

wldle I get the dinner."

I took the little one, aud as I sat with it in my .arms, very

unreasonably wished authorship at the bottom of the sea, mused

about the philosophy of sweeping a crossing, wondered whether I

could get a clerk's place, and, in fact, thought the usual amount of

nonsense which a dis,appointed man will think. In reality I ought

to have been very thankful that, with my youth .and inexperience,

I was able to support a wife at .all.

That evening I w.alked down to the Strand and called on Charles.

I told him my day's adventure with a very solemn face. He

laughed .at me.
" You um-easouable dog, you," he said ;

" why, if I get a brief

in five years after I am called I shall be satisfied."

" But you have .an ineome," I replied.

"Not an income to en.able me to fight my way at tte bar," said

he, with his gentle smile. "I know it well, .and I am working

hard at short-h.and. The gallery is the place for a young unfledged

barrister."

"Iudv?d J" I cried; " have you made Up your mind to it!"
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"Yes, and got ray engagement, my clear fellow. I don't

recommend it to you, becavise you arc a married man, and I don't

think you would find it pleasfiut. Besides, your branch is better.

Put on your hat again, for I am going up to sup with Mrs. JI. I

will buy a lobster as we go along, to c^debratc my engaaement on

the ' Morning ,'

"

Wlien he who had been so bitterly disappointed could be so

cheerful, ImW could I repine ?

I determined not to do so, and next morning went to work again

with renewed energy, after writing a letter to Messrs. ——, to

say that when they had decided, perhaps they would drop me a

line,

M N K E Y S AND L E M U 11 S

,

ScARCKi.Y anytliing, perhaps, is more attractive to the great mass

of mankind, especially in their juvenile days, than the oiu'ious

imitation of human actions displayed by the different species of

monkeys. The near resemblance of their form to tl)at of our o-.vn

specie^, at one time, indeed, invested them with an importance in

the eyes of philosophers which they no lunger possess; for, during

all periods of anti(juit.y, llio dissection of the human body was

strictly forbidden, as suincthing almost sacrilegious, and tlie ;iiicieut

philosopher was compellecj to get his liest notions of human anatomy

by the dissecliou of monkeys. To the modern naturalist they are

still interesting, althougli in a less degree, from tlic same cause,

their resemblance to man ; which, it unist be confessed, in the

hiuher species is so close as to be by no m^'ans flattering to our

jride, although we omnot think it is sulBoient to justify the

\ iews of some, even of the most distinguislicd of modern zojIo-

gists, who place the human race in the same order with the

ai>e.<.

One of the principal external distinctions consists in the conver-

<\<-'n of the hind-feet into grasping organs or hands ; and this, when

we <Mnipare them with the feet of civilised men, whose toes have

liocii coiitiiied all their lives in a barbtirous leathern case, is cer-

t:dii]y very striking ; but the toes of savag&s, which have never lipen

subjected to this beautifying pressure, retain a great deal more

individual motion : and we remember having seen two nativp

Australians, wlio were in London a year or two since, frequently

iirike use of their feet tq pick up objects even of small size from

the ground, transferring them afterwards to their hands in a very

monkey-like fashion.

This order of foitr-handid animals, however, includes a great

variety of creatures ; and if the higlier species exhibit a considerable

resemblance tii nian, the lower forms are certainly very far removed

from him. To illustrate this diversity of structure we have given

representations of two species,—one a member of the highest, the

other of the lowest group of the order.

The former, of which only the head and hand are represented in

our illustration, is the common Barbary ape (ritlitcus iiuiiu), vhioh

is particularly remarkable as being the only species of this order

found in Europe. This animal, which is the one most commonly

met with in confinement, exhibits a considerable amount of intel-

ligence ; and it is to this that most of the anecdotes of monkeys are

to be referred. When taken young, and properly brought up, this

monkey is generally very good-tempered, especially when he is

allowed a certain amount of freedom ; but strict confinement soon

renders him savage, and his powerful teeth then give him a dan-

gerous means of revenging himself for any fancied injury. The

Barbary ape usually me.asures from two to three feet in length ; his

c:tlour is a grayish- brown ; his hands are well-formed, and fur-

nished with thumbs on both pairs of extremities
; but the tail,

which in many monkeys is such a striking feature, is reduced to a

most absurd fleshy rudiment. The only spot m which it is known
to occur in Europe is the rock of (Gibraltar, althougl} it is sup-

posed by some authors to exist also in ^jf u^giigtaips fl^ Andalusia

and Granada.

As compared with the chimpanzee, the orang, and the other

large, man-like apes, this monkey exhibits some little deficiency

in intelligence
; but he is still greatly superior in this respect

to many of the other monkeys of the old world. Amongst these,

the baboons, distin^^uished* by their elongated mu7.zle, which gives

the head somewhat the appearance of that of a large, fierce dog,

are particularly unintellcctual ; in their character and habits they

exhibit an exaggerated picture of all the worst passions of human
nature, unredeemed by any of the lighter graces which render the

inonVeys in general such ara\ising pets. Tlieir ajipearance is in

accordance with this unamiable disposition ; their bodies are heavy

and strong, their heads large, their faces generally clollicd with

bare skin, sometimes decorated with brilliant colours, and disfigured

by bony lumps or ridges, and their buttocks usually covered wiili

callosities of a most disgusting appearance. Some of these animals

are nearly of the size of a man, and tlieir jaws are armed with

canine teeth quite as large in proportion as those of the nin^i, car-

nivorous animals, rendering tliem very fijrmidable antagonists fur

an unarmed man.

The American monkeys are at once distinguished from tlKp.ve of

the Old World, by the ]iosition of the nostril^, which in liie latter

are placed close togetlier at the extremity of the snout, whilst in

the former thpy arc separated by a broad space. The thumbs are

often wanting, especially on the fiire-hands, and even when present,

they are not properly distinguishable from tlie other fingers. In the

form of the head and the size of the brain, these animals generally

show a greater departure from the human type than their brethren

of the Old World. Many of them, however, are very lively and intel-

ligent pets ;
the little m.armosets in particular were formerly great

favourites with the fashionable ladies of Europe. In their habits

inany of them are nocturnal, and they all .appear to have a great

liking for animal food, often surprising small birds upon their

nests, sucking tlieir eggs, and even devouring the mother when they

succeed iii capturing her. Mr. Wallace, the Amazonian traveller,

tells us that a marmoset in his possession "was particularly

savage. He ofice seized a large paiTot by the neck, pulled him into

his cage, .and bit out a large piece from his bill, and would probably

have destroyed it, had he not opportunely come to the rescue. Two

other small birds which approached too near his cage he seized and

completely devoured.''

The most .singular of the American monkeys, however, are the

howling monkeys. These animals have the lower jaw of enonm.m

size, an I the bone of the tongue dilated into a large bony case,

within which their voice reverberates until it acquires a degree of

loudness which appears quite disproportionate to the size of the

animal producing it. The noise' thus produced is said to be most

a\\ful, breaking, as it does, upon the stillness of the night.

Waterton, in his interesting account of his "Wanderings" in

Guiana, says pf the howHug monkey: "While lying in ynr

hammock in these gloomy and immeasurable wilds, you hear l.im

howling at interv.als, from eleven o'clock at night till daybreak.

You would suppose that half the wild beiists of the forest were

collecting for the work of carnage—now it is the tremendous roar of

the jaguar, as he springs on his prey ; now it changes to his dtcp-

toned growlings, as he is pressed on all sides by superior force
;
and

now you hear his Last dying moan beneath a mortal wound."

Writers on the natural liistory of Sjutli America are not altoge-

ther agreed as to whether the noise is produced liy unf- aninuJ

at a time, or by the combined eflbrts of a grand clu.nis, but all

seem to be unanimous in representing it as one of the most horrible

sounds that can well be conceived. Many of the Ameriain monkeys

are furnished, as it were, with a fifth limb, in the form of a pre-

hensile tiiil, by means of which they can swing themselves from a

branch in perfect security, and so tenaciously does this singular

oi-gan retain its hold, that it sometimes keeps its owner suspended

from a branch aft€r he has received his death wound from the

hunter's gun.

From the nocturnal monkeys of the Western Continent, the

transition to the lemurs of the Old World is but a step. These are

also nocturnal anim.als, generally of a somewhat cat-like form,

with long pointed snouts, and usually with long tails. In their
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raaiiuers tliey are iiiilJ aud tiactalile, and one species, the ring- the smallest, perhaps the smallest species belonging to this order,

tailed lemiir (Lemur catta), is a verj' handsome animal. The In its general conformation it agrees closely with the lemurs ; its

greater number of the known tnimals of the lemur tribe are found large eyes, with contractile pupils, and large membraneous ears

in tlie great island of JMadagascar. where they seem to take the indicate its strictly nocturnal habits, In a state of nature, it hides

TUE BAKUAUY APE (I'lTIIESUS IX-NU) AND THE MICllGCEBUS.

place of the monkeys
; one or two species are found in the islands during tlie day in holes of trees, from which it issues at night in

of the Eastern Archipelago, and on the continent of Africa. They search of insects, and a specimen recently received from Madagascar
subsist principally upon fruit, insects, and small birds. at the Jardin des Plantes in Paris, retains this habit most coin-

The elegant little animal, represented of the size of life in our pletely, keeping itself concealed all day lon^ in the wadding with
illustration (the Microcihux of Geoffrey St. Hilaire), is one oi which its cage is tilled.
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SCENES FROM A M K r> I c A N HISTORY.
The scenes i\liieli we liavc rliosen for illustration present America hard trullis it uttcreil at Bunker's Hill—and, in the latter pro-
Hui'er two very different aspects

: in one, asserting Ilbei-ty—In the claiming the sentiments which were almost universally held till

B-VCOS AUBKESriXO TnE COCXCIL.

DEATH OP GEXEBAL WOLFE.

other, maintaining loyalty ; in the first, denouncing the ex.cu'.ive American blood, shed by English soldiery, crimsoned the snow in

of kindly power— in the second, fighting nobly in defence of nun- the streets of lioston.

a'.cliy
;

in the former, &pe:diing with a stern, strong vo;:?e, the f.iine They are both of them grand subjects, picturing incidents worthy
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of tlie country and tl}e people. Wo propose, as briefly as may I.e,

to tell the stories that they illustrate.

Who ia this, that stands so proudly in the presence
,
of the

Grovernor of Virginia, and compels—veritably compels—him to

sign a comniissioB, as truly as Cromwell swept away the Long Par-

liament, or Napoleon scattered the Couneil of Elders ? It is

Nathaniel Bacon, a young man scarcely thirty, who has studied

law in London, but who, leaving tlie old country, has come to the

colonies, and is "popularly inclined." He possessed all the

qualities which people wjint in a leader—"a complete mau,"

singularly endowed with a persuasive eloquence and quickness of

apprehension.

Virginia—the beautiful land of Sir Walter Kaleigh, who fir.st

beheld it in all its pristine grandeur—was reduced to sore distress.

A fatal change had" taten place in the constitution of the state
;

and, betrayed by one in whom they had almost IJindly trusted,

the people felt the hard, pressing, crippling tendencies of a

foreign policy. They had been free, as free as the elk in the valleys

yet untrodden by the foot of man ; they had rejoiced in that liberty,

and with a brisk ti-ade and increasing affluence had hailed with

shouts of joy and blazing bonfires the restor.ation of King Charles

II. But then a change came. The liberty they had loved was to

be taken from them ; the trade that liad been brisk and thriving was

stunted by the Navigation Laws ; the democratic tendencies which

some of their laws exhibited were carefully weeded out, as cockle

from among the barley ; the executive power was no longer dependent

on the will of the people, but on that of a monarch thousands of

miles away ; and tlie freedom of religious sentiment clean gone for

ever. Canons, liturgy, and catechism took the jilace of the "old

ways," and Virginia found too late th.-it her people had shouted and

lighted their bonfires to very little good ; that the promises even of

a king were not always redeemed ; and that old Hebrew wisdom

was as true and fresh in the seventeenth century of the Christian

era as when Solomon sat on tlie throne of Israel, and that conse-

quently it would huve been far wiser not io lin.ve put their trust in

princes.

In our eulightened age it seems almost incredible that any man

in authority should express himself as follows:—"Thank Gud,

there are no free schools, nor printing ; and I hope we shall not

have them for these hundred years : for learning has brought dis-

obedience, and licresy, and sects into the world—and printing has

divulged them and libelled the best of governments. God keep us

from both ! " So spake, however, the sage Sir William Berkeley,

sapient governor of Virginia. Tinder such rule and authority the

people became seriously alarmed ;—what were the beautiful succes-

sion of valleys on the other side of the Blue Monntains, wha', the

rich vegetation of their plains to them, if every means was to be

employed to impoverish the subject and enrich the ruler—when,

added to all the local and incidental tyranny of such government,

the king bestowed one day in a merry humour upon his favourite,

the Earl of Arlington, " all the dominion of land and water c.iUed

Virginia, for the full term of thirty-one years, together with all

quit-rents, escheats, the power to grant land, and all other powers

of absolute sovereignty !

"

The people of Virginia found their alarm to be turning rapidly

into discontent, and discontent into a desire to resist the tyr.anuy

that so cruelly oppressed them. In the grand old forests, uuder

the shade of night, they met and talked over their grievances.

Glimmering, half-red embers, if laid together, get into the brightest

white glow. ]\Iatters were coming to a crisis. At this time por-

tentous omens were obseiwed—a comet stretched its fiery tail across

the black canopy of night—a fearful plague of fjies spttled on the

land—the Indian war, wliich had slumbered so Ipi^g, brpke out

again with tenfold violence ; the war-whoop spunded—t!ie signal

of deatli to many a peaceful family ; atrocities of the most frightful

description were perpetrated;—but the governor adopted no measures

to put an enrl to the struggle ; he disregarded all their appeals for

defence, until, irritated by their wrongs, they determined to lielp

themselves, and looked round for a leader. That leader was found.

The liour ha'l come, .and the hour brought the man—Nathaniel

Bacon stood forward as the champion of the people.

The governor sternly forbade the people to arm, or to attack the

Indians—he iiad an interest in the beaver trade, and it might have

interfered with that; but de.Tpite his commands they prepared for

the fray, and young Bacon protested that if he was denied a com-

mission, he would march against the Indians with no other com-

mission than his sword. A white man was slain—scalped to the

music of the warwhoop—the Red Skins fell upon some of Bacon's

personal friends, and slew them with every aggravation of cruelty.

He pursued them, and was himself pursued Ijy the troops of the

governor. Circumstances,.however, prevented an encounter, Bacon

was victorious over the Indians, returned in triumph, was elected

a member of the council, confessed his error (so they termed it),

in taking up arms without a commission, was promised a commis-

sion on the Monday—that being Saturday—so that the colony rang

with applause, and Bacon was the hero of the hour.

When Monday came there was no commission for the self-made

captain. With many idle words and a variety of pretext.?, the

granting of the commission was deferred from hour t)honr, and

from day to day. Worn out with such treatment, and suspecting

treachery. Bacon withdrew from Jamestown. Writs were issued

for his apprehension, and he eame, not as a prisoner, not loaded

with irons like the unhappy Drumraond, but at the head of n con-

siderable army, the sight of which made Governor Berkeley tremble

with fear, under his robes of state, and rush forth in a sort of

tragic excitement, baring his breast and crying ;

—

!' Here, shoot me ! 'Fore God, !\, fair mark,! shoot."

"No, may it please your honour," Bacon answered, "we will

not hurt a hair of your head, or of any other man's ; we are come

for a commission to save our lives from the Indians, which you

have so often promised, and now we will have it before we go."

The governor looked hopelessly around ;
there met his glance on

every side the same waving crowd of stern determined faces, the

same dense forest of spears, and the shout rang through the .air,

"We'll have it! we'll have it!" He turned and entered the

State House, followed by Bacon, and ,as the shout of the people still

arose, one of t!ie council went to a window and harangued them into

quietness, sending down soft and geutle promises as thick as snow

flakes on a wintry day. While this man was speaking to tlie people,

Bacon addres.-;ed the council, not confining himself to the Indian

disturbances, Init condemning the exorljitaut taxes, the corruptions

of the administration, and mourning over the grievances of tlie

country. Tlie commission was s'gned, the harbinger of a better

legislation, on the 4th of July, 1670, one hundred years to a day

before the signing of the final Declaration of Independence.

What followed need be told very briefly. Attempts were made

to do away v.-ith the force of the commission, and Bacon was

branded as a rebel ; he and his people swore to defend themselves

and the liberties of their country, not only against Govemor

Berkeley, but against England itself. Sarali Drummond lifted a

.small stick from the ground and broke it, saying, she feared the

power of England no more than a broken straw. The civil war

commenced. Jamestown was besieged by Bacon and his forces.

Those within were unable to witlistand those without. A tyrant

is proverbially a coward. Berkeley was the first to fly. Next day

Jamestown was in flames, and the ruins of the church tower and

one or 'two gravestones in the churchyard are the only remaining

memofi.als of the place. The revolutionary spirit spread. The fire

of enthusiasm caught, and far and near the people turned out

against English rule. Bacon was the leader in that tremendous

struggle, a prelude to the more trei^endous struggle to be made a

century later ; but in the midst of his triumphs disease attacked

him, and he who had faced de.ath on the battle field unscathed, fell

• beneath the malaria of the Jamestown marshes. There was no one

to finish his work ; as is generally supposed, the people sank the

body "of their chief in the majestic waters of the York river, they

buried their cause with him, and the rest was blood and murder,

and i-ampant tyranny trampling down all honest zeal with its iron

heels.

But now 01 our second sketch. It is about eighty years later in

American history. The French wai' was the one grand theme in

America as well as in England. Virginia w.as in a state of per-

petual alarm, for the Indians had joined with the French, and accom-'

plished fearful and deadly work. Scalping parties advanced to the

very centre of Massachusetts, and it became necessary that .some

earnest effort to repel these attacks should be made at once. The
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:ul(lres3 which Minister Pitt made to the coloaies was clieeri'iilly

responded to. lu one year Massacliusetts advanced a sum of

£250,000, and seven thousand men. Individual Boston merchants

paid taxes to the amount of £500. Everytliirj^' was in proportion.

Into the details of the war we cmnot enter here ; the spirit

(if loyalty e.\hibited by the Americans, and their promjit and cheer-

ful union with the English troops, is evident enough. There was

ucitlier trilling nor delay ; stern work was to he done and they did

it bravely. One man was conspicuous in that war ; his heroic courage

and persevering zeal will i;ever to forgotten. This was General

Wolfe. Tlio fatigues which he underwent during the campaign

brought on a fever, which, for a time, disabled him from action
;

hut when unable to move, he still devised plans of at!ai;k and

defence. The city to be won was Quebec. It rose in all its majesty

and beauty on the north side of the St. Lawrence, as if " its stony

strength would laugh a siege' to scdrn." Its defences were most

formidable ; and when "the English commander approached its

walls, they seemed indeed impregnable. But there was one chance

of victory if tlie enemy could be induced to come to open action.

Under the darkness of night the English sailed up the St. Law-

rence, landed on the Quebec side, and gained the heights at the

back of the city. When the morning came they <lisplayed their

serried ranks before the foe. There was a frightful battle, and,

strangely, both commanders fell. The French genenal, Montcalm,

who behaved with the utmost gallantry, was mortally wounded
;

and as Wolfe was advancing with his men, lie received three

wounds, tlie third—the fatal third—ending his life. When struck,

he said to an oiEcer near him, "Support me ; do not let my brave

fellows see me fall
!

" They carried him to tlie rear. As he lay

upon the ground in the agonies L.f death, a shout w-as raised

—

"They run, they run !" He raised himself and asked, "Who
runs?" "The enemy!" was the reply. "Then," said he, "I
die happy !"

"After the battle, General Townsend conduvted tlio English

affairs witli great discretion. The French, on their part, appear

to have yielded at oUce to the suggestion of their fpi'rs. The

capitulation of Quebec *a.s sigtied five days after the battle.

Favourable terms were granted to the garrison.

" General Townsend returning to England, General Jlum^y was

left in command, with a garrison of five thousand men. The

French army retired to Montreal, and M; De Levi, who had

succeded Montcalm, being reinforced by Canadians and Indians,

returned the following spring, 1700, with sii thousand men to

Quebec. General-Murray left the fortress, and a second, still more

bloody battle was f mght on the heights of Abraham. J'iacli army
lost about one thousand men, but the French maintained their

ground, and the English took refuge within the fortress. Hero

they were closely invested, until, having received reinforcements,

M. De Levi abandoned all hope of regaining possession of Quebec,

and returned to Montreal, where Vaudreuil, the governor, assem-

bled all the force of Canada.

"Desirous of completing this great conquest, the northern

colonies joyfully contributed their aid, and towards the c!D.se of the

summer three armies were on their way to Montreal ; xWherst,

at the he.id of ten thousand men, together with a thousand Indians

of the Six Nations, headed by Sir William Johnson ; Mmray, with

four thousand men from Quebec ; and Haviland, at the head of

three thousand five hundred men, by way of Champlain. Tlie

force which was thus brought against Montreal was irresistible.

but it was uot needed ; for Vaudreuil, the g'lvernor, surrendered

without a struggle. The British flag llo.ated on the city ; and not

alone was possession given of Montreal, but of Pre.'siiue Isle."!,

Detroit, Mackinaw, and all the other posts of western Canada.

About four thousand reguUar troops were to be sent to France, and
to the Canadians were guaranteed their property and liberty rf

worship."

The American colonists thi'oughout this great warfare—which
dragged the nations to the verge of bankruptcy—fully sustained

the claims of England, and fought nobly and successfully for the

.old country. But in fighting for England tliey defended America

;

and while engaged in that warfare learnt the use of arms, tamed
their land into a military college, and prepared themselves for that

tremendous struggle which was yet to come.

TIIK MYSTERIES OE ELEUSIS.

Is breathless silence, so overcome are they by the expectancy >f

a stirtling revelation, a number of persons stand, amid profound

darkness, in the subterranean hall of tlic famous temple of I'!le\isi8.

They have bathed in the sea, and put on wldte robes, symbolical

of their repentance of all past misdeeds; they have sworn the

initiatory oath of secrecy, and now they stand there, a crowd of

the noblest and most virtuous m^n aiul women from all parts of

Greece, awaiting the moment when the veil which the hand of

policy hai draivu around the objects of the national worship shall

1)2 withdrawn, aud the truth be declared to them. Tlie philo-

sophers are not tliere, for their own inquiries and deductions havo

left them nothing to learn which the hieropliauts of the Eleusiuia

can teach ; the enslaved helots and the rude and licentious mob
are not there, for the rulers of the state fear that they might

become dangerous were tlie shackles of a superstitious faith lifted

from their minds. Nor are any notorious evil-doers, or persons

suspected of great crimes there ; none such are permitted to

approach the mysteries, initiation in wliich constituted at once the

bajitism and communion of ancient paganism. Kveu a Roman
emperor, at a period, ton, when the power of Greece was gone, was
refused admission until he had cleared himself by oath of the sus-

piciou of a crime.

Not a sound disturbs the solemn stillness—not a glimmer o

light irradiates the Cimmerian gloom. The silence and the dark-

ness create a feeling of awe. All at once lightning flashes athwart
the gloom, and thunder rolls heavily through the subterranean

chamber; The awe of the assembled aspii-auts increases to a
vague terror. Again the lightning flashes^ more vividly thau

before, and then all is dark again, seeming darker for the

momentary illumination. A pause of awe-inspiring silence suc-

ceeds, and then a faint light is perceptible at the further end of

the mystic chamber el initi.atiou. Gradually th.at faint glimmer
increases, until the wall seems a curtain of light, which evidently

proceeds from behind it, for only a dim twilight fills the chamber,

in which tlic spectators can scarcely see each other's features.

The aspirants are relieved of their fears, but their curiosity is

wound up to the highest pitch.

The hierophants now sing one of those hymns attributed to

(Irpheus, of which only a fragment of one has, beeii preserved.

Then is seen that phantasmagorial procession of the fabled deities

of the Greek creed which is alluded to by several ancient writers,

and as all the di-amatu psrmntc of Olympus and Tartarus pass

slowly before the wondering spectators, the chant of the hieropluvnts-

infoi-ms them that all these stories of the gods which constitute the

vulgar belief are mere inventions of the poets, and proclaims the

power and glory of the One True God. A revelation so startling

which demolishes at one blow all that fabric of poetic religion

which had been built up in the mind, causes some to look sadder

as they wend their w.iy homeward, while others walk with a

bolder step and a loftier brow, and smile as they glance towards

the marble statues of the gods—now to them marble statues, and

nothing more.

It is easy to understand, w^ith tliis knowledge of what constituted

the mysteries of Eleusis, the feelings witli which Alcibiades, under

the combined influence of wine and excitement, rushed from the

banquet of his friends,, and roaming through the streets of Athens,

struck oft' the noses of the marble gods. For this he w^as accused

of impiety, for every one was forbidden to reveal the secrets of the

Eleusinia, and the old superstitions had to he kept up, as a means

of ruling those who were not under the influence of virtue and

religion. We can understand, also, why the philosophers were

seldom among the initiatetl. The vinity of God and the immortality

of the soul, the secret doctrines revealed to the initiated of Eleusis)

were tho93 which were taught in the schools of Anaxagoras and

Socrates. Nor must we suppose that it was for their theism that

the former was banished, and the latter poisoned; the resentments

of faction h.ad much to do with the condemnatioB of both, but the

charge of impiety concealed this, at the same time that it rendered

the task of crushing them more ea-sy, by arming their enemies

with the influence of the priesthood, and the clamour of the

ignorant and uninitiated mob,
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BUCHAREST AND THE AV A L L A C II I A N S.

BuciiAKEST is agreeably situated in a wide and fertile plain, on the

eastern bank of the Diimbovitza. Its name signifies "the city of

enjoyment," but beyond its agreeable situation, it has little claim

to such an inviting appellation. Its first appearance creates ideas

of beauty and magnificence, whick are doomed to speedy disappoint-

ment. The towers and domes of sixty churches and the turrets of

numerous convents, rising among gardens and promenades shaded

by trees, give it an agreeable aspect as the traveller approaches it

;

bat once within its streets the illusion ceases. Wooden cabins rise

in the close vicinity of marble palaces, and a heap of ruins is seen

next to a splendid hotel; while in some parts there are whole streets

of wooden or mud huts, without either pavement or dr.ainage.

The plan of tlie town is very irregular, as it consists of sixty-

seven quarters, which are the property of as many boyards, on

whose lands colonies of their serfs have gradually accumulated.

The residences of the boyards are spacious, and built of stone.

The palace of the hospodar is a large and irregular pile of buildings,

used instead of the modern palace, which was destroyed by fire in

more modest of these edifices. There are also a Roman Catholic

and a Lutheraa church, and a synagogue for the Jews. Seven of

tlie Greek churches, as well as the twenty monasteries, are sur-

rounded by walls. The other principal edifices deserving of notice

are, a large bazaar, several hospitals, and the residences of the

foreign consul?, among which that of the Austrian consul is the

most handsome.

Schools are numerous enough in Bucharest and the neighbourhood

but it is only within the last twenty years that education has made

mucJi progress. French is taught almost universally, and is the

pivot of the national system. The Lyceum for young Greeks is con-

ducted by twelve professors, and the example set by the Germnn

portion of the population, mostly skilled operatives from Saxony,

has led to the establishment of several other schools. Tliere is also

a society of the belles lettres, a public library, and several reading-

rooms, supplied with the German and Russian newspapers.

In one respect, Bucharest well deserves the name of "the city o

enjoyment." Tiie people are extremely gay, fond of music and

GREEK CIIUKCI! AT BUCHAREST.

1812. This building and the metropolitan church are both

situated in the principal square, and in the centre of the town.

The principal street, Sogonomokoi, is as crowded and lively in the

afternoon as the Boulevards of Paris.

The boyards vie with each other in the splendour ot their equi-

pages, and frequently ruin themselves by their ostentation and
extravagance. The magnificence of their costume, and the rich

liveries of their numerous servants, contrast strangely with the

rude and simple garb of tlie working classes, and still more with
the slovenly and dirty appearance of the Jewish usurers.

There are sixty churches, none" of which have fewer than three
steeples or towers, and many no less than six ; some even have as

many as nine. A coat of brilliant stucco nsually covers the fronts,

and the roofs, as in Russia, are covered with tin, and p.-iinted green.

A profusion of statues generally encumbers the peristyle, and the pic-

ture of some saint is often placed over the principal entrance. The
Dave is ornamented with statues and pictures, and separated from
the choir by a handsome screen, which serves to conceal the altar,

on certain occasions. Our illustratiou fibove will give aa idea of ti e

dancing, and addicted to sensual pleasures generally. Fur such

tastes and desires there is abundant provision. The city is full of

taverns and coffee-houses, nearly every one of which has a room

devoted to billiards, bagjitelle or cards. Casinos and concert-rooms

are as numerous as in Paris, and music is heard at night in every

street. There is also a theatre, where French operas, dramas, and

vaudevilles are represented by native performers. The saloon is

crowded nightly with the beauties of the city, dressed in their

gayest attire, and with the rich boyards and gay officers of the army.

The white uniforms of the Austrians have cow rejdaced the green

jackets of the Russians, but the brilliant throng is as gay and

sparkling as ever. The pit presents a curious nirlamjc of all the

Oriental types, Greeks, Turks, Armenians, Bulgarians, etc.

But for oliserving these various types and national costumes and

peculiarities, the traveller will not find a place better adapted than

the annual fairs, p.articularly tlie great fiir of St. Peter, held at

Giurgevo, a town on the Dauutie, opposite Rustshuk. There the

picturesque costumes of Walluchia may be seen in the gr.;.atest

variety. Tall, robust men, witli Ismj black haiv fulling upon their
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slioulders from beueatli a fez of souilet or l>lue clotli, and dark

iiioiistaclies, hanging down like tliose of tlie Tartars
;
inllsses

triuinied witli fur, the cloak tiirowu over the left shoulder, breeches

of X'emarkable amijlitude, and high boots: such are the uieu of the

middle class, who can command some of the comforts and some uf

the luxuries of life. Mi.xed with these are seen peasants in their

broad-rimmed hats, loose jackets and leather girdles, each carrying

a stalf that «ill serve for a stout weapon as well as for an assi.slant

on tlie road ; Jew pedlars, meanly dressed and e.Kees.sively dirty,

displaying their wares ; and I3ulg:irian shepherds and herdsmen,

clad in sheepskins, and stamped indelibly witli an impression of

servility and brutish degradation. The costume-; of the women are

even more picturesque than those of the men. The ladies of

Bucharest, particularly among the resident aristocracy, adopt the

Parisian fashions, though much less jjicturesque than the national

costume of their countrywomen of the rural districts. This consists

of a white veil, which covers the head and falls down behind over

the shoulders ; a di'ess full in the body, and coming close to the

throat, witli loose sleeves, and rather short in tlie skirt, which is

sometimes emljroidered a little above the hem ; and over this a loose

jacket, witli sleeves nearly as long as those of the dress. The hair

states that, when Aurelian ceded Dacia to the (jotlis, he removed

tlu^ Roman colonists into Mcesia, and there is no trace of such a

population in Dacia at any subsctpieut period. The Byzantine

historians, on the other hand, fre^iuently mention a people called

^'lachi, who lived chielly in the country round Mount Pindus

;

and in the twelfth century a great number of these people, being

oppressed by the Greek emperor, left Thrace, and settled north of

the Danube. A fresh emigration took place in the thirteenth

century, after the e.^termination of the original inhabitjiuts of Dacia

l>y tl\e Tartars. That the Wallachians are descended from the

Vlachi is most iirobable, especially as the same people are still

found in Tlirace and the neighliouriug provinces. Moreover, there

is no trace of the introduction of the Greek religion into \Vallachia

by missionaries, as was the case in lUissia; for the Vlachi were

already converted to Christianity, and airried their religion with

them.

The b:»sis of the hing\iage sp'tken in \VaIiacliia is Latin, which

contributes about half the words, the reniain<ler being derived

from the Greek, Albanian, and Sclavonic languages. The alphabet

resembles the Kussian, and contains forty-two letters; it was

invented by Bishop Cyrillus, about the ye.ar 870, and is called

F.VIK OF ST. I'ETEl!, AT GIUBGEVO.

is often ornamented with strings of gilt or mother-of-pearl beads,

and falls down behind in two and sometimes three long plaits, which

are tied at the end with ribbon. Women of the humbler classes

wear a very loose garment, with long, loose sleeves, and over this a

petticoat of a darker colour, open down the right side, and confined

at the waist with a girdle. The under-garment scarcely reaches

the ankles, and .about six inches of the skirt is shown below the

petticoat. Very often their feet are bare, and their long black liair,

nstead of being plaited, fiills loosely over their shoulders, and
waves in tlie breeze a» they walk.

Gipsies, of whom there are said to be 90,000 in Wallachia, also

attend this antl other fairs in great numbers, f^ome offering wooden
bowls and spoons for sale, or telling tlie fortunes of the credulous;

while others attend the lower sort of taverns, or set up booths in

the fijir, the young women dancing, and the men playing various

rude instruments of music. Juggling tricks are also exhibited by

some of them, and, indeed, the fair depends very much upon these

tawny wanderers for the amusements offered to the people.

It is the opinion of some writers that the Wallachians are

descended from the Roman colonists whom the Empeijjr Trajan
sent into Dacia; but this is extremely doubtful, for Vopisoua

after his name. Literature, however, is at a very low ebb in

W.allachia, though some of the more enlightened boyards li.ave

endeavoured to substitute the Roman chai-aeters for the Cyrillian,

with the view of promoting it. Many .ancient chronicles and

other works exist in m.anuscript, and will prob.abiy be published

when the country is under a better system of administration, and

education has made greater progress. There is a newspaper,

called "The Wallachian Courier," published .at Bucharest, and

another in the Wallachian language at Jassy, the capital of

Moldavia, called "The Bee." There is little difference between

Moldavia and WallacliLo, the two provinces having originally been

one country, and the ]ieople and language are the same. Much

ignorance prevails among the bulk of the population, which will

take a long time to remove ; but considerable progress in civilisation

has been made during the last twenty years, and wherever progress

is visible, hopes may be entertained of better things to come.

The Austrian occupation of the iirincipalities promises to be .as

inimical to their progress, and to the well-being of their inhabitants,

as was that of the Russhans, and only with the return of peace can

we hope for very marked signs of progress. War is a sad retarder of

civilisation, but its results in this case will probably be beneficial.
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LOU]) COLLINGWOOIX

We uow oome lo another of tUose traits of oharactor, wliich, though

not of a nature to be widely liuown, mark the temperament of the

great and good man. Lord Colliiigwood, from his earliest years,

held the practioe of flogging in gr^at dislike ; he -would recommend

no officer, however skilful, that indulged in severe corporal chastise-

ment. When a commander, he rarely ever practised it; and when

compelled, was always seen to suffer inwardly and to he much

depressed afterwards. When flogging seemed imperative, he

limited the lashes to a few, and always remitted his punishment

when he could. Yet so excellent was he deemed as a disciplinarian,

that, after the Mutiny of the Nore, several of the most violent

mutineers were drafted into the Excellent. " Send them to

CoUingwood," Lord St. Vincent used to say, "and he will reform

them." Yet tliis was effected more by kindness than severity of

any sort, and often by a minute consideration of the feelings of his

men, of which ho was very careful. " If you do not know a man's

name," he told his officers, "call him 'Sailor,' and not 'Yon-sir,'

and such other appellations ; they are oifensive and improper." Of

the sick, liis care was exemplary indeed ; even when admiral, he

personally visited them, and inquired after therr wants and welfare.

And thus he came to be reverenced more like a father than a

commander, while his command was perfect and comidete ;
for

though kind to his seamen, he never permitted himself to unbend

too much, and preserved a dignity and an awe about him which went

far with some of the spirits with which he had to deal. Such was

the example he set his officers, and thus he contrived to dispense

with severer methods of discipline. One day Lis favourite lieu-

tenant, Clavell, beiug out of humour with some of his men,

exclaimed: "I wish I were captain, for your sakes!" The

admiral happened to overhear this, and tapping him on the

shoulder, said :
" Pray, Clavell, what would you have done if you

had been captain?" " I would have flogged them; sir, preciously

well," answered the lientenant, still iu a psfesion. "No, you

would not, Clavell— no, you would njt," quietly rejoined the

admiral; "I know j/oa better." In fiict, it was said of him, that

his officers were more afraid of him than his ordinary seameuj

which in one sense was true ; for though his reproofs were gentle-

manly and considerate, yet such was the quickness of his eye, that

he detected the most trifling disorder or carelessness, and never

viniUcd to nuticc than, however small.

With all this kindness of nature, however, and cousideration of

those imdiT his command, he would brook nothing resembling

slight or insult, or wanton disregard of propriety, in those ahov^

him. On one occasion, when post-captain, he eviucoil tliis resolute

m.aintenance of dignity iu rather a marked way. When oiT Cadiz,

the Excellent was sigualled to close v.-ith the admiral's ship
;

and, in running down, the signal was made five or six times

for altering her course—rfirst to one side, then the other—and

at last for a lieutenant. Captain CoUingwood, who had observed

this in silence, ordered his boat to be manned, and accompanied

his lieutenant. On boarding the admiral's ship, he ordered his

lieutenant, when the order was copied, to bring it to him. In

the meantime, he walked the quarter-deck with Lord St. Vincent

and Sir Robert Calder. When the order was brought he read

it aloud, and it turned out to be merely to receive two bags of

onions for the use of the sick. "Bless me!" exclaimed CoUing-

wood ; "is this the service, my Lord ? Is this the service,

Sir Robert? Has the Excellent's course been five or six times

altered for two bags of onions ? JIan my boat, sir "—turning to

his lieutenant—"and let us get on beard again." Nor could all

the civilities of Lord St. Vincent detain him to dinner.

Another prominent characteristic of this admirable seaman was

his economy of naval stores. Nothing irritated him so much as

waste of the nation's resources, and his most severe reproofs were

always elicited by any flagrant waste of naval means on the pai"t

of inferior commanders. On some such occasion he once broke

out :
" Tlnit man would exhaust a dockyard, and still want !

I do not think such rjcntlemm should go to sea : they certainly

neither regard nor feel for the future necessities of their country."

Of another he said :
" That officer should never snil without a

store-ship iu company. He knows as much seamanship as the

king's attorney-general. I wouldn't trust him with a boat in a

trout-stream!" Had the navy pos.se£sed more CoUingvvouds, our

" national debt," would have been somewhat less bulky than it is.

CoUingwood's employment, for some time after this, was of a

desultory nature. He was to blockade Cadiz, and to cut off the

trade of the Spanish ports. WhUst thus engaged, his friend

Nelson achieved the victory "of the Nile," as it is caUed, though

fought in Aboukir Bay. His letter to Sir Horatio, soon to become

Lord Nelson, docs honour both to his head and heart. He v/as

above the meaner passions ; envy or jealousy had no room in his

breast. Yet it is evident how strongly he wished to have Veen

present; and, in a familiar letter to Captain Ball, he laments that,

whilst they are winning victories that may change the fate of

Europe, he is only "w.atching market- boats and cabbage-carriers

off St. Lucars !" In this harassing duty CoUingwood was employed

till ISOl, when that famous coalition again.st the naval supremacy

of Great Britain, at the head of which was the Ru.ssian autocrat

Paul, was organi-ed. At this period CoUingwood was ordered to

Plymouth, and here he had the happiness of meeting once more his

wife and children, whom he had not seen for some years. The

interview was short, for he was agivin ordered to sea, v/here he

remained untU the Peace of Amiens was signed, when he rejoined

his beloved wife and family at Morpeth, in Northumberland, now

their place of residence. During tliis period, he took great pains

with the education of his daughters ; and there exist, iu the hands

of his relatives now Uviag, various abridgments of particular

portions of English history, with remarks by CoUingwood, written

with great power and terseness, for his daughters' use. He hated

all trifling occupations, even for females ; and his own spare time

was spent iu cffltivating his garden on the banks of the beautiful

river Wansbeck, and in draining and planting his grounds. It is

said a brother seaman, who called upon him here, sought him

through his garden in vain, until at last he was discovered, with

Scott, his gardener, hard at work in the bottom of a deep trench

which they were cutting. He, however, read steadily and wrote

occasionally, and so well that one of the ministers, with whc^ni he

afterwards had to correspond, used to say: "Where did CoUing-

wood get his style? I can't conceive where—but he writes better

than any of ns."

In 1803, war had been rekindled, and CoUingwood's services

were soon in requisition. He was ordered to reinforce the squadron

of Admiral Cornwallis off Brest. On Nelson's own applieatiim, his

friend CoUingwood was giveu him as second in a command which

only ended with the lives of both. They soon had to engage in that

terrible and final conflict ofi' Cape Trafalgar, which will long be

remembered. The circumstances of that greatest of naval conflicts

are generally known. The share which ColUngwood had in it was

certainly extraordinary, and his reliance upon the discii)liue and

bravery of his crew must have been complete to induce such a man

to run the apparent risk he did. His conduct on the eve of this

terrible action is eminently characteristic of the cool cour.age of the

man. Smith, his servant, entering the cabin, found the admiral

dressing himself CoUingwood told him to look to leeward, and he

would see the French fleet, adding, "We shall soon see more o

them." But, continued Smith, the narrator of this scene, " I looked

more at the admiral, who was shaving himself with a composure that

quite astonished me." Lieutenant Clavell coming down drrsscd in

boots, tlie admiral remarked to him, "You had better, ClavtU,

put on silk stockings, as I have done. If one gets a shot iu the

leg, they are much more manageable for the surgeon." He then

went through the decks and encouraged the men, and finally

addressed the officers, saying, in conclusion—"Now, gentlemen,

we are to do something to-day which the world will talk of here-

after." The result is known to all ; but it is a remarkable fact,

that CoUingwood's flag-ship so much outsailed all the rest, that,

when he clo.sed with the enemy, the nearest of his followers was a

mile astern. It is said that this daring conduct greatly afl'ected the

spirits of the enemy ; and that, from the first, the French com-

mander desp.aired of success. There is nothing like this in the

naval records even of England. Towards the close of the conflict,

CoUingwood went on board the Victory to visit his dying Com-

mander-in-Chief : on his reaching the cock-pit, however, Lord

Nelson had j ust expired.
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Fruiu tliis time forward until liis dciitli, tlie life of Lord CoUin.c;-

wood was one of liamssing anxiety and wearing occupation. He

was now Commander-ia-Cliief of this great fleet ; and his corre-

spondence with ilie ministers and other officials, Ijoth of his own

and other countries, was varied and incessant ; and wlien to this

was added the care of such a force, it was more tlian any man of

his age could long sustain. That Lord Collingwood ardently desired

to be suffered to rejoin his family, and to recruit, if possible, his

sinking Iieallh, is on melancholy record. No successor could, how-

ever, be found for such a man and at sucli a crisis ; and he was

suti'ered to die at his post, worn down by labour and confine-

ment on board ship. A few extracts from his correspondence, aud

anecdotes of his conduct, will best illustrate the plain and practical

nobility of liis character, his manly contempt for all corruption and

fiivolity, his devotion to his country, and next to his family, his

high morality, and his deep sense of religion, as eviujed more in

act thau word. Lord Collingwood's constant attention to economy

in naval stores has already been adverted to ; but one proof of it is

nf a nature so singular that we cannot resist relating it. In the

hottest part of the battle off Cape St. Vincent, when closely engaged

with the San Isidro, Collingwood was heard to observe to his boat-

wain, at that time near him, "Bless me, Mr. PefVers, how came

we to forget to bend our old topsail ? They are quite ruining that

neio one. It will never be worth a farthing again !

*' Of his hate

for everything mercenary, the following p;issage of a letter to Lady

Collingwood, written soon after his creation as a peer, affords ample

proof, especially when it is recolleuted tliat his whole revenue at

that moment was not more than i^ljlOO per annum :
" I am afraid

the fees for this patent will be large, and will pinch me ; but, never

mind. Let others solicit pensions : I am an EngliAman, and will

never ask for money as a favour." On another occasion he writes to

his lady in this strain :
—"Here are several ofHrers so much in dis-

tress, that tliey cannot get home ; but what can I do ? The Admi-

ralty will not say a word to me about the prizes, the promotion of

officer.', or any subject ! I never did, nor will I ever do anything

but what I think conducive to the public good. I am not ambitious

of power or wealth more than I have ; nor have I connexions of any

kind to sway me from the strict line of duty to the country. I have

neither sons nor cousins to promote by any of those tricks which I

have ever held in contempt ; so that when I err, it will be from the

head and not from the heart.'' To his father-in-law, Mr. Blackett,

lie thus expresses himself in reference to the pension voted him by

parliament: "The pension was most honourable to me, a^? it

ilowed voluntarily from his majesty's bounty ; but if I had a favour

to .isk, money would be the last thing I would beg from an impo-

v^'iislied country, I am not a Jew, whose god Ts gold ; nor a

Swiss, whose services are to be counted against so much money.

I have motives for my conduct, which I would not give in exchange

i jr a huudred pensions." It would be easy to multiply these noble

passages twenty-fold; but our limits tell us we must, with whatever

difliculty, curb our inclination, and refrain.

We liave already given proofs of this amiable and great man's

deep love for his family, and his disire to inspire them with

sentiments resembling bis own. What can he finer than the

following remarks addressed to his lady, with reference to the

education of his daughters, in the year lb06 :—-"To inspire them

with a love of every thing that is honourable and virtuous, though

in rags, and with contempt for vauity in embroidery, is the way to

make them the darlings of my heart. They should not only read,'

but it requires a careful selection of books, nor should tliey ever

have access to two at tlie same lime ; but when a subject is begun,

it should be finished before anything more is undertaken. How it

would enlarge tlieir mind-i, if they could acquire a snifieieut know-

ledge of mathematics and of astronomy to give them an idea of the

beauty and wonders of the creation ! I am persuaded tluit the

generality of people, and particularly 'Tine ladies,' only a'hire God

because they are told it is proper, and tlie fashion to go to church.

But I would have my girU gain such a knowledge of the works of

the creation, that they may have a fixed idea of tlic nature of

that Being who could Ijc tlie author of such a world."

Tliat Collingvi'ood was truly a philosopher, as well as a hero, the

following exquisite passage surely demonstrates. It occurs in a

letter to his lady of October 2J5th, 180G :

— " I have written enough

about money ; and between ourselves, Sarah, I believe there is

more pl.igue in it than comfort, and that the limits of our Morpeth

garden aiul the lawu would have aiforded us as much happiness as

we shall ever have. I have lived long enough in the world to know

that human felicity has nothing to do with c^cUnon—then let us

cultivate it in our own minds."

When writing to his daughters, he often indulged in a strain of

light sarcasm and keen jocularity. He tells his eldest girl : "I
thiuk I know the character of a lady pretty nearly from her hand-

writing. The daihirs are all impudent, however they may con-

ceal it from themselves or others ; and the scvibblei's flatter them-

selves with the vain hope that as their letter cannot be read, it

may be mistaken for seme .'" With lazy, incompetent officers he

had no patience. Of one, he says :
" He is living on the navy, not

serving in it. L , too, is applying to go home. If he goes, lie

ma;i stay. I have no notion of people making the navy a mere

convenience for themselves, as if it were a public establishment fvr

louni/crs !
"

We now conclude. This great man died at sea on the 7th

of March, 181ti, of a disease brought on by long confinement

and over toil, at the age of fifty-nine, a martyr to his devotion

to his country. Posterity will not fail to do him full justice, and

recognise him as an example to he admired, studied, and imitated

by all who pursue a profession of which his character is one of

the greatest ornaments.

THE ORG AX MOUX.TAINS.

The .'^erra dos Orgios, or Organ Mountains, are a branch of the
Serra do Mar, or sea range, which runs jiarallel to the co;ist of

Brazil, between the Bay of Santos and Cape Frio. The highest
summits of this range rise to about 3,500 feet above the level of

the sea, and the passes over them to from 2,000 to 2,500 feet;

their distance from the coast is scarcely anywhere more than
twenty miles, but south of tlie Bay of Santos, where they begin to be
called SeiTa Cubatao, they recede to sixty or eighty miles from
the coast.

In that portion of their course adjacent to the river Macaeu these
mountains are elevated into a great number of inac-ccssible peaks,
Some of them of very singular forms, and the name of the range is

derived from a faint resemblance which several of them hear to the
pipes of an organ. The highest of these peaks is 3,C06 feet above
Uie level of the Atlautic, and its summit has seldom been reached
by man, for only the hardy hunter and the enthusiastic naturalist
liave ventured to climb its craggy and precipitous sides iu pursuit
if game or in quest of r;ue specimena of natural history. The

picturesque spot represented iu our illustration rises in tlie rear

of Kio Janeiro, the capital of Braj.iI, and, with some other sites in

the range, has been for several years a place of pilgrimage for

persons whose health has suffered fi"om the intensity of the tropical

heat during the summer months. Europeans, who are especially

liable to the enervating influence of the Brazilian climate, find their

faculties renewed by a timely removal to the eastern slopes of the

Organ Mountains, where, the tropical heat being tempered by the

breezes which have blown from the Atlantic, and the atmosphere

rarefied by the elevation of the site, they find a climate as agree-

able as that of Sicily or Andalusia. According to Dr. Sigaud,

physician to his imperial majesty, Don Pedro II., there are nearly

always seven or eight degrees of difference between the temperature

of Rio Janeiro and that of the Organ Mountains at the height

indicated by the houses shown in the illustration. Hail and sleet,

which sometimes, though at rather rare intervals, fall in Rio

Janeiro, occur more fiequently on these mountains, but we cinnot

admit the statements of those authors who assert that the peaks
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of the Organ Mountains are constantly covered with cIoikIs, and

that their sumniitp, wliitened by the hoar- frost, present n sh iking

contrast to the richly -w-ooded hills of the lower region.

In the Organ Mountains, however, originate those violent storms

which sometimes hurst over Rio Janeiro ; and fi-ora thence, also,

blows that invigorating wind des'gnated hy the Brazilians by the

significant name of rento tcrnd, which exercises so agreeable an

influence upon the hygienic condition of tlic city.

Favoured by the delightful coolness enjoyed in this jiortion of

the province, Mr. Marsh, an able English horticulturist, has been for

several years engaged in acclimatising experiments, and has suc-

ceeded even beyond hishopes. The gi-eater part of the fruits and useful

vegetables of southern Europe, already naturalised under the happy

climate of Mina.s Geraes, are now produced in equal perfection under

the troijical sun of Rio Janeiro. By the judicious application

of his horticultur.ll skill and experience, Jlr, Marsh lias succeeded

Tlie marvellous riches of nature reserved in the Organ Mountains

for the explorations of future botanists, arc said to surpa.ss the

most glowing conceptions of the imagination. Gardner, the tra-

veller, who, while pursuing his scientific investigations in the

Organ Mountains in 1837, was for several months tlie guest of

Mr. Marsh, has painted these beautiful solitudes with the enthu-

siasm of a lover of nature, and speaks of the region as the " laud

of promise "' of botanists. The wdiole of Brazil, in fact, is charac-

terised by the same rich exuberance of vegetation. A great part of

the interior is overspread with magnificent forests, wliich have

hitherto been trodden only by the j.aguar and the native hunter,

and in which vegetation pi'evails in its most wondrous and gigantic

forms. Tall palms and arboreal ferns are tangled with rope-vines

and other climbers ; mahogany and caoutchouc trees support

screens of flowering trailers ; and everywhere beneath them is a

thick undergrowth of aloes, agaves, and prickly creepers, which

THE OIKi.VN JIuUiNT.VINS IN SOUTH AMKKICA.

in ]iroducing excellent cherries, and pears and apples very little

inferior to those of Europe. The exceptional climate of the Organ

Mountains, influenced by the causes we have noticed, has enabled

him to place the most delicious fruits of Europe on the tables of the

wealthy Brazilians, in competition with the luscious horticultural

productions of the tropics. Our strawberries now unite their per-

fume with that of aracas and ruddy jiitmir/u(is, and the peach

takes its place by the side of the yellow and glossy-skinned eaja, the

mara cuja, the taste of which reminds the partaker of that of the

prune, the nauhuca, which has an agreeable acid flavour and the

odour of the apricot, and the jrihuticaha, wdiich grows abundantly

in bunches, and is a most refreshing fruit. It is right to mention

here that, sometime before Mr. Marsh began his experiments, a

Frenchman, the Count de Gestas, hail already' enriched the fruit

and vegetable markets of Rio Janeiro with some of the productions

of his own country, and was engaged in further attempts at accli-

matisation when his useful hiljours were interrupted by death.

sometimes render the lorests absolutely impassable. " In the

interior of the new continent," says Humboldt, "we almost accus-

tomed ourselves to regard man as not being essential to the order of

nature. The earth is loaded with plants, and nothing impedes

their development. An immense layer of free mould manifests the

uninterrupted action of organic powers. The crocodiles are masters

of the rivers ; the jaguars, peccaries, and monkeys traverse the

forests without fear and without danger : there they dwell as in an

ancient inheritance. Tlus aspect of animated nature, in winch man

is nothing, has something in it strange and sad. To this we recon-

cile ourselves with difliculty on the ocean and amid the sands of

Africa
;
though in these scenes, whei'e nothing recalls to mind onr

fields, our woods, and our streams, we are less astonished at the

vast solitude through which we iiass. Here, in a fertile country,

adorned with eternal verdure, we seek in vain the traces of the

power of man ; we seem to ho triinsported into a world altogether

dilfercnt from that wliich gave us liirth,"
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FRENCH ART TRIZES.

In France there lias of late years been a good deal said in dispa-

raseraent of the Schjol of Fine Art and the Romnn Academy.
Divers opinions have lieen held as to the utility of the noble creation

iif Colbert's, and the liberal ia^titiitions of Louis XIV. Yet are

tliey well calculated to excite emulation, and their rewards arc such

as to 1)2 thoronglily serviceable to the art-student. Many have

slighted, if tliey have not denied, these advantages ; and the result

has been most unfav.iurable to art and artists. To make a pil-

grimage to Home, is the ardent desire that s'l j ild animate every

disciple of art : for that seven-hillcl city— vi: the mistress of

This is effected by the French Academy by way of prize, and the

very same plan is adopted by the Royal Academy of London. A
promising student, whose talent is sufiicient to entitle him to the

prize, receives that which is the greatest of all prizes to him. the

means of perfecting himself in his art by the study of those grand

masterpieces which have won for tlic-ir authors immortal names.

Among the painters who have been successful in obtaining prizes

this year in France, we may mention M. llenard, whose admirable

landscape is deserving of all praise. The grouping of the trees, the

distant scene, the calm, still water, and the clear sky, testify the

HECTOR IMrLOriNO THE «0M FOR HIS SON.—BV CAKl'EAD.V. A FAWN. EV CU.MEKV.

the world, once in Pagan gloiy, once again in Catholic Christianily

—boasts of possessing the richest treasures, both in painting and in

sculptni-e, which the world has ever seen. But the necessarj-

expense .attending a continued residence at Rome involves con-

siderable outlay ; and, as it sometimes, alas! too often happens, th.at

the stud;nt's means are bounded by very narrr>w limits, the benefits

arising from a sojourn in the Eternal City arc denied to all but a

favoured, few. Nothing can be more appropriate, more in keeping
with the aims of true art, than to assist those who need such

assistance to aciuire that which they could not otherwise obtain.

Vol. m., N. s.—101,»

talent of the artist. JI. Giacomotti exhibits a very fine com-

position, representing ** Abraham washing the Feet of three Angels."

Both of the.se works have obtained for their authors Ihe grand

prize—the first in landscape painting, and the second for figure

drawing. The sculptures are also very good. The subjects which

we present have gained the first and second prize. The first,

'

' Hector imploring the Gods for his Son" is a very masterly

composition, and M. Caq>eau.x has f lirly earned the prize he has

obtained. The seem J, "a Fawn," by II. Cumety, is also desjn--

ing of gre.at praise. The accusation ry often brought againit
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tuis exhiliition, Uiat it lia-> failed tu answur tlie end jiroposed,

cannot, at all events this year, be luaintuined. There has becu
of late a steady progress, and we trust that still further advance-
ment will be made. The first prize for engraving was obtained by
31. Soumey.

THE GRAVES OF BYRON AND MARY
CHAWORTH.

TuE tourist in the midland counties, if he be an admirer of the

genius of Byron, as well as a lover of the beautiful in nature,

should leave the railway .it Derby, and inquire the way to. the

hamlet of Hucknall, where the noble poet lies interred. The road

is over a wide moor, formerly a part of Sherwood Forest, the

scene of the exploits of Robin Hood .and his "merrie men;" and
many a fragment of ball.id lore will occur to the tourist's recollection,

as he pursues his way through the yellow-blossoming furze, and
sees a magniiioeut oak here .and there spreading its branches over

the tr.ack. The road is very indiflerent, and the soil sandy ; but
^n a fine morniug in summer no pedestri.an excursion can be more

delightful. After a walk of seven or eight miles, the tourist

reaches a primitive-looking wtiyside ale-house, which, according to

the traditions of tlie neighbourhood, w.as a resort of Kobin Hood
and his stalwart lieutenant, Little John; but the hostelry looks
much more modern than the tr.idition would indicate, and the bold
foresters of Sherwood loved to quaff their nut-brown ale under the

shade of the venerable trees.

About a mile beyond this lonely little inn, almost the only
habitation of man which is seen during the walk, the tourist

reaches Auuesley Park, the birthplace of Mary Chaworth, whose
beauty captivated the heart of the poet in his boyish days. Througli
the park lies tlie nearest path to Huckn.all; and as the tourist

wends his way onward, he will have no difficulty in recognising the
scene of "The Dream." There is the "gentle hill," on which the
poet and Mary Chaworth met, and which is still

" Green and of mild declivity, the last,

As 'twere the cape, of a long ridge of such.

Save that there was uo sea to lave its base.

But a most living landscape."

But the ' trees of circular array" are gone, and the broad branches
of the oaks no longer shade the spot where tje " youth and
maiden" of "The Dream' once stood together, in the sunny time
of their youth, ere disappointment and misfortune had clouded the
path of either. The scenery of the park, however, is veiy pic-

turesque, groves of magnificent oaks crowning the surrounding hills,

and numbers of deer reclining beneath the shade of the venerable
trees in the pai-k, or cropping the verdant herbage.

Huckn.all is a mere atr.iggling hamlet, without any other
attraction th.an the poet's tomb, which suffices, however, to draw
around it tourists of every civilised nation under the sun. It is

approached from the park by a l.ane, shaded with tall hedges and
bending trees, the branches of which, in some pljioes, ne.arly meet
overhead, forming an agreeali'e shade in the summer; and on reaching
the village street, the tourist sees a comfortable-looking inn on one
side, and a little distance before him the church. The latter is old

and decayed, .and everything about it, both within and without,
bears the marks of neglect. The vault wherein the poet lies buried
is covered with two large slabs of rough stone clumsily fitted

together, and the floor of t'oo church, which is of the same material,
is broken and iiTegular. A plain white marble tablet, Iiearing an
inscription to the poet's loeniory, is fitted into the wall, and sur-
rounded by a black border. It is immediately above the vault,

and bene.atli it .arc the armorial bearings of the Byron family carved
in st>>ne. The remains of the poet's mother lie near him, and
oppoite to his tomb is a stone bearing a long inscription com-
memorative of the virtues .and services of a Byron wlio .adliered to
the fortunes of Charles 1., and perished when

" At Marston, with Uupcvt 'gaius|(traitors contending,
Four brothers bedewed with their blood the bleak field."

The road from Hnoknall to Newstead Abbey Kes through a wood,

and the foliage of oaks and pines forms an arch of verdure overhead

for more than a mile. This part of the journey is very pleasant.

Several clear streams cross the road, while footpaths lead off at

different points into deep shades. At the end of the wood, the

road runs over a gentle eminence, and on reaching its top the

tourist sees the Gothic ruins of Newstead Abbey rising before him.

They stand in a quiet v.alley, surrounded by green hills, and are

partly mantled with ivy, which nearly covers the old chancel

window. In one portion of the tastefully laid-out grounds, an oak
planted by Byron is shown ; and in a deep, shady dell, called the

Devil's Wojd, there is an old tree on which the poet, when he

visited the spot in company with his sister on the evening before he

left Newstead for ever, cut the following inscription ;—

DVllON', 1 c! t low

The bark has partly grown over this interesting record, and some
difficulty is now found in deciphering the date. Near this spot

is a shady recess, formed by the intertwined branches of the

o.aks, overliung with ivy, and a sparkling spring called the Holy

In the body of the abbey, among the ruins, .are several figures in

stone, and a fountain gurgles through an old and quaint piece of

sculpture, realising the description of Byron :-^

" Amidst the court a Gothic fountain played,

Symmetrical, yet decked with carvings quaint,
Strange faces, like to men in masquerade,
Aadhere perhaps a monster, there a srint.

The spring guslied through grim moutlis of granite made.
And sparkled into basins, where it spent

Its little torrent in a tliousand bubbles,

Like man's vain glories and liis vainer troubles."

Should the tourist continue his r.amble to the neighbourhood of

Nottingham, than wliich he cannot do better, if he is fond of old

Engli.sh scenery, such as the railways are fast altering, he will find,

below that town, on the romantic banks of the Trent, the large

estate of the Musters family, whose patrimonial mansion is called

Colwick Hall. This place has nothing to do wi th Byron, but there

Mary Chaworth lived and died. The handsoms exterior of Mr.

Musters won the heart of the Idue-eyed Mary, and she became Ms
wife ; but her life was blighted by his brutal m.anners and pro-

fligate habits, which rendered him an object of aversion to all the

neighbourhood. During the reform riots of I'jSl, when Notting-

ham Castle w.as destroyed by an exasperated aiob, the rioters

visited Colwick Hall, and set tire to it, but it v as not burnt down.

Mrs. Musters fled from the house in alarm, aid took refuge in a

wood on the estate. Fright and exposure brought on an attack

of fever, which terminated her existence after a few days' illness.

She is buried in Colwick church, where her tomb is frequently

visited by tourists.

The church is close to the hall, .and is driped with ivy, and

overshadowed by trees gr.ay with age. The 1'rent flows close at

hand, sparkling in the sunlight as its clear wiitars ripple ever its

pebbly bottom, murmuring the requiem of her who -was the

object of a great poet's love. She is spoken of in the neighbour-

hood as a woman of rem.ai'kable personal atU-actions, and of a

character forming a bright contr.ast to that of the pian to whom she

was unhappily united. That Bynm long rc:ae;nbered her >vith

tenderness, is well known
;
probably he nevei ceased to do so.

What might have been the results of their union, as regards the

happiness of both, it is of cours; impo.ssible to say ; but we know

the influence which the virtues and more spiritual character of

Shelley had over the poet while they were together, and it is

pleasing, though vain, to contemplate the fargieitej influence which

such a woman as Mary Chaworth might have hid upon a heart so

susceptible of softening influences as that of BjTon. Poor Byron !

A feeling of sadness steals over us as we i-ead Ins " Dre.am," and

then think of the unhappiuess of the "two btings" whom it im-

mortalizes, .and who now .await the resurrection and the judgment,

the one in the cold and dre.ary church of Hucknall, the ther by

the banks of the blue and winding Trent.
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C E K \ A N T E S

.

Don Mikuel Cervantes Saavkiira tlui iiutlior of tlie immort;il

r.'iiirtneeof '' Don Quixote," was born in 1547, at AlcaladoHenavez,

town in the prorinoe of New Castile. Ilisfatliev, Don Rodrigo, was

.( poor biilalgo, or noble, one of those who possessed little more than a

I ince in the arm-rack, an old ronnd shield, a bimy and thiek-set

li irse, and a lean greyhound. lie had served his country by sea and

I v land, and talked often and witli enthusiasm of his campaigns ; but

lie well knew the frightful co.st of military glory, he sent his son to

^l'l^id, to iiursue there the studies neces.sary to prepare him for

tliemore peaceful honours of the church. Don Miguel, however,

.il'ter making considerable progress in his studies, renounced the pre-

liruds and bishoprics which his family had dreamt of for him, and

iv<oIved upon trying his fiu'tune in tlie thorny paths of literature.

I II fact, he had made acptaiutances among the students of the

( M'ital, and become .a frequenter of taverns, where his wit and

liinuour were admired, and he was easily converted to the opinion

1 r Ills associates, that he possessed those qualities in an uncommon
' ,'rec, and of the highest order. Thus it was that he conceived

1 ln' idea of becoming a poet, and living upon the productions of his

intellect, though he was unconscious at that time of the genius

M hicli he really possessed, and which revealed itself at' a later

1" riod of his life.

Having taken this resolve, as it was necessary for him to eat and
'liinli, ha did not allow his pen to remain idle; but instead of

iii.iking use of his own ideas, be employed those of others, after the

auple of his poetising companions. During two or three years

continued to produce rhymes resembling all the verse of th.at

1
liod of Spanish literature, mediocre as regards the style, and

' itliout any pretensions to originality of ideas. They brought

ill III little else than compliments, that old currency which, worn as

I Is, always has for young poets the same sound and the same value

I new pieces of gold. Always confident in the promises of his

ise, but always ignorant of the siile on which she called, he

Idished, in 15(59, a work on which he expeote.I to establish liLs

'.II tore renown as an author. It was a pastoral tale, entitled

' I'hilene," in which he was no more successful than in verse, for

i; was as insipid, as improbable, and as wearisome as anything of

tl'.' kind that ever emanated from the press.

DLsappointed in ^he hopes with which he had embarked on a

1 I irary career, young Cervantes resolved tj try the army . Destitute

1' all, yet doubting nothing, except the good taste of the Spanish

li iblio, full of illusions, loyalty, and courage, helefc Madrid one fine

III ruing, and returned to the paternal mansion, where he acquainted

lis father with his new views and hopes. The gjod hidalgo, with

wljom he remained some days, advised him to renounce his project,

and seek employment at court. Finding, however, that Don Miguel

was little disposed to listen to this advice, the old man saddled his

lean Rosinante with a sigh, and gave the animal to the young adven-

turer. It was, alas ! with his blessing, all that he had to give.

Miguel mounted, bade his father adieu, and set out for Italy.

What golden dreams he indulged in on the road ! He was

assureiUy now on the track of fortune. Italy was in arms ; there

was war also in Germany and Fr.ance. Armies must need officers

;

the oflicers would require commanders. What an illimitable vista

was opened to his ambition I Alas, for the bright beams of youth,

|the golden exhalations of the dawn of life ! When he arrived in

Italy, a truce had just been proclaimed, and the services of Don
Miguel Cervantes de Saavedra were not required. It was a sad

iwakening from his glowing dreams to alight from his horse, and

become, like Gil Bias, ralet de cliambre to a bishop, the cardinal

Aqnaviva; but such, in fact, was the only employment he could

'btain.

In the following year, however, the war broke out again, and with

uore fury than before ; and Cervantes threw off the livery of the

ardinal, and enroUetf himself under the banner of Marco Antonio

'olonna, Duke of Palliano, who commanded the troops of the

Venetian republic. His first campaign was an unfortunate one.

lis regiment was' sent to the relief of the island of Cyprus, then

jnenaced by the Turks. The island was taken, the inhabitants

j.cve nearly exterminated, and the ship which carried Cervantes

and his companions in anna narrowly escaped being captured by

the fleet of the victorious Ottomans.

The vessel was then ordered t) Lepanto, and in the terrible

engagement off that place Cervantes greatly distinguished himself.

Unfortunately, he received a shot-wound in his left arm, which

crippled that member for the rest of his days. But as he did not

need his left hand to hold his sword, this accident did not prevent

him from continuing in the service, and he served against the Turks

in the Morea until \:u'>, but without obtaining any solid advantage

in return for tlie almost daily risk of life and limli. The bubble

glory was his sole revvard.

lie now resolved to return to his native country, and embarked

on board a galley for that purpose. After all, though he had not

become a captain, he had lost the use of his left arm, and this

' would qualify him to wear his hat jauntily on one side, and raise his

voice in the taverns when he talked of battles, and the dangers ho

had encountered by flood and field.

But, as that admirer of proverbial philosophy, Sancho I'anza,

was afterwards made to observe, "one misfortune never comes

alone ;" the galley in which he had embarked was captured by a

corsair, and (!ervantes, instead of returning to Madrid to tell long-

winded stories of his exploits in the Morea, was carried into

Algiers, and sold into slavery.

Ilis first master was a Venetian renegade, called Hassan, who
had become commander of the militia. This advancement, which

had given him an authority of which few persons knew exactly tlie

limits, caused him to be regai'ded with much fear, a feeling which

was not, however, shared by our adventurer. It appears, on the

contrary, that Cervantes insp'red the renegade with a certain re-

spect which does credit to his mental perception. Don Miguel had

expected to be impaled for the feats of valour he liail performed in

the conflict which occurred before the corsairs became masters of

his destiny, and was surprised to find that Hassan did not give him

so much as a single blow, or even a hard word. The renegade was

contented with exercising over !iim a surveillance which forbade

every hope of escape.

Instead of being disheartened, Cerv.antes became more daring.

Guarded by night anil by day, and in a foreign country, escape was

almost impossible ; but Cervantes made several bold attempts, and

even planned an Insurrection of the slaves. AH his schemes failed,

however, and five years were passed in servitude and cliains. In

1.5S0 he was ransomed by the Fathers of Mercj', established at

Algiers for the purpose of manumitting Christian slaves to the ex-

tent of their funds, and o'btained a passage to his native country.

When he returned to Spain he was thirty-four years of age. His

father was dead, and his cousin had sold the greater part of Ids

little patrimony in order to efiect his ransom from slavery. Being

destitute of resources, he joined an expedition wliich was then pre-

paring for the Azores, and was engaged in tliat and other expeditions

four years. On again returning to Spain in 15S4, he became ena-

moured of a young lady of noble birth, but as poor as himself,

Donna Catharina Salazar y Palacios de Esquivias ; and under the

influence of this passion he resumed his pen, and wrote a pastoral

tale in prose and verse, entitled " Galatea," in whiidi he has Intro-

duced himself and the object of his attachment, as a shepherd and

shepherdess, by the names of Elicio and Galatea. He shortly after-

wards wedded the lady, and promised himself a life of domestic

felicity and literary ease, for he w.as not yet weary of those illusions

which make up the life of the enthusiastic, the disaiqiointment con-

sequent upon whose awakening is always in proportion to the bright-

ness of their anticipations.

Disillusion came as before ; liis marriage had been, to speak like

Sancho Panza once more, the union of hunger and thirst, and did

not bring him the happiness he had anticipated. He continued to

write, not for pleasure or for fame, but to obtain bread. Pre-sed,

not by his muse, but by hunger and his creditors, he wrote thirty

plays, which, he has assured us, were acted at Madr d with great

success ; but, judging of them by the two which alone have been

preserved, we can only credit the assertion by supposing that the

Madrilenos of that day were very good-natured or very deficient in
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taste. It is certain that his success as a dramatic writer, whetlier

real or pretended, diil not prevent him from being very poor ;
and,

in 1588, he solicited and obtained the insignificant office of assistant

purveyor to the Indian fleets. He endeavoured to obtain some

appointment in America, but without success ; and in 1590 the

purveyorship was abolished, and he was again thrown upon his

own resources.

He appears, for some years subsequently to this period, to have

lived a very unsettled and precarious life, wandering with his wife

from town to town ; sometimes employed in the capacity of agent

to various niunii-ipalities .ind wi:;iltliy individuals, but always in

him as being employed at this time as tithe-cjllector in the pro-

vince of La Mancha, and as being arrested by the alcal 'e oi

ArgamasiUa, and kept some time in prison, rdiere he is siiwpis d

to have commenced " Don Quixote." The truthfulness with wliicli

he has described the scenery of La Mancha, and the manners and

customs of the people, show that he must have passed some time

in that province, and give a colour to these suppositions ; but

Navairete, who has .spared no trouble in investigating the most

minute incidents of the life of Cervantes, has demonstrated that the

story of his imprisonment rests on no other foundation tlian a

vague tradition.

PON MiiuTi. ('i:KV,\Nri:s s.vavf.pka.

necessitous circumstances. Two l.urk'Siiue sonnets are all that

remain of his literary productions i-f this period, wliich, probably,

were not numerous. Peidiaps we have in these two poi-^ins all that

he wrote between his cessation from dramatic writing and the

ajipearauce of " Don Quixote."

The obscurity of his pursuits at this period is evidenced by the

fact, that nothing is really known of the manner in which he lived,

and in what corner of Spain he concealed his misery, from the time

of his leaving Seville, in 1598, till we find him, four years later,

living at Yalladi lid. Some authors, who have supplied from their

own imaginations the gaps in his life's history, have represented

The first p.ivt of his renowned roai.ance appeared in 1004, and

was de Heated to the Dulie of Bejar. Of all the works of Cervante?,

" D.}n Quixote" is the only one worthy of preservation ;
but this

is a masterijiece, and perhaps the most original, the most amusing,

and the most profound tliat exists in any language. Without being

superior to Moliere, Lesage, Sliakspeare, and the other grtat

painters of humanity whose works we admire, Cervantes has placed

mankind in a broader point of view. His ch.aracters, extravagant

as they are, resemble a greater number than those which we see on

the stage or meet with in other novels. Ilarpagon, Tartuffe,

Lovelace, do not represent var'eties of the human .species so
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numerous as tlio.:c of which the knight of La Mauclia and his

trusty squire may lie accepteil as the types. All the world are

not, thank Heaven ! misers, hypocrites, or lihertiues ; but who

among us does not carry in himself his Don Quixote and his Sanchn

Panza ? Who among us has not combated more than once in his

life with windmills? Wlio aino7ig us has U'jt run himself out of

breath after that marvellous island which drew Sancho Panza in

the footsteps of the cavalier ! So mucli courage wasted, so many

sword-thrusts in water, the hope which survives so many deceptions,

and those charming conversations of the simple hidalgo with his

worldly-minded squire—are not all these typical of what passes in

the lives of all of us ?

The gradual disenchantment of Cervantes fuan the illusions of

his youth, had revealed to him the strength and scope of his genius.

He no longer saw li,fe through a rose-coloured medium, but in its

ivality. The tJiles of chivalry which had e.xcited his enthusiasm in

who, mounted on his ass, trots behind the Unight, like tardy ex-

perience, always coming when the evil is done.

These two persons, Don Quixote and Rancho, are inseparable
;

they are soul and body, sun and shadow. One represents all lint

is lofty and generous in human nature, the otlier all that is grovilling

and selfish. Give to Don Quixote a little of the liard common
senFe of his squire, or^o Sancho a little of his master's heroism ami

loyalty, and of the two madmen you will have made a sage. But

the elements of the two characters are seldom found in combination;

imagin.ation and common sense are qualities which possess little

aceordauey or power of cohesion. Prudence and experience are the

Cold currents which temper the generous ardour of enthusiasm and

philanthropy, and give the individual the hartlni s,i of character

which marks the man of the world.

' Don (Quixote" made no sensation on its first appearance ; it

attracted, in fact, scarcely any ntitice. He continued to live, p or

CERV.^NTES, IirS WIFE, .SSJ' Tlir COUNT OF lEMOS.

his youth now only called up a smile. Chivalry had gone out of

Spain with the Moors, and in the rest of Europe only a vague

souvenir of its former existence remained. Cervantes demonstrated

that the Institution was long dead, by resuscitating one of the

knights-errant of old, and bringing him into ludicrous juxtaposition

with modern manners, institutions, and modes of thought. His
first intention was probably to parody the wild and incredible

stories which were then current in Spain ; but the character of

Don Quixote was such a happy conception that he found it difficult

to take leave of him ; for the first and only time in Ids life, he was
veritably inspired ; he had created his hero himself, and found a

subject in which he could resume the experience of his own life, his

dreams of glory, his dreams of love, and all the rude Itssons which
dissipated his illusions. He conducts us through the history of the

honest hidalgo, who squanders his substance in running after the

shadow, glory, and gets only hard blows ; and introduces to us
Sancho Panza, who is common sense by the side of imagination, and

and forgotten, at Valladjiid, ' r, according to som; of his biogr.ipjiers,

at Toledo, subsisting on the bounty of his patrons, the chief o

whom at this time was the Count of Lemos. He was obliged, in

order to obtain readers, to publi.'ih an anonymous pamphlet, in

which he pretended that the work was, under the veil of an alleg-iry,

a satire on the I'eiguing m>naroh, Philip III., and the prlncip.il

persons about the court. The ntsc succeeded ; the work was read

at court, and in a short time the whole of the edition na; sold.

A second, a third, and a fourth were demanded within the year in

which it first appeared ; but from two of these, printed at Valencia

and Lisbon, it is probable that the j^uthor derived no profit. 0;ir

second illustration represents Cei-vantes receiving the welcome in-

telligence of the success of his stratagem to obtain popularity from

his patron, the Count of Lcmos. The jioor author is sitting upon
his bed, perhaps because the state of his wardrobe would not permit

him to rise, and has been Interrupted in his task of writing the

second part of "Don Quixote." His wife stands near the head of
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the humlilo coucli, and tlie iihuutd liat, Ijniirding-axe, ami stiletto

of the hero of Lejiauto are suspended against the whitewashed wall

ns memorials of his military exploits.

According to some accounts, Philip III. was so nmcli pleased

with this work that he wished to see the author, who was intro-

duced to him liy the Count of Lemos. Be this as it may, he was

shortly after engaged liy the Duke of Lff'ma, that mouarcli's

minister, to write an account of the festivities, Lull-fights, religious

ceremonies, etc., with which the British ambassador. Lord Howard,

was entertained at Valladolid in 1603. In the following year he

took up his abode in MaiWd, and continued to reside there to the

end of his life. In 161-3, he published a collection of "Exemplary

Tales," which are not only iuteresting and amusing, but have not

the least taint of immorality, by which so much of tliD similar

literature of that period is infected. The tales are twelve in

nundjer, and added greatly to the literary reputation of their

author. In the following year his "Journey to Parnassus"

appeared, a satire on the bad poets of the period, who were much
offended by the publication, and one of whom published a con-

tinuation of the adventures of "Don Quixote," full of abuse of the

author. The response of Cervantes to this attack was the publi-

catiou of the second part of "Don (Juixote," which shone in bright

contrast to the miserable production of his traducer.

Tlie other works of Cervantes are a collection of comedies and

interludes, m-itten in the new style of dramatic WTiting introduced

by Lopez de Yega, pulilished in 1615, but never acted ; and a

novel, entitled " Persiles and Sigismunda," the least successful of

liis works, and written in a different style from any of them.

Cervantes died on the same day as Shakspeare, the 23rd of

April, 1616, being then in his sixty-ninth year. He was buried

without the least display in the convent of the Holy Trinity, at

Madrid, in which his daughter Isabella had taken the veil four

years previously. Some years afterwards the nuns removed to

another convent, and the old one being pulled down, the remains

of Cervantes were lost.

His fame spread rapidly throughout Europe, and the tmiversallty

of his genius is proved by the many languages into which his great

work has been translated, and the number of editions it has gone

through. With the exception of " Kobinson Crusoe," there is no

work of fiction, the popularity of which can be brought into com-

parison with that of "Don Quixote." In Spain, how-ever, a long

period elapsed before the workwas so extensively read and .appre-

ciated as it has been in other countries. But its popularity has

increased rapidly since the commencement of the last century, and

within the last few year.?, two monuments have been erected in

Madrid to the memory of its author : one, a handsome bronze

statue, which stands in the Plaza de las Cortes, on a pedestal of

granite, ornamented with bas-reliefs representing subjects taken

from "Don Quixote ;" the other, the bust of Cervantes in white

marble, placed over the door of the house in the Calle dc Francos,

in which he lived and died.

RELIGIOUS SECTS IX RUSSIA.

Though there has never been any large secession from the estab-

lished Greek church, there are in Russia a considerable number

of dissenting sects, the members of wdiich are called generally Ras-

kolniks, from the Russian verb rasloht, "to split." The ouly

considerable schism which we find on record is that which arose

out of the emendation of the corrupted text of the Sclavonic version

of the Scriptures in the middle of the seventeenth century. During

the pei'iod of the Tartar domination, which greatly retarded the

cultivation of learning, the text of the Scriptures became corrupted

by omissions and interpolations, arising generally from the ignorance

of those by whom they were transcribed. The propriety of obtain-

ing a correct ver.sion was acknowledged on several occasions, and

an attempt was made to remedy the evil, in the middle of the

sixteenth century, by comparing the version in use with the Greek

text, by a monk of the convent of Mount Athos ; but he encountered

so much opposition from the ignorant and bigoted clergy of Russia,

that nothing was done until more than a century afterwards. In

1654 a council was assembled at Moscow, presided over by Nicoii,

the patriarch of that city, which decided unanimou.sly on the pro-

priety of revising the corrupt text of the sacred books. This

decision was .approved by the patriarch of Constantinople, and th'j

reigning czar, Alexis Michaelovitch, ordered the version of the

Scriptures used by the churches of Greece and the East to be sub-

stituted for the corrupted version hitherto in use.

The bishop of Kolomna protested against the alteration as an

heretical innovation, and was supported by a number of the inferior

clergy, as well as of the lower classes of the people, all of whom
were extremely ignorant. • The strenuous opposition of the bishop

and the schismatic clergy to the introduction of the new liturgy

caused, the former to be deprived of his dignity, and confined in a

monastery, in a remote part of the empire, where he died. His fol-

lowers regarded him as a martyr, and increased rapidly, espe ^ially

in the northern provinces. The consequence was a ternble per-

secution, during which many of the opponents of the Niconiaii

heresy, as the revision of the Scriptures was termed, were put tu

death. Some fled into Poland, and others into Bulgaria, where,

under the protection of the Porte, they were secure from moles-

tation. Many shut themselves up in tlieir churches, and setting

fire to them, suffered a horrible death, firmly believing that the

baptism of fire would suffice to secure their salvation, and that

their souls would immediately rise to heaven in the form of doves.

A remnant shut themselves up in the fortified monastery of Solo%'etzk,

situated 'on an island in the "White Sea, where they defended them-

selves with the most dauntless coixr.ige against the troops sent to

dislodge them, and prolonged their resistance for seven years. The

place was at length taken by storm, and the defenders w-ere all either

put to the sword or perished in the flames by which their strong-

hold was destroyed.

A great number of the rising geuei'ation had imbibed the hostility

of their parents to tlie new version of the Scriptures, and the severe

persecution to which they were subjected in the following reign did

uot abate their opposition to it.
' In the beginning of the reign of

Peter the Great, the harshness of their treatment provoTced a dan-

gerous tumult in Moscow, which led to a ukase granting toleration

to the sectaries, but imposing a tax upon them, and requiring the

to wear a copper medal stamped witli a beard.

Though the terms Uaskolniks, or dissenters, and Starovertzee,

.

Avhich signifies "those of the old faith," are in general applied in-

discriminately to all who dissent from the established church of

Russia, there are some considerable diflTerences among them, liotli

as regards doctrines, rites, and discipline. They may all be classed

under two heads—the Popovoshcheena, or those who have priests,

.and the Bcspovoshcheena, or those who have no priests ; the latter

division comprehending a great variety of sects having nothing in

common except the peculiarity which separates them from the

former.

The Popovoshcheena approach nearest in doctrines and ceremonies

to the established church, from which they differ on no essential

point, notwithstanding the tenacity with which they adhere t'

their own notions. They use the old ver.sion of the Scriptures, and

differ from the church as to the form of the cross. They repeat the

" Hallelujah " only twice, instead of three times, adding, " Pr.aised

be the Lord ;" and use two fingers, instead of three, in m.aking

the sign of the oro.ss. They also differ from the church in begin-

ning their processions from the left, instead of the right. Shaving

the beard is regarded as a deadly sin, in whidi opinion they are

supported by the declaration of the geueral synod held at Moscow

in 1551, whicli denounced shaving the beard as the "most damn-

able and criminal of the heresies which are punishable by excom-

munication." The eating of hares .and sausages, likewise prohibited

by the synod of Moscow, and the use of tobacco and snuff, ai'C also

regarded by them as unlawful. They admit the ordinatiou of the

priests of the established church to be valid, .although performed

by heretical bishops, because it descends in uninterrupted succes-

sion from the times of " the true church," viz. before the revision

of the Scriptures. They therefore admit among them priests who

have been expelled from the established churcli for misconduct or

heresy, without requiring them to be re-ordained.

The most important of the more heterodox sects, or those which

h.ave no priests, is that of the Pomoranes, which signifies " the

inhabitants of the sea-coasts," so called because it originated on the
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sliores of tie Wliite Sea. These maintain tlial all ordinations of
priests of the established ehurch since the time of the patriarch
Kicon are invalid

;
that the adnnnistration of religions rites by

tliem IS a profanation
; and that their chnrclies are the abodes of

Anti-Christ, whose reign hasalready commenced in spirit, though he
IS himsdf invisible. As a necessity .wisin- out of the two former

I

articles of their faith, they rebaptize all who joiu their communion,
i and also dissolve the marriages of such as have contracted matri-

mony. The couples thus disunited may be married again by those
who officiate as ministers of religion in the soet. They confess one
to another, administer the sacrament of the Lord's supper to them-
selves, and assemble for prayer in private houses. Their minister.s

I

are not ordained, .and may follow any other' vocation when they
I please, which is not allowed to the priests of theestablished church,

I

The sacramental_bread which they use, is said to be derived from
some consecrated loaves s.aved from the monastery of Solovet/.kwhen
it was stormed by the imperial troops, which has been preserved
and multiplied by working fragments of it into each successive
dough. The bread thus prepared is considered as holy as the
original, and every member of the sect is always provided with n
crumb of It, that he m.ay be able to administer the sacrament to
himself in case of emergency. There are several subdivisions of
Uiis sect, the principal of which are the Theodosians and the
^hilipi^ans, which are named after their respective founders,
both ,>f whom h.ad been priests of the established church. The
pomts of difference between them are very trifling, and relate
merely to external forms of worship

; but they are characterised
by the wildest fanaticism, which manifests itself in the fi-eciuency of
smcules among them, these ignorant and misled people believin"
that self-murder is pleasing to God, and th.it by it they obtain
admission into heaven.

The Doochobortzee, or "combatants in spirit," first became
knoM-n as a sect in the reign ofthe empress Anne, who aopointed com-
missioners to inquire into their tenets. There are many points of
resemblance between them and the (Quakers and Moravians, and
It is very probable that they are a branch of tlie latter sect. Like
them they never take an oath, and are opposed to war. They
entertain Unitarian opinions, and admit only the New Testament.
They have neither churches nor priests, and in their devotions use
only the Lord's Prayer. In the reigns of Citharine IL and Paul
tliey were much persecuted, but bore eveiy oppression with the same
resignation as the followers of George Fox. Alexander accorded
them toleration, and offered them waste lands in the south of Russia,
which they have colonised and cultivated. Their settlements still
flourish, and travellers have spoken highly of their industrious and
frugal habits, and the simplicity and inoffensiveness of their manners.
The Choovstoenniki, or Sentamentalists, are a sect founded by a

Monk named Benedict, and very latitudinariau in their doctrines
which incline to deism. There is some confusion in the accounts
lespectmg them, but it seems that they use the unrevised Scriptures
and do not require those who join them to be rebaptized. The
cause of the difference in the accounts given of them by ditfereut
ivriters appears to be, -that there are many shades of belief amon"
them, some differing little from the Popovoahcheena, and others
being Unitarians.

The Capitonian seet was also founded by a monk. Like the
Pomoranes, they have no churches, but assemble for prayer- and the
••lebration of th«ir religious rites in private houses. They also

iissolvo the marriages of those who join them, and are said to livem a state of great licentiousness. They have a peculiar rite, which
seems to be performed among them as the administration of the
communion. A girl places on her head a sieve filled with raisins
^>hlcll, after several prayers and prosti'ations, she distributes amon"
the assembled sectaries.

°

The Shchelniki, or "chinkmen," form a numerous sect .imon*
the Cossacks of the Don, and derive their name from the custom of
ivneeling, when they pray, before a chink through which a ray of
.ght enters. They reject images, and never go to church, saying

tiiat (TOd IS omnipresent, and does not dwell in houses buUt by men
J hey use the revised version of the Scriptures, in which they differh'om every other dissenting sect in the empire.
AH the preceding sects are confined, for the most part, to thelabommg classes, and seem to be on the increase, which is probably

owing, in a great measure, to their zeal for making piuselytes
Most of them display much hostility towards the established church'
and an equal amount of unity and kindliness of feeling within their
respective communions. Although they are no longer persecuted,
they are only tolerated; they have no recognised existence, nor
are their ministers and priests regard..! as such l,y the govern-
inent.

CJiOCiiKT HAIJi-NET.

Jln'eri",5''7f""'*'p
'''"''„''•''"'''*"" ''"'' «"'"'-''^^'> Crochet

v" r"' I '. ",T

^""^'^">'' "'« ^"l""'' preferred, and Walker's
Penelope Crochet Hook, No. 3.

1st round: Make a round loop the s!«e of this Q, then work 1
treble, and chain 1 for U il,„es, plain 1 to f-u-in the round
tasteu oil. '

2nd
:
Work 1 treble in the centre of the first 1 chain of last

round, e^iain .3 repeat round, plain 1 to form the round, fasten off.
3rd: Work 4 treble in the centre of the first :; chain of last

round, chain 3, work i treble in the centre of the .ext 3 chain of
last round, cham 3, miss the next 3 chain of last round, and repeat
round, plain 1 to form the round. (Chain 3 at the commencement
of every round, which you must count as 1 treble, to save the
nvstemng off; and instead of work 4 treido, a. described in the
first i treble of last round, work only 3, and the 3 chain will
appear like 1 treble, so as to correspond with all the other 4 treble )4th

: Work 4 treble at the top of the first 4 treble of last round
Cham 2, work 1 treble in the centre of the 3 chain of last round'
chain .3, work 1 treble in the same place as before, chain 2 work 4
treble at the top of the next 4 treble of last round, chain 3 work 1
treble in the centre of the 3 chain of last round, chain 3 and
repeat round, plain 1 to form the round, chain 3 as before

'

5th: Work 4 treble at the top of the 4 treble of last round
clmm 2, work 2 treble in the centre of the 3 chain of last round'
Cham 3, work 2 treble in the centre of the same 3 chain as before'
Cham 2, work 4 treble at the top of the I treldc of last round, then
Cham 3, and work 1 treble in the centre of each of the 3 chains of
ln.s-t i-ouiid (which will be twice), chain 3, and repeat round, plain
1 to torm the round, chain 3 as before.

6th
:
Work 4 treble at the top of the 4 treble of last round

chain 2, work 1 double treble'^' in the centre of the 3 chain of last
round, then chain 1, and work 1 double treble for 5 times more in
the same 3 chains as before, chain 2, work 4 treble at the top of
the 4 treble of last round, then chain 3, and work 1 treble in the
centre of each of the 3 chains of last round (which will be three
times), chain 3, and repeat round, plain 1 to form the roun.I
chain 3 as before.

-th
:

Work 4 treble at the top of the 4 treble of last round
cliain >, work 1 double in the 1 chain of hast round, then chain

3'

and work 1 double in the centre of each of the 1 chain of la.st
round (which will be four times more), chain 2, work 4 treble at
the top of the 4 treble of last round, then chain 3, and work!
treble in the centre of each of the 3 chains of last round (which will
be four times), chain 3, and repeat round, plain 1 to form the
round, chain 3 as before.

Sth
:
Work 4 treble at the top of the 4 treble of last round,

Cham 2, work 1 double in the centre of the 3 chain of last round,
then chain 3 and work 1 double in the centre of each of the 3 chain
of last round (which mil be 3 times), chain 2, work 4 treble at the
top of the 4 treble of last round, then cliain 3 and work 1 treble
in the centre of each of the 3 cliain of last round (which wUl be 5
times), chain 3, repeat round, plain 1 to form the round, chain 3 a.s
before.

Sth
: Work 4 treble at the top of the 4 treble of last round

cham 2, work 1 double in the centre of the 3 chain of last round'
tlieu chain 3, and work 1 double in the centre of each of the 3
chain of last round (which will be twice), chain 2, work 4 treble
at the top of the 4 treble of last round, then chain 3 and work 1

* Double treble is worked the same as treble, with this dif-
ference

:
you pass the silk twice over the hook, and work each loon

as 1 treble, which makes the stitch double the length of th-
treble.
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treble in the centre uf each of the 3 chain of last round (which will

be 6 times), chain 3, repeat round, plain 1 to form the round, chain

3 as before.

10th : Work 4 treble at the top of the 4 treble of last round,

chain 2, work 1 double in the centre of the 3 chain of last

round, chain 3, work 1 double in the next 3 chain of last round,

chain 2, work 4 treble at the top of the next 4 treble of last round,

then chain 3 and work 1 treble in the centre of each of the 3 chain

ot last round (which will be 7 times), chain 3, repeat round, plain

1 to form the round, chain 3 as before.

1 1th : Work 4 treble at the top of the first 4 treble of last round,

work 4 treble at the top of the next 4 treble of last round, then

chain 3 and work 1 treble in the centre of each of the 3 chain of

last round (wliich will be 8 times), chain 3, repeat round.

centre of the 3 chain of last round, repeat rvund, and after working

the 8 round, work the

25tli : Work 1 treble at the top of the 1 treble of last round,

chain 3, work 1 treble in the same loop as before, repeat round,

having two treble at the top of each treble with 3 chain between

them.

28th : Work 1 treble in tlie centre of the 3 chain of last round,

chain 3, v.'ork 1 treble in the centre of the same 3 chain as before,

repeat round.

27th : Work 7 double trebles in the centre of the first 3 chain

of last i-ound, chain 3, miss the next 3 chain uf last round, and

repeat round.

28th : Work 1 doulile lietween the first 2 double treble of last

round, then chain 5, and work 1 double between each double treble

cKocaET ll.^IK-^ET.

12th ; Work 7 trelile at the top of the S treble of last r. uuil,

then chain 3, and work 1 treble in the centre of each of the 3 chain

of last round (which will be y times), chain 3, and repeat round.

13th : Work 5 treble at the top of the 7 treble of last round,

then chain 3, and work 1 treble in the centre of each of the 3

chain of last round (which will be 10 times), chain 3, and repeat

round.

14th : Work 3 treble at the top of the 5 treble of last round,

then chain 3, and work 1 treljle in the centre of each of the 3 chain

of last round (which will be 11 times), chain 3, and repeat round.

loth : Work 1 treble in the centre of the 3 treble of last round,

then chain 3, and work 1 treble in the centre of each of the 3 •:haiu

of last round (which will be 12 times), chain 3, and repeat rouud.

16th, and 8 following rounds : Chain 3, and work 1 trelilein the

of last rouud (which will be 5 times more), chain 3, and repeal

rouud.

2yth : Work 1 double in the centre of the 5 ch.ain of last round,

chain 5, and repeat 4 times more, chain 3, and repeat round.

30th : Work 1 double in the centre of the first .5 chain of last

round, chain 5, and repeat 3 times more, chain 5, and repeat

round.

31st : Work 1 dpuble in the centre of the first 5 chain of last

round, chain 5, and repeat twice more, chain 7, and repeat round.

32nd : Work 1 double in the centre of the first 5 chain of last

round, chain 5, work 1 double iu the centre of the next 5 chain of

last round, chain 0, and repeat round, fasten off, run a piece of

elastic round the twelfth round from the edge, which completes the

net.
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THE ABBEY OF ST. BAVON, AND CRYPT OF ST. MARY, AT GHENT.

211

.St. Amand, oue of the first missiouai-ies of the Christian faith in

Flanders, founded, about the year 031, a ch.aiiel and a cluster, the

I

former dedicated to St. M,ai7, and tlie hitter to .St. Peter, at the

i
cimfluence of the rivers .Schehlt and Lys, on tlio site of a fortress

' or intrenched camp "whicli the oUl chroniiders call Cuslnim (ktn-

dantm. According; to some .authors, tliis rctittnivi was a work of

tlie Rom.aus, others suppose it to have lieen constructed by tlie

Normans during one of their earliest iucursious into Gaul. Such

jwirtions of this fortress iis were in good preservation were retained

by .St. Araand, and served in part for the foundations of liis chapel

and cloister ; they still exist, and distinct traces may be observed

of the kind of masonry known as herring-bone work, the chief

characteristic of which is, th.at on each row of stones an'anged

obliquely from left to right, another row is placed le.aning obliiinely

from right to left.

AUoviu Bavon, prince of Heslxaye, having been converted from

paganism by St. Amaud, retired into the seclusion of the Abbey of

i St. Peter, .and died in the odour of s.anctity, in a cell which he h.ad

i

constnicted near the cloisters. His beatification took place in (JSd,

under Abbot Wilfred; the proclamation was made by St. Eloy,

bishop of Noyon, .and on tliis occasion the dedication of the abbey

was changed from St. Peter to St. Bavon. The crypt of St. Mary,

according to the most reliable accounts, was constructed in the time

of Arnold the Great, count of Flanders, on the site of the chapel

(.rected by St. Amand among tlie ruins of the Custi'uin Ganilarum.

This crypt, which is only in part subterranean, ap]iears to have

been restored about 1148, at which time it w;is newly consecrate<l

by Anselm, bishop of Tuurnay. In it was interred St. Macaire,

archbishop of Antioch, who died of the plague in the Abbey of

.^t. riavon, and was the last victim of the pitiless scourge which

.1 lited Ghent in 1012. In 1177 the body of the .archbishop was

transferred to the sanctu.ary, where the holy relics were deposited
;

and in 1179 it was .again removed, and placed in a special ch.apel,

coustrncted above the lav.atory, and consecr.ated to St. Macaire by

Everard, bishop of Tournay.

The rem.ains of the abbey and crypt are considerable ; the walla

are partly mantled with ivy, and bear evidence of their great

antiquity. Shrubs and flowering plants grow profusely .among the

ruins, and broken columns and sculptured monuments meet the eye

at every turn. A picture by Rubens, representing the reception of

St. B,avon into the abbey, after having distributed all his worldly

^'lods among the poor, adoms one of the numerous chapels of the

ithedral of Ghent, which w,as originally dedicated to St. John, but

took the name of St. Bavon in 15iO, when Charles V. caused the'

•'' illesiate chapter of the Abbey of St. Bavon to be removed to it.

1\f I'i.turewas carried off by tlie French during their occupation

t i>' l.'ium, but wa.s restored in 1817.

SUPERSTITIONS COXNECTRI) -WITIT GEMS.
II.

The mlgar sigels and magic rings, with which the superstition

of poverty sought to protect itself, made as distinct a branch of

traflic from that of the dealers in precious stones and costly

pcri.apts, as exists at the present day between those of the rich

goldsmith who supplies the jewelled .altar-plate, and the pur-

veyor of waxen saints and wooden ros.aries for the use of the

Roman Catholic church.

Fragments of agate, amber, cornelian, and j.a.sper, rough and
unpolished, or rudely carved into the shape of beetles, animals,

eyes, fingers, or other parts of the body, and suspended about the

person, or strung into a necklace, served as a ch.arm, and were
probably to be bought at the shops of such tradesmen .as Eudamnii
^in Aristoph.anes), or Phertatus (in Antiphanes), who grew rich by
the sale of rings, supposed to possess m.agic qualities, at the low-

price of one drachma (about tenpence) each.

A jeweller of those .antique times must have known more of the
predileftions, the mental fears, the prevailing passions or unbre-athiit

aspirations of his cu.stomers, from their purchases, than a priest

knows of the consciences of his flock through the confessional.

Vol. ra., H. s.—103.

Doubtless the veil or lappet of the toga did the same service on
.some of these occasions as the mask and cloak perfonned in the

conferences of the metallurgists and necromancers with their dupe.s

m later times
;
but under any circumstances, a wide field was open

t(j them for the knowledge and stuily of human nature and its

varied idio.syncracies.

From the amulet of amber beads to hang about the neck of the

heir, as a singular preservation against secret poison or sorcery

—

for tho.se were times in which changelings crept into cr.adles, and
the glance of .an evil eye had power to blight young babes—to the

subtle opal, which, N.ares tells us, wnajiped in a b.ay-lcaf, rendered

the wearer invisible, and was such a spell as the midnight a,ssassin,

the coward thief, or jealous tyrant, would crave ; as well its the

bl.ack ag.ate or sacred jasper, that went down into the grave to

ward off evil spirits from a corpse—our jeweller possessed them all.

From the moment, therefore, thivt the cliild of a rich man was
born, till tlie gloomy funereal fl.ames clo.sed over his remains in

deceased manhood, he became in some sort the client of these

dealers in sacred gems and m.agical or medicated jewellery.

The nurse—for nurses were expected to have a perfect knowledge

of amulets, and to know what would best shield their infant

charges from the jealousy of treacherous relations, witchcraft, and
venomous animals—doubtless recommended a collar of amber or

malachite, either of which was supposed to possess a natural

virtue to preserve young children. Not that the use of amber
necklaces was confined to infancy. The country dames of Lorn-

bardy .and the adjacent parts wore carcenets of it, partly to adorn

themselves, .and in some sort for health; for it was said to be of

great use in bronchial affections, and had very anciently been

esteemed for its medicinal qualities. Great quantities of it were
brought to Rome during the reign of Nero, who, having made a

sonnet in praise of the hair of Poppea, which he compared to

amber, caused it to be more th,an ever in vogue amongst the ladies

of the imperial city, who made use of it as a gem. Callistr.atus h.as

recorded th.at necklaces of amber are good against frenzy and
fan.atical illusions; and our jeweller (if he h.ad not discovered to

the contrary) very possibly believed, with Pliny, that it detected

false gems.

Pearls are .another branch of our subject wliich were very

important to infancy, whenever nature was tardy in providing its

.sustenance. Outwardly applied, in the shape of a ring, or bracelet,

or monile, the usual forms in which the Roman women wore their

amulets, they h,ad power to fortify the mother's heart and naise l)er

spirits ; and a confection of pearl powder never foiled to produce an

abundant su])ply for her offspring.

Engendered, according to the poetical theory of Isidore, of the

dews of heaven, pearls were especially dedicated to Venus, to

whom, we may remember, after his conquest of our island, Julius

Ca)s.ar offered a votive shield emblazoned with British pe<arls. Both

Aristotle and Plato insist on their restorative and comforting

qu.alitie.s, and the latter adds that they are food for man, to which

old Gerard Legh, whom we h.ave already quoted, gravely subjoins

that this is verified by Josephu.s, " who sheweth that, when
Jerusalem w.as besieged by Titus Ve.sp.asian, the Jews lived long,

having nothing to eat but pearles." Probably because sacred to

Venus, pearls were believed to have the gift of imparting beauty,

and were much coveted by the Roman women ; and .as gems were

in England objects of great superstition, as late as the reign of

Elizabeth, it is not uidikcly that some shadow of this faith mingled

with this royal lady's abundant .and constant use of them. When
we recollect that a place was createil at court (that of master of the

gloves) to mark her m.ajesty's favour of Dr. Dee, wliose magic

crystal, there is little doubt, the greatest of the Tudors h.ad m.any

times consulted, .and remember also the agate ring which tho

Lord Chancellor Hatton .sent to her, to be worn in her sweet breast

against infectious .air, we may presume, without much heresy, that

a shade of classic suijei-stition blended itself with her majesty's

exuberant partiality for pearls.

Agates, by the way, were anciently esteemed most potent in

magic properties; tho little landscapes that are sometimes to be
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traced in tlicm .sccuied too miraculous for anything short of super-

natural agency, and accordingly every description of this stone was

:iccounted sacred and holy. The Tersians supposed that a perfnme

of it could calm the tempest, and stay the violent streams and rage

of rivers; liut, in order to insure these effects, it was essential that

it shoidd be worn tied with the hairs of a lion's mane.

It is holden for a truth, says Pliny, that only to look upon an

agate is very comfortable for the eyes ; and in Eastern lands the

possession of one must have been as good as a water-gourd to the

sim-parched traveller, for we are told that, held hi the moutli, it

quenched and allayed thirst.

The agate was ouc of the precious stones of wliich the Sidrophels

formed their seals, wliich not only averted accidents and cured

diseases, but destroyed the power of the evil eye and overcame

witchcraft. Only such as were marked with a hyajna's skin, Pliny

tells us, the magicians could not abide, .is they always caused discord

in a house. Agates ofa simple colour rendered wrestlers who possessed

them invincible, and hence, no doubt, f(jrmed part of the necklace

worn by athletes (according to the Scholiast on Juvenal) to insure

them victory ; a practice, the tradition of which may he traced in a

custom of the middle ages, of which Dugdale tells us—namely,

that in all legal single combats it Wiis part of the champions oath

that he carried not about him any herb, spell, or enchantment, by

which he might procure the victory.

It is curious, in reference to agate, tliat at Paris none have a

riglil to trade in it, save wholesale mercers and goldsmiths.

Sword-cutlers may sell it, but only when made into handles for

coufcam- de cliassc, and ready set; and the same privilege is

extended to the cutlers for their knives and forks.

Another stone, wliich in some degree partook of the virtues of

the agate, was the jacinth, or iaciutli. Like that, it gave strength,

and defended from pestilential air ; but it did more—it put away

sorrow and increased mirth. Oh ! why cannot faith in better

things do .as much for us'^ There was another spell also proper

to the jacinth, which must have made it the only **'real blessing''

of the day to mothers and the sick. It promoted sleep ; and so

thoroughly was this property believed in, that not a century ago

apothecaries were supposed to keep a cordial and confection of it in

their shops.

The topaz, glowing like a bit of imprisoned sunshine, was another

talisraanic gem of wondrous power, and according to Dioscroidcs pos-

sessed even more sedative qualities than the precious jaciuth : it

calmed wrath as well as sorrow, of which this last is so often a

consequence ; it w-as good against melancholy, and put away evil

thoughts and bad dreams ; it helped the bearer against frenzy and

sudden death ; and for its worthiness, observes our quaint friend,

Gerard Legh, was set in the breast-plate of Aaron ! ,

Like the conidian, the sapphire should have been a household

gem, for it had the lovely property of reconciling people at strife ;

but it held too higli a price in those magnificent porticoes of old

Rome, wherein the jewellers and those who dealt in the most

precious wares took up their standings, and was more used as a

medical than as a domestic talisman ; bound to the pulse it abated

the heat of fever, helped to drive away melancholy, and stayed

the bleeding heart that cometh of anguish.* Hunters probably

wore it, just as warriors did the beryl, for while this excited courage

even in the timid, and kept the wearers from falling into

ambuscades of enemies, the former lightened the body, and prc-

seiTed the limbs, and being especially hallowed to Apollo,

strengthened and preserved the siglit. It was also regarded as a

remedy against venom and poison, catastrophes which the ancients

appear to have been in constant fear of.

Tlic ruby, as an amulet, must have been rather a questionable

comfort, for while revelling in many imaginary excellencies, hot

blood, troubled sleep, and a temper easily angered, appear to have
attended the wearer. It is true that if being '

' forewarned is being

forearmed," he had greatly the advantage of his neighbours, for the

gem was said to change colour and become obscured when any
danger threatened him, and to recover its brilliancy when the peril

hai passed away.t In times of pestilence, also, the carbuncle or

» The siipphiic w.is so much v^iluc-d in the East, thut the pcoijlo attri-

butcil all their bapiiiness to wearing it iihout thciii.

t It resisted poison, restored stic:-.st!i, and drove away melancholy.

rubv was esteemed a singular pre.servativc against infection and

sickness, and trusting to the doctrine of icons many wore them with

tliis intention so late as the period of the great plague in London.

Another gem, famous in ancient time for its presumed power

in relation to man, was the sacred amethyst of Bacchanalian

memory, whether so called because its fine purple colour resembled

tlie dark grape, or because it gleams in the sun like the hue of

wine mixed with water, or from the prevailing supposition that it

prevented drunkenness, we know not ; but this we know, that it oc-

cupied the ninth place on the pectoral of the Jewish high-priest

;

and that Pliny says of it, that if the name of the sun and moon be

graven on it, and so worn about the neck, either hanging therefrom

with the hairs of a cyuocephalus's head or swallows' feathers,

it is a sever, ig:'. remedy against charms and poisons.

Rings of its deep violet colour flaslied.on the fingers of the

hons viranis, who perhaps shared with Jforace and the wanton

Lyde, the full cups of that cask that bore its date from the consul-

.shiii of Bibulus, and which he broached in honour of the feast of

Neptune. Or perchance hung insculped with a Bacchus or Silenus

(a secret charm against its potency) upon the breasts of those al

fresco feasters, those fast gentlemen of ancient Rome, who preferred

the green sward, under a plane-tree's shade, to the domestic

triclinlwm, while some singing girl stood by to entertain tliem

and a slave cooled their cups of Ardent FaUrnian in the passing

stream. Certain it is, that with the classical nations, it was

customary for great drinkers to wear an amethyst about the neck as

a cli.arm against drunkenness. But this was not the only virtue of

the gem ; like the emerald it had power over the elements, and

averted hail-storms and tempestuous weather, and as it was said

' to cause a man to have good forecast, a quick mind, to remove

idle thoughts, and increase the understanding, ' it is easy to perceive

why it should be supposed a counterchann to an excess, which robs

him of them all.

Those were times when people suffering from diseases of the skin

wore red jaspers graven with Marsyases, and when merchants and

sea-captains felt all the safer with their lives and merchandise for

the possession of a Neptune carved in aqua m.arine ! In those days,

also, when tlie Roman matron (thanks to Venus and her pearls)

rose up looking fairer and fresher than before, and saw her boy

thrive till his amulet of amber-beads was put aside for the hidla

aurea, at once the sign of his rank and the seal of supernatural

protection ; when anything had happened to disturb the serenity

other lord the senator's temper, and he returned from tlie Toruni

Ronianum or the Senate, weary, heated, and angry, ready to

find fault even with his little son (and what mother could see

this and not resent it '>.), jierchance when some good angel—though

she would call it her good genius—suggested patience for love and
peace sake, instead of uttering the reproac'hes that rose to her lips,

Maria, or Julia, sought the jewel-merchants in the portico J ri/eji-

taria, and after a little inward debate between the vii-tues of cor-

nelian and the potent sappliire, ordered an agate of Crete (which
rendered the wearer eloquent, prudent, amiable, and agreeable), to

be forthwith graven with a figure of Harpocrates and set in a ring,

so that it might remind her to keep silence, save when the spells of

the agate were upon her. Rings so graven were worn by the
Roman women v.'hen Pliny wrote ; and we can fancy that some
such gi-acious myth was involved in the nsage.

The sardon, or sardonyx, so frequently mentioned in Scripture,

was another precious stone on the excellence of which great stress

was laid by the old naturalists and medical empirics, who sold it ao

a charm to render men discreet in their valour, "not hasty in

li.attle, but victors!" Isidore afiirms that it hath "most pure
viitues ; " and our heraldic authority, Legh, adds that St. John
says of this gem, that tlie sardonyx shall be the sixth stone of the
foundation of the heavenly Jerusalem ; "in which citie," he ex-
claims, "I pr.ay God that I may be pursuivant 1

"

The opal was another very precious stone with the dealers in
amiUets and taUsmans

; because, partaldng of the colour of every
other gem, it was supposed to possess all their virtues ; and so
firmly was this superstition rooted, that we find a Roman senator
named Nornimus, prefering b.anishment to the giving nf of a
favourite opal which Mark Antony was desirous of possessing. In
it,s presence tlie witch muttered her incantations in vain ; it sub-
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lUieil all less poteut spells hi the luiuds of the enchanter ; it eniiblecl

the wearer to walk safely in the miclst of pestilence, and resisted

tlie venom of poisonous beasts, which, in those days, according to

the natural historians and herbalists, must have abounded in cities

and toHTis rather m)re numerously than in the Asiatic deserts and

forests. We find scarcely a page of any old writer on these subjects

in which their malignant wounds are not referred to, and ch;irnis

and nostrums for the cure of them propounded, till one would

imagine deadly serpents common as frogs in the Pontine Marshes,

and scorpions numerous as lizards. In all these fabled virtues of

the opal no doubt Nornimus was a believer ; it is even possible that

his eredulity went the length of investing it with the projierty

wliich Nares so gravely assumes for it, and imagined that iiy

wrapping it in the leaves of the tree sacred to Apollo, he could

conceal himself in what somebody calls the ancientest of all colours

('* for darkness was before the light") ; and it is not less probable,

from the fiiet of hU coveting possession of it, and the unscrupulous

way in which he avenged his tiisappointment, that Mark Antony

shared in the same folly. But, as we before said, these supersti-

tions were by no means confined to particular countries or times
;

the fact of their existence is not more curious than the universality

of faith in them, which appeal's to have spread over the remotest

pjirts of the world, and to have existed full-grown at the earliest

period of written history.

It followed the same path by which the arts and sciences arrived in

Europe ; it was, in some sort, the handmaid to that of the lapidary

and graver, and led the way to the exquisite handicrafts of the

goldsmith ahd jeweller. The stringing together of bits of pre-

cious stones by way of amulet, resulted in the elegant necklace of

gems ; and the wearing of charms bound on the wrists and anns,

in the manufacture of bracelets and armlets, which were first used

by the people of Eastern nations to hold these talismans. It is

curious th.lt the serjient-fornl of bracelet, so fashionable in the

present day, was the favourite one with the tfreek and Koman

ladie.-, not only because this animal was sacred to Esculapius, but

liecause rings and bracelets so shaped were regarded as charms

against the evil-eye.

From the pyramids of Egypt to the caii-us and barrows of the

early Britons, is a gi'eat stride in time and distance ; yet in both

we find evidence of the same belief in the properties of precious

stones as .seals to protect the dead. For this purpose, we find

that op.aque stones were chiefly used—such as jasper, agate, lapis-

hcmatite, jet, etc.—beads of which, fabricated, it is said, by the

Druids, still nestle in the ancient graves of England, and in those

of our Anglo-Saxon and Norman ancestors; ami subsequently, in

the early days of Christianity, we find the same practice continued,

in the jewelled gloves and diadems, crosses and crosiers, with which

kings and prelates were laid in their gorgeous tombs, as well as in

the rings and other ornaments which corpses of a commoner social

grade took with them to the clay. After that, when the received

belief of the soul's immortality made men comparatively indifierent

to the mouldering habitation it h.ad tenanted, though gems were

no longer laid in the grave, to wai'd otf ghouls and vampires, faith

in their beneficial. efiicacy to the living by no means faded. On the

contrary, during the middle ages, and for a long time after, we find

all the various fabulous attributes we have enumerated transferred

from the text of aucient writers to the manuscripts of the monks,

and subsequently to the medical treatises of the reigns of Elizabeth

and the Stuarts ; while the practice of wearing them as charms and

amulets, not »nly to cure diseases and prevent witchcraft, accident",

and .sudden death, but also to endow the wearers with amiability,

discretion, eloquence, invincibility, etc., was continued.

We wonder how the human mind ever wove from materials so

lustrous and beautiful, so thick a tissue of superstition.^. Truly

Malvolio was not mad biit o'er informed with wisdom when he

exclaimed, "there is uo darkness but ignorance."

TOTJEING IN IRELAND IN 185 4.

CvtWAT, as we have said, is full of interest. Situated upon the

finest Atlantic harbour, and connected by rail with all parts of the

kingdom, it is destined to assume a proud position among the ports

of the British empii-e. Of its history, before the an'ival of the

English, little is known. In 11.32, the castle was levelled by

Connor, king of Munster, and again in 1149. In the thirteenth

century it was strengthened by walls and towera, and soon grew to

rival Limerick. In 1396 a charter was granted, and a mint esta-

blished. It eontiaucd to flourish till about the close of the sixteenth

century, when its trade appears to h.ave died out. There are many

points possessiug peculiar attraction for the antikiuarian, the

historian, the politician and the artL«t. Numberless old buildings

to interest the first ; historical associations to engage the attention

of the second ; memorials and passing scenes to set on the qui vire

the thinking powei-s of the third; and ever-changing views, at

almost evei-y street-end, to rivet the eye of the fourth. Among the

few modern buildings, the most conspicuous is Queen's College, and

is distinguished, among many other characteristics, by having for

its librarian the venerable James Hardiman, whose labours in

familiarising the readmg world with the avchseological glories of the

noble old town that claims him as one of its worthiest citizens, have

justly ende.ared him to his countrymen in particular, and to the

republic of letters generally. From him we learn, curiously enough,

what Galv.-ay anciently was. Looking out upon the Atlantic, from

its har'oour, a ship could sail right on for Spain, which supplied

the wine the Irish chiefs loved, while Ireland cured pork and butter

best for w.arm climates and the West Indies ; and a profifc.ble

trade was the consequence. Strength first oS'ered security to mer-

chants, and consequent wealth augmented the capacity to protect.

High walls and strong gates forbade the approach of the '
' cmel

O'Flahertys," whom the legends on their portals denounced; and
the citizens, who delighted to record on their tombs the fact of

their being "real Englishmen," made a history and a prosperity

for themselves. They often found it more convenient to buy the

enemy otf than fight them. Aiheury, fourteen miles dist;int, the

English capital of the province, though more bold, was less

fortunate ; and its rem,arkable ruins (some of which have alre.ldy

been sketched in these pages) tell the story of its greatness and

its fall, as we have seen ; whilst Galway still flourishes, a

plcisant town, and a hopeful m.art of trade. The impress of

Spain is still upon the place, for the houses and the customs are

Spanish. i

It is, however, as the he-ad-quarters or starting-point of tourists

for Conuemai-a and the wild West, that Gtalway principally offers

itself to oiir notice here. The first district of the picturesque vfe

enter upon after leaving the town is that once romantic and still

remarkable region known as the Martin property, to which Sir

Robert Peel, some seven years ago, drew attention in the Ilouse of

Commons, as presenting an admirable field for commencing the

experiment of really improving Ireland through the instrumentality

of British capital and skill systematically applied ; and from the

period of that speech may be dated the commencement of the Irish

improvements that have .since gone on in so striking a manner,

nowhere more than here, principally with the aid of the Law
Society of London,—its president, Lord Chief-Justice Campbell,

having a portion of the land under his own farming at a place

called Bama, which he visited last year, to the great delight of the

tenantry, and to the eiUfication of the public, in consequence of his

informing speeches delivered at the time. About midway in the

tenitory (for so it might be called, owing to its vast extent) that

once belonged to the late eccentric Dick Martin—the member for the

County Galway, famou.s, among other things, for his tenderness

towards the brute creation, and his antipathy to all human beings

who molested them—was situated the ancient home of the sept of

which he was the head.

The most jxipulous town in the neighbourhood of Ballinahinch is

Roundstone, a vei-y favourite resort of all travellers, esiecially

those addicted to the "gentle ai-t."

lnch.agoill is a celebrated island in Lough Corrib, Connemara

;

and in it are to be found the earliest antiquities connected with the
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preaching of the Christian faith iu Ireland. Here are the remains

of an oratory and of a veueraljle church, and here is pointed out

what is credibly asserted to be the tomb of the sister of St. Patrick,

who followed him from Tours, where her uncle (the celebrated

Mnrtin) held all but regal sway, and where his real or supposed

raii-acles caused him to be regarded iu his archdiocese in the light

of a prophet or apostle. The remote and isolated position of this

little island, and also the absence of anything to reward the spoiler

for his trouble, ai'e the principal causes to be assigned for these

autiiiuitic.s being allowed to remain iu such a state of pre-^ervatiun.

immeiliately in front of us as we enter. Tlie view from the remains

of the bell-tower is very fine, and as we ascend, all doubt is removed

as to the jilace being used for defence as well as monastic seclusion.

A fine view is obtained from the tower. Below us, to the left, lie

the snug .and pretty residence of Mr. Lambert, the town of Cong

and its busy mills, the wide-expanding Corrib, and the mountains

of jMayo, surrounding Lough Mask.

Another focus of much legendary interest Ls that de]>icted in the

annexed little skeleh of the castle situate in Lough Mask, beyond

Baliinrobe, in the Connty of Mayo. The Ca.stle of Mask is placed

EALLIN.^inSCn LAKE AXT CASTLE. LATE THE MAETIN rKOrERIV.

KOUND.STONE, CONNEMARA.—IiRAWN BY MAHOHV. LOUCU MASK ASD CASTLE.—IiRAWN BY JIAHONY.

Scarcely inferior in archaeological interest, and still more interest-

ing in a public sense, as being infinitely better known to the

generality of travellers and readers, is the celebrated Abbey of

Cong, one of the most beautiful ruins anywhere to be met with, the

sepulchre of kings, and the centre of an infinite deal of Irish cele-

brity of all sorts— regal, priestly and popular. How the mind
is wont to travel back, as we -siew its mouldering remains, to

the time when the portly .abbot and his attendants chanted the

funeral service over a departed king ! The ruined entrance to the

abbey is truly beautiful, as are also the two doors or archways

on a bold and projecting promontory, and has the appearance ot

one of those castellated houses so common in Ireland in the begin-

ning of the sixteenth century, when the residences of the great ones

of the land had to combine all the conveniences and comforts of a

domestic abode with a fortress. These buildings belong to a period

long subsequent to the idd baronial castles, and furnish a striking

illustration of the insecurity of life and property, as .also the for-

midable character of the marauders of tlio.se times. Tradition is

anything but a truth-teller if the Ciwstle of Mask did not witness

dark deeds.
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SCENES F 11 M A M E K I A N 1 S T 11 Y.

The result of the war iu wliieh General Wolfe perished, left a vast

amount of debt as a heavy weight upon England. By disease

and by the sword the Anierii\an colonies had lost about thirty

thousand men, and their debt aniouuted to four millions of money.

England was burdened with a debt of £140,000,0110, and found it

necessary to keep a standiiis; army iu the colonies to preserve the

conquests she had won. When the noise of the fight was over,

when the last report of cannon had died away, when the dead lay

asleep in their graves, and the iu;iimed had returned to their homes,

when England and America had time to look at what the glorious

victory had cost them, they found it had been a very exiiensivo

business, and England—very near the eve of bankruptcy— looked

far over the Atlantic waves, and called to her colonial settlers for

help.

Now during the war the colonial settlers had been fighting

bravely. They had showed that they could handle the musket as

well as men in the old country ; they had become accustomed to

soldiering, had begun to have a sort of liking for the trade, and as

men will sometimes question great facts of the age, and glorious

niunifestations of absolute authority, they began to ask how it was

that the mother-country should assume so vast a superiority. Their

country had been turned into a military college ; they knew well

enough the power they held in their own hands; they were ac-

quainted with their own resources ; and when Euglishmeu talked

of the colonists as children planted by their care, nourished by their

indulgence, and protected by their arms, they were apt to retort in

tlie language of their advocate:—"They planted by your care!

No, your oppression plairted them in America. They nourished by

your indulgence ! No, they grew up by your neglect of them:

They protected by your arms ! No, these sons of liberty have

taken up arm^ in your defence." The colonists had begtm to

entertain such sentiments as these, and they were fast spreading.

When the Americjins came to the shores of the New World, they

were the greater part of them republicans in feeling and iu prin-

ciple; the divinity that hedged a king had no sacredness in their

eyes. Tliey had indeed submitted to the • riile of home, just as a

son might submit to parental authority, but asserts at last the

independence of maiihood. This was their grand point. In early

days they had been coerced and bound, but the simple gtowth of

the giant's limbs was fast bursting the bonds, and every movement

but more thoroughly proved their strength and ability;

In England it was felt that, the colonies were dependent on the

mother-country, and owed her implicit obedience. America was to

be regulated in her laws, ta.\ed in her commodities, restricted in

her trade by a British parliament. The Navigation Act declared

that, for the benefit of English shipping, no merchandise from the

English colonies should be imported into England excepting by

English vessels ; and for the benefit of English manufacturers pro-

hibited exportation from the eolouie.?, and did not allow articles of

domestic manufacture to be carried from one colony to another, tt

was rendered illegal to fell pitch or pine trees unless in enclosed

lands ; to erect iron works or to prepare steel ; to make hats, where

beavers abounded ; to have more than two apprentices at one time

;

while sugar, ruto, and inola-sses were subjected to exorbitant duties.

In order fully to carry out these restrictions, diligent search Was
made, and "wi-ifs of a.ssistjince," as they wy.e called, were is.sued

to the Cnstoili-ftouse oflicer to examine the premises of suspected

persons, for it tras well enough known that the law was in very

many cases evaded.

In 1764 Lord Granville proposed a new tax, by w.ay of raisibg a

revenue from his majesty's dominions in America. This was the

Stamp Act. All pamphlets, almanacks, newspapers; bonds, notes,

leases, policies of insurance, and all other legal papers, were com-
pelleil to be drawn on stamped paper, to be purchased only from
the king's officers appointed for that purpose. The bill was not to

be enforced for one year, in order that the feelings of the American
colonists might be ascertained upon the subject ; the British jiar-

liament, however, giving to the plan its entire approbation.

.The colonies received the news very ungraciously, nay, with
strong indignation. "If we are not represented," they said, "we

are slaves." It was no use attempting to prove to them by

cunningly-devised pamphlets that obedience w,as their first duty,

and submission tlieir grandest inivilege. They sturdily denied the

right of pai-liament to enforce taxation, they spoke out boldly;

but King fJeorge, described by Charles Townshend as "a very
obstinate young man," refused to listen to any appeal ; the Stamp
Act triumphantly passed both Commons and Lords, and Benjamin
Franklin wrote to a friend in Philadelphia, .saying: "The s>in of

liberty is set; you must light up the candles of industry and
economy ;"—to which he received this most characteristic of rejdies :

" We shall light up torches of auother kind!" But against .such

torches King (Jeorge and his ministers supposed they had provided,

when they made a new clause in the mutiny act, authorising the

sending of any number of ti-oops into the colonies, to be provided

by the colonies with "quarters, firewood, bedding, drink, soap,

and candles."

Cadwallader Golden, a venerable man, eighty years of age, w.is

then governor of New York, and his councillors were men of the

highest character in the province. He was a liberal-miiided man
;

but duty to his sovereign compelled him to discountenance the pro-

eeediugs of the people, and his name appears in the records as ths

enemy of civil freedom. The "Sons of Liberty " were organised at

this time throughout the colonies, and gave Cohlen a great deal of

trouble. The newspapers spoke out in a quiet, manly strain ;
*

but as the fatal first of November apiiroached, the day on which the

Stamp Act was to come into force, both press and people became
more defiant. On the Slst of October, a general meeting of the

citizens was held, when two hundred merchants appended their

names to resolutions condemnatory of the act ; and a committei^ was
appointed to compel James M'Evers, the appointed stamp distri-

butor, to resign his commission. This meeting was held at the

King's Arms, now No. 9, Broadway.

The stamps which had arrived on the 23rd of October had been

placed for safety in Fort George, which had been strengthened and
fortified against an expected attack. The guns of the fort were
levelled upon the town, vessels of war prepared for action rode in

the harbour, the city presented tlie appearance of being under sieiie

but, notwithstanding every prepitrition, the people assembled in vast

multitudes, and armed with all kinds of weapon.?, and carrying

upon poles the obnoxious act, with the inscription, "England's
Folly and America's Ruin." Tliey settled down before Fort St.

GeorgSj and demanded the stamps ; this demand was refused, and
they then proceeded to acts of open violence. The whole city w as

stirred. Bearing an effigy of tlie governor, Colden, the rioters

paraded the streets, uttering shouts of defiance. The effigy had a

drUtn upon its back and a label on its breast, and in one hand a
stamped paper—the drum was in allusion to the fiict that Golden had
been a drummer in the army of the Scotch Pretender—a figure of

the devil being by his side, with a boot in its hand, to indieite the

hatred the people felt towards the Earl of Bute. Bearing these

efligies before tliein, the people marched to "the fields," and there

made merry by hanging the governor's representative j they then

returned to the city, broke into the governor's house, made a bon-

fire of his eoach, dcsti-oyed his library, furniture, garden—every-

thing. The excitement became so great, that the authorities at

length gave up the stamps to the mayor and coi-poration, which for

the time .satisfied the people. Shortly after, some stamps which
were brought in a brig -rt-ere disposed of in a far more summary
way; Ten boxes were taken to the shipyard and burnt in a tar-

barrel. Flags were hoisted half-mast high ; bells were muffled

and rang a funeral peal ; the stamp act, with a death's-head affixed,

was carried through the streets ; day after day the greate.st excite-

ment pi-evailed, not in New York alone, but all over the colonies,

Public meetings were held under the shadow of " Liberty Tree."

Liberty trees sprang up with marvellous rapidity ; inflammatory

speeches were made ; inflammatory sermons preached ; the friends

of the Stamp Act were hung in effigy ; houses were burnt
; i)ro-

• There were then but three newspapers in Xcw 1'ork ; the Xclc I'uik
}leicnrij, the .Ycir i'urli Weekly Gnzctlc, and Ihe .Voc York Oazctle.
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perty destroyed
; the King of England wa^ styled a tyrant

;
the ment prevailed, and party-spirit ran high. Dr. Franklin was

fervour of patriotism was excited by every possible means
;
and in accused of favouring the British government ; he was lampooned in

hot debate Patriclc Henry declared, that wliilc '

' Cksixv had his cancatures and placards, wliile his house was menaced with attack.

1*

r="

THE STAMP .VCI r.IOT IN AMEHLCA,

THE ' B srON LOIS TIIliOfllNt TEA IMO IIIL HARBH;K.

Brutus, an.l Charles I. his Cromwell, George III, might profit by In oue of these caricatures he was represented with Satan whisper-
their ex.ample

!

"
;„„ j^ jjig ^.r^,.^ ^nj saying, " Thee shall be .agent, Ben, for all my

In Philadelphia, and otlier commerci-.il towns, the same excite- realm ;
" and in another he was described thus

:
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" All his designs coucentvc in himself,

I'or hiiiUlini; castles ami amassing pelf.

The PiMic 'tis his wit to sell for gain,

Whom jjiivate propeity did ne'er maintain."

Tlic inJHstico of ull tliis was evidout euoiigh.

scriptiims aa "The times are dreadful, doleful, dism.il, dolorous,

.and doll.-trless !" "Adieu to the Lilierty of the I'ress !" "Wo
expire in liope of a resurrection to life again," and so on.

]3u.siness ceased. Law court.s were shut up. Marriages could

GENEBAt BUUtiuYHB ADIlIiESSIK'.i TUB IXUIANS.

GEKEKAL WASUINGIOH ENTEKINC NEW YORK.

The leading Philadelphian paper on the day previous to that on

which the law was to be enforced appeared ornamented with skulls

and cross-bones, spades and mattycks, surrovmded by such
'
in-

not take place. The affairs of the dead could not be settled. It

seemed as if the old days of interdicts had come back, and that the

colonies were under some ecclesiastical ban. The news reaoheti
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England of wkat had occurred. Some were for witlidrawiug Uie

obnoxious act ; some for enforcing it at the point of the bayonet.

Pitt pleaded for the colonies. Lord Camden advocated their cause

with great eloquence. " My position," said he, " is this—taxation

and representation are inseparable. Tiiis position is founded on .an

eternal law of nature, for whatever is a man's own, is absolutely

his own ; no man has a right to tal;e it from him without his

cnseat. Whoever attempts to do it, .ittempts an injury; who-

ever does it, commits a robbery !"

So the Stamp Act was i-epealed, and the news was re^'eived in

America with the utmost joy, gratitude and loyalty.

But the good news of repeal was very rapidly followed by the

b.i-l news of new taxation. The general burst of loyalty and

gratitude was quickly followed by discontent and murmuring. A
bill had been brought into the British senate for taxing all tea,

glass, paper, etc. , imported to the colonies. This bill passed both

houses of legislature. To add to the disaffection of the colotiies, a

standing army was formed, to be maintained by tllem, and per-

manent salai-ies given to those in authority, thus rendering them

independent of the colonial assemblies. These acti?, passed iii such

rapid succession, left no doubt as to the line of policy abotit to be

pursued, and the Americans became indignant and excited. Again

the paperis, in some cases the pulpits, rang with invectives against

the proceedings of the English senate ; liljerty trees again sprung

up plentifully ; meetings were held, and declamatory speeclies

made ; the marching of a body of troops into New York—with

bands playing and colours flying, during diwue service on a

Sabbath morning—was not calculated to mollify the popular resent-

ment ; and so, step by stepj the colonies and the mother-couuti-y

were more and more estranged.

On the very day which savf tlie first blood shed in the strug-

gle—the day of the Boston Massae!-e—tord North, then at the

head of the British administration, brought in a bill for removing

all olijectionable imposts except one—that one was the tax on tea.

But all ciinciliatory measures were now out of the question, the

matter hail proceeded too far, and nothing but' complete exemption

from taxes imposed l>y tlie British would receive attention from the

colonists. They had resoU'cd to deny British control, to cripple

British trade ; and to efteot this, there was a non-consumption of

all British importations. The .struggle for independence had begun

in earnest.

The British ministry then permitted the East India Company to

export tea to the American colonies free from English duties, and

liable only to a duty of threepence per poiind, to be paid by the

colonists. So great quantities of tea were shipped oif for Ataerica.

The colonists resolved that it should never be allowed to land.

The people of Providence were among the first to exjiress their

disapprobation of this forced importation. On one occasion, the

town-crier wont through the streets proclaiming that at ten o'clock

that night, a bonfire of tea would be made in the market-square,

re [nesting all those who possessed any of the objectionable aii-icle

to bring it on that occasion to add fuel to the flames. At the

appointed tilne there was a glowing fire in the market, and the

" nest of rebels," as the people of Providence were afterwards called;

made merry at the burning. Wherever the obnoxious tea was

brought, the people resisted its landing as an outrage upon liberty.

Sometimes under guard of British flrelocks it was brought on shore,

and stowed away in warehouse cellars, sometimes in strong forts

and other secure places ; but it was sure to be discovered, and

whenever this was the case there was a redness in tlie sky, and a

glorious bonfire in thfe street or market. At Philadelphia, the

l>ilots were ordered not to conduct their ships into the river, and

so with their cargoes they returned to IDngland. At New York the

tea was landed under a strong military guard, but its sale was prB-

hibited. At Charlestown, also, it was landed, but the said jire-

vented, and so it rotted in damp cellars and was destroyed. But

at Boston, the greiitest ami most serious disturbance took place.

There the tea being consigned to the governor and his friends, it

was feared that some extraordinary measures would be adopted for

its landing and its .sale; the people, thcrd'ore, resolved upon a most

extraordinary remedy. It was on the lUth of December, 1773,

that a very large meeting, the largest perhaps that was ever held

in Boston, met in the Old South Meeting; there it was unanimously

agreed that the tea shoidd not be landed. The meeting was

greatly excited, and as twilight approached a call was made for

caudles. At that moment, a person disguised like a Mohawk
Indian raised the war-whoop, which was answered from without,

and a cry was raised in the gallei'y, "Boston Harbour a teapot to-

night ! Hurrali fin- Griffin's wharf !
" The vessels lay in the Boston

Harbour upon tlmt calm, still night, and they were suddenly boarded

liy alarge number of " Boston Boys," disguised as Mohawk Indians,

and after a shoi-t, sharp, vigorous struggle, the tea was seized

niion, the chests staved, and their contents thrown into the sea.

Three hundred :!ud thirty-two chests of tea were thus broken

and destroyed.

This determined act hastened the catastrophe. When the news

rea'.'hed England, it ^\as resolved *'to make such provisions as

should secure the just dependence of the colonies, and due obedience

to the laws throughout the British dominions." Boston was a

doomed city. It was ordered to pay for the whole of the tea

destroyed, all commercial intercourse with the port of Boston was
interdicted, the lauding or shipping of any goods at that place pro-

hiliited, while the custom-house and its dependencies were removed

to Salem. But the people of Salem were not disposed to be the

rivals in trade or bommeree of their Boston brethren; all the

colonies sympathised ; there was a general movement ; dissatis-

faction, discontent, long-pent-up anger, patriotism, liberty, all

united to make them rise as one man. The etorm which at the

first was but as a cloud no bigger than a man's hand, came at last

in all its terrible fury ; and in that storm the good ship Columbia

parted company with her English convoy, and hoisted sti'ange

colijursj

Among those -^^dio stood out prominently m the efforts of the

"Britisher;;" to subdue the Spirit of liberty in the American

people, who were both surprised and mortified by the successful

resistance of the colouists; stands General Burgoyne. Within the

narrow limits of this article it would be impossible even briefly to

glance at the tremendous struggle in which the Old and New
Countries were engaged, and in which Burgoyne made himself so

conspicuous. One incident in his disastrous cam])aign is repre-

sented in our third sketch, namely, his address to the Indians,

Oneidas, Tuscaroras, Ouandagas and Mohawks. The unsuccessful

issue of that address, seeing it was delivered in what was to them

an unknown tongue, may be easily guessed. They deserted him in

great numbers, and went over to the side of the Republicans.

A few more words about Boston. As the war went on, the city

was occupied by the British troops, and Howe felt almost as secure

as if he were on the shores of Old England. They had no fear of

the "rebels;" they had obtained a plentiful supply of provisions,

and the winter was tolerably mild ; a theatre had been established,

balls were held, and a subscription was opened for a masquerade.

They had got lip a farce called "Boston Blockaded," in which

General Washington was rSpi'esented with an uncoiith gait, a large

wig, a long rusty sword, and attended by a servant—a country

bumpkin

—

mth a rusty firelock. 6n the Sth of January, 1770,

while this piece was perfoi-ining, a sergeant suddenly entered and
exclaimed— " The Yankees are attacking our works on Bunker's

Hill !" The audience thought it part of the pl.ay, and laughed

immoderately, but they *ere soon undeceived by the voice of the

burly Howe, shouting— "Officers, to your alarm-posts!" The
Yankees had in truth begun the attack, and the sock and buskin,

the domino and the dtocing slippers, had to be put off for the

habiliiiients of wSi:. Everybody knows the result of the attack on

B.istoi;—how, after a hard siege, it fell, and the "rebel" army
marcl'.ed into their beautiful city, the metropolis of New England,

to find it a city of desolation. Our last sketch represents the entry

of Washington iiitb New Yorlt after the final cessation of the war.

lie entered the city by the Bowery, the only road at that time,

accompanied by bis friends and the citizens, mostly on horseback.

Tlie British troops ere tliey had depiirted had "knocked off the

cleats and slushed the flag-staff," so as to prevent the American
colours from being hoisted, but after an hour's hard work in

which a sailor boy, with true indomitable yankee courage, par-

ticularly distinguished himself, the standard of the States was
displayeil, and a salute of thirteen rounds was immediately

given. Thus America asserted her final triumjih.
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T T E R S

.

In a previous article we described the structure and haliits of

the seals, caruivurous mammalia in wliicli every part of tlie body

has heeu modified to suit them for a strictly aquatic life, and

which appear scarcely capable of enjoying their existence in any

other situation. The otters seem to form a sort of intei'mediate

stage between these .and the terrestrial carnivora, their truly

quadrujied structure fitting them for passing a good deal of their

time upon land without inconvenience, whilst their webbed feet

and the general form of their bodies enable them to swim with

great facility in search of their food, which consists entirely offish.

This great adaptation for an aquatic life, coupled no doubt

with the peculiar, and we should think nut very agreeable, flavour

communicated to their tlesh by fish diet, gave rise in former days,

when zoological information was not quite so generally diffused as

at present, to consideroble disputes as to whether the otter was a fish

or a quadruped ; and our old friend Sir John Falstaff, in one of his

complimentary speeches to Mrs. Quickly, compares tlnat exemplary

old lady to th 3 otter, foi-, says the fat knight, '

' she"s neither fish nor

has left us, in his charming pages, a most picturesque description

of a chase, at which, wo may suppose, he was present. Even in the

present day some people keep tlogs specially trained to tliis sport,

of wliich Mr. Bell, in his " History of liriti»li (Quadrupeds," gives

the following animating account. " Wlien the otter is found,"

says that author, "the scene becomes exceedingly .animated. He
instantly takes to the water and dives, running a long time under-

neath it, and rising at a considerable distance from the place at

whicli he dived. Then the anxious watch that is kept for his rising

to 'vent,' the steady purpose with wliich tlie dogs follow and bait

him as he swims, the attempts of the cunning lieast to drown hi.s

assailants whilst they have fivstoned on him, the baying of tlie

hounds, the cries of the hunters, and tlie fierce and dogged resolu-

tion with which the poor hopeless quarry holds his |inrsuers at bay,

inflicting severe, sometimes fatal wounds, and holding on with un-

flinching pertinacity even to the last, must altogether form a scene

as animated and exciting as the veriest epicure in hunting could

desire."

THE COMJION OTTEU (LUTBA VULGARIS).

flesh." We need not refer to the worthy hostess's indignant re-

pudi.ation of the libel ; but the fat knight's comparison shows that

in Sh.akspeare's day the belief in the doubtful nature of the otter

was tolerably general. The dispute, however, was of a religious

rather than of a scientific nature, and related to the important

question, whether or no the otter might be eaten by devout Catho-
lics daring Lent. The sages of the church appear to have settled

this point in a manner somewh.atat vari.once with modern zoological

views, for we find that its flesh was eaten during that period of

fasting.

The flesh of the otter does not appear to have been a very favour-

able article of food at any time, and its destruction was princi-

pally regarded as a sport, although sometimes prompted no doubt
by the desire of freeing a piece of water from an inhabitant whose
existence entailed a considerable loss of fish. As a sport, however,
the pursuit of the otter appears to be of a most exciting description.

Old Izaak \Valt<5n, who did not regard hunting in general .as by any
means comparable to his favourite diversion, yet seems to h.ave

looked uvou an otter-hunt with a particularly favourable eye, and

Although a fierce beast in a state ot nature, the otter, when

taken young, may be easily domesticated, and when thoroughly

tamed is said to be almost as good-tempered .as a dog. Occasionally

the natural propensity of the animal fiir fishing has been turned to

good account, by its being taught to bring the fish which it catches

to its owner. Bewick mentions one which brought sometimes as

many as eight or ten salmon a day to its master. This use of the

otter is, however, very rare in Europe, and seems to be rather a

m.atter of curiosity than anything else; hut in some other places,

these .animals appear to be important aids to the fishermen in the

pursuit of their vocation. Thus Bishop Heber, in his "Journal,"

mentions his passing, on the banks of one of the Indian rivers, a

row of nine or ten otters of the Indian species (LiUra nair),

tethered by straw ropes to bamboo stakes, and apparently hy no

means dispirited by their lo.ss of freedom. " I was told," says the

bishop, "that most of the fishermen in this neighbourhood kept

one or more of these animals, who were almost as tame as dogs,

and of great use in fishing, sometimes driving the shoals into the

nets, sometimes bringing ont the larger fish with their teeth."
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The training of these auiuials for the latter pvn-i)o_se appears to

be attended witJi some little difhcnlty. The young animals are to

be carefully dieted at first with a mixture of fisli and bread aud

milk, the former being gradually diminished, and the latter increased

in quantity, until they are brought to live entirely upon bread and

milk. They .are then taught to fetch and carry like a dog ; and

wlien this lesson is learnt, and they have been accustomed, by

carrying a stuffed leather fish, to deny themselves the gr.atificatiou

of Oieir instinotive desires, a dead fish is substituted for the efligy,

and the otters are severely punished if tliey .attempt to help them-

selves to a porliou of the tempting morsel ; their education is then

completed, and they may be taken to the water in .search of

living fish.

Our commnn otter [Liitra rtdf/(tj-i^)f wliich gengrally inhabits

fresh water, often make^ its way, especially in winter, to the sea

coasts, where it usually grows to a larger size, and its fur

acquires a deeper colour. This fur, which is soft and much valued,

is formed of long hairs of a fiue brown colour, beneath which is a

very fiue light gray down. The Russians carry on a greiit trade

in these skins with Cliina; they are said to possess some means

of giving a golden tint to the longer hairs, Ijy which their

value in the Chinese market is greatly increased. But the fur of

the common otter yields T.astly in importance .and oommerci.al

value to that of the great sea otter (Euirydra lutris), which

inh.abits the western coasts of Kortli America, and the opposite

shores of tlie Asiatic continent aud islands. This animal weighs

from seventy t) eighty pounds, whilst the weight of a large

specimen of the common European species scarcely exceeds twenty

pounds. The hind feet of this animal are more distinctlj' palmated

than tliose of the common otter, aud it swims with great celerity in

every position—on its back and sides, and sometimes almost upright

in the water. Tiie princii3<al trade in tlie skins of these animals is

in the hands of the Russians, who obtain them in vast qiiautities

from the Kamtschadales, .and sell them at enormous pl-ices in the

Chinese markets.

The common otter (p. 249) usually brings fortli four or five young

at a birth ; tliese the mother tends with the greatest care and

assiduity, guiding them early into the water, and teaching them how

to rivuid danger by diving and hiding themselves amongst tlie reeds

and bushes which fringe the banks of their native stream. An in-

teresting instance of the care of the feiiiate otter for her progeny was

exliiliiied some years since in the gardens of the Zoological Society.

A female in the Society's collection had two young ones, which had

already begun to eat fish and accompany their parent into the

w.ater. One day, according to the account of James Hunt, the

head keeper, when their pond had been emptied for the purpose

of cleaning it, and was only about half-full of water, the whole

family got out of their sleeping- places and plunged iii. The distance

from the surface of the water to the edge of the bank was too greiit

for the young animals to get out witiiout assistance, and "after

they had been in the water for some minutes, the mother appeared

very anxious to get tliem out, aud made several attempts to reach

them from the side of the pond wdiere she was standing; but this

she w.as not able to do, a^ihey were not within her reach. After

making several attempts in this manner without success, .she

plunged into the water to them, and began to play witli one of

them for a sliort time, aud put her head close to its e.ars, as if she

was making it iinderstaud what she meant ; the next moment she

made a spring out of the pond, with the young one holding on by

the fur at the root of the tail with its teeth. Having safely landed

it, she got the other out in the same manner ; this she did several

times during a quarter of .an houi-," the yciing ones, with the

characteristic indiscretion of youth, persisting in plaguing their

affectionate parent Tty plungiug in as soon as she had got them out.

Wlien the pond was nearly filled with water, so that she could

reach them witli ease, she took a more unceremonious course with

the unruly youngstei's, laying hold of their ears with her teeth,

and dragging them out by fercc. When they were out, according

to the keeper's account, "she kept cli.atting to them, as if she was
telling them not to go into tlie pond again."

All the otters are exceedingly fond of play, aud their movements,

wlicn thus engaged, especially in the wiiter, are often very graceful.

Tlic Canadian otter (Lntra Canadinsis) has a very peculiar way of

amusing itself diu-ing the long winters of that northern latitude.

It enjoys wh.at no doubt niiiny of our younger readers are already

looking furv,-ard to with delight, a regularly lively game at sliding.

There is this difference, however, between the "otter slides" and

those which would be preferred Ijy our young friends : the former

alw,ay3 terminate with a plunge into the water, a consummation

which biped sliders generally endeavour to avoid. M. Gcsie, wlio

saw several otter slides when travelling in Kewfouudland in the

winter, tells us that several of these .animals select a suitable place,

where tlic steep, snow-covered bank slopes rapidly down to llie

edge of unfrozen water; "then each in succession, lying flat on his

belly on the lop of the bank, slides swiftly down over the snow,

and plunges into the water. The others follow, while he crawls up
the bank at some dist.ance, and running round to the same place,

takes his turn again, to perform the same evolutions as before.

The wetness running from their bodies freezes on the surface of the

slide, and so the snow becomes a smooth glitter of ice." The otters

keep at this amusement for hours, with all the perseverance

and .ajparent enjoyment of a party of human sliders, and seem
thoroughly to appreciate the advantage of what we believe is tech-

nically denominated " keepin' the pot a-bilin'."

S E L F - 1) E N I A L.

CONCLUSION.

An unexpected blow now damped all our joys. Tlie paper,

upon wliich I almost depended, suddenly ceased to appear. It had

not been doing very well, and the proprietor merged it into another,

which had its full staff already. It was just after breakfast when
the letter came. This w.as one of tliose accidents against which I

really ought to have been prepared, but I was uot. It prostrated

me for the moment. My wife quietly asked me to come out for a

walk; it would do me good.

It was almost the dusk of evening when we reached home.

I lit a- candle the first thing, and raised it to show my wife the

way. I nearly dropped it as I snatched up a letter ort' the table.

When EJitb entered the room she really must have tliought me
m.atl. I acted like a lunatic, fur without .any explanatiun I began

Bibgiug and laughilig in a most suspicious manner.

"Edward, de.ar, what is the matter?" asked Editl), l.iokiug at

me, .and in a v,\ay almost comic.

"Hurra! sold my book !" I replied, still running round.

"Oh, Edward, how thankful we ought to be," began the dear

little woman.

"Yes!" said I, gravely. "I am very thankful. But the

surprise was so great. They say the book is very well spoken uf,

liut considei-ing it is only my first appearance, and my n.ame is uot

known, they can only afford £25 for the little volume at present,

/or wliiclt sum they inclose mc a cJuqiie, which I am to acknowledge

by return of post."

Just as we sat down to tea Charles c one in. I wa; eating with

.an appetite of an ah'.rming ciiaracter. Edirh was singing with all

her heart and soul. He had never seen us look happier, and yet ho

looked at me iu a curious inquiring way. He evidently lliGuglit I

was under the influence of intoxication.

" Glail to see you, Charles," I said, "I have sold my booh."

"This is indeed pleasant and fortunate," he s.aid. "I am
delighted at your success. But have you the money ? " he asked

;

his hand mechanically moving to his pocket.

"Because the fact is, you have come up with some," I replied,

smiling. "Well, this time, Charles, we cannot accept," and I handed

him the letter and the cheque.

One morning—it was about three months after the sale of my
book, which had been published .about a month—we issued from

our humble abode on our w.ay to town. Edith and I w.alked arm-

in-arm, while the girl carried the child to the omnibus fur us. We
were going to spend the day with Mr. and Mrs. Ellis and Charles.

It was early, as we had to dine at two—an hour that did not suit

my working habits, but which did very well on a holidiiy.

We had reached to about twenty yards from our door, when

Edith started aud looked up iu my face.
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MVlial is tlie matter, Edwanl?" she said. ''How you do

tremble i"

Tlicre was a bench close at hand : I sank upon it almost insensible.

" Yes," I faltered ; " I feel r.ather dizzy.''

"Don't be alarmed," I continued eagerly; "it i.s nothing.

Charles will explain."

Edith turned sharply round, and saw Charles standing close to

us, while behind came a lady .and gentleman of somewhat imposing

mien, for he was very tall. She herself trembled violently, for she

began to suspect something of the truth.

"It is his father and mother," whispered Charles quickly—he

w;vs much agitated himself. • "It is all right."

I at this moment saw the girl, with the diild in her anus,

stopped by my mother. I heard her speak distinctly.

'Is this Mr. Mildmay's boy?" she said eagerly.

" Yes, ma'iim," replied the awed little nurse.

My mother took it in her arms. I sprang to my feet, and

advanced t<iwards my fiither. He held out his two hands ; it was

quite evident he did not know what to say.

"Why, what a man you h.ave grown!" he remarked, wishing

to say something. '
' I've read your book, boy, and have come tp

tell you it's a great credit to yon."

"You ai'e too kind, my father. I have not deserved this
—

"

"Edward, my boy, let us say nothing about the past just now;

we've both been to blame. So this is your wife and child. Ujion

niy word"— and my dear father laughed heartily
— "well, tliis

does seem strange, Jtary. He was but a boy the other day, and

here we find him a husband, a father, and an aufhor!"

I do believe it was this last circumstance that most delighted

him. J[y father had a profound respect for literature, .and my
book was an historical sketch for students of early English history.

The subject was a favourite one with hiui.

" Where were you going!" suddenly asked my father, while my
mother and Edith were conversing apart, of course about the cliild.

"I was going to dine with Edith's father and mother," I replied,

rather hesitatingly.

"Come along," said my father;
'"' we have a carnage round the

corner. I long to see the parents of your wife. Y'our friend

Charles there," he added in a whisper, "has told me all her

virtues."

' Ch.arles is a noble fellow," I began; " but
"

I know I was about to make some excuse, when Charles inter-

rnptcd me.

"Excuse me, Mrs. MUdmay,'' he said, addi'essing my mother,

'' if I intciTupt you ; but you have something yet to learn, as have

these young people."

"What is it?" asked my father, gravely. He did not much

like surprises.

"My dear sir," said Charles gently, as if well aware of the

gravity of his question. " Your wife had a brother
"

"Captain Famham I " exclaimed my father in an agitated tone.

"Yes."
" Well, what of him ?" continued my father, while my mother

held the child as if determined nothing that occurred should sever

lier from it.

'
' Your son has married his daughter," gaid Charles Ogilvy,

ively. "I knew it at the time, but he did not."

' My niece and daughter ! " said my father, taking my wife's

hand. "This is, indeed, a surprise. But let us go: the more

reason to see him. Poor Captain ! I have some splendid news

for him."

" I think I told you," began Charles in a low tone, "that they

are poor, and let lodgings."

"I understand," said my father ; "you wish to prep.are them.

Qo on—you know onr hotel. Bring them round."

Charles thanked my father ; and after shaking ua by the hand,

huiTied away. We w.alked quietly to the carriage.

My father then told me of my mother's brother. He had not

succeeded in the army, and had, indeed, left it r.ather suddenly and
disappeared. He had been to blame hbnself ; but the system, said

my worthy parent, was also to blame. It had been the experience

of his brother-in-law that had decided liim so strongly against the

army.

For .several years, however, he had sought the ex-captain, who,

I now first learnt, li.ad really no half-pay, but a small annuity.

He h.ad sought him in vain. The agent who paid the money

refused his address. His feigned name did the rc.st.

"You must feel, my dear boy," saiil my father, "how this has

pained me, when I tell you tliat your father-in-law is heir to three

hundred a-year, like your mother. Why, there are three thousand

pounds of accumulation. 1 am tlic trustee ; aii<l the money he can

have this very day."

How my wife briglitened up—how she smiled and felt happy !

To release her father and mother from the drudgery of a lodging-

house had been her dream a long time. How brilliantly was the

dream realised. Edith, like myself, felt satisfied that we could

now manage the captain, and overcome the habits which home-

misery and outward temptation had drawn him into. A look from

her told me this.

We arrived at the hotel and went in. Jly mother and wife

retired to a bed-room to t.alk. I w;is left alone with my father. I

confess I felt a degree of nervous trepidation I never had experienced

in my life.

"Now, my dear hoy," said my father, "I have one favour to

ask of you. Y'ou are a man now—a friend more than n child.

Let the catise of our parting be never mentioned."

"My dear sir
—

" I began. I could not go on, so much was I

affected.

But ho gave me no time to show much emotion, for he began

speaking of my book, which he pulled out of his pocket. With all

his good sense and erudition, I verily do believe that he thought it

one of the cleverest things in the English language. Love and

affection really are, to a certaii\ degree, blind. There were one or

two, indeed many passages, which were almost unconscious reflec-

tions of lessons he had given me in my youth. He would take

these as personal compliments to himself. He had read the book with

extreme c;vre, and marked pas5.age after passage. V<Ti/,p'nc—r/oud

—cxcdknt—mil ouii ilka, were to be seen on almost every page.

The scholar and the student had been moved from every thought

of anger by his son's book.

Prestntly the captain .and his wife came in. They were much

affected. My father received them admirably, though he would

even to them show his pride about his son. Then he told them of

their unexpected good fortune. Mrs. Farnham merely tnmed pale

and red ; but the captain would have fainted but for a glass of

water. It caiTitd him back to the days of his youth, when he was

a gentleman.

Edith carne in at this moment, and at once drew her father on

one side. I heard the good soul's words.

"Now, fether, you will come and live in the country with us,"

she began.

" I will, my dear," he replied in a low tone ;
" and, my blessed

girl—I know what that look means

—

I will Hi-ro- cnia- a j^ubliu'

house again ; I will be a gentleman, Edith."'

Next day I fonnd that the three thousand two hundred pounds of

accumulated money was settled on Edith. Her father had insisted

on this. A few days later we all moved to the country. Captain

and Mrs. Farnham took a nice cottage nistr my father's house, and

he devoted his leisure time to fishing. I determined to stick to my
profession, which I really liked ; and I still pursue it, though no

longer driven to work for immediate bread.

I have nothing more to record, s.ave tlie man'iage of Charles

Ogilvy to my sister Helen, and the setting np in business of Jack

Prentice, whom I routed out in London, and found rather better off

than myself. I may add, that all my dear friends still live
J
and

I am, your very obedient servant. The Arinoii.

CROCHET TOILET P1^X'U,SH10X CO\^R.

Jf.vTERTALS—Brooks' Great Exhibition Prize Ooat's-head Crochet

Thread, Nos. 14 and -"JO ; and Walker's Penelope Crochet Hooks,

Nos. 4 and .5.

With the No. 4 Hook, and No. 14 Crochet Thread, m-ake a

chain of 104 loops, and the

1st round : Double crochet.
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2ii<l : Work 7 treble iu tlie first 7 loojis, chain 2, miss 1, and

repeat round, plain 1 to form the round, fasten off.

3rd : Work f> treble at the top in the centre of the 7 treble of

last round, chain 5, and repeat round, plain 1 to form the mnnd,

and fasten off.

4th ; Work 3 treble at the top in the centre of the 5 treble of

last round, chain 5, work 1 treble in the centre of the 5 chains of

last round, chain 5 and repeat round, plain 1 to form the round,

and fasten off.

5th : Work 2 trebk in the centre of the 3 treble of last round,

chain 6, work 1 treble at the top of the 1 treble of last round,

chain C and repeat round, plain 1 to form the round, and fasten off.

6th : Work 1 treble in the centre of the 2 treble of last round,

chain 7, work 3 treble at the top in the centre of the 1 treble of

then work 1 treble and chain 3 fur 4 times iii the one 3 chain of

last round, repeat round, plain 1 and fasten off, which completes

one round ; work the number required, then work the following

INSERTION FOK THE INS'IUK EOUNH.

With tlie 14-Cntton make a chain of 104 loops, join it to form the

round.

1st round : Double.

2nd : Work .5 treble, chain 3, miss 3, and repeat the round, plain

1 to form the round ; fasfcen off.

3rd : Work 3 treble at the top of the 5 treble of last round,

chain 2, work 1 treble in the centre of the 3 chain of last round,

chain 2 and repeat round, plain 1 to form the round, and

fasten off.

4th : Work 1 treble in the centre of the 3 treble of last round,

crocnET TOILET I'lKcrsnioN coveh.

last round, chain 7 and repeat round, plain 1 to form the round,

and fasten otT, then work 13 of the following rounds or flowers, and

join them in the centre of the 3 treble, as shown in the illustra-

tion,

FOR THE FLOWEE.

Crochet Thread, No. 30 ; H"ok, No. 5.

Make a round loop the size of this O. f'"!ii "'"'k -^ treble, and

chain 3 for S times in the round loop, plain 1 to fonn the round,

and fasten off.

2nd round : Work 1 double in the eentre of tho first 3 chain,

of last round, chain 3 and repeat round.

3rd : Work 3 treble in the centre of the first 3 chain of last

round, chain 3, work 3 treble iu the same 3 chain as before,

chain 2, and repeat round, plain 1 to form the round, and fiisten

off.

4tU : Plain 1 iu the centre ot the i2 chain of list viuuid, chain 3,

chain 2, work 3 treble at the top of the 1 treble of last round, chain

2 and repeat round, plain 1 and fasten off.

5th : Work 3 treble at the top in the centre of the 1 treble of last

round, chain 2, work 1 treble in the centre of the 3 treble of last

round, chain 2 and repeat the round, jilain 1 to form the round, and

fasten off.

6th : Work 5 treble in the centre, at the top of the 3 treble of la.st

round, chain 3 and repeat round, plain 1 to form the round, and

fasten off.

7th : Double crochet, wliich completes the insertion for the well.

You then make a chain of 322 loops for the outer round of the

cushion, which is worked exactly the .same as this, and after making

the top .and bottom both alike, make the cushion and cover it with

crimson silk, or satin, or .any other colour you may prefer, then put

the crochet work over it, letting the rounds hang half over to form

the edge, which will complete the cushion.
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THE

WORKS OF EMINENT MASTEES.

JAN STEEN.

Houhraken, who was for a short time the contemporary of
Jan Steen, has represented this artist to us as a free drinker.

and relates of him such numerous excesses and ludicrous
traits of character as to have given him in history the leputa-

VoL. I.

tion of a confirmed drunkard and buffoon. All those who have

spoken of Jan Steen, since Hoiibraken, have, in imitation of

his biographer, repeated the jokes of the celebrated painter, so

that they have become proverbial, especially in Holland. But,

for want of having carefully studied his works, and in con-

sequence of the practice, common to almost all book-makers,

of copying one from the other, without making any sort of

independent inquiry or research, the biographers have given

us a false idea of the Dutch painter, in describing him as a

man who was capable of nothing better than drinking and

jesting. Ilis private affairs, rather than his art, appear to have

engaged their attention—they concerned themselves too much
with what took place in his household, and did not rightly

comprehend what passed in his mind.

It is, doubtless, quite true that Jan Steen lived at the ale-

house, and ended by turning his own dwelling into a^^tavem.

This view of his life should not, however, prevent us from

descrying his real merits, or from allowing, that though a free-

liver, he was also a philosopher, a profound and acute

observer, and able to raise himself without effort to the con-

ception of beauty. Possessed of much comic power, he was
skilful in portraying diversities of character, and in reproving

the follies of mankind,—not with bitteniess, but gaily, as it

becomes a man who laughs both at the great and petty

miseries of life.

Among the numerous biographical works of Arnold Hou-
braken—which are for the most part without interest, detail,

or colour,—that of the life of Jan Steen is remarkable. One
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feels that tliis -nTltcr, althougli younger than Jan Steen by

twenty-four years, knew the man of whom he speaks, and

derived the elements of his biography from a good source.

He informs us that Jan Steen was born in 1630 at Leydcn,

in Holland, and that he was the contemporary and friend of

Mieris. His master was Jan Van Goyen, under whose

instruction he made great progress. Whilst he excited the

admiration of this painter by the r.^pidity with which his

talents developed themselves, he insinuated himself into his

good graces, and eventually Van Goyen became fo partial

to him, that he granted him entire liberty in his house,

and allowed him to live there on terms of the greatest

intimacy. Van Goyen had a daughter, named llargaret, an

indolent and simple, but very pretty girl, who, from being

much amused by the continual jokes of Jan Steen, came at

last to be far from indiifcrent to him. The affection of the

youthful painter for the damsel being thus reciprocated, they

agreed to marry, if the consent of their parents could be

obtained. It naturally became the lover's task to communi-

cate with the father of the young lady ; and an opportunity

was sought to accomplish this object. When he had

finished his work in the atelier, he w.as accustomed to go

in the evening to drink beer with Van Goyen. One day,

tinding the old man in a tolerably good humour, Jan

Steen gently accosted him, although not without some

hesitation. " I have," said he, " some news to tell you

which will surprise you as much as if you were to hear

the thunder rumble at Cologne. Your daughter and I,

since it must be told, have an affection for each other;

and, if you do not consider me unworthy, I sh.all be much

honoured in becoming youi- son-in-law." Van Goyen,

though rather surprised at this speech, for he had never

thought of such a thing as his daughter's "faUing in love,"

comprehended at once the force of Steen's argument, and

that his resistance would only aggravate his pupil and his

d.aughter. So, like a good father, he acceded with a good

"race to the proposition of Jan Steen. Hut the latter did not

find his own father, Havik Jan Steen, quite so easy to deal

with. He was a brewer, established at Delft; a practical

man, less sensible to the power of love than to the value of

ready money. It was long before he would consent that his

son should marry at an age when he was not in a condition to

mamtain a family by his laboui-. However, after much en-

treaty, he at last yielded to the pressing solicitations of Jan,

and agreed that the nuptials should be celebrated. But, that

his son might be in a fair pecuniary position, he built a

brewery at DeKt, where he established the newly-married

couple,' with a capital of 10,000 fiorins. Steen, finding him-

self in possession of ready money, and considering it but

natural to spend it, thought only of leading a joyous life
;
and

Margaret, on her part, constitution.ally indolent, neither at-

tended to her domestic duties nor to her counter.—

Jc laissc a penscr la vie

Que fireiit uos dcu.v amis.

It may easily be.imagined that affairs managed by two persons

of this temperament could not long continue in good condition.

" Margaret," says Canipo Weyerman, " kept no account-book ;

all the beer that was taken on credit from the house was set

down in chalk upon a slate or a wooden board. Now it hap-

pened one day that, being accused of having defrauded the

rights of the town-due, J'an Steen was summoned by the

excise officer to show his books. The slate was produced,

but no *ne could make any thing of it, not even Margaret

Steen, who had left it all in confusion, and who was not in the

habit of giving any thought to what she had written down.

Nevertheless, a heavy fine was exacted, but, as the brewery

was on the eve of its ruin, Jan Steen, laughing heartily, re-

minded the exciseman that, where there is nothing, the devil

loses his right and the king too."

The artist-brewer was on the point of being forced to close

his house when his father came to his a«sis.ance. But this

onlv delayed the ruin of Jan Steen. Margaret confessed one

morning to her jovial husband that there was absolutely no-

tlting left in his cellar, neither beei' uor casks, and that there

was scarcely corn enough to make a cake. It was all over.

Jan Steen saw the ruin of his brewery, for a second time, with

an undisturbed mien, and was even the first to joke about his

disaster. After all, said he to himself, here is a picture all

ready ; and, remembering that he was a painter, he set to

work and depicted in a spirited composition the disorder of

liis house. Tliis picture represents a room in which every

thijig is m confusion, the furniture is upset, the dog licks the

s:.ucepan, the eat runs off with the bacon, the children are

sprawling on the floor, and the mother, seated in an arm-chair,

calmly contemplates this delightful scene, whilst Jan Steen

stands philosophically holding a glass in his hand.

This was our artist's first picture, and it is not astonishing

that he, ' a painter of what are called conversation pieces,

should have taken as his subject the scene which passed before

his eyes. Those who have the genius to observe, look first at

the objects which immediately surround them. But all

biographers are much mistaken in saying that Jan Steen

painted himself in all his works ; and that almost all his com-

positions represent ale-house scenes, coarse farces or smoking-

rooms, full of topers. Xothing is further from the truth, as is

proved by the works of this painter. Jan Steen has always

allowed his sly humour to peep out of his pictm-es, but it is an

exception when lie has painted the customs of his Ufe. When
will the mania cease for copying from books without inquuing

into the truth of their statements ? Even in our days, that is

to say, in a time in which the spirit of criticism is more than

ever developed and exercised, we perceive this fault in some

very valuable books, written by reguLar authors no less than

by amateurs. For mstance, in Smith's Catalogue, so exact

and truthful in all that concerns the description of the

pictures of each master, the author, repeating what the

biographers have successively said, does not fail to observe

that Jan Steen was the painter of his own manners and those

of the society in which he lived. And this is even more sur-

prising, because this preliminary notice is followed by a long

catalogue of the known works of Jan Steen, and among more

than 300 compositions, which are there described, only thirty

have drunkenness for the subject, and the ale-house for the

scene. This master takes the subjects of his pictures almost

entirely from human life ; we mean life considered from a

comic point of view, from the side which amuses philosophers

and good-tempered observers.

Another modern writer, M. Immerzeel,* remarking, doubt-

less, that the works of Jan Steen had little relation to the

cu-cumstances of his life, as Houbraken and Canipo Weyerman

assert, has resolutely contested the assertions of the historians

of his country, without giving any other reason thjn the

startluig contrast between the habits of a dissolute man

and pictures so delicate, sometimes even so elegant, as

those of Jan Steen. 15ut how are we to deny facts which

have been repeatedly affirmed and related in detail by a

contemporary of Jan Steen, when such a denial is without

proof, and really^ rests only upon a presumption, in itself

very contestable? In short, is it inadmissible that a pro-

fessed drinker may have refinement of mind, delicacy of

feeling and the talent of observation ? And even if genius

were always incompatible with the sad propensity to drunken-

ness, what becomes of the observation of M. Immerzeel,

opposed to the authority of a biographer, who, for more than

a century, has not been contradicted, at least on this point ?

Yes, Jan Steen was what the world calls a joyous toper,

who went through Ufe laughing—not with that coarse laugh

which is ouly the gaiety of fools, but with that delicate,

intelligent, and slightly sardonic smile which is the sportive-

noss of philosophers. He passed his life in observing men for

his own amusement, and in painting for theirs. Nobody had

a more communicative jovialty ; and it is impossible to con-

template one of his pictures without feeling one's heart

expand. He was the fi.rst to laugh at that bottle which he

kept continually by his side, and which doubtless sustained

• De levens en werken dur hulhuulsche cu ^laam!5the Kunst-

schililcrs. Amsterdam, lS-12.
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liis Kabclaisian humour, although continually emptying and

rcliUing it. And it is remarkable that, -when he happened to

represent drunken people, he never failed to ridicule their

drunkenness ; thus he seemed to preach temperance with the

glass in his hand. Take, as an example of this curious fact,

the celebrated pictvn-e, which was in the celebrated collection

of Mr. Beckford; it is entitled, "Tlie Effects of Intemperance."

The artist has there painted himself, with hi.s interesting and

pretty wife, in the state of drowsiness which follows too

frequent libations. She, dressed in a red jacket edged with

ermine, over a silk petticoat, is seated in the middle of the

room, as it becomes the mistress of the house. AVhile the

husband and wife sleep, others profit by their intoxication.

'I'he children are searching in their mother's pocket, and

alreadv a little boy has pulled forth a piece of money, which

he hoids aloft in his hand with a triumphant air; another

holds a glass in his hand, which he appears about to dashte

the ground and shiver in pieces. The servant of the house

hastens to profit by so favourable a moment to declare his

passion to a young girl, sliding into her hand some money,

which no doiibt he had also stolen. The dog seizes upon a

pie ; the cat breaks a china vase, in endeavouring to spring

npon a cage containing a bird ; the monkey amuses himself

with some parchments and books ; on the ground, scattered

pell-mell, are silver dishes, broken glasses, a violin, a Bible,

a china plate, and, as if the elements themselves must inter-

fere, the fire is burning a goose which is on the spit.

Jan Steen has treated this subject several times, and a

different version of it may be found among the valuable

pictures in the collection formed by the late Duke of Wel-

lington, at Apsley House. The monkey in this instance plays

with the clock, as if, says Dr. "Waagen, to show that the

happy do not count the hours. But such a lesson given to

drunkards has nothing pedantic, thanks to the good humour

with which the painter has represented himself. Jan Steen,

being a witty man, who ivishes to continue amusing, bears on

his ov,t\ back the burden of human caprices and follies.

The picture called the " Young Gallant" (page 4) gives us

the whole style and manner of Jan Steen in a single composi-

tion. It consists of six figures, sitting or standing round a

table, on which are some eggs in a dish. A man in a chair at

the left-front of the picture is talking to a dog, while on the

opposite side a young fellow comes dancing in from the open

doorway, holding a mackerel up by the tail, and carrying a

few young onions in the other hand. The mistress of the house

looks smilingly up from her seat, and another woman, stand-

ing at the table, desists from her household duties, and looks

a smiling welcome to the young gallant. A man standing by

the bedside points to another going out at the door, probably

the "good man" of the establishment. The entire composi-

tion—the candle-chandelier, decorated with fiowers in token

of the summer weather ; the pipe stuck in the hat of the sitting

figure, in the way our waggoners wear them even in this day
;

the heavy q'ose-curtaincd bed, the bare room, the expectant

do? looking up to the suspended fish, and the sunlight stream-

ing in from window and garden doorway, bespeak a thought-

fulness for general effect and picturesque arrangement entirely

Jan Steen's. This has been considered one of the best of his

ffciiro paintings.

In 1 11(19, after his ill success as a brewer, he set up as a

tavern-keeper. Old Havik Jan being just dead, Jan Steen

came into possession of a house at I,eyden. This induced him
to leave the to-mi of Delft, and to establish himself imder the

paternal roof ; and there it was that he opened his tavern.

He placed a sign-post before his door ; and, as if he wished to

effect a reconciliation with his creditors, he p,\inted as the

sign, a picture representing the figure of Peace, holding an

olive-branch. Iloubraken tells us he ^^"as his ovm best custo-

mer, and that he did not succeed better in this new occupation

as brewer and tavern-keeper, though he possessed all the

gaiety, all the animation, which attracts customers to an ale-

house. He was, probably, better able to induce them to drink

tlian to pay. Most of those who frequented' his house were

p.iintcrs as poor as himself. Franz Mieris, Ary dc Vos,

Quiering, Brackclenkamp, and Jan lacvens were among those

who resorted there, day and night ; for Jan Steen never shut

his door, that he might sliow his friends that he was not afraid,

and because, having little to lose, he could laugh in the face

of thieves. His cellar being soon emptied, he was obliged to

take down his sign. In this extremity the painter came to

the help of the tavern-keeper. Tlie wine-merchant not being

willing to give him credit any longer, Steen presented him

with a little picture— in Holland every one likes painting

—

and the merchant sent a purchecm of wine in exchange. The
sign re-appcarcd—Steen's friends re-assembled to listen to his

facetious stories, and the band of painters, who had turned

out, hastened back, resolved not to leave the place while a

drop of liquor remained in Master Jan's taps. But the cask

did not last long, and this time it was necessary to close the

tavern entirely.

Campo Weyerman, a facetious writer, who has sought out

sarcastic expressions, some of which are marked by the grossest

triviality, has enlarged upon the life of Jan Steen, and related

numerous anecdotes, interspersed with coarse jokes, in which

the piquancy especially consists in the unpolished language.

After having exhaxistcd his facetiou?ncss, he accuses his pre-

decessor Iloubraken of borrowing his anecdotes of Jan Steen

from the Almanack of Liege, and of retailing a little story, as

drij as sea hiscidt at Ike Une^ and as probahJe as the travels of

I'iiito, about some incredible supply of bread made to the

family of the painter. These censures have not prevented

Campo Weyerman from relating many anecdotes himself;

" A Utile story," says he, " will show that the kitchen and

cellar of Jan Steen were not so abundantly supplied as the

hotels on the quay of Y, or the Lion d'or at the Hague. Once,

towards midnight, the famous Jan Lievens (pupil and friend

of llembranilt) knocked at Jan Steen's residence, and the

door being only latched, according to custom, he entered

without ceremony. 'Who's there r' demanded Jan, waking

up with a start. ' It is I, dear brother,' said Lievens, ' I am
come to bring you a couple of chickens, as fat as strong

Brunswick beer, as white as the white of an egg, and as ten-

der as the leg of a pheasant.' 'Are they roasted":' asked

Steen. ' No, king of the universe,' replied Lievens, ' they are

raw ; but I have resided in several courts, and there I learned

to cook; I pray you, then, get up, and I will serve you up a

dish in my owni way." Jan got up, lighted his lamp, and

calling Corneille, his eldest son, who was his waiter, ordered

him to prepare every thing for the repast. But some of the

ingredients in the worldly pleasirres of our two painters, who

especially regretted the absence of wine and tobacco, were

wanting. In spite of the reluctance of Corneille to ask for

credit, Steen sent him to the wine merchant, Gorkens, to beg

him, for the last time, to advance some wine, for which he

should be paid in paintings. ' That done,' added the father,

' you Avill go to Gerard Vander Laan, and ask him for a penny-

worth of leaf-tobacco, with a couple of little pipes, and you

will swear in my name that my gratitude will be eternal.'

Whilst Corneille ran through the town to awaken the trades-

men and to execute his commissions, Jan Lievens set to work,

without losing a moment, plucked his fowls and placed them

on a broken gridiron, which was buried m the peat dust to

preserve it from rust ; and Jan Steen, on his part, prepared a

highly- flavoured sauce with pepper, mustard, vinegar, and

butter. When the fowls were scarcely cooked through, the

two companions began to devour them with such an appetite,

that poor Corneille, returning quite out of breath, with his

supply of wine and tobacco, only found, upon the earthenware

dish, a head and a-half and three black feet. The wine and

the packet if tobacco, which had just arrived, were now all

that remained to be consumed, and this did not occupy long.

After Steen and Lievens had ihus satisfied their appetites,

they went to take an airing outside tlie rurlc-anx- J'at/irx, and

walked along talking morality like true disciples of Pytha-

goras. But Jan Steen paid dearly for the carelessness with

which, relying .always on Providence, he ventured from home,

leaving the door on the latch, as is the custom in the little

tonus of Westphalia. Whilst he slept, all his clothes, as well
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as those of his children, were carried off; and, to put the

finishing stroke to his misfortunes, the canvas and panels, on

which he was employed in painting pictures for his creditors,

were also taken. The tavern-keeper, who was accustomed to

he awakened by the noise of the childi-en, remained in bed
;

but finding that the house was silent longer than usual,

' Holloa, you rogues,' cried he, ' get up at last and light the

lire.' The children replied by the denial of Adam, complain-

ing that they were naked and could not find their clothes.

Steen stretched forth his hand to reach his garments, but,

a pirate, and he, being as poor as a church mouse, was the

man to rob a painter without much scruple, when occasion

prompted. The suspicions of Jan Steen were aroused against

the chemist, and when he came expressly to condole with him
on the loss of his clothes and his pictures, Steen, no doubt

incensed by so much hypocrisy, received Esculapius, knife in

hand.— ' Race of thieves !
' cried he, ' pirate ! buccaneer !

thou shalt see if thou canst carry off the shell after having

taken the yoke of the egg !
' At this exclamation, the alarmed

doctor immediately took flight, and although he was innocent.

THE VOVNf; GALLANT.

finding that his whole wardi'obe had vanished, he was obliged

to send one of the little Adamites to the cook, Gon^mert Bans,
who lent him some clothes till he could tell his misfortune to

his nephew Rynsberg, who took the plundered Jan and his

featherless chickens to a woollen draper's, where the father

and his progeny issued like so many of those birds of the sun,

baptized by Pliny by the name of IVicenix. The most ludi-

crous part of the story is what happened to a doctor, who fre-

quented Jan Steen's alehouse, and sometimes served him as a

model. The brother of this doctor had the reputation of being

he left Jan Steen persuaded tliat the robbery had been com-
mitted by the very man who had just expressed so much
regret that it had taken place."

Among Jan Steen's companions, and, like him, a determined

drinker, was the celebrated painter, Franz Mieris. Judging
from his carefully- finished little pictures, and the elegance ot

his compositions, one would never have suspected that Mieris

passed liis life in drinking, and in listening to the humorous
speeches of Jan Steen, who, by means of his superior intelli-

gence, and the amusing sallies of his inexhaustible wit, exer-
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cised an irresistible influence over hira. Tliis painter of ricli

interiors and silk dresses yielded in spite of himself to the

ascendancy of Jan Steen, even following him into the midst of

taverns, and there passing whole nights in a state of oblivion.

Nevertheless, completely as he was ruled by his friend, Mieris

had, in his tiirn, and perhaps without being conscious of it,

a decisive influence over the manners of Steen ; by this, how-
ever, we do not mean his manner of thinking, but his manner
of painting. This influence is often perceptible in the larger

works of the tavern philosopher. One often meets with a

bronze
; a guitai- hangs from one of the panels ; and a beau-

tiful landscape is enclosed in an ebony frame. The repast is

composed of delicious fruits, and some ready-opened oysters
which glisten temptingly, the sight of which " makes one's
mouth water." There arc ripe grapes, fine peaches, whose .

downy skins rival the blush upon a maiilen's check, and
lemons, part of whose golden jjeel lies beside them. Such
was tlie reciprocal influence wliieli Mieris and Jan Steen
possessed over each other; and, in coimcxion witli this

subject, we remember, that whilst standing before the pretty

ar; it'iBiirt:ii;itii rr">.!iwj»f I

; iffll^..,^lltiJ^ll sitiiiiji • i.>7;ii
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"Dutch Repast," a "Game at Backgammon," in which the
careful execution and soft, tender touch remind one of Mieris

;

and the elaborate style is then in harmony with the importance
of the subject, and the distinguished appearance of all the
personages in the picture. There is no coarse drinking, as in the
taverns of Adrian Brauwer. Each one plays his part naturally,
and sometimes even gracefully ; not one ignoble accessory
obtrudes upon the order of the house, and the details of the
furniture are all in accordance with the refinement of the
guests. For instance, on the mantel-shelf is seen a Cupid in

picture, which is called " The Parrot " in the Amsterdam
Gallery, an amateur came up who, at first siglit, took this Jan
Steen for a Mieris. In this picture the tigurcs are elegantly
dressed and very good-looking. Tliree gentlemen, their
swords at their sides and their short mantles thrown over the .

back of the arm-chair, are playing at backgammon ; a charm-
ing woman, negligently dressed in a sUk petticoat, is feeding
the parrot. Her arms are raised for this purpose, and, her
back being turned towards the spectators, her face is only
seen in profile ; wliile the parrot, whose cage, in the shape of
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a lantern, is hung from the ceiling, is putting out his claw for

the tender morsel. A child is feeding a cat, and a matron
engaged in cooking some veal on a gridiron, for the gentlemen
to cat between the games, completes the charming picture.

"The Aged Invalid" (p. 12) is another of Steen's r/eni-e

compositions. It is conceived in his happiest spirit, and
represents an incident common enough in high life in all

countries. A rich hypochondriac is servilely tended by various

friends and nurses, who, while ihey feign great affection and
care for his person, are every one of them intent upon making
a purse for themselves by favouring his whims and fancies.

Here, as in many others of Steen's paintings, the physician

and family friends are introduced. The nurse-maid is warm-
ing the bed, while on the floor are scattered various tokens of

sickness—bottles, caudle-pans, cooking utensils, and a cham-
ber candlestick, with which a cat is playing. All is real and
life-like, and every figure and object seems to have its place

and purpose ; and the whole picture is carefully dra''.\Ti. The
colours in the original, which were once bright and trans-

parent, have, however, yielded, savs Kiigler, to the finger of

Time.

But Jan Steen, when he abandons himself to his own fancy,

maybe easily recognised by the sprightly mirth of his com-
position. It is almost impossible to find a picture of his in

which there is not a sly meaning. He translates popular

proverbs with sufficient spirit to relieve their triteness ; and,

by the appearance of the figures, the apjjropriateness of their

gestures, and the part that each one plays in the comedy of

life, according to the character suited to his age, trade, or

condition, he gives these proverbs piquancy. Doctors have
often called forth the caustic wit of Jan Steen ; besides, it was
the custom with all the artists of the seventeenth century to

turn them to ridicule. AVhilst Moliere paraded them on the

French stage, Jan Steen delighted in painting them, in all the

quackery of their gravity, in all the severity of their costume,

studied for effect.

The " Dancing Dog," which we give at page 8, maybe con-

sidered a gem—a complete triumph of artistic arrangement

and varied colour. It consists often figures, with the dancing

dog in the front centre. Jan Steen's whole family are por-

trayed iir this composition. There is the painter himself with
his invariably good-natured smile and his violin in his hand

—

for he was a tolerable musician as well as a good artist—sitting

between his wife and mother. The latter offers him a glass of

wine,—an offer he was seldom known to refuse,—and tlie

former looks lovingly into his eyes, while she allows his friend

to seize her by the hand and invite her to join in the dance.

One of his sons plays the flute to the dog, another is dipping
water from the vine-dceorated water-tub, and a third, a fine

plump little fellow, with a whistle in his hand, stands behind
in calm contemplation of the joyous scene. Just behind the

jovial old lady stands a figure, whom we may suppose to be
Franz Mieris, holding a tankard; and in the back centre are

a couple of figures with smiling faces, whom the painter pro-

bably introduced to fill up the unseemly gap which the

disposition of his other figures would have left in the picture.

The owl on the wall looks wisely down, as becomes a bird of

his staid and srlemn nature, while the parrot, released from
his cage, seems to listen to the music with quite a critical ear.

Trees hang over the garden wall in the extreme distance, and
a rich piece of drapery disposed in graceful folds, contrasts

admirably with the sameness of the walls before which it is

suspended, and gives an air of finish and luxurious refinement

to the whole. The accessories are few and simple, and con-
sist—as in most pictures of the Dutch and Flemish schools

—

of the utensils of the table, and the means of enjoyment-
drinking cups, dishes, pipes, and so on. This picture is at

the Hague, where it is highly esteemed as a good exemplifica-

tion of the artist's peculiar humour. The painter's family,

grouped in various ways, has often formed the subject of his
pictures.

Quite different in style and moral feeling is the elegant little

picture called " Le Benedicite" (page 9). II?re the senti-

ment is pure and holy ; but even here the painter's comic vein

peeps out,—for the dog licks the empty soup-pot, and the toy-

ship and child's ball are made accessory to the action of the

picture. Peasant life in Holland is nowhere so fully shown
as in the compositions of Jan Steen. "While in the pictures of

Terburg wehave the ease and tranquillity of iNell-bred society,

the noise and riot, the humour and jovialty—the high spirits

and special license of middle and low life in Holland, is

discovered in the paintings of Jan Steen. There is never any
difticulty in reading the story which he tells with his eloquent
pencil. In the " Dancing Dog," no less than in the " Grace
before Meat," we have a simple incident simply expressed.
In tlie one case all is life, fun, and frolic ; in the other, an air

of tranquil satisfaction and calm prayerful sincerity sits upon
all faces ; in each the expression is suited to the subject, and
a perfect harmony pervades the picture. The whole economy
of a Dutch family—their pleasures and their duties, may be
discovered in these two pictures.

It is asserted that Jun Steen was related to Metzu, who
was, like him, originally from the tov^-n of Leyden. It is

certain that the style of Gabriel Metzu may be recognised in

some pictures of his compatriot ; for example, in the " Nati-
vity of St. John," which was in the Braamcamp collection, in

1771, and was sold for 1,210 florins. It is equally certain

that Steen painted the portrait of Aletzu, and that of his wife

:

these two portraits appeared in a sale which took place at

Paris, in 177-1. But that there was the same kmd of intimacy
between Steen and Metzu, as existed between- Steen and
Mieris, is not likely, on account of the character and quiet

habits of Ga-briel Metzu. Houbraken docs not mention their

friendship ; nevertheless, it is probable that this biegrapher

was personally acquainted with the anmsing brewer, whose
jests he relates, and from whom he bought more than one
picture. However, without drawing the elegant and sedate

painter from the rich Dutch boudoir to the tavern, Jan Steen

could charm him by his conversation ; for no one spoke better

of his art than he ; and, without having learnt its rules, he
seemed to have guessed them by the inspiration of genius.

AVe may confidently assert that the great principles, which he
has so well observed in his small pictures, could not have
been derived cither from the instruction of Kimpfer—who was,

it is said, his first master— or from his good father-in-law Van
Goyen, who was, nevertheless, a very clever man.
How many intellectual harmonies, which have been over-

looked by most of the Dutch painters, has Jan Steen perfectly

understood ! "With him every one plays his part and retains

his character throughout. Costume, bearing, physiognomy,
gesture— each heightens the force of expression, and contri-

butes .something to the vnity of the figure. The doctor

preserves his professional importance ; he is .clothed in black

from head to foot, and is grave from foot to head. The tooth-

drawer adds a cock's feather to the peaked hat of the doctor,

and gives a little more depth to the v\Tinkles of his forehead.

The jolly peasant is distinguished from the lively citizen.

The attitude of the betrothed is not exactly that of the young
lover. The action of the notary is in character with his func-

tion and his habits ; and, as to the drunkard, he betrays liim-

self in the smallest details of his dress, and in the .slightest

leanings of his body. In short, Jan Steen could not have
called forth the apostrophe of Garrick, the celebrated come-
dian, who, seeing an actor play the part of a drunken man
with much truth, by the indecision of his look, the disfigure-

ment of his features, and the embarrassment of his broken talk,

while the action of the rest of his body did not correspond to

these expressions, said to him :
" My friend, thy head is truly

drunk, but thy feet and legs are full of sense."

In a fit of ill-humour against the masters of the Dtch
school, "M. Paillot de Montabert exclaims, "This good man in

black , what does he want here ? What is he going to do ?

This is what one asks one's self in the presence of a Dutch
picture ; but before those of Jan Steen we do not feel the

same uncertainty. The figures are characteristic, he has

carried to a very high degree of perfection the delicacy, life,

and precision of the character. However, but how many Jan

Stecns are there in this school r" "With all the good qualities
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indicatod in tlic above criticism, Jan Stcen did not make

his fortune ; indued, he scarcely succeeded better in his career

as a p-iinter, than as a brewer or tavern-keeper. His pictures,

so niucli prized now, were \ery poorly paid for during his

lifetime. Tl-.ey were only to be found then, says Descamps,

at wine merchants' houses. He, however, did not trouble

himself much about che prices of his pictures, and had

neither the talent to value them nor the inclination to take the

trouble of doing so. On all occasions he showed a marked

contempt for money. It happened one day, that he received

some gold as the price of a picture. Immediatt4y, without

listening to his wife, who was imwilling to leave any large

sum in his hands, lie went to the tavern, spent part of the

money in drink, and lost the rest in gaming. His wife, seeing

him return happy, and in good humour, asked him what he

had done with his money r, "I liave it no longer," said Stecn,

laughing, "and the best of the joke is, that the companions

who have taken it from me think they have duped me, whilst

they are dupes themselves. Of all the gold coins which you

saw me with to-day, there is not one that is not light. Now,
I leave you to imagine how they will look to-morrow, when
they discover it!" Light! this word, so amusing in this

particular instance, Jan Steen might apply to life— to his own
at least. In fact, nothing weighed him down in an existence,

passed in observing men, in laughing at their caprices, and

depicting their carousals.

"Were we to judge from his pictiu'es, we might suppose that

not a cloud of^adness had ever come to trouble the serenity

of his mind. It was not that he did not see the discouraging

side of things, but he did not give himself up to discourage-

ment ; and, inaccessible himself to melancholy, it did not throw

its shade upon his compositions. Tlicre exists a celebrated

picture of his, which is the exact representation of hiunan life.

It is in the gallery of the Hague, and we should not be able to

abstain from giving a description of it here, had we not found

one, simple, striking, and brief, in the catalogue raisonne of

this valuable gallery, arranged by il. Van Steengracht Van
CoitkapcUe. " The subject," says this connoisseur, '• seems

to point out the different periods of existence. In the fore-

ground some children are playing with a cat ; beyond, a woman
is courted by a young man ; near the hearth an old man is

seated, holding a child on his knee ; the old man and the child

are amusing themselves with a parrot. A servarit is cooking

some oysters ; in the background several persons drink,

smoke, and play. A picture, himg upon the wall behind,

represents a gibbet, as if to point out the end reserved for

those who give themselves up to excess in drinking and

gambling. An opening made into the granary beyond, dis-

covers a young man carelessly reclining and blowing soap-

bubbles, with a death's head at his side ; an impressive

allusion to the vanity and emptiness of life. A thick curtain

at the top of the pictm-e is suspended above these various

personages, and seems to threatEn, by its fall, to end this whole

scene of human action. There is nothing in painting more
ingenious or more striking than the simple idea of this vast

curtain, which immediately gives one to understand, that the

scene represented is the " Comedy of Life."

Jan Steen had six children by Margaret Van Goyen, who
died before him ; but, as if not contented with these, he took

it into his head to contract a second marriage with a widow
named il^aiiette Herkulens, who had two children of her own.
This large family constantly furnished models to the painter ;

he delighted to represent them with disordered hair and dress,

in all the sprightliness of their frolics, observing the variations

of age, from the extreme simplicity of the little girl w ho jdays

with a rattle or teases the cat, to the comical gaiety of the lad

of fourteen, who already assumes the manners of a man. His
old parents also figured in his pictures whenever he wished to

represent old age, so that, like a true philosopher, Jan Steen
observed the whole human family without leaving his own

;

and there was nothing, even to his spotted dog, which he did
not admit to the honours of painting, and consider worthy to
represent his whole race. Tlie Dutch have a proverb, which,
when uauskueil, nuis thus;—" As the old sing, the young

whistle." AV'ishing to illustrate this saying, and to charac-
terise the pleasures of each age, Jan Steen painted the por-

traits of all his family, in a picture which may be seen in the

Museum of the Hague, and which is rendered still more
valuable by the artist's having represented himself, between
his two wives, Margaret Van (ioyen and Mariette Herkulens.
These persons were both good-looking, the first especially, if

we may rely upon the brush of their husband, who, however,
w.as not a man likely to Hatter either them or himself. Mariette
Herkulens sold ready-cooked calves' and sheep's heads and
feet in the market. Steen's union with her was not cxaetlv a
prudent marriage, and the poor jiaintcr saw his increased

family sink into the deepest misery ; but for this he appears to

have shown little concern.

The day of St. Nicholas is in Holland the children's fete,

and it is known that on that day fathers and mothers are

accustomed to fill the shoes of their little ones with all sorts of

playthings and sweetmeats, making them believe that St.

Nicholas came during the night to throw these hunhons down
the chimney for them. Jan Steen has treated this .subject in

several of his works, and it is evident that, like a good father,

he often celebrated the fete of St. Nicholas. With the excep-

tion, perhaps, of Hogarth and Wilkie, among the modern
artists, no painter— certainly no painter of the Dutch school —
has carried the expression of human sentiments, as they are

discovered in private and familiar life, to so high a degree of

perfection as Jan Steen. What variety of physiognomy; how-

much truth of character ! Whilst from a wnidow in the back-

groimd the grandmother, playing the part of the saint, throws
dainties into the fire-place, the children rush to pick up the

presents which the good saint sends them. They hurry for-

ward, i>ush against each other, upset the chairs, and txunble on
the ground. A little girl holds out her apron, her eye expres-

sive of hope and faith, and a boy, cap in hand, goes a begging

among his more fortunate rivals. A baby, with outstretched

arms, seems to claim his share ; and the servant, animating the

competitors with voice and gesture, seems to say, " You see

what it is to be good !" We may repeat what M. Burtin has

justly said of Jan Steen, that not only can we perceive the

thoughts of each person in tliis picture, but we seem to hear

what he says.* The most amusing and comical figure in this

composition is that of a boy of nine or ten years of age, who,
carelessly leaning against the chimney-piece, smiles, with an
intelligent and superior air, at the innocence of his little

brothers, and seems quite proud of knowing that St. Nicholas

has nothing to do with the matter. Play of feature could scarcely

be rendered with greater truth than in the works of Jan .Steen,

and, e.xeept perhaps C'hardin, we should scarcely find his

equal, in this respect, among the masters of the French school.

The Dutchman has thus secured for himself a lasting celebrity.

" So long as there is expression in your pictures," WTote Pope
Ganganelli (Clement XIV.) to an artist friend of his, " you
may congratulate yourself upon your works. That constitutes

the essence, and renders many faults excusable, which one

would not pardon in an ordinary artist."

Houbraken relates, that ho long possessed and preserved in

his house one of Steen's pictures, which was afterwards sold

to the Duke of Wolfenbuttel. The subject of this picture was
the signing of a marriage contract. The attitudes and gestures

of all the figures are so natural and so expressive, that the

spectator imagines himself to be present at the ceremony,

and even to take part in it. The two fathers-in-law, com-
pletely bent upon asserting their respective claims, are ex-

plaining them with much earnestness to the notary, who, pen in

hand, listens with a grave and attentive a'r. The bridegroom,

transported with anger, throws his hat upon the ground,

together with the wedding jiresents. He shrugs his shoulders,

raises his hands, and looks at his aftianced bride, as if to give

her to understand that he takes no part in such vulgar calcu-

* Traite tlieoriiiue et pratiqiu des Connaissaiu'cs ijui sont iicces-

saircs ii tout amateur dc tableaux, par Francois Xavier de Burtin,

Brussels, 1808. M. dc Bmtin dcxribcs this " FCtcof .St, Nicholas"

a-j having fuiTueJ part of his own eoUection
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lations. She appears moved, and as a return of tenderness,

casts her eyes, full of gratitude and love upon her future

husband. " It must be confessed," says Houbraken, " that

this picture is admirable for expression.

Amongst the friends of Jan Stcen was the Chevalier Karel

de Moor, the celebrated painter of Leyden. In one of the

frequent visits which he paid to his countryman, hearing that

Mariette Steen had long teazed her husband to paint her

portrait, and that Steen continually promised, but never kept

husband, could not help laughing at this joke, and her

portrait, thus completed, appeared to her more charming than

ever.

Happy the painters who have excelled in expression, in

character ! They are certain of reno%vn during their lives,

and of fame afterwards. If the number of amateurs who ap-

preciate the properties of touch, delicate impasto, purity and

felicity of tone—in short, all that constitutes the technical in

art, is limited ; on the other hand, almost every body of any

THE DANCIKG DJO.

his word, Karel de Moor offered to pay her the compliment of

executing the long-desired picture. She joyfully accepted his

offer, and dressed herself in her smartest clothes for the occa-

sion. The picture finished, Mariette immediately carried it to

Jan Steen, who highly approved of it. "There is but one

thing wanting," said he, "which I will add." Then, taking

his palette and brushes, he painted, in a few strokes, a large

basket hanging on her arm, filled with sheep's heads and feet.

"You understand," said Steen, " that without this basket you

would not be known." The wife, as philosophical as her

enlightenment is able to understand the thoughts which an

artist has translated by his brush, and is solicitous at least to

appear interested in them. AVe do not mean to say that in-

genious turn of thought can compensate, in painting, for

feebleness of execution ; but, when the execution is suffi-

ciently vigorous to please the eye, it is a great advantage to

the popularity of the artist to awaken in us sentiments and

ideas, the effectiveness of which is independent of the preju-

dices of schools and of national and local customs. By work-

ing upon the human mind, which lias always points of resem-
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blance. one may suit the taste of the most opposite people

Such has been the fortune of Jan Steen, one of the masters of

the Dutch school, whose works conmumd the highest prices

even in our day. Holland and England, especially, contend

for his pictures, which, however, do not always need the ui-

dulgence that the comic humour of the painter might fairly

claim for them. In fact, if there is a want of uniformity m
his painting, if it is sometimes poor, inconsistent, and blame-

tures— as, for instance, in the "Sick Young Woman;" but

he certainly had two mamiers. Sometimes his composition is

hurried, careless, too uniformly brown in tone, and his colour-

ing seems harsh and inharmonious ; sometimes he painted

with a clear and exiiuisite colouring, in the elaborate style of

Mieris, but with more liveliness than that master. This latter

style is especially marked in Jan Stecn's "Country Wedding,"

in the museum of Amsterdam. It is a little i/ief-d' aeui're, in

ORA.CE BEFORE MEAT.

able, on account of the carelessness of execution ; on the other

hand, his pictures are often carefully finished and executed

with firmness, in the style of Gabriel Metzu. They are ren-

dered piquant by a touch of hun.our, and their tints are

charmingly fresh and clear. We do not know whether it is

true that all the drunken and disorderly habits, to which Jan
Steen abandoned himself, were the cause of tlxe extreme
negligence which is observable in certain portions of his pic-

which the light is as well managed, and the execution as rich,

as in a Van Ostade. Jan Steen has occasionally the vigour

and depth of Peter Van Hooghe, and his painting proves that

execution is subordinate to intellect, and that the mind guides

the brush at least as much as the hand.

The interiors ol Jan Steen, like those of Ostade, are taken

from a raised point of view, so that the figures which are

in the further part of the room are not hidden by those _in

H
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the foreground. A seconil window is generally introduced in

his backgrounds, to throw light on the distant figures and

objects. Then the number of utensils is less than with the

other Dutch painters : Jan Steen had too much sense to

multiply them uselessly and without measure. No super-

fluity is found in his pictures, and if the painter introduce

ijome kettles, a frying-pan, a pestle, or other utensils, it is

only to reeal the familiarities of domestic life. Like Metzu,

Steen liked to paint framed pictures to adorn the walls of his

" Repasts," his " Joyous Meetings ;" and it is remarkable

that these frames are always fiUed with noble subjects-

engagements of the cavalry, heroic landscapes, and fabulous

scenes, as, for instance, the conflict between the Centaurs and

the Lapitha\

Jan Steen died, in 1689, at the age of 'flfty-three. He left

nine children, concerning whose future he never troubled

himself. The son he had by his second wife was named

Thierry, and practised sculpture at the «ourt of a German

prince. Of the other children nothing is known.

Dr. Franz Kiiglcr, a most friendly and judicious critic, thus

speaks of the character of Jan Steen as an artist;— "His

Avorks imply a free and cheerful view of common life, and he

treats it with a careless humour-, such as seems to deal with

all its daily occurrences, high and low, as a laughable mas-

querade, and a mere scene of perverse absurdity. Hii treat-

ment of subjects differed essentially from that adopted by

other artists. Frequently, indeed, they are the same jolly

drinking parties, or the meetings of boors ; but in other

masters the object is, for the most part, to depict a certain

situation, either quiet or animated, whilst in Jan Steen is

generally to be found action, more or less developed, together

with all the reciprocal relations and interests between the

characters which spring from it. ' This is accompanied by

great force and variety of individual expression, such as

evinces the sharpest observation. He is almost the only

artist of the Netherlands who has thus, with true genius,

brought into full play all these elements of comedy. His

technical execution suits his design ; it is carefully finished,

and notwithstanding the closest attention to minute details,

is as firm and correct as it is free and light."

This artist, who never painted for the mere pleasure of

p.ainting, has had the honour of being cited by Sir Joshua

Reynolds as one of the most eminent masters. He says of

him, that if with his genius he had had better models, in

point of taste, he might have ranged with the greatest pillars

of art. His lasting renown is not to be accounted for by the

numerous anecdotes which the Dutch historians have related

of his life, and which are all more or less ridiculous, but

arises from the fact that his pictures, being full of sense and

sly humour, remarkable for expression, and amusing from

their comic meaning, delight all those who, not wishing to

have their minds uninterested in the admiration of works

of art, look for something else in painting than the representa-

tion of a carpet, the execution of a silk dress, or the delicacy

of a tone.

Jan Steen, perhaps the niist jovial and lively of Dutch

masters, has treated every kind of subject, domestic, grotesque,

and bacchanalian scenes, conversation pieces, landscapes,

history, and religion. By his hand are " The Continence of

Seipio ;" "Jesus Preaching in the Wilderness;" "The Mar-

riage of Cana," &c. &c. ; but let us observe that the comic

sentiment of the artist penetrates even these compositions.

At any rate, the superintendents of public museums, as

well as amateurs, endeavour, with a very justifiable earnest-

ness, to obtain the works of the celebrated Dutchman.

In the royal collection of Windsor Castle there is a fine

specimen of Jan Steen's best period. It is the interior of a

Dutch cottage, with the inmates preparing for a meal. Al-

though a small picture, being only fifteen inches in height and

twelve in breadth, it is full of evidences of Steen's peculiar

method of treatment, and homely, though forcible style. It

consist* of eight figures in all : in the front is a man with a

pipe, playing with three childreUj while a woman is laying a

cloth on a table behind, and others are engaged in the pro-

cesses of cooking at the fire. It is hung in the apartment

called the King's closet, between a picture attributed to Andrea
del Sarto and a Holy Family of Teniers.

Neither at the National Gallery nor at the collection at

Duhvich, which is rather famous for Dutch and Flemish

pictures, is there a single specimen from oui' painter's easel.

In the private galleries of English noblemen and gentlemen,

however, there are many pictures illustrative of what may be

called low life in the Netherlands. Thus, besides the seven

pictures of J.in Steen's in the Queen's private collection, there

arc several examples of our master's best manner in the posses-

sion of Sir Robert Peel, Lord Francis Egcrton, Lord Ash-
buiton, the Duke of Wellington, the Earl of Shrewsbury, Mr.

Hope, Mr. Munro, the late Mr. Beckford, the Earl of Scars-

dale, and the Marquis of Bute, besides numerous genuine

Steens in the houses of amateiu's of art.

The Queen's private collection at Buckingham Palace con-

tains by far the most rare and excellent examples of the

Dutch masters in England. This collection was originally

formed by George the Fourth, whose predilection for Flemish

and Dutch pictures is well known. Through the agency of

Lord Farnborough, many of the most precious specimens

of Jan Steen's pencil were secured to this country. Of the

seven pictures by this master, the most celebrated in this

collection is " A Family Party," in which the painter has

introduced himself playing on the violin. The group con-

sists of eleven persons, all of whom are amusing themselves

in various ways—card-playing, singing, and laughing. There

is a vast deal of hrnnour in this composition, and the treat-

ment is more than commonly careful ; but the tone of the

colour is considered by artists rather too dark in some parts—
an accident which may possibly be the work of time and the

picture cleaner. " Twelfth Night," a group of twelve persons,

with the king of the revels in the centre. " A Company of

Country People indulging in riotous mirth before the door of

a Public-house;" "The Card Party," a small composition,

consisting of four figures ;
" The Village Feast," which

represents the interior of a tavern, with a number of country

people eating, drinking, and dancing; a nameless picture,

having for its subject a young lady at the toilet ; and one

other completes the list. Of the last in our list. Dr. Waagen*
does not presume to offer an opinion, though of the " Village

Feast," and the " Maiden's Toilet," he speaks in high terms.

The one he pronounces to be " fuU of the happiest and

merriest thoughts, but at the same time delicately finished ;"

and of the other, he says, " that in admirable imjiasto and

spirited execution it rivals the finest Metzu ;" and that the
" bright masterly graduated light and the cool harmony of the

colours, in which blue and purple prevail, make this one of

the choicest pictures of the master."

Lord Francis Egerton's collection of paintings — known as

the Bridgewater Gallery, from its foimdcr, the duke — is

famous also for its examples of the Dutch and Flemish mas-

ters. The Village School of J,an Steen, a picture which cost

its owner no less a sum than £1,.500, and one or two smaller

specimens of the same master are deservedly esteemed.

Lord Ashburton's collection of paintings at his house in

Piccadilly— permission to view being easily obtamable— is one

of the lions of the metropolis. The two specimens of Jan

Steen—which hang beside other worthy examples of art from

the Netherlands — are especially commendable for " the care

and delicacy of their finish, the humour of their incidents, and

the warmth of their tones." Tliese quoted words are those of

a most learned art-critic ; but as one of the finest of these

paintings has been selected by our artist for illustration, we
may be excused if we dwell a little longer upon its peculia-

rities. TuE Game of Skittles (p. 13), is one of Jan Steen's

most successful pictures ; and not its least merit is its entire

originality and genuineness— its history, from the celebrated

Poulain collection to that of Prince Talleyrand—through seven

cabinets, in fact,—having been clearly traced. It is a composi-

* Works of Alt and Artists in England, By Dr. Waagen
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tion of nine figures, and is painted on panel, L'iJ inches in

height, and lOf inches in width—a size not uncommon with the

hest of the Dutch masters. Two men are playing at skittles in

the foreground, with a couple of boys watching the game ;

while, on the grass to the left, arc seated a young man and

woman, the latter drinking from a long Flemish glass, and a

man smoking a pipe with a pitcher of liquor before him. A
horse belonging to one of the company stands patiently by the

fence, an old fellow appears in the field beyond, and looks

longingly over at the group upon the grass, and a woman is

seen in the background, as if trudging homewards. This

picture has been pronounced a " model of picturesque

arrangement ;" but we may go farther than that, and say, that

for careful finish, delicacy of tone, cheerful humour, and

freedom from coarseness and vulgarity, this picture of Jan

Steen's is superior to many attributed to him. Indeed, the

spirited execution of the landscape, in which the effect of a

bright evening sunlight is well and feelingly represented, and

the minute touches of nature everywhere observable, stamp

this as one of the most successful of the Dutchman's picto-

rial efforts. " Worthy of Cuyp," was the late Mr. Turner's

exclamation on looking at this picture when it was first

placed in its present position ; and worthy indeed it is of all

praise, as an incomparable specimen of careful finish and

brilliant execution. How different are the manner and

moral of the little engraving under the portrait—a reduced

copy of a large engraving in the Munich gallery.

In the Duke of Wellington's collection, at Apsley House,

are several fine examples of Jan Steen. One of the most

striking is that to which we have already referred— "The
Tipsy Mother." Tfiis is really quite a moral lesson. The
mother, sleeping off the fumes of the liquor, sits stupidly in

the centre of the room, while one of her sons empties her

pockets, and two others assist in conveying away the pur-

loined property. The eldest daughter is engaged in an evi-

dently interesting conversation with her lover, while a fiddler

romps with the servant -girl. Confusion and riot reign

supreme ; but with all this, and over and above the humour
and truth of the delineation, " this picture has the merit

of careful execution and clear colouring."

Mr. Hope's gallery contains tlu-ee good pictures—"The
Glutton," and its companion, "The Clvristening ;" and

another of a large company singing and dancing before an

ale-house. Of the first. Dr. Waagen says :
—"The expression

of boundless thoughtlessness and total absorption in transitory

sensual pleasure was perhaps never represented in such a

masterly manner as in this jolly fellow, who, with his whole

face laughing, looks with the most wanton complacency at a

pretty girl, who presents a glass of wine to him, while an old

woman is opening oysters for him. In the foreground is a

dog, and in a back room two gentlemen playing backgammon.
The picture of Fortune over the mantel-piece, with the in-

scription, ' Lightly come, lightly go,' is like similar allusions

in Hogarth's pictures. Marked with the ai-tist's name and

1661. The careful execution is at the same time a* spirited

and free as the conception, the colouring glowing and power-

ful, the light and shade equal in clearness and depth to De
Hooge."

In the collection, formed by the late Mr. Beckford, the

author of " Vathck, " at Fonthill Abbey, near Bath, was a

famous picture, called the " Progi-ess of Intemperance," of

which we have already spoken, in page 3. This picture

—

which is two feet nine inches in height by three feet in width

—

may be traced through the well-known collections of Danser,

Hyman, Smeth, Van Alpen, Sereville, and Dalberg. The sum
of 22f) guineas, for which it was sold at the dispersion of Mr.
Watson Taylor's collection, proves that, even in England, the

best pictures are sometimes sold at prices which, compared to

those obtained on the continent occasionally, arc not con-

sidered very high.

Lord Northwick's collection contains the " Marriage of

Cana," not a very successful painting; and in the Marquis of

Bute's gallery, at Luton, are three pictures by Jan Steen)

which are thus described by Dr. Waagen:—" 1. A Cock-

tight. A composition of twelve figures, fu 1 of happy thoughts.

An old Man holds out his hand to a young Man, to receive

p.iyment of a bet, at which another laughs. In clearness of

colouring too, in spirited, and, at the sam? time, careful

execution, it is one of the finest works of the master. Two
feet ten inches high, three feet nine inches wide.— 2. Stragglers
plundering a Farm. Most powerfully impressive by its dra-
matic truth ! The desperation of the farmer, who would
attack the soldiers with a pitchfork, but is held back by his

wife and child; the insolence of th.' soldiers, one of whom
cocks his musket, and another fires at some pigeons, form a

striking contrast with two monks, who, enjoying themselves
in eating and drinking, endeavour to make peace. Likewise
very carefully executed. One foot eight and a-half inches
high, one foot eight inches wide.— 3. A Girl in white silk,

and otherwise elegantly dressed, listens with pleasure to a

richly-dressed young man, playing on the lute. An old man,
behind a piUar, is watching them. In such pictures, which
he rarely painted, Steen is very nearly equal to Metzu in

clearness, force, and delicacy, but in general excels him in

dramatic interest. One foot three inches high, one foot wide."

The Louvre possesses only one, but it is of a sup?rior

quality, although Mr. Smith, and the surveyors of the mu-
seum, who, in 1S16, valued it at £32, do not consider it a

good specimen of the painter's tilent. This picture is worth
£1,200. It represents a "Village Banquet."
The Belvidere Gallery, at Viemia, contains two, a "Village

Wedding," and a " Dutch Family," a capital picture, dated
1663. The figures are one-third the size of life.

At the Pinaeothek, at Munich, there are also two, " Some
Boors quarrelling;" and " A Doctor feeling the pulse of a

Sick Woman."
The Koyal Gallery at Dresden contains only one, which

represents a " Woman feeding her little Child."

The Royal Museum at Amsterdam is rich in this master's

productions, it contains as many as eight. " The Portrait of

the artist ;" " Villagers returning from a Fete ;" " A Scourer;"
"The Baker;" "A Quack;" "St. Nicholas' Day, an ex-

cellent picture, with a very lively composition ;
" The Back-

gammon Party ;" and a " Country Wedding."
At the Hagu'e are six pictures by Jan Steen, "The Family

of the Painter;" "Representation of Human Life;" "A
Doctor feeling the pulse of a Young Girl:" "A Dentist;"
" A Poultry-yard ;" and lastly, "A Doctor going to pay a

visit to a Sick Person."

The Hermitage, St. Petorsburgh, " The Sick Girl and the

Doctor."

In the Royal Museum of Berlin is found, " A Familiar
Scene."

The Frankfort Museum includes " The Interior of a
Room ;" and a "Doctor dressing a Man's Wounds."
In the Florence Gallery, " Peasants seated at Table in an

Arbour;" and " The Young Violinist ;" are the only exam-
ples of Jan Steen.

In the museums of the departments of France, there are

some beautiful works of this master.

At Montpellier are the "Repose of the Traveller;" and
" A Familiar Scene." They both bear the signature of the

master, and were bc(;ueathed by M. Valdeau to the museum
of this towni.

At Nantes, there is a single picture of Steen's, called

"Topers seated at Table."

Rouen possesses a gem, known as " The Loves of Jau

Steen."

In the private collections of noblemen and gentlemen are to

be found the most beautiful productions of our lively artist.

At M. Delesserts, in Paris, " The Interior of a Kitchen,"

and " St. Nicholas' Day."

It was not till lately tlnit Jan Steen's pictures became knoH-n

in the public sales of France, where their number has never

been considerable.

At the Gagnat sale, in 170S, "A Dutch Interior" sold for

£18.

At the Due de Choiaeul's sale, 17"2, "A Sick Old Man,"
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of which we here give an engraving, fetched £S2 10s. "The
Interior of an Alehouse," which heads this biogr.iphy, realized

£699 10s.

At the Prince of Conti's sale, 1777, "A Tipsy Woman,''
who is being carried away in a wheelbarrow, while a little

boy squirts water at her with a syringe, produced £64.

At the sale of Randon de Boisset, 1777, "The Skittle

Players went for £64.—" The Lesson on the Harpsichord" for

£1,200 6s.

At the Calonne sale, 1788, "The Villagers' Dance" fetched

At the Van Leyden sale, 1804, " La Fiancee Precoce " went
for £79.

At the Lampe'riere sale, 1817, " The Doctor and his Young
Patient " reached £462, after a smart competition. This is a
picture admirable for finish, firmness of touch, and brilliancy
of colour. It contains three figures : the sick girl, her
mother, and the doctor.

At the Rouge sale, 1818, " The Village Wedding " sold for

£72; "La Danse de I'CEuf" for £120; "The Lesson on the
Harpsichord " for £281 IDs.

THE AGED INVALID.

£84 lOs. This picture came from M. de MontriWou's col-

lection.

At the Due de Praslin's sale, 1793, "The Less on onthe Harp-
sichord," from Randon de Boisset's collection, produced £.52.

At the Robit sale, 1801, "The Dancing Dog," which we
here give (p. 8.), was purcha,sed for £112. This picture came
from the rich collection of M. Nogaret.
At the Lanjeac sale, 1802, " The Skittle Players," from the

cabinet of Randon de Boisset, was knocked down for £116,
and " The Betrothal," for £70.

At the Lampe'riere sale, 1823, "A Familiar Scene" was

purchased for £60 ; and "The Comic Concert " for £19.

At M. Erard's sale, 1832, " The Village Wedding " brought

£196 ;
" The Pleasures of the Kermess " £75.

At the sale of the Due de Berri, 1837, " The Marriage ot

Cana " sold for £540. This picture has been added to Van
Leyden's celebrated collection ; it was the delight of the

dowager, to whom it was brought ever)- day, as a powerful

specific against ennui, thoughts of sorrow, and of her

approaching end

!
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At the Heris' sale, 1841, the picture called "Indisposition"
went for £224; and " The AVedding " for £112.
At the sale of the Count Perreaux, 1841, " The Servimt Girl

dressed in a red Boddice " fetched £398.
At Paul Perrier's sale, in 1843, " The Marriage of Cana,"

from the collection of Due do Berri, was purchased for
£660.

£482 10s. The painting in this last picture seems to bid
defiance to Terburg, Gerard Douw, or Metzu, on account of its

elaborate finish and the beauty of the touch.
The drawing.s of Jan Stecn arc, like his paintings, full of

animation and wit. We have seen a charming one, containing
thirteen figures, amongst which is that of a little boy, who is

beating a drum before the door of a house.

THE SKITTLE PLATERS.

At the Vasserot sale, in 1845, the well-knowi picttire

"Resistance," and its companion, "The lost Bird," sold to-

gether for £90.

At the Meffre sale, in 1845, the " Fete des Seigneurs," sold
for £268.

At Cardinal Fesch's sale, at Rome, in 1845, " The jovial
Repast" went for £328, and "The after-dinner Nap" for

Jan Steen signed most of his pictures thus ;

(iSttim.
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SALE OF MR. AVOODBUKN'S PICTURES.

The late Mr. Woodburn was well known as a collector of

paintings, and often employed in that capacity, not merely

by noblemen and gentlemen, but also by government. His

collection of pictures, including works of the Italian, Flemish,

Dutch, and German schools, was recently put up for sale by

public auction. As might be expected from the position he

occupied, many of them are productions of a high order, and

the large sums for which they were sold showed the estimation

in which they are held by connoisseurs. Of the Italian

school, three were described as Raffaelles, several as specimens

of Leonardo da Vinci, and one as the work of Buonarotti.

Doubts have been expressed as to the authenticity of some of

these, particularly that of " Christ bearing a Cross," by Da

Vinci, and the " Saint John," by Raffaelle. These doubts are

founded partly on the anatomical modelling of the figures,

and partly on the elaborate foldings of the drapery. That

they were pretty generally entertained, is proved by the prices

at which these pictures were knocked down. The total pro-

ceeds of the sale were .47,500. Among the paintiaigs which

sold best were the following :—" The Madonna of the Im-

maculate Conception," which was painted by Murillo for the

Royal Family of Spain, and once belonged to the Infante Don

Gabriel, was purchased by Mr. Farrar for 1,000 guineas. It

is described in the catalogue as "the finest in England." Mr.

Uwins bought " The Adoration of the Virgin," by Giorgione,

for .500 guineas, in the name of the government. This picture

represents the Virgin sitting with the infant Jesus, St. Joseph

bv her side, and a Venetian general in armour kneeUng before

her, while his horse is held by a page. A convent is seen in

the distance. The composition of the picture is strange, but

the colouring is very rich and the ti'eatmont majestic, espe-

cially that of the Holy Mother, whose attitude and features

display great spirituality. " The Magdalen," by Titian,

fetched 210 giuneas. " A Spacious Landscape, with a Village

on a River and Figures," painted by AVouvermans, and bear-

ing date 1090, formerly in the Duchess de Berri's gallery,

realised 405 guineas. " The Virgin Weeping over the Body

of Christ," by Guercino, produced 250 guineas; "The Holy

Family," by Vaga, 370 guineas; "The Marriage of Saint

Catherine," by Poussin, 175 guineas ;
" The Virgin and Saint

Joseph kneeling over the infant Jesus," by Perugino, 153

guineas ;
" The Tribute Money," a composition of twelve

figures, by Rembrandt, engraved by M'Ardell, 380 guineas
;

"The Virgin," by Raffaellini, 145 guineas; " Saint John, in

a Landscape, Preaching," by Raffaelle, 135 guineas. Other

lots were—" Bacchus and Ariadne on the Shore of the Island

of Naxos, with Xymphs and Satyrs," by Guide, for 145

guineas; "The Virgin," by Hemling, for 121 guineas; two

paintings of rural scenes, by Cuyp, for 115 guineas each ;
" A

Landscape," by Wouvermans, for 181 guineas; "An Italian

Landscape," by AVilson, for 150 guineas ; "A Classical Land-

scape," by Claude, for 101 guineas; " A Frozen River, with

a Village," by Van der Neer, for 100 guineas ;
" An Interior,"

by Tcrburg, for 93 guineas ; and " The Duke of Urbino

receiving the Order of the Garter," by Francesca, for 80

guineas. This last was purchased by Colonel Phipps.

THE WATERFALL, BY RUYSDAEL.
The works of Jacob Ruysdael—who was born in Ilarlecra

in 163G, the same year as Jan Steen, and died in 1681, a few

years before his comic contemporary—present a great and

astonishing contrast to those we have just had under review.

If Steen was well known for his (lenrc and conversation pieces,

Ruysdael was as famous for his shadowy landscapes, and

exquisite, because natuKil, sea-pieces. This painter, says Sir

Edmund Head, is the master whose pictures form the proper

type and centre of the whole school of Dutch landscape. Inhis

works, as in those of the great painter of ideal landscape, Claude

Loirain, natural objects are treated in a manner which appears

to manifest the influence of a higher spirit ; but the means

adopted by these two artists were very different. Ruysdael

did not need to decorate the ordinary forms of nature, or dress

her up in a holiday garb, in order to bring her nearer to some-

thing which was divine. Each single object, however homely

and familiar, provided it had not been cramped and regtdated

by the hand of man—the green meadows, the silent sweep of

the clouds, the murmuring trees or brook—all breathe the

pure and lofty feeling of that higher spirit. His paintings

are in fact a renewal of that old worship of the spirit of

nature which the Roman historiiin has ascribed to the ancient

Germans. Yet there is in his pictures much that relates to

the busy toil of man, but such features in general stand in

feeble opposition to the overwhelming mass of natural objects,

and the traces of human works often appear as mere ruins

which have long yielded to the powerful operation of the

elements. Thus it is that the pictures of Ruysdael form the

strongest possible contrast to those of Waterloo and other

painters.

Ruysdael's subjects are taken from the scenery of the north,

although the tame form of nature wliich he saw in his imme-

diate neighbourhood rarely satisfied him ; or when he did

adopt it for his model, he generally impressed on it a feeling of

mournful solitude. A simple picture in the Berlin JIuseum

is a good example. It represents an old peasant's hut, behind

(vhich are lofty oaks
; a little stream runs close by at the foot

of a wooded hill, bubbling over bushes and stones ; lowering

shadows from the clouds are cast over the picture ; a

bright gleam of sun falls on the stem of an old willow, which

stretches itself upwards like a spectre in the foreground; the

scenery is secluded and inhospitable ; we feel the desolation

in which the inhabitants of the cottage must dream away their

existence. Other compositions of this kind bring before us

the solitude of shady canals, or the depths of a thick wood,

enlivened by the passing bustle of a stag-hunt. In some the

works of man form the point of interest, but decayed and

ruined by the elements. Of this class is the celebrated

" Monastery" of the Dresden Gallery—a picture of a deep

and peculiar po3tic character—but above all his " Church-

yard," in the same collection. In this last we see in the

background the ruins of a once mighty church, obscured by a

passing storm of rain ; the whole scene around is wild and

desolate, partly covered with bushes and brambles or with

aged and decayed trees. This wildness extends even to the

churchyard, in which monuments of varied forms give

evidence of its former importance. A foaming stream in the

foreground finds its way into the waste, even through the

tombs, whilst a gleam of sun lights up its eddies and the

adjoining graves.

Ruysdael more frequently delineated natiu'e in her grander

forms, such as rocky heights surroiuided by woods, and

torrents rushing between cliffs ; sometimes he added a lonely

dwelling, which, by its contrast, strengthens rather than

softens the horror of the scene, or a shepherd who silently

passes on his way over the light bridge. Frequently the

scene is perfect solitude, in wliich the voice of the waters seems

to be unbroken by any other sound ; on a distant height,

perhaps, is a solitary chapel, with the moon behind it, whose

beams play upon the foaming waves and dart their single

rays of light into the dai-kness. Pictures such as these arc

most widely dispersed, and the galleries of Munich, Dre(<den,

Vienna, and the Hague, possess a great number of them.

They all display the silent power of Nature, who opposes with

her mighty hand tlie petty activity of man, and with a solemn

warnijig, as it were, repels his encroachments.

In Ruysdael's admirable representations of the sea we find

the same grand repose, and the same thorough life and motion

of the element. In this line of art also he has executed first-

fate works. A lar(j[e and roost ejicellent sea-piece, with a
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brisk swell and rain-clouds clearing off, is in the Gallery of

the Berlin Museum.
Her JIajesty's private gallery contains one picture by Ruys.

dacl ; that of Lord Francis E^crton no less than six ; and

Professor Waagen ascribes to this master another work in the

same collection, which usually bears the name of Ilobbema.

Sir Robert Peel has three fine Uuysdaels : Lord Ashburton's

are still more numerous. Besides these, the collections of Sir

Abraham Hume, Mr. Wells, and Mr. Hope, must be specially

refeiTed to. Waagen speaks with peculiar admiration of a

larf!;e picture belonging to Mr. Sanderson, and mentions the

Ruysdaels at Burleigh and at Luton ; more particularly a rare

specimen in the latter collection, of the interior of a church,

with tiguros by Philip Wouvcrman. The small but exquisite

picture called " Lcs Petits Can.ards," which Smith, in 18.34,

valued at 1.50 guineas, sold in 1844 for 360 guineas, at Har-

man's sale. It should be added that the Louvre, as well

as the Gallery of the Hermitage, contains some very fine

Ruysdaels.

The exquisite picture on the next page may be considered a

good specimen of Ruysdael's most popular manner. In it rock

and water, cloud and verdure, action and repose, are blended

together in a manner at once natural and magnificent. The
name of Ruysdael is said to signify roaring or foaming water

;

" and thus," says Descamps, " he seemed predestined by his

name to be the painter of Cascades." Houbraken, too, makes
no reservation when he praises the transparency and brilliancy

of the water in Ruysdael's pictures. " ^^'here is the

traveller familiar with the impressive beauties of mountainous

countries who cannot find thfem in the pictures of this great

master r At the foot of those steep rocks, how the water falls,

foams, and wTithes round the ruins it has brought downi ! It

d.ashes forward from the right, from the left, and from the

background of the picture towards the gulf which draws it in
;

it rushes down, we were about to say, with a hollow noise, for

in fact we imagine we can almost hear it. We see it gliding

down the slippery rocks, dashing against the rough bark of

the trees, and gushing dowm the rugged bottom of the ravine.

AVe fancy we feel the cold and humid spray falling on our

faces. To the left, upon one of the rocks which bound the

torrent, is perched a frail cottage, close upon the noisy abyss
;

and the fragility of this edifice, erected there by the bold

hand of some hermit, excites an apprehension as we apjiroach

it of some violent assault of the waters that so closely besiege

the feeble dwelling. The sky is cloudy, the air oppressed with

fog, and great birds are scaring through the loftiest regions of

space. The trees are motionless, because the winds have no
access to this narrow and confined retreat. The vegetation

around it is in admirable vigour. On every rocky point that

contains a little earth a tree has taken root. But such is the

power of genius, that after having seen in all its magnificent

reality the spectacle which the artist has reproduced on a

piece of canvas of some few inches in magnitude, nature
herself seems to us less grand and less startling than the

work of Ruysdael !"

WhOe on the subject of so celebrated a landscape painter, a

question of high importance occurs, which had already been
raised by the study of Claude Lorraine. Is not the beautiful

in art only an imitation of the beautiful in nature ? We are

of opinion that it is not, and for this reason—but here we must
quote the words of a man of taste and genius, an amiable
writer, a painter with the pen, who wiU give our reason
better than we could ourselves. " I have here upon my
right a fine tree ; a vigorous oak, young, leafy, even that
of which

—

' Le front au Caucasc pareil,

Non content d'arreter lcs rayons du soleil.

Brave reffort dc la tcmpete.'

"Ruysdael, approach ! and with those dark mysterious
touches peculiar to thy sombr-; colouring, with those trans-
parent shadows wherein thou knowest how to plunge the
branches, paint us this colossus 'n all its beauty. Forget not,
we pray thee, the harmonious ti'*ure3 of this unstained bark ;

nor, higher up tow.ards the north, those few leaves which,

chilled and tardy in blowing, shelter beneath the stems of

their elders their still fragile st.ilks and tender verdure. On
the other hand, I have here upon my left an oak lopped and
thick set, recently mutilated by the wood-cutters ; it is

nothing more than a knotty and twisted tnmk, which from
its base to its summit has sprouted forth in unequal twigs

;

on this side the ants have built their granaries in its gaping
flanks, and we can see from its oozing and rotten caverns,

black and slimy, the sap exuding from the diseased wood.
.\pproach, in thy turn, Karel Dujardin, and with that charm
of simplicity, that unaffected feeling, which breathe in thine

artless execution, paint for us this pollard stump amidst all

its sickly poverty. Forget not, I pray thee, those distorted

swellings, those warts which surmount, like downy hair, the

tufts of abortive stems, nor those humid black spots which
hang like beads of soot upon the hollow channel of the

pith.

" Our two pictures being finished, let the amateur enter,

and let us observe him. lie is ravished, transported. But
this seems absurd, for he has certainly seen, many a time,

upon the plain or the hill side, without even noticing them,
as beautiful oaks as the one, and still more mutilated pollards

than the other. How comes it to pass, then, that, on being

thus reproduced upon canvas, these two trees yield him so

much pleasiu-e ? How is it that already they seem not to be
trees he is contemplating, but objects which give him pleasure,

which affect him, which speak to him; words and language
in which he reads some charming thought, expressed with
grace and poetry that transport him It is already clear that

this oak, the production of Ruysdael, says things which our
oak, the production of the acorn, does not say, and that if fine

oaks do spring from the earth, it is nevertheless, in reality,

this fine production of Ruysdael's art, and not this fine

produce of the earth, which ravishes and transports the
amateur."

Amateurs, who above all look at the painting, that is, the
execution of a picture, remark in Ruysdael nothing of his

touch (for it is blended and but slightly visible, in comparison
especially with the i/iipasto style of Hobbema) but those warm
and bituminous grounds which give so much vigour to his

tones, and serve as a basis to their harmony ; then the clever-

ness with which he could render this preparation cold again
by a general tint of a bluish and pearly-gray, which is more in

accordance with the cast of his reveries ; tl\ey admire the
perfection of his foliage, which, instead of being rounded and
li pcu pris, like that of many painters, is rendered with a
precision and a tremulous touch imitating the cut-out leaf

of parsley; but what they admire above all, are the trans-

parency, the lightness, and depth of his skies. In Ruys-
dael's clouds are foimd at once the most beautiful forms of

nature and its finest colours and movements. Sometimes they
are seen floating rapidly through space, and casting their

fleeting shadows over the countrj- ; sometimes they are sailino-

through the firmament with a majestic slowness. The illusion

is always complete ; the eye follows them, and expects at every
instant to see them disappear. In the representation of clouds,

Ruysdael has never been surpassed, or even equalled, unless

by Gillaume van de Velde and Karel Dujardin ; he excels

especially in the art of representing those bursts of light when

,

the sun suddenly disperses the rainy clouds and banishes them
to the extremity of the horizon. This glimpse of the sky
between two storms, this pale and fugitive smile of nature

have been cheering to the artist j they have at least soothed
for an instant the morbid melancholy of his heart, and he has
therefore rendered them with all the power of his genius.

Nothing can be more wonderful in this way than the " Coup
de Soleil," at the Louvre, known amongst artists as the
"Thicket of Ruysdael." To attempt a description would
be useless : how is it possible to describe a picture which Ls

simply composed of a large dark thicket and a sandy road
gilded by a sunbeam ?

Grandeur is a quality of the mind. Thus we see how
Ruysdael, in his landscapes of two or three feet square, has
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succeeded in producing the illusion of profound solitude and

infinite space. To produce such great efifects, he employed

very few means. IVees, water, and sky,—these are aU his

machinery : men and animals seldom intervene, or they are

monuments of man. Passion, then, was the genius of Ruys-

dael. What renders his pictures inestimable is, that he has,

so to speak, enclosed under their glaze his most intimate

and secret sentiments ; and on seeing so rare a mixture of

THE WATERFALL. BY JACOB BUYSDAEL.

not done by his own hand. He did not even avail himself of

the mournful but commonplace iniluence of ruined buildings.

He only painted the trunks of trees torn up by the tempest,

or pieces of rocks carried away by torrents, that is to

say, the ruins of nature ; for nature has her ruins like the

ineffable poetry and strict precision, it may be said that

he painted his landscapes in the obscure chamber of his

soul.

Like a true poet, this great painter lived poor, and died

young on the 16th of November, 1681.
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TUKNEE.
AVe pmijosc presenting to the reader two or three specimens

of the works of the masters of modem times, for the purpose of

supplying him with a few random recollections of the men
and their- works.

The name of the late J. M. W. Turner has for year's been

the war cry of one of the great art factions in England, and

his pictures have served much the same purpose as the famous

shield, about the coloiu- of which two knights- errant be-

laboured each other all day long, though neither had seeir

more than one side. He never exhibited a picture in the

Academy that did not give rise to the fiercest disputes and

recrimination, w] ach were often carried far beyond their legi-

timate sphere or object. Since his death, however, his works

have gradually been assuming theii' proper ranlc, and there is

hardly a doubt that at the present moment they stand as high

in the estimation of all competent judges as those of any artist,

cither of ancient or of modern times.

We sh?vll now endeavoirr to put the reader in possession of

those points in which he is considered to excel, and those in

which he is said to be deficient by those who have devoted

most time to the study of his works, and their comparison

with the productions of " the great masters."

Before Turner's time landscape painting in England par-

took very much of the character of young ladies' drawings, or

the steel engravmgs in annuals, at least so far as regarded the

sulijects chosen. These were generally moonlight scenes,

calm sunsets with clear- skies, shady valleys, and river banks

at summer noon-day. Little change -was ever seen in the

character of the atmosphere or hue of the sky. People were

begirmmg to get tired of this, -when Turner appeared to supply

them with a change of fare.

Turner, strange to say, is the only painter who has ever

represented the surface of calm, or the force of agitated, water

with iirecision and fidelity. He has obtained this expression

of force in falling or running -water by fearless and full ren-

dering of its forms. He goes down with the stream or

catai-act, but never loses hunself and his subjeet.in the splash

of the fall, or forgets to follow out the details. He does not

blind us w-ith spray, or veil the countenance of his fall in its

own drapery. It is easy to give the appearance of indiscri-

minate foam ; but nature gives more thim foam, she shows
beneath and through a distinct outliire and character for each

wave, and bend, and jet—in short, throws a character of defi-

niteness over the whole. Now Tm-ner is remarkable, above all

thuigs, for his dislike of generalities, and for his love of definite-

ness, and he accordingly discards every thing that conceals or

overloads it. In the "Cascade ofTerni," one of his Italian

views, the whole basin of the fall is blue and dim with rising

vapour, and is arched by a rainbow ; but, nevertheless, the

attention of the spectator is mainly directed to the concentric

zones and delicate curves of the falluig water itself. The
great mistalte of most other painters has been that they have
given the water a springijig parabolic descent, as if it were an
eirraged prisoner springing eagerly from his bonds : they give

it an appearance of activity. Now falling water is in reality,

to all appearance, helpless and lifeless, a heavy falling body.

Water may haji over a stone, but it (limbics over a fall, aban-

dons itself wholly to the air, and the descent becomes a dead
weight. It is the expression of tliis hopeless abandonment,

this utter prostration—if we may so speak—for which Turner
is famous. There is no muscle, or sinew, or wiriness, or self-

control in Iris cataracts.

He displays the same wonderful powers of perspective in

Ms treatment of the water as it flows among the rocks after

its descent. Water, when once it iuids itself in the bed of

the river, and commences its onward course, when it meets
with any obstructions, docs not rush madly onward after

surmounting them, but rests awhile h\ the hollow on the

other side, and so it goes on, alternately gurglmg rormd the

stones iir its way, and then resting agam. But if it be going

dow-n a .steep descent, so that its motion is nmch accelerated

by flowing down a steep uicline, it leaps manfully over the

first obstacle iir its way ; and instead of resting now, it leaps

again over the next with increased momentum ; and so on in

a succession of leaps, until its surface becomes a series of

imdulations. Tur-ner seizes on these curved lines of torrent,

not only as being among the most beautiful forms of natiure,

but because they are a constant expression of i^ower and
velocity, and tell us how the torrent has been flowing

before we see it. The leap and splash may occasionally

be seen in any quiet lowland scene, but the undulating line

s the peculiar attribute of the mountain torrent which has

been rushing mid foam and fury, for miles, over rock and fall.

His " Rising Squall, Hot AVells," from St. Vincent's Kock,
Bristol, was the first of his works in .which he displayed the

wonderful mastery of effect for which he afterwards became
so famous. He displayed at the very outset one of his chief

characteristics, his intense and invariable nationality. The
works upon which his fame will longest rest are those in

^\hich he has drawn his materials from English life and
scenery, and all his foreign scenes, though crowded with
surpassing excellences, are still faulty and immeasiuably in-

ferior. The author of "Modern Pamters " *has made the

choice of horne subjects an essential requisite to success in

any department of art, and asserts that no one who has lost

sight of this has ever achieved anything striking or original.

The Madonna of Raphael is a gh-1 of the L'rbino mountains,
where he himself was born and reared ; Gherlandago's is a

Florentine, Bellini's a Venetian. This is a position which it

is hard to dispute. No scenery can ever make, or ever leave,

the same impression in our minds as that amidst w-hich our
childhood has been passed, and with -which our eye fi-om the

earliest dawn of observation has grown fondly famUiar. To
him who has been born amongst the Yorkshire hills and
moors, or the downs and slopes of Sussex, no Alpine heights

can ever form so striking a picture as to displace from his

memory still earlier and far tenderer recollections. Sub-
limity, grandeur, magnificence, beauty— all give way before

the force of habit, for habit it is which trains us to love places

or features of scenery wluch are hallowed by their associa-

tions, and so to love them, that, after years of absence, it

needs no second visit to enable us to describe them as if they
lay before us. It is very much with pauiting as with lan-

guage. A man's mother tongue is the only one he can ever

speak with grace, force, and precision. He may discourse in

foreign languages w-ith fluency and correctness, but every one
perceives he is speaking stittly and by rule, or " speaking liiie

a book," to use a common but most expressive jjlirase.

This ride is, perhapSj better exemplified in Turner's case

than that of any artist in modern times ; because his labours

embraced a wider range of subjects -than those of any other.

In his earlier drawings the influence of Yorkshire scenery

may be traced immistakeably—the rounded forms of his bills,

and the singular- massiveness in his mountain drawmgs, from
which they derive so much of their grandeur—the disregard

of effect, the strong love of place, and the intense appreciation

of local minutiit. The sale of his drawings supplied Mm, at a

comijaratively early period, w-ith the means of travelling, air

advantage of wMch he fully availed Mmself, and the sketches

wlrich he made while on the continent were combined with a

large nimiber of di-awings of English scenes, in the " Liber

Studiorxun," a work which he published in imitation of

Claude's " Liber Veritatis," but on a much larger scale. The
proportioir of English subjects to foreign was, however, as

two to one, and though the latter comprised some of the

grandest and most striking scenes of the Alps, which w-ere

peculiarly adapted to the nature of his genius, the former
were of a kind peculiarly simple and of everyday occurrence,
such as the " Pembury Jlill," the " Farm Yard," " Compo-
sition," with the White Horse, that with the Cocks and
Pigs, "Hedging and Ditching," "Watercress Gatherers,''

a " Scene at Twickenham," and a very fine drawing called the
" Water Mill." The arcMtectuial subjects, too, instead of

being taken from some of the immense buildings of the Prcnch,
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arc almost exclusively English, many of tlicm taken from

spots entirely unknown to fame, Ilivaulx, Holy Island, Dum-
blain, Dunstanborough, Chepstow, St. Katharine's, Greenwich

Hospital, an English Parish Church, a Saxon Ruin, and an

English lowland Castle, with a Brook, Wooden Bridge, and

"Wild Duck. The foreign architectural subjects are three in

number, and these displaying but little merit. The same
remarkable contrast is observed in his execution of the trees,

the flowers, the rocks, and e\en the figures and the costume.

English trees, the monarch oak, the horse chestnut, the beach,

the ash, the elm, are the only ones he can portray with truth

and grace. English faces and dress arc the only ones that he

can handle easily and familiarly. All these are so many
proofs, not so much that he lost his power of perception when
he set foot on foreign soil, as that his intense nationality never

lost hold of liim so as to enable him to divest his mind suffi-

ciently of his home impressions.

After England, he appears to have handled the scenery of

France with most success, because, of all the countries of the

continent, it is that which in its leading characteristics most
resembles England. For gi'ace of stem and perfection of

foliage, the French hills arc altogether unmatched, and for the

study of grace no coimtry in Europe can equal France ; so

that an artist who wishes to perfect himself on this point can

find no better ground. This is true, not merely of the

mountainous districts about which tourists rove, and which

untravelled readers long to visit—rroven(,'e, Auvergne, or the

Vosges, but Lowland France, Pieardy, Normandy, and the

pleasant valleys of the Seine and the Loii'e. Tm-ncr seems to

have been the first artist, at least in England, who found this

out, and he is consequently the only Englishman who has

painted French landscapes with truth, efieet, and feeling

—

some will saj' the only man of any nation ; for many people,

amongst others, Mr. Ruskin, deny French landscape painters

all power of achieving anything better than wasting good

canvas, and wejring out good brushes.

In Switzerland he achieved some lirilliant successes ; the

atmospheric phenomena in the high regions, the wild raoim-

tain scenery, accorded well with his taste and genius. But in

most of his attempts he failed signally to give an effectual

rendering of Italian scenery. He seems never to have been able

to enter into the spirit of it, and whenever he made an effort

to produce a classical subject, he showed clearly that he

neither possessed the knowledge nor the feeling necessary for

the task. He drew some vignettes, however, for Rogers'

beautiful poem "Italy," and in them he has displayed

excellence of the highest order, and seems for the first and only

time really to have entered into the spirit of the Italian

scenery ; but his success is owing chiefly to the simplicity of

most of the views and the smallness of their size. His larger

pictures are full of inaccuracies, of mistakes, and miscon-

ceptions. The chief cause of these failures was, no doubt, his

attempt to spread an air of joyousness and brilliancy over

scenes that are peculiarly pensive, if not melancholy, to sub-

stitute radiance for serenity and fi.xity of light, and to give the

broad, open, and free character of English downs and Scotch

moors to a country cabin'd and cribb'd by walls, convents,

and terraces. In his earliest works. Turner showed, amidst his

many defects, that he was constantly in the habit of referring

to nature, and thus atoned for numerous faults that might

otherwise have been considered inexcusable. But he gave

evidence that, if he but fulfilled the promise that his produc-

tions already afforded, he would effect a total change in the

received system of art, and he did effect this change.

He had not laboured very long in his vocation when he

began to feel that the real colour of nature had never been

faithfully rendered by any school of art. It was impossible

that this should escape a man whose devotion to nature was
so intense, and whose perceptions were so acute. The
Venetians, it is true, had given conventional representations

of sunlight and twilight, by making the whites golden and
the blues green ; but no one had ever given an adequate idea

of the brilliant, joybus, all-pervading light of the sun, and
the million varying hues which external objects assume under

its influence. The finish of nature, too, and the grandeur of

nature with regard to particular objects, had been given by
many masters

; but her fulness, space, and mystery, by none.

To show what changes he effected regarding colour, wo
must digress a little, in order to explain. M)St people have
heard the word "tone" used in reference to pictures by con-
noisseurs, but few really know what is meant by it, and pro-
bably many of the connoisseurs are as ignorant as any. Tone
has two meanings ;- Fii-st, "the exact relief and relation of

objects against and to each other in substance and in dark-
ness, according as they are nearer or more distant, and the

perfect relation of the shades of all of them to the chief light

of the picture, whether that be sky, water, or anything else.

Secondly, the exact relation of the colours of the shadows to

the colours of the lights, so that they may be felt to be merely
different degrees of the same light ; and the accurate relation

among the illuminated parts themselves with respect to the

degree in which they are influenced by the colour of light

itself, whether warm or cold ; so that the whole of the picture,

or where several tones are united, the parts which are under
each may be felt to be in one climate, under one kind of light,

and in one kind of atmosphere ; this being chiefly dependent
upon that peculiar and inexplicable quality of each colour
laid on, which makes the eye feel both what is the actual

colour of the object represented, and that it is raised to its

apparent pitch by illumination."

The old masters were all considered great in tone, but
they, nevertheless, committed a great mistake in giving
the dark objects in the middle distance precisely the same
relation to the light of the sky which they have in nature

;

the light being necessarily infinitely lowered, and the shadow
deepened in the same degree. But we must remember
that nature surpasses us in her power of producing light,

jtist as much as the sun does white paper ; and surpasses us
also infinitely in her power of producing shade. So if we
start with our best white for the brightest light, and go down
our scale, tint for tint, step by step, against nature, we very
soon get to our deepest black—lamp-black, which, let it be
ever so black, still reflects light from its surface. But nature
can give shades still darker, down to total vacuity, from
which no ray of light is ever reflected. What, then, becomes
of all our intermediate degrees ? If we give the same quantity
of distance in pitch of shade that nature does, we must pay
for this expenditm-e of our means by totally missing half-a-

dozen distances no less important, and in nature no less

marked. But this the old masters did. " They chose," says

Jlr. Ruskin, " those steps of distance w-hich are most conspi-

cuous and noticeable—that, for instance, from sky to foliage,

or from clouds to hUls, and they gave these their precise pitch

of difference in shade with exquisite accuracy of imitation.

Their means were then exhausted, and tb.ey were obliged to

leave their trees flat masses of mere fiUed-up outline. Turner
starts from the beginning with a totally different principle.

He boldly takes pure white (and justly, for it is the sign of

the most intense sunbeams) for his highest light, and lamp-
black for his deepest shade, and between these he makes every

degree of shade indicative of a separate degree of distance,

giving each step of approach, not the exact diflFerence in

pitch which it would have in nature, but a difference bear-

ing the same proportion to that which his sum of possible

shade bears to the sum of nature's shade ; so that an object

half-way between his horizon and the foreground will bo
in exactly of half tint force, and every minute division of

intermediate space will have just its proportionate share of

of the lesser sum and no more. Hence, where the old master

expressed one distance, he expresses a hundred, and where
they said furlongs, he saj-s leagues."

This was a bold step for a modem artist to take, and it

faUed not to bring down on him a load of obloquy ; but the

man's total indifference cither to praise or censure rendered

him careless of any unpleasant remark that might be banded
about regarding the artist. His innovations in colour were as

great as those in tone. He surpassed, not only the old masters,

but all painters of modern times, in brilliancy. But there can
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be no question that he was right, and they wrong. When we
remember the intense light which nature throws over every

object in the external world, so intense and so brilliant, that

were a scarlet flower or a blade of grass placed beside any land-

scape painting, the grandest tints that were ever placed on

canvas would seem faint and faded in comparison. If a window
were suddenly opened in a room in the Royal Academy, for

instance, and the full light of a tropical sunset poured in, how
dim and dark and unnatural would every painting on the walls

look in comparison with the gorgeous hues of nature. If

Turner merely attempted to bring the colouring of painting up
to the standard of the great originals, he was certainly not

deserving of censure.

an existence. Hence, the deep and intense feeling which is

displayed in most of the works of the old masters—in the
" Crucifixions ;" the " Descents from the Cross ;" the " Ado-
rations of the Magi ;" the " Transfigurations ;" the " Assump-
tions," the Flights into Egypt," the " Last Suppers," of Da
Vinci, Raffaelle, Rubens, Titian, and Michael Angelo. What
they sorrowed over and wept over as a personal grief, we
believe as historical facts. They were all that the imagi-

nation had to dwell upon. The great and almost boundless

field for thought which modern science has since opened up,

the great chronicles of the ancient world, which were then
imknown, but are now familiar in every mouth, the " wide,

wide world of fancy," which modern literature has laid before

BOBNE FKOM THE FOUR STAOKB OP CRUELTY, IIY WILLIAM UOOARTU.

The extent to which authors are at the present day aided in

the utterance of their thoughts by illustrations, is one of the

most wonderful phemomena of the age. In the fourteenth and

fifteenth centuries, when the romance of religion, if we may so

speak, had possession of the public mind, artists endeavoured

to give expression to the general sentiment, by painting

subjects drawn from the early history of Christianity. The

whole intellectual life of their day lay in the records of the

sufferings and triimiphs of the Saviour, his Mother, and his

Apostles. The passion which was then thrown into faith and

worship, was such as we, in out cold reasoning belief, can form

no conception of. That artists should not only partake of this

enthusiasm but should give it utterance, is what might have

been expected when literature, properly so called, had scarcely

us, the rich store of incident and adventure, with which

modern history has furnished us, and all the glorious light

of beauty and value which modern research has thrown on a

thousand objects which, in the middle ages, were spurned as

useless or vUe— all these were then unknown. The mind had

notliing to dwell upon but sacred history, and in the study

and delination of this all its passions, and hopes, its ardour, its

intensity of feeling, its power of execution, and its keenness

ofperception, were lavished with an open and ready hand. In

this there is nothing for us to regret. We can walk through

no gallery in Europe without feeling thankful that this out-

pouring of genius and enthusiasm was confined to so narrow

a channel. Had it been shallowed by runnijig over a wider

space it might have produced greater variety, but not half so
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great excellence. The tendencies of modem art, so far as

regards the choice of subjects, have been widely different.

History has supplied a rich store of stirring incident for the

display on canvas of the noblest as well as basest passions

of the human heart. There have been few grand self-sacrifices,

few instances of deep devotion, of lofty resignation, few hair-

breadth escapes or valorous exploits which have not had

their painter as well as their chronicler. Goodness knows

;

some of them are only too familiar. Wo have been present at

too many interviews between Richard Ccpur de Lion and the

archer who shot him ; we have too often watched the meeting

of Henry and Francis on the Field of the Cloth of Gold ; the

unconstitutional act of Cromwell in turning the Long Parlia-

ment out of doors has been so often repeated in our presence,

that we are ashamed to confess we have lost that abhorrence

for it, which, as a free born Englishman, we are bound to feel

;

Thomas a Beckett has been so often murdered before our eyes

that our notions of right and wrong have become, in reference

to this particular occurrence, somewhat confused, and losing

possess talents of no common order to save him from the

ordinary fate of bores.

It is the less excusable when the literature of fiction offers

so boimdless a field for illustration. Many a man, whose
mind is not sufficiently imbued with the spirit, feelings, and
manners of past ages to give to an historical scene all its force,

and brilliancy, and precision, may body forth the conceptions

of a poet or novelist with passing grace and fidelity. It is

easier to seize ^lpon the idea of one man and reproduce it,

than to give form and colouring to the thoughts of an age, or

the acts of a whole people. We can imagine no more grateful

task for a man of taste and .sensibility than giving to the airy

nothings of the writer a local liabilation and a name, repro-

ducing, with all the tints and lines, the form, and features,

and expression of life—what had entered in at the ear as but

a vague and ileeting image. Let words sketch ever so well,

—

let a written description be ever so minute, ever so precise,

ever so forcible and brUliant, it will fall far short of leaving

on the memory an impression so distinct as a picture. The

SCENE IN TUE HOVSE OF THE ALHIYMI.'T. FUOM II I'DIIIUAS, nv WILLI iM IIOGAUIH.

all sjiiipaihy fur the unhappy prelate, we have been tempted to

lunsi^n, not only his assassins, but himself to the charge of a

IKTsnn who shall be nameless. Historj' is certainly a field

l;road enough to prevent this travelling in the beaten track,

and any, artist who persists in inflicting upon the public his

version of stories that have been often told already, must

eye is ever a more faithful servant than the ear. Bui lor the

canvas of Kneller, Macaulav might have sketched the personal

appearance of many of the heroes of the Knglish revolution in

vain ; gorgeous as is his description of the trial of Hastings,

until we see it painted, ou-' impressions of it must be feeble

and fleeting.

HOGARTH.

William Hogarth was one of the great humourists of the

eighteenth century. He filled the place in English art which
Fielding and Smollett filled in English literature. Though
often considered a mere caricaturist, he was, in reality, a

powerful preacher of great truths, a rebxtker of folly, and an
enforcer and commender of virtue and morality. He knew
well the truth of Horace's ma.xim—

" Eidiculum acri fortius ac melius plerumque secat res."

and he made ridicule his vocation. There was nothing cold,

harsh, or misanthropic in it. It was not the ri<lieule of

Voltaire—sneering hatred or contempt—but the ridicule of

Addison—smiling, kindly rebuking of faults which it half

excused.

Hogarth first saw the light in the parish of St. Bartholomew

the Great, London, cm the 10th of December, l(i;)7. The
epoch of fashionable folly, town scandal, wits, coffee-houses,
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and theatres, liad just set in, after the stormy political strug-

gles by which English society had been convulsed, during the

beginning and the middle of the seventeenth century. Vice
.and profligacy had taken tlie place of the stem simplicity and
virtue of the Round-heads. He was the son of a man who
wrote school-books, and acted as a general hack to the London
booksellers ; and the privations and suffering which he under-

went were quite sufficient to warn William not to follow in

his footsteps. The latter, therefore, abandoned the idea of

becoming a classical scholar, and served his apprenticeship

with a silver i^late engraver. He had, however, acquired

knowledge enough to save him from the charge of being an
uneducated man, and to enable him to pursue his studies,

whenever occasion served, with pleasure and effect. His

principal employment in his new sphere of labour was that of

engraving the devices of heraldry upon plate and other articles

of luxuiy, and he appears to have displayed diligence and
application enough not only to satisfy, but materially to assist

his master. He soon grew tired of heraldry, and as soon as

his indentures had expired abandoned it. But practice had
made him a skilful di'aughtsman as well as a careful and
accurate engraver—no trifling advantages in any walk of art

Avhich he might choose to follow. From his earliest attempts

in drawing, except designs, he had studiously refrained from
copying anything but nature. Copying other men's works he
thought resembled ijouring water ovit of one vessel into ano-

ther. He therefore exercised his memory and imagmation as

much as lay in his power. After preparation such as this, it

was natural to expect something striking and original, and
Hogarth made his debut as a satirist. The incident which
repealed the bent of his talents was amusing enough. He
went one Simday to Highgate with two of his companions,

during his apprenticeship. The weather was warm, and they

went into a roadside alehouse, and called for beer. Some
persons, who had previously entered, were already waxing
qTiarrelsome in their cups. One of them received so sharp a

blow of a quart pot upon the head, that he put on an awfully

rueful eoimtcnance, which Hogarth sketched on his thumb-
nail on the spot. The result was a most amusing caricature,

which, when handed round the room, restored all parties to

good humour. Upon another occasion, a woman who was
quarrelling with one of her companions in a cellar, filled her

mouth with brandy, and dexterously squirted it into her

antagonist's eye, in the presence of Hogarth and llanmore, the

printer, the former of whom sketched the scene. The clever-

ness with which he turned these incidents to account, suffi-

ciently indicated the line of art in which he was likely to

be successful ; but some time elapsed either before he became
aware of it, or the world seemed inclined to patronise efforts

of this kind.

Hogarth was never much of a reader, and knew little of

book learning. His great aim was to acquire all his know-
ledge from the study of nature and of mankind, and he had
no hesitation in diving for that knowledge to the lowest depths

of vice and profligacy. The images he brouglit back with

him were not always very graceful or pleasing, to be sure, but

they were none the less instructive and faithful for that.

Hogarth was thirty before he could do much more than

maintain himself. This was owing to his being obliged for a

long while to divide his time between two very difl'erent occu-

pations. Art at that period, for a young beginner, was not a

very profitable callmg, and the total absence of all protection

for the copyright of prints and engravings enabled knavish

publishers to pii-ate such of his plates as displayed any great

degree of merit. He was obliged to support his mother and
sisters, and, in doing this, he formd the griffins, and lions

couchant and rampant of heraldry more valuable aids than
high art. By degrees, however, he worked himself into such
a position as to enable him to abandon heraldry altogether,

and devote his whole attention to painting and engraving.

His skill in the latter was a material assistance, and placed
him far above most others of his profession, at least, in a
pecuniary point of view, as it enabled him to multiply his

own works to any extent he pleased. His fh-st work of any

merit proved incontestably that his forte lay in satire. He
was, in fact, the Juvenal of art. It was a piece engraved in

17'21, and entitled the "Taste of the Town," and afterwards,

"The Small Masquerade Ticket," or "Burlington Gate."

Its object was much the same as that of Mr. Thackeray's
" Vanity Fair," to ridicule the follies of the " quality" of the

day—their frivolity, idleness, and corruption.

This appears to have stamped his reputation, for, after this,

booksellers began to employ him to embellish books with cuts

and frontispieces. This was the first real opening of a field of

art which has since supplied the public with unnumbered
delights. Even Hogarth's attempts in this way were rude

enough, were passed unnoticed by most people, and men-
tioned by Walpole with condemnation only. Still, as a com-

mencement, they are full of interest, above all, as a commence-
ment which has led to all the charming creations of the

artist's and the poet's fancy, which now lie on the tables of

the humblest in the land.

It was in illustrating Butler's "Hudibras," that he first

gave a real foretaste of his genius, though even in this he did

not by any means do all that might have been done. Of all

the poets of the seventeenth century, probably, Butler is the

one hardest to illustrate. His wit is often so keen, and his

touches so delicate, that it is not always easy for the reader to

catch their full force, much less for the artist to give them
shape and hue on paper ; and it was probably in this that

Hogarth found his memory and imagination, for the first time,

faU him. There are, nevertheless, coimtless charms in his

drawings, but, as Allan Cunningham well remarks, they

appear rather where he has departed from the text, than where

he has literally adhered to it. We feel pleasure in presenting

our readers with one of these illustrations, and to enable those

who are not familiar with Butler's great masterpiece to imder-

stand it more clearly, we subjoin au extract fi'om the portion

of the text to which it refers :

—

Hudibras has an esquire with him —Kalpho.

The " argument" will give an idea of what precedes the

extract in this canto.

PART II. CANTO III.

Argument.

The knight (i.e. Hudibras), with various doubts posscst,

To win the lady goes in quest.

Of Sidrophcl, the Rosy-Cruciuu,

To know the dcst'nies' resolution
;

AVith whom, b'ing met, they both chop logic.

About the science astrologic
;

Till falling from dispute to fight,

The conj'rer's wor.sted by the kuight.

[Sidrophel, in the course of the dispute, has called Hudi-
bras " « braggadocio hujfcr.^'~\

" Iluffer ! (quutli Hudibras) this sword
Shall down tliy false throat cram that word.

Kalpho, nuikc haste, and call .in officer,

To apprehend this Stygian sophister

;

Meanwliile I'll hold 'em at a day,

Lest he and Wliackum run away.

But Sidrophel, who fi"om th' aspect

Of Hudibras, did now erect

A figure v.'orse portending far,

Tiiau tlint of most malignant star.

Believed it now the fittest moment,
To shun the danger that might come ou't,

AVhile Hudibras was all alone.

And he aud "V\'haclium, two to one,

Tliis being resolved, he spy'd by chance,

Behind the door an iron lance,

That mauy a sturdy lim1> had gor'd,

Aud legs, .and loins, and shoulders bor'd
;

He suatch'd it up, and made a pass.

To make liis way thro' Hudibras.

^Vliachum had got a fire-fork,

A\'itll which he vow'd to do his wiirk.

But Hudibras was well prcpar'd,

And stoutly stood upon his guard
;

He put by Sitlrophello's tlirust.

And iu right manfully he rush'd
;
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The weapon from hi.s i?i-ipc ho wniup;,

And laid him on the cartli along.

AVhuchum, his sea-coal prong threw by

And basely turn'd his back to fly
;

But Iludlbras gave him a twiteh,

As quick as light'ning in the bj-eech
;

Just in the place where honoiir's lodgM,

As wise philosoi>hers have jndg'd,

Because a kick in that part more

Hurts honour, than deep wounds before.

Hogarth's biography brings out one of the laughable, and

yet saddest features in the history of English art. Some of

his plates were positively sold by the weight of the copper

—

at so much a pound I and, what is more extraordinary, the

practice seems to have been so common at that time as to have

excited little or no surprise. The price, in Hogarth's case,

was half-a-crown a pound avoirdupois. Thornhill, a

painter of no small celebrity in that day, sold paintings to the

government at two guineas a Flemish ell. Fancy the state

of public feeling and taste with rcg.ard to works of art, when
such an idea could ever enter any one's head as that of pur-

chasing the conceptions of skill, genius, and intellect by the

weight and density of the materials employed in recording

them ; and fancy, what is more marvellous still, the estimate

which artists must have had of the dignity of their profes-

sion or the v.alue of their labours, when they could even listen

to such a proposal without laughter and contempt

!

A better proof of the general want of taste and the stupidity

of the times co;:! 1 not be given than the result of an action

•which Hogarth brought for the recovery of a just and lawful

debt. We may reasonably suppose the judge and jury to

have been fair exponents of the knowledge as well as of the

opinions of the general public. A certain Morris, an uphol-

sterer by trade, engaged Hogarth, attracted, no doubt, by the

fame of his plates, to make a design for tapestry. There
appears to have been no doubt whatever of his competency to

execute the task assigned to him, and the work was proceed-

ing very favourably, when the worthy upholsterer discovered,

to his horror, that Hogarth was not a painter, but simply an

engraver. He accordingly sent one of his servants to him in

all haste, to state his apprehensions. The design was, how-
ever, completed and sent home ; but on being presented to the

workmen, most of whom were foreigners, they, as in duty
bound, declared that tapestry could not be executed by it,

rather, we suspect, however, because it was an engraver who
designed it, than because the design was bad. Morris refused

to pay first, and Hogarth brought his action for 'thirty pounds
—ten for materials, and twenty for workmanship—and the jury

gave a verdict against him, for the simple reason that he was
not a painter.

There was a man named Kent in existence at that day,

who called himself not only a painter, but an architect,

ornamental gardener, sculptor, and general designer and
decorator. He was ready for anything, from the leg of a

chair to a hero's monument. He encumbered Westminster

Abbey with some of the most grotesque, outlandish, and
unmeaning blocks of marble ever hewn by a chisel

;
people

consulted him about the make of their furniture, their picture

and looking-glass frames, their plate, their barges, their

cradles. Two ladies of high rank prevailed on him to make
designs for the dresses which they were to wear at court on

the birthday. The consequence was, that one appeared in a

petticoat decorated with columns of the five orders of archi-

tectm-e, and the other like a bronze, in a copper-coloured

satin with ornaments of gold. That the man was an ass there

was not a particle of doubt ; all that was wanted was some
one to make this fact known to the world, which had not-

discrimination enough to perceive it itself. This task Hogarth
very properly took upon himself, and executed it very cftect-

ually, by a caricature ridiculing a picture which Kent had
presented as an altar-piece for St. Clement's church. The
print put the whole parish in roars of laughter, and the next
time the bishop visited the church he ordered it to be taken
down. He followed up his success with vigour, and at length

had the satisfaction of seeing the ignorant pretender thrown
from his pedestal.

Hogaith had by this time gained for himself an acknow-
ledged place amongst the artists of th-o day ; and as portrait

painting was a much more honourable, as wc'l as more
profitable occupation tlian caricaturing, he betook himself to

it, mainly for the sake of his wife, a daughter of Sir James
Thornhill, who had braved the anger of her father in marrying
him. He did not succeed well, however, in this department.

His best efforts had been made in the display of the busiest

and most bustlinj scenes of town life, the rage of unbridled

passion, the abject meanness of low vice, the brutal ferocity of

crime and dissipation, the leer of the ruul;, and simper of

the hypocrite, and he could not in a minute train his pencil

to the delineation of graceful repose, of aristocratic hauteur.

He who had gained all the celebrity he then could boast by
the fidelity with which he had portrayed the types of every

folly, passion, and eccentricity under heaven, could not easily

bring himself to flatter the vanity of the great by smoothing

down deformities, filling \ip wrinkles, and obliterating moles

and warts, turning a grin into a smile, or a squint into a

glance. His portrait painting, therefore, though he made
some money by it, was decidedly a failure. In noticing his

want of success in this department of art, it is pleasant to be

compelled to notice a fine trait in his character also : the

ability to discern when he had mistaken his vocation, and the

resolution to rectify his error. If every one possessed this in

an equal degree, we feel certain we should hear less com-
plaints of the wrongs and injustice of the world.

Hogarth, before abandoning portraits, painted two or three

which have derived most^ their celebrity from the fame of

the originals. One was Garrick, the prince of players ; another

the gentle, good-hearted Captain Coram, the founder of the

Foundling Hospital, whose proudest boast was that the

savings of his youth and manhood were spent in one of the

noblest works of charity, and that in his old age he was poor
;

the other was that of a man who, though one of the vilest of

his race, was instrumental in e/fecting as great reforms in the

British constitution as many a patriot and martyr whom
none mention without honour and reverence. Kach of these

is remarkable for its fidelity ; but in the last a little of

Hogarth's satirical spirit appears, and makes the fiendish part

of Wilkes's nature shine out through his face, and obscure

altogether, whatever of humanity there was in his expression.

It was certainly a caricature, but the likeness was undeniable.

He made a good income by his portrait painting, as it then

formed the only lucrative branch of art ; and during the whole
time he was engaged in it, he was silently laying up materials

for the works on which his real and lasting fame rests, those

whose mamier is satirical, and whose object was moral warn-
ing or instruction. The haunts of London vice and folly sup-

plied him with abundance of subjects—which none could

have turned to better account. His reasons for turning

his thoughts to painting and engraving subjects of a modern
kind and moral nature—a field not broken up in any country

or age, were, to use his own words, that he thought critics

and painters had in the historical style quite overlooked that

intermediate species of subjects which may be placed between

the sublime and the grotesque. He therefore wished to com-
pose pictures on canvas, similar to representations on the

stage, and further hoped that they would be tried by the same
test, and criticised by the same criterion. " Let it be observed,

that I mean to speak only of those scenes where the human
species are actors, and these, I think, have not often been

delineated in a way of which they are worthy and capable."

We quote the above, rather as giving Hogarth's own notion

of his work, than as being by any means a true statement of

the comparative merits of comedy and tragedy, or, in fact,

giving anything like a correct idea of such teachings as

appeal to the passions and senses for the effect, as pictures,

and the drama, S:c. To enable the reader to judge for liimself,

we shall conclude this notice by a sketch of the works to

which he refers. The first of the series was the " Harlot's

Progress," which w;is commenced in 1731, and appeared in a
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series of six plates, in 1734. Their success was rapid and

eeisive. " The boldness of the attempt," says Allan Cun-

wonder a series of productions combined into one grand mora

and satiric story—exhibiting in truth a regular drama, neither

THE PHOSCRIBBD ROYALIST. FROM A PAINTING BY J. E. MILLAIS, ESli., IN THE KOYAL ACADEMY.

ningham, " the fascinating originality and liveliness of the

conception, together with the rough and ready vigour of the

engraving, were felt and enjoyed by all. The public saw with

whoUy serious nor wholly comic, in which fashionable follies

and moral corruptions had their beginning, their middle, and

their end. Painters had been employed hitherto in investing
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adies of loose reputation with the hues of heaven, and tuuiing

their paramotirs into Adonises ; here was one who dipt both

in the lake of darkness, and held them up tog^ither to the

scorn and derision of mankind."

The subject of the "Harlot's Progress" was the history

of one of the unfortunates who atone for the folly of an

hour by an eternity of remorse ; her arrival in London, fresh

from the country, pure and innocent as her mother's tears

and prayers and anxious care have made her—her first turn-

ing aside from the beaten path of duty—in which women

This to Lady Amelia That, \ice, provided it were surrounded

by speaking mirrors, gorgeous coaches, Turkey carpets, and
all other appliances of wealth and luxury, might seem to

the poor and lowly-bom, whose pleasiire even partook of

the hardness and coarseness of their existence, a proud,

stately, dignified, and admirable thing ; but, as Hogarth re-

presented it, no coallieaver could look on it without blessing

God that he knew nothing of it, and without feeling proud

tliat he was neither a pnlished roui! nor a fallen beauty. What
rendered the satire more effective, was, that many of the prin-

SANCHO PAN/.A AT DINXEK WHILE QOVEKNOK. OF BARATARIA. FKOM A PAINTING «Y (. K. LESLIE, H.A.

BY PERMISSION OF MR. MARSEILLE HOLLAWAY, COVENT GARDEN.

find their only safety, her deception and ruin, her deceiving

of others in her turn, her rise to guilty splendour, and her

fall to guilty woe, and her final exit from the world amongst

wretches ;is vile and degraded as herself. The work, in-

dependently of its artistic excellence, was of signal import-

ance, because it tore away the veU from vice which a corrupt

and sensual society had thrown over it, and revealed it in its

naked, filthy, and hideous deformity. As the court poets

then wrote of it, as the " wits" about town talked of it, as it

waa retailed in scandal over "dishes of tea" by Lady Betty

cipal personages were portraits from living originals, of men
about town, famous, or rather infamous, for their licentious-

ness, and of women who were tossed like a shuttlecock from

one "protector" to another, as fast as their appetites became
palled, of parsons who in tlieir cups forgot the gravity becom-
ing their cloth, and judges the sanctity o their ermine, so

that the town laughed, and the culprit.i winced like galled

jades.

The " Harlot's Progress" was followed up by the " Rake'3

Progress," as a sort of counterpart or pendant. This was
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scai'cely bo successful as its prototype, however, inasmuch as

it had not novelty and curiosity on its side. It consisted of

eight scenes, illustrative of the folly of a young man, who has

just succeeded to a large fortmre by the death of a sordid

miser. He spends it in London, in cock-fighting, gambling,

liorse-racing, and every possible species of debauchery, and
at last beggared, penniless, forsaken by his fairweather

friends, who fawned on Kim and robbed him in his pros-

perity, and broken down in constitution through his ex-

cesses, he finds refuge in a lunatic asylum, where he ends

his days. "The curtain," says "Walpole, "was now drawn
aside, and his genius stood displaj'cd in its full lustre. From
time to time he continued to give these works, which should

be immortal, if the nature of his work will allow it."

Both these were printed by knavish booksellers, and pub-

lished, with a slight alteration in the title, for their own special

benefit. The chagrin and indignation which this dishonesty

caused Hogarth to feel, led to the first recognition by the

legislature of the absolute property of the designer or engraver

in the productions of his genius and industry. By his efforts

an act was passed in 1735, for recognizing a legal copyright in

designs and engravings, and restraining copies of such works

from being made without the consent of the owners. The
phraseology of the act was, however, as is too often the case,

a model of verbiage and obscurity, and within a very short

time after its passing, decisions were pronounced under it

which were opposed to the common sense of every man who
heard them, as well as of the judge who pronoimced them,

though in strict accordance with the meaning of the legisla-

ture, at least as nearly as it could be ascertained.

To commemorate this achievement, Hogarth engraved a

small print with emblematic devices. On the top of the

plate was a royal cro ,. i shedding rays on mitres and coronets,

—on the great seal, n the speaker's hat, and other symbols,

indicating the united wisdom of kmg, lords, and commons.
Underneath was a complimentary inscription.

Most of his other pieces are representations of scenes in

low life in London. Their names, such as " Southwark Fair,"

"Modern Midnight Conversation," a scene in a cyder cellar

or tavern, sutficiently indicate their nature, with several others

not so coarse, but equally ludicrous and clever. His next

piece, which contained a serious moral, was " Marriage :i la

Mode." It consisted of a series of six scenes. The daughter

of a rich citizen is married to the son of a proud but poor peer.

One desires a title, the other wealth, and they get them. The
husband is an affected fop, and even on their wedding-day

the bride seems mere than h,alf-disgusted with liim, and is

observed listening with an attention ill suiting the occasion to

the words of a v.'ily lawyer, Mr. .Silvertongue. The result is

such as might have been expected. My lord wastes his sub-

stance in riotous living, spends his money amongst gamblers,

boxers, harlots, winebibbers, and blacklegs of every descrip-

tion. The lady listens to the lawyer still, and frequents houses

where large sums are lost by. means of "quiet rubbers."

Scandal, at last, begins to make free with her name,—and her

reputation is finally gone. She consents to a meeting at a

masked ball, and after this_ we see her no more till the last

scene but one, in which the ai-tist displays dramatic power of

the highest order. In a bagnio, in her night dress, in an

agony of remorse, over the body of her dying and injured

husband, who has just received a mortal wound from the

SM'ord of her seducer, kneels the unfortimate woman, now, at

last, fully awake to her shame and ruin and disgrace. In the

closing scene, she again appears in the house of her father,

the dying speech of her paramour, who has been hanged for

the murder of her husband, lying at her feet. She puts an end

to her misery by draining a phial of laudanum. Her infant,

who twines its arms round her neck, is the only one left to

love her, for her sordid father distiubs her last moments by
teai-ing a costly ring from her finger.

These sketches met with a decided success, so much
humour, mingled with so much pathos, so much deep and
heart-rending tragedy from a hand trained, as it were, to

comedy, the world had never seen on canvas before, and it

evinced its appreciation of the work by the purchase of a

large number of the engravings.

He followed it up by another and corresponding series,

representing a " Happy Mai-riage," but this, for what reason

is not known, he never carried to completion. In his next
l)roduction, the moral purpose was more plainly manifested

than m any of the others, though the artistic execution was
not such as to attract any great amount of attention. In the

present day, when education is more extended because its

advantages are better known, and when boys are not so prone
to rmi wUd as in " the good old times," we question much
whether they would attract any share whatever of public

notice. But the great scapegoats of those days, the wild
hairbrained portion of the popxilation of the metropolis were
the apprentices, and many of the losses and trials of the worthy
tradesmen were due to their wildness and folly. When
Hogarth, therefore—who had himself been an apprentice, and
;.::ew the temptations to v/hich young men in the great world
of London, far from their parents, were exposed—took up his

pencil to paint the miseries of vice and idleness, and the

rewards and happiness attend.int on industry and good con-

duct ; the merchants and shopkeepers hailed his efforts with

delight, and hung up the engravings in their shops and
parlours, to be at once a warning and an example. He
executed twelve alternate scenes, of Industry and Idleness, in

1747, and published them. The following is his own account

of their nature and object :—" Industry and Idleness exempli-

fied in the conduct of two fellow apprentices, where one, by
takmg good courses, and pursuing jjoints for which he was
apprenticed, becomes a valuable man and an ornament to his

countrj' ; the other, by giving way to idleness, naturally falls

into poverty, .and ends fatally as expressed in the last print."

It is but right to add, ho^'ever, that there was more to be

commended in the moral of the prints than in their execution.

A visit which our artist paid to France, soon after the peace

of Aix-la-Chapelle, was the means of rousing in liim that

holy hatred of Frenchmen which formed so large a part

of the nationality of every Englishman of the old school,

and which led to the belief, not yet extinct amongst the

lower classes, that every Frenchman wore wooden shoes,

used brass money, and lived upon frogs. Hogarth no sooner

found himself in Calais, than he launched out into unmeasured
abuse of everj-thing he saw, and at last began to sketch one of

the gates of the town. This caased him to be apprehended as

a spy, carried on board a returning packet, and there rudely

whirled round on the deck. Indignities less aggravating than

these have led to bloody wars, but happily Hogarth was not

one of the great ones of the earth, and was thus compelled to

avenge himself merely by a caricatiu'e, entitled "The Roast

Beef of Old England," in which English good cheer and the

meagreness of French fare were contrasted, in the way that

displayed neither much wit nor imagination.

Passing over a painting, "The Presentation of young Moses
to the Daughter of Pharaoh," we come to his next moral and

satirical perforra.ance, "The Four- Stages of Cruelty," repre-

senting tlie career of a savage boy, who commences his career

by gross cruelty to the lower animals, and ends it by an

atrocious murder, for which he is hanged, and in due course

dissected. They displayed great skill in grouping and the

delineation of character, and their moral was on the sui'face;

but the unpleasant nature of the subject, and the revolting

mmutcness with which all the details ai-e given in the last

scene, render the work by no means so pleasing as many others

of his which display, perhaps, less talent. We insert an en-

graving of one of these scenes. " The Slarch of the Guards to

Finchley," in which he ridiculed the royal guards when
advancing against the Scotch rebels in 1745, was a performance

displaying the highest wit and humour. The whole body are

represented in Tottenham Court-road, in a state of lamentable

confusion and disorder, drunken, and surrounded by a horde

of wives, suttlers, and lovers, all shouting, drinking, and

swearing, their baggage waggons upset, and all discipline at

an end. Its appearance set the town in a roar ; but poor

George II., a heavy, fat, lumbering German, alike devoid of
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humour and incapable of comprehending or appreciating it,

was sadly enraged by it. A copy was sent to him by Hogarth,

who doubtless thought he would enjoy the joke; and on

hearing the title, the king was rather pleased than otherwise,

supposing it was some tribute to the valour and discipline of

the guards who had marched so checriuUy to overthrow the

Pretender. Great was his indignation and astonishment when
he .saw it.

" Who is this Hogarth ':" said he to a lord in waiting.

"The painter, my liege."

"Baiuter!—I hate bainting and boetry too; neither of

them ever did any good. Does the fellow mean to laugh at

my guards "
" The picture, an't please your majesty, must undoubtedly

be regarded as a burlesque."
" What, a bainter burlesque a soldier !—he deserves to be

picketed for his insolence. Take his trumpery out of my
sight!"

So much for his Majesty's taste. Frederick of Prussia

proved that he knew better what was due to genius when he

received the picture as a present, and sent the artist a hand-

some acknowledgment.

To enumerate, even, all the other works of Hogarth would

require a much larger space than we have at our disposal. We
have already said enough to give the reader a general idea of

their nature ; we must, therefore, conclude this very imperfect

sketch by a brief reference to the only book he ever wrote.

He had, when he painted his own portrait, etched on the

palette a waving line, underneath which was written—" Line

of Beauty and Grace." Nobody knew what this meant,

though every one wondered. The mystery was solved in 1753,

by the appearance of a work from the artist's pen, entitled

"Analysis of Beauty." "No Egyptian hieroglyphic," says

he, " ever amused more than my line of beauty did for a time.

Painters and sculptors came to me to know the meaning of it,

being as much puzzled with it as other people, till I explained

it by publishing my analysis. Then, indeed, and not till then,

.some foimd it out to be an old acquaintance of theirs, though

the account they could give of its properties was verj- near as

satisfactory as that which a day-labourer, who constantly

uses a lever, could give of that machine as a mechanical

power."

The explanation contained in the Analysis, however, did

not by any means make matters pleasant. No book ever drew
down such a storm of obloquy upon the author. Every avail-

able instrument of satire, ridicule, and abuse was put in force

against him—verse as well as prose. His opinions, his lan-

guage, and even his person and his family fell equally under

the lash. The literati were indignant that a man who was
self-educated, who could not spell, nor even always write

grammatically, should take upon himself to write a book ; and

at last they declared that he could not write it, and that it wa.s

not his at all. None joined in this clamour with a louder

voice than the immortal patriot Jolm Wilkes, who now
showed as little regard to truth as he had always shown to

decency. There can be no doubt that the work was entirely

Hogarth's own, but he confessed, with becoming modesty,

that he had submitted his language and arrangement to the

revision of a friend, as was natural, when he himself was not

practised in composition. With regard to the opinions ad-

vanced in the work, they arc at least ingenious, but they had

many opponents among men who owed Hogarth a grudge,

and they would probably now have more than ever. He
points to the leaves which clothe the trees, and the flowers

which cover the ground, and all that buds and blooms as

formed of waving lines. The line of grace is found in the

varied outline of the hills, in the grandeur of mountains, in

eveiything however minute or magnificent. The beasts, the

birds, the insects, and the fishes, and the shells which strew

the shore, are all cited as examples of the truth of the theory
;

and the topstone of the argument is found in the grounded

lines of womanly beauty. He thus proclaims himself the

discoverer of a great and universal principle, in the full spirit

of which the great artists of Italy and Greece WTonght, pro-

bably, more from instinct th.an from knowledge. In all their

works is foimd the line of beauty such as he described it, and

nowhere stiff, rigid, or angular forms. " Michael Angelo," he

thought, "had some notion of the existence of this prmciple

when he advised his scholar, Marcus de Sciena, to make a

figme pyramidical, serpentlike, and multiplied by one, two and

three, in which precept the whole mystery of art consistcth

;

for the greatest grace and life that a picture can have, is that

it expresseth motion, which painters call the spirit of a

picture."

LESLIE'S SANCHO PANZA,
There never was an author worthier of an artist's attention

than Cervantes, in his inimitable "Don Quixote." It is one

of those books which belong to no age and no clime, which can

be read everywhere, for ever, and by everybody, with equal

delight. In "Don Quixote "we have the broadest farce, without

a particle of coarseness, mingled with the keenest satire and

deep love for humanity, indulgence for its errors and follies,

and belief in his innate goodness. These are qualities that

find favour everj-where, and call forth as hearty admiration

from the Englishman as the Spaniard. One of the most
amusing characters in the work, Sancho—that happy per-

sonification of primitive instincts, of popular good sense, of

matter-of-fact practicality— that charming contrast with the

man of dreams, Don Quixote, his master— has been ably

rendered by Jlr. Leslie,* in one of his most laughable situa-

tions—while " governor of the island of Barataria." The
honours of royalty never sat so heavily on him as at table.

We shall let Cervantes describe the scene.

The coiut doctor stands over the worthy governor, and
prevents his tasting any *f the delicacies which his attendants

place before him. Hear the doctor's apology, when called to

account :

—

" My lord,'' said the wand-bearer, " your lordship's food

* By the kindness of Mr. Maurice HoUoway, the proprietor of

the copyright, we are enabled to present our readers with this

most admirable delineation of Mr. Leslie's portraiture of the

immortal Sancho Pauzo.

must here be watched with the same care as is customary

with the governors of other islands. I am a doctor of physic,

sir, and my duty, for which I receive a salary, is to attend to

the governor's health, whereof I am more careful than of my
own. I study his constitution night and day, that I may

know how to restore him when sick ; and, therefore, think it

incumbent on me to pay special regard to his meals, at which

I constantly preside, to see that he eats what is good and

salutary, and prevent his touching whatever I imagine may be

prejudicial to his health or offensive to his stomach. It is for

that reason, my lord, I ordered the dish of fruit to be taken

away, as being too watery, and that other dish as being too hot

and over-seasoned with spices, which arc apt to provoke thirst

;

and he that drinks much destroys and consumes the radical

moisture, which is the fuel of life." " Well then," quoth

Sancho, " that plate of roasted partridges, which seem to me

to be very well seasoned, I suppose will do me no manner of

harm." " Hold," said the doctor, " my lord governor shall

not eat them, while I live to prevent it." " Pray, why not f

"

quoth Sancho. " Because," answered the doctor, " our great

master, Hippocrates, says in one of his aphorisms, ' Omnis

saturatio mala, perdicis autcm pessima.' All repletion is bad,

but that from partridges the worst." " If it be so," quoth

Sancho, " pray east your eye, senor doctor, over all these

dishes here on the table, and see wliich will do me the most

good or the least harm, and let me eat of it, without whisking

it away with your conjuring stick ; for, by my soul, <md aa
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God shall give me life to enjoy this government, I am dying

with hunger ; and to deny me food—let senor doctor say what
he will—is not the way to lengthen my life, but to cut it

short." " Your worship is in the right, my lord governor,"

answered the physician ;
" and, therefore, I am of opinion,

you shonld not eat of those stewed rabbits, as being a food

that is tough and acute ; of that veal, indeed, you might

feeders at country weddings ; but let them not be seen on the

tables of governors, where nothing contrary to health and

delicacy should be tolerated. Simple medicines are always

more estimable and safe, for in them there can be no mistake ;

whereas in such as are compounded all is hazard and uncer-

tainty. Therefore, what I would at present advise my lord

governor to eat, in order to corroborate and preserve his

DOOS AND G.\ME. FROM A rAINTINO BY DE6P0RTFS.

have taken a little, had it been neither roasted nor stewed, but
as it is, not a morsel." " What think you, then," said Sancho,
" of that huge dish there smoking hot, which I take to be an
olla podrida r for among the many things contained in it I

surely may light upon somethmg both wholesome and tooth-

some." " Absit," quoth the doctor, " far be such a thought
from us. Olla podrida ! there is no worse dish in the world ;

leave them to the prebends and rectors of colleges, or lusty

health, is about one hundred small rolled up wafers, with

some thin slices of marmalade, that may sit easy upon the

stomach and help digestion." See the incredulous air which

his countenance wears as he listens to the doctor's sophistries,

the gradual da^^^ling on him of their flimsiiiess, mingled

with a dash of unusual longing for the good cheer before

him. This is a decided success, as Alexander Dumas would

say.
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LANDSEER'S TWA DOGS."

Since the time of Snyders no man has depicted animal life

"with such force, precision, and acutencss of observation, as

Edwin Landseer. The difficulties in the way of becoming

a landscape painter are, riplcris jiarilms, no greater than in

that of becoming a great animal painter, for the simple

reason that the field of observation is necessarily more limited,

and much htxrder to be got at. Nature never conceals her-

self—is never absent from him who loves her and seeks her

diligently. The landscape always remains open for study,

the green of the fields, the hues of the flowers, the light

and shade amongst the foliage, the glitter of the sunlight on

the water, and the gorgeous tints of the occidental sky, are

everywhere to be seen. To render them truly, to be sure, is

difficidt enough, but it is the artist's fault if he does not suc-

within the reach of any man who chooses to bestow on them

the necessary time and labour. Tliey arc to painting much
what style and fluency are in writing, the result of practice

merely, aided of course in some degree by nat\iral adaptability.

But Landseer has showm liimself a man of the highest order of

mind. His two great pictures of " Peace" and " War" dis-

play great intellectual power. A mere painter, if called upon

to give us an idea of peace, would place before us a cottage,

surrounded by flowers, with children playing in the garden,

and reapers cutting do«Ti the corn close atliand ;—his " War"
would exhibit an array of hostile forces engaged in deadly

encounter

—

" The mustering squadron and the clattering car,"

with all the blood and smoke and fury of a battle. We

THE TWA DOGS.* FROM A PAINTING BY .SIR EDWIN LANDSEER, U.A.

ceed, and not that of the materials with which he has to deal.

Not so the painter of animals. He has to haunt their retreats,

to be content with hasty and imperfect observation, to wait

patiently, it may be, for months before he can satisfy himself
as to a certain attitude, a certain expression, or a peculiar

habit. Any one whom reflection has made aware of these

difficulties, must, in gazing on Landseer's works, feel lost in

admiration at the marvellous perfection to which he has
attained—the singularly minute knowledge of every trait of

character, and every instinct of the lower animals, above all,

of deer and dogs, which his pictures display— at the patience,

the diligence, the industry, and perseverance which must have
been expended in their acquisition. Nor is it his imitative

powers merely that call forth our cominendation. These are

should have seen what he meant, but nothing more. There
is nothing suggestive, nothing for the mind to dwell on, any
more than a sentence in a copy-book which tells us that

procrastination is the thief of time—or that modesty is a

quality which highly adorns a woman. But Landseer does

not rest satisfied with stating the fact. He makes it sugges-

tive of other facts—expresses a great deal, and leaves twice as

• The politeness of Mr. Gambart, the eminent print-seller of
Beruer's-strect, enables us to lay before the public a representa-

tion of one of Sir Edwin Landseer's most popular subjects. This
is, we believe, the only instance of the expensive steel engraving of
Landseer's " Twa Dogs " being rendered on wood ; and the
extreme fidelity witli which our artist has copied the peculiarities

of the original cannot be too highly commended.
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much to be inferred, sets us ofF in imagination tlirough a wide

field of causes and consequences. His works arc but symbols,

but how much do they symbolise ! This is the highest

triumph of genius—this is trnlli in painting. His " Peace " is a

grass-covered cliff at. Dover, with a few children playing on

it, surrounded by sheep, some lazily chewing the cud, and a

lamb cropping the green herbage which grows within the mouth

of a dismounted piece of cannon, while the sea lies below,

calm as a lake, and detted here and there by the white .sails

of pleasm-e-boats, and the coast of France looms dimly through

the summer haze. How little there is here, but how much

meaning lies behind it—our long wars with our "natural

enemy," the bloody conflicts for naval supremacy of which

that channel has been the scene, the bristling ordnance which

in other days have crowTied those heights, and the watch and

ward which armed men kept in hatred, and wrath, and

passion, where innocence and purity now bask happily and

carelessly in the sunlight.

"AVar " is simply a ruined cottage, half concealed by the

smoke of battle—the trampled flower-beds, -wTccked windows,

and devastated garden, tell fearfully of the conflict which

has just ended, and a single horseman lies dead beneath his

steed.

The scenes of Highland sport which Landsecr has depicted

are known to all our readers. In the last exhibition of the

Iloyal Academy, two large pictures, " Night" and "Morning,"

have excited general admiration. Any description of them

would give but a poor idea of their merits and beauty. His

delineations of canine character are the most interesting of all

his works. He has represented dogs in every possible situa-

tion, likely and unlilcely, and in every one with marvellous

fidelity, force, and precision. Our engi-aving may be taken as

an apt illustration of one of iEsop's best fables, the t.ame and

wild dog engaged in conversation. The fierce independence

with wliich the latter asserts his full liberty to go and do as

he likes, but acknowledges the hardships and dangers to

which his situation exposes him ; and the calm dignity with

which the latter points out the ease, comfort and safety which

he enjoys by a trifling sacrifice of his iiulependence, ai-e admi-

rably contrasted.

THE PROSCRIBED ROYALIST. BY MILLAIS.

We have already remarked upon the singular disposition dis-

played by the artists of the present day to dwell upon hack-

neyed historical themes. To paint history, v,'hether with

the pen or pencil, it is not necessary to describe events

like a court newsman, or a penny-a-liner, telling us who

was present, how it began, who took part in it, what they

wore, how they looked, and how it ended. This, after

all, is but a higher kind of imitation—a faithful rendering

of costume, and of features as far as any thing is known

of them, if the event be of remote occurrence, certainly

joined with talents of a still higher order, which come

into pliy in the grouping, expression, &:c. But this alone

does not impress one with the ideas of the time, does not

give one a vivid picture of the state of society, of the pre-

vailing notions and tendency of the popular mind, of the posi-

tion of parties, and their prejudices and passions. These are

things which historians should place in their foreground, but

which, unfortunately, they do not—things which every

student of history should know, but with which few stu-

dents are thoroughly familiar. History, as at present written,

barring the improvements it has received from Mr. Maeaulay

and Augustin Thierry, is a collection of dry facts, useful

enough to the politician or statesman, but pictorially and

testhetically of hardly any value whatever. The first man in

Great Britain who looked at history with the eye of an artist,

grasped all its leading features, and without generalising tliem,

though without dwelling painfully upon minutia:', and yet

with marvellous truth, blended them into a picture of sur-

passing beauty, was Sir Walter Scott. "WTio v\-ould ever have

so clear and ineffaceable an idea of the condition of the

English people after the conquest,— of the peculiar relations

existing between the victor and the vanquished for the first

two centuries after the landing of the Normans, if in his

youthful days lie had not held his breath while Ivanhoe

jousted in the lists at Ashby-de-la-Zouch, wept over the

sorrows of Rebecca, and been merry with Friar Tuck in the

merry greenwood ? What idea would any Englishman have

of the state of society in Scotland, particularly amongst the

Highland clans, or of tlie rebellion of 174.5—that marvellous

enterprise, tinged with so much romance and frustrated by so

much folly— if he had not followed the adventures of

Waverley ? In the whole of this there is hardly a single scene

historically accurate ; but still it is all historical painting of

the highest order ; and if the great object of history be to

diffuse amongst the people a vivid notion of the daily lives

of their forefathers, of their trials, their struggles, their

grievances, their virtues, and their misfortimes, she owes

more to the graceful pen of the Wizard of the North than to

the ponderous labours of Hume.

Now we want some one to do for history with the pencil

what Scott has done for it with the pen, to give the idea of

truth, and not ideas of imitation. There is no lack of in-

teresting subjects in the eoui-se of our national history, if the

artist have but the requisite amount of knowledge and taste

to turn them to account. A still wider field is open for the

exercise of his art, if he chooses to extend his views to the

history of other nations. In the "Proscribed Royalist,"

Mr. Millais has made a step in the right direction, and a

very long step. In this scene there is as much meaning as

Smollett would have taken ten pages to express, the triumphs

of the Roundheads, the utter discomfiture of the Royalists, the

ranging of godly soldiers up and down the land, smiting the

men of Belial, hip and thigh, wherever they met with them;

troopers in the churches, troopers in the old mansion-houses

of the squires, Cromwell in the royal palaces, the fierce denun-

ciation and longvvinded expoundings of the sergeant, in places

that had for centuries echoed to the mildly spiritual, but withal

vapid discourses of the parson ; the cavaliers, beggars in foreign

lauds, of foreign bounty—their pride humbled, their boasting

brought to nought —their prowess held in no more esteem than

the blows of a child's flail on sturdy sheaves, heirs of proud

families lurking in woods and fastnesses, with no hope and

no refuge, save in the instinctive kindness of human nature

—

the love, tlie pity, the fidelity of those who knew them in

better days. Bo you mark the look of broken pride, of

disappointed hope, of crushed ambition, the utter despair and

prostration which dwells m the poor fugitive's face, as ship-

wrecked, worn-out, shorn of his fiery recklessness and ardour,

he lurks in fear and trembling in this hollow trunk, in a

park, it may be, where he once was the gayest of the gay, the

glass of fashion and the mould of form, with his slashed

doublet, his neat hose, his clanking spurs, his long hair, and

waving feather, and jaunty swaggermg air? This girl was a

belle, no doubt, in peaceful times, a gay coquette, who broke

hearts by the score, and ran men through with a single

glance ; fickle, coy, and hard to please. The storm of war

has rolled across the land, rousing a thousand bad passions,

but it has swept with it all her frivolity and vanity, and left

lier in the native dignity and simplicity of pure womanhood,

a ministering angel, visiting the captive in his affliction, and

cheering his heart with her gentle sjTupathy. This is what

a picture ought to be, telling many things and suggesting a

thousand more
;
plucking from history its flov,-ers of romance,

setting them in a vase before us to perfume our rooms and

delight our senses.

All that we have said here applies in an equal degree to a

picture entitled the "Order ofllelease," a toucliing scene in

1715, exhibited in the Academy this year.
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WILSON'S "MORNING."

Wilson, like most artists ol' liis day, commenced Iiis career

by portrait painting ; but, unlike most of them, early abandoned

it for landscapes, and pursued the new branch with a success

attained by none of his contemporaries, except Gainsborough.

A sketch scratched on the window-pane, while wailing one

morning for Zacarelli the ai'tist, to beguile the time, revealed

his talent and fi.xed his vocation. He was a native of Wales,

and had his memory tilled with images of the glens, water-

falls, and wild mountains amongst which his youth had been

passed. He thus possessed, if Mr. Ruskin's theory be true,

one essential qualification of a great landscape painter,—

a

store of chikUsh impressions, and a mind imbued from in

fancy with the love of nature.

He had, liowever, terrible difficulties to contend against.

The taste for landscape painting, like too many other good

tastes in England, had still to be created. Previously, por-

traits were all the rage. Education of any kind, or even

ordinary refinement, was not much diffused amongst the

middle and lower classes, and those whose wealth and
position made them patrons of art, desired paintings of faces

rather than of scenes, partly because the former flattered

their vanity, and partly because they were too artificial for

nature to come in for much share of their admiration.

Wilson had not, therefore, merely to minister to tastes

alxead)- formed, as is the case with most artists, but to

create one. The task was indeed difficult, and no man was
ever worse adapted for it than he. liose-water was then a

commodity fully as highly prized as at present. 11 the beau

moiule would be taught by any one, it should be by a man
of courtly manners, in whom no trace of the roturicr should

offend the eye. Poor Wilson was anything but this,—coarse,

slovenly, a haunter of taverns, a lover of boisterous mirth, and

brusque in his manners, landscape painting did not grow
fashionable in his hands. A residence of six years abroad

enabled him to study the works of the great masters, and

imbue his mind with the peculiar characteristics of their

style. On his return to England he was fully prepared and

fully competent to do justice to the beauties of English

scenery. He had a poet's feeling and a poet's eye, selected

his scenes \^'ith skill and judgment, and infused into them that

tender ideality which is technically called " the sentiment

of the scene." His conceptions were noble—his execution

vigorous and forcible. There was never anything tame or

insipid in any of his works. He entered fully into the spirit

of nature, grew great with her grandeur', sublime with her

sublimity, pathetic with her tender beauty. "Wilson," says

Fuseh, in his Discourses, " observed nature in all her appe.ir-

ances, and had a characteristic touch for all her forms. But
though in effects of dewy fi'eshness, and silent evening lights,

few have equalled, and fewer excelled him, his grandeur is

oftener zdlied to terror, bustle, and convulsion, than to calm-

ness and tranquillity. He is now numbered with the classics

of the art, though little more than the fifth part of a centui-y

has elapsed since death relieved him from the apathy of cog-

noscenti, the en\'y of rivals, and the neglect of a tasteless

public ; for Wilson, whose works will soon command prices

as proud as those of Claude, Poussin, or Elzheimer, resembled
the last most in Ms fate, and lived and died nearer to indi-

gence than ease."

His scenes are mostly fanciful, a few only being representa-

tions of existing reality, and they arc scattered, as they should
be, through private galleries and public rooms. They were
so little admired during his lifetime, that they were not
bought up by the connoisseurs ; so that a greater number of

them are thus open to public inspection than if this had been
the case. The mention of the names of some of those upon
which his fame principally rests may be useful :—" The Death
of Niobe," "Phaeton, " "Morning," "View of Rome," "Villa
of M;\;cenas at Tivoli," " Celadon and Amelia," '.' View on
the River Po," "Apollo and the Seasons," "Meloager and
AtaUiuta," " Cicero at his Villa," " Lake Xarni," " View on

the Coast of Baiae,"."The Tiber near Home," "Temple of
Bacchus," "Adrian's Villa," and "Morning," of which we
give an engraving, ike.

AVilson was only saved from dying in complete destitution
by au unexpected legacy, which he did not long survive to
enjoy— a standing reproach to the taste and himianity of
the age.

ART AS IT IS.

One of the many advantages of peace undoubtedly is, that it

recalls men to the study of all tliat is elevated and refined in

art, and the result is, humanity becomes elevated and refined,

not merely is

" A thing of beauty is a joy for ever."

Not merely is the eye delighted and tlie taste gratified, but the

heart of man is softened, his creed becomes more catholic, his

life more pure, and thus the cause of human progress is

advanced. It is, therefore, not for idle purposes we propose

to glance at the artistic world as it at present appears. It

concerns the happiness of the human race ; its prosperity is

connected with our own. If it declines, it .speaks ill for us^
if it flourishes, the reverse is denoted. We shall find it active

and full of life.

In the way of painting we may state that Mr. E. M. Ward
has received authority from her Majesty's Fine Art Conmiis-

sioners, to commence at once on a second illustration of

English Iristory for the Xew Houses of Parliament, as a com-
panion to the " Execution of Montrose," which delighted so

m.any at tlie Royal Academy exhibition this year. The
story which Mr. AVard is to tell, is the " Sleep of Argyll,"

and has been painted before. It rests on the authority of

AVoodrow, and has been copied and commented on by Fox, in

his noble fragment of English history. The subject of Jlr.

AVard's piece is the Argyll who was executed in the reign of

James II. It is said that a few hours before his execution, he
was found sleeping as a child, by one of the lords of the council,

his bitter, and miscrupidous enemy. The sight made a strong

impression upon liim, and the incident is one well fitted for

the canvas. It will make a noble picture for the stately

palace it is to adorn. From new pictures the transition to

the restoration of old ones is very natural. We take it most
of our readers are acquainted with the "Bear Hunt" by
Velasquez. A few years ago, Mr. Lance, the eminent fruit

pamter, was instructed by Mr. Keyser, of the National Gallery,

to restore this picture. Mr. Lance, before a committee of tlic

House of Commons, thus described the injuries in the picture

of the " Boai' Hunt," which he was conunissioned to repair.

" One portion of the picturon the right hand, as large as a

sheet of foolscap, was entirely bare ; in fact, more than half

the picture had to be restored." Mr. Lance confessed that he

had not seen the picture before it was damaged, and that he
had no plate to aid him in his restoration. It is clear that

this attempt was most injudicious and absurd. Yet Mr.

Lance is scarcely to be blamed : he was instructed by the

keeper of the National Gallery. If he had not done it, some

one else would. The artist's pot must boil as wcU as that

of other men.

Mr. AA'indus, of Tottenham, has lately been fortunate

enough to realise no less than 3,350 guineas for five moderate-

sized pictures by Turner, which are pronounced by critics to

be far from the most .successful productions of that artist.

Very different was the sale of the Standish, Spanish, and

other pictures, where monks, and nuns, and martyrs, were

sold "as cheap as stinking mackerel." The gem of the

collection was the portrait of the infante " Don Balthasar,"

which was knocked down amid the applause of the room fi r

1600 guinciis. The portrait was painted about the year 1633,

not long after the return of A'clasquez from Italy, and in his

best manner—the delicate flesh and curly auburn hair arc
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truly infantine; the picture is in excellent condition. By

some it was said to be purchased for the National Gallery ; by

others, for Baron Rothschild ; by others, and we believe

correctly, for Lord Normanton. Large as the sum is, the

picture is worth it ; for, after all, the real value of a painting

is wliat it will bring at Messrs. Christie's, and the fortu-

sion, for its power of submitting to those who could see and feel^

but not read, a faithful matter-of-fact impersonation of the

Spanish faith—of the monk and the saint—the legend and the

gospel, which the church deemed fit for the nation's belief."

One other thing has also been taught us—the grave and

masculine character of Spanish art. It sought not to please or

/J A f, V
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MORNING. FROM A pAINTING BY RICHARD WILSON.

nate possessor wiU have added to his gallery a specimen

such as can only be rivalled by the Queen of Spain. The

sale just concluded has been an epoch in the history of art

with us. A new school has been introduced to us—a school

neither political, nor ideal, nor imaginative, nor seductive,

but a school having few rivals " for intense devotional expres-

flatter—to fall in with the idle fashion of the hour—to pander

to the effeminate and voluptuous. It was destined not for the

drawing-room, but the altar—not for man's pleasure, but for

God's glory—to build up men for the life that is to come—not

to make pleasant to them, or deck with flowers the life that

now is—that soon shall have past away.
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PAUL BRIL.

It has been for a long time believed, that those immortal

artists, whose rames preside over an epoeh in history, were

brought forth, all at once, from the womb of humanity,

without ancestors, without filiation, if we maj" so speak—like

Venus issuing from tlie agitated waves. Never was belief

more widely diifused of old, and yet never was belief more

false. Humanity, productive and powerful as she is, cannot

improvise a great man. A long gestation, a series of progres-

sive transformations, are necessary to produce one of those bril-

liant geniuses whose glory effaces the remembrance of the slow

and successive efforts which had been made before their time.

Between Giotto and Raphael there appeared a long line of

Vol. I.

able painters, who needed but to have been born two centuries

later to have earned also the surname of divine.

In landscape, as in historical painting, we find the same

sequence, the same phenomena; to prepare for the coming of

a Claude, or a Poussin, many generations of artists h.id to toil,

if we may so speak, at the foot of the pedestal on which they

were to mount ; a crowd of painters from Germany and Hol-

land had to learn how to combine the simple love of nature,

innate in the people of the north, with the ideal sentiment of

the beautiful bestowed on the Italians. From the mystic mar-

riage of northern and southern Europe, the great Poussin

was born.

Amongst those artists who thus paved the way for the great

landscape painters of the seventeenth century, there is one

whose name and works have been handed down to posterity

—

Paul Bril. The Venetian and Flemish schools dispute, it is

true, the honour of having originated landscape painting.

Although history seems to certify that Giorgione and Titian

were the first who thought of treating the landscape as the

principal part of a picture, and thus to justify the pretensions

of the Venetians, it is, nevertheless, allowable to believe that

Flanders was the cradle of the most ancient landscape painters

Such, in fact, is the opinion of the Italiaji Baldinucci himself.

"We must also add, that the grave and sentimental character of

the northerns leads them to the contemplation of tlie external

world. At the time when Europe emerged from the long bar-

barism of the middle ages, they were the first to awaken to a

sense of the beautiful in nature. Besides all this, light, which

plays so prominent a part in all landscapes, nowhere c.vhibits

effects so striking as in the stormy countries of the north.

There the sim tears open the clouds in the twinkling of an

eye, and inundates one half of the landscape with his rays,

while the other half remains plunged in silent shade ; there

the clouds assume tints so varied that the painter may study

in them the most curious gradations of tone.

One thing is certain—the first painter, to cultivate land-
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scape painting cxcliisivcly, who afterwards attained to any
celebrity, was Paul Eril the Fleming. It ought to be re-

marked, that tliis painter lived constantly in Italy ; and we
shall see, by the history of his life, that his genius was de-
veloped under the two-fold influence of the instincts which he
brought with him from his native country, and of the great

models which he found in the country of his adoption. He
was born at Antwerp, in 1.556.* He studied when very young
under Daniel Wortelmans, painter, unknown to fame. If we
are to believe Karl Van Mander, he shewed at first but little

docility in learning his art, and at the age of fourteen had
given no sign of the possession of genius. As he was obliged

to support himself by his labour, he painted in water colours

harpsichords and those three-stringed lyres that were called

pandoras. Painting was then chiefly employed for purposes of

ornamentation. All the furniture in Italy, towards the end of

the fifteenth century and the beginning of the sixteenth, were
adorned with paintings. Desco, a Florentine, and Stamina in

Spain, excelled in this branch of art.f Gaddi Orcngua and
Giotto himself painted cassoni—little boxes for containing

wedding presents. Although Paul Bril performed this sort

of work with great facility, he had great difficulty in m.aking

out a livelihood. Necessity, and the desire of seeing new
countries, and natural restlessness of disposition, made him
leave Antwerp early ; he set out for Breda. His parents,

who were already suffering from the absence of their eldest

son, Mathew, soon recalled him to his native town. The
reports which reached him, however, of the success which
had attended his brother Mathew in Italy, revived liis

desire to follow him, and he took flight one fine morning,
when scarcely twenty years of age, to realise his dream of

Italy. He stopped, however, some months at Lyons before

crossing the Alps. D'ArgcnviUe informs us that Paul Bril

studied there under an unknown master, but that the insti-uc-

tions he received were not by any means useless. His coloiu'-

ing was improved, .and he acquired a firmer and more vigorous

style.

On his arrival at Rome, he found his brother, who had
been resident there for many years, engaged in executing the

great works at the Vatican, which had been committed to him
by Gregory XIII. During the life of the latter, Paul laboured
with his brother, and assisted him in finishing the paintings

and decoration upon which he was engaged in the great

gallery and apartments of the pontifical palace. He then
showed so much ability, that, on the death of Mathew, which
took place in 15Si, Pope Sixtus V., the successor of Gregory
XIII., confided to him the task of co npleting Avhat his brother

had begun. i From this moment, Paul Bril's reputation was
established, and ever after continued to increase during the
whole course of a long and laborious life. Popes Sixtus V.,
Clement VIII., Paul V., &c., employed him in a great
number of important works. There is still at Rome a large

composition which he painted in 1602, in the splendid dijiing-

hall constructed by Clement VIII., in which St. Clement, the
patron of this pope, may be seen bound to an anchor and east

into the sea. The picture contains an area of not less than
sixty-eight Roman palms, or about fifty-nine feet. The
ceilings of the two staircases, beside the Scala Santa, near St.

John of Latcran, were also adorned by two large frescoes, the
work of his pencU. The one represents Jonas being swallowed
by the whale, and in the other the prophet appears lying on

* Baldinucxi gives 1581 as the date of his birth ; but this is an
error, as lie himself shows, by infiinning us that Paul Bril followed
up the labours of his brother, who died in this very year. Van
Mander and Sandrart both fix the birth of Paul Bril in the vcar
1556.

t " Lanzi's Lives of the Painters," Vol I., p. 50.

J If it he true that Paul Bl'il nivcd his selection to succeed his
brother to Sixtus V., a year must he added to the datoof Mathcw's
death, for Sixtus V. did not ascend the pontifical throne till l.")S5.

If, ontlic contrary, Mathew died in 1584, it is Gregory III. who
must have accorded to Paid the fkvours which had been bestowed
U]}0\\ his brotiicr.

the shore after issuing from the fish's belly. The mere

enumeration of all the landscapes which he painted for the

pontifical palace, and the various convents and churches at

Rome, would of itself form a catalogue of some length.

Baldinucci informs us, that immediately after Mathew's death,

Paul Bril was employed by the greatest artists of the day to

paint the scenery in the background of their pictures, because

none knew how so well as he to set off a historical fact by the

addition of a beautiful landscape.

Paul Bril far surpassed his brother Mathew. The latter

retained to the last the hard and stiff Flemish manner of the

sixteenth century ; Paul, on the other hand, was distinguished

by the harmony of his colouring, the lightness of his touch,

and the great simplicity and grandeur of all his compositions.

Tliese qualities, however, did not show themselves until the

second period of his artistic career. ,
In fact, there appears so

wide a difference between his earlier works and those e.xecuted

in his manhood and old age, that it has been generally

supposed that he altered his style after having seen the works

of Titian and Annibal Carrachi. That he was improved by

the study of these great masters is quite possible ; but if a

profound sentiment of reality, and the genius withwhich heaven

had gifted him, had not taught him faithfully to represent

nature, the example of other painters would never have given

him originality. Before he saw Titian and Carrachi, he had

Ecen the country, he had seen the Alps— these were his

masters. " The Alps," says Hagedorn, "taught Paul Bril and

his brother Mathew how to treat landscape. They awakened

in the mind of the ultramontane artists the taste for choosing

beautiful countries, and of looking at the rich points of view,

as the chief objects of the painting." In the series of sixty

engraviirgs of the works of his master, Paul Bril, which

Niewland has left us, it is easy to perceive the justice of this

observation. The grandeur of the lines, the depth of the

horizon, the vivid appearance of the atmosphere, and the

various accidents of the ground, all remind us of a moun-

tainous region.

There are few subjects in landscape wdiich Paul Bril has not

touched. In his works we meet at one time with rural scenes,

clear rivers whose water turns the wheel of a miU over-

shadowed by huge trees, shepherds driving their flocks down
hoUow and picturesque declivities ; at another, cascades and

torrents flowing between high moimtains covered with firs, and

sweeping away trees and rocks in their impetuous course (in

this way he traces the route to Everdingen and Ruysdael) ; at

another, a sandy beach, on which the sea is breaking gently,

as in a picture of Van de Velde ; and sometimes rays of the

sun gleaming across clouds—a phenomenon which the great

Ruysdael knew how to render with so much feeling. Bril's

animals are In general coarse and rude looking, and display

few traces of painstaking or elaboration. It is evident that he

had not studied their anatomy, and had not acquired the art

of rendering correctly either the wool and hair which forms

their covering, or the grace and simplicity of their attitudes.

The living beings of his landscape, his figures, were those

trees—of which he knew so well how to contrast the profiles, to

round oft" the tufted heads, to vary the forms, the masses, and

the outline, indicating by this variety the diversity of the

species. His favourite tree was the oak with knotted trunk,

the foliage strongly emphasized, and the colour dark green.

He never fails to surround it with ivy : this graceful parasite

creeps from the base of the trunk, which it covers with verdure,

till it entwines itself amongst the highest branches, and then

falls back amongst the leaves in loose and flexible lianes. By
this alone a picture of Paul, Bril's may always be recognised.

lie never paints an oak which does not bear the sacred

mistletce in its knotty arms. His water is beautiful and

transparent ; his rocks firm, well broken, wild, and abrupt.

This painter, who had, in a great degree, to create the art

of landscape painting, and who was the first, according to

Hagedorn, to think of lowering the horizon, to which his

predecessors had given too great elevation, and who thus gave

truth to the landscape by presenting us with the spectacle of

nature such as she appears to us ixom the ground on which
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we stand, and not as we see her from the top of a high

mountain or the car of a balloon,— this painter of genius was

able, when his talents had reached their lieight, to execute

works which will bear comparison with those of the greatest

masters of the seventeenth century. " I'an and S}Tinx,"

" Duck Shooting," " Diana followed by her Nymphs,"
" Diana discovering the weakness of Calisto," are some cf his

chrfs-d'aiuvre. If you want to have the idea of profound

solitude—of virgin nature, where the vegetation is as luxuriant

as in the forests of America—where the penetrating odour of

the verdure intoxicates you—stand for a moment before the

picture which represents " Duck Shooting." No one has

better understood or better translated the exact force and

beauty of the Latin word frondosus. To the right, two

enormous oaks, covered wiih iyy, as Paul Bril loved to depict

them, serve as a set-off to the background of the picture, in

wluch we perceive a river overshadowed by trees which the

light caresses, the farthest off being put in their place by the

interposition of a light vapour. How skilfully they are

grouped! Their position betrays all the undulations of the

soil on which they flourish ; their summits are reiiectcd in the

water. Grass, reeds, plants of every kind, grow on these

charming banks ; the lazy cattle plunge into the midst of

them, and there, up to their shoulders, remain immoveable.

What pure air, what freshness, what silence, under that arch

formed by the young trees to the right ! And, nevertheless,

two hunters have made their way into this quiet retreat

;

already one of them is taking aim at the ducks that are

disporting themselves upon the banks of the river. An im-

expeeted report will soon awaken the sleeping echoes, and

destruction mark the presence of man. These figures are said

to be the work of Annibal C'arrachi.

The most admirable feature in this painting, as in most of

Paul BrU's landscapes, is his distances. The lightness of

his touch in the backgi-ounds is marvellous ; that transparent

and bluish gauze, that the atmosphere seems to spread over

distant objects, particularly in mountainous regions, is found

in all his paintings. It floats on the top of the trees, on the

summit of the hills, on the azure of the sky, and covers every

object with a poetic indistinctness, and all the while the

objects in the foreground are rendered with a readiness, liveli-

ness, and freedom often verging on crudity. Paul Bril devotes

his whole genius to the representation of this wonderful effect

of nature. In the foreground of his compositions, he usually

places to the right or left large trees plimged in shade, which

make his horizons retreat out of sight bathed in vaporous

light. Paul Bril had dimly foreseen those admirable perspec-

tives which Claude Lorrain has flooded with golden sunlight.

The former had less brilliancy and less life. It is Alpine

nature ; it is landscape seen between high mountains, whose

shadows maintain perpetual freshness. On the contrary, it

was under the burning sun of Italy that Claude received the

splendid revelation of his genius. Nevertheless, we are far

from asserting that Paid Bril was equal to Lorrain ; but still

the elder master has sometimes attained to such perfection,

that mistakes have been made, and the works of the Fleming

attributed to the Frenchman. M. AVaagen found at Blenheim

House a small landscape attributed to Claude, which he took

for a Paul Bril. He was not far mistaken after all, for Claude

was the pupil of Augustin Tussi, who wa.s the disciple of Bril.

In those works in which BrQ has risen to the full height of

his genius, there is a remarkable mixture of Italian style and

Flemish simplicity. In " Diana and Calisto," " Pan and

S)Tinx," appear already the splendid arrangement, the broad

and harmonious lines, and the choice of trees and sites, pecu-

liar to the historic landscape. In other compositions Paul
Bril has given us triumphal arches, temples, edifices, marked
by reminiscences of Roman and Athenian architecture. The
ideal of beauty, which antiquity had handed down to the Italy

of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, and which inspired the

painting and sculpture of that period, then commenced to

exercise some influence upon landscapes also. As soon as the

Greek temple or the Koman aqueduct makes its appearance
in the .soeue, it seems as if nature should assimilate herself to

the calm regularity of these rows of elegant columns, to the

stern boldness displayed by these arches. Paid Bril was the

first to seek in nature this antique ideal, and it was his finger

M'hich pointed out to Poussin the road to immortality. But

if Paul Bril had some presentiment of the heroic landscape,

he did not altogether lose the simple and true sentiment of

nature, by which the Flemish painters have been generally

distinguished—the more modern idea of reality, by which

man does not seek to arrange nature according to his views or

philosophy, but is content with the humble contemplation of

her beauties, surrenders himself wholly to her influence,

and asks in exchange the secret of her mysterious poetry.

Although BrU's remembrance of his native land grew fainter

the longer his stay in Italy and the older he became, there is.

nevertheless, not one of his works in which some traces of it

are not to be found. He always manages, even in those

paintings which bear most marks of attention to style, to

introduce some quiet nook, some arch of verdure, some

spring bubbling up through broken rocks, in which nature is

revealed in her chaste and graceful nudity. It may safely be

affirmed, not only that Claude and Poussin descend from Paul

Bril, but that the naturalist school—if we may use the phrase

—of the Low Countries ought to recognise him, if not as a

master, at least as a precursor.

Such was the reputation which Paul Bril enjoyed at Home,

that the cardinals and Roman nobles disputed with the popes

for the time which he spent in adibus raticanls. It would be

impossible to enumerate all the frescoes, all fjie paintings on

canvas and copper, which he executed for the different

churches, chapels, and monuments of Rome, or sold to private

indi\-iduals. No one thought of decorating his palace or

gallery with a landscape from the pencil of this master, who
was not prepared to spend more than one himdred ducats in

acquiring it. This was the price of his smallest works, and it

was not every one who could obtain them even at this price.

His contemporaries with justice placed the greatest value upon

those of his landscapes which represented scenes in the country

round Rome, in which the nobility extolled the exact fidelity

with which the artist rendered the monuments, tlie trees, and

the fading outline of the hills ; but they admired above all his

truth in detail, and the breadth in the masses of his foliage.

In the latter, in particular, he surpassed all his predecessors

and we might almost add that he has never been equalled

since. His predecessors have been able to give more grace

and naturalness—if we may use the word—to thcii' trees ; but

none knew so weU as he how to indicate, by the drawing of

the leaves and the touch of the trunks, the difference of

species ; by the undulations of the top, or the inclination of

the stem, the nature of the ground concealed beneath. Woods,

when seen &om on high, from the summit of a mountain

which overlooks them, have the appearance of a sea of

verdure, which the breeze skims over or raises like the waves

of the ocean. Paul BrU noticed and painted this phenomenon

with surprising ability.

He died at Rome, on the 7th of October, 1626, in his

seventy-second year, and was bui-ied in the Church of the

Anima. His last works show great finish, and perhaps the

example of Adam Eisheymer, who wa.s at Rome about this

period, had some influence upon the last efforts of his genius.

Among the chrfs-d'a-ui-i-e of this period of his career is a

small landscape on marble, possessing the utmost mellowness

of touch. It seems that his hand, instead of growing heavy

as he grew older, became lighter and firmer ; so that he was

able to etch (a process just then coming into use), a few years

before his death, several landscapes, in which he gave full

scope to his imagination.

Bril's reputation caused disciples to resort to him from all

parts of Europe. He had many pupils, among whom were

AVilliam Niewland and Augustin Tassi, of whom we have

already spoken, Spierings, Balthasar Louvers, and Cornelius

Vroom. Augustin Tassi and Niewland bore, one to Italy and

France, and the other to Holland, the tradition of BrU's

genius. We have already mentioned that Claude Lorrain

was the pujiil of Tassi,
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Paul Bril, then, was the head of that generation of great

landscape painters who immortalized the art of the seventeenth

century. This is no doubtful title to glory ; but he has

others, and nothing proves it better than to see his name
shining at the side of the illustrious names of so many im-

mortal disciples. How was it that the light of his genius was

not eclipsed by such a blaze of splendour as is reflected from

8. Another view of the same district, ornamented in the sam^

way.

Sandrart makes mention, also, of a large engraving com-

posed of ruins and figures.

Many able artists have engraved Paul Bril's works, amongst

others, the Sadelers, C. Guile, Hollar, D. Gustos, A. J. Pren-

ner, Vorstermaim, Hondius, Madclcijie de Pass, and Niew-

.tx-j\}
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DIANA AND THE NYMPHS.—FROM A PAINTING BY PAUL BRIL.

theirs ? Because his was truly original—because with extra-

ordinary good fortune he united the strong and simple powers

of observation of the Flemings with the elegance and nobility

of the Italians—because his works possess at the same time

ingenuity and grandeur, that is not found, in the same

degree, at least, in those who have followed and surpassed

him. Bril has etched several of his own dra^vings with great

skill.

1. "A Landscape," adonied with ruins and buildings, in

which is represented the parable of the Good Samaritan.

2. " The Angel ordering young Tobias to take the fish

from the water."

3. '* A Marine view." Shepherds in the foreground ; in the

middle a town in the distance, and beyond it the sea with

ships.

4. Another " Marine view ;" in the foreground a large

vessel lying in the roadstead at anchor, and in the background

a rock, crowned by a fortress.

These four are found in the series engraved by William

Niewlimd.

5 and 6. Two " Landscapes;" marked

—

Paulus Bril inv.

ET FEC. ViCENZO CeNOI FORMIS KoMAE.
7. "View from the Coast of the Campagna," with build-

ings and rocks. P. Bril, pec. 1590.

land, who has engraved a series of sixty. Nearly all the

public galleries of Europe contain some of his works. In the

Lou^Te there are seven—"Duck Shooting," with figures by

Annibal Carrachi, of which we give an engraving ;
" Diana

and her Nymphs," which we also reproduce, and four other

landscapes. These piiintings have been valued, the first at

£80; the second at £120; and the others at £60, £40, £32

respectively. Munifh possesses two ; Dresden the same

number ; Amsterdam, one only ; Berlin, three or four ; the

Museo del Rey, at Madrid, four also.

In Blenheim House, there is a very fine one, which long

passed for a Claude. Tlie " Tower of Babel" is at Corsam

House, m the possession of the Methuen famUy. There is,

also, a very fine landscape at Castle Howard, the seat of the

Earl of Carlisle.

At Rome, in one of the halls of the Pope's palace, there is a

large landscape in fresco, more than sixty feet long, repre-

senting St. Clement fastened to an anchor and cast into the

sea ; in another, six landscapes, representing the finest con-

vents in the papal states. Bril also painted on the ceilings of

the two staircases, beside the Scala Santa, near St. John of

Lateran, the story of Jonas ; the " Landscape representing the

Creation of the World," is at Monte Cavallo ; at St. Vitae

there arc ten landscapes, and at St. Cecilia one on the ceiling.
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There arc a great number of Bril's paintings at the palace of sales, hut whenever they have done so, they have fetched

Fcintainebleau. The artists who have painted the figxires in tolerably good prices. AVe liavc found neither marks nor

most of his works are, A. Carrachi, Joscpin, Rottenhamer,

&c. He lias left behind him some drawings very ably

executed with the pen and a wash of bistre or Indian ink,

ujion which he passed hatcliings in every direction.

Bril's works liave rarely made their appearance at public

signature upon any of them. Ilis etchings arc marked thus

—

VauUt'BTilhuetlt'

) I »' A R r. 1 w a

.

DUCK SIIOOTINO.—FROM A PAINTING BY CAVL liRIL.

ALBERT DURER.
" Here, when art was still rcliyion, with a simple, reverent heart, .

Lived and laboured Albrccht Durcr, the evangelist of art

;

Here, in silence and in sorrow, toiling still wiih busy hand,

Like i\n emigrant he ivandcred, seeking for the Better Laud.

Km'njravit is the inscription on tlie tombstone where he lies ;

Dead lie is not, but departed,—for the artist never dies.

Faii'cr seems the ancient city, and the sunshine seems more fair.

That he once has trod its pavement, that he once has breathed

its air !"

Thus sings the poet if a great naticn, which, when Albert

Durcr was living and libouring, was not in existence. In

what he says he but echoes the sentiments of all Europe.

There is none who does not reverence Germany for having

produced such a man — none who does not love art more

because he was one of her disciples. The mere mention of

his name awakens in our minds the stiangest ideas, and opens

to our view the perspective of a new world. It is, as it were,

a calling up of all the dreams of Germany. Mysterious shapes

appear to us at first indistinctly, looming through a mist.

Here, an unknown cavalier makes his waj- among rocks and

leafless trees, followed by a demon with outstretched claws,

and accompanied by the figure of Death mounted on his white

horse. He advances with a firm step, regardless of the

monsters which surround him, and the reptiles which craw

at his feet. There, a knight, who, like I'erseus, has wings

attached to his heels, and a helmet in the shape of a gigantic

butterfly, has cheeked his horse near a ruined arch, and

knocks at the portal of a deserted mansion, as though he

expects the spirits of the dead to rise and come forth. Yonder

an immense bat, spreading its hideous wings in the clouds,

hovers over a woman seated on the sea-shore, in an attitude of

dejection, her name is Melancholy. In these obscure regions

fabulous heroes and nameless beings arc strangely intermingled

with the characters of sacred history and the executioners of

Jesus Christ. It might be said, that whole legions pass

before us. But we are surprised to find those symbolical

figures, which inspire us with a secret terror—we know not
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wherefore—ranged side by side witli known and familiar objects
;

peasants dancing on the green, and carrying baskets of fruit

;

the smiling facts of young girls, shaded by the simple lace cap,

such as are seen at the village chui'ch or by the quiet fireside.

Domestic scenes and common-place things are singularly

intermin^ed with the spectres of the Black Forest, or the

strange phantoms of German superstition—the most familiar

of which is the shaggy and horned demon. This elegant

gallant, who is walking in the country with his richly- dressed

and smiling lady, is evidently in happy ignorance, that close

to him, concealed by the trunk of a tree, is grim Death, in the

shape of a living skeleton. Oh ! strange and mysterious

world, in which the most ideal poetry is confounded with the

simplest realities ! Such a world is presented to us in the

works of Albert Durer. But if studied more minutely and
patiently, another medley, not less surprising than the former,

engages our attention. Those visions, at first so indistinct,

have assumed bodily shapes, whose outlines are clearly

defined; those phantoms have taken precise forms, and their

draperies fall in stiff metallic-looking folds. AVe might even

count the hairs of their heads, those of the manes of their

coursers, the rivets in their cuirasses, the blades of grass

which they tread under foot, the smallest stones in the house

which they inhabit, and the most minute of the leaves of the

trees which shelter it. And when we turn to the man whose
labours have produced these images, so lifelike and yet so

imaginary, we acknowledge this strange visionary to be the

most skilful goldsmith, the most indefatigable engraver, the

most inimitable painter ; that he loved to carve on the brass the

chimeras of the Apocalypse, and to chisel his own dreams on

steel. We find that this lover of the n'arvellous and fantastic

pursued the study of the positive sciences ; that this ima-

ginative poet was a consummate mathematician; that this

visionary was also a skilful geometrician. .

Albert Durer is rightfully acknowledged as the father of

the German school. lie was the living personification of the

genius and talent of Germany. Historical events, conseciuent

upon the grand struggle for the reformation of the Church,

the peasant war, and the thirty years' war, retarded the

progress of art in Germany from the time of its foundation by
the great Nuremberg painter. It remained in sfulu quo for

nearly two centuries, so that the works of Albert Durer
continued to be the highest expression of German art, and, so

to speak, her best struck medal.

One of Durer's earliest works, which bears the same date as

his first celebrated picture, 1498, is a series of wood-engravings
representing "The Apocalypse." It was certainly a strange

beginning. To measure his strength in the outset against a

subject at once so whimsical, teiTible and sublime, of which it

even seems impossible to form a conception ; to momit, for his

coup d'essai "Death's Pale Horse," and to plunge into the

boundless regions of the imaginary world,—none but a German
would have dared such an enterprise. The spectres which had
terrified the recluse of Patmos were represented by Durer in a

set of fifteen engravings. A wild and mystic poetry per-

vades them, the artist at once transports us into the realms of

another world. He there shows us ominous horsemen, one
bearing a bow, another a naked sword, the third a pair of

scales, and the fourth the scythe of Death, the destroyer of

whole nations. With what fm-y do they rush onwards ! See
how their panting and ungovernable chargers bound through

the regions of space ! These are no earthly steeds : steeds,

such as these, require the gigantic riders, who have seized

their manes and press their flanks. In what dream did this

chain of phantoms appear to Durer? Into what sleep did he
fall to see pass before him visions created by the brain of an
old man of a hundred, those terrible symbols of which the

signification is to us unknown !

One of the most remarkable amongst these engravings is

the eighth. There are seen the angels of the Euphrates let

loose by the anger of heaven, and massacring the third of the

human race. Their gleaming s«ords fall with indescribable

fury on all sides indiscriminately. In the heavens are seen
the aerial riders mounted on beasts possessing the bodies of

horses, and the heads of lions ; this is the Hying host destined

for the annihilation of the rest of the human race. Already

the emperor, the bishop, the nun, and the monk, have fallen

victims to their- fury; here the Protestant artist has betrayed

liis t'noughts in attempting to explain the mexplicablc vision of

the Evangelist, fjr, in the ruin of these hooded and nutred per-

sonages, we recognise that the graver has been guided by a

friend of Mtlancthon and a disciple of Luther.

There is something most singular and original in Albert

Durer's paintings and engravmgs, they are impregnated by the

most misty spiritualism, and at the same time characterised by
a patient and minute execution brought to the very highest

finish. One would say that the artist observed this accuracy

in order to prevent his poetic ideas from becoming indistinct.

The more fanciful and obscure the subject, the greater pains

did he take to render the figures plain and decisive ; if we
cannot fathom the profundity of his meaning, we can at least

catch the reality of the figures which express it. Take, for

example, his celebrated engraving kno^nl under the name of

the " Great Horse," you will be astonished at lii'st liy the

extreme delicacy of the work, you will admire the distinctness

of the outline, the exactness with wdiich the accessories are ren-

dered, and the incredible patience of the engraver ; but if you
seek to penetrate the sense of the composition, you will be at a

loss to know what motive actuates this fierce-looking warrior,

who, holding his horse by the bridle, stops at the portal of a

ruinous castle. It will only inspire you with an undcfinalile

feeling of terror, and, in endeavouring to catch the meaning of

the artist, you are lost in a bewildering maze of conjecture.

The love of the extravagant and fantastic, observable from

the first in the works of the great German painter, never aban-

doned him. In that dreamer " Melancholy," who, seated on
the sea-shore, seems seeking to penetrate ^^•ith her gaze into

infinite space, he has apparently expressed the inspiration of

his own sold. For my omi part, I have this picture always

before me. How is it possible ever to forget an engravmg of

Albert Durer's, even- though seen but once ! I ever see her,

her proud and noble head thoughtfully resting upon one hand,

her long hair fallmg in dishevelled tresses upon her shoidders.

Her folded wings, tmblematic of that impotent aspiration,

which directs her gaze towards heaven, whilst a book, closed

and useless as her wings, rests upon her knee. No, nothing

can be more gloomy, more penetrating, than the expression of

this figirrc. From the peculiarity of the folds of her dress, one

would say, that she was enveloped in u-on draperies. Near
her is a symbolical sun-dial, with the bell which marks the

hours as they glide away. The sun is sinking into the ocean,

and darkness will soon envelop the earth. Above hovers a

strange-looking bat, which, spreading its ominous wings, bears

a pennon, on which is written the word— " Mclancolia."

All is symbolical in this composition, of which the sentiment

is sublime. Melancholy holds in her right hand a pair of com-
passes and a circle, the emblem of that eternity in which her

thoughts are lost. Various instruments appertaining to the

arts and sciences lie scattered around her ; after having made
use of them, she has laid them aside, and has fallen into a

profound reverie. As a type of the mistrust which has crept

into her heart, with av.arice and doubt, a bunch of keys is

suspended at her girdle ; above her is an hour-glass, the

acknowledged emblem of her transitory existence. But nothing

is more admirable than the face of Melancholy, both in the

severe beauty of her features and the depth of her gaze, in

which may be recognised a likeness to Agnes,—a remarkable

fact, which I do not think has before been noticed ! In loH
Albert Durer conceived the type of Dr. Faust, which illustrates

that state of mind in which the result of science is but doubt,

the result of experience but bitter and disheartening disap-

pointment. Three centuries before the age of Goethe, an artist

depicted the grief which in our days torments the minds of

choice spirits ; Viut the painter was not so well understood as

the poet, although the pu^-. was evidently inspired by the

painter. Neither the sentiment of melancholy nor the >vord

which expresses it had ajjpeared in art before the time of

Albert Durer.
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AV'o will now ppeak of the celebrated engraving called
" Death's Horse." It is said that Albert Durer intended to
represent Franz Von Sickingen, whose name was dreaded
tliioughout Germany, thus giving him a terrible warning.
An S traced on the picture goes far to corroborate this sup-
position. But, setting aside the possibility of this allusion,
and also the idea that the artist intended to represent Iii^ own
journey through life, this great work obtains a more lasting
importance and a more general application. An old ballad
has moreover suggested another signification. It there
presents to us the model (jf the C:hristian, stiiis pcur et sans
rcpror/w. "Let Death and tlie Devil attack nie, says the
knight, I will conquer both the Devil and Death." Such
was Durer's love of the marvellous and the fantastic, that
many subjects for pictures and engravings were furnished him
by his dreams. Among them is one of the most singular
water-colour paintings which has ever been exhibited ; this

• picture is in the Ambrasian collection at Vienna. There is

seen a large sheet of water which washes the shores of a
plain, upon which are several houses. Over this water hangs
a huge black cloud, which is discharging itself in torrents of
rain. On every side the air- is filled with vapour. Albert
Durer WTote these words beneath this painting :

—

" On Thursday night, the crc of the Penteco.st, in the year
lo2.), I had this vision in my sice)). What torrents of water fell

fnini the luavens ! Tliis water struck the earth about four miles
ironi nic with such force, such reverberation and noise, the whole
country was Hooded, and such a mortal dread seized me, that I
awoke : I again fell aslec)). Then the remainder of the water fell

nearly as abundantly as before, some at a greater distance, some
nearer. It seemed to full from such a lieight, that to my mind the
descent occupied a long time. But as tlie Hood approached nearer
and nearer, the deluge became so rapid and resoundini;, that fear
seized me, and I again awoke. My whole body trembled, and it

was long before I could recover myself; but in the morning when
I rose I jiainted what I had seen. JNIay God order al! for the
I"''''

'

"
" Albeut Ul-llEU."

This is certainly a most artless description. However,
Joseph Heller, an eminent German writer, the author of the
best life of Albert Durer which has yet appeared, would not
allow his ingenuity to be vanquished. He spends much time
in explaining this water-colour painting otherwise so incom-
prehensible. He gives with the utmost cai-e the most minute
details, is even so scrupulous in his examination as to take
note of the manufacturer's mark on the piece of paper used by
Albert Durer. Moreover, the learned commentator had this
mark engraved and joined to his text.

Notwithstanding the generally abstract character of German
genius, the serious and thoughtful habits of Albert Durer did
not always keep him aloof from the world of realities. He
sometimes abandoned the region of chimeras and phantoms, to
work at the giande^t and noblest religious subjects. " The
Miutyrs of the Christian Legion," which is to be seen in the
Austrian Belvedere gallery; "The Adoration of the Magi,"
which is preserved in the gallery of the L'ffizzi at Florence

;

" The Trinity," surrounded by the angelic host ; these and
many other pictures piovo that this great master respected the
limits which separate the imaginary from the visible. Some
out of this class are his cliifs-irwuvrc, but the most perfect of
all adorns the Pinakothek at Munich. It is divided into two
compartments, one of which contains the apostles St. John and
St. Peter, the other St. Mark and St. Paul. It was the last

import.ant production of the great artist. He had the satis-
faction of ending his career by a happy and eminently suc-
cessful effort towards the sublime. He painted these figures
of the Apostles with the intention of leaving them in his will
to be placed in the Town Hall at Nuremberg, in order to
preserve there, by the memory of his genius, the religious
fervour of the Lutherans ; for Durer had embraced the doc-
trines of the Reformation, and the questions to which they
gave rise constantly occupied his thoughts. He painted
beneath "The Apostles," long inscriptions gathered from
their epistles and gospels, recommending us not to neglect the
ntudj- of the scri|)turc.s or to believe in the doctrines of fal.s<>

prophets. He has given to each one of these figures n distinct
and well, defined character. The exile of Patmos is repre-
sented as possessing a passionate, enthusiastic, .and melancholy
temperament; St. Peter, with his gray hairs and calm deport-
meut, expresses contemplative repose; St. Mark bears the
aspect of a hopeful man and a zealous' propagator of the faith

;

the figure of St. Paul, armed with a nakedsword, and carrying
the bible, is the symbol of action, energy, and im))erions will ;

he casts a severe and searching glance around him, as if to
discover all blasphemers, in order to destroy them with the
sword of the living God.
We must not suppose that Durer never relaxed from his

severe gravity. His familiar letters sometime.^ discover an
inclination to gaiety, at times even an approach to harmless
raillery. It is true that they were written at Venice, away
from his wife. He writes thus to his friend Willibald
Pirckheiraer :

—

"I should judge from what you have written me, that you are
anxious to do the amiable, but that becomes you as pcrfuinc docs
a lansquinct. You think that when you havedccked yourself out
in silks, and made yourself agreeable to the women, that you
have done all that

you as modest a

should not be an-

you have too many
think, if you wish
in a month, you
Give my greeting

Lorentz, and your
also to our lady-

was the name
to his wife); thank
for recollectinir me

is needful. Were
man as myself, I

gry H ith you ; but
' amours," and I

to i)ay them all oil'

will ruin yourself,

to Borscht and M.
pretty servant girl,

accountant ( this

which Durer gave
your housemaid

a ' stilope '• Ii,m. You.
and tell her that .she ... „ „ ,.^ _„,„. m,,

wdl be glad to hear that my picture has succeeded beyond my
expectations

; I have obtained by it much honour, but little
profit. During my absence I have not made more than 200 ducats

;
I have refused to undertake some important works, that I may be-
at liberty to return. I have now effectually silenced all those
pamters who said, ' He is a good engraver, but as to paintin.- he
has no idea of colouiing. Jtcm. My French cloak and my Wd'sch'
coat greet you

. . . •• " Albeut Durer."

Many of Albert Durer's painting? and engravings belon" to
the class called rjenre. He dealt with fanciful subjects as well
as familiar and rural scenes. Sometimes two lovers ar- repre-
sented walking affectionately together in the country; some-
times the vdlagers enjoying their evening dance ; sometimes
a peasant attempting to win a young girl by his deceitful
promises. Durer understood the Flemish style, the peaceful
charm of every-day life, the poetry to be found in realities
Albert Durer was not only a painter of the first order, and a
wjnderlul engraver, but he had also, learnt to handle the tool
of the goldsmith and the chisel of the =culptor. In nearly all
the German towns, works in alto-relievo, as well as medallions
are shown to the traveller as his productions.

Sculptor, painter, engr.i'-er, this great man has also written
learned works. Had he been known merely as an author, he
would still have borne an illustrious name. His most cele-
brated work is a " Treatise on the Proportions of the Human
Body," in four books.

Having mentioned so celebrated a work, perhaps we may be
permitted to express our full opinion. This book has been
Utile read, which is partly the fault of the author. Unintelli-
gible and without animation, it disconcerts .and discourages
the reader in the outset. For instance, there is no nrder'in
his arrangement, he does not set to work as a methodical
mind would have done, " commencing with the large divisions
and ending with the small." Before learning the position of
the fourteenth part of the human body, we ought to know
something about the half. This disagreeable impression, which
is produced by the dirt'iise character of an ill-arranged book,
sufficiently explains why those authors who are" fond of
clearness have only glanced at Albert Durer's, and imme-

• We give here the original word u-ed, aud the grotesque firjre
of which it is the translaUon.
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diately pronounced it incomprehensible ; sometimes, however, which is common to all countries and ages, and which exerts

we may gather from it beautiful ideas. Albert Durer seems a imiversal influence. It is true, that occasionally, espe-

to have believed that nature has arranged even her deformities cially In his picture oi "The Apostles," he approaches

with a certain regularity, that even ugliness is harmo- sublimity. As no painter has expressed grief with so much

OAUBlGNr.OEL.
A.LAVIEILLE.SC

A FOREST SCENE.— FROM A TAINTINO BY PAUL ERIL.

nious,—an idea which has been very cleverly developed by depth and force as he inhis painting of "The Passion," which

Diderot. ^^ began three times, so none has displayed more grace and

Albert Durer's exclusively German taste prevented him tenderness than is sho-«-n in his "Life of the Virgin." A

from attaining that true beauty, that harmonious perfection, zealouis Lutheran, from nothing did Durer gather greater
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inspiration than from Holy "Writ, and filled with that Chris-
tian sentiment ivhich obtained sucli influence in the middle
ages, he allowed his Protestant thoughts to betray themselves
in his works. Judging from his later productions, it seems

limited sense of the word—that is to say, Ki works are not
only remarkable for their national character, but the greater
part of them only suit the taste of the population of the
Upper Rhine. One is struck with astonishment at his

^^-L. ._ 1 -J

MEIAXCHOLT.

i;Li— J.XKIJINT SC.

probable that he contemplated at one time the union ot Gothic
and Italian art. "Whilst Luther broke with Rome, Durer
held out the hand of brotherhood to Raphael. Ncrertheless,
the painter of the " Death's Head " is too German, in the

strange symbols, his thoughtful and singular attitudes, and
his draperies are not less surprising than Ids figures. He
disposes them in large masses, and breaks them into a
multitude of little angular folds, which often gives them the
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appearance of metal. His colouiing is cleav and delicate, and

too brilliant to be natural ; it is very like that used for the

iUuminntion of ancient manuscripts, and of an intensity which

quite offends the eye. His chiaroscuro has also a fanciful

appearance ; in it the light and shadow play, as in one of

those powerful visions by which his sleep was troubled. In

short, all Albert Durer's works, bearing so strongly the impress

of German genius, betray the man of the North, who, combining

in his life the simplest prose with the most ideal poetry, loves

to rise above the world of realities into the realm of dreams.

GERICAULT.
Gericaui.t w.as the sou of an advocate of Eoucn, and was

born in that town in 1791. Unfortvmately for lum, his bii-th

was as prematm'c as his death ; had he come into the v.-orld

five years later, he would have enjoyed while living the glory

which his works merited. But he died at the early age of

thirty-three, as yet badly appreciated, imderstood only by a

small number, and despised by those whof inhis day, were the

oracles of taste. Now the differences to which his works gave

rise have disappeared and are forgotten, and there is no per-

sonal feeling to influence the judgment which the public may
form of them.

He was originally destined to receive a careful and literary

education. When fifteen, his father entered him in the Lycee'

Imperial. AVhat then took place was what might have been

expected to take place in tlie case of a youth of more than

ordinary energy. His predominating ta.stes and tendencies

revealed themselves with extraordinary rapidity ; and so

impatient did he grow to become an artist, and above all a

painter of horses, that to pursue his classical studies was out

of the question ; for hor;, es were his passion even from infancy.

Whenever he had a holiday, he spent it in the riding-school,

;md at Franeoni's, whom he thought the greatest of men. He
often liung about the doors of the nobility, for the piu'pose of

watching thcu- horses being driven off in their carriages, and
often ran after them like the street ijamins. When seventeen

years of age, he was placed in the studio of Carlo Vernet.

After leaving him, he placed himself under Gnerin, to whom
his peculiar mode of colouring appeared ridiculous in the

extreme. Gerieault hrd studied in the JIuseura, and had
there commenced to copy Rubens at the very outset—a piece

of audacity till then unheard of—so that he brought with him
racy tones, the mannerized forms, and a good deal of boldness.

He now found his position most uncomfortable. He thought

that he would one day become a great painter ; his master

thought not, and in fact advised hmi to give up thoughts of

painting altogether. This hurt him greatly, but did not by
any means dishearten him. On leaving Guerin he completed
his education by reading the English poets, and by the study
of Italian, music, and by diligent attention to the antique.

He also spent much of his tinre in eopying the old masters.

Gerieault was then a fine young man, above the middle
height, well proportioned, and elegant in his manners, a great

admirer of the women, and greatly admired by them, and
quite a lion on the Champs de Mars. Now-a-days, he
would have been merely a member of the jockey club,

and an exquisite ; but the gaieties, and frivolities, and ras-

calities of the ttirf had no bad effect on Gerieault. On the

contrary, they fmnished him with a rich store of materials for

study and observation. It was not the fop or " fast man,"
who went a hunting and rode steeple- chases ; it was the

artist. His father, however, and his family were so opposed
to his following the vocation he had chosen, that they did not

even allow him funds to provide himself with a studio, and he
was compelled to make Use of those of his friends. He
continued his course with success, barring a foolish, but
temporary abandonment of his profession for the piu'pose of

entering the royalist garde du corps, after the restoration in 1814.

He was soon disgusted, as vi-as every man of mind in France, by
the feeble and ridiculous attempts of the Bourbons to restore

the old regime, and rf turned to his fust love. He now resolved

to conform to the old and time-honoured custom of artists

spending some time in Italy, and set out tliither in 1817. He
wa.s not long in Rome before his style became greatly modi-
fied. He studied the frescoes of Michael Angelo, and of

many others ; the subdued tones of the paintings in the

chmehcs, from which ago and the smoke of the candles had
taken all their brilliancy, quite captivated him. Irapression-

able and excitable, he began to doubt his own force, and ask

himself what w.as he in the presence of these giants, whom
lapse of time had only made greater, and, he set about

painting gray and brown purposely. On his return from

Italy, he already began to throw slight upon colour, and
speak of all colourists with disdain. So it is true, after all,

that Italy is not useful to everybody. Some run the risk of

losing their originality, by coming in contact with the works
of these illustrious dead. With them it is impossible to enter

into discussion.

At last an opportimity presented itself for Gerieault to

undertake a great Avork, which should place him amongst the

masters. He chose for his subject the " Shipwreck of the

Medusa," the frightful details of which then occupied all

minds. It was a terrible one, which perfectly suited the

peculiar character of his genius. He prepared for it by severe

study and assiduous labour. He familiarised himself with the

aspect of death in every possible form, frequented the hospi-

tals for the purpose of watching all the alternations of hope,

despair, terror, and anguish in the human countenance.

Whoever has visited the Louvre must have observed the
" Shipwreck of the Medusa." Those who have not may form

some idea of it from Reynolds's engraving. It is a scene of

horror, lighted by one ray of hope. Fifteen unfortunates,

with livid faces, half naked, with hollow eyes and ferocious

aspect, are represented clustered in groups on a raft, badly

tied together, and swept by every passing wave. Of the

forty-eight who had entrusted themselves to this frail struc-

ture, these fifteen only had survived, and for the preceding

eight days had been living on the flesh of the dead, who had
perished of hunger, or been killed by the sabre, in a mutiny
which had broken out, as if to add fresh horrors to the scene.

Suddenly one of them perceives a sail in the horizon, has

uttered a loud cry, and the others starting up, like galvanised

corpses, raise themselves, and stretch out their arms in the

du'cetion in which the succour appears. Those who have any
strength remaining, seek to climb upon the casks, in order to

wave their handkerchiefs in sign of distress ; in such a way
that all the figures of the painting follow llie general move-
ment of ascent, towards the highest point, the point of hope.

Some of them, however, in whom only a breatli of life still

lingers, remain stretched upon the planks of the raft, half

floating on the waves. Here a young man rolls wildly abo\it,

and tears his hair in despau- ; there an old man, holding his

dead son across his knees, remaisis mute and immoveable, as

if thunderstruck. Deaf to the voice of his comrades, who
announce their approaching deliverance, his heart seared by
suffering, and indifferent whether he lives or dies, he gazes

vacantly upon the waves, which so soon shall prove the

burying-place of his child.

Tlie painter should rather be congratulated than otherwise
upon having made those about to die of the same tone as the
dead, and for having given uniformity of colour to the
draperijs, sails, mast, and cordage ; for there was no other

means of producing that sombre harmony so necessary to the
power of emotion. Unity is, in reality, the secret of strong
impressions ; and this was so well understood by Gerieault,

that none of his episodes distract the attention nor divide the

interest. If you recur often to that petrified head of the old

man, it lm because the wliole cata.strophe seems concentrated

ill him.
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There is but one thing wanting in the work—the inuaensity

of the sea. The liitle that we see is, to be sure, of rare

beauty. The daik, deep, heavy water, in which bodies sinlc so

slowly, and which in times of storm loses its transparency,

and almost assumts the appearance; but even this splendid

execution does not make up for the want of expression

produced by the sky meeting the lieavcn in every quarter

—

piiiiliim, cl umlique pontum. In a scene like this, nature should
be everything, and man comparatively insignificant.

Gericault was modest as became a gentleman ; but he stOl

was fully conscious of his own genius—in other words, his

modesty was but one form of his legitimate pride. He repu-

> diated the praises that his friends heaped upon him, but it

was because his works did not come up to the standard which
he had fixed for himself. The " Wreck of the Medusa " was,

in his eyes, but the preface to the great things which he might
yet achieve.

In 1S20 he brought tlic painting to England, with the view
of exhibiting it, as the event it depicted had here excited as

much horror and pity as in France. The enterprise proved
successful, and he realised not less than 20,000 francs by it.

It was then that the celebrated engraver, EeynoUls, repro-

duced it in an engraving in the dark maimer which every-

one knows.

When Gericault returned to Paris, his constitution had
begun to give way. His letters betrayed a deep feeling of

melancholy and ennui. His love, for his friends seemed to

have increased in intensity, and he was continually complain-
ing of the rarity of their visits and their letters. He became
almost childishly sensitive, and the least appearance of neglect

wounded him deeply. If they wore a long v\hile without
coming to see him, he wrote them a ceremonious letter, in

which his native tenderness was ill concealed by a constrained

politeness.

Ho was destined to fall a victim to his own boldness. He
was one day out riding with M. Horace Vcrnct upon the

heights of Montniartre : his horse was liery and restive (he

never rode one that was not so), reared up, plunged violently,

and threw him on his face across a heap of stones. A buckle
in his trousers was forced into his groin, wounding him
severely. He was recovering slowly but satisfactorily, when
he lost patience, and rising before he was well, brought on a

relapse by his ovni imprudence. He again moimted on
horseback, and attended the races in the Champ de Mars, and
while there received a violent shock from a gentleman riding

up against him at full speed. He was once more an invalid,

and for a year scarcely ever issued from his room ; he occupied
himself by having the lithographs which he had published in

I-ondon copied under his own direction. Their printing had
been badly executed in England, and he wished to have them
reproduced. He stillremained dull and melancholy, and was

dis<iuieted in mind by his inability to discharge some debts
which he had contracted before Iiis illncts. His friends per-
suaded him to soli some of his paintings, wliich realised in

one day the large sum of i;i,000 francs. He was so astonished
at this that he could hardly believe it, and accused his fricnils

of having added to it out of their own pockets.
At last his liealth seemed completely restored, and he

returned joyfully to his liorse. Ho executed about this time
a series of sketches of oriental costumes. He was about
entering ui>on a still more ambitious wort, when his malady
suddenly relumed, and this time was fatal. He died in his
father's house, after a long and painful illness, on the ISlh of
January, 1821.

At Gericault's death, M. Dedrcux Dorcy, fearing lest the
" Shipwreck of the Medusa" should pass into strange hands,
bought it for 0,000 francs. Some Americans soon aftcrward.-i

offered triple that sum for it ; but M. Dorcy refused to part
with it, and soon after sold it to the government for what it

had cost him, on condition that it .should be placed in the
Louvre, where it now hangs.

Gericault was an able sculptor as well as painter. On the
walls of Ills studio he cut figures with his knife «-orthy of the
frieze of the Parthenon. At Evreux there arc many of his sculp-
tures, amongst others, a lion in repose, and a bas-relief in wax
representing an ancient cavalier. M. Etex has raised a marble
mausoleum to his memory. Upon the pedestal, copies of his
three principal works are sculptured.—" The Shipwreck of the
Medusa" appears in bronze upon the front, and on the sides

"Tito Chassem" and "The Cuh-assier." A man of action,

fiery, impetuous, and full of manly hardihood, as Gericault
was, should have been sculptiued upright on his tomb, as

David has sculptiu'ed Armand Carrel. M. Etex, on the con-
trary, has represented him tranquilly and pensively reclining.

The name of Gericault would always remain as that of an
innovator, and yet he has not exaggerated nor gone to extremes.

His style was firm, emphasized-, and easily distinguishable.

Without seeking after common types, he knew how to make
use of them, and imprint upon them that oliaracter of force

which is in reality another kind of nr)bility. If he s&vr a
drayman's horse passing, he sketched it eagerly in its powerful
gait. He followed steadily in the path which David and
Vernet had opened up. Uut, without doubt, if, after contem-
plating "The Sabines" of David in the Louvre, we turn
towards "The ShipwTcck of the Medusa," the latter will

produce a profmuid impression on us. When the two masters
are placed in contrast, we can perceive an immense difrercnee

between them. Between the demigods of the former, and the
agitated bodies of the latter, there is a vast gulf; but the

intention displayed by both is the same—to enable humanity
to infuse poetry into its history, and interest us in its

misfortunes.

MURILLO.
It rarely happens that an artist of limited capacity takes
much time in assuming his position. Nature having framed
him for the comprehension of her beauties, some few aspects

alone impart to his mind so vivid an impression of them, that

frequently, on emerging from his first studies, the painter

masters with a single effort the branch of art by which he
hopes to gain eminence, and even the degree of perfection

which he may be ptrmitted to attain. On the other hand,
an artist endowed with a universal comprehension, capable

of making every chord of art vibrate simultaneously, and of

thus blending the harmonies of many in himself alone, is

never formed so rapidly. His progress is neither so deliberate,

so dii-eet, nor so determined. What a length of time does it

not take to ripen that individuality which is asyetimconseious
of its power, precisely because that power is so multifarious !

What crude essays, what groping in the dark, what mixture
of styles, what inroads on the domains of others, and how
many relapses to orignality, before the incipient master feels

his strength, and can exclaim, in the proud language ol

Corroggio, Anch' lo mn piltore ! Such was the life of Murillo.
\\i\\ it bo believed ? It is no longer in the convent of the

Franciscans at Seville that we must look for the pictures which
first led to the celebrity of the Andalusian painter. It is in

Paris alone that are now to be found the greater number of
those pictures wherein the power of light and sh.ade w;is so
forcibly rendered from a close study of the works of Kibtra.
Carried off' in the artillery waggons of the French generals,
some of these paintings, such as the " Franciscan Cook in an
Ecstasy," have contributed to enrich the magnificent museum
of Marshal Soult; others, such as the "Death of Santa
Clara," have constituted the pride of the Aguado gallery.
To the second phase of MuriUo's talent belongs a " Banditti
Scene," in which, from a landscape background, vigorously
painted, are relieved the figures of a monk and a half-naked
robber into whose clutches he has fallen. Tlio wliole is

executed in the manner of Spagnoletto ; ;is well as a "Flight
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of the Holy Family into Egypt," which represents the

infant Jesus affectionntely folded in the arms of his mother

on the back of the humble quadruped he afterwards chose

for his triumphal entry into Jerusalem, while Joseph the

carpenter, leading the animal by the bridle, hastens forward

through the shades of night.

In a country like Spain, Murillo must have easily won the

love of the masses. He was essentially endowed with all

that could please the Spaniards. Differing in that respect

from Velasquez, who portrayed by preference the nobler attri-

butes of the national character, he devoted himself to the

illustration of its more vulgar qualities, and that of the

ordinary mi generf.l habits and manners of the people, with

all the contrasts which they offer in a nation so profoundly

catholic. He could paint the sacred fervour of the devotee, or

the ecstasy of the monkish enthusiast, as well as the ragged-

trary, stops ; he is struck with the effect produced by the

simbeam which has penetrated through the opening and

heightened the tone of the xirchin's rags. He finds the atti-

tude artless, and the subject picturesque ; the accident of

light is virid, piquant, and warm, and the head in good

reUef. In one moment the painter has sketched his chance

model, if not on paper, at least in his mind's eye, and on re-

turning to his studio he paints that little gem of observation,

so broad in its simplicity of light and shade, which is now so

much admired at the Louvre under the title of the "Youthful

Mendicant." Nor has he forgotten any of the accessories ;

neither the simple pitcher of water, nor the old basket in which

some fruit appears, nor the shrimps scattered on the table-cloth

—the bare earth ; the preparations for, or leavings of, a frugal

repast, the beginning and end of which are pretty m.uch alike.

The head is full of character ; the fragments of the vest are
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-FROM A PAINTING BY GEEICAULT.

ness of the proud mendicant, or tlie abject suffering of Job.

Being himself of a pious disposition, he frequently went to

pray for whole hours in his own parochial church, and was

sure to remark after service such beauties as might peep

through their window-blinds to attract notice. As a catholic,

Murillo was at once worldly and devout ; as a Cliristian, he

bore an equal love to all human creatures, whether they were

ill made or elegantly formed, disfigured by poverty or set off

by luxury, filthy to excess, or adorned like queens and radiant

as Serapl.nn, Behold him issuing from the cloister of tlie

Franciscans, wheie he has been painting an apparition of

angels, who might be said to be arrayed in robes of light ! at

the corner of the first street he perceives through a window an

urchin with a shaven head squatting against a Gothic ruin,

busily engaged in ridding himself of some of those insinuating

friends, whose society is anything but a luxury. Any other

person would have averted his gaze, but Murillo, on the con-

touched with boldness, for no one can properly paint rags ;

the flesh is modelled with care ; the rough and sunburnt skin,

and the callous soles of the feet, sufficiently indicate the truant

habits of the vagabond, and the horror of work and clean water.

Thus has Murillo involuntarily characterised the Spanish

people by the single figure of this urchin, equally free from

care and trouble, who, after unconsciously sitting for bis por-

trait, proudly holds up his head, and is at least as abstemious

as he is idle. The picture itself is reaUy a curioxis and agree-

able object to look at.

That talent which served to make Murillo the most popular

painter of Spain, had already brought him so much into

notice, that in a short time he acquired fortune enough to be

deemed worthy of espousing a lady of distinction [nno, persona

de convenirncias) of the city of Pilas, Donna Beatrix de Cabrera

y Sotomayor. This marriage took place in 1C48, from which

time he found his fame rapidly increase, at the same time that
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he felt his genius more fully develop itself. The originality

of the pamter at length threw off the shackles of imitation.

Vandyck, Ribcra, Titian, and even Velasquez, all the models

at first so ingeniously imitated, faded by degrees from the

memory of their admirer, and on their vanished traces arose a

new artist, a master in his turn, who now displayed a cha-

racter, a stamp, and a signature of his own ; this was Esteban

Murillo.

This was his third and last transformation. The violent

light and shade, which he had borrowed from Ribera, sensibly

softened and gained in transparency what it lost in force ; his

touch grew more mellow, his style became fixed, and nothing

remained to him of the great Velasquez but the art of gradu-

ating his tints to paint the air, as finely expressed by Moratin.

not anxious to have the image of its patron saint from the

hand of Murillo ; nor was there a high altar of a cathe-

dral, or a chapel of renown, which was not reserved for one or

other of the innumerable " Conceptions," as rapidly com-

posed by Murillo as they were varied in character. It might

be almost said that tliis striking miracle continually enlight-

ened his imagination. The rapt Virgin always appeared to

him clothed in blue and white, the invariable apparel which,

doubtless, in the thoughts of the painter combincil the two

colours of purity and heaven. As to the Cherubim with

which he surrounded her, those tender zephyrs of the Chri<-

tian mythology charm in a thousand different ways, always

graceful and artless, now playing with the skirts and folds

of the ttjwing drapery, now merely sliowing their winged

THE HEGGAR boy.— rilOM A PAINTINQ BY MURILLO.

He further preserved that excellent gray tone of his which

generally serves as a background to the portraits of Velasquez,

in which the gravity of the personages habited in black com-
bines so harmoniously with those cool and tranquil tints, in

which still lingers that glow which makes the coldest tones of

Spain approach even the warm hues of northern countries.

In spite of the fierce rivalry of Valdes Leal, and the

jealousy of Herrara the younger, Murillo ascended without

difficulty to the first position in Seville. People flocked to

him from all parts to give him commissions for Virgins, for

monks praying, for Saviours, and other devotional subjects

—

so truly did he paint them in accordance with the impas-

sioned feelings of the Spaniards. There was not a commu-
nity of Capuchins, of Augustins, of Franciscans, that was

heads swimming in floods of light. It seems almost as if, when
he had to represent the Virgin apprised by the angel of the

mysteries of her future maternity, the Spanisli painter fell back

into naturalism, and even produced a powerful effect by the

contrast between terrestrial individualities and the ideal signs

and personages sent from on high. We see frequently in

Murillo's " Annunciations" the accessories of domestic life, the

workbag, the thimble, and the scissors upon the linen heaped

up in the humble basket. It was not undesignedly that the

Andalusian painter, avoiding the lofty style of Raphael and
the Italian catholics, exhibits to us in an humble workwoman
the Virgin chosen as the accepted medium for the incarnation

of Deity.

\\^len a stranger arrives at Seville, he is immediately con-
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ducted to tne ' catliedtal,' that he maybe shown the niimeroii's

paintings of SluriUo, which the chapter is so justly proud of

possessing. 'At tlje back of the high iilfar he is called upon to

admire, a " jSTativity of Our'Lady," admirable for the sweet-

ness of the 'tmts, its quiet 'shadows, and its chai-ming tone of

colour, henrioso colondo. The traveller, after this, is conducted

into the grand sacristy, where glitter the famous pictures of

St. Leander and St. Isidore, in pontifi(^al habits. He is then

stopped at o.ne of the lateral chajiels before a "Repose in

Egypt," painted with the freest and most masterly handling,

and resembling a Velasquez from its brilliant efi'ect. Finally,

to raise the admiration of the visitor to the pitch of enthusi-

asm, they unfold to his gaze the " Samt Anthony of Padua,"

and on contemplating this matchless and unapproachable

masterpiece, the stranger, as yet but little familiarised with

the beauties of Spanish painting, remains in rapt ecstasy like

the Cenobite in the picture. In a gloomy cell the infant

Jesus suddenly appears to Saint Anthony, in the midst of a

dazzling glory ; and the pious hermit, on his kne'^s, enlight-

ened by the apparition, throws up his arms in an indescribable

transport of love for the Deity resplendent with light and

beauty, towards whom he stretches out his arms as for a

loving embrace. Never was the force of passionate expression

carried beyond this point by any painter, nor ever was there

produced, with brush and colours, skies more transparent nr

features of more seraphic sweetness. The management of the

chiaro-oscuro is no less astonishing here than the faith of the

visionary monk. It is inconceivable how the painter has been

able, by the mere power of light and shade, to obtain so lumi-

nous an effect, and by what infinite gradation of treatment he

has been able to pass from the intensity of the sun's rays to

the peaceful obscurity of the hermit's cell.

But before quitting the cathedral of Seville, there remains

to be seen the chapter house, the works of which were directed

bv Murillo in 16C7 and 1668. Provided the cicerone be a well-

informed canon— and some may yet be found among the

chapter—he will not fail to assert, with a feeling of becoming

pride, that for the " Saint Anthony of Padua" the artist re-

ceived 10,000 reals, equal to 00,000 at the present day ; and as

the life of the great painter of Seville is well known in that

city rather by tradition than by reading the works of Palo-

mino, the traveller will leai'n, on the subject of the beautiful

"Conception" painted for the dome of the Franciscans, the

history of the curious contest which took place between

Murillo and the reverend fathers. A picture destined always

to be seen at a distance, must be conceived and treated v\'ith

the broad style suited to decoration. It must be drawn

squarely, and touched with great vigour. In putting in his

contrasts roughly, the painter confides to distance the care of

restoring them to their just proportions ; and if he handles his

colours with rude ability, he calculates on the gradations of

aerial perspective to produce an appropriate harmony. Murillo

had been careful not to forget the principles which he had
occasionally seen so well applied in the learned practice of

Velasquez. "When the holy fathers had a close view of what

they should only see at a distance, they exclaimed against the

coarsenes's of a paintmg that seemed all a mass of confusion,

and which they doubtless thought was painted with the handle
of th'c brush. They refused to receive it, in short ; but the

artist, before he carried away his picture, demanded and ob-

tained leave to raise it for a moment to its proper position.

In proportion as the canvas ascended, the figures became
disentangled, the outlines softened by little and little, and the

colours mingled ; that which before was careless appeared
finished, what was harsh became soft, and when the canvas

reached its proper height, the most perfect harmony enchanted
every eye. The good Franciscans then blushed at their igno-

rance ; and to appease the irritated artist, who now expressed
his intention of carrying av\-ay his work, they were compelled
to offer him double the price originally agreed upon.

A happy life was that of Murillo ! It was not characterised,

it is true, by any of those romantic incidents which are the
charm and the' torment of our hearts ; the sight of some
pictures of Vandyck, a visit to Velasquez,—such were the

two great events of that artistic life in which neither idleness

nor weariness found a place. In a city peopled with monks,
with picturesque mendicants, and enthusiastic devotees, in a

city filled with mysterious churches, lit up, as Lafontaine

would say, by the eyes of Andalusian beauties, Murillo passed
his' time in copymg the inhabitants of the earth and inventing

those of heaven. His whole world was summed up in the

city of Seville. On the road on which he had to traverse,

from the parish of Santa Cruz, in which he resided, to the

cathedral of Seville, or else to the convent of the Capuchins
outside the walls, he lost nothing that occurred to .attract his

notice. If he met the licentiates Alonzo Herrera and Juan
Lopez y Talavan, he was struck with their fine heads, and he
introduced them tmder the names of Saint Leander and ot

Saint Isidore into some devotional picture. AVithout the
necessity of travelling, or of crossmg the seas, he could handle
a thousand different subjects, and paint in every branch of

the art,—landscapes, flowers, sea-pieces, portraits, historv,

and miracles ; miserable humanity cowering on the pavement,
and beatified mortals wafted through the regions of Para-
dise. The soul and the body, visionary revery and gross

materialism, self-denial and voluptuous enjoyment, he ob-

served all ; he saw in creation all its phases, in social life

its contrasts of nobleness and baseness, and in the heart of

man he could rSld all its hidden stores of weakness, of

grandeur and of love.

What Raphael Mengs said of the figures of Velasquez may-

be applied to the majority of MurUlo's compositions,—they

seem to be created by a simple act of volition. 'We can scarcely

imagine that the painter has conceived them otherwise ; and
tills perfect nature, with all its merit, has also some disadvan-

tages. With Velasquez, for instance, it is seldom that the

arrangement of a portrait or the composition of an historical

picture has not the zest of freshness united with startlmg

truth. With MurUlo the conception is so prompt, tliat art

has not had time to intervene. We might be almost tempted

to imagine that the picture composed itself, and to look upon
it as a fortuitous piece of accident.

EUSTACE LE SUEUE,
There are few painters who have achieved so much so little

known to fame, in England at least, as Eustache Le Sueur,

which must be a matter of wonder to any one who remembers
how readily any man, but partictdarly an artist, can become
popular when the story of his life has any tinge of romance in

it. About Le Sueur's there was so much that one incident in

it bus furnished a rich mine of materials to French novelists.

He was the son of a scidptor, and was placed at an early age

in the studio of the famous old French painter, Simon Vouet,

2»-emier peintre du roi, who is considered the father of French
art. While here he gave evidence of a very precocious talent,

by executing a number of illustrations for a work entitled

"The Dreams of Poliphilus," written by a Franciscan monk
"of the fiftcentlic entury, and then greatly admired, because no

one understood it. Very likely neither did Le Suetu-, but he

fancied he did, and this answered his purpose quite as well

—

even better, as it left him free scope for his imagiiiatiou. His

paintings were accordingly distinguished by great grace and

liveliness, but still displayed something of that solemn gr:ui-

deur and severe simplicity which have rendered his subsequent

works so famous. And now comes the episode in his career

wliich threw over his genius a melancholy cast, and in all like-

lihood inclined him to employ it almost exclusively upon reli-

gious subjects.

Louis XIII. about this time paid a visit to the celebrated

Mademoiselle La Fayette at the Convent of the Visitation, and

presented the sisterhood with a large sum to be spent in the

decoration of their chapel—the cha;)el of Holy Mary. Voucf,
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of course, was appointed to doit, but what with his labours at

St. Germain, at Fontainebleau, and at Vincennes, he had so

rauch on hand tliat he was compelled to call upon Lo Sueur,

Ills pupil, to aid him in this new task, and to the latter was
accordingly committed "The Assumption," to be painted on
the centre of the chapel. ' To avoid havmg the sanctuary pro-

faned by the presence of a Fomarina, the lady superior was
obliged to assign him one of the nuns as a model ; and, as

might have been suspected, where the maiden was fair to look

upon, and the heart of the artist susceptible, he fell in love

with her ; but as to harbour the feeling even was sinful, and

as to reveal it would have been absurd, he cherished it in

secret. Time, of course, at last put an end to it, but never

put an end to the sorrowing regrets which it left behind, and
all his life long Le Sueur was a melancholy num.

It was at Lyons, to which he undertook a journey soon after

that, that the peculiar bent of his genius tirst displayed itself

on seeing some works of Raphael. After studying them he
was tilled with enthusiasm for this great master, and imme-
diately executed his painting " St. Paid laying hands on the

Sick," a work wliich at once placed him far above mediocrity,

and attracted the favourable notice of Nicholas Poussin. By
his advice he sought to moderate the rapidity of his manner,
caused by the natural tire of his disposition, and to perfect

himself by the study of the great masters of Italy. But there

were not many of their works in Paris, and by this time Le
Sueur was married, and, as might be expected, was poor,— so

going to Home was out of the question. There is a story told

to the effect that Poussin offered to make copies of the best of

them and send them to him, and this, if true, reflects credit

on him ; but we do not find that Le Sueur accepted his offer,

but supported himself for some time by miking frontispieces

for books of devotion, theological theses, and other trifles.

At last he was commissioned to decorate the cloister of the

C'hartrexise at Paris, and found himself in his proper sphere of

action. " The Life of St. Bruno," a collection of twenty-two

paintings, fuiishcd in three j-ears for a very small remune-

ration, may be regarded as Le Sueur's chief work, though he
himself was modest enough to call it a series of sketches.

Poussin has called Le Sueur a disciple of Raphael and of the

antique, but the fact is that he could be compared to no one but
himself, n^t only in the choice of forms and in tte flow of the

draperies, but also, and above all, in the general expression

and of conception of things not seen. In Raphael, the reli

gious sentiment is always surrounded by something proud
and imposing, which confounds impiety, but in Le Sueur it

is accompanied by candour, which moves the most incredu-

lous. The painter of I'rhino lets us see a little of the pride

H'ith which the protection of the great and noble and his

sojourn in the Eternal City had inspired him ; but the French-
man, simple and sad, painted all the phases of a monkish life

with an humble fiith, and a more devout adoration. It was
in the fervour of the belief and hope by which he sought to

ilrivc away the gloom by which he himself was hamited, that

he found the secret of this religious painting, which, to a

sceptic, would have been impossible. So no one has ever

represented with as much truth and impressiveness as Le
Sueur, tranquil monasteries built in solitude upon accessible

mountains ; walls of enclosure surrounding communities of

anchorites like barriers raised against the noise and tumults
of the world; austere and thoughtful penitents struggling by
dint of prayer and mortification against worldly thoughts and
vain regrets, and the long white robes traversing the gloomy
cloisters like ghosts. Le Sueur never appears, to sjjch advfin-

tage as when he paints his own sentiments. '

Le Sueur was employed to decorate the Hotel Lambert, one
of the most charining abodes in Paris; -which aftent long'

period of decay and neglect, is now restored to its ancient

splendour, by Madame Czai'toryski, and is the scene of some of

the gayest re-unions of the French capital. In this he was-

placed ;n competition with Lebrun, but by no means suffered

by the contract. His most splendid works liere were the four-

paintings representing. " The Muses." His groups arc dis-

played in the background of charming landscapes, and the

sky, distances, and colouririg, display the most c6mplete har-
mony. As to the figures, they have all the virgin modeStjr.

and other poetic characteiistics which imagination has for sb'

mr.ny ages ascribed to them. The anist who, in "The Life of
St. Bruno," had given charms to austerity, remained still the
same when giving modesty to grace. It is said that "The
Life of St. Bruno " was attacked by the malice of enemies,
and the envy of false friends, who did not hesitate to make
attempts to mutilate the paintings which the monks of the
Chartreuse were obliged to preserve. Simple as La Fontaine
and sensible as Fenelon, he forgave them all ; and, in his
goodness of heart, never 6i)oke of his rivals without saying,
"I have done everything in my power, and will do every-
thing, to make myself loved by them." At last, driven to

bay, he stood upon dignity, and painted an allegory in which
he pictured his own triumphs. But even in this the sweetness
of his disposition showed itself. He represented himself
reclining upon a couch, plunged in melancholy reverie, while
his genius trod down his rivals and detractors ; in the back-
ground appeared a smiling plain -the image of the future, to
which his thoughts were turned. Every great man has
moments in which he rises in pride against the age which has
persecuted or misunderstood him.

Le Sueur did not long survive the decoration of the Hotel
Lambert. He died in May, I6.3o, at the early age of thirty-
eight years. Some have said that he retired to the monastery
of Chartreuse, and there ended his days ; but this is a story
invented, without doubt, to surround him with a "-reater

degrte of interest.

The goldsmiths' company at Paris were in the habit of
offering each year to the church of Notre Dame, a paintin"
which was exhibited at the porch of the cathedral on the first

of May. One of the finest and most admired of these -was the
"Paul Preaching at Ephesus," of Le Sueur. The painter
transports us all at once to Asia Minor—to Ephesus, cele-
brated by its magnificent temple of Diana. The temple and
statue of the great goddess of the Ephesians, seen between the
columns of the peristyle, .serves to localise the scene perfectlv.
L'pon the steps of a portico, to the right, St. Paul speaks with
fire, with authority—he speaks, as his gestures indicate, in
the name of God, of the true God, of the only God. At the
sound of his voice the Ephesians renounce their religion, and
burn what they had adored. One writes down the words of
the apostle upon tablets, another explains them

; all are
deeply moved, and tearing in pieces the sacred books of
polytheism, they commit them to the flames. A slave, kneel-
ing in the foreground, blows the wood fire which is devouring
the pagan manuscripts. There is great majesty in the attitude
of Paul, and of the other figures

; but the position of this

Ethiopian slave, who appears in the scene only in its vulgarist
part, without knowing anything of the change which the world
is about to undergo, is still more admirable.

In this painting there is a concealed combination, a secret

balancing of lines, which gives the composition its jjroper

position anel its grandeur. Take away the least of the details

the two trunks of the leafless trees, for instance, which stand
out against the azure of the sky, and the painting would soon
look as if cut in two. At first sight everything seems to be
the result of foresight, and yet nothing has been calculated.

All has been dictated by the happy intuition of genius. It is

bright as French paintings generally arc, but it is, neverthe-

less, animated. There is no confusion in it, and there is

vivacity in all the movements ; it is conceived in an elevated

style, and yet it- bears no .marks of research ; on the contrary,

it bears in every part an air of simplicity, of gestures dictated

by nature aione. Many painters can never rise into sub-

limity ' Without "appcainitg to be OH the' stretch ; Xe Sueur's

dignity always seems to be a matter easy of attainriient, and
it is tempered by ft charming ingeiniousncss:. .This, seems
owing to his tact in introducing iota alt h-is works details

taken from everyday life. Many instaiiics of this may be

given. The first seen,e in the life of St. Bruno shows us a

child, in the midst of a. group of noble-looking and dignified

figures, trying to prevent Jiis dog from barking ; the Ethiopian
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slave in the foreground of the St. Paul Preaching at Ephesus,

and the signs of a dog's attachment to his master in the

Martyrdom of St. Protais, are amongst the best accessories of

these pictures.

In the martyrdoms of St. Gervais and Protais all is grand,

noble, and even vigorous. The painter of Anchorite Ketreats

for Wounded Spirits, passes all at once and -without difficulty

Giulio Romano vias more masculine perhaps, Raphael severer

and more chastened in his outline ; but no one has ever given

the same delicacy to the noble army of martyrs—no one has

ever conceived faces imbued with so much angelic fervour.

The women of the ancient masters were not more graceful

than the "Veronica" of Le Sueur, or the maidens of the

Woes of St. Martin, and they have not so much tenderness

et-^jufife /I
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PAUL rREACHING AT EPHESTIS.—FROM A PAINTING BY LE SUEl'R.

to the delineation of the most stirring scenes. He puts tumult,

passion, and violence into his pictures as easily as he had put

gentleness, calm, and retirement. The brutal soldiery with

bared and muscular arras, the pagan judges in their togas, the

boisterous mob, and impassable images of the false gods, are

conceived in an easy but powerful style, which Le Sueur has

foimd not in Raphael, but in his own genius. The graceful

drawing of the elegant figures are all his, and his only.

The sentiment of antique grace, such as it appears in the

bas-reliefs, addresses itself to the pure sensuality, the pagan-

ism of thought. The grace of Le Sueur, on the contrary, is

impregnated with a spiritualism which touches and goes right

to the heart of us. Except the " Belle Jardiniere," the virgins

of Raphael are more material, his carnations are more abun-

dant, their forms rounder, and fuller ; those of Le Sueur have

a happy slenderness, a subduing sweetness.
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WILLIAM VAN DE VELDF.

William Van de Velde, the younger, has painted the sea

cun amore, and it is for this reason that he occupies so high a

rank as an artist ; it is for this reason also that two nations of

sailors, passionately lord of the sea, the English and Duti h have

Vol. I.

bestowed on hlin the reputation of being the greatest painter

of sea pieces that ever appeared down to his time. And, in

truth, no one has more closely observed the agitation of the

waves, their breaking or their repose ; no one knew better the

gait and habits of sailors, the rigging and working of ships,

the variety of their build, their picturesque appearance when
grouped by chance, and their imposing appearance when
isolated between sky and water, the felicity of the lines in

their foreshortening, when they rock to and fro slowly, ready

to breast the billows. No one has ever felt so deeply the

deep calm of the ocean, nor expressed so well the inexpressible

emotions inspired by the sight of a fading horizon—the image

of infinity.

Talents of so high an order did not show themselves all at

once in the Van de Velde family. It is believed that Adrian,

the celebrated painter of animals, and William, the younger,

were brothers. This is not impossible, and the mention of the

supposition reminds us, that in the liridgewater Gallery there

is a "Coast of Scheveninguen," by William, in whi-.h the sea,

shghtly agitated, is lighted by the hues of twilight, and the

small figures in which are painted by Adrian. This goes to

confirm the statement as to the existence of some relationship

between them. This much, however, is certain—the elder

William Van de Velde, the father of the great marine painter,

was himself a designer of rare excellence. We shall take this

opportunity of saying a few words about him, as we may not
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have another. He was born in Leydcn in IHIO. "As ho

loved sailing on the sea," says Houbraken, "he found means

of entering the service of the States on board a small vessel

employed in carrying orders to the fleet. Being thoroughly

acquainted with the construction of ships, their rigging, and

trim of the sails, he set about drawing with a pen upon paper

or white canvas all the vessels in the roads, large and small,

and finished by grouping together entire fleets upon a single

sheet. As soon as he heard that a battle was about to take

place, he embarked forthwith with the sole design of being

present at the engagement, and so that he might make accu-

rate sketches of the various details. To give greater play to

his talents and courage, the states of Holland placed a brig at

his disposal, and ordered the commander to carry him to

whichever point of the action he wished. He was then seen

braving all the perils of a naval engagement, going and

coming from place to place, now in the midst of the enemy,

and now amongst his own countrymen. Admiral Opdam was

astonished to see a man risk his lite in pursuit of any glory

except that to be obtained by arras. He invited Van de Velde

to dine with him in his cabin, and on the very same day, two

hours after the painter had taken his departure, the vessel was

blown up. He was present also at the battle which took place

between the English and Dutch, under the command of Monk

and De lluyter, in sight of Ostend, in 1666, and which lasted

for three days with surprising fury. N'either of the fleets

made a single movement which Van de Velde did not sketch

with singular iidelity. These drawingsweremadebyorderofthe

States, and supplied them with ample information regarding

the mana'uvres and conduct of their otficers. It appears that

the fame of them reached England also. Charles II. invited

him to enter his service, and after the death of that prince he

continued to execute, under James II., official drawings that

circumstances sometimes made doubly valuable. He died at

London, in 1666, and was buried in St. James's Church.

Such was the father of the painter, whose history we are

about to write. The passion of the latter for the sea and

ships, and his nautical knowledge, were, as we see, hereditary.

William Van de Velde the younger was born, as was also

Adrian, at Amsterdam, in 1633. His master was an able

painter and a skilful engraver, Simon de Vlieger, who mostly

occupied himself in sea pieces. The elder Van de Velde

could only teach his son the elements of design, for he had

not given any attention to painting till he was advanced in

life, and had then only met with moderate success. His

choice of Simon de Vlieger was an excellent one, so that the

first sea pieces sent by "^^^lliam Van de Velde to his father,

who was then at London, astonished the whole court. James

II. was so pleased with them, that he made him come to

London, and settled a handsome pension upon him. Like

most great artists, he specdUy attained to the eminence whif'h

has made his name illustrious. There are paintings signed by

him in 16-57, when he was only in his twenty-fourth year, and

even prior to that date, which arc exquisite in every point of

view, without mannerism, real rhcfs-dcruvra of art, in which

art is nowhere visible, and nature everywhere. Erom the

very beginning he displayed his predilection for the represen-

tation of calms, of those tranquil, unruffled waters, which

scarcely smile under the breath of wind, and which, under a

clear sky, and in the full light of the sun, resemble a brilliant

carpet, sightly wi-inkled at its borders.

Van de Velde did wonders with very scanty material?.

Without having at his disposal the splendid elements which

Claude I>orrain put in motion, without having before his eyes

those Italian palaces, those projecting colcrmades which served

as side scenes to the sea views of the French painter, he knew

how to give the appearance of distance to the background of

his canvas, and make the ocean retreat, as it were, from the

shore to the horizon. The level lino of the horizon placed in

contrast with the roimdcd masses of cloud, the slifTness of the

masts and of the shrouds compensated for by the curved line

of the sails, more or less distended, and by the sweep of the

ships—such are the simple combinations by which Van de

Velde has been enabled to interest those even who have never

seen the sea. If sometimes a sand bank, or a group of flshcr.

men, or the head of a jetty in pile-work forms the set off of his

composition, oftener still he commences his painting only in

the background, and puts nothing in the foreground, but a

little angry surge, or a buoy tossed by the tide, so that

the greater part of his canvas appears to have been painted

not from the shore, but from a vessel at anchor. With means

apparently so limited. Van de Velde has, however, produced

splendid pictures, as captivating to the eye as they are agree-

able to the mind, full of pleasure for those who love art, and

full of delight for those who love the sea.

The secret of these impressions is simple truth— truth which

he sought and rendered with passion. Owing to persevering

and assiduous study, he possessed in the highest possible degree

all the elements of which talent in a painter of sea-pieces is

composed. He knew all about ships, thoroughly understood

the working of them, and could repeat the names of every

rope, pulley, and sail. As he was able to distinguish each kind

of ship from every other at a glance, he enabled the spectator

.also to distinguish them in his paintings by the diversity

of their forms— oblong, slender, bulging, or flattened ; by the

difference of their masts, or the size of their topsails ; by the

colour of their canvas, now unbleached white, now brown,

and now black. But it was not only by these details that he

caused each variety to be recognised—but also by the tnulc

enscmhie, the general outline and chiiracter, in fact—for every

variety has its own—well marked too. He perceived and

expressed admirably the majesty of the man-of-war, the

elegance of the frigate, the magnificence of the yacht, the

agility of the brig, the coquetry of the schooner, and the

coarseness of the lugger-boat.

His figures, too, were drawn with the liighest talent, and

yet with the most charming simplicity. This is one of the

points in which he excels Backuysen. He had bestowed

the closest attention upon everything relating to the sailor.

He knew and could depict admirably his gestures, his atti-

tudes, his dress, and that rolling gait which he insensibly

acquires from the habit of walking on the heaving deck. But

it was in painting the sea itself that Van de Velde rose to the

full height of his genius. The sea was to him not a treacherous

element, but an adored mistress ; he loved and admired

everything about it—its caprices, its fantastic movement, its

smUes and caresses, its fury and thunder. His own tempera-

ment, however, made him prefer the calm. It was while in a

state of rest that he imitated the waters of the ocean with

most effect, whether in those light ripples, that feeble undu-

lation, which the Dutch call /aibich'nij, and which dies out

with a low noise on the fine sand of the beach, or when in

greater agitation they throw up fringes of foam, which fly

back in pearly clouds from the dark sides of the ships.

His water, truthful and transparent, does not possess the hard

tint of green and blue, such as is seen in the Mediterranean ;

it is yellowish and light, like the seas of the north; the tinge

is in general cold, unless when warmed by a ray of the

setting sun.

Let us add that these fine sea pieces of Van de Velde are

crowned by brUliant skies, light, silvery, and separated from

the eye by boundless plains of atmosphere. The clouds, which

play so prominent a part in all paintings of this kind,

—

because on the form which the painter gives them depends

the disposition of the lines and their agreeable variety,—in

Van de Velde's works possess rare beauty. Not only is the

grouping happy and skilfully contrasted, not only is the

outline well chosen, and never meaningless, but they possess

admirable lightness. They appear to move like those which

traverse the landscapes of Ruysdael, and their edges illu-

minated by the sun, rise off the blue ground, we can hardly

help believing that this grormd is disappearing at one point to

appear at another. But what constant and assiduous obser-

vation, and what painstaking industry, it must have required

to attain to such perfection !
" Nobody," says Gilpin, " knew

better the effects of sky, or had studied them with more atten-

tion, than Van de Velde the younger. Not many years ago,

an old waterman of the Thames was still li-i-ing who had often
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carried hiin in liis boat to different parts of the river to observe

the varied appearance of the heaven. This man related tliat

Van de Velde went out in every sort of weather, fine or wet,

and that he took with him large sheets of blue paper which lie

covered with black and white. An artist will easily perceive

the object of this proceeding. Van de ^'elde called these ex-

peditions in his Dutch, going a-sliowiiig, going to make a

review of the sky." *

Horace Walpole, in "Anecdotes of Painting," informs us tliat

the pension gi\en by Charles II. to William Viui de Velde the

yoiuiger, amoiuited, like that of his father, to £100 sterling.

Jlr. Hiwalson, an antiquary, found in the last ceutuiy the

original of the patent which conferred these pensions both

on father and son, and communicated this valuable document

to Mr. Vertue, who collected the materials for Walpole's work.

From it we learn that 'William ^'an de Velde, senior, was

employed in designing naval battles for the king's private use,

and to his son was committed the task of colouring these same
drawings. The terms of the letters patent,t granting their

pensions, seem to imply that the son was occupied only in the

colouring of his father's drawings ; but perhaps we should

interpret the expression "putting into colotirs" to mean more
than this, and make them refer to the son's talent for painting

sea-pieces when the father could only draw them. It was in

the year 167J that tliis double pension was bestowed on the

Van de Vcldes, and the date is \aluable as it enables us to fix

the precise period, or nearly so, at which the painter left

Amsterdam to settle in London. Ho was then forty-two

years of age.

The residence that both chose at London was peculiarly

well adapted to the requirements of their profession as well as

to their own tastes. They lodged at Greenwich, and had the

continual movement of ships and boats, which is always going

on in that part of the river, constantly under their eyes.

Hence their profound knowledge of all nautical usages, of the

smallest and most minute formalities of the sea, if we may
use the expression ; hence, too, their exactness in all the details

.

AVhat is said of Ruysdael with regard to trees, might be said

of Van de Velde with regard to ships. As the great land-

scape painter never put oak leaves on the branches of a lime

tree, so the marine painter never fastened the sails of a brig

to the masts of a schooner. To study the works of Van de

Velde is almost to study a course of navigation.

Here is a " Frigate about to set sail." The wind appears to

freshen, but the sea, although a little agitated, still reveals in

the distance its tranquillizing horizon. A three-decker is at

anchor. In the background an armed frigate, with all her

sails shaken out, is making ready to gain the offing. The
sun has just risen, and a boat full of passengers is rowing
towards her, and she is only awaiting its arrival to set sail.

In the distance are various ships of diii'erent sizes gradually

fading from the sight. The frigate, however, is the principal

object of the picture, and is drawn and painted with extraor-

dinary care, even in its minutest details. And this minute-

ness, which in painting a storm would be wholly out of

place, here becomes a charm ; for if you, like the painter, are

* M'iUiam Gilpin's " Three Essays upon the Beautiful, Pic-
turesque, (Sic. ;" a rare hut excellent work.

t It may be interesting to give the exact terms of it. " Charles

the Second, by the grace of God, &c. Whereas wee have thought

fit to allow the salary of one hundred pounds per annum unto W.
Van lie Velde the elder, for taking and making draughts of sea-

fights ; and the like salary of one hundred pounds per annum unto

W. Van de Velde the younger, for putting the said draughts into

colours, for our particular use ; our will and pleasure is, and we
do hereby authori/.e and require you to issue your orders for the

present and future establishment of the said salaries, to the aforesaid

AV. Van de Velde the younger, to lie paid unto one or other of them
during our pleasure, and for so doing this shall be your sutheient

warrant and discbarge. Given under our privy seal at our palace

of Westminster, the 20th day of February, in the 26th year of o>ir

reign."

—

Antcdcks of Painting in Enfjland. Charles II. dated his

reign from the year in which his father was beheaded, 1 G 19 ; so

that the twenty-sixth year of which he speaks must be 1C7J.

one of the spectators on shore, and liave no friend on board,

or no personal interest in the departure of the vessel, it is but

natural that you should admire all her beauties, the carving

which adorns its bows, the order and neatness which reign

tliroughout, the polish of the masts, the tautness of the

rigging, and, in short, all the harness of this steed of wood
and iron, which is about to walk the wide waters, and is

brushed up before its dep;irture.

There is a superb Admiralty yacht, bearing the arms of

Amsterdam sculptured upon her, and carrying the admiral's

flag at her stern. She is passing between two ships of war,

which salute her, and she returns it. Van de Velde has

imitated perfectly the white smoke of the cannon ; we see it

glide over the level surface of the water, in great round
masses, which contrast admirably with the straight line of the

sea. Fine clouds moving slowly along the sky, cast huge
shadows on the ocean, and create splendid contrasts ; all the

artifices of chiaroscuro lend miiniation to a scene in whicli

all is tranquillity ; the eye is pleased and the attention is

awakened, and yet the spectator is not witlukawn from the

profound emotions ^^ith which the painter has endeavoured

to inspire him.

But suddenly the sky is overcast ; the sea, so peaceful a

minute ago, begins to growl; the wind whistles sharply, and

already a long belt of dark clouds seem to unite the sky and

water ; a furious gale sets in from the north-west. We are at

the entrance of the Texel ; ships great and small are struggling

against the storm, in the attempt to reach the port. Among.'-t

them passes a packet-boat lighted by a solitary gleam of sun-

sliine, and splashed by the rising foam. Another ray of light

flickering out through an opening in the clouds shows us the

coast of Holland, whose grey and delicate tone contrasts well

with the sombre colours of the rest of the picture, and in this

the touch of the painter accords admirably with the nature of

his subject. Here is no longer the complacent and brilliant

execution of the paintings which represent calms, but the

broader and freer pencil which tears open the clouds, whitens

the sails, and boldly expresses the form of the waves, and is

as much agitated as the sea itself.

We must remark, nevertheless, that for William Van de

Velde to paint a storm is an exceptional case. Wliat we
have just now been describing is rather the approach of

the storm than the storm itself; and perhaps indeed this

is the most poetic course to follow, for the imagination of

the spectator is then becoming heated, and is becoming

impatient for the termination of the scene. Tlius, in the

eight pictures in Sir llobert Peel's collection, we see a heavy

rolling sea, and over it a cloud hanging very low doi\n

casts a dark shadow, which threatens the poor fishermen's

barks terribly, and which, as M. Waagen remarks, strongiy

reminds us of Homer's line ;
" And from the height of the

heavens light plunged upon the eai'th." 'We can hardly shut

out some feeling of anxiety from our breasts on seeing these

frail boats tossed between the descending clouds and the

uprising waves. But Van de Velde departs from his natural

course when he depicts storms : he is more at home in painting

the sea at rest. It is over these tranquU plains that he can

best put in motion the few and simple elements of wliich his

great effects are made up—the line of the horizon, the clouds

forming like chains of mountains, and the rigging of the boats.

Others have endeavoured in then- compositions to fill space;

Van de Velde seeks to paint it. To open up immensity on the

canvas, to roll out infinity upon a flat surface, such h.as been

his preoccupation, or rather his genius. For this he passed his

life upon the water ; he made open boats his studio, and went

a considerable distance in this way to see De Kuyter's ship

caulked, and went down the Thames in the same manner

nearly every day to pay a visit to his old and familiar friends

—

the ocean waves. In Van de Velde's eyes the sea was not the

classic and conventional personage represented by a venerable

"od with a slimy beard—but ocean such as nature has made

it— endowed with aU the passions of an animated being, with

aU the irritability of a blind monster, and with the sensibility

and appearance of life.
^
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However, the title and the pension which he had received

from Charles II. compelled him, from time to time, to paint

official pictures, if we may use the expression—fleets not

ran<;ed so as to please the eye, but according to the rules of

tactics or the caprices of the admiral—vessels which, to secui-e

historical accuracy, should fulfil a certain duty, or be sketched

at a certain moment. Many of these compositions may still

be seen at Hampton Court. Horace Walpole informs us that

at Buckingham Palace there was one representing the Battle

of Solebay, which Van de Velde the elder painted from nature,

or perhaps we should rather say ad rivum, having attended

the engagement in a light sloop by order of the Duke of

weU adapted for the display of their genius. Van de Velde

painted, at one time, the united French and English fleets in

the place where Charles II. went to see them. The king is

represented in the picture in the act of stepping on board his

yacht. Horace Walpole informs us, " that two commissioners

of the Admiralty agreed to beg it of the king, to cut it in two,

and each to take a part. The painter, in whose presence they

concluded this wise treaty, took away the picture, and con-

cealed it tiU the king's death, when he offered it to Bullfinch,

the printseller (from whom Vertue had the story), for fourscore

pounds. Bullfinch took time to consider, and returning to

the purchase, found the pictvue sold for 130 guineas. After-

.1 ( ALM.—FKOM A PAINTING BY W. VAN DE VELDE.

York.* Weisbrod,t Captain Baillie, and several English

engravers, have preserved some of these compositions, belong-

ing both to the father and the son, though none of them were

* "Several are at Hampton Court, and at Hinchiubrook. At

Buckingham House was a view of Solebay. fight, with a long

inscription. Van de A'elde, by order of the Duke of York,

attended the engagement in a small vessel."— (ra/^is's Anecdotes oj

Painthig.

f Charles Wcisbrod, designer and engrave) , was born at Ham-
burgh in 1754, and came very young to Paris, for the purpose not

of learning to engrave, for he had already acquired the art, but to

perfect himself in it under the tuition of John George Wille, who

was the master par excellenci^. His great talent lay in seizing on

the spirit of a painting, and Tendering it in a lively and vigorous

manner in a rapid etching. He was, therefore, admirably fitted

for executing those free and hasty engravings, which lend value to

the original, though they make no pretensions to translate it.

wards it was in possession of Mr. Stone, a merchant retired

into Oxfordshire."

William Van de Velde died in London in 1707, as stated in

the following inscription :

—

Gulielmus Van de Velde, junior,

Navium et prospectuuni marinarum pictor,

Et ob singulareni in ilia arte peritiam,

A Carolo et Jacobo Secundo Magnie Britanniie regibus

Annua mercede donatus.

Obiit 6 April, A.D. 1707,

Aetatis sute, 74.

" What we esteem in this painter," says Lebrun, " is the

transparency of his colourmg, which is agreeable and vigorous;

Weisbrod was fond of these, and excelled in them. In the Choiseiil

collection his and those of Dunkerque are by far the best of their

kind. He engraved, for instance, the two landscapes, designed by
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his vessels are drawn with precision ; his small figures are

sketched -tt-ith spirit and judgment ! his skies are clear ; his

clouds are varied, and seem to roll in the air." We might

add here that the clouds of William Van de Velde are like

those ofRuysdael : they have the same beautiful forms, the same
agreeable masses, picturesque and contrasted ^Wthout any
affectation of singiUarity. They have also the same motion

and lightness ; they even seem charged with rain, but are

never heavy, and we almost fancy we can see them blown
along by the wind. " WUliara Van de Velde," continues

Lebrun, " is the first who rendered calm waters naturally, the

sky, the fishing-boats, the vessels, and all otlier spectacles

are as rare as they are valuable." Van de Velde, in j his old

age, painted many historical battles in England, which have a
reddish tone, and are not much thought of; hence they are

distinguished in Holland by the epithet of " English make."

In England, the admiration of the younger Van de Velde
has for a long period known no bounds. Sir Joshua Reynolds,

when president of the Iloyal Academy, said, in speiUcing of him,

that another Raphael might be born, but not another Van de
Velde. The very e.xaggeration of this sentiment would have
been suthcient to immortalize him of whom it was uttered,

even if his works had not really poascssedsurpassing excellence.

More complete than Backhuysen, as delicate and as silvery

ROVQH WEATHER. FROM A PAINTING BY W. VAN DE VELDE.

which the sea offers to our view. He is a disheartening model
for those who wish to practise.his branch of art. His pictures

Ailri.m Van do Vcldc, "Pastoral Scenes" as they were then
called, in an able manner, though a little too delicately, perhaps.

Ruysdael, Karl Dujardin, Pynakcr. Weirottcr—all the landscape

painters, and, above all, those who had an eye to the picturesque-
have been rendered by him with great felicity. He is liable to

censure, however, for not having given greater size to the objects

in the foreground, sd as to enable us to distinguish the relative

distances of the objects in the rear more readily.

More precise than St. Nou, Weisbrod leaves less to the chances
of crispness

; his graver seems to take in at (mce the forms over
which it has to rim. His broken lines, short and waved in

appearance, but in reality directed by a steady and skilful hand,
are admirably adapted to the expression of broken down walls,

disjointed and moss-covered stones, creeping plants, and in general
all the capricious vegetation of ruins. In proof of this, we may
refer to his fine engraving, after Alex. Kierings, to be found in

Neymau's " Catalogue of Drawings " printed in 1766.

These hastv sketches of Wcisbrod's were also well fitted for the

as Dubbels, more brilliant and more powerful than Van Goyen,

far superior in every way to Bonaventura, William Van dc

reproduction of wild rustic scenes, and rugged, undulating grouiul

—the chalky hills, and unclothed soil of a Huysman—the brush-

wood of a Waterloo—the irregular and gnarled trunks of Ruys-

dacl's old oaks, studded with tufts of foliage—the huge pKants

which flourish in the foreground of I'ynaker's landscapes—and

last of all those sandy hillocks, half-covered by flint and grass,

which Wynants, and after him .\driau Van dc Velde, painted with

so much grace and devotion. Wcisbrod bestowed great care on the

management of the transition from black to white, so as to lend

softness to those changes which arc formed in n,ature by tufts of

grass springing from a sandy soil.

In general, Weisbrod's great defect is his not putting sufficient

varietv on the sizes of his lines. It has also been remarked that

his masses of trees sometimes resemble the decorations in a theatre,

which appear on the sky in Hat silhouette ; we mean that .as much

relief is desirable in the middle as there is of precision and delicacy

in the outline. Weisbrod has also engraved several small plates

after Paul Potter, which never fail to render perfect the phy-
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Velde is titc painter of the sea. When gazing on his canvas,

and on his alone, we can almost fancy we feel the spray on our

faces, and snuff in the strong odour of the tar.

Mr. John (wraith, in his catalogue of the works of the most

eminent painters, sets down the number of works known as

William Van de Velde's at 262, seven eighths of which are

in private collections in England, the painter's adopted

country. In enumerating the pictures, we shall follow a

different method of classification. First we shall take a run

through the public galleries.

Hampton Court, so rich in the works of masters of every

school, contains eight of Van de Velde's paintings :—a sea-

piece in his Majesty's Gallery ; in the Queen's Presence

Chamber—two sea-fights between the English and Dutch
;

a calm sea ; three burning fleets ; the English fleet attacking

the Dutch fleet in a harbour.

The famous Dulwich Gallery, near London, contains four

•—three calms, and one fresh breeze.

The Pinacotheca at Munich contains two^a calm and a

storm.

The Museum at the Hague—two calm.*!.

The Amsterdam Museum contains six— the capture of the

English vessel, " the Royal Prince ;" that of four ships of the

line ; these two paintings are pendants, and are considered

some of the most finished of his works. "View of Amster-
dam," a very fine production; two calms, and a stormy sea

with vessels in full sail.

The gallery of the Louvre contains only one—a calm ; but
many deny the authenticity of this altogether, and attribute it

to Van de Velde's master, Simon de Vlieger.

These are almost all that are to be met with in the public

galleries. In the private collections they are more numerous,
above all in England, where Van de Velde was held in such
high estimation.

The Duke of Devonshire has one at Chatsworth—a calm

;

and at his villa at Chiswick, a stormy sea covered with ships

—a pamtbig warmly lighted, and possessing very striking

efl'ects.

Su- Robert Peel's collection contains eight of Van de V'elde's

paintings—a sea covered with ships of war, barks in the back
ground, and a coaster in the foreground, a fine painting, dated

16.57 ; a calm sesi, in the foreground a lighter, and two frigates

in the distance—this picture is valued at £300 ; a coast with
large vessels and figures—this bears the name of the artist, it

is dated 1661, and cost £500 ; the coast of Schevelingen while

the sea is slightly agitated—this contains a great number of

figures by Adrian Van de Velde ; it is one of the finest of the

Dutch school, and cost £800 ; the coast of Holland, fishing-

boat in the otting—a delicate, silvery painting, one of the most
• carefully-finished of the master ; a view of Texel during rain,

the sea violently agitated, bad weather—a work full of variety,

and displaying very strikLng eS'ect.

The Bridgewater Gallery contains si.x of A'an de Velde's

works—a view of the entrance of the Texel during a violent

gale, a magnificent specimen, full of poetry and truth ; a ship-

wreck ; view of a coast during a dead calm ; sea-fight—the

"Prince Royal" surrendering to the Dutch fleet,—this pos-

sioguomy of the beasts, and arc true and faithftil expressions of

the original.

"Weisbrod retired to Hamburgh tounrds the year 17S0, if we may
judge from the date which appears upon his engravings, and there

engraved several Uindscnpep of his own comiiosition, but he could

not avoid imitating the masters whose works he had reproduced,

lie arranged his ruins in the style of Brcenberg, and his pastoral

scenes in the manner of Berghcm ; but one could not say of his

compositions what was said of Hubcr and Host, that he led one to

expect more from his talents. "Weisbrod could never complete an

engraving ; Dandct, Degucvanvillicrs, and the celebrated Lebas,

gave the finishing touches with the burin to many of his etchings,

particularly the " I'light into Egypt" after Teniers, the land-

scapes after Iluysdacl and Pynuker, and two " Views in the

environs of Mcincn," of b.is own composition. He died, most
probably, at Hamburgh, towards the close of the last century.

sesses great vigour of touch ; and the capture of the "Prince

Royal."

The collection of Sir- Abraham Hume contains a great battle

between the English and Dutch fleets in a slight breeze.

Lord Ashburton's collection contains " The Flotilla,
'

from the Talleyrand collection, celebrated for the great num-

ber of vessels of every variety which are crowded into it upon

a sea smooth as glass.

Jlr. J. H. Hope's collection contains two " Agitated Seas."

There are great numbers of them in other private collections

in various parts of England, but to enumerate them would be

tedious, if it were not useless. They are nearly all heirlooms,

that pass and have passed for generations, from father to son,

and are in some sense as much fixtures as the houses that

cover them. It is a matter of more interest to learn the value

which Van de Velde's works have borne at some of the princi-

pal picture sales on the Continent.

M. Julienne's sale, 1767. " A sea piece," price 1,039 li\Tes ;

another, 300 li\Tes.

Duke de Choiseul's sale, 1772. Three paintings of Van de

Velde: "A Calm," with several vessels under sail, valued at

879 livres ; another, " A Calm Sea," in the background some

ships, in the foreground near the sand some fishermen's boats,

759 livres ;
" Calm water," in the middle of which appears a

large barque under full sail, and in the background several

boats in the roadstead ; in the forcgroimd a jetty, below which

was a boat with several sailors ; price 1,700 livTes.

The Blondel de Gagny sale, 1776. "A calm Sea," on

which are several fishermen's boats and .vessels under sail,

price 470 li^TCS.

Prince de Conti's sale, 1777. "A Calm Sea," with vessels

under sail and small boats filled with figures, 3,151 livres ;
" A

Sea piece," with several boats, 1,260 livres; another, a pen-

dant to the above, also representmg a sea piece—several

fishing-boats, with sailors walking in the water, 861 livres.

The Randon de Boisset sale, 1777. "Calm Sea," with

Teasels and boats containing a great number of figures, price

8,051 livres ;
" h. Coast "—a man walking on the sand, vessels

under sail, and a boat, price 5,600 livres.

The Partlct sale, 1783. "View of Texel;" several boats

containing the chief magistrates of the states in Holland ; in

the background, a great number of boats and barques
;
price

2,400 livres.

The Lenglier sale, 1788. " View of a great extent of Sea,"

in which vessels of all sizes are to be seen ; in the forcgroimd

a barcjue afloat, and two men caulking her sides ; farther on

three sailors going on board a three-masted vessel which is

firing a signal-gun for departure; price 1,400 li-VTCs.

Duke de Praslin's sale, 1793. "View of a Calm Sea,"

covered with a fleet of more than forty vessels, barques, yachts,

and long-boats, £280.

Robil sale, 1801. "View of Texel ;" same as the former

one; £120.

Van Leyden sale, 1804. "View of a Calm 8ca "—boat.?,

merchant vessels, and passenger-boats, with more than fifty

figures, whose action is admirable, £32.

Solirene sale, 1812. "View of Texel," the sea covered

with ships and lighters ; a sequel to the two former views of

the same place ; £120.

The Clos sale, 1812. "Great expanse of Sea in calm

weather," covered by a large fleet ; to the right, in the fore-

ground, a man-of-war is tiring a gun, and some naval officers

are directing their course in a four-oai'ed boat towards other

Tessels, to which a trumpet announces their arrival ; £501.

Ivaperiere sale, 1817. "View of a Calm Sea," valued at

£360.

Lapericre sale, 1823. "A Sea piece," with a large vessel,

some merchant-vessels, and fishing-boats, £136.

The Chevalier Erard's sale, 1832, " View of the Zuider Zee"

—calm weather—several large East Indiamen have just entered

the bay, and are preparing to cast anchor ; in the back ground

a two decker, and sailors exercising themselves in boarding

;

price £800. Thi'ce other paintings of this master figured in

this sale :
" A Dutch Fleet " of twelve vessels, £100 ; "A Calm
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Sea," covered with ships of war, merchantmen, elegant yachts,

barques, long-boats, and light gigs; £200; "A Shore in Hol-

land," low water; the ebb cf the tide has left a boat stranded

on the beach, which some fishermen arc striving to launch ; two

fishermen on the shore, a dug barking, and a man dragging a

piece of wood which has been thrown up by the sea ; £00.

The Duke de Berri's sale, 1837. "The Sea in a Calm;"
several boats, one of them with a great number of men on

board setting out for the herring fishery, a ship of war, fisher-

men launching a boat ; £92 lOs.

I Ileris de Bruxelles sale, ISil. " A Calm;" a group of boats

in the Zuider Zee— a frigate at anchor, a small boat with

fishermen, and a boat sailing towards the other vessels scat-

tered along the coast; £390. "The Zuider Zee;" a calm, a

frigate setting sail, and making toward.s the offing ; two
fishermen near a boat preparing to draw their nets ; in the

back groimd a three-decker at anchor ; £23o.

Count Peregaux's sale, 1S41. "A Sea fight; " three fleets,

the English, French, and Dutch engaged ; sailors in one place

hauling at the ropes or shifting tlie sails, men in the \vater

struggling for life, a boat rowing towards the admiral's vessel

;

on some of the decks the combatants are engaged hand to

hand, smoke and shot are issuing from the port holes, and
some of the vessels are on fire. Tliis is one of Van de Vclde's
finest works. It was sold for £S00.

Tordien and Heris sale, l.Si;!. "A Fleet Setting Sail;" the

sea covered with ships, vessels of war, merchantmen, boats,

&c. ; £340. " A Calm ;" two ships and a boat—the sailors on
deck variously occupied ; to the right two fishing-boats near
the shore, two ships of war, and sails in the distance

;

£100.

Van de Velde never engraved, but he has left several draw-
ings executed with great skill, both with the pen and with
wash,—outlines sufficient to show him the state of the sea,

the shape of a ship, or the appearance of the clouds. There
are two of them in the Louvre.

JEAN TOUVENET.

About the middle of the sixteenth century, a painter and
sculptor, presumed to have come originally from Italy, took

up his abode at Rouen. He was the ancestor of several gene-

rations of distinguished artists, and the grandfather of Jean

Jouvenet, who was born at Koucn in 1644.

Jean received his first lessons in art in his father's house,

and was then sent to stady at Paris under I,ebrun, who was

at that time in his gloWT Poussin had yielded the palm to

him, and Le Sueur was dead.

Voltaire, in his " Age of Louis XIV.," speaks of Jouvenet's

first attempts in Lebrun's studio thus :
" Jouvenet is not, as

ArgenvUle says, an artist without a master, rough hewn by

the first lessons of Laurent his father. I believe even that

he acquired a taste for the great machines of Lebrun, since he

laboured with him for twenty years, with several intervals,

from 1601 to 16S0. But be not disquieted regarding the

originality of his genius and the future of liis style. He will

take from his master, who is doubtless an able practitioner as

well as an inventive composer, nothing but breadth and ease

in execution, knowledge of technical processes, and the details

of arrangement in complicated subjects."

AMiile paintmg from models in the Academy or in the

studio of Lebrun, Jouvenet often aided his master in the

ceilings of Versailles, for he had learnt his ti'ade right speedily.

There is hardly a doubt that he could paint from his very

childhood, and that he never thought of anything else. Real
painters receive their education from a palette and a few

books, from conversing with men and contemplating nature.

Jouvenet, however, gave no evidence of individuality in his

style till about the year 1072. In 1673, when twenty-nine

years of age, he carried off the Academy's second prize; and
in the same year he executed the " May painting " for the

Goldsmiths' Company of Paris, so called because during the

whole of that month it was exhibited iji the portico of the

church of Xntre Dame. The goldsmiths presented it to the

cathedral, where, fortimately, it may still be seen,— "The
Healing of the Paralytic,"—in the choir above the statues.

The May painting met with immense success amongst the

public, and from this time the young artist's popularity was
beyond doubt. Vermeulcn asked permission to engrave his

works, and Lebrun begged of him anew to labour at the

Versailles decorations. In 1075, he was elected a member of

the academy.

It is most probable that it was about this period that he
married. The name of his wife has not reached us. He was
soon after%vards oflfered apartments by the king in the PalaLs

des Quatre Nations. And he joyfully took possession of

them. Li those immense galleries he had ample room for the
pursuit of his profession, and he determined that his first

achievement should be worthy of them, at least in size.

I'pon canvas 30 feet long, and 28 feet broad, he painted his

"Jesus healing the Sick," a work which contains all Jouve-
net's defects as well as all his excellences. The shadows are

thrown rather angiilarly, the figures are lii cly—a little vulgar

in form perhaps, but full of warmth and motion. It would
have been impossible to have shown a larger amount of

knowledge in the drawing, more animation in the action, or

more fire in the execution. The arrangement is picturesque,

and the effects of the light and shade are broad and well con-

trasted. The five years following he was occupied in e.\e-

cuting his celebrated works,—" Isaac blessing Jacob," for

the Museum of Ilouen ;
" The Nunc Dimittis," for the

Jesuits; "The Family of Darius;" "Louis XIV. healing

the King's Evil." The latter was painted in competition with
Antony C'oypel, Halle, and the brothers BouUongue, but the

gold medal was awarded to Jouvenet by the judge, the Abbe
de St. Ricquier. Lebrun died at the age of seventy-one, in

1690, and Jouvenet at once assumed the position of head of

the French school, Louis XIV. to mark his sense of his

merits, conferred upon him a pension of two hundred livres per

annum, and after he had finished the paintings in the Chapel
of Versailles, it was increased to five himdred. He also

determined to send the artist to Italy at the expense of the

state, but, whether owing to Ulncss or negligence, Jouvenet
never availed himself of the offer.

The " Resurrection of Lazarus " is one of Jouvenet's finest

paintings. "Jouvenet," says the quaint historian Monteil,
" so closely applied himself to the reading of the gospel, that

it would have been marvellous if he had not lighted upon its

most pictui'esque page. This page never ceases to delight

him ; he never ceases to sketch it in thought, to colour it, to

enlarge it, to embellish it. -A.t last he is suddenly impelled to

take up his brushes and paint. What has he seen: Lazarus

has been dead many days ; his body lies buried in a sepulchre

hewn in the rock ; Jesus appears iir the neighbourhood ; the

sister of Lazarus, beautiful from her age, her paleness, her

tears, comes to Jesus to ask him to restore her brother to

life,—and here is the most touching of scenes. Jesus stands

in the midst, taller than those around him ; his face shining

with almighty power; Son of the Author of X'ature—he is

about to suspend its laws. He advances, he bows slightly
;

he stretches out his arms towards the base of the rock ; he

calls Lazarus, ' Lazarus, arise !
' The men who had entered

the sepulchre with torches, to open the shroud, fall back

stupified, not at the sight of the dead, but at the sight of the

living. Lazarus breathes through livid lips, and looks out

from glassy eyes. He has awakened in a body fading into dis-

solution. The fright, the terror of the men, rmder whose eyes,

un;ler whose hands, the miracle has taken place ; the lively

admir.ttion of the people contrast with the calm figures of tlie
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apostles, who are accustomed to the wonderful works of their

dh'ine master. If it he not here, where is the skill of a great

painting ?"

It is in this picture, which Duchange and many others have

engraved, that Jouvenet has painted his own portrait and those

of his daughters, between two columns to the right, and amidst

the spectators. The painting of " The Money Changers driven

from the Temple " was the first of the series, which, by the

king's order, was completed in 1702, with "The Miraculous

Draught of Fishes." In order to represent the fisherman and

his crew naturally, Jouvenet made a journey to Dieppe, and

brought back the fine studies which are found in the work.

When Louis XIV. saw these splendid paintings he was in

ecstasies, and caused them to be reproduced in tapestry at the

Gobelins.

In 1709 we find Jouvenet stiU labouring at Versailles with

all the perseverance and energy of youth. But his sanguine

almost as much dexterity as ever had been possessed by the

other. The painting which he thus finished with his left hand

is " The Death of St. Francis," at present in the Museum of

Rouen. Holbein, we believe, is the only other artist who was

thus able to paint with both hands.

Jouvenet now resumed his work, and with his left hand
executed several compositions—amongst others the decorations

of the ceiling of the Second Chamber of Inquests of the Par-

liament of Rouen. He was in the habit of signing these works

J../., dejicicnfe dertru^ sinistra pinxit.

All this made a great noise, and the regent himself came to

see Jouvenet in his studio at the Quatre Nations. Sebastian

Ricei, during his travels in France, also visited him. The cour-

tiers and foreigners of distinction vied with each other in

bestowing on him marks of favour and admiration. But his

disease advanced apace, and in April 1717 he died in the

arms of his sister and his son Francis. His last work was the

A FLOTILLA. A PAINTIKG KY W. VAN DE VELDE (SEE PAOE 54).

temperament proved too much for his health, and in 1713 he

was seized with paralysis of the whole of the right side of his

body. Despite his age, sixty-nine years, he had retained all

the richness of imagination, and the impetuous desire to be
at work, which had characterized his earlier years, when he
foimd himself thus struck powerless. His impatience under
such an alHiction may be imagined.

He was in his studio some time after, superintending the

labours of Restout, his nephew and pupil, who was engaged
upon a large painting. Jouvenet seized the brush in his right

hand, in order to give more expression to a head ; but the dis-

abled limb refused to do its office. He then transferred the
brush to his left, and was surprised to find that in it there was

" Magnificat," or " Visitation," which still adorns the chancel

of Nutre Dame.
The Italians have called Jouvenet the French Carrachi.

There is some truth in the comparison. For he, like the

Carrachi, had a profound knowledge of his art ; his drawing

was firm and assured, his ability marvellous ; like them, also,

he was the cormecting link between two schools ; but he was

more original than the Carrachi, than the eclectics who
mingled the school of Rome with the school of Parma,

Raphael with Corregio, and took their subjects and their

figures from every quarter.

A\'Tiat gives Jouvenet his best claim to celebrity, is his

originality in the midst of his contemporaries. He was a
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maker of novelties, as all great men are. In fact, for a man to

be great, it is essential that lie should see farther and higher

than his own time.

Almost all writers who have spoken of Jouvenet have
spoken favourably. He has not had to undergo those ther-

mometric risings and fallmgs in public estimation like more
capricious t-alents. Dorgenville highly appreciates him

;

Voltaire places high value on him also, though he rates him
below Lebrun ; Saillasson says he is to I'oussin what Cre-

biUon was to Corneille. Ot'.icr critics believe him to have
filled in the Trench school the place occupied by Rembrandt
in the Dutch. W^ do not agree with Voltaire as to Lebrun's
superiority. Without doubt he was a great machinist, a

powerful orderer; but Jouvenet, with more energy, if not

equal method, is perfect master of an immense scene, and has
the merit of invention in his groups, in the outline and drawing
of his figures. His drawing was very skilful, strongly marked,

and free from all hesitation. The action, which was his forte,

sometinies leads liim into exaggeration, a gymnastic manner,
if we may use the expression, which became a vice in the

scliool of the eighteenth century. Often, those of his figures

tliat belong to the lower classes, such as the fisherman seen
from behind, and the man who is drawing the nets, in " Tho
Miraculous Draught of Fishes," have a robust grandeur and a
proud gait. Jouvenct's colouring is not of the first order,

altliough it has been frequently vaunted by his admirers. It is

reddish, bomidcd, and not very agreeable as to locality ; but it

is saved by the skill displayed in tho great effects of light and
shade, and their resolute expression. Of all his paintings,

the most complete, the most vigorous, the grandest, the richest

in colouring, is "The Descent from the Cross," in the Paris

Museum. It may be seen at all times surrounded by a throng

of copyists, who admire its masterly drawing, its energetic

toiinmre, its strong colour, and its powerful cliiaro-scuro.

A FRESH BllEEZE.—FROM A PAIXTINO BY W. VAN DE VELDE (sEE PAGE .'54).

FRAGONARD.

It is not yet fifty years since Fragonard died, and yet such is

the wonderful revolution which France has undergone since

the period in which he flourished, that few know anything

about him at the present; and even the famous ''Biographic

TJniversellc," which so seldom passes over the merits of a

Frenchman, let them be ever so small, has made a blunder in

giving his very name. No one, down to the present, has

written much about him save Diderot ; and even he in terms

of condemnation oftener than of praise. The cause of this

oblivion is obvious. Fragonard rose into celebrity in an order

of things, and in a state of society, which happily exist no

longer. His talents, great as they undoubtedly were, were

prostituted to pander to the vices, follies, and frivolities of the

old regime, and when the revolution came, and with it the

affectation of Roman simplicity and antique grace, the heroes

and demigods of David, and the other artists of the warlike

school which flourished under the empire, witb their bronze

casques and coats of mail, threw the shepheracsses and lovers,

with their flowers and light robes, completely into the shade.

And yet this was not as it shotUd be. There was nothing
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national, nothing thoroughly French, in thp mawkish allegories

which filled the salons during the empire, and consequently

there was little in them worthy of admiration. To be truly

great, a painter must be true to his early prejudices, sym-

pathies, and associations. He must find his subjects in the

men and women, and frailties and vii'tues, of his own time,

and in the hills, and valleys, and plains, and rivers of his

native land. This did Fragonard, wh?tevcr else he left undone.

We are not about to stand up in defence of the scenes upon

which he, in many cases, employed his pencil ; but this has

nothing to do with the value of his painting itself, any more

than the immorality of a poem has to do with its excellence.

Byron has described the' loves of Haidee and Juan with as

much pathos, and fervour, and beauty as if they had been the

most virtuous pair- who ever stood before the altar and received

the blessings of the church. Pity that it should be so, but so

it is. Fragonard found a certain state of manners about him,

and, lilce Boucher, he has delineated them with a fidelity,

imagination, force, and brilliancy which leave much to be

regretted, but nothing to be desired. It is his paintings that

we are concerned about, and not his morality ; and this maj-

serve as a general excuse for not pouring out a greater amount

of virtuous indignation upon him^than we shall exhibit in the

course of the following notice.

Fragonard came into the world in the nick of time. lie was

born in 1732, just when Chardin, Loutherbourg, Hubert

Robert, and Greuze were in the prime of their career. He
had the benefit of their example, and the prospect of succeed-

ing them. He was eighteen years of age before he displayed

"ills peiic/iaiit for art, by employing the pen which should have

been engrossing deeds in a notary's office in sketching designs

upon paper. His mother saw them, and instantly took him to

Boucher, with the view of placing him under his tuition.

But Boucher was too much absorbed in his own pursuits and

pleasui-es, to devote any portion of his time and attention to

the education of youth. His pupils were the ballet girls of

the opera, and the graceful, but shameless, beauties of the

court, who loved to see his pencil employed in delineating

their charms. He was then taken to Chardin, who at once

received him. Diderot speaks in the highest terms of Char-

din's method of instruction, and adds that no one discoursed

of art more ably and more eloquently than he. " By means of

colour and of eft'ect," he would often say to his young pupil,

" interest may be thrown round the most vulgar subjects, and

a dief.d'ceiirre be made of a pot and some fruit. But liowr

You endeavour, you scratch out, you rub, you glaze, you paint

over again, and when you have caught that, I don't know
what to call it, which pleases so much, the painting is

finished."

After spending six m'onths with Chardin, he went back to

Boucher, who finding him so wonderfully improved, received

him into his studio without the payment of any fee. Boucher

was at this time the painter of voluptuousness, and the delight

of the court, and we may reasonably presume that from him
Fragonard contracted the ta«te which fixed the style of the

majority of his works. After six months stay with Boucher,

he started for Italy at the sge of twenty. While there, he

copied the greater part of the celebrated pictures of all the

great schools, of Michael Angelo, of Da Vinci, Andrea del

Sarto, Raphael, Titian, Corregio, the Caracchi, Guido, Dome-
nichmo, and of Ribera, and this splendid collection of draw-

ings in red chalk, made in company v.'ith Hubert Robert,

testifies his desire to assimilate every variety of style and
practice. But, nevertheless, they are all in the style of the

eighteenth century.

His first picture after his return from Rome was his

" Callirhoe," which caused him to be elected into the Aca-
demy by acclamation, and was exhibited in the Salon of 176o.

It was copied in tapestry at the Gobelins manufactory. It is

still to be seen at the Louvre, though it has neither nuniber,

nor name, nor a place m the catalogue, just as a great many
others, thi-ough whose negligence or mismanagement we know
not. It represents the great priest Coresius sacrificing him-
self to save Callirhoe, and is a theatrical-looking composition

about fifteen feet long. The scene is the interior of a temple ;

Callirhoe is fainting, her lover is slaying himself, and around

stands a crowd of women, old men, and children. The whole

appears very skilfully executed, and the colouring in some

parts is very beautiful—the young Callii'hoe is charming ; but

still it is not the Fragonard that we admire, who appears here.

In the Salon, 1765, the painting of the new academician

created a general sensation, but after the first tribute of eulogy

had been paid to the artist, and the first round of acclamations,

the public began to get bolder. Diderot pretended that he

had not seen the picture, and in a pretended vision, entitled

" The Cave of Pluto," he recounts the history of Coresus, and

describes Fragonard's works in detail ; Grimm comes into the

dialogue, and exclaims, " You had a beautiful dream, and he

has painted it. When we lose sight of the picture for a

moment even, we fear still that the canvas will fold itself up

as yours has done, and that these engaging fantasies will

disappear like those of the night."

Nevertheless, the praise of the critics was loud and long, and

none spoke more highly of it afterwards than Diderot. In his

" Essay on Painting," he cites the " Callirhoe" as a model "of

effect of light—true, forcible, and piquant." " It is a splendid

thing," says he, "and I don't believe there is a painter in

Europe capable of imaginingsuch another."

Fragonard exhibited two other paintings in the Salon of

176.5; a landscape with a shepherd standing upon a knoll or

rising ground, and the "Profiting by the Father's and Mother's

Absence;" a little familiar composition, representing the interior

of a cottage, in v.-hich a young man is kissing a young girl,

while the childrer} are playing round a table. It is well

planned, and, on the whole, effective and well colom-ed;

though we know not, however, where the light comes from.

Fragonard never exhibited his works but on these two

occasicms, and this explains the absence of all further men-

tion of him in Diderot's subsequent notices of works of art.

AlthoCigh belonging to the Academy, he was never appointed

one of the professors in the school, as he had quarrelled with

some of the members almost immediately after his entrance
;

some were jealous of him, and others were offended by his

freedom and fantasies. Besides, during the superintendence

of M. dc Marigny, the brother of Madame Pompadour, who

was entirely devoted to Boucher, he experienced great diffi-

culty regarding the sale and payment for his " Coresus,"

which he had allowed to be numbered amongst the paintings,

'• by command." The favom- of the public, however, amply

recompensed him for the loss and annoyance he thus sus-

tained. He became as fashionable as Boucher, who was now

old. His paintings were greatly sought after, and all the

amateurs were anxious to have one of his works in their col-

lections. He executed, about this period, a " Visitation " for

the Duke de Grammont, and a great number of graceful

works, which bore sufficient evidence that his style was

already formed.

Some time after this he resolved upon making another tour

in Italy, a country to which he was devotedly attached, in

company with a friend of his, a rich financier, who offered to

bear all the expenses of the journey. Fragonard now tho-

roughly explored Italy, and made an immense number of

drawings of the scenery in various parts. It was about this

time that, in 1759, the Abbe' St. Non came into Italy, and

formed an intimate friendship with Fragonard and Robert.

He took them to Naples and Herculaneum, and to Pompeii

;

they made an ascent of Vesuvius, and visited Italy and the

coast of Sicily together, taking views, and sketching all the

ruins and picturesque scenes ; and St. Non, after his return to

Paris in 176'2, engraved them in a magnificent folio.* When they

* ,Ie.<m Claude Richard, Abb^ St. Non, was son of a receiver-

general of finances ; he belonged to the family of Boullongue,

painters to the king. As he had a decided taste for the arts, he

was pressed to cuffage in the study of theology and law. He wa.i

sub-deacon and counsellor clerk. Fortunately, during some of the

political troubles in France, he was sent to Poictiers by a Icttre <h

cmliet, and ordered to remain thei-e. He devoted himself now
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returned to Paris, lie was surprised to find that his fellow-

traveller had no thought of returning his drawings, which had
remained in his possession. Upon making application to him
for them, he signified his intention of retaining them to com-
pensate him for Fragonard's expenses on the journey. Tha
matter was brought before a court of law, and judgment was
.given against the financier, who was ordered to restore the

drawings or pay 30,000 francs. He chose the latter. This

may serve to give an idea of the estimation in which the

artist's works were at that time held. lie was then, in fact,

in his glory. Boucher had just died; the greater part of the

young painters, forgetful of the lessons they had received,

were trying to assume a graver manner—a prelude of the

revoluticm which was soon to follow, not in art only, but in

politics. But Fragonard was not the man to repudiate his

old idols, and stepped into the place which Boucher had left

vacant, as the only one, in fact, who was fit to fill it. When,
in 1772| Madame Dubarry, the mistress of Louis XV., so

famous for her beauty, her wickedness, and her terrible end,

in 1793, was building the pavilion of Luciennes, it was upon
Fragonard that she fixed to decorate it. Accordingly ha
there painted, d la i/alante, from large panels on which were
represented, in the midst of allegorical ornaments, the "Loves
of the Shepherds." Madame was satisfied, and forthwith

Fragonard found himself more than ever 'surrounded by noble-

men, caressed by the ladies, and visited by "distinguished

foreigners." In 1773 he was decorating a boudoir for Made-
moiselle Guimard, and he and she differed regarding some
part of the work, and separated in " a tiff," the lady declaring

that she would bring all the gentlemen of her aciiuaintance to

look at the painting and decide between them. The ceiling,

which contained representations of the gods, was already almost
finished, and that Mademoiselle herself, the goddess of the

opera in her day, figured as Terpsichore upon the principal

panel. Fragonard felt deeply insiilted at any one being

brought to pass judgment upon his work, and accordingly

revenged himself by changing the light and graceful figure of

Terpsichore into a hideous fury, but without altering the

resemblance of the portrait. The lady arrived with a swarm of

her friends ; when she saw the alteration she tiew into a violent

passion ; but her companions declared coolly that Fragonard
was a great physiognomist, ilademoiselle, however, never
forgave him ; and it was David who finished the work.
Fragonard was now entering in right earnest upon what

was clearly his legitimate sphere, the painter of the tender

passion in all its phases and its details. His scenes, it is true,

^^ere often warm, often indecorous, but many of them ai-e con-

ceived in a vein of passing tenderness and purity. Witness the
" Stolen Kiss" (le Baiser a la Derobec), and the " Fountain of

Love," in which all the ardoiu: of the passion is glowingly de-

picted without the least admixture of its grossness. What power
in the colouring, what sentiment in the drawing of the two
young lovers, who in the flush of youth bend eagerly over the
basin into which the enchanted waters of love are flowing !

Fragonard, in making use of allegory, succeeded in com-
bining reality and symbol with the happiest eflect. By means
of a well-timed boldness, he took away the coldness natural

to symbolical compositions, and made life palpitate under the

drawing and engraving, and mot with extraordinary success. In
1759 he broke away from his imprisounicnt, and after a tour

through England, he went to Italy, where he mot, as we have
stated above, with Robert and Fragonai-d, whose works he
engraved. His style was a rapid sketching, wliich was admirably

adapted for the expression of ruins, &c. On his retuni to France,

he commenced the publication of his great work, '* Voyage dc
Naples et Sioilc," upon a grand scale, which no private re-

sources could have carried out. Ho was for a while sustained by
rich capitalists ; but they at last became tii-ed of the expense, and
withdrew their aid. He carried it on for a while longer, by
sacrificing the whole of his brother's fortune and his own ; and
though he was able only to publish a part of it, it was one of the

finest offeiings ever made at the shrine of art. He was an hono-
rary member of the French Academy of Tainting, He died in

Xovembor, 1791.

wings of thought. Lesuer, Charles Lebnin, and most other

great painters, who have clothed their meaning in allegory,

have hardly ever got out of the domains of poetical allusion,

that is to say, their characters are nearly always gods.

Raphael mingled history with it ; he brought well-known
heroes and historical personages, such as Marie de Medicis
and Henry IV., into contact with the divinities of mythology.
Fragonard has done more than this ; he has brought human
figures and living symbols upon the scene ; he was the fii'st,

wo believe, to express one sentiment, or rather sensation, as it

was then called, by painting another. We mean, that instead

of putting allegory in the persons he has put it in the action.

The " Fountain of Love," of which we have been speaking, is

an admirable example of this. The waters arc flowing fast

over the edge of the basin which surrounds the fomitain, and
as it falls, groups of cupids rise from its spray. On the brink

a youth and maiden in light and flowing drapery are seen
flying towards it with eager and longing eyes. Here the loves

are but accessaries, and the ardour of passion is painted in

lines of fire in the movements made by the two lovers to be-

sprinkle themselves with the enchanted liquid which intoxi-

cates the senses and lulls the heart into happiness and repose.

Fragonard, as we have already said, has been accused of de-

scending in search of subjects to regions where art should never

enter. But allowing that there is some truth in the accusation,

there is an immense deal of exaggeration in it. It was in vain

that Diderot counselled the artists of his time to choose themes
of ,an honourable and decorous character. For pupils of

Boucher, it was no very easy matter to follow his advice. What
would have been said, had Fragonard suddenly falsified his

antecedents, and returned to the paths of virtue ! Why,
this at that time would have caused awful scandal. To effect

such a change in the artist would have required nothing
less than a remodelling of the whole of French society.

So on he went in his old way, and painted " La Gimblette ;"

the "Milk-pot," and many other, works of the same
stamp. He married a woman of great talent, who painted
miniatures, and they lived together ^•ery happily at the

Louvre, with a tolerably large family. Here he had a studio

furnished in a style that gratified all his caprices. Curious
and fantastic drawings were suspended round the walls ; in

the corner was a swing or hammock in which he generally

placed his models, and it was by this airy staircase, that his

daughter, a fine girl who died at the early age of eighteen,

descended from her apartment on the upper floor. In the

furniture and the general arrangement of the room, everything
recalled the fairy scenes which he so often depicted in his

paintings ; here an-d there garlands of flowers, shrubs, and
cvenjfe^s d'tau, splendid carpets, and gorgeous drapery.

The voluptuous scenes he painted at this period of his

career brought almost fabulous prices. He was the idol of

fashion—the lion of the salons. Women crowded to caress

him who daQy held woman up to the eyes of the world in

degradation and guilt— a mere animal ; and the men were
happy to see their vices and escapades so' gloriously veiled

and even transformed by the painter's genius. But their hour
was come, and the destroyer was at hand. A change was
insensibly coming over the French people. The philosophers

had not sneered and denounced in vain. The nation was
gradually rising to a sense of its true dignity and glorj-, and
was beginning to think it foul scorn that a knot of dissolute

courtiers and shameless women should stand forth as the repre-

sentatives of all the coiuage, hope, and capability that lay

slumbering in its mighty heart. For the first time, tlie real

people, the roturhis, rose up into the view of the world after

a thousand years of oppression, and declared their wrongs
before high heaven. Fragonard saw the change, and had the

sagacity to conform himself to it. He abandoned the painting

of the follies and crimes of gallantry, and set himself to the

nobler task of delineating the condition, the wants, the

virtues, and sufferings of the poor, as did most of the other

artists of the day. It was a vast and hitherto unexplored
field which was now opening up. The works of Chardin and
Grcuze had furnished faint glimpses of it, but never before
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had it seized upon the imagination and attention of the public.

Fragonard's successes in the new walk were so many proofs

that he was capable of better things than he had yet attempted,

and resulted in most of the paintings which have since

been multiplied by engraving: "The Happy Mother,"- " A
Family Scene," and "The Cradle," were aU executed at this

period. In none of them has allegory any part ; the sentiment

is always pure, and often touching.

The " Family Scene " seems a reflection of Greuze's manner.

Fragonard has in it painted a mother surroimded by her

children, playing with one of them, while the others,

older, are following their humour in various childish amuse-

ments. The husband is looking in through an open window

upon this scene of quiet happiness. A fine taste is visible in

gratitude and admiration of mankind. But even this was too

ponderous a subject for Fragonard's training and tempera-

ment. Familiar scenes suited him better, and when the

revolution broke out, he paid a tribute to it by dedicating the

" Happy Mother" to his country. Fragonard grown wise and

grave and decorous,—what a surprise this must have been for

the good old dame, who, years before, was the famous Made-

moiselle Guimard !

By the revolution he lost two-thirds of his fortune, which

had been invested in the funds, but was still left a modest

competency. His fine drawings, illustrating " Orlando

Furioso," and " Don Quixote," did not sell at as high a price

as they would have brought in former times. M. Devon

possessed the greater part of the latter ; from him they were

A FAMILY SCENE.—FIIOM A PAINTING HY FR VGONAKD.

the drawing of all the figm-es, and in the expression which he

nas given them. The children, too, are charming.

There cannot be a doubt that when Fragonard returned to

the idyl also, it was in obedience to influences which then

acted upon him from every quarter. Is it not a ciuious cir-

cumstance that the amorous painter of Dubarry's boudoir,

and of the temple of Terpsichore, should afterwards have been

inspired by the noble figure of Franklin ? And yet nothing is

more true. When the American patriarch paid a visit to

France, Fragonard sketched in Indian ink, and afterwards

engraved, a large composition, in his honour. Turgot's line,

since become so famous.

" Eripuit coclo fulnicu, sccptrnnique tyranuis,"

explains the design of the work, in which the artist has

endeavoured to set forth the old patriot's double claim to the

bought by an eccentric Englishman, who caused the " Don
Quixote" to be printed in folio, struck ofi'but one magnificent

copy, and bound up Fragonard's drawings in it.

Fragonard died at Paris in 1806. He treated every possible

variety of subject; historical, religious, mythological, familiar

scenes, pastorals, decoration, landscapes, vignettes, in crayon,

in water-colours, water body colour, Chinese ink, red chalk,

black lead, beautiful miniatures, and engravings of etchings

of exquisite delicacy. Some cf his paintings remind us of

Rembrandt by the effect and judgment of their light ; of

llubens, by the splendour of the flesh and the harmony of the

colouring ; of Ruysdael, in some of the finished and vigorous

landscapes ; Chardin, and even Watteau, in the fancy figures

;

and Reynolds, by the vivacity of some of his sketches. Among
the poets, he has illustrated La Fontaine, Boccacio, and

Ariosto. Grace and elegance reign in all his compositions.
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His figures, his heads, and his hands of women are skilfully

drawn. His children have a coquettish simplicity about them.

His landscapes are luminous, and his skies magical. Of all

the painters of the eighteenth century, Fragonaid is the one

whose works give an exact idea of French history during that

period—commencing with pastorals and ending with terrorism.

Watteau has told us of all the follies of the regency, and speaks

of love, while love had still some poetry in it ; Bouclier paints

not love, but pleasure, or rather debauchery. Chardin telU

us of the virtues of the tu'i-a eta/. Greuze takes up the pencil

of philosophy and preaches morality. Fragonard has done
all these—fetes like Watteau's, intrigues and gallantries like

Boucher's, interiors like Chardin's, sermons like Greuze's.

His earliest works are dedicated to love ; his latest to Fiance.

BURNET.

We have on more than one occasion remarked upon the efiect ness ; but only suggests it, and leaves all the rest to our own
that pictures are at once expressions of the thought of the imagination. Lot us see what it tells us.

artist and appeals to tlie feelings of the spectator. And yet a There has been a long and severe storm on one of our

MIRACULOUS DRAUGHT 01' FISHES.—FROM A PAINTING BV JOUVENET (sEE FAGK 'id).

picture does not fulfil its office when it leaves nothing untold.

If there remains nothing for the imagination to shadow forth

for itself, nothing for the mind to ponder over, it is little

better than mere imitation. It is one of the highest triumphs

of genius to convey all its meaning while expressing only a

part of it. How successfully this has been done by many of

our own great ;irtists we need not say. Wilkie has taught

many a solemn lesson, and written many a piece of humour
rich, and pathos deep upon his canvas. There may not be

any great variety of detail in the scene he pictures,—it may be

one of humble life,—but there is a moral in every line, that he
who runs may read. What a sermon lies in his " Young
Postboy !" What warning, insti-uction, and tenderness in

the confusion of the lad, and the anxious look of Ids grand-

mother !

The picture, an engraving of which is before us, is another

of those which suggest its meaning with beautiful distinct-

coasts. For days the sea has been fretting itself against the

rocks in impotent fury. Seaward, a sierra of foaming waves,

black clouds, and driving rain. At intervals, vessels have

been seen in the ofHng, tearing madly through the storm under

doubly reefed topsails, and those on board must have been

bold hearts if they did not shudder as they looked towards the

land, that loomed upon them so frowningly, so sternly. All

along the grassy brow oi the clilfs, white wreaths of foam lie

like woolpacks, or are swept inland to disappear on some

flooded field. Great bundles of sea-weed are foimd on all the

paths by the shore, lying where the sea cast them from it in

its iary. The eagle, whose nest is in the cliff, screams hoarsely

and savagely as she leaves it in the morning, and more
savagely as she returns at night, for this tempest is even

more than she can enjoy. There is nobody stirring abroad,

the fishing-boats are hauled up high, though not dry, upon

the beach ; every house in the village has its door shut
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est, and blazing fires of WTeckwood mfike the inmates com-

fortable.

But down in one rude cabin near the shore, matters have not

been so cozy. Every blast has made the old smoky rafters

shake and tremble ; the rain has penetrated the thatch at a

hundred places, and falls in regular and constant drops on the

floor; it oozes in, too, by the crevices in the badly-joined

easement of the window. The thunder roars distantly at

intervals, and the lightning sends occasional flashes through

the gloom. The youngsters are frightened, and crouch round

their mother ; but she, good woman, heard not the raging of

the storm, or the dash of the rain. Her heart is light within

her, and she sings gaily as she goes about her household

duties; for her husband is not at sea, but snug at home, mending

his nets and smoking his pipe, and waiting patiently for the

return of fair weather. Slie remembers what fearful nights of

watching and anxiety she has passed when a gale had cau-ht

him far from land ; how her heart throbbed and her limbs

trembled, when the boom of the minute guns of a vessel in

distress has come dismally on the blast, and the hoarse

dash of the remorseless surge was mingled with the melan-

choly whistling of the wind through the chinks of the old

door. She remembers how, breathlessly, she listened for his

footstep ; and she remembers with what anguish she watc'.ied

the morning dawning on the stormy sky, and the troubled

sea, and still no Dermot returned, and she is happy in con-

trasting her present quiet with her past alarms. And yet,

even now, she has cause for sorrow and vexation. Before

evening the storm has cleared off, but it has left many a

trace behind it. The thatch, the straw for which cost them

so much but six months ago, has been torn otf their cabin
;

the potatoes on which they relied for subsistence dui-mg a

considerable part of the year, have had their stalks broken by

the wind, and many of them are blasted by the lightning
;

the woodbine and the rose-tree, which had twined so gracefully

round the door, are battered and torn, and bent and bruised ;

the little plot of flowers, sheltered from the Seabreeze by a thick

hedge, which was her pride and the delight of the children,

is covered with pieces of stone and rubbish, and the flowers, the

gay, pleasant, and sweet-scented flowers, are lying dead. The

childi-en are roaming about outside, lamentmg over the ruin

and desolation which meets their view; when, lo and behold,

in a great lump of thatch which the wind has swept oft' the

roof, they find a nest, lined with down and hay carefully

interwoven, and in it lay three fledglings ; but, alas ! the cold

and wet had killed two of them, and one alone survived, to

gape feebly for food at the sound of a chirp. But its mother,

poor thing, has fled away towards the blue sky, with sorrow-

in her heart, and will never, never more retiu-n. The children

nurse the little orphan and carry it in. Their mother prepares

a little warm feather bed for it by the fire, where it can rest

snugly, secure from danger ; and the rough fisherman himself,

whose heart is soft and tender as a maiden's, has made a little

skewer to offer it bread and milk upon ; and to the delight

of the two boys it arouses itself, eats, and is men-y. The

famUy are present at all its meals ; are enchairted to see it

extend its little beak for more, and to flap its half-clothed

wings.

In two or tliree days the thatch is repaired, the garden is

cleared of the rubbish, and the flowers resown ; the potatoes

begin to revive ; the rose and the woodbine are once more

nailed to the wall, and once more begin to smile as they " were

wont to smile." All the damage is repaired, and the storm is

forgotten, but the fisherman has not forgotten to point out to his

children the moral of it all— to remind them each time they

rejoice over then- pet that it was the storm which brought it

them, with all the pleasure it gives ; and that God never fails

to infuse some leaven of happiness into the worst calamities

he sees fit to mfiict upon his creatures.

Art has its early victims, as well as poetry. Chatterton

and Kirke 'White gave no greater promise of excellence in

verse, than did Bonington and Liverseege in pointing. To
these names we may add that of James Burnet, a yoimg land-

scape painter of no coumion powers. He was born at Mus-

selburgh in the year 1788, and was the fourth son of George

Burnet, general surveyor of excise in Scotland, a man of

probity and talent, and Anne Cruikshank his wife, sister to

the eminent anatomist, the friend and associate of John

Hunter. Others of his house have attained distinction ; his

brother John Burnet is as widely known for his talents in

original composition with the pencil as for his almost match-

less skill with the graver. The family came originally from

Aberdeen.

The instruction which Burnet received at school during

the day was excellently followed up in the evening by that of

his mother, a devout and prudent woman. There are few of

his countrymen who derive not as much of their knowledge

from their father's fii-eside as from the public schools. His

mind took an early turn towards art ; dm-ing his leism-e hours

he loved to walk into the studio of Scott, the landscape

engraver, with whom his brother John was a pupil ; nor was

he long in lifting the pencil ; the result of his attempts was,

that he was put under the care of Liddel to learn wood carving,

at that time a profession both lucrative and popular. This

branch of art, indeed, is now nearly extinct ; a love of what is

plain has come upon the country, and Ciirved chairs, couches,

and cabinets, are expelled from parlour and drawing-room

;

our cornices and architraves are no longer ornamented, and

festoons and flowers flourish no more on our walls.

During his apprenticeship, Burnet studied at the Trustees'

Academy, under Graham, where he was noticed for the natural

truth of his delmeations. As his skill of hand increased, he

began to perceive the limited natui-e of the art of carving in

w'ood. He sent some of his compositions to his brother John,

who had removed to London ; expressed a wish to follow and

devote his time to painting ; and without waiting for a letter

of encouragement, which was on the way, he left Edinburgh,

and arrived in London in the year 1810, in the twenty-second

year of his age. He found his brother busied on his fine

engraving of Wilkie's inimitable 'Blind Fiddler.' He stood

and looked earnestly and long on the picture ; he had seen

nothing so full of character, or so finished in all its details,

during his studies in the North. A new light, he said, broke

upon him, and from that moment he resolved to alter his style

of drawing. In this resolution he was confirmed by examining

the works of the best Dutch masters in the British Gallery.

In them he perceived much of what he admired in AVilkie : he

lost no time in making attempts in what ought to be called

the natural, rather than the Dutch style. ' So convinced was

he,' said one who knew him intimately, ' of the little progress

he had made in colouring, and the other essentials which are

everything in the department of the art he had chosen, that

he may be said to have only then commenced his studies ; so

little applicable is an academical education to the humbler and

picturesque walks of .art.'

In 'Wilkie and the Dutch masters he perceived something

entirely after his own heart ; he loved the vivid human cha-

racter in the former ; and of the latter, Potter and Cuyp became

his favourites. He desired to unite their qualities ; and while he

studied their mode of handling their subjects, and endeavoured

to look on nature with their eyes, he was perfectly aware that

nothing short of originality of conception would lead him

to distinction. He had sought what he wanted in the Aca-

demy, but found it not ; he therefore determined, like G.ains-

borough, to make nature his academy ; and with a sketch-book

and pencil he might be seen wandering about the fields around

London, noting down scenes which caught his fancy, and

peopling them with men pursuing their avocations, and with

cattle of all colours, and in all positions. Of these sketches I

have seen a vast number : some are rude and ill arranged
;

others display bits of great beauty and character ; the greater

number are such as he probably intended to pamt pictures from

;

for the scenes are generally well depicted, and the sentiment

plauily expressed. Of cattle he seems to have been parti-

cu'arly fond, and has represented them in all possible postures,

and of all hues— 'The ring-str.aked, the speckled, and the

spotted.' He also seems to have been a judge. Some of our

cattle painters, imagming that the more flesh cows have the
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more milk thoj- will give, have plumped thcin up into a con-

dition for the butcher, but not for the railk-pail. Burnet

knew that a moderately lean cow produced most milk, and in

this way he drew them. But in all that he did he desired to

tell a story. This he knew would give interest to his works,

and produce at the same time action, e.xprcssion, and variety.

Xor did he confine his studies to the fields alone : he made
himself familiar with the indoor as well as outdoor economy
of a farmer's household during seed-time, summer, harvest,

and winter ; he left no implement of husbandry unsketched,

and scarcely any employment of the husbandman without

delineation.

The first fruit of all this preparation was his picture of

' Cattle going out in the Horning." There is a dewy freshness

in the air ; and the cattle, released from their stalls, seemed to

snuff the richness of the distant pastures, and acknowledge

the loveliness of the day. His next picture was superior even

to this : in his ' Cattle returning Home in a Shower,' pui--

chased by Sir Thomas Baring, 'he has introduced,' says an

excellent judge, ' everything that could in any way charac-

terise the scene. The rainbow in the sky, the glittering of the

rain upon the leaves ; the dripping poultry under the hedge,

the reflections of the cattle on the road, and the girl with her

gown over her shoulders, all tend with equal force to illustrate

his subject.' This picture placed him in the first rank as a

pastoral painter. Others followed of equal or superior truth

and beauty: such as his— 1. 'Key of the Byre;' 2. 'Crossing

the Brook ;' 3. ' Cowboys and Cattle ;' !. ' Breaking the Ice ;'

,5. 'Milking;' G. ' Crossing the Bridge ;' 7. 'Inside of a Cow-
house ;' 8. ' Going to Market ;' 9. ' Cattle by a Pool in Sum-
mer ;' 10. ' Boy with Cows.' Home of these are in the collec-

tions of the Earl of Coventry, the Earl of Egremont, and the

Marquis Camden : others are in the possession of the painter's

relatives. A very fine one, ' The Boy with the Cows,' belongs

to James Wadmore, Esq., and hangs worthily with the AVilkies

and the Turners, and other masters of the calling.

I have said that he sketched and studied much in the fields.

lie felt that the excellence which he coveted could not be

obtained on more moderate conditions. It was also his prac-

tice to write down on the spot his O'Oti observations regarding

the future handling of the picture in oil : these ai'e both

curious and numerous, but their scope and aim are so inter-

woven with the landscape to which they relate, that few of

them will be understood separate. I find the following me-
moranda regarding distances— ' Exti'eme distance ought gene.

rally to be of the same tint as the sky -viith which it miites
;

and as it approaches the middle groimd, the strata appear

interspersed with touches of light and dark, such as the lights

upon the tops of houses with their shadows. Be particular in

marking the buildings with a firmer line than the trees : never

admit colour into your distance when in the direction of the

light ; scumble a little with purple and grey at the bottom of

your objects, losing their fjrms at the base. In a side light,

the objects are coloured where the light shines upon them,

while the shadows are all of one tint : even red is grey in the

shadow ; but when the light is behind you, every object is

made out with its proper colour.' The same clear, simple

mode of instruction distinguishes all he says regarding the

treatment of that imstable element, water. ' To paint water
well, it ought, if possible, to be painted at once with a full

pencU and a quantity of vehicle : the colours reflected in water

appear more pleasing from their possessing a rich pulpy sub-

stance, and also from their sweetly melting into each other.

In painting water, particular attention should be paid to the

place and distance, as it alters much according to the situation.

Objects near the fore ground raise their reflections strong when
they touch aught, but are often lost when they come to the

bottom of the picture ; while, on the contrary, objects in the

distance show their reflections stronger as they approach
towards you. This arises from the waves conveying the

reflection being larger and less under tlio influence of per-

spective than when they touch the distant object.'

Burnet is equally plain and explicit on the subject of
' sky ;' as his remarks are the offspring of his own obsen-a-

tions, I shall give the student all the advantage which can be
derived from them. 'The sky being of a receding character,

all those points which contribute to give it such character

should be the study of the painter. Merc white, for example,
will seldom keep its place in a sky, but it ought to be used in

foreground objects for the purpose of giving a retiring quality

to the whites in the sky and distance. Softness of form also

aids in giving the sky a retiring character, although it is

necessary to give a little sharpness to prevent the sky appear-

ing what is termed woolly
; yet very little is sufficient to give

firmmcss to the whole. Clouds are much more opaque in the

north than in the south, as the light shines upon them in the

one situation and through them in the other. Their form
alters much, too, according to the time of day : at noon ihey
are round, and more like those of Wouvermans; in the eve-

ning they are more like those of Cuyp or Both, especially

about an hour before the suu goes down." Besides remarks
originating in the contemplation of nature, there are, in his

school-books, observations on some of the landscapes of our

greatest masters. I'sider the date of May, 1814, I find the

following memoranda concerning the pictures of llichard

Wilson in the British Institution :
— 'I observed some picture.^

more pleasing than others ; those which seemed mo.'<t so were

light pictures with warm foregrounds falling into a cool sky
and a distance, the middle ground mostly in shadow of a

purple grey, with yellow and green touches through it ; a

piece of blue drapery in the foreground gives great value. Of
all things, Wilson seems careful to keep a proper balance of

hot and cold colour, and of light and shade, with very little

positive colour, and little of black or white, but always

some of each.'

But whilst this young painter was noting the excellence of

Wilson, or watching the shifting colours of the sky and the

changing hues of nature, he was sensible that a disease which
flatters while it destroys was gradually gaining upon him as

ice upon the stream, and robbing him of his vigour, bodily

and mental. lie still continued his excursions among the

fields ; the consumption from wlaich he was a sufferer made
him feel the beauty more deeply of solitary places : he was to

be found often in secluded nooks ; and the beautiful church-

yard of Lee, in Kent, near which he, in his latter days,

resided, was a place where he frequently wandered. But
change of air and scene brought no improvement to his

health ; his looks began to fade ; he could scarcely take his

customary walk in the fields, or use his note-book and pencil.

He is still remembered about Lewisham and Lee as one who
was to be found in lonely walks makmg sketches. His cheer-

fulness never forsook hini ; he loved to talk with liis friends

concerning art ; and at times, when he forgot that his days

could be but few, he spoke of landscapes which he had

planned and resolved to execute. On finding that death wa.s

near, he dcsu-ed his brother Jolin to bury him in the village

chui'ch of Lee, wliich forms the background of several of his

studies, and resigned himself calmly to his fate. He died on

the 27th of July, 1316, aged 2S years. His dying request

could not, it seems, be complied with
;
parochial etiquette

forbade the burial of a stranger, even of genius, in the church

of Lee, and he was interred in the churchyard of Lewisham.

James Burnet had a fine eye, and an equally fine feeling,

for the beauties of landscape : his knowledge of nature was

extensive and minute; he had watched the outgoings and

incomings of shepherds and husbandmen, had studied flocks

and herds, and, as the memoranda which we have quoted

show, had made himself intimate with much that lends lustre

to landscape. It was his custom, in country places, to watch

the cows going to pasture or returning home ; to look to the

manners and practices of the cowherds ; nor did he sometimes

hesitate to loiter amongst the cottages, and observe through

the lighted up windows the employments or amusements of

the peasantry. To such feeling for the rural and picturesque,

he added an excellent eye for colour ; he could employ at will

cither the bold deep tones of Rembrandt, or the silvery and

luminou? tones of Cuyp. To those who know the difficulty of

guiding the eye from one extreme to another, this will be
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have an air of natural elegance abotit them, and his cowboys to show d-shevclled fleeces ho donot he had defcc s
,
b^

are not without grace. -hat were they compared to the great natural truth and

Of his defects the critics of his day fpoke ; they called his beauty of his delineations ?
*

cows lean, his shadows too dark, and said his sheep with

their torn fleeces seemed creatures dying of the rot. Those * Cunningham's Liyes of British Artists.
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In our prospectus to the present publication we said :
" The

AVorks of Eminent Masters will include specimens of the

in painting, sculpture, architecture, or decorative art.

'

Hitherto, however, we have confined ourselves mostly to

performances of those who, at different periods, and in various

countries, have distinguished themselves as masters, whether

the productions of those who followed the same glorious

vocation as Raphael and Titian, Rubens, Rembrandt, and
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Velasquez ; but in the present instance we shall have occasion

to extend our plan, and treat of the representatives of every

art mentioned in the above lines quoted from our prospectus.

Xot only shall we speak of painters, but also, and more par-

ticularly, of those who wield the chisel and not the pencil, and

whose skill endows the cold, hard marble with the glowing

semblance of life, compelling it to assume some of the love-

liest forms that ever mortal eye beheld or enraptured poet's

obliged to depart somewhat from our rule, and, in describing

a single work, to bring together a considerable number of the

greatest artists which France ever produced ; but then the

work in question is no ordinary painting, no every-day piece

of sculpture : it is a national monument, it is the tomb of

Napoleon Bonaparte.

We shall, also, in another particular, allow ourselvOB

greater latitude than usual. \Vc shall introduce many facts

GROrXD PLAN OF THE DOME.

mind imagined. At the same time, too, we shall have an
opportunity of introducing to our readers the sister art—Archi-
tecture, grave, solemn, and awful, standing in all the dread
magnificence of woe upon a mighty pedestal erected for her by
the gratitude of a great nation bewailing the loss of one of her
mightiest sons. Each of our former notices was confined to

the works of one man ; in the present account we are

which certainly do not belong to the arts abstractedly, but

which not only belong to them in the present instance, but

lend them much of their value, in so far as tliey are connected

with Napoleon's tomb. The design of the tomb is, undoubt-
edly, magnificent, and the execution something which striXes

the spectator with the deepest admiration and respect, but

does not the whole pile gain in interest from the fact that it is
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raised to tlie memory o one whose name will live as an object

of blind atbniration, or as equally blind hate, in the hearts of

most men, as long as the pages of History shall not be sealed to

human inquiry ; and will not each detail, will not each bas-

kingly diadem, simply from its bringing to mind the memory
of things long since past, of vows, perhaps, long since broken,

of hopes long since dead.

In order not to interrupt the continuity of the account oi

ENTRANCE TO THE TOMB, WITH THE TWO FUNERAL GENII,

relief, each mosaic, each ornament, also gain from a compre-

hensive accoimt ofthe facts it is meant to represent, of the deeds

it is intended to typify ? Most certainly it will, as surely as a

withered Uower or a faded ribbon sometimes becomes worth

more than the most brilliant jewel that ever sparkled in a

the tomb, we shall place at the conclusion of our narrative the

biographical notices of the various artists, whether painters,

architects, or sculptors, whose works we mention.

After the mortal remains of the Emperor Napoleon had been

transported from St. Helena to Paris, in the year 1840, they
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were provisionally placed in a chapel of the dome-church of
St. Louis des Invalides. At present, they repose in the
monumental crypt which has been constructed and decorated

to receive them at an immense expense, and which is situated
under the cenire of the celebrated gilt cupola, that, for the
future, borrowing fresh importance frcjin the irand object to

CENEKAL VIEW OF THK ENTRANCE OF THE CinPT, AND OF TUB TOM,,, WITH THE TOMBS OP DCKO; ANI,BERTRAND ON EITHER SIDE.
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which it is now devoted, will be remembered and renowned

chiefly in ronjiniction with the fact of its being the vault that

stretches over the imperial mausoleum.

All commimication between the space beneath the dome
and the other parts of the church, as well as the Hotel dcs

Invaliiles itself, has been cut off, and. at present, it is not

possible to enter the funereal sanctuary by any other way
than the grand .southern portico, which looks upon the

Place Taliban. Access is gained to this portico by traversing

a large open space in front of the dcme, enclosed by a ditch

colonnade of St. Peter's, at Rome. It is easy to imagine the

magnificence that the execution of thii> jirojcct would have

imparted to an architectural composition, whose various

details are already so admirably calculated to produce a

striking effect.

A number of line statues tend to increase still more the

richness of this fine specimen of architectural skill ; some of

them are not at all out of keeping with the new destination of

the dome.

The fa(,'ade of the dome is composed of two orders of

«^;
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KilMNG SliPAKATIKti THE DOjlE OF THE INVALIEES FROM THE CHDKCH.

and iron gate. On each side of the latter is a pavilion,

serving the piirp'^se of a guardhouse.

Immediately the viaitor reaches the Place Vauban, he

obtains a full view of the church of the dome, constructed

according to the plans of Jules Hardouin Mansart, superin-

tendent of royal buildings, and nephew of Pranc^'ois Mansart,

architect of the Val-de-Grace, and inventor of the windows

which are still called after him. The Hotel des InvaUdes,

properly so called, was constructed by Libc'ral Bruant.

At the time of his death, in 170S, Mansart entertained the

idea of adding to the beautiful facade a grand colonnade, with

four pavilions rising above it, in the style of the admirable

architecture, superposed and ornamented with colunuis and

pilasters, the Doric being below and the Corinthian above.

The two sides of the first story are formed of a simple attic,

ornamented with pilasters, and surmounted by stone groups,

placed two and two, representing eight of the fathers of the

Greek and Latin churches.

Access to the portico, which juts out from the body

of the church, is gained by a grand flight of fifteen steps,

ornamented by six fine Doric colunuis, behind which are an

equal number of pilasters. Pour of these columns are placed

on the top of the steps, while the two others are situated near

the door. There are also four more pillars, which are less
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advanced than those we have just mentioned, and are placed These two figures, as well as those of which we have still to
on each side of two niches, more than thirteen feet high, speak, and which eomi)lete the »c ulptural decoration of the
contaijiing marble statues, representing St. Louis and the dome, in accordance with tlie rcli^ious signification which

GENERAL QROUND PLAN OF THE CRTPT AND RELiaUAHV.

Emperor Charlemagne, sculptured by two celebrated masters, Hardouin Mansart desired to impart to his work, do not
Coustou, senr. and Coysevo.x. at all clash with the present destination of the edifice.
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Al.ovo the Doric entablature, is, as we have before said, a portion of the fa<;ade, are four sculptured figures, representing

number of columns and pilasters of the Corinthian order, respectively, and countmg irom lett to right: I'orce, lem-

correspinding with those of the order beneath. Before the perance, Justice, and Prudence.
_

pilasters of the attic, which terminate on each side this Tliis projecting portion of the building is sunr^ounted by a
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pediment, terminated by a cross, and bearing the arms of Above the two orders which we have now described, rises the

France. On each side of the cross is a seated statue : one is dome properly so called. It is decorated with a system of

Faitli and the other Charity. These statues arc each attended forty columns of composite order, artistically combined so as

respectively by two of four others, in a standing posture, and to strengthen the construction, and at the same lime to

MOSAIC IN TME PASSAGE LEADING TO THE TOMH,

MOSAICS IN THE PASSAOE LEAPING TO THE TOMH.

representing, in the following order. Constancy, Humility, conceal all the means employed for the solidity of the

Contidence, and Magnaniiuitv. building.
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CARYATIDES.

EAS-KELIEF—CREATION OP THE ORDER OF THE LEGION OF HONOUR.

This arrangement is a grave fault against the rules of archi- principal axes to present voids, and not the conti-ary. It has

lecture, which require the par corresponding -nith the been often criticised, and the learned Blondel has pointed out
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CARYATIDES.

BA5-KELIEF—GREAT PUBLIC WORKS.

ts defects, obser-ring, however, at the same time, that there effect is lost in the harmony ot the mass. He adds the

Rre certain de's-iations from the established rule, whose bad following important critical maxim, of which we shall haye
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to avail ourselves in the course of Ihe present article :
—" We

ought never to judge of an archite'-tural work, without having

first penetrated the reasons which induced the architect to

select one particular plan of operation in preference to every

other."

Thirty-two of these columns are employed in cantonning

eight masses of masonry, which serve as so many buttresses,

while the eight others are placed two by two in front of the

piers at the extremities of the four axes of the building.

Above the Composite order is an attic with twelve semi-

circular windows and eight large consoles, each of which is

ornamented at the base 'nith two figures of saints or apostles.

Above the Attic commences the arch cf the dome, terminated

by a circular platfonn with four arches and twelve columns,

These chapels are about sixty-five feet in height and forty-two

in depth, and contain the mausoleum of Turenne, sculptured

by.Girardon, and that of Vauban only lately finished by

Mons. Antoine Etex.

The four circular chopels are consecrated respectively to

St. Jerome, St. Gre'goire, St. Ambroise, and St. Augustin.

They are about eighty-two feet in height and fifteen in

diameter. They are perfectly symmetrical, and all four deco-

rated in precisely the same manner. In the intervals between

eight engaged Corinthian columns raised upon pedestals at equal

distances, are three arches, three niches, and two windows

;

the columns support an entablature, below which is a kind

of pedestal or attic from which rises the springer of thi: vault.

Some fine statues as well as some bas-reliefs, due to the

THE SARCOTHAOUS.

the four more prominent columns supporting four Virtues.

The whole is crowned with an obelisk surmounted by a cross.

The height of the building is something more than three

hundred and thirty feet.

INTEKIOU OP THE DOME.

The visitor enters the dome by a richly sculptured ;md gilt

door, the work of Bondi and Louis Arnaud, smmountcd by

two angels, serving as sujiporters to the escutcheon of France.

The church of the dome is shaped like a Greek cross, in the

centre of which is the dome itself, supported by four systems

of pillars with openings leading to four cii-cular chapels,

constructed in the four corners. The pilasters and columns

of these supports are of the Corintliian order, fluted and carved

with a degree of perfection not to be surpassed by any other

edifice of the same period.

On entering the space beneath the dome, the visitor imme-
diately perceives in face of him the baldaquin, which we shall

describe further on, while to his left and right, respectively,

are the chapels of the Holy Virgin and of Sainte Therese.

cliisels ot some of the great masters of the reign of Louis

XIV., such as CoysevoXjPlgal, William and Nicolas Coustou,

Sigisbert Adam, Espingola, and others, ornament the chapels

and command oirr admiration in every portion of the edifice,

where sculpture can advantageously be employed in assisting

her sister, architecture. The original plans, I'rom whicli all

these various details were executed, are due to Girardon.

The cupola of each of the chapels, as m ell as tliat of the

dome, is covered with paintings relating to various traits in

the lives of the four fathers of the chmch, under whose

patronage the chapels were raised, and are reckoned among

tlie finest prod;ictions of Michel Corneille, Bon BouUongue,

and Louis Boullongne.

If we now return to the siJace beneath the dome, we shall

be struck with admiration at the splendid sight presented by

the general view of the edifice.

The whole vault of the sanctuary i.s cither painted or gilt

;

Noiil Coypel has represented on it the Trinity and the

Assumption.
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The rrjof of tlie four different portions of the nave is painted

by Charles de la Fosse, and represents the Evangelists.

Jouvenet has painted twelve pictures of the twelve Apostles,

placed between the principal arches, above the windows of the

cupola.

But it is the ceiling of the upper dome which offers to our

view the finest portion of this splendid specimen of the

painter's skiU : it represents Saint Louis received into Heaven,

and is the greatest work of Charles de la Fosse.

In the reigns of Louis XIV. and Louis XV. divine service

used to be solemnly celebrated liere, in presence of the king,

at certain fixed periods of the year.

On the pavement beneath the dome is yet to be seen the

rich marble mosaic laid dovm in the time of Louis XIV., and

in the ornaments of which are still to be traced, at each divi-

sion of the design, the intertwined L's with the royal crown

and the Heur-de-lys,

The dominant idea which presided over the conception ol

the plans for the emperor's tomb completely interdicted, as we

liave before said, every modification of a nature to change the

primitive and historical character of the dome.

with his power and his glory, as ho now serves to show by Ids

tomb the vanity and emptiness of all earthly things.

From the opening of the crypt, which is so situated that the

cupola of the church itself serves as the roof of the tomb, tlie

spectator's glance falls on the altar before wliich the clergy

will officiate at all the religious ceremonies that may be insti-

THE SEl I I.CHHAI. LAMP.

It was in obedience to this idea, formally expressed in

a programme from wliich the architect could not depart

under any pretext whatever, that Mons. Visconti excavated

the crypt, the opening to which, under the very centre of

the dome, attracts the attention of the spectator immediately

he enters the temple. It is surrounded by a balustrade of

white marble breast-high, over which the spectator can look

down into the interior of the crypt, and perceive all it-s various

details at one glance.

We must not ormt this opportunity of mentioning the beau-

tiful finish of tlic sculptures ornamenting the balustrade.

They consist of a system ol coffers altcmitely filled up with
laurel branches and separated by roses in the same style as the

masks of the dome.

The windows of the cupola as well as those of the chapels

are at present filled with violet-coloured glass, and allow only
a dim mild light to penetrate into the interior of the dome.
The appearance of mystery in which this envelops the edifice,

and the aspect of solemn grandeur that seems to be a natural

consequence of it, add another and deeper tinge of poetry
to the impression which the visitor involuntarily feels in this

last resting-place of a man who once filUd the whole world

TOUCH OF TUE BALPAaUIN.

tuted in memory of the emperor. It is reached by seven steps

twenty-three feet broad, hewn out of three blocks of Carrara

marble, and is surmounted by a rich baldaquin of gilt wood,

sculptured in the general style of the edifice, and supported

by four beautiful spiral columns, twenty-three feet high,

formed of black marble from the Pyrenees.

ITie baldaquin, which is in very pure taste and of a Tcrj-
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CARyATIDKS.

BAS-RELIEF—PROTECTION OF COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY.

elegant design, was planned by Mons. Visconti to replace that too poor both in its material and style of ornament to liar-

which formerly covered the altar, and which was considered monize with the magnificence of the tomli.
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CAKVAT iDIS.

BA8-RELlEr—THE COUK DE» C0MPTE8,

A bronze figure 'of Christ, cast after a model executed by and delicate workmanship of which are also worthy of remark.

Mons. Triquetti, is placed over the tabernacle, the richness The altar, the balustrade surrounding it, the hand-rail, and
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the pedestals which support the torches, are formed of
black marble from the Pyrenees and green marble from the
Alps.

The torches, placed on each side the altar-steps on the
pillars that sustain tlie hand-rail, are supported by groups of
angels in gilt-bronze, very well executed and most elegantly
designed.

A grand flight of seventeen marble steps sweeps down from

large sum, Mons. Calla, an ironfounder, undertook to execute

it so carefully by a process peculiar to himself, as to give it

the same look, and, so to speak, the same value as if it had
been wrought. The skilful artist did not fail to fulfil his

engagement or realize his expectations ; the most finished

chasing could hardly produce a more delicate specimen of

workmanship. It is a masterpiece which seems destined

to open a new path to the founder's skill, and to promise, if

TTTT^njTiiTrillimL'lj MmnijjiiTTMi'ti';^i»t';"''l'nfftTTTt^"

C.VRYATIDES WITH THEIR IvNTARLATURES.

each side of the baldaquin to the lower pavement of the nave,,

which is arranged in such a manner as to serve as a vestibule

to the tomb. It was formerly the sanctuary of the Chapelle

des Invalidcs, at the time when the altar with the double

table was common to the two churches. It is separated from,

the present church by a magnificent cast iron railing.

At first there was some idea of forging this railing in steel,

but independently of the fact that this would have cost a very

we compare the price of a piece of sculpture thus cast and

that of an ornament executed by the hammer, productions

worthy of the most flourishing periods of art. The elegant

and airy style of ornament adopted in this railing consists of

an ingenious combination of interlacings of the Corinthi.in

order, and branches of laurels, the emblems of military glory.

Both professional men and connoisseurs admire the pre-

cision with which all the delicate details of the model and the
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added nothing to the purity of the design; the iron is pre- of military glory.

VIEW OF THE INTERIOR OF THE RELIQUARY.

sented to us exactly as it left the moulds, having merely heen tombs op dcroc and hrrtrasd.
scraped in order to get rid of the scams caused by the joins. The vestibule of the crypt, between the railing of separa-
The elegant and airy style of ornament adopted in this tion and the gates of the tomb, has been selected as the
Vol. I.
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resting-place of Marshal Buroc, Due do Frioul, and General

Bertrand, who were, in turn, the emperor's dearest and most

intimate friends.

Duroc was born in 1772, at Pont-a-Mousson, and killed by

a stray ball at the combat of Wurschen, the 22nd May, 1S13.

Prom the ISthBrumaire untd his death he was constantly

attached to the person of Napoleon. He was named Grand

Marshal of the Palace in 1804. He lingered twelve hours after

having received his death-wound, and during this long agony

received a visit from the emperor. " My whole life has been

devoted to you," said the dying man; "and I only regret

that I am about to lose it, because it might still be of service

to you." " Duroc," replied Napoleon, " there is another

world after this, and there it is that we shall one day meet

again." A striking proof of the profound feeling of friend-

ship which united these two men, in spite of the distance

which a throne placed between them, is to be found in the

fact of the idea entertamed by Napoleon, in ISlo, of asking

permission to reside in England under the name of Colonel

Duroc.

General Foy has characterised in the following manner the

relations which existed between the Emperor and his Grand

Marshal of the palace :
" No other person was ever the depo-

sitary of so many and such important political secrets. The

peculiar turn of his mind, remarkable rather for the justice of

its views than for their comprehensiveness, his irreproachable

demeanour, and, more than all, the force of habit, had placed

him on a footing of confidential intimacy. Had a prince of

Napoleon's character been capable of having a favourite, the

relations subsisting between him and Duroc would have been

looked upon in a very different light."

Bertrand was born at Chateauroux, and first served in the

engineers, in which corps he obtained all his grades np to

that of general of brigade. In 180/5, he was named aide-de-

camp to the emperor, and became Grand Marshal of the palace

after Duroc's death. He followed Napoleon to the island of

Elba, and subsequently to St. Helena, where he performed the

sad duties of closing his eyes for ever.

These reasons are most decidedly sufllcient to justify the

honour which France has shown these two faithful servants

by laying their ashes near those of the great man whom they

loved so well. Thus do the two Grand Marshals of the palace,

who, during their lifetime, watched over the safety of the

emperor's person, appear even after their death to be entrusted

with the care of guarding his tomb.

It is in the masonry supporting the altar and the baldaquin,

already described, and at the foot of the two flights of stairs

leading from the dome to the vestibule, that the doorway opens

into the crypt. It is closed by bronze gates, as simple in their

style as they are severe. The ornaments consist of three

superposed coffers of unequal size. The one nearest the

bottom contains the imperial N. The smallest, in the middle,

displays the thunderbolt, while the largest, occupying the

upper portion of the gate, represents the victorious standard,

twined with laurels, and surmounted by the eagle and the

crown.

Two funeral genii of damaskeened bronze, the one bearing

the globe, and the other the imperial crown, support the

architrave of the door, on the pediment of which are sculp-

tured the following words, contained in Napoleon's will:

—

JE DESIKE QUE MES CENDUES REPOSENT

SUR LES BORDS DE Li SEINE

AU MILIEU DE CE PEUPLE PEANCJAIS OUE j'aI TANT AIME.*

The two genii, modelled by Mons. Buret, are not deficient

in style, but the gilding with which they are covered detracts

greatly from their characteristic appearance.

THE CKYPT.

After passing the doorway, guarded by the two genii

enveloped in their funeral crape, we arrive at a large flight of

twenty-six granite steps. Before the first step, in the pave-

* I desire that my a.shes may repose on the banks of the Seine,

in the midst of the French people, whom I loved so well.

ment, is a mosaic rosette, whose centre is occupied by the

imperial N. Two other mosaics, representing the eagle and

the star of the legion of honour, are let into the flag-stones of

the passage which extends from the last step to the opening of

the crypt.

The obscurity which reigns in this vast corridor, the sepul-

chral silence, and even the feeling of cold which seizes on

every one beneath these massive vaults, announce most plainly

to the visitor, already greatly moved, that an imposing sight

awaits him beyond the last doorway.

A dim, uncertain light, admirably adapted for pious re-

flection, envelopes the sarcophagus in a veil of faint violet

colour, the rays of which being caught in their passage by

the slightest projection in the sculptures, tinge the marble of

the caryatides with warm and mellow tints. This artificial

light is obtained by means of the violet muslin curtains

worked with silver, with which the windows of the cupola

have been hung until such time as coloui-cd glass can be sub-

stituted for that at present in use.

The crypt consists of a circular galleiy, about six or seven

feet broad, and of a round central space form.ed by twelve

arches with a marble balustrade, breast-high, connecting them

with each other, and separated by twelve caryatides about

fifteen feet high. Lastly, there is a small funeral apartment

intended for a reliquary, and opening into the gallery by a

bronze door. The sarcophagus occupies the middle of the

crypt, its extremities being turned towards the two doors.

THE GALLERY.

The gallery is paved with marble mosaics of various

colours.

The outer wall is divided into twelve compartments, each of

which corresponds to one of the arches. The door of the crypt

and that of the reliquary occupy two of these compartments
;

the ten others contain ten marble bas-reliefs. Twelve bronze

lamps, suspended from the ceiling of the gallery in such a

manner, that a straight line drawn through the centre of one

of the arches would likewise traverse the centre of the lamp

hung opposite to it, are intended for the illumination of the

tomb duiing the celebration of all religious ceremonies.

THE BAS-llELIEFS.

The ten bas-reliefs, due to the chisel of Mons. Simard, are

destined to perpetuate, under the form of allegories, the

remembrance of the grand institutions and of the most im-

portant acts of the Emperor Napoleon's reign. Counting

them from the entrance, and commencing at the right hand,

they represent, in the following order : The Institution of the

Legion of Honour, Public Works, Encouragement of Com-

merce and Industry ; Establishment of the Cour des Comptes ;*

Foundation of the University ; the Concordat ; Promulgation

of the Civil Code ; Foundation of the Council of State ; Or-

ganisation of Public Administration ; and Pacification of Civil

Troubles.

THE LEGION OF HONOUR.

The general arr.-»ngement and dignity of composition dis-

played m this bas-relief, are in perfect keeping with the

character of the subject. According to the idea wliich pre-

sided at its establishment, the Legion of Honour was an

essentially democratic institution, although it seemed to

confer a kind of aristocratic privilege, and form, as it were, the

buse of a new order of nobility. It consecrated the principle

of the equality of all in the eyes of national gratitvide, and

the fitness of every citizen to earn for himself a splendid

reputation by the brilliancy of his merit and the services

he might have rendered his country.

It is this idea which the artist has endeavoured to embody.

Napoleon, standing up, crowned with laurels, and having

merely an antique peplum thrown over his shoulders, is dis-

tributing recoropences to the magistrates, scholars, artists, and

warriors, who are crowding round him in attitudes at once

noble and modest. A legend let into the stone at the bottom

of the bas-relief has these words, taken from the Memorial ile

Sainte-Heline

:

* Audit OtHce.
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" .I'ai excite toutes Ics emulations, recompense tous les

merites ot recules Ics limites de la gloire." *

ruiiLic wonKS.

" I'nrtout oil men regno a passe, il a laisse des traces dura-

bles de son bienfait."t

Such are the vvords which serve as an inscription, and
which have furnished the subject for this bas-relief.

Napoleon, who is seated, and whose head is surrounded by
a cron-n of rays, is stretching forth his two arms towards

tablets bearing the names and purposes of the various monu-
ments and works of public utility executed during his reign

and by his order. Architecture and Civil Engineering, with

their attributes, the compass and square, are holding the

tablets. Two Glories are seated on the steps of the throne to

the right and to the left.

In endeavouring to give his composition a moniimental

character in accordance with the idea suggested by the sub-

ject, the artist may, perhaps, with some justice, be accused of

being rather heavy and obscure.

ENCOUBAGEMI-NT OF COMMEKCE A>D INUVSTRT.

Xapolcon, seated upon a throne in an Httitudc full of calm

maje-ty, is resting Ms hands uycn two tal lets, which bear the

names of two grand institutions— the Code cf Comn,crce, and

the Quinquennial Exposition of the Products of French

Industry— fotmded expressly to protect commercial transac-

tions, and give a greater impetus to industry.

Vulcan personifying Industry, and Wtrtury as the god of

Commerce, each bearing his respective attribute, the hammer
and the cadticeus, arc raising up and supporting two towns,

Paris and Lyons, kneeling at the foot of the throne.

There is a great deal of grandcxir about this corapositim,

which is, at the same time, both simple and elegant.

ESTABLISHMENT OF THE COUK IFS COMPTES.

Napoleon is seated on his throne, his body is naked, his

legs only being covered with long drapery. His physiognomy

is severe and his look implacable. He is stretching a protect-

ing hand over Truth, Justice, and Order, who are placed on

his right. The figure of Truth is simple, ai d the expression

of her features one of candour ; she is presenting her mirror

with mild assurance. Justice is impassible, whilst Order,

represented as a beautiful young female, at the foot of the

throne, is inscribing in a book, with arithmetical impartiality,

the sum of the expenses and of the receipts. The emperor is

repelling with his left hand, and with a gesture of indignation,

the affrighted figures of Illegality and Peculation, while

Falsehood, whose mask has fallen off, is kneeling down terror-

stricken, with her head bent and her face concealed by her

two hands.

This bas-relief is the best conceived and the finest of all the

ten. The dramatic movement of the composition and the

happy opposition of the two groups impart to it a character of

grandeur which is not met with to so great an extent in the

other subjects, although several of them are very remarkable,

and display the most extraordinary talent. At the bottom of

the bas-relief are the following words, which sum up, in a clear

and concise manner, the end and the utility of the institution

it commemorates: " Cour des Comptes, de'cret du 16 Sep-

tembre, 1807.—Je veux que par une surveillance active,

rinfidelitc' soit reprime'e et I'emploi legal des fonds publics

garanti." j

The Cour des Comptes was founded in virtue of tlie law of

the 16th September, 1S07.

The first article of this law runs thus ;
" The national

accounts are kept by n Cour des Comptes."

In 1?S6, there were in France ten provincial audit offices

(chambres des comptes) in various parts of the kingdom,

* I have excited every kind of emulation, recompensed every

kind of merit, and extended the limits of glory.

t Wherever my reign has passed, it ha^ left permanent marks of

its beneficial influence.

I Audit Oflicc, decree of the 16th September, 1S07.—It is my will

that unfaithfulness shall be suppressed and the legal employment
of the public moneys guaranteed by a system of active supervision.

namely, at Dijcm, Grenoble, Nantts, Montpellicr, Knucn, I'.m,

Metz, in the sovereignty of Lorraine, and that of liar.

The unity introduced into the administration of govcnunent
liy the National Assembly was naturally followed by the

foundation of a single audit office. However great a nation is,

its alfairs ought to be, and may be, administered with as much
simplicity and regularity as those of an ordinary mercantile

firm.

The first thing done was to create an account oilice (Bun au
de (-'oniplabilite), the National Assembly, however, reserving

the riglit of scrutinising the accounts, which could only pass

after they had been sanctioned liy tliat body.

Under the Constitution of the Year Eight of the Ilepublic, a

decree of the consuls enlarged the field of action of this insti-

tution, which was definitively simplified and organised by the

law of the 16th September, 1807. Subsc(iuently, fresh laws

and decrees introduced other changes, which are all summed
up in the ordonnance of the 31st May, 1838, headed, "General

regulations concerning the public accounts."

It is the duty of the Cours des Comptes to verify the state-

ments of the public expenditure and receipts presented to it

by the receivers-general of finance, the paymasters of the

public treasury, the registerers of stamps and public domains,

the receivers of the excise, the accountant-directors of the

post-office, the directors of the mint, the central cashier of the

public trcasu.^y, and the responsible agent of the I'ircniciils dra

Vomp/cs. It likewise audits the annual accounts of the colo-

nial treasurers, of the general treasurer of the naval pensioners,

of the bursars of the public colleges, of the commissioners of

powder and saltpetre, of the accountant charged with the

transfer of the Reiifex inscribed in the ledger of the public

debt, of the accountant of the funds and pensions, of the

cashier of the sinking fund and also of the suitors' fund, of

the royal printing-office, of the administration of the salt

works of the East, and of the receivers of the poor-houses,

hospitals, and other charitable institutions, whose incomes

attain the sura fixed by the laws and regulations on the

subject.

The Cour des Comptes ranks immediately after tlie Cour do

Cassation.

FOt-INDATlON OF THE VNIVERSITV.

'ITic following words are inscribed upon the legend of this

bas-relief:

—

"De'cret du 10 Mai, 1806.—II sera forme', sous le nom
d' llniversite' Imperiale, un corps charge' exclusivement de

I'enseignement et de I'education publics dans tout I'empire. "•

The artist has treated this subject in the following manner 1

he has represented Napoleon seated in an attitude expressing

the natural solicitude of the father of a family as well as the

wise forethought of the sovereign. In his right hand he holds

the sceptre, while with his left he is drawing towards him a

youth who is nestling against his body as if to seek a refuge

there. The five Faculties, each bearing the attributes pecidiat

to her, surround the tlirone, over which tower the busts of

Aristotle and Plutarch.

This bas-relief is one of the most mediocre, both a.s regards

its ordoimance and execution. The figure of Science, however)

is very fine, and of truly antique elegance.

The law of the 10th May, 1806, first decreed the formation,

under the name of University, of a body exclusively charged

with the education and instruction of all classe."! throughout

the kingdom.

This law was further developed in the decree of the 17th

March, 180S, of which the following are the first provisions :

"Public instruction, throughout the whole kingdom, is

confided to the University. No school. or any kind of estab-

lishment whatever for imparting instruction can be formed

independent of the University, and without the authorisation

of its head. No one can open a school or teach pubHclyj

without being a member of the University, and having gra-

duated in one of its faculties. The course of instruction in

• Decree of the 10th May, 1806.— .\ body will be formed, under

the name of the Imperial University, charged exclusively with

public education and instruction throughout the empire.
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the ck-iical seminaries, however, is under the direction of the

archbishops and bishops, each in his diocese, who have the

pov.-er of naming and dismissing the professors. The University

will be composed of as many academics as there are Conrs

d'Appel. The schools belonging to each academy will be

placed ur the following order ;— 1st, the facidties for the

abstruse sciences and the conferring of degrees ; 2ndly, the

lyceums for ancient langiiages, history, rhetoric, logic, and the

elements of mathematics and physics ; Srdly, the colleges and

parish schools of the second class, fur the elements of ancient

languages and the first prmciples of history and of the sciences
;

Italy, the larger schools kept by private indi\iduals, but in

wluch the course of instruction is very similar to that pursued

in the colleges ; othly, the boarding-schools belongmg to

private masters, and devoted to a less solid course of study

than that of the large schools ; and Gthly, the small primary

Schools where the pupils are simply taught reading and

writing, with the first notions of arithmetic."

Tliese provisions have continued, up to the present day, to be

the basis of the com'S"; of public instruction in France ; although

it is true that several very important modifications have since

been introduced into the constitution of the University by the

laws of 1850 and 1852. The circonscriptions are now modified,

there being a rector to each department.

Tlie difference of prhiciple v.diich separates the imperial law

from that of the 1.5th March, 1850, is, however, very great.

The first is based upon the idea that the state possesses in a

greater degree than any private individual, or any coUtotion

of individuals, the tradition of - the general spirit of the

country, and is more deeply interested than any one else in

directing each successive generation to the goal assigned

by Providence to the nation. The second is founded on

the directly opposite opinion, that, allowing the impulsion

and direction of everything relating to the material interests

of the country ought to flow from government, such should

not be the case in what relates to its m.oral interests (Report

of the Committee, 6ih October, 1850). ^Li 1817, M. Royer-

CoUard said:— "The University enjoys the monopoly of

instruction m nearly the same maimer that the courts of law

enjoy that of justice, and the army that of the public defence.

The Univei'sity is nothing more or less than government

aptdied to tlie universal direction of public instruction, to the

municipal colleges as well as to those of the state, to private

fchools as well as to the colleges, and to country schools in the

same manner as to the Faculties themselves." In 1850, M, Beug-

not, the reporter of the new law, expressed himself in these

terms :
—" Whenever liberty shall be triumphant, and competi-

tion with the government schools allowed and encouraged, the

state, as guardian of the rights and interests of the com-

munity at large, will no longer be able to identify itself with

these schools. If it continues to support public educational

establishments, it will do so for the sake of assisting and not

crushing cumpetition, and in order to contribute, according

to its own notions, to the general improvement of educa-

tion ; but it will not defend the rights of its own particular

establishnients more warmly than those of establishments

founded by private enterprise, for it is boimd to show an

equal interest in both, since it has exchanged its ofiice of

sole educator of the nation for that of overseer and pro-

tector of any person undertaking, in the name of the law, to

bestow on youth the boon of education. If the external facts

happen to remain the same, the right is changed."

THE CONCORDAT.

" L'EgHsc gallicane renaitpar les lumieres et la Concorde."*

Such is the motto of this bas-relief, in which the artist has

been tolerably felicitous. Napoleon, standing up, dressed like

a PkOman emperor, is drawmg Catholicism and France towards

on? another, and obliging them to grasp each other's hand.

Around the princip.d group the people are represented as

praying and raising the cross from the ground where it has

been suffered to lie.

* I'he Church of France sjirin.os into life again by intelligence

and concord

The name " Concordat " was given to a convention con-

cluded the 15th July, 1801, between the pope, Pius VII., and

the French government. By this convention the Fii-st Consul

restored to the Roman Catholic church a portion of the autho-

rity which it had lost in France since the year 1789.

The Constituent Assembly had adopted as a principle that

the admuiistration of the church ought to be assimilated to

that of the state. It had, in consequence, established eccle-

siastical districts on the same plan as the administrative

districts, and erected each department into a diocese. It

caused the bishops to be elected by the Faithful ia the same
way as the civil and judicial magistrates were named by their

fellow -citizens. Lastly, it had suppressed the canonical

institution, that is to say, the confirmation of the bishops

by the pope.

In abolishing this system of the Constituent Assembly, the

First Consul had to overcome numerous obstacles both at Paris

and Rome. Most of the men by whom he was surrounded

,

whether ministers, generals, legislators, or councillors of state,

manifested a spirit of opposition towards his endeavours to

bring about what he called the reconciliation of the church of

Rome with the Republic. Some entreated him not to mix
himself up in matters of religion

; others wished him to found

a French church independent of Rome, and of which he, as

first magistrate, would have been the head ; while others

strongly advised him to draw France over to Protestantism b)-

himself abjuring the Roman Catholic faith. He rejected the

advice of all these persons, braved the disapprobation of his

companions in arms, and likewise resisted tlie efforts made by
those at Rome to obtain more concessions frjm him than he

had resolved to accord.

It was only after a series of long and difficult negotiations

that both parties were enabled to come to an agreement. The
following is the entire te.xt of the Concordat, which people

so often cite without ever having had the opportunity of

reading, and which is still, with the exception of a few unim-
portant modifications, tlie basis of the legislation of France in

matters concerning the Roman Catholic reUgion.

Convention beitceen the French Government and His Holiness

Fins ril.

" The government of the French Republic acknowledges the

Apostolic Roman Catholic religion to be that of the great

majority of the French people.

" His Holiness, on his part, acknowledges that this religion

has already derived, and still expects, the greatest advantages

and most brilliant results from the establishment of the

Roman Catholic ritual in France, and from the especial fact

of the consuls of the: Republic professing it.

"Therefore, as a consequence of this mutual acknov.'ledg-

ment, both for the good of religit n and the m.aintenance of the

internal tranquillity of the Republic, they have agreed to the

following Articles :
—

"I. The Apostolic Roman Catholic religion will be freely

followed in France ; its rites will be publicly celebrated in

conformity with the police regulations which the govcninicnt

may judge necessary for the public tranciuillity.

" 2. The Holy See, in conjunction with the governimnt, will

proceed to a new circumscription of the French dioceses.

" ;!. His Holiness will declare to the titularies of the French
bishoprics that he expects from them, with the most entire

confidence, for the sake of peace and unity, every kind of

sacrifice, including even the resignation of their sees.

" -\fter this exhortation, if they should refuse to make the

sacrifice enjoined for the good of the Church (a refusal, how-
ever, which his Holiness does not expect), the government of

the circumscription will be confided to other titularies in the

following manner :

—

" -1. The first consul of the Republic will, in the course of

the three months following the publication of his Iloliness's

bull, appoint persons to the archbishoprics and bishoprics of

the new circumscription. His Holiness, in conformity with

the forms established for France previous to the change of

government, will institute canonically the persons thus ap-

lininted.
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" !>. The nominations to the bishoprics wliich may subse-

quently fall vacant, will also be made by the first consul, .and

the persons appointed will be canonically instituted by the

Holy See in conformity with the preceding article.

" G. Before ( \tering on their olliee, the bishops will, in the

presence of the nrst consul himself, take the oaths of iidelity

in use before the change of government and expressed in the

following terms; 'I swear and promise to God, upon th-e

Holy Evangelists, obedience and fidelity to the government

established by the constitution of the French lleiniblic. I

likewise promise to have no communications, to take part in no

council, and to enter into no league, either at home or abroad,

inimical to the public tranquillity ; iind if I learn that, either

in my diocese or elsewhere, there is any plot prejudicial to

the state, I will make the government acquainted with tlic

fact.'

" 7. The ecclesiastics of the second class will take the same

oaths in the presence of the civil authorities named for' that

purpose by the government.
" S. The following form of prayer will be recited at the

conclusion of Divine worship in all the lloman Catholic

churches of France (here follows the form of praj'er).

" I). The bishops will make a new circumscription of the

parishes of their dioceses, but this new circumscription will

only be jnit into ctl'ett after having received the consent of

government.
" 10. The bishops will nominate persons to the various

livings. They will only bo allowed to choose persons ap-

proved of by the government.

"11. The bishops may have a ch.ipter in their cathedral

and a seminary in their diocese, but the government does not

engage to endow them.

"12. All metropolitan, cathedral, parish, and other churches,

not already alienated, and necessary for the celebration of

public worship, will be placed at the disposal of the bishops.

"13. For the sake of tranquillity ajid the happy re-establish-

ment of religion, his Holiness declares that neither he nor his

successors will in any way disturb the persons who have
acquired alienated ecclesiastical estates, and that consequently

the right to the said estates, together with the privileges and
revenues attached to them, shall remain incommutable in their

possession or that of their assigns.

" 14. The government engages to mak.- a suitable provision

for the bishops and cure's whose dioceses and jjarishes shall

be contained within the limits of '.he new circumscription.

"1.3. The government will al-so take measures to enable

French Roman Catholics, if they choose, to make endowments
in favour of the Chur'ch.

" Ifi. His Holiness recognise* in the first consul of the

French liepublic the same rights and prerogatives enjoyed at

the Papal Court by the former government.
" 17. It is agreed by the contr.-icting parties that in the case

of any one of the successors o< the first consul not being a

Koman Catholic, the rights and j.rerogatives mentioned in the

preceding jirticle, as well as the power of nominating the

bisliops, will, as far as such successor is concerned, be regu-

lated by a new convention.
" This convention will be ratified at Paris, by the two con-

trai ting parties, withiji the space of forty days.
" Done at Paris, the 26t.h Mess-idor, year 11."

Some years afterwards, on th': occasion of his coronation.

Napoleon addressed the foUowinf; words to a Protestant depu-

t iti )n, which had been admitted '.o an interview :—

•

" I wish it to be distinctly understood, that it is my inten-

tion and fixed resolution to maintain full liberty of religion.

Tlir empire of the law finishes where the indefinite empire of

the conscience begins ; neithei the law nor the reignir.g

sovereign can effect anything a];ainst this kind of liberty :

such are my principles and those of the nation."

THE CODE KA 'OLEON.

In none of his bas-reliefs h;is Jlons. Simard succeeded in

investing the figure of the Emperor with a nobler and better

conceived air of grandeur than in this one. The figure is

indeed that of a legislator, animated solely by the sentiment

of right and justice. Napoleon is stretching his hands over

tablets borne by figures personifying the common law aiul the
Koman law, as if he would seize, and then unite in one vast

whole, the laws destined to form the code which bears his

name, and which a nobly unagined figure is bearing proiuily

beside him. Underneath his feet is the following inscription :—" Mon seul code, par sa simplicite, a fait plus de bien en
France que la masse de toutes les lois qui I'ont precede."*

It is well known in what a state of confusion Frencli legis-

lation was previous to 1789. In spite of the admh-able labours

of several of the first lawyers of the time, the multiplicity of

ordonnances, regulations, jireccdents, and jurisdictions, pre-

sented to the mind a very labyrinth of confusion.

The Constitution of 171)1 had announced that a civil code,

destined to be employed in all parts of the French territory,

was in course of compilation.

On the 9th of April, 1793, Cambaceres presented to the ,

assembly a project of codefication, which the assembly threw

out. This did not discourage Cambaccres, who returned to

the charge, and presented his colleagues with two other codes,

that of the 2;ird Fructidor of the year 2, and that of the 21th

Praii-ial of the year 4 ; but he was not more fortunate in these

last two instances than he had been in the first.

On the 12th of August, 1800 (24 Thermidor, year 8), the

consuls named a commission, charged with examining the

measures taken, up to that time, for realising the wish of the

Constitution of 1791, as well as with dra\ving up a plan and
with discussing and preparing the various elements of a new
code. This commission was composed of Messrs. Bigot-

Preamcncu, Tronchet, Portalis, and Malleville.

In four months their plan was drawn up, and submitted to

the Tribunal dc Cassation and to the Tribunaux tVAppcl. It

was then discussed in the legislative section of the (..'ouncil of

State, and also in the general assembly of the same body.

Lastly, in conformity with the prescriptions of the Constitution

of the year 8, it was taken to the Legislative Body and the

Tribuuate.

The various laws composing the code civil, to the number
of fifty-six, after having been first decreed one by one, and
separately rendered executory, were collected info one whole,

under tlie title of Code Civil des Fnmi:ais, by the law of the

30th Ventose, year 12.

At the present day, the Code Civil is considered, and with

justice, as one of the greatest things ever accomplished by the

French llevolution and the consulate ; but this important

work was, at first, far from being received with enthusiasm or

even approbation. For instance, the plan of the Code Civil

was sharply criticised in the Tribunate. Among the members
who opposed its adoption with the greatest warmth were

Messrs. Andrieux, Benjamin Constant, Chenier, Ginguene,

Thiesse, Favard, and Simeon. It was reproachfully stig-

matised as being a mere hurried compilation of the lloman or

coram.on law, of the insiitutes of Justinian, of Donat, of

Pothier, and others. Persons obstinately refused to see in it

a great and new creation, peculiar to French society. Mons.

Portalis and his colleagues in the work replied, according to

Mons. Thiers ;
—" That, in the matter of legislation, origiiuility

was not so important as cleiu'ness, justness, and wisdom ; that

they had not to create a new system of society, like Moses or

Lycurgus, but to reform an old one in some few points, and

restore it in m.any others ; that French law had been in

operation for ten contui'ies ; that it was the result of lloman

learning, of the feudal system, of monarchy, and of the spirit

of modern times, all co'ubined and acting in concert during a

long series of years upon French manners ; that the civil law

of Fr.ance, resulting from these various sources, ought to be

rendered suitable to a state of society which had ceased to be

aristocr.itic and become democratic ; that it was necessary, for

instance, to modify the old laws on mai-riage, on patern.al

authority, and on inheritance, in order to free them from all

that was repugnant to the present age ; that it w;ls necessary

to purge the laws relating to property of everything like

* My code lias, from its simplicity, effected more good in

Fraucc than the whole mass of laws which preceded it.
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feudal servitude
;
to draw up the wliolc body of prcsc^iiitions raent they liad to raise." In sjnte of these remarks, llie tlrst

in clear and precise words, that would no longer afford scope portions of the code were rejected by tlie Tribunate, and the

MOSAIC OF THE RELIQUARY.

TUE SWOUI) OF .VAPOLEU.N,

for ambiguity and interminable disputes, and to arrange them govemmeut withdrew the biU. lint in June, 1S(il', Napoleon
in a convenient order

;
this," they said, " was the only monu- who was then first consul, caused tlie drawing uDof the Code
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Civil to bu rcsunw'd. A section of the Council of State and a

section of the Tribunate used to meet daily for the purpose of

carrying out the work, at the house of the Consul Cambaci'res.

Opposition was now out of the question, and the will of the

first consul no longer met with any obstacle to thwart it.

It is well known that Napoleon himself assisted at the dis-

cussion of the code in the Council of State (towards the end

of 1801). "Present at each of the sittings," says his histo-

rian, " he displayed, as president, an amount of methodical

arrangement and clearness, and oftentimes views so profound,

as to prove matter of astonishment to every one. Having been

accustomed to direct arniies and govern conquered provinces,

no one had been surprised at finding him to be a good adminis-

trator, for every good general must neccs-,ai-ily be so; but it

certainly was allowable to wonder that hewas a good legislator.

His education, in this branch of knowledge, had been quickly

completed. Taking an interest in everything because^ he

understood everything, he had asked the Consul Cambaccres

for some books on law, and particularly for the materials pre-

pared in the time of the Convention for the pui-pose of drawing

up the Code Civil. He actually devoured them. Shortly

afterwards, classifying in his head the general principles of the

civil law, and adding to these few notions rapidly picked up

his profoimd knowledge of mankind, and his extraordinary

clearness of perception, he was enabled to du-ect in person

a work of such importance, and to eni'ich the discussion

with a lai-ge number of just, new, and profotmd ideas. Some-

times a superficial knowledge of the matter rendered him

liable to defend strange notions, but he readily allowed liimself

to be led back to the right path by the learned professional

men around him, and invariably proved himself superior to

them all whenever it was necessary to di'avv from the conflict

of contrary opinions the most natural and most reasonable

conclusion. The principal service rendered by the first consul

was his contriliuting to the completion of tliis grand monument

a strong will, and the most determined resolution to work, by

which he was enabled to overcome the two dilfioulties under

which all previous efforts had succumbed, namely, the infinite

diversity of opinions and the impossibility of workuig with

anything like a continuance, in the midst of the agitated state

of matters at that time. "Whenever the discussion, as was

often the case, had been long, diffuse, and obstiirate, the first

consul knew how to sum it up and decide it by a single word

;

and, besides tliis, he obliged every one to work, by working

himself for days together. The reports of these remarkable

sittings were published, but before sending them to the

Moiiitcitr the Consul Cambaccres always carefully revised

them and suppressed what he deemed inexpedient to publish,

cither because the first consul sometimes gave utterance to

singular opinions, or treated questions of morality with a

familiarity of language which was not intended to go beyond

the limits of a confidential sitting. All, therefore, that

remifined in the reports were the ideas, sometimes rectified,

often discoloured, but always striking, of the first consul."

As we already know, the collection of laws adoi)ted in these

sittings was promulgated in the year 1 2 of the Republic, under

the title of the Code Civil tits Fiiiiii;(i!s. On the 3rd September,

1 S07, there was a decree commanding a new edition of Ihem

to bo drawn up under the name of the Cm/'j Nujmlcon.

" Our Code Civil," said Mons. de Golbcry, in 1843, " still

governs Belgium, a large portion of Germany, and several of

the Italian states ; it is once more being revived in Sardinia,

Avhere it had been abolished, and is on the point of becoming,

in conjunction with the lloman law, the basis of a new system

of legislation in that comitry. Oui' commercial code is imita-

ted and perfected in Spain and Portugal. Our penal code

became the model of that of Sicilj' in 181S, of that of Parma
in 1820, and of that of Rome in 1832, and this great work, the

subject of such frequent accusations, throws its rays as far as

over the code of the Brazils. Bavaria is establishing in

1-egenerated Greece our judicial organisation and our criminal

law. England herself is abandoning the imcertainties of her

common and statute law, and banishing from her system the

cruel but inefficacious disregard of human life. We are

cr^abled to applaud the reform, undertaken in 182.5, thanks to

the effSrts of Peel and Landsdowne, and ardently carried out

by the recent acts of parliament. We shall observe the same

movement in the States of the American Ihnon. Holland

and Denmark are enriching themselves with new laws, and

liussia itself, not being able to codify its ancient ukases, turns

them into pandectes."

THE FOUNDATION OP THE COUNCIL OF STATE.

Napoleon, seated in all the calm and serenity of his immense

power, is drawing towards him scholars, philosophers, and

magistrates, to whom he says :—" Coopcrez aux desseins

que je forme pour la prosperitc des peuples." *

Behind the throne, a winged figure, his familiar genius

doubtless, is whispering something into his ear and appears to

be advising him. This personage, that has no equivalent in

the symmetry of the composition, produces a strange effect,

and injures the equilibrium of the general outline, which is

in other respects remarkable for its chai-acter of grandeiu: and

elevated style.

" Previous to 1789," says a well-known writer, "the Coun-

cil of State reflected, as in a mirror, the confusion that

reigned in the various branches of the administration of

public affairs. It took part in government and politics by its

intervention in foreign aft'aii-s, financial questions,- and com-

merce ; m the execution of the law, by its regulations con-

cerning the judges, its evocations and its annulment of judg-

ments ; and in the public administration, by the jurisdiction

it exercised over the ordoimances of the Intendants, and the

decisions of the Cour des Aides, and the Cour des Comptes.

But if it encroached upon the dominion of Justice, Justice,

in her turn, disputed with ii the possession of its own powers,

and while she deprived it of any share in contestations purely

judicial, obtained for herself, by means of the decrees of the

parliaments, a share in matters of administration. What, at

that period, composed the Council of State, was nothing

but the union of five separate councils, forming as many

distinct bodies. The law, the church, the army, and finance

were all collected there.

During the Trench revolution, various laws weakened or

changed the Council of State.

A consular decree of the 6th Kivosc, in the year 8, regu-

lated the organisation of the C^ouncil of State, and confided to

it the task : Istly, of developing the signification of the laws

on their being submitted to its judgment by the consuls ;
and

2ndly, of deciding in all disputes which might arise between

the administrative and judicial authorities, and on all subjects

of contention which had previously been sent to the ministers

for decision.

These functions were successively extended by various

decrees and senatus-consulta.

Under the consulate and the empire, the Council of State

became a constitutional power. It diew up the laws, discussed

them when brought before the Legislative Body, and inter-

preted them when passed. Functionaries of the highest rank,

summoned before the committees chosen from among its mem-

bers, were called upon to render an account of their conduct

;

the various persons connected -with it, from the councillors of

state themselves down to the simple auditors, were charged

with the most important missions, administering the affairs of

conquered countries, organising their finances and drawing

up their codes. Men of the greatest consideration were sum-

moned to take part in its deliberations, and esteemed them-

selves honoured by belonging to it. Subjected to the superior

authority of this powerlul body, c.-cposed to its censure and

almost entirely under its control, the ministers occupied only

the second rank in the administrative hierarchy.

The Council of State ranked after the Senate and before the

Legislative Body. It held its sittings in the palace of the

Tuileries, near the Emperor's owm cabinet. '' There," says

the author of " Questions Adminislralic.s," " appeared, in all

their splendour, Cambaccres, the most didactic of legislators

* Lend me your co-operation to carry out the designs I form

for the prosperity of nations.
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and the most able of presidents ; Tronchet, the most learned

of I'^uropean jurists ; Treilhard, the most nervous dialectician

of the council ; Portalis, celebrated for his eloquence ; Sc'gur,

for his graceful turn of thought ; Z.mgiacomi, for the sharp

coneiseness of his words ; AUent, for the depth of his attain-

ments ; Dudon, for his erudition in all the matters of ad-

ministration ; Chauvclin, sparklin;; with unexpected suUies

;

Cuvier, famous for his strong reason and universal know-

ledge ; Pasquier, who was so mild; Boulay, so judicious;

Bi'renger, so cutting, so close in his reasoning, and so witty ;

Berlier, so profound and so copious ; De Gerando, so skilled

in the science of administrative law ; and Andn'ossy, in

engineering; Saint-Cyr, in military strategy; llegnault de

Saint-d'Angely, that brilliant orator, consummate publicist,

and indefatigable worker ; Bernadotte, at present King of

Sweden ; and Jourdan, the conqueror of Fleui'us."

ORGANIZATION OF THE PCtLIO ADMINISTUATION.

On this bas-relief is the following inscription :
" Sans I'ordre

I'administration n'est qu'un chaos." *

It is a difficult task to explain the maimer in which the

artist has endeavoured to express this idea. If his other com-

positions speak plainly to the eyes, this one appears lost in an

allegory as incomplete in its execution as it is obscure in its

conception.

Napoleon, seated in his unvarying and rather monotonous

attitude, holds in one hand the helm of state, and in the other

the fasces of empire. He is summoning to him Justice,

armed with a torch and a pair of scales. Truth beivring her

mirror, and Plenty, her distinctive attribute. But these

figures, grouped somewhat at hazard, do not strike us as in

any way connected with the subject intended to be represented.

Before 17S9 the administration of affairs in France was one

of the most complicated description. Through the immense

multitude of functionaries, or agents, and the great variety of

administrative divisions into which the country was parcelled

out, it was abnost impossible to discern any kind of unity

either in the plan or actions of the government ; France was

divided, in what regarded its ecclesiastical constitution, into

eighteen archbislioprics ; financially, into thirty-two iutendan-

cies and generalities ;
politically, into sixteen parliamentary

districts and other sovereign courts ; and militarily, into forty

general provincial governments.

The councils, in which the great afiairs of state were dis-

cussed, were : the King's Council, the Council of the Des-

patches, the Royal Council of Finance, the Royal Council of

Commerce, the Private Council of State, or des Parties, and

the Grand Chancellery of France.

In ordiniiry matters, justice was administered in the caste-

lanies, provostships, viguierships, and other royal and seig-

niorial cotirts, forming the inferior class ; and in the baili-

wicks, seneschals' com-ts, and presidials, which were the

middling or intermediate courts. Lastly, important matters

were carried before the parliaments, or royal councils, and

other superior tribunals. In 1789, there were m the kingdom

thirteen parliaments holding their sittings in Paris, Toulouse,

Grenoble, Bordeaux, Dijon, Rouen, Aix, Eenncs, Pau, Metz,

Douay, Besan(,on, and Xaney. To these we must add other

institutions possessing the same authority as the parliaments,

such as the Provincial Council of Artois, and the Sovereign

CouncUs of Alsace, at Colmar, and of Koussillon, atPerpignan.

The Parliament of Paris was composed of six chambers.

La.slly, above all these magistracies, there were still two other

tribunals ; the Grand Council, and the Provostship of the

King's Household. Several branches of the administration

had separate tribunals ; for instance, in the matter of taxes,

there were the tribunals of the Treasurers of France, the

Cour des Aides for the aids, tallies, and gabelles, besides many
others.

The administrative and judicial organisation adopted by the

French Revolution is as simple as that which it succeeded

was complex and diffuse. France, divided into departments

and arrondisemcnts, is administered according to the same

' Williout order evei'j' system of administration is but a chaos.

system by a number of agents, all corresponding, through

their various ranks, with one another, and with the centre,

where a few ministers, at the head of the administration, are

grouped in council around the head of the state, who, at every

instant, is immediately informed of everything which takes

place through the whole length and breadth of the coimtry,

and who, so to speak, from the cabinet in which he works,

sees all the superior and subordinate administrative authorities,

from the capital to the frontiers, performing their various tasks

with almost mathematical regularity. Such is the plan traced

out and perfected by the republican assemblies, and mora

especially brought into practice by the first consul. Tliis

plan has been compared to thai of the spider's web, where the

slightest shock given to one of the threads, even the most

remote, is communicated to the centre with electric rapidity.

There is no doubt that so beautiful and harmonious a system

is open to abuses ; but such perfect regularity does not neces-

sarily exclude the possibility of real independence in each

separate pai-t of this kind of network, and on no hypothesis

can a state of confusion and disorder, where it is lawful for

the subordinate agents of the administration to turn to the

profit of their own passions and interests the kind of veil

\:hich conceals them from the eye of the superior authorities,

be considered as tending less to favour abuses.

PACIFICATION OF CIVIL TUOUHI.ES.

This subject terminates the series, and closes the train of

ideas by which art has undertaken the missitm of expressing

the dominant characteristics of the emperor's reign. Napoleon

is crushing with his foot a man on the ground, who probably

is intended to personify Anarchy ; while, in obedience to the

emperor's voice, France returns her sword to its scabbard.

Religion resumes her rights, and Youth returns to the arms

of Wisdom. The execution of this composition is heavy, and

the figures are altogether deficient in character and grandeur.

THE CARYATIDES.

Twelve marble pillars, enormous blocks of stone, brought

at a groat expense from Carrara, support the crypt. Out of

these blocks twelve caryatides, each about sixteen feet high,

were sculptured by Mons. Pradier.

Caryatides are generally draped female statues, placed as

supports or ornaments beneath the architraves of buildings.

The following is their origin, according to Vitruvius : Caria, in

the Peloponesus, having been taken and ruined by the other

Greeks, conquerors of the Persians, with whom the Cariaiis

had formed a league, the men were put to the edge of the

sword, and the women carried away into slavery, in which

state the most noble among them were compelled still to wear

their long robes and ornaments. At a later period, in order

to perpetuate the recollection of their treason and their punish-

ment, the Grecian architects substituted, in several public

edifices, figures of Carian vomen for the uiual pilasters and

columns.

In our modern architecture, caijatides do not always re-

present slaves ; they are often, like those now before us,

statues symbolical of the several sciences and arts, or of

some divinity or other taken from the domain of Fable,

but they have invariably preserved their original dustina-

tion.

The caryatides of the Emperor's tomb represent figures of

Victory bearing palm branches and wreatlis. 'I'wo only, one

on each side of the opening of the door, hold in their hands a

bunch of keys ; they are there as the guardians of the tomb,

and their proud attitude forms a sU'iking contrast with the

calm and devotional repose of the ten others.

These caryatides are not all equally impressed with the

marks of a large and grandiose style of execution. Two or

three are very fine, and correspond with the grandeur of

the subject and the majesty of the place, but some, on the

other hand, are unworthy of their object and the fame of

the artist who furnished the models, ^\'e must here men-

tion that each caryatis, together with the pillar against

which it is placed, consists of a single block. This circiun-

stance, which cannot escape the observation of connoisseurs.
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imparts an air of great magnificence to the mausoleum, and

gives it that peculiar character of grandeur which is found

in the gigantic constructions of Egypt and ancient Nineveh.

THE MOSAICS.

The whole space between the base of the caryatides and the

foot of the sarcophagus is occupied by an admirable piece of

mosaic, representing a system of rays of the colour of bright

gold, which seem to spring from a colossal -BTeath of laurels.

The inner circle of this mosaic forms a band, on which are

incrusted the immortal names of Marengo, Rivoli, the

Pyramids, Jena, Austerlitz, Friedland, and several other places.

tion, comes from the workshops of Messrs. Ciuli and

Scagnoli.

AVe know that the origin of mosaics is very ancient ; their

great merit consists in their uniting brilliancy to solidity. The

architects of Greece were constantly in the habit of employing

them. Thanks to a marvellous kind of glaze called pouzzo-

lane, made partly of lime and partly of a reddish volcanic

earth found principally at Pouzr.oles, the Italian artists

have succeeded in imparting to their mosaics a degree of

solidity which bids fair to defy the destructive effects of

time.

ittiw.~» tW«j

ENTRANCE TO THE RELIQVAHY.

In order to give the mosaic a brilliancy correspondmg with

the extraordinary splendour of the materials employed in the

construction of the mausoleum, the richest enamels have been

employed in its formation, so that we may justly affirm that it

would be impossible to find, even among the precious relics of

antiquity, anything displaying more brilliant and more intense

colours. The wi-eath of laurels possesses all the vigour of a

fine painting.

This beautiful specimen of an art which produced such

marvels in the ingenious and able hands of the old Roman
ftrtists, and which offers such resources to modern decora-

THE SARCOPHAGUS.

Exactly in the centre of the mosaic stands the sarcophagus,

composed of so-called Finland porphyry, placed upon a

pedestal of Corsican granite. It is of the most imposing

simplicity, and consists of the receptacle for the body and the

cover, without any ornaments save rounded arrises and scroll-

work of severe regularity. By the effect of contrast, the red

tone of the porphyry stands out with majestic vigimr on the

bright green of the i\Teath of laurels.

The coffin containiirg the mortal remains of the Emperor

Napoleon does not repose immediately within the sarcophagus
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'-"hambers, and M. Visconti's plan, while answering all the

exigencies of the case, allowed the greatest scope to the archi-
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interior of the ediPce such as it was conceived by Louis XIV.

SHOBT EiOGRAPHICAX SSEICKES OF THB PBLSCIPAl ABTiSTS

3tE5TI05ED IS THIS SOTICB.

Chaklis HiaiKJris Maxsaht was bom at Paris, in the year

16-5-5. His father, alsc, was named Jules Hardouin, and had
tT of the Francis Mansart whom we have had

.ion in the former portion ef this notice, and who
r to his Majesty. The young Charles was placed

r ; s care to learn his prolt^on. He profited so

- "ruction he received, and was endowed with so

rreeable a turn of mind, that he was fortunate

- : '_ .- ise the kir g, Louis XIV., who confided to him
: — -: .1 nant architectural works undertaken during his

_•-. I'ioud of the fsTour of his soTereign, and naturally

irons of preserving it, Mansart succeeded in inspiring the

r wi-ji that taste for building with which posterity has so

: z reproached him, and which was the cause of such vast

sums of the public money being expended. Among Mansait's

works may be mentioned the chateaus of Marly, the Grand
Trianon, and Clagny,* the Maison de Saint- Cyr, the Place

Vendome, and the Place des Victoires, the church of Xotie-

Dame at Vcrsaflles, and the chateaus of Vanvre, of Dampierre,

and of Lnneville. But what most certainly set the seal upon
his reputation was his erection of the Chateau de Versailles

and the Dome-Church of the Hotel des InTalides, It is very

rarely that any architect has so many buildings of such

immense importance confided to him. Mansart did not, how*

ever, always satis&r the expectations entertained of him. With
regard to the Chateau de Versailles, however, for which he

has been severely criticised, we must not reproach him with

the choice cf the situation, nor the aridity of the soil on

which the t>a'iace stands ; and if the various buildings which

form the exterior of the edifice on the same side as the Cotrr

de Marbre present a mean and disagreeable contrast with the

mass of those around them, the necessity the architect was
irr-ctoT of preserving that portion of the palate erected in the

tiiTip of lyBuis XUL, may in some degree excuse him. On the

garden side, however, he had nothing to shackle his ideas, and

• Built for Madame de Montcspan, tut no longer in existence.
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thcreforeh.is no excuse. When viewed at a short distance only,

the edifice produces an imposing' tfl'ect by the immense extent

of its lines ; but when viewed from a long distance, its

uniformity becomes fatiguing. It is a squaic building, ftaiiked

by two long wings, in a cramped style of architecture, full of

projections, but without any contrast or opposition in its

different jiarts, so that, at a certain distance, it resembles

nothing more nor less than a long uniform wall. It is in the

interior, however, that its defects are pcculi.irly apparent. The
staircase is jilaced vt ry far from the entrance, and in such an out-

of-the-way comer that the visitor is obliged to employ a guide

to point it out. At the top of the staiicase there is no

vestibule nor reception room; there are merely two or three

small ch.irabers conducting, at an angle, to an ante-room that

is but half-lighted. There is no regular communication

between the apartments, and in order to pass from one to the

other, it is necessary to go first up and then down several

small tlights of stairs. Many of the details, however, are very

beautiful, and among the buildings belonging to, although not

actually forming part of, the palace itself, we may mention the

orangery, an edifice ornamented with columns of the Tuscan

order, grand and noble, yet, at the same time, extremely

simple. If historians are to be believed, however, the plan is

not due to Mansart. It is said that I.ouis XIV., being far

from pleased with the plans which Mansart had submitted to

him, asked Lenutre for one. Lenntre at first excused himself,

on the plea that he was not at all familiar with this department

of architecture; but his majesty having again pressed him,

Lenutre made a sketch which pleased the king extremely, and

which Mansart was ordered to carry into execution, after

having modified it in certain particulars. The chapel of

Versailles, ornamented with isolated Corinthian columns, is

very elegant and admirably planned, but the architect appears

to have been cramped for space. It was his last work ; in fact

he did not live to complete it.

For constructing the dome- church of the Hotel des Inva-

lides, Mansart received the order of Saint Michael from Louis

XIV., he and Lenotre being the first artists thus honoured.

The great works with which he was continually being en-

trusted, and the constant favour of Louis XIV., enabled him
to amass a considerable fortune. It has been said that, in order

to please the king, Mansart was in the habit of employing

means that would have done honour to the most subtle

courtier ; for instance, in his plans he would leave such absurd

mistakes that the king discovered them at the first glance,

whereupon Mansart would go into ecstasies about the profun-

dity of the king's knowledge of the subject, and with such an

appearance of simple and innocent candour, that the king was
completely his dupe.

Mansart had many enemies, who did all in their power to

ruin him in the estimation of the king. At last, they thought
that they had hit upon a plan which could not possibly fail.

Mansart was acquainted with a female, who robbed him of an
order for .50,000 francs which the king had given him for some
of the royal works on which he w.as then employed. The
order was taken to Louis XIV., with the remark that it was
thus that his Superintendent of Buildings useel the funds con-

fided to him for very different purposes. Unable to believe

Mansart guilty, Louis XIV. summoned him to his presence.

The architect hatl already discovered his loss ; he confessed

the whole truth, anel had not much difficulty in proving his

innocence to the king, who, to show his confidence in him,

gave him back the order that hael been stolen, and caused
another of the same value to be sent to him, so certain was he
that the money would not be badly employed.

Mansart was endowed with a very prolific genius. His con-

ceptions are generally full of nobleness and grandeur ; but his

style is not chaste : he very often allows himself a license

wliich has not always the advantage of producing a beautiful

result. He died rather suddenly at Marly, the 11th May,
1708. His body was transported to Paris, and buried in the

church of St. Paul, which was also that of his parish. His
tomb, sculptured by Coysevox, was, during the first French
revolution, removed to one of the rooms of the Musee des

Monuments Fran(,>!.is. In ISKS, however, it was transferred

to one of the churches of Paris.

AxToiNE CovsKvox Was born of Spanish parents, at Lyon.<i,

in the year 16i?. Before he was seventeen, he had established

his reputation in his native town by a statue of the Virgin
which he executed. lie then went to Paris, and worked
under Lerambert and other masters, with whom he mndo
the most rapid progress. He was scarcely twenty-seven when
he was selected by the Cardinal de Furstenberg to go to

Alsatia, and decorate his palace at Saverne. This work occu-
pied him four years, at the expiration of which period he
returned to Paris. He first executed a pedestrian statue of
Louis XIV., with the two bas-reliefs of the pedestal, fur the
courtyard of the Hiltel de Ville, but they were all dcstrovcd
in the first Revolution. He then received an order from the

States of Britanny for an equestrian bronze statue of the same
king, fifteen feet high. In order to carry out this work with

the same amount of perfection with which he had conceived

it, he sent for sixteen or seventeen of the finest horses o>it of

the royal stables, selected the best portions of each horse, and,

after long studying their movements, imitated them. It is

to this spirit of persevering industry that we owe most of

Coysevox's finest productions. Our limits prevent ouc men-
tioning all his works ; we will content ourselves with naming
the tombs of Mazarin, Colbert, and Charles Lebrun. Most of

his works fell a sacrifice to the vandalism of the first revolu-

tion, but those we still possess are quite sui'iicient to ensure

his fame. He died at Paris, the 10th October, 1720.

Noel Covi'EL was born at Paris, the 2-nh December, 1C28.

He learned the elements of his art from an obscure master of

the name of Guillerie, under whom he made such rapid pro-

gress, that, at the early age of eighteen, he was selected to

work on the scenes of " Orpheus," a piece brought out at the

Grand Opera. From this time forward he was almost always

employed in the royal palaces. In 16.i.5, he executed several

works for the Oratory and the king's chamber, and also orna-

mented with the productions of his pencil the apartment of

Cardinal JIazatin. It was he, too, who, on the occasion of

Louis XIV. 's marriage, painted the ceilings of the ejueen's

apai'tment in the Louvre, several rooms in the Tuileries, and
several in the palace of Fontainebleau. In 1603, he was
received a member of the Academic Uoi/ii/e de Peiidiirc, the

picture he painted on that occasion being " The Death of

Abel," which was greatly admired. After several years of

untiring artistic activity, Coypel was nameel by the king

Dii'ector of the Academy of Kome. During his directorship

he painted four pictures, which for a long time formed the

principal attraction of the guardroom of the queen's guards at

Versailles. These pictures represent "Solon," "Trajan,"

"Alexander," " Severus," and "Ptolemy Philadelphos."

The first was engraved by Duchange, and the three others

by Charles Dupuis. Having been compelled by the disastrous

wars of the latter part of Ms reign to limit the expenses of the

crown, Louis XIV. abolished the office of First Painter to the

King at Mignard's death, but to make some amends to Coyjjcl

for not bestowing the place on him, created him Perpetual

Director of the Academy, with an annual pension of a thou-

sand crowns. Coypel was seventy-seven years old when he

painted his two grand pictures of the " Assumption," which

are so greatly admired, over the altar of the church of the

Hotel des Invalidce. He died two years afterwards, at Paris,

on the 24th December, 1707. He was twice married, and had

four children by his second wife.

Coypel was not always correct in the drawing of his figures,

which he sometimes endowed with a somewhat too theatrical

air, besides often being far from exact in matters of costume ;

but these faults are generally redeemed by his magnificent

colouring and the vastness and grandeur of his composition,

the style of which bears some similarity to that of Lebrun.

He was eiiually at home in sacred and profane history, and

had made an especial study of perspective and anatomy. To

distinguish him from his sons, who were also painters, Coypel

was commonly called by amateurs, Coypel le Poussin. We
possess some excellent works by him on the principles of
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painting and colniirinf!, and also his portrait, painted by himsplf

,

and engraved by J. Audran.

Jean Jouvknet -was born at lloucn, on the 2Ut August,

1647. He received the first lessons in his art from his fatlier

;

but the latter, soon perceiving that he could teach him nothing

more, sent him to Paris, where, alone and without a master,

but with nature as his guide, he prosecuted his studies with

the greatest ardour. His first efforts were successful ;
and

this so mortified a jealous rival, that he wrote to Jouvenet's

parents to say that their son, instead of applying himself to

his art, was losing his time, and ruining his health, in de-

bauchery and vice. On this, Jouvenet received a latter,

ordering him instantly to return home. The young man was

justly indignant ; but, conscious of his innocence, sent, as

answer, the last picture he had painted: this opened his

father's eyes, and Jouvenet was allowed to remain in Paris.

Not long afterwards, he achieved a brilliant triumph by his

picture of the " Curing of the Paralytic." He was hardly

twenty-nine years old when he executed it ; but the boldness of

design, the vigour of touch, and the grandeur of compoirition

displayed in it, revealed the finished artist. By the kindness

and protection of Lebrun, Jouvenet was received a member of

the AcaiUiniti de Peinturc, in 1675 ; and from this moment his

reputation was firmly established; indeed, he could scarcely

find time to execute the different pictures required of him.

Jouvenet became a special favourite with Louis XIV., who

o-ranted him an annual pension, and loaded him with many

other marks of his protection. In 1713, he became paralyzed,

in consequence of a severe attack of apople.xy. Every

remedy vvas tried in vain, and Jouvenet was obliged to

renounce his pencil. But his love for the art was as strong as

ever; and, not being able to work himself, he took a pleasure

in directing the efforts of his nephew and pupil, Kestout.

One day, the young painter could not clearly seize his uncle's

idea, who wished him to correct the expression of a face he

was painting. Jouvenet takes the pencil, but in endeavouring,

with his lame hand, to correct the head, spoils it. In a fit of

despair, he mdeavoiurs to repair the accident with his left

hand ; and, to his great astonishment and unspeakable delight,

perceives that it obeys, without the slightest effort, the dictates

of his will. From this moment his illness is forgotten, and he

sets to work again with increased ardour. There is no doubt

that the pictures painted in this manner are not so fine as his

former ones, out they still posse.-s extraordinary merit. His

last work was a " Visitation," known under the name of the

"Magnicat," and executed for the choir of the cathedral of

Notre Dame. Jouvenet died on the 5th ot April, 1717.

That which particularly distinguishes Jouvenet from the

other painters of his time, is the vast extent and grand effect

of his compositions, the happy arrangemcnti of his groups,

and the boldness of his outlines. Although his colouring is

wanting in truth, and has a yellowish tint, the knowledge he

possessed of chiaro-oscuro imparts peculiar harmony and force

to his picnircs. His drawing is generally correct, but without

revealing any knowledge of the antique ; he is heavy, angular,

and too often wanting in nobleness ; his drapery is free and

well-disposed, but it never allows the outline of the naked

iiiTure to be perceptible through its folds, and seems rather

intended to hide than to cover the personage who wears it.

His expression, too, is sometimes weak. In a word, as a

oeneral rule, his compositions have something theatiical and

symmetrical about them, as if, while producing his effects, he

was desirous to conceal from the observation of the spectator

his defective knowledge of drawing and his ignorance of

beauty of form. We have the more reason to be astonished

at this, as it seems in direct contradiction to the principles

which he himself professed, and regarding which he thus

expressed himself : " Pamting should resemble music, and, in

order to be without fault, a picture should, by its arrange-

ment and colouring, produce as perfect an accord on the eyes

as a well-executed concert does on the car." Perhaps the

defects of this artist are not to be entirely attributed to his

character and individual disposition, but to the fact of Uis

never having quitted France.

Charles de Lafosse was born in Paris, in the year lG-10.

Uis father was a jeweller, who placed him at an early age

under I.ebrun. His progress was so rapid that in a short

time he obtained a pension from the king and the privilege of

being sent to Italy. After studying correctness of drawing

and grandeur of composition in the Roman school, he pro-

ceeded to Venice, where he perfected himself in colouring by

meditating carefully and assiduously on the master-pieces of

Paul Veronese and Titian. It was in Italy, too, that he

learned the art of fresco-painting. On his return to France,

whither his reputation had already preceded him, he received

orders for various pictures from several persons of note, and

among others from Louis XIV. himself, for whom he painted

several pictures intended for the palaces of Trianon and

Marli. In 1CS3, he was received into the Acailimie de Piintiiie,

and, his reputation having extended to England, was invited

over, some time afterwards, by Lord Montague, for whom he

painted two ceilings in Montague House, which was subse-

quently known as the British Museum, but has since been

pulled down to make room for the present building. These

two ceilings represented the "Apotheosis of Isis," and the

" Meeting of the Gods." The artist lavished on them all the

riches of his genius, and particularly distinguished himself

by the poetry of the composition, the magic of the colouring,

and the beauty of the arrangement. King Charles II. was so

struck with them that he endeavoured to persuade Lafosse to

settle permanently in England, promising him considerable

adv.antages and constant occupation in case he did so. But

Lafosse refused every inducement held out to him, and

hastened back to France, in the hopes of succeeding Lebrun,

who was just dead, as First Painter to the King. Lafosse was

a great friend of Mansart, in whose house he lived, and for

whom he executed sketches of all the i)ictures for the church

of the Hotel des Invalides. Mansart, through whom he hoped

to obtain the office in question and the task of executing

all the jiictures, happening to die before the matter was

decided, Lafosse was not appointed, and was charged with the

execution of a pare only of the pauitings. After Mansart's

death, Lafosse took up his abode in the house of an intimate

friend of his, Mons. Crezat, for whom he painted, on the

ceiling of his gallery, the " Birth of Minerva." He painted,

also, a great number of other pieces, and died at Paris, in

1716, without issue.

Nicolas Coisrou was born at Lyons, the 9th January,

165S, and came to Paris, at the age of eighteen, to study the

art of sculpture under Coysevox, his uncle. He was highly

successful, and. after a sojourn in Italy of some time, returned

to his native country, where he produced many most beautiful

works, remarkable for their purity of form and happiness of

conception. His principal defect was a certam want of gran-

deur. This artist worked at his profession until the age of

seventy-six years, and the last of his works, which death did

not allow him to finish, is esteemed one of his very best. It

is a medallion bearing a bas-relief of the " Passage of the

Rhine." Coustou terminated his laborious Cirecr on the 1st

May, 1733.

AVn.LiAM Coustou, who was even more celebrated than his

brother Nicolas, was born at Lyons, in 107S. Like his brother,

he studied under Coysevox, and, also, for some time in

Italy, and, on his return, was received a member of the Aca-

diiiiif Ihiyale. Among his works may be mentioned " Hercules

on the Funeral Pile," the figures of the Ocean, the Jlediter-

ranean, and the Rhone, and also the pediment of the Chateau

d'Eau opposite the Palais Royal. The last, and, perhaps, the

finest of his productions, are the two groups now at the en-

trance to the Champs Elysees. Each group represents a horse

rearing up with a man holding it. William Coustou died at

Paris, the 22nd February, 1746.

Monsieur Visconti, who is one of the first French architects

of the present day, has been charged \\iih the completion of

the palace of the Louvre. He has also been appointed

imperial architect.

For a notice of Mons. Pkadieb, we refer the reader to The

Illustkaied Magazine or AtiT, vol. i., p. 280.
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Theke came a time in France, when Madame Tallitn took the

place of Madame de Pompadoiir, "when the pctits juuitrcs and

jolly abbe's of the court, who had been swept away by the

revolutionary storm, reappeared in the shape of gay fops
;

and the gentlemen, instead of close coats and red heelpieces,

Vol. I.

walked about in Paris witJi box coats, cravats, and whiskers

trimmed d la Banns. Thenceforward Lancret was no longer

talked of. Alas ! to fling this amiable painter into oblivion,

there was no need of the three Horaces, and of Jinifif, and some
of Carle Vernet's Imroijahlcs. Watteau might bid defiance to

death, when it came, for Watteau was the creator of a branch
of painting, the founder of a school. Watteau, in the time of

Louis XIV., was a phenomenon ; but Lancret, his pupil, who
had not altogether the same claims to immortality, was slup-

wrecked with the old society, whose manners, whose attitudes,

and whose graces— sometimes insipid to the verge of the

ridiculous—he had faithfully sketched. It would require the

advent of an era of eclecticism, like our own, to enable Lancret

to shake off the dust of garrets, and to take possession of the

drawing-rooms once more. At the present day, there would
be no objection made to what we see figuring in a boudoir of

the time of Louis XV., over chairs with rounded arms and
bedecked with roses—the swing in which ^Madame la Presi-

dente de B^— perches herself in Lancret's gardens.

It would be hard to find a painter who has more faithfully

portrayed the features of his own time than l^ancret. He
entered more fully into its conventionalities, manners, and
customs than Watteau, and more fully too than I'ater, between
which two we shall place hLm. A clever prose writer, speaking

of Watteau, has told us in bad verse, that Dame Nature brought
forth the painter of fashionable gaieties for the express pur-

pose of admiiing her own portrait ia French dress ; but he
has overlooked the fact, that Watteau had a positive horror of
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French costume—a horror which it was quite pardonable to

entertain, even with regard to the fashions which prevailed in

the first half of the seventeenth century—and that this able

master always borrows from the wardrobe of the Italian

comedy, the garments with which he fits out Mczziiio and

Pantahn, and adorns the inscrutable folly of Gille. Lancret

stands on the boundary between real life and the stage ; he

verges close upon the vaudeville. Watteau, with his immortal

types, and his gay landscapes, paints eclogues, travestied cer-

tainly, but still eclogues ; he keeps sufiiciently within the

region of fiction to reach poetry. Lancret, without removing

too far from reality, manages to throw a theatrical air around

his works.

Certainly Lancret is not a poet, but he is an elegant prose

writer. His ideal, for he was not altogether without one, is a

drawing-room ideal ; his fancy never ises above the conven-

tional distinctions and the refinements of the fashionable

Avorld. His characters are all "persons of quality"— their

figures graceful, their eyebrows arched haughtily, theii- mien

defiant. We need not expect to see them rambling along wild

fields ; the painter introduces them into a conventional land-

scape, in the midst of masses of trees and shrubs, clipped into

the form of arcades or gothic arches, in those artificial retreats

which were then caUed cahimts dc verdure. There he makes

them keep time to the music of the monaco, or the slow

cadence of the mmuet. The cavaliers screw up their mouths,

and wear beauty spots on their faces ; the ladies appear in

lackadaisical attitudes — one arm hangs gracefully over the

skirt, the other holds a fan in such a position as to conceal

only one half of the face, and leave full scope for the

mana?u^Te8 of their killing eyes. The little marquis, he

is all grace ; he smiles with an assuming aii-, and executes

triumphant pirouettes. In truth, the Saxon porcelain makers,

who executed for the furniture of the great those enamelled

gentlemen, most unpolitely called " maggots," never invented

anything so splendidly droll, so delightfully affected.

And yet such was the world at that time ; such were the

postures, andsuch was the turn ofmind ; it might be S3id even

—

if the human race is modified by the times and the manners

—

such were the men also. They carried their eyes on a level

with the head ; they assumed distorted attitudes and sly airs,

and consulted " The Laws of Good Breeding." As to the

women, their beauty was delicate, no doubt, but it was "got

up." We must not forget that it was in Lancret's time that

Troissae becomes Richelieu, and the regent exhausts the very

springs of his life. We find ourselves in the interval bet^^•een

the regency and Louis XV., and in this point of view Lancret's

works are an admirable study, not merely for the connoisseur,

but for the historian, who believes it to be his duty to make

himself acquainted with the outside of things, the fashions,

the cut of the coats, and even the make of the furniture.

Nicholas Lancret was at first intended for a mould engraver,

but as he showed an inclination for pamting, he was put to

study under Peter d'XJlin, a professor of the Academy.

Having acquired the rudiments from him, he chose, as the

department to which he intended to devote himself, the files

tjulmites, picnics, gipsy parties, &c., which Watteau had at

that time made very fashionable. He made such progress

Under this new master, that Watteau, it is said, became jealous

of him. Some of young Lancret's paintings having been

exhibited in public, were taken for Watteau's by some

amateurs who piqued themselves upon theii powers of dis-

cernment. Watteau, who was excessively sensitive, became

more jealous than ever when he heard this, and all intercourse

between the two painters was completely broken ofi'. Lancret's

reputation, however, became greater every day. People began

to run after his works, which now found a place in the

choicest collections. An amateur having ordered four at a

certain fixed price, was so pleased with the first two, that he

offered to pay a larger sum for the remainder. Lancret dis-

played great talent m those storied ornaments which were

then employed so freely in the decoration of apartments. M.

de Boulogne, Intendan"", dcs Ordrcs du Roi, instructed him to

paint an entire hall in this style, and he executed the task to

perfection. The king hearing of it sent for the painter to

Versailles, and commissioned him to paint for the dining-

room of the small apartments, " a Collation served up in a

Garden," some rural subjects above the gate of the Apollo

Gallery, and a "Leopard Hunt," in which the painter repre-

sents the animal attacked by naked men.

D'Argenville, who was the contemporary of Lancret, and

who was certainly acquainted with him, furnishes us with

several interesting details regarding him. He declares him

to have been a man of upright character and affable dis-

position. He gained the good-will of all honourable men
by his gentleness, and won their esteem by his inte-

grity. A broker, perceiving that Lancret's pencil could

render him good service, by giving a delicate retouching to

valuable pictures, proposed to him to imdertake this sort of

work, at the same time offering him a large salary. " I

prefer running the risk of executing bad paintings," was the

reply, " to spoiling good ones." The soundness of his judg-

ment kept him on his guard against prejudices and hasty

decision, and he often said—in reference to old paintings,

which were praised and admired beyond measure simply for

their antiquity—"You offer incense to idols." He olten

visited the great collections of the princes with the celebrated

Lemoine, the only one of his brother artists with whom he

kept up close intercourse. There everything was discussed,

examined, criticised, and rated at its just value. It was in

this way that Lancret acquired his great familiarity with the

works of the ancient masters. Regarding these his glance

even was infallible. An amateur, one day, wishing to test

his skill, substituted a copy of a Virgin of Rembrandt in the

place of the original, and in the same frame. As soon as

Lancret had examined it, he exclaimed to a friend who was

with him, " They are deceiving us. This is not the original

that I have seen here so often." His friend inquired how he

was able to tell, and the painter in reply pointed out some

false touches in the arms of the child and of the Virgin. The

original was then brought in, and proved the correctness of his

statement.*

With this rare accuracy Lancret united an inexhaustible

imagination, and a fertility bordering on enthusiasm, to use

the words of his biographer. What variety he has introduced

into subjects so trite and hackneyed as "The Elements,"

" The Seasons," " The Pom- Quarters of the World," " The

Hours of the Day," " The Twelve Months of the Yeai-,"

" The Five Senses !
" Some of them he has treated two or

three times, and always in different ways. He was one of the

most industrious of artists; underwent an enormous amount

of labour, and yet never repeated himself. He passes for

a painter who has wholly practised from a conventional type,

created by Gillot and Watteau ; and yet he never drew one

line with his pencil without consulting nature. In the salons,

in the streets, in the promenade, everywhere, he was con-

stantly studying, watching the attitudes, the dress, and the

gestures with the eye of a painter. The ladies whom he met

with at the Tuileries were his models ; the alley along

which he had seen them trailing the skirts of their silk

di'esses with huge flounces, was, in his eyes, only the back-

groimd of the painting in which he should introduce them.

Sometimes the rustle of one of these robes, the passing vision of

a fair marchioness, accompanied, as if for a pretext, by two pretty

little children, -would make such an impression upon him that

he woidd leave his friends, on the moment, and go aside to

sketch what had pleased him so much. Some time before his

death he conceived the ideaof paintmg a Savoyard m the act of

exhibiting some little curiosity which he hawked about the

streets. So he brought all the boys and girls whom he met

with in the squares exhibiting live marmots, and arranged

them in picturesque groups, or rather suffered them to arrange

themselves, in his studio, so that he might observe at his ease

their countenances and the varied expressions of their phy-

siognomy. Just as he was preparing to sketch them thus, one

* U'Argenville, " Abreg^ de la Vic dcs plus Famcux P.eintres/'

tome iv., p. 439. Paris 1702.
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of his friends entered suddenly, and surprised him in the act

of putting into practice his own constant advice to others, to

paint from nature. This, in fact, in relation to his art, was his

habitual thought. " Jlcn," he said, "were not angels, and

could not guess what was not always before their eyes. If

you abandon nature too soon you will become false and

affected; so that, when you wish to consult her again, you

will look upon her with prejudiced eyes, and will render her

in your usual style." Who would believe that it was I.ancret

who spoke thus—he who was himself .so affected, the pupil

and imitator of Antoine AVatteau ? How shall we reconcile

these classical precepts with painting which borders closely

ofi decline : The explanation of this apparent inconsistency

lies in the fact that for seeing nature aright eyes alone are not

suHicient ; there must be aU-o principles and a tradition—

a

key to translate her, to interpret her language ; for she does

not make herself intelligible to everybody. In the eighteenth

century there existed a strong perception of reality, but the

real sentiment of nature had disappeared. It was wanting in

the pnets, as well as in the literary men and the painters.

With the exception of Jean Jacques Rousseau, and more

recently of Bernardin St. Pierre, no writer possessed it— at

least not in the degree in which a man must have it before he

can be called an artist. French painters laid it down as a rule

that nature should be studied, and yet never were they so far

from her as when they were studying her. Boucher never

painted the nude female figure without liaving a model before

him ; and yet his flesh was like wadding, his bones were

broken, the sinews were softened down, and nature placed

in subjection to the orthopedy of art ; and this was because

he saw with the eyes of his age. Lancret, also, faithfu

to his professions, never took up a brush without having

nature before him ; but still, in spite of himself, he remained

an imitator. Educated in the imaginary parks of Watteau,

in the midst of his nymphs, bedecked with ribands, and his

shepherds clothed in satin, the little tinge of reality that

he mixed up with his remembrances of his master, only

weakens his work ; for, when one imitates Watteau, it is not

worth while going to the trouble of improving him, and it is

as well, we think, to remain in the regions of fancy. Lancret

wished to systematise Watteau, but he deceived himself.

One does not reason upon fancy. Consequently, beside the

poetry of this charming artist, the prose of the pupil, elegant

though it be, is, after all, nothing but prose.

Lancret's painting appeared excellent to his contemporaries.

In his twenty-ninth year he was elected a member of the

Academy, imder the title of Peintre de» Fi-tes Gahntes, which

had ab'eady been given to his master; and in 1735 he was

raised to the rank of councillor. The two pictures which he

presented at his admission, and which adorned the halls of the

building, were amongst those which were most highly thought

of, and most readily pointed out to visitors. One of these

represented " Country Pleasures," or " The Agreeable Con-

versation," of which Jacques Philippe Lebas executed so

brilliant and so delicate an engraving. A\'ith regard to this,

an occurrence took place which is worthy of record, as showing

the high esteem in which Lancret was held by his confreres.

It was the custom, whenever an engraver was received into

the Academy, for him to engrave the portrait of one or two of

the members as his reception piece. When Lebas was elected,

the Academy thought proper slightly to depart from the

established usage ; and as Lebas had already engfaved the

portrait of one of the academicians named Caze, he was now
requested to engrave Lancret's picture, " The Agreeable Con-

versation." The fame of the picture was by this greatly

increased, for, as Lancret was inferior to Watteau in delicacy,

the softness of Lebas' inimitable style supplied the defect, and

placed him on a level isith liis master.

Like a true Parisian, Lancret always possessed in a high

degree that sentiment of propriety, and that worldly tact, by
which he mtroduccd himself into notice at a very early period

of his career. He had that sort of education which is known
as " good breeding " in a far greater degree than his Flemish

rivals, Watteau and Pater, Watteau was brusque, irritable,

stiff, and caustic ; while I^ancrct was polite, affable, and

pliable. The one was but too familiar with the road to tho

public-house ; the only resorts frequented by the other wero

the great houses in the fishionable quarters of the city. Ho
presents himself before Madame la Marquise de B when
she is receiving none but her intimate friends ; he is present

at breakfast, at luncheon, he reads with her ; and even when M.
le Due is "not at home" to most callers, he is admitted

at his levee. He owed to this sort of life the privilege which

he enjoyed of composing upon canvas those familiar memoirB

from which materials for a history of his age might readily bt>

drawn.

Certainly Lancret is a little cold, but he is amiable ; he has

not the luxuriant palette of his ma.ster ; he has not his lively

expressions, which Watteau found more readily in hia imagi-

nation than in reminiscences of the Italian comedy ; he has

not that brilliant and masterly pencil which makes painters

beyond comparison, but he atones for these defects by agree-

able accuracy. If he is wanting in fire, he at least sees cor-

rectly ; and his observation, full of keenness, has this singular

merit, that he reproduces most truthfully whatever is artiScial

in life. His people of quality, for example, have their armorial

bearings and ensigns perfectly regular ; they are not strolling

mouiitebanks, accustomed to make grimaces before crowds at

a fair for bad pay. Lancret neither liked nor was acquainted

with any theatricals, except those of French comedy, of which

he never missed a single play. There everything was con-

ducted with decency and order ; the daughters of high families

did not suffer those little head-dresses then in fashion, and so

like nightcaps, to be crumpled or ruffled by any one but their

fcmines de cJtambre. Lancret's assiduity in attending tho

theatre was the means of producing one of his best works^
the closing scene in the " Glorieux " of Destouches. The
painting is indeed a masterpiece.

It is easy to mark out the sphere in w?uch each of the tlirce

French painters of fetes moved. To Watteau belonged the

poetry, the ideality, the heroism of ycKre ; to Pater, the people,

or the reality of scenes in low life ; to Lancret, the elegant

manners, the conventionalities of fashion, of society, and of

the world. A distinguished German connoisseur, Hagedorn,

has classed Lancret amongst painters of conversational pieces ;

and, in reality, this is his real distinction. And who will

deny the importance of these charming artists ? Is there

anything, after all, more useful than the agreeable ? We
can understand why the paintings of the old great masters

are placed beside ancestral portraits in the impressive gloom

of a gallery in which the thoughtful seek to meditate

solemnly, or the poet seeks inspiration and ecstasy. We
can understand also why a dining-room should be deco-

rated by Oudry or Landseer when Sneyders is no longer in

existence. But how would you decorate a drawing-room, the

scene of so much frivolous chit-chat, of so much caressing,

trifling, and flirtation : What would you hang over a sofa,

occupied all day long by readers of the last new novel ? Would
you place "The Death of Patroclus," "The Adventures of

Ulysses," " The Greek Agora with Agamemnon presiding,"

in the midst of this scene of interminable gossip and babble r

Conversational piec^ are the only ones which will not clash

with the overwrought refinement and delicacy of the place.

The generation to which Necker and Rochambeau belonged,

although already a little quakerish, nevertheless made use of

the cameos of Boucher and his imitators ; that of Richelieu

hung Lancret's works above their doors.

The Marquis de Beringhen, wishing to decorate his splendid

chateau at Jouy, commissioned Lancret to paint the Four

Elements in the salon. Like a man of genius, Lancret

eschewed dull allegory, and commonplace attributes. The

age of Louis XIV. did not lose itself in symbols. " Water"

was represented by a bath scene ;
" Fire " by a flirtation under

the wide mantelpiece ; but what, think you, did he paint in

the panel set apart for the " Air " Why, a marchioness in a

swing abandoning her satin skirt to the indiscreet caprices of

the element ! Despite the want of mechanical facility dis-

layed in Lancret's paintings, he must have been a laborious
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man, and not less assiduous at his easel than in his attendance the regency, his models the rivals of Madame de Prie, his

at the theatre. The works that are known to be his are very ideal good breeding ?

^uurscuu>^

THE FALCON (sTOEY BY LA FONFAINe). FROM A PAINTING BY LANCRET.

numerous, and none can tell how many of those piers and

door pieces are his which are discovered in Paris every day at

the demolition of old houses. Al-

though in painting he was Watteau's

son, he was, nevertheless, his con-

temporary. Like the painter of

Valenciennes, he had studied in the

studio of GUlot. He left it to rejoin

Watteau, just as the latter had ob-

tained the brevet rank of Feintres

des Fetes Gnlantes. Without follow-

ing ill the track of this great artist,

Laneret followed him in a more

modest side-path, which led equally

to the Academy. He was received

there, as we have already said, under

the same title as the founder of his

school. He did not marry till he

was lifty-two years of age. The

object of his choice was the daughter

of the poet Boursault, the author

of " Esop at Court ;
" but he died

two years after the union, on the 14th

of September, 1743. In spite of

the tortures which he inflicted upon

the straight line, Laneret wUl live

even for his defects. He was another

Watteau, colder and more diminu-

tive perhaps than the original ; but

agreeable, civilised, and historical. How can he perish when
his theme was gallantry, his contemporaries the madcaps of

With Laneret the French school of painters, whose pencils

were dedicated to love and gallantry, may be said to have

expired. Those who came after

him were too gross to entitle them

to a place in the same category

with him and Watteau. Whei

he died, the sentiment of old Francs

died with him, and the debauchery,

unrelieved by one ray of taste or

elegance, which enled in the revo-

lution, except we allow it to have

received a temporary blow from the

amiable and unfortunate Louis XV.,

began to have free course. The

painter of this latter period was

Boucher; buthow great the conti'ast

between his creations and those of

the amiable painter of the files

galantes. He admued him, studied

him, copied and engraved him, it

is true, and perhaps displayed no

less talent ; but he had fallen on a

more evil time. The one belonged

ot an age in which vice was com-

pelled at least to veil itself, and be

pastoral and Arcadian ; but the

other, to an age in which decency

was outraged to the last degree.

In the works of Watteau, Lan-

eret, and Boucher, we have a full history of the reigns

of Louis XIV. and Louis XV. We see in them follies,
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gaieties, weaknesses, and virtues oi the old regime. The

picture is a sad one, no doubt ; but there is a vast difference

between the frailty of Mademoiselle de la Vallicrc, and the

licentiousness of Pompadour and I^ubarry. No one can ever

read the story of the first without some touch of admiration

and regret ; but no one ever mentions the two last without

regret. The simplicity, constancy, and truthfulness of La

Vallicre, her sorrowful and repentant end, are all full of an

interest which the hlasi: weariness of Tompadour, or the

horrible death of Dubarry, can never afford. The two last

were the goddesses of Boucher, while Laneret was inspired

by the elegance of De Prie, and the beauty and grace, rather

than the license, of the court of the Grand Monarque. Lan-

grown stones, picturesquely disposed, perhaps, but nothing

more : he saw the moss which time had planted on them, but

was lilind to the halo with which liistory had enveloped them

;

and gladly did he take leave of the former abodes of the illus-

trious dead, in order once more to indulge in the light,

frivolous, and profligate amusements of a generation of pow-

dered triHcrs, who knew not the real value of life till tiny

heard it from the lips of death itself, at the outbreak of that

terrible revolution which their vices had had so great a share

in bringing about.

But supposing what we say as to the picture of the old

regime presented by these three painters being a true and

faithful one being correct, what a horrible picture it is, refine

'.^^

THE AUCHEHS I'RO.M A I'AINTINO BY I.ANrUET.

cret, we know, was an enthusiastic admirer of the old masters,

and could, when he pleased, infuse into his conventional

formalism some portion of admiration for stirring remi-

niscences, great names, or ennobling memories. But it was

not so with Boucher. When he went to Rome, he found

nothing to interest him there. For him the ruins of the

imperial city—for him the streets through which the mighty

Ca'sar once swept along, in all the pride and pomp of a

Roman triumph, to the capitol—for him the Forum, in which

Cicero once held his hearers fascinated as by an irresistible

spell—for him the Colosseum, the Pantheon, and all the other

Iftoonumcnts of a sovereign race now passed away for ever,

possessed no charms, nor caused any other sensation in his

breast than what would be produced by mere heaps of moss-

or gloss over it as we may ! What astonishment should we

not feel at the blind stupidity which deplores the revolution

as a calamity for the human race— at the shortsightedness of

the great orator who saw in it the destruction of chivalry and

of manly sentiment. Even if all we hear and know of the

miseries of the people, of the reckless waste of the public

money, of the corruption which reigned in every department

of the administration, were totally untrue, th i downfall of a

soeie.y in which such manners prevailed in private was a

blessing and a cause for rejoicing.

" Laneret, Boucher, and Carle Vanloo," says Gault de St.

Germain, " were the three artists who furnished most abun-

dant materials to the Tremblins and the Baccots—picture-

dealers, who lived in the houses formerly cohering the Pont
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Notre Dame. These' dealers were famous for the quantity of

rubbish which tliey got manufactured after the designs of

Lancret and Boucher to go over doors, or over mirrors, and

after those of Carle Vanloo for country churches. The traced

outline adopted in these establishments, and which the unhappy

artists, who got theii- bread by working there, were obliged to

follow, was filled up in a colouring raw and bright, laid on

smoothly and without any sign of touch or execution. The

word daub {craiifv) was supplanted by that of ' Pont Ki'ilrc

Dame,' more expressiye at that time, since it recalled the bad

taste which prevailed there, and which some artists, who

commenced in these shops, afterwards carried into the

Academy."

In the first volume of the "Archives of French Art," pub-

lihhtd at Paris in 1852, there is a curious fragment, which

we extract, relative to this painter. The precise period to

which it refers has been ascertained by M. Mantz.

" Dui-ing the queen's journey, a great many accidents took

place, particularly between Provins and Montereau, where the

second of the ladies' carriages stuck fast in the mud to such a

degree that it could not be extricated.

' Six of the court ladies were therefore obliged to get into a

cart filled with straw, though they were in full costume, and

had their hair dressed ; the six ladies must be represented as

grotesquely as possible, in the style in which calves are carried

to market, and the attendants must be made as ragged as

possible.

" There must be another lady upon a cart-horse, harnessed

in the usual way, but very lean and tired ; and another across

another cart-horse, like a sack, her hoop raised so high above

the panniers that you may see her gsrters ; aU accompanied by

some cavaliers who have been upset in the mud, and tater-

damalions holding lighted wisps of straw as torches.

"The carriage must be seen in the distance, stuck in the

mud ; and the whole scene must have as much grotesqueness

and absui'dity as tlie painter can put into it."

In the margin the following appears, in the handwriting of

the eighteenth century :—" Copied from the original sent by

the Duke d'Antin to the Sieur Lancret, who has executed

the drawing." Prom this, however, M. Mantz has managed

to extract cojiclusions, of the accuracy of which there can

hardly be any doubt. The fragment relates to the journey

made by Maria Leczmska, in 172.5, for the purpose of joining

her future husband, Louis XV., at the Tuileries. The Duke

d'Antin was then Superintendent of Buildings, and it would

have fallen within the sphere of his duty to order Lancret to

execute a painting for the amusement of the young king and

the court ladies. The heroines of the episode were the elite of

the nobility— Tallard, Bethune, D'Epernon, De Prle, De

Matignon, De Nesle—and to have seen them all in this plight,

marchionesses, duchesses, and all, stuck in the mud, their

hair dishevelled, their hoops raised, and their legs dis-

played, assisted by boors and lighted with straw, must have

given a very lively turn to the wedding gossip, and furnished

subject matter for merriment even to the ladies themselves,

who, having started from ChantiUy in the royal carriages,

little expected to come back in carts, "in the way in which

calves are carried to market."

It is Lancret's good fortune to have been reproduced by

engravers as able as himself, and who, moreover, rendered

immortal the splendid works of his master. Jacques Philippe

Lebas, Cochin, De Larmessin, Consinct, George F. Schmidt,

of Berlin, have engraved Lancret's finest works, and we

might almost say that he loses nothing by the transition.

The principal engravings af-'.er him are:

—

"The Agreeable Conversation," by Jacques Philippe Lebas.

This was the name given to Lancret's reception piece at the

Academy. It was previously known as " Country Amuse-

ments."
" The Italian Repast," by the same.
" The Game at Blind Man's Buff," by C. N. Cochin.

" Mesdemoiselles Salle and Camargo, executing 2>"' ^ "

Garden, surroimded by Musicians," by De Larmessin. This is

one of the painter's best works, and is a real picture, though

he only intended to make a portrait of it.

"One should never consider," by the same engraver.

"The Gascon Punished," "The Maidservant Justified,"

"The Fire Senses," by the same.

" The Amorous Turk," by G. F. Schmidt, of Berlin.

"The Beautiful Greek," by the same.

" The Mill of Quinquengrogne," by Elizabeth Crasinet.

" The Ages and the Elements," by Desplaces, Tardieu senior,

Benoit Audran, jun.

Lancret's drawings are very like those of Watteau, but they

display greater finish ; and for that very reason, perhaps, have

less freedom and v/armth. " His figures," says ArgenvUle,

" are not wanting in length ; and in this he has surpassed

Watteau." He shows, .however, correctness, lightness of

touch, and gracefulness. His love for his art caused him to

enter into the minutest details. The style of his paintings

may serve to indicate that of his drawings.

The works of Lancret, in forty-six pieces — a far greater

number is counted at the present day—were sold for only about

£2 10s. at the Lorangere sale, under the direction of Gersaint,

in 1744, a year after the painter's death. At the present

day, these same engravings would bring four or five times that

sum.

At that same sale, two of Lancret's paintings, one represent-

ing thieves plundering a traveller, only reached about £3 .^s.

;

but it is right to add, that "The Chate.au of Teniers," one of

Teniers' works, sold, on the same occasion, for only about

.is IGs.

At the Lalivede JuUy sale, in 1770, a" A Pic-nic," engraved

by Moitte, reached little more than £S.

Like those of Watteau, which at the same time were hardly

any (learer, Lancret's paintings were for a long time sold as

screens for fire-places.

In 184-5, at the Vasserot sale, " The Pleasures of Angling"

sold for £52, and "The Archers" for £16.

In the same year, at the Cypicrre sale, three of Lancret's

paintings were sold:—1." A Fancy Ball in the Rotunda

at Trianon," £129; 2. "A Ball in the Garden at Trianon,"

£146; 3. "A Young Shepherdess," life size, 'in a land-

scape, £20.

PRACTICAL AND ORNAMENTAL ART.

One prominent effect of the Great Exhibition was that

of showing more clearly than before, that in the arts of

ornamentation and design England was far behind her con-

tinental neighbours, and that she might learn much even

from the study of ornamental works produced by the rice-fed

and half-naked Indian artisan. Englishmen saw—not with-

out regret—that though pre-eminent as manufacturers, and

famous all over the world for cheapness and good workman-

ship, they were no match for other countries in point of

elegance and taste ; and that unless some great effort was

made with a view to improvement in these respects, they

would, at no distant period, be in danger of losing their proud

position as manufacturers for the rest of mankind. Thinking

men perceived this, journalists were not slow to make the

fact jjatent in print, capitalists and employers of labour' saw it,

government also observed it, and took the only course left

open to them, which was to raise up and educate, in the

true principles of decorative art, an army of young men and

women, so that, in a few years, England might regain the

ground it had lost, and once more go into the markets of

the world with not only the cheapest but the best of goods.

It was thus that the Museum of Practical and Ornamental

Art came to be formed. A parliamentary grant of £5,000 was

placed at the disposal of the Board of Trade for the purchase

of articles from the Great E.xhibition ; a committee of taste,

consisting of Mr. Pugin, the ar'chitect (since deceased), Mr.

Owen Jones, Mr. Redgrave, R.A., and Mr. Cole, C.B., was

formed, with power to select and purchase from the Exhibition
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such articles as they considered necessary to fornt the nucleus

of an Art Museum ; and Marlborough House, which had

been vacant since the death of the Queen Dowager, was appro-

priated to the reception of the objects purchased. On Mon-

day, the 6th day of September, 1S.")2, the museum, rendered as

perfect as possible by the gift or loan of many valuable articles

illustrative of the decorative arts, in addition to the £-7,000

worth of purchases, was opened to the i)ublic. On Mondays

and Tuesdays, and during Easter and Christmas weeks, the

public are admitted fref ; on ^^'edncsdays, Thursdays, and

Fridays, persons not students are admitted on payment of

sixpence each, with liberty to copy any article on payment of

an additional sixpence ; and manufacturers may, by payment

of a guinea annually, obtain a transferable ticket for any of

their several firms or any person employed by them. Besides

all this, classes for art education were speedily brought into

active operation, and schools of design were formed all over

the kingdom.

Tlie objects wliich the promoters of this department of art

have in view ore threefold :—First, to bring together such

specimens as will best serve to illustrate the history of vai-ious

manufactures ; secondly, to show, by examples selected from

numerous sources and belonging to separate periods and

countries, an approximation to the true principles of f.rt in

decoration, form, and colour ; and thirdly, to teach in classes,

by means of lectures and the employment of efficient masters,

the following arts:— 1, woven fabrics of all kinds, including

embroidery, lace, and paper-staining ; 2, the principles and

practice of ornamental art applied to furniture, metals, jewel-

lery, and enamels ; 3, pottery and its kindred manufactures ;

4, painting on porcelain ; 5, instruction in the art of engraving

on wood; C, chromo - lithography ; 7, the stu'iy of artistic

anatomy, including drawing, painting, and modelling the

human figure, with practical demonstrations ; S, archittctural

details and practical construction ; and i), practice in the

various processes of casting and moulding. All these classes

are open to both male and female students, except those for

teaching wood engraving and chromo-lithography, which are

at present confined to females. In a word, the instruction

afforded at Marlborough House consists, briefly, of—the study

and examination of the finest specimens of ornamental art

;

attendance at lectures, &c., on the principles and practice of

art ; and the study and practice of those special processes of

manufacture which govern the character of design and lead to

its production. This very comprehensive course is conducted

by the most efficient teachers, assisted by a museum and

library expressly formed for such students, who are permitted

to study any one or more of the arts on payment of a very

moderate scale of fees. In each of the classes, it is the aim

of the teacher to render the most efficient service to the

pupil,so as to fit him to go at once into the world, properly

qualified for whatever branch of manufacture or art he may
select.

To show, for instance, the methods pursued in these classes,

we may extract so much of the prospectus issued by the

council as relates to pictorial anatomy (Xo. 7), which is under

the superintendence of J. Walsh, Esq.:—" Ttie study of

artistic anatomy, with practical demonstrations in drawing,

painting, and modelling, are conducted in the following

groups :

—

" 1. Drawing in chalk or charcoal, with a view to the correct

study of structure through light and shadow. The study of the

antique and of nature will, therefore, be prosecuted step by step,

in careful comparison with the bony and muscular frame-work,

from casts, prints, &c.

" 2. Modelling in clay and in wax. In this class the principles

of relievo are taught, and the study from the round, whether of

original figures, or from fine examples, is carried on with constant

reference to the test of anatomy. In both the above classes, the

method of aiuilysis is adopted, so that, according to the occasion,

the drawing or model, or selected portions of it, are anutomicalhj

rendered.

" 3. The Painting class comprehends the various methods of

painting in water colour, tempera, oil, or fresco; commencing witli

monochrome painting from plaster casts, and advancing to tho

study of coloured cxatuples, with occasional reference to the living

model."

T'lio Art Museum at Marlborough House, which is thus

thro'.vn open for the instruction of the studious of both sexes

and the public, is considered as yet far from perfect ; but even

now it contains a larger number of objects having a directly

educational tendency than any collection hitherto brought
together.

" The great sources of error," says Mr. Redgrave, in his

essay on design, affi.xed to the Reports of the Jurors of tho

Exhibition of 18.51, "in designing for garment fabrics are

over ornamentation. The designs are too large for the fabric,

or the colours are too violent, or the taste in the choice of

both is questionable The ' up-and-down' patterns

best suit the motion of the wearers, while the horizontal

direction of pronounced forms quarrels with all the motions of

the human figure, as well as with the long folds in the skirts

of the garment. For this reason, large and pronounce

!

cheeks, however ftishionable, are often in very bad taste, arji

interfere with the 'graceful arrangement of any material as

drapery." So, likewise, those cross-barred cloths so much
worn by gentlemen are ungraceful and outre, because their

horizontal lines interfere with the motions and form of the

wearer. " If we look at the details of Indian patterns we
shall be surprised at their extreme simplicity, and be led to

wonder at their rich and satisfactory eli'ect. It will soon be
evident, however, that their beauty results from adherence to

the true principles of decoration. The parts themselves are

often poor, ill-drawn, and common-place
; yet, from the

knowledge of the design, due attention to the just ornamenta-
tion of the fabric, and the refined delicacy evident in the
selection of the quantity and the choice of tints, both for the

ground and the ornamental forms, the fabrics, individuallv

-nd as a whole, are lessons to our designers and manufiic-

lurcrs, given by those from whom we least expected it."

Of the £5,000 placed at the disposal of the Board of Trade,

£2,075 was expended on articles exhibited on the foreign side

of the building ; £89;! on articles from the British side ; and
£1,501 on objects from the Indian collection. The apportion-

ment of the sum may be thus epitomised :—Mixed fabrics,

£1,080; metal works, £1,126; enamels, £84-1
; porcelain, £318;

and wood carvings, furniture, &c., £771 ; leaving a small
portion of the parliamentary grant in hand for expenses. In
the museum all these articles are catalogued and arranged for

exhibition and study. Here are works in the precious and
other metals— in pottery, glass, wood, and woven fabrics
" chosen for qualities which illustrate true principles of design

or display high excellence in workmanship." These are

arranged in the several rooms and passages in such a manner
as to best display their several excellences. Thus, on the
staircase are carpets from India, tapestry from Hampton
Court (lent by her Majesty), copies of Raphael's arabesques
from the Vatican, and wall tiles from the manufactory of
Messrs. Minton, of Stoke- upon-Trent ; and in the gallery are

casts of celebrated antique sculpture and ancient ornanunt,

together (in the hall) with a collection of examples illustrating

the stages of studies pursued in the schools of desii^n in

London and the provinces.

In addition to the statues, statuettes, friezes, basso-relievos,

busts, &c., &c., in various parts of the building, there are

arranged in the council room, for the use of the students, a

large and valuable collection of prints and drawings, illus-

trative of the styles of the old and modern masters, the arclii-

tecture of the most famous buildings of ancient times, and
illustrations of the various uses of colours in decoration. A
library of works on art is also rapidly approacliing a degree of

excellence worlliy the institution ; and in specimens of lace-

work, embroidery, patterns for garments, and kindred articles

of manufacture, tho collection may already be said to be
unrivalled.

In our small space, it is impossible to do more than indicate

the principal sources of attraction in this noble musemn, and
our hope is, that it may become the first school of ornamental
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art in the world. Suffice it to say, that both the materials institution. Every enlightened lover of his country must feel

collected, and the manner in which they are arranged, are an interest in whatever tends to the advancement of its manu-

LA CONVERSATION OALANTE. FROM A PAINTING BY LANCRET.

admirably adapted to promote the excellent objects con- factures, which are the chiet sources of its prosperity in the

templated in the formation and support of this valuable present day.
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JEAN BAPTISTE MONNOYEE.
There are two kinds of ilowor-]iamters. Some paint them I'ui-

the love of tlie flowers themselves, Others for love of the

painting. The former see nothing in a bouquet, except a

happy mixture of striking hues, which surprise and delight

the eye. If the rose sheds its sweet colours on their canvas,

if the carnation opens out its dazzling mosaic, if the drooping

peony displays its large carmine petals, or the tulip e.xhibits it!*

whiteness of pcrcelain, and descending in the scabious to dark

violet. Each Mower is thus a sharp note, soft or deep, in

this music of hues, and if the painter succeeds in pleasing the

spectator he is content.

In the latter, on the other hand, the artist is lost sight of in

the botanist. The individuality of each species strikes them
and absorbs their attention. They must learn to smooth

HYACINTH, N.iRCISSCS, CLEMATIS, ANEMONE, TUBEROSE, PRIMROSE, TULIP, AND HONEYSUCKLE. FROM A

PAINTING liV MONNOYER.

golden rays, it is not so much for the purpose of delighting

the botanist, or calling to his recollection all the beauties that

crowd the genus or species to which they belong, but to give

the artist an opportunity of entering into competition with
nature for the production of striking effects. The flowers

serve as a sort of excuse or pretext for the execution of a

painting containing a glittering gamut of chosen colours rising

in the hyacinth to the hue of ivory, or in the lily to the

the rose-leaves, to draw the flower delicately, to touch the

stamens lightly. They want to reproduce accurately the

beautiful hair that hangs round the corolkc of the anemone,

or the down that softens the vermilion of the peach ; they

wish to trace with the pencil the anatomy of their grace-

ful models, to sketch the minutest petal that droops or

falls, to take away none of the elegance of the attitude, to mark
upon each the exact locality of the tone ; and thus, being so
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intent upon the parts, they lose sight of the whule. In their

passionate worship of each flower, they can sacrifice nothing,

or at least nothing save what the modesty of some flowers

renders necessary.

Monnoyer may be classed among the first of these. He be-

longed to the age of Louis XIV., and possessed rather the

instinct of decoration than the sentiment of nature. The

French school of painting was at that time a good deal

under the influence of the new school of philosophy. It

wanted love for reality. With it a landscape was but a

garden for heroes- to amuse themselves in ; all nature wore

the hue of history ; flowers were not looked upon as a

branch of art in themselves, and were never seen except in

books, and such beautiful collections of plants as those painted

on vellum by order of Gaston d'Orleans, brother of Louis XIH.

Those quaint and painstaking artists, who embellished the

manuscripts of the middle ages with their brilliant illumi-

nations, had entirely disappeared. It was the last of them

who, at the commencement of the revival, so beautifully

illustrated the primer of Anne of Bretagne. It was reserved

for the eighteenth centui-y, led back to nature by Jean Jacques

Rousseau, to restore the painting of realities, to do for flowers

what Chardin was doing for the spinning-wheel—that is, to

load them with as much poetry as he had thrown around the

household utensils of a decent and well-ordered dwelling.

In the reign of Louis XIV. flowers were painted in France as

part of a system of decoration, as ornaments for the sake of

their rich colourmg ; but not as objects worthy of an artist's

love and admiration. No one ever thought of prizing them

as the Dutch protestants prized tulips. It is in protestant

countries, above all, where the love of the people for quiet

pleasures is developed by a calm, contemplative, and serious

life, that the passion for flowers is found in its full vigour—in

Holland, in parts of Germany, and in England. In these

countries every villa, every cottage even, is surrounded with

them as far as the ow-ners' means will permit. Antiquity is

dead beyond restoration. The swans have abandoned the

Eurotas, and now build their nests on the banks of the

Thames ; Arcadia is no longer in the Peloponnesus, but in

Holland and Germany.

Monnoyer was born at LQle, the capital of French Flanders,

and studied in Paris. Who his master was is not known,

and in fact but very little information of any kind has come

down to us regarding his early life. At -the age of thirty, in

1665, he presented himself for admission to the Academy and

was elected. He painted, for his reception, a flower and fruit-

piece, which met with immense praise. The branch he fol-

lowed, however, was not recognised by the Academy, and he,

consequently, did not obtain a professorship, but he was

elevated to the council in 1679. He obtained a high reputation

very rapidly, all the more so because he was at that tijne

the only flower painter in France. His free manner recom-

mended him to the designers of the decorations of the royal

palaces which Louis XIV. had ordered, and his bouquets were

consequently soon seen upon the panels of Trianon and iNIarly.

He seized upon everything with delight that could extend his

sphere, and serve as an accompaniment to his bunches of

carnation and jasmine, his orris branches, and the stems of his

poppies, or roses, or campanulas. The richness and pomp

which Lebrun put in his historical paintings, and Rigaud in

his portraits, he put into his flowers. Splendid carpets, thick

and fringed with gold, were introduced to set ofl' the main

subject of the piece, which stood majestically upon tables of

porphyry or marble. Large and beautiful vases, embossed

with masks of silver and small figures, rested on rugs, lest

they should, even to the eye, grate upon the polished surface

of the stone. Stems of all shapes and sizes hung over in

apparent confusion, but were mingled with such art, that

instead of bewildering the sight, they delighted it. Some-

times japan porcelain was placed upon a piedouche of copper

inlaid with gold ; and then the delicacy and splendour of the

colouring rivalled that of the flowers themselves, which

appeared to be repeated on the enamel of the vase. At others

the painter introduced an embossed cuirass, or helmet, to

counterbalance by its brightness the principal lights of the

picture ; but these rude images, though they contribute

something towards the optical effect, break in upon the

harmony of the impression. Tlie eye cannot habituate itself

to these combination.« ; on the contrary they offend it. Tlie

softness of a jonquil, or the austere melancholy of the tuberose,

cannot consort with the iron of armour.

Slonnoyer's reputation spread daUy. The admiration of

him begetting familiarity, the connoisseurs began to call him
Eaptiste simply ; and under this appellation his fame passed

the sea, and reached the ears of the Duke of Montagu, a

passionate lover of art, who, in his pursuit of it, entirely over-

looked national distinction. English, French, or Dutch mat-

tered not ; if a man could paint well, he found in him a

munificent patron and a firm friend. Nor did he confine his

attention to one branch of art. He was equally fond of the

historical, the marine, landscape, dead nature, animals, and

flowers. At this time, he was engaged in the construction of

a magnificent mansion in London, which he intended to

decorate with paintings, and for this purpose invited a great

number of artists from all parts of Europe, but particularly

from France, in which country he had resided for a length of

time. The painters he chose in it were all academicians, or

men of the highest standing in their respective departments-

La Fosse, famous for his historical compositions ; Rousseau,

for his perspective ; and Monnoyer, for flowers and decoration

generally. The three arrived in London in 1G90, and each of

them executed the part assigned to him with admirable skill.

Rousseau opened up imposing perspectives upon the walls,

repeated the balustrades of the staircase, or continued the

rows of pillars, thus creating an illusive grandeur and extent.

La Fosse painted on the ceiling the Apotheosis of Isis, and

the Assembly of the Gods ; and Monnoyer scattered here and

there his flowers, his gorgeous draperies, his vases of silver,

or japan porcelain, full of orris, or poppies, or gilliflowers.

Sometimes he introduced amongst these inanimate objects a

bird of some southern: clime, with luxuriant plumage ; but it

only appeared for the purpose of lending to the composition

the glowing hues which flashed from its feathers—the bright

scarlet, the lively emerald, or the deep azure. These colours

are employed now to lend warmth to the painting, when the

tints of the other objects have thrown an air of coldness

roimd it ; such as those of the lilac, or the white daisy ; and

again, to subdue the brillianey of the peony.

WhenD'ArgenviUe states, however, in speaking of Baptiste's

flowers, that " these beautiful flowers wanted nothing except

the odour which they seemed to exhale ;" he gives the reins

wholly to his fancy, and disregards facts. And Levesque, in

his notices in the " Endyclopedia," grossly exaggerates when

he says, speaking also of Baptiste, "He gave flowers the

charm and freshness, and beautiful tints of nature ; his pencil

moistened them with morning dew." The fact is, that if Bap-

tiste be compared to his rivals, he will be fomid on these poitits

by no means their superior, but the reverse. He is full of

truth, without doubt, but it is a bare, naked truth, which

wants a veil to make it agreeable. Paradoxical as it may
seem, a large amotmt of falsehood is necessary to reach that

truth which captivates us, to call up that appearance of reality,

the charm which is given to flowers by the surrounding atmos-

phere, by the caresses of the dew, and the kisses of the sun.

We speak here not only of the large flowers painted upon the

panels of apartments in the decorative style, such as we see at

the Louvre and at Trianon, but those splendid bouquets in

which he strove to give the roses all thou- honour, and the

anemones all their glory, which he executed only at rare inter-

vals, when he wished to capti\-ate the gaze of some captious

botanist. One of these, which is in his happiest style, may
be seen in the collection of Messrs. Claude of Paris. It is

not merely to the efi'ect of the picture that the ai-tist has

looked; we might almost say, without being guUty of a jjun,

that each of these bouquets is the flower of the painting. The

touch is skilful and varied, and it contributes, as well as the

management of the chiaro-scuro, to the general truthfulness

of the whole. We do not speak of that truth which shows
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itself in minor details, and is tho result of minute observation of

nature, but of that -wliieh appears in the general harmony and

beauty of tone, as much as in the manner in which the pencil

shows by its handling the character of the Hower. The
glossy surface of the lily is rendered by an oily impasting

apparently -nithout thickness, and skilfully laid on. The
delicate stems are treated with charming lightness, as the

rayosotis of the marsh, and the full-blown periwinkle. The
double anemone, as also the live petals of the white hyacinth,

arc emphiisised with a firm touch, thick and amplified. The
brush, on the contrary, becomes softer in the light tints of the

blue hyacinths, which serve as a transition to a united back-

ground of a neutral tint. The practice here is excellent, and

may be cited as a model. His colours are laid on at the first

effort, aiid with so much contidence, that the painter must

ha\e known by heart the form and outlbie of his copy,

Monnoycr has made one singular mistake, and one which

has since been extensively copied— the mingling of spring

flowers with autumn fruits. No better proof than this can be

afforded of the assertion we made at the commencement ot

tliis article, that flower painting with him was simply a

means of decoration. The eye is offended by seeing snow-

drops, which appear in April, side by side wii'n bunches of

grapes, nuts, and apples. But it must be confessed that the

fruit is treated with a master hand—not certainly with the

delicate taste and with the light glazing of the Dutch, but

with full paste, like the Italians, who knew no other way
of painting fruits than in the style of Michael Angelo's

battles.

Baptiste was so well treated by Lord Montagu, that he

took up his abode in London for the remainder of his life.

ICneller was then in his glory, and it was his custom to paint

only the head himself, and leave the figure and drapery to

inferior artists, so that he might accomplish a greater amount
(if work. The same motive induced him to seek the aid ot

Monnoycr, so that the portr'aits of persons of quality now
began to appear with bouquets in their hands, or wandering

in a garden, plucking roses or watering geraniums, &c. ; and

it is needless to add that these graceful adjuncts doubled

the price of the picture.

Monnoyer was a clever and dexterous" engraver, and his

works in this department will probably live fully as long as

his paintings, which, as we have said, have now lost much
of the brilliancy and finish that were at first their greatest

charm. In some of the chronicles of French* art, we find

descriptions of thirty-four of his etchings, divided into several

series of small and large baskets of flowers, crowns, garlands,

and opaque and transparent vases. It is from these that the

designers of commerce, the artists who scatter flowers upon
stuffs that veil the figures of the fair sex, the damask cover-

ings of their furniture, the silk of their dresses, and the chintz

of their curtains, derive their inspiration. It is at Lyons,

above all, the great seat of the silk manufacture, that Baptiste

is most worshipped. There he is the master par excellence.

The thousand combinations of coloirr and form that may be

created in a single bouquet, are a rich mine for the designers of

the manufacturers. As to the painter himself, his works are

easily recognised, with some few exceptions, by the splendour

of eflect and bold manner of their treatment. When you take

a run over to Paris—and who now-a-days does not?— and are

devoting your mornings to the study of the fine arts, if you
enter any of those good old hotels of the departed nobility,

built in the Mansard style, and belonging to the age of Louis

XIV., which crowd the Faubourg St. Germain, but are abun-

dant above all at Versailles,— if you see a large bouquet

fitted in the wainscoting, relieved with gold ; and if it stands

in. a vase adorned with lions, with satyrs, loves, bacchantes,

and is composed of the largest and most gorgeous flowers,

poppies, peonies and turusols, and is set off by splendid

carpets, silken tassels ; and if peacocks and golden pheasants

perch upon the edge, so that the whole is brilliant, striking,

and luxuriant in the highest degree
;
you must not say, " that

is by Van Huysiun, or Mignon, or Daniel Seghere ;" but
" that is by Monnoyer."

Monnoyer has left behind him a great number of pictures, and

they are to be met witli everywhere -among the dealers and

amateurs, in the public galleries, and many in private collec-

tions in England, where he lived so long and so happily. He
executed sixty for the chateaux of Trianon, Marly, and Meu-
don. As they were mostly intended to decorate the upper

part of doors, or fill very large spaces, they are usu.ally rough

sketches ; but the e.vecution is broad, the arrangement good,

and the touch skilful and masculine. Some of them are, liow-

ever, so delicate and finely drawn, that they equal any of the

works of the Dutch painters in this department.

The Louvre is very rich in Monnoyer's works. It is to be
regretted, however, that their restoration was not confided to

abler hands ; the back-grounds, which have been almost

entirely re-executed, are heavy, black, and without trans-

parency, and the flowers, however beautiful they may be,

exhibit the effects of this ugly bordering. We have already

alluded to his engravings. Under the name "Little Bouquets,"
he has engraved a series of four pieces ; under that of " Trans-

parent Vases," nine; under that of "Middle-sized Baskets,"

four ;
" Ijarge Baskets" in height, three ;

" Large Baskets"

in breadth, four. Lastly, under the name of " The Coronets,"

two. To none of these engravings is there either cipher or

monogram. Underneath is written, .7. Baplhte, sculpt, ct ex.

cum pri'ilcff. rcyis. Some amateurs also attribute to him a

book of every sort of flowers from nature, composed of twelve

sketches, folio size in length, and bearing a cipher at the left

hand side at the bottom. But this series was engraved by
Vanquer, his pupil.

In the engravings of this painter may be found the following

flowers :—Roses, stems of the tuberose, poppies, anemones,
lilies, carnations, periwinkles, orris, orange blossoms, hya-
cinths, tulips, auriculas, jasmines, columbines, po.i (gr.nates,

snowdrops, ranunculi, peonies, and campanulas.

At the Lalive de JuUy sale, in 1770, two were sold for

£10; at the Prince of Conty's sale, in 1777, two pendants,
representing very beautiful flowers in vases, brought by
auction £1-1 ; two others only reached £5 ; two others,

representing peaches and grapes, £1 los.; and, lastly, a

splendid garland of flowers, in the midst of which Stella had
painted the Virgin holding the Infant Jesus in her arms,
reached £18 10s.

These particulars, in the absence of a detailed description of

the paintings—no very easy matter when flowers are the sub-
ject—may serve to show, if not demonstrably prove, that the

works of Jlonnoyer, though good enough to be found in the best
collections, yet have never risen to an exorbitant price;—£6,

£8, or £12 will purchase one of his paintings, of greater or less
'

dimensions and greater or less finish. If we compare the

splendid paintings of Baptiste with those of Mignon, of Rachel
Ruysch, of Sighers, of Van Iluysum, we are surprised to find

so great a dift'erenee in the price, considering there is so little

between'the talents of the artists. The real explanation lies

in the low estimate formed by the French of the capabilities of

their own artists—an absurdity common to all European
nations except, we believe, the Italians. Baptiste never

afE.xed any signature to his paintings. His etchings only bear
his Christian name, J. Baptiste.

One of this artist's celebrated works is a looking-glass in

Kensington Palace, decorated by him with a garland of

flowers for Queen Mary II., who sat by liim, it is said, the

whole time he was doing it. He also painted six pictures of

East Indian birds from nature, in water colours, on vellum,

for the Duke of Ormond. They are elaborate productions,

displaying exquisite skill and delicacy of touch.

Baptiste had two sons and one daughter. The latter was
married to Blain de Fontenoy, the disciple and imitator of his

father-in-law. Of tiie sons, one, Antoine, inherited his

father's talent, and was elected a member of the Academy in

1704. The other travelled in Italy, where he became a Domi-
nican monk, and adorned the walls of his monastery with
tolerably good pictures^ representing scenes in the life of
St. Dominic. This is all we know of Baptiste or his family.

He died in London in 1699.
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JOSEPH AVRIGHT.

Joseph Wkight was called " Wright of Derby," to dis-

tinguish him from Richard Wright, of liverpool, another

artist, who acquired some celebrity in Ms day. He was the

son of an attorney, and was born in September, 1734. He
was sent to London, at the age of seventeen, to study under a

painter named Hudson, as his father was led to believe, from

his great love of mechanics and great power of observation,

that he would eventually succeed as an artist. Hudson was

at that time the chief portrait painter of the metropolis. He
had formidable competitors in Vanloo and Liotard ; but his

thoroughly English style, and the air of bluff honhommie that

he was able to throw into his faces, made him a great favourite

with the country gentlemen of the old school. He flourished

made the best possible use of his time, and became an enthu-

siastic admirer of the old masters, particularly of Michael

Angelo, on whom he always lavished the highest expressions

of admiration. His modesty, on his return to England, made
him retire to Bath and Derby, his native town, instead of

seeking the wider field for his talents which would have been

afforded by residence in the metropolis ; for such was his skill

in portrait painting, that there can be no doubt he would have

soon stood at the top of the ladder had he pursued it as his

vocation. Rome had given him a higher idea of the artist's

vocation, and he speedily abandoned portraits for history and

landscape. He had the good fortune, during his stay in Italy,

to witness an eruption of Mount Vesuvius ; and the curious

LESSON IN ASTRONOMY. FKOM A PAINTINO BY JOSEPH WniGUT.

in great splendour till Sir Joshua Reynolds, one of his own
pupils, made his appearance on the scene ; and then he had

the good sense to perceive that his occupation was gone ; so

he retired to his viUa at Twickenham, and died rich and

happy.

He would, in all probability, be never heard of now, if it

were not that it was his good fortune to turn out a greater

fiumber of pupils who afterwards rose to distinction than any

other man whose own abilities were so poor. One of those

was Wright, whose custom it was to bemoan his misfortune

in having so stupid a master ; but it would seem without just

cause ; for some of his earlie.it pieces bear evidence of careful

instruction. He paid a visit to Rome in 1773, and during his

stay of two years journeyed over most parts of Italy. He

phenomena of light and shade caused by the conflagration

inspired him with an extraordinary desire to paint subjects in

which these could be displayed to the greatest advantage.

In firelight scenes, therefore, he was extraordinarily success-

ful. Nor did he display less ability in historical subjects.

" The Dead Soldier," " The Destruction of the Floating Bat-

teries at Gibraltar," "Edwin at the Tomb of his Ancestor,"

"Belshazzar's Feast," " Hero and Leander," " The Lady in

Comus," and " The Storm Scene in Milton's Comus," all dis-

jjlay the highest ability,

Wright was elected an Associate of the Royal Academy, but

was so disgusted by Garvey's reception as a member before

him that he resigned. He continued, however, to send pic-

tures to the exhibition, occasionally afterwards.
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THE CRETAN BULL,

Ancient mythologj- lias furnisheJ a ricli store of materials

to our artists. It would be hard to find a fable or adventure

recorded in the Greek or Roman classics which has not been

illustrated or adorned by painter or poet. It was, in fact, only

at a very late period that modern fiction or history was
thought worthy of an artist's notice. They have recently,

however, received a due share of attention from painters, but

it is rarely that sculptors think anything belonging to their

own time a proper subject for their genius to exercise itself

upon, unless wlien they receive an order from an enthusiastic

corporation, or a knot of " admirers" for the statue of some
lamented great man, or it may be a very little man
indeed. There have of course been some exceptions to this

rule, as for instance, the " Oliver Twist," which was exhibited

at the (jreat Exhibition in IS.Jl ; but they are few in number.
Many that seem exceptions are not so in reality. The
"Greek Slave" has nothing peculiarly modern about it.

One of the most remarkable of the personages wlu) figure in

the legends of (Jrecian mythology is Hercules, the personi-

fication of irresistible strength. According to one of these
legends, Hercules was the son of Jupiter ; and when the day
of his birth arrived, Jupiter imprudently boasted, in the
hearing of his jealous wife Juno, that on tliat day a son of
his was about to be born to whom all others should be subject.

Juno at once called upon him to confirm this declaration with
an oath ; and as soon as he had done so, she prematurely
hastened the birth of Eurystheus, another of Jupiter's off-

spring. The consequence was, that Eurystheus was invested

with dominion over Hercules, which he exercised in a very
tyrannical way, by imposing upon him a series of most
difficult and dangerous tasks, usually styled the twelve la-

bours of Hercules. It is one of these labours—the capture of

the Cretan bull—that is represented in our engraving, which
is taken from a zinc cast from lierlin, now in the Dublin

('•'""""I'ilP^IIlM

THE CRETAN BULL. FROM A ZfNC CAST AT BERLIN.

But for the^chain it might be a Venus or Diana, or any one ol

a thousand nymphs. The same may be said of most others.

This is not a thing to be wondered at ; nor should sculptors

on this account come in for any share of patriotic indigna-

tion. The fact is, up to the present time modern civilisation

has progressed in a great measure independently of the

beautiful. It has been intensely rude in regard to externals,

intensely fond of the practical and useful. That of ancient

Greece was precisely the reverse. The prime and chief

element in it was the beautiful. The keen perception of it

was the leading characteristic of the Greek mind. It, there-

fore, showed itself at the very earliest periods in their poetry

and mjthology. They had hardly a single superstition which
was not artistic ; hardly one which was not graceful in

whatever way expressed, on canvas, in stone, or in poetry.

That modern art should look back to it as the Golden Age,
and even seek a return to it, need, therefore, cause us no
surprise.

Exhibition. This bull was said by some to have been that

which carried Europa across the sea ; but according to

others, it was sent out of the sea by Poseidon, that Minos,

the king of Crete, might sacrifice it to him. The monarch,
however, was so charmed with its beauty, that he kept
it, and sacrificed another in its stead. This so enraged the

god, that he made it mad; and it committed terrible havoc
in the island, till Hercules was sent by Eurystheus to capture

it. This he did—took it by the horns, and carried it home on
his shoulders ; but then set it free again. We afterwards

meet with the animal in the stories of the exploits of Theseus.

The work is at present attracting great attention in Ae
Exhibition. The idea of " irresistible might," of which Her-
cules was the personification in ancient legend, is admirably
displayed in the muscular development of the hero ; but it

seems to us, that the bull scarcely throws as much force and
energy into his struggles for escape, as an animal of liis size

ought, in such a predicament, to display.
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BRIDGEWATER GALLERY.

London is not so destitute in point of art- exhibitions as

might at first sight appear. For, to say nothing of the

National Gallery, and the fine Dutch and Flemish pictures at

Dulwich, open to all comers, there are plenty of art-treasures

to be seen in London. In fact, the very best pictures in

England—the most genuine and undoubted " old masters,"

and the most famous specimens of the modern English and

French schools— are in the galleries and houses of private

collectors and purchasers. Just to mention a few of these ;

—

there is first, her Majesty's private gallery at Buckingham-

palace—a noble collection of Dutch and Flemish pictui'es,

formed at a great expense by George IV., with some good

portraits of Su' Peter Lely and Reynolds, WiUcie's celebrated

*' Penny Wedding " and " Blind Man's Buff;" and Sir

William Allan's " Orphan," representing Annie Scott stand-

ing near the vacant chau' of her father. Sir- Walter. Admis-

sion to view these may be obtained from the Lord Chamber-

lain, during the absence of the court, by written application,

enclosing a stamped envelope for an answer. Then there is the

Grosvenor collection, at Grosvcnor-house, formed by Richard,

first earl of Grosvenor ; the Vandyckcs at the Earl de Grey's

in St. James's-square ; the collection of the poet Rogers, at

22, St. James's-place ; the Hogarths and the Canaletti at the

Soane Museum, in Lincoln's-inn- fields ; the three fine Rey-

nolds' at the Thatched-house Tavern, St. James's-street ; the

Duke of Sutherland's Murillos ; the Holbein at Barber-

Surgeons'-hall ; Mr. Neeld's collection, at G, Grosvenor-

square ; Sir Robert Peel's Dutch pictures, at Whitehall ; the

fine collections at Northumberland-house and Apsley-house
;

Lady Garvagh's Raphael, at '26, Portman-square ; Lord

Ward's collection ; the portraits, Jtc., at the Herald's-coUege,

Doctor's-commons ; the splendid gallery of pictures collected

by Henry Hope, Esq., at the corner of Dover-street, Pic-

cadilly ; Baron Rothschild's collection ; Mr. Holford's gallery

;

Lord Ward's pictures ; the English collection of Mr. Sheep-

shanks ; and Lord Normanton's private gallery ; to saynothmg

of the Vandycke pictures at Windsor, and the Raphael " Car-

toons" at Hampton- coiort. All these, with the exception of

the two last, which are open to the public, may be seen by

written application to their several omiers.

But what we wish now to bring before our readers is— the

superb collection of pictures, belonging to the Earl of EUesmere,

known as the Bridgewater Gallery. There is no difficulty in

obtaining admission to the gallery—every Wednesday during

the earl's stay in town, which may generally be considered to

last through the London season, or tlie session of parliament

rather, being set apart for the reception of visitors. The

house,whieh stands in Cleveland-square, with a front towards

St. James's-pai'k, was built by Francis, the present earl of

EUesmere, from the designs of Sir Charles Barry, R.A., the

architect of the new pa'lace at Westminster. Tliough com-

menced in 1847, it is even now unfinished, as far as the interior

is concerned. It stands on the site of what was formerly

called Berkshire-house, the town-house of the Howards,

earls of Berkshire. It was purchased by Charles II , and

presented by him to the beautiful Barbara Villiers, Countess

of Castlemaine and Cleveland, whose portrait by Sir Peter

Lely is in Hampton-court Palace, with the rest of the court

beauties. It then changed its name to Cleveland-house ; the

Earl of Castlemaine lived here in 1668, and the countess,

alone, in 1C69. Lord Clarendon was a resident in it for a

short time after the Great Fire, after which it had several

tenants. In 1691 it belonged to the Eai-1 of Nottingham.

The house was eventually bought by the great Duke of

Bridgewater, the collector of the picture-gallery which bears

his name, who altered and re-faced the front, and called it

Bridgewater-house. The earl dying in 1803, left his pictures,

then valued at £1.50,000, to his nephew, the first Duke of

Sutherland (then Marquess of Stafford), with remainder to the

marquess' second son, Francis, the present Earl of EUesmere.

The last noble possessor pulled down the old 'house, and

erected the present sti'ucture in its place.

The Earl of EUesmere, who appears to have inherited all his

ancestor's love of art, has added numerous fine paintings to

the original collection, which now consists of about 320 pic-

tures, besides 150 original drawings by the celebrated Italian

painters Lulovico, Agostino, and Annibale Caracci, who
flourished in the sixteenth century ; and eighty large paper

drawings by Guilo Romano, which he purchased at the sale

of the Lawrence coUection, in 1836. Forty-seven of the finest

of the pictures originally belonged to the celebrated Orleans

collection. Tlie contents of the present gallery may be thus

epitomised:—Italian, Spanish, and French pictures, 127;

Flemish, Dutch, and German pictures, 158; English and

doubtful pictures, 35.

Mrs. Jameson, in her "Handbook to the Picture-Galleries,"

remarks, that the Bridgewater Gallery is deficient in examples

of early Italian pictures ; but that the series, since Raffaelle, is

the most complete of any existing as a private coUection, not

even e.xcepting the Lichtenstein Gallery at Vienna. Smce
that remark was made, however, the earl has purchased a

"Tantalus" Ulustrative of the school of Bologna; a "Holy
Family," by Andrew Del Sarto, who was contemporary with

the great Italian, and one or two others. There is also a fine

"Head of a Ghl," by Leonardo da Vinci, who was born about

the year 1450, more than thirty years before Raffaelle, and

died in 1519, only one year before his great contemporary.

The first object in the great Hall, on entering from the door

in Cleveland-square, Is, the beautiful marble group of " Ino

Nursing the Infant Bacchus," by Foley ; a subject which has

been extremely popular in engravings, and has been success-

fully reduced in Parian by John Bell. This may be really con-

sidered the most poetical, if not the finest, marble produced in

the British school of sculpture. See how delicately round,

and yet how full and soft, the flesh of the chUd is, and how the

mother's fingers press into its little sides. It is really an

exquisite piece of work. The marble is unpolished, and the

prism-cut glass in the roof throws down a kind of glory upon
the group.

The Picture-gallery is a noble apartment, lighted from the

roof as a matter of course. The pictures are ranged in some-

thing like chronological order ; the Italian, Spanish, and

Flemish pictures in the places of honour. There .are four

RaffaeUes. They are all of one character—" Holy Families,"

the Vu-gin and Child, with infant St. Johns and adoring St.

Josephs in .all but one. In which the Virgin, a pure Italian

maiden with a sunny face, is holding the infant Jesus in her

arms. Then there is that celebrated pictui'e which once

belonged to the Marquis d'Aumont, and is known as " La
Sainte Famille au palmier." It is in a circle about four feet

high ; and the head of Joseph, which is that of a fine old

man, with a good, reverent expression. Is said to be a portrait

of Bramante, the architect. The marquis sold it to M. Dela-

noul, whence it found its way into the Orleans gallery, and

thence into the possession of the Duke of Bridgewater. It

has been well transferred from panel to canvas, and is by
many considered the gem of the collection. In another " Holy
Family," the Virgin is lifting the drapery from the sleeping

figure of the infant Jesus with all a mother's care ; and in

another, St. John is paying him homage. In aU of them there

is the same exquisite expression of love and reverence. These

RaffaeUes are engraved In the well-known " Crozat-gallery."

We jiass on to the Claudes. Claude Lorraine was born in

the year 1600, .and died full of years in 1682. Another kind of

cntlu'alment comes over the gazer's mind. Deep shadowy
landscape scenery, with here and there a figure ; In the fore-

groimd a noble pile of buildings, with Corinthian pillars and

porticoes, and, in the distance, great blue mountains, or dark,

thought-provoking, deeply-flowing waters, which stretch into

dim mist, and seem mUes and mUes away ! Look at that

"Demosthenes on the Sea-shore." The orator is pacing the

sand-bank near the ruins of a beautiful Grecian portico,

studying, perhaps, some thrilling Philippic to hurl at the head

of the arch-enemy of his country. A couple of ships lie at

anchor in the still waters, and a wide expanse of blue stretches

itself away and mingles in tlic distance mt)r the sky. This
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picture belonged, during the life of the painter, to M. de

Bourlemont, and afterwards to Mr. Clarke and the Hon.
lOdward Bouverie ; from the latter of whom it was purchased

by the duke. It is engraved in the Liber J'eritatis, No. 171,

and also in the Stafford Gallery, Many engraved copies have

been made of this true picture, which is fully described in

Smith's " Catalogue Raisonne."

There are in this collection five specimens of Rembrandt's
skill, — a group representing Samuel and Eli, and four

portrait studies. One, the head of a burgomaster, an old

white-bearded man, seated in an arm-chair, attracts us very

much. It is painted in exactly the manner which we have been

taught to consider the Dutchman's best style—full of colour,

deep, grave, harmonious, and without those ugly misshapen

outlines so frequently seen in the pictures of this master.

Rembrandt (born 1006, died 1 07-!) appears to have paid

greater attention to colour than to form ; but as a portrait

p.iinter he was um^ivalled in his day.

Then, these four Titians, all good, but dimmed and yellowed
here and there with age, especially in the flesh-tints of his

nude fig.u-es. The " Diana and her Nymphs interrupted at

the Bath by the Hunter Acteon," a picture nearly eight feet

square, with six female figures in various attitudes of surprise

and shame, is a gem. It was formerly in the Orleans collec-

tion, and has been engraved in the -works known as the Galerie

du Palais Royale and the Stafford Gallery ; as are also the
" Venus rising from the Sea," a single half-length naked
figure, and the "Diana and Calisto," a companion to the
" Diana and Acteon," painted on a canvas of the same
size. These two pictures were painted, Varsari informs us

in his " Historica Pittorica," for Philip the Second of Spain.

They afterwards came into the possession of our first Charles,

whence they found their way into the Orle.ins Gallery, and
from it to their place upon these walls. They are distin-

guished by all the peculiarities of this great master (born

1477, died 1576), who may be said to have been the

founder of the Venetian School, the painters in which usually

drew their figures direct from the living model, without
first preparing a cartoon, or paper drawing. Thus we find,

as in the Venus, both the beauties and the blemishes of

the actual figures transferred to the canvas. "Au-\llegory
of the Three Ages of Life," an undoubted original by the

same master, is not so successful as those we have mentioned,
three children gathered together in a group in one corner,

being mere bags of flesh colour. The same subject has
been several times chosen by Titian, one treatment of it

being in the Borghese Palace at Rome, and another in the

Manfrini Gallery at Venice. The One before us was painted
for Giovanni de Castelli; and subsequently passed through
the collections of the Cardinal of Augsburgh, the Queen of
Sweden, and the Duke of Orleans.

One picture, "The Entombment," by Sebastian del Piombo
(born 1-185, died 15.37), is supposed to have been designed by
the celebrated painter, Michael Angelo Buonarotti, from
V. hose pencil no example is to be found in the Bridgewater
Gallery. " A Female Head," by Luini, also in the style of

Michael Angelo, is very fine.

There are here four specimens of Tintoretto (born 1512,

died 1594), one a portrait of a Venetian councillor, "The
Presentation in the Temple," a small sketch from the

Orleans Gallery, and two Portraits of Gentlemen. Velasquez
(born 1594, died 1660) is also represented in this gallery by
three portraits ; but to judge of what this noble Spaniard is

really capable, the connoisseur should see his " Boar Hunt in

the Prado," in the National Gallery, a work which, though
injured by time and bad cleaning, has been pronounced by no
less an authority than Sir Edwin Landseer, as one of the best
in the collection.

Salvator Rosa (bom 1615, died 1673), Guido Reni (bom
1575, died 1C42), and Murillo (born 1013, died 1685), are
each well represented in the Bridgewater Gallery. The first

by two fine landscapes, one of which, from the collection of
the Due de Praslin, was known as " Les Augures," or "The
Soothsayers." It is a very fine picture of bold moimtainous

scenery, the principal feature of which is a large overhanging
rock at the mouth of the Tagus, and known by the sailors as

the rock of Lisbon. Guido is here seen to perfection in an
" Assumption," after the manner of, and almost as fine as,

that famous picture of Murillo's which was purchased by
Louis Napoleon, at the sale of Marshal Soult's pictures, for

.f•2-2,000. This beautiful picture was purchased by the Earl of
EUesmere from Messrs. Smith of Bond-street, into whose
possession it came at the disper.«ion of Mr. Watson Taylor's
collection at Earlstoke in 1832. By the latter gentleman it

was bought of M. de la Haute, who purchased it in Paris of
General Sebastiaiii, and he obtained it from the Cathedral at

Seville. Its pedigree, therefore, is perfect. The pure, beautiful,

star-crowned virgin, surrounded by angels, who bear her up
into heaven, was never more simply or cnchantingly rendered.
This picture is a perfect gem, and, in point of colour and
preservation, is far before the " Venus Attired by the Graces,"
by the same master, in the National Gallery. It has lately

been well engraved by Mr. H. Watt. The Murillo is a
recent acquisition by the E;irl.- The subject is the parable
of the Rich JIan and I/izarus. It is a fine, spirited

painting.

Domenichino, of whom there are five examples here, and
Guido, were the most celebrated pupils and followers of the
Carracci sch'-ol of paintings. Nowhere, says Mrs. Jameson,
can the Carracci style be so well studied as in the Bridgewater
Gallery. And, in truth, the thirteen specimens of Ludovico
and Annibale may be said to be unapproachable for beauty
and perfect preservation. They are all religious subjects,

altar-pieces, except the Danae of the latter painter—a fine

painting, eight feet by five, from the Orleans collection.

Seven pictures called "The Sacraments," painted at Rome by
Nicolo Poussin (born 1613, died 1675) for M. Chantelow,
occupy the centre of the right wall of the gallery. They are
fine specimens of the Frenchman's manner, but the colours
appear to have "gone in," probably from some peculiarity in

their composition, so that the outlines of some of the figures

can scarcely be seen through the darkness. The picture,

called " Penance," represents Mary washing the feet of Jesus,
and is extremely full of figures ; and that, called " Ordination,"
shows Our Saviour giving the keys to Peter. They are very
fine compositions.

Other pictures—by Corregglo, Paul Veronese, Emanuel De
Witt, F. Millc, Palma Vecchio, Parmigiano, Carlo Cigniano,
Valentin, Schiavone ;—two, full of figures, representing a
procession in front of St. Peter's, and the interior of a picture
gallery, by Giovanni Panini (born 1091, died 1758), and a fine

copy of Murillo, by Grimoux, representing the Youthful
Saviour as a shepherd, with his hand on the head of a lamb

—

the original of which is in the National Gallery—will attract

the visitors' attention.

But we must hasten into the inner room.s, which are devoted
to the Flemish, Dutch, French, and English schools. Here
are so many fine pictures that to notice a tithe of them would
swell our sketch to too great a length.

There is, in the front gallery, a Vanderveldc, which is con-
sidered by many the most famous specimen of the master. It

is a gi-and sea view, with stormy weather, and a rolling sea.

In the front is a Dutch packet with the sea breaking over her
bows, and stretching back is a long perspective of water,

painted with great truth and force. In the Dutch room, in so

bad a light as only to be seen, and that imperfectly, from one
point of view, is a companion to this Vandervelde, by our
countryman Turner. They are much the same size, and the

Englishman's picture is painted in the same style as the

Dutchman's, and represents squally weather, rolling sea, grand
distance, fishing boats in front. Comparing one with the

other, it is difficult to say which is the finest picture. They
are both excellent

AVe must not conclude without a brief mention of Paul de
la Roche's celebrated picture of Chai'les I. in the guard-house,
which represents the soldiers insulting the unhappy king with
their coarse jibes, and drinking and smoking. It is unques-
tionably one of the finest specimens in the gallery.
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THE DELUG E," BY POUSSIN.
PoussiN has, ''n this celebrated picture, rendered the threat

of the Almighty, in the sixth chapter of Genesis, in the most

striking form of which it is capable. The fountains of the

great deep arc broken up. The waters have rushed forth,

have covered the plains, and are rising towards the mountain

tops. The scene is half hidden by a hazy damp atmosphere,

a great waste of waters has blotted out green fields and

pleasant valleys, towns and cities, and all that made earth

beautiful ; and have surprised men eating and drinking and

making merry. All that is yet living is to be found on the

summits of the hills, but the mist and opaqueness of the

clouds tell but too clearly that this last refuge will also soon

be destroyed.

the waters are at the very moment crumbling them away
beneath his feet. Death stares them in the face whichever

way they look.

Poussin knows how both to sympathise and furnish food

for thought. In reproducing these terrible scenes, he at once
recalls their origin and suiTounds them with an air of religious

grandeur. In the foreground of the picture upon a bare rock,

he shows us the serpent crawling from the rising waters, and
thus connects the memory of Adam's fall with the calamity

which is engulphing the world. He seems to struggle against

impending death, and to be reselved to perish only with the

last of the race which he has ruined and betrayed.

In reference to this, St. Pierre tells an interesting anecdote

HIE DELUGE. FEOJI A TAINTING HY POUSSIN.

In the midst of this wide-spread desolation man appears

standing at bay with death. The painter has, with admirable

skUl, detailed the universal disaster which has befallen the

species, and, still more, has represented the different stages of

it without doing any violence to the general unity and har-

mony of the whole composition. In the prow of the boat

which has been upset, an old man, standing up and in view of

impending death, makes a last appeal to heaven, whUe his

younger and more vigorous companion seems still disposed to

struggle against fate. Another boat is just touching the land,

impelled by a pole which a man pushes in the stern. Another

on the bank is leaning over to lay hold of his child, which his

wife hands up to him, in the hope that they may all find

shelter from the torrents upon the rocks behind him, though

of Jean Jacques Rousseau. " One day," says he, " when we
were speaking of Poussin's ' Deluge,' Rousseau sought to fix

my attention upon the serpent creeping up the rock for the

purpose of avoiding the water, with which the earth was

everywhere covered. After having heard what he had to say,

I replied, ' It seems to me that in this sublime p.ainting there

is a still more striking feature—the infant which the mother

is handing to its father upon the rock ; the child aids their

efforts with its little legs. The spiiit is struck in the midst of

all the crimes and follies of earth, by the spectacle of inno-

cence, subjected to the same law as crime, and of maternal

love more powerful than the love of life.' He then said to me,

' Oh, yes—it's the chUd, there can be no doubt that it's the

child which forms the principal object.'
"
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DON DIEGO VELASQUKZ,

One day, ds Velasquez had just finished the portrait of the

Grand Admiral of Castile, Don Adrian PuUdo Pareja, Philip

lY. entered the studio of his prineipal painter, and, perceiving

the admiral's portrait, addressed it in the following terms :

" What are you doing there? Is it thus that you execute my
orders : Is it not to you that I have confided the honour of

my flag?" The fact is, that on entering the dimly-lighted
room, the monarch at first supposed the portrait to be ths
admiral himself; perceiving his mistake, however, he turned
towards Velasquez and said :

" My son, you completely
deceived me." • Tliis was, without the slightest doubt, the

* " Os asscguro que me ensranc " Palomino Velasco, " Las
Vidas de los Pintores Espanoles," iu vol. iii. of the " Mu.seo
pictorico y Escala optica." Madrid, 1724.

Vol,. I.

most flattering tribute which could be paid to the genius of

Velasquez, a genius of a high and haugVity order, which

looked upon painting only as a means of recommencing the

task of creation.

Don Diego liodriguez de Silva y Velasquez was, according

to the testimony of the Spanish writers, born at Seville in

1599, and not in l.JU-t, as so many of his biographers have

stated. His family, which was noble, and, indeed, claimed to

be descended from the ancient kings of Alba Longa, was

originally Portuguese, but, being reduced by adverse circum-

stances, left Portugal and established itself in Spain. His

father and mother were fiir from being rich ; they were not

able to give their son wealth, but they resolved that he should,

at least, enjoy the advantage of a liberal education, and they

accordingly placed him under the care of the most .learned

preceptors. During his literary studies, Velasquez evinced

great talent for drawing, and his parents determined that he

should follow the bent of his inclination. His first master was

Francesco Herrera, commonly surnamed The Old, a man of

horrible temper and indomitable roughness of behaviour, who
had formed for himself a style of painting in harmony with his

natural character. He was a contemporary of Caravaggio, and

possessed that artist's sombre humour, as well as his savage

boldness and spirited touch. But he treated his pupils and his

family in the same fashion that he painted his pictures,—that

is to say, with a sort of savage fiiry. The consequence was

that he estranged every one from him ; and Velasquez was

soon obliged to quit the school of a master who was abandoned

by even his own children. Velasquez's staj- with Herrera the

Old was, however, of use to him. He contracted a taste for a

free, energetic, and spirited style of execution, which formed

a favourable contrast with the timid marmer of the former

painters of Andalusia ! and, by dint of seeing his master

succeed through his audacity, he accustomed himself to a

mode of painting that was full of freedom and vigour.

At this period there lived at Seville a fellow-disciple of

Herrera the Old, namely, Francesco Pacheco, who was as quiet

I
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and moderate ns Herrera was impetuous. On quitting the

studio of Ilerrera for that of Pacheco, Velasquez found in his

second master not only a good painter, especially in fresco,

hut also a clever author and a poet, whose house, says Palo-

mino, was the golden prison of painting,

—

el carcel ilurado del

Arte. Around him used to be collected all the literary cele^

brities that inhabited Seville, or merely passed through it,

and, among others, Herrera, The Divine^ author of a treatise

on painting ; Francesco Quevedo de Villegas, an ingenious

poet ; and the immortal author of " Don Quixote de la

Mancha," Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra. How charming is

the history of art ! It is she who raises certain portions of the

hangings which the political histoiian has never touched; it

is she who introduces us unexpectedly through a secret door

into the abodes of painters, showing us personages whom we

never expected to meet, and who have come there to spend

the pleasantest hours of life, namely, those that are passed

among philosophers, artists, and dreamers. What a piece of

good fortune for a young painter to grow up in the company of

such men, and to benefit his mind with the rich treasures of

their conversation ! We can easily imagine that in this studio,

where two ardent young students, Alonzo Cano and Velas-

quez, might be seen at work, the days must have glided very

quickly by, and that every moment must have been well

filled up, either while Pacheco was drawing the portrait of

Cervantes in red and black chalks,* or the portrait was

inspiring Quevedo with a number of pleasing verses, or lastly,

while, the illustrious novelist was recounting the prowess of

the last of the knights-errant, or opening a door to the imagi-

nation of his auditors through which they might look out upon

that rugged landscape of the Sierra-Morena, which resembles

no other in the world.

f

Although, from the portrait, painted by himself, it might

be supposed that Velasquez was a man of violent temper,

he was, on the contrary, sociable and mild. Pacheco, seeing

him already so skilful, and so attentive to the noble conversa-

tion of his visitors, took a particular liking to him. He showed

him all the pictures which at that period were sent to Seville

from Eonie, Naples, Venice, and even the Low Countries,

and procured for him permission to study and copy them.

But none of these numerous works possessed the same charm

for Velasquez as the pictures of his compatriot Luis Tristan

de Toledo, whom he admired for his fine colouring and vivid

conception. This was, without a doubt, because these quali-

ties agreed best with his own peculiar ideas ; for, as a general

rule, what artists admire in others is a portion of themselves.

li is, however, a remarkable fact, that Velasquez, thereby

proving that he was a painter born, had succeeded in appre-

ciating his two masters at their proper value, and appropriat-

ing what struck him as the best points in each of them. He
detested the natural savageness of Herrera the Old, but he

borrowed his vigorous and bold style ; he admired Pacheco's

cultivated taste, but he could not adopt that learned pro-

fessor's chastened and quiet manner ; so that he formed his

palette from the one and his mind from the other. It v/as at

the conclusion of this double course of education, when he

was about twenty years of age, that Velasquez married his

master's daughter. Dona Juanna, as Pacheco has told us in

his " Treatise on Painting." %

As we all know, the ideal was never the domain of the

Spanish painters. By ideal we mean the grand style. The lot

of this vigorous school was to express passion, to seize on

reality, and represent subjects palpitating with life. In this

sense Don Diego Velasquez was the most Spanish painter of

all the painters of Spain. He must be followed and observed

step by step, in the path conducting to that kind of perfection

which he was destined to attain. His favourite master, that

* Quilliot, " Dictionnairc des Peintrcs Espagnols," 1816.

t See the life of Francesco Pacheco, in Quillict's " Diction-

nairc." This work is a usef\il compilation from Palomino, Ccun

Berraudez, and the best .Spanish books on painting.

X
" El Arte do la Pintura, su Antigucdad y Graudcsas." En

SeviUa, lC-49.

master whom he placed above Pacheco and Herrera the Old,

was nature. He consulted nature every moment of the day.

His first sketches were taken from everyday life, and repre-

sented the personages he met in the streets and 2'osadas of his

native city. They are peculiarly valuable for the true picture

they afford us of the manners and characteristics of the lower

classes in Spain at the period in which he lived. They also

exhibit a great luxuriancy of still life. AVhen his friends

reproached him with not selecting higher subjects, Velasquez

was accustomed to reply, that the foundation of his art must

be strength ; delicacy might follow afterwards as the super-

structure. In these first productions of his pencil he coloured

in the style of C'aravaggio, but he altered his style after having

seen some pictures by Lanfranc, Guido, andPomerancio. His

model for heads was Domenico, surnamed el Greeo, a most

strange and extravagant artist, who would have been much
greater than he was, but from an absurd apprehension of being

taken for a copyist of Titian, under whom he is said to have

studied. But Velasquez never copied Domenico servilely,

observing, that " what this master did well was the best of all

things, and that what he did ill was bad in the extreme."

He had taken into his service a young peasant, who never left

him.* He used to study his slightest gestures, and place his

body in a thousand different positions, carefully noting in his

physiognomy the expressions of gaiety or sadness, of attention

or indifference, of pleasure or fear, produced by the events of

everyday life. There was, in a word, no nice delicacy, no

difficulty of drawing, no case of foreshortening that he avoided.

In this manner did he study humanity in one man, and endea-

vour to seize in this model, always the same and yet always

changing, not only the trace of the ordinary emotions of the

soul, but every advantage which painting can derive from the

different attitudes of the human body. He studied upon this

peasant's face the furrows caused by smiles as well as those

produced by tears— furrows which, according to the remark of

a certain philosopher, serve to express joy as well as grief.

Nor, while Velasquez was thus indefatigable in the actual use

of his pencil, did he neglect the theoretical part of his art, but

read every author of credit who could form his judgment or

expand his mind.

So great was the confidence of Velasquez in the rich variety

of nature, that whenever he drew upon her mexhaustible

treasury, he almost invariably did so at hazard, being very

certain that he should everywhere meet with beauty, and that

he should be able to represent it to others. Setting out from

this principle, he, at first, had no other end in view than a

scrupulous imitation of the form and tone of every object,

finishing each portion of it with the same care, and imparting

to it all the vigour which he thought ho saw in it. Is it not

to this that naturalism must inevitably lead its votaries, at

least at the commencement? If we consider art as a mere

coimter-impress of nature, everything in the latter immediately

enchants us. Exclusively absorbed by the wish to render

our copy a faithful one, we attach the same importance to the

accessories as to the principal parts ; taking each detaU sepa-

rately, we begin by working on it with passion and energy,

without consenting to sacrifice a single one. The consequence

of this is, that the various plans, which we shoidd have dis-

tinguished from each other, are all confounded together, the

relative value of the tones escapes us, and, from our very

desire to obtain accent and relief everywhere, we inevitably

become harsh. This is exactly what happened to Velasquez

in the first trial of strength that he made with nature. Ilis

celebrated picture of " The Water Carrier of SevUle" (p. 116)

belongs to this style. The truthfuhiess of this picture is,

however, so striking that it actually causes the spectator's

throat to feel parched, for he beholds a man of the lower

classes drinking so eagerly and with such evident enjoyment

out of the water-carrier's jug, that he himself Avould willingly

suffer thirst for a long time in order to revel in the pleasure of

* "
. . . Le servia de modelo en diversas aciones y posturas, ya

llorando, ya riendo . . . «S;c." Pacheco, " EI Arte de la Pintura."

En SeviUa, 1619.
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quenching it in a similar manner. An " Adoration of tlie

Shepherds," once in the possession of the Count do I'Aguila,

and the same which formerly made so magnificent an appearance

in the Spanish Gallery of the Louvre, at Paris, must liave been

executed at the same period of rigorous imitation, as well as

the familiar scenes and interiors which Velasquez painted in

the style of David Teniers ; such, for example, as the piece of

Bacchanalian buffoonery known by the name of " Los Bcbe-

dores," or " The Drinkers "
(p. I'io). This picture represents

the reception of a new member in a sort of low masonic lodge,

where a drunken fat president, with a polished skin, almost

naked, and crowned with vine leaves, is initiating the novice

into the mj'sterics of goiu'mandising imd generous wine, while,

ranged around the cask on which the jolly- faced monarch sits

entlironed, five or six other rascals in rags are hlling and
emptying their cups, or laughing boisterously, in a manner
wliich is supremely trivial it is true, but which is also so

hearty, frank, and catching, that it almost makes the spec-

tator wish to join in it, just as the " Water Carrier" inspires

liim with a desire to drink.

In the spring of the year 1622, Pacheco's son-in-law set out

from SevUle to Madrid, where the canon Fonseca, liis fellow-

townsman, who held a situation in the palace, procured him
the means of visiting the galleries of the Prado and the

Escurial, imd of seeing and copying there whatever he chose.

Being anxious to patronise a young man whose high destiny

he foresaw, Juan de Fonseca busied himself in procuring

Velasquez more powerful patrons than he him^iplf was, and
succeeded so well that the painter, who had been recalled to

Seville, received there, together with fifty gold ducats, a letter

from the Count-Duke d'Olivares, Minister of State, and
favourite of Philip IV., inviting him to set out once more
for Madrid. This time, Pacheco accompanied Velasquez, in

order, as he said, to be a witness of his son-in-law's glory.

All that was necessary to enable Velasquez to a.ssume his

proper rank was, that he should paint and esbibit his works.

The canon Fonseca, w'ho had received the artist in his own
house, asked him to paint his portrait, and hardly was it

completed ere he hastened to the palace, where he exposed to

the view of the king and the courtiers his protege's produc-

tion—a sterling, highh'-coloured work, full of life, in which
the canon's head seemed to be reflected as in a mirror. The
very same day Velasquez was admitted at cotirt, and Philip IV.

expressed a wish to have his own portrait taken by so great an
artist. To obtain the favours of fortune, the Spanish painter

had done violence to her.

Attacking boldly one of the greatest difficnlties of the

painter's art, Velasquez represented the King of Spain encased

in armour, and mounted on a magnificent charger, that he
had to depict rearing up in the air, in the midst of an appa-

rently boundless landscape. llis success was marvellous.

He received permission to exhibit the picture in a public

street of the city, near the steps of San Felipe. The court

was in ecstasies with it, and tlie poets celebrated it in com-
mendatory verses. " In spite of his bold neglect of all the

artificial resources of the art," says Monsieni Louis Viardot,*

"has not Velasquez attained the utmost possible limits of
illusion ? lias he not placed upon the canvas all the charac-

teristics of life ? How perfectly natural is the posture and
accordance of the limbs, as well as the general appearance of

the body ? Is not the hair agitated by the wind r Docs not

the blood circulate underneath the white and living Hesh ?

Are not the eyes gifted with sight ? Is not the mouth about
to open and speak r"

Meanwhile the rare talent possessed by Velasquez had in-

creased. The scrupulous exactitude which he had at first

preserved in his imitations had led him to adopt a style which,
as we have said, was not free from dryness. He corrected

this, however, from remarking that distance renders the forms
of all objects undecided, and alters their appearance. His
touch became more easy and a;therial, and he imitated nature
not as she is, but as she appears to be.

• Lcs Musues d'Espagne, d'Anglcterre et dc Belgique. Paris,

Paulin, 1S13.

Haviiig been created painter to his majesty, 7)m/o!' de camara,

Velasquez was overwhelmed with presents and gold ducats.

Great things .were now expected from him, and Velasquez

determined to gratify the wishes of his admirers by producing

some grand work, which should stamp him at once as one of

the first artists in Spain. His competitors for i)ublic favour,

Caxes, Carduchio, and Nardi, had each painted the " Expul-
sion of the Moors from Spaiji." Velasquez selected the same
subject. This was a bold step, but the success fuUy proved
that Velasquez had not mistaken his powers. He completely

distanced his rivals, and the king's delight was so great, that

he increased his stipend, and made him usher of the royal

chamber. In this picture, Spain is represented as a noble

matron, in Roman armour', standing near a portion of a stately

edifice. At her feet is this inscription:— "Philippo III.,

Hispan. Kegi Cathal. Kegum picntissimo, Belgico, Germ.
Afric. paeis et justitiie eultori, publicic quictis assertori, ob

clirainatos felicites Mauros Philippus IV. robore ac virtute

magnus, in magnis raaximus, animo ad majora nato propter

antiq. tanti parentis et pietatis observantisque ergo tropieura

hoc erigit, anno 1627." Besides this inscription, there is also

the following at the bottom of the picture:— " Didacus

Velasquez Hispalensis Philip IV. Regis Hispan. pictor ipsius

jussu fecit, anno 1G27." Philip IV. was not a great king,

although he every day heard liimself compared to the sun

;

but he cherished literatui'e and painting, the former in the

person of an illustrious poet, Calderon, and the latter in that

of an excellent painter, Vclasquoz. Both of these great men
were admitted into the royal intimacy, and were, so to say,

regular visitors at the palace. They were members of the

King's household, and honoured him with their friendship.

In their company he forgot the gradual dismemberment of the

monarchy of Charles V. ; and when this nonchalant prince

received the news that he had lost Portugal, that he had lost

Roussillon, or that he had lost Flanders, he was found listening

to some charming comedy, dc cape et d'^pec, or leaning on the

shoulder of Velasquez, and immersed in the contemplation of

some landscape that represented the vast and verdant plains

of his kingdom.

Velasquez was no landscape -painter after the fashion of tlio

Dutch artists ; that is to say, he was not elaborate lilie Karel

Dujardin, careful in the nice details of the ground like

Wynants, finished like Van de Velde, or pleasing like Poelem-
bourg; he painted landscapes with a rough freedom of touch,

and treated them in that broad summary manner which
appears natural to historical painters, and which v^-as that

followed by Rubens. In the works of the Spanish artist, it is

not the landscape itself which forms the principal object ; it

merely serves as a gi-ound for the animated episodes which the

artist has imagined with the intention of bringing them out in

strong relief. The " View of the Prado " is made subservient

to a boar-hunt, in which the movement of the dogs, the

horses, and the himtsraen, interests us quite as much as the

savage character of the site, and the aspect of the wood. The
" View of Aranjuez " represents a gravelled avenue, celebrated

in Spain under tlie name of the Queen's Walk (Ja Cah'c de la

Reyna), and seems merely a pretext for introducing to us a

promenade of the ladies of the court, in company with the

most accomplished cavaliers of the day, under the shady

foliage of an earthly paradise. As regards the execution,

these landscapes, which, like most of the best works of Velas-

quez, belong to the Museo del Reij, are painted in a bold rough

manner, and must be viewed from a distance. If we examine

them nearly, we shall be shocked by the carelessness of the

touch, the crudity with which certain objects are brought

together, and the vague manner in wliich the trees, ground,

and sky, are massed, and, apparently, confounded ; but let us

contemplate these pictures liom a distance, and aU this con-

fusion ceases, all tlie various objects harmonise with one

another, each element in the painting assumes its proper place,

each tone its proper value ; the light shines forth, and nature

and life appear before us with all the force of truth. To such

a degree is the illusion carried, that we are tempted to draw

near once again in order to penetrate the mystery of an effect
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combined with such artistic skill, and obtained with such

certainty.

Vie think wc have discovered the secret of treating painting

in this cavalier fashion, and why Velasquez succeeded so mar-

vellously in it. He h.ad commenced by painting objects in the

order they presented themselves to his viev/ : birds, fish, fruit,

J'tutas, ai^es, peces, y cosas inaniniadas por el natural, says Cean

Bermudez,* and nothing is more capable of forming or per-

fecting a eolourist than the severe study of what is called still

fascinate it. The eye of a painter making the round of a

calville, for instance, would find pleasure in remarking the

tine gradations which would lead him from a pale-yellow to a

carnation. The goldfinch, again, with its red head and gold-

tipped wings, presents the artist with a whole system of

colouring. By imitating nature, and bringing together those

colours alone which he felt were related to each other, Velas-

quez avoided the necessity of blending them. He was thus

enabled to preserve their solidity and freshness, because,

THE WATEK-CAKRIEll OF SEVILLE. FKOM A PAUNTINCi «V VEL.iSUlIEZ

life. By a course of study ot this description we may pene-

trate some of the mysteries of creation, and learn some of the

rules which govern its harmonious natural arrangements.

The first objects taken at hazard, the stone on the highroad or

the wild flower of the fields, contain in themselves the prin-

ciple of the alliance and the opposition of tones. Their

contrast serves to e.xcite oui' attention, and their h.irmony to

* Diccionaiio dc los mas ilhi:^trcs Profc^sovcs

Madrid, 1800.

vol vi.

linowuig that he could not possibly offend the eye by the
juxtaposition of such colours as harmonised naturally with
each other, he applied them boldly and surely, exactly where
they were wanted, and thus was not under the necessity of

working them up.

Meanwhile the news was spread about the Spanish court,

that a celebrated painter, Peter Paul Rubens by name, had
just arrived in Madrid. Rubens was the bearer of certain

official presents from the Duke of Mantua. An hour was
appointed for his introduction to Philip IV. ; and what hap-
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pened? The officer whom he meets at the door of the king's

apartment, the king's intimate friend who is charged with the

duty of introducing him, is no other than Velasquez ! * The
day that these two great painters beheld each other, for the

first time, must indeed have been a happy one for them !

How comes it that historians have mentioned nothing of this

interview? Is it less interesting than that between Philip

IV. and Louis XIV. in the Isle of the Conference r Were
not these two illustrious princes, we mean Velasquez and
Rubens, the most brilliant impersonitications of Spanish and

native originality, or of a spirit of nationality more easily

recognised, than Velasquez and Rubens.
However this may be, Velasiiucz, with the permission of

the king, who with difficulty pwted from him, embarked at

Bircelona the lOth August, 1629, on board the vessel of the
Marquis de Spinola.f Touching at Venice, he immediately
hastened to visit the pictures there. Titian appeared to him
as grand as Rubens predicted he would. Veronese enchanted,
and Tintoretto captivated him. He copied the " Calvary"
and the " Communion of the Apostles" of the latter spirited

THE INFANT. FROM A PAINTING BY VELASQUFZ.

lemish art, respectively ? Who would ever have believed

it ? It was Rubens who inspired the painter of the Spanish
monarch with the desire to sec Italy ; Rubens, whom neither

the ideal school of Florence nor the Sixtine Chapel had been
able to change ; Rubens, who had beheld and copied the
" Last Supper " of Leonardo da Vinci with the eyes and the

pencil of a master of the Flemish school : Never, perhaps,

did nature create two men endowed with a greater degree of

• Velasquez then held the post of gentleman-usher, rgier de

Cantira, At a later period he was created chamberlain, Aposintador.

master, with the intention of offering the two paintings to his

friend Philip IV. At Ferrara, at Rologna, at Rome, Velas-

quez everywhere met with an honourable reception—thanks to

the orders sent by the Duke of Olivares to all the representa-

tives of Spain in Italy. Tic pope, Urban VIII., lodged the

artist in the Vatican, and ordered the keys of those apart-

ments which contained paintings to be given to him.J Velas-

t Pacheco, " Arte de la Pintura, su Antiguedad y Grandesas,"

libro primcro, p. 103.

+ Ibid, p. 104.
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quez made chalk drawings of tlie " Last Judgment," the

" Prophets and Sybils of the Sixtine Chapel," the " School

of Athens," " Parnassus," and the " Incendio del Borgo."

So intense, indeed, was his ajiplication to study, so incessant

were his endeavours to improve himself in his deeply-cherished

art, that his phj'sical powers gave way, and he became so ill

that he was obliged to move to a more airy and salubrious

spot. No sooner had he recovered, however, than he resumed

his former com'se of life, and devoted himself to the study of

the antique, every moment of his time being so taken up, that

lie had scarcely any leisure left to execute two original com-

positions, " Joseph's Garment," one of his most famous

pictures, and " Vulcan's Forge." Both these paintings are

chefs-d'ceuvre in their way.

We say " in their way," because there are certain qualities

which we must not look for in Velasquez ; these are, elevated

style, traditional convention, as it was understood by Nicolas

Poussin, and that nobleness in the choice of the contour,

which, surpassing mere correctness, actually goes so far as to

substitute for the forms presented by nature the refinements

invented by genius or by taste. Velasquez never pays, save

in the coin of Spain ; that is to say, he reduces the heroes and

the scenes of the most elevated description to types of a

kind of trivial haughtiness. In his eyes, the gods of Olympus

are merely men, and, for him, a man is the first comer,

whether he be the muleteer who passes along whistling as he

goes, or yonder beggar majestically draped in his tattered

cloak. AVe must not, therefore, expect to find in " Vulcan's

Fqrge " that slim and elegant Apollo whom the ancient-

sculptor produced from the marble, radiant with grace, beauty,

and youth, and gliding lightly over the ground with the step

of a god. No—in the picture painted by Velasquez, Latona's

son, when he comes to inform Vulcan of the infidelity of

Venus, is merely a young blacksmith's apprentice, who would

be very much surprised could he see the aureola of splendour

with which his head is encircled. In spite of the laiuel

branch which crowns this apprentice, disguised as the God of

Art, the scene is one of the most common description, and

takes place in some village inn, or, we may say, blacksmith's

shed, where Velasqiiez once, perhaps, saw the mules of the

Spanish king being shod, for, most assuredly, neither the

shield of Achilles nor the armour of ^Eneas was ever forged in

such a place. But, on the other hand, if we once accept the

vulgar treatm.ent of the subject, what an assemblage of bril-

liant qualities must we not acknowledge ! How simple, how
forcible is the expression, both in the pantomime of Vulcan, .

more astonished than he should be at the infidelity of Venus,

as well as in the naive looks of the three assistant smiths,

who have temporarily interrupted the measured blows of their

hammers, and left the anvil to repose ! All that a Preneh

painter would have sought in poetic inspiration, Velasquez

seeks in simple reality. In place of the contrast of the two

natures, the divine and the human, it is the contrast of the

two lights, the fire of the brazier and the light of heaven.

How correct is the anatomy of those superb bodies illumi-

nated by the sun, of those supple and nervous arms, so well

set and so admirably foreshortened ? Why should the artist

divorce himself from nature, when he ean espouse her with so

much passion and when she is so fruitful ?

Velasquez returned from Italy as much a Spaniard, as much
Velasquez as ever. The study of the antique had not elevated

his style to the height of the ideal. His destiny was to reign

cxclusivel)' in the domain of reality. If he did not possess

wings to soar into the clouds and seize there the expression of

superhuman nature, he was, perhaps, the greatest of all those

whose feet touch the earth. From its strongly-marked

character, Iiis painting became sublime, and frequently, when
seeking merely truth, he fomid noetry. He would imbue a

simple portrait with more poetry than others would throw

into a sacred or historical composition. But then what

painter ever had more splendid models from which his genius

might draw inspiration ? The models copied by Velasquez

were not of that heavy, thick, and fleshy nature that were to

be found in the painting-rooms of the Flemish and Dutch

painters, but specimens of Spanish individuality, exuberant

with life and passion, and full of courage, devotion, and

pride. Vi'hen he was placed before one of these chivalrous

beings, whose countenance was as haughty as his own, his

model increased in importance as he worked, till the moment
arrived when the portrait became transformed into a histori-

cal picture !

The portrait of the Count-Duke of Olivares, his patron, is

an example of this. Velasquez represented him encased in a

suit of armour inlaid with gold, with a hat surmounted by a

flowing phime, .ind with the staff' of a commander in his hand.

He is mounted on an Andalusian charger of the finest breed,

flying to the fight, while his face appears bathed in perspira-

tion from fatigue and the weight of his arms. In the back-

ground we perceive the shock of two bodies of cavalry

meeting. Never was any one more successful in rendering the

movement and beauty of the horses as well as the ardour and

truthfulness of action. Palomino Velaseo, * who has written

with such care the lives of the Spanish painters, is unable to

repress his emotion when speaking of this picture. " \Vc

see," he says, " the thick clouds of dust and smoke rolling

before our eyes ; we hear the clash of weapons ; we are

present at the carnage."f
In instances like this, Velasquez becomes the equal of

Titian and Vandyck. No one is better acquainted than he is

with the build, the motions, the skeleton, and t'ne appearance

of the horse. Vandyck has, perhaps, made his horses more
elegant, but Velasquez has succeeded in brmging out tlieu"

various muscles more prominently, and imbuing them with

more fire, especially their heads, which possess a rare amo»mt
of nobleness and beauty. Nothing can be more dignified and

more manly than that cavalier, with his mustachios twisted

up, who, with his face tui'ned towards the spectator, while

his horse is carrying him off into the midst of the action, is

ordering the charge, and appears to command not only in

virtue of his rank, but in virtue of his courage as well. Was
it not this picture which inspired the French painter with the

idea of his " Capitaine des Guides?" Was it not the recol-

lection of the heroic picture painted by Velasquez which
caused Gericault to hit upon another manner of becoming
sublime ?

We recollect visiting, in 1S3G, the gallery of the Prince of

Orange, since King of Holland, at Brussels. After admiring

a great number of cliefs-d'wuvrc, and among others an asto-

nishing landscape by Rubens, in which the barking of the

dogs in a boar-hunt was, so to speak, audible, some figures by
Perugino, and some admirable heads by Francisco Penni,

urnamed II Faitore, we were introduced into an empty room,

no one side of which was hung the "Belle Anversoise," by
Vandyck, and the portrait of a Btirgomaster clad in black,

and wearmg a fine collar with small plaits, while, on the

other side, were suspended the portraits of the Count-Dukc
d'Olivares and of Philip IV. by Velasquez. Never did any
pictures produce a more profound sensation on any young and
ardent admirer of art. Those who. were visiting the gallery

with us having gone on, we remained alone for some
moments in presence of these four full-length figm'es that

stood draM-n up before us. The gravity of their fixed expres-

sions inspued us with respect, and involuntarily we assumed
their noble attitude. Wavering, however, between these two
grand painters, and dazzled by both, we felt our enthusiasm

pass from Vandyck to Velasquez, and from Velasquez to

Vandyck, while each, in turn, obtained the preference. The
skilful and rich pencil of the pupil of Rubens had not more
fascination for us than the frank, vigorous, and fobei" style of

the Spanish painter. The one caused us to admire Art,

while the other concealed it, and showed us merely Nature.

Philip IV. had awaited the return of Velasquez with impa-

tience. The painter's society was a necessity for him, for

» " Museo Pictorico y Escala Optica." Madrid, 1724.

t *' Pare que so vi cl polvo, se mira el humo, sc oye cl cstrueudo,

y se tcme cl estrago." " Las A'idas de los Pintores Espanolcs,"

vol. iii. p. 333, of the " Museo Pictorico."
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Velasquez was one of those intimate friends who were styled,

in the language of the court, iniviiilos del licij. Dui'ing liis

absence, Philip IV. would not sit to any other painter,

although he had in his service such men as Caxes, Carducho,

and Nardi. Being a passionate admirer of art, and delighted

that it lay in his power to discover, at all hours, its naive

manifestations, its various stages, and its different secrets, the

king caused a painting-room to be constructed for his favourite

in the gallery del Cierzo, keeping for himself a second key,

with the right of entering whenever he chose, of surprising

the artist's ideas in all their crudity, and of amusing himself

by foUovring the development of each thought, and the pro-

gress of each picture, from the moment that it appeared only

as a confused and shapeless sketch, until it had received the

highest finish of execution. It was to the ftxmily of Philip IV.

that Velasqtiez first devoted himself on his return. He painted,

in succession, the Infants and Infantas. In the museum
of the I.ouvre, at Paris, before the heirs of the ex-king, Louis

Philippe, had them removed, there might be seen some speci-

mens of this series of paintings, too sincere and free to be the

work of a courtier. Mounted upon their high heels, or lied

to long rapiers, these little princely personages, no higher

han their spaniel, presented us with a picture of quasi-royal

solemnity, which was not without its charm, namely, that of

historical truth.

In the museum at Madrid are preserved the large equestrian

and the full-length portraits of the Infant Don B.althazar Carlos.

In the latter (p. 120), Velasquez has represented him holding

his earbina in his hand with a bold dashing air, surrounded

by his dogs, with his small hat placed knowingly on his head,

and standing in the midst of one of those undulating landscapes

which, we believe, are to be found nowhere else but in the works

of Collantes ; in the former, he has depicted him on an Anda-
lusian horse, which seems as if it were about to spring out

from the canvas at full gallop. Nothing can be more interest-

ing than this embryo cavalier, with his large black eyes, who
is seated so calmly,- so naively, and so much at his ease, on his

fiery steed, with his legs encased in large leather boots as

becomes a hunter already a first-rate adept in equitation.*

Velasquez attacks without the slightest hesitation, and

reproduces without the least difficulty, all the varied effects of

nature observed at hazard, and all the phenomena of light,

from the intensity of a mid-day sun to the most transient and

doubtful gleam. Nothing embarrasses, nothing astonishes

this great master, as long as there is no question of idealising

his model. It is as easy for him to group a number of persons

in the penumbra, as to dash off a single individual in the

midst of an open country. If he happens to visit a manufac-

tory of tapestry, where he sees a number of women working

half-naked, on account of the excessive heat, in a light

deadened by the external hangings, he will be struck by the

charm of this chiaro-oscuro, and represent the spi:-.ners, " Las

Ililanderas," carelessly exposing their naked forms to the

half-light, while ladies more completely dressed, and bargain-

ing for tapestry that is ready for sale, are merely placed there

as objects which the painter makes use of to exhibit the

miracles which his incomparable pencil is capable of pro-

ducing, to augment the illusion of the perspective, and to

affird scope for the effects of a subdued and carefuliy-managjBd

light. Were we actually to go, and, through some secret

opening, look into the interior of a manufactory of this

description—were we to surprise a number of half-dressed

workwomen, listlessly engaged at their work, while the mild

daylight is caressing their shoulders, which appear bathed in

the warm air of the south—we should behold nothing more nor

less than the very fac-simile of the Spanish painter's picture.

This was felt by Kaphael Mengs, who, when speaking of this

pai-ticular work, and of the portraits painted by Velasquez,

exclaims, " It seems as if his hand had had no share in the

• The amateur may obtain an idea of these portraits by con-

sulting the " CoUeceion Utografica dc Cuadros del Key de Es-

paiia." Madrid, 1S26, vol. i. This work is incomplete in the

print-room of the Bibliothequc Rationale at Paris.

execution of his paintings, but that everything about them was
created by a simple act of volition." t
For some time Philip IV. had entertained the project of

establi.shing a public academy of fine arts at Madrid; but to do
this it was necessary to possess some models. The king com-
missioned Velasquez to travel through Italy, and to select, at

the cost of the SpanishGovernment, whatever might strike him
as worth being purchased. f lu obedience to the royal com-
mand, the painter left Madrid in the month of November, 10-18,

and embarked at Malaga, in company with the Duke de Naxera,
who was charged to proceed to Trent and receive the (iueen

Maria-Anne of Austria. But Velasquez was so imp.atient to

revisit Venice, whither he was attracted by his old recollections

and by so many marvellous colourists, that he would not await

the arrival of the queen. This second voyage of Velasquez was
one which proved highly beneficial to his native land. When-
ever he heard of any fine pictures to be sold, he bought them
for the king ; whenever he met with any celebrated fresco-

painters, such, for instance, as Colonna, or the Metelli, of Bo-

logna, he represented to them that Spain was a country where

they would find a glorious and profitable field for the exercise

of their talent. At Florence, Vehxsquez feasted his eyes on

the masterpieces of Andreas del Sarte, and at Parma on those

of Correggio. At Modena he was received with great distinc-

tion by the duke, who remembered that when he was at

Madrid he had once sat to our painter. Fatigued, however,

with the honours that were everywhere paid to the agent of

Philip IV., he proceeded incognito to Home, and thence to

Naples, where he was to concert measures with the Viceroy,

who had orders to supply the pinlor de camara with all he

required. At this period, llibcra was a person of great

importance at Naples Velasquez was naturally desirous of

meeting liis illustrious countryman. He was able really and

truly to admire the works of this great master, being made to

uispire jealousy in others, but never giving way to it himself.

Velasquez was compelled, however, to return to Rome,

where the Pope Innocent X. received him in a most magnifi-

cent manner, which was immediately imitated by the Cardinal,

his nephew, and the rest of the Sacred College. The Cavalier

Bernin, I'Algarde, and Pietro de Cortona, paid the Spanish

artist every possible mark of respect, which was changed into

enthusiasm as soon as he had painted the pope's portrait. It

was one of the prodigies of art, and its success was most

triumphant. It was carried with great pomp in procession,

and had the honour of being crowned. It renewed the

illusion formerly produced by the famous portraits painted by
Raphael and Titian, those of Leon X. and Paul III. respect-

ively. That priest with the ruddy face, clad in a red camail,

seated in a red arm-chair, and standing out from the red

hangings, was in reality the sovereign pontiff himself. A hem
of ermine round the purple cap, and a few touches boldly

dashed in on the luminous points of the nose, the cheek-bone,

and the forehead, had been sufficient to effect this surprising

feat of artistic strength, and imbue the picture with relief,

roundness, accent, and life. The Pope presented him with a

medal, and the academicians of Saint Luke elected him a

member of their body, and forwarded his diploma after him to

Spain.

During this time, Plulip IV. was suffering impatiently the

absence of Velasquez. He missed the daily presence and

conversation of the artist, for, as we have said, he liked to see

him at work in the silence of his studio of the Cierzo, into

which he, Philip, could alone enter at all hours, as Charles V.

used to do into that of Titi.an. The monarch's uneasiness was

remarked by a courtier, Don Fernaud Ruiz de Contreras, who
wrote to Velasquez on the subject. Before setting out to

return to Madrid, however, the intelligent missionary of art

remembered that, on the occasion of his first journey, he

had ordered a picture of each of the twelve best painters of

Italy, and that he had to carry back with him to Madrid these

t Raphael Mcngs, " Description des principaux Tableaux qui

sent dans le Palais du Roi, k Madrid." Vol. II. of his works.

i Gnillet, " Bictionnaire dos Pcintrcs Espagnols," p. •375.
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twelve rivai;productions. Guido, Domenichino, Lanftanc, Joachim Sandrat, were the twelve painters to whom fame
Joseph d'Arpiiias, surnamed Josepin, Pietro de Cortona, then assigned the first rank. Is it not a curious fact, that at

TUE l^-FA^T DON li.\Ll 11 AZ.IR CAIILOS. lUOM A PAINTIKO liY VILASUUiZ,

Guercino, Valentin Colombo,* Andreas Sacchi, Toussin, the
Chevalier Massimo (Stanzioni), Horace Gentileschi, and

• There is no doubt Ihat this arti.st, who is mentioned in the
works of Bermudcz and Palomino, is none other than Valentin do
Coulommiers, who, as we know, was still living in 163u, at tlic
period when Velasquez first visited Italy. He enjoyed a great

the present day we acknowledge the justice of the judgment
pronounced on these masters by the Italians of their own

reputation at Rome. Besides tliis, one of his best productions,
" The Martyrdom of St. Lawrence," whicli must have been one of
the twelve pictures brou^lit back by Velasquez, is in the Museum
at Jladrid.
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time, and that we find them occupying very nearly the same

position in public opinion which they did two centuries ago ?

The war which Mazarin was then waging against Spain

prevented Velasquez from traversing France and visiting

Paris. He re-crossed the sea with his rich store of statues,

and art, and with the king of Spain at his side, Seventeen

years of his life had glided so ijuickly by. Possessing a

straightforward character and an honest open heart, the Anda-

lusian painter was not one of those courtiers who await the

signal of their master before they dare entertain a single

TIIF. INTANr DON CAl.I.OS. ] kl.lM A rAINTI.NG 1;V \'ELASQl'EZ.

bnsts, and pictures, and was accompanied by Jerome Ferrer,

caster in bronze, as well as by the sculptor, Dominic de Rioja.

Philip rewarded Velasquez by conferring on him the title of

Grand Chamberlain of the Palace, Aposcnindor Mayor; his

salary was increased to a thousand ducats a year, and he once

more returned to that studio where, in company with nature

thought. The Duke d'Olivares having fallen into disgrace,

Velasquez hastened to give his old protector fresh proofs of

his gratitude, a feeling which others would have reckoned it

dangerous to manifest. Velasquez had known the Miirquis de

Spinola, who had taken him on hoard his vessel when he

embarked at Barcelona. Our artist consectated one of his
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greatest pictures, a masterpiece, to the glrry of the illustrious

commander. " The Surrender of Breda," called in Spain the

"Picture of th? Lances," represents the Marquis landing in

front of his troops to receive, with all the grace and dignity of

a generous conqueror, the keys of the fortress from the hands

of the vanquished general. On one side are drawn up tlie

light-haired, well-fed Plemings, with their open, ruddy

countenances ; on the other stand the grave, pale, bilious-

looking Spaniards, slight in form, but with a natural haugh-

tiness peering through tlieir attitude. Among them, under a

large slouched hat, in one corner of the picture, may be seen

a noble and manly face, which is that of Velasquez himself.

Between the two armies lies an apparently boundless land-

scape. We appear to feel the very breeze that fans it ;
v,c

seem as if we could step in it, walk in it, breathe in it

!

The only poetry, the sole Muse acknowledged by Velasquez,

was Truth! He never troubles himself with embellishing

Nature, he lets her do that herself. Whatever crosses his

imagination is but a part of his recollections ; he only invents

•what he has seen. But then, what an eye is his ! How it

embraces every object both in its fullest extent and in its

minutest details ! How he penetrates to the very core of all

things—how he touches them ! How he seizes the positive,

the exact, or rather the apparent tone of everything, for that

is the only correct one ! Nothing escapes his piercing reason

and his unfailing certainty of execution I He measures the

distance of the various bodies by the degree of intensity alone

which is given to the colours by the interposition of the

ambient ah- ! Nothing can deceive the eye of Velasquez ;
but,

on tl-.e contrary, it is he who deceives that of everyone else !

On traversing the Palace of Madrid, the visitor will meet

Velasquez, and go up and speak to him, for he is there in

person standing at his easel painting the Infanta Marie-

Marguerite of Austria. Decked out in black lace, and lost in

a 50 wn of light silk, which bulges out at the bottom like a

bell, the blonde Infanta, with her chubby cheeks and round

eyes, is in the act of taking in her little hand a little cup of

Japan china, that is, doubtless to amuse her, offered by a

maid of honour. At the side of the future empress are two

dwarfs, very celebrated in the annals of the ante-chamber,

Marie Barbola and Nicolas Pertusano. The latter, who is

di-cssed exactly like a Knave of Spades, is worrying a large

dog that is lying down motionless in the foreground. Before

the SDectator extends a long gallery, and, at its extreme end,

there is a door which opens on the gardens, letting in the

rays of the sun, and showing, on a flight of steps beyond, the

gentleman who has just opened it. Near this door, through

which the sun penetrates with dazzling .splendom-, there is a

glass in which the reflection of the figures of Philip IV. and his

wife announces the neighbourhood of those royal personages.

Never has a human pencil, - either before or afterwards,

obtained such a degree of magical illusion. As far as simple

imitation is concerned, this picture is the n<' jiIks ultra of art,

and, if it were not for the frame which surrounds it, we

should with difficulty believe it to be a painting. "It seems,"

says Prancesco Preziado, director of the Spanish Academy at

Home, "that we are in the same room with this group of

children and dwarfs, and that they are all alive." * We know

that T.'htn Charles II. showed this family picture to Luca

Giordano, who had recently come to Spain, the Italian painter

exclaimed enthusiastically: " It is the. TJicolociij of ruinting !"

thus placing the work of Velasquez in the same rank that

theology holds amongst the sciences.

The picture still preserves the name bestowed on it by

Luca Giordano. After Velasquez had finished it, he presented

it to his friend the king, and asked him whether there was

anything wanting. " Yes, one thing," said Philip IV., taking

the palette from the painter's hands, and drawing upon the

* "
. . . Che piu'c, a chl lo vcdc, di troversi in qucUa

camera, c die tutto sia animate." " Raccolta tli Lettcre su la

Pittura, Scultura, ct Architeetura," tnmo sesto, p. 320. lu Roma,

17G8. Compare what is said by M. Viavdot in his "Notices on the

•Aguado Gallery," folio edition,

breast of the artist, who is represented in the picture, the cross

of the order of Santiago. The cross has remained up to the

present day exactly as it was painted by the royal hand. ' This

is a charming trait on the part of the Spanish king, and proves

that he possessed the delicacy and good taste of a true gentle-

man. Velasquez was not regularly invested with the order

until some time afterwards. When the president, according

to the usual custom observed on the reception of a new knight,

was about to investigate our artist's family pretensions, and

asked for his genealogical papers, Philip IV., who was present,

said with a smile ;
" Give him the order, for I know his noble

birth and the right he has to it," In order to afford a still

more convincing proof how high Velasquez stood in the esti-

mation of his royal patron, the investiture took place in full

court, on the festival of San Prospero, amidst general rejoicing,

festivity, and magnificence.

A great and important ceremony now brought the Grand

Chamberlain, Apasentaclor Mayor of Philip IV., conspicuously

into public notice. The Treaty of the Pyrenees, signed the

7th of November, 16.19, put an end to the war between France

and Spain. I.ouis XIV. was to marry the Infanta, Maria

Theresa, and it was agreed that the princess should be delivered,

at Irun by Philip IV., into the hands of the young king's re-

presentatives. Velasquez, in virtue of his office, set out in

the month of March, 1660, to prepare lodgings for the Court,

and it was he who arranged the tent in which the two monarchs

met, in the Isle of Pheasants, since called the Isle of the Con-

ference. Charles Lebrun has chosen this ceremony as the

subject of a grand picture in the Museum of Versailles.

Velasquez figures in it among the other personages, for the

French artist has taken care not to omit him. The Spanish

painter is represented as old and harassed, for he was no longer

what he once was wdien he painted the admirable portrait of

himself, which Monsieur Taylor succeeded in obtaining for the

Spanish gallery of the Louvre at Pai is. How often have we stood

wrapped in contemplation before this head, which is one of the

marvels of the painter's art ! The glance is so searching that

it penetrates into our very souls ! It is altogether a priceless

work, in which, by a rare combination, firmness of touch is

united to the most beautiful softness. The form is distinct,

and yet it is impossible to distinguish the outline. The

model is most perfectly exact, and stands out in astonishing

relief, and yet we are totally unable to say where the light

finishes, and where the shade begins. It contains a whole

theory of painting.

It is but too true that, in 1660, Velasquez had aged quite as

much as he is represented to have done in Lebrun's picture.

The fatigue incidental to his office and travels had weakened

a constitution that, in spite of the energy of his face, was

naturally delicate, as we may see by the peculiar fineness of

the skin. On his return to Madrid, his family were afflicted

by the alteration visible in his features. Philip IV., on hearing

of the state of his friend's health, lost no time in sending the

royal physicians to attend upon him, but Velasquez survived

a few days only ; he breathed his last on the 7th August, 1660.

The grandees of Spain, the court, and the knights of all the

difi'ercnt orders, took part in his funeral. His widow died of

grief at the expiration of a week, and was buried by his side in

the Church of San Juan.

If painting were merely a second process of creation, Velas-

quez, without doubt, would be the greatest painter that ever

lived. As portrait painters, Vandyck, Ilubens, and Titian

equalled, but did not excel him. His design was correct, his

colouring true, even to sublimity ; there was not a single

illusion of physical nature which could escape his power of

imitation. He began by merely reproducing his model upon

the canvas dryly and crudely ; he then took into account the

phenomena of the visible world ; he perceived that form is not

abstract, but that it is modified by the presence of the atmos-

phere, and that the colour- of all objects depends upon their

distance, and the greater or less degree of light in which they .

are placed. He now painted nature as she appears to us, so

as not to wound but please the view. At last, when he had

reached the utmost limits of perfection, he suppressed all signs
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of art, so that nature alone was all that rpin;unecl upon the

canvas. In the works of Velasquez, we must neither locjk for

the profound thought of Poussin, the cxquis.ite feeling of

L? Sueur, the fine style of the antique, nor the idealism of the

Florentine school of the fifteenth century. Velasquez saw in

licavcn only men, and in men he beheld merely Spaniards,

—

tliat is to say, so many beings moved by the empire of the

passions, and existing around him. His works, consequently,

are deficient in style ; but, to make up for this, tlicy are

invariably remarkable for one great characteristic (quality, and

that is. Truth.

In order to form an exact idea of the genius of Velasquez, we

must study it in the Masco del Hiij, in presence of his sixty-

four pictures there, for we may safely say that, with the

exception of a few rare specimens which ai-e to be found out of

Spain—cither from having been given away by the munificence

of different kings, or from havuig been the spoil of victorious

ormies— all the works of tliis eminent artist are in the Museum

at Madrid.

Velasquez attempted, and succeeded in, every branch of his

art. He has painted sacred and profane history, historical and

other landscapes, full-length as well as equestrian portraits of

men and women, of extreme youth and of old age ; hunting-

scenes, battles, animals, interiors, flowers, and fi'uit.

Among his picturesque landscapes, the most celebrated are;

" A View of the Prado " and " A View of Aranjuez." In the

first of these two compositions he has represented a boar-hunt,

with all its tumultuous and confused crowd of men, dogs, and

horses; in the second, he has depicted "The Queen's Walk"

{la Calle rip la Ueijna), which is still so celebrated. Among
his historical landscapes, we must mention "The Visit of

Baint Anthony to Saint Paul, the Hermit." The canvas in

this picture is scarcely covered. The ground, trees, and sky,

when looked at neaady, are all massed together without any

apparent attention to the separate objects, but if we retire four

steps, everything becomes clear and full of animation.

It is at Madrid that we find the portrait of Philip IV. on

horseback, in the midst of a naked country. Its effect is per-

feetly bewildering ; it is impossible for illusion to be carried

further. The portraits of the queens, Elizabeth of France and

Marianne of Austria, as well as of the Infanta, Margaret, and

of the Infant, Balthazar, who at one time is represented gallop,

ing on an Andalusian charger, and at another, in the pose of a

young king, excite otir admiration in an equal degree. We
must likewise mention the portrait of the Count-Duke

d'Olivai'es, on horseback and armed for a campaign ; the Mar-

quis de Pescairc, the Adcade Ilonquillo, the Corsair, Barber-

ossa, and, lastly, a little male dwarf and a monstrous female

dwarf.

Among the sacred pauitings, there are at Madrid only two

painted by Velasquez :
" The Martyrdom of Saint Stephen,"

and a " Christ upon the Cross."

His profane subjects are tolerably numerous. The JIuseura

possesses five of the best : the one called " The Spinners (las

Hilanderas)," representing the interior of a tapestry manufac-

tory, is a most remarkable work on account of its perspective

niul the management of the light. Next comes "Vulcan's

Forge (la Fragua de Vulcano}," a composition full of air and

depth. We must also mention " The Surrender of Breda,"

commonly called " The picture of the Lances (tl Cuadro de

las Lan<;as)," and " The Drinkers (los Bebedores or Borra-

ehos)," two very remarkable works, despite the different styles

to which they belong. The one charms us by the grandeur

and magnificence of its general arrangement, and the other by

the astonishing truthfulness of the different personages and

the disposition of the groups. The French Government, on

the proposal made by M. Charles Blanc, who was then

Dii'ector of Fine Arts, charged an artist of merit, M. Porion,

with the task of copying these two pictures. The copies

are at present exposed to view in the Palais des Beaux
Arts.

As a mere imitation of nature, there is another picture still

more remarkable, perhaps, than " The Drinkers ;" this is the

one -which represents " The Family of Philip IV.," and in

which the artist has painted his own portrait. It is perhaps

the most important work ever produced by Velasquez.

The old Spanish gallery in the Lmvre at Paris, contained,

as we all know, twelve jnctures by Velasquez,—ten portraits,

an "Dxvoto," and the "Palace of the Escurial."

The Museum of the Louvre possesses three pictures by

Velasquez ; a three-quarter portrait of the " Infanta, Mar-

guerite-Theres-a," presumed to be the study for the painting

representing tlie Family of Philip IV., and the last one men-

tioned as forming part of the collection of the Museum of

Madrid; " The Portrait of a Monk," a well-painted picture,

but one which the administration of the Museum need not

have given themselves any trouble to acquire ; and, lastly, a

"He-union of Artists" (p. 121), a well-grouped composition,

full of atmospheric effect, but restored, and badly restored.

The first is said to have cost £IG0, and the second, £G0O.

The Gallery of the Belvedere, at Vienna, prides itself on

possessing six pictures by Velasqut z :
" A Countryman laugii-

ing, and holding a flower in his right hand," a half-length;

" The Painter's Family," a composition of twelve figures, size

of life, threc-quqrtcr length ;
" The Portrait of Philip IV.,"

three-quarter length; "The Portrait of the Infan .a, Mar-

guerite-Theresa," that of her sister, "Maria-Theresa," and

that of " Don Balthazar Carlos."

The Pinakothck at Munich is said to contain an equal

number : " The Portrait of the Arti«," " A Beggar,"

" The Portrait of Cardinal HosafgU'Jsi," and three other

portraits.

In the Gallery at Dresden is preserved a " Portrait of the

Duke d'Olivares," holding a paper in his hand.

At the Hermitage of St. Petersburg there are thirteen pic-

tures which have the great name of Velasquez attached to

them. We think, however, that the majority of them must be

looked upon as apocryphal. The exceptions are the two

famous portraits puiehased by the emperor, in 1850, at the

sale of the late William the Second, King of Holland ;
one of

them is a full-length " Portrait of Philip IV.," and the other

that of the " Count-Duke d Olivares." The cost of the two,

including the expense of the ^ale, was £3,.5f2. We may also

account as genuine three studies :
" A Young Peasant laugh-

ing ; " the first " Sketch for the Portrait of Innocent X. ;" the

"Bust of the Count-Duke d'Olivares;" and, perhaps, the

two views, one of " Saragossa," and one of " La Caraca."

The following are some of the works of Velasquez in Eng-

land, as given by Bryan :

—

" Lot and his Daughters ;" formerly in the Orleans' collec-

tion, now at Cheltenham. Lord Northwick.

" The Finding of Moses ;" at Castle Howard. Earl of Car-

lisle.

" The Virgin kneeling, with outstretched arms, supposed

receiving the Annunciation ;" at Leigh Court, Somersetshire.

W. Miles, Esq.
" Head of John the Baptist in a charger." Lord Northwick.

"St. Francis Borgia arriving at the Jesuits' College," a

composition of eight figm-es, life-size ; Stafford House. Duko

of Sutherland.

"Los Borrachos," composition of six figures ; the first study

for the celebrated picture ; at Heytcsbury House, Wiltshire.

Lord Heytesbury.
" Las iileninas, or the Slaids of Honour," a finished sketch

for the celebrated picture, by some considered to be a sn*il

repetition; at Kingston Hall, Dorsetshire. G. Bankes, Esq.

" The Alcalde Ilonquillo," called the Fighting Judge, who

was sent to mduce Segovia in the war of the Communeros

in 1520. He is standing, in a dark dress, on a flour paved

with brown and white marble, with his hand resting on a

walking-stick. London. James Hall, Esq.

" El -Aquador de Scvilla, the Water-carrier of Seville ;" en-

graved by B. Amettler ; at Apsley House. Duke of Wel-

lington.

" The Signing of the Marriage Contract between the Infanta

Margarita Maria, daughter of Philip lA'., and the Emperor

Leopold ;" an unfinished picture, and probably the last from

the hand of Velas(^uez. In the hands of a dealer.
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Three small studies; " a Repast," "a Man with Dogs,"

and "an Equestrian Portrait of rhilip IV." London. Lord

Cowley.

"An incident in the life of St. Charles Borromeo ;" a

sketch. Stafford House. Duke of Sutherland.

"A rocky Landscape, with figures on horseback asking

their way of two beggars." Stafford House. Duke of

Sutherland.

"Two Landscapes, with equestrians and other figures."

Bowood, Wiltshire. Marquis of Lansdowne.
" A. Hunting Scene," probably at the Pardo. London,

riccadilly. Lord Ashburton.
" Two Landscapes with figures." '• The Grange." Ditto.

" \ Woodland Prospect," probably in the Chace at the

P.-irlo. London. Eail of Clarendon.

"The old Almedor of Seville." London. Ditto.

" Philip IV.," an equestrian sketch. Leigh Court. W.
Miles, Esq.

Ditto, in shooting dress, with dog and gun ; full-length,

life-size, unfinished. London. Col. H. Baillie.

Ditto, standing in a black dress, and holding a paper ; sold

in the Altamira collection by the editor in 1S27. G. Bankes,

Esq.

Ditto, standing, in a black dress trimmed with silver, hold-

ing in his hand a paper with the name of Velasquez. Hamil-

ton Palace. Duke of Hamilton.

Ditto, small full-length figure. Earl of EUesmere.

Ditto. Lord Northwick.

Ditto, bust, in crimson and ermine. Dulwich.

Ditto, bust, life-size, in a black dress. Lord Ashburton.
" The Cardinal Infant Don Ferdinand in shooting costume,"

unfinished, life-siz?. Cul. II. Baillie.

SEUNION OF AKTISTS. I'ROM A PAINTING BY VELASUUEZ.

"The Infant Don Balthazar Carlos on a pony ;" a study.

Dulwich.

Ditto, on a piebald pony, in the court of the' manege, with

attendants. Marquis of Westminster.

afetto, on a black pony, a repetition of the foregoing, with

variations. S. Rogers, Esq.

Ditto, standing, in a rich black dress ornamented with

silver, his right hand resting on the back of a chair, his left on

the hUt of his sword; full-length, life-size. Sold in the

collection of AV. Wells, Esq., of Redleaf, in Maj', ISIS, for

£682 10s.

Ditto, bust, life-size, in a black dress trimmed with silver.

Col. H. Baillie.

" An Infant of Spain, supposed to be Don Prospero, son of

Queen Mariana, who died in his fourth year," lying in a rich

bed, the face only seen. Marquis of Lansdowne.
" Don Juan of Austria, natural son of Philip IV.," in a

rich military dress. Lord Northwick.

" Boar-hunt at the Pardo ;" formerly injthe royal palace at

Madrid
;

presented by Ferdinand VII. to Sir H. Welles-

ley, afterwards Lord Cowley, and sold by him to the trustees

of the National Gallery for £2,200. London. National

Gallery.

A study of part of the preceding. Lord Northwick.

"Landscape, with a fortified place, and figures dancing."

Apsley House. Duke of Wellington.

" A white Poodle smelling at a Bone." Earl of Elgin.

"Fish hanging by a string ; Grapes and Citrons on branches :

and a basket of Apples." Keir in Perthshhe. W. Stir-

ling, Esq.
" Chalices and other vessels, and Fruit ;" doubtful. Ditto.

"A Boy standing with a plumed Cap in his hand;" a

sketch in black crayons. Ditto.

" The Count-Duke of Olivares on a White Horse." Earl

of Elgin.

We have now to mention the prices fetched by the pictures
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of Velasquez at public sales. As the reader may easily sup-

pose, their number is extremely limited.

At the sale of the Duke de C'hoiseul, in 1772, two pictures

by Velasquez were put up to public competition ; a Danae,

which was knocked down for £24, and "Mars and Venus,"

which fetched £44 12s. 6d. They were again brought to the

hammer, at the sale of the Prince de Conty, when the former

only fetched £18 Ss. 4d., and the latter £24.

After this period, in order to obtain any trace of the pictures

of Velasquez at public siles, wo must go as far back as 1S17.

At M. Lapcricre's sale, a head of Philip IV. fetched £98,

while that of a Cardinal was knocked down for only £ 18. In

1823, at a second sale of the same connoisseur, " A full-length

Portrait of Philip IV. in a hunting dress" fetched £300;
" another Portrait of the same Monarch, in a satin suit," £311

;

the "Portrait of the Duke d'Olivares," £461; " a Hunter," £40
;

and the "Portrait of a Young Princess," £5.

At M. Krard's sale, in 1832, a "Portrait of Don Diego
Rodriguez de Citray " fetched £72.

At M. Dubois' sale, in 1840, "The Portrait of Philip IV."
was knocked down for £94 Ss. 4d. ; that of the Queen, his

Wife, for £114; and that of his Brother, for £206.

M. Aguado possessed seventeen pictures by Velasquez in his

gallery. At the sale of his collection, in 1843, the following is

a list of the prices obtained for the best ones :
" The Young

Girl and the Negro," £48 ;
" The Lady with the Fan," which

was engraved by Leroux, £.i82 ; the full-length " Portrait of a
Corrcgidor," £64 ; and a " Scene of Beggars," £48 83. 4d.

The only other pictures that we have to mention, are those

possessed by the late King of Holland, AVilliam II., which
were sold in 1850. We have already said that the portraits of

Philip IV. and of the Duke d'Olivares were knocked down to

the Emperor of Russia for the sum of £,),542. The Portrait

of a AVoman fetched only £53, and that of a Young Girl, £71.

THE llHlMvIlli iiwjM a painting 1Y velasqufz.

BEXJAMIX ROBERT HAYDOX.
On January 25th, 1786, the father of the ill-fated artist, whose
biography we propose briefly to sketch, enters in his diary

which he seems to have kept as religiously as his more cele-

brated son, that " Sally was taken in labour, and at nine

at night was delivered of a fine boy." This is the first entry

we find concerning our hero, and the little circumstance here

narrated appears to have taken place in Plymouth. Haydon's
ancestors were loyal, public-spirited men. His father loved
his church and king, believed England to be the only great

country in the world, swore Napoleon won all his battles

by bribery, did not believe there was poet, painter, miLsician,

soldier, sailor, general, or statesman out of England, and at

any time would have knocked down any man who dared to

disbelieve him, or have been burnt in Smithfield for the glory

of his principles. In time, these principles, with some very
slight modifications, became the hereditary property of his son.

In common with most artists, young Haydon early displayed

an overpowering love of art. Self-willed, passionate, in the

moment of his wildest fury he was always pacified when his

mother entered the room with a book of engravings in her

hand. Soon he began to draw himself. One of his favourite

studies was drawing the guillotine, with I.ouis taking leave of

the people. His schoolmaster. Dr. Bidlake, encouraged his talent

in this way. At thirteen Haydon was removed to Plj-mpton

grammar school, where Sir Joshua Reynolds was brought vip.

Here drawing was still pursued as usual, and here his cla.ssieal

schooling, which does not appear to have been very extensive,

was completed. He was then sent to Exeter to study book-

keeping, and at the end of six months was bound to his

father for seven years. Y''oung Haydon, of course, made a

wretched tradesman. He insulted the customers : he hated the

town and the people in it. He was determined to be an artist

or nothing. His father remonstrated, his friends reasoned, his
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mofher wept— all was in vain ; as usual, self-will won the day.

Haydon collected his books and colours, packed up his things,

and took his place in the maU for London, 13th May, 1801.

He took lodgings at 342, Strand, and the next day was hard at

work drawing from the round, studying Albinus, and breathing

aspirations for high art. For nine months he saw nothing but

his books, his casts, and his drawings. His enthusiasm was

immense ; his devotion to study that of a martyr. He rose

when he woke at three, four, or five ; drew at anatomy until

eight, in challc from nine till one, and from half-past one till

five ; then walked, dined, and to anatomy again fi-om seven to

ten and eleven. Haydon had come up from Devonshire armed

with an introduction to Prince Hoare, who introduced him

to Northcote, Opie, and Puseli; and the latter got him into the

Academy of which he was keeper. Here he associated with

Sachom and Wilkie, and by means of his intimacy with the

former, got a commission from Lord Mulgrave for "Denta-

tus." By means of Wilkie, he became intimate with Sir G.

Beaumont, who appears, according to Haydon's version, to

have taken a pleasure in bringing geniuses out and leaving

them to sink or swim. In reality, he seems to have acted the

part of a kind and consistent friend. In 1S07, Haydon's fii-st

picture of " Joseph and Mary resting on the road to Egypt,"

appeared ; and v/hen the season opened the artist started as a

fashionable man, lived at the Admiralty, attended routs,

mingled in a circle of ministers and ladies, generals and lord

chamberlains, men Avith genius and without. In 1808, he

ventured upon taking a first flwr at 41, Great Marlborough

Street, and commenced his "Bentatus" in earnest. At this

time also he first saw the Elgin marbles : the effect they pro-

duced on him was overpowering. "I felt the future," he

writes in his memoirs, " I foretold that they would prove

themseh'es the finest things on earth—that they would over-

tm-n the false beau ideal where nature was nothing, and would

establish the true beau ideal of which nature alone is the

basis. I felt as if a divine truth had blazed inwardly upon

my mind, and I knew they would at last rouse the art of

Europe from its slumber in the darkness." The " Dentatus
"

finished, notwithstandmg it was badly hung, Haydon's vanity

grew greater than ever. "I walked about my room," he

writes, "looked into the glass, anticipated what the foreign

ambassadors, would say, studied my French for a good

accent, believed that all the sovereigns of Europe would hail

an English youth with delight who could paint a heroic

picture." His next work was a "Macbeth," for Sir G.

Beaumont. His " Dentatus " had brought him a prize of

one hiurdred guineas from the British Institution, and tlie

" Macbeth" he was determined sho\Ud win the three hundred

guinea prize offered by the directors of the same institution

;

and truly he needed the money. His father had done

all he could for him. He then commenced that system of

gettmg into debt and borrowing which was the curse of his

whole after-life. "Macbeth" did not get the prize, and

Haydon relieved himself by quarrelling with the Academy,

and painting " Solomon." His difficulties at this time were

great—he traded, lived, and clothed himself on trust
;
yet he

had friends, some of them equally talented and more fortunate

than himself. Ilis usual companions were llazlitt, the Hunts,

Barnes (of the Times), Wilkie, Jackson, C. Lamb, and John

Scott (of the Champion). His " Solomon " achieved a tem-

porary success. It was sold for si.x hundred guineas. It

was praised by the nobility. The British Institution voted

one hundred guineas to him as a mark of theu' admu-ation

of it, and he was also presented with the freedom of his native

town. Canova paid him a visit, and Wordsworth wrote

sonnets in his praise. Haydon's painting room was attended

by the beauty and fashion of the metropolis, and the acade-

micians, whom he had beaten by his defence of the Elgin

marbles, when he " met them at a conversazione or a rout,

stood by pale and contemptible, holding out a finger as they

passed." In 18-20 the " Entry of Christ into Jerusalem " was

completed and exhibited. Wliile the enthusiasm was at its

height, a gentleman asked if a thousand pounds would buy it.

"No," was the reply. Lord Ashbuinham gave Haydon one

hundred pounds as an expression of his high esteem of so

beautiful a picture. By exhibiting it in towm he made a clear

profit of £1,298. In Edinburgh and Glasgow, also, nearly

another thousand pounds was raised. Haydon then returned

to town to finish " Clu'ist in the Garden," for which Sir G.

Phillips had generously advanced the sum of five hundred

guineas, and to sketch his "Lazarus," which he determined

should be his grandest and largest work. But before the

picture was completed he had much to go through. He

was in love and unsettled, he was in debt and arrested. He
managed to get free and get married. For a short time we find

him happy—leading a more peaceful life, breathing a purer

air. On the last day of 1821 he thus wrote: " I don't know

how it is, but I get less reflective as I get older. I seem to take

things as they come, without much care. In early life every-

thing bemg new excites thought. As nothing is new when

a man is thirty-five, one thinks less. Or, perhaps, being

married to my dearest Mary, and having no longer anything

to hope in love, I get more contented with my lot, which God

knows is rapturous beyond imagination. Here I sit sketching,

with the loveliest face before me smiling and laughing, and

solitude is not. Jlarriage has increased my happiness beyond

expression. In the intervals of study, a few minutes' conver-

sation with a creature one loves is the greatest of all reliefs.

God bless us both. My pectmiary difficulties are still great

;

but my love is intense, my ambition intense, and my hope in

God's protection cheering." Unhappily this sunshine lasted

not long. Happy in his wife—in liis aim—burning with noble

aspirations for I3nglish art—thus twelve months passed away,

and then Haydon's career again became stormy— antago-

nistic— darker and darker every year. No wonder that

Haydon revelled in such phdosopliic ioimuUp as these :
—

" Art_

long, time swift, life short, and law despotic."

In 1823, " Lazarus " was finished, and the proceeds of the

exhibition did not this time keep the wolf from the door. In

April we find him dating from the King's Bench. His friends

rallied ro;md him ; Brougham presented his petition to the

House of Commons. In July, he passed thi'ough the In-

solvent Debtors' Coui-t, and got free to commence dunning

ministerial ears with plans in favour of public employment for

artists. In vain were ministerial replies, curt, cold, un-

satisfactory—from the letters of Sir C. Long to Sir Robert

Peel. Haydon persisted, and the result was the statues and

frescoes and oil pictmes in the new Houses of Parliament.

Haydon now took to portrait-painting : had he taken to it

more kindly he would have been a happier man. How much

of degradation and dependence would he have missed. A
Mr. Kearsey for a little time engages to allow Haydon

£300, on condition that lie sticks to that lucrative branch of

ai-t. But the agreement over, again Haydon plunged into

difficulty and debt. In 1826, "Pharaoh" was finished, and
'

' Venus appearing to Anehises
'

' begim and finished ; and "the

finest subject on earth," "Alexander taming Bucephalus,"

begun. Lord Egremont gave Mm a commission for the work.

In 1827, " Eucles " was painted, and, for a wonder, in cabinet

size—"the darling size of England"—for which Lord Egre-

mont again generously gave him a commission. Another

arrest for debt also took place this year ; and, at the suggestion

of Mr. Lockhart, a public meeting was held at the " Crown

and Anchor," Lord Francis Leveson Gower in the chair,

" for the purpose of raismg a subscription to restore Mr.

Haydon to Ids family and pursuits, he having been im-

prisoned one month in consequence of embarrassments arising

from an over-eagerness to pay off old debts, from which

he was exonerated, and the want of employment for eight

months." The result was Haydon's release. Also the

" March Election," which was sold to George IV. next

year, and the " March Chairing," the net receipts from

which two pictures, including the produce of the exhibition

and the sale of drawings, amounted to £1,396—" a sum,"

observes Haydon, " which, in better circumstances, and

less expense, would have been a comfortable independence

for the year." Truly many a better man than he has

been compelled to manage to live with less. "Punch"
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was painted in 1S29. In IS.IO, another arrest takes place,

ll.iyddn bcgi? and borrows, as iisual ; and gets an order from

Sir K. Peel for a picture "of Napoleon at St. Helena. He
seems to have considered it unpardonable that the Minister of

England should have misfaken a fragment of the Elgin

Marbles for the Torso of ApoUonius. In 1831, Ilaydon was

absorbed in politics, yet he painted "Walters" for the Times,

and again had recourse to the pen. This paved the way for

his picture of " The Reform Banquet" in Guildhall, for which

he received a commission from Earl Grey. The occupation

suited his taste, because he had access to the leaders of the

reform movement, and felt himself one of them.

The destruction of the Houses of Parliament by fire of course

led to fresh activity on Haydon's part in pressing upon the

ministry the propriety of some arrangement for art decoration

in the new building ; but to Ilaydon himself nothing seems to

have brought pecuniary ease. He painted the Duke, Achilles,

Cassandra; and began lecturing in 1835 at the Mechanics'

Institution, in Southampton-buildings. The lecture was a

success, and was speedilj' repeated at Birmingham, Liverpool,

Manchester, Leeds, and elsewhere. Dr. Birkbeck said, as they

went out, " You have succeeded ; it is a hit." Haydon was
delighted. At length an English community would do him
justice, and English art would bo reformed. But his

hopes now were greater than his powers. He had become
worn and weary. He had been wasted in the battle of life.

Time was lost in hunting up money — in putting off cre-

ditors—in the fashions and gaieties of May Fair. His next

ten years of life were a fearful struggle. In spite of his aspi-

rations, his paintings were careless, unworthy of his fame

—

mere potboilers, to use a technical term, with which men of

Haydon's class are but too familiar. Yet all was vain ; for

again we tind him in the King's Bench. The year 1843 brought

still heavier sorrow. It brought the consummation of what
Haydon had so long wished for—a competition of native

artists to prove their capability of executing great monumental
and decorative works ; but with this came his own bitter dis-

appointment at not being among the competitors. His

cartoons were not among those selected for reward. He
professed to have been prepared for the disappointment ; but

it was great and terrible, nevertheless. It revived all the old

horrors of arrest, execution, and debt. His beloved and
loving wife felt the misery of the blow. When Haydon told

her he was not included, her expression was a study, as she

mournfully exclaimed, "We shall all be ruined 1" In 1846

the curse came ; the cloud grew d-arker—the anguish more
intense. On Monday morning, the 22nd of June, Haydon
wrote in his diary :

—

" God forgive mo ! Amen.
fmis
of

B. R. Haydon.
' Stretch me no longer on the rough world.'

—

Lear.

End of twenty-sixth volume."

" Before eleven," says Mr. Taylor, ' the hand that wTote it

was stiff and cold in self-inflicted death." On the morning of

that Monday Haydon rose early and went out, returning

apparently fatigued at nine. He then wrote. At ten he
entered liis painting-room, and soon after saw his wife, then
dressing to visit a friend at Bri.'ctou by her husband's especial

desire. He embraced her fervently, and returned to his

painting-room. About a qu'arter to eleven his wife and
daughter heard the report of fii-e-arms, but took little notice

of it, as they supposed it to proceed from the troops then
exercising in the park. Mrs. Haydon went out. About an
hour after Miss Haydon entered the painting-room, and found
her father stretched out dead before the easel, on which stood

his un&nished picture of " Alfred and the first British Jury ;"

his white hairs dabbled in blood, a half-open razor smeared
with blood at his side, near it a small pistol recently dis-

charged, in his throat a frightful gash, and a buUet wound in

his skull. A portrait of his wife stood on a small easel facing

his large picture. On a table near were Ms diary, open at the

page of that last entry, his watch, a prayer-book open at the

gospel for the Sixth Sunday after the Epiphany, letters

addressed to his wife and children, and this paper, headed,
" Last Thoughts of B. R. Haydon, half-past ten :—

" No man should use certain evil for probable good,
however great the object. Evil is the prerogative of the
Deity. I create good—I create—I the Lord do these things.

AVellington never used evil if the good was not certain.

Napoleon had no such scruples, and I fear the glitter of his

genius rather dazzled me ; but had I been encouraged,
nothing but good woiild have come from me, because when en-
couraged, I paid everybody. ' God forgive the evil for the
sake of the good.' Amen." Besides this paper was his will,

which began as follows : "In the n.ame of Je.sus Christ our
Saviour, in the efficacy of whose atonement I firmly and con-

scientiously believe, I make my last will this day, June 22,

1846, being clear in my intellect, and decided in my resolution

of purpose." The coroner's jury found that the self-destroyer

was in an imsound state of mind when he committed the act.

The debts at death amounted to about £2,000, the assets were
inconsiderable. The bereaved family and widow received th

sympathy and help of friends, and especially of one whose
private career seems to have been as much marked by gene-

rosity as his public was by patriotism. The reader will at

once guess the honoured name of Peel. Many an unhappy
child of genius has shared a similar bounty from the same
liberal hand. Y'et the world gave him little credit for it.

Sir Robert did not his alms before men ; his right hand knew
not what his left hand did.

We have thus watched Haydon's career from his cradle

to his grave. The great secret of Haydon's failure was
pecuniary embarrassment. He was always in danger, always
pestered by lawyers and arrests. He had a high notion of

art ; but it v.-as not the highest—his idea was, that the nation

s''-ould keep him, Robert Haydon ; that if the nation would
not keep him the nobility should ; and that if neither the
nobility nor the nation did their duty, he was to beg and
borrow of whom he could. On half Haydon's income many a
better man than he has lived. Barry lived on infinitely

less ; but Ilaydon must mix in high life. Hence he was
always poor, and always in trouble.

As a man Haydon was self-willed, inordinately vain, unscru-
pulous in conduct, yet sometimes religious in feeling j that he
did good none can deny. He lived to see his teaching sanc-
tioned by the Academy and parliament, and his pupils—such
as Eastlake and Landseer—rising up to honour and wealth.

The" Judgment of Solomon" is his finest work as an artist.

" His art," says Mr. G. F. Watts, " is defective in principle

and wanting in attractiveness ; not possessing those qualities

of exact imitation which attract, amuse, give confidence, and
even flatter, because they take the spectator into partnership

and make him feel as if they were almost suggestions of his

ov^•n. I cannot fijid that he strikes upon any chord that is the

basis of a true harmony. To particuharise—I should say that

his touch is generally woolly and his surface disagreeable
;

that the dabs of white on. the lights, and the dabs of red in

the shadows are untrue and unpleastng ; that his draperies

are deficient in riclmess and dignity, and his general effect

much less good than one would expect from the goodness of

parts, which, I think, arises principally from the coarseness of

the handling ; that his expressions of anatomy and general

perception of form are the best by far tliat can be found in the

English school, and I feel even a direction towards something

that is only to be foimd in Phidias. But this is not true

invariably ; his proportion is very often defective, especially

in the arms of his figures; and his hands and feet, though
well understood, are often dandified and uncharacteristic."

Haydon's fame as a theorist and lecturer will last longer

than as a painter. His great historical works are already

nearly forgotten by the public ; but if the public and the

government feel now what they never did before, that art is a
national concern, and if art and its professors be benefited

in consequence, the consummation is one almost attributable

to Havdon alone.
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GODFREY OF BOUILLON.

The present King of Belgium is making praiseworthy efforts

to foster tlie spirit of nationality in his prosperous kingdom, by

reviving, in every way in his power, reminiscences of the past

glories of old Flanders, and of the distinguished part it played

in ancient times in all the great movements of the continent

under the Dukes of Burgundy, so famous in war, and love,

and romance. No one amongst them all was better worthy of

a place in the midst of the capital than that grand old

Fleming, Godfrey de Bouillon, so brave, so modest, so

mighty arm ; how wisely he ruled over Jerusalem ; what
sagacity he displayed in the famous Asshcs, which he caused
to be enacted for the government of his new kingdom ; how
piously he died, and how he was buried on Mount Calvary

close to the tomb of Christ ; and how the Christians all wept
for him as a father, and friend, and strong deliverer, and the

Mussulmans as a beneficent and just ruler? His very name
recalls .all the virtues and all the beauties of the heroic age

in which he lived.

STATUE OF GODFREY OF BOUILLON AT BRUSSELS.

devout, the very type of chivalry, the model and predecessor

of Bayard and Gaston de Foix ? 'Who has not heard how,

when sick unto death, he made a vow to deliver the Holy

Sepulchre from the iniidels, and when he recovered how he

sold a large part of his dominions and his seigneurial rights to

defray the expenses of the expedition ; what discipline and

order he preserved amongst his forces on the march ; how he

starved himself that the starving women of the camp might

have food ; what on enormous number of Saracen giants he

slew ; what visions from heaven appeared to him and encou-

raged him ; what a commanding countenance he had, what a

The equestrian statue, represented in our engraving, was

naugurated in August, 1S4S. It stands in the Place Royale

of Brussels, on the spot formerly occupied by that of Charles

ot Lorraine, which was erected by the States of Brabant, but

which was destroyed by the French in 1791. It was cast in

bronze by M. Soyer, of Paris, after a model by Eugene

Simonis, which was one of the most striking objects in the

Great Exhibition of 1S51. The great crusader is represented

holding the banner of the cross in his right hand, his left

curbs his impatient charger, and his eyes .are raised to heaven

as if invoking the Divine benediction on his army.



FRANCIS MIERIS (THE ELDER).

Gabriel Metzv gives us glimpses into the interior of the

houses of the wealthy middle classes of Holland. From him
we learn the precise appearance of the morning neglige of the

Vol. I.

ladius, what dress they wore at noon, when about to take their

lessons on the harpsichord, or receive the visits of the gallant

ofhcers or gay cavaliers who at that hotir called upon them
clothed in black from head to foot. Francis MierLs also shows
us, as in a mirror, this same elegance, these same domestic
comforts, the same carved furniture, the same polished lustres,

the same splendid glasses glittering with golden liqueurs. He
paints for \is, in his own way, and with certain peculiarities of
his own, manners in w-hich he certainly did not partake.

There was this singularity in Mieris, that while his pictures

bore the expression of refined thoughts, his habits did not.

His works, instead of revealing his life, concealed it.

This celebrated painter was the son of a lapidary. He was
bom at Leyden, on the Uth of April, 1G3.5. " Perceiving his

taste for painting," said Houbraken, "his father placed him
under the tuition of Abraham Torenvliet, a famous painter on
glass and a good designer. Thence he entered the school of

Gerard Douw, where in a very short time he surpassed all his

companions, and thus gained the affection of his master, who
called him the prince of his scholars. After the lapse of some
years, his father removed him to study under Abraham Van
Tempel, an historical painter ; but he did not remain long with
him, as his natural inclination led him to adopt Gerard Douw's
maimer, which was extremely delicate, and required extra-

ordinary care."

This Abraham Van Tempel was a man of large and powerful

intellect, if we may judge from those of his paintings which we
have seen at the Hague. His full-length portraits have a bold

outline, and he was admirably calculated to inspire Mieris w ith

a taste for historical painting ; but the fact that the latter let
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slip this opportunity of enlarging his style—and we were going

to say his thoughts—proves beyond doubt that he perceived

from the first that his true road to success lay in the track of

his old master, Gerard Douw. He, therefore, returned to the

studio of the latter, and continued to labour- under his eye with

all a pupil's modesty, often taking his advice when he was

himself far more competent to judge. However, there were

at Leyden several amateurs, who admired him greatly, and

frequently expressed to him their surprise that he did not

begiii to work upon his own account and shake off the dust of

the school, since he had already surpassed his master. Aa

they were warm friends who held this language to him, he

would probably^have put it down to pardonable partiality, and

have continued his old course, if one of them, Professor

Silvius, had not volunteered, in proof of his sincerity, to

purchase every painting that came from his pencil.

So flattering a proposal had the desired effect. Micris left

Gerard Douw, and began to work for himself, and, thanks to

the friendship of Silvius, he was soon enabled to make a

striking display of his talents. The archduke Leopold William

was passionately fond of painting : Silvius persuaded him,

without difficulty, to give Mieris an order, assuring him that

he would receive a chef-cTwuvre. The artist did honour to his

friend's recommendation. It was, in fact, upon this occasion

that he executed the famous work so well known in Germany

as " Die Seidenhandlerinn," The Silkmercer. It is, in truth,

a gem of art. In it Jlieris put into practice everything that

Gerard Douw had taught him ; he was perfectly competent to

render the rich fabrics in all their varieties of shade and hue,

lustring, satin, and velvet ; he knew how to arrange the light

so as to throw out the figures and the most remarkable objects

into strong relief, leaving all else buried in deep but trans-

parent shade. By tricks of the brush he was able to render

the nature of each substance evident at a glance—the down
upon feathers, the polish of steel ; it seems as if we could

touch with our finger the silky hair of a spaniel, as well as the

rich woof of a Turkey carpet. Mieris knew how, in short, to

lend to the actors in a scene borrowed from ordinary life all

the finesse of expression necessary to relieve the simplicity of

such a subject, and give piquancy to a matter of such slender

interest.

The painting executed for the archduke represented a silk-

mercer's shop, attended by a yormg woman of passing beauty.

A nobleman, elegantly dressed, with feathers in his hat and a

sword at his side, has entered, and, struck by the charms of

the fair owner of the shop, cannot resist the temptation of

touching her lightly under the chin with Ms fingers, with all

the polite impertinence of a gay man of the world. The lady

blushes, smiles, and continues to turn over the pieces of silk .

but the gentleman is far less occupied with the richness of the

articles he has come to purchase than the charms of her who
shows them. At the fiu'ther end of the shop, before a large

fireplace, sits a man, most likely the jealous husband of the

fair mercer. He has caught the stranger's movement with the

corner of his eye, but not daring to give vent to his feelings

before so dashing a customer, contents himself with shaking

his finger ominously at his wife, as if threatening a curtain

lecture of no ordinary severity. The archduke was delighted.

He paid Mieris a thousand florins, and offered him a pension

of a thousand rix-dollars if he w'ould consent to go to Vienna,

and work there for the court, in which case his labours would
be liberally recompensed. But the artist politely declined,

alleging as an excuse the disinclination of his wife to leave her

native country.

Henceforward the painter of Leyden found himself eagerly

sought after bj- the amateurs. All strove which should have his

works at any price. Cornelius Praats, whose son was alder-

man of the town of Leyden, and who had himself taken some
lessons from Francis Micris, entered into an agreement to pay
him a ducat of gold for' every hour it might take him to

execute a painting representing the " Swooning of a Young
Girl." Mieris discharged his task in Praat's house, and
received not less than fifteen hundred florins. The grand
duke of Tuscany h.avhig come to Leyden, on seeing this painting

was so charmed with it, that he o3"ered Praats three thousand

florins for it, but the latter would not part with it upon any

terms, nor with a portrait of Madame Praats, painted also

by Mieris. Tlie same thing has probably never occurred with

regard to any family portrait as with regard to this. Attempts

were made to purchase it while the original was still living, as

if the excellence of the work itself was sufficient to supply the

want of any interest in the subject.

Not being able to meet with any amateur who would sell

him a Micris, the grand duke paid a visit to the painter himself,

and amongst the works which he found in his studio in an

unfinished state, was a very fine sketch, which he begged of

him to complete—" An Assemblage of Ladies." Houbraken

somewhere calls Metzu a painter of fashions. This singular

appellation might, in this instance at least, be applied to Fran-

cis Micris, but not in a bad sense ; though there is no doubt

that here the dress, or the materials of which it is composed,

has an undue importance given it. If his figures were not

so handsome, we might imagine that they were but a pre-

text for makmg a gorgeous display of velvet jackets, of satin

petticoats, and furs. In fact, every conceivable device of

luxury, every grace and elegancy of fashion, appear in tliis

work. In the background, in a sort of gallery, magnificently

decorated, appear a lady and cavalier promenading up and

down, and evidently engaged in agreeable chit-chat. Here a

young girl, in a rich mantle of purple velvet trimmed with

fur, is raising to her head a glass of some delicate wine, while

a page stands before her with a silver salver ; there a lady in

white satin stands up with a lute in her hand, as if about to

play. Opposite these splendidly attired ladies, Mieris painted

a young man, wearing a short cloak of black velvet. Splendid

carpets, glittering plate, a dish of bonbons, which a mischievous

little monkey is eating by stealth, half-hidden under the folds

of a curtain of lustring, complete the composition, vhich cer-

tainly displays no great depth of imagination ; hut the render-

ing of each object is marvellous, and if the hands had not

been drawn in the style of Metzu and Vandyke, and had there

been less distinction in the choice of the heads, one might

have thought that Francis Mieris himself kept a silk-shop,

like the pretty woman of his first painting, and that, unlike the

gentleman in the same composition, he was more occupied

with the beauties of dress than beauty of face or figure.

The search after the beautiful is one of the points in which

Mie'ris distinguished himself, and it is upon this that his

renown rests. Certainly the art of imitating dress, of polishing

it by the aid of the pencil, is not sufficient to lend lustre to a

painter's name, unless, indeed, he were to reach such a pitch

of perfection in it as has never yet been witnessed. Paintings

live only upon condition of being well executed and well

touched, just as books live only on condition of being well

written. But this mere excellence in form or outline is

not sufficient ; there must be food for the mind, and some-

thing to excite some emotion in the heart. Sometimes, we
admit, when the form is exquisite, and the style of the book

is piquant, though it treats of nothing—when the painter's

touch is charming, and, if we may use the expression, intel-

ligent, as in the case of a basket of strawberries, or a simple

glass of water glittering with purity and freshness—it may
happen that mere form will supply the want of other qualities.

Thus Chardin and Metzu knew how to lend interest to the

simplest scenes and incidents ; btit we must confess that their

style is so charming, that the subtlest portion of their ability, the

very essence of their character, sctms to have passed into their

painting ; and it is in this sense that we may attribute to them
great talent in execution. But if the artist has not reached

this stage in his art, at which the most refined feelings of his

heart drop from the point of his pencil, it is difficult for his

works to survive him in the absence of some happy, animating

thought. Why, then, are the works of Mieris valued as

much and more at the present day than they were two
hundred years ago 5 Because of that endeavour after the

beautiful of which we just now spoke. Amongst so many
Dutch painters who have chosen to copy nature at random, it

is pleasant to find one who thought it not beneath him to
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select models, and who, preferring grace to ugliness, has pre-

ferred painting handsome women, elegantly dressed, to sketch-

ing grotesque country wenches. This is the great secret of

Mieris' success, as of that of (Jaspar Netscher, of Schalkcn,

and some others.

The grand duke of Tuscany gave a thousand rixdoUars for

"The Assembly of Ladies," but was not content with this alone.

He wanted also, not his own portrait by Mieris, but that of

Mii'ris by himself. The artist executed il with a good wiU.

He painted himself showing one of his works, representing one

of those subjects with which he was most familiar, " A young

Girl taking her Lesson at the Harpsichord." This portrait of

Mieris, which was in reality the mirror of his person and the

coloured detinition of his talent, was looked upon as an able

work ; but, according to Iloubraken, the price was not this

time proportioned to the value. The grand duke, at the instiga-

tion of some of his courtiers whom Mieris had offended, sent

so small a sum, that the artist took umbrage at it, aird refused

to execute any works ever after for the Tuscan court.

Campo Weyermaim relates, in the same way as Arnold

Houbraken, the story of Mieris' rupture with the grand duke
;

but Gerard de Lairesse, in liis " Great Book of the Painters,"

explains it differently. He says, " He who has executed works

on a large scale, may afterwards execute them on a small scale

if he wish ; whilst those who are always occupied with little

things, cannot pass to great ones but with difficulty. Mieris,

who was so justly celebrated for works on a small scale, has

lost all the esteem in which the grand duke of Tuscany, his

Mcccenas, held him, through attempting to paint portraits in

life size ; and it is the same with many others." It is not

difficult to believe Gerard de Lairesse in this matter, not only

because he was a man of distmguished abilities, who made no

assertion lightly, but because he was on terms of intimacy

with Mieris. He had, in fact, midertaken the education of

one of the artist's sons, John Mieris, who went to practise

painting in Italy, where he died. By a fortunate, but curious

contradiction in his character, Francis, whom the example of

Jan Steen had led into habits of tippling, detested the vice in

others. So Gerard de Lairesse, grave and solemn in his

looks, was a bit of a libertine in his manners, and for this

reason Mieris removed his son from his care, lest his example

should corrupt the youth's morals.

This contrast between their lives and their works is a com-

paratively rare feature in the history of painters. Mie'ris, who
devoted his whole talents to search after beauty, or to the

delineation of the interior of the luxurious abodes of the

middle classes of Holland, then the richest and yet most

austere in the world, was,—we are sorry to say it—a drunkard.

He was on terms of close intimacy with a painter of Leydcn,

the famous Jan Steen, an amusing philosopher and a professed

tippler. Steen's lively conversation, his jovial disposition,

his witty sallies, his careless, joyous way of living without a

thought of the morrow, had a seductive influence upon Mieris,

who, at last, was so fascinated that he could never tear himself

away from his company. Steen having become a tavern-

keeper, Mieris became one of his best customers, and the two

often passed the night drinking and carousing with John

Lievens, Ary de Voys, and some others. Steen was soon

ruined and obliged to take down his sign, and then Mieris

accompanied him to other taverns, and the two artists and

their old comrades often protracted their revels far on in the

night.

Houbraken tells a curious anecdote regarding one of these

merry-makings. One night, after a very jovial meeting,

Mieris set out to come home alone, and in crossing a narrow

bridge feU off it into a deep drain. He was quite fuddled,

and as it was not likely that there was any one near at such a

late hour, there was every prospect of his career coming to an

inglorious end. However, he roared lustily, and as good luck

would have it, there was a cobbler living close at hand, and

was still at work, singing and hammering away. His wife

heard Mieris' cries, and having called her husband's attention

to them, they both took a light and ran in the direction from

which the sound came. There they foxmd our painter, gor-

geously dressed, with gold buttons on his coat, stuck fast in

the mud. They dragged him out, took him to their house,

and, having dried his garments, sent him home. Mieris was

thoroughly sobered by the time of his release, but was so

much ashamed of the adventure that he concealed his name.

Being, however, very kind-hearted, the painter determined

to reward the poor people for the kindness they had sliowu

him, and what better token of gratitude could an artist bestow

than one of his paintings. He, accordingly, set to work upon

one, the subject of which has not reached us, but as he could

only labour at it at intervals, it was not finished for two years.

As soon as he had given it the last touch, he went one evening

to the cobbler's, with his canvas concealed under his cloak.

He found nobody there but the wife, and having entered into

conversation with her, found that she really did not know the

name of the man whom they had rescued. He then produced

the picture and presented it to her, tolling her to liccp it as an

acknowledgment of the service she had rendered him in getting

him out of the drain. " But if," he added, " you would

prefer money, take it to M. Praats." He then disappeared

abruptly, without saying who he was. The wonum sliowed

the present to several of her neighbours, all of whom assured

her it was very valuable. Her curiosity was at last thoroughly

roused, and she took the picture to Jacob Vandermaas, burgo-

master, residing in the Hoygraft, in whose house she had lived

as a servant, who was surprised to see an article of such value

in her possession, and at once recognised it as the work of

Mie'ris, and valued it at one hundred ducatoons. " I would

give that sum myself, but fiist go to so and so," said he,

mentioning the names of some of the amatexirs, " and ask

eight hundred florins, and you will be sure to get them." She

did as he directed, and was successful.

We have many times heard connoisseurs, in talking of

painting, place Gabriel Jletzu above Mie'ris. It seems to us

that Mieris' touch is sometunes painful, and even scraped

and draggled, when compared with the light and intellectual

touch of Metzu. There is a picture of the former in the

Dresden Gallery, which well illustrates the excellences of

Mieris' style, and proves beyond doubt that the works of

every artist, however great his genius, vary vastly in quality.

In this, of which we present our readers with an engraving,

(p. 136) a young girl, of light character, is listening to the pro-

posals of an old matron. The subject is in itself rather gross,

but the painter has treated it with great delicacy. The thought

is clearly indicated, and yet there is nothing to shock us in the

expression of it. The careless attitude of the young woman

is so distingue, if we may be allowed the word, that it

atones for the plaiimess of the meaning, and there is an Lnde.

scribable air of voluptuous modesty about it, which interests

us in the highest degree. Without showing her handsome

face, except in profile, to save her the embarrassment which

a little stretch of fancy will induce us to believe the full view of

the spectator at such a moment would cause her, she leaves her

beauty to our imagination, but lets us see her grace. The

light falls upon her ear, and extends slightly upon her cheek,

leaving the greater part of it in transparent shadow. Nothing

can be more charming than the turn of her neck, and the

knot in which her aubui-n hair is fastened, with pearls inter-

mingled with the tresses. She wears a satin robe, and a sort

of jacket, embroidered with gold. Her fine head leans lan-

guidly upon her left hand with a sort of lascivious indolence,

the other falls gracefully over the back of the chair, and

between her fingers she crumples a letter, which she has just

been reading. Tpon the table, on which her elbow is resting,

we see a book and a mandolin. In the background appears

the exterior of a palace, but within the apartment, a Uttle to

the left, may be seen a piece of furniture in the shape of an

altar, on which is written the word Amor. The whole is

finished with such exquisite deUcacy, that one might fancy it

was executed upon ivory. As it is considered very valuable,

it is placed under glass, which gives it the appearance of a

large miniature. No lover of painting could gaze on this

picture without feeling the fascinating influence of female

charms stealing over him.
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Geiard do Lairesse, iii the chapter in which he speaks of

painters on a small scale, and mainly of Mie'ris, has put several

opinions upon record, which we feel it to be our duty to

combat here, notwithstanding the weight they must have in

coming from such a quarter. " We must remember," says

he, " that objects painted on a small scale cannot be truth,

nor even the appearance of truth ; for there can be no doubt

that paintings which represent objects thus should only be

considered as nature seen from a distance, through a door or

window, whether within or without a building, so that they

ought to be painted in such wise that on being hung against a

artist who paints diminutive pieces, as Mie'ris, intends not to

exhibit distant objects, but, on the contrary, to bring them
nearer that they may be better seen ; and if he diminishes

their real size, it is in order that the spectator by approaching

as closely to the picture as he pleases may be enabled to seize

upon the minutest details. In the distance we see nothing

but large masses ; the various parts appear confused and
undecided, the contour is lost ; the angles are softened down,

the precise shape of an object, and a fortiori, the small points

in its physiognomy escape the eye completely. If, then, the

painter executes his work under these conditions — that

MIERIS AND HIS WIFE. FROM A PAINTING lY MIEEIS.

wall, they may not appear to be a panel or painted canvas,
but that they should truly resemble a window, through wliich
one really sees nature ; a result which cannot be obtained by
warm shadows or brilliant colouring, but by soft and feeble
colouring, broken by the interposition of the surrounding air,

according as it is serene or loaded with vapour."
To this " laying down of the law " we take exception, and,

in our humble opinion, a painter, who acted upon such prin-
ciples, would be sure to go astray. If it were admitted that a
small painting should represent nature as she appears in the
distance, the painter would plainly defeat his object. An

is, with that weakening of the tone which aerial perspective

demands—what follows ? Why, the spectator, by an inex-

plicable delusion, will see things close at hand which

ought to be lost in the indistinctness of distance, and

touch with his finger objects which, nevertheless, should

escape him, being two hundred yards off. Is not this,

then, a monstrous contradiction between the actual effect

of a picture and its intention ? Why does the amateur

delight in the works of Gerard Douw, of Slengelandt, and

Mie'ris ? Because he wants to have in the narrow limits of his

own abode an epitome of all the wonders of the pencil, an
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entire gallery in a space twelve feet square. To satisfy him

you must give him the incidents and characters of the outer

world, condensed, as it were, into the smallest possible dimen-

sions, the heroes of everyday life (some of them might readily

be comprised within a frame of twelve inches square) ; and, if

this be true, what becomes of Lairesse's theory ? Would the

fortunate owner of these masterpieces in miniature be content

to see these figiires, which he wished to have within easy eye-

reach, fading dimly in the shifting hues of the atmosphere, and

flying altogether from the tranquil but confined abode in

which he wished to retain them, that he might feed his eyes

Moliere, Richelieu, Louis XIII., and other " glasses of

fashion" at that period. He has painted himself under

various aspects—sometimes as a soldier, at others as a simple

citizen. The Museum at the Hague exhibits him in the

interior of his own house, in his everyday dress, leaning over

his wife, and amusing himself by pulling the ears of a little

spaniel that his wife holds upon her knees. (See our engrav-

ing, p. 132.) The Dresden Gallery contains not less than three

pictures, in which Mieris has given his own portrait with

great complaisance. In one we find him in his studio con-

versing with a handsome girl, of whom we, however, see

THE PHILOSOPHEK. FEOM A PAINTING BY MIEItlS.

upon them": These observations of Gerard deLairesseare all the

more surprising as coming from the pen of a painter, for it

would be impossible to execute a picture in accordance with

them, since it would have no foreground except the frame.

Think of a picture without a foreground ! It must be con-

fessed that if Mie'ris did not know how to execute works upon
a large scale, Lairesse did not know how to talk of pictures

on a small one.

If we may judge by the portraits which Mieris has left us
of himself, he had a handsome face, gay- looking, but the

expression slightly sensual, a brilliant eye, a prominent mouth,
overhung by a soft moustache worn in the style adopted by

nothing but her back, who ha> come to sit for her portrait,

but her face appears on the canvas as in a mirror. Both the

painter and the model arc dressed with a richness and

coquettishness which happily the graver is able to render

almost with as much accuracy as the colours of the master him-

self, as may be seen by the example which we furnish (p. 144).

Jf it'ris is dressed in black velvet, with tight silk breeches of

bright blue, fastened below the knees with garters ornamented

by rosettes, and ribbon shoe-ties. Nothing can be more
elegant or recherche than his appearance. Stultz could not

surpass it. While the model is resting, a servant is bringing

in refreshments. In another Mie'ris has evidently made him-
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self rather the subject for a painting than the original of a

portrait. It is evidently himself whom we see dressed as a

trumpeter in the picture bearing that name. (See our engrav-
ing, p. 140.) This was, no doubt, executed to have the pleasure

of painting himself in the magnificent uniform worn by the
Spanish soldiers who were sent into the Low Countries to

suppress the insurrection. The costume certainly is very
picturesque. If the head were pot in this instance full of life

and vigour and intelligence, one would think that " The
Trumpeter" was chosen merely for the display of a dashing
uniform. A tight blue jacket, covered with trappings, and
fui'nished with yellow sleeves, a mezzotine cap of the same
colour as the jacket, green gaiters with golden fringes, and a

sword with glittering hilt— such is the uniform. And whether
Mie'ris exhibit himself in warlike panoply or by the side of his

easel, he is still ever in the midst of luxury. All the objects

which make up the learned confusion of a studio contend, we
will not say for the spectator's attention, but for whatever of

it he has to spare after having bestowed sufficient u-pim the

principal figure. A violoncello resting against a piece of fur-

niture, covered with a eurtaui, announces the fact, that the

painter solaces his labours by occasional performances upon it.

One would imagine that if Micris displayed in his house as

much luxury and magnificence as he affects tn his paintings,

he would soon have been ruined, in spite of the high price

which he put upon his works. Add to this, that owing to the

extraordinary delicacy of finish which he bestowed upon all

his pictures, he could execute comparatively a small number
only, not to speak of the indolent habits which he acquired

from his friend Steen. Accordingly we find in many works

in which he is mentioned, and notably in the " Catalng\ie de

Lorangcre, " by Gersaint, his conduct was anything but

orderly. His habits were e-xpensive, and involved him in a

number of debts, for which he was several times put in prison.

One of his creditors kept him there a long time, and when
his friends \uged him to paint something that would procure

his release, he replied, " that the sight of the bar and the

sound of the bolts rendered the imagination sterile." Gersaint

travelled a good deal in Holland, and while there piclied up
much information regarding the painters ; and it is, therefore,

not unlikely that he learnt some of these details from Mieris'

own friends. Certainly neither Houbraken nor Campo Weyer-
mann make mention of this circumstance.

Francis Micris died in 1681, at the age of forty-six, leaving

two sons, John and William ; the last of whom imitated his

manner with considerable ability, and maintained the celebrity

of the name. Francis exhausted life rapidly. As a painter

his sentiment of the beautiful was lively ; as a man he was
ever tending towards the bad and degrading. He loved what
'ivas tasteful and distinguished, but lived in a public-house

;

he loved luxury and ruined himself by it. By dint of admir-

ing Steen's wit, he came to imitate his joyous indolence, and
his wicked and dishonest carelessness ; laughing, glass in

hand, at the amount of his debts. B\it in spite of this gross

existence, Micris always preserved enough love ofthe beautiful

and elegant to impel him to the choice of fine features, delicate

complexions, handsome heads, graceful attitudes, and tasteful

dress, and those splendid fabrics which were indispensable

in his paintmg, since he never dared to paint the naked
figure.

It is not difficidt to decide what rank Mie'ris should assume
among painters of familiar scenes. The distinction between

the various masters, Terburg,Met7.u, Gerard Douw, and Mie'ris,

consists rather in shades of talent than degrees of merit. If

we examine them closely, we shall find that Mieris is rather

below his three rivals. As compared to his master, Gerard
Douw, he has, without doubt, a more brilliant colouring,

and is more delicate than he in the common features. His
celebrated picture, " The Strolling Tinker" in the Dresden
Gallery, proves, beyond doubt, that he was able to give

great delicacy to the most vulgar physiognomies. It is not
easy to forget, when once seen, the expression on the face

of this tinker, as he raises a kettle between him and the
light, to enable him to see the cracks, with an air worthy of a

leained antiquary who is trying to decipher a precious manu-
script, or to verify the enamelling of a piece of old armour,

while the woman who o^vns the article stands at the door of

her tavern, shaded by a vine-branch, and awaits the result of

the investigation with anxious impatience. But though

delicate as Douw, Mieris has not the same nobility and eleva-

tion of mind. Ho cordd never have painted pictures so full

of pathos and simple dignity as " The Dropsical Woman,"
and " The Reading of the Bible." His works, in short,

alwaj'S make us desire more sentiment and less satire.

Micris always ably availed himself of the resources of

chiaro-scuro to subordmate the accessories, and give full pro-

minence to the principal objects. He could soften down un-

pleasant details by great masses of shadow. He was skilled

also in the proprieties of chiaro-scuro, if we may be allowed

the expression ; as, for example, when he painted a facile

nymph buried in sleep, her head resting on cushions, and dis-

closing through her open corset a bosom of snowy whiteness,

at the farther end of the room an old duenna, who is receiving

money from a cavalier, with his hat pulled down over his eyes ;

he reserves all the light for the sleeping beauty, and casts the

act of the old woman into the shade, as if he saw some con-

nexion betv/een the chiaro-scuro of morality and of art. But
as regards touch, Terburg and Metzu seem to us superior to

Mie'ris. Without doubt, the execution of the latter painter

is valuable. He impresses his character on each object; he

renders the flesh, the silk, the ermine, the velvet, tlie marble,

the ebony, all the drapery, the substances, and it seems at

first as if it was perfection itself. At the same time, if

we compare Micris with Terburg, and, above all, with Metzu,

we perceive all at once that there is still a degree above merit

of this sort.

We have stated that Mieris was, psr excellence, the painter

of the Dutch middle classes. Accordingly, many of his sub.

jects are di'awn from scenes in their life, and illustrate their

costume and manners. "The Lady with the Parrot" (p. 141),

now in the collection of Sir Robert Peel, is one of the best,

and decidedly the most celebrated of this class. There is

an air of pleasant and abstracted reverie about her face as she

feeds her favoiuite. In the dress Mieris displays all his great

powers of imitation. The painting first became celebrated as

the " Red Corset."

In " The Philosopher," which Vire have engraved, Mie'ris

gives evidence of a much higher kind of talent than he has

displayed in his other works. In this the elaboration of details,

though still carefully attended to, occupies only a secondary

position. The main interest of the piece is centred in the

principal figure. The old man's head is a fine expression of

the idea of calm clear-headedness, of deep thought, and of a

life far removed from the petty passions, tvimults, and turmoil

of the world without.

Finishuig is not the great difficulty in painting, if we
understand by this the mixing of colours, and the polish

obtained by patience and a scraper, the extreme care

bestowed upon all the details, and a certain propriety of

pencil which never errs through negligence or oversight.

Many Dutch masters have given what was then called the

Jinejimsh; but the real finish is that which is not perceptible,

giving the work the final touches without suffering the trouble

bestowed on it to be visible—those expressive touches, we

mean, which lend it an air of freedom and boldness. Finish-

ing, in the right acceptation of the word, is rubbing out by a

light, graceful, and eloquent touch that wearisome propriety,

that solemn uniformity, as fatiguing for the spectator to see

as for the painter to create. To finish is to give character

to a plan, shading to an outline, and to the essentials of a

painting—to the flat parts of the face, for example, or the

rendering of a hand—that last emphasis which is life.

Considering that he lived only forty-six years, and finished

all his works with extraordinary care, it was impossible that

Mieris could have produced a great number. Smith, in his

" Catalogue Raisonne " of the most eminent Dutch, Flemish,

and French painters, enumerates one hundred and fifty-six

works known to be Micria'. AVc shall proceed to mention the
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principal galleries and collections in Europe in which they are

to be found.

In the Belvedere Gallery at Vienna.—"A Sick Girl," a

doctor feeling her pulse. Small figures as far as tlie knees,

signed Fransz Mieria, f. 1656.

" The SUkmercer "—of which we have previously spoken

at length—a young woman exhibiting her wares, and a cavalier

with his hand on her chin, signed F. Van Mie'ris, 1660.

The Pinaeotheca of Munich contains sixteen of Mie'ris'

works, amongst which may be seen his portrait, in which he

represents himself wearing a red cap with ostrich feathers
;

" A Lady playing with her Parrot, and another Lady with her

Dog;" "A Breakfast of Oysters;" and, lastof all, the celebrated

painting known as "The Sick Woman," one of his master-

pieces. It represents a lady fainting away m the presence of

her physician. This was a favourite subject with Mieris, as

well as that of the Avoman with the parrot and dog.

In the Dresden Gallery we find twelve of this master's

works. Of these we shall mention " Tempting Proposals,"

a splendid work, to which we have already alluded at some
length. This is sometimes called "The Teller of Good For-

time," but from what we have said above it will be seen that

this title is hardly appropriate. " The Tinker," a composition

containing several figures. " A Young Soldier smoking his

Pipe." "The Painter's Studio" (p. 144) ; in this Mieris is

represented with a young lady, whose portrait appears on the

canvas. Another "Painter's Studio :" in this the artist, with

his palette in his hand, is standing beside a visitor shomng
him a picture which he has just commenced.

The Museum of Amsterdam,—" A Lady seated before a

table writing, and a Servant awaiting her orders." " A Lady
playing the Guitar by lamplight."

lloyal Gallery at the Hague.—"Tha. Painter and his

AVii'e," (p. 132). " Portrait of Horace Schuil," Professor of

Botany at Leyden. "A Child blowing soap bubbles."

The Hermitage at St. Petersburg.—" The Dutch Kising," a

lady rising and playing with her little dog.

The Leuchtenburg Gallery.—"A Woman holding a cage

open upon the table, and giving liberty to a bird." " A Lady
walking on a garden terrace," accompanied by a cavalier, who
holds his hat in his hand, and followed by a little dog

;

painted on wood, and signed F. Van Mieris, 1675 : these two
paintings have been etched by Muxel.
The Florence Gallery.—" The Sleeper," "A Young Man

with a Bottle," "An Old Man offering Money to a Youug
Woman," and a " Portrait of the Painter."

The Montpellier Collection.—"The Pearl Stringer," a young
girl seated before a table covered with a rich cloth ; to the

left, in niezzotinto, a young waiting woman.
In the Louvre there are four of Mieris' works.
" A Lady at a Toilette waited upon by a Negress." U:ider

the Empire this was valued at 1,000 francs, under the Resto-

ration it rose to 5,000.

" Two Ladies, dressed in satin, taking tea in an apartment
ornamented with statues." This is a painting of exquisite

finish.

' The Interior of a Household."
" Portrait of a Man," signed Fransz Mieris.

In Sir Robert Peel's collection, a young woman feeding

her parrot (p. 141), a work of great beauty, of which we
give an engraving. It was purchased by Sir Robert for the

sum of 305 guineas.

The Bridgewater Gallery.—" A Y'oung Woman at her

toilette, dressed in a blue satin jacket, and having her cap tied

under her chin."

" An Interior ; a Girl laughing, and an Infant at her side."

" Portrait of the Painter." This is taken from the St.

Victor and Pourtales collections. It is a little doubtful, how-
ever, inasmuch as the same painting appears at Munich, and
Waagen makes no mention of it.

In the possession of Queen Victoria, in Buckingham Palace,

there are four of Mieris' works.
' .\ Child playing Frolics," dated 1653 ; a repetition of the

painting which may be seen at the Hague.

" A Woman with a Parrot ;
" in tliis the same red corset

appears which we see at Munich and in Sir Robert Peel's

collection.

" A Smoker, and a Young Girl presenting him with a glass

of water." Figures half length.

" Mieris and his Wife." The painter is pulling the ears of

a little dog which his wife is holding on her knees ; in the

foreground is the mother of the animal. We have engraved

this picture (p. 132).

Mr. T. Hope's collection.— " A Gentleman wearing a

brown cap with blue feathers, in a coat of olive green ;"

before him is a bottle of wine, and a violin resting against the

window. A young Avoman with her back to the spectator

writes down the bUl. The painting is dated 1060. This

is one of the chefs-d'a'uvrc of the master.

Gallery of the Marquis of Bute at Sutton House.—" The
Discovered Letter." A mother reproaching her daughter,

who stands in tears with a letter in her hand.

Mieris' drawmgs are very scarce. They are extremely

delicate. There are some studies of heads, sketched with

black lead, known to be his, executed with the utmost care.

They are often washed in Indian ink ; the truth of the flesh

_and the excellent rendering of the draperies are as remarkable

in the drawings as in the paintings.

Mieris had under his tuition Peter Lermans, Karel de Moor,

and his two sons, John and William Mieris ; the last was
known as the younger Mieris. In the last century, a grandson

of Francis was still living, who had been the pupil of his

father William, and who was the author of many works, a list

of which he himself gave to Argenville, from whom we borrow

it:—"A Description of the Episcopal Seals and Coins of the

Bishops of Utrecht."

"History of the Princes of the Houses of Bavaria, of Bur-

gundy, and of Austria, who have reigned over the I^ow

Coimtries," 3 vols, folio ; with more than a thousand medals

drawn by the author from the originals.

" Chronicle of Holland," Leyden, 1740—1744.
" Chronicle of Antwerp," Leyden, 1743, 1744.

" Dissertations upon Feudal Law in Holland," Leyden,

1748. 8vo.

"The Great Boak of the Charters of the Counts of Holland,"

Leyden, 1748. 8vo.

" The Great Book of the Charter of the Counts of Holland,"

Leyden, 1753. 4 vols, folio.

"The Privileges and Customs of the Comitry of Delfsand."

Great numbers of engravers have reproduced Mieris' works.

-4.mongst those best Itnown are

—

Bary—" The Drunken Woman Asleep."

Basan—"The Dutch Rising." "The Dutch Brcakftist."

" The Lace-worker" of the old gallery of Bruhl. " The Fair

Gardener." " The Dutch Nap."
Blooteling—" The Portrait of Mieris."

Greenwood has engraved "The Portraits of Mieris and his

Wife, and the Little Dog," in the same style.

Igonnet—"The Flemish Market-woman."

Migneret—" A young Girl giving alms."

Haid—" The Trumpeter awaiting orders," a painting in the

Burghauss collection. " The Surgeon," in the Kieson collec-

tion at Augsburg.

Villain—" The young Man with Bottle," in the Florence

Gallerj-.

Wille has engraved us one of Mieris' works, " The Dutch
Knitter," which, however, has been (attributed to Kelscher.
" The Absent Observer," from the Paten Cabinet, which we
have engraved : a boy looking out of a window at something

passing outside with an abstracted expression. " The Dutch
Cook."

In England, as we have more than once remarked, there are

rarely large sales of pictures-an evidence of national pros-

perity which has seldom been remarked. There can be no

surer sign of increasing wealth and stability, than the immo-
bility of moveable property. To obtain any idea of the market

value of pictures, therefore, we are obliged to resort to the

great continental sales, where the overthrow of proud houses
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has brought the heirlooms of many generations to the

hammer.
The Gaignat sale, 1768. Throe pictures of Mie'ris ;

—" A
Young Girl," "An Invalid and her Physician," painted on

wood; price ,£238. "A Lady in a scarlet dressing-gown,"

trimmed with white ermine, and a straw-coloured petticoat.

She is giving some cake to her parrot. This is the famous

"Red Corset," of which we have already spoken, and of

which we give an engraving (p. 141), now in the collection of Sir

the door of a porch. A paintmg on wood, originally from the

collection of the Duke de Choiseul
;
price £20. "A Woman

feeding a Bird," with another painting of G. Schulcken

;

together, £92.

The Argenville sale, 1778. A drawing of F. Mie'ris, repre-

senting a Female bust; price £6 10s. A Man's bust with a

hat on his head, drawn on vellum like the preceding.

Calonne sale, 1778. " A Lady and her Dog." She wears

a straw bonnet trimmed with satin and white feathers, and on

TEMPTING PROPOSALS. FROM A PAINTINO BY MIERIS.

Robert Peel. It was sold for £121. It is painted upon

copper. "A Smoker," half-length, leaning his elbow on the

table, and wearing a hat ornamented with feathers. Price

£7.

The Randon do Boisset sale, 1777. "A Young Lady
writing," upon a table-cloth of red velvet ; a young man
awaiting her orders, and a dog sleeping upon a piUow. Price

£324.

The Prince de Conti's sale, 1777. "A Blind Man led by

his Dog," and accompanied by a little boy, asking charity at

her bosom a gossamer handkerchief. This came from the

Lublin collection at Amsterdam ;
price £5S.

Choiseul Praslin sale, 1793. "A Young Woman feeding

her Parrot"—the " Red Corset " of which we have already

spoken. This time it was sold for £338. " An Artist ex-

amining an antique Statue by candlelight." Another figure

stands close beside him, and farther off two students, one of

whom bears a light also. This is a splendid display of skill in

chiaro-scuro.

Solirene sale, 1812. "Sarah and Abraham," £32. "The
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Song Interrupted ;" a laily in a morning dress of red velvet,

holding a music-book upon her knees, another figure offering

her a glass of wine. Price .£112.

Clos sale, 1812. " A Young Girl brought back by a Gipsy

Woman." She is on her knees asking ptirdon of her mother ;

her father is in the background. Price £SS.

Laperiere sale, 1S17. "The Registrar Fagel," a painting

mentioned by Descamps. Price £61.

Erard sale, 18.32. "A Young Lady studying a Piece of

of pearls in her hair. From the famous Braamkamp collection

at Amsterdam ; also purchased by M. Demidotf for .£200.

Perrcgaux sale, 1841. "The Song Interrupted." This

painting, which we have just seen figuring in the Soliiene

sale, where it brought only £112, in 1841 rose to £880.

Giroux sale, 1851. " A Young Lady," elegantly dressed,

and holding a mandolin in her hand, offering bread to a

spaniel; beside her a gentleman leaning on a table covered

with a rich cloth. Price £12.

DIVERTED ATTENTION. FROM A FAINTING BY MIERIS.

Music." A mandolin lies before her on a table decorated The following are facsimiles of Mic'cis' monograms and sig-

with sculpture. She wears a satin robe, but without necker-

chief or head-dress. Price £69.

The Duchess de Berri's sale, 18.37. " Portrait of a Magis-

trate," half-length, bene.ith a peristyle, through which appears

the entrance to a park. This was purchased by M. Demidoff

for £240. "The Lady of Quality." She is descending a

staircase, which leads to the avenue of a park. She is dressed

in white satin, with red ribbons and loose trimmings ; a cluster

natures :—

FR
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COPrER-PLATE ENGRAVING.
ENQRAYiNfi is an art essentially popular. It diffuses the

beauties of painting without lessening them. It prevents

their remaining exclusively in the possession of the wealthy

and the fortunate, and places them within the reach of the

poorest. It elevates the masses by making them participate

in the ennobling thoughts which arise out of the contempla-

tion of the masterpieces of great minds. What printing has

done for science, engraving has done for art. These two
splendid discoveries, which have shed abroad beauty and
enlightenment, ideas and forms, have this peculiarity—that

we cannot conceive them separate, and that they seem to be

born, if we may use the expression, of one another. Thus
printing, which seems to owe its origin to wood engraving, in

its turn produced engraving on metals, by the facilities which
it exhibited for the production of prints.

There are several kinds of engraving : copper-plate, etching,

aqua-tinta, dotted, stippling, outline j but it is copper-plate

engraving alone which may be called classical ; and with it

we shall occupy ourselves here.

Most people know that copper-plate engraving consists in

cutting the copper with a sharp, instrument called the graver^

or burin, and thus tracing upon it clean, regular, and divided

lines, which, on being impressed on paper, after receiving a

coating of ink, not only produce the sura of black and white

sketched in the drawing, but, by their direction, their turn,

their form, their thickness or attenuation, indicate the cha-

racter of the objects they represent—the shading and mor-

bidezza of the flesh, the polish of metal, the softness of

drapery, the airy lightness of feathers, the weight and hardness

of marble. Stroke engraving, or rather the art of taking

proof impressions from engraved steel or copper-plates, only

dates from about the middle of the fifteenth century j and it is

somewhat surprising that the ancients, who imderstood die-

sinking and cutting .reliefs both on stone and metal so well,

should never have thought of taking impressions of their

works upon paper, or parchment, or papyrus. What treasures

would have come down to us if the art of engraving had been
known iir the time of Pericles ! Although its origin is rather

obscure, it appears to be tolerably well ascertained that en-

graving, or rather the idea of printing engravings, first saw
the light in the workshop of a Florentine goldsmith, Maso
Finiguerra, who first learned to take impressions from niello—

•

that is, of the little ornaments placed on gold and silver plate

by stamping ; but the word nieUo properly signifies black

enamel [niffellum), which was melted and poured into the

hollows of the engraving, to make them stand in higher relief.

There are many curious stories told of the origin of the

invention. According to one, a laundress, haviiig by chance
placed^some wet linen upon a vessel •\\-hich Finiguerra had
just engraved, was surprised toihid on removing it that it bore

a distinct impression of the ornaments upon which it had been
resting, and upon her master's hearing Jof it, it furnished him
with the key to the new branch of art, that of taking impres-

sions of engravings. We say of taking impressions, because
there is no doubt that the art of engraving, of damaskeening,

of inlayijig, was known to the ancients ; and previously to his

discovery, Finiguerra himself, according to Vasari, had en-

graved for the church of St. John the Baptiste, at Florence,

little figures of the Passion upon those silver p:.tens, then
called jieaccs, because upon them the faithful bestowed the

kiss of peace at religious festivals. In the year H52, also, the

same year in which Guttenberg and Faust printed their first

Latin Bible at Mayence, Finiguerra having engraved the
peaces of which we have just spoken, and wishing to ascertain

the state of his plate, having poured the nieUo upon it, took an
impression of it with plaster, in accordance with the usual
custom of goldsmiths. Upon this plaster, the lines of which
were in relief, he pomed sulphur, and in the hollows of the
sulphur he passed smoke black, which prorluced the same
outward appearance as niello.*

* Of niello we have spoken in the Illustrated Exhibitoh
AND Maoazinu of Aut, Vol. i. p 200, when describing a vase
u that style now in the British Museum.

But in order that he might see the efiect upon a clearer

ground, and thus judge of it better, he bethought him of taking

proofs upon moist paper, as was the custom with engravers on

wood. This experiment was repeated with more durable ink

upon the silver paten as the work advanced, and the impres-

sions thus obtained were the first engravings. One of these

proofs, a relic of inestimable value, is preserved in the Cabinet

des Estampes in the Bibliotheque Nationale at Paris, where it

was discovered about half a century ago, by the Abbe Zani,

who, after diligent research and careful comparison, at last put

his hand upon the earliest productions of the art.*

He also found by a happy accident that the peaces engraved

and enamelled by Finiguerra for St. John's Church at Florence

were still there, as also the register in which the sum paid to

the artist is recorded, and which enabled him to fix the date

of the work with accuracy—1452. There are extant, also, be-

sides this proof on paper in the Cabinet des Estampes, two

proofs in sulphur, which belonged to the famous amateurs,

Serrati and Durazzo, so that there is no gap in our knowledge

regarding this curious process.

The invention had hardly issued from the laboratory of its

author, when it began to spread abroad ; but still its progress

was not rapid. The peaces of Finiguerra were remarkable

for beauty of execution, delicacy of outline, and the expres-

sion of the figures, to the number of forty-two, symmetri-

cally grouped according to the usage of the time, and repre-

senting the " Assumption of the Virgin." But Baldini and
Sandro Boticello, to whom Finiguerra first confided the results

Oi his discovery, were slow in fullovring it up. The plates

which the two artists produced, and which were drawn by
Boticello and engraved by Baldini, representing principally

scenes in Dante's " Divina Comedia," bear aU the marks of

inexperience and simplicity. Nevertheless, at the same time

that Italy produced engraving, Martin Schonganer, a painter

and goldsmith, and a native of Culmbach, in Germany, about
the yesir 1460, produced some pieces displaying the utmost
finish and delicacy, and great firmness and clearness in the

lines,—and altogether so admirable, that it was almost certain

that these were not the first results of the kind obtained in

Germany ; and their beauty has been adduced as a proof that

Germany, and not Italy, was entitled to the honour of having
first produced the new art.

The second half of the fifteenth century saw a number of

engravers appear, who, with better materials and greater ex-

perience, would have risen to sublimity. Wo do not here
speak of Pollajuolo only, who foreshadowed historical engrav-
ing in those Urge plates in which he imitated the easy play of

the brush ; but, above all, of Andrew Montegna, who, with a

process which was still but rudimentary, revived the Greek
style in those gems of his which breathe all the fragrant odour
of antiquity. The truth is, however, that the glories of

engraving did not begin until the sixteenth century, the age
in which Albert Durer, Lucas de Leyden, and Mark Antony
floiu-ished. If we take, for example, the engraving of 'St.
Jerome," we must acknowledge that in it Albert Durer
has pushed both variety and precision to their limits. What
originality, what harmony, what delicacy there is in every line

of this work, though traced more than three centuries ago

!

A bright light enters by two glass windows into the anchorite's

chamber, and throws the trembling shadow of the frame upon
the embrasures. The saint, whose head displays great
character, is seated before his pulpit, and appears biu-ied in

the study of the Scriptures. A multitude of objects enter into

the composition, and yet, for the first time perhaps, each of
them preserves its o-wn physiognomy. A fir plank is rendered
with marvellous truth. A lion and a fox crouching in the fore-

ground are treated in such a manner as to express well the fine
hair of the one, and the coarse and shaggy covering of the other.
The lines are throughout delicate and close without meagreness,
and so drawn as to mark the perspective, the form, and the
nature of the thing, delineated ; and the copper is cut with a

* The history of this discovery of Zani may be found in a work
which he published at Parma, in 1802, entitled, " Matcriali per
servire aUa storia dell' Incizionc in rame e in legao."
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clearness and propriety which charm the eye. We might

mention a great many other works of the same master, in

which we know not which to admire most—the gloomy and

fantastic genius which has suggested them, or the exquisite

feeling which presided at ihcir execution :
—" The Armoury

with the Death's Head," "The Cavalier and the Lady,"

and " Melancholy," in which, without mentioning the sub-

limity of the thought, he has so happily rendered substances

so different—the polish of metals, the lightness of feathers, the

hair of a sleeping dog; "The Prodigal Son," so remarkable

by the exquisite rendering of the swine eating from the trough

;

"The Arms with Cock's Head," which in execution are

perhaps amongst the highest efforts of art; "The Satyr," in

which he has displayed so much talent in landscape; "St.

Hubert ;" and lastly, the "Death's Horse," all unite number-

less but different beauties, and the proofs of them, already so

scarce, will soon be priceless.

As an engraver, Durer failed in aerial perspective. Lucas

of Leyden, his contemporary, was the first who rightly applied

its principles to the practice of the new art. From the age of

fifteen he engraved with facility etchings on copper-plate

—

compositions admirable not only for richness of arrangement

and the expression of the figures, but also for the distri-

bution of the light ; and he first discovered the method of

indicating the respective distances of objects by greater

lightness or heaviness of touch. In valuable engravings, such

as the " Ecce Homo," " Jesus on the Cross," " The Prodigal

Son," in which great delicacy of execution is combined with

the charming simplicity of the gothic style, Lucas gives some

lessons that pai."'ters themselves might learn with profit.

"The varied colours of painting," says Vasari, " could hardly

display in tlie different stages of a picture so much harmony

and truth." During this time Mark Antony, although so

f.iscinatcd by Durer's engravings as to be tempted to imitate

them, attacked the designs which he purposed reproducing,

whether his o-mi or those of Kaphael, vi-ith a ruder and more

robust hand. Far from seeking to render, by nice or curious

labour, the character of each object, the lightness of the hair

for instance, the variety of dress and drapery, the softness of

ermine, the brilliancy of steel, he contented himself with

carrying the shade in great thick masses to the edge of the

light, suppressing all minor tints, and scattering over the

plate large patches of piu'e white, which gave the work an

appearance of bold and energetic relief, and produced a very

powerful effect. When applied to admirable designs, which

could easily dispense with the niceties which Lucas de Leyden

and Albert Durer introduced into the accessories, this decided

manner of Mark Antony dealing with a few forms of almost

godlike beauty, was the means of introducing into the

history of art one of its most brilliant phases, and at the same

time first showed the capital importance of good drawing to

the engraver.

Before passing to the most flourishing periods in the history

of the art, we must not forget to name here those wonderful

artists known as little masters

;

—Albert Altdorfer, so clever in

wood-engraving, Jacob Binck, Sebald Beham, George Pens,

and Theodore de Bry, who put so much character, so much
grandeur, and so much pure and masculine drawing into their

diminutive works. Side by side with Lucas de Leyden,

Durer, and JIark Antony, or rather tinder their intluence,

there grew up a school of er graving in the Low Countries,

the principal members of which were Dietrich, Van Starcn,

the Breughels, Jerome Cock; in Italy, Mark of Ravenna,

the favourite pupil of Marcus Antonius, Augustino Venctiano,

iEneas Vicus, Martin, who attempted to engrave on a small

scale the last judgment of Michael Angelo, &c.

The second half of the sixteenth century witnessed several

important revolutions in the art of engraving. A Dutchman
who went to Venice to study painting was fortunate enough

to labour under the eyes of Titian himself in reproducing the

works of that great master. Colour was bom of itself under

his graver by the breadth, the fteedom, the swelling or

attenuation of the lines, or some strongly m.arked touch, or

by able distribution of the light. Then came Augustino

Carrachi, who, surpassing Cornelius Cort, whose pupil he was,

executed real pictures with the graver, principally the " Virgin

appearing to St. Jerome," after Tintoretto, an admirable

work, the proofs of which are now very scarce, and which
would almost lead us to believe that engraving had even then

reached its limits. Augustino was, however, an exception.

If painting could ever inspire engravers with a taste for

richness of tone and finish, it would be the painting of tho

Venetian colourists, Giorgione, the Palmi, Titian, Tintoretto,

and Veronese; and it must nevertheless be acknowledged

that in the engravings which were made of them, the promi-

nent characteristics of these great masters were not preserved.

The air and expression of the head were no doubt faithfully

rendered, but the general effect of tlie picture was lost ; that

is to say, the effect produced by the relation of tones and tho

distribution of light and dark colours. The time wa? not yet

come in which the Wostermanns and the Bokweris, inspired

by the genius of Kuhcjis, invented a complete gamut of hues

between pure white and extreme black.

It was reserved for Ilubens to give engraving its last and

greatest impulse. This extraordinary man, of whom it might

so truly be said that nihil letir/it quod non ornavil, and who
seemed to display equal ability in all branches of art, per-

sonally directed the labour of Pontius Wostermann, the two

Bolswerts, Witduck, Peter de Jode, and taught thom that

proper colcuir contributes to the general effect of the chiaro-

scuro, because a light colour carries with it a mass of light,

a dark colour a mass of shade. He taught them that they

should not neglect local tone, which in his own paintings

always played so prominent a part. He shewed them, for

instance, that Naples yellow, being a lighter colour than

cinnabar, should be rendered in the engraving by a high stage

of white. From this arose the eolourist engravers, .ind a

complete revolution in the art Pontius and Wostermann

became warmer and more brilliant, and instead of showing

outlines by a stroke merely, they merged them in the sur-

rounding objects. Sometimes they revealed the colour by

scattering here and there large lights, and at others by vigorous

and bold lines. Sometimes, even, when the graver wrought in

obedience to strong feeling, it imitated the pietm-esqueness of

etching. Bolswert was passionately fond of painting, and

followed all the movements of the muscles, the form of the

bones, and varied folds of drapery. As soon as the unbroken

line became unsuitable, he substituted rough fragments of

lines, and rows of dots and points ; and by degrees, as he

became more and more inspired by the fire of his model,

he tarnished his work without hesitation, confused it, and

made it contradictory by bold, firm touches, always intent

not upon the graces of the burin, but the beauties of the

plate.

The art had not yet reached its perfection, when, and in

Germany above all, it began to manifest symptoms of decline.

Henry Goltzius, an engraver of great talent, would have

carried it to perfection, if perfection had consisted in the

dexterous management of the burin. What boldness, what

lightness, and yet what energy there was in his style !
I'nfor-

tunately, however, his exploits in the use of the graver led

him to neglect more important matters. He was a man-

nered imitator of Michael Angelo, sufliciently skilled in

anatomy, but too fond of showing it, and being devoid of taste

he gives to all the painters whom he copies his own stiff and

barbarous style. He could never bring himself to represent

the drawing, style, and expression of the painting he was

reproducing. He forgot the character of the original, and

became intent only upon showing his own dexterity. Tliis

great master— for great master undoubtedly he was, but he

set a very bad example—had taken the mechanism of art for

art itself. John Miiller, his pupil, carried the audacity of

engraving to the highest degree, and at the same time the

great defect of long parallel lines. Lucas Kilian, agreeable in

his little works, exhibits the same vanity and the same defects

in his larger ones. These two artists, following the example

of their master, often employ but a single cutting, and this

gives their works an agreeable transparency ; but as soon as
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tliey cross their lines, their manner becomes intolerable ; their

squares and lozenges, in place of indicating the flatness of

llesh, resemble a piece of network thrown carelessly upon the

plate, and each figure enveloped in it.

The example of Goltzius, Muller, Kilian, and Mathan was
not without influence, and gave force to the tendency towards

exaggeration which began to prevail in all the arts. In the

seventeenth century the process acquired an extraordinary

and excessive importance. Engraving became a separate and

several excellent compositions. The " Holy Face," which he

produced by means of a single line commencing at the end of

the nose, is a imique specimen of his style, upon which some

have bestowed too great a degree of admiration, and others

too great a degree of depreciation ; but wliich, in any case,

fatigues the sight and leads the way to faults for which others

could not make amends, as Mellan did, by excellent drawing and

deep feeling. Schools of engraving began about this time to

be opened, which rapidly degenerated into mere mechanical

THE TRi:jirETEU. FROM A TAINTING BY MIESIS.

independent branch of art, ^^ith its own beauties, its own
resources, its admirers, independently of the works which it

reproduced, and the character of the masters with which it

occupied itself. It now seemed as if the engravers were tired

of spreading others' fame, and now aspired to acquire some
for themselves. The singularities, the oddities, the tricks of

hand, became a fashion. Then appeared Claude Mellan, who
affected to engrave by means of single lines of greater or less

depth ; but who, nevertheless, was able by this to produce

workshops, in which all the precepts taught and the rules

laid down were arbitrary and often ridiculous. Our space will

not permit us to enter into them.

All the artists did not, however, fall into this dry routine

system. John Morin, the pupil of Philip de Champagne,
reproduced all those austere, bold, and energetic por-

traits of the Jansenists, which his master had painted with a

fine, bold, and irregular point, but, nevertheless, sirigularly

expressive. Flesh, above all, he rendered with a liveliness,
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relief, and force, not to be found anywhere except perhaps in

Vandyke's etchings. Jonas Suyderhoef, also, neglecting the

cold regularity of lines, and occupied solely with painting his

engravings, if we may use the expression, scratclied and

nibbled his plates, and reproduced the impastments and proud

retouched lights of Rembrandt, the free manner of lluls, the

touch of Ostadc; whilst another artist, also superior to

acquired rules, Wenceslaus Hollar, imitated with the fir.e point

of the burin and with etching, splendid plates much sought

after by amateurs, and the finest of which represent churches.

skilful and bold style which has since made Ms works classi-

cal. He was a man of genius, possessing in the highest

degree both ability in drawing and skill in cutting, the art

and the dexterity of hand ; he expresses in different ways the

various beauties of Raphael, of Leonardo da Vinci, of C'or-

reggio, of Philip de Champagne, of Uuido, of Lcbrun, and of

Jouvenet, and from the manner in which he transhites the

qualities of these great masters, one would imagine that he

possessed them himself. What a line time for engravers !

While Rembrandt shut himpplf up in his studio, there to
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landscapes, animals, furs, insects—for instance, " Antwerp

Cathedral," " Westminster Abbey," "Hunting," "Fishing,"

after Railowe, "The Dead Mole," "The Hare," "The
Muffs."

The seTcnteenth century was a brilliant era in the history

of engraving. In it Cornelius Bloemart displayed talent

pre-\-iously unknown in managing the insensible transition

from strong light to deep shade, and varying the tones

according to the distance of the plans. In it Gerard Edelinck

,

invited to France by the great Colbert, taught there that

dream over his mysterious and fantastic etchings, and while

Prince Rupert, the nephew of Charles I., made his debut in

the manipulation of the mezzotinto, of which it might be

said he was the second inventor, copper-plate engraving pur-

sued its slow and solemn march. Nanteuil, with a correct,

ingenious, and delicate hand, gave a second life to the portraits

of all the great men of that great age—made intellect, benevo-

lence, and dignity shine out through their eyes—made their

mouths breathe and smile, folded their collars neatly, and

curled their flowing hair. Masson renewing, and even going
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beyond the fancies of Goltzius, gave his burin capricious and

singular but expressive movements. Cornelius Wischer,

though differing so widely from Edclinck, disputes the first

rank with him ; the Audrans produced masterpieces of art.

One of them, Gerard, copied both on copper-plate with the

burin and in etching, the splendid " Battles of Alexander " by

Lebrun, and with so much skill as to make us sometimes doubt

whether the painter's or the engraver's art was the greater.

It was not until a comparatively late period that the art

began to flourish in England. The first engravings worthy of

note which appeared in this country were those which accom-

panied an edition of " Vesaluris's Anatomy," about the

year 1515, which were engraved by Thomas Geminius. They

were, as might be expected, full of defects, but we can

readily overlook these in consideration of its being a first

attempt. The art was greatly patronised by Achbishop

Parker, in the reign of Elizabeth, who constantly employed a

painter and two engravers in his palace at Lambeth. One of

the latter, Remigius Hogenbergh, engraved his head twice,

and this is said to have been the fii'st attempt at copper-

plate engraving ever made in England. He was followed by

Christopher Caxton, who undertook to make a complete set of

maps of the counties of England and "Wales ; he engraved

many of the plates himself, and they were the first set of county

maps ever seen in England. But for nearly a himdred years

after this, copper-plate engraving made no advance, but retained

all its original coarseness and simplicity. Reginald Elstriche,

who lived at the close of the sixteenth and the begin-

ning of the seventeenth centuries, seems to have introduced a

little more neatness of finish into his works than his pre-

decessors, but none of them ever displayed a particle of taste.

The art received another impulse in advance from foreigners—

the family of the Passes, from I'trecht, who settled in

England early in the seventeenth century. Simon de Passe

was a man of literary tastes, and displayed indomitable

industry. His labours formed the cominencement of a new

era. They displayed great neatness, clearness, and judgment,

and were ably followed up by his sons, Crispin, William, and

Simon, as well as by his daughter Magdalen. The native

artists of his day were all below mediocrity, and limited them-

selves to maps, cuts, and small portraits for books.

The first English engraver of note was John Payne, a pupil

of Simon de Passe. He possessed great talents, as his works

testify ; but they are not numerous, as he led an irregular

life and died early. The principal are frontispieces and other

book-cuts and portraits ; he also executed a variety of other

objects,—landscapes, animals, flowers, fruits, birds ; but

several of his portraits are very fine, and by far the best of

his works ; these he executed entirely with the graver, and in

a fine open style, and they have a very pleasing effect. He

also engraved a large print of a ship, called the " Royal Sove-

reign," on two plates, which, when joined, were three feet

long by two feet two inches high. He died about the

year 1648.

Charles I. was the first English monarch who was suffi-

ciently alive to the beauty of engraving to appoint an en-

o-raver royal, and Robert Vander Voerst was the man on

whom the honour was conferred. He engraved a portrait of the

king's sister, and a plate from a picture painted by Vandyke,

to supply the place of one of Titian's " Cajsars," which

by some accident had been lost or destroyed. He handled

his "raver in a bold, fine, and commanding style. The

style of Yostermaim, a rival and contemporary of Voest,

exhibits, however, more careful finishing and painter-like

feeling, and must on the whole be allowed to be superior to

that of his rival. He not only translated, but may be said to

have stereotyped the great works of Rubens and Vandyke.

His etchings, in particular, were excellent.

Pdithorne is the next English engraver who merits our

attention. He was a man of great genius, and being obliged

to leave England during the civil war, he went to Paris,

where he derived great advantage from the instructions of

NanteuU ; and on his return to his native country, he ex-

ecuted a great number of portraits, and several historical

subjects, in an excellent manner. He worked almost entirely

with the graver. In the early part of his life he imitated the

Dutch and Flemish manner ; but on his return from France

he greatly improved it. His best portraits are admirable, and

are finished in a fine but delicate style, with much force of

colour. His drawing of the human figure is by no means

correct, nor in good taste ; but as he dedicated so much of his

time to portraits, the few historical works he has left are not

fau' specimens of his talents. His portraits are numerous,

but not of equal merit ; his best ones are very valuable.

He was followed by Robert White, who was born in Lon-

don in 1645. Besides many portraits on vellum in black-lead,

in which he was very successful, he has left many engravings

of portraits, frontispieces, and book-decorations. His portraits

are excellent, as they are all strong likenesses ; but his

engraving was far inferior. He had a, son also an engraver,

whose works display a good deal of merit, but nothing very

striking. The palm was again destined to be carried off by

a foreigner. Sir Nicholas Dorigny, a native of France, but

educated in art at Rome. He there became known to several

English noblemen and gentlemen, who persuaded him to come

to England. On his arrival, he undertook to engrave the

Cartoons, and presented two splendid sets of prints to George I.

After having completed this great work, his sight began to'

grow dim, and he returned to France, where he was elected a

member of the Academy, and died at the advanced age of

eighty-nine. In copying Raphael's forms he has often lost

much of their exquisite grace and chasteness, and has ren-

dered the expression of the heads coarsely
;

yet there is

a manly energy and freedom in his style bridled by simplicity

:

his sliadows are full-toned, clear, and rich ; the lines are often

conducted over his draperies with great freedom and elegance,

of which the figure of " St. Paul Preaching at Athens" is a

good example ; as also the same apostle in the cartoon of

"Elymas, the Sorcerer, struck blind."

Vivares must be considered the fomider of the English

school of landscape engraving. He was a native of France,

and learned the principles of his art from Chatelain, in Lon-

don ; but, being a man of great genius, he improved on the

style of his master. He was followed by Woollett in the

same department, whose works were models in beauty of

execution and of style for landscape. Like Vivares, he carried

his plates a considerable way with the point, and gave them

the necessary depth with the graver, touching them up in tlie

more delicate parts with the dry point. His works have all

the delicacy and clearness of the French masters, with all

the spirit and taste of Vivares. He likewise executed several

historical plates and portraits with great success. His chief

works are the large landscapes which he has engraved from

R. Wilson and others; the death of General Wolfe, after

West.

The next remarkable engraver we have to mention is Sir

Robert Strange. He is greatly admired for the breadth of

his effect, and the beauty of his execution ; but his great ex-

cellency is the delicacy and softness of his female flesh. In

this last he has seldom been equalled, and never surpassed, by

any other master, as his engravings from the works of Titian,

Guido, Corrcgio, and other painters of the Italian school,

sufficiently show ; but his drawing is extremely incorrect.

We shall pass over many junior celebrities and hurry on to

Hogarth, whose works exhibit a walk of art untrodden before

him by any. He made engraving an instrument of high moral

teaching, and a vehicle for the keenest satire and the most

brilliant humour. His execution was unrivalled for what it

professed to be. Having on a former occasion spoken of him

at considerable length, we shall not now dwell upon him

any further. Since his time innumerable artists of the highest

talents have appeared in every branch of engraving.

Some years ago a machine was invented by Mr. Lowrj', of

London, to facilitate the engraving of parallel lines. It has

since undergone considerable improvement, and is now em-

ployed in most engravings, particularly in the sky, water, and

the architectural parts. Wherever parallel lines are required,

whether straight or circular, it executes them with elegance.
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accuracy, and facility. The efforts of copper-plate engravers,

in more recent times, have chiefly been directed to the illus-

trations for books ; steel having generally taken its place for

all larger and more important works, owing to its greater

durability.

In the year 17S5, Alderman IJoydell conceived the idea of

establishing a Shakspcare Gallery, in London, for the exhi-

bition of works of art, upon a grand scale. Designs were

opened up to competition, a prize of one hundred guineas

being offered for all accepted by the committee. They were

painted by some of the most eminent artists of the day. The
first engravers in England were employed to transfer them to

copper; amongst others, Sharpe, Bartolozzi, Earlom, Shaw,

Simon, Middimann, Watson, Tyttler, Wilson, and many
others. Probably no plates ever had the same pains bestowed

upon them. As much as five years was expended upon a

single plate, and proof impressions were taken at every stage

of the work for the subscribers. It was not completed till

1S03, a period of twenty years from its commencement.
France has always been celebrated for her triumphs in this

branch of engraving. The precision of copper-plate has

always suited the character of French art better than the

vagueness of dot engraving. During the eighteenth century

the burin bore the sway, but there was always much to be

desired in the drawing. The influence of David and Kegnault,

however, caused greater attention to be bestowed upon it, and
its effects were soon perceived in engraving. The imperial

epoch was remarkable for the extreme purity of style. It

was at this period that Bervic executed those celebrated

engravings known as the " Education of Achilles " and
" Dejanira," and classical engraving was restored to the post

of honour. To all the processes of the revolutionary period,

to the fine point of Duplessis-Bertaux, to the stippling of

Cossia, and the aqua-tinta which popularised the fine carica-

tures of Karl Vernet, succeeded the perfection of the academic

lines, renewed from Edelinck, and Drenet, and Polly. The
breast of the Centaur, by Nessey, was copied by Bervic, the

author of the " Laocoon," by means of very curious and

delicate labours, which please the eye by their elegance and
their symmetry, as well as by the skill which displays

tliroughout the flatnesses of the flesh and the presence of the

bones and sinews. Such excellence in the mechanical por-

tion of the process was never before exhibited in combination

with so much refined feeling.

The triumphs of the graver continued under the Restora-

tion ; at one time they were slightly interrupted by the

movement known as Uomanlicism, The " Shipwreck of the

Medusa" was engraved in the dotted style by Reynolds, and

soon after the " Patrol of Smyrna " revived the recollection

of Rembrandt ; but the methods of this great master Were far

sooner learnt and understood than his genius. Innovations,

variations, expeditious modes and plans became all the rage,

Imt, nevertheless, the tradition of the old masters was upheld
by Desnoyer, Tardieu, and Richomme. The first applying

himself to Raphael, translated him with great feeling in the
" Belle Jardiniere ;" the second raLsed himself to the rank of

master by his fine portrait of the Earl of Arundel, after

Vandyke, and by the " Communion of St. Jerome," in which
he preserved all the power and expression of Domenichino

;

and the third had courage to measure himself against Ede-
linck in his rcnde'ring of one of Raphael's c/iefs-d'osiivre.

After this rapid historical sketch, it may not be amiss to

give a short outline of the observations which professors,

books, and academies have made the code of engravers.

Generally the buiin should follow in its course the hollows
and the cavities of muscles and folds, and widen the cutting

as it approaches the light, and narrow them as it enters

the sliade, and finish the outlines without hardness. The
various series of lines should be in union, although each
object should be treated in its own style. It often hap-
pens, for example, that the line which is first in an open space
may serve in returning to form the second, when in place of
developing the muscle or fold, the engraver has only to

strengthen the tone. He must neither indulge in odd and

capricious turnings, nor adhere too closely to straightncss of

line, which though doubtless easier to make, has always a

stiff and monotonous aspect.

With regard to draperies, care must be taken to distinguish

them by the nature of the manipulation ; in engraving linen,

for example, it should be closer and more delicate than in the

case of other cloths, and in most cases should be made by a

single line ; white cloth by two lines only, and with a breadth

proportioned to the texture of the material ; in shiiung

substances, such as silk, the work should be straighter,

and the folds should be imitated by abrupt breaks, and also

by an interline, slipped into the intervals of the main lines

;

woollen and silk velvet with an interline also, but with the

principal lines strongly marked, and the second lighter, but

stiU well sustained. The interline, which answers the purpose

of producing a shining appearance so well, may also be em-

ployed with success in rendering metals, gold and silver vases,

'

and armour and weapons of polished steel.

In architecture the lines must obey the laws of perspective

and help to create the necessary optical illusion ; that is, the

lines which cover receding or diminishing objects must con-

centrate in the point of view ; they must conform also to the

direction in which the objects ijresent the greatest dimensions.

Entire columns, for example, are cngr.aved by perpendicular

lines, to avoid the discord which would arise between the

lines of the capital and those of the base. In sculpture

care must be taken not to do too much. The work

should be light, and appear reflected, as white marble

and stone always does. There should be no point of light

placed in the pupU of the eye ; and the hair shoidd not

be represented, as in nature, in detached fibres, but in a

mass. Landscape should be commenced by careful and dis-

creet etching, so that, when giving it the finishing touches,

the coarseness may be removed without totally destroying, in

every place, the picturesque roughness. In earth, walls,

trunks of trees, motmtains, and rocks, the lines should be

broken, interrupted abruptly, trembling, and should cross

almost at right angles, to imitate the cold smoothness of the

rocks ; and should have a nibbled appearance, to imitate the

rugosity of bark, and the inequalities of the ground or walls.

The intervenmg air mxist also be taken into consideration,

and allowance made for its influence by making objects close

to the horizon very soft and delicate; and the aerial perspective

found in the painting or drawing should be reproduced.

Water, if calm, should be represented by right lines parallel

with the horizon, and with light interlines, and some breaks,

which express very well the glitter and polish of the surface.

By perpendicular seconds, the form of objects reflected in the

water, and overhanging its banks, may be rendered, taking

care to make their shape apparent, and to mark their relative

distance from the spectator. If they are trees, their form can

be best produced by a light outline, particularly if the. water is

quite clear. When the waters are agitated like the waves of

the sea, the principal lines should be like the movement' of

the wave, and the interlines should be lozenge-shaped, as they

best express the transparency of fluids. In cascades or water-

falls, the lines should follow the course of the fall, with inter-

lines, and a good deal of abruptness in the lights. Clouds are

rendered by horizontal lines ; if they are those light, hanging

vapours that lose themselves insensibly in the blue of the sky,

care must be taken that the line, instead of forming a distinct

edge all round the cloud, shotild verge towards the extremity,

and disappear there gradually. If the clouds are tempes-

tuous, murky, and agitated, the graver should give itself up to

their forms without reserve. The crossings of the lines should

be made lozenge-shaped, because this gives transparency and

an appearance of motion ; but the first should in every case be

more prominent than the second. The lines must not be too

wavy, because they give the cloud the appearance of a fleece

of wool or a bundle of tow. The blue of the sky is rendered

by straight, horizontal lines.

Care must be taken to engrave the flesh, of women and

children different from that of men, and to make the first part

of the work close and thick, so as to represent the softness and
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delicacy of their skin. The square which expresses hardness that the thickness of the coating of wax deceives, from some

must be avoided, as also the lozenge. In general, flesh should cause or other, it sometimes happens that when the plate is

be produced by dots ; that of men by long dots, such as are duly bitten, in spite of all the regularity observed, they come

put nt the end of lines or lozenges, intermingled with round out badly arranged, and if any attempt be made to set them

MIEKIS IK ins STUDIO. PROM A PAmTINO BY MIERIB.

dots, and that of women with round dots, prepared by etching,

in order to avoid that rough labour produced by elongated

dots. "The dots," says Abraham Bosse, "should be ar-

ranged like bricks in a wall ; above all, great order and regu-

larity should be observed in disposing them, for whether it is

right with the graver, the Hesli will appear as it covered with

some cutaneous eruption." When the aquafortis produces

them in the right place, however, and they are afterwards

mingled with the long dots produced by the burin, the effect is

excellent.
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ADRIAN r.iiAinvEi;.

We do not know whether Vandyck lent his personages any
nf thnt dignity which he possessed in so large a degree him-

self ; but on seeing the portrait of Adrian Brauwer. which he

has left us, we can hardly fancy that a man with such a lordly

ail', who could twirl his moustache so haughtily, and fold his

Vol. I.

cloak so gr.accfully, could have been the painter of sottish

peasants, debauchees, and low players. It must be confessed,

that if the portrait be not flattering, the painter has not

given us any means of forming an idea of his personal appear-

ance from the figures he drew. IJut, imfortunately, it is only

too true that his own habits were exactly those which he
w.as fond of depicting, that he lived a drunkard, and died in

.an hospital, and that he was one of those prodigals who never

think of returning, but to whom pardon is granted because

they h.ave loved painting not wisely but well.

Iloubraken has recounted lir.auwer's life in such a way as

to surround him with interest, and ni.ake a full display of the

accuracy and depth of his own information. A letter of

Nicholas Li.f, burgomaster, quoted by Iloubraken, proves

that Brauwer was bom at Haarlem, and not at Oudcnarde
as stated by Cornelius de Bie, the Flemish writer, and also by
M. de Piles. He belonged to a poor family, and wa-s possessed

of a natural genii;s which his parents were unable to develop

by education. Chance, however, brought it to light. His

mother was milliner and dressmaker for the peasant women of

the neighbourhood. Her son sketched for her with a pen the

flowers, fruit, birds, and other little ornaments that she

embroidered on the collars, caps, &c. A paiiiter of consider-

.able reputation, Francis Hals, was one d.iy ]),assing by their

little shop, and saw little Brauwer designing, and struck by
the ease and taste which his sketches exhibited, stepped in and

asked him whether he would like to bo a painter. The boy

said he should, if his mother would allow him. The latter con-

sented, but only on condition that his master should support

him until he was able to support himself.

Hals agreed, took the boy home with him, and installed him
in his studio, but kept his promises very badly. Perceiving

very soon the advantage he miglit derive from talent display-

ing so much freedom and originality as that of Brauwer, he

sep.iratcd him from his other pupils, and shut him up in a
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little garret, where he made liim work from mornmg till

night without rest or relaxation, and gave him barely food

enough to keep him alive. Adrian's disappearance, however,

awakened the curiosity of his fellow-students, who seized an

opportunity aflbrded them by their master's absence to pay a

visit to the prisoner. They ascended to the garret in terror,

and, by peeping in through a little window, were able to dis-

cover that he was executing very good pictures. One of them

proposed to him to paint " The Five Senses," at two-pence

each. Brauwer accordingly completed a sketch, in which the

subject, trite as it was, was treated in a manner entu-ely new,

for he liad never seen it from any other hand, and yet with

great simplicity. Another ordered " The Twelve Months of

the Year," also for two-pence each, but promising at the same

time to increase the sum if he would work out his sketches.

It was a piece of rare good fortune for the poor recluse thus

to find employment for such leisui'e moments as he was

able to snatch without awakening the suspicions of his master.

But Hals and his worthy spouse, who was, if possible, still

more niggardly and hard-liearted than himself, soon began to

perceive a falling oif in the amount of Brauwer's labours, and

set a watch on him ; so that he was compelled to fag away

without ceasing, and, by way of punishment for past remiss-

ness, they diminished his rations. Happily it is with boys as

with young ladies in love : if you want to give cumiing and

address to the simplest or most stolid, you have only to shut

them up. So Brauwer began to plan an escape. But here we
shall let liis biographer Descamps tell the tale :

—

" lie escaped, and ran through the whole town, without

knowing where he should go, or what he should do. He at

last went into a baker's shop, and laid in a store of ginger-

bread, sufficient to last him the whole day, and ensconced

himself under the organ-case of the Great Church. AVhilst

he was ruminating on his position and prospects, he was

recognised by a passer-by, who frequented his master's house,

and who readily guessed how matters stood from Brauwer's

forlorn aspect. He inquii-ed what ailed him ; Brauwer, with

his usual frankness, recounted everything that had happened,

dwelling at length upon the covetousness of Hals and his wife,

who, not content with the profit they drew fi'om his labour',

were letting him die of hunger and nakedness. The pallid

looks and the rags of the nai-rator corroborated his statemejits,

and interested his hearer to such a degree, that he took him
back to his master, and promised him that he should receive

better treatment in future."

The remonstrances of his new friend were not without their

eifect. He experienced more kindness, and was rigged out in

a new suit of second-hand clothes. He now set to work with

renewed vigour, but still for his master's benefit, who sold his

little pamtings at a high price, pretending they were the

productions of a foreign but unkno\^'n painter, and tlius

stimulating the curiosity of the amateurs. Brauwer, inspired

with new vigour by his good clothes and good food, gave full

vent to the inspirations of a talent of wliich he alone was
ignorant, but which was already makmg a good deal of noise out

of doors. Amongst his fellow-students was one destined after-

wai'ds to be a great painter, Adi'ian Van Ostade, who was better

able than the others to appreciate Brauwer's genius, and the

delicacy, warmth and harmony displayed in his works. Ostade

was indignant at the Hals' conduct, and told Brauwer that he

was a fool not to break loose from his servitude ; that he was
talented enough to live by his art, and draw from it, not profit

only, but honour' ; that with a very little energy he might
regain his liberty and make a name for himself; and advised

him to go to Amsterdam and seek his fortune, where, as he

was credibly informed, his paintings already sold at a high
price. Brauwer was easily persuaded, escaped a second time,

and made his way to Amsterdam, where he had no friends,

relatives, or any recommendation whatsoever. On his ai'rival,

his good genius led him to the French Crown Inn, kept by a

certain Van Somraeren, who had practised painting in his

youth, and whose son, Henry Sommeren, executed very good
landscapes and flower-pieces. He could not have fallen into

better hands.

Our young vagabond, finding the cookery of the French

Crown better than that of Madame Hals, took heart, and open-

ing his haversack, took out his colours, and sketched some

pieces which astonished his liosts, and induced them to make

him a present of a fine copper-plate, upon which he was to

display all the talent of which he was capable. He accord-

ingly paiirted a gambling quarrel between some peasants and

soldiers—representing the tables overturned, the cards scat-

tered on the ground, the players throwing pots of beer at one

another's heads ; one of whom, badly wounded, lies foaming

with rage upon the floor, half-dead, half-drunk. The picture

was full of nerve, and executed in a warm tone, with great

vivacity in the figures and truth of expression. He was at

once recognised as the "foreign artist" of whom Hals had

boasted so much. M. du Vermandois, a distmguished amateur,

gave him no less than ten pounds for this work as soon as he

saw it. Brauwer could hardly believe his eyes—he who had

begun by two-pence each picture ! He took the money, lay

down on his bed, and kicked and rolled for joy. After a little,

he jumped up and ran out without saying a word. It was

evident that so much wealth was burdensome to him, and that

he was already longing to see the end of it. At the end of

nine days he re-appeared, singing and laughing, and when
asked what he had done with his money, exclaimed, " God be

praised, I have got rid of it
!"

This anecdote alone portrays Brauwer's char'acter to the life.

His rude apprenticeship in Hals' garret, as well as the ardour

of his own temperament, made him prone to the free enjoy-

ment of life. Painting was in reality but a secondary pas-

sion with him. His chief aim was, to eat, drinlc, and be

merry—we were going to s."iy, his chief talent, for it was from

this sort of life that 1.3 drew his inspirations, being able to

paint drunkards all the better from being constantly in theii'

society. His studio was the workshop which he made the

scene of " The Gamblers' Quarrels," and the fui'niture of

which consisted of a cask on which the clowns have just

thrown down the four aces, a broom, a kettle, which the light

tills with golden hues, and a bucket turned upside down, and

upon it the smokers' chafing-dish, without reckoning the

burden leaning against the wall, as we always see it in Teniers'

pictm'es. It was fi'om this locality, when harassed by his land-

lady for payment of her bill, t'nat he sent his paintings for sale to

the amateurs. If they did not bring the price he expected fur

them, he burnt them, and set to work anew upon others, upon

which he bestowed more care, till at last he got what he

wanted.
,

There is no species of pleasantry or facetiousness that the

Fle^nish or Dutch biographers have not attributed to Brauwer.

C melius de Bie states, that having been plundered by pirates

on the coast of Holland, he bethought himself of getting a

coat made of coarse brown holland, and on it painted flowers

and foliage in imitation of Indian shawls. Having then given

it a shining appearance with gum or varnish, he walked about

the streets, attracting great attention from the ladies, who
were in raptm'es with his costume, and were inquiring on all

sides where they could procure this new stufl'. He then went

in the evening to the theatre, and at the close of the piece

managed to mount upon the stage, where he wallced up and

down with a wet sponge in his hand, calling upon the audience

to examine the material of his coat, of which he said, he was
the sole maker, and carried the only piece in the world upon
liis back. Then, to the great astonishment of the pit, he

rubbed off the painting with Ms sponge, and revealed the

calico in its native coarseness, declaring it to be an emblem of

human life, upon which one should place as little value as

upon the wretched garment which a moment before had
appeared so costly and beautiful. This "pointing of the

moral," otherwise commonplace enough, was performed by
him with a better grace upon another occasion. Some of his

relatives invited him to a wedding, evidently, as he believed,

because he had just got a new and very showy velvet coat.

At dimier he took some of the greasiest and thickest sauce on

the table, and smeared the coat with it, saying that the velvet

had a right to the good cheer, inasmuch as it was the velvet
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which was invited. He then threw it into the fire, anil went

back to the tavern for his old rags.

James Houbraken, who ably engraved the portraits which

illustrate his father's " Lives of the Painters," conceived the

idea of placing a monkey beside Brainver's portrait, to expres.?

that buffoon humour which, far from diminishing as age

advanced, in Brauwer's case only increased and became more

repul.'^ivc. In fact, wliat in the child might be called drolleries,

in the man were notliiug but gross tomfooleries, which smelt ot

the places frequented by their author. Happily, Brauwcr,

during Ids lifetime, achieved better things than pasquinades

and farces, and has rendered his name immortal by some

masterpieces of expression, touch, and colom-ing, to which the

graver of Vissclier has lent new life. Their scarcity^ too, has

enhanced their value. What nerve, what life, and what

accuracy of observation do they not display ! Nowhere else,

save in the reality, do we find those grimaces, those red and

bloated faces, that coarse merriment of tatterdemalions, and

those indescribable attitudes and postures of beastly drunken-

ness. What imagination coidd conjure merely up by guess

those physiognomies of the gamblers—the winner singing

with all his might, the crest-fallen visage of liis antagonist,

and the bumpers which tlie spectators are engulphing in their

huge throats in honour of the occasion ? No one but an hnhitui-

of taverns could have risen to the height, or rather descended

to the lowness, of scenes like these. In wine Brauwer found

tlie truth of his sketches.

—

In vino Veritas.

It would, doubtless, have been far better for such a painter

if his life were wholly unknown to us, and nothing remained of

him except these admirable little works, which might lead us

only to suspect his taste for carousal. But it would seem as

if history had a predilection for scandal, if we may judge from

the complacency with which she records all the follies and

weaknesses of her heroes, while she is silent regarding so

many charming artists who needed nothing but the i^clat of a

great vice to make them famous, and hand down their names

to posterity. Brauwer lived at Amsterdam until, having

earned a great deal, but spent more, he had to fly from his

creditors. He took the road to Antwerp ; but as he was not

so well versed in the current politics of the day as in the gossip

of the tap-room, he was imprudent enough to present himself

at the gates of the town without a passport from the States

General, which were then at war with Spain. He was arrested

as a spy, and imprisoned in the citadel. He there met with

the Duke of Aremberg, also a prisoner by order of the King of

Spain. Taking him for the governor of the place, he recounted

to him, with tears in his eyes, aU the misfortunes which had

befallen him, and assured him most solemnly that he was

merely a painter, who had come to Antwerp to make use of

his talents, and offered to prove his statements if he were

furnished with a palette and brushes. The duke immedi-

ately sent a message to Rubens, asking him to forward the

articles ; and the latter forthwith sent back canvas, colours,

and everything that was necessary. In the meantime, some

Spanish soldiers had set themselves down to play at cards in

the courtyard in front of the painter's window. Brauwer took

them for the subject of his picture, and painted the group

with extraordinary truth, exhibiting the minutest traits of

character, attitude, and physiognomy in each. Behind them

appeared an old soldier seated on his haunches, and watcldng

the game. His face was striking and original, and between

his "naif-open lips appeared the only two teeth that were left

him. The artist had never succeeded so well—had never dis-

played so much fire and vigour. As soon as the duke saw the

picture, he burst out laughing, and sent for Rubens to come

and see if the work of his dauber was worth preserving.

Rubens came, and had no sooner cast his eye upon it, than he

exclaimed, " It's by Brauwer ; no one else could paint sub-

jects of this kind with such power and beauty." When
pressed to value it, he named seventy pounds. " You are right

in thinking it is not for s.alc," said the duke ;
" I intend it for

my own collection, as much because of the singularity of the

incident, as for its intrinsic excellence.
"

Rubens used all his influence to get Brauwer out of prison.

Ho went to the governor and succeeded in convincing him
that the supposed spy was a painter of genius, and obtained

his liberation, upon his becoming security that his protfiji was

in reality what he said lie was. lie then took him homo to

his house, assigned him a chamber, a place at his table, and

procured him suitable dress. Ihit Brauwer, instead of being

grateful for these acts of kindness, was only embarrassed by

them. 'I'he libertine and riotous hero of tavern brawls and

merriment felt but ill at ease in the well-ordered, sober, but

elegant mansion of Rubens. In a few days our hero was
heartily sick of it, and took to his lieels, sold his clotlies, and

returned to his old liaunts and associates, declaring tliat lifo

under Rubens' roof was to him as insupportable as imprison-

ment in the citadel.

There was tlien at Antwerp a baker, named Joseph Van
C'raesbeck, a native of Brussels, who professed to be very fond

of painting, and sometimes acted as a broker. Brauwer

made his acquaintance, and seeing he had a handsome wife,

conceived it to be incumbent upon him to fall in love with

her. But, in accordance with the old saying that liusbands

generally pave the way for their own misfortunes, it so liap-

pened that Craesbeck offered lirauwer board and lodging, in

case he taught him painting. Tliis was exactly what the

artist wanted, and he accordingly snapped at the proposal

with the utmost eagerness. No two men were ever better

matched. They had the same tastes, the same characteristics,

and tliey soon had the same style. By dint of admiring and

imitating Brauwer, C'raesbeck began to display some talent,

but hu made no better use of it than his master, for he

employed himself mostly in painting drunkenness, debauchery,

and pots of beer. It appears that the two painters had, doubt-

less at the close of some carousal, some difl'erence with the

police, which obliged them to quit Belgium and take refuge in

Paris. Brauwer did but little work there, and s<*)n returned

to Antwerp, carrying disease with him, and died miserably in

the public hospital in that town, in 1660. He was buried in

the cemetery of the plague-stricken, that is, on a straw bed, at

the bottom of a well. On heating of this sad end of a life of

so much glory and shame, Rubens, it is said, was moved to

tears. He was unwilling, hoVvever, that due respect should

not be paid to art in the person of one of its great professors.

Accordingly he caused the body of Brauwer to be exhumed,

and paid the expense of the funeral rites, which he caused to

be celebrated with great pomp. Roger de Piles has made the

assertion that Rubens caused a magnificent tomb to be erected

to Brauwer in the church in .which he was buried. The

truth is, that Rubens did entertain the idea of erecting such a

monument, and sketched a design for it, but his own death

prevented his carrying his intention into execution, and conse-

quently the epitaph given by Cornelius de Bie, in Flemish

verse, had no existence save in his own imagination.

The best proof of Brauwer's power and imagination lies in

the fact, that, though Hals' pupil, his style differed completely

from that of his master. Hals' is impetuous, and consists

mainly in bold touches so placed as to conceal the precision,

often painful, of the sketch, and to produce their effect at a

distance—and at a distance only. On the contrary, Brauwer's

pencil is free and easy; he expresses and finishes his objects

without minuteness and without coldness. His pictures are

only finished sketches— the impastment is so thin that the

priming of the canvas appears through it. But besides this,

Brauwerhadanother style, in which there was more impastment

and visible touches ; in which lightness and softness are united

to firmness, and delicacy to breadtli. Fine and spiritiid as

Teniers, Brauwer is warmer in his tones, shows more of red-

dish brown, and in this approaches Ostade and Rembrandt. In

a word, Brauwer is as much to be imitated in his execution as

his example is to be avoided in his choice of subjects. Ostade

and Rembrandt are never ignoble, because they never seek to

be so ; while Brauwer, having boldly and openly renounced

decency, never fails to call up those feelings of disgust which

every man, however blunt his perceptions, must feel at the

sight of a vagabond or rulHan engaged in his orgies. And,

nevertlieless, Brauwer, despite the coarseness of liis models,
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tlie vulgarity of their acts, and the ugliness and repulsiveness

of their visages, has succeeded, during two centuries, in

delighting all lovers of art by the delicacy, the warmth, and

the harmony of his works.

lirauwer e.xecuted, with a good deal of skill, some etchings,

of which M. Ileinc-cke has furnished a list : they are nineteen

in number :

—

8, 9, 10.—"Two Peasants," a piece marked, Abraham

Brauwer, fecit.

11.—"A Tall Man and a Little Woman with an Ape
smoking," with the inscript'on, Wats dit vour en ycdrockt,

1 2.—" A Peasant Girl making Cakes."

13.—" A Peasant lighting his Pipe at a Chaling-dish held

by a Woman."

THE FIDDIEK.—FRO.M A PAINTING BV BKAUWEB,

1.—"Four Peasants," underneath, T'sa vricuden.

2.—" A Peasant Girl playing a Flageolet, and two Peasants
dancing "

—

Lustiij spell.

3, i, 5, 6.—"Three Peasants smoking "— Wer aent smoken.

7.—" A Peasant sleeping in the foreground, and irfihe back-

ground three Peasiuts drunk."

—

Brauwer.

U, 15, IG, 17, 18, 19.—"A scries of Peasants and Peasant
Girls;" six pieces without any mark: the lii'st represents a

"Woman asking Alms."

The portrait of Brauwer, painted by Vandyck (p. Ho), has

been engraved by Schelte ; John Gole has also engraved it,

and Boulonnais has copied it. Adrian Brauwer is one of the
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Dutch painters who has been most engraved. The names of

the principal engravers are Mcyssens, Blooteling, MacArdell,

Lebas, Basan, Bary, Bremden, Delfos, Demouchy, Wcnccslas

Hollar, John Gole, T. Major, Maloeuvre, Mathan, Marinus,

Nicholda, Tloos Van Amstel in his " Imitations of Drawings

after the principal Flemish and Dutch Painters ;" Uiedcl,

father and son ; Van Schap;c>n, Seller, Rchcnck, Van Sommcr,

Spilsburg, Spooner, Jonas Suyderhoef, WaUcrant Vaillant,

Le Vasseur, Verkoljie.

tlrinkin;,'. This painting, which we liavc reproduced (p. 148),

is called in Holland " The Fiddler."

John de Visschcr has also engraved, after Brauwer, a series

of four tap-rooms, all of which are excellent, particiilarly in

point of colourini^.

This is not all ; the famous Lueas Wostermann has engraved,

after this master, "The Seven Mortal Sins," represented by

half-length figures. Voluptuousness is there sketched in two

ways, so that the seven sins form eight pieces. They bear

,.-?H.f

THE DRINKERS. EUOM A r.MXTIXG HY TlItAVWrU.

Amongst these we must distinguish, as beyond comparison,

Blooteling, Lebas, Hollar, John Gole, and Suyderhoef, and we
must add to the list the great name of Visscher. He has
executed, after Brauwer, two pieces of the greatest beaiuy,
and greatly sought after by amateurs, " A Surgeon dressing a

Man's Foot," the first proofs of which bear the inscription,

I're, seca, piiiya, and a tap-room, in which one man is playing a

fiddle and winking his eye, three others singing, and one

thecipUerV.; and tlie "Five Senses"—five pieces. Weseein

Brauwer"s drawings a pen outline, aided by a little wash of

Indian, and a few bold touches and hatchings of the pen,

which produce all the effect that could be expected from them.

The short, thick-set figures, their grimaces, and the appearance

of their heads, covered with streight, stiff hair, indicate their

author at a glance.

Lebrun informs us that David Teniers p xinted in his earlief
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style (not the tine silvery gray) some paintings -which have

been often attributed to Brauwer, in order to enhance their

price, and because they did not seem handsome enough for

Teniers himself.

The following are some of the prices which BrauM'er's works
have fetched :

—

The Laroque Sale—Gersaint, 1745 : A small landscape, in

a gilt frame, IGs. 8d. ; a small beginning certainly.

The Caulet d'Hauteville Sale, 1774: " A Dispute at Play,

containing six figures, and forming a pendant to one of Cor-

nelius Dusart's, was sold for £2 only. It is true that at the

same sale a fine Rembrandt, engraved by MacArdell in the

dotted manner, brought only £24.

Kandon de Boisset Sale, 1777 :
" A Tap-room," representing

a man sitting down and lighting his pipe by a live coal ; another,

leaning on the back of his chair, is pufling out smoke ; a

woman holds a pot—a fine painting, £98.

Burgraaf Sale, 1811 : A little painting containing two
peasants smoking beside an upturned cask, and a third in the

background, £2 10s.

Erard Sale, 1832: "The interior of a Public House," on
wood, from the AVille Cabinet ; ten figures, £38.

Cardinal Fesch's Sale, 1845: "The Card Players;" four

peasants seated upon upturned tubs ; the game appears to be
decided. A wooden partition divides the group from three

other figures warming themselves at a large fire-place. £31.

There is but one of Adrian Brauwer's paintings in the

Louvre, the " Interior of a Tap-room." A man seen from
behind is asleep upon a table ; a smoker is lighting his pipe,

and another is kissing the maid. In the background two men
are chatting with a little girl.

Amongst Brauwer's pupils were Gonzales, Craesbeck, Til-

borg, Bernard Fouchers, and Jan Steen, who was also the

pupil of Van Goyen. The following is his monogram :

—

/a j^

VAN HUYSUM'S SECRET.

The setting sun was glittering on the windows of a small

house in the suburbs of Amsterdam. In a balcony opening

upon a parterre sown with anemones, tulips, roses, and may-
fiowers, stood a man whose pale and haggard features, bent

figure, and white and scanty hair, but too clearly indicated the

rapid approach of old age and decrepitude.

It was Van Huysum, the celebrated flower painter, whose
pictures, treasured in all the collections of Spain, Switzerland,

Holland, and Belgium, are distinguished from all others by
a softness and freshness of which he alone seemed to possess

the secret.

Before him lay a palette charged with coloui's, several

brushes scattered about, and some sketches apparently just

conimenc-ed, one of which he still held in his hand ; though, as

if forced to suspend his labour, he reclined in an arm-chair,

his head leaning back, and his eyes half-closed, as if in a

swoon. Suddenly a young gud made her appearance at the

lower end of the gallery, ran towards him, and asked him with

an anxious air what had happened to him.
" Nothing, nothing ! " he muttered in reply—" a little weak-

ness, but nothing more ; it's over now. I have been trying in

vain to set to work to finish those sketches that were promised

so long ago ; but I'm not able."

" The doctor has warned you, uncle," said the giii gently,

" that you must take rest till you are better."

Van Huysum made a gesture of impatience and chagrin.

"And when will that be?" he asked m feverish accents;
" don't you see there is no sign of it, Gotta;"

"Patience, dear imcle," was her reply; "you see the fine

days are coming back again."

"Yes," said the old man, raising himself with a look of

animation, " the garden is beginning to bloom, and the bu-ds

are singing and building their nests, and the butterflies flit-

ting about; but what avaQs all this when I can no longer

paint them '•"

" Oh, in a few weeks more," rejoined Gotta, " you will be
able."

"A few weeks ! do you know—or are you forgetting how-

time passes—that before the end of the month I must pay
Vanbruk the next instalment of the price of this house, and
that I was hoping to meet it by two paintings that I promised
Salomon, and that the sketches are still upon the easel just as

I left them three months ago ? Vanbruk will call for his money
in a day or two, and not getting it, will take possession of the

house, and deprive me of my flowers and my sun. Delay,

you see, is ruin and desolation."

Gotta stood motionless while the old man was speaking, and
when he had done, after a short pause said softly, "Trust in

God : I know he'll not desert you."

Van Huysum shook his head, and there was silence for

some moments.
" And still," he added a moment afterwards, in a low voice,

as if soliloquisuig, " and still, if I could get assistance, like

other painters whose pupils help them."
" And so you can, uncle, whenever you please," said Gotta.

"Aye, and let them discover my secret," interrupted the

painter, with an angry look, " so that no one could distinguish

my works from theh-s ; no, no, the bouquets of Van Huysum
shall always remain the only ones of their kind."

So saying, he closed the box containing his colours with
testy haste, and drew the curtain over his canvas, and casting

a suspicious glance at his niece, exclaimed, "I'll engage you
would like to learn yourself. Gotta, what patience and per-

severance have taught me. But no— if you please—you
shan't know. When preserits are too costly, the recipients

are apt to be imgrateful. Find it out, my girl, find it out, as

I found it out myself. Since I grew iU you have painted

more than usual. Have you made much progress ? Let me
see. Gotta ; show me your latest attempts."

" Oh, they're not worth your notice, imcle," said Gotta,

blushing and looking rather embarrassed.

" Come, come, show them to me," replied Van Huysum.
" I mustn't refuse you good advice

;
you have the stuff in you

to make a good painter ; but you must seek out your own
style."

There was nothing for it but to comply ; so Gotta went
out and brought in a small square piece of canvas in a frame,

and on it painted a bouquet of flowers, principally snowdrops
and campanidas. Van Huysum examined it attentively, and
at first his countenance darkened.
" Ah ! you paint very well, Gotta," said he ;

" your tone is

delicate, your drawing is correct and harmonious ; here are

some leaves which are absolutely perfect ; it's a masterpiece,

my dear ; in the long run you'll form a school, and tlurow

Van Huysum uito the shade."

Tills was said in a tone half earnest, half ironical and bitter.

It was evident that the painter's jealousy was struggling

witliin him with the man's aff'ection and generosity. He
placed the pictui'e at a little distance from him, that he might

better observe its eft'ect ; and after looking at it in silence for

some minutes, his face became lighted up with a smile.

" Yes," he said slowly to himself, " the little thing has some
taste; but yet it's not my style, nor my colouring. Let us see,

Gotta, how much wUl Salomon give you for this i"

" What he gave me for the former ones, I suppose, rmcle

—

five ducats."

Van Huysum rubbed his hands with delight. "Good,"
said he ;

" I could sell one of the same size for fifty ducats.

Ah, there's no doubt there's nobody like me; I alone can

make the flowers grow out under the brush." Then, as if

recurring to his former train of thought, he exclaimed

—

"But what good does my skill do me if I can't nse it!

Miserable that I am ! the mine of gold is there, but I have not

sti'ength to work it ! What day of the month is it. Gotta?"
" The twenty-ninth, uncle."

"Twenty-ninth ! is it possible? And Vanbruk will be

here in two days—in two days ! What shall I do ? God has
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forsaken me. I'm ruined—hopelessly ruined !" he exclaimed,

sinking back iato his chair.

Gotta, thinking he was about to faint, administered some

cordial, which had the effect of reviving him, and endeavoured

to soothe and encourage him by kind words. At this moment

the door opened, and Salomon the Jew appeared. Gotta

uttered an exclamation of surprise, and waved her hand to him

to retire ; but it was too late, Van Huysum had seen him.

"There he is," said he, in a querulous, despairing tone;

" there he is, coming for his pictures, and the money with

him."
" Yes, master," replied the .Tew, shaking the gold in a

leathern bag and making it chink, "and in good Portuguese

pieces, such as I know you like."

"Take them away," said the painter feebly ;
" don't come

here to increase my trouble by the sight of money which I

want, but am not able to earn."

The Jew removed his spectacles, and looked at him with an

air of astonishment.

"What do you mean?" said he; "don't you want my
money ?"

" No ; because I can't give you the paintings."

"But I've come to pay you for those which you have

sent mo."

Van Huysum looked at him fiercely—" That /sent you!"

he exclaimed ; " what do you mean r"

Gotta made several attempts to put a stop to the conversa-

tion, which was evidently fatiguing her uncle, and preventing

any explanation ; but he insisted upon having one.

" I'faith," said the Jew, shrugging his shoulders, " it is

easily given
;
yovir niece has given me two small pictures, for

which I am about to pay you ten ducats, and a large one for

which I shall pay you two hundred ducats."

" I'ictures of mine ! " repeated the painter.

"Yes," replied the Jew, "your large vase with the nest

and tlie snail. It is a masterpiece ; and I am now taking it to

the Duke of Remberg."
" You have it with you then "' said Van Huysum.
" Yes, I have left it in the parlour."

" Show it to me ; show it to me !"

The old painter rose and advanced towards one of the glass

doors looking out upon the gallery. Salomon followed him,
'

and on removing the cloth which covered a middle-sized

picture, revealed to Van Huysum the work of which he spoke.

'

The latter recognised at a glance one of the sketches which his

illness had compelled him to abandon, but so well finished in

his own style, and with the processes which he thought knowii

only to himself, that on seeing it he started back with a cry of

astonishment. A more minute examination, however, ena-

bled him to discover certain touches which betrayed another

hand.
" AMio sold you that :" said he to Salomon, in a voice

hoarse with anger. " Where is the villain that has stolen my
secret ?"

" Here, uncle," said a soft imploring voice beside him.

He turned, and there was Gotta on her knees, her hands

clasped together, and big tears coursing rapidly down her

marble cheeks.

" You!" said Van Huysum ; " this painting by you ! How
did you find out my method ?"

" Quite unintentionally ; by watching you while at work,"

replied the girl.

" So, ail my precautions were useless," said the painter,

" since I had a spy in my house. And how long have you
known it ?"

" A long time," murmured Gotta. "\'an Huysum looked at

her steadily.

" And why, then, did you not make use of it sooner:" he
asked.

" Because then I only should have profited by it," was her

reply ;
" so long as you were able to hold the brush, I had no

right to interfere with your discoveries ; but when sickness

came, and when I knew the time for paying Vanbruk the

money due to him was approaching, and when I saw you

careworn and anxious, I took courage, and thought that if X

employed the knowledge I had stolen from you to give you

comfort and repose, it would not be a theft, but restitution.

Forgive me, uncle, if I was mistaken ; but let me continue to

work while you arc no longer able to do so, and as soon as

you are recovered, I promise you I will forget all I have

learnt."

Gotta raised her streaming eyes to his, and the tears that

hung on the dark lashes glistened like pearls in the sunbeams

that were reflected from the window. He took her tenderly

by the hand, and thus proceeded :

—

" God, my child," said he, " has taught me a great lesson,

by setting your example before me. He has taught me that

our gifts, whatever they may be, should not be selfishly kept

for ourselves alone, but that our true happiness should bo in

sharing them with others. Keep the brush which to-day has

proved our salvation. Until now there was but one Van
Huysum ; henceforth, I am willing there should be two."

MR. BANVARD, THE AMERICAN PANORAMA
PAINTER.

We are all by this time tolerably familiar with panoramas

;

but probably not many of our readers have seen one of the

same dimensions as that which Mr. Banvard, an American
artist, is said to have executed. It represents the mighty

Mississipi, w'ith the varied scenery thro\igh which it flows

;

and certainly, so far as mere size is concerned, must be no

unworthy representation of that majestic river ; for we are

told it measures no less than three miles in length. The idea

of travelling such a distance with the eye to get from the

beginning to the end of a pictorial ^iew, is quite a novelty to

the steady-going inhabitants of the Old World. We are

indebted to an American authority for the following account

of the artist and his work, which we think will be read with

interest, both as showing what ingenuity and perseverance can

accomplish, and as a fresh chapter in the history of art.

There was a young lad of fifteen, a fatherless youth, to whom
a very extraordinary idea occurred, as he was floating for

the first time down the Mississippi. He had read in some
foreign journal, that America could boast the most picturesque

and magnificent scenery in the world, but that she had not

j-et produced an artist capable of- delineating it.

On this thought he pondered and pondered, till his brain

began to whirl ; and as he glided along the shores of the stu-

pendous river, gazing around him with wonder and delight,

the boy resolved within himself that he would take away the

reproach from his country—that he would paint the beauties

and sublimities of his native land.

Some years passed away, and still John Banvard (for that

was his name) dreamed of being a painter. A\"hat he was in

his waking, working moments, we do not know—probably a

mechanic. But at all events, he found time to turn over and

over again the great thought that haunted him ; till at length,

before he had yet attained his twenty-first year, it assumed a

distinct and tangible shape in his mind, and he devoted him-

self to its realisation.

No idea of profit was mingled with his ambition ; and,

indeed, strange to say, we can learn nothing of any aspirations

he may have felt after artistical excellence. His grand object,

as he himself informs us, was to falsify the assertion that

America had no " artists commensurate with the grandeur and

extent of her scenery," and to accomplish this by producing

the largest painting in the world.

John Banvard was born in New York, and "raised in Ken-
tucky ;" but he had no patrons either among the rich merch.ants

of the one, or the wild enthusiasts of the other, whose name
has become a synonj-me for all that is good, bad, and ridicu-

lous in the American character. He was self-taught and

self-dependent ; and when he determined to paint a picture of

the shores of the Mississippi, which should be as superior to

all others in point of size as that prodigious river is superior to

the streamlets of Europe, he was obliged to betake himself

for some time to trading and boating upon the mighty stream.
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in order to raise funds fur the purchase of materials. But this

was at length accomplished, and the work Ijegun. His first

task was to make the necessary drawing, and in executing

this he spent four hundred days in the manner thus described

by himself :

—

For this purpose he had to travel thousands of miles alone in

an open skiff, crossing the rapid streams, in many places more
than two miles in width, to select proper points of sight from
which to take this sketch. His hands became hardened with
constantly plying the oar, and his skin as tawny as an Indian's,

from exposure to the rays of the sun and the vicissitudes of

the weather.

He would be weeks together without speaking to a human
bcmg, having no other company than his rifle, which furnished
him with his meat from the game of the woods or the fowls of

the river.

When the preparatory drawings were completed, he erected
a building at Louisville, in Kentucky, where he at length
commenced his picture, which was to be a panorama of the
Mississippi, painted on canvas three miles hutj ; and it is

noted, with a justifiable pride, that this proved to be a home
production throughout, the cotton being grown in one of the
southern states, and the fabric spun and woven by the factory
girls of Lowell.

"What the picture is, as a work of art, many thousands have
had an opportunity of ascertaining personally ; and we know
that it received the warmest eulogiums from the most distin-

guished of his countrymen, and a testimony in favour of its

correctness from the principal captains and pilots of the
Mississippi.

At the meeting in Boston, his Excellency Governor Briggs,
of Massachusetts, who was in the chair, talked of it with

T.1TEUN BEAWL.—FROM A TAINTING EY IlKAfWEK.

When the sun began to sink belimd the lofty bluffs, and
evening to approach, he would select some secluded sandy
cove, overshadowed by the lofty Cottonwood, draw out his

skitt' from the water, and repair to the woods to hunt his

supper. After killing his game, he would return, dress, cook,

and, seated on some fallen log, would eat it with his biscuit,

with no other beveras^e than the wholesome water of the noble
river that glided by him.

Having finished his lonely meal, he would roll himself in

Ms blanket, creep under his frail skiff, which he turned over

to shield him from the night dews, and with his portfolio of

drawings for his pillow, and the sand of the brink for his bed,

would sleep soundly till the morning, when he would arise

from, his lowly couch, eat his breakfast before the rays of the

rising sun had dispersed the humid mist from the surface of

the river, and then start afresh to his task again.

enthusiasm, as a " wonderful and extraordinary production ;"

and Mr. Calhoun, president of the Senate, moved a series of
resolutions expressive of "their high admiration of the bold-
ness and originality of the conception, and the indefatigable

perseverance of the young and talented artist in the execution
of his herculean work ;" and these being warmly seconded by
Mr. Bradbury, speaker of the House of Representatives, were
carried unanimously.

Soon after B.invard's panorama appeared, its popularity
brought scores of rival panoramas before the public—Pano-
rama of the Hudson, Panorama of a Voyage round the

World, Panorama of the Rhine, and others without end.

We should suppose at the present moment, that many
artists thus employed, who might otherwise have languished
in poverty, iind panorama painting a great source of pecuniary
profit.
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11 1 C H A K D WESTALL.

RicHAiU) Westall, one of wliosc works we have reproduced, Cheapside.

is best known to the public as an illustrator of British poetry— ance on tlu

lie was allowed to devote his evenings to attend-

leclures at the lloyal Academy, and here he

I'EASANT BOY.- -FROM A l'AlNTIS<i BV WESTALL.

certainly as delightful, if not as useftU, a task as an artist can

undertake. He was born in 1765, and wai bound apprentice

to an engraver of heraldry on silver, ic, in Gutter-lane,

formed an acquaintance with Mr., afterwards Sir Thomas,

LawTcncc. This became so intimate, that as soon as Westall

was out of his apprenticeship the two friends took a house
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together in Greek-street, Soho, dividing the doors between

them—that opening out in Greek-street being Westall's, and

the one in the square, LawTence's.

The course upon which AVestall entered in the practice of

his art, was one well calculated to insure his popularity

with the public, in the then state of taste and feeling, whatever

we may think of its real excellence. The spii'it of elegant

sentiment, which afterwards gave birth to the " anniials" and
" keepsakes," and made a great deal of poetry that is deno-

minated "naraby pamby " in the highest degree acceptable,

was then abroad, and Westall was just the man to minister at

its altar. His pencil, as well as his nature, was prone to

elegance, grace, and refinement, though with a large amount
of affectation. He sketched love and love scenes under every

possible type and symbol ; and a great many of the best or

most artistic—if we may be allowed the expression—incidents

in ancient mythology ; Sappho in the Lesbian shades, the

boar that killed Adonis brought before Venus, Calypso enter-

taining Telemachus in her grotto, the marriage procession

on the shield of Achilles, and an immense number of Venuses

in every variety of attitude, and attended by a large number
of Cupids. The first production, however, which called

public attention to him, was a pictm-e exhibited in 1785,

representing a scene from Chaucer's "January and May."
Two years afterwards he again made his appearance with
" Mary, Queen of Scots, taking leave of Andrew Marvel,"

"Esau asking for his Father's Blessing," and a " Scene from

the AVife of Bath's Tale." His first great work, . however,

was illustrations of Milton and Sliakspeare, which he was
employed to execute by Alderman Boydell, the founder of the

Shakspearian Gallery. In those of Milton he seems to have

caught some measure of the poet's spirit, and in some instances

he makes an approach to the poet's sublimity and grandeur
;

but in those of Shakspeare it can only be said that he is

invariably correct, and that there is nothing to off'end. For
Bowyer he pamted subjects from the history of England, and
met with the same success.

He now came before the world as the painter of th.e proprle-

iit's of genteel and fashionable life pnr fxcellcnce. He was
in art pretty much what Thomas Haynes Bayley was in

poetry. He afterwards illustrated the various ceremonies of

the church of England with a decorum, ah accuracy, and
solemnity that dehghted the hearts of the large body of

worshippers in that communion. He soon became one of the

most popular book illustrators, and was greatly run after by

the publishers ; but all his drawings were wanting in vigour.

He, however, ministered successfully to the public taste, and for

any faults in his style he was not himself entirely to blame.

He was elected a member of the Academy in 1 794, the year

in which Lawrence and Stothard were also elected. In ISOS

he published a volume of poems, entitled " A Day in Spring,"

which was illustrated with engravings by S. O. C, Heath

from his o'wn designs. He taug'nt Queen Victoria drawing

;

and certainly, whatever were the merits of his works, his

pupil does honour to his powers as an instructor.

Probably no man who was so conversant, as an artist must

be, with works of art, could have been so miserably deceived

in his speculations as Mr. Westall was in his picture dealing.

The fact that he was ruined at it, is the most convincing proof

that was ever afforded of the folly of connoisseurship. The
art of imitating pictui-es—of giving them the tone of age, and

the traces 'of certam masters' manner—has of late years been

brought to the highest pitch of perfection ; and to detect a

fraud is a much more difficult matter than to discover excel-

lence. The mistake of the connoisseurs is in laying claim to

the greatest skill in both, and, in fact, proclaiming that the

one is inseparable from the other. The great anxiety on

the part ot the public, of late years, to become possessed

of the works of great masters, has created a corresponding

anxiety on the part of the dealers to supply them. In the

case of cotton or calico this would not be a difiicult matter

;

but the pictures of Titian or Giorgione do not admit of

unlimited multiplication. When Westall entered the lists

against dishonest imitators, he found himself completely out-

witted. C/iefs-d'a-iiirr, for which he thought himself only

too happy to pay large prices, ttumed out to be clever copies.

Before he liad discovered the cheat he often spent large sums

in restoring the colouring, in framing or regilding them. His

handsome fortune was soon dissipated in this way, and the

xmfortunate man ended his days a pensioner on the fund set

apart by the Royal Academy for the relief of any of their

members who are reduced to destitution. His death took

place on the 4th of December, lS.3ri.

His " Peasant Boy," which we have engraved (p. 153), was
one of the best of his works. The drawing is excellent, and there

is an air of unaffected simplicity and contentment in the ex-

pression of the face, and the accessories are all in excellent

keeping.

DR. FAUSTUS, .AFTER REMBRANDT.

The story of Dr. John Faustus, as it -n-as popularly believed

by our grandfathers, and upon which so much wit and in-

genuity and research ha\e been expended, ran pretty much as

follows :
—

He was born in Germany of poor parents. His father was
unable to bring Mm up, but he had a brother living near him,
who took a great fancy to his nephew, and resolved to

make a scholar of him. So he put him to school, and after-

wards entered him at the university to study divinity ; but
this was by no means to the youth's taste, and though he
applied himself to it with tolerable diligence, he applied far

more diligently to necromancy and magic, charms and sooth-
saying, witchcraft, and the like. At last, he reached such a
pitch of perfection m the black art, that he attained to the
power of commanding the devil to appear whenever he pleased.
One day he was walking in a wood near Wirtemberg with a
friend, who expressed a desire to see some evidence of the
doctor's art, and asked hun, could he then and there bring the
demon Mephistopheles before them. Upon the first call given
by Faustus, the devil made a noise as if heaven and earth
were coming together, and then made a roaring as if the wood
had been full of wild beasts. The doctor then made a circle
for him, and round it he ran with a noise like that of ten
thousand waggons gomg at full speed over rough pavement.

After this, it thundered and lightened as if the whole world

had been on fire. Faustus and his friend were amazed at this

noise, and, tired with the de\'irs long tarrying, thought to

leave the circle, whereupon the latter personage uttered such

ravishing music as was never heard in this world.

After man}' other wonderful prodigies, the worthy doctor

succeeded in so mastering the refractory spirit, that he bound
him over to appear to him at his house by ten o'clock next

day. Jlephistopheles accordingly appeared, and Faustus in-

formed him that he wished him henceforward to serve him with

whatever he wanted. This was declined unless he signed an

agreement with his <nvn blood to deliver himself up to Lucifer,

the Prince of Darkness, at the expiration of a certain date.

Alter much bargaining and chaffering, the lust of power and
enjoyment so overcame Faustus that he consented and signed

the fatal bond.

When he had done so, he called Mephistopheles and
delivered it to him, whereupon the spirit told him that if he
did not repent of what had happened, he should enjoy all the

pleasures his thoughts could conceive, and that he would im-

mediately divert him. He caused a kennel of hounds to run
down a liart in the hall, and immediately vanished ; then a

bull danced before Faustus ; then appeared a fight between a

lion and a bear ; and then foUowed some most exquisite
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music, to the sound of which some hundreds of spirits danced.

"When these had disappeared, ten sacks of silver appeared on

the floor, but it was so hot that no one but himself could

handle it.

The report of what Dr. Faustus had done soon got abroad,

and none of Ids neighbours would keep his company ; but his

attendant spirit was constantly with him, and executed his

bidding in all things. Not far from his house lived the Duke
of Bavaria, the Duke of Saxony, and the Bishop of Salisburg,

whose houses and cellars Mephistopheles used to visit, and

carry away the best of everything they contained. One day

the Duke of Bavaria had invited most of the gentry of the

country to dinner, for whose entertainment an abundance

of provisions was got ready. The gentry being come, and

all ready to sit down to diimer, iu an instant of time Mephis-

toplieles came and took all away with him, to their great

terror and astonishment. If at any time Faustus had a longing

for wild fowl, the spirit would call whole flocks in at the

window, so that no lock or key coidd keep them out. He also

taught Faustus to fly in the air, and perform a variety of

other extraordinary tricks.

The worthy doctor was ere long favoured with a glimpse

into the lower regions, and saw and heMd all the unfortunates

who sufiered torments there. He found that the whole region

was divided into a number of cells, or deep holes, and in every

one of these there was a devil, wliose duty it was to punish

the inmates. He was much struck by the sight, and inquired

of Mepliistopheles what sort of people they were that lay iu

the first dark pit. He was told they were ph.ysicians, who
had poisoned many thousands in trying experiments upon
them, and were now treated in the same manner as tliey had

treated their patients, though not with the same efiect, for

death never came to release them from their misery. Over

their heads was a shelf laden with gallipots, full of poison.

Having passed them, he came to a long entry, in which there

was a great crowd, and he asked him what they were in the

other world, and was tolil they were pickpockets, who loved

to be in a crowd, and so, to content them, they were put in a

crowd here. He saw many other varieties of evil-doers', in

various stages of torment, which space will not permit us to

enumerate.

The fame of Dr. Faustus having reached the emperor's ears,

he expressed a desire to see him and some of his tricks and

exploits. So the doctor paid a visit to court, and while con-

versing with the emperor, saw a nobleman looking out of a

window. He instantly fastened a pair of horns on his head,

so that he could not get his head in till Dr. Faustus took them

off for him. But he was greatly enraged at being thus made
the laughing-stock of the court, and resolved upon being

revenged ujion Faustus. He therefore lay in wait for him
outside of the town, intending to stop him and chastise him
on his return from the court. Faustus, coming by a wood-

side, beheld the lord mounted on a prancing war-horse, and
immediately ordered the spirit to whirl him aloft, and set him
down in the emperor's palace with a pair of horns on liis head,

which he could never get off till his dying day.

On another occasion, the doctor was rambling through a

field, and out of frolic devoured a load of hay in the presence

of the farmer who owned it, and then placed it again on his

cart in the twinkling of an eye. Looking out of a window, he

saw some students fighting, thirteen against seven, and struck

them all blind, so that they fought at random, and liit their

friends, to the great amusement of the bystanders. As soon as

they had separated, he restored them their eyesight. -Vnother

time he was disturbed by the shouting and bawling of some

drunken clowns in an inn, so he made them all dumb. He
found a young gentleman pining for love of a young lady, who
stedl'astly refused to receive his addresses, and gave him an

enchanted ring, with instructions to slip it suddenly on the

cruel fair one's finger. The moment it touched her, she began

to burn with love for him whom before she had hated, and
sought his company imceasingly, and when he again proposed

to her, she accepted him joyfully. He also made a herd of

unruly swine, whom their ovvTier could not drive to market,

go the whole way dancing and fiddling into the town ; and

performed a thousand other tricks, which are recorded by his

ehi'oniclers.

At last the inevitable hour drew near. The twenty-four

years for which he had agreed to sell himself drew to an end,

and the spirit served him with a solemn warning that he must

prepare to fulfil his part of the compact. On the day follow-

ing the receipt of this, in order to drive away duU care, he

sent for the doctors and bachelors of art, and the other

students, to dine with him, and i)rovided fine music and

entertainment for them. But all could not keep up his

spirits, for the time was at hand. Whereupon his counte-

nance changing, his guests inquired the cause of his uneasi-

ness, and in reply he confessed all his transactions with the

devil". He had no sooner finished his narration, than there

came on a tremendous storm of thunder and lightning.

Faustus then went into the great hall, the doctors and

masters staying in the next room, intending to hear his end.

About twelve o'clock the house shook terribly, as though it

would have tumbled down about their ears ; and suddenly all

the windows were shaken violently and broken to pieces.

Then came another great clap of thunder, and the door flew

open, and a mighty rushing wind entered, with the hissing of

serpents, and the most hideous and dreadful screams and

cries, upon which they heard Faustus shrieking pitcously, as

if in the greatest agony, foUowed by dreatUul roaring and

blaspheming, and then all was silent. When daylight came,

they mustered up courage to enter the hall, and found his

brains beaten out against the wall, the floor sprinkled with

blood, and his two eyeballs lying in it. They searched in

vai:i for his body, but at last found it lying on a dunghill

outside, smashed and torn to pieces. Out of respect to his

learning and other qualifications, it received a decent burial.

Such was the story which one citizen whispered to another

with white lips a century and a half ago. In a ballad,

supposed to have appeared in 1G70, and entitled -'The Just

Judgment of God upon one John Faustus, Doctor in

Divinity," which was once popular in London in no small

degree, the doctor is thus made to describe his fate, though

how he came to publish Ms recollections in bad doggerel

after his death, is more than we can well understand.

'• Woe to the day of my nativity,

Woe to the time tliat once did foster me.

Woe to the hand that scaled the will.

And woe to myself, the cause of all my ill.

• « » « *

At last when I had but one hour to come,

I turned my glass for my last hour to run.

And called in learned men to comfort me,

But faith was gone, and none could comfort me.

By twelve o'clock my glass was almost out.

My grieved conscience then began to doubt

;

I wisht the students stay in chamber by.

But while they staid they heard a doleful cry.

Then presently they came into the hall.

Whereas my brains was cast against the wall.

Both arms and legs in pieces torn they sec.

My bowels gone, and this was the end of me."

Now for the morale

" You conjurors and d.aumed witches all.

Example take by my unhappy full

;

Give not your souls and bodies unto hell,

See that the smallest hair you do not sell."

The story of Faustus has furnished materials for the in-

genuity and industry of numerous German writers, both in

the last century and in this. And it has, as we all know,

derived new and undying interest from having been the subject

of Goethe's great drama. It has also been ably illustrated

by llembrandt, in an etching which we reproduce (p. 156). It

is' thus described in the Chevalier Claiissin's Catalogue Rai-

sonnee of liembrandt's works :
" Faustus is standing up, liis

profile towards the spectetor, dressed in a long robe and :«
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white cap. His two hands are resting, the right upon a table,

and the left behind the arm of a chair. He is in an attitude

of reflection, and appears to be examining with attention

several magic characters, which show him in a mirror, the

hand only of which is visible to us. Lower down to the right

appears the half of a globe." This is, however, simply a de-

scription for the use of amateurs ; but our imagination can

the powers of the universe to strife, and drags some soft,

gentle, yielding nature do%\'n with him in his fall. Such has

Goethe pictured him; but from the hands of Rembrandt he

comes simply an old magician in his laboratory. We need

hardly say that it is extremely doubtful if such a personage as

Faustus ever existed. Some author has supposed that the

legend had its origin in the invention of printing, the honour

DR. F.\USTUi'. AFTER AN ETCIIIKO BY REMBR-iNDT,

readily supply what it wants. At first sight, we can hardly

imagine that this old man, with his dressing-gown and night-

cap, is the famous Doctor Faust, the bold pioneer of philosophy,

the modern Frometheus, the rash and ambitious genius who
roused the fii-e of Marlowe, whom Goethe has immortalised,

and who filled LjTon's sleep with dreams. We figure him to

ourselves as young, proud, energetic, sombre, and secluded—
with flashing fiery eyes, and with a defiant spirit, which dares

of which belongs in part, as we all know, to John Fust, or

Faust. It appears, nevertheless, more probable that the hero

of all these tales was a student in thc^ilogy, born at 'Weimar,

or at Kundlig, in the fifteenth or the beginning of the sixtcnth

century. The first •WTitten work on the subject of which we
have any knowledge, is the " History of F.aust and of Christopher

Wagner, his valet, by George Ivodolph Widman : Frankfort,

1.5.S7."
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INTEIUOR OF A COTTAG!', BY AlUUAN VAN OSTADK.

Oin engravini^ is an excellent illustration of the best points

and greatest beauties of Adrian Van Ostade's style as a

delineator of the home-life of the Flemish peasantry. An old

woman tending a nursling ; two children, one of them drink-

ing eagerly from a cup, whilst the other shares its breakfast

with a dog ; the cradle neglected in a corner ; the pot over-

turned, and the whole household in disorder— this .is the

in the background, and the thousand streaks and sparkles on
the linen, the basket, or basin. The painter of Lubeck found
here a whole course of art. Attracted by the variety of lines

and the melody of colour, if he found these he needed nothing
else. His pencil reproduced what had charmed his eye, and
not what had found favour with his thoughts. Hence the

tt;ndency amongst painters of the Dutch and Flemish schools

ISTEBIOK OF .\ COTT.IGE.—BY ADRIAN VAN OSTAUE.

whole scene,' and simple as it is, few but Adrian Van Ostade
could depict it so well, because he was the patient and simple

painter of reality. One might ask, however, what could

induce an artist to select a scene so vulgar, types which
boasted no beauty, and accessories which have nothing to

recommend them but their rudeness and rusticity To this

Van Ostade would reply by showing you the jet of light which
plays across the figures, the harmonious shading which reigns

to scenes of what we call "low life." They are the painters

of material life, but hardly ever attain to the poetic sublimity

of the Italians. Their inspiration is short-winged , and scrapes

the ground. It is a domestic bird, with splendid plumage,

but of ^-ulgar appearance, which never goes far from the

house ; while Italian art is one of those stately but graceful

swans whieh float calmly and majestically on limpid lakes, or

soar through blackening clouds.

1
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MICHAEL ANGELO BUONAEOTTI.

VASATii tells us, with charming quaintness, that tlie Deity
looking down upon the earth, and perceiving the fruitlessness

of so many labours, the ardent studies pursued without any
result, and the presumptuous self-sufficiency of men, which is

further from truth than darkness is from light, resolved, by
way of delivering us from such great errors, to send to thfe

world a spirit endowed with universality of power in each art

and in every profession.

He was born of a most noble and most ancient family, and
at a most propitious moment, Mercury and Venus exhibiting

a friendly aspect, and being in the second house of Jupiter.

His father had a farm about three niUes from Florence, which
contained some valuable quarries, in which stonecutters and
sculptors were constantly at work ; and to the wife of one of

the former the nursing of the future genius was confided.
" Giorgio," said Michael Angelo to Vasari, in after life, when
honours were thick upon him, " if I have anything good in

me, it comes from my birth in the piu'e air of your country of

Arezzo, and perhaps, also, from the fact that -with, the milk of

my nurse I sucked in the chisels and hammers wherewith I

make my figures." His other brothers were placed, as they

grew up, with wool and silk-weavers, liis father beingof a com-
mercial turn of mind ; but Michael exhibited an unconquer-

able inclination for drawing, and he was set apart for an artist.

So he was placed in the studio of Domenico Ghirlandajo, who
did for him all that a good and kind master could do with a

pupil who in a few montlis knew more than himself. Very
soon after his entrance into Ghirlandajo's studio, he corrected

some female figures drawn by Ms master, exhibiting the per-

fection of form, with a few strokes of liis pen. Some sketches,

also, which he made of scaffolding and the workmen engaged

upon it in repairing a building, caused Domenico to exclaim,

"This boy knows more than I do." He did many marvellous

things of the same kind, till at last an accident brought him
before the world with the happiest prospects. Lorenzo di

Jledici, the magnificent Lorenzo, the glory of Florence, the

duJcc defies ct pf(Z'sidkt/u of Italian literatiure and art, chanced

to be greatly desirous of forming a good school of painting

and sculpture under the superintendence of the aged Eertoldo,

the disciple of Donato. So he desired Domenico to send him
any youths from amongst Ms pupils who evinced a marked

taste for sculpture. Michael Angelo and Francesco Gronacci

were the two selected, and on repairing to the Medici garden,-

on the piazza, in which Lorenzo had collected a great number
of gems of ancient art, they found a youth of the Torrigiano

family modelling in clay certain figures given him by Bertoldi.

Michael immediately entered into competition with him, and

with such success, that Lorenzo was convinced he was in

truth a youth whom he was bound to assist and put forward

in every way in his power. This favourable impression was
increased by the sight, of a marble copy from the antique of

the head of a faun, made by Michael about the same time,

with marvellous accuracy and ability, though he had never

handled a chisel before.

A room in Lorenzo's own palace was accordingly set apart

for him, and the great merchant prince signified to Ghirlan-

dajo that it was his intention henceforth to provide for Ms
maintenance and education.

Buonarotti was now sixteen years old, and he lived in

Lorenzo's palace during the next foiu' years, namely, till 1-102,

when death deprived him of his patron. During this period

of his career he executed in marble " A Battle of Hercules

with the Centaurs," wMch looked more like the work of a

master than that of a youth in his teens. It is still preserved

in the house of the Buonarotti family at Rome, and remains

in possession of the artist's descendants. Lorenzo entrusted

hinr with the keys of his famous garden, and gave him a

general superintendence of it. These honours excited the

jealousy of his fellow-pupil, Torrigiano, to such a pitch, that

he began to jeer him one day, and struck Mm so violent a

blow in the face that he broke his nose in such a manner
that he bore the marks of the inj ury for life.

Michael Angelo returned to Ms father's house in great

sorrow upon the death of Lorenzo. He had, in truth, good
reason for his grief. "We can fancy what delightful, happy
hours Jie must have spent in that delicious abode, steadily

pursuing the arts he loved, and surroimded by the finest pro-

ductions of antiquity, and smiled upon by him whose smiles

made happy the wisest, wittiest, and bravest men of the day.

After this he wandered through various parts of Italy, visiting,

amongst other places, Bologna and- Venice, and leaving in

each some of his masterpieces. His first visit to Rome was
owing to a curious circumstance. He executed at Florence

a sleeping Cupid, life size, which was pronounced by all

who saw it a work of rare excellence, particularly by Bal-

dassare del Milanese, who strongly advised him to bury it

for a time and then send it to Rome, where he would
then obtain a high price for it as an antique. It is said

that Michael Angelo allowed him to do so for him,
and he accordingly sold it to Cardinal San Giorgio for

200 crowns. The cardinal, however, soon heard that the

statue had been at Florence, and was greatly enraged by
the banter and ridicule he had to undergo in consequence
of the deception. He sent it back to Milanese, who had
sold it to Mm, and compelled Mm to return Mm the

money. But the afl'air made such a noise that it raised

Michael Angelo's credit greatly. He was consequently
soon after invited by Cardinal San Giorgio himself to go to

Rome and reside at his house ; but the cardinal, kno«ini»

little of art, never set a proper value on him, and they soon
parted. Jacopo Galli, a Roman gentleman, perceived his

talent early, and commissioned him to make a Cupid the size

of life, and with a Bacchus ten palms high. The union in

outline and expression of masculine energy and passion witli

female softness and roimdness of form, was so admirably ren-
dered in this work, that it was now acknowledged upon all

hands that Michael Angelo far surpassed aU modern sculptors.

Amongst his greatest achievements of this period was his
" Dead Christ "—a work not for any one age or generation, but
for all time. Every muscle, nerve, and vein is rendered with an
accuracy which displays consummate knowledge of anatomv

;

an attamm.ent the more wonderful from the fact, that at that
time the structure of the human body was but very imperfectly
imderstood. "There is," says Vasari, in his simple but
expressive language, " a most exquisite expression in the
countenance, and the limbs are affixed to the trunk in a
manner that is truly perfect ; the veins and pulses, moreover,
are indicated with such exactitude, that one cannot but
marvel how the hand of an artist should in such a short time
have produced such a -ivork, or how a stone, which just before
was without form or shape, should all at once display such
perfection as nature can but rarely produce in the flesh."

Michael Angelo appears to have placed a high value upon
the work himself, as he engraved his name on the Virgin's
gudle, a thing which he never did on any other occasion. It

says little for the value of fame, however, that one day
when he entered the place where it was erected, he found
a large crowd admiring it, and on inquiry being made who
had executed it, some one said,," Our Hunchback of Milan,"
without any one's off'ering to correct him or set him right.

There was a huge block of marble at Florence at this time
out of which a certain Simone de Fiesole had commenced to

make a colossal figure, but bad so botched it, that the autho-
rities shut up the marble, and did not suffer him to proceed.
^Michael Angelo's friends now advised liim to try and obtain

it, and he succeeded in doing so. He measiured the mass
with the view of accommodating his figure to the shape of it

and finally executed a young David holding a slin"- in his

hand. It was erected m front of the Piazza del Signori, and
was the admiration of everybody ; but the Soderini, a muni-
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cip al officer of Florence, in all the flush of aldermanic dignity,

must needs say something depreciatory, to show his judgment

in matters of art. Jtichael Angelo perceived at once thathewas

standing in such a position tliat lie could not see it properly,

but, in order to satisfy liim, slyly gathered up a little dust in

his hand, and going up to the nose, tapped it with the chisel,

but without taking any off, and at the same time let fall a

little dxist. " Look at it now," said he to the Soderini.

" Ah !
" replied the good man, " I like it better now." By all

competent judges, however, the work was looked upon as

almost faultless, and the Soderini paid hint four hundred

cro-mis for it. A bronze cast of it was made and sent to

France.

His next great work was a design for the fa9ade which he

constructed for the Great Hall of Council, in competition with

Leonardo da Tinci. It was entitled " The War of Pisa," and

represented soldiers surprised.

His fame was now so great that he was invited to Home by

Pope Julius II., and charged with the construction of his

sepulchral monument, upon which he intended to display ex-

traordinary magnificence. Upon his arrival he went to the

quarries of Carrara, and excavated a prodigious quantity of

marble, and having collected it at Home, sketched a design

and began the works. The tomb was to stand within the

church of St. Peter, which was to be rebuilt for that purpose.

It was to stand apart, and around the whole was to run a

range of niches, interchanged by terminal figures, clothed

from the middle upwards, and bearhig the first cornice on

their heads, whUe to every one was bound a captive, m a

sti-ange and abased attitude, the feet of each resting on the

projection of a scroU or basement. These captives symbolised

the provinces, or parks infdeJiiun, which Pope Julius had

subdued and brought within the jurisdiction of the mother

church. Other statues there were also, representing the Arts

and Sciences captive, and in mourning attitudes, emblematic

at once of their subjection to lieligion, and their sorrow

at being deprived by death of their patron and promoter.

Above the cornice appeared friezes in bronze, with figures of

cherubim, and over all two figures—one. Heaven, carrying a

bier upon her shoulder, and smiling with joy that so great

and good a man was entering her portals ; the other, Cybele,

or Earth, bewailing her misfortune in losing him.

It is sad, after having called up before our minds the image

of so noble a work, to leam that it was never completed.

Many of the statues were executed, but as the building was

not forthcoming, they were scattered far and wide. Two of

those representing the captives were given to Roberto Strozzi,

a gentleman at whose house the sculptor had lain during his

illness, and by him they were presented to Francis I. of

France. They remained for a whUe at St. Econen, but are

now in the Lou\-re.

The works of the tomb were, however, still proceeding,

when an unexpected and rather curious meident brought them
to an abrupt termination. Some marble arrived one day from

the quarries, and as the carriers had to be paid, Michael

Angelo went to the Pope for the money. On his arrival at the

palace, he found that he was engaged in transacting some very

important business. He accordingly retui'ned, and paid the

men himself, believing he woidd be reimbursed next day.

But on repairing to the Vatican for that purpose, the servants

refused him admittance. He was astonished—declared there

should be some mistake ;—but no ; the orders regarding him
were express and positive. He instantly left the city, and

returned, post-haste, to Florence, where he formed the inten-

tion of going to Constantinople, and entering the service of

the Sultan, who had uivited him to his court for the purpose

of constructing a bridge to connect the capital with Pera on

the other side of the strait. The Pope in the meantime was
writing furious letters to the Florentine authorities, demand-

ing his return ; but Jlichael Angelo, who resented affronts

keenly, positively refused to do so. At last, so imperious did

the language of the pontiff become, that he feared to return,

even if he had felt desirous of doing so ; and it was not till

the Soderini offered to sectue him against all harm by invest-

ing him mth the sacred character of a Florentine ambassador,
that he at last consented.

When he readied the Pope at Bologna, he found that the

idea of completing the tomb was abandoned, and he received a
commission for a statue in bronze of his Holiness. The clay

model was completed before the pontiff" left Bologna for Rome,
and he came to see it. The right liand w.as elevated with an
air of great dignity. 'L"he Pope, not knowing what was to be
in the left, inquired whetlier he was supposed to be blessing

the people or anathematising them. The sculptor replied that

he was ".admonishing the Bolognese to behave discreetly,"

and suggested that a book should be placed in the left hand.
" Put a sword into it," said the visible head of the church;
"of letters I know but little." This statue was placed over
the gate of St. Petronio at Bologna, but was afterwards de-

stroyed by the Bentivogli, and the bronze was sold to the

Duke Alfonso of Ferrara, who made a piece of cannon of it

which he called Julia. Of the fragments, the head only was
preserved, wliich remained for some time in the duke's ward-
robe ; but what afterwards became of it is not known.
On Michael Angelo's return to Rome he was commissioned

to paint the ceiling of the chapel in the Vatican, which Julius

had constructed in memory of )iis uncle, Pope Si.vtus, known
as the Sistine Chapel. His disappointment at not having the

execution of the tomb was amply compensated for by the

triumph which he now achieved in this splendid work. It

was completed in less than two years, and still continues to

excite the astonishment and admiration of every spectator.

After the death of Julius, though his successor Leo X. was
one of the greatest and most munificent patrons of art the

world has ever seen, Michael scarcely comes before us at all

during his pontificate. He appears to have been mostly
employed as an engineer, in which his talents were as great as

in art, working quarries, making roads, bridges, aqueducts,

&c. During the reign of Adrian VI., Leo's successor, he
resumed the construction of the monument of Jidius ; but
civil war and political troubles interrupted it, and drove him
back to his native city, which his talents in engineering proved
successful in defending against a large besieging force, so

that it could not have been taken had not treachery rendered

the great man's labours fruitless. When peace was restored,

he returned to Rome, and employed himself for some time on
the monument of Julius. His next, and in many respects his

greatest, work was his painting of the " Last Judgment " in

the Sistine Chapel. It was fijiished in 1541, and is perhaps

the most sublime and even awful work which has ever issued

from human hand. Thousands of persons came fiom all parts

of Italy to see it. He afterwards painted the " Martyrdom of

St. Peter and St. Paul ;" but being old at the time, it cost

him great effort and fatigue. Jfonuments of his genius as

painter and sculptor there are, plenty and glorious ; but perhaps
none of them are so striking and famous as that which testifies

to his architectural skill—the Chm-ch of St. I'otcr's at Rome.
It was begun by Julius II., in 1506, and was by liim committed

to the hands of various architects, each of whom acted on a

different plan from his predecessor. In 1546 it came under
Michael Angelo, and he speedily infused harmony and imity

into those parts which had been already completed, and made
designs for the remainder, which, though he did not live to

witness the completion of the edifice, were faithfully acted

upon, and resulted in producing the noblest structure ever

devoted to Christian worship.

Michael Angelo died in 1563, and his funeral rites were
celebrated with a splendour and solemnity worthy of his great

life and great deeds. Sculptor, painter, architect, engineer,

and poet : there Wiis hardly anything he did not touch, and he
touched nothing that he did not adorn.

AVe have been unable to discover whether Michael Angelo's

drawing, " The Dream of Human Life," which we reproduce

(p. 160), is still in existence ; and it is impossible even to learn

anjthing of ite history. It has been preserved and handed down
to us by successive engravers, with slight differences of one
kind or another. One only of these versions, however, is

recognised by Landon in his works of Michael -ingelo.
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In the absence of all explanation? whose accuracy may be gratification of material appetites—symbolised by the roast-

relied upon, we are compelled to fall back upon our own ing of the goose. Higher up, the youth leaning listlessly on a

imagination in search of the meaning of th? allegory depicted table, and dreaming vague dreams of ambition and glory,

in the drawing, and our readers will be consequently justified Then he becomes fond of sensu.al enjoyment, as his passions

in rejecting or modifying the one which we rcnturc to supply. aw.ikcn and expand. Further on he loves, and woos, and we

THE VISION OF HUM.VN LIFF.—FliOM A IIFSION IIV MICIIAI-L ANOELO.

Man is reposing upon an open tomb, in which a great number afterwards find him sunounded by the cares and sorrows of a

of masks are lying scattered representing the different ages family. Then the world comes strong upon him and chains

and conditions of life, and its passions and vanities. Sud- him down. He loses the nobility and generosity of his youth,

denly, a trumpet from heaven sounds in his ear, and around .and becomes covetous, dishonest, ungrateful. Last of all,

him is a mysterious arch, which depicts the various stages in he descends into the tomb, leaving children behmd him to

human existence. First, Infancy, wholly given up to the weep his loss, and run the course over again that he has run.
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ALBERT DL'llEK.

Albert D
in the vca

iKtit was born at Nuremberg, on the 20th of Jlay,
r 1471. His father a native of Pannonia * was

* •' Albertum Durcrum a Panuonii oriundum accepimus," says
Canicrarius, in the preface to his translation of Albert Durcr's

"Vol. I.

a celebrated goldsmith. In his youtli he had studied in

the Netherlands, under the famous masters of the school of

Bruges, who had imparted to him their style, so full of

delicacy and truth. But in the year lioo he relinquished the

fertile meadows of Flanders for the fresh valleys of Germany.
At the age of twenty-eight he settled at Nuremburg, and there

married a young girl, named Barbara Hellerin, who became
the mother of the famous artist. It is probable that Albert
Durer began to assist his father in his trade at a very early

age, but he always manifested a preference for engraving.

Some authors, among others Kaael van Mander, maintain that

he received lessons from Martin Schiingauer, a celebrated

engraver, sufnamed " Le beau Martin," and known by the

name of Martin Schon. But this vague tradition is without

foundation, and in the account which Albert Burer has

himself WTitten, and which Sandrat has preserved to us, there

is nothing to lead ns to suppose that his father had any in-

tention of placing him under the tuition of Martin Schiingauer,

who resided at Colmar. Durer only says, " Having already

acquired the art of working in gold, I felt a greater inclination

to turn my attention to painting than to pursue the trade of

a goldsmith. When I communicated my wishes to my father

he was much displeased, for he regretted that I had wasted
so much time in learning my trade. Nevcrtlieless, he acceded
to my desire, and on St. ^\jidrew's Day, in the year 118G,

placed me for a term of three years with Michaen\'ohlgemuth."
Unaffected and pious, living without ostentation in the bosom
of a quiet family, it was long before he became aware of the

extent of his powers. The first plate executed by him bears

German work :
" Alberti Dureri clarissimi pictoris et geomctra; do

symetria partium in rectis formis humanorum corporum Ubri m
Latinum convcrsi." Xuromliere, 1.534.
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the date of 1497 ; it represents four naked female figures, and
far from having been copied, as is asserted by the historian

Baldinucci,* from a copperplate of Israel van Meckenen, was
iin original work, which Israel van Meckenen copied. His
first picture, a portrait of himself, was executed in the year

1498 ; it is now to be seen at Florence, in the gallery set apart

for the reception of autograph portraits. The artist has dran n
himself in half length, seated before a window, his hands
resting on a maul-stick ; he is dressed in festive attire, a wliite

tunic striped with black, and a mantle thrown gracefully over

one shoulder. His beautiful hair is arranged in long rich

curls. Although tlie lines are very decided, and the drawing
hard, there is a boldness in the execution, and a softness in

the touch, which is not to be met with in his later cSbrts.

The noble expression which tlie master has given to his coun-

tenance was no flattery, but with this air of dignity he has
blended an ingenuous satisfaction with liis personal ap-

pearance.

Albert Durer \\-as not only handsome, he was also very

proud of his beauty, as we learn from his letters to his inti-

mate friend AVillibald Pirckheimer. An innocent pride in the

painter, which was only one for.ii of his admiration for all the

works of God. It seems, indeed, as if nature had been as

bounteous with her outward gifts as she had been prodigal of

her intellectual endowments. " She had given him," says

Camerarius, " a commanding figure, and a body worthy of

being the temple of so exquisite a mind."t His features were
remarkably regular, his eys bright, his hair abundant and
glossy, and his nose aquiline, while the slender elegance of

his neck, his expansive chest, sinewy limbs, and hands of ex-

quisite delicacy, completed his personal attractions.

Albert Durer was fifteen when he commenced studying

under Michael Wohlgemuth, one of the old masters, who, full

of modesty and honour, practised his art in an obscure studio,

caring little for glory, diligently reading his Bible, studying

nature, and labouring as if to fulfil a moral obligation.

Having completed the term of his apprenticeship, the young
artist left Wohlgemuth, in order that he might see something

of the world. He travelled through Germany, and also

visited the Netherlands and Italy ; but we glean little of this

first tour, whi'.;h, made at the early age of nineteen, must have
had a decided influence on his character. "I set out," saj's

Durer, "just after Easter, in the year 1490, and returned in

1494, after Whitsuntide, when Hans Frey negotiated with my
father to give me his daughter in marriage, and with her a

dowry of 200 florins. Our nuptials were celebrated on the

Monday before St. Margaret's Day, 1494." If we are to judge

by the portrait of Agnes, painted by her husband, she must
have been possessed of extraordinary beauty ; but with this

beauty was mingled an expression of irritability, more es-

pecially when anything unusual happened to annoy her.

Albert Durer, warned of this failing by the delicacy of his

* AVe read in Baldinucci (Vita di Alberto Durero) :
" Altro non

si vede di quel tempo fatto da lui, die una stampa colla data del

1497, anno venzeltesimo dell' eta sua, c quella anche avcva copiata

da una simile intagliata da Israi/l de Menz " There is cer-

tainly a mistake here, arising from the fact of the engravings

signed Israel van Meckenen having been attributed to Israel the

elder instead of to his son, Israel the younger, who has been

proved, both by the Abbe Zani and Adam Bartsch, to have been

the real author. The learned ieonographist enumerates several

other copies by Israi;! van Meckenen after Durer, which are very

inferior to the originals. Barsch, vol. 6 of tiie *' Feiutre Graveur ;"

and the Abbe Zaui, " Material! per servire alia storia dell' inci-

sione." Parma, 1802.

t Dederat huic natura corpus compositione et staturi cou-

spicuum, aptumque animo specioso quern contincret. . . . Erat

caput argutum, oeuli micantes, nasus houestus, et quera Gra?ci

TeTpa7Miov vocant Proccriusculum collum, pectus amplum, casti-

gatus venter, femora nervosa, crura stabilia. Sed digitis nihil

dixisses vidissc clegantlus." Camerarius nbi supra. In tlic pre-

face to the Latin translation of Albert Durer's German work, are

to be found some most valuable details of the life, character, and

habits, of this great artist.

perception, could not help entertaining gloomy forebodings.

He thought of the young girl promised him in marriage, as

one of those sinister prophecies which the Pythoness of

old was wont to clothe in brilliant language. But he sub-

mitted to what he considered his destiny.

The newly-married couple lived happily together for a

short period. Soon, however, clouds began to gather. Durer,

whose character was mild and gentle, had not the determina-

tion to commence a strife with the charming, though formid-

able, Agnes Frey. The disconsolate artist sought comfort and

advice from a near friend, in whom he ever found a ready

sympathiser in his sorrows. Being married himself, Willi-

bald Pirckheimer w-as the better fitted to be his counsellor,

though his dou;estic life formed a strange contrast to that of

Albert Durer. Ilis partner was a model of grace and gentle-

ness; no discord had ever disturbed theu- harmony. But he

was destined to have his share of the troubles of this world
;

his wife died, and her loss was a mutual grief to the two

friends. The artist, deejdy impressed with the memory of

Crescentia, painted her stretched on her death-bed, holding

in her failing hand a lighted taper and a crucifix, and receivieg

extreme unction from a priest seated at the bed-side, while a

kneeling Augustine friar reads the prayers for the dying.

This painting was executed with pious care. At the side of

the weeping AVillibald are seen the nuns of St. Clair, who are

come to soothe the last hours of his wife. At the top of the

canvas Durer wrote, in letters of gold, words dictated to him

by his friend.

In the meantime Agnes Frey, tormented by avarice, restless,

haughty., and violent, allowed no repose to the husband she

had tamed, to the melancholy painter of " Melancholy." She

urged him to work, even threatened him, and at last locked

him in his studio. He wrote sorrowfully to his faithful

friend, Willibald Pirckheimer :
" I hear that you have taken

to yourself a wife ; take care that she prove not also a master."

Once he managed to get beyond the reach of this Xanthippe,

by making a second visit to the city of lagoons, the home of

Italian art, beautiful A'cnice. He was induced to make this

jcmrney, by the pleasant reminiscences of his former sojourn

there. This was in the year 1506. The wonderful engravings

of Albert Durer were already beginning to astonish the lovers

of the fine arts in Italy ; his renown had crossed the Alps

and reached the ears of Rafi'acle. These two great masters

havin" discovered that their admiration was reciprocal, ex-

changed portraits, Durer sending with his some of his fine

engravings. The famous engraver. Marc Antonio, of Bologna,

was at that time in A'enice. He observed in these engravings

what was wanting in his own. He remarked the admirable

guidance of the graver, the exactitude and delicacy of the

figures, and the great precisi"n with which the copper was

cut. Admiring also the free and bold style of Durer's wood-

engravings, he attempted to imitate it. By degrees he was

led on by his success to counterfeit thirty-seven pieces of

" The Passion," and to make them complete, placed upon

them, instead of his own maik, the monogram of Albert

Durer. Vasari relates, that Durer, warned of this fraud by

the receipt of some of the proofs, hastened to A'enice, brought

an action against Jlarc Antonio, and obtained an order from

the magistrates forbidding the Bolognese engraver to use, for

the future, the cypher of Albert Durer. This anecdote has

been contradicted, and has been pronounced by Bartsch to be

one of those fictions so frequently met with in the boolvs of

art of the period. The reason he gives for his opinion is, that

the pieces of "The Passion" are dated 1509 and 1512, and

that, consequently, they could not have appeared for several

years after Durer's visit to Venice in 1506. It would be neces-

sary, he justly observes, to prove that Albert Durer made

another iourney to A'enice ; but of this we have no account.

This argument is forcible, and, we may say, conclusive, when

we remember the numerous inaccuracies of which A'asari has

been found guilty. From the confidential letters wlucli Albert

Durer wrote to his friend AVillibald Pirckheimer from A'enice,

we may gather, that the sojourn of the Nuremberg artist

caused "quite a sensation among the Wulsc/,e (it was thus that
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Alljert Durer named all those who were not Germans). His

house was continually besieged by visitors. Nobles, musicians,

and learned men sought him, and so disturbed his German
tranquillity, that he was sometimes obliged to conceal himself,

in order to gain a few hours' quiet. AVith the characteristic

penetration of a German, Albert Durer mad(> his observations

on the good people by whom he w;us surrounded, among whom
he detected many of those witty amiable loungers, of whom
such numbers still exist in Italy; "One would take them,"

says he, " for the most charming men. They are well aware

that one is not ignorant of their numerous follies, hut they

only laugh at it." With the solitary exception of Giovanni

Bellini, with whom he formed a close friendship, and who
overwhelmed him with praises, Durer had ever cause to com-

plain of the painters. Thrice they had him dragged before

the magistrate, to compel him to pay the dues of their

compimies.

" I have many friends among the JJ «7.-;c'<c," he writes, ** who have

warned me neither to eat nor drink with their painters, among
whom I have many enemies. They place copies of my works in

the churches, and in every building where they can possibly have

them ; afterwards they speak dispar.igingly of them, say that they

are not antique, and are worth nothing. But Giacomo Bellini

praised me in the presence of many gentlemen. lie himself paid

me a visit for the purpose of asking me to paint him something

;

he promised to pay me well. Everybody tells me that he is a good

and pious man, insomuch that I have conceived a great affection

for him. He is very old, hut is yet the first painter. The thing

which pleased me so much eleven years ago, does not please me at

all now.* I only began to-day to sketch my picture, for I have

had so great an irritation in my hands, that I have not been able

to work, but it is now better. Be, then, as I am—patient. Dear

friend, I am anxious to know if any of your pets are dead, either that

which is near Ihe water, that which resembles this

or the daughter of

"^~^i
" Dated at Venice, at nine o'clock, on the night of the Satur-

day after Candlemas, in the year I0O6.

"Alhrecht Duker."

The painting to which Albert Durer refers in this letter

was executed by order of the German community established

at Venice, under the name of " The Fondaco dei Tedeschi."
The p.ice agreed upon wag eighty-five ducats. As soon as it

was placed upon the altar of the church for wdiich it wns
destined, the doge and the patriarch went to see it. Every
one praised it, except such as were painters of only moderate
fame ; for the great artists, on the contrary, acknowledged the
splendour of this foreign genius. Giovanni Bellini extolled

him. Andrea JIantegna, a native of Mantua, wished to

become acquainted with him, and Durer set out to visit liim,

but before arriving at Mantua he lieard of the death of this

painter, t Jacopo da Pontormo, having engaged to paint

"The Passion of Jesus Clirist," attempted, without disguise,

to imitate the Gothic style of Durer, and Vasari himself
admits, that the inventions and beautiful conceptions of the

German painter were of great assistance to the Italian

masters. J But this sway, exercised in the very heart of Italv,

by u German—that is to say, a barbarian, could not fail to

• Shotild not the thmg alluded to, be a person f

t Camerarius, in the preface to his translation of Albert Durer's
work on the " Proportions of the Human Body."

+ Figure tutte quelle cose cosi celeste, come terrene, tanto bene
chc fu una miraviglia, e con tanta varicta di fare quelli animali, e
mostri, che fu un gran lume a molte de' nostri artefici che si sono
serviti poi dcU' abondanza c copia delle belle fantasie e invenzione
di cestui. " Vita di Marc-Autonio, ed altri." Parte quarta.

excite the jealousy of the Venetians. Perhaps there never

lived a man more happily constituted, and gifted ir. a higher

degree with qualities calculitted to gain the affections and
dissipate all ill-feeling. Durer was kind and generous to all,

and always mild and gentle in his bearing. His conversation,

which displayed at once his high appreciation of art, and his

profound knowledge of the mathematical and positive sciences,

particularly geometry and architecture, was so agreeable and
interesting, that his liearers dreaded the moment when lie

should cease to speak. ^^ He was never at a loss for words, in

which to express himself, and his manner was so nolde and
dignified, that the highest potentates, I'erdinan.l, King of

Bohemia, and Jtaximilian, Emperor of Germany, took plea-

sure in conversing familiarly with him. 'I'he latter, having

formed the highest opinion of his talents, retained him at his

court, where he employed his graver and his brush alternately.

It is related, that one day, when engaged in painting some
large object, his ladder proving too short, Maximilian requested

one of the nobles who surrounded him to hold the ladder,

that the artist might mount with safety to the top. But the

noble lord considered it beneath his dignity, and refused to

obey. "You are noble, by birth," exclaimed the irritated

Emperor, " my painter is ennobled by genius ;" and to show
how much easier it was to make a noble than a great painter,

Ma.ximili.in forthwith commanded tliat a p.atcnt i{ nobility

should be made out for Durer, giving him forarmoritl bearings
•—three shields on a field of azure, two on the chief, and one

on the base. These arms became subsequently those of all

the societies' of painters.

.\t the age of forty-nine, Albert Durer again visited the

Netherlands. Unfortunately, Agnes Frey, his terrible spouse,

followed him there. Antwerp being at that time the most
important town in the Low Countries, and the centre of

commerce, was the first place they visited. The evening of

their arrival, the agent of a rich banking-house—that of the

Fuggers ||—gave them a splendid supper. The following days

Durer was escorted through the city, and the painters invited

him to a dinner which was given at their hall, of which the

illustrious guest gives the following account :
—" No expense

was spared ;. the banquet was served on silver, and all the

painters, with their wives, were present. When I entered

with mine, they separated on either side, as if I had been one

of the nobles of the land. There were present many persons

of high station, who greeted me respectfully, manifesting every

desire to be agreeable and obliging in all things. When we
were seated, Master Rathporth offered me, in the name of the

corporation, four measures of wine, in token of their good will

and esteem. I thanked them, expressing my gratitude. . . .

The entertainment was continued until a late hour of the

night, when we were conducted home by torchlight, amid

overwhelming protestations of friendship." 1

At Ghent and at Bruges Durer received a similar wel-

come. Proofs of esteem were Lavished upon liim, in the

shape of invitations ; delicacies abounded, the wine flowed

plentifully, and every evening he was reconducted to his

abode by torchlight. Margaret of Austria, regent of the

Netherlands for Charles V., hearing that Durer was at

Brussels, despatched an officer of the court to assure him of

the favour of herself and the emperor. In gratitude for this

politeness, the Nuremberg engr,iver presented to Margaret

some of his finest plates, " St. Jerome in the Room," en-

graved on copper with wonderful delicacy, a copy of " The

Passion," and afterwards he gave her copies of his entire

collection of engravings, with the addition of two subjeots

drawn on parchment with great labour and care, which lie

j . . . Sermonis autcm tanta suavitas atquc is lepor, ut nihil

esset audientibus magis contrarium quim finis.—Camer. uhi supra,

II
The Fuggers were the RothschUds of those days.

% See Albert Durer's Journal of his stay in the Netherlands, in

the years 15'20 and 1521. This Journal h.-is been published by

iMiirr, in vol. X. of his " Art Journal." It is translated into

French, in the " Cabinet de I'Amateur et dc I'Antiquaire."

Vol.1., 1842.
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vaTued at thirty floriiip. But he soon began to feel the effects

of intrigue; the envious prepared snares for him so artfully,

that after the favourable reception which Margaret had given

him, her manner suddenly changed towards him. Durer

showed her a portrait which he had painted of the Emperor

Charles V., when she assumed so disdainful an air, that the

artist was compelled to remove his canvas in silence. On
another occa,sion, in order to ascertain whether this contempt

were felt for his talents or his person, he begged for the little

book of Master Jacob (Jacob Cornelisz), which was em-

bellished with choice miniatures ; but the lady replied

sharply that it was promised to her painter, Bernard Van

spicuously in his memorandum-book these vengeful words

"In all my transactions, whether in selling or in buying

during my sojourn in the Netherlands, in all my intercourse

with the high or low classes, I have been wronged, more par-

ticularly by the Lady Margaret (of Austria), who has given

me. nothing in return for all my presents and labours."

lle'garding the portrait of the Emperor Charles V., which the

regent had appeared to despise, Albert Durer was obliged to

part with it for a pocket-handkerchief of English manufacture.

Happily a citizen of Antwerp, Alexander Imhoff, accommo-

dated him with a loan of one hundred golden florins, for

which he put his hand to a bill stamped with his seal, and

fi

CUliiSr T.\KING LE.VVE OF HIS MOTHEK. AFTER .^LBEKT DUICEE.

Orley. Then and there ended their connexion, much to the

gratification of the crafty and the envious. This celebrated

engraver was not worse treated by the Austrian prince^s than

by private indi\iduals, for in Brussels he painted six portraits,

for none of which the remuneration was forthcoming. His

abode at Antwerp provoked the following remark :
—" I have

made here many drawings and portraits, the majority of

which have brought me nothing." In consequence of this,

although he worked hard and practised the strictest economy,

he became involved in pecuniary dilKculties. Hurt by the

contrast which he remarked between his splendid reception

and the strange proceedings which followed it, he wrote con-

payable at Nuremberg. Just as he was meditating his

departure, Christian II., king of Denmark, made his appear-

ance in th? city, and, hearing that Durer was still there, sent

for him, loaded him with favours, and desired to have his

portrait taken by so great an artist, for which he paid him

liberally. Gratified by the splendid engravings presented to

him by Albert Durer, Christian invited him to a banquet, at

which the Emperor, the Princess Margaret, and the Queen of

Spain were present ; but none of these august personages

deigned to address a word to the noble and handsome guest,

whose genius did honour to a royal entertainment. Soon

after this, our artist left Belgium, carrying with lum bitter
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reminiscences, which made his native Germany appear more

charming than ever. There, at least, he had only to bear his

customary grief, conjugal strife, a grief which was unvarying

and inconsolable, and which was revived, from time to time,

by the passions of Agnes.

The study of the Flemish paintings, and his own acute

observation, had by degrees worked a considerable modification

in Albert Durer's view with regard to the nature and aim of

art. The correspondence of his friend Melancthon, as well as

the later works of the painter, proves to us that, towards the

close of his career, his mind underwent a vast change.

unable to support the double burden of labour and vexation,

inasmuch as Agnes Frey becarao every day more peevish and
Ul-tempercd. In the abode in which the unhappy couple

passed their stormy e.vistence, where should have reigned that

peace and quiet so dear to artists, and the poetic and softening

influences of memory, ill-humour, defiance, anger, all the

irritated and irritating passions were let loose. Tortured

by the foolish fear of poverty, the avaricious and beautiful

Agues harassed the patient engraver with her lamentations.

She watched liim with a commanding look, and held his

genius captive to her sordid spirit, demanding what was to

i J

S.\MS0>- Sl.WINO THE HON.— AFTER ALBERT BVKEE.

Instead of tlie profusion of detail which characterised his

more youthful productions, he now sought to throw into his

pictures a simplicity and harmony of conception, which he

found made a much nearer approach to nature, than the

laborious variety which he crowded into his former pictures.

He regretted that he had not discovered this earlier iji life,

for, at his age, it was difficult to alter his style of painting
;

but with these noble regrets was mingled the still more noble

desire to improve the style and general character of his

works. Such is the energy of the true artist ! Then it was
that he painted the sublime figures of the Apostles, which
are to be seen at Munich.

A fatal hour was approaching for Albert Durcr. lie was

become of her should she be left a widow. * Those friends

who would have solaced and entertained him were driven away,

• Nemini mortem imputare qucat, quam uxori ejus qiia> cor ipsa

usque adeo eroserit, tantoque cruciatu eumdcni afilixerit

ut nullam a labore remissionem quicrere, vel societati quaedam

interesse potuerit, oh continuas qucrelsis, quibus ad laborandura

noctu atque interdiii rigorose eum compulcrit, lit pecuniam saltern

quam moriens ipsne relinqueret, luoraretur .... etc.
—" Letters of

George Ilartman," a friend of Durer. Bayle, in his " Dictionary,"

quotes a letter from Prince Anthony Vlric, of Brunswick, which

proves that Durcr suffered all the misfortunes, with all the

patience of Socrates :
" Ipsum domi Xanthippen habuisse pcisimam

ct divinae sua; mentis flagcUatriccm accrrimara."
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and the poor old painter, tired of life, and worn out with strug-

gling, lost his energy, and gave himself up to despair. An eye-

witness relates, that his reason sometimes seemed to wander.

Albert Durer died on the 6th of April, 1528.

At the cemetery of St. Jolin, at Nuremberg, is shown the

spot where this great master, after a life full of troubles and

anxieties, found a haven of rest. " It is impossible to

imagine a more gloomy place," says one of our contem-

poraries.* Not one of those country graveyards, so full of

nature's poetry ; no weeping willows drooping their melan-

choly branches ; no dark towering cypress mounting towards

the skies ; no flowers, green turf, or garlands, pious offerings

from the living to the memory of the dead. The tombs,

ranged in long rows, like the beds of the patients in a hospital,

are merely flat stones laid over the graves. No railing encloses

them, no cross surmounts them ; their burying-place might be

compared to a camp-bed set up for a night. Meanwhile, the

lichen spreads its dusky stains, and the mass of rank verdure

announces that oblivion is already beginning to swallow up the

memory of those beloved beings to whom the epitaph promises

eternal tears.

On Albert Durer's tomb-stone is the following simple in-

scription :

—

Me. Al. Du.

Qninauro ALBERTI DURERI mohtale fuit

Sub hoc conditur tujutlo

EmIGKAVIT VIII IDUS APKILIS MDXXVIII.

AVillibald Pirckheimer, the faithful friend of the great

painter, added, after this short epitaph, a brief catalogue of his

virtues, and mentioned the universal grief which was felt for

his loss. It well became him to engrave this last farewell on

Albert Durer's tomb-stone, for he had strengthened and con-

soled him all his life. Even fate seemed to respect their old

attachment, for they are laid side by side in the same grave-

yard.

So much for the man : let us now briefly examine thew-orks

by which he is known. Having already [ante p. 37), on pre-

senting our readers with the beautiful allegorical design called

" Melanchol}'," by Albert Durer, spoken at some length of

the peculiarities of his style, it will be unnecessary to go over

the ground again. On the contrary, we believe it will be

more profitable if we consider with attention the subjects we
are enabled to introduce into these pages as illustrations of

the genius of the great German artist.

Albert Durer lived in troublous and stirring times— times
favourable for the development of genius wherever it was
possessed ; for, while he sat in his study and imagined

moralities and satires upon mankind, while he indulged in

those fantastic dreams which he has revealed to us in so many
shapes, while he travelled to Venice, to study the arts—and to

escape the tongue of Agnes Frey,—Columbus, and Americus
Vespasius, and Sebastian Cabot, were opening up fresh fields

for the enterprise and commerce of mankind. While he was
busy over those wonderful sketches of the great Passion of

our Lord, Luther and Melancthon were fiercely battling with

old Rome, and the dawn of the Reformation broke upon the

world. While he was painting that grand picture of St. Mark
and St. Paul and St. John and St. Peter, as a parting gift to

the people of Nuremberg—that famous picture, removed a

hundred years afterwards to a more princely resting-place, the

Protestant inscriptions on which, written by his own hand, were

rudely cut away, lest they should offend the courtly eyes of the

elector of Bavaria— during that time, Laurcntius in Haerlem,

and William Caxton in Westminster, were perfecting that

" divine art " which has done so much to advance the liberties

and increase the comforts of mankind ; the people of western

Europe were just beginning to appreciate and understand the

sciences which the Moors, now driven ignominiously out of

Europe, were wont to cultivate in the fair city of (iranada

;

Sir Thomas More was improving the Uterary taste, of which

* M. Alfred Michiels, author of " Etudes sur I'Allemagne,"
where is to be found a summary of the history of German
Painting.

Geoffrey Chaucer and old .Tohn Gower had laid the founda-

tions in England a century before ; the great Raffaele was
adorning the Vatican with those beautiful frescoes, which
have been the wonder and study of artists ever since ; and

men were just begimiing to wake up out of their long sleep

of apathy and ignorance, never, it is to be hoped, to doze

again.

The art of engraving and etching upon copper had not long

been invented when Albert Durer was born: before he was
twenty, however, he had made such progress in its practice as

to be looked upon as Michael Wohlgemuth's most promising

pupil ; and by the time he was twenty-three, he had established

himself as a "painter, engraver, architect, and sculptor," in his

native place, that

" Quaint old town of toil and traffic,

Quaint old town of art and song."

Henceforth he was destined to be the principal painter and
engraver of Germany, and to leave on the works of all future

German artists the impress of his own peculiar treatment. He
found in the works of his predecessors a dreamy, wild, fantastic

energy ; and he followed in their path with such success

as, in his earlier works, to surpass anything that had gone

before, in eccentric spirit and vague mysticism.

Of this peculiar manner, this singular treatment, this fan-

tastic, thought-provoking style of drawing, which

" "While it charms repels, and while it horrifies enchants,"

we have numerous examples in the works of Albert Durer.

Thus, besides the allegory of " Melancholy," already given in

these pages, we are enabled to present our readers with two

other specimens of what may be called Albert Durer's first

manner. In "The Lord and the Lady" (p. 173), we recognise

one of those strange German moralities of which the painters of

that day were so extremely fond. Here is an allegory of

human life, not difficult to translate. The lord is whisper-

ing " soft nothings " in the lady's ear, while, in the shadow of

the bare and leafless tree, the conqueror Death stands waiting

by. Hour-glass in hand, he watches their every motion, as

if, at no distant time, he meant to claim his own. Honour

and wealth, and pride and station, possess no spells to charm

the destroyer ;
youth and age, ruddy health and tottering

disease, beauty and deformity, bravery and cowardice, strength

and weakness, genius and stolid ignorance, all fall beneath his

resistless dart—all succumb, as it were, to an irrevocable

Nemesis from which tiiere is no escaping.

Of a like character, both as respects the high degree of

careful finish given to the w^ork, and the mysterious darkness

of the theme, is the " Death's Head Coat of Arms." Who can

fail to read and understand the dread lesson it essays to teach ;

The most subtle and learned king-at-arms never emblazoned

heraldic picture such as th^s. Here, upon honour's shield, is

painted the escutcheon which every man must hang above his

door at last—grim, grinning Death ! Oh, the painter is a

moralist indeed ! A bare, eyeless skull, supported by civili-

sation and barbarism— the crowned lady and the naked

savage—is the picture which our mortality holds up before the

eyes of our pride. It is a lesson we may every one of us take

to heart. And the crest to this dread coat of arms is an empty

helmet, fantastically crowned with eagles' wings and leaves,

emblematical of the emptiness of worldly honours and the

worthlessness of pride ! Well may the satyr leer into the

lady's eyes; for the jewel-crowned head, no less than the

beggar's, must come, one day, to be a thing like that depicted

on the shield.

Albert Durer's mature manner shows itself in more plainly

understood, but not less powerful, imaginings. In such de-

signs as "The Passion of Christ," "The Apocalypse of St.

John," " The Martyrdom of the Ten Thousand S.aints," "The
Knight, Death, and the Devil"—a sort of condensed ex-

pression of the spirit of the "Pilgrim's Progress," says Sir

Edmund Head; in Madonnas and Apostles; in "The
Triumphal Arch and Car of Maximilian;" in "The Life of

the Virgin ;" and lastly, in portraits of friends and homelike
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pictures, such as are used to hang over the fire-places in good

citizens' houses.

The first-named work consists of two great series of wood-

cuts, afterwards rendered in more enduring copper. " The

Great Passion " comprises representations of the main inci-

dents in the eventful life of our Saviour—his birth in the

manger, his dispute with the doctors, his way to Calvary with

the cross upon his shoulders, the taking down of his tody from

the fatal tree, his burial and resurrection.

In all these subjects, says Kugler, the most perfect grouping

is made consistent with the greatest simplicity of design ;
and

however indifferently the engraver has executed his part, the

very varied expression of the single figures, and the peculiar

grace of the lines and movements, cannot be concealed. When
we look at such fine works, we easily comprehend why the

wily Italians valued Durer's compositions so highly, and how

it was that a translation of thera into Italian was so much
desired.

"The Lesser Passion" consists, as the name implies, of a

series of the more domestic incidents in the life of Clirist

—

pictures in which the mysterious events related are all brought

before the spectator, as in a moment of time, with truth,

power, and the liveliest feeling of the beautiful. Of these,

the most celebrated are—" Christ washing the Feet of his

Disciples," in which a great number of figures are artistically

grouped in a small space, which, nevertheless, is not crowded

or confused, but leaves the principal group, in which the

Saviour is of course the prominent figure, clear and distinct

from all the rest ;
" Christ praying on the Mount of Olives,"

one of those simply beautiful compositions in which dignity

and feeling are blended with the greatest tenderness and the

most profound repose; " Christ taking leave of his Mother,"

previous to the accomplishment of his great mission (p. IGl),

another of those touching incidents which Durer, in his best

period, knew so well how to depict ;
" Christ appearing, after

his llesurreetion, to Mary in the Garden, and to his Mother

in the Chamber," both compositions of great beauty and sim-

plici.y of arrangement—of one of these, " Christ taking leave

of his Mother," our readers will be able to form their own
judgment. The noble tenderness of the son, the anguish of

the mother, and the sympathy of the attendants, all evince the

hand of a master in their development. In this series the

utmost carefulness in the arrangement of his groups has been

observed, and in the disposition of the drapery there is a noble

fulness and simplicity which displays the figures to the utmost

advantage. It has been noticed, in Albert D urer's oil paintings

,

that the draperies are generally too much cut up into strange

shapes, a plan by no means calculated to improve the forms of

their wearers. But in all his ideal subjects, his fancy being

allowed full play and his pencil being freed from the fashions

of his own country, he has made the folds of his draperies fall in

those large imposing masses, so much admired in the works of

the great Italhan master, Raffaele. A great anachronism, how-
ever, occurs in this series of pictures—namely, the frequent

introduction of German fjtyles of architecture and costume,

and a consequent destruction of that unity of design so highly

desirable in works of historical value. This kind of oversight

is frequently observable in the productions of the German
and Dutch schools of painting; and wo need only refer, in

illustrafion of our remarks, to "The Ripe of the Sabines," in

the National Gallery, in which Rubens dresses his Sabine

women in garments of Venetian silk. The two works known
as " The Greater and Lesser Passion," have been engraved

twice on copper and once on wood.

From "The Life of the Virgin," a series of twenty wood-
cuts, we have selected the most important, viz., " The Marriage

of Mary and Joseph" (p. 169). Instead of the severely classical

style observed in " The Passion," we have in this series a repre-

sentation of those tender relations of domestic life which Albert

Durer knew so well how to depict. The series embraces the

history, as far as it is described in the New Testament, of the

mother of Jesus. The scenes most interesting, after that

shown in our engraving, are "The Birth of the Virgin," which
event Albert Duier, true to his national predilections and

quite oblivious of facts, has made to take place in a German
house in the midst of a numerous company of women and

maidens ;
" The Flight into Kgypt," a composition of a few

figures simply disposed in a thickly growing wood; "The
Repose in Egypt," in which the Virgin sits spinning beside

the cradle of her little one, while Joseph is employed at

a carpenter's bench, unseen by either father or mother,

angels worship beside the lowly resting-place of the child

Jesus'; and "The Death of the Virgin." This last subject

has been frequently copied by the pupils of Albert Durer, and

many pictures after it exist in the continental galleries,

some of them even bearing the monogram of the original

artist. Itis stated by Dr. Kugler to be "aperfect composition,

with a simple division of the principal groups ; fine forms, and

indications of the deepest feeling in the solemn e-xercise of

holy rites."

The " Marriage of Mary and Joseph " is a work which may be

advantageously s:udied. It is at once delicate and powerful

in the manner of its treatment ; and, considering the compara-

tive infancy of the art at the period at which it was drawn,

may be looked upon as a great triumph of skill. The arrange-

ment of the lights and shadows in this pict>ire was pronounced

by a recent writer on art to be worthy the pencil of that great

master of chiaroscuro, Rembrandt. St. Joseph is properly

represented as much older than his bride, the expression of

whose face is tender and submissive, though she is not

beautiful. The female figure to the right of Mary is strangely

attired in an enormous head-dress and loose gown ; but the

drapery on the other figures is gracefully and artistically

disposed. The architectural arrangements of the building are

extremely well managed, and in the bas-rclitfs on the arch

there is shown great fertility of invention and play of fancy.

As a specimen of wood engraving, however, this is scarcely

equal to the " Death's Head Coat of Arms," already noticed,

or the " Melancholy."

The Dutch and German painters appear to have possessed

but little idea of female beauty, or but small power of ex-

pressing it. But, in truth, their models were not chargeable

with the sin of too much loveliness, a fact which may in part

account for the extremely plain, not to say ugly, women whom
Durer and his compeers have christened by the name of Mary.

A modern writer says that the women of Germany do not

belong to the tender sex, at least in appearance. Thus, can

anything be more unlovely than the female figure with the

child upon her lap, which is known by the name of "The
Virgin with theMonkey:" (p. 172.) Whatwas the design of the

painter in introducing so ugly an animal into his picture, it

is impossible to guess ; for there is nothing in tradition or

history, that we are acquainted with, which would account

for such an eccentric combination. The face of the monkey,

indeed, is so prominently intruded as quite to call off the

attention from the infant Jesus playing with the bird,

which should, according to aU precedent, be the leading

object in the picture. But in the details and accessories

this picture is really fine. To be sure, there is in the back-

ground a Nuremburg house and a German landscape, but

then the lover of old Flemish and ItaUan pictures has long

ago learnt to look indulgently on such little inconsistencies

as these.

'The War Horse" (p. 17G) belongs to altogether another

class of subjects. It bears the date 1-30.5, and the monogram
of the painter. Like the rest of Durer's performances, it is

characterised by extreme care and laborious finish. Indeed,

when we come to examine this design, and mark the evidences

of labour bestowed upon its execution -every line completed,

every separate hair and muscle of the animal elaborated with

the greatest nicety, every part of the design worked up with

the extremes! pains, every part of the copper-plate covered in

with " cross-h.atchings " and "dry point" work—we are in-

clined to ask ourselves, was all this patient labour expended for

no other purpose than to show us an unwieldy-looking horse

and its soldier-rider, standing quietly in the grass-grown

court-yard of an old castle r There must, we think, have

been some motive for all this real hard work which, at this
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distance of time, is hidden from us. Perhaps both horse and attributed to Albert Durer ; but whether he really engraved
rider were portraits. them or not, it is pretty certain that the drawings on the wood

THE death's head COAT OP ARMS.—AFTER ALBEIIT DUEEU.

One other subject concludes our Ust of aiustrations. " Sam- were from his hand. It is a masterly production, and shows,
son blaying the Lion is one of the many wood engravings more than any other design we have introduced, how entirely
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he could overcome that vague mysticism and eccentricity so

common to the school of which he was the head and founder.

The amazing strength of the man, as, with his legs bestriding

the infuriated animal, he is supposed to be tearing its jaws

moment in a little minute criticism—We cannot but think that

the hinder limbs of the latter appear too much at rest for the

writhing pain exhibited in its head and fore claws. In this,

as in other subjects, the background is Germany of the six-

THE MARRIAGE OF MARY AMD JOSEI'H.—Al TEK ALBERT DURER.

asunder, is seen in every muscle of his huge body. The per-

fect mastery he has obtained over the lion is shown in its

crouching attitude and utter prostration. 13oth man and
animal are exceedingly well drawn, though—to indulge for a

teenth century—a rather strange country into which to intro-

duce the enemy of the Philistines and an Arabian lion ! A
similar inconsistency is observable in Kubens' treatment of

the same subject, which is engraved by the Fleming artist,
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Wyngaerile, who resided iii Antwerp about the year

lfi40.

Enough has been said of the philosophy and tendency of

Albert Durer's works ; it will be our task now, therefore, to

tell the reader where the originals of his most famous com-
positions are to be found. As we have already said, no speci-

mens of Durer's oil paintings are to be seen in either the

National Gallery, the Louvre, or the Belgian Museum ; though

the British Museum and the Louvre each of them possess

impressions from his copper-plates and wood engravings. In

the library of the Louvre are fifteen original drawings by
Albert Durer, executed with a pen and shaded on white tinted

paper, illustrative of the " Passion and Resurrection of Jesus

Christ." In the National Library of Paris there are also five

of our artist's beautifully-executed water-colour drawings
;

and in the Royal Library at Munich, there is preserved the

celebrated missal of Maximilian I., during whose reign the

Reformation, under Luther, first began. This missal is adorned

with numerous ar-abe-sques by Albert Durer, drawn about the

year 1.515. The King of Bavaria also possesses eight drawings

by this great master. In the collection of prints at Berlin,

there are upwards of two hundred drawings by Durer ; and
the archduke Charles of Austria likewise possesses five speci-

mens at his palace at Vienna. But the most complete and
valuable collection of Durer's unpublished drawings is in the

possession of the family of Joseph Heller, the artist, better

known as the author of the " Life and AVorks of Albert

Durer." This famous collection contains, besides various

drawings, upwards of seventy portraits of persons with whom
the painter was acquainted. Several of these drawings are

rendered still more valuable by notes and descriptions from

the hand of the artist.

Of the ENGRAVINGS ON WOOD attributed to Albert Durer,

we have given several specimens. Many impressions exist in

the British Museum, the Louvre at Paris, the Museum at

Berlin, and elsewhere. Whether Durer actually engraved

upon the wood, or contented himself with making the draw-
ings merely, is a disputed question among artists and con-

noisseurs. Adam Bartsch, the celebrated tierman engraver,

and keeper of the Imperial collection of Prints at Vienna
from about 1700 to 1820, is of opinion that, from the multitu-

dinous occupations of Albert Durer, ho could not possibly

have cngrai-eit the wood-cuts attributed to him ; and he is

further strengthened in this opinion by the inscriptions on the

titles of the various productions in which those wood-cuts
appeared. The German engravers, Hans Schauflein, Hans
Burgmaicr, Albert Altdorfer, and Lucas Cranach, most of

whom were contemporaries of Durer, agree with Bartseli,

who is still further confirmed in his conclusion by Charles

Blanc, the editor of the " Histoire des Peintres," and George
Stanley, the latest editor of Pilkington's " Dictionary of

Pamters." On the other hand, John Young, formerly keeper
of the British Institution in Pall JIall, Joseph Heller, Rumohr,
Ottley, and Heineckc, affirm the probability of Durer's having
both drawn and engraved the blocks. For ourselves, we offer

no opinion on the subject ; content with the knowledge, that

if an artist-mind guides the pencil, no indifi'erent engraving

can altogether mar the eft'ect of the draivlng ; and that, on the

other hand, if the original .drawing be bad, no amount of

mechanical skUl in the use of the graver is sufficient to com-
pletely hide its artistic defects.

There are no fewer than a hundred and seventy known
wood engravings after Albert Durer's drawings, besides some
sixty or more attributed to him. These last, though ex-

tremely well executed, do not bear internal evidence of

Durer's handiwork. Most of the wood engravings—such as

the " Greater and Lesser Passion," the " Life of the Virgin,"
" S.imson slaying the Lion," &c., are from Scripture history.

Of the ENGK.vviNGs ON COPPER, STEEL, AND TIN, exccuted by
Albert Durer, Bartsch enumerates no fewer than a hundred
and eight, about one-fourth of which are devoted to sacred
subjects. It would not be consistent with our space or design
to give a list of these, but we may briefly indicate the most
noticeable among them. The series of sixteen plates, called

the " Passion of Clirist," has been tliree times engraved, and
the coppers bear various dates, from 1.50" to 1512. "Adam
and Eve," and tlie " Nativity," impressions of both of which,
from plates, may be seen in the print room of the British

Museum, bear the date of 1501. Two proofs of the first-

named subject sold at Dm-and's sale for £60. Several " Holy
Families," on copper, are much esteemed by collectors,

especially that known as the " Virgin with the Monkey," and
another known as the " Virgin with the Apple," which repre-

sents Mary seated on a stone, in a landscape with buildings,

and the infant holdmg in his hand an apple—a mode of repre-

sentation very common in Nuremberg, where there exist some
dozens of sculptured Virgins, executed by unknown artists, of

greater or less pretensions as works of art.

The fine allegorical subject, called " Melancholy," a copy
of which was sold at the Debois' sale for £5 ;

" Death's

Horse," which at the same sale brought £10 ; a woman
with wings standing on a globe, holding in her hand a cup,

"improperly called," says Stanley, "Pandora's Box," but
otherwise known as the " Great Fortune," a proof of which
was sold for £15 ; a naked woman on a globe, holding a stict

with a thistle at the end of it, which is known as the " Little

Fortune," and a proof of which sold for £5 :
" St. Hubert

kneeling before a Stag, with a Cross on its forehead," one of

Durer's best works, proofs of which sold for £20 to £30,

according to their merit; "Death's Horse," which fetched

£10; "The War Horse," also engraved on wood; the
" Lord and Lady ;" the " Conversion of St. Eustace," a perfect

work ;
" St. Jerome meditating on the Holy Scriptures,"

the "Twelve Apostles," the "Prodigal Son," "Death's Head
Coat of Arms" (also on wood), the "Crucifixion," with the

holy women and St. John at the foot of the cross, " Christ

praying in the Garden," and the great " Ecce Homo," are all

well-known subjects. Besides these, there are numerous
engraved portraits, among which are—Albert JIayence, Fre-

derick, Elector of Saxony, Willibald Pirckheimer, Philip Me-
lancthon, the Reformer, Erasmus of Rotterdam, and Joachim
Patenicr, the landscape-painter of Leige and bosom-friend of

Albert Durer.

Various scholars and followers of Durer's stj-le have copied
his engravings with more or less success. Among them may
be mentioned Hans Wagner, Hans Schauflein, Bartholomew
Beham, Albert Altdorfen, Jacques Binck, the first scholar of

AlbertDurer, Wenceslaus of Olmutz (1481), Wennig (1509), and
Marc Antonio liamondi (1787—1539). The last-mentioned

artist has been pronounced one of the most extraordinary en-

gravers of his time. The purity of his outlines, the beautiful

character and expression of his heads, and the correct drawing
of the e.xtremities, establish his merit as a perfect master of

design. But he was at the same time a great forger ; for,

according to Vasari, he saw at Venice the set of thirty-six

wood-cuts by Durer representing the " Life and Passion of

Jesus Christ," and was so much pleased with them, that he
copied them with great precision on copper ; and, having
affixed Albert's cipher to them, the prints were taken to

Italy and sold as originals. Dirrer at length, discovering the

deception, complained to the senate of Nuremberg of the

plagiarism, when the only redress that he obtained was, an
order that for the future, when Antonio chose to copy Durer's,

or any other painter's works, he should alhx his own, and not

the original artist's name to the plates !

Albert Durer, architect, sculptor, painter, engraver, geome-
trician, and author, has left numerous evidences of his skill

behind him. In ScrLPTvitE his most important work is an

alto-relievo in stone, representing the "Preaching of St. Jolin

the Baptist," now in the royal cabinet in Brunswick. The
"Adam and Eve," carved in wood, in the cabinet of Gotha;

"Jesus Christ on the Cross," a carving on ivory, in the royal

collection at Munich ; the " Thirty Thousand Virgins,"

sculptured in agate upon an altar, in the royal collection at

Vienna,—are all fine works, and display, more fully perhaps

than any other of his perform.ances, the peculiar tendency of

the artist's mind.. Durer's carvings on stone, wood, ivory,

and agate, are preserved with jealous care in the palaces of the
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nobility of Germany, wliich fact will account for so few of

them being known in the present clay. He is also said to

have engraved several subjects on gems for seals, &c.

As an author, Albert Durcr's fame rests upon several books
of a technical character, very little known or read now-a-dnys.
Among these are :

" Instructions for Measuring with the Kule
and Compasses," published in 1.32-5, and enriched with sixty-

three copperplate engravings ;
" Instructions for Building

Fortifications," with nineteen engravings, published in 1.517,

and translated from the German into liatin in 1531 ;
" Four

Books on the Proportions of the Human Body," with plates,

published in 1528, and afterwards translated into J>atin in

lo;>2, and Frenchin 1557; and, certainly the most amusing
work for the general reader, a volume of his letters, political

essays, and journals of travels, published in French by Campe,
under the title of "Relics of Albert Durer." This last work
will be found in the library of the British ]\Iuseum.

His most celebrated literary production is the Treatise

on the Proportions of the Human Body. It must be con-

fessed, however, that his German character, with all its

obscurity and want of method, is observable in this treatise,

in which there is also a great deficiency of comprehensive
ideas, no general principle, and no synthesis. The reader

can see clearly enough that Albert Durer was a man of

imagination, but not a philosopher, and that he was defi-

cient in that clearness of deduction for which French writers

are so remarkable. A\'hen we find such a master as Durer
taking in hand so fine a subject as that masterpiece of

creation, the human body ; we naturally expect the writer

will rise to some elevation of thought, and show some
sympathy

,
with the lofty considerations suggested by the

contemplation of nature's noblest production. On the con-

tr.ary, Durer gives utterance to none of those great ideas which
might well have served as the foundation for his work ; he
lays down no general principle, but abruptly commences by
entering upon the consideration of a human body, which is

seven times the size of the head, remarking at the same time

that this proportion belongs only to rustic figures. In the

second chapter he discusses one that is eight times as large as

the head, upon which he gives no express indication of his

opinion, though from other parts of his work it would appear

he considered this proportion preferable. He then proceeds

to the figure of a man whose height is equal to nine heads.

Here the author, foreseeing a large and higher head may be

desired, proposes the geometrical mean. Next comes the

proportion of ten times the head, which Albert-Durer evi-

dently regards as exceeding the true proportion of beauty ; for

he pronounces the figure to be slender. Hence he allows the

reader to increase the size of the head, and make it nearly a

ninth part of the body. From a comparison of these various

proportions, and Albert Durer's remarks upon them, we
gather that, according to his notions, the proportion of

beauty lies between the height of eight, and that of nine

heads, since this is neither rustic, like that of seven heads,

nor slender, like that of ten. But this view is nowhere
distinctly expressed. The author avoids declaring his

opinion in plain terms, leaving the reader to form his

own judgment. He even goes so far, in the third book
of his treatise, when touching upon the variety of human
figures, as to invent a sort of instrument for lengthening or

shortening figures, making them larger above, or smaller

below, thicker or thinner, by placing them upright or inclined

in a triangle, in which they diminish as they approach the vertex

or uppermost point, and increase as they recede from it. If,

however, he carries this alteration of figures to excess—that is

to say, if he shortens or lengthens the representation of it so

as to make it unnaturally thick or thin—no doubt he does

this in order to warn the student and preserve him from
the faults to which he is liable, and to teach him elegance by
showing him deformity. But where is Albert Durer's idea

of beauty ? Will it suffice for the student to avoid every
species of deformity in order to succeed in attaining to beautv ?

Albert Durer does not tell us this. He hopes the skilful

artist wiU discover the laws of proportion by studying a great

multitude of men, no particular man being perfect. "The
beauty," he says, "concealed in nature almost confuses one.
AVc may meet with two handsome and well-formed men, who
nevertheless have nothing in common, and of whom it is

impossible to .say which is the handsomer. Such is the imper-
fection of our knowledge. Who, then, can say with confidence
and precision what is true excellence of form?" And not
only does he confess himself unable to determine what con-,

stitutes true beauty, but ho does not think the artist can
worthily express the little he knows of it. And he exclaims,
" Art can hardly express the beauty of nature. I speak not
of a perfect beauty, but of one known to us and yet surpassing

the power of our understanding, and escaping the skilful

touch of our hand."

The Italians have been less severe than we in their judg-
ment of this treatise, and Jean Paul Ijomazzo, among others,

professes so great an esteem for the German WTiter and
his work, that he considers the proportion which Durer
gives of a body, viz. ten times the size of the head, to be
beautiful ; but at the same time admits that competent
judges think such a figure too slender, yet says it will

not do to deviate from the judgment of so great a man as

Albert Durer. He is, however, quite mistaken in attributing

to Durer a preference for this proportion. M. Paillot de
Montabcrt thinks he has discovered a sort of treasure (to use
his own words) in Durer's work, and imagines the author
must have obtained access to some ancient manuscript which
has escaped the destruction of barbarous times ; but this

learned connoisseur does not explain himself with regard to

the treasures which he declares he has discovered, and it

appears to us that in giuarding against one prejudice he has
fallen into another. If Durer had possessed the manuscript
of a Polydetus, a Euphranor, or only some pupil of these

great masters, we should have found clearer traces of it in his

pages. AVe should have met with the immortal rudiments of

that beauty, the rule of which had been discovered and the

form imaged by the Greeks.

Tlie constant occupation of our artist on the more profit"-

ablc employment of the graver, allowed him but few oppor-

tunities of exercising his talents as a painter. .C'onseqviently,

not many pictures in oil are to be seen out of the galleries of

the German sovereigns. The following are the principal

works of this character of which the pedigree is perfectly

known

:

In the Belvedere Palace at Vienna tlie portrait of Maxi-
milian I., dated 1519.

"The Martyrdom of the 10,000 Christians, who were put to

a Cruel Death by the command of Sapor II., King of Persia."

Albert Durer is represented in this picture with his friend,

AVillihald Pirekheimer. He is holding a stick with a paper

attached to it, with the inscription, "Iste faciebat anno
Domini, 1508, Albertus Durer alemanus," with his monogram.
This pictui-e was p.iinted for Frederick, Duke of Saxony ; it

afterwards adorned the Rodolph Gallery at Prague. Karel

Van Mandcr, in his "Book on the Painters," speaks very

highly of it.

"The Trinity." God the Father, seated on a rainbow, is

represented holding the dying Son on the cross j the Holy
Ghost, in the shape of a dove, hovers above. It is surroimded

by a glorious company of angels, saints, and pairi;irchs.

Beneatli is seen Albert Durer himself, holding a tablet with

his monogram, and this inscription, "Albertus Durer, noricus,

faciebat anno ii Virginis partu, 1511."

" The Virgin and the Pear," signed with liis monogram, and

dated 1512.

"Portrait of a Fair-haired Youth," dated 1507.

" Portrait of Johannes Kleberger, Merchant of Niiremburg,"

dated 1526. ,

" The Holy Virgin Suckling the Infant Jesus," painted in

1.503.

In the Pinakothek of Munich, some of Albert Durer's finest

paintings are to be seen. This valuable collection, partly

formed from those of Dusseldorf, Mannheim, and Schleisheim,

contains seventeen works of this great master, many of them
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portraits, among others that of Durer's father, with this iiibcrip-

tion in German, " I painted this likeness of my father when
he was sixty—Albert Durer, senior." Dated 1497.

" The Portrait of Michael Wohlgemutli," Albert Durer's

master, dated 1506, Michael was then eighty-two years of age.

" The Portrait of Albert Durer," dressed in fur, his right

By the desire of JIaximilian I. they were conveyed to Munich,

and replaced by copies by Wisscher. These four figures, the

size of life, painted in 1526, are known by the name of " The

Pour Temperaments." These two works are exquisite, and

mark the highest degree of perfection to which their author

has attained.

THE VIRGIN WITH THE MONKEY.—.\PTEU ALBERT Dt'RER,

hand placed on his breast, with the inscription, " Albertus "Christ on the Cross," "The Descent from the Cross,"

Durerus noricus ipsum me propriis sic efingebara coloribus " The Weeping Virgin," " St. Mary Dying," besides " Lucretia

aitatis XXVIII." Dated 1500. in the Act of Stabbing herself," and two small pictures repre-

" The Apostles St. Peter, St. John, St. Paul, and St. senting "St. Joachim" and "St. Joseph," painted in 1523,

Mark." Durer presented these two pictures to the Council of upon a ground of gold, after Ihe style of the school of the

Nuremburg, where they were preserved until the year 1627. Lower Rhine.
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The Public Collection at Nureraburg, established in the At Prasrue may be seen, in the Strahlhauer ConTent, the

Mansion of the Brotherhood of Landaner, contains only three puinting which represents " The Virgin Crowned by two
of Albert Durcr's pictiircs, -viz., "Hercules fightin-; with the Angels;" she is surrounded by persons in an attitude of

Harpies," painted in water-colours in the year 1500, and two worship, among whom may be rcc gnised the artist, his friend

lUE LOUD AND THE LADY.—AFTEIi ALUKUT DL'llEK.

corresponding panels, the one representing Charlemagne, the 'Willibald Pirckheimer, the Emperor Maximilian I., and
other the Emperor Sigisitiund, both figures larger than life. Blanche Marie, second wife of that monarch. This picture.

The Chapel of St. Maurice cont.iins a painting of "The dated loOG, was begun and finished, according to the inscrip-

Dead Body "f ('hrist supported by St. .Tobn, and wept over by tion upon it, in five months, and is known by the nnme of

the Virgin Mary " "The Painting of the Crowm of Hoses."
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In the Dresden Gallery there are two pictures by Albert

Durer, one of " The Bearing of the Cross," in black and white,

and a small portrait, dated 1521.

The Gallery of Cassel contains four portraits by this master.

There are several of his secondary productions in the

Museums of Frankfort, of Cologne, of Carlsruhe, of Gotha,

and of Darmstadt.

The northern capitals of Europe boast the possession of

several paintings by Albert Durer. The catalogue of the Im-

perial Musevim of St. Petersburg mentions five ; that of the

Stockholm Gallery, three; and that of Copenhagen, four ; but

there is great reason to doubt the truth of their pretensions.

There are enumerated in the official catalogue of the Mu-
seum at Madrid, eight productions of Albert Durer, but they

are either of little importance or doubtful authenticity.

In the museum at Havre we lately saw a fine "Holy
Family," attributed to Albert Durer. Its pedigree, however,

was not authenticated.

In the Gallery at Florence may be seen, among other works

of this master, "The Adoration of the Magi"—very remark-

able; the busts of "The Apostles St. Philip and St. James,"

painted, in water-colours, in 1516; also the portrait of the

ai'tist's father, dated 1490, and that of Albert Durer liimself,

painted in 1498. These two portraits came from the gallery

of Charles I., King of England, upon the dispersion of that

monarch's effects by the parliament of the Commonwealth in

1650.

Albert Diirer is always seen to disadvantage in the galleries

of amateurs ; for the compositions they contain are unimpor-

tant, and generally limited to portraits and studies of heads,

the greater part in black and white.

It appears that very few of Albert Durer's works have found

their way to public auction.

We have alluded above to the two portraits, now in the

Florence Gallery, which formerly belonged to the collection of

Charles I. They produced together only £100.

In later years (August, 1850), at the sale of the collection of

William II., King of the Netherlands, we have seen that a

picture by Albert Durer, representing " St. Hubert," realised,

including the expense of the sale, about £350 sterling.

A few words vdW suffice, in this place, to mark the appre-

ciation in which Albert Durer is held, both as a painter and

an engraver. "If," says Vasari, " this diligent, industrious,

and universal man had been a native of Tuscany, and if he

could have studied, as we have done, in Rome, he would
certainly have been the best painter in our country, as he was

the most celebrated that Germany ever possessed." Hear,

too, what Dr. Franz Kugler, one of the most accomplished

art-critics of modern times, says of this German contemporary

ofIlafi\iele:—"In Durer the stylo of art existing in his day

attained its most peculiar and its highest perfection. Rich

and inexhaustible, he became the representative of German
art at this period. He was gifted with a power of conception

which traces nature through all her finest shades ; and, above

all, he had an earnest and truthful feeling for his art, imited

to a capacity for the severest study. His drawing is full of

life and character, his colouring has a peculiar brilliancy and

beauty ; and if, in spite of the shortcomings inevitable to the

state of education and public taste in his d.ays, the greater

number of his works make a deep impression on the mind
and feelings of the spectators, it is a strong proof of the pecu-

liar greatness of his abilities as an artist." Again, in refer-

ence to Durer's skill as an engraver—" If we do not discover,"

says Bryan, "in his works the boldness and freedom so

desirable in historical designs, we find in them everything

that can be wished for in subjects more minute and more
finished. Born in the infancy of the art, he carried engraving

to a perfection which, even in this day, is seldom surpassed."

Beneath is a sjjecimen of the hand-writing of this cele-

brated artist, his signature and seal, together with several

of the more common of the monograms which he affixed to his

works.

/^-yS7''^#-^^#-vv^ Oho Lyc(r^^

ART IN GREECE.- -THE CONVENTS OF MOUNT
ATHOS.

Mount Athos lies to the south of Macedonia, between the

gulfs of Contessa and Monte Santo, at the extremity of a

pen'msula connected with the continent by an isthmus about a

mile and a half long. It is a round and almost conical mass,

rising to a height of about three thousand feet above the level

of the sea, and casting an immense shadow in the setting sun

almost across the Archipelago. Little mention is made of it

in the works of Grecian historians beyond the record of two
facts—the one, that Xer.'ces caused a canal to be cut across the

isthmus to give a passage to his fleet ; and the other, that a

Greek sculptor, Dinocrates, proposed to Alexander the Great

to cut the mountain into the form of a statue with outstretched

arm, and holding in its hand a town containing ten thousand
inhabitants.

The hill is called at the present day by many of the Greeks
Hagion Ores, or the Holy Mountain, and it is rendered remark-

able by the fact, that its population now consists of about six

thousand monks, forming a separate and almost independent

community, and inhabiting several convents built along the

slopes. These convents were the cradle of Byzantine art

fourteen hundred years ago, and now, after a thousand storms

of war, and change, and revolution have rolled over Greece,

they form its last refuge.

Concerning the origin of this religious community, we have

no certain information. In the persecutions with which the

Christians were pursued in the first centuries of the Christian

era, many faced martyrdom without hesitation, and even with

joy; others, less confident in their own srength of nerve,

sought security in desert fastnesses, and adopted the life of

anchorites. It was thus that the seeds of Christianity were

scattered over the solitudes of Nubia and Syria. Many more

fled to Mount Athos, and took up their abode along its sides,

hoping that the seclusion of the place, and the difficulty of

access, woidd afford them safety, however precarious, from the

rage of their enemies. When Constantine removed the seat of
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the empire to ConBtantinople, and avowed his adherence to

the new faith, the population of Mount Atlios rapidly in-

creased, and convents were built, such, in iill probability, as

we now see them. It is right to mention, however, that this

is mainly conjecture ; history is entirely silent regarding this

retired but interesting corner of the Byzantine empire. We
have said that these convents are the last refuge of Greek art

;

we may add, that they contain some interesting relics of old

Bvzantine civilisation, and manners, and forms of faith, and

are by no means an uninteresting subject of study for those

who seek to lift up the pall wliich for four centuries has

shrouded the remains of Greek greatness. They number in

all twenty-three, lying around the mountain, none of them

at any great distance from the sea. The most ancient to

winch our attention will principally be directed, are the

Ayliia Lulint, or holy monastery, Vatopedi, Iviron, and Xilan-

dari. The first, which at present contains about four hundred

monks, was founded by St. Athanasius about the beginning of

the fourth century, and to this circumstance owes its pre-

eminence over all the others. While they aie simply dedi-

cated to some saint, it is entitled the holy monastery 2""'

excellence. Vatopedi was the one to which John Contocuzinc,

whose romantic story has been so well told by Gibbon,

retired to spend the remaining years of his life, when, dis-

gusted with power, he abdicated the imperial throne.

On the highest point of the mountain rises the little Chut;;h

of the Transfiguration, and scattered arotmd are a town and

some little villages ; and in the centre of the peninsula lies

the protalon or metropolis of Mount Athos, Karies—all in-

habited by a shifting population of monks, whose sole occu-

pation is the importation of pro\isions and other necessaries

inim Salomcn for their bretliren in the convent. The monks
are divided into two classes, brothers and fathers, or papas,

and are made up of an indiscriminate mixture cf Sclaves,

Greeks, Wallachians, and Armenians, all reduced to the same

state of torpor, both physical and ntental, under the rigidity of

the monastic rule. The convent buildings present for the

most part great uniformity of appearance, generally an irre-

gular and confused mass, with no evidence of unity of design

in the arrangement of the different parts. A single door,

which is always fastened at twilight, gives entrance to a

square court-yard, around which the cells of the inmates are

ranged in one or more stories ; additions being made, upon a

plan apparently dictated solely by caprice, when any increase

took place in their number. In the centre stands the church,

surrounded by a crowd of small chapels, but all built of brick,

and so imperfectly, that frequent repairs have effaced all

traces of the primitive style. On all the walls appear stiff,

sad-looking, and austere pictures, which form a singular

contrast to the easy, indolent, and insouciant appearance of the

monks.

Mount .\thos was in the earlier days of Christianity the

great seat of intellectual activity—the hot-bed of theological

and metaphysical discussion ; but the state of listless indo-

lence in which its inhabitants are now plunged is a strange

satire upon its former glory. All the convents contain libra-

ries of greater or less extent, filled with manuscripts and rare

and valuable relics of the literature of antiquity ; but the

monks, far from studying them, suffer them to be lost or

injured through carelessness, in utter and complete ignorance

of the treasures of which they are the guai'dians. They read

nothing but their offices, write but rarely, and are for the most
part plunged in complete ignorance, not only of everything

that is passing in the outer world— but of the very rudiments

of literature and science. There is hardly a doubt that a

diligent search by competent persons would bring to light

many valuable works of classical authors hitherto supposed to

be lost, or known to the -western world only in a mutilated

state. Some of the monks who visit Salomen to transact

business for the convents, take advantage of their stiiy, to pick

up a smattering knowledge of medicine and the Turkish
language, but this is the only effort towards self- improvement
that is ever made. The rude daubs by which Byzantine art is

now represented amongst them, furnish additional proofof their

mental degradation, when we remember that, durmg the first

two centuries after the establishment of the convents on

Mount Athos, they were the chief scats of religious art in the

world, and stud(?nts resorted thither from all parts of Europe
to receive instruction from the inmates.

In these times such names as those of St. Athanasius and
Peter the Athonite figured in their annals, in no very strilcing

contrast ^>' th many otliers of scarce inferior zeal and learning.

The ch eh of Aghia Lubra, founded by jVlhanasius in the

early part of the fourth century, was endowed richly A.n. 9Co

by the emperor Niccphorus. The gates, which probably

belong to that period, are composed of wrought copper, and
display great beauty of execution. They remind one of those

of tlie cliurch of Ravello near Amalti, as well as of many
other religious monuments of Apulia. The portico is covered

with Turkish ornaments. The general arrangement is that of

the church of St. Mark at Venice. The altar is covered with

a great deal of rich gilding, as also most parts of the ceiling,

which is covered with carved and fretted work, and encaustic

paintings in great abundance; and the body of the church

contains desks, pulpits, and other articles of a similar nature

of great richness. The monks have substituted these for the

massive pulpits of the ancient Latin church. Nearly all are

he gifts of the Russian government.

The Byzantine school, which was a school of transition from

ancient art, that sought the beautiful merely for the form

itself, to Christian art, which uses the form only to veil an

idea, devoted itself from the very first to preparing for the

transformation which inevitably followed the adoption of this

new aim by the cultivators of art. In this point of view the

Byzantine artists were successful in arriving at a unity such

as has never been attained by those of the Renaissance, and

from which they are still very far indeed. The Italian

mosaics, executed by Italian artists, can alone give us a right

idea of the laborious changes which Byzantine art underwent

before it assumed its definitive form from the teachings of the

great masters of the school. At a later period, to preserve

the established forms from the influences of time or caprice or

fashion, a monk named Denys collected the acknowledged and

established principles of the school, and compiled them in a

code. His manuscript was distributed through the various

convents and carefully copied, and thenceforward became the

text-book of the painters ; and so powerful has been its

influence, that it is impossible to fi.K the date of a Byzantine

painting by its style. So closely have its rules been attended

to, throiigh a long lapse of time, so intimate, too, has been the

connexion between Greek painting and the Greek worship,

that the former has everywhere followed in the march of the

priests, and we find it prevailing almost to the exclusion of every

other in Russia, in Greece, in Asia Minor, and in the regions

bordering on Jlount Sinai, where Greek convents are numerous.

The church, Aghia Labra, contains the best specimens of

it extant. The cupola is entirely occupied by a colossal figure

of Christ, with that air of purity and dignity which the

painters of the Renaissance have adopted. The complexion

is straw-coloured, as the monks there express ; one hand is

extended towards St. John, as if in the act of instructing, and

the other is laid on his heart. The hair is fair-, but the beard

is black, as also the eyebrows, which give the half-closed eyes

an air of mijigled simplicity, sweetness, and firmness. The
Byzantine artists indicated the importance of the personage

they painted by the size of the figure. The saints increase in

height as they increase in holiness, while Christ is taller than

them all by the head and shoulders.

At the base of the cupola stand a row of archangels in

shining robes, holding huge sceptres in their hands, surmoimted

by images of the Redeemer. The brilliant colours of their

garments stand in dazzling contrast to the sombre black of the

ground, and in their faces and attitudes there is an air of lofty,

calm majesty. Over their heads an innumerable multitude of

cherubs flutter round Christ as a centre, and as if typifying

the spirits of the blest, they seem to grow more and more

ethereal the nearer they approach him. There is nothing

human in their figures except the head. The rest is com-
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posed of a great number of wiii^s, i)']iiiuii^ in f;vcry direciion,

and looking like stars in tlie di-ep blue ilrmament of the vault

above ; while on a golden ground, and on a grand scale, the

image of Christ looks down from the midst of them all, so

that in whatever part of the building the worshipper kneels,

he seems to have his eye upon him.

The pendentives represent the four evangelists wTiting at

the dictation of an apostle, and the walls of the rest of the

church are covered with subjects drawn from the Old or

New Testament. On the two arms o£ the cross we see the

of the Latin eliiefs of the Crusades, who fixed their abode in

Greece on their return from tlie Iloiy Land. His head-dress

is that of the Jlorovingian kings, and his robe, as well as his

crown, is sprinkled with fleurs-de-lis, and in his hands he
holds a model representation of the facjade of a church, pro-

bably of one which owed it existence to his pious muni,
ficence ; in front of him appears his son, wearing the same
costume.

Under the external portico we find figures of the ancient

asceti, or anchorites, in an attitude of prayer, who, in imitation

THE WAR HOKSE.—ArTEli .\LBEIIT PURER.

saints of the church militant, who shook off the dust of the

schools, and defended their faith on the fields of force, stand-

ing upright upon a black ground, in an attitude of vigilant

repose. The churches of the other convents present precisely

the same aspect, though on a more diminutive and less perfect

scale, in accordance with the Medo- Persian laws of the

Byzantine school, which treated all subjects in the same

manner, with the same figures, in the same attitudes. Towards

the end of the principal nave, to the left, appears a painting

with an inscription, now illegible, evidently representing one

of the fathers of the desert, lived in grottoes and caverns in llie

momitain side. They appear to have been reduced to the lust

extremity of hunger, and are clothed in a simple and primitive

garment of leaves, while their beard descends almost to their

knees. Beside them an inscription informs us, " Such was

the life of these anchorites." These ascetics themselves

travelled from convent to convent, painting those vivid repre-

sentations of their own unhappy lives, and also sculptures,

numerous little crucifixes in wood, many of which sre still

preserved.
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ALBERT CUYP.

Tiir, iKiiiiliTs of the school to whi^h Albert Cuyp belongs

were not always fully appreciated in their day. They were

earnest and laborious men, with the true inspiration of genius,

at a time when artistic talent was less rare tlian at the present

hour. This prevented their being as highly regarded as they

otherwise would have been, and it thence followed that many
]iainii]igs which now are highly valued, and which fetch good

prices, were during the lifetime of the artist almost unsale-

a'ile. It has been truly said, that no man is a prophet in his

own country, and we have often found this perfectly true
with regard to artists of the first eminence. Albert Cuyp,
one of the best of the Flemish school, one of the most
picturesque and effective who took up the example of Van
der Velde, though son of a great artist, was not in any way as
warmly considered as he should have been by his contempo-
raries. This may perhaps be more fully understood whtn we
examine into his chiiracter and 1 fe.

Albert Cuyp was born in the year 1606, the same year that

Vol. I.

gave birth to the great Rembrandt. Tlie lirst saw the light

at Dordrecht, the second at Leyden. These two painters were

men of different character and various style, though one

would have expected that they would be necessarily strongly

influenced in their genius and tone of mind by the times in

which they lived. It was an era of stern warfare and deso-

lation, of blood and rapine, and yet scarcely a trace of this

fatal tendency of the hour is to be found in their productions.

They were, as many students of art have been, always in a

world apart, which separated them from many of the impulses

of the age to which they belonged, and it is pleasing and
refreshing to turn from the sanguinary drama of civil and

religious wars to their admirable productions. It is the quiet

contrast offered to the view of him who, escaping from the

battle-field, wounded and almost dying, finds himself suddenly

in some sequestered woody nook, where man and horse find

wi Icome and cheering repose. Rembrandt sketclies with his

masterly pencil the varied phases of human life, and still

avoids all that has reference to the party quarrels of the day.

Cuyp stands before us quiet, calm, unobtrusive—a llioughlful,

pleasing man, who appears to know notliing of the war which

is raging around him—who is scarcely aware that Holland is

ravaged by fire and sword, and who allows his every sense to

be captivated by the gentler muse. Neither the noisy forum

nor the sectarian struggle has any charm for iiim. He lives

in a world of his own, and that world is nature in its most

picturesque forms. He is varied in his loves. Now ho

admires the sea, now the land. Ihe ordinary landscape and

the perilous ocean have almost equal charms in his eyes; for

his pencil sketches now a quiet pasture scene, with tame oxen

and sheep, now a dashing marine piece, where some tall ship

is bending 'neath the breeze ; or launching away again, brings

before us a picture in some native district, where the sun is

warming an otherwise cheerless prospect, where shepherds

wander with their flocks, where the liuntsm;m rides merrily,

where boatmen pull cherrily, or where fishermen pursue their

peaceful calling with true Dutch phlegm.

This philosophic calm, e.vperienccd by cet tain artists during

troublous times, has often been remarked upon. It has called

forth many a recondite observation, and though a feeling not

easy to be nnderitood by the more active mover in stirring
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hours, is yet a circumstance to be much valued. And these

were no common struggles. Holland was convulsed by the

disputes of its religious sects, who soon turned from arguments

to weapons—from theology to warfare. Much blood was shed,

and all civilisation, art, science, seemed threatened with utter

annihilation. City armed against city, and the inhabitivnts of

the same town killed one another in the streets which gave

both birth. It was in the days when Barnaveldt perished

with his brother on the scaffold. Young Albert Cuyp was

born during these tragical hours. But as he grew up, even

more terrible disasters tormented liis youth. The invasion of

Holland by Louis XIV.—the terrible scenes amid which

perished John and Cornelius de Witt, his countrymen, his

fellow-townsmen—were events of his youthful hours. But so

elastic were the spirits, so singular was the character of

Albert, that no evils, however great, no trials, however painful,

were able to influence his mind. He seemed incapable of

feeling sadness. He could not join in the sanguinary strug-

gles of his time, and appears, while others were slaying and

being slain, to have spent his time in admiring nature, in

sitting beneath the greenwood tree, listening to the murmur
of water, or seeking to entice the cunning trout from his

crystal retreat. No matter what opinion maybe generally enter-

tained as to this seeming insensibility on the part of the artist

who could isolate his mind from civil brawls and bloody wars,

we owe to this very peculiarity of character many admirable

paintings, full of grandeur, many delicious, calm, warm and

sunny masterpieces—scenes which every\\here reconcile us to

the charms of existence, because they make us love and admire

nature in her purest works ; and yet, those who would ask

everything of the same man, complain that he did not allow

his soul to be fired by deeds of heroism and valour, his mind

to be developed by dark passions, in which case he might have

given us some of those sombre and living pictures of the hour,

which have immortalised Ruysdael and the great Rembrandt.

We have said that Albert Cuyp was born in 1606. Some
say in 1605 ; but this is of little consequence. His death, too,

is involved in obscurity. But he was living in 1672, for we
have his name in a list of burghers. His father, and his master

in his noble art, was Jacob Gerritzoon Cuyp, a man much
esteemed, and looked upon as the leader of the school in which

his son so much excelled. Jacob Gerritzoon shared the fate

of David Teniers. He was surpassed and eclipsed by his son.

Many masters of first-rate ability have thus been concealed

from posterity. David Teniers exists not for the general

student of art, because of his great descendant. The same

occurred to Paul Brd, the historical landscape painter—to

Simon dcr Vlieger, cast into the shade by William Van der

Veldc— to Nicolas Moyart, surpassed by Berghem. Arnold

Houbraken, in his important work on painting, quietly re-

marks, that Albert Cuyp painted better than his father. The
fact is, that though remaining attached to a particular line of

subjects, and these subjects in which he coped with Paul

Potter, Wouvermans, Du Jardin, and Ruysdael, and so many
other chosen spirits, he was always so distinct, so native in his

genius, as to be ever distinguished from all his rivals.

A Cuyp will rarely be mistaken by the most ordinary con-

noisseur for a Coxis, or a Van der Neer,

Nature was his field, the inexhaustible fount whence he

drew the warm impulse which influenced and guided his

genius—nature in its grandest, in its humblest phases. He
never found anything too great, anything too small for his

keen observation. He combined the varied characteristics of

most of his contemporaries. He equals all of them, and is

sometimes their superior. He revels in the human form, in

animals, in still nature, landscapes, sea-views, interiors of

churches, winter scenes, moonlights, kitchens, fish, cocks and

hens, and all the appliances of humble agricultural existence.

All these subjects, and many more, have been vivified by his

fertile pencil. His great power consisted in his capability of

producing the same thing a hundred times over without

plagiarising himself. And yet he does not search for effect ; he

does not find the picturesque in strange contrasts and rough
scenes, in the rags of the poor, in the tatters and hideous

misery of the beggar, in the angular projections of starved

cattle, in the manifestation of their bones in quaint style, nor

even in rare, though real, effects of light and shadow at morn-

ing and eventide. Berghem, Tivoli, Weenix, and many others,

had given to the picturesque a novel and ingenious touch of

life, by seeking the irregular, the wild, the unexpected, in all

things—a style which had necessarily many charms and many
admirers. Lizards running over an old wall, with here a

lichen and there an i\'y-leaf ; a rustic hut beside a time-

honoured ruin, which gave the humble cot a dangerous

shelter ; some half-starved beast, a wounded horse, hopping

lazily along with bandaged leg ; a poor suffering ass, eating

timidly by the wayside, were subjects freely chosen by

Flemish painters, and subjects which they rendered with rare

truthfulness and vigour. They possessed the power of making

attractive, by means of their magic pencils, most repulsive

subjects—even those subjects men most anxiously avoid in life

—the sickly animal, the beggar in rags, the wild desert, or a

road overgrown with thorns and briers. They created trea-

sures out of rags. Albert Cuyp, on the other hand, drew his

inspiration from a more elevated and elevating source, and,

seeking his ideas of the picturesque in objects opposed to

general theories, succeeded in a most marvellous way. We
wish not to elevate Cuyp at the expense of any of the many

singular geniuses of the hour ; but no one can study the peculiar

features of the painter of Dordrecht without being pleased.

Abandoning the ready resource of rustic misery, the easy and

catching attraction of rags and destitution, of wTetched nooks

and unknown and unexplored corners, he paints animals in

full health, and the sun at noon-day.

A writer on the genius of this painter quotes complacently

a certiiin AVilliam Gilpin, canon of Salisbury, who wrote a

book on the picturesque and beautiful. He supports the view

practically illustrated by Berghem, Du Jardin, Ostade, and

others. " We admire in the horse," he exclaims, " considered

as a reality, elegance of form, a fiery mien, lightness, and a

soft skin ; we admire this animal also in the same way in a

painting : but as a picturesque subject, we prefer an old cart-

horse, a cow, a goat, a donkey. The coarse appearance and

rough skin are better adapted to demonstrate and elucidate

the genius of the pencil. Richness of light depends much on

contrasts." It was not in the study of Cuyp that William

Gilpin sought his inspirations. His genius lies another way.

He has much of the feeling of the rich and well-to-do farmer

in him, for he loves well-fed cattle, clean and well- combed

horses, and broad daylight casting its golden lustre over the

plain. This is, in fine, his peculiarity, and the distinguishing

mark which separates him from all his rivals, and from every

member of his school. Gerard de Lairesse put forth, a cen-

tury later, ideas on landscape quite opposed to those of the

worthy canon of Salisbury, and these ideas Cuyp was one of

the first to forestall. He revels in the view of nature m her

loftiest moods, and paints a meadow and a hill, a horse or

boat, as Claude Lorraine did the ruins of Rome, the waterfalls

of Tivoli, the Bay of Naples,—embellishing, as it were, the

very nature he sought to render faithfully and truly.

The rich variety, and the fecxmdity of Cuyp lead us to com-

pare him often to other masters whose style was similar. Like

Wouvermans, he was fond of a halt of hunters, a quiet bit of

woodland sport, but he treated the subject differently. His

horses have a marked difference from any others, his nobles

have a manner of their own. Few who have visited the Gallery

of the Louvre, in Paris, have failed to note the two Cuyps

known as "The Going out for a Ride" and "The Return,"

the former of which is engraved in the present number.

We have often gazed with pleasure, during our once daily

walks in that magnificent gallery, at both. The " Going out"

. well exemplifies the genius of Cuyp. A richly- dressed lord,

clothed in scarlet, has just vaulted on a mottled grey horse,

while his squire in green tunic stoops to hold the stirrup.

The leading group, lit up by a bright sun, is relieved against a

house in deep shadow, whence are issuing the lord and one of

his suite. To the right, the shadow of the edifice, falling on

the earth, brings out in warm colours the brilliant light wliich
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fills the hack of the picture ; two shepherds and a flock of

sheep are brought within the rays of the sun, and form a light

demi-tiiit, a transition admirably contrived as a contrast both

to the dark shadows of the foreground and the clearness of the

distant background. It is an exquisite portraiture of a living

breathing scene of life in its strongest sense, of the tranquillity

and ease of the fortunate, of the heat and splendour of day.

The other, which forms with it a pair, represents three horse-

men, among whom you recognise the lord by the magnificence

of his costume, the beauty of his horse, and the haughty frank-

ness of his mien, A hunter in livery holding two dogs in leash,

presents a partridge to one of the squires, and this little

event draws the attention of the three personages. On one

side a tuft of trees, mingled with brushwood, brings forward

the cavaliers ; while on the other we behold a vast landscape

inundated by light, where you see cattle, houses at the foot of

a hill, and antique towers, doubtless the manor towards which

the seignior and his suite are wending their way. The mind

is inspired with calm delight as it gazes on that luminous

scene, and then comes to rest on the gallant mien of that gen-

tleman in blue velvet garnished with gold, his hair floating on

his shoulders, and his head covered by a kind of turban made
of some white drapery. The play of chiaro-oscuro is here

principally caused by the diversity of local colours. The
marked tints of the two horses, one chesnut, the other black,

are in contrast to the master's steed, whose white and spotless

skin is so admirably rendered as to deceive the eye. The
painter has rendered and constructed the habiliments of the

cavaliers as ably as the tones of the horses' hair, opposing tlio

dun velvet of the squires to the dazzling velvet of their noble

master. These pictures should never be passed over on a visit

to the Louvre.

We must not be led to believe that Albert Cuyp is a painter

without faults. In some of his best pictures we shall find

errors to note, bits heavily rendered. Some have criticised

rather slightingly two dogs in "The Going out." They are

not faultless, but they are very little inferior to the rest of the

picture. Many of the admirers of Cuyp carry their high sense

of his genius so far as to ascribe his little errors of omission to

accident, and some attribute even these two beautiful master-

pieces to Jacques Gerard Cuyp, rather than own the slight

faults of an artist of such power and skill as Albert. But
whatever the energy of the execution and the excellence of his

touch, often thick and irregular, so^ietimes sharp and firm-

whatever the beauty of his colouring, warm, rich, and har-

monious—he is perhaps more remarkable in the expression

of sentiment than even in the execution of his works. The
modes and fashions he pictures are stamped by his individu-

ality, while strictly in accordance with historic truth ; the

ideas which he calls up wear the impress of his personal

temperament. The same gallant cavaliers who appear in the

hunting subjects of Wouvermans, elegant, rude, and proud

mounted on prancing steeds, ready at every moment to rear

and leap, are viewed by Cuyp in quite a different light. They
too bear the stamp of his peculiar characteristics. His models

remind us of those opulent burghers of the seventeenth

century who led the life of noble lords without their easy and

lively manners, their haughty air, and what can only be

explained as wide-awake character. The cavaliers of Wou-
vermans have a firm air, and one fancies one hears their coarse

words ; armed for love and war, they carry gorgeous plumes

stuck in their broad-brimmed felt hats ; they have golden

spurs, loose boots, and pistols in their holsters. The heroes

of grave and thoughtful Albert Cuyp are not so petulant

;

their physiognomy is calm and grave, their dress is rich,

of dazzling stuff, but -n-ithout coquetry ; their horses are

thorough-bred, solid, strong, docile, and ready for gaUop or

trot, but they know nothing of rearing and kicking—of taking

a bit in their mouths—of starting off at a hand-gallop—and

other tricks knonm to cluvalric horses. Those who ride upon

them are peaceful men—steady and solemn Protestants, who
ride side by side, in solemn discourse on the eiffairs of the

state. The father of a family, whom Terburg, Nelsche, or

Metzu would show us in the interior of their houses, gently

laying dowm the law to a beloved child, being present at a

daughter's music lesson, or ])residing at a meal, we find

Albert Cuyp delineating at the hour when he passes along on

horseback, with his servants, followed by his dogs, and look-

ing on his ride as a question of health, an amusement at a

fixed hour. Albert Cuyp is truly the Flemish citizen painter

—the fortunate and well-to-do citizen, be it remembered.

It is much to be regretted that the annalists and biographers

of the seventeenth century have been so indifferent as not to

transmit to posterity something of the life and habits of the

great artists of Holland. There is no biography of Albert

Cuyp. The life of an artist is alVays replete with matter

worthy of remembrance. We need only refer to the sketches

of those whose friends have recorded their sayings and doings.

Was Cuyp brought up in luxury and ease, or was his youth

passed in struggling, as so many others have done, against

misery and care : Was he rich or poor Did he ever take

wife or have children ? Who were his friends and protectors ';

We know not. To not one of these questions can we find an

answer. And yet, were but a few of these details known,

how much might we not draw thence to explain and under-

stand his particular genius. His life must have been quiet,

regular, happy, of that kind of happiness which gives a long

series of years, and an indidgent and vigorous old age. We
are, however, ignorant of the precise date of his death. It

appears, however, according to Immerzeel of Amsterdam, that

he was living in 16S0, though the general inq\iiry of most

wTiters has only carried the evidence up to 1672. We are

able to asseverate from one of his pictures, where he paints a

salmon fishery, a picture to be found in the Museum of the

Hague, that he had for patron a farmer of the fishery of

Dordrecht— a vague and dreamy kind of fact, which tells us

nothing of either the protector or the protected. The general

opinion of historians suggests, and general rumours appear

here to be pretty correct, that the life of Albert Cuj-p was

calm, honest, laborious, and without passion. He must have

found, at an early age, ample resources from his mere talent,

and could have never known the bitter luxury of want. Of a

calm temperament, of a gentle, quiet, and firm character, he

doubtless lived in friendly intercourse with the best men of

his time. It appears even that he was much connected wiih

Maurice of Nassau, whom he often painted and copied in his

hunting subjects, which would lead us to believe him a pure

Calvinist. An elder of the reformed church, he no doubt

practised with regularity, and without ostentation, his religious

duties, as they were then understood. To judge him, in a

word, from those histories of themselves which painters some-

times trace as clearly in their pictures as writers do in their

books, Cuvp was a simple man, regular in his habits, and

respected and loved by all who knew him. It has been truly

said, that the tranquillity of his landscapes, plunged in

indescribable ether, proves the serenity of his mind, and that

the choice of his subjects demonstrates the simplicity of his

tastes.

We are informed by Lebrun, that the English were the first

who appreciated at their true value the pictures of Cuyp.

We are told by Sir Edmund Head, that Cuyp's works were

not valued highly until after his death. We are assured by

another authority (Smith), that at the principal picture sales

in Holland to the year 1750, there is no instance of any of

Cuyp's works being sold for so much as £3 sterling (thirty

florins). This statement is not corroborated by the Kiinstler

Lexicon of Nayler. According to Smith, a gradual advance

in the value of Cuyp's pictures took place soon after the

period just named, owing to the high reputation they had

obtained among English and French dealers. In 17S.5, at the

sale of the collection of M. Von der Linden von Slingelardt,

Cuyp's pictures obtained prices, in some cases, commensurate

with their merits, but which subsequently have been increased

fourfold. In 1774, Walpole writes to Sir Horace Mann, and

states, that at a sale of Sir George Colbrooke's pictures, one

by Cuj-p (a view of Nimeguen), which had cost iti possessor

only seventy guineas, was readily disposed of for £21)0. Lebrun

says, " The French were a long time before they appreciated
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the works of Cuyp, and yet I have been present at sales in

England when they have fetched three and four hundred louis.

This great painter has treated every style with equal success,

and has indeed been so perfect in all, that we know not which
to select as his best. Portraits, animals, fruits—nothing was
foreign to his genius. . . . The sun warms his productions."

One of these facetious French critics, who follows in the

beaten track of prejudice, and who is possessed by a belief

that the unfortunate people of these isles never see the sun,

that we live in the midst of a fog, which everlastingly con-

ceals from us the real character of that luminary—who believes,

with most Frenchmen, that sales of wives in market-places are

legal transfers in England, that we have no real green fields,

and are, in fine, a nation of purblind shopkeepers, of course

thoroughly comprehends our love of Cuyp, and why we should

have been the first people to acknowledge his merits. Albert

Cuyp did indeed introduce the sun and all its glowing images

and radiance with singular power in his pictures. But many
artists have done the same, and this by no means explains our

him ensue from a kind of rabid fire-worship on the part of

unfortunate islanders, who can never see the sun save in

pictures.

The " View of the Maes "
(p. 188) is the subject which ex-

cites the admiration of the English critic above alluded to. It is

truly a lovely scene, happily arranged with a transparent back-

ground and a vast perspective. The trees which overhang the

borders of the river are not gnarled and strange ; on the con-

trary, they rise majestically and wave beneath the breeze as if

saluting in chivalrous manner the river that bathes their stems.

The sky is delicate, brilliant, warm ; water refreshes the eye,

and distant hills make up a pleasing and effective background.

Cuyp has placed in this picture everything which we love to

find in a landscape. There is a martial cavalier, a rustic and

simple herdsman without coarseness, watching cows of dun
and spotted colour, a superb bull, and some sheep ; and then

some splendid oaks of a grandeur suited to heroic landscapes,

and a fine river where float a cloud of ducks, upon which
a hunter is about to fire. The whole is coloured by a rich sun,

VIEW OF DOHDRECHT. FKOM A PAINTING LT ALBEUT CUYP.

calling him the Claude Lorraine of Holland. This name was
given him in Boydell's Collection, and the writer of the sketch

in that work rates him quite as high as Claude for his colour-

ing— a merit the greater that the Dutch painter never left his

native land, and could never, therefore, have seen any of the

warm landscapes of the sunny south. But the admiration of

English loinioisseiirs has not been excited in favour of Cuyp
because he brings us in communication with the sun, which is

to be gazed on here about as often as in most parts of France.

What has taken the fancy of our fellow-countrymen has been

his admirable representations of cattle, his water-pieces, and,

above all, his study to paint well-fed animals, fat oxen, clean-

limbed horses, and many other things which are in accordance

with our tastes as a highly agricultural people. Such criticism

as that we allude to is puerile ; and there is no subject wliich

should be more cosmopolitan, and less affected by national

prejudice, than art-criticism. When the reasons for our

admiration of Albert Cuj-p are so obvious, it is childish to

seek, for the sake of smartness, to make an appreciation of

at an hour when the day is about to give way to night—

a

magnificent, imposing, and calm effect, fuUofrichpoetry. There
is a minute description by the English critic in Boydell, who
has examined most carefully every tint, as if he hoped to leave

such a description that by the aid of it and the engraving the

painting might be recreated if lost. " The principal figure,"

he says, "is on horseback in a jacket of golden yellow, the

sleeve of which is white ; his cloak is of pale purple with a

blue tinge ; the man near him is dressed in black. When
painting the human figure, Cuyp conceives very inelegant and
short proportions. The one further off, and who carries a

stick on his shoulder, is dressed in ruddy violet drapery. The
reclining bull is black, and the cow behind is white. The
other cows are variously marked with fawn and cream spots.

Amid the distant group there is a woman wearing a sky-blue
drapery, with white sleeves, and the boy is dressed in brown
suit inclined to red. The hunter aiming at the ducks has a
yellow doublet with red sleeves, which the neighbourhood of
the trees tints with a green reflection."
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When one has examined the oxen and cows of Potter,

Berghem, Van der Veldc, Kenel, Du Jardin, and the sheep of

Van der Docs, it is difficult to believe in any other mode of

comprehending pasturage and cattle. We wonder almost how
they can be delineated otherwise. And yet Albert Cuyp, who
was the first master in this style, discovered a simple and new
mode of viewing animal creation, a manner which is peculiar

to no one else, Kembrandt excepted. Power, majesty, calm

force, were characteristics discovered by Albert Cuy;) in the

brutes of the field, because he enveloped them with the mantle

of his genius. He takes care always to present them in a way
which shows off their best features, their most fully developed

and rounded forms. There is something in his animals of the

terrible genius wliich Poussin gives *.o his heroes. Their

aspect is frowning and grand. The horses are lofty and

proudly erect. Tlieir thick and bushy tails sweep round their

hind legs. They seem to be full of life, energy, and health.

As usual, the warm glow of sunshine adorns the landscape in a

peculiar way.

It is somewhat singular that the l''rcnch nmalcurs and
conmiisacio-s, who profess to be very quick in finding out the

merits of genius, should have remained so long blind to his

talents, when men so very inferior to Albert Cuyp have

acquired such rapid renown. The English nation showed
better taste, and, indeed, it is our belief that nowhere has art

ever been appreciated so highly as in this country. Our
private galleries alone are miracles of richness and beauty

But in France sixty years ago Cuyp was unknown. His

name is found in no catalogue. Those of the sales of Uersaint

and Pierre llemy are silent with regard to his existence. The
gallery of the Duke de Choiseul, and the cabinet Poullain

possessed one or two of this master ; but, despite the renown

Cuyp had acquired on our side of the channel, they were

unnoticed by amateurs. The nineteenth ceatury came ere

THE CAMr. FROM A PAINTINO BY ALBEUT CUVP.

His herds and flocks are ever floating in a misty and warm
light, which harmonises with the general details of the paint-
ing, and which conceals every angularity, Iciving the eye only
the power to examine the general outline. " His reclining

bulls," says Thore, " are magnificent brutes, with their

marked spines, and their long noses, and their expansive
nostrils."

His painting of " Cattle drinking at a Kiver side " fully

illustrates this. In this picture, of which the engraving is

given (p. 1S9), the sturd)-, fat, and large-sized cows, the
picturesque shepherd, the quiet sage-looking dog, with the
distant effect of a small vessel, of other cattle, a village spire,

scattered houses, hills, and a rich, warm sky, make up in the
painting one of Cuyp's most effective productions. The cows
are admirably grouped. Every one is in the very position
in which you would fancy it would stand. It is an interesting

engraving, as fully exemplifying the style of Albert Cuyp.

the painter ot Dordrecht acquired due celebrity in France

after his pictures had been turned about from one in-

different purchaser to another. We fully underst.ind, how-

ever, why Cuyp came to be more readily appreciated by the

Dutch and English, witho.it accepting the salve which

French art-critics find for themselves our an.xious desire to

see the sea, even on canvas. His water-pieces, boats, rivers,

canals, were more readily understood by naval nations than

by a purely military nation, like the French. Both we
and the Hollanders have always admired everything of mark
connected with our favourite element. The same reason

accounts for the popularity of Bachuysen and William Van
der Velde.

A painter who could introduce 80 much air, light, and

depth into his pictures, could not but excel in marine pieces.

Those of Cuyp are like hin landscapes—they are vivid, power-

ful, and true. They transport you bodily to the ports and
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seas of llulland, while the execution is majestic, positive,

exact. One of his most justly celebrated works in this style,

is that which represents the " Canal of Dort," full of vessels.

They are arranged in line, their prows towards the centre of

the picture. They have something of the aspect of a regi-

ment in battle array. In fact, we notice a boat with three

trumpeters, the Prince of Orange and his suite, who are about

to pass the fleet in review. The eifect is admirable. AVe

look across them, one after another, until the last is lost in the

mist which the sun has not as yet dissipated. It would be

but repetition to speak of the fresh morning light falling on

the scene, of the transparent air,, of the extraordinary per-

spective. Gazing at the picture from a distance, we are

struck by the effect produced by the shadows of the vessels

in the limpid water. Looking nearer, we are still more

surprised at the dashing and masterly style in which the

whole is executed. The boldness and decision of his pencil

strikes us here, as well as everywhere els;. No painter.

Van dcr Velde excepted, ever has been able to give an equally

just and life-like representation of Dutch naval character-

istics. Mr. Edward Solly refused £3,000 for this picture.

There is a good marine view in the Lou\Te by Cuyp. The

pacific Dutchman has here departed from his usual calm cha-

racter, and given us a tempest. The sky is overloaded with

clouds; a thunder-bolt has just fallen; and across the whole

canvas the lurid glare of the lightning is cast, while the dark

form of a small boat stands out in strong relief struggling

with the fury of the waves. Some critics have thought this

production too poetical and too weak to be the work of Cuyp.

It is, however, generally believed to be his ; while, being a

departure from his usual quitt illustrations of nature, it is

certainly somewhat distinct in character.

Painters are lOte lovers : the lover always believes the

beloved one beautiful. True painters see beauty in every

phase of nature. Albert Cuyp found loveliness everywhere.

Wandering on the banks of his favourite Maes, he found

admirable landscapes where hundreds of others would have

seen nothing worth painting. He has reproduced this subject

under every variety of aspect. Fishermen's barks, ships of

various size—some at anchor, some under sail— became, be-

neath the jiov.-er of his pencil, delicious pictures. He adds

but a ray of the sun, showing the fleet of boats, perhaps, in bold

relief, playing amid the ropes, and pullies, and masts, refracted

from the deep waters of the river, giving marked outline to

the faces of some of the crew, and shining on the oars of the

boatmen and the pearly drops of water that fall therefrom.

Such pictui .--s started complete from his mind. We must not,

however, forget the Steeple of Dort, of which the painter

contrives to make a kind of pivot for all his little water-pieces.

One of the best of these is in the possession of Mr. Holford,

of London. Albert Cuyp is almost unique amongst the

Flemish school in this style. His popular rival, "Van Goycn,

is too monotonous and superScial. It required the varied

ceniusof Cuvp to produce such pictures, as he generally intro-

duces a little of everything in which he excelled. Horses

crossing a river in a ferry-boat; picturesque cottages sur-

rounded by foliage, situated on the borders of a canal, and

inhabited by Dutchmen with painted hats ; figures of sailors

descending the Maes ; boatmen hauling along timber-rafts

to Flessinguen ; or a barge full of travellers, anl drawn by a

horse. This barge is what is called in Holland Trechtschmjt,

a li'-'ht boat with one mast, and in .which travellers are con-

veyed for one halfpenny a mile. Those who love qiiiet can

hire for a trifle, in addition, a little separate room, called the

" Roof:" it is at the stern of the boat, and has two windows

on each side. The hiring of this room atfords a lively

illustration of the extreme formality of Dutchn-.en even in

their most trivial transactions. For the few halfpence that

this luxury costs, the traveller has to give a printed receipt to

an agent, whose duty it is to attend at the entrance of each

town for the purpose of regulating the accounts of the

TrechtSL-htiyt.

This silent mode of travelling by water, which is the charac-

teristic of these northern Venices, could not escape the keen

eye of Albert Cuyp, who observed everything, and who loved

Holland with all the enthusiastic love of a painter. The same

man who so successfully treated midday scenes, when the sun

shed its beams on fields and meadows, on water and on trees,

was equally successfal when he undertook to paint the

interiors of churches in the style of Emanuel de Witte or of

Nikkelen, or moonlight scenes in the style of Arlus van dcr

Neer. He was, indeed, their master, having indicated to

them their peculiar styles. He was one of the first who suc-

ceeded in rendering on canvas that solemnity which we feel

in the interior of a cathedral, when from some gloomy chapel

we behold the light fall from the lofty windows of the nave,

gilding the rich and elaborate carving, and playing fitfully

upon the tesselated pavement. Even in historical subjects-

such as the "Baptism of the Eunuch"—Albert Cuyp dis-

played equal ability. It is difficult, in fact, to mention any

style in which he did not excel. Our readers are aware that

many Flemish painters obtaiircd celebrity by devoting their

talents to illustrating the poultry-yard. Here, too, Albert

Cuyp preceded Melchior Hondekooter, in depicting the heroic

combats of the cockpit. In the collection of Dr. Leroy

d'EtioUes, there is a cock-fight by Cuyp, which is admu-ably

rendered. The action is animated and energetic. One of the

combatants has thrown his adversary, his outspread wings

supporting him ; he digs his talons into the breast of the

vanquished, and tears with his beak his bleeding crest. The

defeated bird "has thrown his wings back, and is thus trying

to raise himself. His desperate struggles are expressed with

painful truth. In the background, to the left, is a fowl

looking on, half in terror, half in admiration, at the combat of

which she has been the innocent cause. Many French critics

have compared this picture to a fable of La Fontaine, and

several modern French p.ainters have imitated liis style. This

is perhaps the least meritorious of all Cuyp's pictures, and

was produced probably at an early period of his career. He
has left, however, many admirable paintings of the poultry-

yard. A hen-house, which was sold amongst the other pictures

of the gallery of Cardinal Fesch, is said to be worthy of his

best days. M. George speaks of it as combining keen obser-

vation with the highest powers of genius. If Cuyp's works

were placed in chronological order, we should find, we believe,

that those great landscapes in which animals appear only as

the accessories, belong to that period of his life when he had

nothing to learn—when his genius had become fully developed.

In those pictui-es which bear the stamp of early years, we find

animals occupying a prominent position, and the details of

scenery and human figures are subordinately treated. This

will bo found to be the case in that strange production some-

what resembling the " Paradise" of John Breughel, where we

behold Orpheus seated under a tree, and taming the animal

creation by the music of his violin. As Cuyp had to represent

tigers, elephants, and leopards—creatures with which he was

less acquainted than with domestic animals—the worthy Bata-

vian has exhibited considerable ingenuity in getting over the

difficulty. Near the divine musician is represented a cov.',

a horse, a dog, a cat, and some hares, 'and in the distant back-

ground arc placed those ferocious beasts with whose forms he

was less familiar. It has been remarked that Albert Cuyp rather

destroys the effect of the marvellous music of Orpheus by this

arrangement, there being no great merit in taming the tran-

quil animals which inhabit our stables and our farm-yards.

It is difficult, however, even for genius to think of everything.

This picture is in the possession of the Marquis of Bute. The
" Pasturage on theB.inks of the Maes," an engraving of which

we present (p. 1S4), affords a remarkable contrast to this my-
thological creation. Here the genius of Cuyp had a congenial

field in which to e.xercise its powers. He drew his inspiration

from a home source. The principal group is composed of cattle

— .as in so many of his other works—some reclining lazily upon
the ground, others clustering round a tree, as if for shelter

from the sun. They are larger than Cuyp usually paints

them, and are drawn with a care, a precision, and a power

which is increased by the marvellous beauty of the tone. In

the foreground are plants, grass, and shrubs, rendered with
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that fidelity to nature -whirli is one of the principal oliarac-

teristics of this artist. The grass is thick, silky, fresli and
inviting—such a grass as that nOiich por-ts have sang so much
of. The whole scene is flooded with lii;ht. A saffron-coloured

vapour tints, towards the horizon, the water, the trees, the

plants, and the distant houses that cluster round the church.

The clearness of the air surpasses belief. The background is

filled up by an eminence, on which are shepherds and their

flocks, while across the river arc houses, windmills, and
steeples. One of the most pleasing features of this picture is

that Avhich fills the right corner. A shepherd, his faithful

dog by his side, is playing upon a pipe, and two children are

listening to him with intense earnestness. The whole picture

is redolent of the richly fertile land watered by the Maes

—

all is abundance, wealth, happiness. The sim is warm and
bright ; the well-fed cattle scarcely touch the rich pasture at

their feet ; the water is cool and pleasant to gaze on ; ^\hile

the shepherd—confident, happy, sure of to-raorrow—amuses
himself in a quiet and rustic way. One cannot but feel that

the painter who conceived and executed this work of art must
have been a happy man. The calm serenity of his mind is

reflected everywhere. Cuyp would have been no hero for the
" Memoirs of Extraordinary Painters." The quiet, calm, un-

mysterious man who painted this picture could scarcely have

experienced the fierce torments of Ruysdael—torments which
speak ill many of his paintings—nor the fantastic visions of

Rembrandt, nor the wild eccentricities of Everdinjjen.

There are two other pictures, of which we give engravings,

that are worthy of the genius of any master of the Flemish

Bcliool. "Tlie View of Dordrecht" (p. ISO), contains some
eficits of light and shade truly remarkable. The boats at their

moorings, the water, the quaint houses, and the old church,

have about them that peculiar picturesqueness which belongs

to Holland. The horse and horseman delineated in the scene

called "The Camp" (p. ISl), which is generally called ' The
Trooper," exhibits the genius of Cuyp in its best light. The
horse is admirably rendered. It is a dapple- gray charger ; his

master, a citizen soldier, is just arranging the harness about

his head, and adding a blue ribbon. The dress of the soldier

—

his bold manly bearing—the minutiae of the accoutrements

—

all are portrayed with the customary fidelity. The buffjerkin,

cuirass, and large hat, are exceedingly characteristic, while

the scene itself is rendered eminently picturesque by the

introduction in the background of an eminence, at the foot of

which are tents, and soldiers mounted and on foot. Cuyp's

usual love of the animal creation is exhibited by the introduc-

tion, in a prominent position, of an excellentlj'-painted dog.

A horseman coming across the hill, is a picturesque accessory.

This picture, which is 3 feet 10 by 4 feet 10?,, is in the pos-

session of Her Majesty.

" When Albert Cuyp died"—and the exact year of his death

is not known—" there was found," says Arnold Houbraken,
" not one model, not one painting of any master in his house."

He never studied but from nature herself. It has been sug-

gested that this arose from his disinclination to spend money
in purchasing the masterpieces of others. Nothing can be

more puerile than to attribute the voluntary ignorance of Cuyp
to avarice. If he did not study the works of his predecessors

or contemporaries, it was because he needed not to do so.

Nature spoke to him in more eloquent language than anything

he could find depicted upon canvas. The man of genius con-

centrates all his faculties on the one great object of his life.

Everything that interferes with the accomplishment of his

views must inevitably be cast aside. We often find that even

those passions and eccentricities which would appear to mili-

tate most powerfully against success, which appear even
calculated to degrade the arRst, and to remove him from his

high pedestal, frequently become the means which fatally

impel him onwards. If Cuyp was possessed by the good old

gentlemanly vice of avarice, and thus was led to be indifferent

with regard to the productions of his rivals ; if he thus escaped
from the current infatuation relative to engravings of the old

masters, we may predicate, that to this cause do we owe his

originality. Happy Cuyp ! guilty of this one weakness, it

kept him from being a more imitator ; it compelled him to

drink at the tr\ie source of. inspiration ; and it gave him that

characteristic physiognomy which distinguishes him from all

the Flemish school, wliich he surpasses both in simplicity and
grandeur ; while the ease, the boldness, and the fini.sh of his

cxecution_, defies all imitation.

The lovely plains and hills of Italy, wliere the outline of all

objects is cast in bold relief against a pure sky, bordered by a

cloudless horizon, have inspired the genius of the Italian,

French,, and even English schools. The French have carried

this to excess, and given us little else than historical land-

scape, the scene laid in Italy. French landscape painting,

like French tragedy, is stilted and overdone. Painters, like

the rhymers of modern French tragic drama, "arranged
nature," to use one of their own phrases. They painted so as

to elevate that which God had not made sufficiently divine for

them. They turned hills into mountains, and mountains into

hills ; they altered trees, and g.ave them picturesqueness, and
thrust in, on all occasions, Roman ruins and broken Greek
columns. Poussin conquered the difficulties of this factitious

style ; even when the scene was artificial, his geni\is mastered

the incongruous elements he had to deal with. He struck his

contemporaries dumb with astonishment ; but his imitators

and disciples— Guaspre, Krantisque Milet, I.ocatelli, Orizenti,

Van Huysum— could not succeed in disguising the defects of

their style, as adorned by the genius of such a man as Poussin.

In these imitators, the faults and errors outweighed whatever

little talent they possessed. Their pictures, in as far as they

were imitations of Poussin, are something like those stoic

definitions of virtue which elevate man to something like the

character of a demi-god. Their pictures are so replete with

conventional majesty, and solid nobility of style, that we
search in vain for nature and its pure and sweet emotions.

This was not the ca.se with old Albert Cuyp. He loved, it is

true, tall trees rising m.ajestieally towards the sky, the

rippling waves of rivers ; but he was too much of a real

student not to be aware that all this needed no imagining,

also, that nature had no need of being corrected and improved

in the closet. He knew that the difficulty was to come up to

nature. All those beauties which certain painters aimed at

inventing, he knew to exist already in creation, needing but

eyes to see them, and a heart to feel them. He bore witliin

himself the sentiment of grandeur, and everywhere he natu-

rally invested what he saw with elevated ideality.

Albert had so strong a dislike to deep shadows, to cloudy

skies, to the aspect ofa country veiled by melancholy and gloom,

that even when depicting his favourite winter scenes—rivers

clothed in ice, effects of snow whitening the roof of huts, and

hanging heavily on the boughs of the naked trees—he must

chase away the fog, scatter the clouds, and .show the cold but

pleasing rays of a winter's sun upon the landscape. There is

one beautiful piece of this kind engraved by Fittler, represent-

ing " Fishing beneath the Ice." This picture is in the pos-

session of the Duke of Bedford, and cost originally 1,200

guineas.

It is a view on the river Maes during a severe frost. On
the foreground and left are sixteen fishermen, the greater part

of whom are busy with nets and long poles, fishing under the

ice, while others are putting the fish into tubs. On the

opposite side is a market woman seated in a sledge, drawn by
two horses. Several persons skating and otherwise engaged,

are distributed over the river. A tent and the tower of a

church are seen in the distance, and a few leafless trees and a

windmill give interest to the b.anks of the river. The con-

summate skill of the painter has given to this bold and dreary

scene an aspect the most agreeable and inviting, by the cheer-

ing presence of the sun, whose warmth appears to soften the

sharp frigidity of the atmosphere, and to diffuse a sparkling

brilliancy upon every present object, lighting up the whole

scene to dazzling brightness. Groups of fishermen, whose

countenances and gestures indicate hc.alth and vigour, aid

materially the magical effect, which is perfected to illusion by

the delightful truth of the gradations and purity of colour.

But Cuyp never tried to represent that heavy and gray sky
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which hangs \ipon tlie caith like the marble covering of a

tomb. It is really remarkable to notice how this painter lias

succeeded in painting winters without coldness, and moon-

lights without sadness.

There are to be foiuid in old print-shops eight engravings

by Albert Cuyp. It has been objected that as Adam Bartsch,

Iluber, and Ros(, the catalogue of Brandes, that of Winkelcr,

with a bold and firm hand. A writer on the subject, who takes

his facts from Smith's catalogue, says of his drawings ;

—

" They were generally executed with black chalk or India

iuk, without the charms of colouring, and not displaying

accuracy or great talent. They are not held in high esteem,

although but few of them are in existence. Some few

etchings of Cuyp, evincing careful study of nature and bold-

make no mention of any of them, while even the catalogue of

the Rig.al sale is cqu.ally silent, therefore they are not genuine.

It is, however, sulticient to examine them to be assured whence
they come. They have the marked character, the accent of

his pictures, and it is impossible for one learned in the history

of Flemish art to ascribe them to any one else. They are, as

may naturally be expected, studies of oxen and cows, engraved

ness of execution, are much valued. They, however, are

exceedingly rare, a very few specimens only being known to

e.xist in the galleries of amateurs."

We have already spoken of the mixture of elevation and

ingenuity which is the true characteristic of the genius of

Cuyp. This is the tirst impression which strikes us when we
examine his landscapes. But it is necessary to add, that no
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Dutch landscape painter has carried further the knowledge of

aerial perspective. No one has carried further the power of

representing air, transparence, depth, and purity ofatmospheric

effect in his pictures. It seems strange ; but it must have
been that this Dutchman, born amid the fogs of his country

—

a country he nei-er left—must have had in the depths of

his tranquil mind something like an interior and serene

Italian palaces, we should do so forgetting that the two painters
were born at far distant extremities of Europe. Claude passed
his life at Kome or at Naples, Cuyp seldom left the city of
Dort, and never saw any sky save that of the Low Countries.
We must not then expect him to paint the cerulean blue ether
of Italian skies. His sun is more paie, of a clearer and softer
hue, but the spectator feels around him a freshness which

light, x'^ieh made him see evtrything in creation through
an impalpable and imponderable ether, which bathes his
radiant pictures in lucidity. He has been called the
Claude Lorraine of Holland, and this warm praise is only
exaggerated in appearance. If one expected to find in Cuyp
the golden specks playing in the sunbeams, the orange tints of
the skies of Lorraine, her green and silvery waves, and the
warm vapoury clouds that play round the columns of the

penetrates to the heart, calming and consoling the mind. The
atmosphere of Claude is burning, it scorches the lungs

;

loaded with the perfumes of poetry, it draws the soul on to

indolence and love : that of Cuyp impels to freshness, excites

a desire to travel, gives strength, and rouses activity and life.

These two different masters, so different in character, are yet
both true. The few degrees of latitude between their two
lands made the difference of their genius. But we cannot but
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allow that thp inspirod paintpr Lorraino had much more before

him to rouse his pencil and brush, to create rich nature,

than any northern painter could find, however much he might

be a worshipper of light. Claude had but to wander on the

shores of the Bay of Naples to find radiant and dazzling sub-

jects every day. In Holland, on the contrary, the sky has

splendid pictures for the eye only at rare intervals. Like

Ormuz, the sun struggles during a great part of the year

against darkness. And yet it is strange that we find in Cuyp
none of those struggles between light and darkness, between

day and night, which so moved the soul of Rembrandt. The
artist and painter of the cold north always loved the light,

the day, the sun. In fine, the great, the crying, the wonderful

characteristic of Cuyp is, that in Holland, in the seventeenth

century, that is to say, before the second invasion of a foreign

style, he sought the picturesque elsewhere than in rude dis-

order, effect rather than in contrast, and found grandeur in

simplicity, as he found happiness in a peaceful life.

The Bibliotheque Nationale, of France possesses several

engravings, all of cows.

In Smith's catalogue there are 33-5 pictures of Albert Cuyp
mentioned; but some of them are the same, described, how-
ever, under different names.

TheMuseum of the Louvre contains six—a "Pasturage on the

borders of a river" (p. 184), valued at £2,000. " The Return "

and " The Departure for a Ride ;

" the pair are valued. at the

same sura. The Departure, of which we give the engraving

(p. 18.5), is the best. The others are in the same style.

Vienna has one picture of " Five Cows," four of which are

lying down.

At Munich there are two, one of " A Horseman," the other

a " Cock and Hen on a dunghill."

At Dresden there is one, " A Woman spinning and a Man
Bleeping."

Amsterdam has two, "A mountainous Landscape," and
" A fierce Charge of Cavalry."

At the Hague is a very clever " View of the Environs of

Dordrecht."

The Hermitage of St. Petersburg contains several Fraall

specimens.

It is in England, however, that we find a great abundance

of Cuyps, because here this great painter has always been

appreciated and understood. The reader may therefore enjoy

the pleasure and satisfaction of fully examining into the merits

of this painter himself.

Tlie National Gallery contains a picture which has been en-

graved by Eentley and by Goodall. It is a "Hilly Landscape,"

intersected by a winding river. On the right and front is a

gentleman on a dappled-gray horse, represented with his back

to the spectator ; he appears to be in conversation with a

woman who stands by his side, and at the same time is point-

ing with his whip towards three sportsmen, who are seen in

the second distance watering their steeds at a river. Two cows

lying down, a flock of she#^, and three dogs, are distributed

over the foreground, which is diversified with docks and other

wild plants. The aspect of a fine summer's morning is diffused

throughout the scene. It originally belonged to Laurence

Dundas. It thenpassed to Mr. Angerstein, and in 1824 was

bought by Parliament for tlie National Gallery at a cost of

lOj guineas.

Dulwich contains eighteen, and there are the pictures which
are best known in this country. They are of a very varied

character, though all rustic landscapes, interiors of houses,

and water-pieces, enriched by barks and fishermen. Smith
has given a lengthened catalogue of them, but one or two will

suffice for those readers who are not disposed to examine for

themselves. It is one part of the progi-essive education of this

country that picture-galleries are now beginning to be fully

appreciated by the millions ; and it is the pleasant province

of a work like that we are publishing, to assist the great mass

'

of the community in forming correct ideas in relation to the

great masters, who otherwise would be confounded. Every-
body can admire a striking and efltctive picture, but it is only
after some study that its beauties can be fully appreciated.

The first worthy of note is a landscape with a broad road on

the right, and two lofty trees at its side, which stand near the

middle of the picture. At the foot of these are seated two

shepherds guarding a flock of thirteen sheep, which are brows-

ing around them ; further on the road is a woman in blue,

wearing a straw hat, in conversation with a man who is

mounted on a mule loaded with panniers. The left of the

picture is adorned with shrubs and bushes, growing luxuri-

antly on the banks of a river. It originally cost 180 guineas.

We have then a landscape composed of a hilly foreground,

and a canal flowing in the middle distance on which are

vessels under sail. A group of eight cows occupies the front,

the whole of which, except one, are lying down ; they are

guarded by a peasant in a red jacket with a knapsack at his

back, who is leaning on a stick apparently in conversation

with a woman seated, with a little girl standing by her. This

is a pretty and ijleasing production, quite a la Cuyp.

Another is still of his favourite land. It is a landscape

representing a " View in Holland." In the foreground are

two shepherds, one of whom stands with his back to he

spectator, the other is lying down ; at a little distance from

them are a black and white cow standing, and a red one

lying down, and under a lofty hill on the left, is seen a herd

of cattle. This cost the nation 130 guineas. "A Woman
keeping Cows" is a pleasing landscape of a mountainous

country, with a river on the right, extending into the extreme

distance. In a meadow, composing the left foreground, are

seven cows, four sheep, a horse, and a woman with a

stick in her hand. This picture was in the possession of

Sir Francis Bourgeois, and cost £225. " A Gentleman on

Horseback," which cost 950 guineas ; now in the collecti(jn of

Edmund Iligginson, Esq., of Saltmarsh Castle, is a beautiful

picture—the glowing warmth of a summer sun gilds the scene.

'' A Herd of Cows Reposing," is a picture such as none but a

great artist could have painted. It cost £800, but it was

lately in the possession of Baron Delessert, Paris.

" An ancient Castle with Towers, encompassed by a moat

and surroimded by lofty hills." A man on a black horse,

and a herdsman with five sheep, give interest to the fore-

ground. This picture is a perfect gem. It i; 1 foot by 1 foot

8 inches.

This painting Avas originally bought of an old-clothes man,

at Horn, in Holland, for about fifteen pence. It passed through

many hands, increasing in value whenever re-sold, and was at

length brought to England by Jlr. La Fontain, who sold it for

three hundred and fifty guineas. It is a delightful composition,

with charming efi'ects introduced.

The Earl of Ashburnham has a "View of the Castle of Ne.
migueu on the confluence of the Rhine," which cost eight

hundred guineas—an admirable work, brilliant in tone and

admirable in the execution.

The Marquis of Bute possesses a Landscape with a large

river on the right, on the further side of which is a small town,

and beyond it a lofty hill. The brilliant effect of the morning-

sun pervades this lovely scene. This beautiful picture merits

the highest commendations for the various qualities which

give interest and value to this work of Cuyp, which is valued

at 1,800 guineas.

The late Sir Abraham Hume, Bart., possessed many which

have passed into the gallery of Lord Alford .
—" A View on the

River Maes," with the town of Dort on the spectator's left,

and numerous vessels lying in long perspective by the side of

the quay. Among them may be chiefly noticed a large Dutch
passage-boat filled with persons, alongside of which lies a

small boat, having on board an ofKcer in a scarlet dress seated,

and another wearing a dark dress standing near him ; a yacht

and several other boats are distributed over the river. The
effect of a fine summer's evening pervades the scene and gives

to the rippling wave a thousand varied hues. A few light

summer clouds float over the azure sky, and contribtite greatly

to the charm of this superb production.

Of the very few pictures which Cuyp painted of this size (it

is 3 feet 10 inches by 5 feet 6J inches) and subject, the one

just described is perhaps the one most agreeable to the eye
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and feelings ; as it possesses an agreeable warmth of tone,

combined with the appearance of a genial atmosphere, free

from tliat sultry and oppressive heat which sometimes pre-

dominates in liis pictures ; it is worth £2,000.

Another is a number of " Horsemen watering their Steeds in

a river." It is impossible to commend too highly this beau-

tiful work of art ; the masterly execution displayed in every

part, the science evinced iji the arrangement of objects and
forms, and the wonderful and lovely gradations of tints and

atmospheric truth, justly entitle it to the iirst rank among his

last productions. It is worth from £1 ,-500 to .£2,000, and is in the

collection of J. Martin, Esq.

"The Thirsty Herdsman." A hilly country, beautifully

diversitio.1 by clusters of trees and an extensive river, repre-

sented under the aspect of a brilliant sunset. An example of

superlative excellence. It is in the possession of Mr. J.

Norton, and cost 380 guineas.

In the collection of Jlr. J. H. Hope, is a very beautiful

" Cattle Piece."

In the private collection of the Uueen, besides that already

described, may be seen, a negro holding two horses, a cavalier

conversing in the middle of a crowd, a group of three cows,

with a shepherd and his wife.

Lord Yarborough has a very ctfective " Winter Scene," a

frozen river, which is not to be confounded with that in

the possession of the Duke of Bedford.

The late Sir Kobert Peel had three pictures of Cuyp, which
we believe are still in the possession of his son ; a " Group of

Cows near a River," which w'as purchased at an e.\pense of

,£400 ;
" Cavaliers and Cattle," £200. The third is an " Old

Castle surrounded by Towers," the deep shadows of which are

reflected on the surrounding water. A horseman, a shepherd

and some lambs fill the foreground. The light and shade of

this picture is exquisite in finish.

The Bridgewater Gallery cont.iius the remarkable " Xav.al

Piece," described above.

Lord Lansdowne has two Cuyps ; one, a scene on the ever-

lasting Macs, the other "A AVoman Milking."

The Grosvenor Gallery has four—"A Landscape," "A
Moonlight," "A Stream," and another "Landscape."

A well-known Parisian connoisseur possesses an important

and superb picture by Cuyp. It is a large and splendid

"View of Dordrecht" (p. 180), taken on the side of the'jetty.

Tlie scene is animated by barks and vessels, of which some
carry the Dutch flag. A bale of merchandise is being ludoaded

from a schooner into a boat, and addressed to A. Cuyp. A
vast multitude of vessels are seen on the horizon ; others enter

the roads, and are firing the saluting carmon. On the first

foreground to the left is a group of three barks, loaded with
merchandise and men. On the side of the vessel towards ns,

we read, " A. Cuyp f. 1640." This was the epoch when the

artist was in the full force of his genius. To the right is the

town of Dort, with its crowded jetty. In the canal are two
other boats, on board of one of which are two, and on board
the other, four persons. There are fifty figures in this painting.

It is one of his richest productions ; every detail is rendered
with the perfection of genius.

Baron James Rothschild possesses two very good Cuyps.
The subjects are, " A View on tlie Water " and "A Paysage
on the Borders of the Maes." There is a town sleeping in a

luminous fog, on a motionless canal, where a great Irading-

ship is at anchor. Here we see two elegant cavaliers, one of

whom with a red cloak, mounted on a black horse; the other

has dismounted to arrange the bridle of his white horse,

seen oi croupe. A shepherd, sitting on the groimd, is speaking
to them. To the right, in the foreground, are three cows and
two figures. In the distance, in golden vapour, is a church
with ruined towers.

At the sale of the Prince de Conti, in 1777, a group of seven
persons, of whom sis are gambling, was sold for .£10 8s.

;

while another, "A View of the Maes," loaded with sailing

vessels and sloops, fetched £80. " Two Cows," in the sale

of Randon de Boisset, in 1777, fetched £76. At the sale

of the Duke de Praslin, in 179-3, " A View of the Maes "

fetched £94. Towards the middle of the picture arc six cows,

while the right is occupied by a boat manned by two sailors.

At tlie llobitsale, 1801, was .sold "A View of the Banks of the

Maes." To the left is a rich hill-side with several cows ; one

stands up, and a woman is milking it. It sold for £400.

Also another " View of the Maes by Moonlight," which
fetched £112 16s. At the sale of Leyden, in 1804, there

was sold a "View of Flessingen," which realised £160.

At the Lebrun sale, in 1811, a beautiful " Interior of a Village"

was sold for £101. It is a sweet and pretty scene. At the

Lapericre sale, in 182.'J, " A Hunting Party" was sold for

£916. It represents a young Prince of Orange, mounted on a

brown horse of small stature, stopping to give orders to his

hunters. He is accompanied by two squires, mounted on a

black and a gray horse. Towards the second foreground is

a hare, dogs, a piqueur on horseback, and a valet running

on foot.

As we have before stated, the works of Albert Cuyp were

not held in high estimation during the lifetime of the artist.

It was the English who fu'st showed a proper aiiprcciation of

their merit. After the sale of the Van Slingclandt collection,

which took place in 1785, the prices of his pictures increased

so much that imitators of his style speedily arose. The most

noticeable of those imitators was Jacob Van Stry, born at

Dort in 1756. Van Stry took Cuyp for his model, and ulti-

mately acquired the art of copying and imitating liini with

wonderful success ; so that many of his pictures, after being

artfully disguised by dirt and varnish, were sold as original

works of Albert Cuyp. But, in additon to this, he was frc-

(juently employed to introduce figures and cattle into the

genuine pictures of that master, either for the purpose of

improving their composition or to please the fancy of the

purchaser. Notwithstanding the assiduity with which he
studied the works of Cuyp, and the success which has

attended many interested persons in imposing his productions

on the inexperienced as genuine pictures by that master, he

has in every instance fallen far short of those peculiar beauties

which constitute the great charm of his teacher. In addition

to a prevailing mannerism and hardness of outline which runs

through all his pictures, there is an evident deficiency of that

mingling of the waim and cool tints so essential in painting.

There is, also, a want of truth in his gradations, and an

absence of atmospheric eSect. He died on the 4th of February,

1815, aged 58, at Dort. His pictures fetched from three

hundred to six hundi'cd florins, after his death.

Another imitator was Dionysius Van Dongen, born at

Dort in 1748. His attempts at copyirig were so successful

that he found a readier sale for them than for his own pictures.

Cuyp, Paul Potter, and Wynants, were his principal models.

False Cuyps he excelled in. He died, in 1819, at Dort.

Another was Abraham Van Bossum. He was less servile

in his imitation than the others. Some of his works are highly

prized by the Dutch collectors. His style closely resembles

Cuyp's. He flourished about the end of the seventeenth cen*

tury, and was most successful in landscapes, cattle, views of

towns, cottages, and poultry. His pictures have fetched very

high prices.

The last imitator was one by name Bernard Van KaUaat,

born at Dort in 1650 ; the date of his death is not knowni. His

style does not much resemble Cuyp's ; he, however, began as

an imitator of that master, but ultimately abandoned his imi-

tations for a style more easy and more native to him.

The numerous artists who endeavoured to build a reputation

and a fortune on the mere imitation of Cuyp, is of itself

evidence of that painter's genius. Mediocrity has no ready

followers. Mediocre talent is common enough. It is the pri-

vilege of genius to be pilfered. Poets, authors, artists, have

all had their plagiarists ; and there is scarcely a painter of any

real value, of whom false copies may not be found in the

market.

Severe and careful critics will not, however, be imposed

upon, and the sham Cuyps are now cast back to merited

obscurity. There is some difference between copying a master

as a study, and copying him to palm the imitations on the
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public. Careless and ignorant purchasers may not know the

difference, and a false Cuyp may be as interesting and valuable

to them as a real one. We know oursehes a man of rank

and fortune who glories in a Greuze and a AVatteau—both

barefaced shams, sold to him by a speculative Jew dealer. As
the worthy squire is happy in his ignorance, we have not

sought to undeceive him.

A critic feels a natural tendency to elevate the subject he

is treating. It is impossible to treat of such a painter as

Albert Cuyp without rating him very high. One is roused

to warm enthusiasm by the study of his pictures. But we
think that we have not fallen into e.xaggcration as far as the

great master we have been treating is concerned. It is to be

regretted that we have not richer materials about him. We
should have been glad to know \vhat kind of a wife he chose

unto himself, if he had stalwart sons and fair daughters. But
he has no history save his works, which, though so little

appreciated in his day, are now immortal. Troud, indeed,

may the man be who owns a genuine Cuyp.

Flemish art holds a very high position in the history of 1^o

art of Europe. The men of the Netherlands, who revived

painthig, did so in a most attractive form. They did not seek

the beauty of the ideal, of the very highest order of art, but

their characteristic was breadth, freedom, and originality.

They combined with this great attention to individual objects.

They painted the life they knew : its different phases, its petty

and larger peculiarities ; the daily existence of the town and

village ; nature in her works ; in-door and domestic. Conse-

quently there was a particular delicacy of touch about them.

They do not hold the first place in art, but they tend very

much towards it.

Historical painting w'as a very large department of the

Flemish school. It had two branches : one influenced by the

catholic clergy in Brabant, the other guided by protestant

Holland, and very different in character and attributes. The

fjunder of the Brabant school was Peter Paul Kubens—

a

painter who had little influence on Cuyp. Cuyp, in the little he

did study, studied the Dutch school. But as we have said

before, it was by throwing off the trammels of all schools that

our artist of Dort became tru'v great.

VIEW OF THE M.VES, NEAR MAE5TKECUT. FROM A PAINTING BY ALBERT CVYP.

PIETRO DE CORTONA.

Some two centuries ago, in the sunny land of Italy, beneath

the warm sky of Tuscany, there was a little shepherd-boy, of

twelve years old, feeding hLs flock by the wayside. He was a

simple herdsman ; and there he sat on the warm bank, beneath

the shade of a tree, thinking, one would have supposed, of

nothing in particular, when suddenly he started up, cast down
his crook, and walked away towards Florence. What he did

this for, and under what impxdse he acted, it is difficult to

imagine. But to Florence he did go.

Now in Florence there dwelt another boy, of not more than

eight years old, nearly as poor as himself, who had left his

native vUlage of Cortona to become turnspit in the kitchen of

Cardinal Sachctti.

Now Pictro did not come to Florence to enter upon the

lucrative duties of the scullion of a prince. He was fixed by

a noble ardour. In Florence there was a school of painting,

and Pietro had determined to become a painter. How, it was

diflieult to imagine ; but he determined to try.

And Pietro stopped before the palace of Cardinal Sachetti,

and waited patiently until monsignori had dined, to get an

opportunity of speaking to his comrade and friend Tommaso.

He waited a long time, but at last Tommaso appeared.

"How do you do, Tommaso ';" said Pietro, looking at the

well-fed young official with great respect.

" How do you do, Pietro ? And what have you come to

Florence for?" said the scullion.

" I have come to learn painting," said Pietro of Cortona,

quietly.

"Nonsense, you had better learn cooking," replied Tom-
maso. "It's a good trade ; one never can die of hunger in

that profession."

" You eat, then, ae much as you like here,"
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" I should think so. I could give myself an indigestion

every day if I liked."

" Well," said Pietro merrily, " we can come to an under-

standing. You have too much, and I have not enough. I'll

bring you my appetite, and you'll give me your kitchen."
" Done—settled," said Tommaso.
''Then let us begin from this very moment," cried I'ietro,

heartily, " for as I have not dined, I feel anxious to begin our

partnership at once."

Tommaso took Pietro up secretly to a garret where he him-
self slept, offered him lialf of his bed, pnd told him to wait,

for he would soon come up with some leavings from his

lordship's table.

" Very good," said Pietro ;
" but don't be long. My long

walk has given me an appetite."

Tommaso soon returned, and the two sat down to supper.

It was a gay repast indeed. Tommaso was full of spirits, and

laughed heartily at the voracious appetite of Pietro.

whole house with his architect, and visited rooms he had
never entered before. The garret of the scullion did not

escape the joint investigation of his highness and the artist.

Pietro \v;is out ; but his numerous sketches on the walls and
on paper testified to the patience and talent of the child who
dwelt in that garret. The cardinal and the architect were
struck by the merit of these works.

" Who lives in this room ':" said the prelate.

"Tommaso, a scullion, my lord," replied one of the servants

who stood behind.

The cardinal sent for the boy, in order to pay him some
highly-merited compliments upon his great ability, and to

confer with him as to his future prospects. When, how-
ever, poor Tommaso learned that his liighness had entered

the garret, ard hid seen what he called tlic daubs of his friend

Pietro, he gave himself up for lost.

" You are no longer to remain among my scullions," said

the cardinal, who little thought the boy had a lodger.

.Al.LE Li;;I.!v;NG. ri.uM .i I'.il.MI.NO UY .VLliHtr Ll'.l'.

Pietro had not the means of buying paper and pencil,

and Tommaso. had as yet no wages. But the walls of the

garret were white, and Tommaso brought up some charcoal,

with which Pietro began boldly to make sketches. In
this way time passed, until Tommaso by chance received a

small coin. Great joy in the garret. The young artist pro-

cured paper and pencils. lie now went out at daybreak, and
entering the churches, studied the pictures, the monuments,
and wandering about to the outskirts, studied nature again in

those fields which had fired his infant genius, and which by
some strange and irresistible impulse had driven him to the

study of painting.

By degrees the first crude sketches in charcoal on the walls

disappeared, and Pietro of Cortona covered the narrow cell

with more perfect pictures. The garret of the young scullion

became a little temple of art and friendship.

But even the best kept mysteries are one day explained.
Cardinal Sachetti determined one year to have his palace
undergo thorough repair. For this purjiose he went over the

Tommaso, deceived as to the true meaning of the cardinal'.s

words, thought merely that he was driven from his kitchen,

and was without a home. The poor scullion saw ruin for

himself, and exile and starvation for his friend. He accord-

ingly, while weeping bitterly, threw himself at his master's

feet.

"Oh!" cried he, "do not send me away. What will

become of Pietro r"

The cardinal, considerably puzzled, asked for an explanation

of these words ; and after some little hesitation, he learned

that Tommaso had for two years kept in his garret, in secret,

a young shepherd-boy.

" When he comes home this evening," said the cardinal,

" bring him to me."

And the cardinal dismissed the scullion, after telling him to

keep his place, laughing heartily all the while at his mistake.

In the evening the artist did not come back. Two days
passed, then eight, and even a fortnight elapsed before any-

thing was again heard of Pietro de Cortona.
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At length the cardinal, a great patron of the arts, began to

be exceedingly anxious relative to the lad. He caused
inquiries to be made, and found that the monks of an isolated

convent had sheltered the young artist of fourteen, who had
humbly asked permission of them to copy a picture by
Raphael which was in the chapel of the cloister. He had
been freely allowed to carry out his wish. He was then
brought back to the cardinal, who received him with kindness,

and placed him at school with one of the best painters of

Rome.
Fifty years later, there were two old men who lived like

brethren in one of the most beautiful villas of Florence.

People said of the one, "He is one of the greatest painters of

the day," and of the other, " He is a model of friendship." It

was Pietro de Cortona and his friend, the scullion—the one a

great painter, the other a. rich and honoured citizen.

THE UNKNOWN MASTERPIECE.

Thehb is a tradition current in Spain, which is not one of the
least singular of the tales which float about iti connexion with
painters. One day Rubens was in the neighbourhood of

Madrid, and went into a convent of very severe rules, and
remarked, not without some surprise, in an humble and poor
choir of the monastery, a picture of the most sublime and
admirable talent. This picture represented the death of a

monk. Rubens summoned liis scholars, showed them the

picture, and asked their opinion. All replied, that it was of

exceeding genius.

"Who can be the author of this work r " asked Vandyk,
the cherished pupil of Rubens.

" There is a name at the bottom of the picture, but it his

been carefully rubbed out," replied Van Thulden.

Rubens begged the favour of an interview with the prior,

and asked of the old monk the name of the artist, whose pro-

duction he admired so much,
" The painter is no longer of this world," replied the abbot.

"Dead!" cried Rubens, "dead! And no one knows his

name, no one ever hinted to me, no one told me, of his name,
which should be immortal,—a name before which my own
would have faded. And yet, my father," said the artist with
a flush of pride, "I am Paul Rubens."

At the sound of this name, the pale face of the prior was
animated by singular warmth. His eyes flashed and he looked

at Rubens with a strange and wild look—a faint glimmer of

pride flashed across his face—but it lasted only a moment.
The monk then looked down, crossed his arms, which for a

moment he had raised to the heavens in an instant of

enthusiasm.

" The artist is not of this world," he repeated.

" His name, my father—his name, that I may let the whole
world know it, that I may render unto him the glory which is

due unto him."

The monk shook in every limb ; a cold sweat burst out upon
his body and tinged his wan cheeks ; his lips were compressed
convulsively, like priests ready to reveal a mystery of which
you know the secret.

" His name, his name," cried Rubens.

The monk shook his head.

" Listen to me, my brother
; you have not understood my

meaning. I said to you that the artist was not of this world :

I did not say he was dead."
" You say he lives," cried the artists in chorus. " Give

forth his name."
"He has renounced the world—he is in a cloister, he is a

monk."
" A monk, my father, a monk : Oh, teU me in what eon-

vent. He must come out of it. When God stamps a man
with the seal of genius, tliis man should not be buried in

obscurity. God gives such a man a sublime mission, and he
must accomplish his destiny. Tell me in what cloister he is

concealed, and I will tear him from it, telling him of the glory
that awaits him. If he refuses, I will have him commanded

by the Pope to ret'im to the world and resume his brushes.

The Pope loves me, my father, and the Pope will hearken to

ray words."
" I will give up neither his name nor the cloister which has

opened its shelter to him," replied the monk in a firm tone.

"The Pope will command you," said Rubens, exasperated.
"Listen to me," replied the monk, "listen to me, in tho

name of God. Do you think that this man, before leaving
the world, before renouncing fortune and glory, did not first

struggle firmly against such a resolution? Think you,
brother, that he must not have felt bitter deceptions, bitter

sorrow, before he became convinced that all was deception

and vanity ? Let him then die in peace in that shelter he has
found against the world and its sorrow. Your efforts, more-
over, will be in vain—he will triumphantly reject your
advances," he added, making the sign of the cross, "for God
will continue to be his friend, God, who in his mercy has

deigned to appear to him, and will not drive him from his

presence."

" But, father, he renounces immortality."
" Immortality is nothing in presence of eternity."

And the monk refused to carry on the conversation.

Rubens went away with his pupUs, silent and sad, and
returned to JIadrid.

The prior went back to his cell, and kneeUng down on the
straw mat which served him as a bed, prayed fervently to

God.

Then he collected together his pencils, his colours, and his

easel, which were scattered about his cell, and cast them
through the window into the river which flowed beneath.

He gazed then a little while sadly at these objects as they
floated awaj'.

^Vhen they had entirely disappeared, he kneeled don-n

again, and prayed with excessive fervour.

The author of the masterpiece was never known.

GERARD DOUW.

Gekaud Dorw, the most feeling and expressive of Dutch
ffenre painters, Durer excepted, was born at Leyden on the

7th of April, 161.3. His father, Janszoon Douw, was a

glazier. Gerard, however, showed no inclination to follow

that trade, but early manifested a taste for the fine arts.

The father did not oppose his son's inclinations, but, on

the contrary, did all in his power to encoiu-age and strengthen

them. AVhen a mere child, Gerard Douw was placed with

Bartholomew Dolendo, an engraver, with whom he remained

for some few months, acquiring considerable skill in the

art. He was then placed with Peter Rouwhorn, painter on

glass, with whom he remained about two years more. At
the expiration of that period, such was the progress the

young artist had made, that his master had little else to

teach him, and accordingly, at fifteen years of age, Gerard

Douw became the pupil of the celebrated Rembrandt. After

three years of unremitting study under that master, Douw
felt that he might release himself from the trammels of an in-

structor, and dispense with all lessons, except those taught by

nature herself. Accordingly, he left the studio of Rembrandt,

and prepared to take his own independent position in the

world of art.

Portrait painting was the first style which engaged his

attention ; but of this he soon tired. He found that it ex-

acted too much of his versatile powers. Not only did it

necessitate the trouble of taking accurate likenesses, but also

of painting good pictures. He required more time, too, to

perfect his works than many people who wished to engage his

talents were disposed to give. Their patience was fairly

exhausted before he had completed more than a mere sketch

of their features. Such was the elaborate patience which he

bestowed upon the effort to render every detail of his picture

in the most perfect manner, that Descamps assures us, on

one occasion, when Douw was engaged in painting the por-

11
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trait of a lady, he spent five days upon the hand. Another

authority says, that to a broomstick, in one of his pictures, he

devoted three, some say five, days of incessant application. It

is not s)irprising, therefore, that he should have abandoned a

dejjartment of his art which demanded such a vast outlay of

time, and which, moreover, did not allow his imagination

sufficient scope to develop itself lie obeyed the instincts

of his genius, therefore, in surrendering himself to the spirit

of his fancy, whether that led him amid the beauties of

nature, or among the homely scenes of domestic life. What-

ever picture he undertook received the utmost attention,

even in its minutest particulars, at his hands. Tlie care he

bestowed merely upon his colours almost exceed.s belief

He always ground them himself. He kept them shut up

in air-tight boxes, and closed every aperture of the room

in which they were placed, so that the apartment itself

was almost air-tight ; he also entered the room on tip-toe,

with the scrupulous caution with which a sick' chamber

is visUed ; sat himself down softly, to prevent his clothes

from sweeping against the floor or the furniture, and thus

causing dust to arise in the room. He also kept his brushes,

palettes, and pencils, in positions where they were secure

from atmospheric \-ariatioii and influence. This care was not

bestowed in vain. His colouring presents a richness and
purity which has rarely been equalled, and probably never

surpassed. The neglect of these rainutiic affects much the

slow progress of modern art. When studying the style of

Rembrandt, he appears to have viewed the works of that

master through a convex lens ; for when llembrandt's pictures

are seen through that medium, they bear a marked resem-

blance to those of Douw.
Gerard Douw had a most intimate knowledge of the mecha-

nical details of his art ; an artistic capacity to group those

details in a spirit of harmony ; and unflagging manual and
ment.il industry. His industry was indeed marvellous. He
would bestow hours in studying new effects, in viewing the

contrasts and combinations of light and shade, and in perfect-

ing the most tri^•ial accessories of his subject. He cared not

how he laboured or how protr.acted his labour was, so that he

w.is enabled to attain to that degree of excellence to which he

felt his genius Avas capable of leading him. He was guided,

as is every truly great mind, solely by the light of his own
opinions. If he pleased himself, he had achieved the highest

possible amount of success. He was his own critic ; all other

critics might be listened to, but it was himself alone who was
to be obeyed. It was no easy task he set himself, but it was
one that at any expenditure of time and patience he determined

to execute. How he succeeded is well known. Other painters

may have been as painstaking, but in no works of art are the

evidences of industry more unobtrusively apparent than in the

works of Gerard Douw.
An eminent critic thus sums up the character of Douw :

" Formed in the school of Rembrandt, Douw appears to have
received from him a thorough knowledge of light and shade
and the power of treating it, so as to produce complete
harmony ; but ho abandoned the fantastic tendency and the

striking effects of his master, and formed for himself a

peculiar style. Gerard Douw delights most in subjects within

the narrow circle of kindly family feeling ; we meet with no
action, as in Terburg, in which an interest is excited by the

traces of some passion hidden beneath the surface, but merely
the affectionate relations of simple domestic life, and the

peaceful intercourse of a quiet home. The execution, as is

necessary in such subjects, is extremely neat and highly
finished, without degenerating into pettiness or constraint i

the various accessories are handled with the same care as the

figures, for they perform a necessary part in domestic life

;

and the daily intercourse with them seems, as it were, to

lend them an independent existence and a peculiar interest,

The arrangement is, therefore, such, that these accessories not
only combine agreeably with the whole, but in general occupy
a considerable portion of the picture. We often look through
a window, on the sill of which lie all kinds of household
utensils, into the busy scene within. Frequently the comfort

of domestic privacy is made more striking by the twilight of
evening or by candlelight ; for in the treatment also of the

effects of liglit of this kind Gerard Douw has shown himself
a great master. Although the life of the lower classes, such
as housemaids and retailers of articles in daily use, frequently
forms the subject of his pictures, yet they are painted without
any leaning to the burlesque and vulgar feeling of such
musters as Brauwer ; indeed, whenever Gerard Douw ap-
proaches to coarseness of this kind, we can observe that it is

done with design and with an effort. On the contrary, neither

the drawing-room of the great, nor subjects supplied by
poetry, are suited to his natural taste; and though he has
frequently tried them, the result is not happy."

Gerard Douw lived in honour and prosperity, and died at

the age of sixty-one, in the ye.ar 1671. lie had several imita-

tors, the most successful of whom was Francis Mieris, born
1635, died 1C81. His imitations frequently deceived experi-

enced judges. Peter Van Slingelands was another imitator of

Douw, and m.any of his pictures bear a marked resemblance to

those of that master, and are frequently sold as such. But
there is a certain weakness and irresolution in Van Slinge-

lands' pictures, which the practised eye is enabled to detect at

once. John Van Stavcran was another imitator and pupil of
Douw. His subjects were, however, limited, and his style far

from effective. The principal works of Gerard Douw are " La
Femrae Ilydropique," in the Louvre ; " A Schoolroom, by
Candlelight," in the Muse'e at Amsterdam, and valued at

£1,600 ; the " Interior of a Room, with groined ceiling and
arched windows," in a private collection in Paris, and \alued
at 1,200 guineas; " A Grocer's Shop," in the possession of

the Queen, and valued at 1,200 guineas; "The Poulterer's

Shop," worth 1,270 guineas, formerly in the possession of Sir

Robert Peel ;
" La Marchande Epiciere du Village," in the

Louvre, value £2,200 ;
" A Schoolroom by Candlelight," now

in the Musee at Amsterdam ;
" The Interior of a Dentist'e

Shop." Many valuable portraits of himself, in various collec-

tions. " La Lecture de la Sainte Bible," in tlie Lou\Te, valued
at £1,000 ;

" A Hermit at his Devotions," in the possession of

Lord Ashburton, and valued at £1,.500 ; "The Water Doctor,"
now in the palace of the Hermitage, St. Petersburg ; " The
Surprise," in the G.illery at Dresden, and valued at oOO
guineas, S:c. &c. Some of his pictures, of great value, were
sold to the Empress of Russia, and were lost at sea in 1771.

Of the pictures to which we have alluded, we select a few
for description.

The first is " La Femme Hydropiquc." The picture repre-

sents the interior of a large and lofty room, with an arched
window on the right, and a circular one above it ; in the oppo-
site side of the apartment is suspended a rich piece of tapestry,

which is drawn up, and forms a pleasing object, both from the
tasteful cast of the folds, and the angle which it makes in the
picture. The composition exhibits a group of four figures,

disposed near the window. The centre one is a lady of

middle age, evidently suffering under a severe malady ; her
affliction is affectionately deplored by her daughter, a beauti-

ful girl, who is kneeling bj- the side of her parent, holding

one of her hands. A doctor, in a purple silk robe, and a scarf

round his waist, stands on the left of the lady, attentively

examining the symptoms of the disease ; while a female
attendant, who is behind her chair, is offering her some
refreshment in a spoon. The elegance of the dresses, and
the taste displayed in the furniture, denote the rank and
opulence of the family. This surprising production is no
less excellent for its finish in all the details than for the
strong natural expression of each figure : the patient resig-

nation of the lady, the filial affection of the daughter, the
anxious attention of the nurse, and the ominous gesture of

the doctor, are portrayed with a refinement of feeling that

would do honour to the best Italian masters. This picture

is in the Lou-^Te, and is valued at £1,800. It is his master-

piece. It was given by the Elector Palatine to Prince Eugene,
and, after his death, remained in the gallery at Turin, until

the French carried it off and placed it in the Lou\Te. They
gave 100,000 francs instead of restoring it.
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The next is " The Interior of a Dentist's Shop," of which

we present an engraving. An old man is being submitted to

the operations of the dentist. At the back, an old woman,

resting upon a basket, is waiting to see the tooth extracted.

On the window-sill in front are a shell, a bottle, a basin, and

a pot of flowers. A skull on a shelf at the back of the room,

several medicine jars, and a stuffed lizard suspended from the

and the general air of life and reality which invests it, speaking

in no small voice of the genius of the creator.

In the collection at Hampton Court there is a small Geraid

Douw of " An Old Woman asleep with a Book on her knees."

The Dulwich Gallery also contains two small pictures, and in

the gallery of the late Sir Robert Peel was a picture which

formerly belonged to Mr. Bcckford, and was sold at the Font-

iijiiliiip»)[;iMii™Mi«ipjf«i(.llJ.

IHE TOOIU-UKAWER. FROM A PAIMING BY GiKAUD UOnW.

roof, give completeness to the scene. The sciutinisTng look of

the operator contrasts well with the resigned appearance of

the patient ; and the steady reflective gaze of the old woman
is shown to great advantage in the light of the window. This

picture, one of several illustrations of dentistry, a subject

Douw often treated, is remarkable for the richness of the

colouring, the truthfulness of detail, the admirable grouping,

hill Abbey sale f^r l.'JTO guineas. It represents "A Hare

bargained for between an old woman and young girl."

In the Berlin Museum there is a picture representing " A
Storeroom with vast quantities of Provisions." The cook

has just opened the donr and has a candle in her hand. She

steps lightly to avoid disturbing a mouse about to enter a trap.

The light on her face produces a pleasing efiect.
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There is an issential difference betwctii tlie gmius of a
llujsum and that of a Cuyp or a Douw; th(* latter reach to

Vol. I.

tlie verge of the very highest braucli of art, but ouv present

artist is of another school, though sulticiently great in his

v.'ay. Some have instituted a comparison between Baptiste,

Iluet. and lliiysum. But these two artists are separated

by the wide difference that exists between the French and
the Flemish schools. It is from the similitude and yet

the contrast between them that we can appreciate the

distinction between the two schools, and can seize and
judge of the difference between the style in which they

have severally treated flowers. The French school is

generally considered to regard nature as something purely

secondary, much inferior to man, and bowing wholly suli-

servient to his greatness. For a long time that school used

landscape but as the framework of an historic scene, or as a

garden, where wandered poets, and lieroes, and philosophers.

They rarely took for subjects the lov':ly creations of the earth.

Flowers, above all, were disregarded by them. Even those

who did make them their special study and their choice

workmanship, used them only as light decorations fit to

adorn the panels of the palace and boudoir of the lady of

fashion. The artists of tlie French school used flowers

simply to show off their delicacy of touch, their richness of
colouring, and the keenness of their eye. The painters of the

Flemish and Dutch schools always placed nature in the first

rank both in their admiration and in their pictures. As long

as they contrned themselves to natural sources, to inspiration,

arising from their ovm characters and climate, everything was
a subject for a masterpiece. They were quite satisfied when

o
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they could paint the hanks of a river, when they could make a

picturesque scene out of an old moss- grown,wall, or render the

grace and elegance of a flower, its peculiar ;.ud gentle charms,

its every tint, characteristic, and hue. The same country

which produced so many amateurs of flowers, so many

enthusiastic worshippers of the tulip, gave to the world also

the best artists in this peculiar U..i. The son of Gaul

devoted a leisure hour to a bouquet, to show his power of

rendering contrasts, and to bring together all the bright

colours which are found in this sun-born department of

creation. The Dutchman seeks to rouse sympathy and

admiration in the heart of the amateur of gardens, to awaken

in his soul the emotions natm-ally suggested and kindled in

the mind of one who loves flowers, who knows their history,

their family, their varieties, and their perfume. He seeks to

make the rose of an hour live a hundred years. Huet paints a

bunch of flowers merely for efifect and contrast. John Van

Huysum painted flowers from love, and under the influence of

a kind of inspiration.

The place where he was born was peculiarly the locality

where flowers were always highly appreciated. No other

nation at that time could enter into the floricultural enthusiasm

of the Dutchmen. Huysum was born at Amsterdam, in 1682.

He was the pupil and the eldest son of Justus Van Huysum,

a flower-painter, who had ti-ansformed his house into a kind

of manufactory of everything which could contribute to the

decoration of apartments and gardens. At the head of this

peculiar establishment Justus Van Huysum placed his son

John, while all his other sons, whom he had also initiated

into the mysteries of the art of painting, worked under him.

The coarse work of this trade soon disgusted John, who felt

within himself higher and nobler aspirations towards true art.

He accordingly entered deeply into the study of Abraham

Mignon, an able painter, of Verelst, and David de Heem, who

was a kind of master in this school. His flowers and fruit

were executed with the utmost neatness and finish, while his

colom-s were brilliant, and harmonised in the purest manner.

From the study of these masters, John Van Huysum turned

to the ever-open page of nature, where, despite the clear and

trsmsparent light shed on all creation's works, so few learn to

read. This imitation of their line of conduct was most for-

timate for oijr artist, as it enabled him to see all that was good in

his predecessors, who were considered inimitable, and to correct,

by reference to reality, any errors into which they fell. He
found errors in their copies of nature, slight and trifling faults,

indeed, but such as he endeavoured to avoid. It was, then,

by active and industrious search after the real and the beau-

tiful, that the genius of Huysum Avas cultivated to the highest

pitch. Beginning only with flowers, he saw open before him

a whole world—fresh, new, delightful. He investigated every

branch of his subject ; he visited every corner of his new

domains. Birds, butterflies, wasps, bees, all came in for their

share. He made them all, as it were, the satellites of flori-

cultui-al creation. At an early period, he studied diligently to

imitate the marble slabs which were to support his baskets of

flowers, the pots which were to contain his bouquets, the bas-

reliefs which were to adorn his vases, and all the delicate

minutix' of ornaments for handles, etc. He armed himself

from head to foot to conquer the domain of roses. He was a

regular Don Quixote of horticulture.

This taste for flowers seems to have been innate. Even when

an infant, it was remarked that his eye was constantly attracted

by the bright colours of nature's most beautiful and most

short-lived children ; and, during his boyhood, his great delight

was the cultivation of a Uttle plot of garden-ground, where he

would pass hours sitting upon a bench, watchmg, in spring

and summer time, the result of his labours and his care.

This taste of his was so well known that his father's friends

never thought of giving him any other presents than a pacliet

of seeds or a bunch of roots, and it was the general opinion

that he would ultimately become a great botanist—perhaps a

great physician. Those who thought so, however, did not

know that the young Van Huysum cared little to study the

secret processes of nature, and was captivated only by the

graceful forms, the exquisite colours, and the beautiful group-

ing of his flowers. Vanderkamp relates, in his collection of

anecdotes of the notabilities of Amsterdam, that when our

painter was a mere youth, a curious adventure happened to

him from this excessive fondness for the floral productions of

nature. He was one day wandering in the neighbourhood of

the city, when he came to a garden separated from the road by

one of those neat hedges which form the admiration of all

travellers in Holland. According to his usual custom, he

looked over to see if there was anything in his way worth

admiring, and having discovered that all the flowers in the

beds were already well known to him, was about to go away,

when his eye was attracted by a magniflcent tulip that stood

in a pot upon one of the lower balconies of the house. Its

size, its form, its lustre, at once threw him into ecstasies of

delight, and he would have given anything to have been

allowed to approach it, to hang over it, to contemplate it from

various points of view.

Timidity, natural to his age, prevented him, however, from

entering the garden and asking permission to gratify his desire ;

and so, after havmg lingered near the hedge for more than

an hour, he tore himself away with a sigh and returned

homewards.

But tlie tulip still occupied his thoughts. He neither supped

nor slept that night, and next morning early went forth and

returned to the garden, in hopes of again seeing his beautiful

flower. The windows of the house, however, were still closed,

and the tulip had not yet been put out into the air. Van

Huysum was patient. He walked up and down meditating,

until at length he saw a young girl come out with the tulip

pot in her hand and place it carefully where it could catch the

first rays of the sun. Anybody else would have observed that

the young girl was beautiful exceedingly ; but the young

painter only looked upon her as a thing that carried a flower,

or rather he did not look upon her at all, but gazed with his

o-reat eyes at the real object of his admiration.

It happened that Agatha Kostar—such was the young girl's

jiame—was betrothed to the son of one of the richest burgo-

masters of Amsterdam, who came ou£ that morning on a visit

to his intended father-in-law, partly to discuss the prelimi-

naries of his marriage, and partly to settle the price of two

hundred and fifty hogsheads of sugar, which Van Kostar had

for sale. As he walked deliberately by, examining as he went

the nice little garden and the neat house which were to form

part of Agatlia's dowry, he could not help being struck at

seeing rather a wild-looking youth staring like a tiger over

the hedge full upon the balcony; whUe his betrothed stUl

stood, after having set down the flower, admiring it, and now
and then brushing off a few grains of dust that had fallen

upon its petals.

Dutchmen are slow in most things. The son of the burgo-

master took this fact into his mind, without making any com-

ment, and walked into the house. But when he came to the

window, and perceived that Agatha stUl lingered there, under

the r,aking fire of as eager a pair of eyes as he had ever seen,

he could not help feeling a small, a very small pang of

jealousy ; and touching the young lady on the shoulder, said

to her,

" "Who is that young man ':"

The young girl looked very innocently first at him, and then

at the stranger, and replied :

" I had not seen him ; he is some beggar probably. I will

send him out something."
" Some broken victuals," economically observed the burgo-

master's son, in whom the feeling of jealousy began slowly to

die away.

Next morning, however, again 'perceiving Van Huysimi at

his post, he took note of his costume, and convinced himself

that he was no beggar. Now, as he perfectly well knew that

a plate of broken victuals had been sent oiit, and did not

know that Van Huysum had gone away in the meantime, all

this business appeared very strange to him, and he determined,

as lie stepped #lowly towards the house, to come to an ex-

planation.
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He foimd Van Kostar sitting enjoying his pipe at one of the

back wiiidows, in a state of contemplative beatitude, with a

large ledger open before him ; for the good old gentleman had

long been confined to his house by obesity and the gout, and

was compelled to transact all his business there.

"Good morning, my son," said he, stretching out his fat hand.

The yo>ing man took it, gave it a solemn shake, sat down,

and came at once to the point.
'• I am not satisfied with Agatha," said he. Then, leaving

this observation to sink into the old gentleman's mind, he

took up a pipe, filled it, and began to smoke in a very jealous

and melancholy way.

Van Kostar looked at liim, and took more time in trying to

get at the meaning of his phrase than he did .generally in

deciding on the merits of a commercial operation. At length

he said what he might have said before, "I don't understand

what you say."

The burgomaster's son then stated that he had seen a young

man making love to Agatha over the hedge, which, for a

Dutchman, was rather a stretch of imagination. Van Kostar

opened his eyes, laid down his pipe, and struck a blow with

his fat hand upon the table.

" Son-in-law," said he, " what you say is not true. I know
Agatha, and shall call her at once to have an explanation."

Now it happened that Agatha, as even the discreetest young

ladies will sometimes do, had been listening at the door, and

heard the charge which had been made against her. In.'tead

of coming in at once, and exculpating herself, she instantly

ran back to the balcony, moved by a natural female curiosity

to have a look at this young stranger, of whom she had

hitherto taken no'^notice.

V.in Huysum was still there, and was employed in trying to

sketch on a piece of card the object of his fond admiration.

"It is true," thought Agatha, blushing, " and he is writing a

letter to me. Upon my faith, he is a very handsome young

man ; and Gerard never looked at me in that way."

Whilst she was indulging in this dangerous speculation,

Gerard, the burgomaster's son, made his appearance, and con-

veyed to her her father's message, that he desired to see her,

but without alluding to the suspicions which he had himself

entertained.

On seeing his kind grave face, Agatha/' repented a little of

having allowed her thoughts to wander, but still could not

help carrying on the mortification a little further. She was

quite convinced that Gerard was right, so far as Van Huysum
was concerned, and equally convinced of her own innocence.

There is nothing that makes women so revengeful as being

v«ongfully suspected ; and Agatha is therefore deserving of

credit that she did not determine to flirt with the stranger as

soon as she found out who he was. " I am afraid," she said,

" that I know what my father wants."

Gerard started, for as yet there had been no fact to confirm

or justify his uneasiness. He looked sorrowfully at the young
girl, and taking her hand, led her to the chamber where her

father was waiting rather impatiently for her presence. The
old man esclaimed at once, " Well, daughter, has Gerard told

you what is the matter 5

"

" No, father," she replied ;
" but I think he is jealous."

"That's it," exclaimed the old man, laughing; "but you
must teU him at once that he is mistaken, and that the young
fellow with the eyes thinks no more of you tlian he does of

my tulips."

" I am not quite sure of that, father," replied Agatha.

Van Kostar gave a long whistle, and then meditated for a

few moments. At length he said, " Would it not be well,

Gerard, instead of talking to this foolish girl, to learn who this

stranger may be r Go out, like a man, and tell him to come
in. I have always found, that to be straightforward is the

best way to do business."

Gerard immediately walked out and went to Van Huysum,
who had just finished his sketch, and said to him, "Young
man, -nill you come vrith me } I know not who you are, but
I am afraid that you are nearer to obtaining what you desire

than I am,"

" Thank heaven ! " exclaimed Van Huysum with the accent

of a passionate lover.

Gerard felt his heart s'mk within him, and said, " Have you
loved long?"

"Three days," exclaimed Van Huysiun.
"And I have loved her for three years," said Gerard, with

a sigh.

" Three years ! " cried the young painter. " Has that flower

been in bloom so long
?"

Gerard thought to himself, this is the fine talk with which
these young popinjays win the hearts of maidens. If she be
inclined to him after having only seen his head over a hedge,

what will it be when he makes fine speeches to her ? Then
he said aloud, " She is eighteen years old."

"Eighteen years!" again exclaimed Van Huysum, in a
dreamily poetical manner. And so he followed his rival into

the house, and was soon in presence of the old man and his

daughter.

Gerard by this time had made up his mind that the yoimg
stranger loved Agatha, and that Agatha loved the young
stranger ; and being both a prudent and a good man, said to

his intended father-in-law. " It is useless to struggle against

fate. I know that they are destined for one another ; and if

tliis young man meikes his demand, and it be accepted, I shall

ivithdraw my claims, and the relations of our houses shall not

be disturbed."

Agatha looked rather surprised at being so easUy aban-

doned, and having compared the appearance of Van Huysum
with that of Gerard, saw that, after aU, the latter was much
the most eligible individual. Besides, she had not really

thought of breaking off a good match in this romantic way, and
now exclaimed, " I suppose my consent wUl be asked r

"

Van Huysum approached her, and taking her hand said, " I

beseech you not to disappoint me."

By this time Van Kostar had a little recovered from the

surprise which their strange doings had excited, and roared

out :—" Is everybody mad ? What is the meaning of all this

nonsense? Do you think I will give Agatha to the first

stranger that is picked up by the way-side ?"

Van Huysum thought that the tulip had received a name.

And looking very respectfully at the irate old gentleman, said,

" If you will not part with -i.gatha herself, as you have been

so kind as to call me in, will you give me one of her bulbs ?

"

At this extraordinary speech it seemed evident that the

young painter was insane, and Gerard began to think whether

it would be most proper to knock him down or coax him away.

Our painter, however, not understanding the odd looks that

were cast at him, went on to say :
" I saw your tulip the day

before vesterday, and so admired its perfection, that I wished

to ;^ossess a similar one, or at any rate to be allowed to make

a sketch of it. I have tried to do so over the hedge, but am
afraid that I have not succeeded." He then drew forth his

card, and exhibited his performance. Agatha bit her lips, for

she began to feel rather ridiculous ; but her father and her

lover laughed heartily, and the former exclaimed, "Young
man, you may have my tulip, pot and all, and if you will

paint it for me, I will buy the picture, and make a present of

it to my daughter at the christening of her first child."

Agatha, says the worthy Vanderkamp, who seems to have

hun" over this story with fondness, ran away blushing, and

Van Huysum afterwards fotmd in Van Kostar one of his most

liberal patrons.

The Dutch are very extreme in their love of collections.

They describe this peculiar taste by the word lief-hebbery,

which may be translated, curiosity- love. Some collect shells,

some indulge in the luxury of medals ; and in many a grocer's

and cheesemonger's house will you find a library of strange

and rare books of Elzivirs and primitive editions ; or you wUl

find the same man making unhe£ird-of sacrifices for antique

Chinese and Japanese ware. But the greatest instance of the

Ikf-hehhery known, is this devotion of the Dutch to the art of

flower-painting. They worship this branch of art ; it is a

subject of adoration. It will then be readily understood to

what a degree John Van Huysum received eacouragementj
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when we mention that he succeeded in eclipsing Abraham

Mignon. In the same picture he flattered both their love for

painting and for flowers. It may, however, be remarked, that

one of the first persons, after Van ICostar, to purchase his

work.s and to cry up his talents was the envoy of France, the

fount of Morville, who ordered four pictures, two for the

Duke of Orleans, and two for himself.

The generous protection of this friend soon made Van

Huysum fashionable. It drew attention to him, particularly

from foreigners of rank and wealth ; and from that moment, we

are informed by Beschamps, his pictures fetched as much as

1,200 Dutch florins (about £120). His reputation having

spread far and near, several German princes and all the sove-

reigns in Europe were e.;gor to possess flowers from the hand of

bouquets of Van Huysum, and informs us that the brother of

the painter, James Van Huysum, " lived with Lord Orford,

and painted most of the pictures in the attic story."

Though fashion does sometimes decide the temporary fate

of an artist, yet when that reputation continues to hold its

own, it can scarcely be deceptive. The unanimous suffrages of

artistic Europe were never yet given to mediocrity. At all

events, they were not in the case of John Van Huysum. He
really did reach, in flower-painting, almost to perfection, and

we may almost siy of him what d'.Vrgenville says of Baptiste,

" his flowers only nant perfume to make them real."

The arrangement, the dra'\-ing, the perspective, the c/iiaiv-

usc/iro, the touch, were all studied by Van Huysum with

ardour. He seemed to catch by intuition at the varied

THE LITTLE BRIDOL.—FROM A P.ilKTINO BY VAN HVYtUM.

a painter, whose workshop was the gardens of the richest

floriculturists of Amsterdam and Haarlem ; the King of

Poland, the King of Prussia, the Elector of Saxony, the Prince

of Hesse, ordered pictures of him, for which they paid him
very large sums ; and one, who, to use a French hyperbolical

phrase, " was almost a sovereign," Sir llobert AValpole,

obtained from him four pictures to adorn his mansion at

Houghton hall, in Norfolk. Huysum from that hour was a

favourite in England. His charming productions were appre-

ciated at once, at a time ^^hen it was fashionable to follow the

example of a noble lord, and when the good opinion of such a

man as Walpole did more for an artist than even his genius.

The pictures purchased by Sir Robert Walpole, says Horace
Walpole, in the account he gives of his father's pictures in 1752,

were most highly finished. In this work, he only mentions two

elements of his glory. He may have been less skilful, he may
have been less of a painter than Huet in the more artistic

co-ordination of a bouquet. The French academician looked

principally to the effect of the whole, and regarding flowers

only as ornaments, made all the little sacrifices necessary to

give relief, unity, and animation to his picture. Van Huysum
often mars by certain little details the general whole. To
render it m.ore light, he cuts his picture up by small, fine, and

capricious branches. The elegant lightness of .all this ra\ishcs

the heart of the botanist, who recognises and names with joy

the myosotis, the fuschia, and the blue campanula; but these

delicate accessories sometimes injure the frankness of the

general effect. There was a want of completeness which drew

dornr the blame of other artists, and laid him open to criti-

cism ; men, who see in a sprig of lily of the valley nothing
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but a bunch of little bright points, and for whom an ancmony
is rather a tone than a flower, objected to the artistic care-

fulness of some of his productions.

Without falling into th.e insipidity wliicli is the necessary

result of an attempt to attain visible symmetry, the painter

must give to his basket of flowers an order which, however,
he must take care to hide. The young girl who has returned

from the garden witli her great straw hat full of flowers, has
made haste to imraerge their stalks into a vessel full of water

other hand, be symmetrically divided and present to the eye a
too methodical arrangement. A tuft of anemones may counter-
balance a hyacintli ; the rose of I'rovins may be the companion
of a double full-grown poppy; becaui e the brilliancy of a

tone increases the size of a flower, and exalts its importance :

a daisy is larger in appearance th;m a violet of the same size.

These ideas are suggested by the painting we have engraved

(p. 200) ; for it is Van Iluysum who speaks, and we are only
translating, in an imperfect manner, what tlie admirable picture

>fi<wiiiiiiiimmiiiimiiiii iiimin iiii ii ii i iiniiiiwiBiipin i iniN iiimimii
'
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and with her simple hand, without thought and without design,
she has given to her bouquet a charming aspect, an inexpres-
sible and unexpected beauty. So must the artist do. What
an ingenuous child, in whom grace is natural, discovers by
instinct, the painter must attain by a sc-.-nic combination. In
what that combination consists, it were difficult to say. We
may affirm, nevertheless, that the corresponding parts must be
unequal, and that 'if the bouquet does not look well when
leaning entirely to one side of the vase, it must not, on the

eloquently teaches. It is the master himself who tells us to

what degree perspective and design are necessary to the
flower-painter, and that there is nothing so difficult to draw
for example, as a leaf foreshortened, or a flower with llie

petals curled inwards. It is he who shows us what art, what
care, is necessary for setting these pretty models, so that,

whether seen in full or in profile, bending forwards or back-
wards, they may always preserve the character and tlie form
which we know to be peculiar to them. Ijiartistically repre-
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sented, a round ilower may appear square or triangular ; and

seen from a particular point of Tiew, a chesnut-flower, whieh

takes a pyramidal form in nature, may seem to be round.

One of the ablest writers upon painting, Sir Joshua

Reynolds, has said, speaking of Rubens, that his paintings

weve iiosetjaijs of colrmrs. This phrase darts like a ray of light

through this difficult subject of flower-painting. It is evident

that nature supplies those who follow this art with the proper

tone of every one of the elements—we were going to say, of the

personages—of their picture. The painter, therefore, has only

to compose his chiaro-oscuro, with the local colours, and

without having to invent the harmony of his work, he finds it

ready made. As Philip "Wouvermans makes use of the varie-

gated coats of his horses—the bay, the chesnut, the dappled

gray, the black, and the wlrite—to develop the gamut of his

rhiarn-oscuro, so Van Huysum, taking his flowers, in one

sense, as so many tones and demi-tones already formed on the

palette of nature, has only to dispose them to produce the

nosegay of which Reynolds speaks ; and may thus, by soften-

ing away towards his background, by means of flowers in demi-

tint and of deep coloured models, like the iris, the bluebell,

and the pansy (grouping his light flowers towards the centre),

discover, we will not say only optical perspective, but even a

poetical aspect, from the fidelity of the imitation.

" The artist who wishes to attain a certain amount of

talent in this department of art," says Millin, " should pass the

greater part of his life in studying his models. He ought to

possess a garden in which to cultivate the;;-, himself, in order

that he may be able to procure the most beautiful of each

season of the year, to make a choice of them, and to have

nature under his eyes as he works. To be successful in

painting flowers, certain natural dispositions are necessary,

which every artist does not possess. There are, indeed,

certain moral qualities, which seem to favour the artist in this

depai'tment who has possessed them. To the exacL coup d'ail

which makes them correct draughtsmen and good colourists

—

to the indefatigable patience in matters of detail— to the clean-

ness of handiwork which leads to perfection—these artists

commonly unite a gentleness of character, a serenity of soul,

and an evenness of temper, which tend to make them at all

times equally correct, equally pure in colour, equally certain

and like in their ' handling.'
"

Wlio would not believe that this portrait of the flower-

painter is precisely that of Van Huysum ? Who would

suppose that the author of these sweet masterpieces—the

assiduous companion of hyacinths, of tulips, and of roses—had

lived an agitated and sombre life ? It is, nevertheless, true,

tihat in the midst of his triumphs Van Huysum suffered the

pangs of jealousy. He had married a woman who, according

to some biographers, was neither yoimg, nor pretty, nor

desirable ; but it happened one day that the railleries of

one of those men who feel a stupid pleasure in disturbing

tlie happiness of others introduced grief into his soul. From

time to time indeed his mind wandered. Once, in a moment

of irritation, he insulted the master of the house in which

he lived, and was turned into the streets. To these ex-

cesses succeeded a long fit of melancholy. As an increase

of misfortune, the son of this suspected wife fell into evil

ways, so that Van Huysum, seeing him to be incorrigible, was

obliged to ship him ofi' to India. It happened, however, as a

rare exception, that his painting was by no means influenced

by these miseries of his domestic life. His temper was sad

and sombre. His paintings were always smiling and trans-

parent. When he was at work no one was admitted into his

studio, not even his brothers ; as if he had desired, says his

biographer, Deschamps, following Van Gool, to hide from

all his method of purifying his colours, and making use of

them. But, perhaps, we shoidd believe that solitude was
necessary to his disturbed spirit,—that Van Huysum, to paint

his flowers, required tranquillity and silence, as Gerard

Douw to paint his quiet interiors, did his readings of the

Bible. His exquisite finish supposes, in fact, an attention

which nothing had disturbed, an enthusiasm which no ex-

ternal accident had cooled. We must, therefore, attribute

to something else besides vtilgar quackery, or the littleness of

egotism, the habit which the painter had of hiding himself

from everybody when he was in presence of his flowers.

Vanderkamp, in the collection above quoted, has pre-

served some particulars of the domestic life of Van Huysum,
which are worth recording. He differs, however, from other

^vTiters in staling that, although Catherine, the painter's wife,

was ten years older than himself when he married her, he was
led to the match rather by affection than by interest. He
became acquainted with her one morning at the market, when
he was purchasing some rare and curious flower-roots, while

she had come out to get provisions for her father's family,

which was by no means well off". He liked her appearance so

much that he broke off" a bargain, which he had nearly con-

cluded, to follow her home. They talked together, and he
almost immediately expressed a wish to marry her. She told

him that she was free, but that for the present neither her

father nor her mother could do without her assistance. " The
matter may be arranged, however," said Van Huysum, who
calculated very sagaciously that a housewife woald be rather

a decrease than an increase to the expense of his establish-

ment.
" Catherine," says Vanderkamp, who was a contemporary

and had, probably, often seen the lady himself, " though not

remarkably beautiful, was an agreeable-looking, neat-handed

person, and it was easj' to understand the affection which a

quiet man like Van Huysum experienced for her."

They were married in due time, and during the early part of

their union lived happU)' together. Catherine seems really to

have been a virtuous person, though somewhat light-minded,

and given to other society than that of her family. Having

been somewhat neglected in her youth, she listened with

pleasure to the compliments paid her by the fine people who
came to look at her husband's pictures, and as he often-left

her for days and even weeks, to shut himself up in his room,

or wander thi'ough the country to study the beauties of nature,

her ardent affection for him somewhat diminished. The very

fact that many young men paid court to her proves that the

common opinion of her want of fascinating qualities is erro-

neous. Among her admirers was a Frenchman o-f the name of

Gervais, who used to express his passion by sending every day

a large bouquet of flowers.

Catherme perfectly understood what was meant by this

attention, and yet rewarded the sender by nothing more than

a few gracious smiles, when he paraded up and do wn in the

street before the house, smiling with that self-satisfied air

which is peculiar to French roues. She was so far, indeed,

from understanding the danger of what was going on, that

instead of throwing away the flowers, she made a practice of

giving them to her husband, saying, or leaving him to under-

stand, that they were sent to him bj' his friends.

Generally speaking, he observed, simply, that the arrange-

m-ent of the flowers was too formal. At other times he pulled

the bouquet to pieces, and tried, by casting it loose into a

vase, to give it a natural arrangement. This went on for

some time, .and at length M. Gervais, fiiuling that his presents

were always received, began to thirdi liimself entitled to an

interview. He accordingly wiote to the painter's wife and

told her to meet him by the canal about sunset. To his

first letter Catherine paid no attention ; but as she had

contracted habits of idleness, and often sat for many hours

musijig on the pleasures which the wives of less intellectual

persons than her liusband could freely indulge in, ill-luck

would have it that the idea came to her, that il JI. Gervais

wrote again she ought to comply with his invitation, in order

to tell him how very improper it was for him to pursue her

in this way, and that she was determined to remain faithful to

lier excellent husband. The second letter came, of course full

of protestations and entreaties ; and Catherine, whose pru-

dence seems to have been quite asleep, took the opportunity,

whilst her husband was still shut up in his studio, to dress

herself out in her best, in order to go and re[>rove the enter-

prising Monsieur Gervais.

Had the man been less certain of his powers of fascination,
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he might probably have succeeded in leading her astray ; but

the boldness of his manners frightened her at the outset, and

she understood of what an unpardonable imprudence she had

been guilty. Gervais ever proposed that she should run away

vWth him, but instead of that she ran away from him, and

returning to her house shed bitter tears of repentance. Her

husband, seeing her in this melancholy mood, sought to com-

fort her, and asked the reason of her grief; but she would not

explain further than to say that she was a very bad woman,

undeserving of his love. He laughed at this, and thought she

had probably upset one of the valuable pots of varr.isU which

had recently been sent to him as a present from Paris, and

like a prudent man thought it best to say no more of the

matter. His gentleness only made his wife more sorrowful,

and indeed there was reason for her sorrow, though she did

not know it, for from that time forth unhappuiess and discord

were introduced into the house.

Slonsieur Gervais, furious at having been made a fool of, as

he thought, determined to revenge himself, and meditated for

some time how to carry his project into effect. He began by
WTiting a third letter to poor Catherine, expressing his sorrow

for his previous conduct, calling himself all the villains in the

world, and begging her to grant him that forgiveness without

wliich he said his life would be miserable. The good woman
was delighted on receiving this communication, and consented

easily to a request which it contained—that Gervais should be

allowed to continue his presents of flowers as if notliiug had

happened. Everj' morning, accordingly, a magnificent bouquet

was brought to the door, and Van Huysum used to say, smil-

ing, " I see that our friends, whom I had thought had

forgotten us, begin to remember us again." Whereupon
Catherine, in her innocent joy, would take the flowers and

place them in various lights, that he might admire them.

Some time afterwards, Gervais met Van Huysum out in the

fields, and coming to him said, in a very mysterious manner,
'• I hope you are happy."

'• I hope so, too," replied Van Huysum, smiling, and stoop-

ing down to gather a remarkably fine blue-bell that grew at his

feet. The French lago laughed in a curious way, until ho

succeeded in attracting the painter's attention.

' What do you mean : " said the latter, rising up and look-

ing inquisitively at him.
" I mean," replied Gervais, " that if that be the case, all the

foolish stories that the people tell about your wife Catherine

must be mere malicious inventions.'

" And what do people say about my wife Catherine : " cried

V.an Huysum, beginning now to feel uneasy, and remembering

the unexplained tears of his wife some short time before.

"Nothing particular," said Gervais.

" Nothing ! People don't allude to ' nothing ' in that ex-

traordinary tone," exclaimed the painter.

" Why," said Gervais, •' if I thought that the reports abroad

were true, I would not repeat them to you ; but as they are

evidently mere calumnies, you ought to know them. They
say that your wife is in correspondence with one of the

Spaniards recently arrived in the suite of the Duke of Alva
;

and the most amusing part of the matter is, that he pretends

to be a Frenchman, and has even assumed my name. I know
that every morning he sends a nosegay of flowers to your

house ; but perhaps this may be by your permission ; although

some add that letters are concealed among the flowers."

On hearing these words, Van Huysum turned very pale,

for he remembered that he had never thought of asking who
it was that sent the presents of flowers, which he had received

as intended for himself. He broke away from Gervais, and

hastening home, shut himself up in his studio, and began to

pauit that celebrated picture of the deadly niglitshade, which
is the only one remaining of his that possesses a sombre

'character. We say remaining, because it was last heard of in

the Lou\Te gallery in 181.5, when it was claimed as stolen

property by one of the petty princes of Germany. It is not

mentioned, however, in any of the catalogues we have seen,

and may have been destroyed, or, which is more probable, forms

the ornament of some private cabinet. This, at least, is the

account which is current in I'aris. Probably M. Jeanron, the

late able director of the J^ouvre gallery, and one of the most

learned men in the history of painting in the present age,

might bo able to furnish some further particulars. He has

paid great attention to the annals of Dutch painting ; and no

man would bo more capable, if he felt disposed, of giving us

an account of all that vast number of little-known painters

who illustrated the period in whicli Van Huysum lived.

To return, however, to Vanderkamp's narrative of the

domestic tribulations of our flower-painter. On the morning

that succeeded his interview with Gervais, he watched care-

fully the arrival of the accustomed nosegay, and instead of

allowing his wife to take it in her hands, seized it himself,

and hurriedly saying that it contained a flower which he

wished to copy, ran to his studio, and shutting himself in, tore

it to pieces. Sure enough, there was a small piece of folded

paper concealed amongst the stalks, containing these words,

'•Thank you, dearest, thank you ;
you shaU hear again

to-morrow."

This missive, signed '• G," naturally confirmed the dreadful

suspicion which had agitated Van Huysum's mind. Instead,

however, of going to his wife, and asking for an e.\plaiiation,

the unfortunate man determined to indulge his grief in silence ;

to create no scandal, and simply to watch the proceedings of

Catherine with greater care.

This incident was the beginning of a long series of domestic

unhappiness. Van Huysum was not able sometimes to restrain

himself from making bitter allusions to Catherine's misconduct,

and she, feeling that his accusations were in the main unjust,

and forgetting what cause she had given to his upbraidings by

a moment of imprudence, often answered with asperity, and

terrible q\iarrels were the result. Van Huysum, by degrees,

seemed to lose aU self-guidance, except when his art wijs

concerned. Among other things, he imagined that the son

who bore his name, was not really his, and the rough treat-

ment which this suspicion naturally caused may have partly

contributed to drive the youth into bad company. At any

rate, the whole town began soon to talk of his excesses, and it

became necessary, in fact, to send him away. Gerard, the

husband of Agatha, of whom we have already spoken, put

him under the care of the supercargo of one of his ships. He
went to India, as above stated, and seems, as he grew older, to

have seen the error of his ways. At any rate, we find him

about fifteen years afterwards established as a merchant at

Batavia, where the name is still preserved in that of the firm

of Dewink, Van Huysum, and Co. We do not know whethtr

Van Huysum ever came to a proper explanation with his wife.

The story of his quarrel with the master of the house in which

he lived, according to Vanderkamp, was coimected with a

much more imfounded fit of jealousy than that suggested by

the malice of Gervais. It appears that the landlord used

sometimes to remonstrate with the painter on the violence of

his language and conduct, and to praise the general good

behaviour, and the decent demeanour of Catherine, who, at

that time, might almost be called an elderly woman. Van

Huysum imagined that there must be some improper reason

for this interference, and once forgot himself so far as to strike

the landlord in answer to some more than usually vehement

remonstrance. This led to a terrible quarrel, at the end of which

Van Huysum was driven from the house. It would seem, how-

ever, that he was not ultimately compelled to change his abode.

Probably an explanation ensued ; and there seems some slight

reason to believe that in this explanation Catherine's conduct

was in some measure cleared up, for the painter still continued

to live with her, which it is not likely he would have done, if

she had been anything more than the innocent cause of the

sufferings he temporarily underwent.

However, his melancholy mood of mind still clung to him,

and in the advanced years of his life he became more and

more fond of retirement, more and more exclusively attached

to his beloved flowers. Even when not occupied in painting

them, he woidd sit for hours contemplating their beauties,

and communing with them as if they were beings endowed

with life. In the mad fits which occasionally came upon him,
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he would talk to his tulips and his anemones as if h? believed been a simple-minded man, rendered unhappy lioth by tem-
that they were capable of understanding him and appreciat- perament and circumstances.
ing his feelings. Some pretended that this strange behaviour It has been asserted that Van Huysum was accessible to

rLOWEBS AND FUUIT.— FROM A PALN'TIXG BY VAN UVISViM

was affected merely in order to attract attention; but Vander-u CV3 uiict^tcvi iiivricij^ ill uiuL-i Lu autiai-^i- aLLciinuii , ulil v ttnuci- t!ii\y, a muen more cruel ai

kamp, who knew him at this period of life, denies that affecta- ment than jealousy ; for envy is but a variety of hate, while
tion was any part of his character, and represents him to have jealousy is another form of love.

vy, a much more cruel and less easily avowed senti-

is but a variety of hate, while
ve. The only pupil who was
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ever brogh up by \ an Hnysum-^ve speak on the authorhy received. He adds, that N'an Huysum rejoiced at a circum-

In ^ ^ Tr ' ^^ '^'' """' "^ Havennann, ..ho stance that deprived hin. of a dangerous competitor Wealmost mailed her master. The Butch historian informs may, however, very readilv be led to' infer, to the honour o'

BOSES, ACRICCL.VS, .iNEMOMS, POPl'IES, AKI) .VFKICAK MA lUGC LD.—FROM A PAIMIKG HV VA.N HUVSV.M.

US, that the yoimg lady, dishonoured in the eyes of the world our artist, that Van Gool speaks here only from supposition,
oy impropriety of conduct, fled from her country and sought when we find him irf error as to the career of Mademoiselleremge m i-ans, where she and her works were equally well Havermann. He informs us, that on her arrival in France
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she was received by the Academy of Painting, which is not
correct. It is scarcely likely that Van Gool should be more
correct on one point than another. However this may be,

Van Huysum allowed no trace of this bitterness of character

to appear in his pictures. It may have been that he allowed
something to peep out, but he expressed it symbolically and
mysteriously in a language understood only by himself. He
may have allowed the complaints of his wounded spirit to

tind vent sometimes in the bitter perfume of some wild flower,

which he mingles with his garden favourites. Antiquity had
set an example of these delicate allusions, and the celebrated

ttower-girl of Athens gave a meaning, and that a clear one, to

every garland she wove. But whether Van Huysum sought
or not to emulate Glycera must for ever remain a mystery.
All we know is, that he threw his whole soul into his works.
We regret that Vauderkamp, usually so copious in his

details, has not given us some distinct account of Van Huy-
suni's female pupil, lie does not mention the riame of JJdUe.

Havermann at all, but alludes, with considerable vagueness,

to reports of some symptoms of envy exhibited by his favourite

artist. He declares them to have been totally unfounded, and a
little afterwards tells the story of a Miss Petermann for whom
Van Huysum apjiears to have entertained a great affection.

If, indeed, we did not know his character too well, we should
imagine that he sought a refuge from the imhappiness pro-

duced by his jealousy in the society of this young lady, who
was an artist like himself, though not his pupil.

Her favourite subjects, indeed, were the bright-coloiired

birds brought home by the Indian traders ; but as she intro-

duced frequently a few flowers as accessories, it is probable

that her friend gave her some advice as to their composition
and colouring. From the similarity of the names we should
be disposed to think that the wliole story of the envy of Van
Huysum for Mdlle. Havermann was an invention of his enemies.

Miss Petermann, according to Vauderkamp, some years after

her intimacy with our painter had diminished, married
without the consent of her parents, and left the country in

order to avoid their displeasure. She settled in Paris and was
no more heard of.

Haarlem was, in the seventeenth century, the city of flowers

par excellence. It boasted of some of the finest gardens in the

world. George Foster, one of the comrades of Captain Cook,
thus speaks of the famous flower-garden of Haarlem :—" I

can no longer deny that the winds scatter perfumes from
Araby the Blest to the very ocean ; for through the balmy
atmosphere we could distinguish the balsamic odour of the
hyacinth and other flowers." We all know the fabulous prices

paid by certain Dutch amateurs for flowers, and particularly

for certain varieties of the tulip. At the time when Van
Huysum lived, certain squares of tulips were priced at six and
eight hundred pounds. A passionate admirer of this plant,

one day, in default of money, gave cattle and goods to the value
of 2,o00 florms (about £2.30). The proud o^vners of these rarities

were the men who delighted to open to Van Huysum their

marvellous conservatories, their incomparable gardens. Woor-
helm is quoted as owing a portion of liis great celebrity as a

gardener to his extreme hospitality, and the friendship which
existed between him and the painter. Our artist, then, had
only to select the most lovely amid all that was lovely ; and
every one will at once appreciate the immense advantage he
enjoyed in having before his eyes on all occasions the most
perfect and choice examples.

By dint of constant contemplation. Van Huysum appears to

have discovered in flowers every aspect of insect life ; but as

he has taken care to make details always subordinate to the
triumph of his bouquet, it is only by careful examination that
we discover those little insects which surround the rose with
a shining, singing, buzzing escort. The queen of flowers, how-
ever, is not the only one that rejoices in a court ; the narcissus,
the forget-me-not, the honeysuckle, receive within their calix

the honey-bee
; the Spanish jasmin has its parasites, and the

more insignificant bell-flower has its ^ymged ants and other
satellites. Tlie insects of our friend Van Huysum are almost
as numerous as the flies which visit the strawberry-bed of

Bernadin de St. Pierre." They were," says the latter, "distin-

guished one from the other by their colour, their shape, and
their movements. There were some of golden, some of silver,

some of bronze tint, some were spotted, some streaked, some
blue, some green, some dark, some clear. Some had heads round
like a turban, others long like the point of a nail ; to some
they looked like a point of black velvet, others they dazzled,

as if they had been rubies." Such is this little world, and
Van Huysum has given it life with as delicate a pencil as the
pen of the poet. But he is not satisfied to raise a fly with
its gauze wings on the clear groimd of an apricot or other

fruit ; he further observes and studies, to enrich his work, the

snail which crawls under the leaf of a raspberry-bush, the
butterfly which flies around his vase, and the bright beetles,

with their gold and copper hues. If we examine these beau-
tiful bouquets, engraved by Eardom in mezzotint, we see

admirably represented an insect which crawls timidly on a
gooseberry branch, which serves as a jimction between two
peaches, like a bridge between two mountains upon a precipice.

We often see the bullfinch making its nest at the feet of the

bouquets of Van Huysum, and beside his little gray-spotted

eggs are to be seen nimierous rose-buds. Birds and flowers

are about to burst forth together. Even to the very dew-drop
is the painter accurate and admirable. He paints this little

accessory with life in all its fresh transparency, and there

stand trembling on a bunch of grapes, fresh, cool, and humid,
in the pictures of Van Huysum, those liquid pearls which
live but a fitful hour.

This may be a proper place to say a few \\ords of mezzo-
tint, alluded to above. Some writers have indicated, as the

uiventor of mezzotint engraving, the Prince Palatine Robert
Rupert of Bavaria, nephew of Charles I. Others say that

this prince was let into the secret by Louis de Siegen, an
officer in the service of Hesse- Cassel, whose first work, pub-
lished in 1643, was a bust c f the Landgravine Amelia Eliza-

beth. The prince comn anicated the secret of De Siegen to

AValleran Vaillant, a Flemish painter, and it was divulged by
the indiscretion of some workmen. AVe shall return to this

point.

It is generally knoivn in what mezzotint differs from line

engraving and aquatint. Instead of the engraver in aquatint

and line using his point to form the dashes and the shades

upon a polished plate which represents the lights, the engraver

in mezzotint uses a particular mstrument to produce the

lights upon a granulated plate which represents the shadow.

In other words, he spreads black on a white surface ; the

other distributes white on a black surface. The graining

of the plate on which the engraver operates in mezzotint

is obtained by means of a tool called a cradle. This tool,

of a circular form, is armed with little, all-but-impe'rceptible

teeth ; it is moved over the stirface of the plate in every way,

so that the copper is covered with little, asperities, which form

the grains of which we speak. If the copper-plate thus pre-

pared is placed in the press, there results a proof of a velvety

black and of a perfectly even tint. This uniform black,

obtained by a merely mechanical process, is the basis of the

artist's work. After having traced his drawing, the engraver

makes his lights and half-lights, wearing away the grain more

or less with the scraper. These lights, the half-tints and

the black furnished by the upper grain, compose the effect

of cliiaro-oscuro, which is necessai'y to produce the desired

effect. The labour of the engraver in mezzotint consists not

exactly in engraving the copper, but in destroying artistically

what the workman has engraved with the cradle.

Mezzotint is more fit than any other style to represent

phantoms, enchantments, artificial lights, like that of a lamp,

a torch, fire—in a word, all kinds of night effects. Lairesse

also declares that this process is the best by which to render

the effect of plants, fruits, flowers, vases of gold, silver, and

crystal, armour, etc. But this is somewhat of an erroneous

opinion, and is surprising in one who was himself so able in

mozzolint. Fruits, flowers, precious vases, and armour— all

objects distinguished by the rich variety of their substances,

and which present such divers aspects—are much better ex-
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pressed in line engraving than in mezzotint. . This is so true,

that classical science has found a thousand ingenioiis ways of

cutting copper to characterise each of these objects, and to

have theni recognised at the first glance—metallic and re-

flective bodies, as well as the satin surface of a flower, or its

thorny stalk ; the skin of an apricot, as well as the rough coat

of a melon, or the tough skin of a pomegranate. While the

one can easily represent the soft petals of the tulip, or the

ruddy peach, mezzotint has not a grain to render all the other

varied tinte with energy and native softness.

The fact is, mezzotint, with its deep shades, its union of

masses, and its bold demi-tints, suits fantastic subjects, sub-

jects of sombre poetry, so familiar to the genius of Rembrandt;

it is suited to moonlights by the melancholy Elzlieimer, or

night-scenes as understood by Schalhem and Gerard Douw.
Certainly, if this style of engraving does not imitate solid

bodies effectually, and render the apparent character of their

substances, it is admirably adapted to the representation of

rich hangings, of satins and velvets, and even of flesh ; for the

mezzotint engraver has not to fear that shiny eftect which

often renders the naked form unnatural in other engravings.

In the reproduction of colours, this process easily gives almost

inexpressible demi-tints, which made the Italians call the style

mez:o-tinto, a name we have adopted instead of the maniere

noire of the French. But still it must be confessed, that if

mezzotint colours a scene more broadly and more naturally, it

is not so easy to render in it the finer elements of the art. It

offtTS less scope to the genius and power of the artist.

Another defect of this style is, that it does not last, that the

plate soon wears out when in the press. William Gilpin says

himself that you cannot obtain more than one liundred good

proofs in mezzotint, the rubbing of the hand, and the press,

having soOn worn out work that has scarcely penetrated

beyond the surface of the copper. "Nevertheless," says this

writer, " if you constantly repair' the plate, it may give four or

five hundred proofs of a very tolerable character. The best

impressions are not always the first ; these are too black and

too crude ; the good ones begin from the fortieth to the

sixtieth."

By a singular contradiction in the usual order of things,

it happens that mezzotint produced its best results in the

early days of the discovery, so that the first engraver in mezzo-

tint was the ablest and the most justly celebrated. On this

point many writers have disagreed with the canon of Salisbury,

who asserts that this art has gone on progressing with the age,

and who says that the masters of the eighteenth century are

very far superior to the contemporaries of Prince Rupert. Even

the very existence of pictures executed by Rupert is denied by

Gilpin, who says distinctly, " As for the works of Prince

Rupert, I know those that are positively proved to be by him

;

and those -which are given out as his are executed in a hard,

black, coarse, disagreeable style, which the masters -who suc-

ceeded him imitated." This is an error to be regretted in a

man of such eminence as Gilpin. A very eminent and graceful

critic says, " In the first place, it is certain that the prince

did engrave ; and what more convincing proof can I give of

this fact, than that his arms are attached, by way of signature,

to the works he has executed, especially to that admirable

•picture of the Executioner who holds up the head of St. John,

an enuraving after Rebeira." These arms are found on the

plate when it has been reduced, and nothing but the bust of

the executioner remains. To such a decisive proof need we

add the testimony of Bason ?

But without entering into a long analytical inquiry into the

questions raised by Gilpin, we can by no means agree that the

engravings are executed in the harsh, black, and disagreeable

style which is ascribed to them by Gilpin. On the contrary,

the full length piece representing the "Executioner" appears

to us to be a masterpiece in mezzotint ; tspecially, if we
examine it in fine proofs, such as are sometimes found in

England, generally very superior to those found in the

National Library of Paris, in the valuable and inexhaustible

print department. In fact, it is from this very production that

we cai\ judge what the full force of mezzotint Is, when in the

hand of a ma.ster who knows how to remove its crudity, and to

correct its natural difHculties by the boldness of his lights and
shades, the suddenness of his transitions, and the proper use

of his scraper. Thus treated, the engraving in mezzotint is a

true picture, because to the trimq\iillity produced by broad

and well-defined shadows it unites free and lively touches,

masculine relief, and dashing touches which belong oidy to

painters. These admirable attempts are diflieult to reach in

ordinary engravijig, because the hand only touches the black,

and is compelled to be chary of lights, instead of applying

them with resolution and vigour, as you can in mezzotint, by

energetic strokes and the careful use of the scraper. In other

words, in ordinary engraving the whites are negative, and all

the energy is in the shadows. In mezzotint, energy can as well

be found in the touch of the deeper scratched lights as in tlie

shadows, where softness is increased by aquatint.

" The character of Prince Rupert," says a somewhat partial

historian, " is pictured fully in this fine engraving of the

' Executioner holding the head of St. John,' as boldly dashed

off, as proud as the picture of the Espagnolet." In the midst

of a refined court, as Horace Walpolo says, Rupert looked

like a rude artisan ; but let us rather copy the portrait traced

by the Tory Hamilton, and which Walpole himself caimot

help quoting. "He was brave and valiant to a fault. His

mind was subject to certain errors he would have been sorry

to correct. His mind had been fertilised by experiments in

mathematics, and by some study in chemistry. He was polite

to excess wlien it was not required, while he was proud and

even insolent when he should have been civil. He was tall

and had a truculent look. His face was dry and hard when
even he tried to soften its expression ; when he was ill-humoured

he looked like a demon."

Such was the man who rested from the fatigues of Naseby

and Marston Moor, and from acts more than questionable

who tied from the fatigue of coui-ts by giving himself up to an'

art of which he only knew the rudiments, and yet which he

carried to perfection. If he really was the inventor of the

mezzotint, as Horace AValpole affirms, it is curious to know
how, according to this author, Rupert was brought to this

discovery.

" Let us take the prince in his workshop," says Walpole,
" covered with, dirt, ill combed, and perhaps with a dirty shirt.

On the day of which I speak, he certainly was not shaved and

powdered to pay his court to Miss Hughes ; for I speak of the

time when he was living in retirement at Brussels, after his

uncle's final catastrophe. Going out that day early in tlie

morning, he remarked a sentry, who, at a certain distance

from his post, was doing something to his gun.

" ' What are you doing r' said the prince.

" The soldier replied, that the dew which had fallen during

the night had rusted his gun, and that he was scraping and

cleaning it.

" The prince approached, and, examining it nearer, thought

he saw something like a figure on the barrel, with innumerable

little holes close to each other, like a damask work in silver or

gold, and of which the soldier had engraven a part. Every

one knows what an ordinary officer would ha^e done in a

similar case. If he had been a simple sprig of fashion, he

would have scolded the young fellow and given him a shilling

;

but the ' genius fertile in experience,' drew from this simple

accident the idea of mezzotint. From what he had seen, the

prince concluded that the means were to be found of covering

a plate of copper with a grain composed of fine asperities

which would give, on being printed, a black proof; and that

on scratching different parts, more or less, demi-tints and lights

would be produced. He communicated this idea immediately

to the painter Walleran Yaillant, and they set to work

together. After numerous experiments, they invented a steel

roller with teeth like a rasp, -which produced a grain on the

copper, that is to say, the black background they were ii-.

search of; and on this background, scratched or rubbed at

trill, they easily found every gradation of light."

Such is Walpole's version. According to this it appears

that Rupert invented mezzotint at the time he was living in
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retirement at Brussels ; that is to say, after the death of

Charles I., and consequently after the year 1649. But we
have seen before, that already an ofHcer in the service of Hesse

Cassel had published a mezzotint representing the portrait of

the Landgravine Amelia Elizabeth, which picture bears the

date of 1643. It is impossible, then, to admit that Rupert was

the inventor of a process which a Bavarian officer found before

him, unless we suppose, which is unlikely, that the prince

knew nothing of the discovery of Louis of Siegen.

a small mezzotint engraving, representing a satyr, and then

after taking a proof he finished it in another hour.

In France, mezzotint has never been a favourite style, either

with painters or with the public. In England, however, it

has been very popular, and many could be named who have

given lustre and vogue to the style.

Van Huysum painted many flowers in water-colours, and

they are his best, and those which at the present day

fetch the largest sums, not only because of their rarity.

FLOWERS AND FRUIT.—FROM A TAINTING BV VAN HI VSVM.

Horace Walpole, who iii this instance simply put in order

the manuscript of Virtue, assures us that he had the story

from Killigrew, who had it from the painter Evelyn. It,

is, however, i' ' 11 known that other writers have attributed the

discovery to Sir Christopher Wren, who eoiumunicated it to

Prince Rupert. Howe\ ^-r this may be, this style of engraving

has many advantages. Independently of the poetry which it

lends to many subjects, mezzotint offers a more expeditious

method, and on this po>rt the painter Gerard de Lairesse tells

us that he prepared in an hour, while walking in his garden.

but also because they so admirably represent the freshness

and beauty of nature. As to his paintings in oU, they

have all the qualities of a solid water-colour, and the faults of

a painting on porcelain, fine and tempered, but slightly

defective. They seem as if they were painted with water-

coloiirs on panels prepared with glue, and finished up hi oil.

The colours, still brilliant and xmchangeable, show the extreme

care he took to purify and to select them.

The landscapes of Van Huysum are highly esteemed by the

Dutch, and they have been known to pay as dear for them as
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even for his flowers. And yet these landscapes, to speak

frankly, are but copies of Guaspre, imitations of Glauber,

reminiscences of Poussin and Claude. Van Huysum lived at

a time when the Dutch school was reverting to the foreign

style. The nairc lovers of nature, the Karels, the Van der

Vcldes, the Paul Potters, even lluysdael— those great painters

to whom the sight of a sh.ady liut, the humblest rill, and a

few houses, sufficed to inspire a masterpiece— gave way to

landscape-painters influenced by historical pre-occupations.

The great Gerard de Laircssc, a learned master, "too literary

to be a painter of the lirst order," had introduced into the

had to be rendered, produced, in these instances, insipid and

cold pictures, -which, despite all his talent, had neither the

picturestjue style of Bcrgheni, nor the sylvan charm of

Ruysdacl, nor the grandeur of tjuaspre and Gonccls. The
only reason why the Dutch arc so proud of a landscape of

Van Huysum is, that their very rarity makes them precious

and rarity is often more coveted than genius.

We must then, after all, come back to the bouciucts of Van
Huysum ; and it really should sulHce for an artist to be the

greatest of flower-painters in his school, a-s great, indeed, as

any. Even in fruits we must not wholly absolve him from

Tiir. fisui:i:mav.—FKOM a I'Aisti.ng liV van nrvsVM.

simple pasturages of Holland the nymphs and demigods of

Poussin. Ancient dryads came to visit the groves where

before had only wandered the buxom and short-petticoated

farmers' wives of Berghem. But this bastard classicality

could never inspire the same enthusiasm, and win the same
success, as the productions which emanated from the simple

impressions of the masters. The natural consequence of his

composing his landscapes merely from the study of old

engravings (and he certainly knew nothing of the countries he
attempted to paint) became evident. Van Huysum, who was
so admirable, so warm, so exquisite, when a leaf or a flower

havins; been unsuccessful. Some of them resemble wax, and

assume the polish of ivoiy. AVe must con '"ess, in fact, that iti

this department of his art. Van Huysum is below David de

Heem. His peaches are too tirm, liis prunes have "not a

thirsty look," and his grapei are wanting in maturity, in

golden hue, and in sunny warmth. He succeeds better in

bunches of red currants, and the inside of pomegranates,

divided by membranous skins into little red lodges full of pips ;

sparkling rubies, which rejoice the sight, and seem as it were

to slake the thirst.

Whether his subject was fruits or flowers (and he was
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very fond of mixing them up), Van Huy«um liked to paint

his pictures on light grounds ; and these are the favourites

with amateurs. "There is no colour," says Lairesse, " which

does not look well upon white, though really the most sombre
then look best." By keeping his backgroimd slightly gray.

Van Huysum could easily display clear flowers there with

vigorous tone ; and he had, moreover, this advantage,' that

this neutral ground, being less luminous, gave a reflection to

the dark models which were projected upon it.

f
Van Huysum had three brothers, who were distinguished in

painting : Justus, who died at twenty-two, and who painted

large and small battle-pieces with astonishing facility, and
without models, with great genius and taste. Jacob, who
died in London, used to copy the works of his brother so as

to deceive even a practised eye. He also designed pictures

himself, after nature, which are much esteemed. The third,

named John, lived still in 1773, in the year that Deschamps
published the foiu'th volume of the " Lives of Painters." Van
Huysum died on the 8th of February, 1719, leaving three

children ; and though he received, during his lifetime, con-

siderable sums of money for bis pictures, he died poor.

" The high price of Van Huysum's pictures," says a French

critic, " is accoimted for in several ways. In the first place,

their finish is exquisite, and it is a circumstance worth

remarking, that amateurs pay according to the labour which a

picture seems to have cost ; then to their beauty, for it is

certain that, in the special instance of flowers, Van Huysum
never had a rival ; in fine, to their rarity, for in all Europe we
can scarcely find a hundred pictures altogether." The painter

himself sold them at a high rate, and his principal purchasers,

therefore, were such men as the Count de Merville, the Duke
of Orleans, the Elector of Saxony, the Prince of Hesse Cassel,

the King of Poland, the King of Prussia, th - Elector Palatine,

and the Stadtholder.

The Museum of the Louvto possesses some of the finest of

Van Huysums known to the world. They consist of land-

scapes, flowers, fruits, &c. ; some rated as high as £480.

Smith says :
—" He attained to as high a degree of perfec-

tion in painting fruit and flowers as is likely that science

will attain. His best works defy imitation ; but there are

skilful copies in existence, which closely resemble his works.

His imitators were his brother Jacob Van Huysum, who
devoted his time to study and copying his brother's pictures,

in which he became very skilful. He died in London, 1716.

He lived for some time with Lord Orford, and painted a num-
ber of pictures for him. Another was Herman Van der Myn,
born at Amsterdam, lCS-1. He studied under Ernest StevCn,

and being attracted by the beauty of Van Huysum, began to

copy him, succeeded well—and none have arrived at considera-

ble eminence in this branch of art, but became anxious to dis-

tinguish himself in others—painted distance and portrait sub-

jects ; but was not jirudent, and died in London, in poverty,

17-41."

John Van Os, father and son, studied Van Huysum ; the

younger produced some brilliant pictures ; two of them are in

the Royal Museum at the Hague. His other imitators were

Wybrand Hendricks, Herman Van Brussel, and John liin-

thorst.

The Marquis of Westminster has a fine picture, worth ,£260.

It is a rich assemblage of fruit, consisting of purple and white

grapes, a cut melon, peaches, plums, apricots, an open pome-

granate, a bunch of filberts, a cracked walnut, currants, and

raspberries, sonic of which are disposed in a basket, and the

whole skilfully grouped on a marble table, mingled with

a few flowers, consisting of the cock's-comb, the hollyhock,

and the convolvulus. This picture gives evidence of a

master hand in every detail ; the eff'ect of the whole is most

exquisite.

In the Amsterdam Museum is a picture representing an

elegant group of flowers, composed of roses, hyacinths, auri-

culas, anemones, disposed in a vase adorned with boys

playing with a goat, placed on a marble slab, on which are

a bird's nest with four eggs, and a pa;ony, some blue-bells, and

a rose. Dated 1726, painted on a light ground.

There is another representing a fine collection of fruit,

consisting of grapes, peaches, plums, apples, &c., and a vine

branch and a sprig with raspberries on it, interspersed with a

few flowers and insects.

In the Louvre is a very fine work—"A quantity of Fruit,"

piled indiscriminately on a marble table, consisting of grapes,

peaches, and plums, amongst which are mingled an African

marigold, hyacinths, and a cock's-comb. A basket of apricots

is also on the table. It is on a light ground.

Another represents " A quantity of fine Fruit," consisting

of melons, peaches, grapes, and plums, interspersed with

flowers—white poppies, cock's -combs, and convolvuluses,

grouped on a marble slab. In the background is a terra-cotta

vase, adorned with Cupids.

In the Royal Gallery of Dresden is " A group of Flowers,"

consisting of red and white roses, irises, tulips, &c., tastefully

arranged in a vase, standing on a marble slat; on which lies a

chaffinch's nest with three eggs.

In the Royal Hermitage of St. Petersburg is the representa-

tion of " A beautiful Vase, embossed with Cupids," standing

on a marble table, containing a rich assemblage of flowers,

consisting of white, red, and yellow roses, atu'iculas, anemo-

nes, poppies, African marigolds, ftc, upon the table. At the

foot of the vase are a chaffinch's nest containing four eggs, a

sprig of nastertiums, and a full-blown rose. The background

represents a park scene. Signed and dated 1722.

The competnion to this is " A choice selection of Fruit," dis-

posed in the most skilful manner on a marble table, amongst

which may be enumerated clusters of grapes of different kinds,

peaches, pomegranates, apricots, and plums ; with these are

tastefully mingled the white poppy, the scarlet lychnis, and

the marigold. A bunch of red currants, a cracked walnut,

and another in its shell, lie on the front of the table ; and at

the extremity of the group stands a handsome vase, adorned

with nymphs, in which arc a hollyhock, a rose, and other

flowers.

LA RENAISSANCE" (REVIVAL OF ART).

" La Re.naissance" is a term which is now exclusively applied

to the revival of art, the return to Greek and Roman ideas of

beauty as displayed in the ancient statues, and the general

diffusion of better taste in matters of art, which took place in

the fifteenth century. It was in Italy, that mother and nurse
of modern art, that this movement took its rise. It must not,

however, be supposed that there were no painters there dtiring

the dark ages; not only history, but pictures still extant,

testify to the contrary
; but they were hardly worthy of the

name of artists. None of them were scholars, and they fol-

lowed their calling rather as a trade than as a profession.

Their art was a sort of stupid mechanism stupidly followed, in

which nature was not even imitated, but distorted. This

state of things continued till the middle of the thirteenth cen-

tury ; and the first symptoms of a change appeared in the

marked improvement of sculpture amongst the Tuscans.

Byzantme rules had hitherto completely enchained the Italian

artists, but they now turned from the works of the modern

Greeks to those of their ancestors. There was in Italy a very

good collection of ancient statuary, but it was not until now

that they began to be studied. Niccola Pisano took the lead

in this great work, and in various works, particularly bas-

reliefs on the outsides of vessels and ornaments, showed the

Italian artist how much still remained to be achieved. His

associate, Andrea Pisano, was the founder of that great

school which produced Orcagno, DoHatello, and the celebrated
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Ghiberti, the maker of the Florentine gates, which Michael

Angelo p.-onounced worthy of forming the entrance to Para-

dise. The improvement of sculpture was followed by that

in mosaic, the school of which has existed in Home so early as

the eleventh and twelfth centuries ; but for want of specimens

for study, painting long remained in a more incomplete state than

either of the foregoing branches of art. The revival in painting

is due to riorence, and the genius which presided over it was

Cinnabue. He appears to have learnt the art f\rom some

Greeks who had been invited to Florence, and painted iu the

chapel S. Maria Xovella. The essential and fundamental

principle of the Greek art, however, was a fixed and unalterable

adherence to establishoil rules, so that, e^ery artist copying his

master, no change, and consequently no improvement, could

ever be effected. Cinnabue, however, like most other Italian

artists, got the better of his Greek education, threw off the

yoke, and went straight to nature for instruction. "But his

talent," says Lanzi, " did not consist in the graceful. Ilis

Madonnas have no beauty ; his angels in the same piece have

all the same form. AVild as the age in which he lived, he

succeeded admirably in heads full of character, especially in

those of old men, impressing an indescribable degree of bold

sublimity, which the moderns have not been able greatly to

surpass. Vast and inventive in conception, he executed

large compositions, and expressed them in grand propor-

tions,"

Giotto made another step in advance, by giving greater

chasteness to symmetry, more pleasing effect to design, and
greater softness to colouring. The meagre hands, the sharp-

pointed feet, and staring eyes of the Greek style all disappeared

under him. This gradu.al transition was due wholly to the

study of the antique. It was to this that many of the greatest

geniuses of Italy owed their development. In 1349 we find

tile Florentine painters, who had now become a numerous
body, forming themselves into a fraternity, which they styled

the Society of St. Luke. Many similar ones were formed in

other parts of Italy, particularly at Venice an^ Bologna. Those
associations, however, did not include painters alone, but were
open to all who worked at the various trades requiring most
skill and dexterity. Painting was not yet looked upon in the

light of a liberal profession, but still the esprit dc co)-ps was
growing up amongst those who practised it. Giotto's discovery

of oil-painting, towards the middle of the fifteenth century, was
the crowning step in advance. The rest was left to genius

;

and how nobly genius did its part, it is not necessary here to

relate. The begiiming of the sixteenth century was styled the

Golden Age of Art, though much remained to be achieved.

It v.-as not, however, until the appearance of Leonardo da
Vinci and ilichael Angelo that the Kenaissance made its way
beyond the Alps, and spread its blessings over France and the
north of Europe generally. These great men belonged to

what is called the Florentine school— a school which, though
wanting in power of relief in drapery, in beauty, in grouping,

as well as in many other pomts, yet always excelled in design.

Da Vinci and Michael Angelo were its two great masters, and
when they appeared they inaugurated a new era by pointin<'

out the immutable characteristics and estiblished laws of

nature, thence deducing rules which their successors have
since followed with great effect both at home and abroad.

The history of the former of "these grand old masters" is a
series of triumphs of the highest order, in which art seemed
almost to have attained to perfection. "\\'e all remember the

pleasing story which illustrates so strikingly the splendour of

the ideal to which he strove to attain, and the indomitable
patience with which he laboured in pursuit of the great object

of his ambition. He laboured for four years at a portrait

of a Florentine lady named Mona Lisa, but wa.s never able to

complete it to Ids own satisfaction, and at last relinquished

the attempt in despair. Francis I. of France saw at Milan
one of the finest of his works, "The Last Supper," and en-
deavoured in vain to saw it from the wall. Failing in this,

he invited the artist, now in his sixty-third year, to accom-
pany him to Paris. Da Vinci complied, and although he no
onger continued to follow his calling, his presence in the

French capital gave an impulse to French art, to which it

is indebted for all its subscqiient successes.

It ia owing to this circumstance that a French artist, Al.

Landille, in a painting, representing the Renaissance under a

symbolical form, which he has this year exhibited at the

Louvre, and an engraving of which we here -supply, places

him in so prominent a position amongst the authors and
promoters of the Kenaissance. This picture, which is to

form part of the new decorations of the Louvre, contains

several exaggerations and peculiarities of a former age. 'J'hc

artist has introduced into it all the characteristics of the

sculpture, as well as of many of the paintings of the sixteenth

century; the slender eyebrows, removed far from the pupils
;

the high forehead, the elegant, but almost disdainful features,

all remind us of the proud beauties of the I'Vench court

at that period. The length of the arms, legs, and fingers,

and various other details, belong to a type well known to

those who are familiar with the different schools and different

epochs in the history of French and Italian art. These
proportions, no doubt, give a certain air of nobility to the

figure, but many of the artists of the Kenaissance have ex-
aggerated them, and M. Landelle has intentionally copied

this exaggeration, in order to indicate the ta.'ste of the

period, and give an appearance of chronological accuracy to

his work. If we suppose the woman in this painting to stand

up, it will be found that the different parts of her body are not

in the proportion laid down "by rule ; for instance, her length

will be greater than ten heads. But we must not characterise

this as a fault, because it is in reality an historical trait. It was
thus the artists of the time drew their women, as may be seen

by an examination of any of their works in the palace at

Fontainebleau. The huge mass of drapery is another charac-

teristic also, which shows that the artist has been careful to

avoid all appearance of anachronism, and the figure gene-

rally is distinguished by the dignity of the attitude, the

elegance of the features, and the fineness of the outline.

At her feet are two little cherubs ; one, resting on a medal-
lion of Francis I., the great patron of the arts in France,

raises his head, and contemplates the Kenaissance apparently

with unmixed satisfaction. This is the genius of the approach-

ing good time, full of faith and -hope, and gladly hading the

transformation then taking place in the arts. The child's

head displays great feeling and power of thought and obser-

vation. Infantine simplicity and artlessness together with

the intellect and forethought of a more advanced age breathe

from every feature. The other cherub reclines in a sorrowing

attitude, and with a very sad expression of countenance,

against a beautiful enamelled vase. Though the character is

not here so well marked as in the other figure, it is not difficult

to perceive that this symbolises middle-age art,— Christian

inspiration mourning over the triumph of pagan art and
Gra>co-Roman traditions.

There is one man in England, however, whose dicta in

matters of art are yearly acquirmg additional force and
authority, because he supports them by eloquence of passing

brilliancy, by aU the weight of personal conviction of no ordi-

nary depth and fervour, and by a passionate devotion to the

subject on which he writes—we need hardly say we mean Mr.

lluskin—who looks upon the Kenaissance as an unmitigated

calamity. Short as is the space in which we are compelled to

notice the subject, in connexion with a work of art which has

attracted considerable attention in the French capital, it

would be unpardonable to pass from it without alluding to

the views propounded regarding it by one whose study of it

has been so profound. In his recently published woik, "The
Stones of Venice," treating of the various kinds of architec-

ture which adorn the " City of the Sea," he bestows almost

unmixeil praise upon those of the two first pericjds, the

Byzantine and the Gothic, and almost unmixed censure upon
that of the latest—or, in other words, upon the architecture

of the Renaissance ; and to it, also, he assigns all the unsight-

linsss and deformity which meet our view in modern houses

and public edifices. He draws glowing pictures of the con-

trast between the rich quaint picturesqueness of the streets
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in Nuremberg and other old mediicval towns of the Continent, morality, began to lose sight of Christ, and fix their thoughts

and the bald tlimsiness of our present streets and squares. more on themselves, and consequently to analyse instead of

The fact is by everybody admitted, though there is a wide believing. It is a return to that early subservience of art to

difference of opinion as to the cause ; but on this we cannot simple and undivided faith and imdoubting hope—to make it a

dwell. As to the difference in the spirit which animated veritable form of worship, and not merely a source of amuse-

' LH. KENAISSANOE —SYMBOLICAL FIGURE BY M. CH.*ia.E8 LAMJELLi:

early Christian art, and that of the Renaissance, his state-

ments, thoTigh not so lengthy, are certainly clearer; and

according to him, the Renaissance owed its origin to the

revived study of the ancient classics, of the works of the

heatlun philosophers. The Christians, by imbibing pagan

ment for (lilliiunti and connoisseurs— that Mr. Ruskin professes

to aim at. Judging from the wide difference in the miirale

of France and England, we suspect his views will make
little way in the former comitry. The spirit of pure devotion

is not there racy of the soil.
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ADRIAN VAN OSTAD.E.

Painting is a aort of freemasonry, which has its mysteries

and its gradations. Certain men of the world, from the mere
influence of their love of art, have acqiired a vague and
rudimentary notion of it ; have learnt a few proper names,

and some historical fact?, without connexion and without

continuation. They know just enough of it to make many

mistakes; l.ut ilicy .ire alnudy in the tii^t .-.tage, lor it is

no small thing to speak of art, even with some blunder-
ing. Others have multiplied and generalised thfir know-
ledge; they have attempted to form arbitrary inductions;
they have created for themselves u mode of seeing founded
upon first impressions ; they have taken their temperament
forejudge. These rank among amateurs ; their province is to
Vol. I.

throw a great light upon the aesthetic or historical parts which
they haye preferred to explore : this is the second degree of

initiation. Some, finally, have resolved to unite the pleasure

of the love of painting with the pleasure of making it a study.

They have dug deeply into the matter. By dint of seeing and
comparing, by dint of sagacity, attention, and love, they have
found the cause of their emotions ; and in ascertaining this

by an analytic process, they have discovered the great prin-

ciples which compose all the poetry of the art : these are of

the highest grade. These alone can appreciate Adrian Van
Ostade, one of the most profound masters, the most learned

and the most original who has existed since IJembrandt.

Adrian Van Ostade belongs to that generation of painters

who, in the seventeentli century, left Germany, their country,

in order to settle in the Low Countries. Holland, peopled
with amateurs, and filled with picture-galleries, was at this

epoch a sort of Italy of the north, which attracted by turns

Adrian and Isaac Ostade, Backhuysen, Lingelback, Gaspar
Netscher, all originally from Germany Adrian was bom at

Lubeck,* in 1610. We are ignorant of his family; and

* Born at Lubeck, Adrian Van Ostade would be classed, legally

and geographically speaking, among the painters of the German
school, as well as the other artists whose names we have cited.

It is well here, for the pretensions of some writers, such as Huber
and BruUiot, that their nationality renders them little suspected.

Deschamps eludes the question by comprising, without saying a

word on the subject, Adrian Van Ostade in the generic title of his

work—" The Lives of the Flemish, German, and Dutch Painters."

DargeuiJille himself is not undecided ; he clssses the two Ostades
with Albert Durer, and Holbein among the German painters ;

as he also ranks Petihit, the famous miniature-painter on enamel,
well known by his portraits of the women of the court of

Louis XIV., among the Swiss artists. Bartsch, on the contrary,

preserving a prudent silence upon tic question, as became a wise
German, describes the works of 0."tade in his first volimie of the
PHntre gravrur, consecrated to the Dutch school. Amateurs have
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scarcely anything is known of this skilful master, as of so

many others. Who, then, was occupied at this time in col-

lecting the materials for a history of painting ? Strange,

truly, that an art so charming has not found among so many
admirers one serious, interesting historian, worthy of some
attention. The life of Adrian Van Ostade only commences
for us at the moment when we meet him at Haarlem, in the

studio of Frani,'ois Hals, called Franck Hals. This was a

bold, vigorous painter, of free manner, and strong colouring.

He represented the Flemish traditions ; he even went beyond
them, to such an extreme, that Vandyck advised more wisdom
and moderation. Adrian, on the contrary, was by his nature,

and in spite of his origin, a true Hollander. He was so as

much in his exterior physiognomy as in his genius. His
grave appearance, the benevolence and simplicity of is coun-
tenance, declared the purity of his soul and the regularity of

his life ; the precise arrangement of his pictures, and the

precious finish of their execution, speak of the conscience of

the artist, his scrupulous care, his patience.

But why attempt a portrait of Van Ostade, after that which
he has so marvellously painted of himself in the celebrated

picture which is in the Lou\Te, where he is represented wi'h
his numerous children ? The genius of Holland is wholly here,

—family feeling, tranquillity of mind, interior life, rigid, and
simple. And here the method of the painter exactly corres-

ponds to the thought of the picture. Ostade, his wife, and
eight children, are here disposed in a large space softly lighted

the furniture of which consists solely of an avenue of columns ;

the tone of the walls is of a fine gray, mingling a little with
the green, which serves as a basis to the harmony of the

picture. Upon this agreeable tint stand out the white necks

and black vestments of all the members of the family. The
girls and the boys, the youngest about eight years of age,

have the flat features, the rounded nose, the projecting chin,

and the sharp eye. They resemble their parents, as becomes
well-born children, and are equally remarkable for the uni-

formity of their ugliness and of their costume. All the heads

are uncovered, with the exception of that of Van Ostade, the

father, who wears his hat as the king of this race, upon Avhom
he looks with paternal regard. The house is neat and simple,

nothing is seen upon the waxed inlaid floor but two or three

flowers, fallen perhaps from the bouquet which the children

have come to offer to their father ; for by the expressions of the

faces, the Sunday dresses and correct deportment, it may be
imagined that it is, a fete day with the family, a domestic and
friendly fete. The drawing is sober, the light softened. There
is no coquetry in the choice of the tones ; scarcely is the mono-
tony of the black drapery interrupted here and there by
tobacco-coloured petticoats, or by trowsers of a hazel tone

;

the contrast of the black and white at first appears abrupt,

but it is conceived on a scale so skilfully tempered, that it

enlivens the picture without being glaring, and arrests the

attention without offending the eye. It is a charming composi-
tion, which breathes tranquil emotion, the peaceful felicity of

a united family, from the father who holds in his hand that

of his wife, to the youngest child, who offers cherries' to its

little sister

!

As soon as the very name of Van Ostade is mentioned,

it brings some masterpiece to memory. Before he had arrived

at this degree of perfection, the young Adrian had Ion"

worked with his master Hals. Wise and industrious, he was
not seduced, as many others have been, by the love of travel.

Italy, whose name alone then excited the artists of all nations,

as formerly the name of Jerusalem had fascinated whole
nations, Italy had seen only Rembrandt. In the studio of

Franck Hals, Ostade formed a friendship with Brauwer, who
was also called Adrian, and who had already, without being
f^ware of it, sufficient talent to be made by his master the

SUt short all these uucevtaintics, and, without regard to questions
which concern the art less than the custom-house, they have
declared the two Ostades, Backhuyscn, Lingelback, Gaspard
Netscher, and some others, to be Dutch in style and tulent ; and
in the fulness of their assumed authority have cla.sscd these eminent
.irtist-s among the painters of tliat school.

subject of what is now called an crjihihition— a new word to

. express a very old thing.

Franck Hals was avaricious, and his wife so well seconded his
views, that the unhappy Brauwer, who was retained in prison,
worked on his master's account, painted charming pictures,

and received scarcely sufficient food. Ostade, who witnessed
this shameful treatment, showed Brauwer that he was suffi-

ciently skilful as a painter, and advised him to take flight.

Brauwer followed this advice and fled—by the door of
celebrity. Leaving, in his turn, the studio of Hals, Adrian
Van Ostade devoted some time to discover his own style.

First he attempted to imitate Rembrandt, to whom Francois
Hals occasionally bore some resemblance,* but in the triviality

of this great master—we speak of Rembrandt—there was a
sublimity, an incomparable poetry, far beyond the humble
genius of Van Ostade. He then turned to Teniers, whose
nature and talents he better comprehended, and who, besides,

although of the same age as Ostade, had preceded him in

painting village scenery. Brauwer, who had become a master,
found his old comrade in the midst of these perplexities ; and
quickly proved to him that Rembrandt was inimitable, and
that, after all, the name of Ostade was worth as much as

Teniers'. The friend of Brauwer then resolutely took his

own stand, although he still retained something of his first

tendencies. In abandoning Teniers and Rembrandt he pre-

served the impression he had received from the genius of the

two masters, and became what Adrian Van Ostade is to us, a
familiar Rembrandt and a serious Teniers.

The large and fine city of Haarlem, which holds the second
place among the cities of Holland, offered to Van Ostade all

that could please his taste for comfort, regularity, and em-
ployment. At some distance he could find in the large

villages of Hemstedt, Sparenwow, or Tetrode, studies of the
rustic manners of which he so often reproduced the picture.

The beer of Haarlem was in great repute throughout all

Friesland and the country of Drente ; the drinkers and the
smokers, the other models so familiar, to the pencil of Ostade,
would not, therefore, be wanting. Besides, lie had early

married a daughter of the great marine painter Van Goyen,
and we have already seen that his family increased rapidlv
enough to oblige him to lead a laborious and sedentary life.

Ostade was one of those philosophers who care to hold but
little place in the world, and to change it rarely. Xothino-
less than the rumour of neighbouring wars could have decided
our peaceful artist to leave his residence and his habits, and
return to Lubeck, his native city. "He passed through
Amsterdam," says the historian Houbraken, "intending to

go to Lubeck ; but an amateur named Constantiiie Sennepart
induced him, by his fair words, to remain with him. He
pointed out to him the advantages of residing in so consider-

able a city, where his works were esteemed, and where he
would find numerous purchasers who could aiford to pay him
well. It was about the year 1()G'2 that he arrived at Amster-
dam. He commenced a great number of designs, which were
purchased by M. Jonas Witzer, with some by Battern, for

1.300 florins.

t

At the period when Van Ostade settled in Amsterdam, this

rich and fine city was filled with amateurs, .and the most
celebrated pointers flourished there. There was not a class of
Dutch society, not a variety of the Batavian race, not a single

condition, v\hich had not in Amsterdam its chosen painter.

Lingelbach there displayed his lively fairs, his hunting-pieces

in the style of Wouvermans, and his charming sea-ports. The

* There is in the gallery of Cardinal Fesch a superb portrait of
Francois Hals, which was long attributed to Kembrandt. as we
learn from the learned author of the catalogue of this famous gal-
lery, M. George.

t Arnold Houbraken, La i'ie th'S Peintres ties Pcri/s-Bas. Die
Groote SchouhurgU der neder^anlsclw konstachiJders rn ficJiilderesst'n

Amsterdam, 1718. The invasion of Holland by Louis XIV.
having taken place in 1672, it is possible there may be a mistake
in the figures 1662, given by Houbraken, and repeated by Des-
champs. In this case, it would have been the rumour of tlio

invasion which decided Van Ostade to return to Lubeck.
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citizens went to Gerard Douw for small and delicately finished

portraits, and to Abraham A'an Tempel for those noble full-

length portraits worthy of Vandyck, brilliant with tlesh colour-

ing and satin. Gabriel Metzu represented the wealthy interiors

of Holland, ladies at the toilet or the harpsichord, young
gallants writing love-letters or practising the graces in the

drawing-room, or, better still, pretty waiting-maids pouring

water for their mistresses from a silver ewer. Adrian Brauwer
was the painter of alehouse brawls, of libertines, of gamesters,

and of drunkards. Paul Potter was privileged to wander with

his shepherds and their tlocks. Finally, the old Rembrandt,
in the depths of his mysterious studio, reigned over the crowd
of amateurs, impressing his genius upon them, and exciting

their admiration. In the midst of all these great artists,

Adrian Van Ostade came to seek his place, and foimd it. He
did in protestant Holland what Tcniers had done in catholic

Flanders. And, without carrying this idea too far, it appears

certain that the diversity of the two nations, so apparent to

him who had come from Antwerp to Amsterdam, is very

evident in the difference between the two masters. It is only

necessary to have seen the Low Countries, to be struck with
the sudden change as we pass from Belgium to Holland. The
farmer of the neighbourhood of llechlin does not in the least

resemble the Dutch peasant. The fair of Flanders is full of

joy and clatter ; the rural fetes, in the neighbouring countries

of Haarlem and Amsterdam, are less noisy and more dignified.

There the rustic smokes and laughs, gets drunk and sings,

and gives expression to his joy in vulgar sallies ; here he
remains serious, meditative, at least in appearance, and even

taciturn ; he drinks conscientiously and in silence. But
who knows what he absorbs, what liquor he swallows r

In this respect Van Ostade, in painting reality, expresses

the grotesque ideal of Rabelais, and the debouches of his

fancy. In the inn, as well as in the interior of their cottages,

the peasants of Ostade display the pleasures of drinking in

frightful proportions. Jlen and women hold enormous fan-

tastic glasses ; the servants ascending and descending the

cellar stairs can hardly supply these imitators of Gargantua.
" A butler should have a hundred hands, as Briareus had,''

said the curate of Mendon, "for this incessant pouring." And
truly we see it on looking at these red faces, these eager eyes,

these enormous mouths, which, finding the glasses too small,

though broad and deep as wells, seize the pot itself, and drain

it to the bottom. A century before. Rabelais, in his artistically

coloured style, had painted the models of A'an Ostade—those
drinker.'; with diapered nose spangled with purple blotches,

enamelled, embroidered with gules, " of which race few loved

ptisan,* but all were lovers of strong September." Ah

!

these lovers of "strong September," Van Ostade has made
portraits of them, and so true to life, that his compositions

would well adorn a Dutch edition of Rabelais, in that part of

the book where Gargantua feasts brother Jean des Entommeures,
and cries, " How good is God, who has given us this good
wine

! '

'

It is not known whether Van Ostade took lessons of Rem-
brandt ; but it is certain that he yielded to the influence of

this great master, and that he adopted his c/iiaro-vseni-o,

especially when he painted interiors. With Rembrandt, light

has a dramatic effect, his shadows are imposing and awful, as

if inhabited by phantoms. If he throws a fantastic ray in the

obscure abode of a recluse, it speaks to our imagination, and
we perceive unknown poetry hidden in this mysterious mar-
riage of the day and the night. The simple Ostade did not

rise to the conception of these poems of light ; but he bor-

rowed of Rembrandt his gradually receding lights, those

marvellous gradations which give transparency to shadow,

intercsting'the eye and even delighting the thought. This single

ray of light introduced into the cottages of the poor, through

the lozenged casement, frctiuently falls only upon subjects and
objects most strikingly trivial. The heroic gleam of Rembrandt
falls with Van Ostade only upon prose, misery, and ugliness

;

* Ptisan is a medical drink made of barley, boiled down with
raisins and liquorice.

it, nevertheless, adds a serious interest to the humble person-

ages whom he represents. Observe "The Rustic Jlousehold" t

(p. 21U). While the children are playing with the house dog,

their little sister, holding by the knee of her mother, stretches

her hands towards a toy which she wishes to have. The father

and elder son look with delight upon this simple action : this

is all the plot of "The Rustic Household. "J But even this sim-

plicity is charming. We would not wish to leave this cottage

without going over its numerous details, without counting the

utensils scattered about in the most picturesque disorder.

We look with interest \ipon the wicker cradle from which tho

child has just been taken ; the half-cleared table with the old-

fasliioned pitcher chequered with blue stripes; here the grand-

mother's wheel, there, in the embrasure of the window, the

cage with canaries ; against the wall some glasses and plates

stand upon a WTCtched plank in form of a dresser ; higher up,

hanging from the beams of the ruined ceiling, the basket full

of straw in which the fowls are carried to market ; here and

there some clothes drying upon the line or upon the wooden

balustrade which leads to the loft ; not forgetting the barrel

of beer which completes the provisions of the family, nor

the engraving fixed upon the wall, showing that the idea

of art is not absent even from this miserable cottage.

Well, it is the c/iiaro-oscuro especially, which gives t^this

humble scene its principal value. The light enters Wecly

through the large casement, but it is soft, warm, and caress-

ing ; it leaves a great part of the picture "in the repose of

shadow, and falls only on the princip.al objects. From the

window to the cradle the ray meets all the figures, including

the dog, who is also of the family ; each of them stands out with

vigour and cloai-ness. Then follow the details of the furniture,

which the light distinguishes according to their degree of

importance in the mind of the painter ; that is, as they may
serve for efl'ect by throwing back the light, or contribute to the

general harmony of colour, by tlie happy distribution of their

tone.

In contemplating these interiors, where we breathe domestic

peace and simple happiness, we may judge of the character of

Van Ostade and his private life. He has painted himself here,

rather than in smoky alehouses, where neither his tastes nor

his genius could penetrate. The history of art offers more

than one example of the contradiction between the style and

tastes of a painter. We have seen that Teniera lived as a

gentleman in the castle of Trois-tours, and had nothing in

common with the habits and feelings of the subjects of his

pictures. Adrian Van Ostade was neither a drunkard nor a

gamester. While his friend Brauwer, living in the midst of

his vulgar models, spoke their language, drank their wine,

and shared their drunkenness, ^"an Ostade himself preserved

the dignity and gravity of his manners. If he occasionally

painted the same subjects as Brauwer, it was doubtless to

satisfy the demand of purchasers, or from caprice and as an

exception. We easily recognise, on looking closely at the

picture painted by Ostade, called "Pleasure interrupted,"

(which was engraved in the last century by F. David, and the

print dedicated to Voltaire !) that the angry players in vain

draw their knife and frown their passion ; we feel that the

peaceful talent of Van Ostade, has not sufficient violence of

gesture or ferocious expression in the driuiken figures, and

that he must leave to Brauwer the representation of these

brutal struggles, where the drinkers slay each other amid the

cries of the servant, and mingle their blood with their wine.

A simple and profound observer, a perfect painter, an

harmonious colourist in the originality of his tints, Adrian

Van Ostade was never more admirable than in his rural

pictures. There he combines his charms and places them in

a true light. Under the arbour of hops, before the village inn,

behold the strolling singer, who scrapes upon his shrill violin

t This plate was exhibited at the Sulon of 1849, and the jui-j-

decreed a gold medal to its author, 51. Adrian Lorveillc.

i This exquisitely-finished picture is now in London, in the

valuable collection of Mr. Holfcrd, Russell-square, wlierc we

recently saw it.
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a gay strain from his collection. To cover his lank and

withered body he has borrowed the tinsel of a comedy lord ;

a cock's feather in his nether button-hole waves in the wind.

Near him a little boy, seen from behind, standing as proudly

as a priino iiiiinu upon the boards of a great theatre, seems to

accompany him upon an instrument, though w'e cannot see it.

The countenance of the singer—sharp, mocking, merry, and

almost impudent—leaves no doubt as to the nature of the words

which he utters : he carries to the village the ways of the

town ; he has just uttered a vulgar icst, and lends to the

picture, playing with a dog. Within stands the hostess, grave

and modest ; her serious countenance forbids a laugh, and

behind her two men are listening, partly concealed in the

half-tint—one would smile, but disdainfully; the other, with-

out standing on ceremony, enjoys it heartily and freely, and

freely yields himself to a half-stupid admiration.

Is not this truly a little scene- of rustic comedy, of cimiedy

of manners, full of free gaiety ? Has not the most learned

analysis of human sentiments dictated the details of a com-

position where unity of effect rules variety of expressicci r

A P.4INTEK IN HIS STUDIO. FROM A PAINTING ]1V AEllIAN VAN OSTAD".

ormality of his features the niimicry of his profession. The
varied e-xprcssion of the personages is rendered with rare

truth and skill. First, there is the jolly fellow in a fit of

laughter sliding from the stone bench on which he sits. Two
children are seated by his side ; one appears scarcely to com-
prehend what he sees, while the other, about the age of tl.e

hoy who accompanies, the singer, with open eyes profoundly
admires the precocious talents of the young artist. Further

off a little girl holds by the hand a young frightened infant,

while the last of the family sits on the grotmd in front of the

And what idea may we not form of this masterpiece, if we
remember what the pencil of the colourist has added to charm

the eye by the harmony of his tints and the dispo_sition of the

light! " The place of the scene," says a clever critic,* "is

shaded by a tree, and by the bushy stalks of the hops

climbing over the poles. The light introduced through the

* Musec Robillard. This picture, painted on wood, was in the

Musiie Francais in tlie time of the empire ; it was taken back in

ISlo.
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branches strikes vividly upon the wall in the centre ot the

picture, and spreads over it in delightful gradation. The

general tone is dear ; the transparent foliage throws upon all

the objects a greenish reflection which mingles softly with the

strong colours. This greenish tint, which was familiar to

Van Ostade, has become here, as in many of his works, a great

beauty, on account ofthe foliage over which it is spread, and the

.strong light which animates the picture. The wall, the door,

and the ground, offer a true colour, lively tones, fine half-tints,

and careful details. We see here the perfection of art, so far as

this kind of painting is concerned."

pressed by exterior objects, should be able to draw upon

copper the passing scenes which strike them. For example,

a ray of sun-light, passing between two clouds, falls by

chance upon the hump-backed violin player, who stops at

the doorof the inn;* or upon abakcr who cries his hot liread;t

or rather upon a group of grotesque beggars in great hats

here is a picture complete, but without the delay of painting,

the artist vividly traces his impressions upon the varnish, ho

takes notes with his graver as the poet takes his with the

pencil, and it afterwards happens, that this rapid sketch in-

terests us so much the more, inasmuch as he has h(recxprcss?d

THE HUMP-BACKP.n FIDDLPIl.—FROM \ PAINTING !!Y .^DRUN VAN OSTAIIF.

How many things could we not add here respecting the

effect of the picture, the idea, the original order of the design,

—in a word, the sentiment of the whole. What proves that

transparency of colouring, is not with Van Ostade the only

merit of his works, and that this time the colourist is, so to

speak, above the market, is the inestimable value of the prints

engraved from his pictures, especially those which he etched

himself, and in which, notwithstanding, we find his pecu-

liar defects—careless handling, and occasionally a feeble

design. Like almost all Dutch painters, Ostade was an
engraver. It is necessary that artists, who are easily im-

with more freedom and vigour the impression received. The

etching of Van Ostade is distinguished by great sobriety o

* This print, which we have engraved above, is numbered 44 in

the catalogue of Bartsch.

t Gcrsaint, in one of his precious catalogues, explains the local

custom represented in the picture of Ostade which bears this title :

" The Baker who trumpets his hot Bread." " It is a custom in

the Low Countries," says this amateur, " often to eat hot bread, in

which they put some butter ; but almost always on Saturday

evening among the citizens. This day is generally devoted to
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workmanship. The white of the paper here performs an

important part. Not a line is without purpose, not a hatcliing

whicli is not there to give expression to the features, to arrange

a fold of the draperj', or to indicate a movement. The parts

of light and shade are neatly cut, and when the half-tiats are

multiplied it is entirely exceptional. The print called "A
Painter in his Studio" is an example of this. For the rtst,

Van Ostade is, in his own style, what Berghem is in his : he

understands picturesque forms best, he gives character to the

slightest det.iils ; in truth, he lends unknown grace to the

falling boards of a damp, green, rotten pent-house. An old

roof where grass is growing, an ancient casement window, the

remains of an old basket, and even the lizard on the wall— all

with Ostade are invested with charms, attract notice, and, as

amateurs say, are full of rar/oi'it.

Adam Bartsch reckons fifty etchings of Adrian Van
Ostade, not including a doubtful piece.* If we now reckon

the precious, highly- finished pictures which we see from his

hand in the galleries of Europe—so many interiors, alehouses,

ietes under the vine arbour, as well as the portraits by this

master, for he executed some superior ones—we shall see that

the life of Ostade was that of an artist of great industry and

c xtent. It is even curious to notice the kind of moral seclusion

in which nearly all the great painters of Holland lived. It is

taid that they carried with them a sort of atmosphere, im-

pervious to rumours and events from without. In their pictures

we seek in vain for any trace of the great facts of contem.

poraneous history. The youth of Ilembrandt and that of Van
Ostade was spent in the midst of the disasters of the Thirty

Years' War ; and the former remained all his life wrapped

up in an exalted dignity, most foreign to the outer world
;

from the depths of his cavern where he painted his philo-

sophers in meditation, he heard not Count Mansfeld's cavalry

passing. The other, more troubled by the war since he ded

froni it, did not once regard the soldiers who defiled under

his windows, did not go out of his ruitio inns, or his silent

smoking- houses.

If by hist iry we imderstand a picture of the movements

of nations, the recital of their quarrels with foreigners, of their

negotiations, and of their battles the works of Dutch masters^

and particularly those of Van, Ostade, have nothing historical.

But on the other hand, how they show us the interior of

things, how clearly these little canvasts, these vivid etchings

tell us the other history, that of the feelings, the habits and

the manners of the nation ! How they assist us to penetrate

into the inner life and thoughts ! No part of the Dutch

character has been more clearly expressed. Let us, for exam-

ple, turn our attention to the celebrated picture by Adrian

Van Ostade, which they call the "Inconveniences of Play ;"t

cleaning the house ; and as it is supposed that the servant is

occupied all day in this work, and that she has not time to prepare

the evening meal, they are content with hot bread and butter,

wliich is quickly prepared ; therefore, at a certain hour, the bakers

of each quarter announce by a trumpet that their batch is ready

for distribution, and each then hastens to make provision."

—" Catalogue raisonne des diticrcnts effuts curieux et rares

contenus dans le cabinet de feu M. dc la lloque, par E. F. Gcr-

saint. Paris, 174.5."

* The catalogue of Rigiil (pp. 277, 278), speaks also of two otlicr

prints attributed to Ostade, one of which is marked with tlie

letters " A. O. S." The safest coui-sc is to refer it to Bartsch

_

The work of Adrian Van Ostade is usually accompanied by «

portrait of the painter, engraved by J. Gole, after Coueville

Uiisart, and a copper plate, upon which is engraved this title :

fWerck compUlt van den rermaartU sckihier Aibimi Van Oslaile, a'hs

door hemselfi yiinvadeei t en geest :" the complete works of Adrian

Van Ostade, the celebrated painter, designed and engraved by

himself. This work thus complete, in proofs, from worn-out

plates, would scarcely be worth £15 ; but a work composed of

first proofs, which they call pioofs Oe rfmarques, would not be

worth less than £000 or £800."

t Tliis picture was in the Musce Najioleon in the time of tjie

emjiirc. It was rrlaUen ia ISbJ.

a board serves for a table, two men are playing at cards. One
of them, a bad player no doubt, and, alas ! always having

the contrary chance, is out of humour, and throws the cards

upon the ground. The other rises indignantly, and with his

hand resting upon the edge of the board, leans towards his

companion, and sharply reproaches him for his bad faith.

Evidently a violent quarrel is about to follow this contest, as

yet peaceful. Every one around the players is watching their

quarrel. A woman, whose glass and pot of beer stood upon

the board, hastily removes the precious objects ; a smoker has

taken his pipe from his mouth, and looks gravely upon the

scene ; the violin player, whose bow mechanically continues

the air already commenced, is looking at nothing but the two

actors of the drama which is preparing. A critic is astonished

that this work should be known by the name that we have

quoted. Everything in the scene seems to breathe a peace

which would not be troubled by the trifling altercation which

has taken place between the two players. No doubt there is

profound peace under this fine green foliage, the violin of the

fiddler rejoices the eai-s of the tranquil drinkers and the ecsta.ic

smokers. Nevertheless, in a corner of this picture, a man is

standing with flashing eye, clenched fingers, and hat over his

eyes. In rising, he has violently thrown down the bench on

which he was sitting. The struggle has not yet commenced,

but it is inevitable. And it is precisely in having chosen this

moment when peace still continues, that Van Ostade has shown
himself the ingenious and profound observer. In a French

tavern the bottles would have flown about without any expla-

nation. But the Dutch painter has been able to represent a

man highly irritated surrounded by people who are inte-

rested in his emotion, and whose physiognomy, notwithstand-

ing, is placid, because this slowness to throw off his habitual

calm is natural to the Hollander. There is a very considera-

ble interval between the moment when he is moved and that

in which he allows it to appear. Sober in movements as in

words, he speaks fewer words, and makes fewer gestures

in the course of a whole year than a Parisian in one day.

We may mention, while on this subject, that in Haarlem,

just by the city of Van Ostade, two masons were one day

seen pulling a rope in order to raise a large stone. Presently

the two men, exhausted by the enormous weight, found they

had not sufficient strength to raise the stone to the required

height. The stone remaining suspended a few feet from the

ground, the two masons turned towards the passers-'.-, show-

ing them by a look that they needed assistance. Immediately

two or three men advanced from among the people wiihout

speaking, assisted the masons, who spoke not a word to them,

and then withdrew, still preserving the silence. As the task

was long, several persons succeeded them, still without a

single word having been exchanged, and without a single

gesture having been made, beyond the movements by the

manoeuvre.

At all times amateurs have recognised in tlie works of Adrian

Van Ostade two perfectly distinct styles ;j one which is a

little that of Frar(;ois Hals, that is, a bold, free, and decided

manner; the other soft and fine, resembling a painting on

enamel, not, however, what is depreciatingly called the por-

celain style. There is in the Louvre a celebrated specimen of

this—the picture of "The Schoolmaster." Although fineness

of execution in small works is a law in painting, and there is a

law as imperative requiring bold execution in large works, it

cannot be denied that Van Ostade here deviated in practice

from what his master had taught him, and he himself practised

with such success on other occasions. We need only notice as

examples the portraits of small dimensions, which, without

speaking of the character and expression of the heads, are

marvels of touch. The pencil is there managed with circum-

spect and abundant freedom, the folds of the skin are sharply

defined without roughness, the details are marked without

any reserve, and in a head where nothing is wanting the whole

dominates, nevertheless, to that degree that this head may

j Sec what Ilngf (lorn siiys iu his " I.elUr ii jnt ay aU ui th ft tidiu*',

(li'fc dig Mairrh'imwt^ ht\doi fQiits/' Uresde, 177'J.
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serve as a lesson to a painter who executes large portraits.

It is not, then, easy to conceive why Van Ostatle has occasion-

ally thrown himself into the manner of which we speak, and

why he should even go so far as to polish his painting with

processes of his own invention, as is thought hy Jt. Paillot de

Montabert :*— " I suspect that Van Ostadc, who represented

' The Fish-market ' which is seen in the Museum of Paris, and

in which we perceive upon the tables various kinds of fish,

arranged in order one above the other ; I suspect, I say, that

he obtained this transparency from colours ground with oil

alone, and laid on with particular art, an art which consisted

not only in the touch, but in a certain polish Avhich resembles

the effect that block marble receives from the burnisher,

which renders it brilliant and as clear of tarnish as it was at

first. The c-istom of rubbing a painting to polish it has been

noticed by several Flemish writers."

ITowcver that may be, tho touch of Van Ostade, whether

deeply marked or softened, firm or smooth, was always obe-

dient to the will of the painter when he wished to display one

of the most precious qualities of his art—expression. How
many times, in going over the gallery of the Louvre, have we
not been arrested and powerfully retained by the little picture of

Adrian's which represents a Dutch merchant reading a letter.

The man seems so attentive that in turn he compels our

attention. But ivhat is contained in this letter which he holds

in his hands, and devours with his eyes : What, in our simple

imaginings, have we not read there ? No doubt, he is the rich

owner of a privateer, who has received news from a distant

country. The letter which interests him so deeply relates

the unforeseen adventures which have happened to his ship,

perhaps inauspicious, but the immovable Dutchman reads

this serious correspondence with apparent calmness. Sensibi-

lity in this Bativian is Intent, it has not wrinkled his fore-

head, marked his checks, nor weakened his eyes ; the ex-

pression of it leaves him not less tranquil and vigorous. Also,

in .spite of the vulgarity of the features, the countenance of

this model interests us : it is elevated by the manly lines

which the pencil has so vividly marked, it is ennobled by the

philosophic character which distinguishes it, and, in a word,

by the presence of thought. In this the master is seen.

Adrian Van Ostade died at Amsterdam in 16So, at the age

of seventy.five years. He had his brother Isaac for a pupil,

one of the most astonishing landscape painters that ever

existed. If so many writers have declared him very inferior to

his master, it is, because they have found it more con-

venient to copy the four lines devoted by Dcschamps to IsLac

Ostade, than to go to see his landscapes, full of golden mist

and rustic poetry. Corneille Dusart, Corneille Bega. and David
Ryckaert, the younger, were also the pupils or the imitators of

Adrian. Like him, their subjects were the convers.itions of

the peasantry, the interior of their houses, their simple

pleasures, their artless emotions, their quarrels. Some have
often been pleased to eomp,are Ostade with Teniers, and we
acknowledge the justice of the parallel which his been dr.awn

by the good Deschamps, to whom we must now and then
render justice—a parallel which has been developed, continued,

and completed with skill by Emeric David. Teniers, say thev,

grouped his figures better, and knew better than Ostade how
to dispose his plans. In fact, the latter sometimes placed the

point of light so high that the apartments appeared odd,

and would have been ridiculous if he had not known how-

to fill up the vacancy by details which interrupted the

large spaces. The colouring of Teniers is clear, bright,

silvery, and altogether very varied ; that of Ostade, with
the same [transparency, is vigorous, warm, and often florid.t

The one has a li.ght, vivid, and spirited touch ; the other is

sustained, flowing, and soft. The one manages the light, in

order to soften it, bringing it across the thick bushes, or

allows it to glide into the cottage of the poor only through

the climbing plants with which the window is shaded ; he

• " Traitu coraplct de la Peinture," tome 8. Paris, Eossangc,
1829; p. 2n.(

t Musee Kobillard, tome 2.

charms us, in fact, by mysterious and striking effects. The
other, on the conti-ary, places his Hgurcs in open air, and

without expressive shadow, withotit betraying his learned

combinations, he gives to his picture the tone, the interest of

life. In imitating nature Teniers represents her amiable,

smiling, and especially admirable for her variety. If he

paints a rustic fete, we recognise in the games of the peasants,

in their joy, in their anger, in their quarrels, the diversity of

their characters. K ich state, each age, has its manners. By
the side of a stupid drunkard are .shown persons who adorn

the fete by the dignity of their attitude and their bearing.

Van Ostade, contracting the circle of his models, chooses only

the figure and the actions of the peasantry of Holland

from the most ignoble and the most grotesque that nature

and manners offer. "A satirical author," said Jl. Emeric

David, " Ostade makes his personages ugly, in order to render

them more pleasing and more ridiculous." The latter senti-

ment appears wanting in justice. It is for the jester Teniers

to ridicule his world. No, the kindly Ostade should not be

transformed into a satirical author. The painter of dull

cottages and of peaceful smoking-liouses, has not made his

peasants, his poor and his silent smokers, ugly in order to

please ; he has not mocked his models, he has copied them

seriously ; and under the rags which cover them, in the pro-

found misery into which they are plunged, he has many times

made us feel the presence of the soul. Teniers has sought

the comic, Ostade has perhaps found it, but without knowing

it. He placed himself at his window framed with honey-

suckle, and saw human comedy pass by. If you desire to

hear drinking songs and indulge in a roar of vulgar laughter,

enter, without ceremony, the alehouse of Teniers ; but if

you prefer to mingle with the poor villagers!, and in smoking

rotmd the hearth forget, as they do, the lubours, the hardships

of life, go see that little picture by Adrian, which represents

the entrance to the village inn. Upon the wall hangs a bill

where the painter has written these words:—"House to be

sold : apply to Van Ostade."

The work of Adrian Van Ostade holds an important place

in the portfolios of amateurs. It is composed of fifty prints.

The best, according to Bartsch, are " The Hurdy Gurdy
Player," " The Family," " The Barn," " The Father of the

Family," and "The Quack," all very superior to No. 16, which

has for its title " The Doll demanded."

The art of well detaching the figures is particularly seen in

" The Quack," " The Dance at the Inn "
(p-. 221), and " The

Luncheon." "The School" and "The Singer" may be

noticed as the least successful engravings of the master.

The pictm-es of Adrian Van Ostade are rarely to be met

with among amateurs. They are nearly .all in museums or in

very rich private g,alleries.

The Lou^Te reckons no less than seven of the finest. "The
Schoolmaster," "The Family of the Painter," and "The
Fish Market," are true masterpieces.

In the JIuseum of JIunich are five pictures by Ostade.
" A Still Life, with vases, fruit, fish, and a dead cock." "A
Dutch Inn," where peasants are fighting, and their wives,

modern Sabines, come to separate them. The three others

represent drinkers and young villagers; charming composi.

tions of feeling and method.

In the Dresden JIuseum r.re five pictures by Ostade, besides

two copies of this master. It is not uncommon to meet

acknowdedged copies of the great masters in the museums
of the North. Is it not the finest homage that can be

rendered to the talent of these painters when we cannot

procure the originals r

The Muse'e Koyal of Berlin only possesses a single Ostade
;

it represents an old woman under a vine arboxir, believed to

be the mother of Ostade.

The Hermitage at St. Petersburgh contains no less than

twenty works of Ostade, among which a series of " The Five

Senses," and some charming interior scenes.

The heirs of Sir Robert Peel possess, in their collection in

London, " An Alchymist," by Adrian Van Ostade. The
execution of this picture is of rare perfection, and Waagen
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Says, in his "Voyage Artistique en Angleterre," that this the preceding, from the collection Braamcarap, represents
work cost at least 800 guineas. "Three Peasants drinking, smoking, and playing, round a
In the Bridgewater Gallery there is "A Game at Back- Table."

gammon," by Adrian Van Ostade, played by two peasants. In the collection of Mr. T. Hope, a picture by Ostade
In the collection of Lord Ashburton there is, by the same represents "An old Peasant Woman leaning against an open

master, "A \iew of the Village," ornamented with thirteen door, talking to a Boy."

THE EtrsnC HOUSEHOLD.—FaOM A PAINTiNj BY ADUIAV TAN OSTADE.

iigm-es, a^cart drawn by a white horse, some pigs and poultry ; Among the pictures composing the collection of Mr. Beck-
dated 1676. This charming little picture was formerly the ford, in London, is a fine picture by Ostade, representing " Six
ornament of the Blondel de Gagny, Trouard, Praslin, and Peasants round a Table." This picture was sold for JOO
Solirene collections. There is another, representing "A Man guineas, at the sale of M. Dehahante.
and a Woman at a Table," and a third, which came, as weU as In the gallery of the Marquis of Bute, at Luton House,
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there is a small picture by Ostade
; it represents "A Man of eyes ; in the second impression a lower bonnet nearly touches

Law in his study, reading a Manuscript." the eyes.
There are in the Royal Museum of Matlrid some little " A Family of Peasants at table saying grace. 1647.

THE HUTCH SMOKING-KOOM.

—

PROM A PAINTING BY ADRIAN TAN OSTADF.

pictures by Ostade, full of spirit and gaiety ; they are interiors " An Assemblage of Peasants, occupied in kilUng a Pig ; a
of cottages. night-piece, producing a fine effect of the chiaro oscuro.

'I

The following are his most esteemed prints :— " A Mountebank surrounded by several figures.
"The Painter seated at his Easel. The first impressions "Several Peasants at the door of a Cottage, -with a fair in

of this plate are with the high cap considerably above the the background.
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" Several Peasants fighting with knives.

"The Cottage Dinner. 16.53.

"The Cobbler's shop. 1G71.

"A Man standing on a Bridge angling.
" The Interior of a Dutch Ale-house, with figures drinking

and dancing.

" The Inside of a Cottage, mth a AVoman suckling a Child.
"The Spectacle-seller.

" A Man, Woman, and Child at the door of a Cottage. ir>.32.

"Several Peasants at a window; one of them is singing a
ballad, and another holds the candle.
" A Man blowing a Horn, le.ming over a hatch.
"A Village Festival, with a great number of figures divert-

ing themselves at the door of an ale-house. His largest plate."
"We now turn to a hst of prices of the pictures of Ostade,

furnished by the public sales.

In 1744, at the sale of Lorangore, " The Backgammon
Players" was sold for £1". At that of M. de la Roque,
in 174-5, two little pictures representing half-length figures,

one "A Sailor," the other, "A Peasant," were valued at

£4 the two
i another, representing " A Baker, who trumpets

hot Bread," at £5.

At the sale of M. de Julienne in 1767, there were offered

five pictures by Ostade ; the first, painted in 16G1, represented
" The interior of a Chamber," in which, near the fire, are a
woman and child, and four men, each holding a pipe, the
fourth, sitting in the chimney corner, holds a pipe and a pot

;

to the right, near the casement, are a woman and two men
standing. This picture, painted upon copper, was sold for

.€300. Tne second, dated 16G2, represents the famous " School-
master," which is in the Louvre ; it sold for £260. The third,

representing "The Players at Ninepins," by the side of a

violin player, fetched £109. The fourth represents " A Man,
a Woman, and two Children," one sitting in a c'/.v-t, while the

mother is feeding it ; dated 1667. price £40. The fifth is "A
Lower Room, lighted by a large casement," in which there

are five figures, price £103.

At the sale of the Duke de Choiseul, in 1772, several

pictures of Ostade :—" The Game of Shuffle-board," which w-e

have reproduced (p. 220), sold for £186. '• The interior of

a house of Peasants " (the great smoking house, engraved
by Wisscher), four principal figures, one with his back to the

fire, fetched £3.3G. " An Interior ;" upon the table, which is

covered with a cloth, are plate.°, bread, and glasses, near it a

man and a woman, further off two children under a window,
a third sitting in a chair, in the foreground a large spindle

;

price £120.

At the sale of the Prince of Conti, in 1777, an " Interior of

a Peasant's house," dated 1668; the same, which at the sale

of the Duke do Choiseul, sold for £3.36, now only realised

£283.

In 1812, at the sale of the cabinet Clos, was put up, " An
Interior of a Farm ;" twenty figures, men, women, and children

;

adance to the sounds of a bagpipe ; a child sitting upon a

bench. This picture sold for £242. It came from the cabinet

t^crvad of Amsterdam, where it was sold in 1778 for 2,430

Horins, or about £243.

At the sale Lapericre, in 1823, the same picture fetched

the price of £613 ;
" A Rustic Interior," £168.

In 182.5, at the first sale of the Prince Galit/,Ln, was sold

for £.320 a picture by Ostade. representing " An Interior of a

Smoking-house."

At the sale of the Chevalier Erard, in 1832, was sold '' The
Dutch Smoking-room" (p. 217) ; a wom.an and four men by
the side of a violin^player, accompanying a woman who is

singing, other persons talking or smoking : price, £400. " The
Adoration of the Shepherds," which Ostade is said to have

painted on the birth of one of his children, produced £470.

At the sale of the Duke de Berry, in 1837, was offered "The
Village Dance," No. 14 of the catalogue. This very capital

picture dated 1660, has been engraved by Woolett ; it was
valued at £SSO. In 1768 it made part of the collection of

Gaignat; in 1777 that of Randon de Boisset ; in 1801 that of

Tolosan.

At the sale of P<.ul Perrier, 1843, " The Fish-market" was
valued at £140 ; "The Empiric " at £240.
Adrian Van Ostade signed his etchings and his pictures

as indicated below :
—

/^' .A^
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PICTURES IN EDINBURGH.

London- has splendid galleries and magnificent pictm-es. The
National Gallery and Marlborough-house contain priceless

gems. Then in the halls of our nobles the works of the immor-
tals are to be seen. Also, for those who have time, there are

Hampton-court Palace and Dulwich with their treasures, rich
and rare. You need not tra\ el to Venice, Vienna or Rome.
There is much amongst us for the stay-at-home traveller to

see and admire.

Edinburgh has, .also, a collection of pictures, but little known,
but which will well repay a visit to that beautiful and romantic
city. Though of recent growth, it promises to do' credit to
the country, and to supply that deficiency in the study of art

in Scotland which has hitherto been alniost neglected. This
fine collection, to which we beg to call the reader's attention,

consists of that class of the genuine works of the great masters
which are more especially of an instructive character to artists,

rather than such as are usually selected with a view to the
adornment of a gallery as a public spectacle. The directors

wisely seek pictures which may be relied upon as safe models

—

upon which the student may advantageously form his taste

and correct his practice. Altliough these may prove less

attractive to the cursory observer, or be less calculated to

dazzle by the brilli.ancy of subject and effect, the advantages
of such a course of instruction are too obvious to require much
detail in this place, as its tendency is to exalt and purify public

taste, to moderate the extravagancies of the untutored aspi-

rants in arts, to check the dangerous precipitancy with which
they are too apt to overstep the slow and certain measures by
which alone excellence in art is to be obtained, and to assist

the artist in subduing the delusive estimate of his own powers
which he is so ready—especially if he be very inexperienced

—

to form ; for it is true, as has been well remarked, that " those

accustomed to teach in the academies of painting, have gene-

rally found that the slow and laborious student was more
likely to rise to eminence, than those who pressed forward in

the confidence of genius." After everything is acquired that

experience can teach, an ample field will )'et remain for the

exercise of genius and invention. The scope is boundless.

But the basis of painting ought to be laid in study, in an
intimate knowledge of the works of the best masters, in acute

observations of nature, and unwearied combat with the diffi-

culties of execution. These are the substantial promoters of

the art, and in so far as associations or private patronage can
supply facilities of employment, and objects of emulation and
study, they have done their part.

The Royal Institution, in which the Edinburgh collection is

placed, stands in Princes-street, not far from the finest of

Scotch monuments, that erected to the memory of Sir Walter
Scott. The original collection, acquired at considerable ex-

pense by the du'ectors of the Royal Institution from various

private collections in Italy, has, from time to time, been

enriched by additional pictures, the gift of persons friendly to

the advance of art in Scotland. There are also added some
pictures of modern artists, acquired by or presented to the

institution i but the most important addition is that of the

valuable collection of paintings, marbles, and bronzes, the

property of the late Sir James Erskine, Bart., of Torrie, which,

by an arrangement recently entered into by the Board of

Trustees and the trustees nominated by the late Sir James

Erskine, are not deposited in the galleries of the institution.

On his death, Sir James Erskine, of Torrie, bequeathed to his

brother, Sir John Drummond Erskine, his whole property
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under burden inter alia, " Tliat at his death he make over to

the College of Edinburgh, to be entailed upon it, all my pic-

tures, bronzes, and marbles, in the House of Torrie, for the

purpose of raising a foundaiion for a gallery for the eneouragc-

ment of the fine arts. And ftr the better secmity of this, I

nominate and appoint my next heir of entail and the succeed-

ing heirs of entail to the estate of Torrie, chancellor of the

eoUege—the sheriff of the county, and the provost of Edin-

burgh, to be trustees." Sir James died in 1S2.5, .and his brother

died in ISSO, when the trustees removed the collection to the

College of Edinburgh, and by special agreement in 181,3,

between them and the Board of Trustees for arts and manu-

factures in Scotland, the entire collection, the pictures of

which are in the finest preservation, and have been collected

with much judgment ;is choice specimens of the works of the

different masters, especially in the Flemish and Dutch schools,

were placed under the charge of that Hoard in the Royal Insti-

tution. The institution, comprising the two collections, is open

gratuitously to the public, two days each week—thre-.' days

being set apart for the accommodation of students of art, who

are supplied with tickets on applying at the oKce. On enter-

ing, the first picture that attracts the eye is " The LomenilU

family," one of the most distinguished in the llepublic of

fienoa. It is on canvas nine feet square. This is, perhaps,

the finest specimen of Vandyck's pencil now in Great Britain.

It is iji good preservation, .and abounding in all the peculiar

excellencies of that great master ; in the rich and mellow tone

of colouring, the delicacy of touch, and above all, in the power

he possessed of displaying character in his portraits. The
principal figure is probably the most successful example .

Vandyck ever produced of masculine beauty, and noble and

unaffected bearing in attitude and e-xpression. Another picture

of Vandyck's, is the " Martyrdom of St. Sebastian," which

has always been esteemed one of the best historical works

from that master. The attendants, five in number, are bind-

ing the martyr to a tree ; two are Roman soldiers on horse-

back. The landscape and background are in beautiful harmony.

It is tlie sketch for the finished picture now at Municli, which

Sir Joshua Reynolds saw at Diisseldorf. He sajs, " He never

afterwards had so brilliant a manner of colouring, it kills

everything near it." Behind it are figures on horseback,

touched with great skill. This is Vandyck's first manner

when he imitated Rubens and Titian, which supposes the sun

in the room. In his pictures afterwards, he represented the

effect of common daylight. Both were^ualiy true to nature,

but his first manner carries a. superiority with it and seizes

our attention ; whilst the pictures, painted in the latter maimer,

run a risk of being overlooked. A picture of Titian's, on a

panel, called '' A Landscape," is a fine specimen of that great

master. It is one of four panels painted by Titian, to orna-

ment the bed of his patron, the Emperor Charles V., represent-

ing morning, midday, evening, and night. Jerome Buonaparte,

when the bed came into his possession, removed the panels

and had them framed as i^ictures. After his departure from

Spain, the bed and the four pictures were restored to their

original owner, the Duke of Vivaldi Pasqua, from whom the

one in the collection was purchased. A " iladonna. Infant,

and St. John," is one of the finest specimens of the master

which has been exhibited in this country. The " Summer,"
" Autunm," " Winter," of Tintoretto are bold but some-

what extravagant sketches. There are two very fine speci-

mens of Barbieri ; one representing the repentance of St.

Peter, and the other the ^ladonna. Infant, and St. John.

One of Huysman's pictures, entitled, " Landscape with

Cattle and Figures," fully bears out the criticism com-

mon on Huysman— that his pictures generally have a

striking efl'ect of light on the foreground. In the same

collection there is a woodland scene, in the fresh, juicy

manner of Robbenia, with a river-bank in the foreground,

on which appear some small figures. Another Robbenia

is a woody landscape, has the remarkable light pencil-

ling of the foliage for which that artist was celebrated. A
picture of a young lady, richly attired, presenting flowers to

;ho Infant Saviour seated on the knees of the Virgin, is attri-

buted to Titian, on account of the splendour of the colouring

and the ex((uisite trutli and transparency of the fiesh in

shadow. At any rate, it is of the time of Titian, and belongs

to his school. There is one Cuyp, whicli appears to be an

early picture. The scene is a sunset, in a Dutch landscape.

In the middle is a river with several groups of nude figures ;

some are about to plunge in—others are already immersed.

They are principally in 6hade)W, with strong gleams of light

on their shoulders, producing a peculiar yet harmonious effect

that tones well with the view of a di.stant town, and the

softened tints of a serene evening sky. There is one line

picture by Jacob Ruysdacl; it is apparently a Flemish view,

with a river in front, a richly wooded and broken bank in the

middle distance, and the lofty towers of a church more
remote. On the left is a group of gnarled oaks, for delineating

which Ruysdacl was so famous. The figures are painted by

P. Wouvermans. It is an harmonious and forcible picture.

There are two pictures by Francis Snyders ; the one called

" A Wolf Hunt," is a very large forcible picture, in wliich the

fierce rage of the wolf, surprised in feasting on a slaughtered

deer, is energetically displayed in seizing one dog by the

buttock, wliile his own fore paw becomes the prey of another

courageous hound ; the other, " A Boar Hunt," in spite of

some spirit in the dogs, is a very inferior picture. There is a

beautiful Italian landscape by Richard Wilson, affording an

exquisite specimen of the skill of the English Claude in aerial

perspective and clear sunny effect. The scene is on the

borders of a small lake, on which rises a steep bank covered

with wood, .and crowned by a vilhage. A " Salvator Rosa"
will also please his admirers. The scene is the shore of

a wild lake on which appear several armed banditti. A rocky

boundary on the further side occupies the middle distance on

the right, and declines so as to give a distant view towards the

left hand. There are a few straggling trees, but the whole
composition is grand, solemn, and forcible, with the utmost

clearness of aerial tints. There are several pictures by Dutch
and Flemish masters for those who admire that homely and

faithful style of art for which those painters are so famed. A
picture of Poussin is one of the gems of the place. It is a

" Land Storm," with beautifully designed figures in the fore-

ground and middle distance. The conception is poetical, ful

of vigour and genius. The branches of the trees, the drapery

of the figures, and the action of their muscles, proclaim the

violence of the tempest, before which man and cattle are

succumbing. A dark lurid tone presides over the scene in

unison with the scorching heaven and the allied lightning

that strikes on the castellated cliffs in the distance. One of

Guido's pictures also adorns the place. It is an " Ecce
Homo," or a Christ crowned with thorns—one of that artist's

favourite subjects. The mild resignation of the picture

triumphs over mortal agony. The colouring is of that lucid

softness that gives a charm to the principal works of this

m.aster. One other picture also we must allude to—one of

Backhuysen's. It is the " Return of small Craft into Harbour

during a brisk Gale." Figures on the jetty are observing the

entrance of a vessel. The water is broken with his usual

skill, and tones well with the lowering sky. But, after all,

the pictures we like best in the collection, are some of the

moderns. We believe as much in the present as the past. Old

art, like old wine, is not necessarily g<iod. There are excep-

tions, occasionally, in favour of what is nuw ; and Edinburgh

can boast of some of the e.xceplions. Among them are some

of Etty's pictures. If we go into our own Vernon Gallery,

we almost forget that Etty painted anything but i/enre pic-

tures. We forget that he started an historical painter—

a

calling ho forsook when the British public fell in love with

his women—nude, large-eyed, and black-haired. But of his

historical power Edinburgh has eome splendid specimens,

superior to the '• Joan of Arc," another of his pictures in

the historical style, exhibited in the Dublin E.xhibition.

There are five of his pictures in Edinburgh. We give them

in the order of their merits. The first is '' Conibert—Woman
interceding for the Vanquished," then '-Benaiah slaying the

two lion-like men of Nob," and a scries of three pictures
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representing the story of Judith and Holofernes—the last

especially is a gorgeous and striking picture. Judith, and

Ilolofornes, and the maid are very fine. In one picture we

have the maid listening at the entrance to the tent,

while Judith within is doing the bloody deed ; then we
have in another the terrified appearance of the maid as

Judith issues from the tent with the head of Ilolofornes

in her hands. Etty in this series of paintings has succeeded in

telling the entire story with wonderful accuracy, and fidelity,

and power. It will be long before we gaze upon three such

magnificent pictures again. Turning away from their terror

and splendour, there are two pictures of a different de-

scription which you will do well to look at before you leave the

rooms. The one is a delicious picture of Paton's, " The
Reconciliation of Oberon and Titania." Mr. Phelps may tell

us we cannot put the creatures of fairy mythology upon the

up with life and beauty was soon seized by a stronger.

Another fine modern picture, also, is " Christ teaching

Humility," by Robert Scott Lander. Tliis, with Paton's

picture, was purchased by the Society of Arts in Scotland, and

was presented by them to the collection. This society was the

first of the Art Unions established in Scotland, and has an

income, we believe, of about .£4,000 a-year.

One advantage you will have in the Edinburgh gallery is,

that you will have plenty of time and room for the study of

the pictures. You will not be jostled or inconvenienced by

your company. A thing that will strike you with amaze-

ment is. that in the modern .\thens—the home of all that is

elegant and refined—you should be requested not to spit. It

is strange that in such a place such a notice is necessary. AVe

mention the fact with profoimd respect. It is said the arts

refine the manners ; let us hope such will be their efliect in

[ c
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stage—our machinery and art are too gross and sensual for

that, is at once apparent, whenever managers try to act the

" Midsummer-Night's Dream ;" but it Is difi'erent with the

plastic arts. What the one cannot, the other can. You can

paint them, and Mr. Paton has drtne so in one of the most

delicate and delicious pictures we have ever seen. Every inch

of it is alive with fairies—dancing under mushrooms— drinking

from acorn cups—sleeping in flowers. Fairies with light-

blue eyes and ruby lips gleam on you from every corner. The
canvas is crowded with incidents. It is a picture you might

gaze on for hoiu-s. The other picture to which we refer, is a

noble fragment of the genius of Scotland's great painter. Sir

David Wilkie, being an unfinished picture of " John Knox
administering the Sacrament at Calder House." It is an out-

line, nothing more. The hand that was to have filled it

Edinburgh, and that in a few years the obnoxious notice may
be taken downi.

Spend then a happy hour in the Edinburgh gallery. If you

be no artist, your contact with art will lure you out of yourself

into a nobler and larger sphere—.and if you be an artist, your

soul will burn purer, and your alnr will be higher than before.

In the words of Barry Cornwall :

—

" There is Rafiaelle still before thee, Titian, Michael, Rem-
brandt all,

Now f<ir a vigorous effort ; trust thy sinews and thoxi shalt not

fall.

In thy laud is Hogarth's glory ; side by side with Reynolds'

fame,

Much to spur thee, naught to daunt thee ; dare, and thou

shalt do the same."
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CHARLES FREDERICK LESSING..

C'h.\.rli;s Frkiierick Lessino, no less distinguished <as a land-

scape than an historical painter, the grand-nephew of the

celebrated Theophilus Ephraim l.essing, is, like that illustrious

poet, one of the most gifted men of his age. He was bom on

the loth of February, ISOS, at Wurtemberg, in Silesia. From
his early youth he displayed a much stronger propensity

towards the study of nature than the learning of the schools.

Nevertheless, his father placed him at the Berlin academy
when he was hardly fourteen years old. His intercourse with

young painters, and a journey to Rugcn, during which he had

an opportunity of seeing the ocean and vast rocks, awakened
in his mind an irresistible impulse towards painting ; but his

lather strongly opposed every entreaty for permission to

indulge this propensity, and would not yield to the urgent

remonstrances of young Lessing's patrons, who discerned his

Schadow to copy some landscapes by Keinhard. The copies

were so excellent, that the professor at first took them for the

originals—so fresh and lively did thuy appear—and he was
quite indignant because he thought Lessing had attempted to

impose upon him. liut when ho hud ascertained the true

state of the case, and perceived the great merit of the young
artist, he took him at once into his studio, and acted as

mediator between the father and son. Schadow, who pos-

sessed the rare talent of q\iickly and accurately discerning

ability in others, as well as penetrating with keen critical

insight into their peculiarities, deserves honour for having
advanced T.essing to his high position and contributed to his

versatility of talent. For scarcely had Leasing acquired a

certain skill in the drawing of ligures, when a vast number of
compositions proceeded from his creative imagination ; but
Schadow succeeded, by strong representations, in convincing

him that in this path he would accomplish nothing re.illy solid
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remarkable talent. After a long conflict betw.en his filial

duty and his inclination, he abandoned the instruction of the

academy without his father's knowledge, and declared with
'

firmness that he had already become a painter, and would not

be kept back by anjbody from following the calling to which
ho felt he was destined by nature. He now applied himself

to his art with the utmost diligence, and liis progress com-
pletely amazed his instructors. Professors KoUman and
Dahling. His first pictures, "A Church-yard with Tomb-
stones," and "A Church in Ruins," painted in 1825 and 1826,

immediately excited general attention. But though even his

father now became convinced of his superior talent, and a

complete reconciliation between the two took place, an earnest,

melancholy tone lingered in his mind after this period, and is

still often perceptible in his works.

In the year, 1826, Lessing was ordered by Professor

and worthy of fame. Lrssing now closely applied himself to

his " Silberchloss," his first gieat work in tlie Wagner collec-

tion at Berlin. When the hall at Bonn and the court of

justice at Coblenz were adorned with frescoes, (,'ount Sree had
scenes from the life of the emperor liarbarossa painted for his

saloon, and Schadow instructed Lessing to prepare a cartoon

for a panel. This last was "The Battle of Iconium," the

grandest and most virid of all these productions. At this

time, the poems of Uhland were the principal study nf the

Diisseldorf artists, and they suggested to Lessing two of his

finest works—" The Castle on the Sea-coast, by Moonlight,"

and "The Royal Pair in Sorrow.'' German art had never

before displayed so grand and profound an earnestness, or

produced an oil-painting so finished in every part. At the
exhibition in 18.30, it was without lival ; everything else

appeared to a disadvantage by its side. This invaluable gem
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of art is no longer in Germany, but at Petersburgh. A very

suc'cessful lithograph from it, by Jentzen, was spoilt ; but

there is still an excellent copper engraving by the master-

hand of Liideritz.

About the year 1829, the well-known poet Von I'echtritz

began to exert an influence over I.cssing. When Professor

Schadow, in 1830, went to Italy, with other artists, he entrusted

Lessing with most of his duties, and from this time his works

exercised a most decided sway over the tone and character of

landscape painting. In the year 1S30 also, his ' Leonora" was

completed. The two following years successively witnessed

the commencement of his " Hussites Preaching," and his

" Council at Costnitz." The former of these pictures, which

was completed in 1836, and is in the possession of the King of

Prussia, has met with the greatest success in most of the

principal towns of Germany, as well as in Paris, and it pro-

cuied for the painter the cross of the Legion of Honour from

the King of the French. By this work he gave that pro-

testant direction to art, which is still his great character-

istic. The same tendency is prominent in his "Ezzelin,"

where the wovmded man spurns the consolation of the monks,

and refuses to allow the representatives of the court of

Home to interfere with his communion with God. It is

well known that Schadow, on observing this strong pro-

tcstant tone, foimd great fault with the design, and did his

utmost to dissuade Lessing from completing the picture. But

art, and Lessing's inward impulse, triumphed ; and the noble

c/icf-rrwuvrc, which was painted in 18U and ISii, is now the

principal attraction in the gallery at Frankfort. No pre^ious

or subsequent painting attracts such universal attention, and

justly excites such warm admiration. The number of

Lessing's noble productions is too great to admit of a detailed

de.Hcription within our limits. Those we have mentioned are

among the chief.

Lessing's figure and appearance are of a grand and noble

character, his features are distinctly marked, and their ex-

pression is full of meaning and interest. AVith art he also

successfully cultivates hunting sports. His usual dress is a

green over-coat and a green cap, which give him the appear-

ance of a forester. He is a most affectionate and attentive

husband and father. It is rather difficult to get acquainted

with him, but he is a faithful and constant friend to those

with whom he is on intimate terms. The slightest deviation

from truth gives him great pain. He is a noble, genuine

German in the fullest sense of the term, and demands fidelity

and truth in life a's well as in art. Every year he goes on a

journey for improvement in his profession, that he may con-

stantly repair to nature as the source of his inspiration. In

the piusuit of his studies he is imwcaried and discriminating,

lie does not consider study from nature really useful unless

the st'ident copies striking objects with the utmost fidelity

and fulness of detail that art and skill will allow. He willingly

communicates the benefit of his advice and assistance to all

young artists. To many he answers the purpose of an ideal

model, and Dlisseldorf owes much to him both in his personal

and artistic character.

Germany is with good reason proud of the grand creations

of this genial and real German artist : for every new historical

work is a fresh triumph of art. He has studied the develop-

ment of the reformed religion from his youth up with great

interest, has grasped the subject with considerable power of

mind, pursued it with a deep sensibility to its stirring incidents,

and drawn fronr it the materials for some of his finest efforts.

The composition of his "Hussites Preaching," and his "Liithcr

Burning the Papal Bull," displays a strength of belief and a

peculiarly religious tone, which prove him to be not merely

an artist, but a man of deep religious convictions—a Christian

hero of the grand order. Each of his superior works has for

its groundwork, not only a great historical event, but a profound

idea, which serves as a central point for the whole. His

"Hussites Preaching" admirably depicts the tendency of the

time in question. His Huss, who appears before the pile on

which he is about to be burnt, who is condemned to the flames

as a heretic, and whose ashes are to be scattered to the four

winds, that no trace of him may remain—this Huss, Lessing

has pictured kneeling before the pile, and by the warmth and

earnestness of his devotion irresistibly compelling even his

enemies to pray with him.

Similarly Luther stands forth, in his large painting, as a

mighty hero, with his head raised to heaven, attracting

towards himself the animated gaze of the bystanders, and

looking just as we may easily imagine he did look when he

uttered those well-known words at the Diet of Worms

—

" Here I take my stand, I cannot alter, God help me, Amen !"

Close behind Luther appears the church in all its glory, for

Luther struggled not against the church, but against what he

considered the corruptions of the church. No artist has ever

yet succeeded in portraying the impetuous reformer with so

much power. All the interest is concentrated upon that part

of the picture where his figure appears ; and the mind of the

spectator is absorbed in the contemplation of the impressive

scene before him, and the mighty results which have flowed,

and may yet be expected to flow, from this significant event.

On the right of the picture are youthful students engaged in

stirring the fire ; on the left Melancthon, Duke George,

Carlstadt, and other eminent Protestants. In the first sketch,

which Lessing made in 1848, Luther stood as in the finished

picture ; but in the group on the left were several distinguished

nobles in military attire, and on the right students and people.

In the large Indian ink cartoon-drawing, which was executed

in January, 18.)2, Luther has his head turned towards the fire,

preparing to throw the bull into the flames. While the attitude

is admirably appropriate to Luther's fiery temperament and

impetuous mode of action ; the expression of the face indicates

a firm, warm confidence in God, and a lofty animation of

soul. On the right of Luther stands a young, richly dressed

student ; on the left, in the foreground, we see Duke George,

wearing an expression of evident dissatisfaction with the pro-

ceeding. The figures are about two-thirds the size of life.

The picture has, it is true, neither academic style, nor regular

arrangement according to artificial rules, but is so pure, so

smooth, so true to life without any exaggeration, that not only is

the beholder struck with the truthfulness and living force of

each figure, but the whole composition exhibits a perfect

harmony and unity which cannot be too much admired.

Even before the completion of this great work of art,

London, New-York, Brussels, and Rotterdam were com-

petitors for it. It is now the property of Herr Nottebooni,

of Rotterdam, and will form one of the chief attractions in the

exhibition ofGerman (particularly D.iisseldorf) paintings, which

is about to take place in London, next July. The Germans,

not unnaturally, feel great regret at the loss of a painting which

excited so animated a competition all over the world, so to

speak, even before it was finished. All that they have left

is the cartoon drawing of the sketch, which belongs to Dr.

Lucanus, of Halberstadt, and is open to the public. The right

of engraving it has been conferred by Lessing upon Jansen,

of Dlisseldorf, the copper-plate engraver, who has already

acquired great fame by his engraving of " the Rescue from

Shipwreck," by Jordan, and who expects to complete his task

within two years.

C. A. FRAIKIX, THE BELGIAN SCULPTOR.

Amoxg the sculptors of the present time who are flourisliing

in the full vigour of their artistic power, Fraikin deserves to

be mentioned with honour as a genuine artist of the highest

order. He belongs to that class of men who are worthy to

attract the attention not only of their own countrymen but of

all who take an interest in art and artists.

C. A. Fraikin was born at Herenthals in the year 1818.

His father was a public notary in that town. Even as a boy

he gave evidence of a strong and even irresistible inclination

towards art. Drawing was his fondest, his constant delight.

His father was too wise a man to offer any opposition to this

evident indication of natural genius. Hardly had his son

received an elementary school education, when he was sent to

Brussels, at the age of thirteenj to pursue the course of study
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in that academy with a view to perfect himself as an arlist.

The young aspirant fondly hoped he had now attained the

object of his desire ; but his dreams of artistic greatness were

destined to be soon disturbed. Only a month after the com-
mencement of his career at Brussels, he was called to fulfil

the melancKoly duty of accompanying the remains of his

lionoured father to the grave. With him all Fraikin's plans

were buried, for his practical guardians would hear nothing of

his talent, his irresistible propensity, his brilliant expecta-

tions of artistic celebrity, and the bitterness of his disappoint-

ment if he were prevented from continuing his course. The
lad was peremptorily ordered to decide upon a calling which

would ensure him worldly prosperity and a respectable posi-

tion in society.

Fraikin was obliged to abandon his pursuit of art and pre-

pare for the study of medicine. Such was the fixed resolve

of his guardians, and he could not but comply. The time for

preparation passed by, but with his Virgil, his Homer, and
historical compfndiums, pencils and clialk were frequently

in his hand. So also during his professional studies at the

university, which extended over four years, he was busily

engaged in increa.sing his artistic skill. The hours which
could be withdrawn from the study of .Esculapius were
devoted to art. In these stolen moments he completed a vast

number of drawings from copper-plate engravings, and drew
portraits of all his fellow-students with whom he was on
friendly terms. At length the young disciple of ^lOsculapius

had completed his curriculum ; he passed his final examination

with success ; and went and settled down in a small town near
Brussels to obtain his livelihood as a medical practitioner. As
may be easily imagined, he had many leisure hours, all which,
according to his custom and inclination, he sedulously devoted
to art. He drew various heads and figures in chalk; but of

models in clay the young doctor had as yet no idea. At length

it came into his head to make a full-size bust of himself. He
procured some plaster of Paris, moulded a block, and set to

work to cut the bust out of the plaster of Paris, for as yet he
was completely ignorant of the ordinary procedure of sculptors.

In spite, however, of all difficulties, the perseverance of the

young artist brought the work to a state of completeness.
The bust was finished, and, what was more, bore a strong
resemblance to him.

Fraikin not unnaturally looked upon this as a great triumph.
He sent the bust to his brother, who was residing in Brussels.

His brother lost no time in showing the work to some of his

acquaintance. A\\ were more than surprised ; they were at a

loss to conceive how such a bust could have been made by a

young man who had never handled tlie sculptor's raodellin"

tools, nor made sculpture his special study. They supposed
that it would require at least five years to complete such a

bust as the young medical practitioner had cut out of plaster

of Paris, with no other instruments than his scalpel, knife, and
file. Scarcely had Fraikin been made ac(iuainted with the

unexpected success of his first attempt at sculpture, and the

warm encomiums that were lavished upon it, when he resolved

to abandon the medical profession, and devote himself entirely

to art, which he felt deeply convinced was the calling for

which he was by nature intended. He bade farewell to

medicine, and at once repaired to Brussels, where he com-
menced a regular course of study under a sculptor. In three

months he had learnt the art of modelling, was entrusted with
important works, and attended constantly at the Brussels

academy. He rapidly passed through, or for the most part

leaped o\er, all the different classes, and after five months'
most diligent application, obtained the first prize in composi-
tion and modelling from nature.

This took place in the year 1842. The young artist imme-
diately went to work, and modelled "Venus and the Doves."
The charming statue at'racted great attention, and made so

favouralile an impression, that he forthwith resolved to go and
take up his residence at Brussels. By his earliest consider-
able productions, which were finished one after the other in

rapid succession, he soon acquired a European celebrity. His
reputation was at onoe e-stablished ; for all recognised in his

works a highly gifted artist, who was in the fullest possession

of the anticiue gracefulness of line and form. His fine talent

met with support and encouragement, while he was plentifully

supplied with commissions to ixecute. some of them of con-

sider.able importance, lioth from the government and the town
of Brussels; for which latter he, with others, ornamented the

noble portal of the town hall with eleven statues of great

artistic merit.

In a contest of plastic art appointed by the Belgian govern-
ment, Fraikin came ofi' victorious over many very able com-
petitors, by his well-known and greatly-admired sculpture of
" IjDve," which he worked in marble for the public museum
by order of government. This work, in delic;icy of outline and
gracefulness of posture, is one of the most beautiful that have
been produced in any country during the last ten years.

The artist was now able to gratify a wish he had long

cherished of visiting Italy. In the year ISlfi he repaired

thither, and remained there a year, studying and labouring

with the greatest perseverance and assiduity. He returned

home enriched with new views of art, having a better know-
ledge of his capabilities, and more skilful, if possible, in the

practical part of his ait. Scarcely had he arrived, when he
was elected a member of the Royal Academy of Sciences and
the Fine Arts. Similar exprcssiors of admiration for his rare

talents and his exquisitely graceful productions were lavished

upon him from all sides. In the year 1.S4S he completed his

celebrated " Psyche," as a companion to his " Love," and was
made a knight of the Order of lieopold.

His talent m-it with equally deserved recognition in foreign

countries. The petty envy of rivals may have been excited by
his appointment to prepare a statue for the Ostend civic

authorities in memory of the Queen of Belgium, shortly after

her lamented decease. But the result has proved the wisdom
of those who selected him for that purpose. '\Vith cheerful

courage and a genuine artistic inspiration, Fraikin set to work,
and what he }:as achieved aff'ords striking proof tliat he per-

fectly understood the task he had undertaken, and knew how
to give perfect development to the beautiful conceptions which
he had formed in his mind. The artist had the high satis-

faction of learning that the committee appointed to examine
his work pronounced it completely successful. Indeed, how
could it be otherwise "r It strikes every beholder at once as

the production of an artist animated by a spirit of genuine
devotion, and impressed with a deep sense of the dignity and
importance of his art.

The queen, whose figure is an admirable portrait, strongly

resembling the original, is on the eve of dissolution, and, in

anticipation of future glory, is rising from her couch to grasp

with her right hand the heavenly crown which an angel is

bringing her from on high, with the golden palm of victory in

the left hand, and overshadowing her with his outspread

wings. The earthly crown has fallen off' the queen's brow,

who is striving with her right hand after the crown of immor.'

tality, which the heavenly messenger has brought. Her left

hand, sinking down by her side, throws back the royal mantle
which partly covers the couch,, and out of it fall flowers and
fruits, emblems of the deeds of her beneficent gen'leness and
philanthropy.

At the feet of the queen sits an earnest female figure, the

hands folded Ln an attitude of devotion, looking up at the

dying queen with an expression of intense grief. It i.s an
allegorical representation of the city of Ostend, which is

seated on the stern of an ancient vessel bearing the arms of

the city. The head of the figure is adorned with a species

of helmet in the shape of the national cap of the Ostend

women, and surrounded with reeds. The mantle, which falls

in richest folds, half covers the breastplate.

The whole group breathes an artistic harmony of the loftiest

character. It bespeaks the simplest, and yet the noblest

m.ajesty; the several figures are particularly successful in

elegance of outline, natural ease of attitude, and the subordi-

nation of the purely sensual, without, liowever, at all trench-

ing ujjon the beauty of the sculpture.

The head of the queen is no less remarkable for its won-
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derful fidelity tlian its beauty as a work of art ; the posture is

most pleasing and life-like ; the attitude of the arms is at

once pleasing and true to nature, and the whole drapery light

and graceful. A mild and tender expression clothes the brow
of the angel ; the ligurc of whom is no less elegant in form

out all its parts, finely conceived and skilfully executed dow-n

to the minutest details. It is a real masterpiece of sculpture,

which conveys the idea of the artist in the most expressive

manner to all who are susceptible of artistic impressions.

Both as a successful realisation of the sculptor's conception

^".i.-ij /'AAH^f,

THE STROLLING MISIOIANS.—FROM A PAINTING BV?ADBIAN VAN OSIADE.

than natural in attitude and drapery. The almost masculine

earnestness in the head of the female figure which represents

Ostend, forms a most striking and effective contrast to the

other figures, and gives wonderful life to the whole group.

In this figure a calm earnestness of pious resignation is most
powerfully expressed.

The whole work is executed in a masterly manner through-

and in itselt an exquisite piece of workmanship, it is a noble

monument, well worthy of the object to which it is devoted.

For centuries it will remain a fit emblem of the veneration of

the Belgians for the departed queen, an honour to the state

which cherishes her memory, and no lefs honourable to the

established reputation of the artist whose creative genius and
skilful hand gave it existence.
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SIR PETER PAUL RUBENS

The number, the magnificence, and the vigour of the works

nf Peter Paul Rubens, tell us more of his life than any bio-

graphies ever can ; yet, to write a complete history of that

happy and brilliant life, which was one continual flow of

prosperity, that never saw its course once troubled by the

Vol. I.

calamities of the civil war which desolated the great painter's

country, it will be necessary to speak of the enlightened

scholar, the skilful diplomatist, and the accomplished man of

the world, as well as of the consummate artist.

Generally speaking, the life of a painter furnishes but very

few materials for the pen of the biographer, and the anecdotes

of the foibles and eccentricities that may be gleiined from

inquiring into the domestic habits of most artists, are often

too unimportant to interest the reader. It is, however, quite

different with liubens, whose life abounded in prominent

events, and who, at one time, was seen exercising his art as a

painter, and at another engaged in the cabinet, or on some

important diplomatic mission ; now admired and praised for

the excellent productions of his pencil, and now honoured and

dignified by sovereigns and potentates for his com'uct as a

statesman.

.\ccording to one account, Rubens was a native of Antwerp,

but others say that he was born at Cologne. .\t the latter

place, the traveller's attention is drawn to two German

inscriptions on stone tablets, inserted in the front wall of u

plain-looking house in the Sterncn Oasse. The tirst of these

inscriptions says that Peter Paul Rubens was born in this

house ; and the second,- that Marie do Mcdicis, Queen of

France, came to end her days there, in the very chamber

which had witnessed the painter's birth. * Mockery of human
greatness ! The widow of Henri IV. ; the daughter and

• It was M. "Wallralfwho had these two inscriptions put up in

18'22. In the first arc the words, " Our Peter Paul Rubens, the

ApcUes of Germany, etc.," which aroused the national jealousy of

Belgium to the highest point.^(See for this an article on these

inscriptions in the Ghent " Mcssager des Sciences et des Arts ;"

bks. y and 10 of the old series, 1823).

a
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mother of a king ; the woman -whom the painter delighted to

represent, surrounded V)y the emblems of imperishable great-

ness, was destined to fall, one day, from the height of her

grandeur and to die in exile, the sorrow attendant on which

was still more embittered by poverty. At present, the house

in the Sternen Gasse shelters the family and the bales of a

merchant ; and vulgar reality now sits behind a counter, in the

place of the poetry of recollection.

The birth-place of Rubens long gave rise to much animated

controversy. In order to prove that he was born at Antwerp,

great stress has been laid on a passage in the life of Philip

Rubens, brother to the painter, and celebrated as a learned

antiquarian. We read in this biography, written by Jean

Brandt, that the town- council of Antwerp sent to Rome for

Philip Ruliens, in order to confer on him the post of secretary
;

Irat that this office could only be filled by a person enjoying

the freedom of the city, which was granted to natives of Bra-

bant alone. It was, however, urged that an exception might
be made in favour of so learned a man as Philip Rubens,
though he was not born at Antwerp, which was the birth-

place of all his brothers, of his sisters, of his father and mother,

and ancestors ; ubi fratrc.s' (and consequently Peter Paul Ru.
bens) sorores, uteyque pcn-t/ns, aliique retrit mnjovcs hitiic acrem

primttm hairsere. *

"There has been much discussion," says M. Emile Gachet,

of the Royal Commission of History of Belgium, " about the

mutual claims of .\ntwerp and Cologne, with respect to their

being the birth-place of Rubens. It has been urged in favour

of Antwerp, that if the church registers contain no record of

his baptism, it is owing to the religious ti'oubles in the midst
of which he was born. It has also been asserted, that the

most convincing proof that Antwerp was -the birth-place of

Rubens is, that, otherwise, he would not have been able to

enjoy the freedom of that city, nor to belong, in consequence,

to the corporation of painters. All these reasons yield, in our
eyes, to the following facts : in the first place, the absence of

any record on the church registers ofAntwerp and of Cologne is

explained, not only by the troubles which agitated the country,

but also by the religion to which John Rubens, the father of

the painter, belonged, and for which he expatriated himself

"Secondly, with respect to the freedom of the city,—which
we consider the more specious argument,—it must certainly

be allowed that it would be possible to find exceptions to the

general rule, and that Rubens, on his return from Italy,

merited more than any one else to have this rule infringed in

his favour ; and those who have read attentively the registers

of the corporation of St. Luke, are well aware of this fact.

Again, and this seems to decide the question, since it is true

that John Rubens quitted Antwerp in I0G8, and settled at

Cologne, where he had, in 1574, a son named Philip, who was
the elder brother of the painter (for this is an incontestable

fact, which Jean Brandt has himself stated, in his biography

of Philip Rubens, written and published in 1615), who will

believe that Maria Pypelincx returned to Antwerp in 1577, for

the express purpose of giving birth to Peter Paul Rubens,

when it is stated that she only returned to that city, after the

death of her husband, John Rubens, in 15S7, and after it was
restored to trancjuillity f In a word, what plain-dealing man
will not be satisfied with the contemporary testimony of

Rubens' nephew himself, the author of the biography of the

great artist, attributed for so long a time to Gevartius, but
proved at last, by the Baron de Reiffemberg, to have been

written by Philip Rubens ?

" Peter Paul Rubens wrote as follows to George Geldorp,

the painter, who had been commissioned to ask him for an
altai'-piece for St. Peter's church at Cologne:—'If I were to

choose a subject to my taste, relating to St. Peter, I should
take his crucifixion with his head downwards. It seems to

n^e that I could accomplish something extraordinary out of

this. But I will leave the choice of a subject to him who

• " Nouveaux Memoires " of the Academy of Brussels, vol. vi.

;

" Genealogie de la Famillo de Rubens," by the Baron de
Reiffemberg.

defrays the expenses, and defer it to the time when we know
what is to be the size of the picture. I have a great predilec-

tion for the city of Cologne, where I was brought up till the

age of ten ; and, for many years past, I have often felt a wish
to see it again.' This letter," adds M. Emile Gachet, "dearly
proves that Rubens did not present the picture of St. Peter to

the church of Cologne, out of consideration for his having
been baptised there, as has been pretended ; but it is also far

from furnishing arguments to those who maintain that Rubens
was not born at Cologne, and however the expressions used by
the painter may be turned and twisted about, it is impossible
to translate, hk aldaer ben npr/cpoedt tot het thienste jaer mijiis

levens, otherwise than by / was brought tip at Cologne till tlie age

of ten. If this way of speaking does not imply that Rubens
was born at Cologne, it, at least, renders his birth there very
probable. Yet these are, at most, but puerile discussions, f

In order to discover, in the life of the man, the secret of the

works of the painter, the numerous critics and biographers of

Rubens are divided in their opinion respecting his origin.

Some say that he was a descendant of a noble family of Styria

;

that Bartholomew Rubens, his grandfather, accompanied
Charles V. to the diet of Worms, and made a conspicuous
figure among the first gentlemen of the emperor's court at

Brussels. The sumptuous style which the painter has thrown
into his works is, according to them, a sign of his noble origin,

which, too, is further indicated by his constant presence at

the different courts of Europe.

In speaking of Bartholomew Rubens, Smith says, in his

"Catalogue Raisonne," that he "joined the suite of the

Emperor Charles V., upon the occasion of his splendid coro-

nation at Aix-la-Chapelle, in 1520 ; at the conclusion of which
ceremony he accompanied the emperor to the diet at Worms,
and subsequently took up his residence at Brussels." The
court of Charles was then the most magnificent and brilliant

in Europe ; and the young Bartholomew, having the advantage

of a good education, and possessing all the fashionable accom-

plishments of the time, attracted the admiration of such a

coui't. He found no ditficulty in forming an advantageous

union with a lady of noble family, named Barbara Arens, sur-

named Spirinck. The commerce and opulence of the city of

Antwerp, at that period, brought together a confluence of

merchants from all countries, consequently su;;h gaiety and
amusements as were well calculated to excite a disposition in

the young couple to remove to that city : to this they were
further induced, by its being the residence of some of their

relatives. Of this union, in the month of March, 1530, was
born John Rubens, the father of the artist. Gifted with a

ready disposition to study, his acquirements in the knowledge
of the sciences and polite literature were extensive

; at the

age of twenty- four, he went to Italy, where, during a residence

of 'six years, he perfected himself in the several universities

for the profession of a civilian, and took the degree of doctor

of civil and canon law at Rome. Soon after his return to his

native city, he married a lady of distinguished family, named
Maria Pypelincx, daughter of Henry Pypelincx and Clara

Tolion, and established himself at Antwerp, in the profession

of the law. His erudition and prudence shortly acquired him
distinction, and, in May, 15G2, he was elected a councillor of

the senate. About this period, the Low Countries were
agitated by the Iconoclasts, whose zeal for the destruction of

images was attended by persecution, pillage, and every

description of disorder, creating dissension and misery among
all classes. These disasters continuing for some time, induced

John Rubens to quit the official situation which he had held

six years, and to remove with his family to Cologne, preferring

peace and tranquillity to the prospect of wealth.

Other v/riters assert that Rubens belonged to that semi-

commercial, semi-plebeian race, which was characterised by
its intelligence and its sensuality, its fondness for work, eager-

ness in the pursuit of gain, and greediness of honours, but

whose fertile and vivacious genius was always void of elegance,

or of anything approaching the ideal. It was owing to this,

t " Lcttres iuedites dc P. P. Rubens," Brussels, 1S40.
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say the latter writers, that the activity of lUibens procured

him such great riches, and enabled him to use such speed in

the execution of his paintings, of which the number is so

prodigious, and the dimensions so vast, that, if they were all

joined together, they would sufKce to decorate, so to say, the

largest street of any large city. This, too, was the reason why
Kubens was so fond of such red, fleshy forms, and such

herculean muscles ; why he evinced an exaggerated love for

action, that smothered the thought of tjie artist beneath the

weight of the matter ; and produced saints with the forms

of athletes, and women and virgins with the lusty, rubicund

beauty of those viragoes of the people who fatten on the

vapours of blood inhaled in the shambles. •

But of noble or mean birth,* the origin of the painter will

not sulHce to explain his works. Genius may, doubtless, yield

sometimes to the influence which surrounds it ; but it is always

strong enough to resist everything puerile.

The artist has, properly speaking, neither country nor family,

when his works make the round of the world ; for his soul is

everywhere in each of his pictures. There exists a more
influential power, which must have ruled the painter as it rules

the world, and that is the organisation and temperament

which are peculiar to every one.

There are two principles which are at constant warfare in

man : his mind and his body. The strongest part of us sub-

jugates the other, exaggerates its victory, and proclaims it in

our works. Every religion has experienced that antagonism

which Horace called the double man. Among the Pagans,

matter predominated ; and they consequently deified their

physical enjoyments, Bacchus being identified with wine, and

A^enus with love. The Christiaas, on the contrary, by making

the flesh subservient to the mind, showed their desire to glorify

all austere virtues and to substitute elevated thoughts, free

from matter, for the brutish personifications of Paganism,

Thought liad superseded animalism, and art was rising to moral

grandeur. But every power tends to run into excess ; and, in

this case, nature, outraged by the too violent reaction of Chris-

tianity, was soon compelled to uphold the rights of the flesh.

This struggle is still going on ; and this is the cause of our

difficulties with respect to art, of which the real solution is

some day to be made apparent by the reconciliation of all

the faculties of man.

It is a pretty general custom to divide the talents of ma.n-

kind into intelligence and temperament, into men of thought

and men of action. This is true with respect to painters.

We must, therefore, examine their peculiar organisation and

character, in order to discover the secret of their works, which,

properly speaking, are nothing but true mirrors.

Kubens is Pagan by nature, temperament, and action.

The Flemish school of painting had preserved an original

grandeur through t'le whole of the fifteenth centui'y. Charmed

* Michel, De Piles, Van Grimberghe, and a crowd of other bio-

graphers, assert that Rubens was of noble origin. Deschamps,
Felibcin, Dargenvillo, Houbraken, etc., say nothing of his

ancestors. The Baron de Reitfcmbcrg read to the Academy of

Brussels, in 1833, a genealogical memoir, of which the following is

the title: " Gcnealogiedc la Famillc de Rubens, tiree dcs Munu-
scrits et dcs Ouvragcs imprimes dc Butkens Van der Lecnc, Lc
Roy, Foppcns, de Vesi.ano, Hcllin, etc."

It is there said that Bartholomew Rubens, of noble birth, a
native of Styria, and who had settled in the Low Countries before

the j'ear 1-5*28, married Barbara Areas, surnamcd Spirinck, a native

of Antwerp, by whom he had a son, named John Rubens, on the

18th of March, 1.530. John married Maria Pypclincx. Their
seventh child was Peter Paul Rubens, etc."—"Nouveaux Memoires
dc TAcadcmie dc Bruxelles, vol. iii."

M. Gacliard expresses himself as follows, in his pamphlet
entitled, " Particularitcs et Documents intdits sur Rubens, Brux-
elles, 1842 ;" •* As Rubens was not noble, he could not be made
Chamberlain, and as for the dignity of Councillor of State, it was
reserved for the most eminent nobles of the country, such as the
Prince of Orange, tlic Duke d'Arschot, the Count de Solre, etc."

M. Gachard is right AVe shall see, in the course of this biography,
with what insolence the noble Duke d'Arstliot treated the plebeian
Rubens.

with simple doctrines and the beauties of Gothic art, it buried

itself in contemplation at the bottom of cathedrals, full of

intoxicating visions and mysterious terror. Painters having

discovered, through their faith, the secrets of Christian art

—

the enemy of worldlincss—had in consequence evinced great

dislike for profane subjects. Their pious images, with their

chastely arranged drapery, presented a double character oi

stiffness and nan-elc, which faithfully expressed the Christian

religion, composed of severity and tenderness. The thin and

transparent bodies of the apostles, the saints, the virgins, and

the martyrs, seemed to be made of spiritual essence, while

their soul shone like a sun in their features, surrounded by
glories. But the troubles of the sixteenth century came to

arouse art out of its mystic dreams ; and the Flemish painters

soon became realists and travellers. If a fervent master of the

Flemish school had formerly undertaken a pilgrimage to the

Holy Land, its disciples henceforth preferred wandering

through Italy, and plundering, like a swarm of bees, in every

school. Abandoning themselves entirely to the inclination of

their individual tastes, they imitated in turn Leonardo da

Vinci, Titian, and Veronese. 'In his enthusiasm for Michael

Angelo, Francis Floris exaggerated his forms, and, so to say,

erected in painting the colossal figures wliich the great sculptor

had carved in stone. JIartin de Vos applied himself to the

reproduction of the colouring of the Venetians, and Otto

Venius strove to imitate the magic lights and inefiiible softness

of Correggio.

Such was the situation of Flemish painting at the time when
Rubens appeared in the history of art.

In 1.56C, John Rubens, who was a councillor of the senate,

lived peaceably at Antwerp with his wife, JIaria Pypelincx,

whom he had married on his return from a long stay in Italy,

At that time, Philip II., king of Spain, was opposing, in thei

Low Countries, with the most barbarous oppression, the

advances made by freedom of opinion, which the Belgian

nobility, who were secretly leagued with the nobility of

France, Germany, and Holland, defended against the Holy

Inquisition. A murderous revolution was fermenting in the

very heart of Flanders ; the reformers, watched, followed from

city to city, and tracked through the country and even into

the very retreats aflbrded them by the woods, rose up in exas-

perated bands ; fanatical orators excited their minds, and the

orgies of revolt replied to the excesses of oppression. Reduced

to exercise their condemned religion in the open air, in ravines

and secluded places, the proscribed reformers gave vent to

their feelings in the bosom of nature, that filled their wounded

hearts with its wild inspirations. Their fury reached its

highest pitch at the sight of the magnificent cathedrals where

their implacable persecutors exercised a religion, the opulence

of which formed so strong a contrast with their own misery.

City artizans, mariners, and peasants, armed with scythes,

hatchets and muskets, overran western Flanders, and carried

devastation into the churches and convents ; the altars of the

churches were destroyed, the statues mutilated, the pictures

carried about at the end of pitch-forks, and the books burnt

by order of preachers standing in the pulpits with a torch in

their hands. St. Omer, Ypres, the Abbey of Wemclghem,t

Menin, Commines, Warwick, and Lille, saw the work of de-

struction pass by like a torrent of lava, which, increasing as it

went along, arrived at last at Antwerp. The feast of the

Assumption was being celebrated in the midst of an immense

assemblage of people, when the cathedral was suddenly

invaded, the statue of the Virgin dragged, with a cord round

its neck, about the building, and then decapitated, while u

beautifully sculptured Christ was broken into a thousand

pieces. The ground was watered, and shoes were cleaned

with the wine and oil intended for religious purposes, and

the sepulchres were broken cpen, so that the bones they con-

tained might be scattered abroad, to the exclamation of tone;

live the Gticii.r.' which was the rallying cry of the infuriated

crowd. The fine organ fell to pieces with a sigh ; the large

tapers of the cathedral lighted up the scene with their mystic

t Van der Wynckt, Histoirc dcs Troubles dcs Pays-Bas.
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flames ; the tocsin sounded ; Antwerp trembled in the dark,

and the sun rose on the ruins of seventy altars. Four days

had sufficed for the spoliation of four hundred churches in

Brabant and Flanders alone.

On hearing of these events, Philip the Second's rage was

ungovernable; he sent into the revolted provinces the Duke
of Alba, a man of the most implacable character, who carried

extermination with him. At this juncture, the Belgian nobles,

rising resolutely in arms, placed themselves at the head of the

civil war ; blood flowed in torrents in the public places and

On this occasion, the Prince de Chimay wTOte to him as

follows :—

t

" Monsieur llucbeus,—Le roi d'Espagac nous subjugue tlcrechef

par son bavbare et tyrannique gouvcrucmeut dont ma raemoire est

encore si fraischc, j'aimerois mieuls dc ma part d'enduver touttes

traverses du raondc, pour nous dt'fcndrc ju'-qu'a la deruierc goutte

dc mon sang, etc. "J

John Kubens, who had a numerous family, preferred retir-

ing, however, to Cologne, which he did in 1568 ; and it was

SUSANNAH AND THE ELDEKS.—EKOM A PAINTINO BV RUBBNS.

on the battle-tield ; and the heads of Counts Horn and
Egmont, with those of a great number of nobles and citizens,

fell beneath the axe of the e.xecutioner. There was no longer

any safety in the Low Countries for those suspected of attach-

ment to the liberties of the public* John Rubens felt that

he was in danger. He was suspected of entertaiiiing secret

sympathy for the Martinists or Lutherans, and of conspiring
with William the Taciturn.

• Van Hftssclt, Hist, dc Rubens.

there, in the ninth year of his exile, that his seventh child

was born, on the 29th of June, 1.377 ; and as this was the day

on which the feast of St. Peter and St. Paul was solemnised,

t Biblioth. Antwerp.

i " Monsieur Rucbens,—The King of .?pain has again subju-

gated us by bis barbarous and tyrannical government, of which I

have so vivid a recollection ; as for nic, I would endure all sorts

of hardships, in order to defend ourselves to the last drop of my
blood, etc."
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the infant was baptised, in the name of both saints, at the

church of St. Peter.

A great painter liad l)cen born, who, by his astonishing

fecundity, was destined, not only to repair the disasters witli

which revolutionary times had visited the arts in liis country,

executed everytliing he undertook in after-life. His aptitude

for learning was cultivated with great care by his futluT,

whose whole attention had been directed to the education of

his children ; but in LOST, Rubens lost his anximis parent,

and as Antwerp had now bef n enjoyinij tr.inr|uillity for two

THE SONS OF UUBENS.—IKOM A TAINTING IIY RVBENS.

but aUo to enrich the churches, the museums, and the gal-

leries of all Europe, from Rome to Paris, from London to St.

Petersburg, and from Madrid to Vienna.

Peter Paul Rubens commenced his studies at the college of

the Jesuits at Cologne, with the same facility with which he

years, his widowed mother returned to her native city, where

she displayed the greatest skill in the recovery of a part of her

husband's property, which had been seized and confiscated,

at one time by the royalists, and at another time by the

Iconoclasts, under the pretence that his emigration, without a
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regular permission, was sulKcient to implicate liira in the con-

spiracies which then prevailed. It was, doubtless, from his

mother that Rubens inherited that order, sagacity, and vigi-

lance over his own interest, which, though they w^re the

cause of his being so often accused of avarice and duplicity,

made him so useful, in a political capacity, to the princes of

the time, and above all to himself. On his approaching his

sixteenth year, " he had made such progress in Latin, and

other useful languages," says Smith, "that he was considered

qualitied to commence the study of the law, f.,r which pro-,

fession he was intended. At this period, an opportunity

occurred of introducing him to the noble family of the

Countess de Lalain, in quality of page, where he would have

the advantage of observing the manners of polished society,

and of obtaining that patronage which would tend to promote

his future interests. His good sense and docility rendered a

conformity to the rules of the establishment an easy task, and

his quick apprehension enabled him to familiarise himself

readily with the ceremonious style of the lofty Spanish nobi-

lity who figured at that period. This situation, howevtr, was
not to his taste ; his predominant inclination for drawii g,

which had hitherto been indulged in only as an amusement,

began to develop itself more decidedly ; he became disgusted

with the servility of his situation, and resolved to quit it, and

pursue the study of the arts and polite literature. This reso-

lution he took an early opportunity of communicating to his

indulgent mother, who expressed unwillmgness that he should

follow a profession which she considered unworthy of his

birth, observing that he was yet too young to choose for him-

self, and that his superior education entitled him to higher

distinction than the pursuit of painting could procure. Not-

withstanding this admonition, his natural attachment to the

art, accompanied by a spirit of independence, induced him to

reiterate his solicitations to his mother, to open to her his

thoughts and anxious wishes, and, in conclusion, emphatically

to declare that the situation of a page accorded so little with

his tastes and feelings, that, however it might lead to honours

and distinction, the summit of his ambition was to be a great

painter, and in the pursuit of this object he would enjoy a

life of liberty dearer to his heart than all the charms which

his present situation might promise.

" This declaration made a suitable impression upon his

parent, who was well acquainted with the predilection of her

son for the fine arts ; and it was agreed, after consulting the

rest of the family, that he should be permitted to pursue the

bent of his inclination. Having decided upon this, their next

object was to find a suitable instructor for him, when a painter

(whose only recommendation probably was an acquaintance

with the family) of the name of Tobias Verhaert was accepted
;

but the penetriiting scholar soon discovered his master's

deficiencies, and quitted him to enter the school of Adam Van
Noort," a painter of history, celebrated at Antwerp as a

colourist. *

Van Noort was naturally of a rough temper, which alienated

him from the love of his disciples and friends ; Kubens studied

under him for four years, t but being at last unable to

bear his brutality any longer, he left this surly master to

enter the school of Otto Venius, painter to the Archduke
Albert, governor of the Netherlands, . and to his consort

Isabella. Otto Venius had received a learned education,

which had been improved and^ rendered still more brilliant by
his constantly residing at the different courts of Europe.

Too erudite to be a man of originality and inspiration, Otto

Venius was but a feeble imitator of Correggio, and it may be

safely asserted that Rubens learnt hardly anything from him,

with the exception of polished manners, an excessive love for

letters, and a false taste for allegory. Rubens had been

• Ad picturn; studium impidsus a matre impetravit ut Adamo
Van Xoort pictori Antverpiensi instituendus traderetur.— Phil.

Rub., Vita P. P. Rubenii ; see " Nouveaux Memoircs de I'Aca-

dcniic de Bruxclles," vol. x. ;
" Mcmoire de M. le Baron de

RciflVmberg."

f Sub hoi- niagistio (Van Noort) prima artis su.t fund.amcnta per
«inHis quatuor pos^uit.-— /6/'/.

working for nearly four years under his second master,; when,
feeling a desire to commence more extensive and bolder

studies, he resolved to set out for Italy. He was also urged
to this step by Otto Venius himself, who had long since

infidmed the young student's mind with a desire to vi.sit that

classic land, by his glowing descriptions of the glories of the

great Italian masters. The value and importance of the con-

templated journey were therefore duly laid before the yoimg
artist's mother, and her permission eagerly solicited, which,
after some deliberation, was granted. On this. Otto Venius
presented his pupil to the Archduke Albert and the Infanta

Isabella, who were so delighted with the elegant manners of

the young painter, that they gave him letters of recommenda-
tion to several sovereigns. But, according to liellori, Rubens
possessed qualities which would have found him protectors

wherever he went. " lie was," says this writer, " tall, well

made, of a fine florid complexion and a strong constitution
;

both mild and proud too, noble in his manners and distin-

guished in his dress ; and he generally wore a gold chain

round his neck, etc." ^

Rubens quitted Antwerp for Italy on the 9th of IMay, in

the year 16G0, taking the road to Italy through France. "It
would not be difficult," says Smith, " to imagine- what was
the subject of the thoughts of the j'oung traveller during his

long journey from Antwerp to Italy ; they were doubtless fixed

on the bright prospect before him ; he was hastening to that

classic country whose riches in art all concurred in praising,

and which his imagination dwelt upon with delight. Plans

were laid and resolutions formed for the regulation of his

future conduct ; these all related to his beloved art,—the idol

of his constant adoration."

On arriving in Italy, it was Venice, which artists, poets,

and travellers had, in their enthusiasm, pronounced to be the

finest of all the cities of that country, that first attracted his

ardent curiosity. While he was there studying the master

eolourists, a gentleman of the court of the Duke of ^lantua,

ami who resided in the same hotel as the painter, expressed a

wish to see him at work in his studio. The sight of a few

half-finished pictures, and the conversation of the artist,

quite fascinated the gentleman in question, who, on his return

to Mantua a few days after, spoke of the talent and character

of Rubens to the duke in such high terms, that the latter

determined to send for him and to engage him in his service.

Rubens therefore quitted Venice for llantua, where the duke
'

possessed a gallery full of the works of Giulio Rom.ano.

According to some biographers, and especially 11. Van
Hasselt, author of a conscientiously-written life of Rubens,

but replete with national enthusiasm, the Flemish painter

applied himself to imitating whatever fire the pictiuxs of the

duke contained, that is to say, those parts of them which

spjke to his own feelings.

But where is there any fire to be seen in the works of Giulio

Romano, and does this quality, which Rubens is generally

admitted to possess, exist even in him ? AVhat connexion,

too, is there between imitation and fire r The exclusive privi-

lege of inspired natures, fire sulfices of itself for the creation

of the originality and glory of the greatest masters. Tintoretto,

Rembrandt, and the modern Delacroi.x, are mtn of fire. In

the intoxication of thought, the storm of the passions, the

tumultuous ardour of everything that breaihes, and the mys-

t.-rious violence of all inorganic natures, fire torments alike

man, animals, and the elements. It pours itself out of our

hearts in love, hatred, and grief; starts from the bowels of

the earth through the crater of the volcano, rushes along with

the torrent, and traverses the heavens on the wings of the

tempest. It was tire which made the hair of the sibyls stand

up with holy horror, and which has, in all times, given

audacity to the warrior, inspiration to the poet, exaltation to

\ Dclndi-' sul> Ottonis Venii pictorum Bclgicorum illo tempore

principis disciplina alios quatuor annos fere exegit

—

Ibid.

^
" Fit egli di statura grande, ben formato et di bcl colore e

tcmperamento ; era maestoso insieme ed huraano, e nobile di

joaniere e d'habiti, sulitn portare collan:' d'nro al ciiUo, etc."
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the believer, and heroism to the martyr. Giulio Romano
never knew what fire was. With all his iniaginalion, he

never succeeded in freeing himself from the influence of

Raffaelle, his master, whose tranquil genius sought after the

idealism of order and the harmony of lines. Of a calculating

character in everything, cold in his disposition, and deprived,

by his active life, of the benefits of retirement and contem-

plation—the source of all exalted thoughts,—Uubens possessed

. no more fire than Giulio Romano did. Excessive love for

mythology and paintings of unlimited dimensions, admiration

for Michael Angelo, and above all, that false grandeur which

characterises the works of all the masters belonging to the

epochs of decay in the a; ts, form the only analogy that it is

possible to find existing between Rubens and Giulio Romano.
The former is more life-like than the latter. His village fetes,

his hunts, a few scripture subjects, and his " Battle of the

Am-izons," possess, if not real fire, at least a material freedom

and a boldness of execution which apfroach it. The first

three pictures of Rubens were placed in the church of Mantua,

and three others, " Christ cro«Titd wi;h Tliorns," " The
Crucifixion," and "Sr. Helena discovering the real Cross,"

were painted at the request of the Archduke Albert, governor

of the Xethcrlands, to ornament the church of Santa Croce di

Gerusalemme, at Rome ; the prince having borne the title of

cardinal of that church, previously to his marriage with the

Infnita of Spain. Following the generally forced concep-

tions of Tintoretto, Rubens has placed no nails in the feet of

the Saviour ; but has sacrificed Christian tradition to the

wish of showing the convulsions of physical death as ener-

getically as possible.*

While Rubens remained at Atantua, the duke's treatment

of him was most flattering. From his first interview with that

prince, the painter h.id produced on the former's mind a very

favourable impression, which was afterwards augmented by
the learning displayed by Rubens in conversation. Endowed
with great quickness of apprehension, having an extensive

knowledge of foreign languages, and possessing a handsome
person and elegant manners, he quite gained the esteem of the

duke, who often honoured him with his visits. On one

occasion, as he was engaged in painting a picture of the

history of " Turnus and -Ivneas," and, in order to warm his

imagination, repeating with energy the lines of Virgil, com-
mencjig — -

lUc etiani jvatriis agmea ciet, etc.,

the duke suddenly entered the room, and exclaimed

:

" Bravo ! Rubens, the subject is excellent."

Some time after, he was employed by the duke on a secret

mission to the Court of Spain, and set out imdcr the pretext

ofoffering a splendid carriage and seven superb horses to the

king, Philip III., and some rich presents to the Duke of

Lerma, his prime minister.

t

Rubens' reception at the court of Madrid was highly flatter-

ing. The king entered freely into conversation with him on
the subject of his mission,' questioned him on the motive of
his journey to Italy, and took a survey of the state of affairs

in the Netherlands; and Rubens spoke so eloquently on
each subject, that his Majesty, in his letters to the Duke of

Mantua, expressed his satisfaction of the envoy in the highest

terms.

During his stay at Jladrid, the king sat to him for his

portrait, and so did several of the nobility. When he took
leave of his Majesty, the latter gave him assurances of his

high satisfaction, and sent hioi some costly presents by the
Duke of Lerma.

* These three works afterwards found their way into England.
The second, which was bought by Count de Worouzo in 1S21, was
lost at sea. Van Ilasselt, " Ilistoirc dc la Vic ct dcs Ouvragcs de
Kubcas," in 8vo. Bruxelles, 1849

;
p.nge 19.

t Missus est in Ilispaniam . . . ut regi catholico Philippo re dam
liukhcrrimam et scptem generosissiinos equos ott'cret, etc.

—

(Fhilippc Kubeas, Vit. P. P. Rub. in the" Nouvcaux Memoires
dc rAcadeniic de BruxcUes.")

The ability Rubens had displayed in conducting the secret

mission entrusted to his care, had prepared him an honourable

reception from the duke, on his return to Mantua. B>it, how-
ever flattering the honours heaped upon him might be, they

did not detach him I'runi the principal obji'ct of his journey to

Italy ; and having now passed more than three years at

Mantua, he felt desirous of visiting the other cities of that

country, and particularly Rome. During Ids stay in the last

named city, he painted several pictures for the Pope, the

Cardinals Chigi, Rospiglioso, Colonna, the Princess of Scala"

marrp, and the fathers of the oratory. The influence pro-

duced on him by the grand style of Michael Angelo was so

immense, that he never after succeeded in freeing himself

from it. From Rome he went to Florence, where his appear-,

ance was hailed with delight by many celebrated persons ; he

also received a hearty welcome from the Grand Duke of

Tuscany, who honoured him with a long audience, and
finished by asking him for his own portrait, to be placed in

the public pictuie gallery of the city, as it was customary to

have the portrait of every distinguished painter, executed by
his own hand, hung in that gallery. Duiing his residence in

this city, he painted several e.xcellent pictures for the grand

duke, and was also much employed by a great many of the

nobility. The magnificent Florentine gallery of paintings and
antique statues e.xcited in him the most enthusiastic admira-

tion, and frequently engaged his pencil ; but although his

subsequent productions possess but very few of the beauties

of the antique, his notions of form having been vitiated by
early impressions, "yet there is," says Smith, "occasionally

in his works sufiicient to prove that he was not insensible to

the grace and majesty of the Greek sculptures." The same
success which had hitherto waited on him everywhere else

attended him here ; and, on his departure from Bologna, the

grand duke expressed his satisfaction to him in the liighest

terms, and presented him, among other valuable things, with
hifi own portrait suspended to a gold chain.

Rubens did not stay long at Bologna, for the correct outline

and the solemn composition of the Carracci had nothing in

common with his genius, which had a horror of simplicity.

He now returned again to Rome, in order to fulfil some
previous engagements, and terminate some unfinished paint-

ings. The Flemish school of painting seems to have been
greatly admired there, either for its colouring or its novelty.

By order of Pope Paul V., Rubens now executed a painting

for the oratory of the church of Monte Cavallo, representing

"The Virgin and St. Anne adoring the infant Saviour." He
also painted several pictures for the palaces of many cardinals

and noblemen.

Being desirous of visiting Milan, he left Rome for that city

in the beginning of IGO", where he e.xeCuted many magnificent

paintings. He copied the picture of " The Last Supper," by
Leonardo da Vinci, and painted for the Ambrosian library a

picture of "The Virgin and the Infant Jesus," which his

friend. Velvet Breughel, encircled with a garland of flowers.

He then hastened to Genoa, the opulence and activity of which
reminded him of Antwerp, and urged him onward in his

pursuit of gain. His reputation had preceded his arrival

:

senators, nobles, and merchants, all invited hi|;n to splendid

banquets, and contended with one another for the possession

of his pictures and portraits, for which they off'ered enormous
sums. The artist painted the churches and palaces of Genoa,

which were afterwards engraved and published at Antwerp,
under the title of " Palazzi antichi e modenii di Genova
raccolti e disegnati da Pietro Paulo Rubens." He also painted,

for the Jesuits' church, two large pictures representing "The
Circumcision," and ' St. Ignatius healing the diseased."

The immense number of portraits and historical pieces whicli

he painted in this city, caused him to make a longer stay there

than he had made in any other place, with the exception of

Mantua. But while thus engaged, the melancholy intelligence

arrived that his mother was dangerously ill. He immediately

set oif for Antwerp ; but arrived too late ever to see her again.

A tomb in the church in which she was buried records that

she died on the J 4th of November, 1 608, at the age of seventy.
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Rubens had passed eight years in Italy, under the constant

protection of the Duke of Mantua, in roaming from city to

city to visit every school, and to inspect every clief-d'wuirc.

Endowed with great activity, a capacious memory, and with

such power of assimilation as was unknown perhaps before his

time—an Italian in Italy, and a Spaniard in Spain— his flexi-

never possible for him to prevent himseli from feeling the

greatest aversion for those whose temperament was opposed to

his own. After the death of his mother, Kubens, in order to

give free vent to his grief, withdrew for four months into the

Abbey of St. Michael, where she had been interred. He was

then seized with profound melancholy, was harassed by a con-

PEACE CONCLUDED.—rKOM A PAINTIXG 31Y RVIiEXS.

bility of character never changed his Flemish nature, nor

diminished in the least his native originality. Though he has

often employed the greatest skill to give the appearance of

creative genius to recollection and imitations, though he has

sucked, so to say, the marrow of the greatest masters, while

still remaining hirrsrlf, it must also he owned that it was

tinual yearning to sec Italy again, and was preparing to return

there, when the Archduke Albert—who was desirous of

keeping near him the -painter, and .above all the diplomatist

at a time when Spain was in so difficult a position with

respect to Holland—attached him to his service by a good

pension, or o i/oli! chain, according to the expression «f Philip
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1 ubens, h.s nephew and biographer. • In order to escape thebu.thng ga.ety of the court of Brussels, Rubens reserved
n-sell he nght to reside in general at Antwerp, where hepromised to keep himself in readiness to answe the firssummons o hjs prince, and as the truce of 1G09. signed a-Utwerp and the Hague, gave him hope that his ountr solong d.sturbed by war, was at last about to enjoy a few yearsof tran,u>lhty, he married the daughter of a L'h senior o
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• IT^^ y "
r^t'

''"'^"'''^' *-^' ""'^t Pl^'^'ed all the richoh eets of art he had accumulated in his travels
; pictures

«cre al collected there; and, to the end of his days thepam er kept faithful correspondents in Italv, who w^'cc^J.tantly maku,g fresh acquisitions for him. '

Uu,,uesn y, llepoet, h,s countryman and friend, was more par icularW en-trusted wuh the care of making these selections. The fortune

THE VISITATION. -FHOM A I'AI.NTI.vO 1; > lU'BENS.

Antwerp, Isabella Brandt, a robust beauty, whose portrait hastoo often usurped in liis works the place of elegance and
grace. Kubens bought a large house in the place de Mecr, andhad a entirely rebuilt in the Italian fashion; between the
court-yard and the garden was a rotunda with arched windows
surmounted by a lantern tower. In the museum, which was

• Ann is vincuhV ligariu.t.

of the painter increased with his fame, and ••there was no
prince or amateur who was not desirous of possessing some-
thing executed by him."t
The construction of his house was the singular cause which

gave birth to one of his c/„fs.,rwmre, namely, "The Descent
from the Cross," for the cathedral of Antwerp. About the

t Sandrart.
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year IGIO, Rubens bought part of a piece of land which
^

belonged to the brotherhood of Gunsmiths. In order to en-
'

large his ground as much as possible, and at the least pos-

sible cost, the painter encroached on the land of his neigh-

bours. The consequence was that an action was about to be

brought against him, when his friend, M. de Rockox, who had

been burgomaster, and was then captain of the brotherhood,

exhorted his fellow-members to a reconciliation, and it was

agreed that the painter should execute a picture for the chapel

they had in the cathedral. The subject chosen was one of the

principal features in the life of St. Christopher, the patron-

saint of the brotherhood. Adhering to the etymology of the

word Christopher (from the Greek Xpiarvv ^E(ifii'), Rubens

conceived the idea of his "Descent from the Cross," in which

are assembled all the personages who have carried Jesus in

the course of his mortal life; on the interior of the doors

which cover the painting are, the "Visitation of the Virgin

to Elizabeth," and the " Presentation in the Temple ;" and

on the exterior of the doors are, " St. Christopher and a

Hermit" attempting, by the aid of a lantern, to pass the

ford of a river.*

• E\trnct from the registers of the brotherliood of the Cmi-

smiths of Antwerp, respecting the transaction with Rubens about

the picture of "The Descent from the Cross,' placed over their

altar in the cathedral :

—
On the 7th of September, 1611, the deed concerning the said

picture was signed by Peter Paul Rubens, and the above gentle-

men, in presence of Nicholas Rockox, their captain and former

burgomaster.

Spent in wine for the pupils, at the three visits

paid to the panels, in the house of the aforesaid tlo. kr.

Uubens '> ^^

In 1612, the said picture was removed from

the house of the aforesaid Rubens, into the

chamber of the aforesaid brotherhood.

Item : paid at different times for the removal of

the aforesaid panels ; for the carriage of the ma-

terials for the scaffolding ; for the remov-il of ^
things from the studio to the vestibule, etc., and

from thence into the chapel, etc. ; and for the

delivery of the materials, the wages of the work-

men, the appraisers, and contractors .. .. 17') HI

Item : on the 8th January, 161o, an agreement

was made with Peter Paul Rubens and David

Remeeus, gilder, concerning their works and

labour in presence of the brotherhood, and were

then expended 4(j IS

Item : on the same day, paid as an instalment to

the aforesaid Peter Paul Rubens .

.

. . 1000

Item : paid to David Remeeus, for gilding the

frames of the picture and nearly the whole of

the two doors 110

Item ; paid, in the year 161-5, for 323 pots of beer,

consumed by the workmen while constructing

the wall -10 2

K.B. Of the above sum, the aforesaid Peter

Paul Rubens is to pay the half, but no-

tliing more.

Item ; paid, in the year 1615, for a pair of gloves,

jnesented to the wife of the aforesaid Peter I'aul

Rubens S 10

[Here follow other expenses, which we do not mention, and

which are in the agreement.]

Item : im the 16th of December, 1622, President

Jean dc Lesse drew up a general account of his

administration, and delivered to the chamber

the full receipt of Peter Paul Rubens, painter,

by which the latter acknowledges having re-

ceived the sum of 2,400 Ho., in full payment for

the picture placed over the altar, on the 16th of

February, 1621.

Collected and compiled from the registers of the brotherhood of

the Gunsmiths of Antwerp, by the undersigned, secretary to the

aforesaid brotherhood.

F. li. Bei.texs.— (Translated from the Flemish.)

Antwerp, Jtdy 27th, 1771^

The principal subject is composed of nine figures ; two

workmen, placed at the top of two ladders, are lowering the

body of our Saviour, by means of a shroud, which one of

them is holding in his teeth and the other with his left hand.

Firmly supported by the arms of the cross, they are leaning

over, so that with their other hands they may steady the body,

which John, with a foot on the ladder and his back bent in,

clasps as tightly as possible. One of the feet of Christ rests

on the fine shoulder of the Magdalene, and brushes her golden

hair. Joseph of Arimathea and Nicodemus, placed opposite

each other on the middle of the ladders, form, with the two

workmen in the upper part of the picture, a scjuare of robust

but vulgar figures. The Virgin is standing at the foot of the

cross, and is stretching her arms towards her son, while

Salome, crouched down, is raising her dress. On the ground

is seen a scroll, a copper vase containing some coagulated

blood, the crown of thorns, and the nails used for the

crucifixion.

The populace, always delighted with the sight of an execu-

tion, have just departed from Golgotha at the close ofday. The

sky, which is dull and dark—indicating the solemn grief o

nature for the sacrifice on Mount Calvary—is traversed by a

light which falls on the shoulders of one of the workmen, whose

bold attitude reminds you of the composition of Daniele da Vol-

terra. If this light were single and wider, " The Descent

from the Cross," by Rubens, would have a certain amount of

resemblance to the style of Rembrandt ; but the colour of the

flesh of Christ, which is opposed to the brilliancy of the

shroud, produces here a predominant colour to which the

small lights, which pass over the head and shoulders of the

^lagdalene, and the faces of Mary, Salome, and Joseph, are,

according to the Venetian manner, made subservient. For

the most part, Rembrandt employed only one mass of light

;

Rubens and the Venetians, on the contrary, used several lights

skilfully graduated, and they were also accustomed to give

their figures relative places in the composition, without entirely

sacrificing any one of them.f But the greatest effects are

always produced by painters who are not afraid of making

sacrifices, and this Rembrandt has victoriously proved. By
concentrating his thoughts and his entire soul on the one prin-

cipal point of his picture, he draws the soul of the spectator

towards it by the most irresistible fascination. Rubens, who,

on the contrary, likes to sacrifice nothing, soon fatigues your

attention, by calling it at the same time to all parts of his

canvas, throughout which there exists an equal amount of

interest. If his figures are executed in a superior manner,

not one of them entrances us by the elevation of its character
;

when, too, his pictures are inundated with light, we never

know whence it comes, and we are inclined to believe that the

painter was accustomed to work in the open air. In spite,

therefore, of his admirable success in the movement of his

groups, the splendour of his decorations, and the limpidness

of his grounds, he is inferior in the study of types, and in the

expression of the passions of the soul, which, flying from the

noise and bustle of the world, loves to retire into the mj'ste-

rious shades of meditation. Rembrandt, v\ho was naturally

t " When I was at Venice," says Reynolds, " the method I took

to avail myself of their principles was this. "VVlicn I observed an

extraordinary effect of light nnd shade in any picture, I took a leaf

of my pocket-book, and darkened every part of it in the same

gradation of light and shade as the picture, leaving the white

paper untouched to represent the light, and this without any

attention to the subject, or the drawing of the figures. A few

trials of this kind will be sufficient to give the method of their

conduct in the managomcut of their lights. After a few experi-

ments, I found tlic paper blotted nearly .ilikc
;
their general prac-

tice appeared to be, to allow not above a qiuirtcr of the picture for

the light, including in this portion both the principal and the

secondary lights ; anotlicr quarter to be as dark as possible ; and

the remaining half kept in mezzotint or h.ilf-shadc.

" Rubens appears to have admitted rather more light than a

quarter, and Rimbrandt much less—scarce an eighth; by this

conduct, Rembrandt's light is extremely brilliant."

—

Notes on the

Art nf Painting,
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pensive, seems to liave painted his sublime ideas and halluci-

nations from the bottom of a prison : his general lights, ren-

dered so brilliant by his ambient shades, seem to be the road

taken by the apparitions which visited him, and tlie trace left

by the soarings of liis soul ; while those unexpected lights

which he has introduced into his pictures are the flashes oi

his impassioned genius that was as concentrated as the focus

of the lens of Archimedes.

Though ailmirable in execution, and prodigious in colour, the
" Descent from the Cross," by Kubens, has, however, nothing

Christian about it. Look at that drooping head, those flabby,

ponderous limbs, that representation of real death, and you
will immediately say, that it is not Christ sleeping the sleep

of three days, but a Hercules whose eyes are closed by deatli

for ever. Dissolution has already begun there: the corpse is

about to be changed into the elements whence it sprang, and
dust to be returned to dust ; from pagan death there is no
resurrection, and nothing beyond the tomb. Then, again, look

at that lusty matron, clothed like those mourners whom the

ancients hired to weep at their funerals, and intended for the

Virgin, whose faith and resignation ought to stifle all her sobs.

How much better did Lesueur comprehend the poetry of Chris-

tianity ! In the same subject, he is as superior to Rubens for

suavity of feeling as he is inferior to him for boldness, bril-

liancy, and vigour. The force of Lesueur's production is

doubtless weakened by the way in which the personages are

dispersed ; but then how expressive is each head 1 There,

faith has overcome grief, as Christ will triumph over death.

Do you not already see too, in Lesueur's pamting, the soul of

the Saviour shining, like the flame of a sacred lamp, through

his transparent body r The head, slightly inclined, appears as

if it were .asleep only. But it must be owned that Lesueur

would have never dared to place the colour of Christ's flesh

by the side of a shroud of such dazzling whiteness as that of

Rubens, who made it his delight to overcome all ditticul-

ties. Titian himself would not have attempted it, without

having first flattened the white with one of those golden tints

which he seemed to borrow from the rays of the setting sun.

Bvit what do all these mystic dreams matter to Kubens ? Is

he not the painter of life, of vigorous life, the poet of hearty

health, that has never faded from the fever of thought • Do
you think that he admired the old Flemish masters with their

cmaciiited saints "r Strong and robust figures, boatmen, black-

smiths, and Flemish peasants will now ever live on his canvas

as the representatives of apostles, saints, martyrs, or execu-

tioners. Jupiter, Hercules, Antinous, and Mercury there

lend their features, in turn, to the God of Christians ; while

the Loves and the Angels, represented by chubby, round-

headed Belgians, are scarcely able to find support upon their

wings.

It could not, however, be expected that the fame acquired

by Rubens would fail of exciting the envj- and even the in-

justice of his contemporaries. His mode of living at Antwerp
was the beau- ideal of an artist's existence. His house pos-

sessed such a collection of works of art, of pictures, statues,

busts, vases, and other objects of curiosity and elegance, as

gave it the apj)earance of a princely museum. His establish-

ment also comprehended a collection of wild beasts, which he
kept as living models for those hunting pieces, and other

representations of savage animals which have never been
surpassed. Owing no doubt, in a great measure, to the

splendour with which he was surrounded, liubens found him-
self all at once assailed by those who were most indebted to

him for assistance. It was insinuated with the most audacious

eflxontery that he owed the best part of his reputation, in the

great variety of works for which he was celebrated, to the

talents of his pupils, Synders and AVildens, whom he occa-

sionally employed in forwarding the animals and landscapes in

some of his pictures. Cornelius Schut, who was in want of

employment, accused him of want of invention ; Abraham
Jansens had the hardihood to defy him at a trial of strength

;

and even Theodore Kombouts ventured to vilify his works.

Rubens replied to their accusations in a manner worthy of a

ai^';»t artist. Tie -relii-ved the neces.sttieK of .Schut, by pro-

curing hinr employment ; to the challenge of Jansens, he good-
humourcdly said, " that his pictures had long since passed the
ordeal of the connoisseurs of Italy and Spain, and that

Jansens was at liberty to expose his in the same way, when
and wherever he pleased ;" and he replied to the sarcasms of
Rombouts by exhibiting his famous " Descent from the
Cross." And the more cfl'ectually to establish his claim to

the title of universal painter, he finished with his own hands
some of his most' admirable landscapes, his lion-hunts, and
other miscellaneous subjects, and thus covered his calum-
niators with shame and cimfusion.

Rubens' mode of working now was to make small sketches,

slightly but distinctly; these were delivered to his pupils,

who executed pictures from them on a larger scale, which
they carried forward almost to the last stage, when Rubens
took them up himself. He himself never painted without
having read to him some passages of history or of poetry, and
this constant accumulation of knowledge had enriched his

mind with inexhaustible resources.

For the success of the various negotiations entrusted to him
by the Archduke and the Infanta Isabella, Rubens was often

beholden to his pencil, and his frequent presence at the

difl'erent courts increased the brilliancy of his style, which
was naturally sumptuous. It was near 161!). The truce of
twelve years, signed between Spain and Holland, had almost
expired. Drained of its resources, Belgium longed for peace.

The national party alone was aroused to activity by the voice

of Barnevelt, who soon died upon the scaffold with a stoicism

worthy of the times of antiquity. The field was now left

open to the intrigues of the I'rince of Orange ; devoured by
ambition, Maurice harboured the project of secretly .allying

himself with Spain, and the Archduke Albr.rt lent a complai-

sant ear to his insinuations. But, seduced by the illusion of

an alliance with Kngland, Philip III. would listen to no one
but the Count of (jondomar, his ambassador at London. The
latter gave him to understand that the Prince of Wales,
afterwards Charles I , was determined on making a descent

into Holland in favour of Spain, and on demanding the hand
of the Infanta in marriage ; while, on his side, Louis XIII., in

order to counterbialance the influence of England luiited to

that of the French Protestants, proposed to the King of

Spain an offensive alliance against Holland, that focus of

heresy. During Philip III.'s hesitations, the Archduke
Albert redoubled his efforts in order to affect a pacification

between the two countries. A lady of the name of Tserclaes,

of Hohle hirth^ a Jirin Catholic^ and alremhj advanced in age,*

served as an intermediary between him and the Prince of

Orange, who had now only to be satisfied respecting the price

of his defection, when the King of Spain was overtaken by
death. Peace was so imperiously necessary to the belligerent

parties, that hostilities were not begun immediately on the

expiration of the truce ; the negotiations were continued, and
Rubens and the lady named Tserclaes were the principal

agents employed to carry them on. The former liad the hope
of surrounding Isabella with a national party free from
Spanish influence, and capable of restoring riches and repose

to disconsolate Belgium. These were the motives which
actuated Rubens in imposing silence on all his other feelings

of patriotism ; in him, the artist outweighed the citizen. The
complications of the thirt) years' war, and the elevation of

Richel-eu to power, had increased the difficulties attending

the negotiations. The Sieur de Baugy, a Frenchman, residing

at Brussels, denounced the influence exercised by the painter

on the mind of Isabella as dangerous, and attributed all his

political mana'uvres to his love of money. The Sieur

d'Espesses, another of Richelieu's emissaries, and who resided

at the Hague, declared him to be a plotter of intrigues, and
asserted that the lady named Tserclaes was his tool.

AU these circumstances did not prevent Rubens from still

devoting a great deal of time to painting ; but it would never-

theless be a mystery how he managed to execute so many
works, if we were not acquainted with his mode of life. Ha

• (,'i»i-re->jiOn(lenep of th«: Aj-chduke and the Infanta.
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used to rise at four in the morning, attend mass, and then

enter his studio. As he greatly dreaded the influence exer-

cised by good living on the imagination, he was always very

frugal in his diet. In the evening, when it was fine, he

generally rode round the ramparts of Antwerp, on one of

those spirited Andalusian horses which, with their gracefully-

formed necks and tails touching the ground, served him as

models. He seldom paid visits to any one, but always gave

a hearty welcome to those who came to his own house. The

supper-hour was usually enlivened by the presence of his

friends, chiefly of men learned in letters or eminent as painters

;

among the former were Gaspard Gevartius and Nicholas

Rockox. He also kept up an extensive correspondence with

the artists and learned men of every country ; in Italy, with

Jerome Oleander and Duquesnoy, the sculptor ; and in France,

with Dupuy and Dc Thou, the former of whom is so celebrated

What a love for a learned fossil ! Peircsc was desirous of

going to Flanders to visit Rubens, but above all to see

Chrysippus.
" I cannot," continued he, "be sufficiently grateful for his

politeness, nor speak highly enough of his great virtue and

eminent qualities, both with respect to his profound erudition

and surprising knowledge, and to his dexterity and skill in

affairs of the world ; neither can I sutHciently praise the

excellence of his touch, and the great charm of his conversa-

tion, which afforded me such pleasure as I had not experienced

for some time past."

It was through Peiresc that Rubens obtained a privilege fur

the sale of his engravings in France, but which afterwards gave

rise to a law-suit, in wliich he was accused of draining the

kingdom, by means of his plates, of enormous sums of money.

Rubens and Peiresc mutudly informed each other of political

CH.VTE.VU OP RUBE.N'S.—PROM A P.ilNTI.VQ BY RUBENS.

in literature, and the latter so well known by his tragical end

;

but his principal correspondent was Peiresc, the illustrious

antiquary of Provence, whom Balzac styled, in his valuable

letters, a piece of tlie wreck of antiquihj, a relic uf the cjolden age.

" I have seen with the greatest pleasure," wrote the candid

Peiresc to the mayor of Antwerp, " the inventory of the

cabinet of M. Rubens, to whom I beg you to present my most

humble thaidts for all the polite offers he has deigned to make
me. I will do my utmost to be of use to him in whatever he

employs me, being unable sufficiently to admire the richness

of his figures. I should like to make a journey into your

country, to obtain a sight of them, and, above all, of the fine

heads of Cicero, Seneca, and Chrysippus, of which I should

probably steal a little sketch, if he allowed me." *

.
* Lcttre ii Peiresc. t To the same.

news, of the progress made in literature, the arts and sciences,

and were continually sending one another publications written

in every language of Europe. At one time, Rubens was

delighted by receiving from his friend inscriptions and im-

pressions taken from antique stones and cameos, la dica vii/ea

con ale (U jmpilioni .t and at another time, it was Rubens who

sent to Provence the mechanism oi perpetual motion, discovered

by one of his friends, and which filled him with enthusiasm.

Then he afterwards launched into dissertations on his theory

of the human figure, on chemical operations, hermajjlirodites,

the marriage of the sun with the moon, and the harmony of

Avorlds. Aspirations of intelligence towards the regions of

the absolute, whither all human notions, similar to the rays

of the sun, converge towards eternal truth ! But Rubens soon

again became a positive being and a man of the world. Accord-

ing to his " Theory of the Human Figure," which is a miscel-
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laneous collection of personal reminiscences and opinions that

Rubens wrote on the margin of his sketch-books, m<m made
in the image of God is the prototype of beauty in this world

;

the beauty of woman is of a second order only, [a derivative

from the beauty of man, though it stirpasses the latter in

elegance and grace. From the time of his first fall, man is

there said to have remained in a continual state of gradual

degeneracy, and to have henceforth borrowed from anima's

their features and instincts. Tliis is one of the numerous

contradictions of Kubcns, who will shortly tell us, first of all,

that the type of man is absolute, and independent of his

nature ; and then he will go on to say that he is composed of

all the elements of the universe. He ascribes the formation of

the human figure to the three geometrical principles of the

cube, the sphere, and the pyramid. The sphere presides over

are prominent, the thighs thick, and they decrease in the form
of a pyramid down to the foot, tlie heel of which is well

developed. The muscles are tumular in shape.
The third type is distinguislicd by a more spare habit of

body, by the largeness of the bones, the length of the head,
the development of the arms, the thighs, and the legs, by the
flatness of tlie stomach, the finimess of the flesh, and the pro.

minency of the tendons, which resemble cords, and raise the
skin that covers tliem. The gladiator aiming a blow at his

adversary, wliile guarding himself from the one with which he
is threatened, is an example of this type.

A fourth model of physical vigour only exists, according to

Rubens, in the imagination of artists: this is Christ -the
Christ to whom the painter lends, in the course of his works,
the thunder-bolts of Jupiter to chastise the world with I

'fc^^^i^J
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the formation of the head, the cube over that of the trunk,

and it is according to the priiuiples of the pyramid that the

limbs of men gradually taper in bulk towards their extremities.

From the cube proceed strong and robust bodies, heroes, and
athletes. The ancients recognised three types of force.

The first type is represented by the Famese Hercules, to

which the sculptor has given the most characteristic features

of the lion, the bull, and the horse ; for the hair of Hercules

bears a perfect resemblance to the mane of the lion and the

horse, his forehead takes after that of the bull and the lion,

while the nape of his neck, with the part where it joins the

shoulders, is as fleshy and muscular as the neck of the bull.

The second type, which is superior in elegance to the first,

has more elevation in the breast, more firmness in the muscles
of the stomach, wider shoulders, and longer arms. The hips

From the sphere are derived the round forms of woman

:

the elevation of the back, the shoulders, the breast, the

stomach, and all her outlines. In imitation nf the statues of

antiquity, it is here said that beauty ought to be neither thin

nor stout. Firm flesh, both white and of a pale red, a mixture

of roses niu! /i/i(:<t, of iiiUk and bloml : a graceful face; a white,

slender neck, as flexible as the swan's; widish shoulders; a

round arm ; a soft, long hand and fingers ; a smooth, full and
somewhat prominent bosom, with firm breasts, slightly sepa-

rated ; the lower part of the back strorg, and thin at the n'aist,

with the bust nearly triangular; the stomach firm; the upper

part of the back flat, but bending in towards the middle
;

depressed shoulders ; strong thighs ; a round knee; a stout leg,

tapering gracefully down to the foot, which must be small and

high in the instep—such ought, in the eyes of Rubens, to be
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the beauty of woman. And yet he has too often given her

masculine forms, and has ever chosen his virgins among those

rubicund, large-limbed beauties that are employed to represent

Liberty and Republics. To be convinced of this, you have

only to look at the picture representing " The Entombment,"

where you will see that the Magdalene is a strapping wench

from a Flemi.sh tavern. Her hair, which grows low down her

enormous neck, touches the ground, after falling over her eyes

which are streaming with tears. She is kneeling down, and

holds in her hands the nails used for the crucifixion, while

Mary, with her mouth wide open, is bellowing out her

maternal grief.

This Latin manuscript was copied by Mr. Maurice Johnson,

of Spalding in Lincolnshire, and presented by him to the

society of Antiquaries. It is said that the original is at Paris,

but we have neither been able to find this nor another work,

entitled " De Coloribus," and attributed to Rubens. Towards

the end of 177'2, Jombert, a bookseller at Paris, bought at the

Huquier sale, a collection of copper-plates engraved after the

drawings of Rubens, and a collection of Latin annotations

which had already been translated into French, but very

badly. Jombert had them translated again ; but he carried

his ignorance so far as to suppress, under the pretext of their

being dreams, two chapters by Rubens, one of which treated

of the cabala and chemistry, and the other of the primitive

formation of man, first created an hermophrodite, and then

divided into two sc.xes, as is seen in the "Drama of Human
Life," by Giorgione, and in the marriage of the moon with

the sun. But Cardan, Albert Durer, Paolo Lomazzo, Vincent

Scamozzi, and many others, had already formed theories of

the same kind.

"Those large harmonious proportions which Lomazzo

discovers in the human body by the numbers and tones of

music," says Hilaire Pader, his translator, "testify to the

perfect symmetry of our little world : this is why man is

called the most perfect work of nature, the image of his

Creator, the king of animals, who contains within himself the

four elements ; so that music not only finds in him the divi-

sion of its tones, and geometry its points, lines, and figures
;

but astrology finds its stsK there, philosophy its matter and its

form, and chemistry the difference between its vessels and its

furnaces ; and do not be astonished that I have introduced

chemistry, for if your nature is not chemical, you will never

make a good painter.

" Ships, barks, galleys, and the like, are drawn from the

human body, like Noah's ark. Tliose who measured our

little world divided the body into six feet, the foot into six

degrees, and the degree into five minutes, which made the

number of sixty degrees, or of three hundred minutes, which

they compared to as many geometrical cubits, by which

Noah's ark was also described by Moses; for, as the human

body is three hundred minutes long, filty wide, and thirty

high, the ark w.ts three hundred cubits long, fifty wide,

and forty high." * This book, a mere extract from the large

manuscript in which Rubens must have placed a particular

article of his will, and which we sought for in vain, is almost

entirely void of sense and logic.

Another book of studies has been engraved in twenty sheets

by P. Pontius ; and a third one, wrongly attributed to Van-

dyck, who only furnished two heads for it, by the Comte de

Caylus.t

In the "Flight into Egypt" (p. 210), the Virgin, who is en-

veloped in a hood, is of such gigantic proportions, that she re-

sembles those stone statues which have mural crowns upon their

heads to represent cities. But then it is certainly the duty of

the Virgin to protect the Infant Jesus and St. Joseph against

any accidents which might happen to them on the way. The
Holy Family is walking in the moonlight, which might even be

taken for day, in consequence of the strong light thrown into

this picture by its bold and brilliant colouring.

* " Thuoric lie la Figure Humaiue," etc., 1773, in 4to, Paris,

Jombert.

t Basan, " Diet, de Giav.," p. 224,

Marie de Mcdicis, having been at last reconciled to her son

at Angoulerae, and having returned to Paris, in 1620, was

desirous of enriching her palace of the Luxembourg with the

works of a great painter ; and sent for Rubens, on the recom-

mendation of the Baron de Vicq, then ambassador from the

Archduke Albert and the Infanta Isabella to the court of

Frajice.

Rubens lost no time in presenting himself at the house of

the baron, by whom he was introduced to the queen, who

honoured him with an order for twenty- one pictures, illustra-

tive of the most important events of her life.

He immediately acquainted himself with the history of

Marie de Jledicis, arranged all the principal events in due

order, made spirited sketches of each subject (which are now

in the Munich Gallery), and gave them to his pupils to work

from, under his continual superintendence. Instead of a real

history, however, the painter composed a sort of allegorical

poem, each picture of which forms a canto. The whole is a

fantastic and turbulent production, in which divinitie.", with

the elements and abstract ideas, are embodied in diverse per-

sonages, placed on earth, in the bosom of the ocean, in

Olympus and Christian heaven, in the regions of mythology,

and the history of France. The predominant passion of the

epoch was a passion for allegory. We have already seen that

Rubens had imbibed a taste for it from his master. Otto

Venius, who wrote on this subject a book illustrated with

figures, but which, if we are to brieve Reynolds, is, at most,

fitted to amuse children. Rubens was prodigal of emblems,

and peopled the earth, heaven, and the sea with personages

who are astonished at thus seeing themselves assembled.

Some are entirely naked, and make a parade of their vigorous

frames, which appear animated with real blood, whUe others,

enveloped in flowing drapery, presume on their splendour to

take the most haughty airs. Satin, velvet, gold, and precious

stones abound beneath the light which they reflect, or of

which they drink the rays. But who could, from the first

glance, distinguish, without a guide-book, the sense of these

allegories, which are ingenious and gross in turn ?

The woman playing the violoncello is harmony tuning all

the faculties of the princess. The three Fates, those cruel

sisters, but who are here represented by three smiling females,

are spinning golden days for the child belo-sed by the gods

:

Mercury is descending with Eloquence from the heavens
;

and the fountain of Castalia is pouring forth the poetry of its

waters.

Look, too, at Jupiter and Juno, seated on the clouds. They

are talking of the marriage of the Florentine princess with

Henri. Gentle conspiracy ! Love has presented the prince

with the portrait of Marie de Mcdicis ; Hymen is praising her

beauty to him, and France her virtues, while two Cupids are

taking away his helmet and his shield, as if to banish, for a

moment, all thoughts of war and Valour from his heart, now

possessed with love.

Here, the bishop of Marseilles comes beneath his canopy to

meet the queen. Dressed in a blue tunic, studded with

golden lilies, France receives her sovereign on a bridge of

boats. In order to protect the yacht which has brought her,

Neptune, followed by his marine family, has accompanied it

to Marseilles : three syrens, lovely females, with fishes' tails,

are sporting lasciviously in the sea, which dashes its foam

against their muscular bodies ; the lusty Tritons are sounding

their shells, and Fame is shooting through the fiery sky of

Provence, in order to spread abroad the news of the queen's

safe arrival.

There, is the city of Lyons, which, personified by a female

seated on a car drawn by two lions, bestrode by two Cupids,

is coming to meet the king and queen, who are seated, under

the forms of Jupiter and Juno, in Olympus ; the king is

sitting on the back of an eagle, and the queen is in a ear with

two j.eacocks, the emblems of haughty power. The tails of

the birds are more dazzling than the rainbow.

Further on, Mercury, the god of eloquence and theft—an

ingenious thought of antiquity, and still so applicable to the

present times—appears, unblushingly, in a perfect state of
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nudity, and in the company of Cardinal de la llochefouciiuUl,

before Marie de Me'dieis, to offer lier an olive-branih, as a

sign of reconciliation with her son, Louis XIII.

The picture representing "The Departure of Henri IV. for

the War in Germany," is less loaded with useless ornaments.

The portraits contained in it are admirable. Ilubcns was
fond of surrounding his portraits, though perhaps not so much
as Vandyck, with black drapery which brings out the

features in such prominent relief, and shows the brilliancy of

fresh flesh-colours to such advantage. Here, the queen is

attired in a Tiolet-coloured dress, which produces a charming

effect, full of originality.

In order to astonisli the spectator, Kubens seems to have

exhausted all the resources of his theatrical style in the

execution of the Luxembourg g.allery. These paintings, i\ Inch

are now in the Louvre, are all prodigies, with respect to the

boldness of their style, and the brilliancy of their colouring.

In producing them, art gave birth to a fairy-piece and revelled

in a debauch at the same time. They were worked in tapestry,

a few years ago, at the Gobelins. Kubens is, above all, an

illustrious decorator.

Towards the end of the month of Jlay, lt!'2o, the painter

came to Paris, in order to iinish there the two last pictures of

the gallery ; and the queen, who was fond of his society, had
a seat reserved for her in his studio. Having one day been

introduced by M. Bautru, in compliance with the wishes of

the queen, into a drawing-room full of the ladies of the court,

Rubens said to the former :

—

"Madame la Duchesse de Guemenee shines above all by
her charming loveliness and elegance."

"She is, indeed," replied M. de Bautru, "a woman of

remarkable beauty, a wonder of the world."

"Is there among my ladies," asked the queen, sometime
after, of the artist, " any one superior in beauty to the women
you have admired in your travels r

"

"If I were Paris," answered Kubens, "I should give the

golden apple to the Duchesse de Gue'menee."
" You are an excellent judge," remarked her majesty.*

It was during his residence at Paris that Rubens first met
the Duke of Buckingham, the favourite of Charles I,, so

celebrated for the audacity of his gallantry towards queens,

his political follies, and his magnificent extravagance. This

acquaintance soon grew into the most intimate familiarity
;

and when Rubens was afterwarils visited at Antwerp by the

English minister, the painter consented to part with the col-

lection which formed the glory of his cabinet, for 100,000

Brabantin florins, according to Jlichel, for 100,000 Dutch
florins, according to Houbraken, and for £10,000 sterling,

according to Walpole. Rubens reserved to himself the right,

however, of taking casts of the antiques. Among other

articles delivered to Michel le Blond for the Duke, were a

hundred pictures, nineteen of which were by Titian, twenty-

.one by Bassan, thirteen by P. Veronese, eight by Palma,

seventeen by Tintoretto, three by Leonardo da Vinci, three by
RafTaelle, and thirteen by Rubens, f Houbraken and San-

drart think the price given for the collection very exorbitant

;

and the former, therefore, assures us that Rubens " knew how
to procure money in every way;" and the other, " that he had
the reputation of not being very generous, and that he was
accused by many of keeping very tight hold of his crown-

pieces." Without carrying avarice to the extent that Rem-
brandt :Ud—because he was, above all, desirous of appearing

well-bred in the eyes of the world, and full of that vanity

inherent in the merchants of Belgium and Holland, in whom
the love of the arts originated, perhaps, in ostentation and the

wish to display their opulence—Rubens was troubled all his

life with a thirst for gold. He had scarcely terminated the

pictures for the Luxembourg, when he began to complain

bitterly to his friend Peiresc of not being paid : lo ml stuffu di

questa corle.* Then, as he seems to have been compromised

by his opinions in the esteem of Richelieu, and to liave lost,

in consequence, a splendid order, he never leaves off praising
the generosity of the Duke of Buckingham, and ironically
compares to it the paltry gratitude of sovereigns. .Vu al-

chemist, who was in search of the philosopher's stone, having
oflered to divide the fruit of liis operations with Kubens, if he
would advance the funds necessary to prepare the furnaces,
the painter replied; "You have come too late; for I have
already found the philosopher's stone on my pallet. And
these," added he, pointing to liis pencils, " have long since
obtained the magic power of turning all they touch into gold."
His mercantile activity did not allow him time for thinking,
but made him work, as it were, by the yard and day, like a
common house.decorator, and caused his inexhaustible pencils
to throw their flowing colours over his canvas, like streams in

a plain.

Following the example of Rafi'aelle, Kubens surrounded
himself with a crowd of young painters, most of whom after-

wards became, in their turn, great masters : Vandyck,
Jordaens, Gaspar de Crayer, Van Egmont, Diepenbeek, Cor-
nelius Schut, Erasmus Quellinus, .Mompert, Wildens, Lucas
van Uden, and Francis Sneyders, formed a constellation that
gravitated round his genius. While some worked at his

historical pieces and tabfeaiij- dv r/iiiir, others were occupied
on landscapes and animals. Faithful to the processes em-
ployed by the master, the pencil of the pupil has sometimes
deceived the most practised eye.

The immense pictures sketched by Kubens at Paris for the
gallery of the Luxembourg, and painted in his studio at

Antwerp, in two years, according to Michel,
J in three, accord-

ing to Walpole,
II
were first of all executed, collectively, by

his pupils, and then finished oil' by the bold and brilliant

touches of the m.aster.

In order to extend his fame by means of engravings, he
guiv-led the burin of Bolswert, Paul Dupont, and Lucas
Vosterman, his most faithful interpreters ; and he himself
executed some etchings full of character. He was so much
the fashion, that recourse was often had to his fine touch for

the titles of books, vignettes, tail-pieces, and figures in missals.

At the market held on Friday at Antwerp, says Campo Weyer-
mann, a considerable trade was carried on, though for the most
part fraudulent, in various kinds of works, which greedy
dea.lers sent to every country under the name of Rubens.
In the course of the month of July, 162(i, he had the

misfortune to lose his wife, Isabella Brandt, who left him two
sons, Albert and Nicholas. She was buried by the side of
his mother in the abbey church of St. Michael, the altar of
which Rubens decorated with a painting which had been
executed for the church of Sante Croce in Rome, but which,
when terminated, was too large for the place it was originally

intended for. Ilis grief at his severe domestic atHiction was
very great, and he says to his friend Valaves : II " Y'es, 1

have lost an excellent partner ; one might—what do I say :

—

one ought to cherish her memory from principle, for she had
none of the faults of her sex, etc." But Houbraken mali-
ciously observes, that she had, on the contrary, one very
serious fault— that of loving her husband and his pupil,

Vandyck, at the same time. The painter, it is said, after-

wards revenged himself on Isabella for her infidelity, in some
of his pictures, and particularly in the one representing the
" Last Judgment," in which a devil is seen holding her in his

claws and dragging her into the flames.

Holland had, however, resumed hostilities. The war of

Germany afforded her unheard-of assistance. Richelieu did

all he could to isolate Spain, while Philip IV. never ceased

attempting to effect an alliance with England. Entrusted witli

the negotiations for this purpose, Kubens saw perfectly well that

Spain absolutely required an auxiliiury force in order to protect

her against the audacious and persevering genius of Richelieu.

This was his reason for undertaking a jinu'ney to the frontiers

* " Michel, Vie de Rubens," pp. 123, 124.

f Smith, "Life of Rubens," p. xxxi.

I " Lettre a Peiresc," 162.5.

^ Michel, " Hist, de la Vie et Ouv. de Rubens," p. 122.

il
Walpole, " Anecdotes of Painting in England," vol. ii., p. 1 72.

H " Lettre k Valavis, July 1625."
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of Holland, in order to come to an understanding with Sir B.

Gerbier, the English resident at the Hague. This journey

had all the appearance of an artistic torn-.

"After the death of his wife," says Sandrart, "Rubens

wished to dispel his grief bj' travelling. He set out, in con-

sequence, for Holland, with the intention of seeing the artists

of that country. He visited Honthorst—of whom he bought

by indisposition, Rubens testified his desire to have me for his

companion. Having set out after a banquet given in honour of

him, we visited, for a fortnight, all the curiosities of Holland.

I could enter into long details about this journey, and the

agreeable conversation of Rubens : let it suffice for me to say,

that if he excelled in his art, he also possessed every kind of

merit; and he was, in consequence, universally respected.

TUE FLIGHT INTO EGYl'T.—FROM A PAINTING BY BUEENS.

a picture representing Diogenes, with a lantern in his hand at

mid-day, looking for an honest man—Abraham Bloemaert,

and Cornelius Poelemburg.* Honthorst being kept at home

* Potlembura; lias commemorated this event, by painting the

portraits of himself ami Rubens in couversation : they are repre-

sented standing together in the fore-ground of a landscape. The

He talked enthusiastically to me of the nocturnal scenes of

Honthorst, and of the elegance of the works of Poelemburg,

which are enriched with graceful landscapes."

latter is seen in a profile view without his hat, habited in a scarlet

mantle ; the wife of the former is seated on a bank before them,—

Sinilh, Life of Rubens.
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The correspondence of Rubens and the Duke of Bucking-

ham was occasionally of a political nature, and was regularly

communicated to the King of Spain. A secret disposition

existed in both countries to terminate all differences, and it

was therefore arranged, by the advice of the Marquis Spinola,

prime minister to the Archduchess Isabella, that Kubens
should go to Madrid, to lay before the king all matters relative

to his correspondence with the Duke of Buckingham, and to

receive instructions fur a proposed mission to the court of

England.

Philip IV. sent for Rubens in consequence, and the ambas-

sador set out in the month of August, I62S. In his letters

dated at this epoch, llubens speaks of the immorality of the

court, the insolence of the nobility, and the decay of Spanish

moYiarchy. Among the number of his works which he left in

Spain are, '• The Rape of the Sabines," " The Reconciliation

of the Romans with the Sabines," " The Triumph of the

Church" (this subject had been already painted by Titian,

for Philip II., whose sombre melancholy was sometimes

to see him work ; that he has already painted the portraits of

all the members of the royal family, and that, too, with the

greatest ease in the world, in their presence."
" I beg of you," he also writes to one of his friends, the

mayor of Antwerp, " to take my little Albert, that uUvr cyo,

not into your ofllce, but into your museum. I love the child,

and it is to you, the pontiff of the muses, that I commend
him, so that, together with my father-in-law and my brother

Brandt, you may take care of him, either during my lifetime

or after my death."

John, Duke of Braganza, afterwards King of Portugal,

having sent Rubens an invitation to come and see him, the

painter paid him a visit at his hunting-seat at Villaviriosa.

Several Spanish and Flemish gentlemen accompanied the

artist. But the prince, on being informed of the approaching

arrival of so many visitors, sent a horsem.an forward to tell

Rubens that his highness could not receive him. as important

business had called him suddenly to Lisbon. At the same

time, Rubens was begged to accept the sum of fifty pistoles.

THE VILLAGE FESTIVAL.^FROM A PAINTING IIY Rt'DENS.

enlivened by the painter's smiling images), " Venus and

Adonis," " Diana and Actseon," and "The Rape of Europa,"

which are copies by Rubens after Titian, and are, according

to Raffaelle Mengs, works full of judgment anAjinesse. The
originals were intended for Charles I., when Prince of Wales ;

but-he never possessed them, since, instead of marrying the

Infanta, as Spain had once hoped he would, he became the

husband of Henrietta of France. At the request of the Duke
of Olivarez, Rubens decorated the chapel of the convent of

Carmelite nuns, painted "The Martyrdom of St. Andrew,"
five portraits of Philip IV. and Elizabeth of Bourbon, with

those of the Duke of Olivarez himself, and the grandees of

the court. In a letter, dated from Madrid,* the painter apolo-

gizes to his friend Peiresc " for not having been to see him
in Provence before going to Spain, tells him that he has just

commenced the portrait of the king on horseback, at which
his majesty is so remarkably pleased, that he comes every day

* Lettre a Peiresc.

Vol. I.

SmUing at the avarice of the monarch, Rubens expressed his

regret at the sudden departure of his noble amphitryon, but

refused the fifty pistoles, adding that he had taken care to

bring a thousand with him, to defray the expenses of his visit.

Being overtaken by night, Rubens and his companions were

obliged to seek for hospitality in a convent. The next day, as

the painter was looking round the church during mass, he

was struck by the sight of a picture which seemed to him to

have been executed by his own hand. He remained lost in

conjectures as to what school the mysterious chcf-d'auvre

could belong, and to what hand it owed its origin. Several

monks, on being interrogated one after the othA, seemed, by
their systematic silence, to take a secret pleasure in the impa-

tience of the stranger, who stood with his eyes riveted on the

silent canvas. At last, after repeated entreaties, the prior

said :
" We cannot acquaint you with the name of him who

executed this picture." " I beg of you," answered the artist,

'• to tell me'; it is Rubens, the painter, who entreats you."

At this celebrated name, the monk turned pale, and added :
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" lie who painted this picture is dead to the world : lie is a

monk."
" A monk ! " exclaimed Rubens ;

" light under a bushel
!

"

and he added :
" Father, tell mc his name, with that of the

convent in which he is. He must leave ; for heaven has

endowed him with genius to make it blaze like a torch in the

eyes of men."
• Vanquished by the struggle within him, the monk, faithful

to Christian humility, staggered and fell down in a swoon on

the pavement of the chapel ; and, a short time after, he had

ceased to breathe.

The name of this monk was Xavier Collantes, the painter of

the picture. *

Rubens left Spain with the title of Secretary to the Privy

Council,—a post which afterwards descended to his son

Albert.t —and fresh instructions respecting the projected alli-

ance with England. Philip IV. had, however, only been able

to give Rubens titles and orders. Money was so scarce at the

court of Madrid, that in order to pay the artist for the pic-

tures he had executed, the king was obliged to give him a

draft on the Infanta, or rather on " those good Belgian pro-

vinces which enjoyed the well-known reputation of never

allowing the bills of their sovereigns to be dishonoured."{

Rubens arrived in Paris on the 21st of May, and, a few days

after, reached Brussels, whence he immediately set out for

London. But his friend and protector, the Duke of Bucking-

ham, had been assassinated by Felton. Charles I
,
however,

took a liking to the painter ; and it was eventually arranged

between the monarch and Rubens that England and Spain

should miitually send each other a plenipotentiary, while

waiting till peace was officially concluded ;
and while the

Chancellor, Lord Francis Cottington, arrived at Madrid, Don

Carlos Colonna arived in London.
" My Lord Carlisle hath twice in one week most magnifi-

cently feasted the Spanish ambassador, and Mons. Rubens

also, the agent who prepared the way for his coming •§ As

soon as he had accomplished his mission, the artist went back

to Antwerp, and only returned to London to be present at the

signing of the treaty, in the month of December, 1633. In

order to give the painter a public mark of his esteem, Charles

knighted him, and made him a present of a magnificent sword

and a di.imond collar.

The presence of Rubens at the court of Charles I. gave a

notable impulse to the taste for the fine arts in England. It

was then that those private collections, which are at present so

famous, commenced. Under the reign of Charles I., the price

of pictures and other objects of art was trebled in Europe. It

was by the advice of Rubens that the King of England pur-

chased the fine cartoons which were being sold in Holland,

and the collection of the Duke of Mantua, which did not cost

Jess than twenty thousand pounds. The pictures of the

ceiling of the Banqueting House at "Whitehall are charac-

terised by that false allegorical taste with which the artist has

already been reproached. In "The Apotheosis of James I."

the Virtues are represented by members of Parliaipent, and

Prudence, under the form of Apollo, holds in her hand a horn

of plenty. Rubens received three thous.and pounds for his

paintings at Whitehall, and they were repaired in 17S0 by

fUprianiy

One of the most eminent personages of England, on seeing

Rubens at his easel one day, said

:

'• The ambassador of His Catholic Majesty, I see, amuses

himself by painting sometimes."
" I amuse myself by playing the ambassador sometimes,"

replied Rubens, in order to raise the dignity of art above

diplomatic pride.

* Van Hassclt.

t The same who afterwards wrote a hook on the Costumes of

Antiquity. '* De re Vestiaria."

I Emile Gachet, Introduction aux Lcttrcs de Rubens. Brux-

clles, 1S40, in 8vo.

^S Walpole, Anecdotes of Painting.

II
Dallaway.

Fresh fermentations existed in the heart of the Walloon

provinces ; the cause of Holland carried the Flemish provinces

with it ; Richelieu, triumphant, boldly plotted intrigues, and

showered his gold plentifully about. Furnished with a pass-

port from the Prince of Orange, Rubens set out to again

negotiate with Holland, in the name of Spain, when the

deputies from the States protested against the extraordinary

power vested in the artist. The Duke d'Arschot hastened to

overtake him, and insisted on his giving up his diplomatic

papers. On this occasion, Rubens acted with such humility

and weakness as to render his conduct quite unworthy of a

man, and especially of a man of genius ; this did not, how-

ever, prevent the Duke d'Arschot from sending him a letter

full of aristocratic arrogance, but entirely void of dignity.

" I might well have omitted," wTote the duke, " doing you

the honour to reply to you, for having so far forgotten your

duty as not to come to me in person, instead of playing the

confidant by writing me this letter, which is proper between

equals, since I. was at the tavern from eleven o'clock till half-

past twelve, and returned there in the evening at half-past five,

and since you have had leisure enough to speak to me ; all that I

have to say to you is, that I shall be very glad for you to learn

how henceforth people of your sort ought to write to those of

mine, etc."*

Isabella was weak enough to recall her ambassador, who,

retiring from public life, again found in the arts those joys

which politics had for a moment deprived him of. The death

of the Infanta, at last, released him for ever from the ener-

vating atmosphere of the court; and on the 6th of December,

1630, he married, at Antwerp, Helena Ferment, a beautiful

youiig girl of sLxteen, who, by giving him five children,

crowned his old age, that poetic ruin, with fruit and flowers.

But, according to Campo Weyermann, Rubens soon discovered

" that the court, a beautiful young wife, and that ugly visitor,

the gout, are three blessings which an old man could well

dispense with."

After the dreadful battle of Xordlingen, the Cardinal-Infant

Ferdinand, brother to Philip IV., came to take possession of

the government of the Netherlands. The city of Antwerp

received him, with great pomp, within its walls, in the month

of May, 1635. Rubens, who directed the pageant, himself

made the slightly-coloured sketches which ornamented the

eleven triumphal arches through which the prince passed.

In 1636, the genius of the painter shone with one of its last

flashes, by producing " The Martyrdom of St. Peter " for the

cathedral of Cologne.
" Your glory and fame, sir," said Rubens, in a letter to his

countryman, the sculptor Duquesnoy, wfio had just finished

the statue of St. Andrew for St. Peter's at Rome, " reflect on

our entire nation. If my age, and that dreadful gout which is

consuming me, did not detain me hei'c, I would set out directly

to go and admire with my own eyes things so worthy of praise.

But since I cannot be allowed this pie isure, I at least hope to

have that of soon seeing you among us here again, and I do

not doubt but that our cherished country wil\ some day be

proud of the works with which you have enriched it. Heaven '

grant that this may happen before death, which will shortly

close my eyes for ever, deprives me of the inexpressible joy of

contemplating the wonders executed by that skilful hand,

which I now kiss from the very bottom of my heart. "f This

letter had scarcely reached its destination, when Rubens "suc-

cumbed to an attack of gout, on the 3(Jth of May, 1640, aged

sixty-two years, eleven months.

•"J'cusse bicn peu obmettre do vous faire I'honneur do vous

respondre pour avoir si notablement manque k vostre devoir de

venir me trouver en personnc sans faire le confident a m'escrire ce

billet qui est bon pour personnes egales, puisque j'ay este dcpuis

unze heures jusqu'k douae heures et dcmic a la t.iverne, et y snis

retourne le soir a cinq heures et demie, et •\'ons avez eu assez do

loisir pour me parler. . . . Tout ce que je puis vous dire, e'est

que je scray bieu aysc que vous appreniez dorenavaut comme

doivent escrire a des gens de ma sorte ceux de la vostre, etc."

f Smith, Life of Ruheus, p. xli.
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The magistratts, the clergy, the nobles, the citizens, and the

people of Antwerp, all followed the coffin containing the re-

mains of the painter to the collegiate church of St. Jamos,

wliere it was placed in the vault belonging to the Formcnt
family. Three days after, a funeral service was celebrated in

honour of the deceased, with such pomp as would ilatter the

pride of kings, and which reminded those present of the style

of the artist's paintings.

His cabinet was found filled with things of considerable

value, consisting of jewels, objects of art, and curiosities of

every description ; it also contained si.\ gold chains, and several

rings, with which he had been presented by various sovereigns,

and his diamond hat-loop, which he received from Charles I.,

and which was worth 10,000 crowns. Ivory sculptures,

rock crystals, antique and modern medals, agates, onyxes,

cornelian stones, and more than two hundred and thirty

pictures, of which the hand of Rubens himself had executed

ninety -three, while the others were the productions' of Italian,

Flemish, and Dutch painters, were assembled in the artist's

brilliant cabinet, and were afterwards sold for more than forty

thousand pounds. *

Rubens had reigned triumphant in all tlie branches of his art

—in liistorical and allegorical pieces, in tableaux dc genre, in

landscapes, in portraits, in animals, in fruit and flowers.

Resembling that horn of plenty which the painter seems to

have taken such pleasure in introducing everywhere in his

works as an emblem of his own genius, his fecundity was
inexhaustible.

Like most master colourists, he made the sketches with the

brush ; and this was the cause of the negligence and looseness

with which he is reproached in his outline. More brilliant

with respect to light and freshness than the Venciians

—

those much admired masters—he was below them in harmony
mind, elegance, and majesty. Formed out of the extremes of

two delicate and two glaring colours, his colouring, badly

blended, is sometimes crude, and, like baskets of flowers, his

paintings give you the headache at last. It is in his grounds

that Rubens has made the nearest approach to harmony ; and
he seems to have formed them by uniting all the colours of his

pallet.

Though liis portraits possess more relief and life than
those of Titian or Vandyck, they have neither the calm gran-

deur of the former's, nor all the delicacy of the latter's ; but
the one called the " Chapeau de PaiUe, " with which he would
never part, is a perfect wonder.

In his landscapes he sometimes vies with nature in the trans-

parency and the floating vapours of the air. This is generally

observable in views taken near his lovely chateau at Steen, be-

tween Malines and Vilvorde, and animated by dramatic inci-

dents, sun-beams, storms, or rainbows.

Less learned in antiquity than Poussin, who, by his nature,

belonged more to antique times than to his own age, and
who preferred statues to his best friends, Rubens only ex-

cels in the coarser types of mythology, such as fawns, satyrs,

and followers of Silenus.

Silenus is stupified by drink and his triumph. Full of wine
to the throat, his way is impeded by heavy festoons. Where
will that suspended foot stumble ? Will Silenus burst when
he falls : Ah ! save that pitcher which Bacchus has filled 1

Calm yourself; the vigilant god will guide his old friend with

an invisible hand, and. if he were to fall by accident, fear

nothin-g, for wine, like the oil used by the athletes of antiquity,

renders the limbs pliant.

Rubens liked none but the larger animals—the horse, the bull,

the tiger, and the lion—in order to have the pleasure of play-

ing with the study of their powerful muscles.

Physical life overflows in the works of Rubens, and undu-
lates like the air of the sky or the waves of the sea ; and yet the

soul of those who contemplate his paintings is seized at last

with a sort of weariness. The painter was accustomed to re-

present all ages and all conditions at the same time ; and it is

always the same types that meet our gaze. " Rubens had the

• Michel.

fault of being rather too Flemish," says M. dc Reiffom-

berg.

By his display of materiality, his profusi m of pageantry, his

glare of colours, but. above all, the absence of thought, Rubens
is apt to fatigue the mind ; Imt he has given soft rolls of beauti-

fully fresh-coloured flesh to burning and lascivious na'tures,

that exhaust themselves without loving or being loved, for

the women of Rubens have no soul. Among all his cold and
heartless beauties, those theatrical Syrens who are at the same
time the intoxication and the punishment of the sensual man,
is there even one whose features are sufficiently sublime to re-

mind you of those heroines who save nations, of those worthy
mothers who give their country men of thought and martyrs,

or of those angelic creatures who, in their gentleness and
power, lean in turn over the cradle of the infant, the bed of the

old man, and the pallet of the poor, and whose hearts and
goodness are blessed by all

;

Of all ancient or modern painters mentioned in history,

Peter Paul Rubens is the most fertile. The etchings executed

by his ow^l hand are, "St. Francis receiving the Stigmata;"
" Mary Magdalene Penitent;" " A Woman holding a lighted

candle, w'ith a Boy lighting another by it" (Paul Dupont or

Vorsterman has lent his graver to finish this etching, which is

now very rare) ; and " The Portrait of an Old Man," with a

beard and a furred cap.

Rubens has likewise left an innumerable quantity of cartoon.'^,

and of finished and unfinished drawings, with a really fabulous

number of paintings.

Fifty engrav,.'rs have been employed in reproducing his

works. Among the most celebrated of these artists are Lucas
Vorsterman, C. Galle, Bolswert, SuyderhofF, C. Vischer,

Pene, Hollar, L. Van ITden, and J. Meyssens.

The Bibliothii'que Nacionale, at Paris, possesses, in the

Cabinet des Estampes, five folio volumes, containing a part of

the engraved works of Rubens.

M. Van Hasselt, in the catalogue he drew up in 1S4(), after

Smith's " Catalogue Raisonne," and which is placed at the

end of his " Histoire de la Vie et des Ouvrages de Rubens,"
attributes 1,461 compositions to him.

All the public galleries of Europe, all the large cabinets of

private persons, and h,ilf the churches of Belgium, contain

paintings by this celebrated artist.

The Louvre possesses forty-three, of which twenty are com-
posed of large allegorical subjects forming the Mcdicis gallery,

and which formerly ornamented the palace of the Luxembourg.
The following are the subjects of them :

—

"The Destiny of Marie de Me'dicis;" "Her Birth;" *"Her
Education ;" *" Henri IV. receiving the Portrait of Marie de
Me'dicis;" *"His Marriage with her;" *"The Debarkation

of Marie de Medicis at Marseilles ;" "The Marriage of Henri

IV. celebrated at Lyons;" *"The Birth of Louis XIII.;"
" Henri IV. confiding the Government to the Queen ;" " The
Coronation of Marie de ^ledicis ;" *" The .\potheosis of Henri

IV.;" "The Government of the Queen ;" "The Journey of

Marie de Mcdicis to the Port (jf Ce ;" " The Exchange of the

Princesses;" *"The Happiness of the Regency;" "The
Majority of Louis XIII. ;" "The Flight of the Qu^en to the

Chateau de Blois;" "Her Reconciliation with her Son;"
"Peace concluded;" *"The Interview of Marie de Mcdicis

with her Son ;" and " The Triumph of Truth. " *

These twenty-three paintings, with the portraits of Francis,

Duke of Tuscany, Jeanne d'Autriehe, and Marie de Me'dicis,

the latter of whom is represented in the character of Bellona,

were valued together, under the Restoration, at t'44fl,0O0.

In the same gallery with these paintings is the fine portrait

of Richardot, President of the Council of the Netherlands,

long attributed to Vandyck, valued, under the Empire, at

£1,080, and under the Restoration at £1,600; with the por-

trait of Baron de Vicq, which, as it was historically valuable

to France, was purchased for the Louvre, at the King of

Holland's sale, for 7, 02-3 florins, about £600. It has been

Those which connois.'<eurs consider the best are preceded by nn

asterisk.
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already seen that it was the Baron de Vicq who procured

Rubens the order for the Me'dicis gallery. The same gallery,

moreover, contains " Lot and his Daughters," a little painting,

in which freshness is allied to grace, and which was valued

at £1,000 under the Empire, and at £2,140 under the Restora-

tion ;
" The Triumph of Religion," a work which, remarkable

,for grandeur of composition, was intended, it is said, to be

reproduced in tapestry, and which was valued at £1,600 under

the Empire, and at £3,200 under the Restoration; "Tomj-ris,

Queen of the Scythians," one of the best works of Rubens,

and valued by the connoisseurs of the Empire at £2,880, and by

those of the Restoration at £3,200 ;
" The Village Fete," a

work full of vigour, boldness, and tumult, valued at £3,200

by the Empire, and at £4,000 by the Restoration; and the

transparent landscape of " The Rainbow," valued under the

Empire at £1,400, and at £1,000 under the Restoration.

The Muse'e de Grenoble possesses one; namely, " St. Gre-

gory, the Pope," surrounded by male and female saints.

The Musee de Lyon contains two, the first of which represents

"St. Francis, St. Dominic, and several other saints, protecting

the world from the wrath of Jesus Christ;" the other is "The

Adoration of the Magi."

The Musee de Nantes contains an allegory, representing

" Civil War and Fanaticism " (much esteemed) ;
" The Head

of Hercules," on wood, and highly coloured; "A Portrait of

Isabella Brandt," the artist's first wife ; different " Studies of

Figures," painted on wood; "The Holy Family with Angels,"

a small easel-piece ; and "The Flight into Egypt," another

little piece, signed with the initials P. P. R. The landscape

of this has been executed by another hand.

In the Jluse'e Bibliothbque du Havre there are three

paintings by Rubens, the first of which represents " Autumn,

THE MARCH OF SII.ENVS.— FKOM A PAINTING EV RUBENS.

The cities of the departments also contain some remarkable

works by the great master.

The Musee de Marseille possesses " The Prince of Orange

and his Family," " A Boar Hunt," "The Adoration of the

Shepherds," "The Flagellation," and " The Resurrection."

The Jlusee de Toulouse possesses " Christ between the Two
Thieves." This is a large picture, and one of the finest of

Rubens, by its boldness and vigour.

The Muse'e de Bordeaux contains three; viz., "The Mar-

tyrdom of St. George," " Bacchus and Ariadne," and " Christ

on the Cross."

In the Musee de Jiontpeliier are, "Christ on the Cross," a

" Landscape," containing ruins of antique buildings, nymphs,

shepherds, and cattle ;
" A Scene from a Religious War," and

a portrait of Francis Franck, a painter at Antwerp.

and a group of Children car.ying Fruit;" the second, "The

Infant Jesus on the knee of tlie Virgin ;" and the third, " The

Triumph of Religion," executed in the well-known grand

style of Rubens.

The JIusce de Caen contaUis two ; namely, ' Melchizcdeck

supplying Abraham with Bread and Wine," a large, well-

arranged composition ; and " A Portrait of James I."

The Muse'e de Lille possesses "The Descent from the Cross,"

"Mary Magdalene dying," " St. Francis receiving the Infant

Jesus from the hand of the Virgin," " St. Francis," and

" St. Bonaventure."

In the Muse'e de Valenciennes there are " Christ dead on

the Cross," "The Annunciation," " St. Stephen, the Deacon,

preaching the Doctrines of Christ in the Sanhedrim," The

Lapidation of St. Stephen," and " St. Stephen at the Tomb."
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'' The .limuneiatimi," says the author of the guide-book to Iii the nrivatp .nlt,.,.t,-r,„c ^c i. • c .^ ^ . . .

Seul aH.^ thifoiottri'ont H T
'"'' 7'"^^^''"! ^-""<'' ^^^ -'' acquainted M-it). hut a very small nu.nber ofpeeuharuy

.
th.. p:auro contains the portraits of the third pictures worthy of bemg mentioned as the works of Kubens.

VEKUS AND THE LOVES,—PKOM A PAINTING BV RVBBNS.

^rely^^Z\^fr:L7:iit^^^^^^^^^ However. Mr. George, of Paris, possesses one, which represent.,

survived him, ' " "'^'- °^ ^"^""' ^^''^ ^^P"^"^ °^ Christ by St. John." and which vies, in point
of execution, with the finest of Rubens's productions.
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Wc will now extend our researches to the museums of other

coimtries, beginning with

^railTiti. the Royal Museum of whioli city contains, among
other remarkable pictures by Kubens, " The Adoration of the

Kings," the portrait of Kubens himself being in the group on

the right ;
" Mercury and Argus," " The Judgment of Paris,"

"The Three Graces," "Diana and Calixto," "Apollo and

Midas," " Atalanta Vanquished," "The Kape of Proserpine,"
" Orpheus and Eurydice," " Moses and the Serpents," "The
Milky Way," "Saturn devouring one of his Children" (these

two pictures are of a frightfully dramatic effect), "Medea,"
"Andromeda tied to a Rock," "Andromeda delivered by

Perseus " (the face of Andromeda is, for grace and freshness,

one of the finest compositions of Rubens) ; "Philip II. crowned

by Victory," an allegory, after an old portrait ; " Nymphs
surprised by Satyrs," a bacchanalian piece, full of movement

;

"
'I'he Garden of Love," a landscape with gallants and their

ladies, remaikable for its delicacy of execution ; four little

allegi-rical sketches—" A Village Fete," " Tlie Holy Family,"

Charles Ferdinand, Infant of Spain, before Nordlingen," with

allegorical figures ; "The Four (Juarters of the Globe," an

allegory ; "The Portrait of the Painter," afthe age of sixty,

with a large turn-up hat and a black mantle, signed P. P.

RVBENS ; an original sketch for the picture of " St. Francis

Xavier in India;" "The Entombment," the Virgin and

St. John ; the Sketch for the picture of " St. Ignatius Loyola
;"

" A Portrait of Titian's Mistress," dressed in white satin, em-
broiders d with gold, a copy from Titian by Rubens ;

" A
Youth looking at three Nymphs asleep in a Garden ;" " The
Head of St. -Indrew on the Cross ;" " A Portrait of the Arch-

duchess of Austria, the Consort of Louis XIII. ;" " The Bust

of a Man," with a reddish beard and a plain collar, with a

gold chain round his neck ;
" The Head of a Levite," with

his back turned ;
" The Bust of a Man" with a gray head and

beard, and dressed in a furred habit, with a ruff round his

neck; "The Portrait of Elizabeth, first wife of Philip IV. ;"

and "The Bust of a strong Man, with black, short hair, a

brown beard, and dressed in a furred habit." These works

RUBENS S COAT OF .\.KMS.

"Christ crowned with Thorns" (a magnificent work), and
" The Virgin furrounded by a group of fifteen Saints in

adoration."

The Academy of Madrid possesses a painting representing

'• Hercules and Omphale," in which Hercules is running in a

grotesque manner in the midst of the women. The composi-

tion of this picture is ridiculous, but the colouring magnificent.

The Vienna Gallery contains twenty-thi-ee paintings by

Pvubens, namely, " St. Ignatius curing the Possessed ;" "The
Assumption of the Virgin," surrounded by angels; below,

near the tomb, are seven apostles, three men and four women

;

" St. Francis Xavier in India," a composition of forty-five

colossal figures (the size of these altar-pieces is immense)

;

"St. Jerome," in the habit of a cardinal, a bust painted on

wood; "St. Pepin, Duke of Brabant," with his daughter,

St. Begue, clothed in the habit of the Beguine nuns, whose

order she foimded, painted on wood ;
" A Bust of an Old Man

•with a long Beard," clothed in purple, painted on wood, and

.cigned P. P. R., the face being seen in a profile view; "Ata-

lanta and Meleager attacking the C'alydonian Boar ;" " St.

Ambrose refusing the Emperor Theodosius admission into the

(Miurch of Milan," an altar-piece, with eleven large figures ;

The Alliance of Ferdinand III., King of Hungary, with

hang in the fourth chamber of the Imperial Gallery at Vienna,

called the Chamber of Rubens.

The Royal Pinacotheck at Munich possesses ninety-five

paintings by Rubens; they are hung on red cloth, in the.

chamber called the Chamber of Rubens, and in the adjoining

cabinet, both which rooms are richly decorated. Of these

pictures the following are among the most remarkable ;

"The Fall of the Damned;" "The Reconciliation of the

Romans with the Sabines;" " The Adoration of the Shep-

herds;" "The Last Judgment ;" "St. Michael driving down

the Rebel Angels;" "The Battle of the -Imazons ;" "The
Linn Hunt;" " The Boar Hunt " (the animals are attributed

to Sneyders) ; and "The Overthrow of Sennacherib;" with

several magnificent portraits of sovereigns, and several por-

traits of the wives and children of Rubens.

The Dresden Gallery contains thirty-three paintings by

Rubens, two of which, however, are not genuine.* Among
the others are, "The Two Sons of the Artist;" " Silemis

holding a goblet, which is being filled by a Priestess of

Bacchus;" "St. Jerome and his Lion;" "A Young Lady

dressed in black, and veiled ;" "Bathsheba at the Fountain ;"

* "The Ador.itinn of the Magi," and " Jesu.s w.ilking on the Sen."
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" A Young Lady with a hire head, and holding roses in hc-r

hand;" " Hercules overcome by Wine, supported by .1 Satyr
and Bacchanalian Nymphs;" "A Lion Hunt;" "A Boar
Hunt;" "The Last Judgment;" "Neptune calming the

Tempest;" " A Portrait of Helena Forman ;" "The Garden
of Love ;" and " A Tigress suckling her Cubs."

In the Museum at Amsterdam there is a pictui'e represent-

ing " Filial Roman Piety," with a sketch of " Christ bearing

his Cross to Calvary."

The Museum of the Hague contains, " Venus and Adonis,"
in a landscape ; with the portraits of Isabella Brandt, Helena
Forman, and the confessor of Rubens.
The Brussels Gallery possesses, " Christ threatening to

destroy the World;" " The Martyrdom of St. Lievin ;" "The
Coronation of the Virgin ;" " Christ bearing his Cross to

Calvary;" "The Entombment;" "The Adoration of the

Magi ;" " The Assumption of the Virgin ;" a half-length por-

trait of the Archduke ,\lbert ; and a half-length portrait of

the Infanta Isabella.

The Museum at Antwerp possesses, " Christ pierced with a

lance upon the Cross;" " The Adoration of the Magi;" "St.
Theresa interceding for the Souls in Purgatory ;" "The Com-
munion of St. Francis of -Vssisi ;" and live sketches made by
Rubens for the triumphal arches erected by the city of Ant-
werp when Ferdinand of Austria visited it in liiSo. This
museum also possesses the square chair, bound with leather

and ornamented with large round brass-headed nails, that was
used by Peter Paul Rubens at the sittings of the corporation of

St. Luke, during the year of his deanship, in IC33.

The Cathedral of Antwerp possesses the celebrated '• De-
scent from the Cross," of which we have given an engraving ;*

" The Elevation of the Cross,"'painted for the church of St.

Walburge ;
" The Assumption of the Virgin," placed on the

high altar of the cathedral, and containing more than thirty

figures; "St. John;" "St. Catherine;" and " The Resurrec-

tion ;" the last picture is inferior to the preceding ones.

The Church of St. Paul, also called the Church of the

Dominicans, possesses a fine painting by Ruben?, represent-

ing the " Flagellation of our Lord."

The Church of St. James, at Antwerp, contains the tomb of

Rubens, sketched by himself; a "Holy Family," containing

all the portraits of the artist's family, a magnificent picture ;

" The Education of the Virgin " (on the door to the right is

the "Portrait of Nicholas Rocko.x) ; "The Virgin with a

Bird;" " Christ on the Cross ;" "The Trinity;" and "The
Descent from the Cross," which is a small copy of the large

picture of the cathedral at Antwerp, to which we have alluded

aljove.

In Russia, Rubens is nobly represented, the Imperial Gal-

I'iry of the Hermitage having two of its chambers entirely

tilled with the great artist's works. There are, above all,

eleven very fine paintings in this gallerj' ; namely, the
" Portraits of a distinguished Dutchman and his Wife ;"

" The Virgin and Child ;" " Mary Magdalene at the feet of the

Saviour;" " Silenus and the Satyrs;" "The Saints adoring

Jesus;" "Roman Charity;" "Bacchus;" "The River

Tigris;"' "Perseus and Andromeda;" "The Death of

Adonis ;" "The Visitation ;" " The Descent from the Cros^ ;"

and some landscapes.

Both the public and the private galleries of England are

very rich in the works of Rubens.

The National Gallery possesses "Peace and War,'' a

splendid picture, which was presented by the late Marquis of

Stafford to the above gallery ;
" St. Bavon distributing

Alms," a fine large sketch; "The Rape of the Sabines ;"

"The Brazen Serpent;" "The Holy Family," a mediocre
work;" "A Landscape," sunset; "A fine Landscape of

Brabant," formerly in the Balbi Palace at Genoa; "The
Apotheosis of James I. ;" and " The Judgment of Paris."

Windsor Castle contains, in the Rubens room, a portrait of

Rubens himself, which formerly belonged to the collection of

Charles I., but which is inferior to the portrait painted for

* Illustrated M.vgazixe or AuT, Vol. I. p. 205.

the Florentine Gallery ; the " Portrait of Isabella Brandt,"
richly attired, sold to George IV., in ISii), for 800 guineas;
"The Infant Ferdinand of Spain, and the Archduke Ferdi-
nand of Austria," on horseback (a scene from the battle of

Nordlingen)
;
" St. Martin dividing hU cloak with a poor

JIan;" " A Portrait of Sir Balthazar Gerbicr," attributed by
some to Van Dyck ; "Tlie Portrait of a middle-aged man;"
" Mary Magdalene anointing the feet of our Saviour ;" " The
Holy Family;" " Winter;" "A Landscape (Summer, 'Going
to Market')"; the "Portrait of John Malderus," bishop of

Antwerp; "Philip It. of Spain on horseback;" and the
" Archduke Albert on horsback."

In the Duhvich Gallery there are, a small sketch repre-

senting " Four Saints;" "Samson and Delilah;" "St. Bar-
bara ;" " A Group of Nymphs ;" " Shepherds and Shepherd-
esses;" "Venus and Cupid;" "A Skftch;" 'Woman in

Blue Drapery;" "A Landscape;" "A Study;" "The
Tliree Graces " (en grisaille) ; and " Mars, Venn,-, and
Cupid."

Hampton Court contains, " .\ Small Landscape;" and
" Diana and two of her Nymphs reposing after the Chase."
Rubens is also well represented in the private galleries in

England. In the Collection of Mr. Wilkins there is the
" Prodigal Son."

Sir Robert Peel's Collection possesses the celebrated por-

trait of the young girl, called " The Chapeau de Paillc,"

which is a chef-d'tjcmre of colouring and chiaroscuro, and is

painted, as the Italians say, ctm amoic. It is said that, during

his life, Rubens would never part with this picture, which,

after the death of his widow, passed into the possession of the

Lunden's fami y, who gave 60,000 Dutch florins for Lt, an.l

after being successively re-sold for .3-5,970 Dutch florins, and
then for 2I,0C0 Prussian crowns, was purchased by Sir

Robert Peel for o,,')00 guineas.* There is also " The Triumph
of Silenus " in this collection.

In the Collection of Sir Abraham Hume there is, among
other paintings by Rubens, " The Flight into Egypt by Night."

The Marlborough Collection possesses, "A Bacchanalian

Procession," very like the one in the Munich Gallery, gene-

rally attributed to Rubens, but which we believe to be by Van
Dyck ;

" The Rape of Proserpine," a tine work ;
" The Flight

of Lot and his Family from Sodom;" "The Return from
Egypt;" "Roman Charity;" "A Portrait of Parcelsus ;"

"Andromeda chained to a Rock ;" " Portraits of the Family
of Rubens;" ''Portraits of Rubens and his second AVife,

Helena Forman, leading a little child in a garden," a tine

work ;
" The Virgin and the Infant Saviour on a Throne," the

sketch for a large painting executed by Rubens soon after his

return from Italy; "Venus and Adonis," a good painting

e.xecuted in the middle part of the artist's life ;
" A Portrait

of Catherine de Medicis;" a full-length "Portrait of

Helena Forman;" "A Portrait of the Virgin in a scarlet

dress;" "The Virgin," seen in a front view; "The Holy
Family;" '-Three Females gathering Fruit;" " Lot and his

Daughters ;" " The Adoration of the Magi ;" " Meleager and
Atalanta ;" and " A Poitrait of Rubens " with a hat on.

Lord Ashburton's Collection contains, "A Wolf Hunt," a

celebrated picture ; 'The Ripe of the Sabines;" and "The
Reconciliation of the Romans with the Sabines," the first

thought for the great pictures in the Escurial.

The Grosvenor Gallery contains, " The Israelites gathering

the Manna;" "The Fathers of the Church;" "The Four
Evangelists;" "Abraham and Melchisedcck," a large com-
position of nineteen pictures (these four paintings were exe-

cuted by Rubens, when he was in Spain, in IC'20, for the

convent of the Carmelites at Loechcs, where they remained

till ISOS ; they were sold by the French to M. de Bourke,

then Danish minister at the court of Madrid, imd were pur-

chased from him by the Marquis of Westminster, in 1818, for

£10,000); ''The Wise Men'.* Offering," a weak composition

of thirtccji figures, which, it is said, Rubens executed in eight

* M. Silve.«tre suys that the price given w.as £3.3,000, but he is

in error.
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days, for the Convent of the White Sisters, at the Louvain

;

"Ixion embracing a Cloud;" "The Painter Pausias and

Glycera," these two heads pass for being those of the painter

and his wife; "Sarah dismissing Hagar," an excellent pic-

ture ;
" A Landscape," a very jewel ; and " The Conversion of

St. Paul."

In the Collection of Mr. T. Ilope there are, "The Shipwreck

of -Eneas," an excellent work ; and " The Death of Adonis."

In the Collection of the Earl of Radnor are, " A Desert

Landscape," in the environs of the Escurial ; and " Venus and

her Nymphs," the sketch for the large painting which was
formerly in the Orleans Gallery.

The Earl of Pembroke's Collection contains, " The Infant

Jesus," " St. John," and " A Young Girl and Angels."

In the Earl of Warwick's Collection are, " A Portrait of the

Earl of Arundel;" and "Ignatius Loyola," in a red habit

embroidered with gold, formerly in the Jesuits' church at

Antwerp.

The Earl of Carlisle's Collection contains, "The Daughter of

Ilerod receiving the Head of John the Baptist," an energetic

composition ; and " A Bust of Thomas Howard, Earl of

Arundel." This portrait, which is one of the finest Rubens
ever executed, has been engraved by Iloubraken.

In the Collection of Earl Spencer is a sketch for tapestry

representing "David and the Elders of Israel sacrificing to

Jehovah."

In the Duke of Bedford's Collection is a " Dead .\bcl," a

very fine painting for llesh-colouring and chiaroscuro.

A I.ANnSCAI'E IIV UL'VSDAEL.

.In Mr. Methuen's Collection are, "The Poi trait of a Man
with a white tucker," attributed to Rubens, but more probably

the work of Mirevelt ; ''A AVolf Hunt," a small but good

copy of the picture in the possession of Lord Ashburton ; and
" David and Abigail," an excellent production.

The Collection of Mr. J. P. Miles at Leigh Court contains,

"The Woman taken in Adultery," sold at Antwerp for 2,000

guineas ;
" The Virgin with the Infant Jesus upon her knee ;"

and " The Conversion of St. Paul," a superb work, which was

formerly the property of the Montesquieu family, of whom it

was purchased by Monsieur Delahante, sent to England, and

sold to Mr. Hart Davies for 4,000 guineas, and was again sold

in 1810 for 2,550 guineas.

In Mr. Coke's Collection there is " The Return from Egypt."

At the Marquis of Bute's are "A Child" (thought to be one

of the sons of Rubens) seated in the midst of grapes and fruit,

on the dresser of a larder, with his nurse standing near him

(the accessories are attributed to Sneyders) ; and one of the

eleven sketches made for the triumphal arches erected at

Antwerp in lC3o.

Rubens left but a very small number of easel-pieces. They

are seldom met with in private collections, and more seldom

still at public sales.

At the Chevalier de la Roque's sale, in 1746, a sketch by-

Rubens, representing "St. George overthrowing the Devil,"

was sold for sixty-one francs, one son.
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At the Duke de Tallard's sale, in 1751, a " St. Cecilia" was
knocked dowTi for i'SO'2 ;

" The Adoration of the Kings " went
for £300 ; and " A Landscape," containing figures and animals,

fetched £:39fi 4s.

the Shepherds" was sold for £100, and the " Portrait of one
of the Wives of Uubens " for £720.

At M. Kobit's sale, in ISOl, "A Holy Family" fetched

£480 ; and " The Resurrection," £.330 Kis.

.\ ROADSIDE IXX.—FKOM A PAINTINO BY ISAAC VAX OSTADB.

At M. de Julienne's sale, in 1707, "A Roman Charity" At the Lerouge sale, in 1808, " A Holy Family " was sftld

fetched £200 ; and at the sale of the pictures of M. de la Live for HS'tl.

de Jully, in 1770, the "Portrait of one of the Wives of And at the sale of the pictures of Cardinal Fesch, at Rome,
•Rubens" was sold for £800. in l.Sl."i, "The Adoration of the Shepherds" was knocked

At the Randon de Boisset sale, in 1777, "The Adoration of down for £oiO.
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At the sale of M. Clos, in 1S12, "The Portrait of the Duke
of Butkinghum " fetched £360.

At Jl. Laperrii-re's sale, in 1823, "A Holy Family, St.

Elizabeth and St. John," fetched £2, .560.

At the Bonnemaison sale, in 1827, " The Triumph of

Silenus " fetched ,{.•820.

At the Heris sale, at Brussels, in 1841, "The Tribute

Money " was sold for £1,100.

Rubens has left so great a number of mixed crayon, India

ink, red lead, and other drawings, that it is impossible for us

to enumerate them here. Let it suffice for us to say, thst they

are found in the public galleries of every nation, as weU as in

the greater part of private cabinets.

The Louvre possesses twenty-four drawings by Kubens, but

one of these does not appear to be genuine ; the subjects they

ri'present are;—" The Last Supper;" " The' Baptism of

Jesus," done in black and white crayon ;
" The Adoration of

the Magi," done in three crayons, afterwards washed and

linished off with water-colours ;
'• The Same," done in three

crayons, and washed ;
" The Holy Family in Egypt," done in

black crayon, relieved with white; "The Elevation of the

Cross," done in water-colours and crayon; "A Bead Christ,"

a superb drawing in three crayons, finished off with wash, and

jiartly coloured ;
" The Descent from the Cross," in three

craj-ons, and finished off with wash ;
" St. Francis receiving

the Stigmata," done in black crayon, washed, and relieved

witli white ; "St. Stephen," an oil camaieu ;
" The Archduke

Albert on Horseback," done with a pen, and washed; "A
Lion Hunt," done ui black crayon, washed, and relieved with

white ;
" A Landscape," a study in black and white crayon,

and pastel, &c.

Forty-five drawings by Rubens were sold at the sale of the

cabinet of William II., King of Holland. Among the most

remarkable were, the " Portrait of the Artist's first Wife,"

very beautifully executed, and which was sold for £26 5s.
;

" The Portrait of a Man of Distinction," sold for £25 9s. ;
" A

Young Girl crouching down," a study for "The Garden of

Love," sold for £17 16s.; "A Cavalier," from the .same

picture, sold for £16 19s.; another study from the same

picture sold for £10 3s.; "Christ on the Cross," an academical

figure of great worth, sold for £13 18s. ;
" Prometheus," sold

for £13 2s. 6d. ; " A Lady of Distinction," a very fine sketch,

sold for £28; and "The Interior of a Cow-house," sold for

£8 10s.

The facsimile of his writing appended is the fragment

of a letter in Italian, of which the Bibliotheque Nationale

possesses the original.

We have also added the monograms which the painter

placed, though rarely, at the bottom of his paintings or

drawings.

PfcPA.RVBENS.FE
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Jauoh Ruvsii\el was the son of a cabinet-maker, and was

esteemed in his youth for the -excellency of his disposition and

the suavity of his manners. He has been called the painter

of Melancholy, and over his life and works there is a certain

indescribable sadness, a love, a sentiment, which affects the

.spectator without an obvious cause ; something that rekindles

faded impressions, that brings back the imaginations of youth

—he cannot tell wV.y—he does not understand it ; but it is

true, nevertheless. Poetry and music excite the same feelings

—certain pro.spects, landscapes viewed under peculiar effects-

exercise the same influence— a species of morbid sensibility.

Kujsdael was a man of deep melancholy. He received a

liberal education, and was designed for the medical profession ;

but he laid aside the scaipel and assumed the pencil ; he had

conversed with nature, had drawn inspiration from her deep

silence, and longed to pour forth the inspiration that was in

him. If he had s,)oken in words, he must have written philo'

sophical tragedies ;
if he had spokai in the hr- monious strains
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of music, he would have made the heartstrings vibrate to his

solemn dirge and mnurnful songs ; ns he spoke on canvas,

the idiom of the world—he let his sighs have vent and his

melancholy utterance in leafless trees and gloomy chnids, and

mysterious groupings of old trees and dark woody avenues,

that began like the chancel of an old cathedral, and dwindled

away into a slender sheep tract—in mi^ty horizons, and in

coming night. He was always introducing water ; but wlicther

that water was tossed and tumbled a^ a cataract, or whether it

flowed smoothly, without a murmur or a ripple, it was sure to

be sorrowful ; there was a shadow over everything, a gloom

upon all—the painter brooded over his sorrow, and seemed to

have his dvvjflUng among the tombs.

Of liis life little is known. He devoted himself entirely to

art. He resolved to lead a life of celibacy, and never to (juit his

aged father. He wrote his own mental history in his pictures,

and it was all gloom and sadness. Here a tree isolated from

its fellows, dark and sombre— scathed and naked— its im-

moveable shadow darkening the still water of the lake. Here,

a still, dark piece of water, the broad leaves of the lotus on its

surface, yello\V flowers flourishing in refreshing coolness, a

background of gigantic forest trees. Something always dark

and shadowy. Kuglcr says thatKuysdael is the master whose

pictures form the proper type and centre of the whole pastoral

school of landscape. In his works, as in those of the great

painter of ideal landscape, Claude Lorraine, natural objects

are treated in a manner which appears to manifest the in-

fluence of a higher spirit ; but the means adopted by these

two artists were very different. Kuysdael did not need to

decorate the ordinary forms of nature, or dress her up in a

holiday garb, in order to bring her nearer to something that

was divine. Each single object, however homely and familiar,

provided it had not been cramped and regulated by the hand
of man—the green meadows, the silent sweep of the clouds,

the murmurhig trees or brooks —all breathe the pure and lofty

feeling of that higher spirit. His paintings are, in fact, a

renewal of that old worship of the spirit- nature, which the

Roman historian has ascribed to the ani-ient Germans. Yet

there is in his pictures much that relates to the busy toil of

man; but such feature s, in general, stand in feeble opposi-

tion to the overwhelming mass of natural objects, and the

traces of human works often appear as mere ruins which

have long yielded to the powerful operation of the ele-

ments.

ISAAC VAN USTAIJE.

The history of Dutch painting presents us with a group of

artists who devoted their energies to subjects taken from

humide life, who found their models in the roadside inn, and

exercised their genius in the reproduction of village fetes and

cottage homes, and the haunts and habits of the peasantry.

Among this group David Teniers stands tlio highest ; some-

tiinis, indeed, he exaggerates and borders on caricature, but

at the same time e.thibits great power of humour and bold

.and effective design. He excels not in the higher branches

of his art, but is truly great when he pictures the clowns of

the Low Country, whiling away their time with dice, beer, and

tobacco, smoking short pipes with an air of inconceivable

comfort, and listening with amazing relish to a man playing on

the violin. Brauwer was also justly celebrated in the same
department of art. He painted all manner of scenes from

tavern life— drinking, dancing, quarrelling, smoking, fighting,

playing at cards, or settling with mine host. When he ex-

aggerates he seems to do it without effort, and the most mirth-

provoking pictures of his pencil —the solemn gravity of the

boor lighting his pipe, the vain attempt of the peasant to hide

his uneasiness while under the hands of the village barber—are

perfectly natural and true. The jovial tavern-keeper, Jan

Steen, is noted for the same cheerful view of common life ; he

gives us the same jolly boors, regaling at the same sort of

beer-houses, finishes with the same detail, copying with the

closest attention brass pans, and earthenware, and well-

thumbed cards and drinking-cups, uniting with his artistic

skill all the elements of genuine comedy. And among these

faithful delineations of rustic scenery and peasant life, the two

Ostades are deservedly recognised—Adrian, the eldest and'the

most celebrated ; and Isaac, sometimes called the king of light

and shadow.

To the career of this latter painter we have before referred

—

how he was born at Lubeck ; was sent when very young into

the Low Countries ; received instruction from his brother

Adrian ; travelled to the banks of the Zuider Zee, and settled

at Amsterdam, '"where he attained," says one of his bio-

graphers, " the summit of art."

The engraving which we now present is from one of the

well-known paintings of this master, and represents a " Road-
side Inn."

A country cart has stopped before a village hostel, and
without alighting, the driver is refreshing himself with a com-
fortable draught, . the hostess having brought him forth a

pitcher of the strongest brewed ; three or four neighbours are

lounging round the cart, an old man sits on the top of a tub

with a do^ half a.slrep at his feet, wliilr the fowls from the

poultry- yard are picking up blades of scattered corn. The
scene is very simple, prrhaps vulgar

; yet the eye re.sts upon it

with pleasure. Th.e painting is a Flemish picture more than

wo hundred years old, but its charm has not departed— its

beauty and freshness still remain. Why liecause the pic-

ture is true: it awakens happy thoughts of bygone scenes,

calls up old memories deep and tender, and we regard that

episode in village life, that simple' group, that rustic quietness,

with pleasure, because we have somewhere looked upon what
might have been the original of the picture. The grateful

shadow of those tall trees, the picturesque beauty of the road-

side inn„ its swinging sign, its thatched roof, the creeping

plant that climbs upon it, the company of villagers, the still

water, the reeds that grow up long and dank upon its margin,

the trees far away, over which the village spire is peeping, and
the lowing kine driven forth to pasturage, unitedly combine to

make the picture interesting to us all. It is not simply what
t represents, but the pleasing sensations which it awakens
within us. There is poetry in the whole design, poetry that

belongs to all time, that does not represent a particular period

or a particular place—not a burgomaster of the sixteenth

century, or a street in Amsterdam—but that reproduces

nature ; and nature never grows old.

One might draw a nice distinction between the two words

—

tnd/i and reality. They are not to be accepted as synonymous.
Modern painters have sometimes confounded them, and the

result has been a school of Reality, the disciples of which
have copied nature, line by line, and have failed to be true

after all. They have represented things as they are : have not

brought either judgment or taste to bear upon their study,

but have been content to reproduce nature under aspects the

most common and inartistic. They have toyed over trifles, have

been diligent students of minutia;, have forgotten the beauty

of the garden in the animalcules on one of the leaves, have
overlooked the majesty of a river in the close imitation of the

prism- coloured dew-drop, and in many instances have sacri-

ficed all the true essentials of art to an unnecessary exactness

in these minor points. This may be real, but it is not what
may be emphatically called true.

Truth in art enters into the grandeur of the whole design,

and into the poetry of nature. It looks for effect and not for

detail ; it admits choice and preference, and allows the judg-

ment to be exercised in the selection and the taste in arranging

a truthful picture. Tiie .artist is not content to represent

every object as it presents itself to him on the first gUmce ; he
regards them in the most favourable light, uses discretion in

the grouping of his figures, and ;it Ixis pleasure introduces this
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tree and omits that. He claims the privilege of the poet, and

artificial in the means which he employs, is true in the result

which he effects.

This is not a subtle disputation about words,— it is a

description of two systems ; one produced Titian and Raphael,

and the other the lowest painters of the Flemish school. The
students of the " Realistic " school paint as though nature

was always beautiful alike, as if the mission of the artist and

that of the photographic camera were the same in their end

and purpose, and thit a picture was to be produced by an

exact transcript of nature without -choice and almost entirely

by hazard. But the true mission of art is higher and belter

and nobler than this. Art supposes that its devotee sliould

possess something more than an ability to execute—that he

should have tact to seize only on those subjects most worthy

of study, that he should accept or reject at his will, and that

he should reproduce upon his canvas those images only which

merited to be transmitted to posterity.

PETER SUBLEYRAS.

I'ETER SVBLEYR.VS.

There are few details known with respect to the life of Peter

Subleyras, but these few may be interesting to our readers.

He was born in the year 1699, at Useji, in L.inguedoe. His

reputation, which was formerly extensive, is not well sup-

ported by the works he has left behind him ; for though it

must be admitted his paintings display some eminent qualities

—freedom of drawing, a striking and harmonious composition,

and a delicate execution which always prefers subdued tones

to strong contrasts—we seek in vain for indications of what

may be termed style, in the highest sense of the term ; that is

to say, the combination of feeling and taste. Having acquired

the first rudiments of design from his father, Matthew Sub-

leyras, an artist unknown to fame, he became a pupil of

Anthony Kivalz, of Toulouse, a master more remarkable for

elegance than force, at the age of fifteen, and continued to be

his pupil even after having lived long in Rome, and after pro-

fessing the most cnthu.siastie admiration for the great works of

Michael Angelo, Raffaelle, and Julius Komain. Such is the

effect of private instruction upon painters ; they rarely get

completely free from it, and many are to be met with who
yield to it even while they condemn it.

In the year 1724, P. Subleyras proceeded to Paris for the

purpose of attending at the Academy. He went with all the

confidence of a young man of five-and-twenty, and of a Gascon,

to compete for all the prizes against a host of livals. Such

was his assurance of success, and his elation at the bright

prospect before him, that he was continually inviting artists

into his studio to show them designs for paintings, and rough

sketches of gig.antic compositions. As yet he was free from

doubt of every kind ; but there is reason to believe that his

confidence was more than once rebuked by disappointment,

and that the young aspirant at first met with no very favour-

able reception among the Parisian artists and amateurs who
were formed upon the school of Poussin. His manner was
not liked

;
yet in 172G he gained the first prize for painting.

The picture to which this high honour was awarded is now in

the Louvre. It represents the Brazen Serpent, and is de-

ficient in warmth and life, though dramatic, and painted with
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considerable talent. One consequence of its success was, the

artist's removal to Rome, with a pension from the kins;, to

complete hia studies. He was so delighted with the mode of

life in that great metropolis of art, with the many beautiful

buildings, and other objects which adorned it, and with the

society of artists, that he determined to make it his home for

the rest of his life. Assiduous in the cultivation of his art,

and aspiring in his aims, he managed to acquire great renown

a member, like himself, of the Academy of the Arcadians.

His marriage wa.s pretty closely followed by his death, which

took place at Rome, on the 2Sth of May, 1718. He died in

great poverty, and almost want, leaving four children still

very young. As he left few pupils behind him, no effort has

been made to prepare his biography. There are, however,

some interesting particulars about him in a correspondence

where we should hardly expect to find anything of the sort. M.

ST. liENEDlCT RESTORING .V DFAP CUII.D TO LUE.—lEOM A FAINTING HY PTTER SVBLETRAS.

even in that select circle, and was employed to paint for the

Basilica of St. Peter an altar-piece representing St. Basil per-

forming mass in the presence of the Emperor Valens, an en-

graying of which was executed by Domenico Cunego. He
also painted other historical pictures for churches, not merely

in Rome, but other parts of Italy. Portrait-painting, too,

occupied a large portion of his time and attention.

During his residence at Rome, he married Maria Felicia

Tibaldi, in 1746, a 'woman of great talent and distinction, and

de Sironcourt, a c/ian/e d'ajf'nires of the French government,

after a long residence in the Roman states, wrote from Cairo

on the 10th of August, 1718, to M. de Rouille, a member of

the government, in the following terms :

—

" It remains for me to speak to you of a friend of mine —a
friend to whom I am warmly attached—I mean >I. Subleyras,

a French painter, long settled in Rome, who, I fear, will also

die there, to the disgrace of France. I have known and lo\ ed

him for fifteen years. In the first place, he is the ir. £.
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honourable man in the world. As for talent, he has, I believe,

as much as can well fall to the lot of man. In point of taste,

he is a prodigy ; and if you wish (as doubtless you will) to go

through a course of painting and the fine arts, you could not

choose a better guide. What you study with his assistance

will be rendered a hundred times more instructive than it

would otherwise be. Never has any one arrived at so profound

an insight into art in all its branches and all its accessories.

lie has brought to painting that philosophical spirit which

appreciates everything, and places everything in its true

position. He paints with the taste of Poussin for thinkers

and people of refinement. He speaks to the heart as well as

the intellect. But his works are nothing to himself. His

views on painting, and all the arts connected with it, are far

superior to his pictures. His incans are limited, and beneath

his aspirations. He has the misfortune to be married, and to

have a large family and poor health."

There are some points in this extract that are scarcely

correct. Subleyras can hardly be compared, at least as a

painter, with Poussin and the thinkers. Nor does it appear

probable that Subleyras was at all unhappy iti his marriage.

With the exception of such statements as these, there are in

M. de Sironcourt's letter details worthy to be repeated.

The principal works of Subleyras, besides those already

mtntioned, are" Christ fitting at meat with Simon the Pha-

risee ;" "St. Camille in an ecstasy of devotion;" "The

Burial of Jesus ;" and " The Marriage of St. Catharine Ricci."

Two of his paintings and three sketches are in the I.ouvre

''allery ; two pictures by his hand are in the Brera at Milan
;

and one, representing " Simon Magus," adorns the walls of

Alton Tower, the seat of the Earl of Shrewsbury. There are

a few spirited etchings of his, some from his own designs, as,

for instance, "The Brazen Serpent;" "The Martyrdom of

St. Peter ;" and " Mary Magdalene washing the feet of

Christ." In a lighter style he painted and engraved with

much elegance four subjects from La Fontaine. Among his

portraits may be mentioned those of " Benedict XIV. ;"

" Cardinal Valenti ;" the "Viceroy of Sicily;" and " Peter

Lulas," a sculptor of Toulouse. It must be admitted that,

after making all deductions, P. Subleyras is fairly entitled to

an honourable position among the French painters of' the

eighteenth century. In concluding this brief account of

him and his works, we are bound to. commend him as an

engraver whose etchings have the elegance and sometimes

even the vigour of Salvator Rosa.

PICTURES IX THE LOUVRE.

No artist or connoisseur should omit seeing the pictures in the

Louvre—the most exquisite and complete collection of ancient

and modern art ever brought together. IIou- the collection

has been made, and by what means the splendid altar-pieces,

and other historical chcfs-d'u-tnn; of the great masters, have

found their way from the cathedrals of Spain and the palaces

of Italy, to the halls of one of the most ancient castles in

France, the admiring visitor will scarcely pause to inquire, as

he passes, catalogue in hand, through various salons, and

gazes, in mute wonder, on the famous Murillos, Vandycks,

Raffaelles, Titians, Claudes, Rubens, Cuyps. Teniers, Jte., with

which these walls are decorated. Nor will it be necessary, in

this place, to say more than that the principal pictures, illus-

trative of the various schools of classic art, were obtained for

the Louvre by Napoleon, and that Lruis Philippe, the greatest

art-patron of modern times, spared no trouble or expense in

adding to the collection such works as were necessary to its

completion in a chronological point of view.

Thus there are now in the Louvre upwards of fourteen

himdred pictures illustrative of the four great schools or styles

of art—the Italian ; the Dutch, with the Flemish, and German ;

the Spanish ; and the French.- Of this number, four hundred

and eighty belong to the Italian, five hundred and forty to

the Dutch and German, and three hundred and eighty to the

French school. Besides these there arc eight modern copies

of ancient pictures, and a very large collection of the works of

recent French painters. The illustrations of the Spanish

school consist of sixteen pictures by Francisco Collantes, L. de

Morales, Ilibiera, Velasqiiez, and MmiUo.
The pictures of the old masters are nearly all contained in

two large apartments, called the Saluii Carre and the Long
Gallery ; those of the modern artists are distributed in the

various saloons and galleries devoted to the exhibition of

Egyptian and Roman antiques, Nineveh remains, bronzes,

sculptures, &c. &c. The majority of these noble rooms are

highly decorated with carving and gold work, the ceilings

painted in fresco, with allegorical subjects, and the walls

covered with silk hangings of the richest colours and designs,

or tapestry from the famous manufactory at Gobelins.

But the most attractive objects in the Louvre are the

pictures by the old masters ; and towards them the dis-

criminating visitor will make his way, despite the splendour

of the Apollo Gallery, through which he will have to pass,

and heedless of the peculiarly French glitter and display

—

walls of crimson covered with flying bees of gold ;
great

windows which give no light ; highly carved doors which

never open and lead to nowhere
;

fcitrs-dc-Us encircling

imperial " L's ;" vaulted ceilings, so new and brilliant, and

dazzling with painted allegory, as to pain the eye ; medallions,

flowers, arabesques, emblems, escutcheons, &c. &c, , which

everywhere surround him. So passing up the grand staircase,

built after the designs of Fontaine, and through the Apollo

Gallery aforesaid, he enters the Salon Carre, newly decorated

by M. Dub.-vu, the architect of the Louvre, in a style at once

massive, elegant, and appropriate. Colossal caryatides and

genii representing the arts support a vaulted ceiling m white

and gold, round the frieze of which are inscribed the names of

the most celebrated masters in art. In this splendid apart-

ment are collected some of the largest and most notable of the

works of Rafiiielle, Vandyck, Rubens, Claude, and iluriUo.

Being a perfectly square apartment—as its name, indeed, im-

plies—the correspondence in size of canvas rather than any

in the, style or era of the pictures has been observed, so that

there exists in this saloon a harmonious distribution of parts

—

the canvases being fixed close to the walls and not leaning

forward—which is seldom seen in a room devoted to paintings.

It is, indeed, the most superb s,aljon, perhaps, ever devoted to

the exhibition of works of art—a casket entirely worthy the

jewels it contains.

A wide doorway opens from the Saiox Carke to the Long
CiALLERY. This splendid apartment is 1,32'2 feet in length, by

a uniform width of 42 feet—more than a quarter of a mile in

length, and furnishing wall-space for upwards of three miles

of paintings ! The Long Gallery forms, in fact, the south

\ving of the entire edifice. It consists of two stories, the lower

of which contains the apartments of th6 directors of the

museum, the grand library, formed principally by Louis

Philippe, and guard-houses for troops on duty at the palace,

&c.— the upper gallery being occupied, as we see, by the

national collectirn of pictures. This part of the palace was

commenced by Ducereau, in the reign of Charles IX., was

continued as far as the central archway by Henry IV. of

France and Navarre, and completed by Louis XIV. It was

the intention of the latter monarch to have carried out the

plan conceived by Henry IV., of connecting the Louvre and

the Tuilcries by a great northern and southern wing; but the

funds voted by the government for that purpose were devoted

by Louis to the erection of the' palace of Versailles. For

many years nothiiig further was done in the way of building

in the great square of the Louvre ; till, during the consulship

and empire of Napoleon, the northern wing was about half

erected. A slumber of many more years came over the design,

and now again it- is being ca^rried forward with great activity

by the present emperor. The style of the external front of the

Louvre is not by any means uniform, each architect and

restorer of the building appearing to have ignored tlie works of

his predecessor in everything but the height of the external

walls-. But though the grand front of the Louvre, that towards

the Place du Carousel, is irregular in style—one part partaking
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of the Grecian an another of the lioman, while a tliiril

inclines to the florid lienaiss.incc—the great length of the

building, and the recurrence uf altefnato circular and trian-

gular pediments filled with bas-reliefs, give to the whole a

highly imposing and phasing appearance- in fact, a more

picturesque outlook than the regular arch.itccture of the

eastern or river front, though the latter had the advantage of

being erected by one architect and in one style, the Corinthian.

But to return to the pictures in the Long Gallery. In this

immense arcade no attempt at architectural display has been

made. In truth, the very length, height, and width of the

gallery render ornament unnecessary. The walls, to the

height of about three feet, are encased in the red marble of

Xormandy, the pictures hanging above, with the smallest

nearest to the spectator. A good uniform light has been

obtained by means of skylights pierced through the roof.

The gallery was formerly lit by side windows, but these bei.ig

found insufficient, are now hidden by handsome crimson

curtains, which, with the ottoman seats down the centre of the

room, give it a rich and luxurious aspect ; various groups and

busts in marble and plaster are placed in appropriate situa-

tions, and serve to break the uniformity of the view. Nor will

the lover of pictures fail to notice the charming air of freshness

on the surfaces of the paintings, and the clean, bright look of

the silded frames—a perfect contrast to the dingy appearance

of the old paintings in the English National Gallery, and a

further argument, if any were needed, in favour of their

removal to a purer atmosphere.

The number and variety of the pictures in the Long Gallery

have enabled M. Frederic Yillot, the intelligent conservator of

paintings in the Louvre, to adopt a chronological arrangement

in their hanging. Thus, on either side of the gallery, are hung

pictures from the thirteenth to the eighteenth century—

a

period which embraces the birth, triumph, and partial decline

of art in Europe. Of course, it will hardly be expected that

. we should give anything like a catalogue of the pictures

exhibited ; and, indeed, if our space permitted, such a course

would be but a mere dry enumeration of names and dates—

a great body of facts without a living soul of knowledge.

The number of pictures here bearing date previous to

Haflaelle is remarkable. Thus, in the Italian, Roman, Vene-

tian, and Florentine schools, of the thirteenth, fourteenth, and

fifteenth centuries, we have examples either by, or in the

Etvle of, Cimabue and Giotti, Taddeo Gaddi and Leonardi da

Vinci, Mantegna and Roselli, I.uini and Giorgione, Salario

and Lorenzo Costa, Mariotto and Ludovico ilazzolini, with

several other painters of less note. In the Dutch and German
schools, also, there are several specimens pf Van Eyck (about

1390—1141),* Quentin Matsys (1460—1.531), Hans Holbein

(1498—1554), Hans Ilemling (MSO), &c. The French school

was not foiutded at so early a period, and the style of art

known as the English school of painting is without record.

If a painter— "'j^ belonging to the pre-Raffaellite school

—

looks attentively at the works of these early artists, ho- will

discover, despite their crudities, much to admire, much to

imitate, and much to avoid. Though the faces are often

positively ugly, and though gracelessness of position and wart

of perspective are evident, in spite of elaborate gilding and

high colouring, there is discoverable, in all these uncouth-

lookiiig saints, these staid virgins and unchildlike children,

these unpoetical angels, and these imitations of such minute

objects as could not be seen in nature—if the spectator stands

at a sufficient distance to command the entire subject—a pains-

taking love of art, and a sincere desire to do the very best

that could be done with the means at hand, which modern
painters would do well to take to heart—not, however, so

closely, as to outrage modern taste and modern knowledge.

But passing onwards, the intelligent visitor will pause

admiringly before some of the more important of the great

works here exhibited. How shall we pass slightly by that

famous conception of Murillo's (1613—168)), which was pur-

• Dates given in this manner imply that the person spoken of

w-is born in the first and died in the la.st-uamed year ; when only

one vcar is given, it means the time about which he Houri.shcd.

chased for the nation, at the sale ofJIarshal Souli's collection,

in lS;j2, at a cost of £22,000—the largest price, perhaps, ever

paid for a single picture r or how express our enthusiasm at

those efforts of the great Uiffielle (14S3— 1.520) which grace the

walls of the Ijong (iallery There are no fewer than twelve

imdoubted specimens from the hand of that great master here,

besides eight paintings in his style, which may or may lot'

have had the benefit of his artistic touch. Uattaelle dTrbino
appears to have been before his age and art, for he certainly

introduced a style of punting which has never been excelled.

One of his pictures, known as "La Belle Jardiniere," the

Virgin contemplating the infant Jesus, with the child John in

the background, would have stamped him as a great artist had

he painted no other. There is here, among others, a good copy

of "The School of Athens," that famous and world known
composition. It is said to be the best copy of the original in

the Vatican now kv.own in Europe.

Salvator Rosa (161-5—1C73) is represented by four capital

subjects, all undoubted originals, besides a couple of marine

paintings in his style by unknown artists. Guido Ucni (I-57.5

— 16^2) has the large number of twenty paintings here, whose

histories are well authenticated, besides a " Sleeping Jesus
"

attributed to his pencil, and two paintings after his style, one

of which, "David vanquishing Goliah," may be compared

to the original in this gallery. The three Carraccis, who
flouiished between the years 15.53 and 1619, are here illustrated

by thirty-two paintings, all fine; Correggio (1494— 1534) by

two exquisite paintings, " The Marriage of St. Catherine and

Alexander" and "TheDream of Antiope;" AngioloBronzino

(1502—1572) by two subjects, "Christ appearing to Mary
Magdalene " and the painter's own portrait, the former a tine

study ; Luca Giordano (1632—1705) by three, of which " The
Presentation of the Child Jesus in the Temple" is confessedly

the finest; Giorgione, sometimes called by his surname liar-

barelli (1477— 151 1), by two authentic subjects and one doubtful

painting, "St. John presented to the Saviour," from the

collection of Louis XIV.; Castiglione, the prince of the

Genoese school (1616—1670), by a fine.- painting representing

" Melchisedec, King of Salem, offering the Bread and Wine to

Abraham," and seven others; Christofano AUori, also sur-

naraed Bronzino (1577—1621), by a single exquisite piece,

entitled, " Isabella of Arragon at the feet of Charles the

Eighth;" Michael AiJgelo, the chief of the Lombard school,

by four large paintings, of which one, " The Death of the

Virgin," is alone worth the journey to Paris to see ; Andrea

del Sarto, sometimes called Vannucchi (1488— 1530), by tliree

original, and one more than doubtful, pieces ; Giotto, painter,

sculptor, and architect (1276— 1336), by one authentic painting

and several after his peculiar style, one of which latter, " \

Virgin and Child," is really beautiful in its simplicity ; Lan-

franco (1582— 1647) by five beautiful pictures, one of which,

" The Coronation of the Virgin," has been engraved by.Baudet

;

Panini (1695— 1768) by eleven fine architectural subjects;

Bartolomeo Schidone (1380—1615) by a half-length figure of

" St. John the Baptist," and three religious subjects; Sebas-

tiano del Piombo (148.3—1547) by a single picture, called

" The Visitation of the Virgin ;" Tintoretto (1512 -1.594), the

pride of the Venetian schoool, by five subjects, including

" Susanna at the Bath," and his own portrait ; Paul Veronese

(1528—loSS) by no fewer than twelve specimens of his art,

besides a doubtful picture or two, the best of them being

" The Pilgrimage to Emmaus," which has often been engraved,

and was formerly in the collection of Louis XIV. Vasari,

the author of the first dictionary of painters (1512— 1.574), is

represented by four fine subjects, the largest and best of which

is " The Salutation of the Virgin by the Angel—Hail, Marj-,

Blessed art thou !" These, with nine pictures by, and after the

style of, Leonardi da Vinci, and thirteen by Domeniehino,

also called Zampieri (1581—1641); form the most noticeable

pictures of the Italian school in this collection. Murillo,

has six other pictures in the Louvre.

The Dutch, Flemish, and German schools of painting are

well illustrated in this gallery ; but for want of sp.ice we must

refrain from any notice of them.
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DAVID TENIERS
Antwerp is a fine old city—the mother of Flemish art. There

is something more than the quaint beauty of its old streets, its

strange antiquated buUdings, to interest the visitor. There

Rubens was born, and Vandyck, and Jordaer.s, and Gaspar de

Grayer, and Porbus, and Teniers, the imperishable lustre of

whose names have made old Antwerp a place of pilgrimage

to all true devotees of art.

The story of the life of Teniers we have told before.* Not

often is it that a great man finds, ^as it were, his genius here-

ditary, and his son as great as himself. It was so with the

family of Teniers. The son equalled his sire, if he did not

surpass him. From his earliest youth he loved art ; he loved

it when a pencil was a toy, and loved it to the end.

There is something remarkably interesting in the fact that

the young painter was cheered on his path by the encourage-

ment of the great Kubens. What a wild flutter at the heart,

what a whirl of contending emotions must have rushed upon

THE YOUNGER.
were a hard matter to tell the original from the copy. Copies

they could scarcely be called ; he appeared to enter into the

spirit as well as the mannerism, and the result was so good

that the master seemed not only imitated, but renewed.

Some imitators, and indeed the great majority, faU in their

imitations, for that which they seize is of no use but to the

rightful owner ; borrowing on all hands, they succeed in pro-

ducing a species of mosaic work ; but every stone betrays its

original formation. What Teniers borrowed he made alto-

gether his own ; the theory of skUful plagiarism being the

truest originality, was verified in him.

You cannot mistake his pictures. They are thoroughly

characteristic. He did not only study the masters, he studied

nature—did not take for his models the sculptured glories of

old Greece and Rome, but Dutch boors, beer-drinking, dice-

throwing, tobacco-smoking Flemings, that the Grande Mo-
narque called " ilagots," short, thickset Dutchmen inside and

A FLEMISH TAIB.—Fl'.OM A P.ilNTIKQ BY DAVTD TENIEE.S.

the lad—he wa^ not yet fifteen—v/hen Rubens suddenly

entered the studio, and the student saw the mighty master

face to face ! We are told that everything was in confusion

—

Rubens totally unexpected—that the boy trembled, not with

fear, but with enthusiasm—that Rubens stopped before tlie

easel, glanced at the half- completed picture, took the brush

from the hand of Teniers, and by word and action showed him

things he knew not, made the picture to present new and

unexpected beauties, and in that one meeting gave the lad a

lesson and a painting—more than this, gave him those kind

and cheering words that rang in his ears when he had to paint

for a draught and a crust, .and lighted his way on the path of

fame till he reached his high position.

Teniers could adopt any style, and so faithfully assume the

touch, manner, design, and colour of another artist, that it

• " Illustrated Magazine of Art," vol. i., p. 347.

outside smoke-begrimed beer-houses—laughing, singing, card-

playing, quarrelling, fighting—snoring peasants, such as those

depicted in the engraving which we now present. AVhat a

life-like picture it is !—all motion and hilarity, every figure in

full swing—dancing and meaning to dance ; one can almost

fancy that we hear the shrill shriek of the bagpipe and the

laughter of the boors. His peasants are not the marionettes of

a puppet theatre : his nature is not borrowed from scenes at

the opera : he never utters the complaint of artificial French

painters, that nature is too green, or wants harmony : he has

learned in a better and a nobler school; studied art at a

higher fount ; copied older models than those of Boucher or

Laneret ; confined his observation to no rose-coloured boudoir

;

but has mingled in rustic life himself, jomed in its rejoicings,

and its quarrels, and its fights, and has, doubtless, footed it as

well as the hest in many such a scene as the " Flemish Fair
"

that we have before us now.
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RAFFAELLE'S "BEAUTIFUL GARDENER."
Within the last few years, the noble collection of art-treasures is a representation of the Virgin with the children, Jesus and
in the Louvre has received a valuable accession in the painting John the Baptist. Among the choice productions which adorn

THE BB.iVrlFL-I. G.iRDZN F.U - FROM i PAINTING BY K.\IIAELI,E.

^'.f^''
""'^"^^ ^^^^^ *° "'^'"^ °^ " I-^ ^<'1^<^ Jardiniere," the walls of the Louvre, there li.ay be more elabotatc compo-

or •' The Beautiful Gardener," in the catalogue, and of which sitions, and pictures on a larger scale ; but there arc certainly
we are enabled to present our readers with an engraving. It none more finished or more delightful to behold. Vasaii

Vol I.
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relates, that Haffaelle, after having painted " The Consign-

ment of Clirist to the Tomb," which is now in the Borghese

Gallery at Home, went to Florence, and there painted " The
Beautiful Gardener," which he intended to send to M. de

Sienne ; but as Bramante wi'ote to him, stating that the pope
had consented to allow him to paint the halls of the Vatican,

he set off in haste for Rome, entrusting to Ridolfo Ghirlandaio

the task of finishing the blue drapery of the Virgin. The
picture was purchased of M. de Sienne by Francis the First

;

and in the time of Louis the Fourteenth it adorned the

cabinet at Versailles, In the carefully prepared catalogues of

the Lou\Te, it is valued at £16,000 sterling. Although Ri-

dolfo Ghirlandaio painted the drapery of the Virgin, he claims

no part of the honour of the work. Even on the border of

this drapery may be read the signature '* Ilaphaelh Urbiiias,"

which is imdoubtedly traced by the hand of Ridolfo. M.
Quatremtre de Quincy, the able Secretary of the Academy of

Fine Arts, speaks of the painting in the following terms :

—

" There is the same freshness and excellent preservation in

the charming pictui-e of the Virgin which Raffaelle executed

for M. de Sienue, and which is called, 'The Beautiful Gar-

dener.' Her costume, which really has something of the

villager's about it, has perhaps given rise to this name. It is

one of those naive compositions which, for the due proportion

in the size of the figures, may be placed at the head of those

in which Raffaelle, before rising to the ideal of his art, as he

afterwards did, confined himself to the expression of simplicity

and thatniodest grace, of which the manners of the country sup-

plieu him with models among the young village girls. Nothing

can surpass the purity here depicted. The tone of colouring

and the style of drawing are in admirable harmony; and this

harmony has never produced anything more lovely than the

forms of the children Jesus and John. Three circumstances

prove that this picture belongs to the same period as ' The

Consignment of Christ to the Tomb.' In the first place, the

date marked on it, which is 1507 ; then there is a drawing of

it by Raffaelle in the Mariette Collection, on the back of

•which are rough sketches of the figures belonging to the

above-mentioned work ; and, in the last place, it is known that

Raffaelle set out for Rome before finishing the blue drapery of

the Virgin, which was finished by Ridolfo Ghirlandaio."

Lepicius, in his " Catalogue Raisonne' " of the king's pic-

tures, gives a remarkable explanation about this one: "As
Raffaelle," says he, " makes the child Jesus rest upon one

foot of the Virgin, I think he intended by this trait to indicate

the respectful tenderness of this holy mother, who, in her son,

sees her Saviour."

As to the title by which this picture is known among artists,

Lavallee has sought for its origin with more laborious effort

than was worth while. "It is possible," says he, " that the

model which Raffaelle employed was a gardener, remarkable

for her beauty, and that hence was derived the name of the

picture. But this is merely a supposition, and it appears to

me more probable, that this title, which there is nothing in

the painting to occasion—unless it be the flowers with which

the Virgin is surrounded—arose from the capricious custom,

not uncommon among picture-dealers, of fixing upon some
casual circumstance as a means of distinguishing the niune-

rous works of a great master froni one another."

This painting of " The Beautiful Gardener" was engraved

by Gilles Roupelet and James Chereau. In the year 1S03

M. Boucher Desnoyers established his reputation as an

engraver by making a drawing and engraving from it, which

he dedicated to M. Denon, the General Director of the Napo-
leon Museum. The plate proved also a source of great profit

to the museum. It is now, and will long remain, unques-

tionably, the most successful rendering of this delicious

painting which breathes so much purity and grace.

WOUVEKMANS.
Some artists have made it their pride, especially Flemish

artists, to paint the tap-room, and the jolly idlers, the drinkers,

smokers, and vagabonds of society—men who are only their

own enemies, we are told, but who are truly everybody else's

also. Van Ostade, Brauwer, Teniers, and the prince of carica-

turists, Pierre Bamboche, were all fond of representing taverns

where the peasant with a jug of beer slowly quaffs and

smokes as if there were no other object in life. AVouvcr-

mans, on the other hand, paints castles, and huntsmen, elegant

life, military exercises, the games of the old nobility; not those

who haunted the purlieus of the courts, leading a life worse
than that of the tap-room, but those who frequented the riding-

school, the fencing-room, and whose science was of the Epi-

curean school, men who drank deep, slept little, were keen

upon a scent, good shots, and excellent riders. These robust

and happy ones of this earth led a gay and rude life, studying

falconry, and educating the needful animals, or penetrating the

mysteries of the kennel—a race not yet departed, though
changed in costume and certain details of manners, yet still

the same. They wore a costume suited to the painter's art

—

the feathered beaver of loose Bassompierre, the fine lace collar,

the doublet with frogs, the open boots which now have taken

refuge on the stage, to be worn by villains and robbers. They
wanted nothing. They had beautiful, though rather mascu-
line ladies to love, fine carriages, packs of hounds, hunters,

and Spanish horses with fiery heads and glorious manes—and

last, but not least, they had Wouvermans to paint them and

give the men existence long after their castles were mouldered
in the dust, and their very names were forgotten.

Prancing cavalcades, encampments, charges of cavalry,

horse-market?, stables, forges, ring-races, halts in woods: .all

these are AVouvcrmans' choice morsels. Everywhere he intro-

duces the horse, an animal he has profoundly studied, and of

which he has deservedly made u poetical animal. It is his

favourite study, and he always introduces the animal imder
favourable circumstances.

Were we to judge from his pictures—and this shows what
erroneous opinions must have been put forth relative to artists,

judging them simply from their works—Wouvermans would be

described as having led a sunny life, hunting, riding, and ban-

quetting in hall and bower ; while the truth is, he never left

Haarlem, and was long unknown and obscure, always retired,

laborious, and quiet. He was bom in 1G20, and clied on the

19th of March, 166S. From his father's studio, Wouvermans
passed to that of Wynants. There he acquired the beet

qualities of this master—a powerful execution, a delicate yet

firm touch, whicli rendered the inequalities of scenery, sandy

hillocks, stones, plants, &c. with equal fidelity. Wynants'

lessons were confined to landscape, while Wouvermans had a

perfect passion for horses. He studied the animal, therefore,

in the riding-school, in the stable, in the inn yard, everywhere,

and succeeded in investing the horse with a charm of grace

and elegance in his pictures, which is one of their chief

attractions. His success was so great that his study must have

been laborious and patient, there being no such thing as mere

intuition, even with the brightest genius.

Moyreau has engraved eighty-eight horses from Wouver-
mans, and even the student of zoology may learn here abnost

as much as from nature or Button. Like C'uyp, who lived to

paint only fine fat cattle, Wouvermans' dehght was to represent

the powerful, handsome, healthy horse; not the broken-winded
"roarer," suited better to the caricaturist than the great painter.

He was most learned in all details, knew every piece of the

harness, the cut of saddles was familiar to him, he could tell

the right length of the stirrups, of the girth, the reins,

and of the bit ; while he never forgot the shape of the pistols

or their correct positions.

Having mastered his subject thoroughly—the secret of many
successes we cannot sometimes explain—he combined with it

an exquisite perception of scenery, and set to woik to illustrate

the romance of horsemanship. Many painters before him had
introduced horses into their compositions, particularly into
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battle scenes ; but 'Wouvermans was the first who worked up

the graces of equitation, wlio, choosing to paint stout country

gentlemen, elegant cavaliers and huntsmen, made of the horse

an essential feature in his picture ; for wc know not a single ex-

ception among his productions— all contain a horse, or a part of

one. This is so true, that Wouvermans, as if jealous of making

his favourite animal subservient in interest, never selects a

moment in the chase when attention is drawn to the animal

pursued, but watches for the opportunity of developing the grace

and intelligence of the horse : in this respect unlike Kuthard,

Oudry, Snyders, and Rubens, The bounding deer, leaping a

ravine, or listening to the coming hunt, his elegant form in

the foreground of a picture, draws off the interest from the

horse. He, therefore, generally supposes the hunt, or paints

the meet, the halt, or the return.

Had Wouvermans been paid for his pictures what is now

their value, he too would have had his pages and his falconers,

his hunters and hts beautiful white hounds with silky coats, a

herrin-pond in his park, bay, black, and gray horses, and that

white charger ; in fact, all those that appear in his pictures,

neighing, prancing, drinking, eating. But Wouvermans was

modest and timid, and these qualities hindered much his suc-

cess both as to money and fame. He trusted to dealers to fix

prices on his exquisite hunting groups, and he took without

grumbling any price that was offered him. Besides, in Haar-

lem Wouvermans had a formidable rival in Pierre de Laer,

known as Bamboche. When painting his scenes of real life

—

those elegant cavalcades which might any day be seen in the

country—Wouvermans did it with so much case and native

grace that he appeared to invent nothing, simply because he

was true and graceful like nature herself; while Bamboche

astonished people by his compositions about thieves, terrible

dramas of the hidden life of towns, things less familiar to the

common eye than groorns, captains, and squires.

One De Witte, a Haarlem picture- dealer, having requested

Bamboche to paint him a cavalry piece, the artist asked 200

florins, and would not take a penny less, upon which the

dealer went to Wouvermans. For the money which Bam-
boche had scornfully refused, our artist painted a masterpiece,

and thus began his fame. De Witte made a great stir about

the unknown talent, and called together all the amateurs of

Haarlem to admire a picture, which the dealer valued all the

more that it enabled him to be a little avenged on Bamboche.

Wouvermans got on better after this ; he was better paid

than before, and, as the le.orned Houbraken says, "was

nov/ well received by rich Mccenas."' The minute Dutch-

man, whose work ought to he translated, quotes also as an

instance of the pecuniary success of Wouvermans, the fact

that he gave his daughter 20,000 florins when she married

Henri de Fromantjou, an artist of fame. And yet what was

this to the fabulous prices attained by his pictures after his

death, when the Elector of Bavaria, the Dauphin of France,

and others, contended for them, and bought them up, no matter

at what sacrifices ?

If we examine the paintings of Wouvermans with the eye of

a connoisseur, we shall admire not only the painting, but the

choice of the subject, the gallantry, and the picturesque cha-

racter of the scene, which always breathes of chivalry and

feudalism, which, however brutal and degrading in itself,

always looked well at a distance. Even the haughty, and

often absiird and petty, Louis XIV., who "exclaimed, when

shown some drinkers by Teniers, " Take away those scare-

crows," would not have had his royal delicacy offended had he

chosen some subjects from Wouvermans to adorn his cabinet.

There would have been the persons he wanted to work upon
;

the rough country gentlemen he was to attract from their

turreted homes to learning the mincing step and courtly vices

of the palace of Versailles—sure presage of that Capuan

voluptuousness which was to end in the great storm of 1793.

But Wouvermans shows little inttrest in the tender pas-

sions, none at all in its gentler phases; if there be any, it is

the rough love-making of the fields. The trumpet sounds to

mount; the officers come forth in their heavy boots and
cuirasses. They have been drinking stiffly, and perhaps one

may linger to say a word of gallant impertinence to the girl of

the inn, while he roughly tries to snatch a kiss. What else

can you expect from men who drink strong liquors, and
wear such boots ?

Look at "The Officers' Halt" (p. 260). These are men and
horses only to be found in the paintings of the Flemish school.

Mark the two steeds, on one of which an officer is mounted,
who has just quaffed a huge draught of strong ale, and is

holding out the pot to a girl, who is, however, delayed by
another worthy in gay apparel, who pinches her chin familiarly

with one hand, while he clutches his horse's bridle with the

other. This animal is admirably rendered— position, form,

head, harness, all are painted with vigour and truth. All the

accessories of the picture are admirable. The beggar whom no
one notices, the distant hills and the river beneath them, the

ferry-boat, the card-players round their table, the boys play-

ing with the dog, the great tree shattered by many a storm,

the tent, all demonstrate the power and vigour of the painter.

But Gersaint • truly characterises his touch, when he says,

" Teniers and Wouvermans are the two painters who have
worked hardest, though they are so opposite in character."

The finish of Wouvermans is exquisite, it is something
e.x.traordinary—we may even go so far as to say it is too

finished at times. His greensward sometimes looks like velvet.

Gessner has noticed this.

It appears to be a well ascertained fact, that Wouvermans,
towards the end of his career, threw into the fire whole port-

folios of drawings and studies from nature. The reason for

this is not really known. Some say, that he wanted to

deprive his son of these rich portfolios, for fear that his native

idlenes-i would be thus encouiaged ; while others allege, that

he wished to deprive his brother and riv.al of the advantages

which he might have derived from such studies. This

version is as odious as it is unlikely. It resembles a story

told by Roestraten, who says that De Witte, informed of

the death of Bamboche, took possession of a chest full of

studies, drawings, and thoughts, which he gave to his friend

Wouvermans, who having pilfered all that was useful to him,

destroyed the rich materials of his friend by burning. A
more absurd and ridiculous story was never imagined. Bam-
boche died in 1673 or 167-1, six years after Wouvermans.

This great painter breathed his last in 1668, leaving a son

who became a monk. Of his two brothers, John and Peter

AVouvermans, the first is the ablest. His other pupils were
Bernaert Gaal, Emmanuel Murant, Juhn Van der Bene. His
successful imitators were Hans Van Lin and John Griffier.

His " Horse Market " is one of his great pictures. In this

he has surpassed himself. The rascally cunning- looking

horse-dealers, making their horses prance before the buyer

with whip] and spur, are admirably represented. It combines

many rare qualities. His " Pare aux cerfs," not that horrid

den of the same name which Louis XV. patronised, but a real

collection of deer, is admirable. In fact, in the delineation of

animals he is always excellent. Sometimes his real life is

carried too far, becoming simply dirty. The same was true

of Teniers, whose drunkards are extremely offensive.

But the men and women of Wouvermans are always model
men aiid women ; his ladies a.re those beauteous dames who
adorn the court and the palace. He scorns the poor, at least

on his canvas, though probably as sympathetic with them as

any other noble and generous heart. It is not necessary that

we should believe AVouvermans a servile worshipper of

wealth and rank ; a man of genius could not have been any-

thing of the kind; but his natural love of the beautiful and
the gorgeous drove him always to the representation of life in

the upper classes.

And he dearly loved the aristocracy of animal creation.

Xo knackers' horses for him, no iU-used and battered donkey
under a shower of blows, no fitting subject for the Cruelty to

Animals Society would obtain notice from AVouvermans.

Shakspeare has a scene which Wouvermans would have been

delighted to illustrate :

—

' Gersaint, " Catalogue de M. Qucntin de LoranRcre." Pari.'?,

17il.
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Look when a painter would surpass the life,

In limning out a well proportioned steed,

His art with nature ! workmanship at strife,

As if the dead the living should exceed
;

So did this horse excel a common one,

In shape, in courage, colour, pace, and bone.

Round-hoofed, short-jointed, fetlocks shag and long,

Broad breast, full eye, small head and nostril wide,

shapeless hillocks, with a yellow tint ; those heaps of sand,

covered here and there with brush, at the foot of which winds

a small stream, that looks all but motionless. But the true

poetry of Philip Wouvermans, the ideal which is depicted on

his harmonious canvas, is a dream of happiness ; not of that

happiness which love-sick painters find in a gentle look, or in

a green and rich field, in the solitude and silence of desert

places ; but of that real happiness, so easy to the rich, full of

THE OFFICERS HALT.—PROM A PAINTING BY WOl'VERMANS.

High crest, short ears, straight legs, and passing strong.

Thin mane, thick tail, broad buttocks, tender hide

Look what a horse should have, he did not lack,

Save a proud rider on so proud a back."

Wouvermans has none of that soft melancholy which some
of the Flemish school were so fond of. It is true that at times,

unconsciously, he painted landscapes sweetly sad, like the

bleak shores of Wynants ; he painted, too, some of those

comfort and dignity, which is the result of health of body and

peace of mind. These few remarks may enable the reader to

appreciate the characteristics of tliis powerful and pleasing

artist, whose pictures are still the delight of amateurs, and are

rated at no more than their value, despite their number. A
large number of his best pictures are in St. Petersburg, along-

side Teniers, Rembrandt, Rubens, and others. His paintings,

however, are also to be found in all the great galleries of Europe.
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KAREL D D J A It I) I N

.

This artist, whose name is less familiar than that of many

others, was also a landscape and animal painter. Moat of the

Flemish artists may be described in the same way, and are

yet different in their characteristics. Words are not the tittes

trees, a bit of an old wall half covered by ancient ivy, a cow,

an ass, a man— all homely, all trivial ; and yet add all these

together, and you have a picture of Dujardiii, nothing more,

nothing less. But nature always ; and out of these simple and

CBOSSI.NG A BROOK.—FKOM A 1-Al.STlNO BY KAKEL DUJARDIN.

representative of their peculiar types, but a glance at once

separates Cuyp from Dujardin, Potter from Berghem. How
shall we describe the peculiar style of the artist we now treat

of r To succeed would be difficult.

\Vhen, reader, you take a country walk, you sometime! rest

on a stile, or under a hedge, or on a fallen tree, and looking

around you, various objects meet your eye- a few clustering

even arid materials he makes a landscape, exhibiting fully hi

style and manner.

PUkington and Deschamps inform us that he was bom in

1640. Biographers are not always consistent in their dates.

In 1G52 appeared some admirable engravings by Karel DuJM-

din, perfect masterpieces, which certainly were not executed

at the youthful age of twelve. "SVe must, therefore, place
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Dujardin's l)ii-th at least as far back asl63o, as it is well known

that these were tlie productions of a very precocious talent.

It is not known for certain who was his master ; some call him

a pupil of Berghem, some of Paul Potter. But, however this

may be, he went early to Italy, and on arriving at Home,

joined the jolly club of Plemish drinkers, into which all

were admitted under a nick-name, which in his case was

Goat's Beard. His easy and impulsive nature, to which

pleasure was a necessity, gained him many friends. His

countryman, Pierre de Laer, had introduced a style among

the Komans, of which they were very fond, and Dujardin

following it up was well supported. He painted little land-

scapes, with a cow, some sheep, a miller and his .ass, a girl

holding up her petticoats to cross a ford (p. 261) ;
and was

well paid for them on account of their excellence. With

youth, spirits, and money, Dujardin led an easy, jolly life, con-

tractinf many debts, and wasting much talent to pay them.

But he studied like a true Dutchman ; he saw the vulgar side

of everything, and made that side picturesque. The quacks

of a fair, so common in Rome, were a favourite subject. He

admired their genius, he caught their pantomime, and before

he returned to his atelier, his picture was finished in his

head. The rough idlers of Transtevera, with their robust

wives, tilled the foreground, or, perhaps, a muleteer whistling

or searching his pockets for a coin, to give the boy with a

black face and a pasteboard nose, who weht about collecting.

Dujardin's early style was a comical mixture of Bamboche,

Jean Miel, and Michael Angelo des Batailles. The Italians

were much struck by his pictures, and naturally so, for he

invested the every-day scenes he painted with his own gentle-

ness, his own gay and lively spirit. It was something between

the iinish, so much esteemed at Amsterdam, and the ordinary

satirical character of the artists of that school who lived in

Rome—semi-Romans themselves.

The price which the Italians put upon the works of Karel

did not suffice for his increasing expense. The same could be

said of him that was said of Bamboche by the historian

Passeri, amlco <leUa rccreazioDe e del buon tempo. To create for

himselfnew resources, he tried the portrait style, and succeeded

well, because an artist like him could not do anything badly.

He composed portraits very simply, in general without any

details, half-length, with all the usual sobriety of his genius.

We speak here of sobriety in the picturesque sense, for in

private life he knew nothing of it. His character is mar-

vellously well painted in the portrait which exists in the

Jluseum of Amsterdam, where he is represented clothed in a

black silk cloak, his hand upon his breast. His great intelli-

gent and open eyes announce frankness, penetration, and

jollity; his mouth is broad an d somewhat sensual ; but his

Treat lips reveal a fine irony which has no bitterness in it.

The expansive and hearty temperament of Karel Dujardin is

the secret of his w-eakness ; it explains his love of pleasure,

his debts daily paid and daily renewed, his love for the comic

side of vulgar things, and that want which drove him to seek

impression from the thi'ee great sources,—life, nature and

art.

But at last he determined to see his country again, which

he had left when very young. He started for Holland, but

passing thi'ough Lyons, he met some friends, who easily kept

him tl.ere, and'the sight of some of his works brought round

liim a crowd of amateurs. Forgetting the object of his journey,

Karel renewed the life he had led at Rome, a life of luxury

and adventures, to pay for which he had but to paint the

fresh morning dew. Pew painters have succeeded so well in

depicti:ig the dawn, such geniuses as Claude Lorraine and

Elzhtimer always excepted. Dujardin lived at Lyons, in the

house of a rich old woman, who gave him plenty of credit

because she took a fancy to him. At last, however, the artist's

debts became so numerous and so pressing, that poor Karel

Dujardin, in his distress, had recourse to his principal credi-

tor—his old landlady. She took a usurious interest for her

money. She made him marry her.

Having thus settled his affairs, the newly-married man took

the road to Amsterdam, where lie was well received. He was

the more l.kcd because he did not altogether resemble his

countrymen ; in the same way that the Italians liked him

because with them he was a Dutchman of the south, while the

formier called him an Italian of the north. He painted some

local portraits, but they wanted the interest and charms of

Rembrandt's similar productions.

it is when the merry painter depicts tumblers and quacks,

muleteers before an inn, or a trumpeter on horseback at the

door of a pot-house, drinking the glass of wine handed to him

by the maritornes of the place, that we have no need to

criticise and compare. Karel's characteristic Ls to reach the

picturesque by simple efforts. More simple than Berghem, as

agreeable as AVouvermans, and less proud than Bamboche,

Karel Dujardin has all their strong sense of the picturesiiue.

He is very fond of bringing in old walls, those walls which
.

our modern masters have so often copied ; sometimes he tills

up the background with them, ivy-clad and half-ruined,

niossy and covered w-ith wall-flowers, or warmed by the golden

foliage and the purple tints of a virgin vine, which in autumn

resemble the rays of the setting sun. The rustic walls of Karel

are in general sufficiently lofty for them to throw up the whole

figure.

To be married to an old woman, when one is young, may

be bearable on a day when you obtain a receipt in full for all

your debts ; but the awakening is unpleasant. Dujardin felt

little relief from the cares of home in the popularity he

was "aining among the tasteful amateurs of his native town.

One of these, a certain John Reinst, determined to go to

Italy, and his friend determined to go as far as the Texel

with him. He had no idea himself of going to Italy; for he

went to the Texel in slippers. Nevertheless, next morning he

sent to his old wife for some linen, saying, he would soon be

back. He never saw her again.

He took up his residence in Rome, and though a Protestant,

was sufficiently influenced by the locality to paint two Romish

subjects, which were highly prized, while his " Christ between

the two Thieves," in the Louvre, is a very fine production.

But simple nature is his forte. His " Grove of Trees," in the

Louvre, is perfect, with its river crossed by farmers driving

before them a troop of oxen, donkeys, and sheep. The

farmer's wife is mounted on a cart drawn by a white horse,

while a peasant, lifting up a young girl in his arms, is about

to carry her across the ford. The familiar figures form a

charming contrast with the solemnity of the forest trees, which

lose none of their mysterious grandeur by contact with the

brute creation.

Karel Dujardin took it into his head one day to go to Venice.

He found some countrymen there, and, amongst others,

Glauber, a pupil, like himself, of Berghem, and a very dis-

tinguished painter. A Dutchman, who dealt in pictures,

offered him a home in his house, with the hope of making

money by his talents ; but the hope was not realised, for

Dujardin was taken ill and died, in 167S. John Glauber says,

that his companion died of a surfeit, caused by eating too

much after an illness. A Dutch amateur, Gabriel Van der

Leuw, who was just then at Venice, took care to have Du-

jardin buried ; and though he died a Protestant, his body was

still dressed in the robes of a Capuchin friar, in obedience to

the customs of the country ; after which he was buried accord-

ing to the rites of the Roman Church.

" Crossing the Brook," of which we have given an en-

graving, is a fine picture :the foregroiuid is rich and admirably

painted ; the man in the sheep-skin coat is touched off with a

truthfulness which is peculiarly characteristic of the Flemish

school. The sky, the distant hills, the horses, and the long

wall, are exceedingly picturesquely rendered ; while the

woman, the ass, and the dog, as well as the cow, exhibit

a power and truth .whic'n exemplify the style of Karel

Dujardin very effectively. The origuial is in France.

Sir Robert Peel possesses two Dujardins, the Bridge-

water CTallery one. Lord Ashburton had two, Mr. Hope

has one, and the collection of George IV., in Pall Mall,

two.

All his paintings are valuable and deserving of study.
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GERARD DOUW.

It was about the beginning of the seventecntli century that

genre painting came into fashion. This word has recently

been adopted, and " comprises the representation of common
life in its every-day relations, as opposed to religious and

heroic subjects, or to those of an elevated character, such as

are generally supposed to fall within the province of historical

painting. According to the mode in whichthe subject is

conceived such works may be divided into two sepai'ate

classes ; the one representing life in its more soft and gentle

relations, under the regulation of established customs and

civilised manners, whilst the other exhibits its more rude and

vulgar side with the unchecked license of a free and often

unbridled humour." Both comprise works of great excel-

lence, and both engage our interest.

Foremost among the artists of this school stands Gerard

Douw. His name is sometimes -m-itten Gerhard Douw. He
was born at Leyden in Ifil^., and died in 1671, aged sixty-one.

In early life he received instruction from Bartholomew Dolendo,

an engraver ; and Peter llouwhorn, a painter on glass, found

in young Douw an apt pupil. The boy loved art, and at fifteen

became the disciple of Rembratidt. AVe have already* presented

to our readers a memoir of this well-lcnownpainter. To this

great painter is to be ascribed that excellence in colouring, that

breadth of light and shadows, which afterwards distinguished

the works of GerardDouw ; but with all the genius for grandeur

of design and startling effects of chiaroscuro, he united that

extreme delicacy of finish which is one of the chief charac-

teristics of his works. Sandraart relates that having once,

in company with Bamboccio, visited Gerard Douw, they

could not forbear admiring the extreme neatness of a picture

which he was then painting, in which they took particular

notice of a broom ; and expressing their surprise at the remark-

able neatness of the finishing of that minute object, Douw
told them he should spend three days more in working 6n

that broom before he should account it entirely complete.

In a family picture of Mr. Spiering (Douw's principal patron)

the same author asserts, that Mrs. Spiering sat five days for

the finishing of one of her hands that lay on an arm-chair.

Everything that Douw produced had pre-eminently the true

and lovely tints of nature, and his pictures still possess their

peculiar advantages, they retain their original lustre, and have

the same beautiful effect at a proper distance as they have when
submitted to the closest inspection. The picture known as

" The Dropsical 'Woman," an engraving of which we present to

the reader (p. 26-5), is a most perfect and complete specimen of

this master's style, possessing at once the broad effect ofshadow,

and the most delicate and careful detail. The execution of

the painting is astonishingly fine, and although the shadows
appear a little too dark, the whole has an inexpressibly bold

effect. This picture fell a prey to the French plunderers, and

was carried to Paris, and is now preserved in the Louvre.

It is one of the most pathetic pictures of this great master.

It is the chef-d'oeuvre of his daylight works. In representing

the chamber of an opulent family, everything in the room
presents the most magnificent appearance ; it is richly decorated

and furnished. A sick lady sits in an arm-chair, her daughter

kneels before her, weeping and kissing her hand,—the bitter-

ness of dffath approaching,—a servant gives her the medicine,

and in the front of the picture stands a physician fantastically

dressed, turning to the window and examining a bottle full of

water. This picture was given by the Elector Palatine to

Prince Eugene, and after his death remained in the. gallery at

Turin, until the French carried it off and placed it in the

Louvre. In 181.5, they bought off its restituticfa at'the'pricB'

of £4,000. , ,

The subjects which the painter invariably selected were of

the simplest description, sketches of common life ; but in this

modest sphere he brought into full play the various passions

by wliich the heart is governed. There was a deep, earnest

• "
'Works of Eminent Masters," vol. i, p 190.

truthfulness—a truthfulness wliich in its very simplicity and

homeliness was understood by all— about every one of his

works that insured him a popularity, depending not on the

fickle fashion of the day, but living on in other ages and in

other lands. There is one striking peculiarity about his

paintings which cannot be overlooked. The scene he depicts

is lo!)kcd upon through a window or other opening, and there

is about them all much of the tone and colouring of the great

Kembrandt. He was the laborious imitator of nature, bestow-

ing the utmost attention to the most minute particulars, the

smallest and most insignificant objects in the design. With
him nothing was insignificant. He knew that perfection

depjnded as much on the careful study of detail as the broad,

bold outline, and effective contrasts of light and shadow.

Inferior to Teniers in some particulars, he surpassed him and

all the painters of the Flemish school in tlie studied perfection

of minutest detail ; so that when a picture is entii'cly and

elaborately completed in every part, it is said to have all the

finish of a Gerard Douw. And this is saying much in praise

of the great painter, the faithful disciple in the school of

nature, who copied and improved, but never made nature bow

to mannerism or style.

Gerard Douw is faithful, but he seldom approaches to

coarseness. There is the evidence of a nicely balanced critic il

judgment in every one of his pictures, which shows that he

was no mere copyist, even of nature. The subjects selected

are those of humble life ; not the noble cavaliers of "V'andyck

or the gorgeously-dressed ladies of the court of Louis XIV.,

but simply housemaids and retailers of articles in daily use ;

yet there is no vulgar feeling, and nothing that approaches

burlesque. Every subject is ordinary and common-place,

but they are ail within the circle of kindly family feeling, and

appeal to a far larger class than pictures of higher pretensions.

THOMAS BEWICK, THE ENGRAVER ON WOOD.

The name of Thomas Bewick is familiar, not only to those

who are lovers of the art of engraving, or students of natural

history, but to all who take an interest in the works of original

genius. It is the greatest of all mistakes to imagine, as some

do, that the reputation of this gifted man rests upon his being

the greatest improver, and all but the inventor, of the art of

wood-engraving. This is far from being the case. As the

first man who ever produced upon a block of wood an en-

graving worth looking at, •ewiek certainly deserves to be

handed down in the annals of the art. But this, we repeat,

is far from being the greatest merit of this extraordinary man.

His character, as portrayed in his works, exhibits an extraor-

dinary imion of qualities, and this union alone it is which

causes his works to be looked at now by all persons of taste,

with' a reljsh as keen as that which they created on their

first publication half a century ago. As no very complete

memoir of Bewick's life, or analy.sis of his extraordinary

talents, has ever been given to the world, we shall not apolo-

gise for devoting ample space to the history of a man and

artist, who to that minute truth and true eye for nature

which the best of the Flemish painters have exhibited, added

much of the humour of Hogarth ; for the moral satire of

Thomas Bewick is often as striking as are the truth of his

landscapes, marine or rural, and the wonderful character and

vraisemblancc of his animal portraitures.

Thomas Bewick was born in the year 17.53, at a little

villagCi or hamlet rather, called C'herrybum, in Northum-

berland, on the banks of the Tyne, and not far from the

larger village of Ovingham, which, together with its church

and schoolhouse and parsonage, now forms so beautiful an

object for all who travel by the railway, that runs for many
miles up the valley of the Tyne, between Newcastle-upon-

Tyne and Carlisle, in Cumberland. He was the son of poor,

but higlily respectable parents, who seemed early to have got
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a glimpse of some of the singular gifts of this their eldest son,

and who, whilst they formed his mind to morality and virtue,

gave way to the bent of his genius, and had the sagacity not to

discourage tlie Ijoy's pursuits, which, to many parents in their

position and situation in life, would have appeared trifling or

even pernicious. Thomas Bewick, together with his younger

field "^as far as a boy could pursue them. His great delight

was in angling, with an artificial fly, for the trout and salmon,

with which the river Tyne .was at that period abundantly

stored ; following the hounds on foot when a hare hunt was in

progress ; and seeking the nests and haunts of all species ot

birds. All this time he was unconsciously cultivating that

rORTKAlT OF GERAED DOUW 8 MOTHER.—FROM A PAINTINQ BY GERARD DOUW.

'>

brother John, who died prematurely, had such plain educa-

tion given him as that part of the country at that time

afforded. The greater part of it he obtained imder the

Rev. Christopher Greyson, at that time master of the school at

Ovingham, which in the north of England had some reputa-

tion. As a boy, Bewick was remarkable for the ardent love

he showed for those pastimes that are styled "sports of the

acuity, afterwards so remarkable in him, a correct eye for

nature and her scenery. As a young draughtsman, his talent

was very precocious. The few pence that would have stocked

an ordinary lad with marbles, tops, and whipcord, were

expended by Bewick in materials for drawing. Some of these

boyish sketches are, we believe, yet extant. They embody

some faint glimpses of the characteristics of his mature works,
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and provP how true is that aphorism of thp pool Wordsworth,

that—
" Tlie boy is father of the man."

The father of Thomas Bewick had the good sense, heinjr a

wonder was, that genius was not construed into idleness and
an unsettled habit of mind, wliich aftertime proved were the
very reverse of tlie artist's character. Tliis, liowevcr, was not
the ease. The father could not help appreciating the won-

TUE DROrSlCAL WOMAK.—FKOM A PAINTING BY GEKAKD DOUW.

superior man in point of discernment, to understand, and in

some degree appreciate, the bent of his sou's genius. That
either the parents of Bewick, or any of those with whom his

earlier years were passed, could foresee the eminence which
he was to attain, is not to be thought for a moment. The

derful power of correctly seizing and sketching natural scenery

or animals which his son so soon exhibited; and his disposi-

tion did not lead him to think of resisting young Bewick's

inclination to be an artist. To this resolve the real delicacy of

the youth's constitution, which was seen by his parents, pro-
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bably contributed. Though poiverfuUy made, and of great

stature, Thomas Bewick, like Robert Burns, was liable to

bilious disorder ; but, unlike the poet, he resisted steadfastly

through life the fascinations of convivial society, so dangerous

for such temperaments. The artist was, in fact, from his

youth upwards, by inclination and by habit, a self-denying

and abstemious man. His disposition was eminently social

;

but even when his company was most in request, he indulged

with prudence and refrained with satisfaction. He was

eminently domestic also, a quality which always acts as a safe-

guard for those who are so happy as to possess it.

We have ab-eady .shown that the early life of this extra-

ordinary man was really, though, perhaps, not ostensibly,

spent in the cultivation of the art in which he was to excel.

Most of his hours, after school and holidays, were spent in the

fields, or on the moors, or by the river's side. It is true,

the fishing-rod and the fowling-piece were often in his hand,

especially the former ; for never was there a keener or more

enthusiastic sportsman than Thomas Bewick; but whilst

capturing salmon or trout, or bringing down an occasional

wild duck, his eye was all alive to his art. Every turn of

the river every wooded glen—gave him materials for a

picture of some sort, which on his return home were trans-

ferred to paper. It soon, however, became necessary that the

youth should learn some calling. This was now felt by his

friends to bo imperative; and at his own earnest request

young Bewick was, therefore, bound apprentice to Mr. Ralph

Beilby, engraver, at Newcastle-upon-Tyne ; being fourteen

years' of age, active in habits, and manly in stature. In

his master, the young artist was in some respects highly

favoured, in others by no means so. Mr. Beilby was a very

worthy man, of excellent disposition and character. As a

tradesman, he was steady, industrious, and honourable. As a

man, he was moral and very well-informed. Thus far the young

artist could not have had a happier model than that afforded

by his master. Here, however, these advantages stopped.

Mr. Beilby, though a pains-taking engraver of such things as

Newcastle offered to him, was as little of an artist as it was

possible for a person of his profession to be. In fact, at that

period, 1767, a Newcastle engraver was not called upon to be an

" artist
" in the modern acceptation of that general term. His

graver was exercised altogether in cutting, in copper-plate,

invoices for merchants, adorned, perhaps, with some little

rough device ; copy-heads for writing-masters ; cards for pro-

fessional men and others, and similar trifles which it is need-

less to name. To this line of engraving good Mr. Beilby was

no doubt quite equal ; but as an artist, properly so styled, his

pretensions were small. Some of his little sketches in Indian-

ink, and in colours, are in our possession. They only prove

that as a draughtsman or colourist, his talent was as little

as can well be conceived. As an engraver, his efibrts, we

believe never extended beyond the subjects we have in-

dicated.

It is needless to say, - that from his master, therefore,

yoim<» Bewick could derive no lessons in art. Useful lessons

ifi life—lessons invaluable in their way—he, no doubt, did

receive and profit by, as he loved to acknowledge ; but as an

artist, it is quite safe to say, Thomas Be-nick was self-taught.

He was the nurse and fosterer of his own genius, and the

maker of his own art. His wonderfully correct eye and fine

natural taste were his only instructors. In plain truth, he was

amongst artists precisely what Burns was amongst poets. The

parallel, from the first, was, as far as genius is concerned,

complete. Both were the sons of poor men. Both were born

amidst picturesque and strongly marked natural scenery.

Both had a plain and homely education. Both showed pre-

cocious talent, and gave early indications of that glorious,

bright, and divine spirit which their Creator had vouchsafed

them. The excellency of both lay in a close adherence to

nature. Neither of them elaborated great or extensive poems

or pictures. Burns was neither an epic poet nor dramatist.

Bewick was never a painter, nor an engraver from the pictures

of others. The genius of both resides in their sketches from

nature ; thrown off with that fire and vraisemhlance which

true genius only imparts. In this both are unrivalled ; and

probably never will be rivalled. The long and short descrip-

tive poems of Burns, and the sketches in the shape of "tail-

pieces " by Bewick, may be set side by side. In some in-

stances the stanza and the picture seem to be actually inspired

by the same identical bit of scenery. Such scenery was never

so given before, and, perhaps, never may be again. Further it

is impossible to go. We must now, however, return to

Bewick's earlier life.

His apprenticeship with Mr. Beilby was passed in a manner

highly satisfactory to both master and scholar ; the mere

mechanism of the art of cutting on copper Bewick easily

learnt ; and having become a master of this portion of the

engraver's craft, his inventive genius turned itself to the cul-

tivation of the art of engraving on blocks of hard wood. It

is not improbable that the cheapness of the material might be

one of the motives which influenced his mind to turn to this

pursuit. From early life a rigid and close eeonomy was one of

the leading features of his character, and it clung to him

through the whole of his career. Never was Bewick known

to throw away a shilling even when a comparatively wealthj'

man. It was about this time, he used to tell his friends, that

he tried upon how small a sum he could contrive to exist

—

and he reduced himself to ttco pence per diem for provisions !

This may hardly seem credible now-a-days ; but the sceptical

should reflect that during Bewick's apprenticeship the taxes

of England had not reached nine millions a year ; and that the

squandering, borrowing, and funding system was, wiih the

artist, only in the early years of its apprenticeship. Be

this as it might, however, Bewick, whilst still an appren-

tice, was beginning to create the art of wood-engraving. This

must not, however, be taken too literally. Some rude attempts

at engraving on wood blocks had been made prior to Bewick's ;

but the results were contemptible ; and the art was deemed,

until he took it up, not worth pursuit. That he madc'X'ne art

is, therefore, strictly true, and quite undeniable ; but in the

ri<'id sense of the term he cannot be said to have invented it.

The idea was another's ; the execution his own.

In this happy and laudable way his apprenticeship was

passed. Always attached to his parents and family, and loving

the country of his youth, he often used, during the summer

months, to walk up to Cherryburn, a distance of nearly four-

teen miles, to see his parents when the Sunday, his only

day of leisure, was fine. The best road was on the side of

the wate^ opposite to his father's habitation, and the yormg

artist was obliged to trust to a ford in order to reach his

parents' house. It sometimes happened, however, that he

miscalculated the state of the river. In mountainous coun-

tries heavy spouts of rain often fall amongst the hills and

suddenly swell the streams that rise there, whilst those who

live near the river's mouth are unconscious of what is going

on. Thus it is with the Tyne, the sources of which are

amongst lofty hills, trodden only by a few shepherds, and

inhabited by sheep or grouse. It often happened, therefore,

that when Bewick arrived at the ford just below Cherryburn,

"the waters were out," and the stream too deep and im-

petuous to be crossed. On such occasions he used to make

sifuals ; collect his friends at the other side, shout his

inquiries and news across the impassable torrent, and then

very contentedly walk back to Newcastle.

A young man of Bewick's amiable disposition, rigidly pru- .

dent habits, and great ability, could not but soon become a

favourite with his master. This was accordingly the case.

Mr. BeUby soon entertained a highly favourable opinion of

his prudence and probity as well as great talent; and the result

was a partnership between himself and Mr. Beilby, which was

arranged soon after the expiration of his term of appren-

ticeship, about the year 177-1. Bewick had by this time

brought the art of wood-engraving to great perfection, and

beini' now in a position to act for himself, he resolved to

introduce it to the world, which he immediately and success-

fully accomplished.

In 1775, one of his earliest attempts at wood-engraving,
" The Old Hound," was exhibited before the Society of Arts
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and obtained a premium. In this attempt are to be traced

some faint scintillations of bis genius. The position of the

huntsman's horse is spirited, and the drawing good—that is to

say, what would be at that time so esteemed ; but very inferior to

liis after performances. About this time Bewick went up to the

metropolis, under what impressions is not very well known.

It is probable he wished to try the ground there before his

partnership with Mr. Beilby was finally settled and concluded.

Ilis ideas of arts and of artists in London, as acquired by this

visit, seem to have been highly unfavourable. It does not

appear that he complained of any want of attention ; for his

very earliest essays with the graver upon wood were univer-

sally admired, so unique was deemed the art and so intractable

the material. The habits and manners of the metropolis were,

however, the reverse of his own. His love for the manners

and scenery of his native county, so different from those of the

south of England, was intense to a degree almost ludicrous
;

and the result was such a distaste for metropolitan art, manners,

customs, and habits, that when he afterwards published those

works, bv which he became known over Europe, he would not

suffer them to be printed, nor the engravings to be struck off

n London. Nay, so far did he carry this strange dislike to

everything metropolitan, that when it was proposed to bring a

pressman from London, accustomed to strike off engravings,

he sternly answered, " Hold your tongues. No cockney shall

touch my blocks 1 "—and in this resolve he was quite implacable

and fixed.

As soon as his engagement with his partner, Mr. Beilby,

was finally settled and brought to a conclusion, Bewick

planned and executed the volume of the "History of Quad-

rupeds," by which his fame as the great wood-engraver was

at once established. The literary portion of the book was

mostly performed by 5Ir. Beilby, who, although no artist, was

a man of some taste and some judgment, and not destitute of

literary tact. The book was printed at Newcastle, by Solomon

Hodgson, a man also of good ability, and a zealous friend and

warm admirer of Bewick. Up to this time, such fame as

Jlr. Bewick had acquired rested altogether upon the novelty

of engniving on the material he used. To cut fine lines on

wood passed for a sort of half-mii-aculous achievement. But

in this work, which was brought before the public in the year

1790, the wonderful life and correctness of Bewick's drawing

were fully manifest. This was especially apparent in his cuts

of the more domestic .animals with which his eye was familiar.

His cut of "The Chillingham Bull," a portrait of one of the

breed of mdigenous wild cattle still preserved at Chillingham

Park, Northumberland, had excited much admiration some

years before ; but this drawing, good as it is, was eclipsed by

that of many of his quadrupeds in the history now first pub-

lished. The horses are, without exception, drawn and en-

graved with wonderful accuracy and life. So is the ass, and

so are most of the dogs. The Spanish pointer, in particular,

may be instanced as one of the finest portraits of this breed of

setter ever achieved. It has been copied and recopied so often,

that the public are now familiar with it ; and as an animal

portrait, it probably never was surpassed. In this volume the

tail-pieces are inferior to those with which he afterwards

adorned his two volumes of " British Land and Water Birds."

He had not then fully found out the secret of his genius for

sketching natxiral scenery. Here and there the volume un-

questionably exhibits indications of his talent in this line ; but

they were comparatively faint, and are not prominent enough

to be free from eclipse by the fine drawing and cutting of

the animals with which the book is filled. The publication of

this volume may be styled the commencement of the era of

eni'raving on wood. The admiration it excited was universal.

No arts of puffing, nor the usual mantvuvres of the craft of

modern bookselling, were used; and assuredly none were

needed. The sale of the volume, from the first steady, soon

became rapid and great. A second edition was speedily

needed ; and others have continued to be published from time

to time, 80 steady has been the admiration of the world of this

work of genius. Bewick's reputation was not now confined

to the North of England. It gradually became national ; and

proposals were soon made liim by London booksellers and

publishers to adorn projected publications by an art now con-

sidered as strikingly beautiful as unique in character.

About this period Bewick married. His fortunes now per-

mitted even a man of his prudent and reflecting habits to

encounter the mixed cares and pleasures of a family. His

habits were essentially domestic ; and he had also with him
his younger brother, John, who, sharing his brother's talent,

had become the apprentice of Messrs. Beilby and Bewick.

Uis constitution, however, eventually suffered from a town

residence and the labour of engraving. His lungs became

affected, and he died of consumption in the year 179G,

after having, under his brother's able tuition, attained high

excellence in his art. So distinguished was he, that, in 17'.15,

his name was appended, with that of his brother, to illustra-

tions on wood of Goldsmith's "Traveller," and "Deserted

Village," and "The Hermit" of Parnell, published by Bul-

mer, who was noted in, his day as printer. The combined

beauty of the engravings and typography gave great popularity

to these reprints. Amongst others, they attracted the curiosity

of George the Third, who was in some degree a patron of the

arts. On being told that the cuts were engraved upon blocks

of wood, the king at once gave utterance to his disbelief of

the statement. His Majesty was tolerably notorious for ad-

herence to opinions or notions which he had once formed or

imagined ; and to his scepticism, as to these extraordinary

works, he resolutely stuck, until the blocks were sent for his

inspection, a process which even his prejudice could not resist.

It does not appear that George the Third ever bestowed upon

this self-taught artist, and maker of the art of wood-engraving,

any favour or patronage. Royal patronage, however, Thomas
Bewick never wanted ; and had he wanted it, he was too

proud to ask it ; for his disposition was as independent as it

was plain and manly. At all events, he never had it, and

certainly never sought it. In 1796, the year of John Bewick's

death, was published " The Chace," of Somerville, ornamented

with engravings on wood by Thomas and John Bewick ; after

which, the name of Bewick became celebrated as the great

improver and head of his art.

Between the years 1790 and 1797, Bewick had been strenu'

ously labouring at that work which is perhaps his greatest, as

it certainly is the most finished,—" The History of British

Land-birds." This admirable volume was published in 1797.

The drawmg, execution, and portraiture (for portraits they

are) of the birds are beyond all praise ; and in the taU-pieces

the artist has put forth the whole strength of his now matured

genius. As sketches of real nature, some of them are almost

unapproachable ; and others to exquisite drawing unite the

moral satire and humour of Hogarth. There is an amusing

anecdote connected with this publication, which is very

characteristic of the artist. When a joke and a bit of moral

satire were united, to Bewick's mind they were irresistible

)

and on this occasion his love of lowering the false pride of

human nature, conjoined with a jest, led him a little too far

across the debateable line of decorum. His friends remon-

strated, the printer remonstrated, and the publisher implored
;

but the sturdy artist was not to be moved. He insisted upon

it that the whole was a piece of effeminate squeamishness, and

that "the folks (as he expressed it) would have more sense !"

For once, however, Bewick was deceived in his calculation of

the sense of the public. As soon as the book was published,

the outcry against the luckless tail-piece became too loud to

be trifled with, and in the greater part of that impression the

vignette in question is daubed over with Indian ink ! In the

succeeding editions the block was altered, and in some it is

omitted, and another vignette substituted. The unqualified

admiration which this volume excited secured the publication

of a second ; and after a long and persevering quest of speci-

mens of some of tlie very rare birds which are there portrayed,

the second volume of " The History of British Birds," con-

taining the AVater-birds, was published in 1804. It may safely

be pronounced to be equal, though not superior, to its prede-

cessor. The figures and characters of the aquatic fowls,

especially of the gulls and ducks, are exquisitely given, and
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the delicate pencilling of some of the plumage is beyond all *

praise. But amongst the most captivating things in this

volume are some of the marine sketches, upon which Bewick
has brought to bear all the delicacy as well as all the force of

his talents, and which are in some respects luirivalled. Before
this Tolume was ready for the press, Mr. Beilby, the worthy
partner of the artist, had retired with a handsome independence
from business

; and, in the literary portion of the work,
Bewick was assisted by the Rev. Mr. Coates, then the incum-
bent of Bedlington, a rural parish in Northumberland, not
far from the coast. To the exertions of Mr. Coates and his

friends the artist was indebted for various specimens of the

rare aquatic fowls, with which the wilder portions of the

The unnatural combinations of animal with animal, which the

plan of the fable involves, spoils the vraiscmUance of the

whole, however beautiful the drawing. To depict a wolf

conversing with a lamb ; or a fox with a stork or a cat,

includes so much that is unnatural, that, be the art what it

may with which the scenes shall be depicted, the " incrcdutns

odi" still steps in and spoils all. The consequence has been

that this work, which, had it appeared early, would have

made a reputation, is deemed inferior to the works on

natural history, and is consequently much less known.

Whether Bewick entertained a presentiment that this was to

be his last published effort, it is impossible to say ; but it

may be interesting to some to be told, that the tail-piece at

MARTIN SCHOENOAUEE.

coasts of Northumberland and Durham abound. Many were
obtained from the Fern Islands and the sands near Lindis-
parn, and others from that rude coast which runs from
Seaham, in the county of Durham, to the mouth of the Tees,
increasing in boldness, till it ends in the enormous cliffs of
Whitby and Scarborough in the north-east angle of York-
shire.

This was Bewick's last great work. In ISIS were published
" Select Fables of ^Tisop and others, embellished with wood-
cuts by Thomas Bewick;" a work which he had long con-

.
templated, and which wag a favourite with him to the last.

Though admirably executed in many respects, candour wdl
not permit it to be ranked with his " Land and Water Birds."

page l('i2 of the first edition boars the date of his mother's

death; and that at page 17G, of his father's. It is also a

curious trait that the concluding vignette is a view of

Ovingham church-yard, the burying-place of the Bewicks,

through the open gates of which a funeral is in the act of

passing. To those who knew Bewick personallj-, this final

embellishment conveys touching recollections. Soon after the

publication of his " Select Fiiblcs," Mr. Bewick pUnnedand
commenced a " History of British Fishes,''' which, however,
although some progress was made, he did not live to finish.

Some of the vignettes intended for this work have been
published separately. They are mostly of exceeding beauty,

and quite equal to the finest efforts of his earlier life. From

I
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a boy, Mr. Bewick's constitution was in some respects delicate,

and towards the middle of life he underwent more than one

severe attack of illness, by one of which, in particular, his

strength was reduced so low that existence niii;ht be said to

hang upon a thread. The effects of this attack he never

completely shook off, and for the last three or four years of

his life, his decline was very visible. He himself was per-

fectly conscious of it ; and used to nourish the hope that his

son Robert, now also deceased, might finish that " History of

it was proposed to place in the extensive and fine library of
the Literary and Philosophical Society of Newcastle-upon-
Tyne, an institution of which he was for many years a
member. This was a matter of some tact and manage-
ment. To persuade the artist to sojourn in London for the
purpose of being modelled was a hope wor.'*e than forlorn.

The land of Cocknejdom he utterly disliked, and within its

contines he would not enter. At length it was arranged that
Mr. liailey, the sculptor, should come down to Newcastle and

Cia«SBK OP THE FIFTEENTH (E.NTLllV.—ULSIO.NtD IIY M.VUTIN SCHOKNOAVIR.

Fishes " which he knew he could not live to execute. In

this hope he has been deceived, the book, though much was
done to it, being still quite incomplete.

Mr. Bewick, it has been already stated, always enjoyed the
high respect of his fellow-townsmen, and was a favourite with
all classes of society, to whom his simplicity of manners
and great bonhomie were always welcome. About the year
1822, it was agreed, amongst several of his most intimate
friends and zealous admirers, to procure a bust of him, which

make the model—whicli was done ; and the bust, which is a

perfect likeness, now adorns the library of the society. The
modelling of this bust gave rise to more than one amusing

and characteristic controversy, between the sculptor and

engraver, which it was no easy matter to decide. Bailey, after

the custom of his school, wanted to throw over the shoulders

of his sitter a bit of drapery, which conventionally passes for

a fold of a Roman toga, or Grecian tunic, as the case may be.

The artist, however, strictly eschewed either toga or tunic.
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He worked in a coat and waistcoat, he asserted, and walked

about, and eat and drank in a coat and waistcoat ; and in a

coat and waistcoat he would be chiselled. Bewick had no

idea of going down to posterity in masquerade ; and to his

resolve he accordingly stuck. The result is, that the marble

exhibits not only the strongly lined and expressive features

of the engraver, but also a portion of his coat and waistcoat,

neckcloth, and carefully-rufHed shirt, in which he dressed for

the occasion. Whether this may be "classical" we cannot

say. We fear not. But, at all events, it was never denied

that it improved the likeness ; and that, we presume, cannot

be construed into a fault by any metaphysical process what-

soever. To another of the engraver's demands, the sculptor,

however, was compelled positively to demur. To the latest

period of his life, Bewick's countenance retained very visible

vestiges of the severity of the small-pox. Upon the principle

which induced Cromwell to insist upon Walker, the portrait-

painter, giving every wart as well as every feature of his face,

Bewick insisted upon Bailey's essaying to put in some of "his

beauty-spots," as he termed the pittings of the small-pox. To
this requisition, however, the sculptor positively demurred

;

asserting that the marks of the small pox could not by any

art be expressed in marble ; and so the controversy ended,

much to the discontent of the engraver, who was thus forced

to impose upon posterity a smoother physiognomy than was
really his property.

Bewick was now making some progress in cutting the

blocks for the " History of Fishes," but in the midst of this

work, his health began to decline. Through the year 1827 his

strength gradually sunk, though his mental powers remained

to the last, and in 1S28, towards the summer, his state became
quite hopeless, and gradually ended in death, for which he

had long been prepared. His funeral, at his own request,

was strictly private. He was buried in the church-yard of

Ovingham, the burying-place of the family. The village

stands close by the side of the River Tyne, on the north bank
;

and is a prominent object to travellers going westward by the

railway from Newcastle-upon-Tyne into Cumberland. No
lover of art can pass it without feeling the spot hallowed in

his gaze, when told it contains all that was mortal of Thomas
Bewick.

It now remains to say a few words as to the genius and
works of this extraordinary man, whom the poet Words-
worth has designated as

—

" The genius that dwells on the banks of the Tyne."

There exists amongst some persons a mistaken idea that the

fame of Bewick rests, for the most part, upon the fact of his

being the maker and father of the art of engraving on wood.
This is a sad error. It is true, indeed, that the name of

Thomas Bewick must always have a niche in the history of

art as the creator of this line of art ; but the charm of his

works is quite distinct from this. We do not admire the

wood-cuts of Bewick because they were the first, but because

they are the best, Bewick's excellence is, in truth, more
pictorial than as a mere engraver of pictures. He had a more
correct eye for nature and her forms than, perhaps, any
.painter that ever lived ; and it is for theii- wonderful spirit,

life, and truth, that we admire his figures of animals, and
sketches of landscape, and not because they happen to be

engraved on wood and cut with a delicacy that is certainly

wonderful, when the material is considered. In this faculty

of fine cutting, Bewick was equalled, however, by some of his

pupils. Some portions of his finest portraits of birds and most
striking tail-pieces were executed by them after Bewick had
drawn them upon the block. But this is mere nicety of hand

;

mere mechanical excellence. Many wood-engravers, since

Bewick's death, have cut even more finely than their great

predecessor in art ; but where is the engraver on wood whose
name stands bf side that of Bewick? Nowhere. No. Because
his real excellence lay less in his hand than in his mind. No
man ever formed, perhaps, so full, lively, and correct an idea

of that which he was to transfer to paper as did Bewick.
Hence his figures of animals are portraits. AVe know a bird,

drawn by him, by its air and physiognomy, j ust as easily as

by the pencilling of the feathers. Every species has its

character in air and features. Thus we have the majestic

eagle ; the keen pitiless hawk ; the airy lark ; the pert, vulgar
ep.irrow; the light, elegant snipe ; the awkward, strong, lean,

sailing heron ; the swift bustard ; the clean, harmless, happy-
looking sea-gull ; the fat, sleepy duck ; the timid partridge

;

the insignificant wren ; the vivacious, impudent magpie ; in

short, the wliole diversity of character that the feathered

tribes so wonderfully exhibit. In the same manner his land-

scapes always seem to be transcripts of real scenes ; and no
doubt many of them are so. Bewick would not assent to any
unqualified assertion on this point ; but his denial does not
decide the matter. Of his strict veracity nobody doubted;

but his memory of the most minute forms of things was so ex-

tensive, and his eye so wonderfully correct, that it is believed

he drew portraits of natui'al scenery without being conscious

of it. To those who know minutely the character of the scenery

which is embodied in his e.xtiuisite vignettes, it is evident

that all is a faithful transcript of nature. The shapes of the

hilh, the sweep of the moors, the character of the cliflfs and
stones, the features of the river scenery ; and the composition
of the rocks in his marine sketches, all unite to demonstrate
this. In fact, Bewick's theory of art was to copy nature. Of
all artists that ever lived, not one was ever so free from meta-
physical fantasies. Bewick's reverence for the wisdom of the

Creator was great and earnest. He loved nature, because it

was to him, as it were, the handwriting of an omnipotent,

all-wise, and all-benevolent master. Henever dreamed of

improi-iiir/ the works of Him who made the universe^the sea,

earth, and skies, and "all that in them is." So humble are

some people's concejjtions of their sphere of action. Hence
Bewick sketched what he saw; and that alone. He could

love nature in her humblest guise. No need of holiday-time

for him ; and hence it happens that the simplest of his little

landscapes often charm as deeply as his most elaborate tran-

scripts of Northumberland scenery. The secret is in their

verisimilitude. They are as the Creator made them. That

is all ; but surely that is enough.

There can be no doubt that Bewick's excellence in his walk
of art was the result of his entire character, joined to a correct-

ness of eye that was almost miraculous. His great love of

locality was the prominent feature of his character. He
carried it to an extent that to strangers seemed absurd and
ludicrous. The scenery, the men, tlie women, the idiom, the

music, of his beloved Northumberland were to him paramount.
He was excessively fond of the old Scotch and Irish airs, as

all persons of real musical feeling are ; but the airs peculiar to

Northumberland, which, with one or two exceptions, are

really very inferior things, he preferred before them all. We
have seen him sii- for hours listening to the music of a blind

minstrel and his boy, who used to perform these old airs

admirably well ; but the finest of Ireland's pathetic ditties, or

the most spirit-stirring of Scotia's " pibrochs," could not

move Bewick to such rapture as did the old Northumberland

''Gathering Time," known popularly as "Bodies Abreast,"

when played on the Northumbrian pipes by liis son Robert,

who was a first-rate performer on the national instrument.

This passion for everything Northumbrian gives his work
character. All his scenery is the product of the district.

Tire moors of Kielder, Millfield-plain and Flodden-field, the

banks of Coquet, North Tyne, or Till, are all depicted in his

vignettes. By those who know the district they are felt to

be portraits ; by all persons of taste they are felt to be nature

xinadorned.

Thomas Bewick was by nature very social, and loved to

witness the amusements of young people. To sit at the head

of the room, with an old friend or two, to see the young people

dance, while his son Robert "screwed the pipes and garr'd

them skirl," was a great delight to the artist. His admiration

for his fair countrywomen used to break out; and he would

exclaim, "There they go— queens of England ! — queens of

England!" They were undoubtedly so in his eyes. His con-

versation was, like his graver, strong, racy, and graphic. His

general talent was great ; and upon all questions he thought
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the flow of the drupery-^so peculiar, that it becomes ahnost

harsh, but still so beautiful, so suggestive of deep and earnest

thought, that they have not been inappropriately called

poeni^s. On a previous occasion* we presented a biographical

sketch of this great man—this Crichton of art-and dwelt

such as representing the soldiers at the Crucifixion in the cos-

tume of the middle ages ; but his Christian pictures were sym-

bolical more than historical. Here is the picture of " The Pro-

digal Son." The artist has seized upon that part of the parable

which forms the turning point in the prodigal's history. He

THE PBODIOAL SON. —ATTEU .\LI'.EKT DUKEE.

somewhat critically on his various productions; we now

give another of his works, and it needs no comment. He was

prolific in sacred subjects—the story of the evangelists en-

kindled his enthusiasm—what they described he portrayed.

In some of these pieces he has been accused of anachronism,

* " Works of Eminent Masters," vol. i., p. ICl.

has descended the last step of degradation, and the child of

Abraham has lost all-his wealth and summer friends together

-and the Jew feeds swine, and fain would hU his belly T.ith

the husks that the swine do eat. The broad, rough outlme,

the grouping, the expression, the tone of the whole is worthy

of the high fame of the " evangelist of art."
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JEAN BAPTISTE HUET.

Thf. French are an amusmg people. They are also a tickle

people. One day they fancy a thing, and next week it ha.s

passed away like the baseless fabric of a vision, f^ing away

into the deep abyss of things forgotten, dead, perished. Look

back but one century in their history. An ancient and effete

monarchy is followed by an attempt at constitutional liberty,

Vol. I.

which is speedily succeeded by civil war and revolution, a

short triumph of anarchy, a sham republic, an empire, mo-

narchy once more, then an empire again for one hundred

days, again the old monarchy, which was finally

overthrown by a bastard kind of government, itself

falling unresistingly beneath the indignation of society,

and being succeeded by a republic, which, yielding

to fraud and perjury, ends in an empire once more.

In no other history can such a story be told of two

generations of men, though many still live who have

seen all we have outlined. A people who can submit

to or perpetrate such eccentricities, must be a people

lier se, sui ffeneris, different from the rest of the world,

and scarcely to be appreciated or judged by the same

standard we should apply to the inhabitants of any

other land.

In art and literature the French are as fickle as

in politics. They do not steadily pursue the study of

'their authors as they arise ; now enjoying the beauties

of one, and then of another ; luxuriating in the feeling

and beauty of one style to-day, and in the stem power

of a more masculine tone to-morrow. A Frenchman

who admires one author will not read any other

with pleasure ; and we know one learned man of law, who,

buried in his dry and musty octavos and quartos, never warms

Ids imagination or suns himself in the smiles of light litera-
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ture except in two books, the Confessions of Rousseau and

Faublas. Other authors he is content to know through a

book of elegant extracts. The nation is the same as the

individual. It can only patronise one school at a time. Thus

at one time all France is romantic, then classical, and then

poetical. It happened on a given day that J. J. Rousseau set

the whole nation into a phrenzy about nature, and everybody

determined to be natiu'al and admire nature. The Queen of

France put on a straw hat, and dressed like a milkmaid ; the

cottages where Louis XVI. played the good bai/li, and where

the other princes assumed characters equally suited to them,

.are still to be seen in the gardens of the Trianon.

Nobody spoke in those days of anything but gardens and

flowers. P. Lambert had just published his "Seasons," and

Delille prated about flower-beds in Alexandrines as long as

the alleys of his parks. The descriptive style became the

rage ; lyrics were greedily devoured
; people contrived to

read Gessner's " Pastorals," translated by the great Turgot

himself, under the pseudonym of Huber. This phrensied love

of nature, which in a few was sincere and real, was quite

factitious in others. It was during this particular era that

Jean Baptiste Huet made himself known.

He was not the son of an architect, as M. Brunn Neergaardt

tells us in the reprint of his speech delivered over the tomb of

Huet, l)ut of an armorial-bearing painter to the court, who
lodged in the Louvre ; and it was in the Louvre that Jean

Baptiste Huet was born, on the 15th of October, 1745. He
received his fii st lessons from Dagommer, who was a man of

talent, and whose drawings exhibited great taste. It is pro-

bably to his connexion with this artist that we owe his style

and peculiar subjects in painting. He also received advice

and assistance from Boucher and Leprince, so that he learnt

to paint the nude human figure, landscape, and several

other styles, all of which will be found mixed up with liis

favourite subject—animals, he being another Cuyp and Wou-
vermans in this particular.

The same difficulty meets us at the outset that we have

alluded to in connexion with so many artists. Nothing is

known of his early career, except a tradition that, like all

young men of his day, he was exceedingly attached to the

society of liidies, and was very learned in that code of polite-

ness which was the cloak and screen to the detestable vices of

the age. He retained this afl'able, courtly manner through-

out life ; and some of those who knew him are still left

to speak of that exquisite perception of what is due from

man to man, which belonged to some of the devotees of

the old regime, and which Huet never departed from. But

of his actual life we know nothing at all until the 29th of

Julv, 1769, the year of his reception at the Academy. His

reception picture was " A Family of Geese attacked by

Dogs." The sketch is said by those who have seen it to be

admirably eflective. The dogs have entered a poultry-yard,

where are congregated a whole flock of geese, protected from

their enemies by a frail barrier, through which they tlirust

their beaks, and utter the celebrated cry which saved the

Capitol. The flurry and alarm of the nest is admirably ren-

dered, with the scudding hither and thither of the little

goslings. This simple and eff'ective picture is one of the best

Huet ever painted ; in no other has he displayed so much life

.<ind energy, for in general he paints his animals in repose.

After his reception, Huet naturally enjoyed the right

of exhibiting his pictures at the Academy ; and he exercised

his privilege with great constancy, generally, but not always,

with success. As long as he confined himself to landscapes

and animals, he was warmly praised, in days when, Diderot

excepted, criticism on art was sober and cold. The remark
was often made, with some justice, that his pictures were too

clear, too brilliant, and his colouring rather too deep-toned to

be natural ; but his landscapes were allowed to be dashed off

de gout (a phrase much used by the Mercure style in those

days) ; his animals to be given with spirit and effect ; and his

heads to be painted with elevated expression ; while the whole

was harmonious, light, airy, and pleasing. Unfortunately,

Jean Baptiste Huet was not quite so simple—or rather was

too simple—to stick to that style which was peculiarly his own.
Having entered the Academy as an animal painter, he allowed

himself to be dazzled by the success and example of his great

fellow-associates, and, like them, he tried naked figures. It

was at the time when Vien, to whom we shall allude in our
life of David, began to suggest those reforms which were to be

carried so far. Inspired with mighty ideas, good Huet deter-

mined to paint "Hercules and Omphale," and wishing to

have the canvas commensurate with the dignity of the subject,

he painted his hero much larger than nature, in a perfect

state of nudity, by the side of a huge and rotund Cupid, to

typify the subject on which he was addressing the queen.

This attempt of the painter of " The Dog and Geese " was not

very fortunate. At the sight of these colossal limbs, thus

exposed to all Paris, the journalists were offended, the ladies

were scandalised, and the successor of Bachaumont wrote a

stinging page on the subject. Huet bowed his head, and
returned to his sheep.

Here he was at home. In drawings, water-colours, painting

in distemper, oil-paintings, whatever his style, he excelled in

doing full justice to the curly wool of the humble animal, to the

soft eyes of the lamb, to the solemn physiognomy of the old

ram. His sheep were living, bleating animals, and even Jacques
"Van der Does himself never did them more justice. It is

greatly to the credit of Huet that he gave way to the opinion

of the world, and confined himself resolutely to that depart-

ment for which he was suited by his genuine tastes and habits.

Too many men have striven to shine m branches for which
they were not qualified, and have in general contrived to spoil

themselves in even the one for which they were intended.

Many a good artisan has been spoilt, it is said, in the endea-

vour to produce an artist ; but many a good artist in a par-

ticular field has been ruined in the bold attempt to be universal.

But Huet having studied Rabelais' proverb, which tells us

t\i2it ^^ 11 faitt revenir li ses moutons," hac&rviQ celebrated, and
was highly successful. If his pictures were a little imaginary

in tone and deep in colouring, his drawings—the number of

these was prodigious, chiefly on coloured paper—were perfect,

perfectly charming indeed from the extreme correctness, the

detailed minuteness of the thing represented ; and then from
the grace of the pencilling, and the admirable and successful

mode adopted by him of using white, which was always
brought in apropos—here under the humid eyes of a sheep,

there on the nose of a goat, or on his white paw, or upon the

creases of the horns, or the white wool. In this, like Demarne,
the power of Huet was universal when animals were con-

cerned. He was as successful with the beasts that roam
through the meadow and pasture land, as with the cackling

geese and crowing cock of the farm-yard, and equally so with

the wild and savage inhabitants of a menagerie. Above all he

drew them admirably. His drawings, even by experienced

amateurs, have been mistaken for those of Gericault, when he
pauited the roaring lions of the Jardin des Plantes, in Paris

—

so admirably did he portray their character, masculine fury,

and majestic air. Huet, like Karel Dujardui, had a peculiar

affection for the humble and ill-used ass. He was equally suc-

cessful in painting this tribe, as he was in rendering the woolly

flock. They lived, moved, and breathed, as it were, on the

canvas. In fact, it is said that, in a picture exhibited in 177.5,

" The Holy Family and the Shepherds," the superiority of the

animals to the human figure was so marked that the critics

smiled. And well they might, when there was really justice

in saying that the importance given to the animals threw the

Holy Family into the shade. The more admirable his animals

in this picture, the more he was blamed. He was even
accused of having given to an ass a wise exprcEsion of

countenance truly ludicrous. For a painter to have wit is

one thing— it is another to lend a portion of that attribute to a

donkey.

But despite errors and omissions, Huet took his rank among
the most celebrated artists of the day. His expressive copper-

plates, full of taste and picturesqueness, pretty engravings taken

from his animals, his landscapes, and his pencillings, executed

by Demai'teau infac- simile, made him popular all over France.
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At the Revolution of 17H0, Huet was captain of the milice

biiurrjcoise (now the national guard) of Sevres. The proof of

this fact is found in the body of a document emanatijig from

the President of the National Assembly, and signed Le
Chapelier and Duke de ViUequier, under the date of the

12th August.

The French Revolution, with all its errors and its crimes,

natural and inevitable result of long ages of misgovernment,

of ignorance, and infidelity, itself a natural result of blind

Romanism and open vice in the priesthood— gave birth to

deeds of heroic and Roman virtue. The mass of those who
fought on the frontiers, of those who enrolled themselves to

go and fight their enemies without thought of pay, were

actuated by the purest ideas of patriotism. They hoped for

better things from the Revolution, and they were not deceived
;

they saw a glimpse of liberty, and they went forth to combat

for that liberty. Apart from the fearful contest between a worn-

out oligarchy and a fierce and untamed democracy, bursting

from abject Roman slavery into the caldron of liberty that

seethed and boiled around them, until it had swallowed up those

who had lit the fire, the aspect of France was really heroic.

Fourteen armies sprang from the ranks of the peasantry and

artisans to go and combat the trained bands of the despoti.sras of

Europe. Huet, married to a Mademoiselle Chevalier, had three

sons, all of whom he had brought up in the sentiments and
feelings of the hour. He had educated them as artists and
citizens. In 1792, at the time when Prussia and Austria

invaded the frontiers of France, when one long and tremen-

dous cry went forth, "The country is in danger !" the three

sons of Huet desired to enlist in the Seine-et-Oise battalion

which was being formed at Sevres. But educated in ideas of

obedience, of respect, accustomed to do nothing without the

consent of their father, they scarcely dared to communicate
their idea to him for fear of displeasing him. Bold before the

idea of battle, they hesitated and trembled at the bare thought

of avowing their glorious desire to their father. They ranged

themselves in a line at last, the eldest at their head, and

away they went to their father's workshop, a place they

generally visited only during his absence. After some hesi-

tation, the eldest son explained, that he and his brothers,

having learnt the dangers of their country, had made up
their minds to engage in a battalion of republican volunteers.

"My children," said Huet, embracing them, "I am de-

lighted to find that this idea has come spontaneously from

you, and that I have only to approve it."

" \\*e will then at once go and enrol ourselves," replied the

delighted eldest son.

" Go, my sons, and the blessinj,s of your old father go with

you."

They went and joined the regiment, and all three did credit

to their name. They fought at Jeramapes ; and one of them, the

youngest, Jean Baptiste, who afterwards was an engraver, and

who still lives, had his arm broken. As he had distinguished

himself very much in a most terrible skirmish, in which many
ofiicers had perished, he was proposed as captain. But his

two brothers served in the same regiment as himself, and he
refused to be a captain when his eldest brother was but a

lieutenant.

Jean Baptiste Huet, the father, painted much in water-

colours and in distemper. This habit arose, probably, from his

being employed to design for manufactories. 'Si. Overkampf,

being director of the manufactory of Jouy, was continually

pressing him for cotton-print designs. Those who have tra-

velled much on the continent, and put up in little inns in

France, Belgium, and Germany—places where you obtain as

good entertainment as in Russia and Turkey— have probably

remarked dining-rooms covered with tinted paper, represent-

ing a particular subject, and bed-rooms with curtains of cloth

of Jouy. Estelle and Nemorin, with their shepherd's crook tied

by ribbons ; the story of Tom Thumb ; and the popular legend

of Gene^ieve of Brabant, were the ordinary subjects of these

humble domestic tapestries. Divided into marked and touch-

ing episodes, these naives liiMoires are repeated all round the

alcove, alternating with symbolical ornaments. Sometimes

two ill-sewn breadths bring the end of the story before the

beginning ; and the traveller must often, in the morning,

while debating with himself the relative merits of early rising

and sloth, have been amused by the sight of these popular

decorations. Under the Directory and the Empire, the cloths

ofJouy became mythological. Greek and Roman early history,

metamorphosed, took the place of fairy tales, romances, and

legends. The shepherds of Theocrites were substituted for

those of Florian. "What gods and goddesses, what fawns and

satyrs, what heroes and fair beauties, have we not seen on

the walls of French, Swiss, and Italian inns! The Swiss even

beat the others in their crude and often somewhat coarse

simplicity. It was about this time that Jean Baptiste Huet

sketched and composed those drawings, which, printed on the

cottons of M. Overkampf, rejoiced tlie grandmothers of the

present continental generation, and which still amuse the

traveller who takes up his quarters for one night at St. Flour.

There are extant, from the hand of Jean Baptiste Huet, pen-

.and-ink sketches of great power, evidently intended for Jouy ;

these drawings, something between the styles of Gerard and

Prud'hon, represent the adventures of Psyche', in little pictures

separated by emblems, flowers, and garlands.

Huet has often been reproached with the extreme incon-

sistency of his painting, which, in fact, wants solidity and

depth. This arises from the fact that he painted so much

in water-colours and distemper. To quote an instance.

" The Wolf pierced by a Lance," which he exhibited in the

salon of 1771, was painted by this process, like a theatrical

scene, so that the owner of the picture very nearly destroyed

it by trying to unvarnish it. Luckily, he was warned in time

by one of the sons of the painter. This wolf, which is the

size of life, with a background of landscape, and a foreground

of large plants, is one of the most important works of Iluet.

But as he could not very well have a live wolf in his studio,

he suspended the dead body of one of these animals by cords,

and inspired himself in presence of his inflamed and yawn-

ing mouth and fierce sparkling eyes. It is precisely this

head which is the most successful part of the picture, both in

touch and expression. The skin, too, is boldly rendered, and

the variegated and spotted effects, the hair lying down or

standing on end, are all faithfully depicted. The whole body

of the wolf betrays somewhat of the awkward hanging position

in which the wolf was placed in the atelier. The critics of

the hour judged the execution of Huet from this piece,

and, therefore, did not do him justice, as they did not appear

to remark that it had the necessary defects of distemper and

water-colours, and was not p.ainted in oil. To form an idea

of Huet's manner in this style of painting, the amateur must

see "The Two Sheep," in the possession of M. Langlois,

bookseller and publisher in Paris. It is the finest production

of the master ; and we use the word "master " in its highest

acceptation. It is very rare for painters to represent animals

the size of nature. Roos and Paul Potter have done it several

times, and not with any great propriety. This is a matter on

which there has been a great deal of discussion, but the argu-

ments are rather against the system, in our opinion, than in

favour of it. It appears to be a received opinion, that such

an act is artistic heresy, and is justified neither by the attempt

to produce illusion—which is not the object of high art—nor

by the position of these animals in the creation. A small picture

on the usual easel produces quite as much effect as a vast

canvas, with this advantage, that we are awakened to the

recollection of the pleasing harmonies of nature and its many

charms, without being compelled to be too exacting in our

imitation of the reality. Our good old Huet, then, was wrong

to take a six-foot canvas to paint a ram and lamb ; but, on

the other hand, he has thro^^m into the subject all his energy

and talent, all his brilliant colours, his most delicate touch.

He executed this picture after nature in the Jardin des Plantes,

in the year of the Republic VIII. (1801). The ram is magnifi-

cent ; it breathes, it stands before us, as it were, alive ; the

lamb, lying down in the foreground, projects ita head as it were

from the canvas—as the French poet has it—
" Et d'un air indolent rumine sa pature."
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A knotty and gnarled trunk, a tall thistle, some mallow

leaves on the left ; on the right, a strawberry bush and

willows, complete this charming composition, where the

accessories, though rendered with power and accuracy, still

allow the sheep and their soft wool to hold the most prominent

position ; the whole warmed by a golden ray of sunshine.

This is, beyond all doubt, the masterpiece of Jean Baptiste

Huet ; and we were about to say, " Who will credit it?" when

we recollected that anything may be said of favour-appointed

directors of art. Nicolas Huet, painter of the Museum of

Natural History, knowing that there was no work of liis father

in the Louvre, ill that palace where he was born, offered this

picture to M. de I'orbin, then at the head of affairs, for

nothing. He never received any reply. How often has it

been matter of deep regret that no real discriminating and

genuine artist should ever, except on rare occasions, be

appointed to such posts.

We have already alluded to the name of I'rud'hon, and we

self to be ruined by the extravagance of his wife, and was

compelled to sell his property and retire to an humble lodging,

Rue HautefeuUle, No. i:i. There he died, on the 'JTth of

August, 1811.

The sons of Huet, we have said, were all three artists. The

eldest son, who took the name of Villiers Huet, was a very

able miniature painter. He even successfully contended with

Isabey ; but this latter having a name and connexion, Huet

came over to England. In this country Huet—Villiers Huet,

the republican volunteer of 1789 and 1793—was, strange to

say, the delight of the court and aristocracy. He published

in London, at Ackerman's, in 1806, some landscapes and

animals, under the title of " Rudiments of Trees, Rudiments

of Cattle, dra^vn and engraved by Villiers Huet." Miniature,

it will be seen, did not prevent him from being, like his father,

a landscape-painter and engraver. The second son of Huet

—

Nicolas, born in 1770—was appointed painter to the Museum
of Nattiral History in the month of October, 1801. He there

A LANDSCAPE "WITH FIOVEES OF ANIMALS.— PKOM A PAINTING BY JEAN BAPTISTF, HUET.

may add that he was not without his influence on Jean

Baptiste Huet, whose intimate friend he was. He often visited

him at Villiers-sur-Orge, where he had a pretty country-

house and considerable property. Often, during tlie warm

summer season, Mademoiselle JIayer came and passed whole

months at Huet's ; and Prud'hon, who had always brushes or

pencils in his hand, never failed to leave behind him some of

those admirable sketches on blue paper, which were the

offspring of the leisure hours of his genius. The little circle

of friends collected at Villiers was composed of artists and a

few persons of rank and celebrity ; the President Eymard ; the

architect Demarteau, nephew of the celebrated engraver in

imitation of pencil-drawings ; M. Legrand, an ingenious and

clever engraver, who could also write the letter-press to accom-

pany his plates ; the brothers Constantin, painters and pictui-e-

dealers ; M. Prevost, and M. Florent Prevost, chief of the

zoological department of the Museum of Natural History, to

whom we owe the recollection of these happy days. Married

a second time to Mademoiselle Vavacant, Huet suffered him-

produced, with exquisite and unrivalled finish, two hundred

and forty-six paintings of mammalia, birds, insects, reptiles,

Crustacea, mollusca, and zoophytes. Whole days might well

be passed following with the eye the infinite delicacy of these

learned pictures, where the genius of the artist is dis-

played with a faithful power of depiction, equal to that of a

Chinese tailor. The admirable, the "adorable" finish, as

Creplin says, with which are reproduced, for the delight of

the naturalist, those birds with their rich plumage of green,

and orange, and citron, indigo, and carmine ; those insects

which dwell in flowers, and show now burnished gold, now
polished steel on emerald ground, now azure tones on a golden

ground ; those dazzling beetles with their metallic green backs,

coppery edges, and burnished steel spots ; and those warm
and luminous flies, which the savages of certain lands attach

to their moccassins to light them at night, are all equally well

depicted.

We often wonder at the exquisite fineness of the brush,

which can succeed in conveying to the eye such microscopic
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details, which can let you see the antenna, whether jagged or

square, and which can enter into the minutiae of the smallest

insect with a truth-like power which belongs to genius alone.

It is a truth worth noting, that on the continent, since the

ays when Gaston d'Orlcaiis first thought of having a painter

ill ordinary (Robert) for the llnest flowers and the most curious

plants of his garden at lilois, this kind of painting has reached

its last perfection ; thanks to the Uedoutcs, the Marechals, the

Huets, and the Spaendoncks.

The third son of Huet—Jean Baptiste, the one who had his

arm broken on the field of battle—was nevertheless an artist.

He engraved with his left hand plates of animals, after his

father, in a heavy, sleepy, and unsuccessful manner. A gallant

man, a brave soldier, a good son, an affectionate brother, he

was an inferior artist.

To return to Huet the father. He has left a name in the

history of art, and he has richly deserved a place among the

artists of the French school, of whom we shall speak more

which may be seen near towns, that familiar kind of landscape
which awoke the muse of Delille and Thompson. He even
invades the province of Berquin, from whom he appears to

have taken his little farmers and tlioir pretty mother, and
many other scenes of that well-known children's friend.

Huet began with Boucher and I.cprince ; he finished with
David and I'rud'hon. But at both tlie beginning and end of

his career he always preserved a certain physiognomy, and
the connoisseur, fur off as his picture may be, will always cry,
" That is a Huet."

Certain artists should certainly illustrate certain poets. Huet
would not convey to the mind the grander conceptions of Milton
or Shakspcare, but he would admirably render many scenes
in Spenser, Crabbe, or Keats. How he would have illustrated

such a scene as this :
—

" Here are sweet peas, on tiptoe for a flight ;

With wings of gentle tlusli o'er delicate white,

And taper fingers, catching at all thing.s,

^\ > i»^ fY^'^.^ )iO*.
t- '»«

^^'^i?

THE MILKWOMAX.—FROM A P.AINTINO BY .lE.iN llAPTISTF. HUET.

fully in our life of David. Huet has been reproached with
too much memory ; but when even he did recollect the ideas

of others, he contrived to invest them with his own particular

style. Sometimes he steals a horse from Wouvermans ; some-
times he goes back to Van der Does and Karel Dujardin,

without forgetting Demarne. Huet followed, too, all the

variations of Parisian life ; he reflected all the ideas of his

time. Though a townsman, he loved nature ; he painted it

in picturesque disorder, with its somewhat familiar phases

most prominent ; old bridges, stiles, gates, farm-yards—all

these are freely scattered through his pictures. His shep-

herdesses have a little too much of the antique profile, and

look as if they sprang from an idyl of Theocritus, and were

called Amyntas or Palemon by name. With the exception of

these somewhat classic figures, which we are surprised to find

in a stable beside a milch-cow, his works are impregnated

with the spirit of nature—not with the grand and sublime

poetry of the vast scenery of the world—not that nature which
inspired Ruysdael—but that soft, living, sweet, poetic nature

To bind them all about with tiny rings.

Linger awhile upon some bending planks

That lean against a streamlet's rushy banks.

And watch intently nat>n-c's gentle doings

:

They will be found softer than ringdove's cooings.

How silent comes the water round that bend !

Not the minutest whisper docs it send

To the o'erhanging sallows : blades of grass

Slowly across the chcqucr'd shadows pass.

Why, you might read two sonnets, ere they reach

To where the hurrpng freshnesses aye preach

A natural sermon o'er their pebbly beds ;

Where swarms of minnows show their little heads

Staying their wavy })odics 'gainst the streams,

To taste the luxury of sunny beams

Temper'd with coolness. How they ever wrestle

With their own sweet delight, and ever nestle

Their fiber bellies on the petildy sand !

If you but scantily hold out the hand.

That very instant not one will remain ;
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But turn your eye, and they are there again.

The ripples seem right glad to reach those cresses,

And cool themselves among the emerald tresses
;

The while they cool themselves, tliey freshness give,

And moisture, that the bowery green may live

:

So keeping up an interchange of favours,

Like good men in the truth of their behaviours.

Sometimes goldfinches one by one will drop

From low-hung branches : little space they stop
;

But sip and twitter, and their feathers sleek
;

Then oft' at once, as in a wanton freak :

Or, perhaps, to show their black and golden wings.

Pausing upon their yellow Hutterings.

Were I in such a place, I sure should pray

That naught less sweet might call my thoughts away,

Than the soft rustle of a maiden's gown
Fanning away the dandelion's down

;

Than the light music of her nimble toes

Patting against the sorrel as slie goes.

How she would start, and blush, thus to be caught

Playing in all her innocence of thought."

Here Huet would have been at home. We may judge this

from those we have given. Examine the little opening scene

(p. 277), the girl, the boy, the dog, and the sheep in the back-

ground, and then the milk-woman. This is an admirable

production. The cow is of itself a picture. The quiet

re.signed physiognomy of the animal is truly and appro-

priately rendered, while the woman, the child rubbing. its eye,

the boy holding out his jar for milk, are all real, and seem to

start from the canvas. E.xamine every detail of tlie scene,

and the sharp, observant character of the man will be seen.

The disorder is genuine, not studied ; the position and look of

the dog admirable ; the cock, what our American brethren

would call a genuine rooster. The overhanging tree is finished

with great care. The colouring of the original pic'ure is some-

what too brilliant, but it is not carried to an oifensive e.xtent.

The shepherd keeping the Hock is superior as a picture.

The cattle to the left, the cow and the sheep, both are painted

with all the vigour of outline and correctness of colour which
Huet always gave to this part of the brute creation. The boy
leaning over the cow to speak to the woman who is seated on
the ground, is a careless effect of genius quite poetical. The
dog, which appears to be watching the birds of the air, is aii

excellent feature in the landscape, which, whether we examine
the finish of the trees and foliage, the truthful representation

of the donkey, or the elaborate foreground, is extreme in its

excellence. It is one of his later pictures, bearing date ISOO.
" The Landscape with figures of Animals" (p. 27G) is remark-
able from the peculiar effect of the cattle, one of which, stand-

ing on the siunrait of a rock, gazes with solemn attention at

the scene below. It is admirable both in finish and detail.

Huet was very laborious, and his drawings were at one
time easily found. They are now rare, though not expensive.

The following is the list of his pictures, all displayed at the

exhibition.

17G9.—" Dogs attacking Geese," " A Caravan," " A Fo.x

in a Fowl-house," " Kare Birds," " A common Oven at

Marly," " A Milk-woman," two paintings of " Fhiwers in

Vases," " A Moonlight," " A Little Dog," " Scene with
Animals," "A Partridge," "Lion Hunting," "'An Angel
announcing the Coming of the Saviour ;" several drawings

and sketches.

1771.—" A Wolf stabbed by a Spear," " A Hunter's Halt,"
" The Farmer's Wife," two " Scenes, " " A Caravan,"
several drawings.

1773.—" A Vase of Flowers," "Flowers and Fruits" (eight

inches by five), " Europe," " Asia," " The Farm," " Soli-

tude," " Fidelity tearing off the Bandage from Love's Eyes,"
" Morning," " Midday," " Afternoon," " Evening."
1775.—"The Holy Family with the Shepherds," "A Farm

Yard," "Morning," "Midday," " Fishing," " The Farmer's
Wife," " The Market," " The Return from Market" (p. 280),
" Rest," " Solitude."

1"77-—" A Market," " Morning," " Evening" (four inches
high, two {ept eight ijiche.s long), " I,andscape, with figures

and animals," " Pastoral," " Pastoral Trophy," " Portrait of

a Lady and her Daughter," " A Woman feeding I'owl.s," &e.

1779.— " Hercules and Queen Omphale" (ten feet by eight).

1781.— " A Lady and her Son," " Landscape, with figures

and animals."

1785.—Some landscapes.

1787.—" Figures and Animals," " A Woman and Child

playing with a Dog," " The Pond of llonce," " Walls and

Fort of the ancient city of MoUe," " Market for Animals,"
" Birth of the Messiah," " Pastoral Scene."

ISOO.—" Two Sheep," " Washerwomen at a Pond," " An
Oven at Eougival," " A Shepherd keeping his Flock."

1801.—" Two young Bulls in a Stable," " A Cow and two

Calves," " A Cow and Calf," " A Donkey with Sacks."

1802.—" A Lion, Lioness and Young."

Huet was a very successful engraver, and it is -chiefly by

his engravings that he is known in this country, where few of

his pictures have penetrated, as far as wc have been able to

learn.

A RECOVERED ORIGINAL PICTURE BY
MICHAEL ANGELO.

In (October, 1844, Vincent Botti, a painter and restorer of old

oil-paintings at Florence, purchased of a broker of that town

a picture, which had been daubed over by some unskilled

hand in a most unjustifiable manner, for the purpose of veiling

the nudity of the figure. The experienced restorer quickly

apprehended that here, as in other cases, a masterpiece might

be concealed behind this coarse daubing. Following out this

idea, he proceeded with great care to free the picture from all

incongruous touches ; and, before long, he had the gratification

of seeing a female figure of wondious beauty, which he im-

mediately recognised as one of the finest of Michael Angelo's

creations, coming out, in all its pristine freshness, from beneath

the covering which had so injudiciously been thrown over it.

The picture consists of a single figure, half the size of life,

and represents the Goddess of Fortune sitting, with extended

wings, upon a wheel, naked to the middle, the lower part of

the figure being wrapped in the folds of a rose-coloured

drapery. She rolls onward, her countenance expressive of

unconcern and perfect ease. Her head inclines slightly

towards the right shoulder ; she stretches out her arms, and

her hands scatter on the right a sceptre, crown, and laurel-

wreath, on the left thorns and arrow-heads. The front of the

goddess is surrounded by a bright radiance, which gradually

deepens into black. It is said that Michael Angclo zealously

studied D.ante's poems, and more than one of his works

embody thoughts of the celebrated singer : it was this fact

which procured him the title of the Dante among the painters.

The figiue of Fortune is the expression of some lines in the

seventh canto of the " Inferno," where it is said :

—

" And she it is, on whose devoted head

Are heaped such vile reproach and calumny

By those whose praise she rather merited.

But she is blest, and hears not what they say
;

With other primal beings, joyously

She rolls her sphere, exulting on her way."

And truly the head, which is of enchanting beauty, is

expressi\e of the most blissful ease and equanimity with

which she looks down upon human things, evil as well as

good. In all Michael Angelo's pictures it is manifest that the

hand of a sculptor guides the brush. In the creations of this

master-spirit, you feel the power of genius, and recognise a

deep knowledge of the laws of anatomy ; but in the figure of

Fortune the painter has, with far-seeing delicacy, modified
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his usual superabundance of strength, in order to preserve the

delicate form becoming the young and graceful goddess.

In order to establish the authenticity of this discovery, it

was necessary to have recourse to strict and careful com-

parison. "The Holy Family," by the same master, which is

to be found in the gallery of Florence, and the genuineness of

which is not questioned, afforded an opportunity. This com-

parison has resulted decidedly in favour of Signor Botti's

discovery, a systematic and conscientious examination having

shown that both these pictures are painted on boards of the

same wood, prepared by the same process -that is, covered

with a thin coating of white, and painted in water-colours,

over which is laid a coat of oil, known by the name of oil of

Albezzo, which fixes the colours, and imparts to the figure

what we call me:za tempera. Lastly, the whole is washed

over willi a varnish, which gives it the appearance of an oil-

painting. The wings of "Fortune" evidently show that the

newly-discovered picture is painted by the process just de-

scribed. Jloreover, the same connoisseurs and artists have
unanimously recognised an entire similarity of treatment in

the "Fortune" and "The Holy Family;" for both these

pictures, painted by the same process, exhibit the same treat-

ment of light and shadow, the same colouring and disposition

of the draperies, and, what is still more interesting, the same
purity and perfection of drawing.

After the authenticity of the picture had thus been esta-

blished, the discoverer publicly exhibited it in the Bartolomei

Palace, at Florence. We understand that Signor Botti intends

to make a tour, with his fortunate discovery, through the

principal towns of Europe, first \-isiting Paris.

CORNELIUS BEGA.
Ofhi readers already know Adrian Van Ostade. Cornelius Bcga

is a corrected edition of that artist ; but there are many who
prefer the original with all his errors. A profoundly original

artist, reaching the domain of art by a purely individual road,

never fails to make proselytes. Those masters who have imi-

tated no one are always those who are most imitated themselves.

Adrian Van Ostade had a school which gave to the world

many charming painters : his o^ti brother Isaac first, then Cor-

nelius Dusart, Antony Qoebauw, Michel de Musscher, and Cor-

nelius Bega. Bega and Dusart were those who were best able

to seize the artist's manner, and to reproduce his, ideas most

faithfully ; but Bega, a more disguised imitator than Dusart,

brought to his work a w-it, an elegance, and a correctness,

which were exceedingly remarkable. If we examine the

pictures and engravings of Bega, without knowing the ground

he works upon, we may well expect our readers to be sur-

prised when we speak of elegance with regard to those

peasants, cut, as it were, out of a log with a scythe—those

illuminated clowns, humpbacked, short and fat, who, being

out of all true human proportions, form a nation of cari-

catures. And yet, if we place Bega by the side of Van
Ostade, we recognise that the latter has approached the truth

and sublimity of ugliness, that he has taken his people

seriously and has illustrated them seriously ; while the former,

less devoted to the worship of deformity, has loved to cirilise

his models, and has given them a coarse delicacy which is not

in the master, and which is not either foimd in nature.

This excepted, Bega is a good painter, an excellent engraver,

and altogether an agreeable artist, much sought after by

amateurs, and well worthy a place in our gallery of distin-

guished painters, in the same way that he ha.s figured in all

the most celebrated cabinets of Europe, beside, or rather a

little below, Van Ostade. Unfortunately we know little about

him, .and in fact scarcely anything at all, save the history of

his death which, say some biographers, is a glorious leaf in

his biographical sketch. Tlie date of his birth is supposed

to be 1620. Ilis mother. Maria Cornelisz, was daughter to

the painter Cornelius Cornelisz, so well known under the

name of Cornelius Van Harlem ; his father was a sculptor in

wood, and was called Begyn ; but young Cornelius, being as

dissipated as he was clever, was driven from the paternal

home, and took the name of Bega instead of Begyn, determined

not to bear the name of a parent who thus treated him, and

desirous of making his own illustrious. Thus speaks the

illustrious Houbraken. Deschamps, on the contrary, says

that Bega changed his name to oblige his father, and that he

really did oblige him by so doing. It would have been better

to have changed his conduct, says the solemn writer.

However this may be, Cornelius Bega, no longer Begyn,

was received into the atelier of Van Ostade, and felt the

influence of this master, just as he would have felt the

influence of any other. He was of a timid, supple, and easily-

managed character. His two passions, woman and art, utterly

absorbed him. In gallantry he was wildly reckless ; in paint-

ing he was always led away by ambition. That oui- readers

may at once understand his character, we niay as well relate

the circumstances of his death. In IGfif, a woman ho passion-

ately loved was attacked with the plague. The painter, despite

all warnings, went to see his mistress, and nursed her with

the utmost cave. When her last moment was announced to

be at hand, he came to press on her forehead one last kiss of

affection. But now the doctors and the mother of the young
artist kept him by force away from the bed. Bega, unable to

approach her, took a long stick, one end of which he gave to

his mistress ; she kissed it three times with her dying lips,

and he, on the other hand, in his wild despair, sent his three

mad kisses in the same way. Houbraken, who gives all these

details, adds that Bega, under the iniiuence of such an adieu,

and overwhelmed by the grief he experienced, was himself

attacked by the plague, and died a few days after, in the same
year, 1G61, aged only forty-four years.

Bi the workshop of Cornelius Bega we shall find all the

models of Van Ostade ; but his peasants are less grossly

vulgar, and more jolly, than those of the master. They have
the kind of free and easy manner, in which the serious good
humour of Van Ostade is replaced by an air of drunken
joviality and independence. The women even have a way
of walking and standing which makes possible beings of them,

beings in human form, not squat and heavy Esquimaux
rolling in fat and blubber. Perhaps, too, they appear a little

less gross by the contrast they present with the rustics, who
are still stumpy and ugly, despite all the intentions of the

artist, and the refinement he tries to adorn them with. The
hands of the women of Ostade are like mallets : in the pictures

of Bega the women have hands somewhat human in shape,

their profile is not so heavy, and their general outline is easy to

distinguish, even under their heavy. Happing clothes.

The power of art is great indeed. We may say that the

models ol Bega are ignoble, like those of Van Ostade ; that

the study of ugliness brings forth disgusting results, and

nothing more ; that there is nothing elevating in the sight of

tap-rooms, where drunken clodhoppers clutch their glasses

» ith one hand, and chuck the fat dame of the house under

the chin with the other. We know that all this is neither

edifying nor graceful. And yet, because the Dutch master

has succeeded in combining the two elements of art, eliiaro-

scurn and touch, because he has found an expression in the

grimace of his drinkers, because he has caught it and rendered

it with great feeling, he has succeeded in pleasing amateurs,

and his earned the privilege of charming mankind, as long as

there shall be men fond of truth in iirt, that is to say, partial

to that happy mi.xture of falsehood which art allows to be

affixed to the true in nature to produce the ideal.

A very great man in his day, but one utterly forgotten

now, once stood before a Bega, and a Bega representing a

collection of peasants and their women in a pot-house.

"Would it be possible to cajole such matrons : to make that

delicate, poetical, ideal thing called love, glide into the cars of

such female Inlands (beggars of the Lesage school, who take

without asking), to read it in their bleared eyes, to have it
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spoken by thbse mouths split from ear to car? I caimot

believe it." "Doubtless," replied the owner of the Bega
;

" but if these paintings had no truth, no value ;
if the extreme

vulgarity of the subject were not elevated by the dignity

natural to everything human ; if some of the effects of the

mere art were not beautiful, it would be difficult to under-

rose-tinted room, with a hot-house atmosphere of exotics, and

odours from the sweet south. Such language was, of course,

natural to them. The spectacle of men and women drinking

in a pot-house is not ennobling or brilliant ; but it was not

to the drinking only that they alluded. It is time that these

degrading views of human nature should be exploded. The

RETURN FROM MARKET.—PROM X FAINTING BY JEAK UAPTISTE HtlET.

Stand how for two centuries the choicest amateurs have

admired such works, and introduced them in the galleries of

Choiseul and La Valliure, in those of the Prince of Conti and

the Prince of Hesse."

The speakers were French noblemen—gentlemen who un-

derstood only love in a boudoir with satin curtains, in a

kid-gloved diplomatist saw before him men and women who

were sufficiently debased and immoral to be poor, to be coarse

from exposure and hard work, to want that delicacy of outline

which hot-house rearing gives ; and therefore they could not

love. If the passions and feelings of the ex-ambassador, and

those of the poor clodhopper, could have been analysed, we
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have littk' hesitation in anticipating the result. The lower

orders, the working millions, are capable of pure affection, of

devoted love—aye, and of devotion and affection and love for

those whose beauty has faded, who liave been rendered ugly

by toil and suffering—even to a higher extent than any other

class, their homes being all they have. It is the drunken
poor only who ill-use their mates. In every country in the

world where Christianity and civilisation have penetrated, the

" D'un pinceau dclicat rartiiice afcTiUibJc,

Uu plus alfrcux objet fait un objct aimablc."

Cornelius liega precisely possessed that delicacy of touch, that
" agreeable artifice," which enabled him to make up for the
triviality of the subjects he had studied witli Van Ostade by
the power of his talent. Bega possessed, as we have already
said, two qualities essential to a great master—c/ii«/t«ck»o and
touch; and he used them ably to render his thoughts, or

DANCE AT AN IXM.—FROM A PAINTINO BY BEGA.

industrious and sober poor are some of the best of its citizens.

A man may be ugly as sin, poor, WTetched, ignorant, and yet

feel and inspire pure and delicate affection ; a man may wear

kid gloves, and be as gay ss a peacock, and have no feeling

deeper than words. When men sneer and contemn the poor
and ill-favoured, be sure that the Bible is not in their library.

To return to Bega, Boileau, whom the French place very

high as a critic, and who, though not the genius they consider

him, was yet a very clever man, says, speaking of Dutch art

—

rather his feelings and sentiment, which were very acute. He
understood thoroughly the effect of a composition ; he knew

well the effect of light and shade, and their due proportion,

and the repose required in a painting and an engraving. He
knew how to bring out hU little personages upon simple

backgrounds, to detach them from each other, less by the

essential differences of tones than by the play of light and

chiaroscurn. A figtire treated in demi-tint, or cast frankly in

the shade, supports the figure that is lighted up so brightly

—
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a kind of link between the diiferent parts. The art of

lighting lip a picture was the distinctive talent of Cornelius

Bcga. We have seen " Interiors " of this master rival, in

harmony and brilliance of effect, the finest works of Adrian ;

and ive may particularly quote those which figure at Amster-
dam, in the celebrated collections of Smeth and Van Leyden,
as well as those which were scattered by the Lapcrriere sale

in 1817. In general, Bega is very sober in details, unless he

undertakes to paint the studio of an alchemist ; for then the

subject allows a great quantity of utensils, of Bohemian
glasses, of Leyden bottles, of furnaces, of stills of various

dimensions, vases in every shape, vials of all colours ; all,

in fact, that we suppose would be found in the laboratory of a

learned man seeking the philosophical stone, without reckon-

ing papers covered by equations and cabalistic figures,

(-'ornelius Bega, however, even in his " Alchemists," has

never failed in harmony, that is to say, in producing a har-

monious whole, making the smaller lights give way to the

larger, bringing in here a bit and there a bit, and strengthen-

ing the whole by bold floods of shadow. •

AVe must allow that in touch Bega is inferior to his master.

Sometimes his painting is dry and hollow; one would fancy

it was unfinished ; but if it has not the soft firmness, the

roundness of Ostade, it is still pleasing and agreeable. His
picture in the Louvre is not one of his best. His " Dance at

an Inn " at Dresden is full of spirit and power, redolent of

truth, rich in caricatures, but badly executed in comparison

with others.

Look at that fiddler in the engraving (p. '2Sl), at his mouth
and moustache, at that mysterious head poked in at the door

above; observe the heavy-nosed Dutchman, with an arm
round an old woman's neck, and that other " greasy citizen

"

with his arm round that fat wench's neck ; mark the pair who
are dancing, the man with his old cap in hand, and a ludi-

crous attempt at grace ; examine the countenance of that sot,

who can hardly draw his pot from his mouth to grin a horrid

grin at the dancers. Then look up at the roof, see how pointed

are the details, how exquisite the contrast of light and shade.

Everything combines to make it a gem of Dutch art in its

peculiar way. It is also a sketch of manners in an age when
physical and animal enjoyment appeared all men had to

live for.

Bega has been much more finished in style, when he has

attempted ])ictures of a nobler style, conceived in the ideas of

a Mie'ris and a iletzu. The catalogue of the famous TouUain

sale, drawn up by Lebrun in 1780, says, speaking of a Bega

;

" The interior of a chamber, in which is seen a young woman
standing up and singing before a music-book placed on a

table. A man is accompanying her with the violin." This

picture is of a very superior order to any of the others from

the studio of Bega, and is painted with more care and finish

than usual.

But it was as an engraver that Cornelius displayed his genius.

He was a real artist with the steel-point. The vigorous com-

mand o( c/iuiroscuro, the art of bringing up the composition, of

detaching each figure, the keen comic humour of his mind,

all are visible and admirably rendered. His personages, mali-

ciously ugly, sly-looking, are lighted up with Rembrandt-like

vigour. White paper, which should always play a part in

line-engraving, is made prominent use of by him. Fine proofs

of Bega are therefore remarkable for a careful economy of

labour. Some are naive and simple, such as the " Wife and

her Husband." In those miserable huts where lived the

laborious poor—industrious, frugal, and clean—there is light

enough. Bega gives them plenty of sun ; that luxury of

the poor. The Dutchman loves the great luminary. These

engravings are as happy as they are bold.

Bega belongs truly to the class of great artists.

KAREL DUJARDIN.
Of Di'.iAiiiiix's life and character, of his strange marriage, and

his sudden death at Venice, we have already spoken (p. 261).

But there is much still to be said of his genius and charac-

teristics as an artist.

Far less elaborate than many of his contemporaries, Karel

was above all picturesque, that is to say, he knew how to

transfer his subject to the canvas in an effective and pleasing

m:uiner, not merely slavishly copying nature, but interpreting

her mysteries. >He knew how to co-ordain and combine the

features of his undertaking, to simulate disorder and careless-

ness. He knew the difference between the beautiful in reality,

and the picturesque in painting. Regent-street is a more
symmetrical and beautiful street than any of the crooked lanes

and half-paved alleys of Constantinople ; but the artist would
pass Regent-street with disdain, and delight in the confusion

and diversity of an Eastern landscape. A grand and sym-
metrical palace would please the eye of an artist, and give him
pleasure when he gazed on it ; but to p.aint, he would turn

eagerly to the crumbling ruin, and even the motley farm-

house or the house with the seven gables. What is often

delightful in the actual and the real, does not give any of that

ideality which is wanted in a picture. From St. Peter's at

Rome we turn with delight in painting to a group of Calabrian
bandits, just as we should turn in person from the Calabrian
bandit to the great church. Karel felt all this when even he
descended to the rank of a caricaturist. It has been reason-
ably enough argued, that an old cart-horse, a cow, a donkey,
or a goat, is always a more picturesque object than a splendid
horse. If, certainly, wo turn to the wretched daubs of race-
horses, this may be true. But the Arab steed of the desert,
the tall cavalry of the battle-field, yield quite as much matter
of interest to the artist as the most ancient animal that ever
excited our sympathy by its limping gait. Wouvermans has
proved this effectually.

The same may be said of the earth. A smooth and well-
cUpped lawn is not half so pleasing to the eye, in a painter's

landscape, as a rough rock clad with moss and crowned by
stunted bushes, with here and there a patch of green, just to

bring the graj' spots out in bolder relief. A rough, rude,

unequal surface, is better than a regular line, for all the

purposes of art.

The ardent student of nature, the traveller in search of the

picturesque and lovely, will, like the artist, shun the richly

cultivated park, the low, fertile meadow, the garden laid out

in alleys with beds of flowers that show every hue of the

rainbow, and turn gladly to arid and uncultivated wastes.

Few persons in the world love the exquisite loveliness of

our own calmer features in scenery more than we do our-

selves ; but when we have felt our souls elevated most
towards our Creator, when our minds have been imbued with

admiration of the beautiful, the sublime, and the grand, it

has been while climbing the hills of Switzerland; when
roaming over the vast prairies and beireath the leafy arches of

the American continent; or upon the wide ocean in a storm.

We prefer the park and the meadow as our dwelling-place;

we remember the other as a mighty panorama that warmed
our hearts to emotions which nowhere else were experienced.

Dujardin never chose the merely symmetrical and beautiful.

He selected subjects which, perhaps, trifling in reality, were

picturesque when transferred to paper. A Swiss peasant-girl

always looks well in a picture. She rarely or never does in

real life.

If the Dutch painters have secured a wide place for them-
selves in history, it is not by the sublimity of their expression

or the grandeur of their thoughts ; it is rather by devoting

themselves to what grave classic men call the secondary

items— colour, chiaroscufo, and touch I C/iitno^curd has

intellectual beauty in it, because it awakens in the mind the

idea of a happy harmony between the cliaracters of the scene

and of the day which illumines it. Pleasant and agreeable

subjects require a serene light, and terrible events and scenery

are better illustrated by the light of a sinister and dark sky.
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"An artist," says a critic, whose name we do not recollect,

" is very much below the dignity of his profession, who thinks

it a matter of inditi'erence what kind of weather there was the

day Ca'sar was assassinated." Karel Dujardin, who knew so

admirably how to combine and arrange soft lights, dark

clouds, aHects in his crucifixions terrible and marked con-

trasts, a rough opposition between clear light and dark
shadows—a rough and suitable efl'ect, when painting so solemn

and at the same time so terrible a subject.

Most of the paintings of Karel are extremely well preserved ;

and on the general subject of the preservation and cleaning of

pictures a few words may be said.

Many volumes have been WTittcn on the art of cleaning

pictures, of restoring them, of moving them about, and of

re-canvassing them. M. Xavier de Burtin, in his "Tlieoretical

and Practical Treatise on the Knowledge required by every

Amateur," indicates many methods which may be used for

cleaning pictures, and lays it down as a law that an amateur
sliould know all the necessary processes, and put them in

practice himself. After having examined and carefully

appreciated every one of the processes proposed by this

author, one of the most eminent critics of the day declares

that he found most of them so dangerous, that, far from
advising amateurs to clean their pictures themselves, he calls

upon them to abstain from so delicate an operation, unless

after long and careful study and much practical experience,

which can only enable them to succeed.

" Nevertheless," he remarks, " however inexperienced an

amateur may be, there are two operations which he may
himself undertake without ditliculty, that is, washing his

pictures and cleaning the varnish. A careful amateur may
adopt the Dutch custom of cleaning his pictures twice a year

;

at the end of the winter, to carry off the coating of smoke
wliich always alights upon them ; at the end of the summer,
to get rid of the fly-blows, so fatal to painting if they are

allowed permanenily to remain on canvas, panel, or copper.

This cleaning is effected by means of a fine sponge dipped in

cold clean water, and by drying it afterwards with a fine and
old piece of linen. If the picture loses its enamel, pass over

it a coat of white turpentine ; this process does no harm to

the painting, and first-rate connoisseurs look upon it as an

indispensable method for preventing the extreme aridity of

tlie picture."

OU-paijiting alone admits of this cleaning, which at Venice

was cjuite an art, and is even still to this day. There it was
that Karel Dujardin executed one or two of his best works.

There is a slight irony, a gaiety, a wit, about Karel Dujar-

din, which makes us always recognise and welcome him ; he
is fond of rustic beauties ; he has, in representing them, more
delicacy than Bamboche, more nature than Berghem, though

a less fertile and abundant genius. His sentiment is like that

of Vandervelde, but he has neither the profundity nor the

melancholy of Pavd Potter. Even when he paints or engraves

dead horses, hi* slaughter-house, his knacker's yard, has

nothing of that sinister aspect which Paul Potter impreg-

nates them with. But, as an cni;raver, he is by no means
inferior to that master. It is impossible to carry further the

science of the model, tlie intelligence of every detail of life,

and every sign and mark of death. In the same way that he

knew in his paintings exactly where to dash the pencil, so in

his engravings he scatters his touches with vigour and intelli-

gence. By a few bold outlines he indicates the bony outline

of the animal, the joints and prominent parts.

More delicate than that of Laer, the poiiite of Karel the

engraver is always picturesque. He likes to show off the

differences and contrasts of reality, the dirty wool of the

sheep, the knotted and entangled fieeccs, the hair of the pig

reeking with the filth of the farm-yard, the pig itself wallow-

ing in the mire with ineffable delight. Their snouts, their

heads, are the beau-iihal of idleness. Never was tlie father of

pork better rendered ; never had he a more patient artist.

The pigs, the horses, the cow, in the picture of "The
Shephird behind the Tree," the ass in " The Peasant Girl,"

and the two mules, axe models. They demonstrate the keen

observation and the laborious industry of the artist. Form,
attitude, movement—all is true and real. His sheep and his
goats are gems, and no serious critic will accuse him of man-
nerism here. His engravings, then, are extremely valuable.

Everybody who has watched the progress of engraving knows
"The Two Mules," published in l(;-32. It is founded on the
fable of La Fontaine, the six lines of which, that rifer to the
picture, it would be a pity to translate from their native sim-
plicity into English :

—

" Dcu.'c mulcts cheminaieut, I'un d'avoinc chargi',

L'autrc portant I'argent de la gabelle
;

Celui-ei, glorieux d'une charge si belle,

N'eut voulu pour beaucoup cu etrc soulage,

II marchait d'un pas relevii.

En faisant sonner sa sounetto."

The two animals are admirably rendered. The one steps

proudly along with his magnificent harness. But, despite hia

fine feathers, his leg is not better shaped, nor his form more
elegant. The animals are the same, though diffi-rently

equipped. Though his fringe is so glorious, his knees are

lumpy and knotty. There is that quiet satire in this picture,

of which Karel Dujardin was very fond,

Karel Dujardin is best known by his pictures of quacks, so

admirably engraved by Boissieu. That of the Louvre (p. 2S l)

is the most celebrated. On a bright and soft morning, a char-

latan has erected a stand in a village. Elevated on a scaffold,

in the costume of // sirinur Scaramiipciu, he,is standing on tijitoe

and making antics to half-a-d8zen rustics. A man with a black

mask accompanies him on a guitar, while a monkey chatters

and makes faces. A great sign-board explains wliit is to bo
shown in the stable, which serves as a theatre, and open before

the quack is his box of elixirs, alcuni barattoli di uiiffiirnti ; but

without waiting for the speech of Scaramouch, Punchinello

pokes his nose through the curtain. The ruin in the distance,

the cloak worn by one of the peasants, the warm light which
animates the whole, give a locality to the scene, and remind

us of Karel's Roman studies. This picture is fuU of what we
call humour, and would do no discredit to Wilkie.

Taking the whole of his productions, Karel Dujardin must
be placed in the first rank of great Dutch painters. Landscape

painter, aninial painter, inventor of ravishing compositions, he

stands beside Berghem, Vandervelde, Paul Potter, Pierre de

Laer, and even .\lbert Cuyp. He is inferior to some of these

masters in certain particulars, but his superiority in all other

raises him to the first rank. His brilliant and intelligent toueh

—so easy and bold— is above all praise; his colouring, though

silvery and golden in tint, has preserved after two agfs its

freshness, its purity, and force. His chiarosciiru is admirable.

Generally, to bring forward his figures, he uses, like Pynaker,

a kind of broken light. Suppose he has painted an ass stand-

ing up. If he has a white spot on the nose, and liis ears are

black, the vigorous portion of the black ground of mountains

will pass just over the white spot and below the black cars.

If he wishes to bring out in bold relief the crupper of a white

horse mounted by a musketeer, the painter introduces a dark

brown v.-all. Through a door in this wall comes forth a servant

with a jug of ale. A pig-trough and two dogs will complete

the scene.

But what skies ! Adorable, says a French critic. Nobody
ever succeeded in painting them with more clearness, more

lucidity, more softness, with more harmonious beauty. The
southern sky is bold and dashing without crudity—it dazzles

but does not pain the eye— it rejoices the heart. The skies of

Adrian Vandervelde are sometimes of a hard blue ; those of

Ruysdael always veiled by clouds, sad and melancholy ; but

the skies of Karel Dujardin are sunny and cheerful, like tlie

man who painted them. His clouds are like flocks of white

wool ; he rolls them, he piles them one above another, so that

they look like a little chain of hills coming gently down to die

at the feet of the sun, as mountains slope down to the sea.

Karel Dujardin combines the light of Italian summer mth the

calm tranquillity of Holland. This is high praise, but it is

gi^ en where it is due.
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FLOWER. PAINTING.

The highest purpose of the artist is, of course, the re-

alisation of beauty ; his true creations are ideal, and the

mere reproduction, mimetically, on canvas, of a natural

object, such as a stone, a fish, a piece of wood, a loaf, or a

candle, if executed to perfection, does not constitute a claim

to be considered as possessing a genius at all akin to that

which inspired the labours of Titian, Raffaelle, or C'orreggio.

Thus much, however, may be admitted without at all depre-

ciating the importance of that skill which Van Iluysum

acquired, and which is wanting to so many of his followers.

A flower, like a human face, may be painted poetically or

otherwise. It may be a dead, material thing, a copy of

nature with no excellence but practical accuracy ; or it may

that they chose them particularly for artistic imitation. The
Athenian may be said to have inwoven with his daily exist-

ence a poetical garlanding of those brightest productions ot

the soil, the fascinating Howers of the earth. At his birtli,

chaplets and festal crowns were hung about the house ; his

name was given to hini at a flowery feast ; his bridal was

adorned with a luxury of wreaths and coronals ; his grave was

strewn with sweet offerings ; and the favourite seasons of the

year were in the same manner symbolised by flowers— gifts to

the gods, tokens to friends, emblems of beauty, and sacrificial

offerings to the shades of the departed. A similar feeling has

in all ages and countries inspired mankind. The simplest

savages, deficient in all otlier poetry, and otherwise rude in

THE QUACK HOCTOE —FBOM A PAINTING BY DUJARDIN

be formed with beauty, and beauty, too, of the most delicate

and delicious kind. The peaches of Apelles won him a widely

expanded fame, not excelled by that which was gained by the

portraits of his beloved Campastre ; the com of Thyro became
proverbial ; and many other names come to us from antiquity,

famous only because they vied with nature's own hand in

their mimic fruit, foliage, and flowers. Stories are told of

an artist who painted grapes so tempting that the birds

flew at them and pecked them, until some cunning pencil

wove, with subtle colours, a veil that seemed to screen

his lovely works from the touch, though it did not conceal

them from the eye ; of another, who gave his plums such
a bloom that children cried at seeing them ; of another,

whose flowers, by an ingenious contrivance, appeared to give

forth the natural perfumes of the gardens ; and it is well known
that the fondness of the ancients, especially the Greeks, for

every species of flower, especially fragrant ones, was such,

taste, love to decorate themselves with garlands ; and we find

the custom equally prevalent among the Indian races, tlie

African tribes, the uncouth nomades of Australia, the original

natives of North and South America, and the populations of

barbarians who, in antiquity, inhabited the European continent.

AVherever any progress in the mimetic arts has been made,

flowers, therefore, have naturally entered within the circle of

the artist's studies ; though, of course, the sculptor inust fail in

the attempt to reproduce their beauty, consisting, as it does,

less in rich, graceful, and expressive form, than in colour, tone,

brilliancy, and freshness. In many modern countries, however,

they have been chosen even for plastic imitation, though the

only material hitherto used for this purpose, with any great

success, has been wax. Painting, however, is peculiarly

adapted to the representation of flowers, .and accordingly in

all galleries .and exhibitions we find it applied to this object.

The artists of the Low Country school have been especially
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addicted to

ambitious artists

it, far more so, iadted, than those of Italy The pictures soft, golden landscapes, fringed with rich lighU
rtists of the south disdained such separate details graced by voluDtuous undulatinns nn.i „;,.,„.„„ „...,:„.

'

graced by voluptuous undulations and picturesciue corabina-

DEATH OF ST. BRUNO.—FBOM A PAINTIXG RY LE SUEVB.*

of nature. They loved to imagine and to realise in their tionof waters, woods, and hills
j or gorgeous historical groups •

or the poetical myths of antiquity; or the sublime memories
* For an account of Le Sueur, see page 4G. of religion ; or the ideals of womanly beauty.
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ANTHONY VANDYCK,

Anthony Vanpvck was bora iiiAntwerpin 1.599. He perhaps

owed the early development of his predilection for art to his

father's calling—that of a painter on glass—and his mother's

taste, which led her to embroider designs both in landscapes

and figures, some of which she executed with great skill. She

was glad to find that her son was disposed to follow the same

bent as herself, and gave him all the instruction in her power,

and induced his father to place him in the studio of Henry

Van Balen, a historical painter of some repute, who had studied

under Rubens. While here, he of course became familiar

with the works of the latter ; and such was the admiration

which he conceived for this great man, that he could not rest

satisfied until he obtained admission to his school in 161.5.

He proved himself in every way worthy of the> privileges

which he now enjoyed. His assiduity, zeal, and attention

attracted the notice of his master, and caused him to bestow

on him a greater amount of teaching and encouragement than

his other pupils ordinarily met with. He evinced his confi-

dence in him by employing him verj- soon in making the draw-

ings of his own works from which the engravings were to be

taken. His fellow-students, however, were not less forward

in acknowledging his talents than Rubens himself, as was

shown by a well aiithenticated anecdote.

During the absence of their master the pupils were in the

habit of persuading his old servant to admit them into his

painting room, that they might inspect his works as they pro-

gressed. On one occasion, however, the easel was thrown

down, and to their great consternation the painting was

seriously injured. After consulting as to the course to be

adopted, they resolved to request Vandyck to repair the

damage. He reluctantly consented to make the attempt, and

with such success that his comrades declared they could not

distinguish his workmanship from the remainder. When
Rubens returned, however, he at one? detected the difference,

summoned them all before him, and questioned them as to

the cause of the alterations. They frankly confessed the

truth, and the matter was passed over without any further

notice or remark.

When Vandyck had made considerable progress, Rubens

advised him to visit Italy, where he would acquire just and

pure notions of form from the remains of Greek and Roman
sculpture, and could study the application of those principles

of art which he had already learned in the great works of the

Italian masters. As a proof of his esteem, Rubens presented

him, whenlcavinghis school, with three of the finest of his own

paintings,—an " Ecce Homo," a portrait of his wife, and a

night scene representing the seizure of Jesus in the garden

of the Mount of Olives ; and also with one of his most valuable

horses. It does not appear, however, that Vandyck followed

his advice as to the journey to Italy ; because Ave find that he

was so flattered by the invitation of the Earl of Arundel to

come to England, that he accepted it. There is a great differ-

ence of opinion amongst his biographers as to whether he

came direct to England after leaving the studio of Rubens,

or first paid a visit to France ; but from an order for the

payment of £100 to Vandyck for special services rendered to

Charles I., bearing date 1620, it seems likely that he first visited

England. Whether this £100 was a gratuity, or wasaregular

payment for work and labour done, does not appear. A
" Head of James I." in the collection at Windsor, has by

some been supposed to be the production for which the sum
was paid. The only other work of this period which is

attributed to him with any show of proof, is a portrait of

the " Earl of Arundel," his patron, which was engraved by

Hollar.

He took his departure from England on the 28th of

February, 1620 (o.a.), and in a pass given him to enable him

to embark, he is designated one of " his Majesty's servants,"

and he is described as having obtained leave of absence for

eight months ; from which it may be inftrred that he had

obtained a regular engagement from the king. He now made
his way once more to Flanders, where, however, he was
destined to offer up his devotionsat the shrine of another deity

than Apollo. He fell desperately in love with a young
country-girl residing in the village of Lavelthem, near

Brussels, named Anna Van Ophem. So powerful a hold did

his passion acquire over him, that he was unable to tear

himself away from the presence of his charmer for a con-

siderable length of time. Month after month passed away in

" dalliance sweet," and Italy seemed to be totally lost sight of.

By the persuasions of the fair Anna, however, he painted two
pictures for the parish church, one of them representing " St.

Martin," the patron saint, on horseback, dividing his cloak with

a beggar. The saint was a portrait of Vandyck himself, and
the horse of the one which Rubens had presented him with.

The same subject had been previously treated by Rubens
almost in the same manner. The parish authorities some time

afterwards disposed of it to a M. Huet of the Hague ; but as

soon as the villagers heard of it, they rose in arms, and resisted

all attempts to remove it with such vigour that the pur-

chasers had to fly in order to save their lives. Similar zeal in

its defence was manifested at a more recent period ; when in

1806 the French Fcized upon it, the inhabitants offered so

strenuous a resistance, that a reinforcement of troops had
to be sent down from Brussels before it could bo carried

away. It remained in the Louvre until 181.5, when the

allied armies entered Paris and restored it to the rightful

owners.

As soon as Rubens heard of his pupil's infatuation, he

hastened down to Lavelthem, and succeeded in rousing him
to a remembrance of art and fame, and inducing him to break

the silken chains which bound him. He took a hasty leave

of his mistress, and started off for Italy. He first directed his

steps to Venice, attracted by the reputation of the colourists

of that school, whose manner his master had admired and to

some extent adopted. lie paid particular attention to the

works of Giorgione and Titian, and occupied himself mainly

in copying and studying them, until the low state of his funds

obliged him to set out for Genoa. This city was at this

period at the height of its celebrity, and was the abode of the

wealthiest nobles and merchants in Europe. Rubens had

been received in it with great favour, so that his pupil visited

it under auspicious circumstances, and his own graceful

manners and rising talents as a portrait painter confirmed the

good impressions formed regarding him from his master's

prestige. The Spinola, Raggi, Brignoli, Pallavicino, and

Balbi families eagerly availed themselves of his services, and

their palaces still contain some of the best specimens of his

works.

From Genoa he proceeded to Rome, and while there was a

guest in the palace of Cardinal Bentiroglio, who, from his long

residence in Flanders, was very fond of Flemings. By his

order Vandyck painted a Crucifixion, and a full-length portrait

of himself. The latter is considered one of his best works
;

the colouring bears evidence to the benefits he derived from

his residence in Venice. In the pontifical palace there is an

Ascension and an Adoration of the Magi by him, which it is

presumed were painted by a commission from the Pope.

Many other works executed at this period are still to be found

in the palaces of the nobles. His stay at Rome only lasted

two years, and its termination was owing, it is said, to the ill-

concealed dislike of the Flemish artists residing there. They

appear to have been mostly men of dissipated habits, pot-

house frequenters and tipplers, passing their time in modes

altogether foreign to Vandyck's tastes, who had a good deal of

the fine gentleman in his composition, even if his natural

good sense had not shown him that coarse sensualism is fatal

to excellence in any walk of life. He was fond of fine dress,

and i^rand equipages, too, which led his countrymen to believe

him proud, and from this to calumniating and depreciating
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him there was but one step. They Jeelared that his drawing
was wretched, and his colouring worse. Disgusted by their

conduct, Vandyck left Rome and returned to Genoa, whence
he shortly after passed over into Sicily. While in Palermo,
he painted the portrait of the celebrated blind painlress, Soffo-

nisba Angosciola, then in her ninety-first year. Vandyck
appears to have derived great enjoyment from her society, as

he afterwards declared that he had received more instruction

in his art from a blind woman than from the works of the

most celebrated painters. He left Sicily in haste, in conse-

quence of the outbreak of the plague. During his rambles on
the Continent, he met the Countessof Arundel travelling with

her two sons. She begged of him to return with her to

England, but he declined and returned to Genoa.
After a short residence in Florence, of which little is known,

making his stay in Italy on the whole five years, he once more
bent his steps towards home, where he had every reason to

expect a cordial welcome, as his fame had already reached

Antwerp, and the citizens were naturally disposed to do him
all honour. As soon as he made his appearance he was over-

whelmed with commissions. The first work of importance
which he undertook was an altar-piece for the church of the

Augustines, representing " St. Augustine in Ecstasy, sur-

rounded by Angels. " Sir Joshua Ileynolds condemns it, be-

cause it wants any large mass of light ; but this was not so much
the painter's fault as that of the monks, who insisted on his

making the saint's garment black, instead of light, as he had
originally intended it. Another instance of equally mischievous

interference occurred with regard to a painting, the subject of

which was "The Raising of the Cross," which he was to

execute for the canons of the collegiate church of Courtray.

To give his countrymen a full idea of his powers, he resolved

to e.xert himself to the uttermost upon this work, and succeeded
to his own satisfaction. On taking it to the church, the

canons, instead of allowing him to put it up at once in the

place it was intended to occupy, insisted upon having it

unpacked before their eyes, that they might at once form a

judgment upon its merits. After remonstrating in vain, he
complied with their request. They glanced at the canvas

contemptuously, declared that the -Saviour's head was like

that of a porter, and that the others were masks, and turning

upon their heels, told Vandyck that he himself was a mere
dauber, and left him. The picture was, however, put up, but
the canons, in their cross stupidity, refused to come and look

at it again. The painter was, however, not long in getting

justice : connoisseurs saw it, artists saw it, travellers saw it,

and the voices of all competent to form an opinion were
unanimous in its favour. The canons now found themselves

in an awkward position, but they were either cowardly or

magnanimous enough to join in the general admiration, and,

as some amends for their former insults, met in full conclave

and commissioned him to paint two other pictures. He sent

back their order with a contemptuous refusal, telling them
there were enough daubers in Courtray without sending to

Antwerp for them.

Vandyck stayed in Flanders about five years after his

return from Italy, and during the whole of this time was very
busily employed. Thirty pictures at least were painted by
him for various churches and chapels, in addition to a great

number of portraits of the most celebrated men and women of

the age—The Archduchess Isabella of Austria, the Cardinal
Infanta of Spain, the Queen-mother of France, and her son
Gaston, Duke of Orleans, both of whom were then residing

in exile at Brussels ; equestrian portraits of the Prince
Thomas of Savoy, the Duke of Aremberg, the Duke of

Aloa, Antonius, Triest, Bishop of Ghent, and the Abbe
Scaglia. He also painted portraiu of most of the leading

generals who fought in the Thirty Years' War, Gustavus
' Adolphus, Wallenstein, Pappenheim, Tilly, the Emperor

Ferdinand, nnd otliers.

Passing over a hasty visit to the Netherlands, during which
he painted portraits of the Prince and the Princess of Orange
and their family, we shall proceed to notice Vandyck's residence
in England, as the period of his life possessing doubtless most

interest for our readers. The immediate cause of his coming
over is not known

; there are no traces of a direct invitation

from the king
; but it is more than probable that the sudden

restoration of his patron, the Earl of Arundel, to the favour of
Charles I., which he had lost by the marriage of his eldest
son. Lord Maltravers, with the Lady Elizabeth Stuart, daughter
of Esme, Duke of Lennox, had something to do with it. He
arrived in London in the beginning of April, 1G;!2, and met
with a very cordial welcome from the king, who assigned him
apartments in the Blackfriars and a summer residence at

EUham, and appointed him principal painter in ordinary to

their Majesties. Within three months after his arrival he
conferred upon him the honour of knighthood, accompanied
by the gift of a gold chain, to which was attached the royal
portrait set in brilliants. By this time he had painted the
family group containing Charles, his wife, and children, which
now hangs in the Vandyck-room of Windsor Castle, lie was
henceforth kept in constant employment either by the king or

by the nobility; and in October, 1633, the former settled a
pension of £200 a-year upon him—a large sum according to the

value of money at that day ; and this, combined with his

private earnings, enabled him to gratify his extraordinary love

of display, a failing which he must have contracted by his

residence with Rubens, who was very wealthy. His estab-

lishment was now kept up on a scale of gorgeous magnificence,

as he aspired to rival the court nobility in dress, equipage
and entertainment. He made a practice of inviting all those

who came to sit for their portraits to remain and dine with
him afterwards, so that he might have an opportunity of

observing their expression more closely, and amending his

sketch. He was very fond of music, and affected to be a

great patron of those who made it their profession. 0\v ng
.to the king's custom of rowing down to his house in his barge,

and sitting with him for hours at a time in his studio, it

became the fashion amongst the nobility to do the same. His
house consequently became a regular place of resort, a species

of morning lounge for the fine gentlemen of the day. As they
were of course all given to gallantry and intrigue, Vandyck
must needs be so too, and managed to spend very large sums
of money upon divers fair ones, whose favours he enjoyed.

The natural consequence of all this folly was, that his consti-

tution began to give way, being undermined by luxurious

habits, indolence, and dissipation, and his circumstances

becoming embarrassed, he is said to have been silly enough to

seek to retrieve his fortunes by the aid of the philosopher's

stone, for which he searched diligently for a long while, we
need hardly say in vain.

The king saw what a sad life his favourite was leading, and
wisely concluded that the best remedy for all bachelor ail-

ments was matrimony. He accordingly got him married to

Miss ilaria RuUiven, the daughter of an eminent physician,

who had suffered a long imprisonment in the Tower, during

the preceding reign, upon a false charge of treason. The lady

was poor, but high-born, and she and Vandyck, for aught we
know to the contrary, lived very happily together.

The painter now applied himself almost wholly to portrait

painting, and neglected history. There are few old families in

England which cannot show one or more portraits of their

ancestors from this painter's hand. He, however, executed a

good many historical pictures, most of them New Testament

subjects, for his kind patron. Sir Kenelra Digby; but he

aspired to sometliing which should prove a still better exposi-

tion of his talents than anything he had yet achieved.

Rubens had painted some splendid pictures upon the ceiling

of the banquetting-room at Whitehall, and their richness was

so great, that sometliing of the same kind was evidently

needed upon the walls also. Vandyck therefore proposed to

the king, through Sir Kenelm Digby, to execute a series of

pictures illustrative of the history of the order of the garter.

The scheme pleased the king, and he ordered the designs to be

prepared forthwith, with the intention of having them worked

in tapestry ; but upon coming to calculate the expense, he

found it would amount to £75,000, an enormous sum, con-

sidering the then .state of the exchequer, which the people of
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England had made up their minds upon no account to

replenish till Charles began to mend his manners and reduce

their grievances. So Vandyck's proposal was laid aside for

the present. The same sad necessity caused the prices which

he charged for the pictures executed for the royal family to be

cut down greatly ; and altogether, between bad health and

pecuniary embarrassment, and the political troubles, the period

between 1G35 and 1610 was a diill time enough for Sir An-

thony Vandyck. To shake ofl' his melancholy, he undertook

a journey to Paris, hoping to obtain employment at the grand

gallery of the Louvre, which Louis XIII. was then about to

decorate with paintings ; but in this he was disappointed, and

returned to England after a sojourn of two months in the

French capital.

offered a gratuity of £100 to the physician if he succeeded in

saving his life. It was all in vain, however. The gossip of

courts, the favour r.r neglect of princes, the breath of popular

applause, or civil discord, could trouble him no more. He
died in llecember, 10-11, at the early age of forty-two, and lies

buried in the north side of the choir of St. Paul's Cathedral,

near the tomb of John of Gaunt.

He had one daughter by his wife, named Justiniana, who
married Sir John Stepney, of Prendergast, Pembrokeshire.

Their last descendant, Sir Thomas Stepney, died in Septem-

ber, 182.5.

From Vandyck's portraits we learn that he was handsome,

lively, and intelligent-looking. From contemporary chronicles

and gossip we learn that he was graceful in his carriage, and

FEANIJOia LAN^LOIS, THE B.VGPIPER.—BY VANDTCK.

He found but a poor prospect before him here. The

parliament and the Roundheads were carrying things with a

high hand, and were certainly inspired with no love for such

ungodly vanities as painting. In March, 1647, Vandyck saw

the royal family who had so long been his kind friends

dispersed ; and his patron, the Earl of Strafford, was brought

to the scaffold in the May following. One calamity followed

another ; gaieties were over, the nobility had weightier business

on hand than getting their portraits painted. London was
filled with stern Puritans who never lounged in studios.

So Vandyck did what was very natural under the circum-

stances—became sick unto death. Charles had just returned

from Scotland, and on hearing of the illness of his old friend,

winning in his manner. He was generous to a fault, extremely

sensitive, and, as we have already said, was vain and fond of

show.

Many of his historical paintings displayed the highest skill.

One of them, " Christ crucified between two Thieves," Sir

Joshua Reynolds pronounced one of the finest pictures in the

world. His heads always display wonderful expression, deep

pathos, and a refinement carried in some instances to the

verge of delicacy. But to see him in his glory,' we must

traverse the galleries of our old nobility, and see his knights

and dames of the seventeenth century looking down on us

from the blackened canvas, with their grand air, their

haughty but not unpleasing dignity.
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Art is an idea, an abstraction. At all events it is so in the

sense that every man has his own conception about it, each

man his own peculiar notions. In addition to this, notions

have their separate theories : one notion is positive, another

imitative, another poetical, another classical, while all have

their oddities and fancies. We, perhaps, more than any other

country, have set at naught mere schools and academies, and
allowed each individual man to work out his own indi-

viduality. There are attempts at schools, it is true ; but it

must be said, they are not successful. The very many
painters in England who have kept apart from schools, are

really those who have held the highest position.

Truly Art has avowed many theories relative, in most cases,

to schools ; but the greatest expressions of genius which
belong to art are those of single men, who, like John Martin,

have worked out their own conception apart from academies,

theories, and schools. But if, to a certain extent, this be true

of England, it is scarcely true elsewhere, and is not true even

in the case of David, whose greatest glory is to have founded

a school, wliich has gone on copying and imitating ever since.

Before we judge the school, then, let us inquire into the

history of the artist.

This great historical painter came in time to save the French

school from utter extinction. Since those days when the

fascinating and licentious Watteau had left the slips of the

opera covered and concealed by rouge and vermillion. Art in

France had fallen into a kind of voluptuous intoxication, a

faint and vapid imitation of this castaway amid the pupils of

Rubens. Despite the solemn absurdities of Leraoine, who
was so serious in his part of a painter as to fall on his sword

and die, French Art was at the lowest ebb—a mere type of

universal debauchery, the emanations of sensualism, and the

dreams of bestiality. There was not a shred, not a remnant

of decency or delicacy left. The alcove, which the Flemish

school concealed in their studios, or hid away in the comer of

a picture, shaded and modestly veiled, was now the subject-

Voi. I.

matter of all French productions, the artists of that country

seeking to outdo each other in their endeavours to pervert and
degenerate the human intellect.

Art, literature, morals, manners, all were sinking into the

same vortex under the baneful influence of such courts as those

of Louis XV. and the Regent of Orleans, the members of which
were on a par with, if not below, the average of the populations

which till our bridewells and our Magdalen hospitals. Casual

observers have often been surprised when gazing at pictures

like those which adorned the walls of ladies' chambers under

the Regent, have been naturally horrified at the violence and

brutality of the people at the commencement of the Revolution,

and have condemned artists and people as they had previously

condemned WTiters and philosophers. But the true criminals

must be sought elsewhere. The tone of public morals, the

stamp of public character, in times like the last century in

France, must be taken from above. The court, the aristocracy,

the church, the women of rank, were all equally corrupt,

equally profligate, equally vile and contemptible. It would
have been difficult to find at Versailles or at the Tuileries

men and women capable of loving a Milton or a Dante, of

admiring a Michael Angelo or a Raifaelle, of understanding or

appreciating a high-class production of any kind ; and Vol-

taire, I'Lron, Boucher, Watteau, and the novel of FaubUis,

were the fitting children of such a soil as that which educated

and fashionable society presented at this period. Poets,

painters, authors, philosophers, historians, in France espe-

cially, must be read and admired ; and as to be read and

admired it was necessary to be cynical, irreligious, and

indelicate, poets, painters, authors, philosophers, and historians

were cynical, irreligious, and indelicate.

It is an error to suppose that intellect forms the character

of the age ; it is the characteristics of the age which form the

intellect. It will be noted by all careful observers, that as

society has become refined, so has literatore softened down
and been purified ; and this is the more e\'ident when we

V
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remark, that literature is generally a little more loose and

bolder than the language of the most refined society in a

civilised country.

In France, in the time of Watteau, the very name of love

had been degraded and materialised. We no longer saw fond

afioction beaming from an averted face, a languid eye, an ex-

pressive smile, love timidly venturing on a stolen kiss ; all

was bold, audacious, unblushing, and daringly painted on the

wainscoting of boudoirs, the interior of ladies' bed-chambers
;

a style of dress somewhat too neglii/ee ; or ideas, unfit for pencil

or brush, crudely and coarsely expressed. Scenes of country

life no longer breathed innocence and purity ; they were

excuses for rough and dubious scenes ; while even landscape

was degraded into the representation of a nature stiff and

impossible—a nature reminding one of the painted scenes of a

ballet, and not of the reality. The imitators and followers of

AVatteau had none of his talent, none of his soft and lovely

skies, none of his truth and power of colouring.

Art was then, like society, religion, virtue, morals, and even

national existence, about to perish at the end of an orgy and

debauch fit for the purlieus of some demoralised capital.

Never did a nation present a more degiaded or melancholy

spectacle than did France towards the latter end of the last

century ; ^vithout faith, honour, or even the last semblance of

virtue— its best outward sign—m.odesty. To save Art, a revo-

lution, a change as radical and as sweeping as that which was

aliout to save the body politic, was needed. This mighty and

tremendous change was effected by David—not wholly, not

completely ; for French Art has never yet risen to the very

highest level, never soared to those tremendous heights which

dazzled the minds and fired the genius of Rome, of Florence,

of Venice—but effected to an extent which is fortunate for

France. Not that the voluptuous, even the painfully indelicate,

style of art has been wholly discarded in France ; by no

means. The students of this disagreeable branch of painting

still exist, as do the imitators of the ahhes and jxtU-maltfcs.

They must and will remain while France is France. But a

more severe, a more chaste, a higher tone has been given ;

and the men of talent and genius who attain to eminence in

France, discarding the houfhir and mcUc^ have elevated their

thoughts above the palled copyists of Boucher and Watteau,

and obtained a deservedly high place in the art-history of

modern Europe.

Several attempts had been made, previously to the day of

David, to turn the foul current into a pure and wholesome
channel. But only another Hercules could cleanse the

Augean stable. Vien made one or two timid attempts to

check the torrent, but was swept away in the mud which he
stirred to the surface. A more vast and capacious mind, a

more daring and original genius, was required to effect a real,

a radical cure—one who would boldly grapple with the tide

and hurl it back under the influence of the beautiful, and of
the beautiful as accepted by the great verdict of antiquity.

It was a mighty stride to take, from the effeminate Boucher,
who showed you how to treat a leg elegantly, or made a

cripple look graceful, to the painter David, who was to

profess the worship of the beautiful with all the severity of

a. Florentine.

It is the mistake of France to rush to extremes. She is

eternally either turning liberty into licence, or groaning
beneath the heavy load of despotism. In the same way in

art. From a romp in the hay- field, she turns to the rape
of the Sabines, and tlaat art which was familiar,' funny,

coarsely humorous, is now nothing if not classical. A man
christened his son Brutus, and was painted in a toga. It

may have been necessary to excite, this enthusiasm for Rome
and Greece at the time ; but the dull monotony of classical

subjects, as depicted by artists, would soon have wearied the
•World if Scripture and modern history had not fiu-nished
the artist with fresh materials to work upon.

Singularly enough, the man who was to commence the
revoUuion against the immodest Boucher was his own rela-
tion. The last of the corrupters of painting in France, he
who closed the long procession of the carnival of materialism

in France, sent forth from his own family the regenerator o*^

his artl The nephew of Franijois Boucher was Louis David.

Born in France in the middle of the eighteenth century, in

1718, David was educated at the CoU'egc dcs Qiia/rv yaliuns.

He derived little advantage from the education he there

received, already influenced as he was by the desire of paint-

ing. His copy-books were covered with rough and shapeless

sketches, and when he should have been writing a speech of

Scipio or of Hannibal, the 3'oung rhetorician preferred painting

one of them with a Roman helmet. His father, who was a

mercer on the Quai of the Megisserie, having been unfortu-

nately killed in a duel, David fell, at the age of nine years,

under the tutorship of a maternal urcle, who wished to

educate him as an architect, believing him to be possessed of

a solid and reasoning mind. But the young student, while

possessed of much calm good sense, had a fiery and ardent

disposition. He rebelled against the authority of his tutor,

by whom he did not feel himself to be appreciated.

One day he was sent by his mother with a letter to his great-

uncle, Boucher. He found the artist engaged in painting one

of those voluptuous pieces he was in the habit of supplying

to Madame Dubarry—pieces v\'hich were not without origi-

nality and talent. The sight of the easel, the palette, and the

brushes inflamed the imagination of young David, who, while

Boucher was reading the letter, remained in silent amazement
before the picture, no doubt mentally revolving, like Cor-

reggio, his own career.

He resolved to become a great painter.

His friends were compelled to yield to so energetic a will,

and David became a pupil of Boucher, as Guerin was the

teacher of Gericault. But Boucher, despite his weakness in

yielding to an immoral and degrading style for the sake of

momentary triumphs, had a conscientious mind and much
greatness of soul on occasions. In those days he hesitated

not to corrupt still more the vicious strata of society ; but he

at once acknowledged that his lessons might be pernicious

and injurious to David, and he advised him to go to Vien, who
would give him more wholesome instruction. In 1772 the

pupil of Vien wished to try for the "prize of Rome." His

genius was, however, in an anomalous state, and his judges

were the men of the school he was about to overthrow. He
tried twice, and twice failed.

David suffered all the usual difficulties of a young man
beginning life in any profession, when without rich friends.

He often wanted the means of devoting himself peaceably to

study, and the gnawing cares of want were added to what he
considered injustice. His sufferings were, however, not of

very long duration, and he was delivered from his misery in

a very unexpected way. David was saved and started by an

opera danseusi-. The celebrated Mademoiselle Guimard, whom
Paris adored, and wlio was surrounded by a court of scamps,

the friends of the Prince de Soubise, her ruined lover, had
just built in the Chaussee d'Antin, under the name of Temple
of Terpsichore, a "delicious hotel," where the prtit sovpcr

was regarded as one of the objects of man's existence. To
embellish her dwelling, the renoM-ned courtesan addressed

herself to Fragonard, a charming painter, a painter especially

of love and love-scenes, wholly, says a French writer, n'Uhont

]ir<jii()ias ! A quarrel took place shortly, however, between
Guimard and her decorator. The latter had painted his

fair employer as Terpsichore, but returning secretly to the

salon, with brushes and paint, he re-touched the head, and
made of her a furious and raving Nemesis. The (hiiiseiisc came
into the room, where, seeing herself disfigured in this way,
she flew into a passion, and overwhelmed the artist with re-

proaches and insults. She called in her friends to show them
the horrible head, forgetting that in her rage she was assimi-

lating herself to the caricature. Everybody began to lauah,
Fragonard, avenged, abandoned the decoration of the hotel,

which was then handed over to David. One day, the youn"
man appeared pensive, and sighed profoiuidly as he thought.

Mademoiselle Guimard overheard him, and asked the cause of

his cmmi. David confessed his want of money to pay his

models, and to wait at leisure the chance of a coming trial.
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The good-natuiod opera-dancor—she who had so much money,
60 easil}- obtamcd—brouglit him all the money he wanted.
David was a true Fienchman. He took the money, and

took heart at the same time, finished the decorations, and
began to work hard again for his third trial. A third time lie

was rejected. He gave way to utter despair, ami, shut up in

his room, determined to allow himself to die of hunger,

another victim to the eccentric faintness of heart so often felt

by men of genius. He was living in the Louvre, in the apart-

ments of Sedaine, a clever poet, who loved him as a son.

This worthy man, uneasy at not seeing David, went and
knocked at his door. He obtained no answer, and, in a state

of great alarm, rushed to the house of Doyen, and induced

him to come also. They both began knocking and imploring,

and finally induced him to open. On recognising the voice of

l^oyen, who alone, of all the members of the Academy, had
been favourable to him, David had dragged himself to the

door, pale, thi", half-dead. Restored by his friends to life

and hope, he presented himself a fourth time, and, in 1775,

carried off the great prize.

Natoii-e, who had been director of the school at Rome, died

this same year, and Vien was selected to take his place. The
master and pupil then started together for Rome, and enjoyed,

during the joiu-ney through Italy, one long draught of admi-
ration. David, on arriving at the Vatican, wandered with
delight and surprise through those halls tilled with master-

pieces, elevated even more by history and antitjuity than bv
intrinsic merit. He began immediately to draw bas-reliefs, to

copy antique statues and the Italian masters, choosing always

the most pure. At once a resolution began to prepare itself

in his mind, still affected, however, by the recollections of his

countrj', by the first impressions received ; and seeing in

Valentine the genius of his nation, he executed a copy of the

"Last Supper" of that vigorous French master. Thus
floating and uncertain between his reminiscences and the

imposing models which he had under his eyes, he painted a

picture of the " Plague," which is in the Lazaretto at Mar-
seilles, and in which will be found something of the old

manner of the eighteenth century, with an evident leaning

to originality and reform. The old painter, Pompey Battoni,

said of one figure of a man struck by plague, who occupies

the front of the picture, that it was worthy of Michael

Angelo.

A great movement was taking place at Rome, a movement
which was destined to carry David with it. Canova was
meditating the reform of statuary, Raphael Mengs was
restoring a solemn and earnest tone to art-criticism, and

endeavouring to revivify in his omi paintings the examples of

Raphael d'Vrbijio, so long neglected. About the same time the

learned Winckelman published his " History of Art," in which

he reproduced the principles of the Greeks, indicating the

most delicate beauties of their ait with all the passion of an

antiquary. The moment then had commenced, and a revolu-

tion was to emanate from these efforts, such as Diderot fore-

saw, and which was to be contemporaneous with that in the

body politic. When David returned to Paris in 1780, he was
ab'eady completely transformed, in the sense, at least, that he

had made up his mind to cease taking his subjects from

real life, and to choose them from the antique, or from a

nature suited to a noble and energetic style.

It was when influenced by these new ideas that he com-

posed liis " Belisarius," of which we offer an engraving

(p. .300), and which was the last instance of his indecision,

the line of demai'cation between the past and the new school

which he himself was about to create. As for the execution,

in the original it has all the breadth which should be found

in an historical picture ; the drapery is not copied with any of

that smallness which is found in the copy in the Louvre.
" But," says a French writer, " the emotion fails, because the

artist is not moved, and though he has WTitten on the stone

the simple words. Hate ohoUim Belisario. Vandyck had
already treated this fine subject. Some amateurs recollected

tliis, and hastened to place the picture alongside of the engrav-

ing;. The soldier wa-s much admired, who, in the attitude of

astonUhraent, contemplates his general reduced to beg, and
seems to say, 'Is that Belisarius?' The intention of the
Flemish painter was so striking, above all in the movement
of the arms of the warrior, that if his head had been covered
up, his arms would have expressed astonishment. It was felt,
on the contrary, that David had given to the soldier, on
whose action all depended, as forced a gesture as that of
Vandyck was natural and expressive. Nevertheless tlio

multitude were delighted, and carried David in triumph roun.l
his picture."

The story doubtless assisted the success of the picture. It
is one of the many in Roman history which strikes the imagi-
nation forcibly.

Whole books have been written to tell the tale of the blind
old general, who went forth into the world to beg his way,
after commanding some of the finest armies in the world. We
only allude to it, in addition to describing the picture, because
it is a really good subject, one which will bear trying again,
and which we recommend to the young artist as a pleasing
experiment. The story of Belisarius is simply this, eettiiig
aside all the romance of Marmontel :

—

He was a favourite general of one of the emperors of Con-
stantinople, and was sent forth at the head of large armies to
resist the barbarians. He was successful, and gained great
glory, but met with the usual reward of men who trust in
princes. Having done his duty, he was cast aside, then
forgotten, and suddenly re-appeared, recognised by a soldier
who had served under him, begging, with his child in his
arms to guide him as he went.

The renown of David was spreading. From all sides came
ardent young men, who insisted upon having him for a master

;

and he was pressed to open that school which afterwiirrls

became so celebrated. A lodging in the Louvre was allowed
him ; the Academy received him unanimously ; Louis XVI.
named him painter to the king ; and fortune, as if never weary
of her favours, came to meet him w^ith the hand of a richly

dowried young girl, Mademoiselle Pecoul, whose father was
an architect and builder to the king.

In 178-1, the King of France having desired of his

first painter "The Oath of the Horatii," David determined
to go and paint the heroic Romans in Rome itself. He ac-
cordingly started on a second journey to that capital, and
there painted his picture, which was rapturously received by
the Italians. Nothing was talked of but the Horatii and
the French painter. The cardinals wished to see the " rare

animal," as David himself expresses himself in a familiar

letter to the Marquis of Bierre. But when "The Oath of

the Horatii" was received in Paris, the intendant of the
king's household, M. d'Angivilliers, affected to speak of it

with disdain. He was one of those men of routine who were
frightened at the new school. He could not bear the Borghese
Gladiator, and objected to " that thing" being given to pupils
as a model. His first care was to take a compass to measure
the painter's canvas ; and as he found it to be thirteen feet

instead of ten, he was quite alarmed, and complained that

an artist should have been audacious enough to pass the

dimensions assigned to a pictui'e. He was punished, at a later

period, by the rough remark of David: "WeU, then, if it

really is too big, take a pair of scissors and cut it."

"The Oath of the Horatii" (p. 292), to be correctly judged,

must be connected with the period at which it was painted.

When we recollect the soft and languid compositions of the con-

temporaries of David, and how insipid was that continual repre-

sentation of Sybarites, without even the old peculiarity of a fixed

style, one is surprised to see these masculine figures arise, and
to have represented to us a Roman interior reconstructed on
archivological principles so well suited to the great drama, the

sublimity of which was no longer understood. The stupefac-

tion of the world must have been great indeed when they saw
an artist, at the same time that he evoked one of the most
striking episodes of ancient history, restore the costume, the

manners, the architecture of the heroic times, choose a simple

background, and find so admirable a movement of enthusiasm

in the.se waniors animated by the genius of Jiome, and such
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marked masculine and real faces. We pass, as it were, from

the insipid nonentities of Dorat, to the sublimity of Shak-

speare or the heroic verse of Milton. This serious model, this

severe expression of reality, this firm position of the feet and

hands, which is to be seen in every fibre, may appear exag-

gerated now, as doubtless it is, when we more thoroughly

understand what an historical picture should be. But what a

contrast, at a time when nothing was seen but soft carnations,

indecent subjects, pretentious or disgusting pencils !

Seroux d'Agincourt, the illustrious author of a continuation

ofWinckelman's work, accuses David of having committed an

historical heresy in certain parts of the pictvire. The author,

however, defended himself on solid ground ; he had pro-

foimdly studied all that was connected with his subject. He
knew Plutarch by heart. He was very fond of the Latin classics.

thology or history. Talma must yield to David the chief

part of the honour of having brought about this transforma-

tion in scenic costume ; for it was in the society of David that

tlie celebrated comedian learnt to love the antique, and to

see the extreme absurdity of Nero appearing in red-heeled

shoes and gartered breeches, Venus in a hoop and powder,

Jupiter in a wig, and Cupid in the costume of a ilebanleur. It

was David who east the Roman toga on the shoulders of

Brutus, as represented by Talma, who appeared suddenly

in the costume of the hour, to the great astonishment

of the French public, and to the great disgust of the old

stagers.

An anecdote of David will characterise his stifDaess and
hardness of character, and illustrate the heathen time in which

he lived, better than the most lengthened statements. It is an

THE OATH OF THE HOBATII.—PROM A PAINTING BY DAVID.

especially Livy. He is in general, therefore, exceedingly

correct in all that requires historical knowledge, in manners,

customs, scenery, &c. At the time, his taste was so liighly

rated, that everybody began to model their furniture and dress

upon his ideas. It was immediately after the public exhibi-

tion of "The Oath of the Horatii" that antique ornaments

came into fashion. This illustrates completely the character

of the French, fickle and impulsive to the last degree. Every-
body was led to have the furniture of Tarquin the Proud, to

drink in the patera of Herculaneum, ta light themselves by
the lamps of the Villa Albani. The ladies' dresses were cut in

imitation of the chlamys, while then- shoes were exchanged
for cothmni. Statues, medals, and Etruscan vases dislodged
the furniture of past times, and for the first time the characters
m tragedy were clothed according to the traditions of my-

anecdote that could be true only of a Frenchman. Madame de
Noailles asked ofDavid a " Christ," which the painter refused

to execute, because he never painted religious subjects, they

not inspiring him in the slightest degree. This might have

been true of the ridiculous representations of saints and nuns,

which adorned chapels and oratories ; but it is incompre-

hensible how any man of genius coidd fail to be inspired by
the history of Christ himself. David at all events, Frenchman
as he was, would not, or could not be inspired. But as the

Marechale de Noailles insisted, David painted a " Christ " for

her, with the features of a handsome soldier in the Gardes
Fran(;aises. He often declared that the Scriptures spoke not

to his heart ; and one of his great reasons for regarding

Raffaelle as so far above all other painters was, that he could

be inspired by subjects which left him utterly and hopelessly
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indifferent ! Here speaks the countryman of Piron, of Vol-

taire, and others, who, with all their genius, have done so

little for poor humanity. But we must take David as we tind

him—incomplete, weak ir. many things, but powerful even in

his defects and errors. His was an essentially pagan genius ;

his god was Socrates, his religion love of country, liberty his

worship. His heroes were Brutus, Horace, Lconidas ; and, if

he could not feel the soft and ennobling and vivifying poetry

of Christianity, or understand the consequent superiority of

modern society, he was at all events a worthy pupil of the

Grecian statuaries and of the philosophers of the portico.

His outlircs are always classical ; his arrangements are guided

by good taste ; while the attitude of his tranquil figures is

that which we should expect to find on the walls of an

Athenian temple. He wanted but to feel the elevating

" Cato went to meet death, and Socrates waited for it to come
to him." David had painted him holding a cup, which the

slave in tears had offered to him. " Xo ! no!" said Andfo
Chenier, " Socrates will not seize it until he hiis finished

speaking." The scene and the contrasts are indeed remarkable.

The executioner is much more moved than the victim. Around
the master are grouped all his disciples, their minds divided

between grief and admiration. The younger ones are striking

their heads against the walls of the prison, and are giving

other signs of despair. (Jrito is deeply attentive to his la.sl

words. Plato sits at the end of the bed, wrapped in his cloak,

his head bowed, meditating on the last speech he is listening

to ; he does not dare to look at Socrates, as if the serenity of

the master shamed his grief. In the background you sec a

dark staircase, by which the family of the jjhilosopher is

RE,S

THE 8ABINKS. FROM A PAINTIXG BY DAVID.

spirituality of Christianity to have been an immortal

painter.

Since the Renaissance, there never was a painter capable of

conceiving and executing the death of Socrates better than David

(p. 301). Socrates is speaking with his friends on the immor-
tality of the soul, when the servitor of the Eleven comes

to bring him the cup of hemlock, turning away his eyes and

weeping at his task. The philosopher is about to take the

cup of poison with his right hand without looking, as a man
who, wholly absorbed by a serious conversation, declines to

interrupt it by noticing any ordinary event. His left hand,

one finger of which is raised to heaven, points out clearly the

subject of his discourse, and his way of taking the cup indi-

cates sufficiently the calm and quiescence of his mind. A
French poet, speaking of death, alludes to the celebrated

dying scenes of antiquity, and says :

—

" Caton se la donna . . . Socrate I'attendit."

being tiiken away— that family which has just said a last

adieu to him. A critic has remarked ;
" It is a great pity

that David did not devote to the execution of this ma-tterpiece

the ideality which should be in harmony with the subject.

Poussin had himself established and applied that law of pro-

priety which makes the artist choose on the palette tones in

conformity to the character of the thought which ig to be

translated. He would have treated the death of Socrates in a

Doric way, as being the most severe. He would have wielded

his brush with breadth, have affected soljer colours, avoiding

pleasing in order to move. David, on the contrary, having

devoted himself with too much complaisance to his best work,

has fallen into a too finished, over-careful, and fa.«tidious

^tyle ; so that it is much better to see his picture as repre-

sented in the engraving, if we wish to admire it without

reserve and see it in its true light,—that is, the finest com-
position of all schools of painting."
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" The Death of Soerates," which the critic thus speaks of,

is not certainly " the best composition in any school of paint-

ing;" it owes much to the subject itself, which ia the most

marked fact perhaps in the whole of Athenian history, as

Socrates was, without comparison, the greatest man of the

pagan world. It is, however, too well known to require

description.

David lias often committed the same fault which is very

surprising in an artist, all of whose works were in every other

respect so vigorously treated. His " Brutus," for example,

is characterised by a certain affectation in the pencilling, which

is out of place in such a subject. . The furniture is painted

with the care which we might expect in a MiOris or a Gerard

Douw ; the details are elaborated in the style of domestic

pieces, and contrary to the usual historical style. It is much
for a painter, who did not really understand the effect of light

and shade, to have thrown a dark shadow over the form of the

Roman consul. And, truly, it was right that in the shade

should have taken place the struggle between the con-

science of the father and the austere duties of the republican

citizen— duties which have never been proved to be such as

we in our philosophy cannot sympathise with—the man con-

demning his own offspring to death. There were other

magistrates and other citizens besides a father. The head of

Brutus certainly could not have been fittingly displayed in the

light, while the headless dead bodies of his children are

carried away, executed by his command. He is, truly, finely

represented, in obscurity turning his back to the gloomy pro-

cession, hesitating between his pride at having been ferocious,

and his sorrow at not having shown some heart and feeling.

The rest of the picture has been generally condemned as

cold, formal, improbable, and without moving effect. The
daughters of Brutus are generally thought to have fainted too

gracefully. Woman's i^^iture, even though that woman be a

Roman or a Spartan, is impulsive. A sister gazing at the

corpse of a brother, just being brought in from execution,

would not have preserved such order, it is thought, in the

folds of her garments and in the arrangement of her hair. It

has been objected, that the severity of the father is enough

without imparting to the women even the semblance of cold-

ness or calculation. The wild despair of the women would

indeed have formed an admirable contrast to the restrained

emotion of the father, and the artist would have avoided the

error of introducing two unities into one action.

The great revolution, which was to burst on the world like

a thunder-clap, approached with rapid strides, and David had

already completed his. "Brutus" bears the date of 1780, a date

big with mighty consequences to the whole world ; a date, the

deeds of which, terrible as were some of their consequences,

saved continental Europe from utter corruption and chased

away the leprosies of government, morals, and manners,

to return no more. Society had fallen into oO vile a mire, the

seeds of decay and corruption were sown so deeply, that

nothing but the whirlwind and tornado could eradicate them.

For a long time all felt an uneasy foreshadowing of tremen-

dous events. The existing form of things was known to be

irretrievably bad, and so unmistakeablc was the impulse to

better things, that the picture of "Brutus" was ordered for that

very king, who, the weakest and best of his race, was to suffer

for the monstrosities of those who preceded him—monstro-

sities only known in ancient times, under the reigns of

Commodus, Caligula, and Theodoras.

David had been powerfully influenced by that philosophy

which sapped the foundations of the past without providing an

effective remedy for the future. He determined at once to

devote his art to aid the movement of the public mind. At
the very opening of the revolutionary scenes he used his brush

in its cause. He undertook to paint the " Oath of the Tennis-

Court," one of the finest incidents of_ the Revolution, a

protestation against the insanity and violence of despotism.

It is a magnificent historical scene admirably rendered, a

scene in which one dominant feeling is expressed by a thousand

different organisations, and yet, despite the difficulties, the

impression is one and the same. What a transport illumines

every face ! Here, thousands of arms raised in the air ; there,

hats waving aloft; there, excited representatives of the people

collecting in groups, encouraging and embracing each other
;

all this strikes the mind as would a clamour of many voices.

Upright on a table, and alone, calm amidst the general

tempest, the President Bailly pronounces the words of the

oath, in an attitude as calm and motionless as that of the

law. Never was such another collection of men congregated,

and this materially assists the painter. Here is Barnave, here

Jlirabeau, and away there in the crowd is Robespierre. Each

man is moved according to his character. One strikes the

ground with his feet and raises his clenched fist ; another

sitting on a bench timidly holds out his hand. The younger

members, standing on ch-airs, mingle disorder with their en-

thusiasm. An aged man, dragged forward in an arm-chair, has

his arm held up for him while he takes the oath ; while others

weep, some with rage, some with fear. In the centre fore-

ground is a group composed of a Chartreux monk, a Protes-

tant, and a Catholic priest. The Protestant is Rabaut Saint-

Etienne, the Carthusian is Dom Gerli:, and the priest is the

Abbe Gregoire. All difference of opinions have disappeared,

all hearts are beating in common, and this one group tells the

amity of the assembly. The movement is everywhere,— in the

hall, in the air, above and below. A stiff breeze has raised

the curtains of the windows, to whicli are holding on some

groups of people, and through which can be seen a thunder-

bolt, which falls on the royal chapel. David understood at

once, perhaps, how the sombre drama was to end, the prologue

of which was occurring in the place devoted to the games of

the princes.

On the motion of Barere, the Constitutional Assembly

decreed that the " Oath of the Tennis-Court," commenced by

David, should be executed at the expense of the public

treasury, and placed in the hall where took place the sittings

of the assembly. But David did not paint this work. He
sketched it out in pencil and bitumen on an immense canvas.

Despite the ugly modern costume, so difficult to make pic-

turesque, the learned anatomist determined to lose none of his

science. Before clothing his figures with their ample waist-

coasts, he sketched their broad chests in the most conscientious

manner. The figure of the "virtuous Bailly" originally

occupied the centre of the group, and was drawn so perfectly

in the style of a Greek statue, that beneath his coat the

muscles of his arm, the form of his shoulder, and the

developments of his torso might easily be seen. In general,

clothes are stuck fast on the body, like damp linen—an ex-

aggeration which i'; preferable to the heavy and wearisome

effect which would be produced by a simple imitation of

costume on a canvas where it takes up so much place.

David remained a Greek, even when he should have been a

Frenchman. The love of the naked,—the remembrance, the

earnest perception of the antique, made him pursue the

human form even under the lace of the Constituants. He had

the true stamp of great artists, who are the same in all

things, rather inclined to bend their genius to the level of a

work , than force the work into collision with their native talent.

This sketch of such great historical value, as powerful and

bold as a cartoon of Michael Angelo, was put up to auction

seven years ago at a very low price, and the government,

which afterwards purchased it, allowed it to be sold to a

private individual, with a little finished sketch in pencil

by David himself, from which the engraving was taken.

The importance of the picture is best seen from a brief

i-ketch of the scene which it represents—a scene which, fol-

lowed up in the same united and harmonious way, would have

changed the fortunes of Europe.

The meeting of the states-general of France was an event

which plunged the whole nation into the wildest state of

excitement. For a long time the writings of philosophers

and satirists, and political economists, had been preparing the

public mind for a change, which was imperatively demanded

by the circumstances of the times. France was toppling, ready

to fall. The throne had been dragged in the mire by its own
occupants, and the efforts of a well-meaning but weak man
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could not save it. Individually without the one great vice

of his courtiers, his court was still a scene of protiigiicy and

iniquity, such as tlie pen of an Knglish historian can scarcely

write. The nobles were the same vapid, chattering, boasting,

dcbaucVied set of intidcls, who thought it clever and strong-

minded to be irreligious, the height of glory to be debauched.

The middle classes, though better and more moral, were not

more religious, e.xoept where protest;intism shed its quiet and

unobtrusive light upon the home j the people were nothing,

wretched, poor, oppressed. There were slaves, serfs of

estates, in the days of Louis XVI.—men who belonged to the

soil they dwelt on, the property of bishops and cliaptcrs.

But the nation was weary of all tliis. Famine with its

grim horrors stalked through the land, scattering disease and

death ; and it was rumoured and believed that the whole was

produced by vast and disgraceful speculations. The fore-

stallers and regraters were pointed out. Men were discovered

and hanged for emptying bags of corn into rivers, to pro-

duce scarcity. The peasantry nevei' even saw white bread.

Agriculture was neglected ; the nation was in debt ; the whole

body politic was rotten, and it became clear that the dissolu-

tion of society was near at hand.

Reluctantly, unwillingly, the king summoned his parlia-

ment. It was called against the ideas of the court, and

undermined and opposed from the very earliest moment.
This was one of the chief causes of all the misery tliat

followed. A frank yielding to popular opinion would have

saved the court from much. What exasperated the French

people and caused the reign of terror, was the emigration

eii masse of the rich and powerful, who, once on the frontier,

launched anathemas at the people, and announced their inten-

tion of coming back at the head of foreign armies to put down
the new ideas. Had the whole aristocracy accepted the

revolution and rallied round the king, without listening to

the syren voice of the queen, who was the chief cause of all

the mischief ; had the aristocracy have done this, and sur-

rendered their exclusive privileges quietly, there would have

been a limited monarchy, and France might have been gra-

dually prepared for that republic which is the ardent hope of

her educated classes.

But the resistance of blind conservatism began at once.

The crown and nobility tried from the first to snub and keep

down the tiers-i'tat, that is, the representatives of the nation;

and at last in a fit of vigour, or rather of delusion, respecting

its own power, the court closed the doors of the meeting-

house against the representatives.

Then occurred the great historical scene which is illustrated

in the picture of Louis David. The representatives finding

workmen at work, and soldiers guarding,' knew very well the

meaning of the act. It was an attempt to dissolve them
under pretence of adjournment. They knew that if they

submitted to the delay, it would be all over with them. Their

existence depended on the support of the country, and that

support would be gone if they bent to the arbitrary power of

the crown. They accordingly determined to meet elsewhere,

and the great racket-court of the princes was selected. The
representatives poured in in great numbers, and, incited by
Mirabeau and others, swore to be faithful to their delegation,

and opened the career of revolution by openly opposing the

power of the cro\vn, which, by attempting what i: could

not carry out, lost all force and prestige. The scene of the

"Oath of the Tennis-Court" killed the old monarchy. It

exhibited it in a ridiculous light. It aimed at ruling by force,

it insulted and tried to degrade the representatives of the

people, who remained calm, dignified, and did their duty
unawed by bayonets, unintimidated by violence.

From that hour the revolution knew its power, the crown
began to feel its utter weakness and insignificance, which was
made more completely manifest by the rapid emigration of

those who had sworn to defend and guard the throne of

Charlemagne, which since has been so unceremoniously

tossed from Bourbon to Napoleon, from Xapoleon to Bourbon,
from Bourbon to Orleans, and thence back again to Na-
poleon.

There are few such scenes of unity ij\ the French Revo-
lution. It augured well ; but the augury, like many others,

meant notliing. The apple of discord was soon to fall amid
that assembly, and bring about terrible, though perhaps
natural, results. The year 1793 was the saturnalia of a nation
of slaves, bursting without preparation into liberty, which,
when not won gradually and by the genuine progress of the
human mind, is always licence.

Elected to the Convention by the section of the Museum,
in September, '92, David exercised over the assembly the
dictatorship of arts. Everything he proposed was instantly

decreed. Two French artists, Ruter and Chinard, having
been attacked at Rome by the sbirri of the Inquisition and
taken to St. Angelo, David was immediately informed of it

by a letter from Topino Lebnin, his pupil, and he obtained a
decree from the Convention that the ministers should write

energetically to the Pope, "lie further obtained," says a

modern writer, " that the olHcc of director of the .\cademy of

Rome should be suppressed, as he himiclf says in a letter,

the autograph copy of which is before us, and from which
oozes forth his hatred of the old institutiim in brutal and
coarse words.

David voted for the death of the king. On the eve of the
execution, Lepellctier St. l''«rgeau having been assassinated in

the Palais Royal, David set to work, and two months after-

wards he presented to the Convention the picture of the
"Last Moments of Lepellctier." The victim of Paris was
represented lying on the ground, the torso showing the bleed-

ing wound in the side, relieved by the white linen ; a sword,
suspended by a thread perpendicularly over the wound, is

thrust through a paper on which is written these words— " I

vote the death of the tyrant." On this occasion David
depicted nature in all its energetic truth with the same brush
with which he had before produced the " Last Supper " of

Valentine. He was even more true and more expressive in his

painting of " Marat Expiring," which is certainly a master-
piece for execution, and in which he has almost idealised the
hideous countenance of his hero, the lunatic revolutionist. The
assembly accepted the present, and ordered that it should be
engraved at the public expense, and that the honour of the

Pantheon should be publicly given to Marat. ^\'ith his head
thrown back, and his hand outside the bath, Marat holds

out a scroll, on which this is written—" Give an assignat

to the mother of seven children whose liusband has died for

his country."

Marat's body was, a few months later, cast by a mob into

the common sewer.

Tnc ^art -Vihich David played in the Convention liad its

brilliant side ; the chief direction of the fine arts, the command
of all patriotic festivals, his solicitude for the laureats, to whom
he had a pension of about €100 per annum voted for the five

years they were to pass in perfecting themselves either in Italy

or in the territory of the republic, were all proofs of his love

of art. It was David who made to the assembly that famous
report, whicli began, " A statue shall be erected to the

people; victory will supply the bronze." At last, on the

19th Prairial, after Robespierre's speech on the "Immortality
of the Soul," David developed his plan of the " Festival of the

Supreme Being." There were to be choirs -.f young girls and
boys in imitation of the ancient I'anathena'a. Paris awoke to

the sound of music on a vast scale. The altar of the country,

placed on the summit of a mountain, was to ^e the front of an
immense procession, in which the members of the Convention

figured, with bunches of flowers rnd fruits in their hands.

Dances, decorations, burning piles, thousand-coloured illu-

minations, gave to this t'i'-lc unprecedented splendour and
grandeur without a parallel ; but it was one of those enormous
pieces of showy clap-trap possible only in France. It was
very nearly the death-warrant of all who conceived it. Com-
promised among the conquered of Thermidor, David's arrest

was ordered. He was detained in the Lu.xembourg five

months, then set free, and then arrested again. Supported in

the Convention by Thibeaudeau, Chenier, Merlin de Douai,

and Boissy d'Anglas, who had experienced his worth in
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private lifo, he at last regained his liberty. Then it was that

he painted the picture of " The Sabines," which is engraved in

our pages (p. 293). The idea of this picture came to him, it

is said, in somewhat of a romantic manner. While j'et a

captive, David learnt that his wife, though parted from him

for some time, did her utmost to save liim, and even confronted

danger for his sake. Touched with this devotion, he resolved

to paint her ; but after some retlection he came to the con-

clusion that he, David, the legislator of painting, should

wi-ip his allusions under a general and historical idea. The

st..iy of the Sabines came to his thoughts.

the lives of thousands of warriors were spared by the heroism

of the women.
*' If the picture of ' The Sabines," " says a critic, who, though

partial to Louis David, is sometimes severe, "were to be criti-

cally examined as a masterpiece, and the work of the chief of a

school, we should have to protest against much of its immense
reputation ; for it has neither movement, nor chiaroscuro, nor

comprehension of that skill which is displayed in the group-

ing of many figures. Besides, these are not the robust

ancestors of the reapers of Leopold Robert. We can scarcely

reconcile to our minds how it happens that such a delicate.

ropE PIUS vn.

—

from a p.^ixriNo nv d..vid.

The Story is familiar to all readers of history. The Romans

having established themselves upon their rocky fortress, and

being without wives, made an inroad upon their neighbours,

the Sabines, and carried away their younger and more beauti-

ful women. The Sabines, after preparations which consumed

some time, came out to revenge the outrage. The Romans

armed to resist their enemies, and a terrific combat had

commenced, when the women, who had husbands and children

on one side and fathers and brothers on the other, rushed rn,

placed themselves between the combatants, and stayed the

contest. A treaty of amity and peace, then took place, and

elegant, and perfumed warrior as Romulus should have come

forth from those Roman walls, whose heavy, massive construc-

tions, starting from theTarpeian rock, are seen in the distance.

We wonder how it can be that this well-fed hero, with such

delicate flesh, rubbed doubtless with aromatic oils, so gracious,

so clean, so well combed, should be the nursling of the she-

wolf, the founder of that savage colony of brigands who were

destined in their- savage ardour to conquer the world. It is

hard to think that that gentlemanly delicate hand slew

Remus. Poussin is more true, more historical. The heroes

of David are gladiators, who stand to be admired before an
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assembled people, wlio are ready to die or kill elegantly. The
personages of Poussin's paintings are coarse, barbarous,
primitive ; they move about naturally, if not nobly. It is a

rough and vigorous scufHe, in which people tear each other's

hair, and in which men snatch from each other superb women,

the old woman who shows that she has nurtured Romans,
and the mother holding up her child aloft before the armies.
The armour-bearers are very fine in form, but too much in the
style of the statues of the time of Hadrian ; they are figures

which do not move—which could not move."

NAPOLEON CROSSING MOUNT ST. BERNARD.—FROM A PAINTiVO BY DAVID.

who are handsome without seeking to show it ; while the

Sabines of David arc scented with musk, pretty, and coquet-
tish, and elegant, even in the disorder of their hair. Their
gestures are theatrical, their position full of affectation. And
yet in many of the figures we find the great master-hand

:

e. g., that of the old warrior who is sheathing his sword, of

The same critic, having exhausted his blame, turns to the

other side of the pi(?ture :
—"Everything, however, must be

said. If the picture of ' The Sabines ' is not a real masterpiece

for three reasons—because the pantomime is improbable, in

not being treated according to the proper fashion, and because

the light is without play, and the composition without true
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opt cs

—

Wd must own that the figures, considered separately,

nre admirably modelled. The Romulus, the centre figure, is an

A[)ullo with a helmet, a javelin, and a golden buckler ; it is a

4i^ure of the finest time of youth ; all is simple, pure, and
clothtd in a soft sktii, with a wavy and gentle outline ; while

the whole reveals the serenity of the demigod. The figure of

Tatius, more masculine and robust, and belonging to a less

elevated type, is of itself a masterpiece, not only for the beauty

of the torso, the individuality of the limbs, and the perfection

of every form— severely studied even to their finest extremities,

and firm as the muscles of the Laocoon—but also because the

face demonstrates a fierce pride of which antiquity itself has

shown few examples, except in the figures of Ajax. David, in

this picture, seems to have added to the antique the passionate

sentiment of Polydorus of Caravagio. Some parts of the

picture of ' The Sabines '—the children, for example, especially

those who, with their hands on the ground, seem to smile at

the spectator—are admirably executed. The eyes seem to

shine, and the very carnation has life in it. As for the horses,

they have not the antique character so desirable in this style
;

they are not painted correctly from nature. At the time when
David painted ' The Sabines,' it is true the horses of Phidias

were unknown. It was many years after, that the fragments

of the Parthenon were taken to England by Lord Elgin, and

multiplied all ovtr France by copies."

The eminent critic might have added that Romulus and

Tutius are very fanciful sketches, as far as costume are con-

cerned. David preferred showing his power over the human
figure, his admii'able capacity for delineating sinew, muscle, and

limb to correctness. A hero, who could display such a helmet,

javelin, and buckler as those of Romulus, would not have been

wholly denuded. Many other incongruities might be pointed

out. The fact is, that David was not quite so great as many
of his countrymen have tried to make him out to be. He was
an earnest and studious lover of art, who did some very great

things, but who never produced one of those mighty and
suggestive masterpieces which have immortalised Jlichael

Angelo and Raffaelle.

In 1795, David proposed to M. Rousselin de St. Albin, a

friend of Danton's, to paint him a portrait of the famous

tribune. He traced the portrait from memory, assisted by a

very feebly executed marble bust. This drawing is of ines-

timable value. It is dashed off boldly, with extreme fire and
energy. Some pencil dashes, executed with extreme freedom,

some vigorous cuts, have sufficed to place before us the revo-

lutionary genius, in his crushed mask, half lion, half bull-dog,

sublime in its ugliness. "When he had finished it, David
examined it for some time, and offering it to St. Albin, said :

"Take that; I give you Jupiter Olympus." These words
were not without meaning from a man who wished to efface

all idea of participation in the death of Danton. The gallery

of Messieurs St. Albin, which we visited many times a few
years ago, contains the most valuable memorials of the revo-

lution ; and M. de Lamartine derived much information for

his late eloquent works from that unique collection, which, if

still in existence, can by their politeness be always visited.

David had many features in his political life, which the art-

historian can scarcely wish to touch upon. But we cannot
forbear comparing the David, who was the devoted friend of
Robespierre and St. Just, with the same man denying his

fallen friends, and spurning his former r<de, to accept the title

of first painter to the emperor—he had been first painter to

Louis XVI.—induced, doubtless, by the thought of figuring

in history as another Apelles to another Alexander. Young
Robespierre asking to die with his brother—young Robespierre,
to whom >fapoleon owed so much of his promotion—presents
a more noble spectacle than the fickle and versatile artist. But
though David went as far as the most extreme men of the Moun-
tain, Marat excepted, his artistic reputation saved him from
the unmitigated obloquy lavished on the men of the revolution.
Napoleon ordered him to paint, for the sura of 180,000

francs, the two pictures, "The Distribution of the Ragles
"

and '• The Coronation," which are to be found at every staU
in France. They are gigantic compositions. The first is

monotonous, and inevitably so, from the crush of uniforms,

which has in reality overwhelmed the beautiful and the true.

In those days all, even art, bent beneath the sword. The style

is inflated, and the perspective bad. "The Coronation" is

more successful. It is wisely and nobly grouped. It contains

about one himdred and fifty portraits, painted conscientiously

and striking in likeness, especially those of Talleyrand, Berna-

dotte, and Cambaceres, who stand in the foreground. The mo-
ment chosen by the painter is that when the emperor, having

crowned himself with his own hands, is about to place tlie

crown on the head of Josephine. The head of Napoleon is

radiant, and the simplicity of the lines adds to the grandeur of

the figure. As usual with ail painters afUr Napoleon was
emperor, David idealises the man. The group of priests is

very e.xcellent ; there are some heads in the number, which
seem to live and speak. The silk, the velvet, the ermine, all

the stuffs, all the costumes, are admirably rendered ; but the

whole is cold ;' we seem to want more noi^e, more aidmation,

more crowds, a long nave full of people,—less etiquette, in fact,

and some other background, instead of those marble pillars

which check the vision. David, who thoroughly compre-

hended the tone which suited each particular object, did not

comprehend those great combinations of colour with lig^t,

whicli, by learned gradations of tone, arrive at magnificence and
grandeur. In his ordinary style he had represented Pope Pius

VII. with his hands on his knees, a useless actor, looking on

at the imitator of Charlemagne. But the emperor ordered

him to raise the powerless hands in sign of benediction. " I

did not bring him from so far," said he, " to do nothing."

"The Portrait of Pius VII.," by David (p. 29i;), has been very

highly lauded. There is Cftriainly a great power of modelling

in it. The simplicity of the execution is great, and nature is

reproduced with great fidelitj-, while the style is correct and

firm. The hands are treated with the feeling of a Philippe de

Champagne, and yet with more nciin-te. This is held, how-
ever, to be nothing but a little bit of Dutch imitation ; the

painter has added nothing of his own : if there be thought in

the head, it is because of the original. There is none of the

idealism of the great painter. David has done nothing but

copy marked features—features which present a mi.xture of

roughness and elevation of character—the Italian's look, and
the movement of his black eyebrows. It is really a fine thing,

admirably executed; but the beauty of the model, his ex-

pression, his rank, his renown, produced this of themselves.

David, with the Pope before him, was what he always was—

a

first-rate artist, an incomparable master of graphic science

and the art of modelling; but this reality is a little naked,

without ideal, without interpretation, and the study of form
appears to have absorbed eveiything. If we examine the

portrait of the same Pius VII., by Lawrence, we find it full of

poetry and grandeur: the head beams with animation, it

shines with intelligence, and there is a lightning flash in the

glance. Genius shines in the eyes of the sovereign pontift'

through the plebeian envelope ; the weight of the chin, the

thick form of the mouth, are compensated by the delicacy,

beauty, and dazxling brilliancy of the eye. Instead of the

Pope of David, sitting tranquilly near a wall, nothing indicat-

ing his sovereignty except the Roman purple, Lawrence has

given us a prince of the Church surrounded by splendours

and amidst the wonders of the Vatican. If his face is uneasy,

if his eyes flash, if his whole person is in motion, if his whole
physiognomy flags, it is to remind us of the wandering and
uneasy existence of the celebrated prelate.

David never was more poetical, never more successful, than

in his celebrated picture of " Napoleon crossing Mount St.

Bernard" (p. 297). One can gaze with pleasure on this robust

horse, which seems to tremble beneath the weight of his

illustrious rider, and one examines, with a curious eye, this

beardless general crossing the rocks where are engraved the

names of Hannibal and Charlemagne, while the breath of

fortune sends the folds of his mantle waving to the summits of

the Alps. This is a great picture.

The day the allies entered Pai-is, David finished his

" Leonidas." The picture of " Thermopyhe " dates from
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the terrible invasion, the end of that bold bad man's ambition.

The idea of the jjieture is happy, and the isolation of the hero

Leonidas is good. He has just spoken familiarly with his sol-

diers, and promised them that they shall sup with Pluto. lie is

now mute, pensive, his mind is far away in the abode of the

gods. The whole, the full sublimity of his sacrifice appears to

him, and makes him radi,int with solemn delight. As he was
the soul of the troop, David has made him the centre of the

picture. Around him all is in motion, all agitated ; every one

prepares ; the trumpets soimd the hour of death ; a last crown

is' offered to Venus; and, to add to the emotion, a sketch of

real life is introduced, in the persons of the slaves bearing

burdens, and of mules carrying the baggage of the army. The
execution of this picture, confided almost wholly to M.
Kouget, one of the ablest practitioners of the school, is care-

fully soft and somewhat coquettish, too much so for. the

subject. These faults, however, escaped the masses, and the

impression made by the picture was immense.

In 1816, David expatriated himself and went to Brussels.

A law of amnesty condemned him to exile. He was lucky to

escape the horrible massacres, equal in bloodiness to those of

the Terror, which followed the Restoration. David was more
consistent now than in earlier days. He would neither ask

pardon nor yield to the earnest request of M. de Humboldt,

who offered him, in the name of the King of Prussia, ihe title

t)f minister of arts at Berlin. The brother of the king himself

visited the painter, and wished to take him away in his

carriage. " You will paint us," he said, " as you have

painted that general," pointing to the magnificent portrait of

the Marshal Gerard. The old quondam republican this time

persisted in his refusal.

He lived ten years at Brussels, honoured by every one,

loaded with favoiu's by the king of the Low Countries and the

Prince of Or.ange, adored by his new pupils, for he stuck to

his art to the day of his death. As he was about to die, the

consistent old heathen asked for the engraving of ' Leonidas."

He had it placed before him, looked for some time at it and

said, " I am the only man who could have succeeded in con-

ceiving and executing that head." These were his last words.

He died on the 29th December, 182-5.

The Kestoration showed all its petty and mean pitilessness

towards David; it carried its revenge even beyond the grave

by a refinement of cruelty scarcely to te credited. Despite

the earnest supplications of his family, of his friends, of so

many illustrious pupils—despite all those speaking witnesses

to his fame which dotted the Lou\Te, the government would
neither pardon him alive, nor allow his body to return after

death. His coffin was stopped at the frontier with a savage

barbarity which raised a cry of indignation over all Europe.

The liberal party in France made good use of the circumstance,

and Beranger wrote upon the subject one of the most terrible

of his songs.

David was great in drawing and in style, as Kubens was great

in colour and fancy. If we wished to deny David wholly, we
must deny the whole French school ; the distinctive charac-

teristic of which is to excel rather in substance than in form.

David had nothing original abo«t him as far as the execution

is concsrned; sometimes he is led away by the touch of

Valentine ; sometimes he falls into the porcelain and labourcdly

polished style of Van der Werf ; sometimes he takes up the

line of Dominichino, whose timid and grayish tones he
adopts without warmth and without earnestness. Then,
when he grew old and lived in Fhanders, he allowed himself to

be won by colour : he loved to unite Raffaelle and Rubens,
and ended by producing his " Mars and Venus."

"the great merit of David is the thought, the conception.

No French artist has ever had a higher idea of painting,

though applying his art to the things of this world, and mak-
ing the world his all in all. And yet, when we recollect how
David was mixed up with the terrible and mighty deeds of the

Convention, we wonder at his coldness. One would expect a

striking evidence of fiery emotion, dashing colours—and -kc

find tranquil forms, beauties correct as a statue, but as cold
;

imposing historical personages, motionless as marble, "W'q

seek the burning conception of the revolutionist—we find our-
selves examining the productions of a solemn legislator.

The fact is, David wanted the vivifying inttucnce of some
spiritu.il faith. He was a mere materialist. Having no belief
in Christianity, man became to him a machine with limbs and
muscles. Hence his cold and stiff character ; hence the want
of mind, of soul, in his pictures. The inner man speaks not
to us through the eyes : woman is, on his canvas, a mere
beautiful animal, beautifully painted. There is no ideality,
no poetry, no connecting link between the mere human fran'e
and the speaking, living, thinking thing within. Mis btst
picture is "The Death of Socrates;" and here the head we
admire is that of the philosopher, whose countenance is lit up
as he expounds his theory of the immortality of the soul.
David, imbued with the warm and elevating sympathies and
the ennobling faith of Christ, would not have been the artist

he was
; he would have been truly great. His materialism

stunted his conceptions and dwarfed his mind.
David had unbounded infiucnee over his pupils. When he

entered the workshop every one was silent, and none took the
liberty to joke, so much -were they impressed by his prist nee.
It is true he was jovial and even familiar in his lar.guag'

,

despite his dignity of manner; but his lofty stature, his
imposing bearing, his look, and perhaps the remembrance of
the terrible part that had been played by the ex-Conventionist,
all this intimidated. His face would have been handsome,
had its left side not been disfigured by an accident, which
had swelled the cheek, and imparted a sidelong expression to
the lip, which made him always look harsh and sneering.
Though this deformity interfered with his pronunciation, he
expressed himself neatly and with precision, like a man who
had always moved in enlightened circles. He neither taught
his pupils colour nor the manual process, which he disdained.
His lessons were confined to teaching the great principles (.f

art, to style, to the study of the antique 'combined with that
of the natural model, and to perspective, which it was neces-
sary, he said, not only to know, but to feel.

Two things will preserve the remembrance of David his
school, and his works. His pictures are certainly his best
works. Gros, Girodet, and Gerard, are v\-onh more than the
Sabines. The enormous inHuence he exercised over the
character of his era, and that era one of such greatness, will

be his first title to glory. This infiuenec was contijiental, and
it transformed and changed nearly every school in Europe.
David persuaded the Flemish artists that it was necessary to

draw. He it was who persuaded the painters of Rome that

pagan art was better than catholic art. In Fr.ince he did
good ; he brought back art to something like a serious position

;

he organised magnificent /cAs; he brought about a revolution

in costume, furniture, ornaments, and decorations. He was
the absolute master of the arts.

And, moreover, alongside of that beauty which owes its

success to contempor.nry ideas, there is another, independent
of circumstances and fashion, an absolute beauty which is of
all countries and of all time. This is to be found in David,
when, in presence of the dead body of Lepellctier or of the

bath of Marat, he forgot the lessons and teachings of systems
to attack frankly nature herself. The painter then will live

as long as the chief of the school ; and should posterity forget

the influence of David, to think only of his personal works,

there will stiU remain in the minds of his countrvmen a
passionate image,like the " Oath of the Tennis-Court." or a calm,
imposing, and sublime idea, like the "Death of Socrates."

A catalogue of the works of David would be very dillicult

to give ; there are, however, certain of his pictures which
'

should be recorded.

1772 " Combat of Minerva against Mars aidcl by Venn-."
The second prize of Rome.

]77o. "The Loves of Antiochus and 3tratonica." This
picture fetched a high price, and is now in the Ecole dts
Beaux Arts.

Then he painted the roof .nnd the wainscot of the salon of

Mademoiselle Guimard (the Temple of Terpsichore), Rue du
Mont Blanc (Rue de la Chau=sec d'Antin), Paris.
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Exhibition of 1787. " Belisarius.

"

" Saint Roch interceding with the Virgin for the Cure of

those striclcen with the Plague." This picture is at Marseilles,

in the Quarantine.
" Portrait of M. Potoki on horseback."

Exhibition of 1783. " The Grief of Andromache." This was
the picture which gained him an entrance into the Academy.

Portraits of M. Desmaisons, uncle of David ; of Madame
Pecoul ; of M. Leroy, doctor ; of M. the Count de Clermont

d'Araboise ; ofM. Joubert.

Exhibition of 17S.3. "Oath of the Horatii ;" painted at

Rome for the king, in 1784.

"Belisarius," reduced.

"Portrait of M. P ."

"The Oath of the Tennis- Court." His best picture;

finished by M. Coupin.

1793. " The Last Moments of Lepelletier de Saint Fargeau."

This tableau was exhibited in the hall occupied by the Con-

vention.

Portrait of Mademoiselle Lepelletier, and of a daughter of

the French nation.

"Marat assassinated in his Bath;" a haU-tigure, size of

nature. This picture was exhibited to public view in 1846, in

the Bazaar Bonne Nouvelle.

Portraits of Bailly, Gregoire, de Prieur, of Robespierre, of

St. Just, of Jean Bon Saint Andre, of Marie Joseph Chenier,

of Boissy d'Anglas. These are in the gallery of the Count

de Saint Albin.

BELISARIUS. FROM A PAINTING BY DAVID.

Exhibition of 1787. "Death of Socrates;" belonging to

M. Trudaine.

A reduced copy of "The Horatii," nearly wholly from the

hand of Girodet ; belonging to M. Firmin Didot.

Exhibition of 1789. " J. Brutus, First Consul, having just

witnessed the execution of his two sons, executed by his

orders." The lictors arc taking away the bodies.

" The Loves of Paris and Helen."

Portraits of Monsieur and Madame Lavoisier, of M.
Thelasson de Sorcy, of Madame de Sorcy, of Madame
d'Orvilliers, of Madame de Brehan, of Monsieur and

Madame Vassal, of Madame Lecoulteux, and Madame
Hocquart.

"Louis XVI. entering the Constituent Assembly." This

picture is lost.

' Portrait of a Woman
" The Death of young Barra."

Exhibition of the year IV. (1795.)

and a Child."

1799. " Sappho and Phaon." Now in Russia.

"Romulus."
1800. " An Equestrian Portrait of the First Consul Crossing

the St. Bernard." There are five copies of this celebrated

picture.

Portraits of Madame Verninac, of Madame Pasloret, of

Madame Trudaine, ofMadame Recamier, of Blau and Meyer,

of M. Pemierin VUlandois.

1804. "Pope Pius VII. and Cardinal Caprara."

1805. "Portrait of Pius VII."

1808. " The Coronation."

" The Sabines."
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"A full-length Portrait of the Emperor." This belongs to

the King of Westphalia.

Exhibition of 1810. " The Oath of the Army at the Distri-

bution of the Eagles."

" The Emperor standing in his Cabinet." This portrait was

painted for the Marquis of Douglas.

When it was nearly finished, the emperor came in suddenly

to the atelier of the artist, who had hitherto concealed it from

him. lie saw this picture at a glance.

" Admirable !
" he cried. "I must have that, David."

" Sire, I am sorry ; but it is sold—it is an order."

" Paint another ; I must have this."

" I am sorry, sire, but t/iis painting is sold," replied David,

respectfully but firmly.

"Who has bought it?" asked Napoleon, on whose brow
the imperial frown was collecting.

" The Marquis of Douglas "

ISlii. " Love quitting Psyche early in the Morning."
" Telemachiis and Eucharis."
" The Coronation," another picture; sold first for £3,000,

then for £60.

" The Anger of Achilles." " An old Gipsy telling

fortunes."

1824. "Mars disarmed by Venus." This picture was ex-
hibited for the benefit of the old men's hospital at Itrussels,

and then in Paris for the benefit of the author, to whom it

brought no less than 4.'3,000 francs.

Our views relative to French Art are, to a certain extent,

supported by the author of a book which has appeared since

the above was written. " The Purple Tints of Paris '' • thus
describes Art in France :—" One of the distinctive charac-

teristics of the P'rench nation is its love of Art. No one can
deny that it possesses this in an eminent degree, though, from
want of proper calculation, the practical results are r.ot com-

Hllllll!lll»IIMI!lll!llilllliillijlllilliilllllllU,:.r.

THE UE.YTH OF S0CU.\TES. FROM A rAINTl.\-0 IIV PAVID.

" What ! an Englishman carry off this prize—the best you
have ever painted of me ? No! It cannot be."

" Sire, I have sold it."

Napoleon, who was extremely passionate, and whose passion

sometimes made him do little things, raised his foot in an
instant of ungovernable rage, and put it through the canvas.

He then walked away, leaving the amazed artist to gaze at

the ruin of his admirable painting.

Next morning David was sent for to join the emperor's

breakfast-table. Not a word was said on the subject of the

previous day's discussion ; but the manner of the emperor
was so gentle, and he took the hand of the artist with so

much affection, that David clearly understood that the man
apologised, though the crowned head was too proud to

allow it.

The picture was re-painted, and is, we believe, still in the

possession of the Marquis of Douglas.

1814. " Thermopyhv," size of nature.

mensurate with the strength of the passion— at least, in the
higher dipartments. The Frenchwoman, when she chooses
the colour of her dress, and arranges its graceful folds, is an
artist—quite as much as the cook or the historical painter.
The ouriier, when he creates a table, a work-box, a vase, a
watch, or a brooch, is pre eminently an artist. Even the lad
who displays shawls and muslins in a shop-window has the
artistic feeling. It is not surprising, therefore, that the
number of persons who apply themselves to drawing, and
painting, and sculpture, is immense. In Paris alone there are
rather more than six thousand artists, in our sense of the
word, of whom one half are amateurs, and the other half gain,
or endeavour to gain, a living by their profession. Almost
the whole of them have spent several years in the atelier or
studio of a master, and have acquired a certain esprit <le corps,

and a peculiar way of viewing things. The great majority

• ' Purple Tints of Paris." By Baylc St. John.
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are republicans, more or less fanatical—though some of the

most successful gentlemen now affect aristocratic ideas.

" I have hinted that French love of art, in as far as it has

to do with patronage, is by no means enlighttned. To proi'e

this would take me into a special discussion, and necessitate

invidious remarks. I could give instances innumerable to

prove that the small class of persons who buy pictures are

directed in their choice more by accident than by science, and

that the public willingly admires when it is told to admire.

The history of the reputation of Prud'hon, now so popular, is

a case in point. During his life-time he was only appreciated

by a few friends, connoisseurs, but uninfluential ; and it was

only twenty years after his death that lie began to be talked of.

At present, pictures which would scarcely be sold at all in

his life, now fetch thousands of francs, and there is a disposi-

tion to overrate him. I know an instance in which an amateur,

bewitched, and away it goes, like a pack of hounds after

puss, until some other game crosses the track, when it turris

aside' and leaves the first victim of it* enthusiasm astonished,

and no doubt rather grieved, at its safety. '

' It was not till about the time of the Fronde, that the

young nobility of France, sent abroad by their families to

travel out of the way of civil dissensions, acquired and brought

home a real admiration for art. Some fifty gentlemen, with

means and leisure at their disposal, began then to praise and
buy pictures, and encourage genius to do its best. Then taste

was, perhaps, never very refined. At any rate it rapidly

deteriorated. Yet, up to the revolution, there was a constant,

and, to a certain extent, enlightened patronage of art. A
little previously, the wealthy lioioyeoisie, more from imitation

than any other cause, had begun to purchase pictures, and try

to understand their beauties. Probably, had things remained

/
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who spoke with contempt of a now well-known paifter, was

rebuked severely by a critic, and was possessed, six months

afterwards, of pieces by that very hand to the value of eight

hundred pounds. A more singular case of the same kind

would require the mention of individuals now living ; but

perhaps this sort of thing is sufficiently common all the world

over to enable the reader to imderstand what must be its

manifestations where it exists in an excessive degree.

" I compare the growth of a reputation, artistic or literary,

in France, to the progress of the Giaour in ' Vathek," who,

after he has been kicked from the steps of the throne, rolls

himself into a ball, and by some unaccountable attraction

draws after him the deadly-eyed prince, Carathis, the war

minister, the courtiers, the people— even the halt and the

infirm. By some accident, one or two amateurs become con-

vinced, with or without reason, that a man has genius, and

begin running after him. Very soon the whole country is

quiet, the education of their taste would have been successful;

but time was not allowed them, and they were left heirs of a

fashion instead of a science. They, as well as the people at

large, had an intuitive veneration of art—though more as a

name than as a thing. It was their impression that art was a

great and beautiful manifestation of the mind, and they endea-

voured, with less success than might have been wished, to

appreciate its productions. France, therefore, possesses a

wealthy middle class, really disposed to hail and reward the

genuine artist, but without the power of recognising him

when he appears. This accounts for so many sudden and

ephemeral reputations. The bourrjcoisie are conscientiously

on the look-out for great men, and are easily deceived into

supposing they have found them. Under such circumstances,

we need not wonder that intrigue and ([uackery are almost

necessary to whomsoever desires to succeed.

"Among themselves the artists atfect. above all things, to
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despise the bui<r</cois feeling, and those who truckle to it.

One of their number is excommunicated because he did not

insult a grocer who exclaimed, " Your picture is a master-

piece ; btit I cannot buy it, for it is six inches too wide."

Another is accused of selling for two hundred francs what he
had previously asked a thousand for. In truth, however, all

the really professional men are obliged to be tolerably con-

descending to the ignorance and indelicacy with which they

have to deal, and revenge themselves when alone by pasqui-

nade .and satire."

This is a very correct repre.sentation of the state of affairs in

Paris. As we are on the subject of modern art, a few more
extracts may be interesting. The same writer says :

" Many
young French painters affect an originality in their m-nner
which they have not in their mind. Would-be men of genius

are nearly ahv.ays lazy. They think this one of the most

valuable privileges of their character. My friend Basil

belonged to this class, except, perhaps, that he had more
talent than the world gave him credit for. He lost himself

by yielding, to a most ridiculous extent, to that absurd habit

of some intellectual men of 'wanting inspiration.' They
wait for inspiration sometimes all their lives, and it never

comes. The real way is to go and fetch it. Basil did not

choose to do so. On one occasion a friend procured him,

partly out of charity, an order from the wife of a wealthy

banker for a kind of thing in which he excelled— a couple of

bouquets in water colours. The money was paid in advance

three years ago, and the bouquets are not yet in bloom. He
does not intend to defraud her, but ' he wants to produce

something excellent.' He is waiting for inspiration. His

friends tell him that this seems dishonest. He colours, bites

his lip, and says, ' I will set about it,' in a deplorably despond-

ing tone ; but he has not put pencil to paper yet. He has no

studio of his own, but goes now to one friend's place, now to

the other—sometimes with, sometimes without, materials ; but

upon almost every occasion he thrusts his hands into his

shock of hair, and sits down complaining that he has no ideas,

no inspiration. As may be imagined, he is often in want of a

dinner, and is compelled to sponge upon a friend. He went
to one the other day, and in his heavy, lumbering way, said,

' I have got no money, and yet I must eat.'
"

David is the original of all these students. He it was gave

the tone to the ottlicrs ; it was he made the artist a republican,

an eccentric individual, with a broad-brimmed hat and mous-

taches. It was in his workshop that first appeared the

Loustic and the Rapin, thus described :
—" The Loustic is

generally an artist-amateur, that is to say, his parents have

property ; they see him some day, when a child, take a piece

of chalk or charcoal, and scratch the portrait of his father or

his schoolmaster. This is enough. It is at once determined

that a great genius has revealed itself. The lad no sooner

escapes from college than he is sent to a painter's studio. He
is supplieil with a handsome sum of money, and becomes very

often the Loustic of the atelier ; perhaps the most backw.ard in

the serious of his art, but clever as a caricaturist, and allowed

to take any liberties as a practical joker.

" The R.apin is the servant of the nlelirr, something equiva-

lent to a f,ig at a public school. -V shabby dress is a necessary

part of his definition. Most probably he has an immense bush
of hair. He often becomes a clever artist, but no one knows
him. His duties are to do all the work of the ntclier : to run
of errands, to set the model, S:c. He often picks up a good
deal of knowledge from the conversation of the students, and
repeats it in a mysterious manner."

Such are some of the types found in a French alelier of

painting—the ntdiers of the descendants of the great master
Louis David.

.

JOHN :m a ]{ T I X

.

If this remarkable painter did not receive diiving his life all

his due, it appears at all events likely that now at last, when
death has closed upon him, he will be gr.mted the honours of

renown and fame in full measure. But even during life John

JIartin was admired and popular with a very extensive portion

of the community. There was a grandeur, a magnificence

about some of his paintings—his " Belshazzar's Feast," his

" Crucifixion," and his "Pandemonium"—which struck the eye

at once, and caused him to be appreciated. Vast conceptions

in arcliitecture have their weight in the eyes of the millions,

and his were truly vast. His " Joshua commanding the Sun
to stand still" is known everywhere. It has carried his

reputation into all (juarters, over the whole of continental

Europe as well as this island.

.\nd he is dead at last, having at length followed those

great contemporaries of his, who divided with him public

favour and applause. We, who knew something of him in

those days when his drawing-room was the place wliere men
of .ill kinds, authors, artists, singers, and public favourites in

every style, were wont to meet, regret his death much, though

aware that for some time past he had been lost to art. It is

the more to be regretted, because he has left several admirable

pictures unfinished. This had been discovered for some time

past, and had caused him to retire to the Isle of Man, where

he died a few weeks back.

John Martin was born at Cayden Bridge, near Hexham,
Northumberland, on the 10th of July, 1781), and having in

his early youth shown a very marked liking for the limner's

art, his parents determined on sending him to a coach-builder

at Norwich, there to learn the glorious art of heraldic paint-

ing. But this did not suit Martin ; it was not at all what he

aimed at. His ambition was above this ; and disgusted and

irritated at the drudgery imposed upon him in the coach-

builder's employment, he threw up his apprenticeship. He
now received some instructions in drawing of a different kind

from one Muss, father of a very well-known enamel-painter

of the same name, which had been changed from Masso under

the impression that to succeed one must have a thorough

English name. With these riches, and no other, John Martin

started for London in search of fortune.

There have been so many stories told of what poor artists

and poor authors have suffered in the upward struggle for

fame and competence—for they are never insane enough to

dream of wealth—that the reader will hot require any minute

details on this subject. Whether he dined on a penny loaf, or

added to that solid luxury an ounce of beef, or, like the Paris

artists out of luck, walked the streets without a dinner, and

talked of the fine joint he had dined on, are things we scarcely

care to know. Suffice it to say, he steeled himself in the fiery

cauldron of genius—poverty, and came from it energetic,^

vigorous, ready and able to do battle with the world.

He began to gain a living by painting on glass and china,

by making water-colour drawings, and also by the thankless

task of teaching. But this was the outward and positive life;

there was the ideal life too going on. He had already deter-

mined in his own mind to be a great artist, and it was at this

period that he painted pictures on towels instead of canvas, fcr

want of the more artistic preparation. The lo'ig hours of the

night, that should have been spent in sleep, \»ere devoted to

earnest study, and especially to a deep elaboration of the

principles of architecture and perspective—two elements he h; s

used admirably in all his productions.

.\t last, eager for the fray, he began the battle of life, and

came boldly before the world. In the year 181(1, liaving, like

most men of any note or success in any walk demanding study

and refiection, married early, he painted his oil picture of

" Clytie " for the Royal Academy E.xhibition of th.at year.

It was, like the first picture of David, in whose life there arc

points of resemblance with Martin, rejected at first, and tlien

at the opening of the following season accepted, tolerably well

hung, and very highly appreciated by good judges. In I8I2

his fancy and imagination, those great illuminators of his

genius, were very forcibly shown in the production of " Sadak
in search of the Waters of Oblivion." This was a genuine de-

velopment of his peculiar characteristics. 'Joshua commanding
the Sun to stand still " was a very successful picture, and gained

him the SlOO medal of the British Institution. In ISl'.ihe

became more grand and sublime in hie " Fall of Babylon,"
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which was speedily followed by " Macbeth and the Witches."

In 1821, however, the whole artistic world was dazzled by the

appearance of that gorgeous production, " Belshazzar's Feast,"

which gained him the £200 prize of the British Institution.

It was a glorious picture of a wondrous scene, of which
Byron says :

" The king was on his throne.

The satraps throng'd the hall.

And thousand bright lamps shone

O'er that high festival."

The background of enormous, vast, black architecture—on the

left the luminous wall, played all over with a strange bril-

liancy—in the foreground the low tables sumptuously spread,

with groups of men and women apparently just disturbed

from the attitude of luxurious enjoyment, all with their eyes

directed towards the blazing characters which Daniel is

about to stand forward and interpret—his austere, prophet-like

appearance presenting a striking contrast with the indolent

and effeminate personages who encircle the festive board—all

combine to form a grand conception, grandly rendered. His
" Destruction of Herculaneum " was less successful. In "The
Seventh Plague " he has concentrated all the horrors which
afflicted the whole land ; and a few groups of men and women,
with misery-stricken countenances, may be supposed em-
blematical of the whole aflUcted race. " The Paphian Bower"
was not in his style; but "The Creation," in which nature,

under the hand of God, seems to grow visibly before us out of the

darkness, without form and void, is admirable. In 1826 appeared
his well-known painting of "The Deluge." This picture,

through the broken light of a tempestuous evening, presents us

with the terrible aspect of the earth when the universal flood

had just b^gun to rise. The inhabitants, vainly hoping that

it was only an extraordinary inundation, are flying to seek

refuge on lofty places. The aged and the sick, the frightened

young girls and children, are carried up the rocks by the
strong men. The painter here has discriminated philo-

sophically between the various developments of the human
character. Here we see heroic self-sacrifice, men hazarding

their lives to protect the helpless, women clinging to their

children and refusing to leave them, daughters seeking t'o drag

their mothers up almost inaccessible precipices. On the other

hand, the interest of self-preservation is illustrated by indi-

viduals who in this dreadful hour break all bonds of natural

affection, forget all duties, forsake all friends, and fly alone,

not caring who may perish, so that they may be saved. The
wild and rugged landscape ; the stormy and rolling waters,

which already threaten the " fenced cities," as thoiigh the

ocean had broken its bounds ; the dark and beetling crags ; the

confused and terrified multitude, in which they who wear the

apparel of princes and queens cling in abject terror to any
who maybe near them ; the clouds rent at intervals by streaks

of fire ; the night which blackens over all—these elements of

the sublime and picturesque are blended into a tableau of the

most wonderful interest and power. On a distant mountain-
top, the ark seems to rest like a promise of salvation and
peace, mth a flash of lightning passing harmlessly over it.

" The Fall of Nineveh '

' resembles in many of its charac-

teristics " The Feast of Belshazzar." Its chief merit consists

in the grand proportion of the architecture, and in the artistic

disposition of broad and bold masses of light and shadow.
The same may be said of " Pandemonium," in which there is

a grand series of "blazing cressets" casting a bright glare on
innumerable fierce and defiant countenances, upturned to

listen to the words of the arch-deceiver and enemy of man-
kind. The architectural conception is here vast and mighty.
Martin subsequently illustrated Milton, receiving £2,000 for

the drawings. He did the same for the Scriptures in a
popular edition. He then for several years devoted himself
assiduously to those engravings of his own pictures which
have so materially added to his reputation. He was earnest
and laborious, full of ingenuity and originality, applied new
modes of varying the texture and perspective effects of large'

mezzotinto plates, and thus led the way to a marked and
general improvement in this important branch of art.

But while thus at work, he was almost wholly forgotten as

a painter, when he revived the memories of the world by his

very able picture of " The Coronation of Queen Victoria."

His pictures had long hung neglected on his walls ; and none
but men of science, artists, and authors, went to see them. His
long-standing quarrel with the Academy prevented his exhi-

biting. But now he had the inestimable honour and glory of

painting dukes and duchesses, lords and ladies ; his royal

picture was talked of by the press ; and prosperity came once

more. It is always held in this country an honour to be

painted by an artist who has painted a lord ; and as Martin in

his "Coronation"hadpaintednot only many lords, but-a queen,

he foimd the demand upon his time very great. And yet he

did not grow rich. A large family, a position in society to be

kept up, a precarious and imcertain income, are things which

men with fixed salaries can scarcely comprehend. Poor

Martin did, to his cost, and his life was one struggle from the

early days of his poverty to the uneasy hours of hie death in

the Isle of Man. But there is a fact in connexion with his

life which must never be forgotten. Nearly all the great

schemes for giving London pure water, for a vast sewer to

collect the refuse of this vast city, and for other great sanitary

purposes, came from our ingenious artist. A writer, who
appears more intimately acquainted than we are with his

private history, says :
—" Notwithstanding the extraordinary

amount of industry spent on his pictures and engravings,

nearly as much time, and the larger portion of his earnings,

were expended on engineering plans for the improvement

of London, such as the embankment of the Thames and the

drainage of the town ; also on the ventilation of mines, light-

houses, and the improvement of our harbours. The money he

actually expended on those useful and ingenious projects must
have exceeded £10,000."

His mind retained its faculties to the very last. He had
several very great paintings in hand, which we fear no one

can finish for him. They are of the usual character—" The
Judgment;" "The Days of Wrath;" and the "Plains of

Heaven." Of late years, Martin had fallen into a habit,

derived perhaps from Etty, of using one colour too freely

;

and in one case, a very fine landscape is so blue as to leave the

mind in doubt where the earth ends or the cerulean sky begins.

Martin was simple in his habits, independent in his ideas,

no worshipper of /ank or wealth, and yet he was sought for

and respected by the high in place, far more than any toad-

eater or parasite of power. His soirees were visited, not only

by men of talent and reputation, but by ambassadors and

princes ; and there it was that, in our childhood, we timidly

gazed, for the only time, at the genial countenance of Sir W.alter

Scott. Martin was much liked by literary men, and owed
much of his early pre-eminence to the favourable criticism of

the " London Weekly Review," edited by one of the St. Johns.

And he died far away on a still little island of the deep, the

Isle of Man, where for some time he had gone every year.

Here, probably, he gathered fresh from nature many of his

magnificent inspirations—his moonlights on the water, his

bursting and golden sunlights, so powerfully used by him
at times ; here too he died, "and," says a local chronicler,

" hallowed no doubt in their estimation will ever be the place

of his sepulchre, where he will repose by the side of some of

his departed relatives, in the cemetery on the hill, near the

romantic churchyard of Kirk Braddan, one of the spots he

admired so much, and loved to visit ; and henceforth the

deathless name of Martin, associated with that of our lonely

isle—like the great Napoleon's, linked with St. Helena—will

invest it with an interest and celebrity which will endure to

the end of time ; and we may truly predict, that strangers

firom all parts of Europe, landing on these shores, will, like

pilgrims journeying to some far-famed distant shrine, visit the

grave of Martin, and pay ' the sacred tribute of a tear ' to the

memory of immortal genius and sterling virtue."

Allowing for the enthusiasm of a friend and admirer, there

is some truth doubtless in this ; and it is pleasing, at all events,

to think, that genius is remembered by man, when the spirit

that vivified is gone, and the body slumbers in the grave.
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B \ n T n L M K E S T E B A N ME R T L L .

With Murillo we are about to take a view of creation, and to

soar througli the universe, not only as it was f;ishioned by the

Creator, but such as the imagination of man has peopled it

beyond its outward and visible form. The stem realities of

Vol. I.

life under all its hu nblest and yet most picturesque asppcts,

in contrast with tht aeings of imagination arrayed in their

gentlest expression ; on the one hand the thick shadows ot

our earthly atmosphere, and on the other the ethereal bright-

ness of the heavens ; here the pure and graceful beauty of

incorporeal Seraphim, and there the squalor of the mendicant
in hostile collision with the miseries of want, dirt, and dise.ise;

at once every aspect of life, and every accident of light,

whetlicr transfusing miraculously the celestial regi(m8 or shed
upon the earth, giving life and vivacity to figures and land-
scape—all these lie within the rich domain of Murillo's art.

In his loftiest moments, soaring into the azure expanse of the
heavens, his spirit contemplates those luminous abodes wherein
the faithful look forward in humble hope to endless and
unequalled bliss ! his fervid imagination sees floating around
the Queen of Ileaven gay swarms of infant beings, clothed by
his genius with angelic attributes ; the air to him is filled

with floods of bright Cherubim, .ighter th,in the golden
vapours amidst which they frolic, lluttering, soaring, ascend-
ing and descending, crossing each other's path, intertwining

their celestial forms, calling each other with WTeathed smiles,

joining hands in a living garland of joyous flowers, floating on
the breeze and sporting in the sunbeam. The two elements
which contend for the mastery of hum.an life—reality and
idealism, imagination and good sense—have been wonderful! v

combined by Murillo. Resem. ..ing in this the author of Don
Quixote, he ha.s been by turns thoughtful like the hero of La
Mancha, and familiar and grotesque like Sancho. There is

not a phase of existence, not ,in emotion of the soul, from the
sublime impulse of ecstasy down to the eagerness of eentuality,
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which Murillo ha3 not attempted to portray, and with him to

attempt was to succeed. He closely studied the innumerable

attitudes of the human frame, those assumed by pride or com-

manded by dignity, as well as those which spring from cai'e-

lessness, idleness, or accident. Through angels, men, animals,

trees, verdure, sea, and sky, he has traversed from one end to

the other the scale of existence—a boundless vista, which,

like the patriarch of old, lie saw prolonged in his waking
dreams through the glorious regions of paradise.*

He was born at Seville on the 1st of January, IGIS, and not

at Pilas in 1G13, as erroneously stated by Palomino. f The
Spaniards, even at that period, called Seville a wonder :

Que non a vista Scvilla,

Non a vista miraviglia,

they exclaimed then as now ; and yet the city, which in their

pride they found so marvellous, did not at that time contain

the masterpieces of JluriUo. The first master of the great

colourist was Juan del Castillo, his uncle, who, being a disciple

of the Florentine school, was, according to Bermiidez, hard

and dry in his colouring ; but, on the other hand, a chaste and

severe draughtsman, and calculated to form good pupils.

Murillo learnt without difficulty all that was taught hira,

until his master having gone to establish himself at Cadiz, he

felt himself verj' much out of his element at Seville ; a simple

scholar, uncertain of his way, and a prey to the indecision of

early youth. In the mean time he employed himself in paint-

ing, to sell at the fair of Seville, J a stock of pictures, una par-

tida (le pinturas, the mercantile name which was given to a

considerable branch of commerce between Spain and her

American colonies, and as a colourer of flags and banners for

the gorgeous processions of the church. Such was the humble
beginning of Murillo ; and if this employment inured the

young painter to the difficulties of execution, and reduced the

crudeness of his colouring, it raised him but little in the social

scale .above the workman.

Happily, however, a fellow- student of Murillo';", whom he
had known in the studio of Juan del Castillo, arrivrd at this

juncture at Seville. This young artist was Pedro de Moya,

just returned from London, where he had studied under

Vandyck. Passionately devoted to the style of the Flemish
painter, Moya had made himself master of his learned and
agreeable method ; and as the manner of Vandyck was as yet

unknown at Seville, its novelty created universal astonish-

ment. To Murillo, above all, the sight of Moya's works was

* Captain Bold, in his interesting " History ofthe Spanish School

of Painting," thus siims up the characteristics of Murillo's style:

" He is celebrated for the originality of his treatment and inven-

tion, the gracefully flowing character of his draperies, and the

simplicity, the perfect nature and unaffected grace which dis-

tinguish his figures ; consequently his subjects seldom fail to

interest the most fastidious critic : human affections in all their

variety, charity under all its forms, religion with all its fervour,

love, and benevolence, were never more beautifully blended or

correctly delineated ; and had he possessed the advantages of a

classical education, and a more intimate acquaintance with the

antique, so as to have improved himself in the beau-idealism as

well as the philosophy of the art, I have no doubt he would have

transcended even the mighty Raphael."

•f-
This error has been pointed out by Cean Bermudez, who pro-

cured at Seville the certificate of Murillo's baptism. Vide the
" Diccionario Historico de los mas ilustres Frofesores de las Bellas

Artes en Espana." Madrid, ISOO.

J " A weekly fair held in the parish of All Saints, and known as

' la Feria.' The prices in this mart, like the purchasers, being of

the lowest class, the artistic wares exposed were necessarily, for the

most part, of a very humble order ; and, indeed, ' a picture of the

Fair ' (pintura de la Feria) was a proverbial expression for a bad
picture Still there was hardly a Sevillian painter of fame during
the sixteenth or scTcutecnth centuries, who had acquired the use

of his pencil at home, but had brought to this market his first

clumsy saints and immature Madonnas."—" Annals of the Artists

of Spain," by William Stirling. M.A. London : John OUivicr,

1848, p. 31.5.

quite a revelation. He immediately felt how dangerous, how
hard, and how contrary to nature was the practice of giving

exaggerated importance to outline ; and understood how the

atmosphere, embracing all forms, blends some, assists the

modelling of others, and subdues all. Thus a new horizon

opened to his view ; he felt a wish to travel, to go to Italy, to

Venice, to the Low Countries, wherever his genius might have

a chance of developing itself; and if Moya had not acquainted

him with the recent death of Vandyck, he would have em-

barked for England. AVhat to do without fortune, however, was
now t'ne question, for he could not heedlessly undertake such

long and expensive journeys. The genius of Jlurillo at length

furnished him with resources ; he purchased a large quantity of

canvas, divided it into squares of various sizes, which he

primed and prepared with his own hands, and set to work to

paint rapidly everything that his fancy dictated—Madonnas,

devotional subjects, flowers, landscapes ;
* monks in one place,

objects of still life in another;—he then sold his cargo to a

shipowmer, and thus furnished with some money, without

acquainting his family or taking leave of any one, he de-

parted for Madrid, where he arrived safely when scarcely

twenty-five years old.

Velasquez was then in high favour at the court. A per-

sonal friend of the king of Spain, and an officer of his palace,

he, nevertheless, received his yoimg countryman most gra-

ciously ; and, through the influence of one of the familiars of

Philip IV., Murillo saw the doors of the palace of Madrid, of

the monastery of the Escuri.al, of all the royal residences, of

all the galleries, and all the museums, opened to him. In
jjresence of the Rubens' and Titian's with which the royal

residences were resplendent, the young painter forgot his

travelling project. AVhat occasion, in fact, had he now to go

to Italy ? Had he not unfolded to his gaze all that could

enrapture the colourist in embryo, and even pictures of that

Vandyck, already so much admired, though kno^-n only

through the imitations of Moya ?

It was, therefore, without quitting the apartments of the

Cierzo and of the Escuri.al, under the eyes of Velasquez,t and
with his friendly counsel, that Murillo accomplished the

journey which he had projected into the regions of true

colouring. About three years were employed by him in

copying, as a student, the paintings of the great masters, and,

above all, those of the Venetians and Flemings ; but that

nothing might be neglected, he also drew from the antiqiie

and the living model, while Velasquez, who had arrived at

perfection in his fascinating style, familiarised him with the

love of a faithful rendering of nature, the taste for pure truth,

and the illusions of aerial perspective.

Joachim Sandrart, and some Italian authors, relate that

Jlurillo visited America in his youth. These writers have
been misinformed, and assert of Murillo that which was onlv

true with respect to his illuminated squares of canvas, and
his son Gaspard Esteban Murillo. They have e\'idently felt a

difficulty in believing that a painter of such consummate
ability coidd have arrived at such excellence without visiting

the classic land of art. They have, accordingly, stated that

Murillo, on his return from America, travelled in Italy ; but, as

a Spanish author J pointedly remarks, " Is it probable th.at

such a journey would have remained unknown to so many of

MuriUo's intimate friends, who, in fact, never heard it men-
tioned except in books, although it is proverbial how closely

*
'I Compro una porcion dc lienzo ; la dividio en muchos quadros

;

los imprimo por su mano, y pinto en ellos asuntos de devocion."

—

Ccan Bermudez, ubi supra, vol. ii., p. 49.

t " Velasquez, probably, little thought that the needy young
man, whom he then patronised, was destined to acquire a name,
and to execute works which would be more popular and more
widely known than his owu."^"A Handbook of the History of

the Spanish and French Schools of Painting," l)y Sir Edmuiul
Head, Bart. London : John Murray, ISIS, p. 104.

J Antonio Palomino y Vclasco, in chapter ii. of book vi.,

entitled " El Aprovechado," p G2.
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the lives of illustrious men are observed, known, and scanned,

even in the minuii;e of ihcir most trilling details " • It is,

however, eertain, that JImillo, on liis return to Seville, in

lG4o, painted for the little cluiater of the convent of St. Francis

pictures -n-hith attracted universal notice. It was no longer

merely the style of Vandyck, sueh as Moya had imported it

into Seville nearly three years before,, but a surprising com-

bination of all the different styles which Murillo had so pro-

foundly studied when at Madrid, or at the Escurial, where he

had copied successively the paintings of Ivubens, of Titian, of

Yandyek, of Ribera, and of Velasquez. No originality was
yet to be traced in this singular fusion, in which the fiery

splendour of Rubens was tempered by the gravity of Titian, or

the graceful elegance of Anthony Vandyck mitigated the

savage emphasis of Spagnolctto. Here and there, in spite of

this blending, the pencil of the imitator more visibly betraj ed

each of the masters whom he had by turns admired. Thus,
" Angels appearing to a 'I aint in Ecstasy " recalled the power-
ful contrasts f Ribera; his splendid picture of "Tlie De.-ith

of Santa Clara" seemed a reminiscence of Vandyck, from the

expressions of the head, the fre.shness of the carnations, and
the correct drawing of the extremities. Finally, his " St.

James ministering to the Poor" betrayed the direct intluence

of Velasquez. "When the moment had arrived for exhibiting

his own genius and a consciousness of his own powers,

Murillo offered nothing but a happy selection from others

;

but through this appearance of imitation, however, the great-

ness of the master began to show itself.

MuriUo took yery good care never to show the feet of the

Virgin when he painted her ascending towards heaven in the

nridst of a dazzling glory. He was apprehensive of conjuring

up a profane thought at the sight of divine charms ; this little

morsel of nudity, which was not even remarked at Rome,
would have been offensive in Andalusia. In spite of these

pious precautions, however, the Virgins of MuriUo are far

from possessing those attributes of virgin beauty which the

faith requires. Their luxuriant hair, their dark and humid
eyes, inspire other ideas than those of divine transport ; and,

if they are represented as devoting themselves to household
affairs, it is seldom otherwise than as mothers with plump
hauds, whom the eares of life have not robbed of the roseate

hues of the carnation ; but, by way of amends, Murillo has
impressed upon the Son of Mary a character truly super-

human. We fancy we see around the head of this infant a
halo of glory, which needs no material representation, llis

beautiful head is lit up with intelligence ; His glance open and
penetrating, at once vivid and gentle, emits rays of genius;

and He looks so great, even in the tranquillity of sleep, that we
feel, as it were,, conscious of the presence of a God. Every-
thing around, even to the vulgar visage of the carpenter and
the worldly figure of Jfai-y, enhances the distinction of the-

infant, and indicates the divinity that moves within Him.
The details of humble life. In the midst of which the infant

Christ was brought up, add still further to the effect; and
they serve as a contrast to the inherent nobility of soul, which
perhaps would not exhibit so much character in another me-
dium, for it appears to us singularly heightened even by the

trivial accessories which surround it. " With Raffaelle," it

has been well said by a French critic,t " the Virgin is super-

latively virgin; with MuriUo the infant Jesus is really divine."

Let us follow for a while, as we walk through a celebrated

gallery, or even as we turn over the engraved works of Mu-
rillo,—let us follow out the liistory of this young girl of lowly
birth, the companion of that careless beggar-boy of whom
we have already given a representation. J Here we see her on
her mother's knee, while her matted locks are being combed,
uttering cries which attract the notice of the dog of the house ;

as a child yonder under the trees, at the bottom of a prettily

* " Aun Ids atomos mas miuimos se observan," says the author
of ' El Museo Pictorico," vol. iii., p. 420.

t ' Etudes sur la Peiuturc Espagnole," by M. There, published
in " La Revue dc Paris," of 1835.

+ '• The Works of Eminent Masters," Vol. I., p. 45.

laid-out garden, she is amusing herself with some birds for

which she hiis made a nest in her basket, or with the flowers
she has gathered in her lap. At a later period, grown up,
formed, and henceforth capable of inspiring and of feeling the
tender passion, we see her stationed at her window, and
fixing—we know not on whom—a bold look ; leaning out
amorously, her shoulders bare, and her hair parted at the
corner of her forehead after the fashion of the students, she
monopolises all the light, leaving in the half tint of the
middle distance a duenna duly old and iU-favoirred, thus
bringing forward her own youth by this background of ugli-

ness. But how is this ? Unless our eyes deceive us, it is still

the same who, doubtless converted, pardoned, and become by
dint of repentance " Santa Rosa de Lima," holds a rose in her
hand, and offers up her heart to the infant Jesus, perched
upon the stem of the flower in the form of a humming-bird.

Contrast is the mainspring of Spanish art. Thus we have
seen in our own days the French romantic school, based upon
contrast, turn its first glance towards the land of Murillo and
of Cervantes. From Hernani to Ruy Bias, it is Spain that

has furnished the wardrobes of our literary colourists with
their rags and their doublets, the silken basquinc of the
duchess and the tattered mantle of Don Ca;sar. Xo one has
more frequently or more happily made use of contrast than
Murillo. We do not thereby mean those abrupt oppositions

of light and shade such as the terrible Ribera affected.

Contrast with Murillo shone forth in the philosophy of the

picture by the unexpected approximation of its different

qualities, and by the antithesis of thoughts or of character.

That he might not come into collision at once with mind and
sight, Murillo, contrary to the practice of Spagnolctto, placed
the dualism in the action, and the unity in the chiaruscuro,

—the contrast being addressed to the mind, and the harmony
to the eye. When he had attained the final perfection of his

talent, he was commissioned, about 1670, to paint some large

pictures for the church of La Charite', in which his subject

and his genius were wonderfully well matched. He had to

illustrate precisely the two extremes which are di-awn together

by religion and united by Christian charity,— luxury and
destitution, rags and satin, ruddy health and wan disease.

Fortunately he lived m the classic city of mendicants,— the
blind, the paralytic, the one-handed, the lame, and the

victims of scurvy and leprosy. All these models he had
encountered simply in walking through the streets of Seville
— a huge out-of-door hospital.*

But with what flexibility, what richness, what facile genius
has he not executed his task ! How can we enumerate, how
describe in succession, so many pictures, varied in character,

touching and sublime ? " The Prodigal Son," " The Miracle
of the Loaves and Fishes," " St. Elizabeth of Hungary,'
" The Paralytic at the Piscina,"! and all those miracles of

evangelical charity reproduced by miiacles of colour ; Cast
your eyes on that multitude that Murillo has painted in " the

Miracle of the Loaves and Fishes," as nmnerous as it is

represented in Holy Writ. " If Christ has fed five thousand
men with five barley loaves and two small fishes," says M.
Thorc, " MuriUo has painted five thousand men on a space ol

twenty-six square feet." In truth, there is not one less than
five thousand ; it is an endless multitude of women and
ehUdren, of old and young, a host of heads and arms which
move with ease, without confusion, without inconvenience,

without tumult; all gaze upon Christ in the midst of His
disciples, and Christ blesses the loaves, and the miracle is

wrought ! Subliaic signal of Ixaternity amongst men ! mag-

* Seville has .ilways been a city of beggars supported by l\\

monks, and is at this day more througcd with them than ever.

J kh ' Uiic Annilc en I^jttujiw, pay Cltut Us JJidUr.'*

t This picture, as well as that of " The Prodigal Son," forme
part of the gaUery of Maxshal Soult, MuriUo received for i

8,000 reals, or £Sj. Marshal Soult had sold it to the late kin"
Louis Plillippe, for i'!S,UOO, but for some reason the bargain wa
broken off. For " The Miracle of the Loaves and Fishes" Murill
received 13,U7o reals.

—

Vidt Ceaa Bermudez.
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nidcent lesson of charity, which the painter has magnificently

illustrated

!

We might be almost tempted to imagine that the picture

composed itself, and to look upon it as a fortuitous piece of

accident. The groups, however, are well arranged, and if

sometimes the different parts are not duly balanced, as may

I
mystery ; but when we are in the presence of an artist so

expansive, so impassioned as Murillo—when superiority of

expression is the predominant charm, how can we waste a

thought on the propriety of these hidden subtleties? When
looking at " The Prodigal Son," we yield ourselves up entirely

to the joy that irradiates the paternal countenance, to the

THE HOLY FAMILY. PilOM A PAINTING BY MUKILLO.

be remarked in the " Saint Philip," formerly in Marshal
Soult's f^allery, it will be found to be a rare exception.
Without doubt Ihere are learned and profound painters who
have possessed the talent of interesting the spectator by the
occult equilibrium of the different groups which compose
their pictures

; they know that a man of taste will find a
chwi-m in the discovery of an eflfect, the law of which is a

gestures of the servants who are preparing the feast, and even

to the caresses of the little house-dog, which has recognised

the son of his master. The Prodigal himself is pale and
exhausted without being disfigured,—the very image of his

heart, which is withered, not degraded. There he stands

divided between the shame of his recollections and the sweet-

ness of his pardon. W"liat consummate knowledge of the
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numan heart
!

What philosophy
!
and how impressive and Tlio character of MariUo rosenibled the stylo of his works

agreeable is the execution, in perfect harmony with the senti- lie was gentle and amiable. The Spanish blood however
ment that pervades the scene. The colours are lively, the which circulated in his veins made him prompt in anger ; it

ST. DIEQO d'aLCAI..4. PaOH A PAINTING BY MURILIO.

touch facile
;

it seems as if nature herself participated in the
feast of this family, and shared in their joy ; for " the splen-
dour of a beautiful day smiles upon them," as Montaigne
observes.

is only with such a temperament that we can possess the
happy faculty of having a keen appreciation of the beautiful.
He lived in friendly intimacy with Iriarte, an excellent land-
scape-painter, who, according to Murillo himself, painted
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landscape by divine inspiration.* Iriarte executed the back-
grounds of Murillo's pictures, in -n-hich he introduced fine

trees with light foliage, and smiling or overcast scenes in

accordance with the subject, limpid waters and airy distances,

which agreed perfectly with the intention of the master.
Murillo,- in turn, enriched the landscapes of Iriarte with
beautiful figures. They possessed together more than double
the talent required to pamt a chef-d'mmre. They differed one
day on the trivial question as to which of them should com-
mence a picture ordered of the landscape-painter by an
amateur, who calculated on the alliance of the two friends.

Murillo, in a moment of ill-humour, seized his palette, and
painted at one sitting both the landscape and the figures in a

manner that enchanted the purchaser, who discovered in him
what he never expected—a new artist, an admirable land-

scape-painter. A similar incident is said to have occurred in

the life of Rubens.

All Paris has seen in the gallery of M. Aguado, and in the
Spanish museum of the Louvre, some landscapes of Murillo.

They are composed in the style of Rubens, with breadth and
in broad masses. Moreover, he generally made them subor-

dinate to the more important branch of figure-painting, and
the scene was then merely an harmonious accompaniment, or

an invitation to the realms of poesy. We recollect that one
of the pictures before which the spectator remained the

longest, in the gallery of the fortunate marquis, was that of
" Jacob's Dream of the Ladder." In a dreary country, in

the night-time, -within a few paces of a ruin, on the borders of

a piece of still water, a traveller has thrown upon the ground
his gourd, his wallet, and his stick, and has fallen asleep.

The dream of the son of Abraham is represented in this land-

scape by one who knew how to give material embodiment to

the subtlest visions of the mind. On the head of the dreamer
appears a luminous ladder which rises up to heaven ; two
rows of Seraphim, scarcely touching the steps of this imagi-

nary pathway, mount up towards the Eternal, and descend
to communicate in whispers with the sleeping traveller. The
landscape is profoundly tranquil ; not a breath of air stirs the

summits of the trees or the surface of the lake ; no other

noise is heard than the mysterious rustling of the Seraph's
wings.

In 1812, M. Denon, Director-General of the Museums of

France, exhibited at the Louvre the Spanish pictures consti-

tuting a portion of the spoils of the French army. The aston-

ished public looked on these painters with wondering eyes,

and, accustomed to the mythological style of the Empire,
understood very little of MurUlo. Some artists found him
feeble, and M. Denon did not appear to take any further interest

in the matter. Zurbaran had been placed on the peristj'le of the

building, and visitors stopped on the steps of the Louvre to

gaze on his terrible monks. It w.as an age of romance, as

Madame de Stiicl observes, that could understand the beauties

of chivalry and Christianity. And yet, amongst these

pictures exhibited for the first time at Paris, there was
one which was always considered the chcf-d'auvre of its

author—" St. Elizabeth of Hungary,"t and which must be
pronounced to be the most perfect of his wor'Ks, did not com-
petent judges yield the preference to " The Miracle of the

Roman Gentleman." Our readers will feel indebted to us

for reproducing here the fine description which M. Viardot

has given of the "St. Elizabeth:"—"Tiiis subject has won-
derfully united the two opposite extremes of Murillo's style,—
the squalid, ragged, and verminous misery of his little beggars,

and the noble, simple, and sublime grandeur of his saints.

From this also springs the charm of a perpetual contrast and
a lofty moral. This palace converted into an hospital ; on one
side these ladies of the court, beautiful, fresh, and highly
adorned; on the other, those children, miserable, poor, and

* Quillict, Dictionmhe cks Piintrcs EspaijnoU, p. 10.3.

t This picture was taken back to Spain after the invasion of
France by the allied armies, and is now in the Academy of
Madrid.—Viardot, " MusC-cs d'Espas^ne, d'Anglcterre, ct dc
Belgique." Paris, 184,3.

rickety, who are scratching themselves and tearing their

breasts with their nails, without clothes upon their bodies or

hair upon their heads ; this palsy-stricken wretch borne upon
crutches, this old man who exhibits the sores upon his legs ;

this old woman cowering down, whose emaciated profile is

defined so forcibly against a skirt of black velvet ; on one side

the brilliant graces of luxury and health, on the other the

hideous harpies attendant on poverty and disease; and in the

midst of these extremes of humanity, divine charity, which

draws them together in the bonds of peace. A young and

lovely female, who, over the veil of a nun, wears the crown of

a queen, tenderly sponges the scald head of a child covered

with leprosy, holding over him the silver water-vase. Her
white hands seem to shrink from the work which her heart

prompts her to perform ; her lips tremble with loathing at the

sam.e moment that her eyes are suffused with tears. But pity

conquers disgust, and religion triumphs,—thab' divine faith

which bids us love our neighbour as ourselves."*

Velasquez was the painter of nature, Murillo the painter of

religion. He combined with a feeling of reality all the poetry

that can enter the soul of a believer. Pious even to godliness,

he loved to give himself up to religious reveries, in some
corner of those catholic churches, which, even in midday, are

plunged in dim religious light. During a visit he made to

Cadiz, to paint there " The Marriage of St. Catherine " for the

high altar of the Capuchins, he hurt himself dangerously by
falling from his scaffolding ; and not daring, through an excess

of modesty, to make known the nature of the injury he had
sustained (rupture), he became a prey to the most excruciating

pains.t While his pupil Meneses Osorio finished the painting

for the grand altar, Murillo, being brought back to Seville,

passed the rest of his life in suffering and in prayer. Towards
the latter period of his existence he caused himself to be

carried every day to the church of Santa Cruz, and was accus-

tomed to pray before the famous "Descent from the Cross"

of Pedro Campaiia. It is related, that the sacristan being

desirous one evening of closing ihe doors earlier than usual,

demanded of Murillo why he remained so long motionless in

that chapel. " I am waiting," replied the painter, " till those

men have brought the body of our Blessed Lord down the

ladder." J Feeling that his end was approaching, he drew up
his will, in which he expressed a wish to be interred at the

foot of Campafia's picture, which was religiously complied

with. He died on the 3rd of April, 16S2, in the arms of

Pedro Nuiiez de ViHavicencio, knight of the order of St. John,

who had been his intimate friend, and who was, with Tobar

* "We have read in a Spanish journal a detailed description—

a

very able one—of the " St. Elizabeth of Hungary." The coloiirs

of the picture are indicated. One of the queen's ladies is dressed

in a silk tunic of ultramarine, w-ith sleeves of a reddish -violet

{ca7-mcsi amorat'tdo). The one who carries the basin of medicaments
and the lint has an under tunic of white, over which is another of

lilac. The queen wears the widow's black mantle trimmed with

the fur of the marten, and under it a linen tunic. This Spanish

journal, " El Artista,'' w^as edited by men of great learning and
admirable taste—Messieurs Ochoa, Cardenera, and Be Modrazo.

Unfortunately, Spain has doubtless not had leisure to devote to

art, and this joui"ual, with a circulation of iive hundred, was dis-

continued after the third volume. A complete set could not

perhaps be found at present, the love of collecting being very rare

with the Spaniards. "We are indebted to M. Taylor for the

obliging communication of the only copy in his possession.

t " Tr.ipezo al subir del andiamo y con ocasim dc estar H
relaxado, se Ic salieron los intestinos

; y por no manifestar su

fiaqucza, in dexarso rccnocer, por su mucho honestidad, se vino a

morir."—Palomino y Vclasco. " Vidas de los pintores eminentcs

Esp.iuoles," in vol. iii. of the " Maseo Pictorico," page 423.

X
" Como un Dia el Sacristan descasc cerr.ar las puertas mas

temprano d-^ lo que acostumbraba, le hubo de pregnntar per que

se detcnia tanto tiempo en aquella capilla, a fo que le respondio :

* csto y csperando que estos santos varones acahen de baxar al Senor

de la cruz.'-'—Cean Bcrmudoz, " Diecionario Historico," vol. ii.

p. .54.
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and Meneses Osorlo, one of his best pupils.* From Murillo

have proceeded all the painters of Seville whose histories we
propose to write. It was he who founded a public academy
of design in his native city, and procured with great dilliculty

the co-operation of the professors Herrera, Valdes, and Iriarte.

He presided over it, and went there to teach the pupils the

study of the living model. After placing the model in position

himself, he explained to them the attitude, the proportions,

and the anatomy.

f

The truly extraordinary qualities of Murillo are fecundity,

flexibility, and marvellous aptitude for painting everything

—

the heavens, the fcarth, tatters, and Cherubim. As we walk

through the rooms of the Spanish museum of the Louvre, we
are a.stonished at the marvellous flexibility of such a colourist.

Sometimes he is grave and restrained, as in the fuU-lcngth

portrait of the cold inquisitor, "Don Adreas dc Andrade;" at

others we unexpectedly meet with the effects of a Rembrandt,

and golden colouring,—such, for instance, as we recognise in

the superb sketch of "St. Thomas of Villanueva." j Some-

times his style melts away even to efleminaoy, but more

generally he is vapoury. It is, perhaps, dangerous to copy

Jliuillo ; too readily the artist might sink into inanity of

expression in exaggerating t"he modelling of his subject, or

contract a mannerism of execution from which his original

escapes, thanks to the charm and brilliancy of its colouring.

If, however, there may be danger in copying Murillo, there

can be none in admiring him, fearlessly, unreservedly, mider

a thousand varied aspects,—and especially when in his grace-

ful mood. How, for instance, can we refram from feeling deeply

and tenderly his exquisite "Virgin of the Girdle :"§ (p. 313.)

In that picture the angelic choir swell their hymns of praise

to that celestial Infant, whose deep, black, thoughtful eyes

reflect the heavenly peace and harmony of their strain.

The gentle genius of Murillo ever leans to sweetness, ever

beams with calm but piercing light. Religion, m his pictures,

loses all her dread and awful aspect. She reveals herself only

to the faithful, overflowing with grace and mercy, still glowing

with the rays of the Sun that shone on Paradise. While

Ribera appreciated only her mysterious, threatening, sinister,

and sombre side, to Murillo she manifested herself in mercy,

in tenderness, and in the glories of a dread sublimity.

Esteban Murillo has left a great number of pictures, v,-hich,

previously to the wars of the Empire, were nearly all in the

churches and convents of Spain— at Madrid, at Seville, at

Cadiz, at Gr.anada, at Cordova, etc. etc.

Previously to this period the works of this celebrated painter

were scarcely known in other parts of Europe. Nevertheless,

the few which had foimd their way into France had there

found admirers and realised high prices. Since then royal

collectors have contended for the honotir of opening the doors

of their museums to the productions of him who has been

justly called the prince of Spanish painters.

We now proceed to draw up a brief catalogue of the works

• His funeral was celebrated with great pomp, the bier being

borne, says Joachim Sandrart, by two marquises and five knights,

and attended by a great concourse of people of all ranks, who
admired and esteemed the great painter. By his own desire, his

grave was covered with a stone slab, ou which was carved his

name, a skeleton, and these two words

—

Vive Muhitvrvs.— Vide

" Annals of the Artists of Spain," by William Stirling, M.A., vol.

ii., p. 888.

t " Murillo was of the most kind, honourable, and amiable

disposition, mild, uu.assumiug, and virtuous ; consociuently was
universally regretted, and proved an irreparable loss to the school

of Seville, which thenceforth declined into the most corrupt man-
nerism.''

—
'* The History of the Spanish School of Painting," by

Captain Bold, p. 93. London ; Moves and Barclay, 1S13.

J This fine sketch of a picture, which the painter called {su

Iknzo) his canvas, only cost M. Taylor a ilonro. It was purchased

from some soldiers who were plundering the convent of the

Capuchins outside the walls of Seville.

\ This picture is known in Spain as " La Virgun de la Kaja,"'

and in France as " La Viergc a la Ceinture."

of this painter, in the public galleries of Europe, premising

that we shall only enumerate those most worthy of the

attention of amateurs. To commence with the artist's own
country ;

—
The Royal JIuseum at Madrid, so rich in pictures of all

schools, although of recent creation, contains forty-six im-

portant works of Murillo. Setting aside his portraits, his

allegorical compositions, and the series of pictures represent-

ing the adventures of the " Prodig.al Son," the following may
be noticed :

—" The Holy Family ;" our Lord, as a child with

a goldlinch in his hand, plays with a dog, while the Virgin

and St. Joseph, the one spinning and the othtr planing a

board, desist from their work to look at him. From the gold-

finch the picture takes its name of "El Pajarito." "The
Adoration of the Shepherds." " Our- Ljrd in his Childhood

as the Good Shepherd." " Our Lord and St. John the

Baptist," the first giving the second v/ater out of a shell, and

therefore known as " Los Xiiios de la Concha" (the children

of the shell). " The Martyrdom of St. Andrew the Apostle

at Patras." Two " Annunciations." " St. Bernard fed with

milk from the bosom of the Virgin," who appears to him with

the infant Saviour. "The Ecstasy of St. Francis" (p. 312).

"St. Ildefouso, Archbishop of Toledo," invested with the

holy chasuble by the Virgin, in his cathedral.

The National Museum, of the same city, though less rich

in the masterpieces of Murillo than the Musco del Reij, still

contains some of his most remarkable compositions :—A " St.

Ferdinand." A " St. Francis de Paula;" full length, life

size. And finally, "The Porciuncula ;
" Our Lord and the

Virgin appearing to St. Francis of Assisi in his cavern in

Mount Alvernus, formerly the altar-piece of the church of the

Capuchins at Seville ; an immense picture, figures life size.

The Royal Academy of San Fernando possesses some of the

noblest masterpieces of Murillo. " The Resurrection of our

Lord, painted for the chapel of La Espiracion, in the convent

of Mercy (now the museum) at Seville. "The Dream of the

" Pvoman Senator and his Wife," and the " Roman Senator and

his Wife telling their dream to Pope Liberius." Companion-

piece for the above, and painted for the same church—Sta.

Maria la BLanca at Seville. These two marvellous pictures

are generally called " Los medios Puntos " of Murillo. But

the Royal Academy of San Fernando possesses a still more

astounding picture, that of " St. Elizabeth of Hungary," de-

scribed in page 310. The three last-mentioned works were

carried to Paris when the Emperor Napoleon collected at the

Louvre the richest spoils of Italy, Flanders, and Spain.

Notwithstanding the glorious works we have enumerated,

it is not perhaps at Madrid that his choicest pictures are to

be found. Seville in its cathedral possesses " Moses striking

the rock iii Horeb," of which Mr. Stirling, in his " Annals of

the Artists of Spain," observes, " that as a composition this

wonderful picture can hardly be surpassed." " The Miracle

of the Loaves and Fishes," and " St. Anthony of Padua."

The Museum of the Louvre.—Previously to the fall of Louis

Philippe, the Louvre possessed, in the collection bequeathed

to his Majesty by an English gentleman (Mr. Frank Hall

Standish), fourteen pictures by Murillo, amongst which may

be enumerated;—"Portrait of Murillo," bought from the

Count de Maule at Cadiz;—an ''Old Woman seated," called

the mother of Murillo, but apparently on slender evidence ; it

bears the date 1G7S,—and various incidents in the life of the

Prodigal Son. In the Galerie Espagnole, in the Louvre, pur-

chased in Spain for the late king by Baron Taylor, there were

thirty-eight pictures by Murillo ; comprising " The Virgin a

la Ceinture," formerly entailed in the family of the Count of

Agulla, at Seville, from whom it was bought for 2-5,000 crowns,

or about £-5,000. " St. Augustine receiving alms from our

Lord." " St. Bonaventure writing his Memoirs after Death."
" St. Diego of Alcala "

(p. 300), and " Murillo in his Youth,"

formerly in the collection of Don Bernardo Iriarte at Madrid.

After the Revolution of 1818, these were withdrawn from

the LouvTe, which now contains only seven pictures by Mu-
rillo :—"The Virgin of the Rosary," with the ijifant Saviour

on her lap; full length, life size, called "La Vierge au
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in 16.56, or Iflrf?, f ,r the church of Santa MariflT V? ^
rrench goyernment have just added, " The Ooneeption of the

at Sevil e. " The H.ly FamUv
'

The V,>,T ^^^l^^'^^' "^""S^' ^"J'I'°»«'i -"^ «"^"ded by thirty cherubs
; paintedine U,ly lamdy -The Virgin and Joseph, ,n 1678, for the ehurch of Los Venerables, at Seville For

THE ECSTASY OF ST. FK.VN CIS.-FROM 4 FAINIIKG UY MUKILLo.

rillVi^
^'"°'"' ^^^ ''^^^' ^'''''''" *'"'' ''^ ^t='"'Jing

;

in this masterpiece, the enormous sum ol £21,612 was Daid at

angels, and a multitude of cherubs. ' St. Augustine with a Dalmatia.

i^lagellation. Christ on the Mount of Olives." To these "The Holy Family;" the Saviour, as a child, standing

ll

iui
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bet«'een the Virgiu and Joseph and the Holy Ghost de- it was purchased, togothe.- with Rubens' ' Brazen Serpent"seendxng upon them from the Eternal Father, who appears (No. 59), in 1837, for £7,3.-3n. " Peasant Boy looking out of am the clouds above. One of Murdlo's latest works, and Window." Formerly in the collection of the Mfrou s of

THE VIKGIN 'A LA CEI NIURE."—mOM A PAIXTINO EY jrjIULLO.

painted for the Marquis of Pedroso, at Cadiz
;

it was valued, Lansdoirae, and presented in 1826 to the nation by M
says Cean Bermudez, m 1738, amongst the effects of the Zachary, Esq. " St. John the Baptist, as a Child with a
famUy, at SOO pesos, of 15 reals, or GOO crowns, equal to about Lamb." Formerly in the Lassav, Presle, and Kobit coUec
£140. Brought to England after the War of Independence, tions, at P,»ris; bought from the latter by the late Sir Simon
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Clarke, to wliom it was valued, with its companion, " The
Good Shepherd," at 4,000 guineas, and purchased at the sale

of his pictures in ISiO, for £2,100. Full length, life size.

At Hampton Court, in the Queen's audience- chamber, there

is a "Portrait of Don Carlos of Spain," when a boy cf four

years old ; dated 1 Of! .5 ; he was, therefore, king of Spain when
this was painted. Full length. And in the Queen's Gallery,
*' A Boy paring Fruit."

Dulwich Gallery.—This remarkable and varied collection

contains twelve of Murillo's works of excellent selection.

Amongst them are comprised :
—" The Meeting of Jacob and

Rachel;" background, a pastoral landscape. " The "Virgin of

the Immaculate Conception;" small. "The Virgin of the

llosary" ("Madonna del Rosario ") with the infant Saviour on
her lap ; enthroned on clouds and supported by four cherubs

;

figures life size. '• The Adoration of the Magi;" a composi-
tion of eleven small figures. " Our Lord on the Cross."
" Three ragged Boys ;" one of them a Negro, who appears to

be begging for a share of a cake in the hands of one of the

others ; figures full length, life size. " Two ragged Boys ;"

one standing munching bread, and the other seated, and
apparently inviting him to play at chuck-farthing; figures full

length, life size. " The Flower Girl;" a girl with a turban,

decked with a rose, and holding flow^ers in the end of her

scarf. Formerly in the cabinet of M. Randon de Boissy,

whence it was sold for 900 louis to M. de Caloime, at whose
sale M. Dcsenfans purchased it for £640.

The Imperial Gallery in the Belvedere Palace at Vienna
has only one picture by Murillo, " St. John the Baptist," as a

chUd, with a cross of reed in his hand, and a lamb by his

side, landscape background ; full length, life size.

The Pinakothek of Munich is richer in Murillo's, of which
it possesses seven: viz., " St. Francis healing a Cripple at the

door of a Church;" in the background stand two Franciscan

friars. "Two Boys seated on the Ground," one eating

grapes, and the other a water-melon. " Two Boys throwing
Dice ;" a thii-d, with a dog, stands by, eating bread. "Two
Boys eating Bread and Fruit," with a dog by their side.

" Four Boys, two of them playing Cards," at the door of a

hut. " An Old Woman picking Vermin from the Head of a
Boy," supporting his head on her lap, while he feeds his dog
with a crust. " A Girl sitting on a Stone," pays for fruit out
of a boy's basket.

The Royal Gallery of Dresden has two works of Murillo

:

" The Virgin, looking up to Heaven," with the infant Saviour

in her lap
; and "A Girl with a Basket of Fruit," counting the

money which has been paid by a boy.

Ne.xt to Spain, Russia is the richest in pictures of Murillo.

The Imperial Gallery m the Palace of the Hermitage contains

between twenty-five and thiity, a portion of which came from
the Houghton collection. Amongst these we may enumerate
the following: — "Jacob's Dream of the Ladder," "The
Aiuiunciation of the Virgin," " The Assumption of the

Virgin." " The Flight of the Holy Family into Egypt ;" the

Virgin with the infant Saviour in her arms, rides upon an
ass, which is led by Joseph ; two cherubs hover overhead.

"The Flight of the Holy Family into Egypt;" the Virgin

attended by two cherubs watches the sleeping Saviour,

Joseph standing behind. " The Holy Family ;
" Joseph

stands holding in his arms the infant Saviour, who leans

towards His mother ; she stretches out her iu-ms to Him in

return. " Nativity of our Lord ;" the Virgin, lifting the veil

which covers the manger, presents to the gaze of the adoring

shepherds the divine Babe, from whose body proceeds light.

" Our Lord on the Cross," around which stand the Virgin,

Mary Magdalene, and St. John. " St. Florian, in a deacon's

dress," resting his right hand on a millstone attached to his

neck by a cord, and his left on an X-shaped cross ; and beside
him are St. Dominic and St. Peter the Dominican ; in the
background, through a grated window, his martyrdom is

represented. " Martyrdom of St. Peter the Dominican ;"

kneeling at his prayers, he is killed by two assassins. "Boy
in a red dress," holding a dog by the ear. " Boy with a
Basket and a Dog," " Girl in a green and red dress." " A

Gentleman dressed in black." To these we have now to add,
" Our Lord and St. John the Baptist," as children, with a

lamb and a basket of fruit
; purchased at the late sale of

Marshal Soult for the sum of £2,642 ; and " St. Peter released

from Prison by the Angel," bought for the sum of £0,342 at

the same sale.

The Royal Museum at Berlin possesses " St. Anthony of

Padua, kneeling," with the infant Saviour in his arms ; and
" A Cardinal, seated in an Arm-chair."

Thus much for the Public Galleries. The private col-

lections of the continent do not contain man)' works by
Murillo. The principal ones are to be found in the galleries

of—Don Jose' de Madrazo, at Madrid; Don Juan de Go-
vantes, Don J. M. Escazena, and Don Julian Williams, at

Seville ; Prince Esterhazy, at Vienna ; Prince Corsini, at

Rome ; the Duke of Leuchtenberg, at JIunich ; Count Por-
talis, the Ma-rquis de Pastoret, and the Marquis de las

Marismas, at Paris.

The private galleries of England can boast of numerous
specimens of the great masters ; but as it would carry us
beyond our limits to particularise them, we must content

ourselves with giving a list of their principal possessors

;

referring those interested in the subject to the admirable
" Catalogue of Works, executed by and ascribed to Barto-

lomeo Esteban MurUlo," in Stirling's "Annals of the Artists

of Spain."

The Duke of Sutherland, the Duke of Wellington, the Duke
of Rutland, the Duke of Devonshire, the Duke of Jlarl-

borough, the Duke of Bedford ; the Marquis of Westminster,

the Marquis of Hertford, the Marquis of Lansdowne, the

Marquis of Aylesbury, the Marquis of E.\eter ; the Earl of

Radnor, the Earl of EUesmere, the Earl of Wemyss, the Earl
of Elgin, the Earl of Lovelace, the Earl of Clarendon, the Earl

of Lonsdale, the Earl of Warwick ; Lord Northwick, Lord
Heytesbury, Lord Ashburton, Lord Overstone; Sir Francis

Baring, Bart., M.P. ; Sir W. Eden, Bart., Windlestone-hall,

Durham ; Sir A. Aston, Aston-hall, Cheshire ; the Right
Hon. Edward Ellis, M.P., W. MQes, Esq., M.P., Baron
Lionel Rothschild, M.P., George Bankes, Esq., M.P., John
Abel Smith, Esq., M.P., Samuel Rogers, Esq., George Tom-
line, Esq., Carlton-house- terrace ; R. Sanderson, Esq., 48,

Belgrave- square ; George Vivian, Esq., Claverton Manor,
Somerset ; Colonel BaUlie, 34, Mortimer-street, Cavendish-

square; H. A. J. Munro, Esq., 113, Park-street; W. W.
Btirden, Esq., Ilartford-house, Durham; Richard Ford, Esq.,

Hevitre, Devon; AV. WeUs, Esq., Redleaf, Kent; W. Stir-

ling, Esq., Keir, Perthshire; John Balfour, Esq., Balbirnie,

Fifeshire ; &c. &c.

It may not be without interest to mention the prices realised

by the pictures of Murillo at a few of the most celebrated

public sales :—
At the sale of the Duke de Choiseul, in 1772, a " Fruit

Girl," and a " Boy with a Dog," were sold together for £192.

At the sale of the Prince of Conty, in 1777, "The Good
iSliepherd with his flock," was sold for £56. " St. Joseph

holding in his hand the Infant Saviour," for £64. "The
Marriage at Cana," for £362.

At the sale of M. Randon de Boissy, in 1777, "The Vu-gin

with the Infant Saviour in her lap" realised £440.

At the sale of the Duke de Praslin, in 1793, " St. John the

Baptist, as a Child, with a Lamb," fetched £133.

At the sale of the Chevalier Erard, in 1S32, " The Glorifica-

tion of the Virgin" was sold for £400, and a "Nativity" for

£144.

Not less than fifty-five of Murillo's works were brought to

the hammer at the sale of M. Aguado, Marquis de las Maris-

mas, in 1843. Amongst these were—" The Death of Santa

Clara," for £760 ;
" The Reception of St. Gil," for £124 ; "A

Madonna," for £112; an "Annunciation," for £108; "The
Glorification of the Virgin," for £710; "Santa Justa," for

£321 ;
" Children returning from M.arket," for £202 ;

" A Fish

Girl," for £276 ; and " The PorU'ait of a Monk," for £162.

At the sale of Cardinal Fesch, in 1845, a "Holy Family"
realised £171. At the Sile of the late King of Holland, in
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1850, "The Assumption of the Virgin" was sold for £3,281
;

" St. John della Cruz," for i£22S ; and a " Holy Family," for

£40o.

At the sale of Marshal Soult, Duke of Dalmatia, in Way,
1850, fifteen Murillos realised a total sum of £46,030, includ-

ing expenses:—namely. "The Conception of the Virgin,"

£24,G12; "St. Peter released from Prison by the Angel,"

£f>,;:42 ;
" The Nativity of the Virgin," £3,S20 ;

" St. Diego of

Alcala," £.3,.i9I ; "Our Lord and St. John the Baptist as

Children," £2,C4G ; "The Flight of the Holy Family into

Egypt," £2,163; "Rivages of the Plague," 840; "The Apo-
theosis of Philip II., King of Spain," £630 ; "The Virgin of

Sorrows," £44o; "St. Anthony of Padua and the Infant

Saviour," £428; " Peasant Boys," £378; " St. Peter repent-

ing," £231; "TheGloriHcationof the Virgin," £210; "Cruci-

fixion of our Lord," £130 ; "A Brigand stopping a Monk,"
£6.'5.

Murillo has rarely signed his pictures. His "Holy Family "

in the Louvre, however, bears the following signature ;
—

THR FIRST PICTURE OF CORREGGIO.
CHAPTER I.

In one of the most retired quarters of the little town of Cor-
reggio, in the middle of the sixteenth century, there lived a

poor simple and virtuous family whose existence was hardly

known to their neighbours. The father of the family, a

hawker by trade, had for a long time supported in a preca-

rious manner, by hard labour and ingenuity, his wife and two
children—the young and pretty Stella and the little Antonio.

At last he was confined to a bed of grief by illness. JIaria

AUegri, his wife, placed then between a dying spouse and the

two weak creatures who asked her for food to appease their

hunger, prayed to God for strength to support the thousand

trials of each day, and to sustain her to the end of her cruel

mission. The time which was not occupied by attending upon
the invalid, she employed in working, whenever it was her

happiness to procure any. As she excelled in the imitation of

ilowers, the ladies of Correggio frequently entrusted her with

the ornamenting of their head-dresses, and by this means she

w.JS enabled to obtain a scanty subsistence for her helpless

family. During many months the humble expenses of the

house were covered by the little emoluments arising out of the

art exercised by Maria. But the continued exertion was
rapidly undermining her constitution. So much trouble and

grief, and so many sleepless nights passed by the poor woman,
reduced her to such a state of weakness that one day she

returned from the market, where she had gone to procure her

small stock of provisions, quite pale and worn out. She fell

heavily upon the chair, and seeing no other prospect before

her but that of being obliged to depend upon the charity of

the public for her support, she burst into a flood of bitter tears.

Her husband, who was lying on his bed with his back towards

her, turned arotmd, and with much difficulty raised himself

up on his elbow.

" What is the matter?" said he, in a weak voice.

" I feel ill," said Maria, " but do not be grieved about it.

It will shortly go off, and I shall be as well as ever."

" It will shortly go off," repeated the invalid. " Thou
wishest to deceive me. "What dost thou think has brought

this attack on thee ?"

" Fatigue," replied Maria. " A day of rest will set me all

right again."

"A day of rest!" returned AUegri, attentively and affec-

tionately examining the countenance of his wife. " A day of

rest suihcient to drive that palor from thy brow, to restore the
brilliancy of thine eyes, and the colour of thy blanched lips !

No, dear wife, thou deceivest thyself. Thou art more sick

than thou sayest, and perhaps suffcrest more than I do, and I

imable to give thee any assistance."

Maria approached the bed, and, taking the hand of the sick

man in her own, said in a penetrating tone: " Calm thyself,

my husband. Hast thou not for twenty years taken care of

me as thy cherished wife, and is there anything surprising in

my devoting myself to thee now ? For me labour— for thee

repose -this debt of gratitude thou host well earned by thy
love and devotion of past years."

" Yes," said the invalid, looking round his scantily fur-

nished room, " my life is drawing to its close, and I am forced

to leave thee alone to bear the burthen whi.;h threatens to

overwhelm thee with its weight We were born under evil

st.ars, and fate has ever been against us—driving misfortune

xipon misfortune upon our devoted.heads.
" Who knows," murmured Maria, " what the future may

have in store for us ?"

" I cannot think of it without trembling," said AUegri, in a

sombre voice. " To whom does the dying husband ^vdsh to

leave the care of his beloved wife Is it not to his son ? And
can I calculate upon my son undertaking that office ? He has

never returned anything for all the kindness we have shown
him, but ingratitude and disobedience. What has he done

for his sister, and what for thee r"

" He is so young."
" So young ! At fifteen, Maria, I supported my father.

At twenty I was the prop of the family ; but old age is now
come, and with it poverty. I shall die, and the consolation

of knowing that I leave thee comfortable will be denied me.

Antonio'is a bad son."

A young girl approached the bed and took the hand of the

invalid whilst the tears ran down her cheeks.

" Is it thou, Stella, my child?" said the father in a weak
and trembling voice. " Thy presence is a balm to my heart.

Alas !" continued he, turning towards Maria, " youth is a

poor privilege to those born under the misfortune of poverty

Stella will suffer misery much longer than we have!"

The young girl left the room to conceal her tears. Allcgri

continued :

"Hast thou heard, vdle, anything of her betrothed?"
" All is broken off," replied Maria. " Lueio's father is inex-

orable; Frightened by our misery, he has refused his consent

to the marriage."
" Did not Lucio asstire her he was at liberty to make what

choice he pleased?"
" Yes, but his father will not now listen to him. He

demands for the wife of his son a full wedding suit for the

bride, and a dowry of at least fifty ducats."

The old man's head fell heavily upon the pillow. He closed

his eyes and preserved a melancholy silence ; in a few minutes

he appeared to sleep. A boy about fourteen or fifteen years

of age, whose eyes full of sweetness were humid with tears,

approached Maria, who embraced him with much tenderness,

and could only articulate with maternal fondness and emotion,

"Antonio."
" Mother," said the boy in a firm tone, " I have heard and

understand all. My father is right— I am a bad son. You
have done everything for me, and I have not acquitted myself

of the gratitude due you ; it is time I should do so."

" Wliat dost thou mean, Antonio ?"

" I mean that I ought to work and bring the fruits of labour

each day to thee," replied the child in a resolute voice. "It
is well I overheard what my father has said, otherwise I

should have continued in the same course which has caused

his censure, and perhaps the end would have been that both

thou and my father would have ceased to love me."
" Cease to love fhee, Antonio ! It is not possible for a .

parent not to love the son."

" Ah ! thou consolest me, mother, and givest me courage.

Thou art my best friend, and I will not conceal from thee

what I dare not tell my father. Thou knowest that I am
sometimes afraid of him."

"He is a good father, nevertheless."

"Oh, yes, but he prevents me from drawing and breaks

my pencils. Three days ago did he not destroy my pretty

Madonna, that I took so much pleasure in copying from the
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one in the cUui-cli ? My poor Madonna—I loved her so much !"

"Tliy father is unhappy, and suffers very much, my child.

Thou ahouldst endeavour not to irritate him, and, above all,

thou shouldst not for a moment doubt his aflfeetion for thee."

" I was very near losing it, but from henceforth I will

endeavour by every means to recover the ground I have lost

in his affections. Adieu, mother ; very soon I shall be worthy

of being called thy son."

the anguish that surrounded him and of the uncertainties of a

gloomy future. The censure of his father struck continually

upon his ear, and drove away all inclination for sleep. Ho
felt he could not enjoy repose till he had effaced the last trace

of the defaming souvenir. At last, wearied with thought, he

fell into a sleep which was agitated by unpleasant dreams.

The first light of dawn saw him up. He went and kissed the

foreheads of his parents, who, sleeping soundly, were not

THE FRUIT GIllL.—FROM A PAINTING UY MURILLO.

Maria embraced her son tenderly. She then called Stella

to retire for the night. In an hour after, all was buried in

repose in the house, except Antonio, who, recalling the words

of his father, pondered on them and fortified his re.«ollition to

make amends. Young as he was, he considered, in all its

varied and terrible aspects, the miserable situation into which

his family had fallen. For the first time throwing off the

happy indifference so natural to youth, he bore his portion of

awakened. He then sat down and wrote the following note

—

" Do not be alarmed at my absence. I am gone only that I

may merit the pardon of my father. Let Stella hope in the

future. Perhaps the obstacre.s to her marriage with Lucio

may be soon removed."

Antonio having left the note upon the table, opened the

door quietly, knelt down to address a fervent prayer to

Heaven ; then casting a last look upon the loved roof which
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he had never before quitted for a stranger's, he walked
on by the trembling liglit of dawn upon the first road he
encountered.

Two hours after he arrived in Modena.

CHAPTER II.

When he had passed the gates of the city, Antonio had to

call up all his courage to urge him to fulfil the mission he had

in these juvcnilu terrors, and hope came very opportunely to

dispel the fears which had well-nigh proved fatal to the object

he had in view.

Antonio had never learnt any trade. His father sent him
several times as an apprentice to different professions, none of

which he seemed to like nor applied himself to. It was not

that Antonio was slothful, in the full acceptation of the word
;

but he had an irresistible disgust for all manual labour, and a

desire not the less irresistible forced him to the contemplation

THE CONCKPTION OF THE VIIIO IX. —FUOM A PAINTING BV MVRILLO.

voluntarily undertaken. He had never before been surrounded

with SO much busile and tumult. He knew not whither to

direct his steps, the numerous streets crossing each other

bewildered him, and the incessant agitation of the populace

seemed like a vast sea about to engulf him. Nevertheless,

by degrees he became more accustomed to this new aspect]; a

consciousness of the goodness of his intention sustained him

and imitation of nature. With a pencil in hand, Antonio

forgot the work which he was to execute, and permitted the

time of his meals and the hours of his rest to pass by equally

unheeded. It was this that brought upon him the reprimands

of his father, and was now the cause of the poor child's secret

grief, at having discovered the real cause of his father's dislike

to his pursuits, which he was accustomed to consider as a
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brutal opposition to an occupation which he believed to be

his vocation. But when he underslood that misery had forced

its way to the family hearth, and had destroyed the peace of

mind of his parents, and that it was bad for a son to let them
suffer the pangs of hunger without making some exertion to

relieve them, the natural goodness of the child's disposition

was awakened in all its strength. Animated by the feelings

which reflection had given rise to, he left his home without

thmking of the future or what steps he would take to earn a

livelihood, but trusting in God not to abandon him, and

believing he was pursuing the only course that would restore

liim the affections of his father. But whilst the imagination

of tlie young Antonio turned completely in a circle of doubt-

ful hopes, time fled by, and the day promised to draw to its

close before he had taken any decisive steps. Nevertheless,

he still trudged on his weary way through the streets, his

mind filled with the bitterest thoughts ! Suddenly he stopped.

At one of the angles of the ducal palace, one of the most mag-
nificent monuments of It.aly, there was a small statue repre-

senting a Jladonna with downcast eyes and a severely pious

attitude, bearing in her hand a small branch.

The statue resembled the one of which Antonio had drawn
a copy, that was so pitilessly destroyed by his father. Losing

sight of the principal object of his journey, and regardless of

the lime which was fast flying, or of the hunger which he felt

and knew not how to appease, he sfit down upon one of the

marble steps of the palace, pulled out his portfolio which he
carried under his arm—the only baggage he brought with
him—and drew out a pencil and a sheet of paper of rather an
equivocal whiteness ; eager then to possess himself once

more of a copy of the Madonna with her pure complexion, her

holy crown of glory, and her Divine Infant who smiled with

so much grace and sweetness. A religious feeling came to

add to the enthusiasm of the artist. He believed that he was
copying, with so much care and love, the complexion of the

Mother of God and her Divine Son—that both would intercede

for him in heaven and carry to the Supreme Being his prayers

and his vows. So, regardless of the crowds that passed him
b3', and the curious who observed him, he worked away with

a courage and a hope he had never before experienced. He
had been almost an hour engaged in his work without having

once looked around him, when a man of a distinguished mien,

whose dress announced him to belong to the opulent class,

stepped behind him and bent down, both to observe the sketch

and the countenance of the artist. Antonio paid no attention

to the approach of the imknown, and continued his drawing

without being disturbed.

" Are you of Modena, my child " at last inquired the

stranger, laying his liand upon the shoulder of the boy.

"No, signor, I am from Correggio," replied Antonio
blushing.

" Who is your master?

"

"I never had any."
" And when did you arrive t

"

"To-day only."

" What are your means of existence }
"

At this question, that recalled to Antonio the object of his

journey to Modena, he shuddered and replied with emotion ;

" Alas ! signor, if I am here, it is with the hope of finding

some employment ; my father and mother are very unhappy."
" And what do you propose doing?

"

" Anything I can," the child humbly replied. " I will

carry the heaviest Uads, enter into the service of the noble-

men ; there is nothing that I will not do to succour my father

jnd mother."

The stranger reflected a moment, and then inquired, " Your
name r"

" Antonio AUegri.
" If you accept work with me, I will give you employment

which I am certain will accord with your taste. My house
shall be yoiirs. Do you consent ?"

The child murmured forth his thanks, and accepted the
offer with gratitude

; but at the same time he cast a look full

of melancholy regret upon the Madonna.

" Come," said the unknown. " In place of this rumpled

paper, I will give you prepared canvas for the pencil and a

brush ; and as for models, I will supply you with many as

beautiful as this Madonna."
Antonio followed his protector, without replying, through

a labyrinth of streets in which he would have lost himself

without a guide. Arriving at a handsome house the stranger

knocked at the door, and said, " This is our home."

His first care upon entering was to have provided for Anto-

nio a good repast, of which lie partook largely himself.

Then, as the days were long, he proposed to Antonio to take

a short promenade in the park, that he might show him the

magnificent spectacle that the purplish tints of the rays of the

setting sun presented. When they had returned he intro-

duced him into a room hung with paintings ; here and there

strewn about upon the tables were pencils, palettes, brushes,

and boxes of colours. It was, in one word, the arsenal of

painting, and all the pell-mell of a workshop. Antonio felt

new hope springing in his heart, which dilated with the

expectation of pleasure.

" Here you shall pass your days," said the unknown.
" Have I said wrong when I told you I would procure

employment for you which would please you? You will

commence by observing me paint, and then you shall do so

yourself. Many a great artist has commenced by rcbcing

colours and cleaning palettes. This occupation will for the

present enable you to live."

Antonio employed two long hours in examining minutely

the pictures of this sumptuous gallery. Signor Pescaro

(which was the name of the unknown) explained to him the

subject of each canvas, and did not spare his eulogies of

their perfection and their beauty, which, considering that he

shortly afterwards proudly declared liimself their author, was
not very modest.

When night interrupted this review, Pescaro led Antonio

to the chamber which liad been i^repared for him, where,

wishing him a good night, he left him alone. Antonio then

recalled all that had happened to him during the day, and
rejoiced that so gloomy a beginning had so bright an ending.

He thought of the joy he wjuld experience when sending his

earnings each week to his family at Correggio ; then he pro-

nounced the name of his benefactor and accompanied it with

all sorts of blessings. He was very happy, yet a thought
^hich he could not smother filled his breast with remorse.

At the moment he received an inappreciable benefit from tlie

hands of his benefactor, he believed himself full of ingratitude,

for he considered as detestable the paintings of Pescaro which
had been styled by him as magnificent.

CUAl'TER III.

In order to understand better what Antonio considered the

paintings of so great a devotee of the art as Pescaro appeared

to be, it will be necessary to state, that, although of a

most benevolent character and the patron of the fine arts, he
was himself the most execrable artist in the world. At this

epoch, when the praises of Giotto, of Cimabue, of Angelo,

and of Haffaelle, were universally chanted, men of opulence

and high birth were seized with a mania for painting, and

endeavoured to gain the celebrity of tiiumphant artists, and

to add to their crown of nobility the precious wreath of an

art which was then so much esteemed in Italy.

These degenerate disciples believed that gold, study, and a

species of infatuation, would compensate for the absence of

genius and inspiration ; and the circle of courtiers who gathered

round them, like satellites ai-ound a planet, contributed in

some degree to the flattering illusion. Pescaro's proper place

was definitely marked out, in the centre of these i:;numerable

martyrs to the art, who were ever to be found surroimding

the vestibule of the temple they never were able to penetrate.

Antonio did not inform his benefactor of the opinion he had

formed of his works, and regretted that it was not a favour-

able one. Neither did Pescaro afford him an opportunity, as

he was perpetually descanting upon the value and great
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beauty of his productions. The young enthusiast was very

happy that this was the case, as he could not dream of telling a

falsehood, nor of hurting the feelings of a gentleman to whoso

generosity he owed perhaps his o-mi life and that of his

family.

About a year ran thus peaceably on. Antonio fulfilled with

zeal all the duties which were imposed upon him by Tescaro.

After deducting a little necessary expense which he incurred

weekly, he regularly sent the wages he received to his family

at Correggio. These succours were as manna from heaven to

his parents and sister. Emboldened by the encouragement of

Pescaro, he one day requested permission to paint a repre-

sentation of the Virgin, of which he had drawn a copy at the

corner of the Ducal Palace, when he was benevolently bo-

friended by his benefactor. Pescaro smiled at the solicitations

of his pupil, and said he as yet hardly knew how to hold a

brush, and that he had not worked sufficiently to enable him

to even attempt a task of such difficulty. Antonio replied

that he was fully capable at least of producing a work which

would prove to his master that he had profited by his lessons.

Pescaro at last yielded to the pressing requests of Antonio,

both from a desire of indulging the boy's inclination, and of

seeing what species of work would emanate from so youthful

an aspirant.

" We will both commence a picture upon the same

subject," said Pescaro; "but we will not communicate to

each other any hint of the plans we are pursuing. You
shall occupy this portion of ihe workshop, and neither of us

will enter into the division of the other till both pictures are

finished."

From that day forward the two rivals were engaged fur-

thering their respective pictures. Pescaro used frequently to

rally his pupil upon the promised chef-d'auvrc, and then -^-ith

a patronising air encourage him to perseverance.

At last the day arrived when Antonio had completed his

work. He ran to Pescaro to inform him tliat it was ready for

inspection. Pescaro, who had his piece executed before his

pupil, arose from ihefatife'iil on which he had been reclining,

and prepared to accompany Antonio to the workshop. As
they were going up stairs a servant overtook them, and told

Antonio that a young girl awaited him in the hall. As he

frequented no place and formed no associates since he had

come to Modena, he could not think who it was that could

possibly want him. Pescaro desired him to go doism and see

who it was. Three jumps brought Antonio to the bottom of

the stairs, when uttering a cry of joy he ran into the arms of

his sister, who warmly and tenderly embraced him.

After the first rapture consequent upon a meeting between

persons so dear to each other, and who had been so long sepa-

rated, Antonio perceived that the countenance of his sister

was very pale, that her eyes were red and swollen with weep-

ing, and that in her whole deportment she bore the marks of

suffering under some heavy sfHiction.

"What has happened, my sister?" inquired Antonio, in

trembling tones.

" Our father is dying," replied Stella in a broken voice.

" God is taking him to Himself. It is a misfortune to us,

but a blessing to him. We, alas, have not the means of p\ir-

chasing a small plot of ground where he could repose in

peace, and where we would often go to kneel upon his grave,

and ask him to intercede for us in heaven."
" Our father dying ! " repeated Antonio, in a wandering

manner. " Oh, I must leave instantly, that I may see him
and obtain his pardon."

"He has long since pardoned thee; and thou hast well

deserved that he should do so," replied Stella.

"Thanks—but thou hast said nothing of our good mother."

"Excess of labouring at her needle has injured her sight

and reduced her almost to blindness ; but she supports all

these afflictions with the resignation of a saint. I fear much
that in this life she will never be sufficiently rewarded for the

sacrifices she has made."
" And thou, good sister, thou liast had thy part in those

sufferings. Thou hast seen fading away, one by one, all those

sweet illusions in which thou wast wont to indulge. Thy
marriage with Lucio "

" I think no more of the future," hastily returned Stella,

and with difficulty restraining her bursting tears. " It is not

for poor creatures like us to hope, as misery has set her fatal

.seal upon our lot."

"Do not despair thus," replied Antonio, seized with a

sudden thought. " llemain here a moment. I will make a

last effort. Do not be impatient ; I will return immediately."

Signer Pescaro was seated before two easels, upon which
were placed two pictures representing the same subject ;—not-

withstanding this identity, the eye of the least critical would at

once perceive, from the difference of touch, and more particu-

larly of colouring, that they were the productions of very

different hands and of very different talents. Pescaro, resolved

|o give an impartial opinion upon the merits of each, advanced

and receded from the picture to observe the different effects.

He then drew the blinds down to subdue the light, in order

to perceive it under every aspect. Absorbed in the investiga-

tion, the return of Antonio was unheeded ; but he approached

and cried out to him,
" Signor Pescaro, have pity upon me."
" What is it that you say ?" said Pescaro, surprised.

" I owe you much already," replied Antonio, in a fervent

tone. " You have saved the life of myself and my family.

Do more ; I have a father who is dying, a mother who is

blind, and a si'-ter j-oung and beautiful, who is now an orphan

without support. Do a great act
;
give to the father a grave,

to the mother an asylum, to the daughter a dowry. Do this,

Monseignor, and my life shall be yours. I know not what
would rejjay you for so enormous a debt ; but it appears to me
that my gratitude and my devotion will be able to provide me
with the means of discharging it. From this day I will seize

every opportunity of proving to you that I am not an ingrate.

I neither breathe nor work any more but for you. In pity,

then, save my mother—save ray sister."

" I hear all thy wishes favourably," replied Pescaro, taking

the hand of .Antonio, " but I will not accept in return all the

sacrifices which thou so disinterestedly offerest me. No, I

will not accept of the abnegation which would be the destruc-

tion of thy future. I have discovered in thee the germ of a

precocious talent that requires only the air, sun, and liberty

to bring to maturity. Return to Correggio—but before leaving

I will provide you for a long time against misery or want. I

will purchase thy first picture ; take this purse—it contains

two hundred ducats."

Antonio could scarcely contain himself with joy ; renewing

his promises of devotion to Pescaro, he ran precipitately to

join his sister. "Stella!" he cried, "Stella, we are saved !

—let us go."

Takinj her arm under his own, Antonio and his sister left

the house of their benefactor, and walked along the road, with

lightened hearts, which led from Modena to the little town of

Correggio.

CH.^PTER IV.

They arrived in time. Old AUegri still breathed. Maria,

to whom Antonio had given the meney, wished her husband
to mtness before expiring the nuptials of his daughter. She
ran to the father of Lucio. His avaricious scrviples at once

vanished at the sight of the gold ; he gave his approbation to

the marriage. Thus, then, thinks to Antonio, Stella espoused

the man she loved. The emotion of joy which her father

experienced at this unexpected consummation of his dearest

wishes, finished the work that grief had commenced. He
died blessing his sons.

There remained no one with Antonio now but his mother,

upon whom he bestowed all the fond affections of a strong

and sympathe'ic nature. Her spirit also promised soon to

quit its earthly tenement. Deprived of her sight, her consti-

tution broken by the fatigues of a devoted life, and weakened
by former privations, she walked with rapid strides to share

the tomb of her husband. One evening Antonio, entering the

room, found her stretched upon the bed as if in calm and
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profound sleep. He ran to her and kissed her, but her lips

chilled him with their coldness ; he looked again and saw he

was an orphan.

Shortly after, Lucio, resolving to take up his abode at

Florence, left his native town, and was of course accompanied
by Stella. Antonio then found himself completely isolated,

but, remembering his benefactor, he wended his way once

more to Modena. Pescaro, on his first visit, received him
affectionately ; the second, more coldly ; and on the third was
not to be seen. Antonio could not fathom the cause of this

strange conduct of his benefactor. His noble heart would
not permit him to imagine that he was actuated by any
feeling of low jealousy. Such, nevertheless, was the secret of

this sad enigma. The superiority of Antonio's Madonna,
forcibly recognised by Pescaro, had first weakened, and by
degrees completely destroyed, all interest in the fate of his

former protege. The child, without wishing it, had humbletf
the pride of the painter. It is one of those things which an
envious artist repays with eternal rancour.

Antonio never saw his first picture afterwards. It is said

that, after the death of the Modenese amateur, amongst the

8ever.al paintings of different merits with which his gallery

was hung, a star was discovered which was worthy of genius.

This W.1S, it is said, Antonio's " Vierge au Rameau;".at
the bottom of the picture was printed in very legible characters

the name of Signor Pescaro.

The sad fatality which was so inexorably attached to the

infancy of .\llegri followed him to the grave. The man was
.as unhappy as the child. Free from pride, forgetful of injuries,

and loving to do good, he never found any reward for these

sweet virtues but in the purity of his conscience and the

pleasures of his art. Eut if the glorious palm of genius did

not shade his brow, posterity placed a crown of immortality

upon his grave, and ranked him with Raffaelle, Angelo, and
Eomain ; and, as glory is baptism, it has given a new name to

the great artist—a venerated name which sums up his begin-

ning and his end, his struggles and his principles, his birth

and his death—the name of the town which without him
would have been devoted to oblivion. It is not Antonio
AUegri he is called, but Correggio ; and he will bear to the

end of ages the name upon which he reflects so much glory.

Magic power, sublime privilege of the man of genius—to

ennoble all that is allied to him by the relations of blood, of

country, or of religion.

MODERN ART EXHIRITIOXS.

TiiF. "year," amongst the artists, maybe said to commence
with the opening of the British Institution, in Pall Mall, early

in the month of February ; and the second cycnl of import-

ance, to be the opening of the Suffolk-street Gallery, which
took place upon the 27th of last month. Therefore, although
the Exhibition of the British Institution can no longer be
regarded as a novelty, it yet becomes our duty, in chronicling

art movements, to run back for some little time, snd to notice

the first Exhibition of 18-54.

This will not be exacting too much from our readers, as the

Exhibition is yet open for them to verify our criticisms.

An institution for the benefit of artists, numbering amongst
its governors and directors the Earl of Aberdeen, the Marquis
of Abercorn, the Earl of EUesmere, etc., and having for its

president the Duke of Sutherland, should be in the position to

offer much patronage and assistance to the artists. Its fre-

quenters are of the highest class, and, if not so numerous as

these of the Iloyal Academy, are more select. Formerly,
works which had been exliibited in the greater gallery in the
previous year, were allowed to be again exhibited in this

;

and the names of the first picture-buyers in the kingdom
being amongst those of its governors and subscribers, many
very first-rate pictures adorned its walls. Lately, however,
this permission has been rescinded, and now none but original

works may be hung. If this has not been a benefit to the
frequenters, it has yet been of very positive use to the

struggling artist, who has now a chance of exhibition, instead

of seeing his place occupied by pictures which were already

well known to the public ; but altho\igh the frequenter does

not now meet the picture which he had before admired in the

Iloyal Academy, it must be confessed that, as an exhibition,

the character of the place has fallen.

This year the artists seem to have reserved their best efforts

for the Royal Academy ; and the walls, with very few

exceptions, show "monotonous landscapes, mistaken epical

strivings, and feeble fancy sketches," to quote the words of an

impartial but severe critic. The exceptions are, however,

brilliant, and render a visit to the gallery well worth the

while of those who love art.

The picture which stands first on the catalogue is the

" Kingfisher's Haunt," of Mr. Creswick, R..\., which has all

the merit of that artist's usual productions, but little else

besides.

"West Loch Tarbeet" (12), by J. Danby, and (22)

" Coiners," by Inskipp, will arrest attention— the first by its

excellence, the latter by its subject, which is treated in a

novel but thoroughly vulgar manner. Men of a roue appear-

ance and unniistakeable vulgarity are throwing upon a table a

quantity of new coin, without the slightest sparkle, so that

nobody would think of taking them. Of a f.ir different order

is (29) " A Scheveling shore, low water," which is a perfect

triumph of purely natural painting ; a picture of Dutch galiota

unloading, so careful in finish, and so close to nature, that the

calm rippling of the sea has a quiescent effect upon the

spectator. " Mounts Bay, Cornwall" (2G0), by Mr. Jackson,

may be bracketed with this picture.

The picture by Mr. Sant (.58), which bears no name, but

which has the quotation from St. John's Gospel to identify it

as the " Woman taken in Adultery," is, in our opinion, the

finest picture in the gallery. The figure of the woman veiling

herself before the reproof from lips which spake as never man
spake, has seldom been more finely conceived, and has rarely

been so well executed. The terror of her situation, and the

blinding conviction of sin, arefcirfully realised. The colour-

ing of the tiesh is very near perfection, if it be not the thing

itself.

The " Fruit" of Mr. Lance (.30, 180, 218, and 497) have the

usual excellences of that painter, and, it must be confessed,

some of his weaknesses. The popular illustrator upon wood,

Mr. Gilbert, has produced a picture of " Sancho Panza and

his Wife" (509), which is unrivalled in its way. Sancho is

swelling with the thought of his future government, while his

wife, bearing a small tray with Spanish onions upon it, looks

at him with an incredulous and almost contemptuous air.

Few things can be finer than this picture ; thevo is some mar-

vellous painting in it, and the composition is natural and

characteristic.

Mr. Glass, in " A Raid on the Scottish Border " (.355), has

attempted not a scene, but a whole series of tableaux, and has

in our opinion failed to tell his story ; though the animals and

figures exhibit a very fair knowledge of drawing.

(74.) " The arrest of Cardinal Wolsey," by Sir G. Haytcr,

shows a great want in correctness of costume, and has figures

deficient in grace.

(118.) A subject from the " Te Deum Laudamus," by tl.c

same artist, is of very high merit; the devotional feeling in the

faces of the three apostles is finely expressed.

(137.) " Lytham Common," by R. Ansdell, and (158) by

the same artist, are two of the gems of the Exhibition, and

leave nothing to be desired.

The only bit of art gossip worth recording is curious, and

involves a high compliment to "Mr. Punch." The artist of

the city statue of Sir Robert Peel having applied to Mr.

Gladstone, to know where he could find the best likeness of

the lamented statesman, the chancellor referred him to a

caricature by Leech, called " A Chip of the Old Block,"

wherein Sir Robert is introducing his second son, a perfect

little Sir Robert, to Mr. Punch, with the words, "My son,

sir." Mr. Gladstone thought that portrait could not be sur-

passed ; the statue is therefore being modelled from it.
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J. 15. OUDRY

Thusk painters wlio, like our owti eminent Landseer, have
devoted themselves to the study and picturing of animal life,

have been almost always successful. The reason is clear.

This kind of art comes home to the feelings and ideas of large

bodies of the community ; everybody understands a picture of

a horse, an ass, dogs, deer, fox-hunts ; and everybody is able to

appreciate whether they are correctly or incorrectly rendered.

It requires some previous education, some knowledge of

history, some travel through the world, to comprehend and
enjoy historical scenes, foreign landscapes—even scenes of
life which do not belong to our own sphere. But who has
not studied the canine race, or watched a cat in its gambols,
or noticed the pr.-incing horse, or seen the deer skimming
over the fields

: And when we see a picture reflecting these
familiar foims, we rarely are mistaken in our judgment of it.

"We comprehend that which is familiar. Certainly it is not

Vot. I.

the highest department of human art, but it is an agreeable
and pleasing species of painting, that is in every way worthy
of encouragement.

The aim and object of high art is to elevate and ennoble the
mind, We recognise a mission in the great painter, and we
expect that mission to be fulfilled conscientiously and well

;

we expect him to warm our hearts, to expand the mind, and
elevate the soul above the mere chaos of daily occupations.

When examining a great historical or sacred picture, represent-

ing, let it be supposed, the Crucifixion, wc seek not so much
exact fidelity as a grand and solemn whole, that breathes of the

eternal and mighty sacrifice, that chastens and softens, that

carries us far away to realms of space beyond mere actuality.

It is the grandeur, the sublimity, the elevation, the genius,

developed in their paintings, that have carried the names of

Raffaelle and Michael Angelo to the uttermost ends of the

earth, far more than their rich colouring or fidelity of rendering

the human face and form. A daguerreotype is a better por-

trait than any of Vandyck ; but if we could have paintings

rendered the same way, we should still prefer those efforts of

the hands of man which have around them the immortal halo,

the poetry and life of genius.

But if what is called high art were alone encouraged, it

would certainly be much to be regretted. There is another
mission of painting ; and that is, to please, to gratify the

senses, to be agreeable. The love of pictures, whether painted
or engraved, is one which should be encouraged, especially in

the young. Often from the most elaborate descriptions we
gain but a very faint idea of the thing itself, while in a painting

or woodcut it stands evidently before us, and we comprehend.
The mere description conveys often the same idea to us that it

does to the blind, who, from feeling even, can gain no con-
ception of the reality. Few men ever carried the art of
faithful and elaborate description further than Cooper, the

eminent American fictionist. Hie landscape portraits were
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faithful and true
;

yet when wc visited the places he had
thus truthfully portrayed, we had some difficulty in recog-

nising them. But when we were familiar with a place from a

drawing, the description then sank deep in our minds.

The cultivation of taste is a very essential element in educa-

tion, and taste can scarcely be acquired without some concep-

tion and study of art. It is well, then, that art has not

always been on stilts, that sometimes it has come down and

walked on level ground, and condescended to things which

appear, at first sight, not its province. Very few in this

world would endure subjects not adapted to their capacity and

intellect. Even, however, the profoundest students find relief

in the song and the tale ; so the lover of painting, in its more

elevated branches, cannot but occasionally welcome those

painters who please, soften, and amuse him, when he is wearied

of being taught and schooled.

In this country a very large number of persons have been

found to paint, and thousands have been found to admire, the

canine race. The man who understands only one branch, and

that the highest, of art, will sneer at the dog-painter ; but in

so doing he commits a great error. Do we not all know of

what great value the dog has been to man, how useful he is in

every way ? and what more natural than that we should gaze

with pleasure on the representation of our favourite animal ?

The history of the dog has yet to be written ; authors have

not yet done him justice, but art has.

The part of the dog in history began with the very existence

of property. He was the first policeman ; and it is a fact

that races without dogs have always been savages. Let none

of us complain, then, of their being made a prominent feature

in animal-painting.

In the edition of " The Fables of La Fontaine," illustrated

by Oudry, there is a magnificent portrait of this master-

engraver by Tardieu, after Largilliere. The very first glance

we cast upon this admirable engraving charms us. We are

struck by the benevolent, lively, and calm air of this man,

who represents in his person the very best specimen of the

French style. This face, rather fat, in which imagination and

wit are mingled with a soft good humour, shows a mind with-

out storms, a fertility without roughness, an easy facile genius

without much depth. Such is the conclusion ordinarily

drawn from surveying the portrait of this artist ; and yet how
little can we really judge from the outward semblance of the

man.

The great judges of physiognomy in modem times inform

us that the peaceful history of Oudry is written in his portrait,

and that we may swear to the likeness without ever having

seen the original. In truth, we may in vain seek, during his

life of more than sixty years, for any of those agitations and

those struggles which are the price so many men pay for

their renown. There are few artists whose biography is

recorded in history, who have not had to overcome either the

terrible anguish of physical misery, or the silly prejudices of

a family, or even the yielding and trembling of their own
genius. Oudry did not know any of these sorrows or griefs.

The son of a picture-dealer, he lived during his youth among
pictures, always changing, always renewed ; and masters

who made the fortune of the father, began the education of

the son.

However this may be, he experienced in early years a very

precocious love of drawing. Oudry, the father, who was a

member of the Academy of Drawing, had been a painter before

he became a dealer. It is believed that he gave the first lessons

to his son ; but he soon placed him with Serre, painter of the

galleries of the king, at Marseilles, who wished to take him
away with him.

Oudry was not destined to have vast and great conceptions,

or to devote himself to heroic pictures. He was a keen

observer of nature, saw it with a sharp mup-cVa'tl, and drew
correctly and justly. He had all the requisites for a portrait

painter : we do not speak of those portraits in a lofty style,

which, by grandeur of character and the nobility of the

sentiments they inspire, rise to the perfection of an historical

picture, like those of Velasijuez, Vandyck, and Lawrence;

we speak of the familiar portrait—of that which is for the

original a kind of mirror, for his friends a happy resem-

blance, and for amateurs a fine study. The pupil of Serre

came back instinctively to Paris, with the intention of placing

himself under a master of his own choice, Nicolas of Largil-

lii-'re. This man was a real painter, and it was in reality a

piece of good fortune to be brought up in his school, espe-

cially for any one who wished to sketch a model, to learn to

hang " learned draperies," to paint broadly with a light pencil,

by fresh touches that please and do not weary in colour. The

pupil soon rose to such a pitch of reputation that Peter the

Great, who came to Paris in 1717, wished to have his portrait

from the hand of Oudry ; and it was so successfully executed

that he wanted to take the artist and carry him oflF to St.

Petersburg, as he had done in Holland with the carpenter of

Saardam. To escape from the iron will of the great Czar, the

painter, who was determined not to leave his countrj', was

obliged to seek for a retreat where he was able to conceal

himself from the search of his well-meaning friends.

LargillitTe, who was something better than a mere portrait

painter, took great pleasure in teaching his pupil the prin-

ciples he had himself drawn from nature, and the study of

the painters of the Flemish school. He had also taught him

the principles of perspective and chiarosciirn, and had laid a

very strong foundation relative to mixing and using colours.

Oudry never ceased to remember these things, and it was

always pleasant in after life to hear him talking of what he

had learnt from his long and learned conversations with Lar-

gilliere. There is much in the way in which a thing is taught,

and the young artist will often learn more from the pleasant

and agreeable gossip of an able master, than from his most

learned disquisitions in one of his most learned moods.

One day the master told his pupil that he must learn to

paint flowers, and as Oudry went to fetch some bouquets of

flowers of varied hue and colour, Largilliere sent the pupil

back to the garden to pick out a bunch of flowers all white.

He then himself placed them on a clear background, which,

on the side of the shadow, threw them up in bold relief, and

on the side of the light gave them delicate demi-tints. The

master having then compared the white of the pallet with the

light side of the flowers, which was less dazzling, showed

that in this tuft of white flowers, the lights which were to be

touched with pure white were in very little quantity, in

comparison with the demi-tints ; this is exactly what gave

roundness and vigour to the bouquet, and the learned painter

thence drew the conclusion, that to give relief to the model,

to round it, as it were, large demi-tints were needed, much .

economy in lights, and some very sitrong dark touches, in the

centre of the shadow and in the places which are not brought

up by the refraction.

The worthy Largilliere thus communicated little by little

the secrets of art to his pupil. Colouring was, above all, the

object of his interviews and studies ; and it was by bold ex-

amples that he taught now how to find local tints, now how

to modify them, according to the relative value which the

surrounding colour assigned to them. " Look at that silver

vase," said he one day :
" it is certainly true that its whole

mass is white ; but how will you determine the true tone

which is proper to it ? It is by comparing it, not to contraries,

but to things like itself; because what is wanted is a shade,

If you bring near this vase of silver either linen, or paper, or

satin, or porcelain, you will readily perceive that the white of

the vase is not at all like the white of the porcelain, nor of

the satin, nor of the paper, nor of the linen ; and by carefully

examining the tone which it has not got, you will end by

finding the tone which it has." On another occasion, speaking

of those exaggerated repellants which are authorised by no

rule, especially when the scene is laid in an open country

—

where shaded masses are only produced by the movement of

clouds—he ridiculed good-humouredly that ultra-black tone

in which drapery, in which lights, flesh, terraces, are lost

;

while the figures of the second foreground, suddenly lit up,

resemble a troop of Europeans beside a company of Moors.

After flTe years of arduous study in the atelier of Largilliere,
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Oudry was remarked for his portraits and some few historical

pictures. He was as yet unaware of his own particular talent,

and moved in the dark towards his branch of art and his

peculiar fame. His first productions caused him to be elected

a member and a professor of the Academy of St. Luke. But
his effort to follow in the track of the great artists of history

was not destined to last very long. One day he sketched off

with much success a hunter and his dog, and LargilliL-re said

to him laughing, " Get along, Oudry; you will never be any-

thing but a dog-painter." Oudry thought that in these words

he saw his horoscope. He began at once to devote his whole

energies to the study and portraiture of animals, and he did

80 with surprising good fortune. He had hit upon that par-

ticular branch of art which was suited to his genius, and

thence his immediate succese.

But he did not at once renounce the attempt to shine in

historical paintings, and he was received into the Academy in

1717, upon the faith of a picture of " The Adoration of the

• Magi," painted for the chapter of St. Martin-in- the- Fields.

His special painting for his reception was an allegorical design

of Plenty.

It would be difficult to find these works of Oudry, and it is

allowable to suppose that they were not productions of a very

high order, since the reputation which their author has gained

in another style has completely eclipsed them. It is as an

animal painter that Oudry is a master of his art. He had a

name already when he was named professor and pensioner of

the king, with a lodging in the Tuileries. The talent of Oudry
could not but please Louis XV,, who considered hunting

one of the first duties of government—one* of the noblest

occupations of man. It was this king's mad yielding to his

impulses, that paved the way for so much that was terrible

in the subsequent revolution. He took such delight in the

works of this artist, that he passed whole hours in his work-
shop. It is said that he was wont to take the utmost pleasure

in watching him paint several hunting pictures, which were
afterwards to be executed in Gobelins tapestries, and which
the king destined for his bed-chamber in the palace of Com-
piegne, and the council-chamber. The frivolous and capricious

king wished the idea of pleasure to follow him to the very
chamber where he was forced to undergo the ennid of

governing. A very lively and amusing description of these

pictures is to be found in the " Jlercure de France " of 17;iS.

The king is there represented accompanied by his courtiers,

his officers, and his huntsmen—now pulling on his boots to

mount on horseback—now present at a hallali near the ponds
of St. Jean-aux-Bois—now running down the deer in view of

Royal-Lieu. This last composition is very animated. In

front the pack is seen bounding forward through fields filled

by blue-bells and poppies ; further ofi", a troop of huntsmen pass

the river Oise in a ferry-boat. The boat of Beaumont, tilled

with passengers, ascends the river ; while other boats seem to

be brought in to vary the monotony of the water-lines.. The
king's carriage, drawn by four horses, and a view of Com-
piegne, complete the features of this composition.

The king, Louis XV., was so delighted with the personal

figure he was made to assume in these pictures, and con-

sequently so delighted with the artist, that he invited him
down to the great hunts of Fontainbleau. On this occasion,

the rapid conception of nature, caught in her happy moods,

lent even a more striking character of truth to his animals,

caught as it were in the fact ; and seeing them reproduced

so faithfully from nature, the king was delighted to be able

to recognise them one after another, and to call them by
their names.

From the court of France the renown of Oudry spread over
all Europe. He began to find foreigners disputing for the
honour and pleasure of possessing his pictures. The king of
Denmark wrote to him to ask him to come to Copenhagen;
the prince of Mecklenburg caused a gallery to be expressly
constructed to receive the pictures of Oudry.

And it ivas not only by hunting scenes and pictures of

animals that this painter made himself a name. In his days

Isndsespe painting—that charraijig and plea.«ing branch of

art— was very popular, and many amateurs ordered pictures

of him. Lafont de Saint-Yenne speaks highly of them in his

little work on the Exhibition of 1710, and he adds to the opinion

of the public the expression of his own personal feelings.

" There is nothing more happy," said he, " than the choice

of sites in the paintings of Oudry. Nature shows herself

adorned in her native and rarest beauties a thousand times

more enchanting than that of the palace of kings. One sees

and almost feels a genuine freshness under the deep verdure

of his groups of trees, whose leaves are admirable, and of

which he knows how to vary the forms, the touches, and the

tones with an infinite art. This freshness is seen by the light

of his water so well distributed, some tranquil, some in move-
ment ; his able pencil makes beauty out of everything ; here

a ruined bridge, there a mill, f\irther on, huts and old houses,

add to these familiar scenes an enchanting air."

If so many successes contribute to the glory and the future

of the painter, we have reason to regret, and the French still

more, when they think of the numerous and valuable pictures

which have been removed from France to foreign countries.

This man, whose fertility is confessed in all biographies,

has only seven or eight pictures, of moderate size, in the

Louvre. The largest represents a "Wolf Hunt." The
beast, attacked on all sides, and still menaced by a fourth

enemy which forms the rear-guard, turns round his head
with an air of fear and powerless rage. The head of the wolf
is a remarkably tine piece. The movements of the dogs arc

admirable for truth and reality. They are painted moreover
with rare perfection, and by brilliant touches which show off

with extreme vigour even the variety of their skins. It is

to be regretted that he has not thrown a little mere fire into

this terribly bloody struggle. The landscape is, however, one

of agreeable country beauty, and, retreating as it does, it adds

to the beauty of the picture. A forest warmed by some rays

of the Sim, and which dies away in the summer vapour,

recalls some of the aims, less naive it is true, of the greatest

contemporary landscape painters. Its brown mass serves as

a Ijackground to the skin of the animals, which are precisely

those dogs of the Pyrenees with rough skin which Oudry
had studied in the kennel of the king.

Oudry often reproduced these terrific combats of wolves

surprised by dogs. Diderot tells us that in the Exhibition of

17i3, he hung up a picture representing bull-dogs combatting

three wolves and a jackal. '' This picture," adds the cele-

brated writer, "has been described as too uniform ; the land-

scapes sad and hard."

Though it is perhaps a truthful observation to make, that

the pictures of Oudry are a little too cold, and that his skies

want the charm and the dazzling brightness of those of Des-
portes, it is quite easy to see, from some of his paintings, that

he could easily escape from those faults. He painted in one

picture, in most admirable colours, two hounds ; one is fawn-

coloured, the other black. The one is brought out in bold

relief upon a brown background of trunks of trees and dark

green plants, while the black is brought up by the clear and
pellucid light of a luminous sky. These frank and beautiful

contrasts always please the eye, and this pretty picture is a

worthy parallel of another canvas which represents the deli-

cate she-hounds, white and spotted with yellow, with long

narrow snouts, with speaking and intelligent eyes—delicate

personages, whose names have been preserved by Oudry at

the bottom of liis picture— Sylva and Mignonne.

Oudry was above all an indefatigable and laborious work-

man. He belongs to that family of conscientious artists who
were born in the first half of the eighteenth century, and

whose whole life, whose existence, whose very moral and

physical being, was devoted to the cultivation, the worship of

art. Not satisfied with painting enough to be able to pro-

duce and show in a single Exhibition more than fifteen pic-

tures at a time, as often happened to him, particularly in \~r)^,

Oudry took a journey into the country almost every day, to

draw nature on the spot, and spent nearly all his evenings

in producing those numerous drawings of whicl) we shsJl

presenti}' bare occasion to speak.
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The pu{iil of Largilliire, a passionate admirer of nature,

was one of the first to contend against the conventional,

hard, and unreal types which spoilt the French school.

He liked to copy nature itself, and when he sought the real,

he found it. He studied the manners, customs, habits, and

peculiarities of animals in their own retreats. He frequently

went down to Dieppe to be present at the exact moment when

the fish were fresh from the sea. He patiently drew the

inhabitants of the Jardin des Plantes ; and as fast as the royal

and really splendid collection was enriched by a rare bird,

his portfolios were enriched by a new drawing. And so

many earnest studies, from which he profited so well, were not

lost to the world.

Oudry, by his pleasant manners, his wit, and his connexion

with the court, was one of the influential men of the Academy

;

his voice was always listened to, the more because he threw

accomplished literary production. It is something extremely

rare from a Frenchman, an admirable example of modesty and

pious veneration.

The following is the discourse alluded to : it would be

spoilt by abridgment :

—

" I believe I am sufficiently well known amongst you,

gentlemen, not to need the assurance, that if I undertake

to give the explanation of certain principles, it is not at all

with a view to attack the sentiments of any of my cmifiercs

who may see things in another light from what I do, and that

much less do I suppose myself capable of teaching them.

You know that I have always respected the lights and the

talents of our best masters. I may then say frankly, that

when I wrote these simple reflections, I never thought of

bringing them publicly before you ; I thought only of arrang-

ing them in my own mind, and of putting them together for

THE FOX STARTLED WHILE DEVOURINQ HIS PBEY.—FROM A PAINTING BY OUDEY.

SO much grace into all that he said. In the sitting of the

7th of June, 1749, he read to the Royal Academy of Painting

and Sculpture, of which Coypel was then the diiector, a

paper, which was entitled, " Reflections on the Jfode of

Studying Colour, by comparing objects one v/ith the other."

Oudry, giving to Largilliere the honour of these reflections,

explains with charming and native simplicity all that his

master had taught him in relation to colour, the connexion of

tones, the infinite variety they derive from the subduing of

the lights, and also his ideas upon drawing and chiaroscuro.

In a literary point of view, this piece belongs rather to the seven-

teenth than to the eighteenth century, and we are inclined to

believe, from the testimony of this production, in the absence

of all other private details relative to the life of Oudry, that

this painter no-wise resembled his contemporaries in man-

ners or conduct. He was not of the age in which he lived.

His disquisition, moreover, is something far better than an

the instruction of my son ; but since it has been so clearly

proved that every one of us should contribute, according to his

means, to the instruction of our young pupils, who are brought

to this meeting for that purpose, I thought it my duty to yield

to this consideration.

", You know very well, gentlemen, what kind of man M. de

Largilliere was, and the admirable maxims he had l.iid down,

in connexion with the great effects and, as it were, the magic

of our art. He always communicated them to me with the

true love of a father ; and it is, I assure you, with extreme

delight, with the greatest pleasure an honest man can feel,

truly loving his art and sympathising warmly with those

youths who seek distinction in earnest, that I communicate

them in my turn. M. de Largilliere has told me many times

that it was at the Flemish school where he was educated

that he collected together all those fine maxims which he

knew so well how to put into practice ; and he often men-
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tioned to me the great regret he felt at seeing and feeling, on

so many hands, the want of attention to things which were

of such essential importance to the artist Perhaps he was

a little too partial to his nurse, that nurse he always loved so

well ; but even if we look lipon some of his opinions as preju-

dices, I hope that you will not consider them unworthy of

your attention, and that even these errors, if you regard them
as such, may appear to you as the errors of a great artist.

" Where he was so truly great, as you all know, and have

repeatedly allowed, is in colour, in chiaruxmro, in effect, and

in harmony. The ideas he had on these subjects were beau-

tiful and clear, when he explained them, as he did, with so

much sweetness, gentleness, and placidity.

"I shall, I warn you, often mix up my own ideas with

those of my master ; I could with difficulty separate them
;

they have been united too long ; they have become incorpo-

rated in one, and to divide them now is an impossible task.

nothing else but what is natural to each object, and that

the c/iiamscicrn is the art of distributing the lights and
shadows with that intelligence which causes a picture to

produce effect. But it is not sufficient to have a general idea

of this. The great point is, to know how to apply the local

colour properly and efficiently, and to acquire that know-
ledge which gives its value by contrasting it with another.

" This is in my opinion the infinite in art, and a point on
which we have mucli fewer principles than any other. I

mean principles founded on the true and the natural ; for in

principles founded on the works of the old ma.sters we cer-

tainly are not deficient. We have, indeed, writers enough
and to spare who have spoken thereupon. But it is a serious

question whether what they have said on the point i.s very

solid ; or, if it be solid, do we do all in our power to profit by
the good fruit we ought to derive from these principles r This
is my first difficulty.

THE STAG HUNT.— FItOM A PAINTING IIV OUDRV.

Moreover, forty years of assiduous labour certainly have given

me some new ideas, relative to which I do not wish to show
myself miserly, any more than I wish to keep back those of

others. Loving my branch of art as I do, I cannot but

wish that what I know, others too may have the pleasure of

knowing. I know nothing more mean, in an elevated art like

ours, than to have little secrets, and not to do for those

who are to succeed us that which has been done for us. As I

have already said, I intend to speak, on the present occasion,

only to the youth present ; and to remove every suspicion, I

hope you will allow me to speak out to that youth.
" Colour is one of the most important branches of our art.

It is that which characterises it, which distmguishes it so

clearly from sculpture. It is in the colouring that consists

the charm and the brilliance of our works. You are suffi-

ciently advanced to be perfectly aware of this. You are also

aware, that in colouring there are two distinct branches ;—the
local colour, and the chiaroscuro ; that the local colour is

" What do you do ? Full of that just and lofty admiration

with which you have been inspired for the maslj|s whom we
look upon as colourists, you begin to copy them. But how
do you copy them: Plainly and simply, and almost without

any reflection, putting white where you see white, red where

you see red, and so on. So that, instead of forming a just idea

of the colouring of the master, you simply get hold of a

sample. How must we act in order to do better ? We must,

when we copy a fine picture, ask our master the reason why
the author of this picture coloured such and such a part in such

and such a way. In this way you will learn, on the principle

of induction, that which you seek by routine, and which it

cannot give you. Whenever you copy a new author, you
must obtain from your master that instruction, based on new
reasoning and new principles, which will sink into yotir mind,

and wtiich will guarantee you against an acquired prejudice,

which sometimes lasts a whole life, in favour of one artist

and against all others, often the cause of the complete ruin
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and destruction of a young man who promised better

things.

" By avoiding this danger, mark what will happen. While

copying, we will say, a Titian, you will be eneha'ited beyond

all doubt with the beautiful tones you will find in it, and the

beautiful play of these tones upon the general effect. But

your master will say, ' Take care ; do not fancy that all these

tones would have the same value, if they were placed elsewhere.

It belongs to this composition for such and such a reason. This

s the true merit of this author. If this colour were in the

least out of place, it would be false and shocking." The force

of this reasoning would surely strike you, and it must even

strike you now. Do you not see very clearly that painting

would be a very narrow art, if we only required an assortment

of tints after Titian, to colour as well as he does ?

" I should myself highly approve and recommend, in

order that you might make these studies truly valuable,

that you should mix up with them the study of nature. Yes,

I should wish as soon as a young man begins to paint, having

a good foundation of drawing, and knowing a little of colour-

ing, that when he has copied a Titian, he should take nature,

and from it paint a similar picture. This would send him to

seek in nature those principles which the great master had

foUowitd so beautifully. Do you not perceive that if he could

but seize the cormecting link, he would be on the high road

to discover the truth in art for himself ? When I mention a

Titian, I mean also a Paul Veronese, a Giorgone, a Rubens, a

Rembrandt, a Vandyck^any master, in a word, who is cele-

brated as a colourist.

" You can scarcely form a conception of the rapidity with

which you would advance on this road, and what prodigious

advantage you would have over others, even of equal talent,

by painting after nature in this spirit—that is to say, with a

view to colour. Try the experiment, and I am sure you will

be obliged to me for the advice.

" The first intention you should have, when you draw from

nature in this point of ;iew, is to place yourself in a position

to judge of the valae and influence that it must have upon the

background which you mean to give to your picture. This is

a very important branch, and I shall prove it, I hope, to your

satisfaction.

" Every object is cast up in relief against its background
;

and when you paint on a background without light—that is,

of a dark brown—'it holds the ' mass ' or object painted within

itself. If the background be clear, the mass is coloured, not

to say brown.
" When then you paint after nature, and gaze at the object

of your study, brought up by a background without light, and

introduce it in your picture on the contrary, on a light back-

groimd, the consequence will be that the two will not harmo-

nise, and the effect of your picture will be spoilt.

" The true method by which you may avoid these evils is

so simple that it is surprising it should have been neglected.

It consists in guiding yourself strictly on the background

which you wish to represent in your picture, and in placing

your copy from nature on a similar background to that you

had painted from. How is this to be done ? By placing

behind the object you are about to transfer to your canvas a

linen or canvas of the colour of your proposed background.

I would even require, that you might be the more correct) that

you should lay on this canvas a coat of Coloiu's identical with

your background. If you have a prominent figure to oppose

to a light sky, your canvas should have that tint ; if the back-

ground is architecture, through orifices in which the light

pours, the canvas should be stone-coloured ; if on a landscape,

(W a ruin, let it be of a similar colour. Be careful when you

are drawing a light sky in the background to turn the canvas

to the light, as when you are painting dark shadows you must

do the contrary. The good masters of the Flemieh school

have never failed to take these precautions, and they have

derived from this mode of proceeding the great advantage of

seeing the force of colours in oppoaition, of rtppreeiating

their value; which can Only be done by contrast ; the more

because no vlrords, no preecription, no directions con indicate

to you any tint of any kind whatever. It is only the study of

nature which leads from one to the other—always by com-

parison, and never otherwise."

It will be seen from this production that the artist, so perfect

as a painter and a disciple, is everywhere overcome by his filial

piety, and seeks to be forgotten himself while glorifying his

master. The great principle which Oudry has endeavoured

to inculcate in his treatise is, that a picture should be always

strictly in keeping with the background, and that before we

compose or paint groups of figures and colour them, we must

know on what background we are about to place them ; then

study them from nature, by placing behind the model a canvas

of the same tone as that in which we intend to paint the

background. It is quite true, in painting, that the back-

ground is a matter of importance too often neglected by artists

in their anxiety to finish the principal figures. The back-

ground is, in a painting, what the key-note is in singing. A
painter who forgets this principle is exactly in the same

position as a musician, who having written a piece in a major

key, afterwards plays it in a minor.

M. de Largillicre always complained of a practice very

common in France, of always placing the model—whatever

size the picture—at the same distance from the eye. The
figures once transposed to the canvas, the master coloured

them by guess-work, according to the tone which he intended

to give to the picture. This gave rise to numerous mistakes,

to defective perspective, and many other very serious errors. If

figures in the distant background were too lively in colour, or

too fiint, they were toned down by a ghicis of very light blue,

or they were heightened by some touches of darker colours.

But these tints, supplied by the imagination, were far in-

ferior to those fading, gentle, broken lines, lost as it were in

the air, to use a quaint expression— to those faint, indistinct

colours which cannot be described. As for the touch, it could

not, acquired by guess, impart that vagueness and mistiness

which is found in the reality.

To this elegant speech, substantial and yet highly coloured,

M. Coypel returned a brief answer full of exquisite politeness,

which was taken down upon the register of the deliberations.

Some little time after, there was remarked in an exhibition a

tableau, which was the strict application of the principles of

Largillitre, and as if given as an example to illustrate lessons

so eloquently presented. Diderot speaks of it in these terms :

" A picture that M. Oudry painted subsequently to his paper

read at the Academy, represents upon a white background

five or six white objects, all of a different tint ; such as a

white duck, a damask napkin, a porcelain bowl full of whipped

cream, a wax candle in a silver candlestick, and above some

paper. This picture is of great, of inestimable value in the

eyes o{ connoissciirsi"

The passion, for it could be called by no other namC) which

Jean Baptiste Oudry conceived for animals, taught him most

naturally to love La Fontaine, and inspired him with a desire

to illustrate those admirable apologues of this best of little

story-tellers. In his studious leisure, he composed more than

a hundred and fifty drawings, which were engraved under

the direction of Cochin, and are the ornaments of the cele-

brated edition published in 1755 by Monsieur de Montevault.

The imagination of Oudry, the profound knowledge which he

had acquired of the structure and the physiognomy of animals,

is seen in this doubly precious work. We can here, indeed,

appreciate his varied backgrounds, adorned by sweet land-

scapes
i
and we gaze with pleasure, in the admirable fore-

ground, on large plants, while we unceasingly admire the

attitude of the animals whose physiognomies actually seem to

convey on many occasions the profound or the witty allusions

of the fabulist. Before Carle Vernet, before Orandville, by

whom, however, he was in after times surpassed, Oudry dis-

covered the secret of giving to his animals the expression of

human passions, and it is not without reason that the editor

of his drawings colls him in the preface the La Fontaine of

painting.

All the engravings are not, however, equally fine. Some,

where the subject of the fable obliges the author to produce
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the human figure, are far from being equal to those in which
animals alone fill up the scene. We may even very readily be

led to believe that some of these drawings are not from the

pencil of Oudry. We give in this part the words of the pre-

face, in which the editor of the fables confesses that the

drawings of Oudry have been touched up by Cochin. " M.
Cochin, of the Royal Academy of Painting and Sculpture,

undertook to engrave those drawings, or to have them engraved

under his eyes. To succeed in this he was obliged to make
new ones from the originals of M. Oudry, in which was
distinctly seen that precision of outline to which painters

never will bend in their compositions, and which is yet so

necessary for the perfect success of the engraving." Strange

confidence. Nevertheless, it is not doubtful that the expres-

sions we have quoted are of rather a general character, and
from the way in which most of the subjects are treated, it is

quite clear that those who thought to correct Oudry only

succeeded in reproducing him imperfectly.

He did not wholly confine himself to drawing subjects fur-

nished him by the fables of La Fontaine. He painted six of

these fables for the apartments of the Dauphin and Dauphincss.
The Louvre possesses more .than one of them, and they are

really and truly little master-pieces—amongst others, that of
" The Two She-goats :"—

" Peux clievres done s'emancipant,

Toutes deux ayant patte blanche,

Quittertnt les bas prt*s, cliacune de sn part

:

L'une vers I'autre allait pour quelque bon Iiasard.

Un ruisseau se rencontre, et pour pont une planche."

The moment when our two adventurers meet nose to nose on
the bridge, is precisely that selected by the tasteful artist.

The scrupulous fidelity with which the painter has served the

fabulist, and the nan-ete of the tableau, give it its charm. The
fierce Amazons meet like two knights in a tournament ; and
the charm, the piquancy of their attitudes, is derived from its

simple truth. The landscape represents some willows, painted

broadly and with great vigour ; while the faint light of the

sky after the sunset is beautifully rendered. The foreground

is all demi-tint. We feel that at this mysterious hour the

country is deserted and abandoned : the memorable combat
will have no other witness save the waves of the stream, into

which are about to fall the descendants of the she-goat

Amalthea, which had the immortal honour of nourishing

Jupiter.

Diderot speaks of another composition which we have en-

graved (p. 321): "A picture which pleased everybody, and
which may truly be called the best picture in the whole exhi-

bition, because it is really and truly faultless, is ' A Dog with
Puppies." It is impossible by any effort of the pen to give

any idea of the truth and vigour of expression which is here

displayed by the artist. The semi-stupid languor and the

menacing fear cf the beast are the work of the real and
undoubted genius of the painter. A ray of the sun, which
falls on the head of the mother through a loophole, is some-
thing really marvellous. This ray of light" seems really to

stand up out of the picture. This canvas, which is four feet

wide by three high, of an oval form, has been recently pur-
chased by the Baron de Holbach, who gave a hundred pistoles

for it."

D'Argenville, in his interesting and lucid biography of this

artist, has said: "The pictures of Oudry are rather the work
of mind and imagination, than of sentiment and the heart.

There are in Oudry none of those dashing and exciting effects,

which genius grasps, divines, snatches at, when warmed by
the heated imagination. His inventions are calm, real, well-

ordained ; his drawing correct, his lights ably disposed, his

pencil clever and easy; and, nevertheless, in all his works
there is wanting that sort of surprise, that spirit, that frank
open style, which add so much to the charms of talent and
genius."

Jean Bapiiste Oudry was a worthy and excellent man. It

appears that he never inspired any one with hatred, and that

through his life he enjoyed the delight and satisfaction of

b;ing surrounded by many and warm friends. . Ue loved

music almost as much as he did painting. "To love music,"

says a French critic. " is almost to possess a virtue." When
Largilliiire painted his portrait, he took care to remind us of

this circumstance, by surrounding the medallion with appro-

priate ornaments. On one side is a palette, on the other a

violin. The probity of the "beloved painter" of Louis XV.
was beyond suspicion ; ;md he was alwaj s above the corruptions

of the court and the venality of his day. He was, in fact, an
honest man in every sense of the word. The generality of

French critics, from this very circumstance, doubt his claims

to be considered a great painter.

If the talent of Oudry sinned somewhat on the side of

liberty and fancy, on the other hand what correctness he

shows in imitation, what truth in the physiognomies, what
charming miirrte in the position of his personages, that is, of

his favourite, his "beloved characters"—animals. In his

hunting scenes that he loved so much to paint, it is not so

much the wild chase, the helter-.,keltcr scamper through

woods, over hedges, stiles, and ditches that we see ; it is not

so much the excitement and emotion of the combat, when
the wild boar turns round against the panting dogs, when
the deer falls wearied under the teeth of ever renewed

enemies ; it is rather the peculiar physiognomy of each

animal, the special character of each race, the distinctive

features of each individual. One day Largillii;re was so

pleased with two of his hunting scenes, a wild boar and a bear

hunt, copied by Oudry from a Dutchman, that he opened his

purse to buy them ; Oudry refused the money, and made him
a present of them.

We have already alluded to his having painted the portrait

of every animal in the Jardin des Plantes ; he further drew u

series of hunting hounds, into which he introduced every

distinct race. It would be endless to attempt to enumerate

all the drawings with which Oudry has enriched French art.

He himself has engraved several on steel. Of these, the

most celebrated are five hunting pieces, drawn and engraved

by himself, and amongst which the most remarkable are ;

—

" A Wolf at Bay," "A Deer hanging to a tree, with several

Birds," and " A Fox caught by Four Dogs."

"The Fo.x startled while devouring his prey" (p. 324) is

very cleverly executed. The background is clear and definite,

the animal is represented with scrupulous fidelity, the attitude

is admirable, his ears intimate clearly that the deep baying of

the hound has been heard ; his teeth, his mouth, combine to

form an expression of fierce rage which is peculiarly effective
;

the tail lying over the paw is exceedingly natural, while the

unfortunate victim lies in an attitude so real, so exactly as we
should expect to see it, that too much praise can scarcely be

given to this production.

" The Roebuck run down "
(p. 328) is also a very fine piece.

The dogs, the hunted beast, the tree, the accessories of every

kind, are effective and natural. This is a celebrated picture,

of which the colouring is peculiarly successful.

"The Rat and the Elephant" (p. 329) is a representation

of one of those fanciful allegories to which we have already

alluded. It is exceedingly correct in its details, and holds a

deservedly high place in the minds of amateurs, from the

power of its lights and shadows. The car is imaginative

certainly, but what is wantmg in truth is gained in pic-

turesqueness.

"The Wolf at Bay" (p. 333) is held in high estimation.

It is exceedingly eflective in the engraving, and still more

so as a painting. It is a subject which Oudry thoroughly

comprehended. The wolf is correctly painted, and the dogs

admirable in truth, vigour, and expression. A previous allu-

sion has, however, been made to this work.

" The Heron "
(p. 332) is a specimen of those still-nature

productions which have carried Oudry 's reputation into the

private galleries of so many of the country gentlemen of the

world. The trees, the old trunk, the game, the dog, are

p.ainted with expression and rare fidelity.

The most picturesque of all those represented in our pages

is that of " Kertrand and Rayjn "
(p. 33G). It is difficult to
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say which is most euccessful, the monkey or the cat. They

are startling from the life-like vigour with which they are

painted. This is an illustration of a favourite fable of La

Fontaine's.

AVhatever may have been the talent of Oudry for drawing

and painting animals, it must be allowed that he was not

equally well acquainted with every species, and is not always

successful in seizing the true character and manner. If he

was perfect in dogs, foxes, wolves, even monkeys ; and in

general in animals which figure as principal characters in

hunting scenes, and which he was so fond of dedicating to

more perfect in the art of grouping in trophies, pikes, eels,

tench, carp, and shell-fish ; or in combining on one canvas, to

please the eye, some snipe hanging by a claw, partridges,

and quails, ducks of changing colour, with their beautiful

emerald spots. How common it is to see artists of the present

day imitating these signs over doors, by Oudry, where in

chance medley we find violins, guitars, flutes, tamborines,

and a hundred other different attributes of the arts. These

happy and successfully "arranged disorders," to use an

hyperbolical French phrase, invented with so much care,

executed with so much talent, have since become mere

THE ROEBUCK KUX DOWN.—FUOM .V PAINTING BY OUDBY.

" Messire Louis Bontemps, capllaine ih-s diasses de la veiterie du

Louvi-e," he was far less fortunate when he attempted to

portray lions, panthers, and leopards. It seems as if it was

reserved for the modern artist to comprehend, elucidate, and

create the savage and poetic side of creation. Oudry human-

ised his tigers, softened down and civilised his panthers, and

made his lions quite tame and gentlemanly beings ; but he

was at home and true when he had to reproduce the bound-

ing deer or the delicate doe, and he knew so admirably how

to co-ordain and arrange the wooded scene, so full of delicate

perfume and country balminess. He was also exceedingly

successful in the representation of still nature. No one was

fillings up—agreeable enough, but so evidently copies as to

lose all zest and power.

Oudry used his talents also sometimes in providing models,

sometimes in executing table ornaments. France has always

been a peculiar country, and one of its greatest peculiarities

has been minute attention to the philosophy of the table. In

early days, before art had discovered the means of decorating

tables, it employed those offered by nature. Flowers, which

grow so abundantly and richly on the surface of the earth,

were naturally enough the principal objects selected ; they

were eagerly chosen by man to adorn his table. The walls

of houses in early days in France were much in want of
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ornament. A rare book, that of Fortunat, telle us that the

walls, instead of showing the naked stone, were adorned

with ivy. The Hoor of the festive hall was carpeted with

flowers : silver lilies and purple poppies covered the ground.

The table was loaded with roses, which took the place of

a table-cloth. Flowers, too, were used to adorn chapels.

The poets of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries often allude

to this custom ; while guests wore chaplets of flowers, which
also hung from the bottles.

. In the fourteenth century artistic contrivances were added,

Objects adorned with scenes of the chase were those chiefly

selected by Oudry when he designed these ephemeral sketches,
sketches which had for their sole object the amusement and
gratification of a prince whom he wished to plpase, because
he patronised him largely. Stags, dogs, wolves, as in his

pictures, were the subjects selected ; and though only designed
for the pleasure of the hour, they were, it is said, sometimes
singularly beautiful. Of course, they are not in any way
preserved, and the memory only of these trifles now remains.

Oudry has condescended even to make charades and

THE KAT AND THE r.LKPHANT.—PIIOJI A PAINTING BY OVDRY.

and we hear of white cloths, on which flowers were tacked by
way of ornament. Louis XIV. in his banquets had his tables

also thus adorned. In 1G80, at the marriage of Mademoiselle

of Blois with the Prince of Conti, no other decoration ap-

peared. Later, a kind of cike was invented of clay, by Polish

artists, who stuck flowers all over it ; and later still, various

ornaments of the highest taste, more artificial, but more per-

manent, were introduced. Oudry conceived many of these for

such men as Louis XV. and the Regent of Orleans, who,
whatever their depravity, always encouraged a spirit of

beauty in all that surrounded them.

rebuses ; but they want that startling effect, that amusing

absurdity, that salt which now is generally found in these

productions. The talent of Oudry was so naire and so decent,

that he was never able successfully to illustrate the " Comic
Romance" of Scarron. To enter with spirit into the very

reality of this grotesque conception required a liveliness, a

gaiety, a humour, which Oudrj- did not possess. In the

seventeenth century, amidst the rnagnificence and splendours

of the reign of Louis XIV., the poem of Scarron was one

hundred years after date, and quite out of place. It may be

readily imagined, that when reading the "Comic Romance,"
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Louis XIV. must have been qui>e as much offended as at the

"magots" of Teniers the younger; and he must have been

profoundly humiliated to have married the widow of such

a poet, to have succeeded— after having loved Athenais

de Mortemart—the historian of the Cavern and of Ragotin.

Oudry, who, by the dignity and decency of his manner, was a

man of the seventeenth century, could not understand the

spirit of a novel which reminded the reader of the jokes of

Don Quixote and the indecencies of Brantome. He was,

therefore, rather cold and heavy when he tried to paint the

scenes of this celebrated book. It needed the pen, the wit,

the ease of Pater, to paint that wandering caravan of come-

dians, making a triumphal entry into JIans upon a car drawn

by oxen, and carrying all the baggage and materials of the

dramatic company : ladder, cages, decorations, old carpets ;

this one with a guitar on his back, the other with a plaster on

his eye ; the mob, and particularly the women, scattering their

jokes mercilessly after them.* A certain dose of buffoonery

was required to paint the burlesque adventures of Ragotin

—

the rows, the riots, the adventures in the gaming-house, the

showers of fisticuffs, at which are present the washerwoman and

Angelica, while on the ground roll the hats of the vanquished.

At all events, Oudry showed his great power over light and

shade, which plays so marked a part in his compositions,

whether it lights up in a picturesque way the scene on the

stairs, or the chastising of the servants, or sheds its beams upon

the very spot where fall the blows. But it wanted Hogarth to

do justice to the subjects which were not either very decent or

very refined.

Oudry, always laborious and always inexhaustible, was

suddenly cheeked in his studies by an attack of apoplexy,

which struck him in 1755. AlHieted by painful presentiments,

he used to say, "If I do not work, I shall die." He had

become director and manager of the factory of Beauvais,

after being over the Gobelins. He wished to start for Beau-

vais, in the hope of recruiting his health by the balmy breath

of the country air. He died on his arrival, on the 30th of

April, 1755, at the age of sixty-nine.

He was widely regretted, for he was a very able artist, a

clever master, a sincere friend, a good man ; and this is much
indeed to say in a time like that in which he lived—the age

of good old-gentlemanly vices, when Louis XIV. was king
;

of orgies and monstrous depravity, when Louis XV. was

monarch.

Oudry introduced into some of his scenes, morning break-

ing and craggy hills and forests with considerable effect ; and

once, in a scene supposed to be in Switzerland, he is exceed-

ingly successful. The subject was good, but difficult, and the

picture is now in one of the private galleries of Paris. M.
Bouchard, a very well-known amateur, says that it is e.xceed-

ingly fine. The following will give some idea of the difficulty

of the subject. "All the world over," says one who has

described in a few dashes the best of Swiss scenery, " the

dawn of morning is beautiful, when the earth looks like a

bride arrayed in orient pearls, and the sun spreads far and
wide his canopy of crimson clouds, which his glory converts

gradually into gold. But amid the Valaison Alps, the loveli-

ness of morning sets language at defiance. Imagine endless

wreaths of snow, crowning piny mountains, and enveloped

with a rosy flush by the magic of the young light. This
glowing investure, like the breast of the dove, every moment
displays new colours, glancing off in fugitive coruscations

which dazzle and intoxicate the senses. A luminous border

hangs upon cliff and crag, and a whisper, soft as the breath of

love, showers down upon you from the pine forests as you
move. A feeling, half religion, half sense, fills your breast,

and your eyes become humid with gratitude as you look

upwards and around you. Tbe reading of your childhood
comes over you— you remember the earliest page in the
history of man—' And God saw all that he had made, and
behold it was very good'—and good, you murmur to your-
.self, it is. If there be poetry in the soul, it comes out at such

• See "Illustrated J[ae.tzjiie of Ar(," vol. ii. p. 208,

moments ; and by the process which I faintly and imperfectly

describe, travelling sometimes mellows the character and

improves our relish of life."

Jean Baptiste Oudry engraved seventy-five pieces with his

own hand.

Of these we have engraved '• The Roebuck run down,"

and " The Wolf at Bay." The " Roebuck run down" is a

very able and effective engraving in the original.

Out of thirty-eight pieces which Oudry sketched for the

comic romance of Scarron, twenty- one are engraved by him-

self. He also sketched several designs for Don Quixote.

His best, however, are those illustrating " La Fontaine.'^

For the chapter of St. Martin-des-Champs, he painted

" The Adoration of the Magi ;" for the apartments of the

king at Choisy, a monstrous wolf held by four dogs, a jackal

attacked by two bull-dogs, some specimens of still nature,

boars, deers, herons, pheasants, horses, hung up ; for the

apartments of the dauphiness at Versailles, subjects taken

from the fables of La Fontaine—" The Two She-Goats,"
" The Fox and the Stork."

The pictures of Oudry are principally found in Paris and

the departments.

In the Louvre there is " A Wolf Hunt," " A Boar Hunt,"
" A Dog guarding some Game."

The Museums of Dijon, Toulouse, Montpellier, Nantes,

Caen, and Rouen, have some excellent specimens of this

master.

In 1770, at the sale of the Cabinet of M. de la Live de

JuUy, two pictures of Oudry, representing " Seven Ducks

lying," and "A Dog barking at a Fox," were sold for £20.

" Two Hounds lying near a Hare and a Partridge," £15.

At the Prince de Conti's, there were six paintings by

Oudry.

At the sale of the collection of that amateur, in 1777, two

specimens of still nature, painted at Dieppe in 1724, repre-

senting " Parrots and Fish," rose to the high price of £36.

THE TOMB OF JULIUS II.

Many persons have heard of the sufferings of artists and

authors, of the struggles and difficulties which almost every

man of genius has had to endure, especially in the beginning

of his career. Often, too, this has lasted far beyond the

time when men have acquired celebrity and fame. It is too

true, that those who delight us by their pens and by their

pencils are often thoughtless, to use no stronger term ; though

it would be unfair and unjust to accuse all of the errors of

some, and to fancy that every man who suffers does so from

improvidence and want of ordinary foresight. In many in-

stances, among the men of the greatest genius, difficulties have

arisen from a very different source. Jealousies, suspicions,

and heartburnings, have been indulged by rivals, who have

contrived, by petty and weak annoyances, to make the exist-

ence of some of the best of men a misery.

Michael Angelo, that great painter, whose name is familiar

to the merest tyro in the history of art, was not exempt from

the heartburnings and annoyances which so many men suficred

in common with himself. At a very early age he entered with

Ghirlandajo as a pupil ; but instead of being taught, he began

to teach. In truth, though he was but thirteen, his copies

were better than the original. But the master smiled, and

encouraged his bold apprentice. Not so the pupils : they

were jealous of the juvenile artist. Benvenuto Cellini, him-

self a great man, often speaks of the blind hatred of his

fellow-students. He could feel for him and sympathise with

him. A quotation from the wondrous memoir of the Floren-

tine silversmith will be well worthy of a place here.

"About this time (it was in 1518, thirty years after the

event—Cellini was only eighteen), there came to Florence a

sculptor named Peter Torregiani :—he came from England,

where he had stayed several years. This man, seeing my
designs and ray labours, said to me : 'I liave come to Florence
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to take away as many young men as I can. I have a great

work to execute for the King of England ; and I will have

no assistants but my own countrymen ; and as your mode of

working and drawing is more that of a sculptor than a

jeweller, I will take you away with me, and I will make you

at the same time rich and able.'

"He was a bold proud man, was Peter Torrcgiani, of manly

appearance and great beauty. His air, his manners, his

sonorous voice, were more like those of a soldier than an artist

;

he had a mode of frowning enough to startle the most resolute

;

and every day he told me of his strange stories about those

fools of English ! One day we were speaking of Michael

Angelo Buonarotti; Torregiani was holding in his hand a

drawing which I had copied after the great master, and he

said:
"

' Buonarotti and I used to go to work when young

in the church of the Carmine, in the chapel of Masaccio ; and

as he >»as accustomed to make fun of all those who drew

along witli him, one day, being more angry than usual, I

raised my fist, and gave him so violent a blow on the face

that I felt the bone and the cartilage of his nose break under

my hand ; so that he will bear the ra.irk of it all his life.'

" These words," adds the indignant young man, " shocked rae

80 much, as I had the works of the divine Michael Angelo

constantly under my eyes, that I conceived for Torregiani an

implacable hatred ; and not only did I lose all desire to

follow him to England, but I could no longer bear eveit to

see him."

This noble and generous anger was worthy a.t the same time

of him who excited and of him who felt it. It is quite

true, however, that Michael Angelo, perhaps without knowing

it, was every day committing some new crime, which drew

upon him the vengeance of his comrades and the jealousies of

his masters. The unhappy youth could not succeed in

quelling his genius. One day a portrait was given him to

copy, and when he had finished his work, he' gave it to the

man who had lent him the portrait, instead of the original.

The painter, who was one of his friends, though professing to

be a great connoisseur, did not perceive the change ; and it

may easily be imagined that he was overwhelmed with con-

fusion when the anecdote got abroad. The lad had somewhat
smoked his picture, in order to give it that antique appearance

which adds so much to the price of works of art in the eyes of

those who judge by date, and not by merit.

Jlichael Angelo had now time to commence a few works

in sculpture. Already his productions were considered of

BO much value that they are preserved to this day as pre-

cious relics. Among these was a bas-relief, representing,

according to Vasari, " The Battle of the Centaurs," with a

virgin, in the style of Donatello, and a statue of Hercules,

which nobody has seen except his biographers. But suddenly

Lorenzo the Magnificent, seized by a mysterious and incura-

ble disease, died at Carreggi in the midst of his rhetoricians.

He finished his career as he had lived, rather as a poet than as

a Christian. Arts and letters lost in him a Miecenas. Michael

Angelo lost more than a protector—he lost a friend.

Overwhelmed with grief, he now returned to his father's

house. At the age of eighteen years his prospects, which

were becoming so splendid, were suddenly overcast. Pietro

de Medici, the heir and successor of Lorenro, began his reign

by throwing his father's physician into a well ; this promised

favourably for those who continued in his service. However,

Michael Angelo was one morning called to the court. It was

snowing hard, and the brother of Leo the Tenth had awoke

with great projects. A man is not a Medici for nothing.

" Master," said he to the young sculptor, " I want you to

make me a colossal figure—a giant, who will arise as if by

enchantment in the court-yard, and be higher by a head than

the battlements of my palace. As my father chose you for

his sculptor in ordinary, your genius must be equal to such a

task. Go, and set to work."

"But of what materia must this statue be:" inquired

Michael jVngelo, with rather a surprised look.

" The material,'' replied Pietxo, laughing, " you will find

in the court- yard. There is plenty of it. There must be at

least three feet of snow."
" True," said Michael .\ngelo, bitterly, " I am in your

employ as I was in the employ of your father. Only, when he

ordered statues, he preferred marble to snow. Every one has

his taste, sire."

Then he added to himself, " As is the prince so will be the

monument. Go, poor soul and weak heart ;
your greatness

will scarcely last longer than your statue."

However, he complied with the orders of Pietro with scru-

pulous exactness, and leaving his colossus before a single b(;am

of sun came to melt it, he retired to one of the cells of San

Spirito, where he passed days and nights, sombre, sad, iso-

lated, weeping for his benefactor, and meditating on the

darkness of his unhappy country.

It was in this austere retreat, surrounded by dead bodies,

which he obtained from a hospital attached to the convent,

that, by the light of a lamp, Michael Angelo gave himself up

to the long and persevering study of anatomy, which was to

be his governing passion.

Armed with his scalpel, he investigated the muscles, he

studied the fibres, he laid bare the scaffolding of the human
heart. The fruit of his vigils was a wooden crucifix, a little

larger than nature, which he presented to the prior of the

monastery which had afforded him an iisylum, and where he

had been able, at least, to rest in peace and to retire from the

shame of these melancholy days.

Michael Angelo produced from a common block of marble,

which had been massacred by Simon of Fiesole, a colossal

statue of David. He was then twenty-four years of age, and

his absolute and haughty temper would not suffer a single

observation to be made. "Woe to those who took the liberty

to make any remark. He overwhelmed them with his anger,

or pitilessly satirised them.

The too celebrated Soderini, although he was gonfalonniero,

learnt this to his cost. The worthy man, who was as able

a connoisseur as he was an excellent politician, ventured to

express an opinion upon David. He said that the nose was

too large.

" Do you think so, illustrious signor-" answered the artist,

with his most hypocritical look. Then he took a little pow-

dered marble in the hollow of his hand, and gave two or three

raps with his hammer, without touching the stutue.

'• There now," cried the gonfalonniero with delight, "that's

how a David ought to be. You have given life to him."
" 'Tis to you that he owes life, signor."

After this it is not astonishing that Machiavelli, in speak-

ing of the same Soderini, wrote four verses, in which he

relates that the worthy gonfalonniero, having presented him-

self by mistake at the gates of the infernal regions, Pluto shut

the door in his face, and said :
" What do you want here, you

fool ? Go to the limbo of children."

However, if the poor gonfalonniero was stupid, as ap-

pears to be historically demonstrated, he was not avaricious.

He gave four hundred Florence crowns to Jlichael Angelo,

and got him to paint in fresco a part of the hall of council. '

Leonardi di Vmci undertook the other half.

Leonardi chose for the subject of his fresco the victory gained

over Piccinino, general of the Duke of Milan. In the fore-

ground is a battle of cavaliers and the capturing of a standard.

Michael Angelo undertook an episode of the war of Pisa.

Generally a battle, above all at a time when soldiers are

clothed in iron, offers few resources to an artist accustomed

to the naked. The genius of Michael Angelo did not stop at a

little.

An incident, which in the case of any other artist would

have passed unperceived, suddenly illuminated the ideas of

the great artist, and his cartoon was made.

Overcome by the stifling heat, the Florentine soldiers are

bathing in the Arno, when the Pisans suddenly make a sortie.

The enemy appears ; the cry is to arms ; a crowd spring up ;

some, half-naked, catch at their swords ; others try, by super-

human efforts, to get their clothes upon their wet limbs. The

drum beats ; impatience and despair are depicted in the fea-
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tures of the unhappy footmen who cannot join their flag. The

appearance of this masterpiece cast the first artists of the day

into a profound stupor. From every part of Italy people

came to admire it, to copy it, to study it. San Gallo, Ghir-

landajo, Granini, Andre del Sarto, San Jovino, le Rosso,

Perrin del Vaga—all of these, young men and old, masters

and pupils, bowed in silence before the sovereign artist, who,

with a giant's step bounding over his whole career, touched

the last limits of the sublime, beyond which it is not possible

or man to go.

Benvenuto Cellini speaks much of the events of this time.

It was about this time that the brutal Torregiani boasted of

his anecdote.
" As long as the cartoon stood," says Cellini, " it was the

school of the world
; though the divine Michael Angelo after-

" I had made up my mind," says Benvenuto, " to dash him

to the ground wherever I found him. Having reached the

Plaza Santa Dominica, I perceived Bandinelli, who was

entering the same square on the opposite side. More de-

cided than ever upon carrying out my sanguinary project, I

ran towards him ; but I had no sooner cast my eyes on the

wretch, and seen him without arms, mounted on a wretched

mule that looked like a jackass, following a little boy about

ten years old, than Bandinelli saw me, turned pale as death,

and trembled from head to foot. I thought it base to kill

such a wretch, and said :
' Do not fear, vile coward, you are

not worthy of my blows !
'

"

Scarcely was Julius II. on the throne when he sent for

Jlichael Angelo. Such an artist was worthy of such a pope.

Julius reflected several months upon the work which he

'i

wards executed the great chapel of Pope Julius, he never

reached half the talent displayed in this masterpiece."

A Frenchman observes :
" This was the time to have

poignarded Michael Angelo."

But this was not enough. Hatred sometimes acts with

atrocious calculation, and envy has diabolical inspirations.

They forgave the artist, but the work suffered for him. In the

year 1.512, while there was an emctite in the streets, while the

republic was expiring, when the Medici Avere coming back

victorious, Baccio Bandinelli, of base and execrable memory,

crept in with slow step, treacherously, a dagger in his hand,

to the hall where the masterpiece was hung up, and while

people were fighting in the streets, this wretch, assassin, and

thief, tlirust his knife into the canvas, tore it to pieces, trod it

luider foot, and carried away the remnantjs.

destined for the greatest sculptor of his age. The ambition o

the pope knew no bounds. His thirst for glory was insatiable.

He dreamt of immortality upon the earth, and was not long,

therefore, in making his choice.

He accordingly sent for the great artist, and addressed

him thus :

" If you were to erect a tomb for Julius II., what would be

your design for that tomb f"

"I should wish," answered Michael Angelo, after having

thought a moment, " that the grandeur of the tomb should

answer to the grandeur of the pontiff who orders it. The
general form of the monument should be that of a parallelogram,

thirty feet in length by fifteen in breadth. The height should

be at least thirty feet. Forty statues, without counting the bas-

reliefs, should enrich the mausoleum, crowned by a group of
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figures representing the apotheosis of your Holiness. Four
victories, two feminine and two masculine, should stand on each

side of the monument, trampling under foot slaves or rebels.

Sixteen statues should represent the conquered provinces, or

the captive virtues riveted with chains to the tomb of him
who, whilst he lived, reduced the pride of the first and con-

stituted the glory of the second. Eight colossal statues, of

from ten to twelve feet, should adorn the upper portion. In

fine, there would be entrances to the interior by the two sides,

leading to the rotunda, in the centre of which the sarcophagus

should be placed."

The pope listened in silence, and looked fixedly at the

artist, who was inspired by the grandeur of his subject, and

talked with the greatest coolness of this mortuary palace,

Nicolas v. caused the foundation to be laid. I will finish the
new church accotding to the drawings of Iloreslino, and the
chapel shall bo worthy of the tomb."
"And how muoli will this new building cost r

"

"About a hundred thousand crowns."
" Two hundred thousand, if necessary," answered the pope.
" Then I may start at once for Carrara?"
" Immediately. And don't forget to come to mc, without

any internuncio, whenever you want to speak to me. Or
rather," said the pope, after a moment's thought, "I will
cause a bridge to be constructed that shall lead from my
rooms to your workshop, and I will come and see you, and
scold you whenever the work lags. Adieu, Michael Angelo

;

you have understood me."

THE WOLF AT BAY.—FROM A PAINTING BY OVDEY.

without thinking of the sombre and lugubrious reflections

which he was suggesting to the heart of the old man who
was to occupy it.

Those who know the character of the inhabitants of Italy,

and the instinctive aversion which is felt in that country for

death and for all the ideas which relate to it, will easily

understand the majestic and strange character of the conver-
sation of these two men, one of whom was giving orders for

his tomb, whilst the other was explaining in the most minute
manner how it was to be constructed. When the sculptor had
finished, Julius II. made only one objection.

" Where shall we place this immense monument " said he.
" I have thought of it," replied Michael Angelo. " Your

tomb, such as I have conceived it, could not be contained in
the old church of St. Peter ; but we have the tribune of which

The great place oi St. Peter was soon encumbered with
enormous blocks of marble, brought from Carrara. The last

instalment had been disembarked at the quay of the Tiber,

and Michael Angelo, who generally lived in the most com-
plete isolation, did not know what had happened at court
during his absence, and went up to the Vatican to ask for

money to pay the sailors. He was told that his holiness

was not visible. A few days afterwards he went again to

the pope. As he was crossing the antechamber, a valet

stopped the way, and said to him drily, that he could not
enter.

" Unhappy man ! Do you know to whom you are speak-
ingr" cried a prelate who had recognised Michael Angelo.
"I know it very well," impudently answered the valet;

" and I only obey my orders."
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" Very well," answered the indignant artist ;
" when the

pope sends for me, tell hira that I am gone."

An hour afterwards he started for Florence. But Julius II.

was not the man to allow the artist whom he considered to be

in his pay to escape from his hands so easily. When he

learnt the answer, and the Hight of Michael Angelo, his

anger was great. Five couriers, one after the other, set off at

full gallop to bring back the fugitive. When they saw that

entreaties were of no use, the messengers of Julius attempted

to resort to force ; but Michael Angelo seized his weapons,

and cried with a terrible voice, " If you come on, you are

dead men !"

The messengers, in alarm, allowed Michael Angelo to con-

tinue his journey. The anger of the pope knew no bounda.

He threatened to reduce Florence to ashes if his sculptor was

not restored to him. Soderini received three despatches within

three days ; the first promised amnesty and pardon to the

artist ; the second declared war against the republic ;
the

third announced that if Michael Angelo did not return to

Rome within twenty-four hours, all the Florentines would be

excommunicated.
" Do you intend to destroy us all ?" said the poor gonfa-

lonniero, trembling with fear.

" Ha ! ha !
" answered Michael Angelo ;

" this will teach

him to forbid me his door."

" But I cannot keep you here, uy.happy man."
" Well, then, I will go to the Grand Turk."

" To the Grand Turk !

"

" Yes ; he will treat me better, X am sure. Besides, he

intends to throw a bridge from Constantinople to Pera, and

has made me the most magnificent proposals."

" Go where you please, but deliver us from the anger of the

pope."

Meanwhile, Julius II., true to his word, was advancing at

the head of an army. He had taken Bologna, and was

extremely delighted with his victory, when Michael Angelo,

changing his mind, presented himself before him. Julius II.

was at table at the palace of the Sixteen, when the arrival of

the sculptor was announced to him. lie made a sign that he

should be introduced, and not being able to restrain his rage at

the sight of the rebel, he cried out

—

" You should have come to us, and you expect us to come

to you."

Michael Angelo bowed his knee ; but in spite of this atti-

tude of submission and respect, it was easy to see that his

features expressed rather pride than repentance. Sombre,

silent, with bent brow, he seemed to say to the pope, " Xon

komini sed Pi-tro," not to the man but to Peter. All the

witnesses of this scene trembled for the poor sculptor, but as

the impetuosity of the pope was known, nobody dare to speak,

except the cardinal Soderini, worthy brother of the gonfa-

lonniero, who, with the best intentions, began to offer excuses

for the artist.

" Holy father, pardon this man ; for he did not know what

he did. Artists, if you deprive them of their art, are always

so. If he has sinned, it is from ignorance."

Julius II. could restrain himself no longer, and giving the

maladroit cardinal a blow with his stick, he cried in a voice

of thunder, "Unhappy wretch! do you dare to abuse my

sculptor ? Thou only art ignorant and sinful. Get out of my

sight."

Every one trembled with fear ; and as the poor prelate

remained motionless with astonishment and terror, the exas-

perated pope added, "Throw that fellow out of the

window."

The valets had some difficulty in removing his eminence

through the door. As we have seen, the Soderini were always

unfortunate.

The same evening beheld Michael Angelo and Julius II.

the best friends in the world. These two men understood

each other completely. For such a workman such a master

was required. The pope sat for his portrait and started for

Rome, begging the sculptor to follow him as foon as the

statue was tinished,

" Remember, Jlichael Angelo," said he, " that my tomb is

waiting for you."

Such were the last words of his holiness. Michael Angelo

spent sixteen months upon the colossal statue, that is to say,

fifteen months more than was necessary for his enemies to

recommence their intrigues. This time, Bramanti was at

their head, and among the rivals who were opposed to Michael

Angelo, was Raffaelle. Happily for our artist, Julius II. was

as obstinate in his friendships as in his hatreds. He con-

tinued to favour Jlichael Angelo ; and although the courtiers,

who were inimical to him, insidiously worked upon the pope

by praising the efforts of the great artist in painting, at the

expense of his reputation as a sculptor, they did not entirely

succeed in their object. It is true, however, though Michael

Angelo did not lose the good opinion of the pope, that the

famous tomb was never completed

The fact is, that the genius of Michael Angelo developed

itself more and more every day, and the whole artist-world

became aware of his might. Artists admired him ; amateurs

and connoisseurs loved him, but mere courtiers hated him. He
was proud, haughty, brave, and, worse than all, he had the

favour of the pope, who freely opened his purse to him. Money,

which the hangers-on about the court thought might be

advantageously spent on them, was lavished by Julius in

painting and statuary, which was certainly gi'and—but was it

useful

?

The delight which Michael Angelo felt at the prospect of

erecting such a tomb as that of Julius, can scarcely be described.

Those who have the idea of beauty, of the sublime in art

;

those who have long been weighed down by the influence of a

fixed implacable idea, the realisation of which does not depend

upon themselves ; those who have conceived, in the delirium of

their imagination, a gigantic, immense, impossible project,

and who suddenly see obstacles removed, thought take a form,

and the impossible retreat—those alone can understand what

then was passing in the mind of the- artist, when Julius II.

decided on his tomb.

While a whole crowd of workmen, under his orders, were

working in the quarries digging out the marble, he, silent,

pensive, overwhelmed by gigantic images, stood upon a great

rock which overlooked the sea.

"Why should I not carve the rock-" he cried, while his

imagination, roused and on fire, carried him away into realms

of space. " Why should not my chisel cut into the flanks of

this mountain ? Under my hand the rock would become a

colossus which would startle the passing navigator. My name

would be engraved on it in ineffaceable characters—my work

would be eternal ai the work of God. But patience. I, too,

will have my mountains of marble, and a whole creation of

supernatural and mighty beings shall rise to life under my
mighty hand. I shall only have to say. Live, andthey shall live."

Meanwhile, by the influence of a courtier, a mere insect,

whose very name is not recorded in history, the pope had

cast Michael Angelo from his heart for a short time, and the

event which we have recorded had happened.

The same again took place while he was carving out his

statue. A knot of mean and narrow-minded courtiers attacked

the pope on aU sides.

" He IS a great painter," said one.

" It is a pity he should try to be both sculptor and artist."

" Some men will be everything ; and yet he is not equal to

Raffaelle."

"Silence!" the pope roared at these sycophants, and they

held their tongues, to begin again next day.

At one time there was a talk of prosecuting Michael Angelo

for the sura he had received on account of the tomb of Julius.

The sculptor, in a furious rage, came to Rome ; but the car-

dinal de Medici, who soon after was Clement VII., begged

him to have patience, and got him to build, in the mean time,

the library and sacristy of San Lorenzo, the two first archi.

tectural works executed by Michael Angelo. He was now

forty years of age.

The Duke of Urbino, nephew of Julius XL, finding other

modes of proceeding too slow for his fancy, tried another ex-
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periraent to make the sculptor hurry with the monument of

his uncle. He had him menaced, in that day of summary
justice, with a poignard, if he did not yield to his desires.

The proud artist made no reply, and left the Duke of Urbino

to his impotent rage.

Clement VII., having ascended the throne, called Michael
Angelo to him.

" My dear Buonarotti," said the pope, whispering familiarly

in his ear, " instead of defending yourself, attack the heirs of

Julius II. It is time that you received money on account;

but at the rate at which your statues are paid now-a-days,
the money that you have received does not cover the labour

you have had. Bring them before the tribunals ; from debtor

you will become creditor."

"I would rather finish the monument," said the artist,

drily ; and he returned immediately to Florence.

But the monument was one of those things which was not

to be finished. There was always some reason or other for

delaying it or putting it off.

Clement VII. kept the artist fully employed. He visited

him every day. One morning a servant told him that

Clement VII. would visit him no more—he was dead.

The first thing the new pope, Paul III , did, was to present
himself at the atelier of Buonarotti.

"Come! come!"' said the pope, "now, master Michael
Angelo, your time belongs to me."
"\our holiness will excuse me," said the artist. "I have

just signed an undertaking to finish the tomb of Julius II."

And yet it never was finished.

MODERN WIITISH ART—THE FRM-
RAPHAELITES.

When Pope Adrian I. delivered, in his infallibility, a bull,
which declared that all painters should represent our Saviour
as possessing every attribute of beauty which they were
capable of exhibiting, he founded the Pra-Raphaelites. The
reader may perhaps see no connexion with the eighth century
and the nineteenth ; but if he only consider that since then
painters have had but one type for the heads of the Saviour
and the Apostles, and have degenerated into continuaUmooth-
ness and into unmeaning faces such as West or Cosway pro-
duced, he will see at once what we mean. The earlier Byzan-
tine fathers had taken it as a fact that, since the Saviour
"should not be desired of men," he was repulsive, and they
continually represented him so ; but a dispute happening as to
the truth of this, the earlier fathers, St. Jerome, St. Augustin,
St. Bernard, and others, joined in the controversy, and Pope
Adrian settled it with his bull.

Art is by its nature imitative. The earliest head of the
Saviour which exists has the same attributes—the oval, melan-
choly face, the parted hair and calm eyes—as the most recent
and to a certain extent Adrian's bull had a vast effect. Great
geniuses did not alter the type, but threw their weight into the
improvement of manner. Till about the time of President
West, which we take it was the most inartistic period of
English art, we had gone on,

" Improving and improving oft,

Till all was ripe and rotten.''

Character, force, and originality were forgotten, everything was
intended to be pretty and pleasing, and the grand was deserted
for the profitable. The mind of the income-seeking artist

became imbued with the spirit of the times. Richard Wilson,
with his wondrous genius in landscape, could not malie a Uvin<<.
Fuselli, who, with all his eccentricitieSi was of immense talent,
declared with a wretched pun that his name should have been
" Pew-sell-I." Ton Hoist was neglected, and R. B. Haydon
destroyed himself in despair. With the exception of the 'first,

none of these artists were perfect, but they were great men who
should have found appreciation where they met with neglect.
They certainly should not have been driven to despair whUst
Cosway, Opie, and West flourished. Their deaths, however,
produced some result

; yet with little improvement and much

mannerism, things went on in the same course. England
produced great painters individually, but, as a school, manner-
ism and platitudes were triumphant.

Some half-dozen years ago, a few young men, impressed with

this, determined to alter it, and, like all enthusiasts, at the first

overshot the mark. To prove their perfect distinctness from
modern art, they called themselves Pne-Raphaelians, which,
if we understand the term rightly, was about tantamount to

a dramatist of the time of Colman and Reynolds calling

himself, out of contempt to those playwrights, a Pr;c-Shak-

sperian.

Messrs. Millais, Collins, and Hunt, who were the Corypluri

of this school, seeing that all other painters took pretty

models, employed plain if not downright ugly ones ; finding

that the ordinary painter neglected detail and finish, studied

every point, speck, or nail in the accessories of their picture
;

observing that modern artists excel in air and distance in the

atmosphere of the picture, they painted sharply and coldly,

so that every fold of the dress and feature of the face came ou
as distinctly as if one was examining it with a diminishing

glass. It is plain that amongst these resolves there were

many of the faults of enthusiasm. When they exhibited their

pictures, amongst many merits, one saw that they had as much
to unlearn as to leam, and their eccentricities were so plainly

the effect of determination, that they excited an antagonism
which resulted in ridicule and odium.

To support their ideas, they employed the pen as well as

the pencil. They published a work bearing the name of " The
Germ," which was upon the whole the most verdant produc-

tion we recollect. It bore all the impress of youth, fiorid of

fluent poetry, crude prose, and undigested ideas ; illustrated

with an etching which might have been copied from a missal,

It was unlike anything modern. It was an attempt to reach

the golden age by walking backwards ; it was, a thousand- fold

more than their pictures, an effort against nature, and it died.

With such determination and such vigour of thought, the

young painters who formed the school were not likely to die

too. He who thinks originally must think arjainst a large

portion of mankind, but he will soon have disciples of his

own. So it was with the Pru'-Raphaelites. There was so

much truth with them that they soon gathered respect
; yet

their earliest endeavour had grave faults.

Let us take, for instance, a picture by Mr. Millais, which
was exhibited some four seasons ago. We allude to the
'• Holy Family," a painting in which the young Saviour was
pictured as an ill-looking red-headed boy ; the Virgin as a

v^'oman stricken in years (which was untrue at the period) and
excessively commonplace; and St. Joseph as a carpenter of

low and mean appearance, the musclei of his arm raised and
strained from overwork. In addition to this, the feet of the

Saviour were unwashed, and the dirt of them carefully copied.

Here Mr. Millais was ignorant, the Jews being particularly

careful in their daily ablutions. To redeem all this practical

degradation, the detail of the picture was wonderful ; time
and knowledge had been expended upon every accessory.

The shavings and tools looked more like reflections of the

things than copies.
*

But in our opinion the grossness of the representation was
a sin, and served to degrade Divinity rather than to elevate it.

No one supposes the Saviour to have been crowned and robed
as the later Italians make him, or as gorgeously arrayed as

the cheap lithographs sold in Roman Catholic countries repre-
sent him. But Mr. Millais, though in another way, sinned
equally against the truth. If we paint " Holy Families " at

all, to which we strongly object, there is no reason why
we should make them repulsive. The obvious purpose of
such pictures is to exalt the ideas of those who have little

imaginatfcn. Their earlier use, and that to which a religious

society tw turns prints of sacred subjects, w>^ and is to

instruct those who coidd not read. "\Vith the majority in

England, that use has ceased ; but we have yet to learn why
they should not still elevate the beholders, as certainly the
Works of Raphael and Michael Angelo do. The faults of
this picture extended also to others. Mr. Collins, in one
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called "Convent Thoughts" (we believe that the young
artist embraced as well as illustrated Catholicism), chose a

very plain model, an awkward and stiff position, somewhat
after the Byzantine school, and a most unnatural method of

holding a flower, at which the young lady is pensively looking.

He also showed the same wonderful exactness in rendering

the very petals of the flower or grain of- the oak door, and

thereby secured its defence by that rara avis amongst the

critics on art, an original thinker— one no less than Mr.
Ruskin.

deservedly so. He has no longer sought out repulsive models,

but observing that golden mean which always leads to truth,

has also disdained the doll-like face of the vacant model,

and produced such feelings, such tenderness and animation,

that one unconsciously recalls the phrase of Byron,
' The mind, the music breatliing from her face ;

"

and whilst doing so acknowledges that the canvas glows with

an emanation from true genius. Any one who has seen the

pictures of this artist
—" The Huguenot " and " The Order of

Release "—must have observed that the expression in the

"BERTUAND AND KATON."—FROM A PAINTING BY OVDKY.

The great critic, who, to show hew extremes meet, was also

an enthusiast on Turner's landscapes, did much for the Vtx-

Kaphaelites, but their genius did more. Though still young

men, practice and success has been gradually removing many
foibles, and the chief amongst them bid fair to be nonoured

with posterity. Their very eccentricities have been useful, and

have read serious lessons to rising and risen artists. Careless-

ness is now no longer pardonable, and simpering and* stupid

prettiness is only reproduced upon the canvas of the mediocre

and unteachable. The latter pictures of these artists—of Mr.

Millais especially—have attracted the notice of every one, and

faces of the female figure of each tells the whole story as

plainly as a book. The deep feeling which imbued the painttr

was communicated by a glance to the spectator.

AVith such triumphs as these, with original views and a

determination to think for themselves, the Pra<-Raphaelites

have founded an English school of worth and great merit, and

by it have produced works which the world "will not wil-

lingly let die ;
" and we therefore hope that, whilst every year

chastens their efforts and detracts from their eccentricities, we

may be enabled to forge the latter in the excellencies they

possess.
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The history of a great painter is the history, for the time

being, of the nation to which he belonged. Certainly, as

genius is the greatest gift of heaven, the man possessed of

genius should be the hero of the hour. It has seldom been

80, Some booted and spurred ruffian, with a castle as big

as a dozen factories, some cunning little statesman, some
petty potentate who should have been a woodcutter, only

he was born a prince, generally occupies more of the world's

attention—more of the vulgar world's attention—than the

man of mind can obtain. In the first place this arises from
the fact that in modern times we leave art to itself; we neither

educate the people in taste, nor do we encouiage art itself in

an efficient way. In ancient times, in Greece, the connexion

of the state with ait was avowed and distinct. We trust it

Vol. I.

to amateurs, and the encouragement of art is greater or less

according to the number of amateurs. The office of the state

appears to be, in our times, to prevent the total decay of

pictures when painted, or to use them for some particular

object.

Such was not the case with the Greeks. The arts were
with them public, and not the duty or affair of individuals.

They became so in after times when they had ceased to

flourish, but never to the degree which exists with us. We
mea". by arts, of course, architecture, painting, and sculpture.

Arnold Ileeren, in his " Ancient Greece," and James Augustus
St. John, in his elaborate work on " The Manners and Customs
of Ancient Greece," have both fully developed this theorem.

Architecture was the first to be encouraged, its object being use

as well as beauty. Not only the Italians, but the Romans of

the later ages, tried to unite the two, and in this way private

buildings became works of art. But among the Greeks, there

was a tendency to the same style of things even in the heroic

age. In the halls and dwellings of kings, there was a peculiar

grandeur and splendour, which some have called scientific

architecture, which, however, disappeared with the monarchial

form. Heereu thinks that after Athens became a democracy,

there were no handsome private buildings. The investigations

of Mr. St. John appear to show that if ostentation did disappear

with the monarchy, private dwellings in Attica were really

and truly elegant even after the advent of the government of

the people.

It is common to find allusions to the boast of Augustus,
that he found Rome built of brick and left it of marble

;

whereas the truth is, that nearly all the splendid endurable

monuments, whether dedicated to religion or to facilitate the

operation of industry, or the social convenience of the people

—

temples, aqueducts, roads, etc.—belong to a date anterior

to the imperial usurpation.
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The plastic art and painting held to each other the opposite

relation of that existing in modern times. The first was

highly cultivated, and though painting was supported and

encouraged, it was in a less degree. The few remains of this

department of Grecian art, which existed at the time when

historians began to collect evidences of the glorious civilisa-

tion that had passed away, may in some degree account for

the idea, not unfrequent, that the pencil was never employed

in Hellas, but that the chisel alone was wielded by the artistic

hand. In Greece, however, the arts, instead of being the

instruments of luxury, were the ministers to an honourable

public pride. Paintings could not so easily be set up to

delight and teach the people ; statues might be erected in

open squares ; the crowds of gods and heroes who were repre-

sented upon the Acropolis, could be gazed at by the multitude,

and exist uninjured after the sun of centuries in that dry

atmosphere had shone upon them.

Paintings could only be placed on walls, and the ancients

broke up the even surfaces in their architecture with such

profusion of pilasters, cornices, and sculptures, that there

were no long ranges, such as we find in the galleries of

modern Europe. They do not seem either to have discovered

those light and durable colours, which in Egypt retain their

vividness after three thousand years. Pictures, therefore,

were more designed for furniture than the works of sculp-

ture ; indeed, there was scarcely an instance of a statue

being the property of a private individual. Even the beautiful

Phryne, the model of a hundred Hebes, after she had by an

artful stratagem persuaded her lover, Praxiteles, to make her

a present of a god of Love just born from a block of marble,

immediately presented it to the inhabitants of a Grecian city.

Besides, since the ancient artists rarely laboured for gain,

wealthy individuals, like the Medici vi modern Italy, could

not so easily secure the selfish gratification of vast private

collections. Still, when Pericles began to corrupt Athens by

the display of inordinate grandeur, landscapes and portraits

and religion'! legends, groups of ideal beauty, painted in vivid

and delicate colours, began to glow on the walls of the public

porticoes and temples. Alcibiades, also, is said to have

introduced the custom of adorning private chambers with a

kind of fresco. Portrait-painting did not, however, flourish

largely among the Greeks until the Macedonian age. Only

very celebrated men, such as Miltiades, saw their likenesses

produced, in the representations of their battles, which were

hung—the trophies and achievements of their glory—in the

Hall of Pictures in Athens ; though sometimes the vain artist

hung his own portrait before the people's gaze, or that of his

mistress, for all citizens to admire. When, however, princes

began to love flattery, and nations began to yield it to them,

artists were employed to produce their likenesses, in which

they were delighted at seeing an ideal beauty ascribed to

themselves. Napoleon would never countenance an artist

who painted him faithfully. In fact, portraits came to be,

what dedications of books were, entirely unworthy of trust.

Great landscape painters are those who behold nature

with emotions of delight, and impress on their representations

of it the stamp of their personal idiosyncracies. Ruysdael

recalls to our minds the forgotten dreams of youth. When
we look on his pictures, after long familiarity with the crude

and hard realities of existence, we begin to believe in the

truth of what our every-day experience had induced us to

resign as delusions of the fancy. We had thought that the

bright and lovely landscapes, glowing under golden suns, with

sparkling water, graceful trees, and many winding valleys,

w'cre simply the reflections of our own imagination. 13ut

when we see that the eye of man has seen,- the hand of his

genius has preserved, beauties more than ever came to our

visions—his still lakes sleeping amid soft and green slopes,

his groups of oxen

" Audibly cropping tlieir e\cniiig meal,"

with all the magically-tinted variety of grace in which his

pencil delighted—we no longer think it philosophical to

despise the e-notions of our best and early days.

Salvator Rosa, with his gloomy imagination, over which a

kind of wild poetry throws indeed a light, but the light of a

storm, imagines regions which appear like the haunts of .

monsters and brigands. Everdingen sees nothing in nature

but vast pine woods, rushing torrents, and waterfalls disturb-

ing lonely and barren wildernesses. He never paints a bower

by the side of a stream ; he can only imagine the den of the

wolf, or the retreat of the disappointed robber. Even his

sunrises have a dark and threatening aspect, and his moon

appears pale and cold and spectral in the sky. Hobima

imagines little more than solemn silent expanses. He seems

to love to brood over the blanks of nature—the lonely desert,

or the still more lonely ocean. Berghem, on the contrary, if

he paints a glade in a wood, fills it immediately with groups

of rustics, dancing as if they had been restored to the golden

age : he makes his gardens bright with flowers, his woods

alive with buds. "Van der Neer spreads over the most beau-

tiful scenes an air of desolation and melancholy. Cagliari, in

depicting some of the most mournful scenes in sacred history,

throws everywhere a feeble character upon the tableau. Carlo

Dolci is celebrated as the best painter of tears in all that

school of noble artists who made Italy, under the republics,

so illustrious. The rustic assemblages of Guaspre are like

groups on the stage ; and even when he makes the wind bend

down the forest tops, it seems to do it in a bland and accom-

modating manner. Rubens reproduced himself in enormous

waists, broad shoulders, and Herculean arms ; and when these

had been ingeniously distorted, the masterpiece of his genius

was completed. Nicolas Poussin seemed to give additional

breadth even to the grandest landscapes of the world. His

imagination seemed to have too vast a range, even for the

great theatres which he selected for its display ; and when he

painted the "human face divine," there was always the ex-

hibition of power and grandeur.

Claude Lorraine, contrasting with all these, came, as if with

an inspiration from the antique, to take away a reproach from

his country, and to vivify and restore and renew the arts in

France. AVith an exquisite sympathy with nature, his genius

combined the dignity which prevented him from ever sinking

from simplicity into frivolity. He was, like his works, noble,

calm, and full of delicate fancy. He had a gentle aspect, lofty

and severe, and this gave a character to all those delicious

representations of nature which his pencil produced. He
may be said to have been among artists what Tasso was among

poets. As the eagle is the only bird which can fly gazing at

the sun, Claude Lorraine is the only painter who seems ever

to have looked boldly on its burning disk. It was he alone

who could paint aerial tints—who could sufi'use his landscapes

with a luminous, ctherial element, which appeared to fall in

floods from heaven, visible to the eye, yet transparent and

bathing all the scene in a rich" and ineffable glow. Artists

too often forget that the presence and influence of the light

and air are as essential, even in a picture, to the freshness and

brightness of the vegetation, to the colour of the rock, to the

hue of the water, of the wood, of the straw in the thatch, of

every inanimate or living object, as to the existence of man

himself. Claude had the genius and the courage to paint

skies without a speck of cloud ; but there was no one who

knew better than he how to throw through the vapour which

gathers round a descending sun long sloping beams of coloured

light, to gild and beautify his citizens and streams. It will

be seen that Oudry and his master were apt disciples of

Claude Lorraine.

It has been said, with reference to Claude, that only a love

of the marvellous can induce his biographers to adopt those

uncouth stories, so often controverted, about his youth and

the rude beginning of his art. Some persons are imable to

exalt his great genius with satisfaction to themselves, unless

they can prove that when a child he was an idiot, or, still

worse, the son of a pastry-cook ! In fact, the liistorian

Baldinuchi,* who has left us an account of the early life of

this splendid artist, and wrote from memoranda supplied him

• BalJinucci i
" tCotizic de Profcssori del Uisegno,'' vol. xiii.
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by Claude's own nephew, makes no mention of these circum-

stances ; but, on the other hand, Joachim Sandrart,* who, in

his "Academy of Painting," has recorded the achievements of

the artists of his day, asserts, in direct contradiction to

Baldinuchi, a number of statements which concur with the

favourite popular traditions. His testimony, however, if at

all important, is only so when it concerns the intercourse

which he held with the great landscape-painter when he

resided at Rome, for he was his intimate personal friend. In

all other particulars, we prefer following the authority of

family papers, to which the Italian biographer had access.

Claude Gellee, commonly called Claude Lorraine, was born

in the year IGOO, the commencement of a great epoch in the

history of science, discovery, and political changes ; his family

then resided in the Chateau de Chamagne, which is on the

banks of the beautiful river Moselle, which runs through the

Vosges hills, near Mirecouit, in the diocese of Jarl. He was

the third of the five male children of Jean Gellee. His eldest

brother, named Jean, as the eldest brother in that family

was named for generations, carried on the profession of an

engraver on wood at Frisbourg, in the province of Brisgsnt.

Claude, having lost his parents at the age of twelve years,

without friends, and without any prospect of employment

among the people of the place where he had been left an orphan,

had no other alternative than to go -and seek his brother at

Frisbourg. and to ask from him hospitality, assistance, and

advice. He was besides attracted by the occupation to which

Jean devoted himself; for he had already exhibited a decided

taste for design ; and no sooner had he received some elemen-

tary instructions from his brother, than, with an aptitude and

a facility quite astonishing in so young a child, he produced

some ornamental drawings and arabisques of quaint but most

original and striking variety. '• Therefore, it is not true,"

says Baldinuchi, indignantly, " that Claude Lorraine was*

ever placed apprentice at a pastrycook's." The good Italian,

who had paUician tendencies, thought it necessary for genius

not only to have a lineage, but to be respectable and work

with white hands. " I detest," he adds, " all those stories

related by biographers, who have takes no trouble to authen-

ticate their statements, and who only repeat their ridiculous

anecdotes to give meretricious brightness to the dramatic con-

trast they are about to draw."

In the same way, many historians have tried hard to show

that Christopher Columbus was descended from one of the

oldest families in Spain. Be this as it may, however, cer-

tain it is, that Claude had worked about a year with Ids

brother, when one of his relatives, who was a lace merchant,

had to undertake a journey to Rome. Fortune, which too

often baffles the hopes of the aspiring, could not in this

instance have offered a more hospitable invitation to a young

artist, who already felt, but vaguely and in his day-dreams,

presentiments of a mighty destiny.

Claude, hearing of the intended expedition, started off imme-

diately to the house of his relative ; was introduced to him,

and immediately preferred a request that he would allow him

to accompany him to the great city of Italy, to which the

hopes of every artist turned, where the stores of ancient

genius were gathered up, where poets were still crowned

in the Capitol, and where pages had been known to rise to the

hi"h prelacy and become the masters of the world. The lace-

merchant did not at first understand of what use so young a

companion, entirely unaccustomed to commercial dealings,

could be to him ; but he was unable to resist the earnest soli-

citations of the boy ; and so Claude Lorraine found himself in

Rome. He immediately took a lodging not far from the

Rotunda, and began to develop as well as he could those

principles of his art which had germinated in his mind under

the humble culture of his brother. A strict economy in his

manner of living was rendered absolutely necessary by the

scantiness of his purse ; for all he had to subsist upon was a

slight donation occasionally transmitted to him from his

* Joachim Sandrart :
" Academia NobiUasimic Artis PictoriK,'' in

fol. Nuremberg, icsa.

friends at Frisbourg, But cheered by life and enthusiasm,

and by the courage which is a characteristic of genius, he

struggled with the dilKculties of his position; and if he could

gaze on the Colosseum ; if he could sit in the rich galleries of

the Vatican ; if he could look on the works of pure glory, tho

goddesses and heroes immortalised in marble by the ancient

artists ; if he could go forth from Rome and survey the soft

and glowing landscapes, with all their tender tints and grace-

ful forms, which are spread out in the neighbourhood of the

noble city, it mattered little to him that he lived in a narrow

town and had no luxuries to place on his table.

At the end of three years, this kind of existence, pleasant if

not Sybarite, was brought to a close. ^Var broke out between

the treacherous house of -Vustria and the protestaiit powers;

that war which during thirty years atUicted Italy and buried

half the civilised world in blood and slaughter. Intercourse

was now exceedingly rare and difficult between the com-

munities on the different sides of the Alps. Rome especially

felt the unholy commotion, and Claude Lorraine, then only

eighteen years old, quitted his favourite city and travelled to

Tvaples. It was perhaps not unfortunate for him that he was

compelled to make this change. Around the shores of that

beautiful bay, on which Torquati 'I'asso loved to gaze and

which he so often remembered, and vvhoie beauty he realised

so truthfully in his songs, the young artist found landscapes

with myrtle and ilex groves, gentle green hills, liclds like

garden lawns, and all those accessories of elegance, which,

under his pencil, appear to our eyes like the unreal creations

of fancy. In that happily-situated place he lived, as the

pupil of Godfrey AValss, a painter of Cologne, who enjoyed

no inconsiderable reputation. From him Claude acquired the

principles of architecture and perspective.

He remained, however, only two years in the studio of this

master
;
precisely the time necessary to harmonise in his mind

its perceptions of two elements which impress so distinctive

a character upon his wonderful landscapes—monuments, and

the far-retiring horizon. He then returned to Rome, abound-

ing more in knowledge, more rich in hopes, more audacious

in ambition, but so poor that he was obliged to install himself

in the household of Augustino Tassi, less in the character of

a student than under the humiliating conditions of domestic

servitude. This at least we must believe, if we choose to trust

the version of his life which has been given by Sandrart, who

impresses a character of truthfulness by the precision and

minuteness of the details with which his account is filled.

Augustino Tassi was one of the most attached disciples of

the celebrated landscape-painter, Paul Bril. Although

afflicted by the gout, he had, like the orator Chatham, a

vivacity of spirit which enabled him, in despite of physical

pain, to be an interesting and even a fascinating companion.

Courted, feasted, overwhelmed with commissions from the

opulent citizens of Rome, Tassi surrounded himself with a

pompous retinue, and inhabited a house built with those wide

open doors, emblematical of hospitality, for which Italy was

renowned. Here he was visited by cardinals and nobles, and

by illustrious strangers of all countries. Here he was

appointed by the conclave of cardinals to paint, for the public

adornment of the city, architectural decorations, marine views,

cartoons with deep perspective, and landscapes of every descrip-

tion ; and with surprising energy he accomplished every task

that was assigned him. Still, with a burden of sixty years and

many infirmities upon his shoulders, he required an expert

and agile assistant, who could superintend the affairs of his

house, take care of his horses, arrange all ceremonial details,

and otherwise manage his domestic concerns, while he received

visitors, held the pencil, or directed the works of his disciples.

In Claude he found a young man sufficiently talented to

undertake all that he desired, and sufficiently poor to accept

the employment. No doubt, however, the position of the

voung painter, notwithstanding the degrading circumstances

allotted to it, was not altogether unendurable. He enjoyed

frequent intercourse with a mind of distinguished resources
;

he heard daily in his master's studio dissertations on art,

which princes were ambitious to hear ; and thus the genius of
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the painter of Lorraine was cullivated and his memory stored,

in spite of the little education he had received in his youth.

It is certain that he remained in the service of Augustino until

the spring of the year 1625; but why does it happen that

history is an oracle which is dumb precisely when we are

most curious to interrogate her r That which is most unknown

concerning illustrious men is the obscure place of their ex-

istence, when they stood in the dark valley of their youth,

before they reached the luminous elevations of their greatness,

the long probation, the purgatory of genius, their groans at

the threshold of the temple. We yearn to see others labour-

ing through their hard apprenticeship, toiling at the com-

mencement of their sublime labours. Alas ! could we perceive

and know how many others, perhaps with souls as great,

hiving gazed from a distance at the enchanted landscapes

of the earth, at the sweet land of promise, fell exhausted on

the road, and perished under discouragement and fatigue,

without a witness of their sufferings. Are there any among

us who do not rejoice if we can trace the perilous and

painful commencement of the journey by which the children

the evening blacken the summits of these mountains. He
staid a little time in the monotonous country of Bavaria, the

nest of princes, where he painted two pictures of the environs

of Munich. The collection of works of art in that city also

attracted his attention. Thence he proceeded into Suabia,

and on the road met a party of brigands, who stripped him of

all he possessed ; but they could not strip him of his genuine

treasure—his genius— and he became richer after viewing the

sublime scenes which nature spread around him, even though

he had not a zachino in his pocket.

At last, after many adventures, he once more reached the

chateau of Chamagne and dwelt there for a considerable time.

It is in vain that we search the records of his life for an

account of his residence there. More easily may we penetrate

to the retreat of the poet Petrarch, in the sweet valley ot

Valchiusia, "by Sorga's trembling waters." We can recover

no idea of the impressions made on the mind of the great

landscape painter by the scenery amid which he lived.

All we learn is that, having stayed sufficiently long to settle

some family affairs, he proceeded to Nancy, where he was

THE HERDSMAN.—FROM A PAINTING BY CLAUDE LOKKAINE.

of genius in all ages and countries have travelled the dreary

flats of unnoticed and unrewarded exertion, hidden, perhaps,

by those clouds of calumny, of envy, and detraction, which,

like vapour, always gather about the rising sun ? We love to

see the first pale copy of their brilliant works, their efforts

full of anguish and danger, and the gateways of fame and

delight. The stars which now burn in the zenith most

radiantly, and astonish us with their lustre—shall we attempt

to discover their origin r— shall we watch for the earliest glim-

merings of the day, so like that magic Aurora, still trem-

bling and uncertain, which Claude Lorraine saw and painted,

leaving a dawn everlastingly bright, to show how he loved

nature and how nature had gifted him ?

In the spring of the year 162o, Claude departed from Rome
in order to return to his native country. Amidst his efforts,

his hopes, the changes and chances of his career, he had con-

tinually gone back in imagination to the place of his child-

hood—" the banks of the blue Moselle." He visited Loretto

and Venice, observing the dark green colour of the water

there. He crossed the Tyrol, noticing the very tints which in

introduced to Claude de Ruet, one of the most famous artists

produced by that part of France. The pupil of Tempesta,

the envious rival of Callot, Ruet, opulent and proud, appears

at that time to have enjoyed the first rank in the society of

Nancy. The ducal impostor, Henry II., had in 1G21 con-

ferred' on him a patent of nobility. He moved from place to

place in superb equipages ; he was followed by a pompous

suite of attendants ; and, like Augustino Tassi at Rome, he

was commissioned to execute some very important works.

Among these was the decoration of the roof of the church of

Carmelites, and several Italian artists were employed under

his superintendence. Claude Lorraine, who had, since his

journey to Naples and his residence with Godfrey Walss,

acquired great skill in painting perspective, wished to be

intrusted with the conception of the design. His friend Ruet

promised at least to employ him ; and he was occupied for

more than a year in the decorations of the roof and of the

adjoining chapels. But this cold and barren employment

little suited the glowing ambition of the young artist, who

had not come from Italy without a memory enriched by ideas
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of her pure blue skies, her vineyards and gardens, her snow-

white ruins, her broad and smiling fields, and heroic monu-

ments, which added sadness to her fame and radiance to her

glory. He was dreaming of returning thither, when an

accident, which occurred to one of the assistants who was

employed in gilding some parts of his work, had the effect of

completely disgtisting him with the equivocal honour to be

derived from painting on a fragile and lofty scaffolding. The

assistant alluded to, having made a false step, fell from the

scaffolding, and was only preserved from a mortal injury by

falling on a cross beam, from which he was able to hang for a

moment or two. Claude had just sufficient time to descend

and save him at the moment when his weight was breaking

the piece of timber to which he clung. But the catastrophe,

to which he was every instant exposed, had such a powerful

influence on his imagination, that he resolved to abandon a

task in which his genius had no free or ample scope for the

development of his powers. He accordingly started on his

overtopped their varied talents, and looked down upon

them from the height of his own genius ; ho assisted them with

his affectionate counsels, and taking up, with many of his

faults, the antique traditions of Uiffaelle, endeavoured to

combat the influence of the mannerists. Divelling at the

Trinity on the Mount, on a hill whence his eye took in a

magnificent and gorgeous view, he had engrafted on landscape

painting a sentiment of grandeur and might, which in those

days was quite new ; for though Titian and Hannibal Car-

rachi had given a very glowing foretaste of historical land-

scape, Poussin it was who fixed and determined the style,

became its most profound model, and grafted on it the iieculiar

genius of the French school. l''ew painters have indeed been

more true, more real, and more suggestive of beauty than

Nicolas Poussin. Claude Lorraine soon became acquainted

with his illustrious countryman, and he accordingly took

up his residence near at hand, also on the Trinity on the

Mount. It may with justice and truth be predicated, that

THE WATERI.no place FOR CATTLE.—FROM A PAINTING BY CLitJDE LORRAINE,

way to Italy, through Lyons and Marseilles, but was detained

at that port by a severe illness. He then embarked in the

same vessel with another French painter, Charles Erard de

Nantes The voyage was peculiar, for a frightful storm

assailed tlie ship off the coast of Civita-Vecchia ; but Claude

at length saw the dome of St. Peter's, the centre and crown

of Rome, in October, 1627; and he discovered that he had

entered the city precisely on the day on which the people

celebrated the festival of St. Luke—the festival of painters !

There resided in these days in Italy a Frenchman who
exercised over the Italians all the usual ascendancy of a supe-

rior mind. AVe allude to the great Nicolas Poussin, who had
been established in Rome ever since 162-1. Around him,

basking, as it were, 'nithin the warm rays of his genius,

were grouped many eminent painters, Valentin, Guaspru,
Jacques Stella, Peter de Laer, called 13amboche,* Cornelius

Poelemburg, Jacques Callot, and many others. Nicholas

• See " Works of Eminent Masters," Vol. i. p. iOi.

this eoulact acted much on the character of the artist's pro-

ductions, and in some degree fixed his style. Claude had
certainly, previously to meeting with his countryman, a pre-

sentiment of style ; but after the lessons he derived from

communion with Poussin, his thoughts were elevated, his

ideas enlarged, and his education was, in a word, finished

and completed in the company of one who appeared to give

majesty even to the mighty productions of nature itself. We
cannot but become convinced, on a little reflection, that the

pupil of Godfrey Walss and Augustino Tassi derived from

Poussin a capacity of elevating landscape, by breathing on it

the charm of ideal beauty. Able and tasteful in his appre-

ciation of architecture, Claude Lorraine would doubtless have

embellished his landscapes by selections from ruins, and by

choice bits of architecture ; but the selection of his edifices

would have been less happy, if the bright example of Poussin

had not enabled him to see the distinguished part which

monuments can play in great landscape painting.
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But to speak frankly, the true master of the great painter

of Lorraine was the bright, the glowing, the warm and

vivifying sun. We may conceive, but not describe, all the

efforts, the indomitable patience, the labour and fatigue, the

thought, the care, required to cope with such a model.

Claude endeavoured to fathom, deeper than any one else ever

did before, the most secret mysteries of nature ; he deter-

mined to catch the sun at every hour of the day, to know it

by heart—not by study of the mere caprices of light, but by a

careful examination of its truest harmonies. He would rise,

many a time and oft, before the dawn, to wander into the

country and watch the first rise and birth of day. While

other men forgot, slumbering securely on their pillows, or

turned away through indolence from one of the grandest spec-

tacles that can meet the eye, Claude had ascended some lofty

eminence, some green-bosomed hill, or mossy crag, and stood

there like the out-posted sentinel of art ;_ and then rosy-

fingered Aurora displayed to him all the glorious beauties of

her jewel-case, allowed him to play with her jewels, which are

but fleecy clouds and transparent vapours ; and all this he

admired at a time when it was not thought ridiculous to

speak of the rosy fingers of the blushing beauty, opening the

gates of the East and flooding the earth with light. He
wandered alone amid these luminous scenes of beauty, without

pencils, without paint-boxes, for he drank in the lovely

poetry of the scene, became exhilarated and inspired, and

wanted no canvas to receive what he had seen. He watched

in their most rapid variations every shade of colour when, in

the morning of a lovely day, the sun appears at first of a

silvery hue, preceded by a white aureole. This white is

then tinged with yellow, some few degrees above the horizon

;

a little higher up the yellow turns to orange, the orange

becomes vermilion, the vermilion turns to violet ; and thus

from tint to tint, from shade to shade, by delicate hues of

marvellous riches
" Le jour pous?e la nuit,

Et la nuit sombre

Pousse le jour qui luit

D'une obscure ombre,"

to use the quaint words of old Ilonsard, the most original of

French poets in his day.

Then on the sea-shore he would gaze with rapt admiration

on the glorious picture of the orb of day, bursting suddenly

forth from beneath the waves, a minute before dark and

gloomy, now dancing, a sheet of molten gold, beneath the sunny

radiance of the morn. It is difficult to say where sunrise is

most beautiful—on the mighty waste of waters, on the vast

mountain chains, or when leaping forth from fertile fields,

where the corn is yellow and ripe, where the vine blushes rich

and rosy, where the orange-tree blooms and the myrtle shows

its deep green foliage, or the rose sends up its bursting

fragrance to the senses.

And when he had caught these glimpses of nature, he

would return to the silent studio, and seek from memory to

reproduce on canvas that which lived in his mind's eye,

coloured, tinted, and complete. And as he had .always noted in

preference great effects, leaving small details on one side, he

was sure that no unfortunate recollection of details of vege-

tation would come to dis.arrange the harmony, beauty, and

cii.wmble of the whole. His studies, or rather his genius as a

painter, thus advanced like the sun itself, which bathes every

variety of nature, every tint of the earth and air, every colour

of flower and skies, in the one warm flood of his own golden light.

The German artist who wrote the life of Claude, Joachim

Sandrart, informs us that he sometimes met with the great

artist amid the rocks and cascades of Tivoli. " Seeing me,"

says he, "paint rocks after nature, rather than from imagina-

tion, Claude approved highly of my method, and took advan-

tage of it so largely, that, by unwearied industry and invincible

patience, he w.a3 soon able to paint beautiful landscapes,

which amateurs bought at a very high price, and of which he

could never produce sufficient to please them." * The two

* " Douce alujuando Tibiirc intra rupcs me oilenderet asperrima.s,

peniciUum manu tractautem et ad nativa prototypa uon imHginationis

painters became great friends, ofton met at Rome, and

associated together in order to go into the fields and pamt

objects on the spot. While Sandrart selected rocks of wild

and fanciful form, trunks of trees of strange and wiinkled

shape, and the waterfalls, ruins, and buildings best suited,

according to his idea, for historical landscapes, Claude Lor-

raine chose less complicated subjects, and studied rather the

gentle sloping away of objects from the second foreground to

the horizon,—that is to say, the phenomena of aerial per-

spective.t His object was to, as it were, pierce the canvas

through and through, and represent the immeasurable distances

which the eye groups in a landscape ; above all, to preserve in

a simple picture on an easel the grandeur of the aspects, the

serenity of the whole scene, and the majestic harmony of

nature, when the sun, from a blue firmament without clouds,

sheds below its torrents of light and heat—a glowing and

mighty deluge, as it were.

The great genius, the varied and bold talent of Claude, soon

became known in Rome ; and how, in fact, could it be other-

wise, when he shone in the full light of the sun ? His renown

spreading like the rays of light, was scattered over Italy,

crossed the mountains and the seas, reached France, and then

flew to Spain ; and there was soon a contest of no common

character between princes, sovereigns, cardinals, and the

pope, as to who should possess the finest Claudes. Baldi-

nuchi has left behind him some interesting details with

reference to the names of the purchasers, and the high price

they gave for the pictures. J Two landscapes, ordered by

Cardinal Bentivoglio, having been shown to the pope,

Urban VIII., were thought so admiri-ble by his holiness,

that, proclaiming aloud the superiority of the French artist

over all other landscape-painters, he ordered of him four

paintings in that style, one of which was to be a view of the

port of MarineUa. Claude painted this view, and another

similar one, a sea-piece, with pontifical galleys ;
he then

painted two village festival scenes—scenes which owed their

existence to his imagination, which was .as rustic as the mind

of the poet of Mantua ; luminous pastorals they are, in

which the weddmg of a goatherd becomes grand and magni-

ficent from the beauty of surrounding nature and the gorgeous

splendour of the horizon.

We need hardly say to our readers, who know the force of

fashion in all these things, who are aware that courtiers will

assume even the defects of a sovereign they wish to please,

that the whole college of cardinals hastened to imitate the

example of the pope ; and as the pagan antique was in favour

at the Vatican ever since the days of Leo X ,
the free and

easy princes of the church, who were rather men of fashion,

gallantry, and intrigue, than priests, were delighted to make

the pencil of Claude, his lovely landscapes, supply an excuse for

painting subjects from the metamorphoses of Ovid, the history

of Cupid and Psyche, or that of the lovely nymph Egeria,

who was changed into a fountain. These old men of the

church were like the elders who admired Susannah ;
beauty

was what they sought; they cared not how nude or equivocal

the mode of treatment.

The king of Spain came in his turn. He ordered eight

marine landscapes ; four taken from the Old, and four from

the New Testament. But while Claude was working with

et invcntlonis vi, ted naturi ipsfv suggerente varia pingentem, fiuie

tantopere ipsi placebant, ut simili deLinc insisteret nielliodo, ct pott

modum laborioeitate indefessa, et pertinacia invincibili in imitanda quod

tractua subdiales natura eos usque pertingeret, ut subdialia ejus a

graphicopbilis ansie deliiuc coiiquirantur, caro pretio emantur. —
J. Samlrart: " Academia, etc."

t " Quemadmodum ego rupes saltcm e.xquirebam jingulaics,

stipites arboium extantiores, ramoruin comas magis frondosns, catniactas

uudarum, icdificia et ruiiias majores et pro complcmeuto piennarum

historicarum magis milii idoneas, ita ex adverso ille minori saltern pin-

gebat forma, qu.xque post secundum longiiisdistarent (undum et versus

borizontcm diniinuei-entur."— Sandrart. The old artist'sLatin is worth

quoting tor ita quaiutness.

I Baldinucci : " Notizie de Professori del Disegno."
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ardour at one of these compositions, he learnt that it had
been sold as his by plagiarists and copyists. The high price

that our great artist charged i'or his pictures, without any one

even complaining that too great a value was set upon them,

had stimulated forgers, who came and stole the ideas of Claude

Lorraine, and imitated, in some degree, his effects of light, so as

to deceive foreigners and ignorant amateurs. Everj' one will

see what a great misfortune this was for the artist, who was not

only injured in his purse and fortune, but calunmiated by the

sale and preservation of bad copies, which, shown as his to

men of taste, lowered him in their estimation .and detracted

from his well-earned fame. Claude, on making this discovery,

and on finding the extent to which the system had been

carried, resolved to keep a copy of every picture which left

his workshop, making a note on the back of the drawing, the

name of the purchaser, its date, and, on many occasions, its

price. He made himself a portfolio, in which he registered

every one of his thoughts as a sketch, so that he was able to

oft'er to amateurs the control of his originals, and confound

the impudence of forgers bold enough to imitate the aerial

light of his pictures. He called it "The Book of Invention,

or the Book of Truth."* This was the immortal register

where he collected together all the wandering fancies of his

genius. These sketches, which were, so to speak, the daHTi of

his pictures, are washed in with bistre, with a rather heavy hand
as regards the figures, and yet with all the evidence of power
and genius. Some pen-and-ink dashes show us what the

character of the leaves will be ; we catch, too, a glimpse of

the light ; we guess, beneath the glimmering indications of a

flat tint, the distribution of tlie manor, the slope of the

grounds, the general set off. We can conceive nothing more
exquisite or pleasing to the eye of the artist than these

prefaces—these dreamy outlines of what is to be a splendid

picture. It seems as if we looked at the future rich canvas

through a gauze curtain, and could catch a flickering indis-

tinct glimpse of landscapes, even more beautiful than we shall

ever see. Now it is a grove, where the Muses halt, beautifully

and gracefully grouped, to hearken to the song of Apollo,

beside a rijipling lake on which float the lazy swans ; and with

a country behind, the distances of which probably gave the

poet the idea, when he speaks of seeing in the distance hills

and mountains the summits of which are lost in the clouds,

while their strange shape and vague character leave us to

form an horizon where we please ; now it is a mysterious

bark gliding on the moving waters, and just about to fade

away from our sight between two willow-clad islands ; some-

times we gaze with admiration on the bulls of the Campagna
Romagna, up to their knees in a marsh, and tended by a

herdsman as -wild and savage as the place itself.

Many days indeed may be passed in turning over the leaves,

in examining the rich and original designs of this book, which
is now in the possession of the Duke of Devonshire, and of

which the fac-similes have been so ably and artistically

engraved by Earlom. On the back of the first drawing in the
" Book of Truth," we find the following inscription stuck

on a piece of paper, WTittcn in the handwriting of Claude
himself—still the ignorant Claude in all but painting—and
which we give exactly, without correction or alteration :

—

"Audi 10 Dagosto, 1077,

Ce present livre appanien a moy que je faict durant

ma vie Claudio GilUe, dit le Loraius,

a Ifoma, le 23 aos, IGSO," -j"

But the "Book of Truth" was no effective protection for

Claude against the rapacity of his greedy imitators. Some,
adventuring even into his studio, caught up at a glance his

ideas and sketches, and did not even wait until the pictures

were issued to reap the profit ; so that, by a disgraceful and
scandalous system, the canvas of the plagiarist was issued

before the original picture. The master, as a last resource,

* Libro d'invenzione ovvero libro di rerita.

t The above interesting facts are found in an article on Claude by

Kugene I'iot, ia the " Cabinet de I'Amateur," for the year 1813, vol. ii.

was compelled to shut up his studio to all visitors, except a
few friends on whom he could rely, like Poussin and Cardinal
Bentivoglio, or disinterested admirers, like Prince Panfili, the
Cardinals Mcdicis, Spada, Ciiori, and Mellino, the Constable
Colonna, the Florentine Paolo Falconieri, and a few others.

This decision, to which the generous artist was driven by a
sense of justice to himself, excited great murmurs ; but he had
no other remedy against the pestilent thieves who picked his

pocket and desecrated his genius. But when the pointer

shut himself up in his studio, excluding the vulgar crowd, he
kept the bright sun with him there, and lived in that com-
pany and on the memory of real and true nature. lie had
grown old and had the gcmt, and his favourite walks near the

waterfalls of Tivoli, where Sandrart had so often met him,
were past for ever. He now painted wholly from the elements
with which he had stored his mind in the past—those glorious

and magnificent landscapes, perfumed by the ideal, warmed
by beauty, and resplendent with light and the glow of Italian

summer.

The French artists of that and other days always placed

nature in the background, and made man occupy the first

place. The fact is, that, with rare exceptions, the French
never cared about nature—Florian was an anachronism—man,
his passions and his actions, alone occupied their attention.

They neither comprehended nor sympathised with calm and
quiet loveliness. The storm and the battle engaged their

thoughts, when the sweet beauty of rich and lovely landscape

would have passed by unheeded. Claude Lorraine himself,

who was so fond of the light and the sun, never went beyond
the limits of historical landscape ; he remained faithful to the

lessons he h>ad taken from his great master Nicolas Poussin.

The rays with which his canvases are flooded light up some
choice scene in nature, play in the classic colonnade, or

peer through the cords of an antique trireme. It was not

without result that Claude lived in Rome, surrounded by
learned men and poets, and protected by erudite and classical

cardinals. That vast sea, into which the setting sun plunges,

bears the galley whence descends Cleopatra the Beautiful.

One landscape of Claude exhibits "The Consecration of

David," while another exhibits all the preparations for a

sacrifice. Warriors in heroic costume saunter about in the

foreground of his seaports ; all his pictures, in fact, are at

all events as much filled by historical recollections as they

are by the warmth and glow of the sun. Even when his

fancy induces him to delineate the dances of a pastoral festival,

the land to which he takes us is that of the Eclogues, and there

exhales from them a perfume of the idyls of Anacreon and of

the laurels of Virgil.

"With regard to putting figures in a landscape, there pre-

vails an error—at all events we regard it as one—which
should be corrected. " Intelligent painters," says a critic

of the last century, "have rarely painted desert land-

scapes without figures. They have peopled them, they

have introduced into these pictures a subject composed of

several personages whose actions may touch us and attach

them unto us. It is thus that Rubens, Poussin, and all the

other great masters have acted—he might have included

Claude Lorraine—who have never contented themselves with

introducing into their pictures a man going slowly along his

road, or a woman taking fruits to market. They introduce

thinking beings, that they may give us subjects to think about.

They introduce men moved by the ordinary passions of

humanity, in order to move our passions, and to interest us

by this very agitation. "^ These very sage remarks by the

learned Abbe' Dubos are incorrect, and in fact simply puerile.

When an artist desires to create a genuine landscape, that is,

to depict the beauties of the country—the evening, a morning

scene, the charms of water and wood, to snatch and trace

the mysteries of nature—he should avoid introducing any very

interesting action, for the landscape loses naturally in interest

as far as the action interests, and the ^real object of the

painter is lost. No man who wished to depict correctly and

i Abbe Dubos's " ReOexiODS sur Ja peiDtiire et la poesie." Vol. i. il.
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convey to the idea the grandeur of Niagara or Mont Blanc,

would think of introducing them as mere illustrations of

some scene of action.

When Poussin introduces into his landscapes historical

figures, or men agitated by passions, as Dubos says, it is

the action of the figures, which is the chief end and aim of tho

picture, and the landscape is an accessory, or rather the frame-

work of the subject. " Arcadia " is an example. Imbued with

the great principle of unity, had he desired to create in our

minds admiration for the splendour of the horizon, or to

show us his power of portraying them, he would have been

very particular not to introduce complicated figures. It

would have sufficed fully for his purpose, just to recall the

image and idea of man, by introducing a solitary cavalier, or

a shepherd gazing at his ilock as they watered. Having

often violated this eternal principle of unity, Claude Lorrame

has committed an error very common with French artists
;

that is to say, he has divided the interest of his pictures.

equally successful, equally admirable in the arrangement of

their trees, according to the more or less massiveness which

their foliage produces, and also in the art of painting, so that

each particular species is recognised at a glance, either by the

appearance of the boughs, the division of the bouquets, or the

characteristic shape of the foliage. Sandrart himself has

made this remark with regard to our artist. He insists very

much upon this point, and says, in his German Latin, f that

the leaves of the trees, painted by Claude, seem to move and

shake in the wind.

Claude Lorraine had, properly speaking, no pupils, though

historians have given hira two : Herman Swanevelt and

Le Courtois. Herman was nothing more than a very clever

imitator of Claude ; Courtois, if we are to believe a very

distinguished amateur, j has executed some landscapes in the

style of Lorraine ; among others the " Siege of Rochelle," and

the " Pas de Suze," which are found in the LouvTe. It does

not, however, appear that these two painters received any

D.iNCK ON THE EDGE OF THE WATER.—FROM A PAINTING BY CLAUDE LORRAINE.

On the other hand he has never been more successful or more

grand, than when he has introduced figures of sailors without

a story, pastors without a name j all the while preserving the

lofty, sublime, and elevated taste of those ruins full of

majesty, which make us think of the absent heroes, and the

strange stories of those immortal gods who by their lives, as

told by their worshippers, often make us rejoice that they were

false, and that we live in a time when we know the true and

great God of Christianity. ,

Turning to trees, we find that those which Claude Lorraine

was fond of introducing into his landscapes, are the horse-ches-

nut and the Spanish, with lofty branches, round forms, and

the browni bark of which is enlivened by the clear gray of the

moss attached to them. It is easy to remark, as Le Carpen-

tier* does, when speaking of Nicolas Poussin and Claude

Lorraine, that these two great landscape- painters have been

* Ei^sfti eur le paysage. 1817

direct lessons from him, though, in reality, he was their

master. The only pupil whom Claude formed under his own
eyes was a certain Domenico Romano, a poor young cripple,

whom he took into his house and fed, and who was for a long

time to him what he had been to Tassi ; but Domenico
Romano, having learnt to paint, the rumour was set afloat

that he was the unknown artist, the true author of the pictures

which were given to the world as the production of Claude

Lorraine. When this news was sufficiently spread, the pupil

became ungrateful, thought himself a great man, and was

inflated by vanity. He left the studio of the great landscape-

t Ubi arbores expressit diversas naturali omnes qtiantitate qnasi

veras, stipitera, frondes, colortmque tara argute juxta cujusvis speciem

singulis tribuendo tamque distincte cunctas representaudo, ut vento

movente perstrepere videantur —Cap. xxiii. Partis secunds, liber iii.

X Duperthes: " Histoire de I'art du Paysage,'' p. 167. Paris, 1822.

The catalogue of the Lou?re gives the pictures alluded to as Claude's
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painter, and brought an action againet him for the wages that
he said were due to him.

Claude Lorraine sent for his disciple, who stood before liim
bold and audacious, for vanity and egotism had made him
half mad.

" What is this I owe you ?" said the great painter, sternly.
The crippled pupil mentioned a sum.

315

As for the imitators of Claude, they were innumerable.
All the Dutchmen, Ocrmans, and Spaniards who went to
Italy, were inspired by his paintings. In the present day,
the brilliant success of our landscape-painters is mainly owing
to their enthusiastic admiration and careful study of Claude
Lorraine. In France, where they are justly proud of one who
was truly great, he has been a constant model for imitation—

TOBIAS AND THE ANOEL.—rEOM A rAIKTI.NQ BY CLAVDE LOKKAIXE.

" Come with me," said Claude, with a scornful smUe.
He took him to the bank of Spirito Santo, where all his

money was deposited, and counted out to him the money he
asked for.

" Go," continued he, " poor soul. Money may rejoice
you, but it will not give you genius. Paint, and let the world
judge whether or no I have harmed you."
No morew.a3 heard of Domenico Romano.

he has been the classic artist for two centuries. A whole
Pleiad of renowned and celebrated artists, from the two Patels

to Valenciennes, without omitting Eourdieux, Francisque
Milet, Mauperche', Joseph Vemet, and Lantara, undoubtedly
felt the influence of Claude, combined -with that of his

master, Nicolas Poussin. This is natural enough. Before
the revolution which the nineteenth century so fortunately

made in art^ by infusing into it the fresh perfume of the
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romantic poetry of the north, the France of that indistinct

peiiod called the Renaissance knew no ideal but that of

paganism, and none had ever elevated classical ideality higher,

or painted the scenes of the heroic past better, than Nicolas

Poussin and Claude Lorraine.

A distinction must be drawn between the two, however,

and can easily be made clear. The Norman painter painted

the land of heroes and philosophers, while the artist of Lor-

raine cast the light of his ideal beauty over the dwelling-place

of herdsmen and demi-gods. The landscape of Nicolas

Poussin is generally historical—that of Claude is Arcadian.

Pythagoras would h.ave been pleased to saunter with his

disciples on the banks of that river that percolates the country

scene of Poussin, or beneath the shadows which lead to the

neighbouring villa. In the rich conceptions, the sunny bright

pictures of Claude, nature is less solemn, and its varied aspects

recall rather the primitive period—the fortunate golden time,

when the earth of Saturn belonged to poetry, and the heart of

man to love. Scarcely ever, in his marine landscapes, does he

represent a tempest ; for nothing that is strange, violent, or

in rude motion is attractive to him. He never runs after

fantastic clouds or sudden or unexpected effects of light. His

favourite part of light is its peacelul and dazzling brightness ;

he paints the deep blue firmament when it is pure and

unspeckled by clouds—the country when it is happy and

smiling—animals when they feed in perfect liberty, watched

over by the .apocryphal shepherds of Theocritus or Viigil.

His landscapes are truly those of the golden age. There is

one in which the old fable of Narcissus is recorded, with a

scene of marvellous beauty around him. Some women, con-

cealed behind a tuft of thick bushes, are watching young

Narcissus as he gazes at himself in the fountain, while the

sun and nature, and the soft breeze which waves to and fro

the summits of the tall trees, and the distant ruins flooded

with golden light, all tell of love. What a soft and balmy

temperature—what a delicious evening ! Who would not

wander across that scene of such august tranquillity, lose

himself, listen to the waterfall, and come back to that grove in

the foreground to find again that deserted nymph dying a

languishing death near her river, amid the green turf and

surrounded by the narcissus flower ?

Of all hours of the day, Claude Lorraine loved the evening,

the setting sun; and, to give additional play to his scene, he

generally chose the banks of the sea. When just about to

dip into ths ocean, the sun casts upon the calm sea a positive

carpet of light ; the waves rustle, as it were, beneath the soft

evening breeze ; and the gently-moved waters of the trembling

ocean reflect, in myriad sparkles, the dying brightness of the

luminary. No clouds are in the sky, or very few ;
perhaps a

light vapour, like a veil of gauze, is lit up by the expiring sun.

On the borders of the water rise Italian palaces—noble por-

ticoes, whose columns give scarcely any shade, v^Tapped as

they are in a luminous atmosphere which impregnates every

place with light. Statues, which rise on the splendid terraces

of these palatial halls, swim in golden vapour. Galleys are at

anchor i
the rays of evening light come dancing through the

rigging, and show in the water the long narrow shape of the

ship—a furrow, so to speak, of shade. On the shore walk

people who are, it seems, dazzled by the rays of the setting

sun ; and it would be a pleasure for us to imitate those

among them, who use their hats as a kind of parasol, to

avoid being blinded with the too great effulgence. On the

edge of the horizon the sun seems to penetrate into palaces

of fire, and is about to disappear in the midst of a conflagration

which all the waves of the sea cannot put out, but which will

soon be extinguished as it passes through every gradation of

vermilion, violet, and deep blue, even unto darkness.

All this is admirably exemplified in "The old Port of Mes-

sina" by Cliiude.

One remarkable thing about Claude Lorraine was, that he

never began to be wholly himself until he reached the second

foreground, that is to say, until his lungs began to breathe

the air. In the front are in general palaces and masses of

trees, which serve him as side-scenes, .and he might even be

reproached with the monotony of the foreground ; but on

some occasions the " set-off" is skilfully concealed and dissi-

mulated by the careful discrimination of the darker shades ; it

is valuable rather from the mass than the actual strength of

each shade, so that all remains lit up, though there is a

kind of demi-tint to bring it up. We must also not omit to

observe that Claude Lorraine was the first painter who studied

the laws of refraction, when he painted the sun mirroring

itself in the waters of the sea. " If water bends a stick, my
reason straightens it," says Lafontaine. But the artist prefers

the naivetes of nature to the correction of reason.

Drawing and engraving on steel occupied a considerable

portion of the life of Claude Lorraine. In the year 1030 he

had already engraved some of his best pieces, amongst others,

one of his masterpieces, the " Campo Vaccino," in which we are

made familiar with the grandeur of the Roman city. It is the

ancient Forum, an immense space filled with thousands of

people and with light, and surroimded by monuments, such as

the Arch of Sei)timus Severus, the Temple of Antoninus, the

ruins of the Temple of Concord ; and in the background, the

Coliseum and Arch of Titus. " However, the engravings of

Claude," says an amateur, the Count Guillaume de L ,*

" have nothing brilliant in them ; they produce no great cfiect^

and the magic cft'ect of the einaroscuro which we admire in

the engravings of Rembrandt, for example, is wholly wanting
;

the figures are, moreover, generally badly drawn, as they often

are in his pictures ; he was not very clever in the mechanical

part of the affair, and had not fully acquired the art of apply-

ing the aquafortis ; sometimes it produces no effect, and

sometimes it does not bite at all. His engravings, therefore,

have little charm for the superficial amateur ; but the en-

lightened connoisseur admires the choice of the .euhjects,

the beauty of the arrangement, especially that of the trees,

the nobility of the architecture, and in general, the taste,

style, and spirit of the man of genius."

This judgment is rather too severe, especially as far as the

figures are concerned. If it be true, as is very generally

believed, that those in his tableaux were chiefly from the hand

of Courtois, of Philippe Lauri, Jean Miel, Francois AUegrini,

and even of Nicolas Poussin, we must hesitate before we

decide that Claude did not know how to draw the human

form. When having recourse to the hands of strangers or the

pencils of friends, he only followed a very universal custom.

The figures which the great landscape-painter has drawn in

his " Book of Truth," and in his engravings, have sometimes,

it is true, an amount of awkwardness, but it is a powerful and

energetic awkwardness ; they are correct in their motions and

correct in their pantomime. In some few dashes they express

with rare vigour and truth the roughness of the men of a

seaport, or the somewhat heavy and ponderous elegance of the

gentlemen who wore doublets and swords. It ii-as only out

of sheer modesty that Claude was wont to say to those

amateurs who came to buy his pictures, that he gave the

figures in for nothing.

There is still preserved in one of the Queen's collections, a

dra\\ing by Claude, which bears the date of 16S2, and which

represents a scene of the Enead. The painter was then

eighty-two years old, and still he worked. He died calmly in

the month of December of the same year, and was buried in

the church of the Trinity on the Hill. He left, as an inheri-

tance to his nephews, amongst other works, the " Book of

Truth." This marvellous book was sold to a French jeweller.

Louis XIV. having charged his ambassador at Rome, the

Count d'Estrces, to purchase this precious monument of the

genius of the French nation, he endeavoured to fulfil the

monarch's wish, but in vain. The " Livre de Vcrite " passed

into England, to the collection of the Duke of Devonshire,

who had it engraved, in 1777, by Earlom. The heirs of

Claude placed the following inscription on his tomb, -which is

the more worthy of being preserved here that it is utterly

obliterated on the white marble tablet where it first was cut.

* ''<Euvres de Claude Gellec, dit le Lorrain," par le Comte

G. de L.
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D. O. M.

CI.AUDIO GKLI.KF, l.OIHAKINGO,
Ex loco de Camagne orto

Pictcri eximio

Qui ipsos Oriontis et Occi'lenlis

Solis radios in cnmpcstribus

Munitice piiiKcmlis cHinxit

Ilic in urbu ubi arteni coluit

Summam laudem Inter magnatea

Conseculus e»t

ObiitlX. Kalend. Decembiis, ias3,

^Etatis sux LXXXII.
Joann. et Jojepliiis Oollce

Patruo cliarisftimo monuinentum lioc

Sibi posterisque suis poni curarant."

In the month of July, 1840, the ashes of Claude Lorraine

were transferred from the Trinity on the Mount to the church

of Saint Louis des Fran(,'ais, in a tomb elevated to the prince

of landscape painters, by order of the Minister of the Interior.

The inauguration of this monument, executed by M. Lemoine,
professor of the academy of St. Luke, took place in presence

of the charge d'affaires of France, M. de Reyneval, and of all

the artists who were then at Rome.
The following inscription is upon it :

—

L.V N.VTION FRAX<;AISE n'oLBLIE PAS SE3 ENFANTS CELEnRES
HE.ME LORSQU'ILS SONT MORTS A L'ETUANGER.

Whenever we find ourselves in presence of a great master,

we are led, despite ourselves, to think of principles. With
painters of the genius of Claude all becomes matter for learn-

ing, and their faults are even as instructive as their triumphs.

Do we wish to know if painting is or is not a simple imita-

tion of the outer world r Claude Lorraine is there to answer
for us. What, will people say—that disc of yellow ochre and
white, pretends to represent the sun—the sun itself : -V little

colour on a piece of canvas, that is the great luminary of ihe

world ; this is what you call the most faithful copy of the

great work of the divine Creator. Yes, doubtless, between
nature and art, between the sun of God and the sun of

Claude Lorraine there is a wide abyss. And yet it must be
said that the landscape of the artist is much above and much
below nature. Combined with the individual sentiment of a

great artist, it bears the imprint of a poetry which matter

alone does not contain, or which at least lies latent and

unknown within it. If Claude had not come upon the banks

of the sea to gaze on the magnificent spectacle of evening,

nobody would have ever opened his eyes to the beautitul

spectacle of a hot and burning sky. Those sailors who are

lying on the deck of that ship at anchor ; those merchants who
are counting their bales along the golden strand ; in fine,

those noble promenaders who may be seen coming out of

that palace, the steps of which descend to the sea, probably

would not experience the same emotions at the reality as

would be awakened in them by the sight of a sunset by
Claude Lorraine. In the picture all is elevated, if it is only

by evoking the recollection of ancient history or heroic

fables, and we may readily fancy that the coifers ranged along

the banks contain the famous purple of Tyre, twice dyed and
unalterable. In this way, by passing through the crucible of

a painter's inspired soul, by being touched by the emotions of

his heart, the work of God is often more eloquent in painting

than in reality. When the esrth is beautiful, the painter

knows that it is so, and the earth knows it not.

JIany criticisms on Claude Lorraine have been written.

The following by J. A. St. John is new and fresh :
—" It

strikes me, if I were a painter, I could have discovered a

himdred landscapes between Fouah and Cairo, which would
not have been unworthy of the pencil of Claude.

" To be in fashion, I ought, perhaps, to have named some
other artist, the current of opinion setting in just now against

this delineator of the warm and genial south. But whatever
happens, it is best to be honest. If my ideas offend the con-

noisseurs, I am sorry for it; but having myself beheld nature

* Baldinucci
;
" Kotiziede I'lofesfori del Discgno."

in her loveliest fonu.<i, both in the temperate and torrid zoni s,

I may at least be allowed to judge whose pencil reminds me
most of her serene splendour. The object of all art is pleasure,

which can only be a^vakened in us through the instrumentality

of beauty, whether in the aspect and colours of external nature,

or in the symmetry of the human form.
" To me, Claude in landscape, and Haffaelle in historical

painting, appear to have worked most in conformity with this

theory, and consequently to have produced the noblest and
purest results. To derive enjoyment from looking at nature, is

practically a simple process ; but if we attempt to explain the

laws by which the sources of delight are stirred within us, we
find the whole apparatus of metaphysics scarcely equal to the

task. It is the same precisely with the mimetic arts. When I

stand, for example, before one of Claude's Landscapes, suppos-

ing my mind to have been previously agitated by the perturbing

influence of the passions, the storm begins immediately to

subside, while a serenity like that of a sweet summer's day
takes its place. The beauty, snatched as it were from nature,

and rendered permanent by art, sinks into the soul, and through

a law or force inexplicable to me, disposes it irresistibly to

assume that imruiHed composure necessary to its reflecting

properly the e.xternal image, to the magic of whose inlluence

it is for the time subjected.

" No other landscape-painter accomplishes this triumph so

invariably and completely as Claude. Salvator Rosa appeals

with singular power to our sympathy for wild and savage

nature, chasms, mountain -torrents, sombre and frowning crags,

dark forests, with the figures of fierce banditti looming through

their obscurity. Nicolas Poussin awakens our classical or

scriptural reminiscences, revives the impression of our school-

boy days, or, which is still more, carries us back to those

moments of unmi.\ed delight, when on our mother's knee wc
first lisped through the marvellous traditions of Palestine and
the East.

" But they, neither of them, put us in possession of that

sunshine of the breast which streams in upon us, or is kindled

by the works of Claude, who felt all that is serene and lovely

in the countenance of our mother earth, and has reprefcnted

his conceptions in colours which we must grieve to think

should ever fade. His architecture, his seas, his glassy rivers,

his mountains blue and hazy with distance, his skies full of

light and brilliance, his trees displaying every variety of forest

beauty, his foregrounds, copses, flowers, weeds and all, fresh,

dew-dripping, .and almost exhaling fragrance as we look on

them, so full are they of suggestions to the sense as well as to

the mind,—this combination of things, I say, acts like a

glorious poem on the imagination, and hushes it into a rapt

feeling, not unakin to devotion. My friend, Linton, especially

in his Venetian pictures, is every year giving fresh proofs that

he has been drinking at the same great fountain. His sunsets

are delicious, his ruins seem to crumble before the eye, andhi.s

waves, leaping, cool and translucent, transport us forcibly to

the shores of the Mediterranean."

The pictures of Claude Lorraine, so much valued over all

Europe, have become very rare. They are now chiefly found

in national galleries, or the galleries of the English aristocracy.

The Lou\Te contains the best collection of pictures from the

brush of Claude Lorraine. This Museum contains sixteen,

several of which are masterpieces, in which the painter shows

himself in all the splendour of his most brilliant qualities.

More than half of these pictures are found in " Tlie Book of

Truth."
" The Consecration of David " and "The Landing of Cleo-

patra " (Xos. SO and 9G in " The Book of Truth ") were painted

for Cardinal Giorio
i
in the inventory of the Louvre, made in

1816, they are estimated, the first at £2,800, the second at

£4,800.

Tlie two "Seaports " were painted for the Prince de Lian-

court and an amateur of Paris. This last picture bears the

signature of Claude and the date of 1G4C. They were both

engraved by Dominique Barriere. The one is estimated at

t4,000, the other at £3,i00.

" The Village Festival " and " The View of a Seaport at
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the Setting of tho Sun " were executed for Pope Urban VIII.

The first of these pictures, painted in 1669, has been estimated

at £4,000 ; the second, very well engraved by Lebas, was

sold at the sale of Gaignat, in 1768, for X204 ; at the sale

of Choiseul-Praslin, in 1793, for £600 ; and is now valued

at £4,800.

"The Canipo Vaccine " and "View of a Seaport" were

painted for M. de Bethune, ambassador of France at Rome.

These two pictures were sold in 1737 for £134 ; in 1768 for

£248 ; in 1770 for £476 ; in 1780 for £440. In 1816 they were

valued at £1,200 and £1,600.

The Gallery of the Hermitage of St. Petersburg almost

equals the Louvre in the importance and riches of its Claude's.

It possesses no less than fourteen. There is a magnificent

series of four pendants of equal dimensions—three feet nine

inches by five feet three inches—representing the four parts of

the day, in which the ordinary assistant of Claude, Philippe

Louis, has painted "The Vision of Tobias," "The Return

There are besides in the Hermitage two landscapes, repre-

senting, one, " The Judgment of Marsyas," the other a

" Pastoral Scene ;" and two marine landscapes, in which are

seen, on one side, Apollo and the Sibyl of Cuma;, on the

other, men loading a ship. These four superb specimens of

this master were purchased by the Empress Catherine II. ol

Russia ; the two first in 1776, with the Cro/.at collection; the

two latter in 1779, with the Houghton gallery.

The Museum of Madrid, and the National Gallery ot

London, have each the same number of Claude's. Those of

the Museum of Madrid are incontestable and very valuable.

One, the least of all, is a landscape adorned with figures and

animals. The nine others form three series, one of three, one

of four, one of two.

The fijst scries, which are the largest-sized Claude's known

to exist—five feet nine inches by eight feet five inches

—

comprise " A Penitent Magdalen in the Desert," and with a

rising sun, " A Hermit Praying in the Desert,'' with a

CATTLE DRIXKINO AT A POOL.—FROM A PAtNTINO BY CLAUDE LOKRAINE.

of the Holy Family," "The Meeting of Jacob and Rachel,"

and " The Struggle of Jacob with the Angel."

These fjur pictures, Nos. 160, 1.34, 169, and ISl of "The
Book of Truth," were painted for several amateurs of the Low
Countries; they then passed into the Electoral Gallery of

Cassel, where they remained until the time of the German
war in 1806. They were packed up with a number of other

pictures, the most precious of that gallery, which were being

removed from Cassel for the purpose of concealment, until

the peace enabled them to restore them to their old place.

But a French general succeeded in captiuring them, and pre-

sented them to the Empress Josephine, who adorned her

Malmaison with them. There the Emperor Alexander of all

the Russias bought them, with the " Arqucbusers " of

Teniers, "The Cow" of Paul Potter, the "Gerard Douw
au Chien," and thirty other of the best pictures of that

collection.

The four tableaux by Claude cost the emperor £1,000 out

of the money he paid for the pictures bought at Malmai-
son. They were engraved by Schlotterbeck and Haldenwang.

setting sun, and the "Temptation of St. Anthony," a land-

scape with a moonlight effect.

The second series is composed of four large pictures ; they

represent, in the first place, " Moses saved from the Waters,"

secondly, "The Funeral of St. Sabine," thirdly, "The
Embarkation of St. Pauline," the fourth, " Tobias and the

Angel Raphael " (see p. 345). These four pictures, of which
the figures are attributed to William Courtois, brother o£

Jacques, called the Bourgiiigiion, were painted for the king of

Spain.

The last series of two pictures represents two landscapes,

smaller than those in the preceding series ; one, "A Morning
Effect," the other "An Evening Scene."

The ten pictures in the National Gallery of this country

are, with twM e.xceptions, as authentic and as fine Claude's as

any in the world. There are two of very great dimensions ;

one well known under the name of " The Queen of Sheba,"

and the other as " Rebecca's Wedding."

The first picture is of a seaport, seen under the effect of

the rising sun, while the action of the production is " The
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Embarking of a Princess and her Court ;" the English

generally call it the Bouillon Claude, says a French critic,

because it was painted for the duke of that name in 1088.

The second represents a landscape adorned with figures

dancing on a vast open sward. These two pictures were for a

long time the pride of the Hotel Bouillon, on the Quai Mala-

quais in Paris, which also contained numerous other precious

pictures, which still remained there in 17S7, but in a furnituie

warehouse, where they were rotting, as the Duke of Bouillon

rarely occupied his hotel in Paris.

About 1804 these tvvo Claude's passed into the hands of

Each of the galleries lays claim to the possession of the
original, which connoisseurs usually declare to be that in the
Doria palace in the eternal city of Rome.

Besides "The (iueen of Sheba " our National Gallery
contains two other exijuisite marine pieces, " The Embarking
of St. Ursula," and " The View of a Seaport at Sunset."
These two were painted, the first in IGIG, for Cardinal
Barberini, the second, in 1C44, for Cardinal Giorio. They
also came from the collection of Mr. Angerstein, who had
them from Messrs. Desenfant and Panne about 1800. They
also cost £8,000.

THE UEGGARS.—li.OM .\ FAINTLNG BV UE.Ml;'.i.\NUT.

Ol-.arles Sebastian Erard, who sent them to England. A
distinguished English amateur, Mr. Angerstein, bought them
lor £8,000, and it was at this sum that they were valued in

the collection of this amateur, when it was bought by the

English government in 1823, to form the basis of the present

Nitional Gallery.

The •• Queen of Sheba " is regarded as the finest marine
landscape ever painted by the great Claude Lorraine ; as for

the " Wedding of Rebecca," there i3 a fac-simile of it in the

Doria Palace at Rome, where it is called " II Mulino."

There are also four other Claude's, very much admired for

their beauty. They bear the titles of " Reconciliation of

Cephalis and Procris," " The Death of Procris," " Narcissus

and the Echo," and " Agar in the Desert." The first of these

four pictures also comes from the cabinet of that same princely

amateur, Mr. Angerstein. The other three were left to the

National Gallery by Sir George Beaumont in 1826, with

another landscape, which is the fellow to " Agar in the

Desert."

A sixth landscape, the most important of all, was left as a
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legacy to the same gallery by Mr. W. Holwell Carr, in 1831.

It is " Sinon taken before Priam," a picture dated 1G.57. This

picture, painted for the Prince Don Agustino, was for a long

time at the palace of Ghigi at Rome. ' At the sale of the

AValsh Porter collection, which took place in London in

IS 10, it was sold for £2,750. It is valued by Smith at

£3,700.

The other museums of Europe contain very few pictures by

Claude. The Pinacothec Museum of Munich has four or five

pair, each representing a morning and an evening. Tlie

Gallery at Dresden contains three, of which two are of great

beauty, reproduced in "The Book of Truth," Nos. 110 and

HI. The Museum of Berlin and that of Naples each possesses

two pictures by Claude ; the Gallery of Florence has only

one, but it is an admirable one, " A Seaport with a Setting

Sun," No. 28 of " The Book of Truth." It was painted for

Cardinal Medici. It is valued at £3,000.

English amateurs, as well as artists, have always shown
great attachment for the pictures of Claude. In the years

1790 and 1800, the English who were at Rome bought from

the Princes Colonna, Borghese, Doria, Ccrsini, and others,

who were obliged to sell their pictures to pay the heavy

contributions imposed upon them by the government.

Among these pictures were some of Claude's very best,

which before had decorated the palaces at Rome. Most of

the works pjinted for Italy have left that country: poverty

and despotism and bigotry have done their natural work.

Mr. Forster found only about a dozen in all the museums
and palaces of Ital}'. In England, on the contrary, there are

few private collections, visited by Waagen, which had not

some. He found at least fifty. The collection of Mr. Thomas
Coke, at Holham, alone has ten—as many as the National

Gallery. Most of them are very important productions of the

great artist, and are found in " The Book of Truth ;" such as

"Argus and lo," "The Punishment of Marsyas," "Apollo

keeping the Flocks of Admetus," "Apollo and the Sibyl of

Cumtc," "Perseus," "Rest of the Holy Family," Nos. 86,

9.5, 13.3, 161, 184, 187, of " The Book of Truth."

The Grosvenor Gallery, belonging to the Marquis of West-
minster, in London, contains seven pictures by Claude, all

. choice pictures, which are taken from the collection of Mr.
W. Agar. The most precious of the thirteen Claude's,

altogether contained in this collection, are two landscapes,

with houses, rivers, mountains, figures, and animals. They
belonged to the cabinet of M. Blondel de Gagny, and at

the sale of that cabinet, made in Paris in 1776, they were

sold for £960. In 1805 Mr. Agar refused £8,000 for

them.

The Bridgewater Gallery, belonging to Earl Ellesmere, in

London, possesses four tableaiu: by Claude ; amongst others,

" Moses on Mount Horeb," and "Demosthenes on the Borders

of the Sea," two admirable works, numbered 161 and 171 of

"The Book of Truth," painted in 166-1 and 1667 for M. de

Bourlemont.

In the collection of Earl Radnor, at Longford, there are

two, named " Morning in the Roman Empire," the other
" Evening in the Roman Empire," Nos. 82 and 152 in "The
Book of Truth." Smith attributed to them the value of

£8,000, twenty-five times the price paid for them a hundred
years before at the sale of the cabinet of the Countess of

Verrue, in Paris, in 1737. The collection of Mr. J. P. Miles,

at Leighcourt, near Bristol, contains two of the finest tableaux

of Claude.

The first, called the " Temple of Apollo," bears the signature

of the master and the date of 1668; the second signed also,

and dated 1679. These two pictures, celebrated in this

country under the name of the AUieri Claude's, came from the

palace of that name in Rome, of which they were the orna-

ment until the French invasion in 1810. They were sold to

an Englishman for 9,000 Roman crowns, about £2,000. Messrs.

Fayan and Grignon sent them to London, where William
Beckford bought them for £10,000. At the sale of Fonthill

Abbey in 1823, these pictures were sold for £12,000.

One of the finest tableaux of Claude which has been re-

cently sold, the "Arrival of Eneas at Delos," No. 179 in the

" Book of Truth," was knocked down for the sum of £1,700,

at the sale of the cabinet of Mr. Jeremiah Harman in London,

in 1811.

This picture, painted for M. Passy le Gout, is three feet

one inch high, and four feet two inches long. It was succes-

sively sold in 1737, at the sale of the cabinet of the Countess

of Verrue, for £80; in 1747, at that of the collection of

Blondel de Gagny, for £396; in 1816, at the cabinet of Mr.

Hope, for £l,.5O0.

The other picture, of smaller dimensions, but also of fine

quality, "A Seaport with the Rising Sun," height two feet

four inches, width three feet one inch, was paid £2,000,

at the sale of the cabinet of Sir Simon Clarke at London, in

1840. It was sold in 17S7, at Madame Bandeville's, in Paris,

for £120 ; in 1801, at Robit's, in Paris, for £400 ; at

Bi'yant's, in London, for £1,500.

M. de Garron, grandfather of the President of Bandeville,

brought this picture from Rome to Paris. He bought it from

Claude himself, as well as another picture from the same

master, representing the "Rape of Europa," No. 136 of

the " Book of Truth." This work is now in Buckingham
Palace. It was bought by George IV., at the sale of the

collection of Lord Gwydyr, at London, in 1829. It we:.t at the

sale beyond £2,000, while in 1787, at the sale of the cabinet of

Madame de Bandeville, at Paris, the same picture only fetched

£400.

At the sale of the collection of the Count de Venice, in

Paris, in 1760, "A Seaport with the Setting Sun" was sold

for the insignificant sum of £33. Having reappeared in

1820 at the collection of the sale of Danoot, at Brussels, it

was sold for £1,080. It is doubtful whether his sunrises

or his sunsets were the most beautiful. At all events in this,

as in other cases, the effects of light and shade were beautiful.

The author of "Isis" describes an Egyptian dawn, which

really appears taken from Claude :
" As I looked, however,

towards the east, over the undulating, sandy plain, and saw

the faint, pearly light begin to flush the sky on the edge of

the horizon, I thought I had n^ver beheld anything more

glorious. Every instant the arch of splendour expanded, and

embraced a larger section of the heavens, while streaks of

saffton and crimson, shot up rapidly from some fiery centre,

seemed to pierce the firmament like arrows, blotting out the

stars with their quivering pulsations, and imparting to the

whole face of nature a profusion of gorgeous features inex-

pressibly magnificent. The figures of poetry could never

keep pace with the chariot of Eos. Before language could

supply epithets to paint one phenomenon, a series of new
appearances would have succeeded and vanished. The change

from saft'ron to crimson, from crimson to rose colour, from

rose colour to purple, from purple to amethyst, and from this

again to cerulean blue, chased and veined, and quivering

tremulously with light, was as swift as thought. At lengtli

the sun itself arose, and the desert lay blushing before it like

an eastern bride."

Two landscapes, one representing " Juno confiding lo to

the care of Argus ;
" the other, " Mercury setting Argus to

sleep to the sound of his Flute," each eighteen inches high by

twenty-seven wide, were sold for nearly £1,600, at the sale

of Mr. Walsh Porter, in London, in 1S03. These two charm-

ing tableaux, Nos. 149 and 150 in the "Book of Truth,"

Nos. 110 and 111 of the cabinet Choiseul, have belonged to

several celebrated collections ; they were sold in Paris in

1777, at the Prince of Conii's, for £316 ; in 1772, at the Duke

de Choiseul's, for £270; in 1762, at Gaillard de Gagny's,

for £72. They have increased ten-fold in price in the space

of fifty years.

Claude's drawings are numerous ;
they exhibit the har-

mony and the grandeur which characterise his p.iintings.

They are generally drawn with a pen, with sepia or bister,

brought up with white. These drawings have been very

much sought after by amateurs, and have commanded

great prices, a small one never having been sold for less

than £50. Claude was accustomed to engrave in ^qua-
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fortif, using a very powerful instrument with a somewhat

blunt point. Of productions of this description a considerable

number exist. M. Robert Dumesnil, in his " Peintre-Graveur

Francais," has given an account of forty-two engravings in

aquafortis, which form a most reclterchc cabinet for the

amateur.

Fine proofs are very rare, and seldom to be met with at the

sales, which accounts for the large sums offered for them

whenever they are to be met with.

" The Dance on the Border of the Water," sold at the f ale

of Kobert Dumesnil, in IS17, for £11, and at Dcbois' sale

for €1). "A Group of Brigands," on the same several

occasions, sold for £-'0 and £21. " The Campo Vaccine " sold

for £IG.

Claude Lorraine often put his signature to his pictures

and always to his engravings. On the latter he sometimes
added brief inscriptions, of one of these wc present the fac-

simile.

m.i^^^dnie|e'c!iT'djrci(o9u.DC,XXX V(
i2^^ R.owgf ^Superior- lictnlm CfciKiclttis y

(^(aucdo //

-r,~-fi--r?^

Ci^n/0 /A/

y

THE BJIGGARS, BY llEMBRAXDT.

As we shall probably hive an opportunity on a future occasion

of discussing the life and works of Rembrandt, it will be un-

necessary for us now to occupy much of the reader's attention.

The education and mode of life of this great master may in

some measure account for the want of charm with which

certain critics have reproached his style. His father, who had
gained great wealth as a miller, at first wished to make him a

literary man ; but Rembrandt, who had already a decided

passion for painting, succeeded in gaining admission to the

studio of James Van Zvaanenburg, which he afterwards quitted

for those of Peter Lastman and James Pinas. He then re-

turned to his father's mill, where he executed a painting,

which he took to the Hague and there sold for a hundred
florins.

This success, which was the more welcome because it was
quite une.xpected, inflamed Rembrandt's ambition, or rather

his avarice. Seeing in his art a means of obtaining a fortune,

he henceforth devoted himself to it with persevering assiduity.

He had married a woman no less avaricious than himself, and
who confined his expenditure within the narrowest possible

limits, compelling him to live upon dried herrings and cheese.

One day he persuaded her to put on widow's mourning amd
spread a report of his death, that she might sell the pictures

in his studio at a higher price—a stratagem, which completely

succeeded. Another trick, equally discreditable, was that of

giving his son designs which he was to sell secretly as precious

works stole.i from his father.

Rembrandt's pupils made great fun of his avarice, painting

imprints of coin upon pieces of card and throwing them at his

feet, whereupon he never failed to snatch them up with the

greatest avidity, to the no small amusement of every
beholder.

It is well known that in Rembrandt's style the luminous
points arc distinguished by touches of great thickness, which
render his canvas rough and uneven in surface. He excused
himself by saying, he was a painter and not a dyer. In a

general way he was much annoyed whenever his compositions

were too closely examined. "A picture," he said, "is not

made to be smelt; the smell of oil is not wholesome."
Rembrandt died in the year 1071, at the age of si.xty-eight.

The painting which we have engraved (p. 3-1!)) represents

a woman who, carrying a child at her back and leading an old

man, begs alms at a citizen's door. A young boy, Avith

uncouth head- gear and dirty ragged clothes (probably her

eldest son), is looking attentively at the money which his

mother is receiving. Her face indicates attention, but is

vulgar ; the expression of the citizen who bestows his charity

is almost harsh ; the figure of the old man breathes a noble

and tender sadness. As for the distribution of light and shade,

it is this peculiar magic which has gained him a special position

in the Dutch school, and no one has carried to a higher degree

of perfection the poetry which results from the opposition and
play of colours. But it has often been regretted that his pro-

ductions do not exhibit more taste, dignity, and especially

grace of style.

^[ODERN BRITISH ART.—THE SOCIETY OF
I5IUTISII ARTISTS, SUFFOLK-STREET.

The misdeeds of the Royal Academicians, their favoritism,

their injustice, and in some cases their ignorance— for against

that incorporated body, as against all others, these crimes can

be urged— raised against them many enemies j whilst their

success, and the mon:y they obtained by their exhibitions,

made them many imitators. Of these, some have perished,

but others have apparently established themselves permanently

with the public. These rivals and imitators are supported

chiefly by those great artists wlio, having established fame,

are yet angry at some slight put upon them by the larger

body, and by a crowd of meritorious and rising artists, who,

having risen, frequently, it must be said, desert their walle.
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One of tV.cse incorporated societies is that of the British

Artists, the exhibitions of which take place in Suffolk-street,

and the nucleus of which is formed by a body of twenty-eight

members, having for its president Mr. Hurlstone, its vice-

president Mr. Pyne, and its secretary Mr. Alfred Clint. All

these, the reader will recognise as known and talented artists
;

but amongst its members, it is but fair to say, that there are

those whom we do not recollect to have produced one merito-

rious work.

The consequence is, therefore, that a mediocrity amongst
members who, we presume, form themselves into a committee of

judges, induces a general mediocrity amongst the exhibitions

of the society. The ill-natured, indeed, have said, that as its

members number artists in every branch, so every first-rate

exhibitor, be he a painter of landscape, history, or figures,

becomes obnoxious to them, and his pictures are at once

slighted or excluded. We cannot say that this is the fact

;

but the members, who themselves send many pictures,

naturally claim the best places, and those exhibitors who are

non-members are frequently disappointed. Certainly, with

so many excellent artists of every class which England can

b jast, we should imagine that some cause besides an adven-

titious one, must give rise to the effect of exhibitions so

mediocre as the present, the thirty-first of the society.

The picture which holds the first place in importance, though

not numerically, is that by Mr. Hurlstone, " The Last Sigh

of the Moor" (17S), a fine picture of a well-known subject,

treated in the artist's peculiar manner, and valuable as an

ethnological study. The Jloorish feature is rendered with

that correctness which residence amongst the people depicted

alone can give. The treatment is at once excellent and novel,

although a little more feeling mis^ht certainly have been

thrown into the face of King Boabdil. (300) " A Jewess of

Barbary " is more pleasing in colour than the majority of Mr,
Hurlstone's pictures ; we cannot, however, award the same
praise to the portraits of this artist, which, with the exception

of (189) " Portrait of Mrs. Wilmer," appear all to possess the

same dull brown complexion, totally devoid of transparency.

Very different in colouring are the portraits of Mr. Baxter,

(149) " Portrait of a Lady ;
" and (.343) " Portrait of Thomas

Appach, Esq., the latter in the north-east room, which are

the best in the exhibition, and glow with life and health. " La
Pensce " (48), by the same artist, is but a conventional

affair, and the fiesh lints by no means so good as in the

portraits.

(378) "He went out and wept bitterly," by E. Rolt, is

finely painted ; the drawing and colouring both good and
forcible.

(392) " Le Souvenir," by W. I). Kennedy, is a beautiful

little bit of colour, very like Etty, from whose model we
should imagine it to have been pain'.cd. (333) " Oayetc," in

the next room, is not so good, the drawing being exaggerated
and the flesh too pink.

Mr. AVoolmer exhibits some of his usual eccentricities in

drawing, as in (23) " The Princess Badroul Boudour," and
(401) " Susanna," in the south-west room, in which no beauty
of colouring can compensate for so much carelessness. (olO)
" Spring," in the north-east room, on the contrary, is as well

drawn as it is coloured.

(507) " Repose," by T. F. Dicksec, a very highly-fini.shed

picture, well drawn, but the flesh-tints of the sleeping infant

are too brown. (497) " Girl at the Spring," a very pretty

little painting, but rather too hard, by T. Smart. (4S9)
" The Turkish Scribe," a forcibly-painted picture, agreeably

coloured.

Mr. T. Clater has several pictures scattered through the
gallery, which are as various in subject as they are indifferent

in execution
; the best, perhaps, is " The Bridal Morn "

(29)

;

but what claims the famUy of " William Brook, Esq." (140),
in the south-west room, has tp be hung on the line, or even
exhibited at all, we confess puzzles us, as a worse picture

we never saw ; the drawing bad, the colouring disagreeable,

and the family without the least pretensions to beauty. Mr.
Buckner has two graceful but very weak productions—(73)i

" Portrait of Master Barkley" and (119) "Portrait of Mrs,

Thomas." (169) " Belinda," by J. Noble, does not equal this

gentleman's usual productions, the best part of the picture

being the reflection in the glass and the male figure ; Belinda

is too short. (83) " Com Flowers," by J. J. Hill, a nicely-

painted picture, good in colour and well finished in detail.

We had almost forgotten Mr. Cowie, whose picture (400) of

" Hotspur and the Letter" is not to be overlooked, although

we think the lady, graceful as she is, is rather too tall. (400)

"An Incident in the Slave Trade," the separation of a mother

from her child, is one of the best pictures in the room ; the

drawing and colouring both good, and the figure of the woman
graceful, but rather wanting in force ; and last, though not

least in merit amongst historical compositions, is one by Mr.

Samuel Blackburn (G-5), an artist new to the London public,

but who is well known, we believe, in Scotland. The specimen

before us has evidently been painted some time, but is dis-

tinguished by correct drawing and a careful study of costume

and detail.

Amongst the landscapes, few are particularly worthy of

remark ; the specimens by Boddington and Alfred Clint are

ordinary achievements by practised artists, A " View ol

Berne in Switzerland," by Pyne, only wants a more effective

foreground to render it the best landscape exhibited. In

animals, Mr. Earl has attained a meritorious pre-eminence
;

his pictures of dogs, &c, (372, 429, 526), being all careful

studies, attention to which is drawn by a somewhat quaint

selection of titles. In fruit, the best picture is by Mr,

Duffield, whose wife, in the water-colour portion of the

exhibition, stands pre-eminent for her flower-pieces. (276),

by Miss Rumley, is also a very excellent and soundly-painted

picture, second only to Mr. Duifield's. This lady artist is

one of the most promising in the peculiar line she has chosen.

In the water-colour, besides the " Flower-pieces " of Mrs,

Dufiield, we may notice "Fruit," by Mrs, Valentine Bar-

tholomew, and a " Girl Knitting," and other pieces, by F,

Cruickshank, which deserve especial attention. We may add,

also, that in this department lies the strength of the exhibi-

tion. The enamel of the "Duke of Wellington," by Essex,

is very fine, and the " Keepsake " (711), by Karl Hartmann,

deserves also to be much praised. The sculpture is by no

means remarkable either for origmality or merit. " Two
portraits of the Queen," the one by Hughes and the other by

John Bailey, may possibly resemble her Majesty ; but— if we

apply the axiom of Euclid, which states, that things which

are equal to the same thing are equal to each other

—

must certainly fail to do so, since they are utterly unlike. A
"Bust of Louis Napoleon," by John Bailey, is very meri-

torious.

Last, and oh, not least, we must notice a picture, which we

have reserved to a place by itself, since we can scarcely class

it as landscape or historical. We allude to that bearing the

name of "The Golden Image" (227), which occupies so

unworthily so large a space on the walls. An attempt to

portray Nineveh, partly from Mr. Layard's book, partly from

Mr. Charles Kean's scenery, arranged after the architectural

vagaries of the late John Martm, could not but signally fail.

An image as high as our cathedral of St. Paul appears

surrounded by miles of palaces, thousands of priests, millions

of votive fires, and billions of an Assyrian population.

Winged bulls and sphinxes, the outermost one drawn and

the others apparently outlined from it, in a straight line, and

in an interminable vista, and Assyrian soldiers multiplied on

the same plan, and clothed in every variety of gorgeousness,

the whole overlooked by a perfectly scarlet king, and sur-

mounted by a blazing Assyrian sky, present a tout ensemble

which would delight the lessee of a low theatre on boxing-

night, if he could but achieve such a blaze of tritimph. But

as a picture, it is beneath criticism, the canvas, after being

covered with paint, being even worthless as an oilcloth, a

Turkey-carpet pattern of which it somewhat resembles. It is

a mere eccentricity, which is as worthless and about as far

from the truth, as the pedigree from Adam, which we have

seen lately advertised in the papers.
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CIIRISTIAX WILLIAM E l{ N E S T DIETRICH.

DiETUiCK was truly, to a certain and definable extent, a

great painter, lie was one of those whose peculiar genius

was of a very universal character. He stood apart and aloof

from the many mere mannerists and copyists of his day. He
did not bind himself down to any particular branch of art

;

Vol.. I.

his mind took in with an energetic and general grasp almost

every phase and part of the subject to which he devoted his

existence. And yet he was not an original, and therefore not

a great artist in the highest sense.

If we examine that canvas over which the sun spreads ul

the vigour of its noontide heat, chasing away the light v.ipour

from the ground, and which loses itself in the far-off distance,

we shall certainly fancy it a Claude Lorraine. That obscure

chamber, with an open window which allows a ray of warm
light to fall on the figures of three men sitting round a table,

appears to be some work of Rembrandt. That tr.anquil land-

scape, where the cows, the goats, and the sheep, arc led by a fat

and buxom maid, who is about to cross a limpid stream,

would readily be taken for a Berghem. It must be Wouver-
mans who is the author of that picture, in which a horse,

with clean and wiry limbs and mounted by a gallant horse-,

man, plays the principal part. One is led to think that it is

Salvator Rosa who is the author of this landscape overhung by
rugged rocks, in which we catch sight of narrow and dark

glens, where hide the robbers of the Abruzzi. Those cascades

tailing from abrupt summits, where grows the gloomy pine,

belong to the style of Everdingen ; in the same way that those

nymphs leaving the bath, to take refuge in the grove near at

hand, must belong to the graceful easel of Poelemberg.

We are mistaken. All these pictures, so varied in com-
position, so different in style, in manner, are the work of the

same painter—of an extraordinary man, who was able to

combine all departments of art, and who in each was masterly

;

guessing at every process, seizing the art of colour, pene-

trating the character of each style of painting, and imitating

them all with wonderful success. The man of whom such
rare remarks are true was Christian William Ernest Dietrich.

He was born at Weimar, on the 30th October, 1712, and

2 A
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hii first master was his own father. This hereditary talent

was common enough in the last century, and belonged to the

Dutch and Flemish schools more especially. At the age of

fifteen he entered the studio of Alexander Thiele, an eminent

landscape-painter, who resided at Dresden, with the title of

painter to the king of Poland, elector of Saxony. He remained

with him only three years, and he left the place very much
advanced in the only style which he ever successfully followed

without being an imitator—that is to say, in landscape. At
eighteen a certain great lord of the court* of Dresden took

him into his service, and gave him a pension of fifteen

hundred livres. Thus enjoying protection and ease, he lived

four years at Dresden, free from all care, and wholly devoted

to his art. But, in 17oi, the great admiration he felt for the

paintings of Rembrandt, Jean Both, Berghem, KarelDujardin,

and Klzheimer, impelled him to start on a journey to Holland.

Artists are in general restless beings, and few have ever been

able to sit down calmly and enjoy any good fortune which
might fall to their lot.

During the time that he worked under Alexander Thiele,

we may guess, from the way in which he imitated the land-

scapes of his master, what kind of talent nature had given

him. " He did not copy," says Ilagedorn, " but he entered

on a kind of contest with the original." The fact is that

Dietrich was never a mere imitator, because his ambition

was too elevated for that. He sought to do better than what

lay before him, which prevented him from ever being servile.

As soon as he reached Holland he began to rouse himself to

a contest with the great models he had so much admired.

Elzheimer, Van Ostade, lilarel Dujardin, and, above all,

Hembrandt, furnished the subject, the style, the composition

of numerous paintings. He devoted much labour and time to

the study of the great Rembrandt. He undertook to copy

from him the art of combining lights and shade—an art which

that artist used with such marvellous and wondrous effect.

He endeavoured to imitate the warm and transparent tones

of his colouring,—his execution, now soft, now hard,—and

the bold reliefs of his touch and harmonious arrangement.

Dietrich is not the only artist who has endeavoured to

walk in the footsteps of this inimitable model ; and it must be

at once allowed that he did not do so with the same success

which attended Govaert Flinck, Arnold de Gelder, Leonard

Bramer, and Van Eeckout. If, however, his shades have not

the depth which we admire in those of Rembrandt, if he be

far inferior in his c/iiaroscttro effects, if his colouring be heavy

and wanting in those brilliant and sharp tones that belong

to the painter of the "Night Watch," if his impastings

upon the light arc heavy without being thick—it is because to

imitate and rival Rembrandt was a thing all but above the

power of any man. We do not believe that what one man
has done, another may not do ; but when an artist has, as it

were, created something new to equal or excel, it is then

extremely diflicult and doubtful. But with these reserva-

tions, and looking at the canvases painted by Dietrich, after

Rembrandt, only as excellent pasticcios, it is impossible not

to own the great and deserving talent of the man who
executed the painting known as the Piscina, engraved by

Flipart, and the " Retui-n of the Prodigal Son," with a great

many other etchings, of which we shall presently liave occa-

sion to speak.

It must be at once frankly allowed thai had Dietrich con-

fined himself wholly and solely to the study of Rembrandt,

and never done anything but remind us occasionally of the

pencil of that great painter, he would scarcely have deserved

Ills very extensive reputation. In art, as in literature, a

mere imitator of one man will never make a name. How
many imitators have there been in our own day of Dickens,

and Jerrold, and Scott, and Cooper, and Bulwer ; not one of

whom has acquired any reputation of value. But how many
living men are there, who, from a careful study of these and

" Hagtiiorn supplio? us with tlii.^ fact in liis " Letter to an Amateur,''

but dots not give us the name of the noUeni;in ; but it appears that it

Was the very person to whom this letter was adJjessed.

other models, have, without possessing much creative genius,

written and produced many works well worthy of being read.

It is too much to ask that all those who amuse and instruct

shall be original—it is enough that they do not slavishly adopt

the style of one man, and seek to make a reputation of it.

The great talent of Dietrich, and that to_which he in a great

degree owes his extensive reputation, is, the universal power

of his imitation. He caught, with rare aptitude, almost every

style. When Rembrandt was the object of his study, he was

dreamy, meditative, expressive in design, rapid and capricious

in execution. But suddenly he found himself in presence of

the vulgar and comic physiognomies of Adrian Van Ostade

—

heavy peasants smoking under a trellis-work of hops beside a

pot of beer, great fat dowdies, with enormous heads and short

legs. He was at once transformed ; he gave up in an instant

his Old and New Testament subjects; he drew grotesque

heads, covered by coarse woollen caps or shapeless hats. His

pencil became soft and unctuous ; his colour, just now warm
and golden, became cold, and was clothed in that beautiful

blue tint which Ostade spread over most of his pictures, and

which gives so much harmony and suavity to his compositions.

"The Strolling Musicians" of Adrian Van Ostade t is well

known—a picture which becomes, so to speak, one of his

masterpieces in the hands of the engraver Cornelius Visscher.

Dietrich had the courage and boldness to re-paint this great

work of the Dutch master. He has changed vtry little in the

composition (p. 360). As in the picture of 0;5tade, the father,

armed with his violin, towers above the troop of children who
press around him. They cross a kind of door, or arcade, through

which we distinguish the open sky and the country. Dietrich

has taken some liberties with the details. We find in liis

picture a child blowing a bagpipe, which is not in that of

Van Ostade. The physiognomies of the modern painter are

also finer and more sarcastic, which proves that he did not

thoroughly understand the sentiment and idea of his master.

It was both philosophical and correct in Van Ostade to repre-

sent a sad and wearied sickness on the faces of that poor

family dragged from village to village by misery. However,

when correcting or travestying the thought of Adrian Van
Ostade, Dietrich has, to a certain degree, been influenced by

the painting of Van Ostade himself. Thus we easily recognise

in the features of the father another of Van Ostade's personages,

who also plays on the fiddle, and tells indelicate stories to

some peasants sitting before the door of a rustic house.

The picture of Die'trich has been engraved by the celebrated

Wille, a friend of the German painter. Wille possessed

many of his pictures, and did much to make them known.

Several compositions of Dietrich, indeed, were engraved by

AVille. His engraving of the " Musicians" is a masterpiece of

that art. Besides the picture of which we speak, Dietrich

made an etching of one on the same subject. Smaller than

his painting, it is also different from it in some of the minor

detads.

Die'trich often ventured to mix up the style and manner of

several painters whom he had carefully studied, in one single

picture. This is the case with the " Rat-killer." In this

picture, the general effect of which is original and very

creditable to Dietrich, several of the physiognomies are copied

from Van Ostade, while some belong to others ; and indeed the

general idea of the whole, and some of the faces, are very

much in the style of Ivarel Dujardin. j

In landscape-painting, he gives with a few touches, and as

if playing with worli, new and rare proofs of that extraor-

dinary penetration which made him guess all these secrets

that the great masters appeared to have carried away with

them to the tomb. He revels with Berghem in the still

depth of smiling valleys ; he can tell the secrets of those

skies of gold, and more transparent horizons, of Jean Both and

his brother Andre ; he is fully capable, when he likes, of

following Everdingen to the very summit of his solitary rocks,

where the wind moans through his lofty pines ; or he will sit

t AToRKS or Emixemt 1I.\STEK9, vol i. p. 2-M.

X \VoKKS or Eminest Masters, vol, i. p. 'J52.
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dowii with Ruysdael beside the noisy and foaming cascade.

"That waterfall," says Hagedorn, "which he painted for his

friend 'WiUe, would have excited tlie enthusiasm of lluys-

dael and Everdingen, and the troubled surface of the water

below would have warmed a Backhuysen or a Parcellis."

He excited considerable admiration in his own day, amongst
contemporary artists and amateurs, by the way in which he

discovered the mode of proceeding of certain masters. The
grace, the suavity, the harmony of Poelcmbcrg were familiar

to him, as well as that of all others. Following the traces of

Elzheimer, he painted a " Flight into Egypt" (p. 357), which
is regarded as one of his masterpieces, and which excels in

exactly opposite qualities to those he exhibited in his imita-

tion of Rembrandt. We even find productions ot the Che-

valier Van der Werff, the most insipid of painters, imitated,

on some occasions, by the pencil of Die'trich.

Burtin,* a great admirer of Dietrich, says :
" A precise,

learned, soft, and rich touch, combined with judicious glazing,

always causes us to recognise the rare talent of Die'tiioh,

though he has been so varied in style, and has chosen such

subjects as the ' Village Quack," the sublime ' Communion
of St. Jerome,' the picturesque Calisto, and then risen to

the admirable finish of his precious and valuable ' Flight into

Egypt.' The composition, the design, the expression, all

equally perfect, the learned attitudes, the graceful nobility,

the striking truthfulness of the stuffs, the charms of the soft

colouring, the c/iiarosciiru of a most piquant ch,aracter, the

admirable toning down of the lights, combined with the most

soft and delicate pencilling, which surpasses even the finish

of Van der Werff, place this masterpiece of Dietrich amid

the pearls of art." AVe may, perhaps, have occasion to

correct the enthusiasm of a man speaking of a picture which
was his own property.

It was ten years and more since Dic5trich had returned from

Holland, t Since this journey he had not left the city of

Dresden, where he lived, with the title of painter to the king

of Poland, except to go to Brunswick. In 17-43, however, he

started on an expedition to Italy. The earnest desire he had
always felt to see this classic land of painting, this soil of

art and fancy, was not his only motive for undertaking the

journey. Though he laboured without ceasing, and though

his facility was something really surprising, he could not

keep up with the tremendous demand that existed at the court

of Dresden for his pictures. Already he had been obliged to

fly to the Duke of Brunswick, and could not find with that

prince the rest and repose he so much desired. lie determined

to place the broad exp.anse of several kingdoms between him-

self and his thoughtless admirers. But he did not remain

absent more than two or three years. He came back to

Dresden, where he remained until the hour of his death,

which took place in 1774.

A Dutchman with the Dutch, Die'trich in Italy became quite

an Italian. He there painted pictures in the style of Claude

Lorraine and Salvator Kosa, as he had formerly painted in the

styles of Berghem and Everdingen. "The easy drawing of

this artist," says a biographer,* "is quite in the modern
Roman style ; the energy and lightness of his pencil appeared

to unite the taste of the schools of Flanders and Italy, and
his landscapes have often the freshness of LucatoUi, and the

firmness of Salvator Rosa." We cannot indeed perceive,

without considerable astonishment and surprise, in the same
gallery, landscapes in the style of Guaspre, smiling country

scenes in the style of Lucatelli, wild sights and romantiu

scenes such as Salvator Rosa would paint, and all of them
signed by the name of Dietrich. But it is to the city of

Dresden we must go to understand and appreciate Dietrich.

• Traite des Connaissanoes necesi'aires a I'amateur de tableaux.

f According to Hagedorn, Dietrich appears to have gone to

BoUand only once in 1731. lie returned to Dresden in 1735; but

Tapillon de la Ferte asiure.^ us that he returned in 17J4, when coming
back from Italy, and remained a long lime.

+ P. de la Ferte, Extract from diflerent works publislicd on tlie

Lives of Tainters. Pari?, 1770, ii. p. .55,

The gallery of that city, where he lived so many years, and
which was his true country, contains numerous paintings
from his hand, and in every conceivable style. There you
can, in less than one hour, judge of the incredible subtilty of
Dii'trich's talent; and it appears as if, to show off this pecu-
liarity of our .artist, they have united purposely all the most
opposite masters, those whom he successfully imitated with
his hands. Here w ; have a pasticcio of Vandernuulen ;

there an imitation of Watteau ; further on, a copy of the" Hun-
dred Florin" piece of Rembrandt ; but it is proper to observe,

that these several trials do not give a very lofty idea of the
master. In the gallery where we find such splendid Kem-
brandts, such charming Watteaus, we are more than anywhere
else struck with the insufficiency of copies which are neither

original nor correct imitations.

Thus the " Christ healing the Sick," so admirable, so

lofty, so expansive in the original by Rembrandt, becomes a

very cold production in the hands of Dii'trich. The dis-

position of the figures is nearly the same. The c/i iarnsciim

represents the same proportions of light and shade ; but

somehow, all this leaves the spectator indifferent. The sick

people around our Saviour are not interesting, though their

faces bear all the marks and signs of suffering and grief.

The " Christ" of Dietrich is delicate and poetical, but there is

not a trace of divinity in its composition any more than if it

had been painted by David. ^^ There is no sign of any

miraculous power in that figure or in that face. None can

feel that sickening of the heart, none can feel tempted to weep,

as men have been known to do when gazing at the sublime

painting of Rembrandt. They are fictitious sighs, of whieh
painting has caught but the show ; it is a light without

warmth, a shadow without mystery.

The same may, with considerable truth, be said of " The
Presentation to the Temple," another copy of Rembrandt,
which is equally cold and awkward, the artist having merely

imitated the vulgarity and coarseness of the master, without
one iota of his poetry. But if we examine carefully the whole
Dresden gallery, wo find here and there more happy and
successful imitations. Whenever he had only to deal with

artists whose merit was wholly exterior, if we may so express

ourselves, Dietrich, clever to seize appearances, and incredible

in his subtilty when the secrets of any mode of painting were
to be discovered, was invariably more successful, and often

triumphant. If he undertakes to paint a sketch by Vander-

meulen, he succeeds in painting a picture which recalls that

master, but in such a way that the pasticcio in the freedom

and liberty of its style resembles some painter near at hand

—

say like Parrocel. He makes attempts upon the most oppo-

site artists, in their turn—the precious Mieris, the easy Sub-

Icyras—and reproduces what may be described as the costume

of their thought, if not the thought itself.

One day, when painting one of those little canvases where
he delighted in representing over again the favourite subjects

of Cornelius Poelemberg, he painted a very pretty picture,

which few, who have visited the Dresden gallery, can have

failed to observe, in which he has been exceedingly succes.?-

ful in the expression. It is, indeed, only from the chaste and
delicate tone of the style and the painting that the subject

can be looked at with pleasure. It is a little more nude than

ajiy of the works of the gentle Poelemberg himself. Dietrich

has, in this instance, represented an episode in the constantly

recurring subject of " Diana's Bath," 'I"he chaste goddess

surprises two of her nymphs under circumstances which,

according to the mythological view of her character, are objec-

tionable. They have allowed men to violate the sanctity of

her grove. The power of the painter is here indeed very

great, whether we examine the faces of the goddess, the

nymphs, or the men. Nothing could be more difficult than to

represent the astonishment and anger of the goddess, the

guilty fear of the nymphs, and the curiosity and pretended

alarm of the men. Dietrich here, without copying any one,

has manifested great power and originality. The figures, too,

^ Works or Tmlnest Masters, vol. i. j). JBO.
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are gracefully and elegantly moilelled. The nymphs are in

the water, up to their waists, save only one, who has been

seeking to escape the angry glances of Diana, and whose feet

only are in the water. This figure is admirably painted, while

the outline and form are graceful and beautiful.

The French school, which then exercised such a decisive

influence in Germany, could not but e.xcite the curiosity and

to the antique, -while Winkelmann laid his erudition and his

fanatical enthusiasm at the service of that reform, Watteau

was more admired at Weimar than he ever was at Paris.

Dietrich, naturally enough, then adopted Watteau as one of

his masters, and began to plagiarise his " Conversation on the

Grass," his charmmg and fascinating masquerades, in which the

whole world appears to us with its joys, its dreams, its loves,

diaw the attention of Dietrich. The one most admired in the

little courts, which made up so large a part of Germany, was

the admirable Watteau, the delight of the fair sex. A cele-

brated connoisseur of that time informs us that there were

courts where the paintings of Watteau were more popular

than any of the Italian masters, not even excepting llaft'aelle

himself. Thus, while Vien, Drouais, and David were medi-

tating the reform of the French school, and a solemn return

and its sadness, under the aspect and dress and fanciful ap-

pearance of the Italian stage. But to interpret and render

Watteau, it is not sufficient to have seductive colouring, and

a power of using rose, Vermillion, and blue ; it is necessary to

have his mind, his vast and prodigious imagination, his

adorable caprices, his insatiable love of reverie and pleasure ;

it is necessary to have an intuitive belief in the passion of

love, as Watteau had. Dietrich confined himself wholly to
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the outward surface, and copied Watteau without understand-

ing him ; he only saw the sheath of tlie. beautiful and brilliant

blade. It is therefore very visible that in his pastorals his

grace is borrowed, his delirium pretended, and his passion

feigned. As for Dietrich's lovers, they are by no means

the lively triflers of Watteau ; they are sad, and dull, and

monotonous.

who did not care a fig for Dii'trich, who studied these Uour-

f^uignons, and declared that their touch was inimitable."

All that we have previously remarked and quoted sufficiently

demonstrates to the mind of the reader that Dietrich spent

the greater part of his life, and expended nearly the whole of

his energies, in the somewhat sterile and thankless ta.sk of

painting an innumerable quantity of pasticcios. While pcr-

He was once more successful and pleasing, when the hand-
ling of the pencil, the fire of the touch, and practice and
experience had to play the principal part. " In his youth,"
says Uagedorn, " he amused himself by imitating Bour-
guignon. He was so eminently successful that, having
re-painted two battle scenes by this great master, which had
been brought from Italy, and had been spoiled by the way,
connoisseurs took them fnr Biureuignons. We knew a stranger

severing in this spirit of imitation, which led him to wander
through the galleries and museums of Europe in preference to

studying nature, Dietrich obeyed an impulse which then
was purely natural. During the whole of the first half of
the eighteenth century, science, literature, art, politics,

industry, in Germany, were but timid and unfortunate
imitations. AU the originality and genius of Germanv seemed
to have been e.\hausted in the first years of the sixteenth
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century. "The political and religious wars," says Madame
de Stael, in her able work on Germany, " when the Germans
were unfortunate enough to fight one against the other, turned

away all persons' attenticn from literature ; and when they

began to think of it again, it was under the auspices of the age

of Louis XIV., at the time when the desire to imitate the

French had obtained possession of most of the courts and

writers of Europe. The works of Ilagedorn,* of Gellert, of

Weiss, are but heavy French. Nothing oiiginal, nothing

which was in conformity with the genius of the nation, was
produced."

AVhat Madame de Stael very properly and correctly observes

of the literature of Germany at that time, may be equally

justly applied to the pictures of the two artists who flourished

in that country towards the same epoch. The works of

Jlengs, his portraits alone excepted, are but heavy and dis-

figured Raif-ielles. Dietrich, despite his prodigious ability,

has to endure the reproach of having laid a heavy hani on

Rembrandt, diminished Salvator, obscured Claude Lorraine,

and vulgarised Poelemberg, except in one instance, where he

improved him.

In general, works on the divine art of painting have been

rather recklessly prodigal of praise to Dietrich. This is

very easily explained. Most persons, until of late years,

who have written books on painting and the works of painters,

were what are called amateurs of tableaux. More alive to the

material qualities of the execution than to the general

character of a work, or to the mighty inspiration of genius,

these superficial connoisseurs, these men who live at sales,

think every composition admirable, the arrangement of which
is able, the chiaroscuro well developed, and the pencil managed
with ability. As all these varied merits are to be found in

the works of Die'trich, they have praised him beyond all

reason, and little is wanting for these writers to have placed

him on a level with the masters he has copied.

It is the province of the sincere and impartial critic to be

more severe. Imitation, even when it is perfect, is proof of

want of power. What char.acteriscs genius is the fact that it

is true and new, as creative in its mode of prcceeding as in its

inspirations. If Rembrandt has a manner, which is not that of

Titian or Corregio, it is because this great painter manifested

in his works his thought, his soul, his very life. To a

certain extent one can reproduce the system of composition,

of style, of touch, and tone of the great masters ; but how can

we hope to grasp the fire of that genius which gives principal

value to their inventions ? Besides, of what use would it

be ? To imitate is to weaken. . Every imitator has been

fatally condemned to remain below his model. If he were but

nearly the equal of the great men he copies, would he think

of imitating them ? In art none can walk on the road marked
out by genius ; it is effaced and leaves no mark, like the wake
of the sea. Dietrich.— called by himself and by some of his con-

temporaries Die'tricy ; so little original was he as to deny his

own name— is a striking proof of the truth of this a.xiom.

There is not one of his innumerable pasticcias which can

be advantageously compared to the original works which have

inspired them ; and we must ascribe to courtesy, or to natural

self-love, the judgment of a contemporary who says :
—" He

is with these masters all that he wishes to be ; he feels himself

the beauty of their productions. Always full of his subject,

a master with an easy pencil, he renders with warmth the

sentiment he feels, and adds original beauties to those which
strike him in the inventions of others."

We are perfectly well aware that painters of the very first

order of merit have delighted in manifesting the flexibility of

their pencils, and have painted in the manner and in imita-

tion of all masters, with such success that they have placed

the judgment of connoisseurs at fault. We are perfectlj' well

aware that this peculiar talent gained for Teniers the name of

the Proteus of painting. But if Teniers had not combined
with this one style of merit that of excelling in the style

' This Frederick Ilagedum was the brollicr of Ciiarles Christiaa

Louis, author of several worlss on painting.

peculiar to him, he would not have become immortal. It is

not because he copied in one picture the whole gallery of

Philippe IV., that he is placed in the front rank of the

masters of the Flemish school. lie owes his most solid glory

to those grotesque /f«j/asms in which the spirit of the author

is seen revelling in the free outline, and in the rapid and light

touches, of his magic pencil.

We must not, however, for one moment suppose that

Dietrich never did anything from his own inspiration—from

his own genius, and that his individuality is never brought

out. Even in his pasticcios he has not been able so to dis-

guise himself as that it is impossible to recognise him. In

vain has he abdicated his nature. In him is always found the

German master : the pieces which are called his masterpieces,

like the " Flight into Egypt," and the " Commimion of St.

Jerome," belong rather to the precise and pointed style of

Van der Werlf, of Elzheimer, of Poelemberg, than to the school

of bold colourists, such as Rembrandt, Rubens, and Salvator.

His design is often wanting in grace; we can find fault with

certain stiffness in his draperies ; his touch is dry and thin ;

his colouring is wanting in brightness and sharpness.

These defects, easily noted by an experienced eye, in divers

.

degrees, in all the works of Dietrich, are especially to be re-

marked in his original works. The picture which is to be

seen in the Louvre, and the subject of wliich is taken from

the Scriptures, representing " Christ and the Woman taken in

Adultery," gives a very good idea of the qualities of this

painter, and of the imperfections of his talent. By his elabo-

rate study of Rembrandt he had acquired a most incontestable

power of disposing of light and shade. Thus, on the canvas

we allude to, the woman, who is the piincipal personage of

the picture, is lighted up brilliantly. She forms, so to speak,

a luminous circle, of which the rays glide somewhat weak-

ened uptjn the figure of the Saviour, and are lost by a series

of learned effects—are melted away, in fact, in the two corners

of the picture where stand the groups of old men.

The colouring of this canvas is harmonious, the touch warm
and rich, though in some places thin ; but the opposition of

lights and shadows wants frankness, and thence it arises that

the effect of the whole is weak. The drawing is poor in

expression ; the physiognomies, especially that of Christ, are

wanting in elevation and life. The features of the young

woman are charming in grace and Germanic candour ; but

this face, faithful mirror of a soul scarce woke to sensation,

belongs rather to an innocent virgin than to her whose sins

were forgiven her, and unto whom He said, " Neither do I

condemn thee
; go and sin no more."

This form of a woman was to Dietrich one of those types of

beauty which the artist prefers to all others, and the image

of which is renewed on all occasions by his pencil. It is found

in another work by the same artist, engraved by Schmidt in

1775, where we see " Sarah leading her servant Hagar to the*

aged Abraham;" it is also seen again in the Virgin repre-

sented in " The Flight into Egypt." Though the form and

conception of " The Woman taken in Adultery " belong

properly to Dietrich, he could not help yielding here^ as else-

where, to his intense love for imitation ; the personages who
surround Clirist are quite in the style and after the manner of

Rembrandt ; and we might apply to it the rather bold words

of Michael Angelo, who said to a young painter, after admiring

his work :
" This is a very clever work, will please everybody,

and make the reputation of the artist ; unless, indeed, the

varied authors of limbs and arms, and hands and legs, were

each to claim their own. A pretty state of things indeed

would then ensue !

"

Dietrich, as laborious as any of the masters whom he took

for a model, has left a great number of etchings. He
has perhaps shown more ability in wielding his point than

his brush. Unfortunately, his engravings, like his pictures,

are copies. The great library of Paris, in its wonderful

collection of engravings, possesses two proofs of the two first

pieces engraved by Dietrich. One represents a strand on the

borders of the sea, the other a scene in country life. In these

first attempts it appears that Dietrich intended to follow in
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the track of Van dcr Velde, when that gi-eat master himself
was yet scratching the copper with an inexperienced ha/id.

The timid point glides over the plate, the lines are as tine as

hairs, and the whole is a confused mass. Later, in 1731, a
" Christ Preaching " is executed in quite another taste ; the
point is heavy, the dashes stiff and symmetrical, a little

in the ancient German style. But we must not be unjust
enough to judge our artist from the works of his youth. The
true Dietrich, considered as an engraver, exists in those plates

where he has imitated the portraits and the religious com-
positions of Rembrandt, the landscapes of Everdingen, the
rocks of Salvator. If some of these productions are beautiful

enough to make us sometimes doubt the name of the author,

it must be owned that the etchings of Die'tricU, now fine and
light, now energetic, are presently too black and too overloaded
with shadow.^, failing in the magic and wonderful effects of

the painter of L'jyden. And then how could he succeed—he,
a German artist, cold in imagination and patient by nature—

•

in discovering the audacious fancy of the point of Rem-
brandt? But his landscapes, in the style of Everdingen, of
Ruysdael, and of Salvator, his imitations of Ostade and of
Berghem, are admirable. It is much and always to be
regretted, that he did not finish his "Christ Healing the
Sick." The cooipos-iiion of this engraving is combined with
great art. If Dietrich could have completed it, there is no
doubt that it would have been remembered as his beit work,
as his masterpiece.

When we consider wiih what attention the portrait of
Dietrich, painted by himself, is executed, we are very much
Struck by the gentle and placid beauty of his countenance. A
calm intelligence beams upon his lofty forehead ; but in his

eyes, large and pure, one is easily able to detect rather a
sagacious and frank mind and character, than a profound
soul. The inward iUme of genius is not seen, but a delicate

sensibility, accessible to every impression from without.
Nature seems to have written his destiny in his face. In the
history of the arts, as in literature, celebrity is the lot of only
those men who are gifted with a rare and positive original

inspiration. Really great painters have been distinguished
fi-om each other by such marked characteristics, that none
could fail to recognise them. It was upon condition of bein"
unique, to speak in his own style, that each obtained his

brevet of celebrity. Their names even cannot be pronounced
without recalling to the mind the idea of perfection in one of

the essential branches of art. Dietrich was not one of these.

By very opposite qualities, he has saved liis name from
oblivion. Gifted with the surprising faculty of taking, like

old Proteus, every form, and every appearance, he is like

everybody, and he is never like himself. But he often carries

pasticcio to such perfection, that he astonishes even those
whose severe taste rejects these imitations as plagiarisms
unworthy of his genius.

To compare and paint in the style of others, is properly to
make what is called a pasticcio, a kind of art which we
must not confound with a mere copy. Good copies of a
master are often precious objects, because they multiply and
spread abroad the noble pleasure one has ingazing upon a
masterpiece. Clever and faithful, the copyist gives us the
facsimile of a picture much better even than the enTaver,
because he gives character to the design, to the composition, to

the justice of the cAioroscuro—that is to say, of the effect, the
qualities of tone and touch so agreeable for us to survey. The
pasticcio, on the other hand, never gives anything but a
false idea of the original master to those who knew him not,
and only inspires regrets in those who know him. Unless
you rise to the ranks of tho-e sublime painters who take their
property, as Molicre says, where they find it, or who, as

\ oltaire says, kill their men, it is rare that you do not weaken
the ideas of others when you steal them. As for the painter
Dietrich, we may quote the words of the poet :—

"Coloriste aujourd'liui, demain ck'ssinateur,

Et, meme en inventant, toiyours imitutour,

DiclricU fut tour-ii-tour Van Ost-nde, Correge
;

De Protee, en sQu art, il cut le privilege,

Kt sat, dans ses tableaux, fleuri, guave ot graud,
Kccommciicer Walteou, rJelcmbcrg et Rembrandt." •

Dietrich has engraved about two hundred subjects, of which
copies are very rare. lie has treated subjects from Bible
history, and profane story ; he has engraved half figures and
head studies, pastoral scenes, views, and landscapes.

In Bible history he has engraved nineteen subjects ; amongst
which the most remarkable arc " Lot and his Daughters,"
" Abraham Sacrificing Isaac," " Isaac on his knees before the
Pile," " Abraham Sacrificing the Ram—these four plates no
longer exist—" Christ surrounded by the Doctors," twenty-six
iigures

;
" Christ healing the Sick," also with twenty-six

figures ;
" The Descent from the Cross," with nineteen figures

;

" St. James Preaching in a Village," with seven figures •

" The Nativity," and " The Flight into Egypt," in the style
of Rembrandt.

In profane story he has many. " Venus on the Rocks,"
imitated from Poelemberg ;

" The Combats of the Tritons,"
in the style of Salvator Rosa; "The Satyr and the Passer,
by," from Jordaens

;
" The Spectacle Dealer," six figures, in

the style of Van Ostade
; "The Knife grinder and the Cobbler"

(p. .3(51),. "Tne Dealer in Poison for Rats" (p. ;i.3:i), "The
Dentist," " The Quack," all in the style of the same master ;

" Belisarius Begging," a very rare and beautiful engrav-
ing; and "The Dinner," a piece equally rare and equally
admirable.

Subjects in half figures and heads are " The Strolling
Musicians" (p. 360), engraved in the style of Rembrandt, and
imitated from Van Ostade; " The Tea Party," " The Dutch
Priest," " The Jlonk with the Beard," " The Man with
Moustaches," " An Old Man standing erect ;" and heads of
women and children.

Pastoral scenes, views, and landscapes are " Young Girls at
the Entrance of a Cavern," " Herdsman leaning on a Cow"
these two compositions are imitated from Poelemberg—" A
Shepherd tending his Flock," from Berghem ;

" Landscape
with Ruins ;" six landscapes ;

" The Chapel," "The Wooden
Bridge" (p. 3.56), "The Flock," "The Lake," in the style
of Salvator; "A Cowherd, with a stick in his hand;"
" Two Hermits," "Two Peasants;" "Studies of Animals:
He-Goats, She-Goats, Rams, Sheep, Lambs, the Goatherd,
and three Goats."

The nineteen pieces from Holy History were sold at the
Royal sale for £1 1 in 1817.

Most public galleries in Europe possess pictures by Dietrich.
The Louvre has " The Woman taken in Adultery," which

was only valued at £2i in ISIG.

Belgium has the portrait of the artist, engraved, in 176.:, by
Schmuzer. It is given at page 333.

The Museum of Vienna has " The Shepherds," a night-
piece, signed and dated 1760; and "The Adoration of the
Shepherds," another night-piece, executed the same year.

The Royal Pmacothek Museum of Munich is richer. It
has five pictures by Dietrich :

" Lazarus in the Bosom of
Abraham," " The Avaricious Man in Hell," " A Landscape
on the Sea Shore," " A Landscape, with Fishermen's Huts "

" Two Blind Men leiding one another."

At Dresden there are fifty pictures by this master, of which
the principal ones are :

" A Man, a Woman, smd a Boy Feed-
ing some Sheep," in the style of Bassan; " The Portrait of
the Mother of Dietrich," " The Adoration of the Magi,"
" The Presentation to the Temple," " The Prodigal Son,"
" The Marriage Feast of Cana," " A Pastoral Scene," in the
style of Watteau ;

" A Flock of Sheep and Goats, guarded by
the Shepherd and Shepherdess," " A Holy Family, by the
light of a Linthorn," " Christ Curing the Sick," " Christ
on the Crv-ss," " Mercury and Argus," and " Nymphs
Bathing."

• To day a colourlst, to-morrow a sketciier, and e\on when inventing
alw.nys an imitator, Dietrich was in turns Van Ostade and Curregio.

In the arts he luirt the privilege of I'roleus, and was (Me, in hit llowiry,

sweet, and grand pictures, to r*rrocluce Watteau, Poelemberg, and
Itembraodt.
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A few prices at different ^sales may be interesting.

Blondel de Gagny, 1776. " Two Landscapes," £13.

Sale of the Prince de Conti, 1777. The " Flight into Egypt,"

£91; " The Bathers," £166; "Twelve Women, in a Land-

scape," £95.

Sale of Kandon de Bnisset, 1777. ''A Landscape," with

animals, £7^.

Cardinal Fesch"s Sale, 1849. " Flight into Egypt," £.')7.

The pictures represented in our pages give various instances

of his style.

The first is the little cut, representing a " Dealer in Poison

for Rats "
(p. 3.5.3). This is a clever production—man, dog,

dress, rats, are all in keeping,

"The Knife- Grinder and the Cobbler" (p. 361) is a very

THK sritOLLtXQ MUSICIANS. rUOM A PAINTING BT DIJTRiCr,

Sale of Marin, 1790. Two fine "Landscapes," £81; two

others, £33 ; another, £20.

Sale of Lanjeae, 1802. Two " Landscapes, with Bathers,"

£69.

Solirene Sale, 1812. "Resurrection ol Lazarus," £83.

Laperiure S.ale, 1S17. "The rest of the Holy Family,"

£70.

Sale Lenoir .Dubreuil, 1831

Temple, £-57."

able picture. The cobbler in his stall, the cat above, and the

queer old knife-grinder, are all faithfully given. The colour-

ing of this is very rich, and the play of lights and shades very

forcible.

" The Halt of the Holy Family "
(p. 364), though ably

painted, is defective in costume. The Virgin in her dress is

too like an It.alian peasant girl, while the infant Jesus is

The Presentation to the perfectly Dutch. It is also, however, an able painting in

the "iolouring.
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"The Strolling Musicians" (p. ."ifiO) is witty in conception

and ably carried out. Tlie players are vigorously rendered,

and the cliiarosciiro is admirable.

" The Flight into Egypt" (p. 357) is to a certain extent

powerful ; but, though not wanting in chiaroscuro and general

tone, is defective in the figures.

" The Wooden Bridge (p. .3.56) is pretty, tasteful, and
original.

Smith, in his Catalogue, gives the following observations on

Dietrich :
" Many very clever pictures, from the pencil of

this painter in the style of llembrandt, partly merit him a

place in the present list. lie was born at Weimar, in Saxony,

the court of Dresden to send him to Italy. Jlow long he
studied in that fur- famed school, or what were the important
advantages he derived from it, does not readily appear in

his works, for these reflect the style and peculiarities of other
masters' pictures, as Kembrandt, Poelemberg, Ostade, and
Salvator Rosa; but those of the former artist appear to have
made the greatest impression on him, for he imitated them
so servilely, that even his original compositions have the

appearance of being, in many instances, copies from his

favourite painter's picture. Two of his finest productions

oi this man, representing a ' Crueilixion ' and the ' Entomb-
ment,' brought some years ago in public sale upwards of

THE KNIFE-OalXOm AND THE COBBLIK. FROM A PAINTING BY DlEn:: 1,

in 1712, and having acquired a knowltdgo of the rudiments of three hundre 1 gu'noas ; and a picture by his hand, of very

his art from his father—a painter of very moderate abilities— superior merit, in the n:ann°r of .V. Ostade, tngraved by

and afterwards improved himself under Alexander Thiele, a Wille, under the title of the ' Musiciens Ambulmts,' is in the

landscape-painter, he gave such proofs of genius as to induce collection of Richa'd Simmonds, Esq."
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ANECDOTES OF THE LIFE OF MICHAEL
ANGELO.

The accession of Leo X. marked the commencement of a

period wasted in fruitless labour, in bitter regrets, and more

bitter sufferings, by the great Michael Angelo. It seemed to

have been ordained that, from time to time, the career of this

man should be like that of a torrent chafing in its channel of

rocks, but afterwards bursting out more free and bright tlian

ever. During nine years, however, the eclipse of his fortunes

was unbroken, and only one incident is recorded of him ; but

this was one alike honourable to his spirit as an artist and to

his feelings as a citizen.

The Academy of Florence had sent deputies to Leo X.,

petitioning him to restore to their country the ashes of Dante

Alighieri, the noble and unhappy exile, who, after reviving

the language and restoring the literature of Italy, had, two

centuries previous, breathed his last sigh at Ravenna.

Michael Angelo relieved his long days of compulsory indo-

lence, of sad monotony, by reading the songs of the Florentine

poet, marking with his pen on the margin all the passages

which struck his imagination. A\'hat an inestimable relic

this volume would have been, if it had not, like Ovid's last

song, been lost in thcwa!ers; for who, better than Michael

Angelo, could have illustrated and interpreted Dante ?

At the first intelligence which came concerning the em-

bassy, then on its way to Rome, the artist became excited.

With a generous enthusiasm, a vivid and ardent sympatliy

with genius, he joined at once in the work of reparation and

ju.stice. We may still read at the bottom of the original

petition, preserved in the Florentine archives, these words :
—

"I, Michael Angelo, sculptor, address to your holiness the

same prayer, and I offer to execute for the divine poet a

sepulchre worthy of his memory."

And Leo X., the ostentatious Maecenas, the vain patron of

letters, refused this magnificent offer, and deprived the world

of the monument which such an artist's memorial of the great

poet would have been ! But the whole Medici family, though

servile historians have endeavoured to exalt them, were sordid,

treacherous, and contemptible. We fully agree with the

author of a brilliant article in "The Eclectic Review," who
has assailed the betrayers of Florence upon that pedestal to

which they have been raised by the worshippers of success :

—

" History," he says, " has agreed to reprobate the treason of

Sforza and of the Visconti, but, with a traditional perverse-

ness, continues to applaud the Medici as benL-factors of Italy.

They the benefactors of Italy ! Florence alone, humiliated

and enslaved, is a suffering memorial of their crimes. But

turn from her to the pestilent Maremma of Sienna. That was

a beautiful salubrious tract, until Cosmo wasted it and trans-

formed it into a deadly marsh. Fever-breeding swamps

exist in the places where the republics cultivated fertile and

healthy plains. The Roman territories, from Ferrara to the

Pontine Marshes, have become bare and putrid since the

stagnation of industry ensuing on the decline of freedom.

Cosmo dried up the fertilising springs and streams of his

country, by hewing down the forests on the Tuscan Apennines.

Rocky deserts now exist where the pastures in ancient times

were rich with fleece, and a population of banditti derives its

descent from shepherds and cultivators of the soil. If, there-

fore, they are benefactors who make men happy, the Medici

have nothing to claim from the gratitude of mankind."

It was about this period, according to all the testimonies we

can collect, that the unhappy quarrel took place between

Raffaelle and Michael Angelo, the most eminent painters of

their age. Angelo met his rival on the steps of the Vatican,

surrounded by a crowd of scholars, and ironically exclaimed,

" You march like a general at the head of his army." " And
you," said the other, with fierce contempt, "go skulking

alone, like an executioner." Perhaps, however, we may
absolve the memory of the two great artists from much of the

stain cast by this quarrel ; for the fault is to be attributed to

that crowd of parasites who only sought their intimacy in

ordei to inflame their passions and flatter tlieir pride.

Meanwhile, Leo the Tenth died suddenly, carried off by

poison. If the arts in general lost a patron, Michael Angelo

at least had nothing to regret. The Florentine pope had
never bestowed friendship or aid upon his countryman.

However, no change for the better took place. Adrian the

Sixth, of Flemish origin, succeeded to the papal throne ; and

this was a misfortune for the painter. The new pontiff con-

ceived the strange and barbarous resolution of pulling down
the roof of the Sistine Chapel, because, he said, it looked more
like the roof of a bath than of a place of worship.

It was not, therefore, with sorrow that the painter saw this

pope and the next pass away—feeble princes, who never held

the sacerdotal sceptre until their hands began to tremble with

the weakness of approaching death. But the succession of

despots was unbroken. Florence again and again threw off

the yoke of those proficient traitors, the Medici; and the

seventh Clement, born from that hateful stock, when his

native city had once more become free, hired a host of bar-

barians to assail her. Their savage standards were soon per-

ceived flying on the summits of those sun-touched hills, whence

the beautiful city of Florence may be seen— a picture of de-

lightful houses and gardens, in the glowing Italian light.

Forty-four thousand men laid siege to the Tuscan capital.

Less than thirteen thousand defended her walls, during eleven

ihonths, with heroic fortitude. Eight thousand patriots died

in the breaches, and fourteen thousand of their enemies were

buried in the plains around. Now was Michael Angelo called

on to decide whether he should act as a painter or a man

—

whether he should offend a family of benefactors, or deny his

country. He hesitated not a moment. Being named a mem-
ber of the famous Council of Nine, and director of the fortifi-

cations, he proceeded round the city ramparts, and declared,

that unless vast preparations were made, the usurping Medici

would enter at their will. But the nobles of Florence, like

true oligarchs, were already conspiring to betray the com-

monwealth. They complained of the sculptor's vigilance

;

they said he wa» cowardly and extravagant, because they

knew he was faithful and sagacious. Their poisonous

tongues prevailed. Florence was already sufficiently cor-

rupted by her nobles to listen to their slanders. Michael

Angelo, therefore, indignant and ashamed, himself opened

a gate, returned to Florence, and remained in angry soli-

tude, like Achilles in his tent. When he was gone, the

Florentines repented. They sent messengers after him, by

whom he was found, lonely, sad, stern, and immersed in

dreams, in one of the most obscure little streets of the sea-

built city. They approached him with humble deference
|

they prayed him to forget the slight which the provisional

government had put upon him; they conjured him, in the

name of liberty and of his country, to return. He at first

resisted and refused, but in vain ; for they pressed him again,

and at length he consented. Once more, therefore, we see the

artist in Florence, a general, a strategist, at the head of the

defenders of his beloved city. It was too late. The last

hour of Italian independence had sounded. Charles the

Fifth, another of the hateful tyrants whom history flatters,

had thrown his sword into the scale. The artillery, by night

and by day, poured a storm upon Florence ; the bravest of

the citizens had already fallen. The old men and the women,

pale with hunger, decimated by famine, clothed in black, and

smeared with ashes, came together into the squares, or knelt

in the churches, and swore they would all die rather than

surrender. Michael Angelo had stationed himself on the

steeple of Santo Miniato. Two guns, pointed at the besiegers

and discharged incessantly, made his post conspicuous. They

fired furiously at the spot. He smiled with contempt, and

hung down immense draperies of cloth, which were more

effectual than stone in resisting the light balls which alone

could reach that elevated eyrie. Certainly, if Florence could

have been saved, Angelo would have been her deliverer.

Already his courage, his firmness, the resources of his mighty

genius, stirred and multiplied by the heat of patriotism and

the excitement of battle, had carried wonder and terror into

the enemy's ranks ; but Florence was even now lost, Sud-
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denly a cry of sorrow arose from the streets below; women
were heard shrieking ; the imprecations of the soldiers were
terrible. In a few moments all was explained. Malatcsta

had been corrupted by the Medici ; the infamous Valori had
sold his country. It is hard to say which was worse, the men
who paid, or the man who received the nefarious price of

treason : But the moral of the story would not have been

complete without its sequel. A capitulation had been signed,

opening the gates on condition of a general amnesty to be
granted by the conquerors. Let us see how the magnificent

Medici, the benefactors of Italy, kept their faith. Six of the

noblest citizens were immediately beheaded ; many others were

condemned, to exile or to the galleys. And these friends of

art hunted Michael Angclo about, searched his house from

the cellar to the roof, drove him from one concealment to

another, until the glorious artist was compelled to hide in the

lofty clock-tower of tlie church of San Nicholo del Amo.
At last, the Seventh Clement was artful enough to abandon

the pursuit. He knew that, if he laid hands on the artist,

supposing this to be possible, he would only be troubled by a

new prisoner ; while, if he granted him life and liberty, he
would have one enemy the less, and be able to claim the

praise of clemency, magnanimity, and so forth. So he par-

doned Jlichael Angelo. And not this only. He humbled
himself before him ; he made him all kinds of offers aild

promises, on condition that he would resume his sculptor's

chisel, and occupy himself without delay with the monu-
ments to Julius the Second, and Lorenzo de Jledici, that other

impostor whom it was, until lately, the fashion to eulogise

and admire.

On his return to Home, a new trial awaited Michael Angelo.

Tlie representatives of the Duke of Urbino, with that tenacity

which has characterised the followers of the law in all ages

and countries, revived the affiir of the tomb of Julius II., of

which we have already in a former article given the particu-

lars. The artist had no inclination to fall into the hands

of his enemies, and so came to terms with them, by en-

gaging to perfect the monument without further delay. He,

therefore, set himself seriously to his task. The design of

the mausoleum, which was originally intended to be the

grandest work of the kind ever executed, had been reduced to

that of a simple fai,-ade of marble upon one of the walls of " the

church of St. Pet'.r of the Bonds." The vain Julius himself

had chosen the spot in which his tomb should be placed. He
loved the name of the church, which had been bestowed by

Sextus IV., one of the first founders of the greatness of his

family. He himself had been its cardinal during thirty-two

years— and, as being elected pope, had transmitted the dearly-

cherished honour to his nephew. Some fatality, however,

seemed to forbid the eompletifn of the work, frequently in-

terrupted as it had already been. Numerous influences con-

spired, and of the whole abortive plan, nothing but a figure of

Moses was executed in a style worthy of its artist's name.

And this statue, beautiful and grand as it is, has been taken

from its original position, displaced from the point of view in

which it appeared in its proper character, and isolated from the

groups of which it was intended to form a porch ; and, there-

fore, produces little of the impression it was intended to create.

Had it been seated beside a gigantic tomb, amid a throng of

prophets and sibyls, as the artist desired, it would have been

an example of the solemn and grand in sculpture. Even as it

is, if you enter the church at nightfall, and contemplate by

the uncertain and lingering radiance of the evening that

superhuman apparition, your mind cannot rest calm when the

eye falls on the figure of Moses. He is seated like a demi-

god of the i.ncients in 01y;i;i ian majisty. One of his arms is

extended over the table of the law ; the other reposes across his

breast, Vi^ith the superb nonchalance of one who knows he has

but to frowm, to command obedience from the multilu'ie. A
thick and ponderous beard hangs down upon his enorm-ius

chest, like a torrent arrested in its course. The simple and

primitive character of this great shepherd of a nation is

typified in every development of his form—in every fold of

his vesture. The double intelligence given to him, since the

divine vision on the Mount, beams from the high, broad,

massive brow ; and power and benevolence combined seem
to speak in every lineament of the countenance.

"While Jlichael Angelo was employed upon his " Moses,"
Clement VII., like Julius wliom he was honotuing, troubled
him incessantly.

One day a messenger came to the artist, telling him that he
need not expect his customary visit. Clement VII. was dead.
He had leisure, just while the conclave was sitting, to elect a
new pope.

Paul III. was announced. He came, with a pompous
retinue often cardinals, to the studio of Buonarotti.
"Now," said the new pontiff, "I shall expect. Master

Buonarotti, that all your time will be given up to me."
" Will your holiness pardon me:" replied the sculptor; "I

have signed an engagement with the Duke of Urbino, by
which I have pledged myself to complete the monumental
tomb of Julius II."

" What !

" cried Paul ;
" it is thirty years since I formed a

wi.sh, and now that I am pope I am not to gratify myself.

"

" But my contract, holy father—my contract."

"Come, come; I will take the responsibility of that affair

upon myself. You shall execute three figures with your own
hand, and Other artists shall do the rest. I will answer for

the Duke of Urbino's consent. And now, my master, to the
Sistine Chapel ; there is a great vacuum there awaiting us."

What could l\lichael Angelo urge against a will so positive,

and so imperiously expressed • He completed, as best he
could, his two statues of " Active Life " and '' Contemplative
Life," the symbolical Rachel and Leah of Dante ; and, not

daring to make any profit from an engagement he wa's forced

to break, gave a large proportion of the sum he received him-
self to pay liberally the artists employed by him to execute

the rest of the work. Having thus brought to a conclusion

an affair which had cost him so much labour, vexation, and
perplexity, he threw himself, with all his enthusiasm and his

genius, into the execution of his vast design, "The Last

Judgment," the painting of which occupied him during little

less than nine years.

This picture, enormous and unique, represents the human
figure in every conceivable attitude ; it depicts every senti-

ment, every passion, all the infinitely-varied reflections of

fancy and thought, all the impulses and workings of the soul

;

with an inestimable profusion of forms, tints, and tones, such
as are found nowhere else within the domain of art.

In this v.-ork, Jlichael Angelo seems to have challenged

with his courage an infinite difficulty, which his genius over-

came. The object of this vast composition, the manner in

which it is conceived and developed, the admirable variety

and skilful distribution of the groups, the unsurpassable

boldness and force of the outline, the contrasts of light and
shade, the obstacles, almost insuperable, in the very nature

of the design, which he appears to have assailed as if in sport,

the happy power with which this prodigal variety and these

innumerable details are wrought and combined into one har-

monious whole—all these render "The Last Judgment" of

Michael Angelo a prodigy of painting. Immense as the surface

is, each part of the picture gains in effect by close study ; for

no cabinet-piece for the most fastidious amateur was ever more
lovingly retouched, or finished to more ex(, .isite perfection.

This magnificent work, after nearly nine years of labour,

was exhibited to the public on Christmas-d.iy, 1541. Michael

Angelo was then sixty-seven years old. Several anecdote8

are related in reference to his " Last Judgment."

The pope, it is said, objected to the style of representing

some of the figures, and sent to tell the painter that they must
*

be altered.

" You will tell Pope Paul," he replied, " to trouble himself

less with correcting my picture, which it is easy for him to do,

and to try and reform public manners, which he will find

more difficult."

The master of the ceremonies of the Vatican accompanied
the pope one day on a visit which his holiness paid to the

studio of Michael Angelo, when "The Last Judgment" was
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about half finished. This creature also would express his

opinion on the work.

"Holy father," he: said, "if I might utter my thoughts, I

would say that this painting is more tit for a tavern-room than

for the chapel of a pope."

Unhappily for the master of the ceremonies, Michael

Angelo was behind him when he uttered these words, and
lost not a syllable of the compliment paid him by Signor

Biagio. The moment, therefore, that his visitors were gone,

the artist sat down and drew a portrait of his critic, and

placed him among the " Lost Souls," under the flittering

character of Midas. This was a revenge suggested, perhaps,

by the practice of Dante, who punished those who offended

him by consigning them to his Inferno.

We may imagine the misery of the poor master of the

ceremonies, when he saw himself condemned in this way.

He threw himself at the pope's feet, begging for deliverance,

and for the punishment of the offender. But Paul professed

that he had no jurisdiction. And so Michael Angelo gratified

his malicious whim, and went on painting his great picture.

H.i.LT OF THE HOLY FAMILY.—FROM A PAI.NTIXQ EV lilET;:;(.H.

G A E 11 I E L M E T 'A U

.

To have seen a few pictures of Mtlzu, of Terburg, or of

Gaspar Netscher, is to have acquired fresh knowledge of the

manners of the Dutch citizen of the time of the Stadtholdtr, of

his costume, of his physiognomy, of his courtesies, of his

mode of life, and even of his style of thinking ; and this

knowledge is to be gained from such a study, as well as from
history and description. To be sure, the painting would be

unintelligible without the book ; for the pencil would create

mysteries without the pen, though it is the fashion among the

critics of art to say that their craft is superior to that of the

writer. But what would a whole gallery, as vast as the

Vatican, of historical portraits be worth, if the biographies of

the individuals did not exist r What would all the Sculptures

in Nineveh tell us, if the sacred and the classic recoids did

not interpret their mystical tongue: What frescoes could

have told us Iloman history, if Livy had not written? or

what painter could have left such a familiarity with old

Spanish manners as we have derived from the literary pictures

of Cervantes ? We cannot, therefore, agree with the few

artists who are able to write at all, that whole libraries ol

information are rendered superfluous by the paintings of one

master. No one will suspect us of a wish to depreciate a

branch of art, but it is just to that art itself to remember its

office, and not to claim the dominion in a realm which belongs

to another genius. From a picture we may learn the fashion

of a mantle or a boot, the style of ornamenting a chimney-

piece or a chair, the mode of wearing a beard or a wig ; but

the spirit and moral of all valuable history is still reserved
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e.xclus:vely for the pen
;
and the painter in this department spice was first collected for them, and when their exchanges

must be for ever subordinate, and illustrate what the superior began to grow opulent by the trade with Borneo and Suniatm
artist-of words and thoughts—describes and explains. In the pride of his feedom, after the yoke of Spain has been
Nevertheless, as we have admitted, such a painter as Gabriel broken, he appears before us, a formal < itizen, methodical in

Wffiii'reisiaiBlllliPiPw^

THE UNEXPECTED VISIT.—FEOM A PAINTING BY METZt;.

Metzu is, in some respects, an historian. He exhibits, in his life, and very systematic in the conduct of his affiirs.
dramatic groups, the n°.tional manners of his time. In his pic- His house is to him a world ; he gathers into this one place,
tures we see the Hollander of the age when the United Nether- around this pleasant centre, as many delights as were heaped
lands were first leaping the riches of the Indian isles ; when up in the ancient palaces of the kings of Ecbatana and Susa.
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The ships of his country—perhaps his own ships—have for

him traversed the ocean from one zone to another,— have

searched for porcelain and amber in Japan, for ginger in

Malabar, for pepper in Java, for precious canes and drugs in

Malacca. From the farthest parts of the world, the famous

islands of the Malays, they have brought him all that eould

enrich his home, benefit his family, and charm away the

dreariiiess of mind naturally inspired by the cold sky and

long winters of the north. Asia sends him its muslins, its

spices, its diamonds, its feathers of the bird of Paradise, its

ivory and camphor. The ices of the Pole have furnished him

with those splendid furs, to border the velvet mantle which

his wife or his eldest daughter is proud to wear, even in the

warmest apartment of the house. The birds, the insects,

the shells, and minerals of the remotest lands, fill his

cabinets, exquisitely arranged under covers of glass ; and,

protected in the same way, the rarest plants, the most

delicate Persian lilies, the sumptuous tulips, flourish

and are cultivated imder his inspection. Ilis furniture,

wrought with extreme taste, and preserved with the utmost

care, suffers no changes from the caprices of fashion, but is

transmitted from father to son, one generation after another.

The canopy of his bed is supported on pillars of carved ebony,

and hung round with drapery of green damask. Hanging

from the roof a mirror of gilded copper is twined round with

wreaths of elegant workmanship. The floors of the rooms are

waxed into beautiful lustre ; the glass is finely cut ; the lintel

of the door is richly carved ; the furniture shines with polish
;

and the light, at morning or evening, falls across bright varie-

gated tapestries, which moderate and harmonise it with the

tone of the whole interior. The manners of the Dutch at that

period, as well as the material physiognomy of their citizen

life, their interiors, their furniture, the luxury and decoration

of their apartments, are delineated in the pictures of Metzu

with a charming freedom, Avhich is the more attractive since

it appears to be entirely without effort on the part of the

painter. His walls, after a lapse of two hundred years, would

afford materials for the complete restoration of a Dutch inte-

rior, just as architectural fragments enable us to build up a

perfect temple of antique proportions. And the representa-

tion would be an interesting study, harmonising so faith-

fully as it would with the spirit of the seventeenth century,

with the climate and natural characteristics of the country

the manners of the inhabitants, and the historical circum-

stances associated with the fortunes of the merchant classes of

Holland, then the masters and leaders of the trade of the

world. And they to whom nothing is insignificant which

relates to the intimate life, the familiar habits of a people

that once filled the globe with the fame of their achievements,

will discover nothing puerile in such remarks or such details.

It is indeed delightful to enter, favoured by the painter

Metzu's introduction, one of those warm Dutch interiors,

which were, unlike the Italian houses of the same period, so

inaccessible to strangers. It is most frequently by a glimpse

through a window, opening in the centre of the piece, that he

admits us into the comfortable privacy of a fashionable lady's

boudoir, in which he allows us to surprise her in her graceful

morning attire, writing some important letter, or completing

her toilette, in expectation of a wished-for visitor ; or reclin-

ing on a couch and touching the stiings of her lute into the

expression of the thoughts and desires of her heart.

Metzu possessed a power of interesting, not only the eye,

but the mind, by the representation of the most simple acts of

domestic life. A lady engaged in sealing a letter, which a

servant is waiting to carry to the post, is a subject sufficiently

humble, yet, thanks to the finish and excellence of the work^
to the attentive care bestowed on the delineation of this occur-

rence, so common in " every-day life"—the picture attracts

and rivets our attention. If the painter's touch were less

precious, if the details were not so well chosen and so dis-

creetly managed, no one would pause a moment to examine

them. But it is impossible not to notice with care that which

the artist evidently conceived to be of such importance, and in

which the composition is so admirable, that the general effect

surpasses that of many ambitious pictures, possessing no

little merit. It is impossible not to feel curious ; not to ask,

" To whom is that fair lady, in her elegant negligee, writing so

careful a letter this morning, and so delicately pointing a sea

on the wax ? and what means that light but significant smile

on the lips of the waiting-maid who attends to carry away the

letter, standing with her apron rolled up, and her sleeves

turned above the elbows?" And in the background, the

closed curtains hint that the bed is still unmade ; and the

lady, in her half- completed toilet, tells us that she has passed

the night more in dreaming than in sleeping.

The expression, so to speak, of Metzu's pictures is often so

subtle that it is not caught at the first glance of the eye.

Dutchmen's faces, in general, appear imperturbably tranquil,

immoveably phlegmatic. It is no easy matter to discover in

them the latent smile or the reserved sentiment. But, upon a

closer observation, it will be found, that there is not one in

which, under an exterior perfectly calm, there is no play of

thought or feeling. Of course, this remark must refer solely

to the originals themselves ; for, in the engravings from them,

however faithful the engraver may have been, there is unavoid-

ably a loss ofsome volatile and fleeting essence, as itwere, which
the painter diffused over his picture,—some airy and spiritual

tcne, impossible to fix or copy, which was not created by the

use of any particular colour or form, but the absence of which,

intangible and indescribable as it is, denaturalises the work.

The solemn citizens of Metzu bear, in their placid counte-

nances, not the expression of indiffe;ence or ennui, but of

serene souls, in which enjoyment is produced by repose, con-

fidence, and content. We perceive at once that on this

surface, apparently so impassive, the least emotion would

leave its trace, and that the lightest thought could be inter-

preted to the sight by the almost imperceptible motion of

the lips and eyes. There is a young girl receiving a

declaration, in a charming picture called " A Lady tuning her

Guitar." Her eycs'are raised to look on the countenance of

her embarrassed lover ; a half-secret gladness beams through

her face ; something like self-love heightens the carnation on

her beautiful cheeks, more glossy than satin ; and a change

seems visibly coming over all her features. A Spanish lady

would not display this, so general would be the vivacity of

her countenance and the play of expression in her eyes. But

a fair Hollander is seldom disturbed from what Tasso would
call " the beautiful serene of her face ;" the angers or dis-

appointments of her soul only betray her into the expression

of a moderate melancholy, and the gratifications of a flattered

heart, which in others would produce a brilliancy of smiles,

mark her cheeks with a very gentle dimple. If we criticise

the valuable painting, in the collection of the Due de Choiseul,

which is known as " The Hunter's Return," the same delicacy

is noticeable in the expression of the lady, and the same

quietness in her attitude. Attired in a rose-coloured bodice

and a skirt of white satin embroidered with gold, she is look-

ing at a miniature and chatting with her maid, of whom we
know not ; but at the very moment her husband, coming

home from the chase, enters abruptly the apartment of his

lady. The con%'ersation in an instant is cut short ; the maid
puts her fingers on her lips, and her mistress, pretending to

play with the sp,iniel whom she strokes with her hand, awaits

with downcast eyes and unmoved countenance the first words
her husband is about to address to her.

There are masters of the Dutch school who accumulate

innumerable details in their pieces, but animate them with no
spirit whatever. They make the representation of manners a

pretext for a ridiculous assemblage of furniture, glass, lustres,

china vases, and all sorts of curiosities ; their interiors are

inconveniently crowded baziars. Metzu, on the contrary,

being a man of intelligence and taste, only brings into juxta-

position with his personages such things as are essential to

the meaning of his composition, to illustrate the adventure, or

explain the conversation. His skill in painting inanimate

objects was marvellous; but he never allowed it, like the

Pra!-Raphaelites of our own day, to draw him into a vulgar

deference to a vulgar taste ; and yet, how perfect was the
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finish he bestowed on such simplicities ! He could weave

over one of his floors a Turkey carpet, or elaborate the

"decorations of a gold or silver cup, or piint the transparency

of Bohemian glass, or of the wine that glowed and sparkled

half-way up to the brim of his crystal goblet ! Glasses, be it

remembered, were of great importance in his pictures, for the

life of a retired Dutch citizen was chiefly passed in smoking

and drinking, to dull his intellect, and to degrade him into

premature and unnatural imbecility. But we do not see

in Sletzu's pieces the heavy horn cups perpetually passed

from hand to hand by the peasants of Van Ostade ; his are

tine and elegant glasses, tall o-r shallow, such as were worthy

to be filled with Haarlem beer, glasses cut into octagons,

with prismatic edges, which seem richly to stain the light. In

some the chalice forms a cone reversed on the foot of a heron

or the neck of a swan, or ends in a trumpet shape.

One feature, particularly remarkable in most of tho pictures

of Metzu, is the shape of the chimneys of that period. In

general, the mantel-piece belongs to the Corinthian or Compo-
site order ; the entablature rests on columns of fine marble,

sea-green, gold-veined, or jasper-coloured. Sometimes it is

black and white. Frequently, instead of pillars, there are

Caryatides, representing creatures as beautiful women down to

the waist, but terminating in the form of fishes. Others are

carved in satyrs, such as we see in our gardens ; and a

specimen of this kind may be found in the collection of Sir

Robert Peel—a woman tuning her voice to her master's viol.

Occasionally the comic is enriched with a bas-relief after the

antique. The Italian Renaissance had imported into the

north those noble models of architecture which produced in

France the palace of Fontiinbleau, the chateaux of Anet
and of Blois, and in Spain the palace of Madrid. Gradually

this renewed taste for the antique spread into Holland,

where it flourished during the age of that Louis XIV. whom
stupid historians have denominated " great," a hundred years

after it had influenced the style of France. But such

chimney-pieces peculiarly suited a people like the Dutch, who
lived so much in the midst of their families ; and it is not sur-

prising that such great care was bestowed on the delineations

of them by a painter so intimate with their private life as

Gabriel Metzu.

In the love-scenes painted by Jletzu, the artist's intention

becomes at once apparent, from the care he has taken to make
his " Conversations " t:'te-n-tite. If there are three persons in

the piece, the third is insignificant ; it is some waiting-maid

or page, who brings in a letter on a tray, and looks askance

while retiring from the room. Generally music serves as the

pretext, or more strictly the preface, to the timid declaration

of the cavalier who leans on the end -of the chair on which
the fair young Hollander sits tinkling her guitar, listening to

his protestations, and considering what their value mav be.

Sometimes he holds a glass in his hand to aid his nervousness,

as we may observe in two charming compositions in the col-

lection of the late Sir Robert Peel—one of them entitled the
" Music- Master ;" or else he pretends to be trying the

strings of a violin ; but with all his thought intent on one
end, he seizes every occasion to interpose a word between
the notes. " Chamber-music was a new revelation to me,"
says the affected French author of a recent extravagance

;

" it explains to me the secret and the ideal of Northern
life."

There is something delicate in the compositions of Metzu,
and something more than delicate in the touch of his pencil.

But there is one singular characteristic of his pictures, which
critics have not often remarked upon. Tliere are scarcely any
in which we do not perceive a personage figuring, who,
apparently, was then considered essential to a " Conversation

Piece"—we mean the lady's dog, her spaniel with silky

flinks, who by his attitude and expression adds much to

our comprehension of the group. He tells us, in fact, what
the human figures leave unexplained. Let us, for example,

notice the piece called " A Charitable Lady." We are at the

door of a Dutch house, in a narrow street, and there are two
steps to mount to the entrance. A seat of iron-work is on the

right, and the mistress of the house is seated there, enjoying

the fresh air. A little beggar, passing along, has been asking

for charity, and the lady is giving alms with grace and good
humour. But Metzu, to show the temper of the household,

represents the dog standing on the steps. He, accustomed to

see poor persons come thither, regards the young mendicant,

not with vicious anxiety and restlessness, but with an air of

benevolence, so that the hospitality of that place is there

doubly illustrated. The whole composition is simple but
charming; a masterpiece of nature and sentiment exquisitely

coloured. The house is embowered with foliage ; a little

stream, another of the numerous canals of Amsterdam, runs

beside it by two shady rows of trees ; between we discern at a

distance one of the t.all, quaint clock-towers of the city. A
copper-plate glistens on the door, with the name of the

merchant who lives within engraven on it ; and there is also

a bright metal bell. And the name of the merchant dwelling

there is set forth as Gabriel Metzu, as if the artist would tell

us that he himself was the owner of this hospitable house.

In order not to pass over the details, which are so many
charms in the compositions of Metzu, we must notice the

ornamental varieties he has introduced into many of his cor-

versation pictures. It is not in useful articles or in objects tf

art that fashion has undergone most changes. In the seven-

teenth century the Dutch f'ramers afl'ected different kinds of

decorations, according to the importance of the painting and
the subject. " The Young Man writing a Letter," a beautiful

piece, in the possession of Mr. Hope, represents, suspended
from a wall, a picture with a frame most elaborately designed.

It contains large flutings, shells, marine plants, and leaves,

so intertwined and so rich, that our attention is fixed even on
this slight accessory. AVhether the design was the painter's or a

copy of something he had seen, it is certainly a fine suggestion.

Little is known of iletzu's life. Picture-histories give us

only the true date of his birth, which was in 1G1.5, and a fiilee

date of his death, which they, one and all, fi.-i in IGoS. This
error was excusable, because it had the authority of Arnold
Houbrakcn, who might have been supposed to be well-

informed. Metzu, he says, died at Amsterdam from the

effects of a surgical operation performed on him in his forty-

third year ; but it is clear that he survived the trial,

since several of his paintings bear a subsequent date. JIany

circumstances render it probable that IGC'J was the real year

of his decease.

W A T T E A r ,

Watteav was the painter of revels, dances, masquerades.
His frivolous pencil sought for such subjects as were described

in court pastorals, programmes, and books of ceremony. But
his delicacy of colouring, the graceful gaiety of the scenes he
represented, the ease and freedom of his joyous groups, gained
him admission into the Academy, with the title of Painter of

Gallant Feasts to the King,

The genius of this skilful colourist, developed very early by
an attentive study of liubens' works, was immediately turned
to the class of subjects in which he always principally

delighted. His reading was almost confined to pastorals.

interludes, operas, and ballctf. He had a strong taste, also,

for diversions and spectacles of every kind, and thus fostered

a natural inclination, which perhaps owed part of its strength

to the influence of one of his masters, Claude Gillot, painter

to the opera, who excelled greatly in compositions of a

grotesque character. All that is serious or thoughtful in the

productions of Watteau appears to have been the inspiration

of a later master, Claude Audran, the engraver.

AVatteau often drew outlines in red and black chalk, and
these studies, whenever they are to be found at the sale of

collections, tiniversally excite great emulation among the
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amateurs. These designs for the most part represent figures

in easy and careless attitudes, and were probably intended as

studies of groups to be introduced into larger pictures. Some-
times they are merely sketches of popular subjects, types of

character or costume, or every-day scenes. For this last

si)ecies of composition Watteau possessed no inconsiderable

aptitude, since he had the qualifications so essential to it

—

great power of observation, freedom in drawing, and a fine

but bold touch. He bequeathed nearly all of these designs to

four of his dearest friends—Henin, Harangin, Julienne, and
Gersaint. Julienne was his protector, and one of those who.

In the museum of the Louvre, we discover a few of the quaint

but ever-fresh and pleasant productions of Watteau. There
are always gazers admiring them, for his works are prCr
eminently popular, and have at different times been engraved
by some of the highest French masters in that art, by Audr.an,

Chereau, Boucher, and various others. The "Knife-Grinder,"
which we give in this page, is a fac-simile from a fine plate

engraved by Chereau, but of a much larger size, for a col-

lection of the works of "Watteau, published in two volumes
by Audran. The sketch is in the most simple style. The
subject is unpretending. There is only one figure—that of a

THE KKirE-5KINDER.— I liOM X PAINTIKO EV W.'.TTE.iU.

with Crozat and the Abbe Laroquc, originally brought him
into notice. Gersaint was a picture-dealer on the Bridge of

Notre-Dame—that famous spot in Paris, %vhence, in the age

of "Watteau, the artist could see an assemblage of buildings,

every one of which was picturesque enough to be the subject

of a painting. It was for him that AVatteau painted the

famous " Roof Sign," which, as soon as it was set in its place,

created such astonishment by its beauty, that the whole
population of Paris crowded to see it. It was ultimately pur-

chased for a very large sum by M. de Julienne, who hung it

in his own private gallery, but had a fine engraving of it

executed by Cochin.

poor grinder ; the only other objects are his rude implements.

Yet, in the natural ease of the attitude, the careful finish of

the countenance and costume, and the true expression, so to

speak, of the whole, there is something to fix our attention.

Of all French artists Watteau is the one who has most
imitators and really good copyists. Pater and Lancret suc-

ceeded in attaining distinction even by following the footsteps

of this master. In the gallery at Nancy there is a very beau-

tiful picture by one of Watteau's pupils, named Constance,

who may have been the painter of a piece in the Standish

gallery, which is attributed, in the synopsis of the Louvre, to

Watteau.
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ALEXANDER FRANCOIS DESRORTES.

,^v^\ ^€^

Cons and horses 'have always been the favourite animals

ae'.ected by artists for delineation. This is natural, especially

in the case of the dog, which has been a k'ni of friend to

man. The attachment and fidelity, the clever and surprising

Vol. I.

instinct of this creature, and its usefulness in so many ways,

create a sympathy for the canine race that can scarcely be

experienced for any other. It would be a wondrous

book which should tell all the tales of affection, of

fidelity, of cunning, of instinct, which are true nf this

beast. Whether we look at the brute as a shepherd's

companion, as the guard of the house, as the guide of

the blind, or the saviour of the perishing traveller in

the snow-drift ; whether we admire the fleet hound, the

beautiful Newfoundland, the magnificent Mont St. Ber-

nard, or the faithful cur, there is always something to

interest and captivate the attention. The quickness of

comprehension, the patience under fatigue, the acute

senses of the dog, are, on many occasions, wonderful. Is

it a matter of surprise, then, that painters have been

found to devote almost their whole energies, their entire

capabilities as artists, to the history of the dog? This

has been more the case in England than elsewhere.

Franijois Desportes was the first I'rench artist who

painted animals and hunting scenes. The French school

of painting, which had flourished about a hundred and

fifty years, had never thought of descending to animals

—

at all events, as the principal personages of a composi-

tion ; and after the Renaissance there was not, properly

speaking, one painter of domestic subjects in the whole

French school previous to the days of Desportes. It is true,

that Sebastian Bourdon had dashed off in his leisure moments

2 B
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some masterpieces, but it was simply to rest himself from his

great historical works. The Lenains, though really fond cf

country scenes, had only obtained indulgence for such de-

parture from high artistic notions by painting religious sub-

jects. As for Baptiste, who was a flower-painter, he treated

his subject in a showy style, and with so much nobility, that

the gentlemen of the Academy did not think him unworthy of

being one of their veneriible body, which, as elsewhere, was

generally made up of the second and third rates of art and

literature; just as, in the Academy of Paris, Lamartine i.s

not a member, Victor Hugo is not a member, and Alfred de

Musset is not a member ; while the Buke de Noaillos and,

with two or three e.xceptions, thirty and odd non-entities fill

the academic chairs.

It is a fact worth noticing, that the public and posterity

almost always give fame to men whom the learned cliques of

the hour never would condescend to notice. Every one can

tell of some genius of his own acquaintance, utterly neglected

by the world, recognised only by a limited number of discern-

ing friends. Learned associations and bodies never introduced

to the world either a Milton, a Shakspeare, or a Byron.

Even the literary fund of our own days does not fulfil its

mission, since those relieved are generally but the outsiders of

literature ; while many of those doing battle, and desperately

too, who might be saved from much pain and misery by

timely-offered aid, never receive anything from its over-

flowing and bursting coffers.

But genius and talent have a much better means of apprecia-

tion than the favour of cliques. The man wholly neglected

by the literary world, has but to appeal to the public, and if

there be anything in him, hewill be supported and appre-

ciated. To return, however, to the particular subject of this

article.

Fran(,'oi8 Desportes was the first who imported into France

the style which had been made illustrious and famous by the

Sneyders in Flanders and the Benedettos in Italy. To form a

painter of hunting scenes in France, it was necessary that he

should live in the days of Louis XIV., that vain and proud

monarch, and that he should have witnessed all the pompous
importance which, induced by the cunning calculations of his

intolerable pride, he gave to his own acts, his slightest

gesture, his fancies, and his pleasures. It really did not appear

too much in that day of courtly servility, that, because the

king honoured the art of venery so far as to force a boar or

hunt a stag, an eminent artist should come expressly to the

hunt, follow with his eye the movements of the pack, watch

the bounding leaps of the hounds, and paint the greyhounds

and curs of his majesty.

" We lost in 1743," says D'Argenville, " an excellent

painter in the person of Francois Desportes, born in 1661, at

the village of ChampigneuUe, in Champagne. His father, who
was a rich farmer, sent him at twelve years of age to Paris, to

one of his uncles, who was established in business in that

city. Poets and painters owe their extraction, not to any
particular name or family, but to the beauty and fame of

their works : that is their patent of nobility. During an
interval of sickness, immediately on his arrival in town, his

uncle gave him a drawing, which he copied in his bed. This
trial and attempt, though crude and unfinished, demonstrated
his taste for drawing, and he was put with Nicasius, a Flemish
painter. This master was reputed to be a very good animal-
painter." •

Nicasius was in reality a pupil of Sneyders, from whom he
had learnt the secret of that bold and unerring touch, that
art of distinguishing each animal by a dash of his paint-brush,
that talent of displaying by contrasts the colours and variety
of action, those terrible combats of wild beasts, and those hunts
with roaring lions, with bounding and furious tigers, with
wild boars defending themselves against a pack of panting
and torn dogs, which characterised his master. What Ni-
casius learnt from Sneyders, he transmitted to Franij'ois

* " Abreg!? de la Vic dcs jihis famcux Pciutres," vol. iv. p 232
Paris, 1762.

Desportes ; but the lessons of the Flemish painter, taking

root in the Frenchman's mind, became less wild and far more

temperate in their effects, What was the wild fire of genius in

Sneyders was graceful motion in Desportes ; the fury which

the proud comrade of Rubens infused into his animal-paintings

was easily varied and changed into a composition quite as

true, perhaps, but less warm and striking. The impulsive

fire of the master became, on the canvas of the facile French

artist, mere vivacity and quiet nature. Sneyders and Nicasius

had painted the hunts of heroes and demi-gods ; Desportes

produced the hunting scenes of noblemen 'and country

gentlemen.

Unfortunately, death removed Nicasius from the world ere

he had quite formed his able and interesting pupil. Still it is

easy to distinguish, in the freshness of colour of Desportes, in

his free touch, in his decided tones, that he took immediate

advantage of the advice and example of Nicasius. What is

certain is, that Desportes, though very young, would never

have another master. All that he did, when Nicasius died,

was to devote himself with redoubled energy to his art.

Resolved in his own mind to be a painter of hunting scenes,

he devoted his whole attention to all that could serve to

embellish his compositions ; it was with this view that he

drew the bas-reliefs from the antique which so often orna-

mented his pictures. He also studied figures from the model

extensively ; and when, at a later time, he painted portraits,

he felt the impression of his severe early studies, in which he

introduced, moreover, most of the objects which are furnished

to the painter by the observation of real nature : plants, fruits,

vegetables, animals of every kind, elephants, tortoises, ser-

pents, living and dead, landscape, and even grotesque effects.

He had not reached the age of thirty when his reputation was

made. "He gave himself up first," says D'Argenville, "to
all kinds of work undertaken by builders, whether roofs or

stage scenery, ornaments, animals, etc. ; and then he worked,

in concert with Claude Audran, a clever ornamental painter,

at the embellishment of the Chateau d'Anet and the Menagerie

of Versailles. Everywhere we find a fertile and lively genius,

full of truth and expression, a light touch, with an admirable

tone."

His first appearance in the world—that is, in the world of

fashion of the day—was not as a painter of hunting scenes.

Some Polish noblemen, whose acquaintance he had made in

Paris, and the Abbe de Polignac, ambassador of France

at the court of king John Sobieski, persuaded Desportes to

go to Poland. Presented to the king and queen, he painted

their portraits, and from that moment became a great favourite

at court. To be the king's painter, in the eyes of a courtier,

is to be the king of painters. Men of the most distinguished

character, and, amongst others, the Cardinal of Arquien
wished to have their portraits painted by the hand of Francois

Desportes. He was loaded with presents, above all, with
flatteries—it is so easy to respond to them when one is a

portrait-painter. This populaiity lasted about two years, at

the end of wliich time Desportes, who was a true Frenchman
in character, was carried away by an irresistible desire to

revisit Paris, which city, like all his countrymen, he believed

to be the capital of civilisation and art—an opinion not

merely entertained in his time, but still widely prevalent at

the present day.

Hunting, in the time of Louis XIV,, was an expensive

pleasure, more expensive, indeed, than at any subsequent
period, the subjects of that king seeking always to imitate the

gorgeous luxury of their master. Many a chronicler of the

time has alluded to the huge preparations made to kill a poor
deer. The king's venery formed a perfect army, which cost

millions per amium. The woods and forests in the neigh-

bourhood of Paris were carefully preserved and stocked with
deer, bucks, wolves, wild boars, and other animals. The
customs of the middle ages were revived, and Louis XIV., in

hunting, as in everything else, played the part of a heartless

and haughty tyrant. In summer the court went to Versailles,

to Meudon, to Compiegne ; in winter to RambouiUet and to

Fontainebleau. These last woods, silent, gloomy, and solitary
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during nine months of the year, became suddenly full of life,

activity, and noise. From every part of the forest came to the

rendezvous, the outriders seeking the wild beasts, detachments
of !/eiis d'armis, of servants in many-coloured liveries, of

elegant lords mounted upon foaming steeds, king's messengers,

chairs for the officers of hunting, carriages for the fair ladies

invited to witness the scene, pages on horseback, cross-bow

men, and the van containing the unfortunate deer. Behind
this came the pack of two or three hundred dogs, held in

leash by the king's outriders. The king always appeared last,

his presence being theatrically announced by some lord-in-

waiting.

Desportcs, having again given way to his taste for paint-

ing animals and hunting scenes, was created by liOuis XIV.
historiographer of the chase to the king, and with that magni-

ficence which was so familiar- to him, because it cost him
nothing, Louis generously presented him with a pension and a

free lodging in the Louvre. If any animals were sent from India

to the menagerie of Versailles, if any rare birds were presented

to the king, Desportes was immediately requested to paint

them. Attending all the royal hunts in his official capacity, he
followed every act of the drama on horseback. He caught at

the most interesting moment the attitudes of the dogs, th.cir

motions, their bounds, the deer at bay, the harkaway, and the

death scene. When he had thoroughly seized the whole
combination of lines and figures necessary to the complete

realisation of his picture, he went to the kennel, .and drew
from nature the handsomest dogs of the pack, and when he
had sketched four or five upon a sheet of paper, showed
them to the king, who, recognising them, instantly took great

delight in pointing them out by name. 'V\'hen he was satisfied

with merely studying the structure of animals, .their phj-si-

ognomy, and the model of their forms, he contented himself

with a charcoal drawing upon tinted paper without many
shadows, the whole relieved with white chalk. Sometimes
he caught them successfully with a pen and a little wash
of India ink. But as most of his studies contained

the elements of his picture, he took care to colour them,

because he was thus able to prepare the exact tone as well as

the outline. He then transferred his drawings to a coarse

. thick paper in oil—very excellent practice, iCit is executed at

one sitting. We have seen some very beautiful studies of

dogs by Desportes in varied crayons of exquisite beauty ; all

amateurs have admired in these brilliancy, warmth, a careful

and, at the same time, fanciful touch, as well as a close

imitation of nature.*

When a painter is protected by a king, even should he be

clever, he is always received into the Royal Academy of

Painting. Fran(,'ois Desportes was admitted as a member of

this institution on the 1st of August, 1699; he was then

thirty- two years of age. His reception-picture is a cele-

brated piece. It represents him standing nobly in the attitude

and costume of a hunter ; and he has availed himself of this

opportunity to display in union all his versatile talents. We
see a magnificent dog, of the pointer breed, with elastic and
muscular limbs, who, looking up at his master, as if to examine
his countenance, charms us like a creation in some far more
nteresting department of life. At the feet of the hunter lie

quantities of game, hares, pheasants, loxes, drawn with won-
derful truth, in fine outline and dear relief, but all properly

subordinated to the main figure of the composition, the hunter,

himself, a noble full-length portrait. He is leaning on his

gun, which he holds in one hand, while with the other he
impartially caresses a group of beautiful dogs. In the record

of the Academy's proceedings we find a raemorandutn of

Desportes' election, in 1704, as a member of the council—no
inconsiderable honour, as it gave him a share in the power of
distributing publicly the honours and rewards of the national

art. His son, Claude Francois, also, at a later period, enjoyed
a similar distinction.

• DcMiiptlou do r.icademie Rnyale. ili < ,,i is m- pi uuure ct de
sciilpturc, par feu M. Guerard, .secretaire iierpclucl Ac la dito
Academic. Paris, 1715.

That simplicity, that perfect interpretation of nature, which
was the great virtue of Desport's' art, was not only charac-
teristic of his small and more l^nished cabinet pieces : it is

observable also in the large, elaborate, and more poetical
productions. Yet there is never any conventionality in his
works

; never any trace of artistic dogmatism, by which we
mean the pedantic insisting upon a set of stereotyped rules or
canons, which form the technicalities by which inferior minda
are trammelled. Intending to represent all the various in-

cidents connected with the chase, from the figure of a sleep-
ing dog to the animated tableau of the pack closing at full

cry upon the victim, he allowed Nature, as it were, to preside
over the design of his picture. He observed, and what he
observed he reproduced on canvas, adding nothing from
fancy, yet softening the crudities of the real scene by touches
more truthful than imitation itself. In the beautiful speci-

mens contained in the Louvre collection—"A Dog pointing
at a Partridge," and " A Dog pointing at Pheasants "—we
recognise details which tell at once that the artist was him-
self a sportsman. He paints dogs as Audubon painted birds

—under the arches of the forest, in the natural studios where
genuine art is most familiar and m.ost at home. He seizes

the sudden fixed expression of the creature's eye as it dis-

covers the object of search, and as it is caught he paints it. A
nervous contraction is visible in the animal's limbs, an eager

anxiety expresses itself in its attitude ; and to this menacing
steadiness of the dog, with what subtle ingenuity does the

painter oppose the trembling humility of its prey, crouching,

and expecting vainly to escape its enemy by hiding low

and quietly in the grass. Oudry,* another painter of hunting

scenes, was the successor, we may almost say the contempo-

rary, of Desportes. It is not easy, at the first glance, to dis-

tinguish their works ; for the peculiarities consist, not in

deeply toned shades, or strongly marked outlines, but in

those less perceptible tones, which mark the paintings of the

two artists. Xor is it astonishing to find this general simi-

larity, when we remember that the incidents of a chase are

not in themselves very varied ; the subjects of such a painter's

representations are, indeed, nearly always the same. In

addition to this, they had both derived their instructions and

their inspiration from the same sources ; they were pupils in

the same school. Oudry derived from Largilliere the prin-

ciples of the Flemish masters, and Desportes, as we have

already stated, was a disciple in the second degree of the

celebrated Sneyders. Nevertheless, a closer examination

reveals the difference between the works of these two painters.

Desportes has an easy, free, abounding genius ; he atten-

tively remarked the aspects of nature, and he painted them
as if by instinct; in fact, he diffuses over his pictures more
of native grace and beauty than of scientific touches or

reflection. Oudry, on the other hand, has an able pencil ; ho

is a connoisseur who knows all the resources and varieties of

his art ; he is expert in the distribution of shadow and light

;

he combines his personages and objects into striking groups,

and there is a unity, according to academical rules, in his

productions for which we vainly seek in the works of Des-

portes, who was, as Montaigne would have said, an ofi'-haud

painter. He belonged to that generation of exuberant and

glowing spirits, who, with a true spontaneous genius, appeared

in the seventeenth century to invest its formal models with

all the bright and rich drapery of the sixteenth. As a colour-

ist he preserved, in a greater degree than Oudry, the traces of

his Flemish teaching. The latter is often cold, gray, and

monotonous ; the former almost invariably fresh, vivid, and

cheering, bringing out his tints most effectively through a

transparent medium ; and it is owing to this fact that his

works, at first sight, seem to have more finish than they

actually possess.

No doubt it is true, that Oudry, as an artist, possessed

talents which did not belong to Desportes ; he understood

better the arrangement of a grand scene ; he elevated into a

more poetical creation the object he was painting. But how

WoHKs of Kmi.nest M.i.tTEiis, vol. i. p. 321.
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charming is Desportes in his naive way ! His very dogs are

graceful, lively, and elegant ; his birds fly lightly and
buoyantly through the air. There are in the Louvre two
pieces, each representing a cock-fight ; the one by Desportes,

the other by Oudry j for they were barbarians enough to think

these exhibitions, disgraceful to any but savages, worthy
of the efforts of their pencils. Oudry has placed his bel-

ligerent birds with somewhat more skill than his rival ; one

of them lies on its back, endeavouring to strike with its

powerful claws at the other, which has thrown it down. Its

plumage is brilliant and dazzling ; the motion of its wings,

of which one is thrown upwards so as to assume a pyramidal

shape, is full of grandeur and power. These striking qualities

are not observable in the composition of Desportes. He was
unable to give to his bellicose scene so fiery an aspect, such

a fierce mimicry of passionate human war. But the introduc-

Since he succeeded in carrying to such marvellous perfection

the humble branch of art to which he dedicated all his

energies, there is no reason to dispute the probability of his

having attained high excellence had he selected another

branch. We are ourselves of opinion, however, that he

understood his own talents perfectly, and went the length of

his genius in delineating the hunting-scenes peculiarly adapted

to the disposition of his mind.

The number of Desportes' productions was immense. From
the day on which the celebrity of his name had opened to him
a fortunate career, in the decoration, in high art, of panels,

sideboards, and designs for doors and walls, he continued to

labour without ceasing until he attained the age of sixty

years. He, with Claude Audran, ornamented the Chateau of

Anet, the menagerie of Versailles, and the palaces of Marly,

Meudon, Ninette, and Fontainebleau. This last is one of the

THE WOLF HUNT.— FROM A TAINTINQ BY DESPORTES.

tion of a crowd of fowls, witnesses of the affray, terrified by
the shocking combat which is taking place " in their honour,"

adds to the scene a piquancy, and a tone of delicate irony, similar

to that which we discover in the exquisite fables of Lafon-

taine, and we cannot but give our preference to this, deficient

as it is in the high science which marks the rival composition.

It has frequently been remarked, and not, we think, without

some justice, that had not Desportes confined his efforts to

the lowest department of art—such as dog and fowl-painting

confessedly is—he might have ascended with success to the

superior, devoted to the painting of fruits or flowers, and
still nature. He did not find it difficult to mix upon his

palette that rich vermilion, soft as velvet, required by fish, by
the feathers of some birds, or the pale though glowing tints

of gold, such as would have been needed had he taken the

frtiitage or the flowers of the East as objects for imitation.

most charming retreats in France; itstlf a picture, wiih the
splendid forests sweeping round, the artificial lakis, the

parks, the green and pleasant hills, the rocks heaped up in

enchanting confusion, affording landscapes, fiom the midst of

which we pass into the long quaint galleriei in which Napo-
leon delighted, to find the most radiant spots in Italy, the

palace-crowned isle of Isola Bella, the banks of the Arno and
the Rhone, and the lakes of Como and Maggiori, interspersed

amid snug Dutch interiors and hunting pieces, by Sneyder,
Oudry, and Desportes. In 173.5, this painter received a com-
mission to execute eight large designs intended for the restora-

tion of some of the Gobelins tapestries. Amid these we find

one of his best productions, "A Stag at Bay." But it was not
only in France that his pictures were appreciated and admired.
He came to this country with the Duke d'Aumont, ambassador
of Louis XIV., and left behind him many very agreeable and
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talented compositions, amongst others " The Seasons," besides

a name which was soon familiar and popular all over Europe.

His pictures were, indeed, to be seen everywhere— in London,

in Poland, at Munich, at Vienna, at Turin ; and not long ago,

M. Viardot discovered some in the museum of the Hermitage

at St. Petersburg. * This great and wonderful fertility is the

less surprising when we reflect that Dcsportes lived eighty-

two years, dying in 17 !! ; and that he worked until an extreme

old age with perfectly juvenile ardour; for never in any one

of his productions does he show anyj falling ofl'. The Abbe

de Fontaine calls him the Nestor of painting.

The able and talented painter was also a worthy and good

man. He married at thirty, was a good husband, and retained,

in a profligate time and under the influence of a vicious court.

in France. They arc no longer venerated or respected by the

nation. They have vanished from popularity with the monar-
chy and the hunts. There is nothing of the old attachment
to royalty now left in France. Men may call themselves
monarchs, but they will never occupy the same place in

the feeling of the nation as before the memorable year li

1789. Call a man emperor, king, president, he is still in

reality only the ruler by the choice of the nation. The old
solemn divine-right feeling has gone out with powder and
paint, drawing-room abbus, and the Bastile. It cannot be
revived. The admiration for IHsportes, then, will be alwija
in part simulated. But if we carry ourselves back to the
days of Louis XIV., of royal pleasure and pomp, we can
comprehend the vast importance of pictures which, blazoned

l)0(iS AM) PAUTlLtDtjES.— lUOM A PA1NTIN(J IIV I)ESroI^'U;S.

the character of a man of honest and irreproachable life. He
was extremely amiable, always lively, and perfectly simple in

character. His physiognomy as seen in his portrait is that of

an accomplished man, who was easy and pleasant in his man-
ners. Delicate and proud, he had a great objection to the

impertinent familiarity of fools. One day a moneyed man
was boasting of his riches before many people, in an ex-

tremely offensive way. Desportes listened to him quietly for

some time ; but at last, irritated by his impertinence, cried

out, " Sir, I could any day be what you are ; but you can
never be what I am."
The time, however, for the pictures of Desportes is past

• Les Musees d'Allemagne et do Kussic, par Louis Viardot. 1844.

on the entrance hall of the Muette, on the grand staircase oi

of Meudon, ir. the vestibule of the Castle of Compiegne,

recalled everj- act of the hunting drama to old hunters, to

the lively ladies who joined the chase, and to their gentle-

men and pages.

It requires a considerable exercise of imagination to look

on the wild boars, deers, and dogs of Desportes with the same
eyes they were looked upon by Louis XIV. and the lords of

his court, before old age in the king made it fashionable to

despise mundane pleasures. We are actually compelled,

when gazing at his pictures, to carry ourselves back a

century, or to condemn them, especially in France, as out of

place. It is a fact which artists would do well to ponder on,

that many pictures lose much when they are seen in a time
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and at a place which are not suitable to their being properly

comprehended. They want the " local colour," the inspira-

tion of the time. Who but a turf-man admires the portrait

of a race-horse ? But these pictures, arranged in vast galleries,

where they are preserved because of their origin and for the

love of art, the works of many masters resemble some of the

heathen gods, for whom the Roman Pantheon was opened, and

which, when once they were within the temple, lost the same

day their private altars, their worship, their followers, and

were but a multitude of random divinities, no longer recog-

nised, or, at all events, worshipped without being understood.

But if Desportes is no longer understood or appreciated

n France, where great but hardly successful efforts have

been made to revive the gorgeous hunts of the days of

Louis XIV., it will be a long time before his dogs and scenes

of venery will be without value in England, where all such

sports and pastimes form a part of the existence of a large

portion of the community. The chase, against which much

may reasonably be said, has, at all events, preserved for us

much of that stalwart character which is our boast ; and

though justly denounced as barbarous in its character and

tendency, is not without some advantages to counterbalance

the grave objections to which it is liable.

But though the-French people do not and cannot appreciate

Desportes, the Museum of the Louvre is rich in his pictures.

In the catalogue of 1847 there were but five of his pictures ;

but the active and admirable director, Teanson, is believed to

have hunted up the rest in the garrets of the Museum, for

now we have three-and-twenty.

The first of these is a full-length portrait of Desportes, in

his costume of a hunter, resting at the foot of a tree, with a

pointer, a hound, and several pieces of game.

After this we have :

—

" A Duck, a Partridge, a Hare, a Snipe, a Cabbage, some

Pomegranates, Thistles, Onions, and Beetroot."

"Two sporting Dogs guarding some Game."
" A fine white Pointer, beside a vase of white porcelain."

" A Dog lying down, a Powder-horn, a Game-bag, a Jay,

some "ray Partridges, a Melon, some Apricots, some Peaches,

some Grapes," with a background of scenery.

" A Dog pointing at some gray Partridges."

" Shooting Pheasants."

"Dogs and Partridges " (p. 373).

" A Dog watching some aquatic Birds."

•' A Dog pointing with Partridges."

" A Boar-hunt," imitated from Sneyders.

" A couple of Dogs pointing at Pheasants, of which one is

flying away."
" Some Prunes, Peaches, a Hare, a Parrot, and a Cat."

" Two Cocks fighting, a Fowl, and some Chickens."

" A Fox-hunt."
" Two English Dogs"—that is to say, of the King Charles

breed—" hunting a Hare in a Park."

"Dogs and Pheasants."

" Dogs and Partridges."

" Guns, Game-bags, and Powder-horns."

All these paintings are admirable, both in conception and

design.

There are many of the compositions of Desportes to be

found in the museums of the provinces ; in that of Grenoble

there is a " Stag at Bay, surrounded by a pack of Hounds."

In that of Lyons, eight pictures, " A Bear-hunt," and some

still-nature pieces. The catalogue of the Rouen museum
mentions " A Stag-hunt."

In the royal palaces of Fontainebleau, Versailles, Trianon,

Meudon, Marly, La Muette, La Jlenagerie, a vast number of

paintings by Desportes are to be found.

The Print department of the Royal Library is less rich than

usual. There is a full-length "Portrait of Desportes," en-

graved bv Ferrarois ;
" A Boar-hunt," engraved bj- the same,

and a series of ten dogs in diS'erent attitudes, engraved by

Le Bas.

The productions of Desportes in France are rarely met witli

in sales, and their price is generally from £12 to £30.

JOHN BOTH.
If the reader would imagine a rough, savage and somewhat

theatrical Claude Lorraine, he would at once understand

without further description what was the peculiar style of

Both of Italy, as he was wont to be called by liis contempora-

ries. Between the rural style of Ruysdael and the historic

conception of Poussin and of Claude there was a style to be

created, and John Both filled up the gap. The question has

often been asked. Why do men born within the cold and foggy

regions of the North feel much more deeply the beauty and

grandeur of nature than the children of the South ? When-

ever a northern painter—a Fleming, like Paul Bril ; a Dutch-

man, like Berghem or Poelemburg ; a Norman, like Guaspre

;

a Lorrainese, like Claude— is introduced to Italian scenery, he

appreciates and enjoys it quite as much as—French critics

think more than—an Italian himself. Certainly, there are

peculiarities and details of scenery which are more apt to

strike the stranger than the man who has seen them from

his birth. Warmed by novelty, the foreign painter feels and

endeavours to convey all that poetry of landscape with which

his mind is imbued.

A Dutch historian, whom we have often quoted, Arnold

Houbraken, relates an anecdote of John Both, which is charac-

teristic of this excellent painter.* Van Der Hulk, burgo-

master of the town of Dordrecht, proposed a prize, for which

• " Le Grand Theatre des Pcintres, et des Femmcs Peintrcs

di's Pays BaB." The French translation of this work exists only

in manuscrijit.

Berghem and John Both were alone to compete. The worth}'

citizen wished to try the talent of these two friends. Both

competitors were to receive the sum of 800 florins ; but the

victor was to receive in addition a magnificent present. Berg-

hem painted on this occasion his mastei piece. It was a

mountainous landscape, with numerous oxen, sheep, and

goats. The trees, the terraces, and the sky, were painted with

so much richness of tone and finish, that none doubted his

carrying away the prize. But the landscape of John Both was

not less admirable. There was so much light, and so much
of the lofty and heroic style mingling with the rural, that

none could decide between Berghem and Both. A generous

and just connoisseur, the burgomaster of Dordrecht, put an

end to the difticulty in a way that is worthy of being recorded

in any history of art. " Gentlemen," said he, " you have not

given me an opportunity of choosing between you. Both of

you have merited the prize, and both of you must have it." t .

In the country scenes of John Both, the principal objects

are not silent shepherds keeping their flocks, nor the peasant

driving his ass before him—but great trees with their

lofty summits and their verdant boughs. He does not paint

them cut by the trim gardener, nor does he represent

them wearing their leafy boughs with effeminate grace, as

in the pictures of Herman of Italy. Nor does he make them

too wavy in their outlines. On the contrary, he loves to

t Descamps relates this fact in his article on Berghem, in the

second volume ofliis " Lives of Flemish imd German Painters.''
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represent them wild, with, boughs blasted by lightning or

broken by the storm. When we examine the magnificent

o.-iks which are to be found in the pict'-ircs of John Both,

relieved with so much boldness, now against the warm light

of the setting sun, and now against the dazzling and fresh

brightness of an Italian morning, we seem to feel as if there

were a life in these ever-moving objects, and we can scarcely

separate the conception of the tree from something with

more than vegetable existence. " To the pantheist painter of

the North every tree is a hero," says a French critic ;
" the forest

giant is wrapt in his cuirass, his ligneous muscles swell, his

arms are contorted, sometimes he lies down in an attitude of

sadness, and then his torn bark, his broken branches give

him all the appearance of a dying gladiator ; but oftener in

the landscapes of John Both the oak stands up triumphant,

shakes his shaggy head, in which the vulture cradles its

young, while larks play in the lower branches." The French
critic was doubtless strongly imbued with the metamorphoses
of Ovid, and dreamt of Hamadryads and Fauns when he
indulged in this hyperbolical picture of Both. "We quote it

simply because, amongst our French brethren, it haS been
considered to convey a correct idea of the artist.

It is, however, by means of his trees, in the form, taste, and
truth of his rocky scenery, by the imposing aspect of his

mountains, and by the richness of his luminous back-grounds,

that we always recognise a true Both. While seeking

to be great, and when awakening in our minds a sentiment
of poetry and light, he does not ask us to gaze on the gods in

the woods, nor does he show us the beauteous forms of women
bathing in rivers, like Poelemburg. He does not introduce us
to demigods, as did Poussin. He is satisfied when he has
given an imposing aspect to the oaks of his foreground ; and
nature, which he studied with such patience and devotion

beyond the Alps, appeared poetical enough to him, without
the assistance of gods and goddesses of more than doubtful

morality. The plants, the lakes, the foaming waterfalls, aiid

the rural scent of the bushes and flowers of Italy, their

capricious profiles relieved against a fleecy sky, were enough
for him, With the great Poussin, history, mythological and
real—man in his more elevated actions— is all. With Both
nature is everything ; but it is a wild and savage nature, so

picturesque, and at the same time so real, that it seems to

aw,aken in our bosoms the wish to wander through such
scenes, and to gaze upon such trees, mountains, and hills.

The enthusiastic lover of art could scarcely gaze upon the

warm southern landscapes of the Netherlands artist, without
being seized with an irresistible desire—in far distant places,

at all events—to whistle some tune familiar to the shepherd
;

and he is even tempted to believe that he hears the tinkling

sound of the bells on the mules' necks, as they slowly ascend
the moimtain. There is nothing mean, nothing low, nothing

common, nothing dirty, in Both. He views still nature in the

same way that Albert Cuyp has studied the cow.* His vege-

tation is vigorous, sombre, and real. The air is pure and
pellucid ; the sun shines upon every detail of the picture

;

and not one shadow of the agitated and active life of great

cities ever troubles the calm and reflective beauty of the

scenes which seem made for mute contemplation. He never

introduces a sign of civilisation, except in the form of ruins.

We see a broken column, a huge piece of a wall, nothing else to

remind us of the mighty nation which once dwelt upon that

historic soil, trodden once beneath the hoof of .Scipio's cavalry,

crushed beneath the weight of the chariots of Hannibal.

And these signs of a life that is past are cast into the distant

background, beneath tlie shadows of the trees. Ho speaks to

ua in his pictures only of youth—of the eternal youth of

nature. What he seeks to interest us in, is a ray of light

falling through a long vista of trees, or in a garden dotted

with beautiful flowers. It is surticient to remark that John
Both was born in Munich, to enable the student of art to

comprehend why, even when beneath the rich Italian sky, he
remained faithful to the purely rustic style; why he loved

• WoKKs OF Eminent Masters, vol. i. i>.
1*7.

nature more than men, or, at all events, than demigods ; and
why he asked for no sweeter scent than the honeysuckle.

John Both and his brother Andrew, who painted him his

figures in his pictures, studied together at Munich, under the
learned guidance of Abr.ahamliloemaert. They started together
for Italy, and resided some time in Home. They attached
themselves to two masters : John became the pupil of Claude
Lorraine, and Andrew attached himself to the style of Bam-
boche. The former became necessarily a landscape-painter,

the latter painted the human figure ; but they divided their

styles, the belter to unite their talent; for .Vndrew studied
rather to paint in the figures in his. brother John's pictures,

than to create for himself a distinct reputation. He .succeeded

at last in introducing them with so much ability, in working
them up with so much finish, that if he had not compelled
himself to sacrifice them to the general effect of the picture,

he would have .spoilt its unity ; but, moved by a double
feeling—great and tender affection for his brother, and by the

good taste of an excellent artist—Andrew Both took care to

make his figures subordinate to the general design, leaving

the real and great triumph to the landscape. It was rare and
beautiful to see how John Both, on the other hand, often

sacrificed his landscape to bring up with more tff'ect the

figures painted by Andrew. The result was, that, by means
of this friendship and by the full development of the two
talents, pictures were produced so harmonious and so full of

beauty, that it has been impossible for even the best judges to

separate the work of one brother from the other.

The landscapes ofJohn Both usually represent a mount.ainous
country, great accidents of land, convulsed nature, a winding
rocky path carried away by rains, or cut in the rock. Along
this road, between two precipices, on the flanks of some moun-
tain, itself a spur of the Apennine chain, we notice travellers,

peasants, and mules, with steady fjot, covered with bells,

carrying little barrels of precious and rare wine. These
mules have the shoe made especially for this traffic, and on
they go without guide, their driver, perhaps, drinking afar off

at a spring. In the distance we remark a rich plain, a p.as-

turage, with islands of trees waving in a flood of evening
sunlight

; or the scene, rough and fuU of startling effects,

sinks away at last into the quiet hues of some still bay, such
as Sorrento. All breathe soft gentle Italy. As the eye of the
amateur, abandoning the background, lingers on the foreground,
he feels all is freshness, while the warmth of day illumines
and burns the distant scene. The shadow of the trees, deep
and mysterious, allows but faint rays of the sun to reach the
foreground of the picture. The spectator thus fancies himself
more at ease, protected here by huge masses of rock, and there
by the rich vegetation of that gifted country. He may even
refresh his eyes with the spectacle of a pond, sleeping silently

on the front of the picture, the transparence of which is shown
by tufts of reeds and water lilies.

It appears from a passage in Sandrart, that even during
their lifetime, the brothers Both were ranked among the
first of living landscape-painters ;t and it was even said by
very eminent judges, speaking of the great Claude Lorraine,
that he was less happy in his figures than in those marvellous
creations of light, those rich landscapes, which we have
already described ;+ while the brothers Both, Tiniting their
brushes, excelled in both styles.} It is perfectly certain that
their style of art was exceedingly popular, and that their

Workshop was full of buyers, cmptoribiis abiindaits, though John
Both always kept his pictures at a very high price. Joachim
Sandrart is, therefore, exceedingly proud that the excellent

painter of Utrecht was good enough to make him a present of
two landscapes, representing " Night " and " Morning,"

t I't jiista osccllcntissimos baud immeritn kicari piiMcnt arti-

fices. Acidemia artis pict<>ri.x. Nurcmlmrg, 1683. Folio.

+ WoKKs ov Emi.^ent Masters, vol. i. p. 337.

i Lorrcnius .... suhdiulibuH ingeoiosior erat quam imaginil>u»

liitmunis .... fratres in utrnquc cxcrcit^iti.s.'iimi eraiit.*—Sandrart
j

iii. c. xix.
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when so many amateurs were glad to obtain possession of

such pictures almost for their weight in gold.

The great and crowning merit which has been noted in the

landscapes of John Both, and indeed of both brothers, is the

nicety, the care, the truth, with which they have always

finish—those boughs of trees, illumined and warmed by the

sun. He was excellent in the contrast of his grounds, in

dashing off on a mass of sombre verdure a projecting root, or

some such accident of vegetation by means of those able

touches, or, if we may so speak, those theatrical effects ot

JOHN BOTH.

succeeded in marking the different hours of the day. In

fact, the play of the sun through the forest trees, of its sil-

very light in the morning, and its golden light in the evening
;

—these were things which the great landscape-painter studied

and noted with as much love and artistic devotion as his

master Claude Lorraine, and which he rendered with almost

as much success. We must not, however, pretend that he

succeeded in rendering aerial perspective as his master did

;

nor do we find in his pictttres that solemn tranquillity which

appears to suit the gods of Virgil ; but he expressed admira-

bly, as we may see in " An Italian Sunset," which adorns the

museum of the Louvre—he painted with truth and exquisite

light and shade, so familiar to Adam Pynakcr. His ground

is too rough, too rude ; his foregrounds are covered by too

many thorny plants ; his roads are too rude and steep, for

us to suppose such a landscape inhabited by divinities of

fable or by the soft pastors of Arcadia. The nymph ot

Poelemberg would prick her beautiful legs amid those bushes,

nor could her tender and soft feet run along those paths so

rude and steep. And it is in this that John Both distinguishes

himself in such a marked manner from Claude Lorraine. If

there is in nature, as represented by John Both, an heroic

point of view, certainly his personages are not aware of it

;

th?y tread with light and thoughtless step that soil sacred to

the memory of great deeds, and every inch of which has had

its tragedy or story. The sentiment which bubbles up from

the artist's soul is felt only in the heart of the spectator.

That is to say, the landscape is sublime, grand, sad, and

wdd; but that man in a red cap, who is urging his mides with

miiny a cry and shriek, would never have noticed the fact.

Joachim Sandrart speaks of the brothers Both as having

sometimes painted night-scenes :

—" Ncc non noctutnum limie

splendorem et similia proferebant." These night effects are

not familiar to continental amateurs. None of them are

found in any of the Dutch galleries, so rich in artistic produc-

tions. These moonlight and evening scenes are rather to be

met with in England than elsewhere, as we have always been

great admirers of John Both, from his resemblance to Claude

Lorraine, the prince of landscape-painters, especially in

English eyes. A very fine engraving, published in 1791,

represents a picture in the possession of Sir Thomas Dundee,

Bart.—a picture called "The Bandit Prisoners." In no

other painting have the figures of Andrew assumed so much

importance, and yet the beauty of the picture and of the

landscape is by no means sacrificed to the human form. The

prisoners are brought out upon the edge of the forest where
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they have been just captured ; their fierce brigand physiogno-
mies, the gestures of the soldiers, the officer, and the reflected

light on the armour—all give dramatic interest to the scene,

completed in the distance by the appearance of a fortress ; but
the eye turns with pleasure to the majesty, the grandeur of

the foliage, to the irregular beauty of the knotty trunks, broken

tempted to Venice to study the masculine landscapes of Titian,

so fiery in touch, so robust, and so free. They remained some
time in thaWcity. But one day Andrew Both, having supped
with some friends, was coming homo along the silent highway
of Venice in a gondola, when he fell overboard into the canal,
and, for want of assistance, was drowned.* From that fatal

TUE \VO.M*N MOt'NTED OH \ MULE.—-PROM A TAINTINO BY JOHX BOTH.

and contorted, and the lofty mass of underwood that skirts the

forest and dies away on the borders of the streams.

During the life of the brothers Both, most of their picttires

were owned in A'enice ; and though their appearance in Rome
was exceedingly successful, though their life was enlivened,

ennobled, and honoured by the ac(iuaintancc and fiiendship

of Bamboche, of Herman Swancvelt, of Cl.aude, of the two

Poussins, and Elzheimer, the two artists were doubtless

and unhappy hour, a residence in Venice became impossible

to the surviving brother, who had lost his best friend. He
accordingly returned to his native country, and established

himself at Utrecht. There he again found his countryman

Poelemberg, who had also been, before Both, the pupil of

* " Dunce alter istonini fnitrum ([ui imaginilnis tUtabit tabul»>,

noctu, dnm c sodalitio doraum abirct, ex improvis4) in canalcm

illapsu' dcfcctu auxilii, undis misfrrimc suffocaretur."

—

Sandrart.
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Abraham Bloemaert. On many occasions the painter of sylvan

beings and ancient dryads embellished with his little figures

the rustic scenes of Both ; but the softness ot Cornelius'

pencil did not suit the spiky bushes, the rough plants and
rocks of Jean Both, as did the muleteers of his unfortunate

brother. Berghem, in his turn, who was very much attached

to this painter, whom he could neither compete with nor
envy, was delighted to put out to grass, in the landscapes of

Both of Italy, some of those black-streaked bulls which he
painted under the walls of the castle of Bentnem.
But John Both did not, could not, long survive his brother.

He resisted the feeling ; but he never painted anything great

after Ids fatal loss. Houbraken does not fix the date of the

death of John ; but he informs us that Andrew died in 1650
;

and as he adds that the landscape-painter died soon after, we
are able pretty well to fix the date from this expression.

Sandrart also affirm*, that John Both died in 16.50.

"We may truly say with the celebrated amateur Le Brun,
that John Both is one of the greatest landscape-painters in

the world, though his reput-'.tion is less vast and v.'orld-wide

than that of Claude Lorraine.* We may add, that he en-

graved several landscapes with a fine free point, in exquisite

taste. Upon copper, as upon canvas,' the great talent of Jolm
Both was to enable the eye at once to catch the truthfulness

of every species, to notice not only the character of the leaves,

but whether they are attached to their branches in bunches,

or in regular order. He was so minute, so careful, and so

true, that we cannot say of him what Lairess has said of

so many others, that he placed the leaf of an elm on a willow,

an ash or an oak. What also distinctly marks this luminous

landscape-painter is, that he seems to have selected, to make his

task the more difficult, trees which have no heavy and solid

This landscape, so tranquil, so full of light, is also remarkable

for strict observation of the rules of art in all their nicety.

Henri Ver,schuuring and Guillaume de Heuss were the only

pupils of John Both. The first devoted himself to battle

scenes, and those robber subjects so familiar to Bam.boche

;

but the second imitated the manner of his master so per-

fectly—his touch, his light foliage, 'his warm and luminous

skies—that an unaccustomed eye would easily confound his

works with those of Both of Italy. Though free and easy,

the touch of this admirable painter—we are speaking of the

master and not of the pupil—is apt to catch its tone in a most

marked manner from the object rendered. It is rough when
he paints the rugged trunk of the huge oak ; it is terse when
representing bushes ; it becomes soft over the sleeping pool ; it

is lively when he has to convey, without servile minuteness,

thorny little bushes, small grounds, reeds, roots, fine and

light plants. " John Both has been reproached," says Des-

camps, " with tanning his colour, by touching the leaves of his

trees with a somewhat saffron yellow." This reproach is well

founded somelim.es ; but from the testimony of Descamps—

•

rather than that of our own observation—we must add that

the fault of which this historian, and after him the amateur

Le Brun, speak is not general. John Both cured himself

of it, and many of his pictures are wholly exempt from it.

Wc may truly say of these, that they are masterpieces, v.'orthy

of being placed alongside the greatest works of the greatest

masters.

For picturesqueness, for the variety and richness of his

compositions, for the exactness of the foreground, and its

vigour and form. Both of Italy is a perfect model. The pro-

found and strong sentiment of rural beauty, in a nature of

heroic character—this is what, above all, marks the originality

Jo^ jcxrvi 9oi^ iGSi

mass, those whose branches let in the light, and allow the

sky to sparkle between the smallest intervals of their boughs,

and even the smallest bunches of leaves. f If he wishes to

vary his compositions, he throws in some great v.'ooden bridges

flanked with towers and fortified. He likes the country where

a chain of rocks ends in a precipitous cliff, where cascades

bound off and fall ui froth and rain upon a cluster of bushes

below. At the foot of these rocks start up some stLS' pines.

A tuft of chesnut trees have fixed their roots below upon a

hillock which springs from the mountain, and a little spout of

water coaies bounding along amid the rocks in front of the

picture, while some peasants with, two mules cross a wooden
bridge.

The finest picture by John Both, and undoubtedl)' his

masterpiece in his own estimation, as he has made so many
copies of it, is his " Italian View at Sunset" (p. 3S1). A boat-

man is passing some oxen over in his ferry-boat which already

touches the shore. A gentleman appears to be waiting for

the animals to land to take his turn. We are at the foot of a

Bteep rock, which rises to the left and dies away at the edge of

the water. Two fine masses of trees rise in the fore and back-

ground ; bet ween the two passes a ray of the sim, v/hich

paints on the ground the long shadow of the legs of two
horses which are about to cross the river. An old xmfinished

bridge, or one-h;df carried away by the tempest, stops in the

middle of the water. To the left is a large demi-tint, created

by the shadow of the mountain, and which is softened by the
reflected light of the sun ; a peasant leads his ass along by its

halter. Two or three fleecy clouds fill the right of the picture.

* " Galerie dcs Peintros plamaiKls ct Holhmdais." Par
LeBrun.

t See Dc'iHTthu's " History of Lcindst-ape Piiiutiug."

of Both of Italy—this is what distinguishes him from all his

rivals. Sometimes, it is true, his buildings are in a style so

noble that they appear to elevsite the thought of the painter

above a purely Dutch intention—that is to say, above the

rustic style which De Piles has so well defined. A temple,

with a facade and columns, or an Italian abbey, adorned with
pilasters and surmounted by a campanile, sometimes gives to

the compositions of Both a purely historical character, qiute

« /a ToKssin. We feel a kind of inexpressible charm in gazing

on this shelter, which a community of Italian monks has
raised at the foot of the mountaiES, but ten steps ofl" from a

river, which flows silently across a scene of mingled majesty,

solemnity, and silence.

But nevertheless, en all occasions, the artist shows his love

for the rural and the beauties of nature, even in his moss- clad

ruins.

Good Boths.are dear and rare. In 1792, when the picturea
of this school were not valued at ar.ything like their present
prices, Le Brun paid 500 louis (about £475) for a fine picture
by this admirable artist.

The merit of Both was recognised by all his great contem-
porary artists, countrymen and others ; while Berghem,
Poelemberg, Wouvermana, and Karel Dujardin were always
eager, after the death of his brother, to paint in his figures
for him.

If we may judge from the engravings of Daudet, De la

Barthe, Bovinet, Niquet, Duttenofer, Dequevauvilliers, For-
tier, etc., from Both, without coimting his own ten admirable
copper-plates, he must have painted numerous works, though
he died at an age when many men have only just begun to
gather renown.

There were originally a great many pictures by Both iii
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Italy, before English amateurs began to buy them up. Few
galleries now are without one or two pictures by this artist.

There are two in the Louvre. There are several in Munich,

especially " Mercury setting Argus to sleep." The Dresden

Gallery possesses two pictures by this master.

THK DAUGHTER OF MIGNARD.

One fine June morning, three men and a young girl were

together in the Castle of St. Cloud, in the great Salon de

Mars. One of these men was Louis XIV., wlio was advanc-

ing to age and infirmity. The second was Bloin, first valct-dc-

chambre of the king, whom the Duke of St. Simon has thus

painted:—"Witty, gallant, particular, cold, indifferent, un-

approachable, conceited, self-sufficient, and sometimes obsti-

nate, always rather wicked, but not to be offended with

impunity; a real personage, who had good cheer at home,

who was courted by the greatest, even by members of state,

wlio could serve his friends but rarely, and who never served

any one else, and was, in fact, rather dangerous than other-

wise."

The third was the celebrated artist, Pierre Mignard, • the

only rival of Lebnm who did not bend beneath his yoke.

The young girl was Mademoiselle Mignard, an admirable

model of the young beauties and goddesses painted by her

father.

At this moment, Mdlle. Mignard, who was in all the

brightness of her youth and beauty, was sitting for Spring in

the picture of " Apollo on his Car, surrounded by the Four

Seasons "—a painting sketched by the artist in the hall it was

to adorn.

Ijouis XIV. and Bloin were watching the work of Mignard,

and were talking as familiarly as royal etiquette allowed.

Suddenly the king interrupted the painter, and handed him a

parchment with a large royal seal on it. It was a brevet of

member of the Academy of Painting, founded under the

auspices of Lebrun.

Louis XIV. expected Mignard to fall on his knees and pour

forth enthusiastic thanks.

His surprise, and that of the courtier-valet was great, when

the artist, after having read the brevet attentively, returned it

to the monarch with a low bow, saying, however, these words,

which, to the ear of the haughty king, were all but new :^
" I thank your majesty from the bottom of my soul, and I

shall always feel deep gratitude to him ; but I cannot sit in

the academy presided over by Monsieur Lebrun."

Louis XIV. frowned. Mademoiselle Mignard turned pale,

and Bloin thought his protege lost for ever.

" And what academy do you intend to honour with your

presence ? " said the king, in that pompous tone which by his

courtiers was called crushing.

"The Academy of St. Luke, which to-morrow will elect

me president, and the next day will submit that election to

your majesty,"

Louis XIV. understood Mignard, and his pride checked the

king's anger.

'• Altar against altar," said the king, with an ironical smile.

" Brush against brush," replied Mignard.
" "We shall see," replied the king, flattered at the rivalry of

two reputations, which he considered owed their very being

to his glory.

" Pardieu, my master," said he, rising to leave the room,
" I admire your disdain for royal parchments ; it is rare

among people of your class."

This insolent remark caused the cheeks of Mademoiselle

Mignard to crimson. Her beauty was now so dazzling, that

the king, about to leave the room, stopped to gaze on her.

Encouraged by his admiration she spoke :

—

" Sire ! People of our class have shed their blood on the

battle-field, and we merited the notice of your most illustrious

ancestor."

" How was that:" said the king, coming back.
" Sir ! my grandfather's name was Pierre More. He was

in the service of Henry IV., with his six brothers, all as

brave as he was, and all handsome."
"Beauty is an inheritance in your family," said the king,

smiling.

" One day, when our seven ancestors had fought like men,
Henry IV. saw them together, and cried ' l'r»/r'-S<n'n/-(!ris,

these are not Moors, but Mignards !
" They have preserved

the name, and it is nobility of which your majesty will allow

us to be proud."
" I will allow you, and it depends on your father, whether

or no I one day remember his ancestors. We will speak

again of my academy and of yours. I will sit for my tenth

portrait one of these days, if I am not too old !

"

"Sire!" replied the painter, "I shall only have to add

some more victories to the glorious list !

"

The king said no more of the Academy, .approved his

election to that of St. Luke, and it was only at the death of

Lebrun that Mignard became, the same day, academician,

professor, rector, director, and chancellor of the Academy in

which he had refused to sit beneath his rival. It was but

two days after the scene above referred to that the king sent

letters of nobility to the artist.

MODERN BRITISH ART—THE HANGING
COMMITTEE. •

WuEX Turner was a rising man, and was exciting some or

that notice which his eccentricities no less than his talents

demanded, he sent a picture full of brilliancy and colour to

the exhibition of the Royal Academy. As chance, or igno-

rance of the Hanging Committee, would have it— (or it might

be, to be very charitable, that the size absolutely required it)

—

it was hung side-by-sido with a very dark and sombre painting

by Northcote. The latter artist, when he came to his own,

upon the private view, found it literally "put out." "You
might," said he to the hangers, when he indignantly remon-

strated -irith them, " you might as well have opened a window
under my picture,"

The force of this remark—and Northcote was celebrated for

his happy expressions,—the majority of art-students must at

once perceive. The light and brilliant picture naturally

attracts more than its sombre and dull pendant. The one is

termed " high," and the other " low," in tone or colour, and

the effect produced by hanging one by the side of the other,

is termed technically "killing."

Now, for "killing" other people's pictures, some artists

—

and Turner was amongst the number—have a genius. His

were so bright, that some one said that they were like holes'

cut in the wall ; and Sir Francis Chantrey, on a varnishing

day, whicTi happened to he excessively cold, stopped before

one of that artist's pictures, blazing with vermilion and chrome,

and rubbing his hands, as if warming them at the glow, said

" Hang it. Turner, this is the most comfortable place in the

room !
" But even this brilliant artist could himself be killed,

and in 1S27, at an exhibition had the misfortune to have his

" Rembrandt's Daughter," a very vivid picture, hung close to

a portrait of a member of Dublin University in a scarlet gown,

the eff"ect of which was, that the Turner was " killed ;" and a

paffser-by found that artist very busy adding red lead and ver-

milion to his picture, and trying to outblaze his neighbour.

"Why, what are you at. Turner • " was the question. " The
hangers have checkmated me," was the reply ; and the artist's

pencil pointed significantly to the scarlet gown of the uni-

versity man.

These anecdotes we have quoted to illustrate the remarks

which we are about to make concerning exhibitions. No one

can have failed to observe that some pictures, carefully painted

and well finished, have a weak appearance when in a gallery

of newly-painted pictures, which they have not when looked

at alone. T'hey are hung, it is very possible, near a picture

which is high in tone, and which boasts a very brilliant colour.

The picture which kills its rival is painted, doubtless, by an
" income-seeking " artist, who knows very well that a bril-
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liant prettinejs is sure to iit:,r.i'-t. It iiiiy not attract judges.

Unfortunately the great majority, even of picture-buyers, and

much more so of gallery or txhiliition visitors, are not judges,

and the picture attracts theiii, excites an undue attention, and

effectually prevents its more modest neighbour from being

seen and appreciated. True worth, the public may urge, is

sure to find its place some day ; and the saying is to a great

extent true ; but in addition to the evils with which genius

has to struggle, and we have Johnson's authority for the

line—

" Slow rises worth by povtrty oppress'd,"

we need not load it with unfairness, and by that unfairness

vitiate the taste of the public. Pictures of a very high tone,

and of great brilliancy, should be hung in a room by them-

selves. Then the artists who sought, by meretricious ways, or

by eccentricity, to jump into notice, would have the battle

all to themselves ; but it is obviously unfair, when a small

historical picture of the time of the Puritans, whose chief

of being the nursing mothers of art, become but cruel step-

mothers, who oppress it. Their true province is

" To foster taltut young and shy,

To tender those, whicli else unfriended die."

And so far from doing it, most of these societies seem to exist

for the purpose of affording excellent opportunities of display

to those who are lucky enough to be members or associates of

them.

The other causes of complaint against exhibitions, and things

to be observed by those who frequent them, are of minor

importance ; but the complaints against the Hanging Com-
mittee are loud, long, and unceasing, and in every instance

with which we are acquainted, most perfectly founded. The
effect of their ignorance, or unfairness, is to negative the value

of an exhibition both to the public and to the artist, and the

sooner they take the advice which is solemnly written over

the gates of the Dublin House of Correction, and " cease to

do evil and learn to do well," the better for art in England.

ITALIAN MULETEERS.—FKOM A PAINTING BY JOHN BOTH.

merit lies in its sombre and sober hue, is hung by the side ot

a brilliant sunset, set off by a red cloak, as bright as the robes

of a cardinal. The one is no more to be seen than is a violet

hid behind a peony. The eye is attracted by the brighter

colour, which has a greater effect on the retina ; the sombre

picture is passed over ; and the artist, who might deservedly

have sold his performance, and have been cheered on his way

by success, finds that he has nothing left but to paint so

brilliantly as to outblaze his rival. It is certain that the

hangers have as much to learn as the public on this subject.

There is little doubt but that the numbers of pictures and the

various sizes of the frames, must to a certain extent determine

them, and they have also to reserve, which is most unfair both

to the rising artist and to the public, all the best places on the

line of sight for the pictures of the members of the academy,

or the associates of the other exhibitions. Under these cir-

cumstances, meritorious artists rise but slowly. The excep-

tions to the rule, and Mr. Millais is the most brilliant of these,

owe their happy fortune rather to an extravagant eccentricity

or to some lucky chance, than to anything else. The Royal

Academy, also, and the other bodies, chartered or not, instead

THE ROYAL ACADEMY EXHIBITION.

The successes of the PriE-Raphaelites and the strictures ot

the higher class of critics, and also, let us add, the very great

prices now given, not to picture-dealers, but to the painters

themselves, have given an impulse to artists which presses on

one as a thing " not to be put by." There is now no doubt

about the success of the English school ; each year marks its

course by some triumphant work ; and not an exhibition

opens, but has within it some picture of talent, sufficient,

thirty years ago, to have made a reputation. That of the

Royal Academy of this year, with which we have at present

to do, is so much superior to those of the few years lately

passed, that in academic history it is decidedly worthy to be

marked with a white stone. It was heralded with a note of

praise both long and loud ; for somehow the performances of

artists creep out into artistic circles, and are known and

criticised before they are exhibited. Long ago we had heard

of the great picture by Maclise, of the wonderful and (juaint

scene by Frith, and of the /lintus to be made by the absence of

Millais. Long ago we had been told that the exhibition of
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this year was to exceed its predecessors ; but certainly we
did not expect that in this case rumour would lag so far

behind the truth.

Notwithstanding the brilliancy of the exhibition, some of

the most brilliant exhibitors—to use a term of expression

nearly amounting to a Hibernicism —are absent. There is

no Mulready, no Dyce, no Herbert, no Millais, who may all

be termed brilliant exceptions ; and besides these absentees,

there is also an absence of familiar names which cannot be

regretted—we allude to the fact of the wholesale desertion of

those books whi(;h " Mr. Punch" declared to constitute the

painter's library. "The History of Kngland " is sparingly

quoted from, " The Vicar of Wakefield" is laid by, and even
" Gil Bias " and " The Percy Reli<iues " secra to have been

passed over. From this arises a freshness of subject which
is quite delightful. But we will no longer perform the office

of button-holder, and keep the reader waiting ; but, after

having indulged in a private view, we will enter with him
amongst the crowd of fashionables, artists, literati, and no-

bodies, who throng the rooms on the first day.

yard," by Mr. Uwins, are two very indiiferent pictures, which
would never have made a reputation. Royal academicians
sometimes exhibit very indifferent pictures. If Mr. Uwins
had paid more attention to the painting and drawing of the
mother in the latter picture, and had not given us the verbose
and unnecessary quotation in the catalogue, it would have
been more satisfactory, the subject being iiuitc capable of
telling its own tale. The dog is well painted, and the children
very fairly executed ; the flesh in the " Cottage Toilette " hiw
a very disagreeable hue. There are several good portraits in

this room. (No. .'iS) " My two Boys," by Knight ; " Martha,
daughter of E. H. Baily " (No. 41), by Mogford ; a picture
which would be better in effect if the background had been
cooler. Mr. (irant has some beautiful portraits, of which we
think (No. 69) " The Right Hon. T. B. Macaulay," and
(No. 74) " Viscount Gough," the best of the male, and
(No. 3-33) " Mrs. Percival Heywood," of the female portraits;

the latter is very life-like and forcible, and the black silk

dress is carefully finished. Sir J. Watson Gordon and J. P.
Knight also do credit to their previously earned reputations

;

AN ITALIAN VIEW AT SfXBET.—FROM A PAINTING BY Ji HN BOTH.

In criticising so vast an array of pictuies—and, by the way,
we may mention that between four and five hundred were,

after being accepted, not hung for want of room ; therefore let

young artists take courage—we may as well begin numerically,

noticing those pictures which are most interesting, premising

that we do not intend, like Mr. Ruskin, to abuse any of the

public into an intense admiration of any pictures which they

neither like nor understand.

In the East room we find (No. 9) " Cinderella," a very

clever anil fanciful little picture, by George Cruikshank ; the

figure of Cinderella is not so good as the other parts of the

picture. (No. 20) " Death of Francesco Foscari, Doge of

Venice," by Pickersgill, is in some respects a fine picture, but

we imagine we have seen it before, there is such a sameness in

the figures ; the yellow-haired lady and the white dress we
are sure are old acquaintances ; besides this, the lady's head
is much too small. These are grave faults of carelessness in an
artist of such evident talent as Mr. F. Pickersgill. (No. 2.3)

" The Cottage Toilette," and (No. "9) "A Cabin in a Vinc-

but Mr. Dicksee's portrait of " A Lady and her Child
"

(No. 9(i) is decidedly the best female portrait in the room

;

the lady dances her child naturally and gracefully, and the
silk dress is perfection. This is certainly the best picture

Mr. Dicksee has as yet exhibited.

" The Swing " (No. 50), by F. Goodall, cannot be too highly

praised ; for grace, action, and beauty of colouring, it is almost

unequalled. The boy whispering to the little girl at the foot

of the tree is quite a miniature cavalier. The park and distant

country seen through the trees, prove Mr. Goodall to be a

flrst-elass landscape painter, and renders his picture one of

the gems of the exhibition. The productions of Mr. Gale
deser\'e honourable mention for their care, brilliancy, and
finish, although their general effect is somewhat injured by an

adhesion to the missal-like style of the Prx'-Raphaclites.

Thus in the " Wounded Knight " (No. 5)), the ferns and
wild flowers, amongst which he is lying, are of equal im-

portance with the figure, and render the general effect glaring

and confused ; besides this, such minute finish is untrue to
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nature, small objects being toned down, and the mind ex-

ercised upon the larger objects, prevents the retina from

attending to the iiiiiuilin' before it. No. -192, by the same

artist, though in another room, represents a scene from " Cym-
beline." This is equal in execution to No. 55, while more

prominence being given to the figures, the picture is thereby

the better of the two. The face of Imogen is refined, natural,

and beautiful. "The Last of the Crew" (No. 57), C. Stanfield,

R.A., is painted with this artist's usual brilliancy, and is the

most touching and poetical sea-piece we ever saw. (No. 63),

" Koyal Sports ou Loch and Hill ;" the Queen, Prince Consort,

and the Prince of Wales, the Viscountess Jocelyn, etc.

—Sir Edwin Landseer, R.A. Of this picture it is difficult to

speak, as it is unfinished, with the exception of the game,

which is finely painted. In our opinion it ought not to have

been exhibited in such a state. The Queen's face has a most

extraordinary flush on it. Prince Albert's figure is most

effeminate, while the Viscountess Joscelyn's large unnatural

eyes have the appearance of blindness. (No. 360), "Dandie

Dinmont," the Queen's favourite Skye terrier, is certainly not

equal to Sir Edwin's earlier efforts. Mr. Webster has an

approaching rival in a young artist of the happy name of

Smith, who has two excellently-painted works of children

(No. 70) " Blackberrying," and (No. 142) " Bob-cherry." In

these, colour, execution, and drawing, are all excellent. War,

about which every head in the nation is either turned at the

present moment, or violently affected, has two illustrations,

termed " Fuentes d'Onor, May, ISUI, and August, ISU "

(Nos. 71 and 210). Both of these are well painted, and tell a

very common but sad tale ; the hanging committee having,

unfortunately, spoilt the narrative by hanging the pictures,

which are evidently pendants to each other, in different rooms.

No. 85 a "Villager's Offering," and No. 10-t a "Breakfast

Party," are two highly finished pictures by Webster. We may
mention, <ii passant, that only the other day, a picture by this

artist, which had cost a connoisseur only forty pounds some

four years ago, sold at his sale for three Inindred

!

Jlr. Leslie has three pictures, none of which can be classed

as more than sketches, the execution being altogether slovenly,

the drawing careless, and the colour crude. The principal of

these is from Pope's polished court pastoral of "The Kape of

the Lock," of which it cannot be called an illustration. Poets

have, indeed, to complain of such pictures being foisted on

their works. Who, for instance, would dream of the coquettish

Belinda, surrounded by gnomes and fairies to do her bidding,

when looking at the awkward and somewhat melancholy

sketch in the picture of Mr. Leslie ? The last picture which

we shall notice at present, leaving for our next number a still

greater treat, is a curious and beautiful illustration of modern
" Life at the Sea-side," by Frith. A multitude of figures are

seen upon the sea-shore, following all sorts of methods to kill

time, which people at the sea-side generally indulge in. All

classes are here represented, from children who use their toy-

shop spades to dig in the sand, to the vagabond Ethiopian

serenader who kicks and flourishes in the background of the

picture. There is a great deal of the treatment of Hogarth

about this painting—the same life, bustle, and vivacity ; r.nd

if there is less force and knowledge, there is yet more pretti-

ness. Few will easily tire of the present work of art.

Amongst the crowd may be recognised the artist, his wife,

and child. It has, we hear, been already twice sold, the last

price given for it being one thousand pounds.

SIR JOSHUA REYNOLDS,
We have already alluded to this great artist, one of those who
has done so much credit to this country, and whose productions

are of such value to the connoisseur.* It is as m.uch for

what he did to elevate and spur on others to the noble

emulation of fame and success, that we admire and love the

great English painter. Before his time art was at a low ebb

in England. We had taste to admire the productions of the

Italian, Spanish, and Flemish schools, but we were not pro-

ductive in art. It is a fallacy very deeply rooted in the rftinds

of continental nations, that we are a very fine race of shop-

keepers, very excellent sailors, very good at constitutional

government, first-rate merchants, and deeply cunning diplo-

matists, but that of fancy and imagination we have nothing.

It is in vain that an Englishman, indignant at such an

aspersion, points to the greatest poets and dramatists in the

world, English born, whose works show fancy at its very

highest point—it is in vain that we explain that romance

writing, as an art, owes its very existence to this island.

Though Frenchmen have sometimes heard of Shakspeare,

possess a vague notion that one John Milton did exist, and

are famUiar with Byron—whom they claim as a Frenchman,

Biron !—and Scott, yet still they stick to their old text, and

deny us any taste, any fancy, any imagination.

Slowly and vaguely the idea is working itself into con-

tinental minds, that England is great in everything. Sir

Joshua Reynolds is but one instance of the universality of our

genius. It is difficult to explain the slow growth of art in

this country, unless we seek for the cause in those religious

and political troubles which absorbed every mind in the days

of the first Charles and the great Cromwell, while under

Charles II. the universal depravity of morals, the degeneration

of king and people, and the narrow escape of moral extinction

which we had at that time, must have prevented anything

great or noble from making way above the surface of dis-

organised society.

The study of Vandyck, and the appearance in England of

Lely and Kneller, two foreign artists, paved the way for the

* Illvstrated Magakine or Art, vol. i. p. 19.

higher art, which soon was to be developed in Sir Joshua.

Great indeed were the deficiencies of the British school when
he arose. Its members seem to have been groping in the dark,

conscious of power, of vigour, of energy ; but, from want of

artistic education, ignorant how to use it. Sir Joshua went the

right way to work. He studied hard, gained a thorough

knowledge of the elements of his art, and then went to the

classic soil of Italy to complete his studies, and drink inspira-

tion at the true fount of art. It was beneath the eye, as it

were, of Michael Angelo and Raphael—at all events breathing

the atmosphere in which they once lived, and gazing on their

matchless works— that he gained such perfect mastery over his

pencil.

High art is a phrase which is often used, never very accu-

rately defined. Everything appears entitled to that epithet

which elevates the standard of nature to "sublimity. Reynolds

did this with portrait-painting. He made it something supe-

rior, something greater than it had ever been before. It is

probable, that had Sir Joshua enjoyed the advantages of a sound

early education, he would have been as great in historical

as in portrait painting. Here lies the weakness of most British

artists. Generally ."^peaking, they study nothing but the

elements of their own art. While the foreign artist, espe-

cially the French painter, imbues his mind with general

knowledge, studies history, anatomy, the intricate history o£

costume, too many of our own countrymen either cram for

the occasion or fall into strange and painful errors.

This is notoriously the case with many living men, who, did

they not wholly confine themselves to outline and colour, who,

did they but elevate their minds by grasping that which
expands and ennobles the intellect, might rise to original con-

ception, instead of being eternal mannerists and copyists. A
man will never paint weU that which he does not understand.

If he seeks to produce a Scripture subject, he must be familiar

with all that learning and research has laid bare in refer-

ence to the age gone by. He must comprehend the climate,

natural productions, costume, and eotcvr /ora/c ofhia subject, or

he never will be great. How admirable, how perfect, are.
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many of our Knglish artists, when they paint English scenery.

It is because they paint what they thoroughly understand.

As in speaking and writing, so in art, a thorough conception

of the subject is half the battle. The artist attacks his

canvas with a boldness and courage which he can never feel,

when he is in doubt as to details. Imagine a novelist, who
knew nothing of the reign of Charles II. but a few leading

facts, WTiting a novel laid in th.at day. His production would

he something ludicrous. Paintings, meant to be sublime, are

often ridiculous from this great error. The tragedians, repre-

senting Brutus in a bag-wig and red heels, were not more

absurd than an artist who, painting a scene in British India,

dressed his natives like Syrians ; nor at all more out of cha-

racter than the painter who, representing an event in Virginia,

painted Peruvian Indians instead of Sioux or Choctaws.

Such errors strike not the vulgar, but they utterly destroy

the effect of a picture in the eyes of a man of taste and

education.

The severe taste generated by the change from Romanism
to Protestantism checked for a time the progress of art,

which, owing its birth to lands imbued with popery, could

not fit itself at once to the more chaste and pure ideas of a

purified religion.

It was not until the days of Reynolds, when Hogarth and

Gainsborough also flourished, that British art took an im-

petus, and became a firm plant in a rich soil. They were men
worthy any age and time, and as long as the English language

endures— and what mind is there vast enough to grasp the

fact of what the English language has yet to do?—will these

men be admired and venerated as the leaders and masters of a

school, that will yet in all probability rival any that has ex-

isted. Reynolds matured what the less cultivated genius of

the others prepared.

Devonshire has been peculiarly rich in painters. It pro-

duced Reynolds ; it has since given us Hudson, Hayman,

Cosway, Humphry, Haydon, Xorthcote, Prout, and many
others, lieynolds was originally intended for the church

;

but fortunately for posterity he changed his vocation. Many
a good tailor and shoemaker has been spoilt in the effort to

create a painter ; but many a man of genius has been kept

from his proper sphere in the effort to make him a clergyman.

The ministry is a vocation to which a man should rather turn

from choice than be brought up to it. It would have been

well for Reynolds, perhaps, had he acquired the knowledge

which a university education would have given him. But

his father, good easy man, taught him little, and he began

the world with a very small stock of knowledge.

It was in the society of literary men, from frequent inter-

course with the wits and poets and historians and divines,

who assembled round his table, rather than from any early

habits, that Reynolds acquired a taste for literary composition.

Johnson and Goldsmith were his friends. The following from

Farrington is high praise. He is speaking of his intellectual

evenings :
—" Such an example at the head of the arts, had the

liappiest effect upon the members of the profession. At this

time, a change in the habits and manners of the people of this

country was beginning to take place. Public taste was im-

proving. The coarse familiarity, so common in personal inter-

course, was laid aside, and respectful attention and civility in

address gradually gave a new and better aspect to society.

The pro''ane habit of using oaths in conversation no longer

offended the ear ; and Bacchanalian intemperance at the

dinner-table was succeeded by rational cheerfulness an'd sober

forbearance. No class of society manifested more speedy im-

provement than the body of artists. In the example set by
Sir Joshua Reynolds, he was supported by some of his contem-

poraries, who were highly respected for the propriety of their

conduct and gentlemanly deportment. So striking was the

change, that a much-esteemed artist, far advanced in life,

being a few years since at a dinner-table surrounded by men
of his o^-n profession, recollecting those of former times,

remarked the great difference in their manners, adding, ' I

now see only gentlemen before me. Such is the influence of

good example.' "

But it is in his pictures that Sir Joshua will live. It is by
them that the world knows him ; and that which we repre-

sent in this number (p. :i8 1) is not one of the least deserving.

Here is the young street-wanderer, holding out one hand to

solicit a gift, but offering in the other a few old-fashioned

matches for sale. This is his last compromise with shame,
the last prudent act of the mendicant-boy. By this he
half-conceals from himself the idea that he is a beggar, and
eludes the letter of the law, which declares it criminal for the

hungry to ask for bread of the passer-by.

But the painter's touch imprints on the figure and coimte-

nance ofjthis boy the unmistakcable characteristics of mendi-
cancy. The humble and patient attitude, the sorrowful ex-

pression of face, the extended hand, all claim our piiv ; a
compassionate tenderness must be roused by the sight of this

poor suppliant. In nothing has the painter exaggerated liis

subject. Even in the beggar's clothing there is a decent pro-

priety observed ; he is not a vagrant in uncouth tatter«, a

creature repulsive in his dirt and rags, but one who, though
possessing nothing of value, still keeps himself above abject

and degrading destitution. On the other hand, however, he is

no softly -clad beggar, picturesquely ragged. In his counte-

nance there is nobility and feeling ; we think, when looking

at him, tliat he is the best object of sympathy, as one wlio, in

other circumstances, would have been sympathising himself.

Thus it is not by the externals of misery, or by tears, or by
distorted features that Reynolds moves our pity for this poor

boy ; his appeal is not to our senses ; it speaks directly to the

soul. The moral sympathies of our nature are ;ouched and
awakened far more completely Ly this sad, quiet, manly
countenance, than by an aggregate of terrible details of suf-

ft'ering, of want, wretchedness, and privation.

It is in this, if our theory be not altogether erroneous,

that we find the true solution of that problem, so long dis-

puted—What is art ? Art idealises form and colour, so as to

clothe a sentiment or an idea in truth and beauty. The artist

who describes an object in painting or sculpture, as a poet

would depict it in an epic or an ode, possesses the real genius

to which chisel and pencil should belong. The most skilful

imitator of nature is not the true painter ; he stands to him
in the same relation that a mason holds to an architect.

Otherwise an exact copyist would be equal to the original

painter.

The artists who have adopted this as their principle, have
usually selected, for the subject of their compositions, the

high and noble emotions of human nature—sorrow, enthu-

siasm, devotion, and meditation ; while those of the more
material school delight chiefly in scenes of earthly joy, in

dances such as made Boccacio's gardens happy, in festivals

such as Cagliari painted, in fetes like those of Velasauez,

in flowery and radiant landscapes, or laughing, blooming
groups of beauty. The Flemish school is made up almost

entirely of such painters. AVhy is this ? Is it because joy

has less power over the deepest emotions of man ? Is it

more accidental and external to him ? Is it less bound
to him by roots striking far into his innermost nature ? It

seems difficult not to believe at least something like this.

The appearance of felicity, no doubt, is pleasing to us ; it

inclines us to agreeable thoughts, and, perhaps, communicates

such thoughts to our minds ; but it does not assume that

control of all our emotions which belongs to the sight of moral

suffering. AVe are fascinated by the smiling Hebe ; but we
are riveted by the Niobe, with upturned eyes, speechless and
stricken, without even a prayer or a cr^' upon her lips. That

seems to command all the feelings which live in us ; it pierces

through our human materialism ; it troubles, it softens us,

and makes us yearn for power to assuage those pains of the

soul which we witness ; and it is by this invisible bond, linking

all humanity into one, that, unless evil passions completely

sway our hearts, we are made to weep with those who weep
;

so that it is among the gracious dispensations of Providence,

that to console others is consolation to ourselves.

It results from this, that every work which awakens, by the

representation of sorrow, such a remembrance of our better
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nature, tends to elevate the sentiments and to dignify the

moral sympathies. It teaches what is noblest in humanity;

for it inspires the heart with a desire to accomplish those

duties which the divine precepts and the laws of society have

established as relations between man and man.

The spectacle of a bright image or a joyous scene awakens

particular class of painters. There are two things to be con-

sidered in a question of art—the perfection of the work, and its

influence on men—and the latter is by no means invariably

proportionate to the former. A work may bo a finished

masterpiece without exercising any appreciable influence on

the beholder's mind, or its influence may be far from good

;

THE BEOGAH-n jY.—FROM A TAINTING BY SIR .I08HUA REYNOLDS.

by no means such great emotions. It pleases, it diverts, but

it does not improve us ; it is addressed to the inclinations,

but it does not penetrate to the heart. Even if its influence be

powerful, the effect stops with us, and is of no value to others.

This is not said in order to create a prejudice against any

school, or to stamp with inferiority the productions of any

while a statue or a picture of considerably less excellence may

attract or excite a crowd. It is rarely, indeed, that the art of

one painter is so perfect as to combine the highest purpose

with the highest power of execution, to make the work

admirable in spirit, taste, and beauty. When the artist does

this, he is indeed a poet.
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PAUL REMBRANDT.

REMnRANPT was the son of a miller named Herman Gerretsz,

surnamed Van Ryn, or of the Rhine ; because his mill was

situated on a branch of that river, near Leyden, between the

Tillages of Layerdorp and Koukerck. His mother, Cornelia

Van Zuitbroek, brought him into the world on the 1.5th of

June, 1606, and he was baptized by the name of Rembrandt,
•which ho rendered so famous. Being intended for the profession

of letters, he was sent when very yoimg to the university of

Leyden ; but the demon of painting was already exciting him,

and, soon finding fewer charms in the Latin authors than in

engravings, he quitted the study of Suetonius for that of

chiaroscuro. If we may believe Sandrart, his contemporary,

Paul Rembrandt at first attended the studio of Van Swanen-

burg, who gave him his first lessons. Houbraken, on the

contrary, informs us that his first ma.ster was Peter Lastman,

a painter who enjoyed a considerable reputation at Amsterdam

;

and that at the end of six months he quitted Lastman and
worked with J^ques Pinas. This assertion of Hcubraken's

seems not improbable, since we find in the works of Pinas and

of Lastman the elements of the style that was to immortalise

their pupil. Whatever may be the originality of a man's

genius, his works will always display some indications of

obscure affinity with earlier productions ; his manner has been
dimly foreshadowed by some peculiarity of his predecessors :

thus it might be said that there was a germ of Rembrandt's
style in that of Correggio, and its development might be traced

by almost imperceptible steps through the works of Elzheimer

Vol. 1.

and Lastman. It is very nattiral that njany painters should

contest the honour of having guided the youth of an artist

who, on quitting their studios, became at once their master.

Tlius it is that Leewen, in his description of the city of Leyden,
assigns him a fourth master in the person of George Schooten.

Rembrandt has taken good care to transmit to us paintings

of his person, or at least of his countenance, from the period

of the freshness of youth up to that of shrunken old age.

When he returned from Amsterdam to his father's mill he

numbered some twenty years. He was a man at once robust

and delicate. His broad and slightly-rounded forehead pre-

sented a development that indicates a powerful imagination.

His eyes were small, deepset, quick, intelligent, and full of

fire. His (lowing hair, of a warm colour, bordering on red,

and curling naturally, may possibly indicate a Jewish extrac-

tion. His head had a great deal of character, in spite of the

plainness of his features ; a large, flat nose, high cheekbones,

and a copper-coloured complexion, imparted a vulgarity to

his face, which was however relieved by the form of his

mouth, the haughty outline of his eyebrows, and the brilliancy

of his eyes. Such was Rembrandt ; and the character of the

figures he yiainted partakes of that of his own person,—that ia

to say, they have a great deal of expression, but are not noble,

and possess much pathos, but are deficient in what is termed
style.

An artist thus constituted could not but be exceedingly

original and independent, though selfish, and entirely swayed

2 c
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by his caprice. Therefore when he began to study nature, he

entered on his task, not with that simple good-nature which is

the distinctive characteristic of so many of the Dutch painters,

but with an innate desire to stamp every object with his own
peculiarity, and joining his own imagination with an attentive

observation of real life. Of all the phenomena of nature, that

which gave him most trouble was light ; and of all the diffi-

culties of painting, that which he most desired to conquer

was the power of expression. Traces of these two prevailing

desires may be found even in his early engravings.

How frequently has the tragic scene of Calvary been repre-

sented by the painter's pencil ! From Daniel di Volterra

down to Rubens, how many painters have especially chosen

the moment when the dead body of Christ is being lowered

from the cross ! But when Rembrandt approaches the same

suhject, he presents it to us with an unforeseen sublimity.

Considered with reference to those proprieties which we call

style, costume, tradition, "The Descent from the Cross" by
this master would doubtless be an indefensible picture : the

head and body of the crucified Redeemer are frightfully ugly.

The men who have drawn the nails, and those who hold the

winding-sheet, or who support the descending body in their

arms, as well as the three Marys and the spectators of the

scene, belong, judging by their odd and dilapidated raiment,

their head-dresses, and their figures altogether, to the least

elevated, or even to the very lowest classes. In the foreground

a sort of burgomaster is standing in an attitude of indifference,

with a turban and a braided mantle lined with fur. He is

leaning on an official-looking cane, and has quite the appear-

ance of an officer sent by the magistrates to witness the

removal of the body. But Rembrandt with one master-stroke

has imparted an astonishing poetry to this scene of mourning,

by introducing a ray of light falling from above, a glance, as

it were, from the Almighty, upon the body of the victim. A
stream of light pierces the obscurity of the heavens and inun-

dates the picture with light; while, in the valley, Jerusalem

is only seen through the misty half-tint, a glorious splendour

illumines and gives brilliancy to the scene of death. Those

servants in tatters no longer have a vulgar aspect ; and we
only notice their expressive gestures, their careful and zealous

precautions, and their heartfelt grief.

Retired within the obscurity of his father's mill, the miller's

son had long been an admirer of nature before he had ever

thought of admiring himself: some amateurs, however, had
noticed him. Holland was at that time full of connoisseurs

and patrons of the arts, whiv-h were held in great honour

there ; and it was hardly possible that some picture, engrav-

ing, or drawing of Rembrandt's should not cause a sensation

among a nation who were then running mad after painting.

A people whose life is not merely one of external enjoyment,

as is the case with the Italians and other nations of the South,

but one of a domestic, retired, patient, and profound character,

must have readily comprehended the works of Rembrandt.

One of the first pictures of the young painter having attracted

notice, he was advised to take it to the Hag'ae ; and he was

recommended to a rich amateur by whom he would be well

received. In fact, the artist, to his great astonishment, met

with a reception and a reward far beyond his expectations or

hopes ; his picture was bought for one hundred florins. But

here we prefer borrowing the language of the historian

Descamps, without altering the simple style of his narrative.

" This sum of one hundred florins nearly turned the head of

the young artist ; he had undertaken his journey on foot ; but

in order to reach his home the sooner, and to acquaint his

father with his great good fortune, he travelled back by the

diligence, and thus escaped the fate of Correggio.* All the

passengers descended when the cavriiige stopped for dinner,

but Rembrandt remained. He was anxious aboiit his treasure,

and would not run the risk of loiiiig it. The stable-boy, on

* Correggio having received 200 livrcs in copper mouoy ns the

price of a picture, carried that heavy burden liimsclf tlie tUstuncc

of twelve milc.«, in very hot weather, and caught a pleurisy, of

wliich he died in 1513, at the age of forty.

removing the trough in which he had given the horses their

corn, not having unharnessed or tied them up, they continued

their journey, without waiting for their driver or the other

passengers, and arrived safe with Rembrandt at Leyden,

where they stopped at the customary hotel. Our painter

quickly jumped out of the carriage, and hurried off with his

money to his father's mill."

This success would not, perhaps, have been sufficient to

tempt Rembrandt from the solitude in which he had grovvii

upon the banks of the Rhine, if a new passion had not at that

time found its way info his heart. The day upon which he

was able to count down a hundred florins, gained by a few

strokes of his pencil, he felt himself a miser ; whether it was

that he had been born with this vice, or whether in the ring-

ing of so many pieces of money he only heard the echo of the

admiration his work inspired, it is certain that, seeing fame

so readily translate itself into florins, he went to seek it at

.Amsterdam, and in Ifi.30, at the age of twenty-fov.r, he had

already established his residence in that city. The feeling of

self was very largely developed in Rembrandt. In the very

year of his settling at Amsterdam, he painted and engraved

his own portrait in a hundred different positions, and in all

sorts of costumes :t sometimes covered with a lieh cloak and

a velvet cap, J sometimes with a hawk on his fist or a gleam-

ing sabre in his hand ; at others with a ruff of plaited lace ; or

again bareheaded, his hair standing on end and flying out

from his forehead in all directions, like the waving rays

usually given to the sun. When he had once made himself

known, he opened % school, and divided the establishment

into small cells or compartments, where each scholar might

study from the life-model. He was doubtless afraid that

studying in one common room might cause his pupils to lose

their originality of manner ; it might be said that as he was

jealous of his own originality, so he equally guarded that of

others. How many painters were des'ined to issue from

these cells, without resembling each other it is true, but not

without bearing with them some fragments of the genius of

their master! Fictoor, Gerard Douw, Lievens, Van Eeck-

hout, Van Hoogstraten, Govaert Flink, Leonard Bramer,

Ferdinand Bol, and many others.

§

As to the head of this convent-like studio, he was a fantastic

dreamer, a man wrapt up in himself, full of originality, con-

tradictions, and uncouthness. He had a large press full of

turbans, fringed scarfs, old spangled stuffs, armour, rusty

swords, and halberds ; and he used to exclaim, when showing

these to visitors, " These are my antiquities." He did not

fail, however, to buy the engravings of Mark Anthony after

Raphael ; indeed, his biographer states that he possessed an

ample collection of fine Italian engravings ; but, different from

those who affect to despise the things by which they profit,

Rembrandt admired all, but imitated none. By a contra-

diction still more surprising for one so avaricious, he married

a wife without fortune, a pretty country girl of the village of

Ransdorp in AVaterland ; and he forthwith represented her by

his side in one of his engravings, holding a glass in her hand,

with smiling looks, smart with the finery of her dress and her

blooming complexion. However, it is but just to say that if

Rembrandt allowed the unworthy passion for money to find a

place in his heart, he at least did not exclude from it the

sentiment of gratitude. From the very commencement of his

career he had enjoyed the patronage of a physician named
Tulp, professor of anatomy at Amsterdam ; and two years

after his establishment in that city, he painted this professor

surrounded by his pupiis, and thus immortalised him, in

the picture well known by the name of " The Anatomical

Lecture." This picture appears to us somewhat cold, and

wanting in that general relief in wliich Rembrandt always

t VhU the catalogues of Claussiu and of Bart.sch. The greater

number of his iiortraits are of 1630 and 1C3I.

+ This portrait is the one that is placed at the head of this

biog^rii.phy. It is known by the name ai Ri:mb!uiidl aj>pii!/c.

!) A complete list of these can be seen iu the " Historical

Researches " by Hagedorn. Dresden, 17o5.
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excels. The painter has only succeeded in this in relieving

the separate parts ; each head taken by itself is full of life

and expression, finely and vigorously modelled ; but each

attracts the attention separately, and thus injures the general

effect ; there is no sufficient decision in any part so as to con-

centrate the interest ; the dead body laid out upon the table

forms, from its diagonal position and the monotony of its

greenish tint, the only point of the picture ; the countenances,

however, are good, spirited, and full of thought ; the pro-

fessor, with his hat on, in the presence of his pupils who ;ae

uncovered, holds at the end of his forceps the flexor muscles

of the hand, and explains to his class the simple mechanism
of them ; he operates with the indifference of the anatomist,

and like a man hardened against the scenes of the dissecting-

room.

To copy nature even to the minutest details of the model,

and to lend an extraordinary power to the representation

with great effect and bold relief, is, doubtless, the p.'rfeetion

of art ; but this was not the secret, or we may say, the

practice, of Rembrandt. It is tnie, that in his early manner
he finished highly ; each head in " The Anatomical Lecture,"

for example, when closely examined, offers an infinity of

extremely fine tones, even in a single eye
; yet, seen at a

proper distance, the object presents only the three elements of

the model—the high light, the shade, and the half tint.

Although this manner of the painter was not deficient in

force, and had an immense success at Amsterdam, owing to

the passion of the Dutch for high finish, Rembrandt became
bolder by practice, and created for himself a new style, sharp,

striking, even coarse in appearance, but dazzlingly brilliant,

and of a truth to nature which almost amounted to magic.

However delicate the subject might be, he gave the appear-

ance of finish by spirited touches ; without altering the forms

or disturbing the masses, he rendered them striking in lumi-

nous places by vigorous and even rough touches, the passion-

ate expression of which was all calculated by the consummate
artist ; for such a dashing style of execution is only to be

attained by profound study, and when the painter has become
the perfect master of his palette. A stroke of the brush,

which may seem to have been dashed at random upon the

canvas, like cement upon a wall, is nevertheless so correctly

placed as to express character, action, and life, to make the

nostrils expand, or soften the look ; and if it be true, as

Descamps asserts, that the originals of Rembrandt's portraits

were obliged to submit patiently to the long indecision of the

painter -on the choice of the pose, and on the nature and style

of the accessories, it is certain that they were amply rewarded

by the speaking likeness that resulted, the truth of the colour-

ing, and the fine play of light in which they saw themselves

depicted ; they were fortunate if they did not suffer from

gome strange fancy of this most whimsical of painters, for

whoever sat for Rembrandt was compelled to submit to his

caprices, or to renounce the gratification of being the original

of a chcf-d'autre. It is related of him that one day, as he was

just completing a picture of a family group, the death of his

monkey was announced to him, whereupon he immediately

painted the portrait of the animal, from memory, in the corner

of the very canvas upon which he was working. The persons

whose portraits composed the picture, and who were to pay

him for it, were naturally offended at the introduction of a

new member into their family ; but Rembrandt chose rather

to keep the picture than to effice the memorial of his fa-

vourite.

The mere imitation of nature, however, was so much be-

neath the genius of Rembrandt, that he made it a sort of

pastime. In the intervals between his poetical compositions,

to which his whole soul was devoted, illusive paintings of

various objects formed a sort of amusement. Although it

may be easy to deceive the senses by representing inanimate

objects, such as fruit, flowers, shells, butterflies, and all that

is comprehended in the term still life, it is not so easy to

imitate Ufr with such degree of truth as to deceive the eye.

Rembrandt tried this more than once with startling success :

it struck liis fancy one day to paint his servant-girl opening

the window, as if to look into the street ; he cut his canvas of
exactly the same dimensions as the window, so that by taking
out the sashes he might fill up the opening with his picture.

The position of the figure was so natural, the relief of the
hand so good, and the head so full of animation, that every
one was deceived by the trick This feat, so like those which
are related of the Greek artists, though far superior (since it

was not a bunch of grapes, or a curtain, but living nature, that

was imitated), might, perhaps, seem an idle story, but that it

is mentioned by Roger Piles, who adds, " This picture now
forms part of my collection." •

Dietrich, who was one of Rembrandt's imitators, said to the

ingenious amateur Hagedorn, " When we wish to compose and
light a picture in the style of Rembrandt, we must also adopt
his manner of dr.iping and adjusting the figures, without which
the work would be deprived of that spirit which constitutes

its charm." This observation is perfectly just ; but it is most
remarkable that so distinguished an amateur as M. de Hage-
dorn did not feel the value of the remark, but accompanies it

in his book with the following lines:—" I believe, however,

that if Rembrandt, that successful colourist, had studied the

other branches of painting like Poussin, he would have been
only the niore admired, and that the combination of two per-

fections, force of colour and a strict adherence to the story of

the picture, could not but have added to his celebrity."

We think there cannot be a greater mistake than this ; for if

Rembrandt had drawn in the style of Poussin, it would no
longer be that of Rembrandt. How could a painter who ad-

dressed himself to the imagination of others, and drew entirely

from his own, always respect the proprieties of his story or of

costume, the beau-ideal of form, or conventionality and tradi-

tion ? His pencil could not be guided at the same moment by
the rules of r*ison and by flights of the imagination. If an
artist places before our eyes the classical imagery of proces-

sions of young girls walking gracefully at the Panathenaic

festivals, he may allow us to admire the purity of their

profiles, and to trace the beauty of their forms under the thin

covering which betrays them. Let plastic art have its triumph

then, for the caprices of light and shade are useless ; the

antique school took its rise in sunny climes, and it would be

unreasonable to shut up its works in the cavern of the

alchymist. The heroes of Rome and Athens, clothed with the

buskin and enveloped in the toga, would have been strangely

out of place at the bottom of those caverns where Doctor

Faustus believes that he sees the sparkling of cabalistic

letters !

It is often said that Rembrandt was very defective in his

drawing, and that he failed in this branch of the art ; this is a

heresy on the part of the orthodo.x critics. Certainly, Rem-
brandt did not draw with the correct elegance taught in the

classical school ; he was not acquainted with the chaste forms

of the antique ; he did not study the nude, at least that which
the antique school has decided to comprise the most exquisite

proportions and the purest outlines. His Bathshebas are

Dutch matrons, whose homely charms would not seduce

King David, unless by the warm and life-like flesh-tints ; his

chaste Susannahs are servant-wenches, whom no one would

be eager to surprise on coming out of their bath, did not a

fanciful shadow conceal the poverty of their half-exposed

charms, and throw a poetical mystery over the prose of their

beauty : but there are some essential qualities of drawing,,

which Rembrandt possesses in the highest degree—expression

and perspective. " Perhaps even," says the learned and

classical author of the " Traite complet de la Peinture," t

when on this subject, " he was superior in his appreciation of

these qualities to Giulio Romano himself, or I even venture to

say to Annibal Caracci." For the expression which results

from the play of the features, and the attitude of attention, it

would be difficult to meet with more simple, more energetic,

or more striking examples than may be found in the works of

* Dc Piles " Abrege de la Vie dcs Peintres, avec de^ reflexions

sur Icnr ouvrages." Paris, 17H. Second Edition.

f M. Fiiillot do Montabert, in vol. iii. of bis " Traite," p. 18S
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Rembrandt. Was aetonishment, for instance, ever better ex-

pressed than in the " Raising of Lazarus ?"

Some authors have thought that Rembrandt visited Venice ;

De Piles has asserted it on the authority of certain etchings,

on which the words, Rembrandt, Vnnitiis, 1G35, appear to have

been engraved. These words, in fact, can be made out upon

three plates of oriental heads, turbaned and furred ; but even

if this be not a trick of the miser, and if Rembrandt did make

a journey to Venice, of which there now only remains the

evidence of these three prints, the illustrious painter did not

1628—the peculiarities of his style can be traced. He appears

even then to have felt that the most important agent in his

pictures was the light.

Rembrandt's princigjl and peculiar means of expression,

especially in his paintings, is the chiaroscuro. Despairing of

imitating the brightness of sunlight, he shuts his door against

it, and closes up his window, only allowing it to penetrate

through a small loophole. Having thus, as it were, im-

prisoned the daylight, he disposes of it at his o^vn will, and

makes the captive ray travel round his darkened apartment.

PORIEAIT OP THE BUK.Q0MA.9TKR SIX.—PROM A PAINTING BT REMBRANDT.

sojourn_long in the land of the great masters of colour, since,

according to the Chevalier de Claussin, who was well ac-

quainted with the works in question, the word Venitiis is

found upon all the three plates with the same date of 1635.

However this may be, it is certain that Rembrandt could not

have borrowed his peculiar style from the Venetians, it is so

strongly marked with the impress of a great original genius,

and so easily recognised, even in the smallest of his etchings

previous to the year 1G35. Even at the age of twenty-two, in

his earliest known works—his first engravings being dated

causing it to fall, according to his fancy, now upon the skull

of a hermit wrapt in meditation, now into an alcove with a

woman in bed, perhaps the wife of Potiphar. There is no

sentiment or idea which this painter does not express by light

and shade only. When Jesus says to the buried Lazarus,
" Come forth," Rembrandt represents the miracle of the "Rais-

ing of Lazarus"(p. 392) by a miracle of light and shade. The
scene was pictured in his imagination as having taken place in

a sombre cavern suddenly illuminated with a blaze of light.

Rembrandt expresses life by light, and death by darkness.
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Sometimes he seems to have desired to represent siience, and

then a sweet harmony of tones, gently graduated, produces

upon the eye the same effect as silence would produce upon

the organ of hearing. We have often arrested our steps in

the gallery of the Louvre to contemplate the two "Philo-

sophers " of Rembrandt. A faint ray shines through the

bleared glass in the leaded casement of the hermit's quiet

abode. Before him are some open books ; but the dreamer no

longer regards them ; he is wrapt in meditation. The light

seems to glide along the wall, and creeps along the Hoor,

scarcely revealing the steps of a winding staircase, then loses

itself almost insensibly in the apartment, and dies away into

the darkness. In this vaulted retreat there reigns such per-

executed four etchings. In no other instance has he ex-

hibited such consummate skill in toning down the light, and
in lowering it to the point at which it seems actually to have
disappeared, even while it is still present ; for in Rembrandt's
works there never is any actual black, hut a mysterious half-

tint, where the light and the darkness seem to be equally

mixed. " Jacob's Dream" is the subject of the first of these

mystic compositions. The angels gently ascend and descend
a ladder, which is only illumined at its upper extremity.

The dreamer, whom we suppose to be at the bottom f the

ladder, is in the most profound darkness. This is the first

state of the otcliing
; but in a second proof, his tigure may just

be distinguished through the bars of the ladder as he is

CHRIST DRIVING THE MONEY- CHAXGEB8 OUT OP THE TEMPLE.—FROM A PAINTIXO BY KEMBKANDT.

feet peace, that the mere contemplation of the picture awakes

a desire for the solitude. On a closer examination of this

picture, we perceive on the staircase the figures of two women,
whose colour differs so slightly from the mass of shade, that

they do not in the slightest degree interfere with the subdued

effect, or, to make use of the metaphor we alluded to above,

they do not break the silence of the composition.

There exists a Spanish book * of great obscurity, written by
the Jew Manasse-ben-Israel, for which book Rembrandt

• This book is entitled, " Piedra ploiiosa, A de la Estatua de

Nebuchadnezar, con muchas y divers.-us autoridadcs dc la S. S. y
antiguos sabios" (Glorious Stone, or of the Statue of Nebuchad-
nezzar, with many and dirui-s authorities taken from the Holy

stretched at the foot. The celestial ray has descended the

steps, and with its dying gleam indicates the vague outline

of the sleeping traveller. The mystery is profound, the effect

grand. The angels who brush against Jacob with their wings

are, it is true, neither light nor aerial, but their very weight

seems to render them more powerful and formidable. The
lighting of the picture supplies the poetry of the subject, or

rather of itself constitutes the poetry, for by means of it the

effect is elevated to unequalled grandeur. This engraving,

Scriptures, and from the learned men of old). The four etchings

of Kcml)randt having been executed cxprcsiily for an edition of

this book, it is not astonisliing that they should be very scarce.

Ihis curious little book luis fetched the price of £16.
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destined for a email book, is not so large as the hand of the

engraver ; but the genius of Rembrandt, in spite of the narrow

limits within which it is confined, gives the tffect of gigantic

proportions to the subject. In the same book he has repre-

sented the " Vision of Ezekiel," and he seems to have taken

delight in making it pass through all the variations of his

magic lantern. A glory is shining above, in the midst of

which the Almighty appears surrounded by adoring angels.

Below are seen the four animals of which the prophet speaks,

loathsome beasts, as frightful as the gnomes lately discovered

by Goya, and which, in the twilight where they are seen

spreading out their hideous wings, serve as contrasts to the

glories of heaven. This engraving measures only three incht s
;

yet it comprises both worlds, hell below and lieavcn above,

the brightness of paradise and the horrors of the infernal

regions ; it commences like the dream of a perfectly happy

man, and finishes like the nightmare of a condemned felon.

Painting was not, perhaps, the principal source of the extra-

ordinary fame of Rembrandt. It was particularly by his

immortal etchings that he made himself known in the world

of art, from Holland even to Rome. Merchants came from

the remotest par'.s of Italy to offer him some of Mark An-

thony's engravings in exchange for his corrected proofs.

Shut up in his sombre studio, he silently pursued his occupa-

tion without witnesses, his door being closed against visitors.

He wished it to be believed that he was in possession of some

wonderful secrets, and he hoped that even the smallest print

issuing from a laboratory into which nobody was permitted to

penetrate, would be the more highly prized by amateurs

;

and he knew them well. According to his biographers, he

would endeavour to enhance the value of his works by first

striking off a few impressions of an unfinished engraving ; he

then continued to work at it by means of a second transparent

varnish, making a few slight alterations, either with aqua-

fortis or with the dry point ; and thus succeeded in selling as

different engravings a number of proofs from the same plate.

It is certain that his engravings were the more in demand

throughout Europe, because he required very high prices for

them ; and yet he still further raised their value by tricks

•which -were worthy of a patriarch of the Synagogue. Some-

times he put them up for public sale, in order to raise the

price by bidding for them himself; at other, he even sent his

son to sell them clandestinely as stolen prints. Taking

advantage of the infatuation with which he had inspired his

countrymen, he would occasionally threaten to go to England ;

BO that, being uncertain of the time he was to remain with

them, the amateurs hastened to buy his prints at any price.

He one day caused a report of his death to be spread, in

order to enjoy the malicious gratification of coming to life

again, in the midst of the astonished bidders, after his port-

folios had been knocked down at auction. Amongst his

numerous work^ there were etchings which he would not sell

at first, even at the price of a hundred florins. " It was

necessary," says Descamps, "to coax him in order to obtain

them. It was the fashion— it was the rage. People were

actually ridiculed who did not possess a proof of the little

Juno with a crown, and another without the crown, or of the

Joseph with a white face, and the same with a black face, or

of the woman with a white bonnet, and with a little foal, and

the same without a bonnet."

Rembrandt had already amassed a considerable fortune.

His studio, full of pupils, who were sent to him by the prin-

cipal citizens of Amsterdam, brought him in enormous sums.

Sandrart, his contemporary, informs us that each of the pupils

of this great but avaricious painter paid him no less than a

hundred florins annually ; * to which must be added the

produce of a great number of copies of his works by his

pupils, retouched by the master, and sold by him as originals

of his own : these were paintings by Fictoor, Govaert Flink,

* Sandrart, edit, in ft)Uo, 1683 ;
" Qui singull annuatim ccntcnos

ipt-i nunicnibaul fiure-uos pnvtcr cmolumcutum alixid. quod e vun-

ditis tyronuni suuruni, picturis et fii^iiris calcograpliicis ubtiuebat."
—" Acadcmia Artis Pictorite," lib. iii. cap. x.\ii.

and Van Eeckhout ; this lucrative business brought Rem-

brandt as much as 2,500 florins, without reckoning the sums

which he acquired by his own labour with the pencil, the

graver, or the pen ; for his designs, which exhibited great

spirit and talent, were also valued at very high prices. In

the midst of so much wealth, the painter of "The Night

Patrol" lived in the same primitive simplicity as when he

was only the son of the miller Gerretsz. Chary of his gold,

he was only lavish of it in his pictures, where his warm lights

resembled the colour and richness of his coin. But, in fact,

even his engravings were coloured with that harmonious tint,

the colour of the India paper, which Rembrandt liked to have

them printed on, and which almost resembled thin sheets of

gold. His pupils were so well acquainted with his weakness,

that they often amused themselves by painting pieces of gold

upon scraps of paper, and placing them on the floor in some

corner, where the painter never failed to pick them up, though

his good-nature would never allow him to punish those who
had so cleverly deceived an eye like his. But, if Rembrandt

loved gold, it was only for the sake of the enjoyment which

the thought of it afforded him. His mode of living was par-

simonious ; his meals consisted, says Houbraken, of a salt

herring or a piece of cheese. His manners and tastes kept

him amongst the lower classes ; and when he was one day

reproached with this, he replied, "When I wish to amuse

myself after my labours, I do not seek grandeur, which is

only troublesome to me, but liberty."

The stern humourist, t however, had some friends among the

superior classes. Professor Tulp, Renier Ansloo, an anabaptist

mmister,j Haaring the elder, the great amateur of engravings,

Abraham France, the famous goldsmith Janus Lutma, and

lastly, Rembrandt's most intimate friend, the burgomaster

Sis, would all have been glad to introduce into their society

an artist whose person would have excited at least as much
interest as his engravings ; but he declined it. His eccentricity,

however, never lost him a friend : he knew how to attach

them by his good-humour, and to immortalise them with his

graver. John Six, when he was only secretary of the city of

Amsterdam, composed a tragi?dy of Medea. In honour of his

friend, and as if to illustrate this tragedy, Rembrandt engraved

the .admirable print of " The Marriage of Jason," which seems

as if created by the wand of an enchanter.

The portrait of burgomaster Six (p. 388) is well known to all

amateurs, artists, or patrons of the arts. He is represented

standing, leaning against a window, by which the scene is

lighted -, he is occupied in reading a book, the reflection from

which lights up his countenance. This portrait is so finely

engraved, that the work of the graver resembles more a

vigorous drawing in Indian ink than an etching on copper.

It was on the excursions which Rembrandt made from the

city of Amsterdam to the country-house of burgomaster Six,

that this jyeat painter acquired a taste for landscape. He
brought to the study of nature that sombre poetical feeling

from which he never was free, and he often chose for his

subject the strife between sunshine and tempest. The land-

scapes of Rembrandt are generally of a gloomy cast : a boat

upon a stagnant canal, a lost road, a bull tied by a cord to the

trunk of an old tree, are quite sufficient in his hands to supply

subjects for contemplation, and to give us a dreamy view of

nature. Broad shadows sometimes envelop the landscape,

and the painter- engraver converts a scene in the open air into

an interior dramatic composition ; he treats his landscape like

a vast chamber, with the heavenly vauJt for a ceiling, and he

only allows the sunlight to appear in gleams, to which he

opposes some dark trees in the foreground. The landscape of

" The Three Trees," which is among our illustrations (p. 397>,is

composed in this manner. It is valued, and with reason, as one

of his finest productions, and it may also be considered as

t It is thus Robert Graham speaks of him in his " Lives of

Painters " appended to the edition of the poem of Dufrcsnoy,

translated into English by Dryilcn. Loudon, 1716.

X According to the historian Baldiuucci, Rembrandt belonged

to a sect of anabaptists, then vci-y numerous in Holland.
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most characteristic of his style. That which is known ns

"The Pont de Six," now extremelyrare, is worth mentioning,

rem the anecdote connected \vith it, related by Gtrsaint in

his catalogue. On one occasion, when Rembrandt was
staying at the country- house of burgomaster Six, the servant

announced that dinner was ready ; but, as they were sitting

down to table, they observed that there was no mustard.

The burgomaster ordered the servant to go immediately to

the village and get some. Rembrandt, who knew the hahiiual

tardiness of this servant, and who was himself of an active

disposition, offered his friend Six a wager that he would

engr.ive a print bc'^ore the domestic returned. The challenge

was accepted, and a? Rembrandt always had some plates

ready prepared, he took one immediately and engraved upon
it the landscape that he saw from the windows of the room in

which they were seated. The plate was completed before

the return of the valet, and Rembrandt gained his wager.

The attempts at copying and imitating, or producing fac-

similes of the works of Rembrandt have been very numerous
;

the merest scrawls by his hand h^ve been counterleited and
imitated with more or le.^s skill. Besides the very deceptive

copies by Basan, Folkema, AVatelet, Vivares, Richard Wilson,

Jacques Hazard, and ^Monsieur Denon (who was the Director

of lluseums of France), or the admirable retouching executed

by an English officer. Captain Biiillie, upon the plate called

"The Hundred Florins," a vast number of paiaters and of

young engravers, since the time of Bernard Picart, have tried

the success of these innocent impostures. The author of this

history, when studying engraving some years ago under

Messrs. Calamatta and Mercuri, made himself a copy of the
" Janus Lutma," not so much for the purpose of attempting

the difficult task of making a perfect copy, as with a view to

discover the pn . nded secrets of Rembrandt. Our readers,

whether amateur* or artists, will perhaps be indebted to us if

WG enter here int some exj. lanations on the subject.

When a great painter occupies himself with engraving, he
looks only to the result, without reference to the modus operaniU.

All his attention is directed to the proper dispo.'itien of the

light and shade, and he endeavours to draw with the graver

upon the copper just as he would do with his pencil upon
paper. It is useless to talk to him of academic rules, of lines

arranged with military precision ;
or to tell him that the well-

known lozenge style of hatching must be rigorously adhered

to. Of what importance to him are all these established rules

and patent methods, if he c:n imbody his ideas or render the

effect of his picture without them? All the traditions of the

craft, he will say, are insufficient for a man who has not a true

feeling for his art, and are unnecessary to one who is endowed
with it. Thus we observe how vigorously Rembrandt handles

the great masses of his compositions, whether the material be

fur, silk, or velvet; he attacks all with the same freedom of

manner ; he allows great scope to his hand, though it is always

guided, even unconsciously, by an instinctive knowledge of

form, by a delicate feeling for perspective, as to what parts

should advance and what be kept back ; of the texture of

objects, whether dull, hard, polished, sp-arkling, woody, or

friable. In the portrait of Lutma, the stone of the wall, the

oak of the table, the iron of the hammer, the box full of tools,

and the silver salver, which shines in a place where every

other substance would be dull,—all these things are rendered

by more regular and more equal hatching, and consequently

appear colder than those which express the furred lining of

the mantle and the rough plastering of the wall. But still it

is as if playfully, and amidst the picturesque disorder of his

numerous hatchings, that the engraver has intentionally altered

the movement, graduated the touch, and varied the expres-

sion of the etching-needle. If Rembrandt's prints, however,

have taught us that tradition can be dispensed with, and
replaced by feeling, they have also added to the number of

methods previously known, by showing us how to efface in

certain cases the transparency of the paper. We may now
naturally pass on to the explanation of the engraver's secrets,

if he really had any other than that of his genius.

The Chevalier de Clatissjn distinguishes as many as seven dif-

ferent methods which Rembrandt made use of. The enthu-

siasm of .in amateur, who had devoted thirty-six years of his

life to the study of Rembrandt's works, makes it sufficiently

clear that he was desirous of discovering in his favourite master

more secrets than had been known to his predecessors Bartsch,

Pierre Yver, Hello, Glomy, and Gersaint. But even^according to

his own explanation of these various secrets, it is evident that

the seven pretended methods of Rembrandt resolved themselves

into three. Thus, the habit of employing etching- needles of

various sizes in order to finish both the delicate and powerful
parts at the first working, without requiring any retouching

upon a second varnish, was not peculiar to Rembrandt. In
doing this the en'4raver only followed the ordinary [.-rocct.i

of etching, and there is no secret in it any more than in the

method of retouching by passing a dear varnish over the first

work, which remains visible through the transparent covering,

and can thus be strengthened by further crossing the lines.

Tlie real improvement made by Rembrandt—and it is a very

great one— was the introduction into etching of stains re-

sembling delicate washes of Indian ink, anel also dull parts

of a velvet-like texture, like mezzo-tint; it may indeed be
called the invention of the art of painting on copper. How he
accomplished it is a question ; but it is a great mistake to

suppose that, after the lapse of two centuries, it still lenuiins

a profound mystery ; for there are at least three methods of

obtaining this tint, which may be compared to the glazing

colours in painting. By either touching the naked copper

with a brush dipped in a<[uafortis, or by roughening with

pumice-stone the parts of the plate which are required to be
deadened ; or, lastly, by passing over it with fine rollers, the

grain of which is invisible, we are enabled without difhculty to

imitate the peculiar te-xture of Rembrandt. But as these

operations only affect the surface of the meta', and do not

penetrate it, they cannot long resist the process of printing,

which soon effaces them. Rembrandt, in order to give

durability to his work, most frequently m.ade use of the dry

poiirt, which, by light hatching with very tine and very close

lines, produces the required tint : afterwards, according as he

wished to obtain a vigorous or delicate tone, a flat or velvet-

like effect, he removed more or less of the roughness from the

surface, which thus retained the printing-ink in the same pro-

portion, and produced gray half-tints, or shadows resembling

mezzo-tint.

The two methods most commonly employed by Rembrandt
were those of roughening the copper with pumice-stone, of

which we have an example in the " Pecheur a la Barque," and

of scratching the plate delicately with the dry point, without

afterwards eniirely removing tlie roughness, as the artist 'nas

treated the portrait of " Burgomaster Six," and of which the

print of the " Hundred Florins " is particularly an example;

this may be considered as the whole history of the great

master's secrets. There remained, howov«r, one other le-

source, which was for the artist to keep in his own hands the

printing of his engravings ; the genius of art being by a sad

mesalliance associated in his ease with the genius of avarice, our

artist retired into his mysterious studio, and there using the

printer's ink ball artistically, he was able to vary the proofs

according to his fancy. Sometimes he contented himself with

partially wiping the plate, at others he used the black very

thickly, and occasionally his aim was to obtain transparency.

In fact, he continued his experiments even to the very last

impression the plate would yield, thus subjecting the work

to every turn of his capricious humour.

According to de Piles, Rembrandt died at Amsterdam in

1688; according to Houbraken, in 167-i.* He left only one

son, named Titus, who inherited the immense fortvme, but not

the genius of his father.

While Rembrandt was inimitable as an engraver, in painting

none have surpassed him in three essential elements of the

art ; chiaroscuro, touch, and expression. If his subjects are

vulgar, his treatment of them is grand ; if his drawing is want-

• The Gei-mnn Art-critic, Dr. Franz Kueler, has adopted the

latter date.— Er>,
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ing in purity, or incorrect in proportion, it is redeemed by the

superior quality of pathos ; he goes at once to the sentiment

of his subject. Moreover, his very defects are of a nature

which it would be a pity to remove. A thorough genius,

Rembrandt admits of no corrections, and this constitutes his

greatness.

of the sentiment of the art. His treatment of the lights is so

powerful, and his shadows are so transparent, that he yields

neither to Giorgione or Correggio for force or delicacy of

painting. His style, though often rude and coarse, became,

when he pleased, sweet, blended, and finished. This latter

manner was worked out by his scholar, Gerard Douw,

THE RAISING OF LAZAKDS. FKOM A PAINTING BY REMBIiANDT.

In the department of light and shade this master has no

rival, being able to produce at the same time the relief of

individual parts and of the whole of his picture. As to the

practical part of his profession, he united a perfect know-

Kembrandt occasionally softens his tints, and moderates his

shadows, and thus gives repose to the eye by a calm and

harmonious ensemble ; at other times he is rough, his

execution is unfinished, and he affects an absurdly thick

ledge of the art of manipulation with a refined appreciation style of painting ; but his touches are so certain that they
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Z°r^^ZT. fi ^TTI '1' '^"Vi
'^"'"""'""^ ^°'°"'™§- He If any one ^vishod to examine cloaely his bold juxtapositionssometimes finished the hair and beard with the handle of the of colour, and thickly-painted high lights, he would push him

THE DESCENT PKOM THE CROSS,—PKOM A PAINTINQ BY RiMBKANUT.

brush. His tones are placed above or beside each other, with back, saying, that paint was unwholesome, and thould not be
such a perfect knowledge of their proper relations to oneanother, smelt nt,

that he had no occasion to impair their freshness by mixing As to his port, aits, it will be sufficient to quote the opinion
them

;
a simple glaze was sufficient to complete the blending. of PUes ;—" Par from suffering by a comparison n-ith those of
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any other painter, they often throw those of the greatest

masters into the background."

Considered individually, Rembrandt seems to have detached

himself from the traditions of his art, and to have broken

through all trammels ; but if he be compared with other

painters of the first order, as Raphael, Correggio, Poussin, or

Rubens, it will be acknowledged that he is a member of that

great family, and that his absence would create a void in the

history of the art. Rembrandt seems to be indentified with

ourselves, while Raphael, by the purely beautiful, appeals to

the soul ; and Poussin, by his knowledge, speaks to the mind,

while Correggio awakens our sensibility by his graceful draw-

ing, and Rubens dazzles the eye with his colouring,—Rem-

brandt, by his treatment of the light and shade, excites the

imagination, and transports us into the land of dreams.

During the life of this great artist, as well as since his death,

so high a value has been placed upon the least of his produc-

tions, that our readers will no doubt excuse us if we multiply

on this occasion the detailed information specially destined for

amateurs. This task being one of such extent, we will divide

it, for greater convenience, into three parts. The first will

contain the subjects and prices of the principal etchings ;
the

second will indicate the place and subject of the principal

pictures ; and the third will give the prices of the small

number of the latter which have been put up for sale at

public auctions.

ETCHINGS.

In the etching style of engraving, Rembrandt is unrivalled.

Of all masters who have laboured in this branch of art, there

is not one whose prints have met with such continued favour
;

the numerous volumes that have been published on the works

of Rembrandt are a sufficient proof of this. Ger,«aint devoted

a part of his life to making deep researches on the engraved

works of Rembrandt, but death overtook this amateur before

the publication of his labours. Helle and Glomy having

obtained possession of his MS., coiTected it, augmented it

with their own materials, enriched it with the information

which they had derived from the examination of the most

celebrated works, and published in 1751 an octavo volume.

Pierre Yver, a broker of Amsterdam, celebrated for his critical

knowledge, published in 1756 another volume, to serve as a

supplement to the works of Gersaint, Helle, and Glomy. Sub-

sequently, in 1797, Adam Bartsch, a learned Austrian, him-

self an engraver of great meri', published a " Catalogue rai-

sonne " of all the prints that are the work of Rembrandt.

Lastly, Chevalier de Claussin published in \&'li a new cata-

logue, which, though the third, is not the least curious.

The catalogues which we have cited, inform us that Rem-

brandt engraved 376 plates, of which only 173 bear the date

of their execution. The earliest of them are of the year 162S,

and the latest of 16G1. According to these dates, Rembrandt

could only have begun to engrave at the age of twenty-two,

and did not relinquish the etching needle until thirteen years

before his death.

To facilitate the researches of amateurs, we shall adopt

here the general arrangement of Bartsch.

PORTllAITS.

18. " Portrait of Rembrandt holding a Sabre," an unique

piece, sold in October, 1847, at the Verstolk sale, at Amster-

dam, £19 lOs.

21. " Rembrandt Appuye,." from the Pole Carew collec-

tion, a fine proof, was bought at the same sale for £25.

22. "Rembrandt Drawing," from the Wilson collection,

first state of plate, fetched £14 lOs. At the sale of William

Seguier, in London, this proof was sold at £21.

23. "Portrait of Rembrandt," in an oval form; from the

Denon collection, first state, a magnificent proof, which at

the sale of the same author (Verstolk), reached the price of

£10(1.

271. "Portrait of Renier Ansloo," first state, on India

paper, £67 10s.

273. " Portrait of Abraham France," first state, India paper,

277. " Portrait of Jean Apelyn," first state, India paper, £33.

278. "Ephraim Bonu.s," first state, almost imique, £148 ; in

the second state, £ls, from the Denon collection.

279. " Wtenbogardus," first state, £40.

281. "The Gold- Weigher," first state, at the Revil sale,

£26 (1838).

282. " Le Petit Coppenol," first state, on India paper, from

the Haaring collection, sold (Verstolk), for £67 ; in the second

state, £15 10s.

2S3. " Le Grand Coppenol," from the Denon and Wilson

collections, first state, India paper, fetched at the same sale

(Verstolk), £112; the second state, from tfie Buckingham

collection, also on India paper, went up to £44.

214. " The Advocate Tolling," a magnificent proof, in a

condition almost unique, from the Br.rnard and Pole Carew

cabinets, sold at £162. This proof had cost Verstolk £224 10s.

285. "Burgomaster Six" (p. 388), first state, on India paper,

in perfect preservation, reached the price of £80 10s. ; an im-

pression of the second state, from the collection of R. Du-

mesnil, was bought for £120 at the Debois sale; an impres-

sion of the third state, at the Revil sale, w.as sold at £10S

(in 1838).

292. " A Baldheaded Man," first state, £13 os.

357. " A White Moorish Woman," first state, £9.

SUBJECTS FIIOM THE OLD AND NEW TESTAMENT.

36. "Four Subjects for a Spanish Work," magnifi ent

proofs, of the first state, India paper, from the Wilson collec-

tion (Verstolk sale, Amsterdam, 1844), £27.

56. "Flight into Egypt," unique proof, on parchrftent,

Wilson collection, was bought at the Verstolk sale for £34 ;

on India paper, at William Seguier's sale, £65.

73. "The Raising of Lazarus" (p. 392), unique condition,

described by Claussin, £-54 ; second state, very scarce, in the

collection of R. Dumesnil, £27 5i.

74. "The Piece of the Hundred Florins/' first state, a

magnificent proof on India paper, Denon and Wilson collec-

tions, was bought at the Verstolk sale for £144. There are

only eight proofs of the first state of this plate; two in the

British Museum, one in that of Amsterdam, one in the Library

of Paris, another in that of Vienna, and the other three in

private collections.

76. " Jesus presented in the Temple," described by Claussin,

first state, India paper, sold for £49 at the Verstolk sale.

77. "The Ecce Homo," first state, very scarce ; Michel and

Debois collections, sold for £81 ; fine proof of the second

state, £24.

78. "The Three Crosses," first state, very scarce, £13 158.

81. " The Descent from the Cross "
(p. 393), first state, Ver-

stolk sale, £22 10s. There are only three proofs known ; the

one quoted was from the cabinet of Robert Dumesnil.

90. "The Good Samaritan," superb proof of the first state,

£31 15s. ; the same piece was sold for £72 at the Debois sale;

it was a very fine impression, with a landscape sketched in

the side margin.

107. " St. Francis kneeling," on parchment, Pole Carew's

collection (Verstolk sale), £22.

208. " The Bridge of Six," a piece not mentioned, and

almost unique (Verstolk sale, Amsterdam, 1844), £17 15s.

211. "The Huntsman," first proof, Wilson collection, £18.

212. " The Three Trees" (p. 397), first state, Debois collec-

tion, £16. That which is in the Rnyal Library at Paris was

bought for £6.

" View of Amsterdam," on India paper, not described,

Esdaile collection, sold for £22.

214. "The two Houses with pointed Gables," on India

paper, £25.

215. "Landscape with Carriage," retouched with the

brush, £22.

217. " Landscape with three Cottages," a magnificent proof

of the first state, £33 ; the second state, £19 lOs. A proof of

the first state was sold at the Debois sale for f68 ; it came

from the Claussin collection,
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223. " Landscape with Tower," tirst state, on India paper,

£31.

22". " The Obelisk," the very first proof, £3G.

230. " Landscape with two Koads," first state, ti".

232. "The Cottage surrounded by Palings," first state,

from the R. Dumesnil collection, £27.

254. "The Country House of the Gold Weigher," first

state, India paper, £30 10s.

240. "The Canal, with a little Boat," first state, India

paper, Pole Carew's collection, £22 lOs.

This plate was exhibited in the Royal Library at Paris,

with the number 117, as " View of a Canal," and was con-

sidered as unique by M. Duchesne, Senior Curator of that

establishment.

OENEllAL SliIiJECTS— liECOAllS .VXD BOOKS.

lis. "Three Oriental Figures," first state, very scarce,

sold for £11 (Verstolk sale, Amsterdam, 1844).

122. "The Vendor of Ratsbane," almost unique, £27.

142. " Small Polish Figure," almost unique, £22 10s.

159. "The Shell," first state, bought by the Royal Library

at Paris for £32. This proof was in the possession of Burgo-
master Six.

ISO. "The French Bed," a very fine impression of the first

state, £10 1.5s., Haaring collection.

197. "The Woman before the Stove," first proof, £18.

Note.—From an inventory of the prints in the Hojal
Library of Paris, drawn up on the IstJanuiiry, ISIO, it appears

that this establishment contains the enormous number of

900, .5 Hi diiferent plates. Rembrandt's works amount to l.SOo

out of that number : 1,038 originals and 707 copies, the dupli-

cates included. It is inteiesting to know that, when limited

to original pieces, this work is composed of only G87 prints,

and at this number the collection of the library is considered

as the most complete in Europe.

riCTl'RES.

The catalogue of the Museo del Rev, at Madrid, only men-
tions as the work of Rembrandt the portrait of a lady very
richly dressed, and three-quarter length; it is signed, and
dated 1G34.

The Gallery Degli Ufizii, at Florence, so complete in most
things, contains but two of Rembrandt's portraits.

The National Gallery in London contains the following

works of this master:—
1. "Christ taken down from the Cross ;" a study in blick

and white. The finished picflire of the same subject is said

to be in the gallery of Count Schonborn, at Vienna ; the

original drawing is in the British Museum.
2. "The Woman taken in Adultery." This picture was

painted by Rembrandt in 1644, for Johan Si.x, Sieur de Vro-
made, in Holland. It ultimately came into the possession of

the well-known Burgomaster Si.x, in whose family it was
preserved with an almost religious care, in a cabinet of which
the owner kept the key, until the revolution. When it was
bought by Monsieur la Fontaine, a picture- dealer; who, not

, finding a purchaser in Paris, brought it to London, and sold

it to Mr. Angerstein for £5,000. As it is a c/irf.d'cetivic of the

master, it would now be difficult to estimate its value.

3. "The Adoration of the Shepherds." This beautiful

production was painted by Rembrandt in 1G4G, and was
purchased by Mr. Angerstein for £400.

4. " Portrait of a Jew Merchant." Presented to the nation

by Sir George Beaumont.

5. " A Landscape," in which the figures represent Tobias
and the Angel.

6. "Portrait of a Capuchin Friar." Presented to the Na-
tional Gallery by the Duke of Northumberland.

7. " A Woman Washmg." Painted by Rembrandt in 1G44,

and bequeathed by Mr. Holwell Carr to the National Gallery.

The Gallery of Windsor Castle cont.ain3 two Rembrandts :

—

1. " Head of a young Man in a Turban."
2. "Head of an old Woman in a black Coif," absurdly

called the Countess of Desmond, at the age of 120; it is,

perhaps, a portrait of Rembrandt's mother.

At Hajnpton Court there are only two pictures by Rem-
brandt :

-

1. " Head of a Jewish Kabbi," very fine.

2. " Portrait of a Woman," half-length.

There are five R'nibrandts in the Uulwich Gallery :

—

1. "Jacob's Dream." Jacob, whose figure is that of a

common peasant, and scarce distinguishable amid the thick
darkness, lies asleep on the Ufi beneath some bushes. From
the opening heavens above, a strange winged shape, " not
human or angelic, but bird-like, dream-like," comes floating

downwards, and beyond it another figure just emerging from
the abyss of light, in which its ethereal essence was con-

founded, seems about to take some definite form, and glide

after its companion.

2. " Portrait of a Man," very highly finished.

3. " A Girl leaning out of Window."
4. " Jacob stealing his Father's Blessing."

5. " A Portrait." Head only ; said to be that of the painttr,

Philip Wouvermans.
But it is in private collections, and especially in that of her

Majesty at Buckingham Palace, that the finest pictures of

this master are to be found. Sir Robert Peel's collection

contains

—

1. " A Portrait of a Man " in an oval, one of the remarkable

pictures of this master.

2. " A Landscape and some Cattle by the side of a piece of

Water."

The Bridgewater Gallery contains four :

—

1. " Portrait of Rembrandt himself, at the age of fifty."

2. " A Female Portrait in a rich dress."

3. " A Study." The h?ad of a man, painted in a masterly

style.

4. •• An Old Woman in a bright red dress, before whom a

boy is kneeling," intended, probably, for the prophetess Han-
nah with her son Samuel.

Mr. Rogers possesses three ;

—

1. " An Allegory," in brown and white, on the deliverance

of the United Provinces from the yoke of Spain and Austiia.

2. The artist's own portrait, at an advanced age.

3. " A Landscape, with a few trees upon a hill in the

foreground."

In Sir Abraham Hume's collection there is one, the por-

trait of a stately man, whose right hand rests upon a bust of

Homer.
In Blenheim Palace there is a duplicate of "The Woman

taken in Adultery," by Rembrandt.

There are five Rembrandts in Lord Ashburton's collection.

1 . Portrait of a middle-aged man ; 2. Portrait of the artist, at

an advanced age ; 3. The celebrated writing-master, Lieven

Von Coppenol ; 4 and o. Portraits of a man .and his wife.

In the Grosvenor collection, formed by the Marquis of

Westminster, there are six of Rembrandt's pictures. 1. "The
Visitation," dated 1640 ; 2 and 3. Portraits of a young man
and young woman ; 4 and 5. Portraits of N. Berghem and
his wife, bearing date 1G41 ; and G. "A Landscape with

Figures," in the manner of Teniers.

In Mr. Hope's collection there are three Rembrandts. 1.

"Christ asleep on board the Ship, being awakened by his

terrified Disciples ;" 2. One of the rare family portraits of

this master, in whole-length figures ; 3. " A Plain traversed

by a River, with Buildings on both its Banks."

There are two Rembrandts in Lord Cowper's collection. 1.

Portrait of Marshal Turennc on horseback ; and 2. Portrait

of a young man.

Rembrandt's celebrated " Mill," once the ornament of the

Orleans Gallery, is in the Marquis of Lansdowne's collection

at Bowood.

At Corsham House there is "An Old Rabbi in a Turb.in,"

by Rembrandt.

At Burleigh House there is a small portrait, by Rembrandt,

called " William Tell."

The Fitz William Museum, Cambridge, possesses the portrait

of an officer in a steel cuirass, marked with the name and the

date 1635.
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Earl Spencer's collection at Althorp contains "The Cir-

cumcision," by Rembrandt, a small picture of remarkable

finish, and a portrait of a woman, which is believed to be that

of his mother, in spite of the richness of her attire.

In the Duke of Devonshire's collection at Chiswick there

are two Rembrandts, portraits of men.

In the Duke of Bedford's collection at Woburn Abbey, a

portrait of Rem'orandt by himself, when young, and an old

Ra.bbi, with a gold chain round his neck.

Amidst the splendid pictures of Rubens and Vandyck
which adorn the Museum at Bruseel?, a fine portrait of a

man by Rembrandt attracts all eyes ; it is dated and signed.

In the rich gallery at Munich, it is impossible to forget the

all of them portraits, one of his mother, two of himself, and

one of a Jew in Asiatic costume.

The Gallery of Prince Lichtenstein, at Vienna, contains

two portraits of Rembrandt, young and old, by himself; a

sea-piece, a rare subject of this master, and a meeting of

" Diana and Endymion," exceedingly grotesque, but with the

most beautiful effect of light.

The collection of Prince Esterhazy, in the same capital,

contains the " Ecce Homo " of Rembrandt, which engrosses

all the admiration of visitors.

The Museum at Dresden contains no less than sixteen

pictures by Rembrandt ;
" The Sacrifice of Manoe and his

Wife," " The Abduction of Ganymede," and several por-

THE NIGHT WATCH.—PEOM A PAINTING BY REMBEANDT.

v/icf-d'cei/vre that Rembrandt has left there in the celebrated
" Taking down from the Cross ;" this picture is not more than
from two to three feet square.

Around this f/;!;/'-rf'a'7«'re are grouped a "Crucifixion" in

sombre and stormy weather, a " Dejjosition" in the obscu-
rity of a deep vault, a " Resurrection " illumined by a fitful

ray of light in the midst of the deep gloom, a " Nativity '' by
tbc light of a lamp, and an " Ascension," in which the figure

of Christ lights up the whole scene by its brilliancy. The
Pinakothek also contains several portraits ; one of a Turk
very richly habited, another of Rembrandt in his old age,

another of Govaert Flink, his pupil, and his wife, and some
other very valuable ones.

The Belvidere at Vienna contains ten works of Rembrandt,

trails ; amongst others that of the painter himself, represented

with a glass in his hand and a smile on his lips, embracing
his wife, who is sitting on his knee, and accompanied by his

grown-up daughter.

In the Gallery at Berlin, out of eight of Rembrandt's
pictures two are portraits of himself; also a "Blind Tobias,"

and the "Angel speaking to Joseph in his Dream," small

companion pictures, signed, and dated 1645. "Duke Adol-
phus de Gueldre threatening his aged Father," painted in

I1I37, a celebrated picture, the colouring of which is excellent,

and in which the play of light is wonderful.

No city, not even Munich, says M. v'iardot, can boast of

having so numerous a collection of the works of Rembrandt as

St. Petersburg ; the Hermitage contains forty-three, and of
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the greatest variety of style,—landscapes, sea-piec«8, portraits,

&e. The finest, perhaps, amongst the portraits, bears the

great name of Jean Sobieski.

Among the subjects from Scriptiire-history, are:—"The

Sacrifice of Abraham ;" "The Return of the Prodigal Son "

Corporation of Merchant Drapers," b capital picture, and of

astonishing power of cxecutidii ; "The Beheading of St.

John thu Baptist ;" and the " I'ortruit of a Man."

The Museum of the na(j;ue may be proud of being able to

show "The ^Vnatomical Lecture of Professor Tulp," a serious

THE THREE TREES.—FROM A PAINTl.NO BY IIEMIIRA.N DT.

(p. 400), a painting of powerful tffect in spite of the strange composition, equally well conceived and executed, an admir-

drapcryofthe figures; " The Education of the Virgin by St. able easel-piece ;
" Simeon in the Temple," a composition of a

Anne;" a "Holy Family;" "St. Peter in the Judgment magical effect, and finished like a Gerard Douw ; ".Susannah

Hall," an absurd composition, but admirable for the colour intheliith;" and lastly, two portraits.

THS MILL.—PBOM A PAINTIKO BY BEMBEAKDT,

ing ; and a "Descent from the Cross." The finest piece in The Gallery of the Louvre contains no less than seventeen

this collection is " La Danae." pictures by Rembrandt ; amongst others, four portraits of

The Museum at Amsterdam is not the worst provided ; it himself, admirable for touch and colour, especially that in

possesses the famous "Night Patrol," the masterpiece of all which he is represented with a chain round his neck, the

Rembrandt's masterpieces ;
" The Syndics of the Ancient head bare, and the hair curled ; two " Philosophers in Medi-
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tation ;" " The Household of the Carpenter," a perfect gem
;

and above all, that expressive sketch of " Tobias and his

ramily."
PRICES OP THE PICTl'liF.S.

The fine pictures of Rembrandt are, with the exception of a

very small number, preserved in public galleries, or in the

private collections of the rich, from which they never issue.

It is therefore very rarely, especially at the present day, that

important works by this master are met with <it public sales.

It is, however, interesting to know the prices of those which

have been put up .at such sales, as they have varied as much

with the works of Rembrandt as with those of other masters.

At the sale of the Chevalier de la Roque, in 174.5, directed

by an exceLont valuer (Gersaint), a very fine and picturesque

landscipe by Rembrandt, painted on wood, in a frame of

carvc'd wood (according to the catalogue), was sold for the

small sum of £3 Oi.

At the sale of the Duke de Tallard, in 1756, by Remy and

Glomy, "A married Jewess, with dishevelled Hair, and a

Crown of Flowers upon her Head," size of life, " and painted

in that tone of vigorous colour which is so much admired in

the works of Rembrandt," was sold for £25.

At the Julienne sale, in 1767, by Julliot, the portrait of

Rembrandt's mother, seated, holding a closed book in her

lap, dated 1613, fetched £141 10s.

" St. Anne seated in an Arm-chair, the Holy Virgin kneel-

ing, her Hands joined in the Attitude of Prayer," fetched only

£75. "The Good Samaritan," the same composition as the

print No. 77, of the Gersaint catalogue, was sold for £04 10s.

Two busts of women, one full face, and the other three-

quarter face ; on one of them may be read liembrandt Van lii/n,

1G32, soldat£o-2.

Sale of La Live de JuUy, in 1770, by P. Remy. '• A Por-

trait of a Woman ;" size of life, half-length, £77.

At that of Blondel de Gagny, in 1776, by Remy, a picture

representing " Mertumnus and Pomona," half-length, size of

life, was carried up to £371. Rembrandt's servant-girl, known

by the name of the "Sluttish Servant," only fetched £166 10s.

At that of Randon de Boissct (1777), by Julliot, the two

pictures which are seen in the Louvre numbered respectively

6G1 and 602, and described in the catalogue under tlie title of

"The Philosophers in Meditation," were knocked down at

£454. The same, at the sale of the Duke de Choiseul, rose

to £720.

The " Jesus at Emmaus," which is also in the Louvre,

numbered 658, was sold for £420. "The Arquebusiers," a

reduction of the " Night Patrol." rose to £293.

At the sale of M. de Calonne, in 1788, two portraits, oval

form, one of a man three-quarter length, with a long beard, a

black cap, and dressed in a cloak with gold clasps ; the other,

that of a young woman, also a three-quarter length, her hair

dressed with two feathers, were sold at £136.

At the sale of the Duke de Choiscul-Praslin (Paris, 1792), a

portrait of a man nearly half-length, the head three-iiuarters

turned, and wearing a moustache, chcsnut hair, and large

slouched hat, was sold at the price of £208. " The Portrait of

a handsome Jewess," nearly full-face, the breast bare, and

adorned with a necklace of pearls, £125.

A "Holy Family," the same that may be seen in the Gallery

of the Louvre, and which has been placed in the catalogue

with the number 063, and the title of " The Carpenter's

Household," sold for £685.

" The Adoration of the Kings," a rich composition contain-

ing twenty- two figures, was bought at the sale of M. Vincent

Donjeux for £268.

At Citizen Robit's sale, 1802, the " Ciesar's Penny"—a com-

position of sixteen figures, the principal twelve of which form

a group in the centre of the picture ; a richly-dressed figure is

seen presenting to Christ the piece of money—fetched £354.

Portrait of Rembrandt, in a military costume, called "The
Standard-bearer," £124.

At the Chevalier Erard's sale, 1832, the " Portrait of a ilan

and his Wife," No. 118 of the catalogue, was sold for £184.

The " Portrait of Martin Kappertz Tromp," the Dutch ad-

miral ; a three-quarters length, the countenance in half shade,

and the left hand resting on a staff; his body is shown to the

hips, and is dressed in a doublet with slashed sleeves ; a scarf

is slung over his shoulders : sold at £684. The portrait of

Rembrrndt's mother, half-length, almost full-face, wearing a

cap of fine cambric, £160.

Heri's sale, 1841; " Bathsheba in the Bath." This picture

formed part of Sir Thomas Lawrence's collection. Bathsheba,

partly enveloped in linen, accompanied by her two attendants,

has just issued from the bath ; a magnificent Eastern carpet

is at her feet; at her side a silver ewer and a golden vase are

placed on a blue cloth ; to the left there is another ewer in

chased silver ; and to the right a peacock is sitting : £315.

Two portraits of Rembrandt were sold in November, 1842,

at Amsterdam, to M. Nieuwenhuys, a picture-dealer at

Brussels, for upwards of 35,000 florins, with expenses (about

£3,000).

At the Paul Perrier sale, 1843, portrait of Rembrandt's

mother, £280. " Susannah in the Bath," £254.

The sale of Cardinal Fesch, Rome, 1844. '• The Preaching

of St. John the Baptist" was sold to the Prince Canino for

the sum of £;!,175 (14,700 Roman scudi, including sale fees).

The prince has relinquished this picture to Lord Ward. " A
Portrait of a Man," by the painter in his youth, rose to the sum
of £682 10s., and was then knocked down to M. Artaria. A e^ief-

d'auvre of Rembrandt, " The Portrait of the Widow Lipsius,"

rose to the sum of £773. M. George, the learned director of

the sale of this celebrated eoUection, purchased it himself.

The other pictures of Rembrandt remained at the ordinary

prices, owing to No. 193 being worn out and repainted ; and

two others, Nos. 194 and 195, portraits of Rembrandt and his

wife, being executed by his pupils.

At the Dur.and Duclos sale, 1847, " Portrait of an Old Man
with a white Beard," £288.

Rembrandt painted both upon wood and upon canvas ;

and his paintings as well as his engravings are usually signed

either with his name in full or his initials, of which specimens

are subjoined.

ftl Q-L-U-(^fi^/
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ROYAL ACADEMY I'.X ItlH ITIOX.-ir.

O.v a further examination into the Exhibition of the present

year, we are still more struck with its general excellence.

Seldom has it been our fortune to witness a more sterling

year, or one more pregnant with actual accomplishment, as

well as of promise for the future. The number of pictures is

so large, and those capable of being well studied, from their

position, in compari.'son so few, that the fooner the moms
are altered, or a new gallery raised, the better. The artists

surely are now rich enough to do this themselves, the exhi-

bition in a monetary point—if we judge from the crowds who
flock thither—paying well.

We now, however, proceed with our notice, reserving what
we have to say on this head till a future opportunity.

(No. ISO), " Columbus, when a boy, instructed in geogra-

phy," by T. A. Hart, U A. Mr. Hart appears to have thought
it necessary to give Columbus a most unnaturally-shaped
head—probably to prove his claims to genius. There is no
composition in this picture, which is as uninteresting as it

could well be, and we think Mr. Hart has great cause to com-
plain of the want of judgment of the hanging committee in

putting this picture on the line, since there is nothing more
disagreeable than to be stared in the face by heads as large as

life, in which you can see little else but defects. Another
act of flagrant injustice on the part of the committee is to be
seen in the Octagon lloom, in which they have placed one of

the most promising productions in the exhibition ; we allude

to Mr. D. ^V. Deane's picture

—

(No. 1304), "Van Dyck and Frank Hals." Here is life,

expression, colour ; certainly, three of the greatest requisites

in the production of a fine picture. The surprise of Hals
at seeing the effect of his sitter's attempt at portrait-painting,

is well expressed, and the enjoyment of the joke expressed in

the handsome countenance of Van Dyck is so genuine and
natural, that it quite leads the spectator to laugh with him

;

moreover, the rich brown tone of the whole picture reminds
us of one of the old masters, and leads us to expect in future

great things of Mr. Deane.

(No. 200), "The Church of Santa Maria della Salute,

Venice," D. Roberts, R.A. In saying that this picture is

equal to any the artist has produced, we are passing the

highest possible encomium on it, in merely stating the truth.

(No. 212), "An Old English Homestead," R. Re'dgrave,

R.A. This is a thoroughly English scene, in which the

greenness of the trees and the dewy freshness of the green-

sward are skilfully rendered ; the trees appear to be of a

gigantic order as compared with the farm buildings. Mr.

Redgrave has most judiciously changed his style, as his land-

scapes far surpass his figure scenes.

"The Disobedient Prophet," J. Linnell (No. 234), is the

grandest landscape in the Exhibition ; the conception of the

solitary road is poetical, and the foliage of the cedars executed

with ilr. Linnell's accustomed skill. There is also— we
grieve to say—his usual defeat in the heavy lurid sky, which
threatens the spectator no less than the prophet.

Mr. F. Stone has retrieved himself this year. His picture

(No. 244), "The Mussel-gatherer," has a healthy rustic face

of great beauty, glowing with life and innocence. (No. 2.'iS),

"The Old, Old Story," by the same artist, represents a
French peasant girl and boy leaning .igainst ti.e door of a

cottage ; the girl is listening with a bashful pleasure to the

youth, who urges his suit v\-ith pertinacity and earnestness.

The defect in the piece is that the figures are rather large for

the canvas, and the colour, though very agreeable, might have
been less florid with advantage.

(No. 314), "First Class -the Meeting," and (No. 3G1),

"Second Class—the Parting," by A. Salomon. Here the
Hanging Committee are to blame again in separating so far

pictures painted as pendants, neither of which are in fact per-

fectly complete without the other. The same judicious treat-

ment has been awarded to (Nos. 71 and 210), "Fuentes
d'Onor," as we have before noticed. Those we are now-

criticising tell two simple tales. In the first class there is thu

meeting for the first time of a young lady and gentleman in a

railway carriage. All goes merry as a marriage bell. The
stuffi'd scats and easy motion of the carriage have inclined the

guardian of the lady, her old father, to fall asleep, leaving the

young lover, who is so smitten with the beauty of the lady, to

gaze his till, " and sigh and wish and gaze again." The story

is plain enough. In the "Second Class " it is as plain, but
more painful. A widow of a gentleman— it might be the

same lady who sits so happily in the other picture—young
and beautiful, but full of sorrow, is c.inveying her son, a ii.id-

shipman, to Portsmouth, there for the fir.st time to enter the

Queen's service. The sad face of the mother gazing on her

boy will not soon be forgotten ; whilst the bluff honest face of

a sailor and his wife, inured to parting, add to the interest of

the pictures. The fault.", since we must mention them, of

these paintings are that they are too literal. Mr. Mcisea'

advertisements and the shirts (six for forty shillings) of

European notoriety appearing in one picture, and the varied

lights and colours in the other necessarily subtracting from its

unity of purpose.

(No. 377), " The .'Vwakening Conscience" is one of, if not

the most, extraordinary picture in the academy. A girl, who
sits with her seducer, wearing the livery and eating the bread

of guilt—one, in fact, who bears the .anomalous but expressive

title of " mistress "—has, whilst turning over her mu'ic-book,

fallen upon one of her old home songs. Starting a' most from

his very (mbraces, for his arm is round her, she stares out of

the canvas right full upon the spectator, with a blank horror

which is appalling. The trembling of the lips, the setting of

the teeth, and the rising tears, all botokcn an internal struggle,

rendered the more bitter from the sneering laugh which pro-

ceeds from the lolling and vulgar debauchee who has ensnared

her. Two mystical passages from the Bible, introduced on
the frame of the picture, alone give the reader of this sad tale

a hope that the victim will yet break through her toils.

Nothing can be greater than the mij^d displayed in this

picture. Some of the details are very finely painted ; some,

it appears to us, as badly as can be.

The other picture, by Mr. Hunt (No. .508), " The Light of

the World," has been so prominently brought before the

public by a somewhat egotistical letter in the Times, by the

great high-priest of the Pra'-Raphaelite brethren, Mr. Ruskin,

that we could not, even were we inclined, pass over it. It

is a fine but peculiar and excessively symbolical picture.

Our Saviour, represented by a tall and emaciated figure, with

a most expressive and sorrowful countenance, in which pity

is predominant, stands at a door typical of the human heart,

and knocks for admission. In his hand he holds a lantern of

antique shape ; and in the strange twilight, and beneath the

trees of an orchard bared by tlie autumnal blast, he waits for

admission. Again he knocks, listens, and again knocks. The
heart may revel within whilst the steady light falls upon the

pure dew, the ripe fallen fruit, and the orchard grass, and the

steady glow of the glow-worm burns without a twinkle,

mystical and pure. Y'cars of patient thouglit and quiet,

yearning love—love not less intense because aware of the

sinfulness of the belored object—are painted in the look of

the Saviour. Those who see beyond the surface will see all

this ; those who look only at a picture as a picture will think

it a painful and dull affair. It is itof by any means a Protes-

tant composition, unless we class the Paseyites and Oratorians

with us ; it is pre-eminently Catholic, and somewhat Byzan-

tine in execution, fit only to be hung in some of those little

chapels which are to be found in the side aisles of continental

cathedrals, where conscience-stricken devotees might find a

solace in the patient face, and burn their tapers whilst they

prayed beneath it. Mr. Huskin's exposition of the picture

was clever and certainly full of mind ; but we must say that

his stricture, if applied to the ordinary mass of those who
flock to the Academy merely as sight- seers, was ill-judged,

since it is useless to

" Break a l)utterHy upon the wlicel ;"

and if to those who look at pictures aa pictures should be
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looked at, it was unjust. " The Light of the World" must, in

our opinion, be looked at as another instance of great ex-

cellence amongst the Prac-Raphaelites.

(No. 379;, " The Marriage of Strongbow and the Princees

Eva," by Maclisc, attracts perhaps as many earnest admirers

as any. It is the largest and most populous picture we have

seen for some time upon the walls. It is carefully painted,

full of excellent drawing, finely finished accessories, and

brilliant costume. It represents Strongbow claiming the

hand of his youthful bride upon a battle-field, the foreground

of the picture being filled with the wounded, mourners, and

searchers for the dead. Yet, notwithstanding all its merit

—

shall we not rather say, because of its meritorious carefulness

Uf . With Hamlet, or with a scene from the life of Cromwell,

or even Louis XVI., the event would have been different.

The last pictures which we shall notice in this room are

(No. 403), " The Last Sleep of Argyle before his Execution,

A.D. 1685." by E. M. Ward, forming the second of a series of

eight pictures painted for the House of Commons, by order of

the Royal Commission, and (No. 400), " Cupid Captive," by

G. Patten, A. The first is already familiar, most probably,

even to our country readers, from the engraving of it in the

Illustrated London Nev's. It represents the old Puritan lord

calmly sleeping his last mortal sleep in this world, with his

hand resting on a Bible, and with fetters upon his limbs.

An enemy, one of the recreant loras of the council, has come

THE BBTURN OF THE PKODIOAL BON.—FEOM A PAINTINQ BT REMBBANDT.

—it is, to use the language of a contemporary, " loud." The

amount of labour expended, the canvas, the expense gone to

by the artist for costumes and models, must be all enormous,

and the production is a fine one. The question therefore

remains. Does the painting before us repay the labour,

anxiety, expense, and genius expended on it ? does it call up

any grand emotions, or realise anything but a theatrical

scene ? Our answer must be in the negative. As a work of

art it is meritorious ; as a work of taste, or an historical com-

position, it is a failure. The scene is too remote, the per-

sonages too unknown, to give interest to the contorted or

quiescent groups before us, nor has the painter been enabled

to vivify them. The picture fails to interest, it only disturbs

to look upon him, and starts back awed at the calm majesty of

Argyle. Mr. Ward last year exhibited the companion picture

to this scene, " The Execution of Montrose ;" and now, with

a wide philosophy, to show that on both sides, in civil and

religious struggles, good men fall, he gives us " The Last

Sleep of Argyle." Let us hope that the lesson will not be

lost upon those of her Majesty's subjects for whose corridor

the picture is painted, and that they will seek to imitate the

fiery earnestness of Montrose and the deep religious fervour

of Argyle. The colouring of the picture is perhaps too deeply

sombre, and wants relief. "Cupid Captive," by Patten, is a

graceful picture from the pencil of one who once promised

highly, but who has not yet redeemed that promise.
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PAUL POT T E It

Til K celt briited Abbe de Lammennis, recently dead, and whose

death exhibits the bigotry of the irreligious classes of France in

a strong light—they having prevented him even from seeing a

minister of religion—sometimes WTOte shrevN'd things on art,

as he did on most other topics. He was a man uf reflective

and expressive mind, and grasped all such subjects with a

vigour which is ever the characteristic of genius. " Certain

Dutch painters," he says, •' have given to nature an undefinable

language, a language \^•hich touches, which mores the heart

;

which leads it to reverie, and draws it gently on into infinite

space. Can you tell me by what mysterious magic they keep

IS for ever in wrapt contemplation in presence of what is most

Vol. I.

common and ordinary in nature? Thoreisaprairie,"iih a stream

and some o)d willows; a valley, crossed by a torrent swollen

by the storm, the remains of which may be seen in the heated

glow of the western sky, along the edge of which it vanishes

and flies ; upon a desert shore, a hut at the foot of a naked

rock, the sea beyond, a tossing sea, and in the distance a sail,

which falls down almost on the wave by the ( ffect of the storm.

If we rofl-'ct, however, we may see that it is the thought

of the artist, Lis intimate and private life which is communi-

cated to us, which absorbs us. It is art that carries us away

on its mighty wings to regions loftier than the senses can

reach. Do you not discern beneath the exterior form in the

animals of Paul Potter, a kind of life which belongs to each of

them, a manifestation of their nature, essential and typical r

The manner, the position, the look, all speak in lhem."»

" A hundred years ago," observes a recent French critic,

" such an appreciation would scarcely have been compre-

hended, and such ideas would have presented themselves to

no man. Amateurs only saw in Paul Potter a faithful copyist

of nature, a painter truthful unto ixdiKcti—to use a charming

French word—and skilful in rendering that which he had

carefully observed. It was reserved for our age, imbued so

strongly with pantheism, to discover in the paintings of the

Dutch masters that delicacy of sentiment which may be dis-

covered in the smallest of their productions, and to find in the

landscapes of Ruysdael, as in the animals of Paul Potter,

something of a vague enchantment, which we may denominate

by the name of poetry. All that has received the great gift of

life, and is warmed in our sun, and breathes our air, has a

rit'ht to interest us. But between inferior natures and our

own there must be an interpreter, a simple man, who ap-

proaches secondary beings by his naivete, and rises above his

equals by his genius. A poet, a painter, living in the midst

of this obscure world, must penetrate its unknown idioms, to

* I.animcnai«. " E«qui«c d'un Philosophe."

2 D
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translate them into tlie noble language of the mind, or better,

into the language of the heart, to render them clear to us

by colouring and pencil. Bernardin de St. Pierre must reveal

unto us the secret harmonies of nature, Ruysdael must move
us by the spectacle of a stormy sky and the shivering of

great trees shaken by the wind, and Paul Potter must make
us hear the complaint of the lamb and the lowing of the cattle.

And the strange and surprising thing is, that this nature,

which has spoken to us, which has been manifested by the

representations of certain chosen men, teaches us to know
their genius. It has become the expression of their senti-

ment, and by this means reaches our souls."

It appears to us, that Lammenais and his commentator,

like very many critics on art, make a great deal more of the

intentions of artists than ever the artists intended them-

selves. A cattle painter, certainly, never ought to introduce

any other poetry into his humble landscape than that real

poetry which exists iu every representation of the verdant

fields, the leafy forest, and the animals which give them life.

Much astonished would some of the great artists be, if they

were favoured with an opportunity of perusing the criticism of

modern times.

That there is poetry in a cow, by Paul Potter, we readily

agree ; but it is the poetry that is found in every representa-

tion of fine animals in the open fields, quietly and calmly

feeding beneath the balmy warm light of the sun, and not that

far-fetched and fanciful poetry, " the inner life of the painter,"

who, when limning a cow, expounds his own character, just as

Shakspeare, in his plays, is said by some to reveal himself and

his individuality to us—Shakspeare, who is at times an lago,

an Othello, a Hamlet, a Richard III., and a Jack Falstatf.

Paul Potter, Descamps informs us, descended from the house

of Egmond on his grandmother's side. His grandfather was re-

ceiver of Upper and Lower Swaluwe. His ancestors had filled

with honour most of the high offices in the city of Enkuisen,

where he was born in lG2o, the son of Peter Potter, a mediocre

artist, who soon after went to Amsterdam to acquire there

the right of citizenship. Young Potter had never any other

master than his father, whom he immediately surpassed as

soon as he had learnt the first rudiments of his art. " He
was," says Descamps, " a prodigy, of which there is, perhaps,

no preceding example ; he was at fourti^rn a skilful master.

His wdrks at that pge figure amongst those of the greatest

men."
After executing numerous studies at Amsterdam from the fine

pictures which adorned that town even in that day, Paul

Potter left his father, probably with a view to be more free to

form himself; and he went and settled at the Hague, where

chance made him a lodger near Nicolas Balkenende, who had

a great reputation in that town.

Paul Potter was very young, and, it is said, that at that age

he was very handsome. Be this as it may, he was very

studious—but not so studious as to neglect remarking that in

the same house with himself lived a young lady of great

beauty. She was a young, merry, laughing creature, whom
Paul sometimes met upon the stairs, and who, blushingly,

made way for him. Paul was so struck by her charms that

he even painted her face and. made it a continual study, with-

.out, however, neglecting his favourite animals. At first,

Paul Potter was ignorant of the young lady's name, and
remained so for some time. He at last, however, inquired,

and found that she was the daughter of the comparatively

wealthy architect, Nicolas Balkenende.

This startled him at first ; and he accordingly determined

to make himself as agreeable as possible to the young lady

herself. He had not much difficulty in doing this, and found

her as pleasant as she was handsome. Having for some time

continued his addresses to her, he boldly adventured on a visit

to the father.

" And pray, sir," said Nicolas Balkenende, " what may
you be r

"

" I am an animal painter," replied Paul Potter, proudly.
" I shall not allow my daughter to marry an animal

painter," continued the purse-proud architect.

Paul Potter pretested, but his neighbour would not listen

to him, and the young man retired considerably damped in

his hopes. The young girl, however, secretly gave him every

encouragement. The Dutch Vitruvius, as Descamps calls

him, endeavoured to check their intimacy, but in vain. The

loving artist would not be kept down. He persevered in his

art, and was soon encouraged by rich amateurs and con-

noisseurs, who appreciated. his merit and began to buy his

modest animals. The Dutch Vitruvius soon began to find

that an architect, even of his rank, ought to be very glad to

have such a son-in-law. He, accordingly, frankly owned
his error, and repaired it with a good grace, by giving his

daughter, Adrienne Balkenende, to Paul Potter. Paul was

then twenty-five years old. He had scarcely married, when
he established himself with his wife in a fine house, which

soon became, as it were, the Academy of the Hague. The
principal personages of Holland, foreign ministers, Maurice,

Prince of Orange, the learned men and wits of the time, made
it a rendezvous. Paul Potter attracted them to his workshop

by his mind, his amiable character, and the charme of his

conversation. Thus surrounded and well received in the

world, the painter contributed at the same time to the reputa-

tion and fortune of his father-in-law, and thus nobly avenged

the affronts he had put upon his love.

For an earnest lover of animal painting, there can be no

country more favourable to the true study of this subject

than Holland. It is fertile in rich models—to use an artistic

expression—in picturesque models. The humidity and damp-

ness of the soil makes it an immense prairie of a soft green,

where numerous flocks wander about, with their gaudy

colours, the robes spotted in contrasted and harmonious tones.

Nowhere else are the colours of bulls and cows more varied

and brilliant. If it be true, as Bernardin de St. Pierre says,

that nature everywhere makes the animals which fill the

background in strong contrast to surrounding nature, it is

above all true in Holland. A monotonous country, crowned

by a sky almost always gray and sad, the country of Paul

Potter, charms and delights the eye by the vivacitj' and rich-

ness of tones remarked in the hair of the flocks. It seems

that nature has kindly granted this compensation to the in-

habitants of a country without light, without change, and

without relief. What is certain is, that we have been much
struck, during our journeys in IloUand, with the spots which

are found on the horned animals of that country. Now
upon a gray ground are to be seen clear open-work mixed

with red spots ; sometimes light spots, which serve as a

transition between the spots of fire, which are drawn upon a

white ground, brought up here and there by some milk-white

stains, that look like torn fragments of cloud. Often an

animal, whose tones are discordant in themselves, plays its

part in the harmony of a group ; and while a black bull stands

out the chief object in bold relief, the whole ilock of varied

hue creates the picture.

There are but two countries where, properly speaking, cattle

painters could arise and take a commanding position, as we
have had several occasions to remark ; and these are Holland

and England.

Paul Potter had nothing to do but to stroll about the neigh-

bourhood of the Hague to find models ; and the first he met
with were sure to appear the finest, so that he could copy

them in all their native simplicity, in the natural attitude of

repose, or even in their sleep. Every phase of their existence

created a group for the artist. Ardent in study, he never

went out without taking with him a note-book with numerous

spare leaves, on which he drew sketches of all that struck his

imagination— a tree, a plant, a wooden fence, a quickset

hedge, or a shepherd. As for animals, he always drew them
with the most scrupulous care, in every imaginable attitude,

from the most simple profile to the most difficult specimen of

foreshortening. Though not so fond of motion as- Berghem,

he loved to draw cows three-fourths of their length, to diver-

sify their lines by the projection of the bones ; and he was

always delighted to place in contrast the most tranquil out-

lines of an ox lying down to those square forms, iiitinitely pic-
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turesque in their variety, which are furnished by the concavity

of the flanks and the bony construction of the hind quarters.

He was also very clever in mingling sheep and goats witli

ruminating animals, so as to obtain a whole of agreeable lines,

always allowing some cow with black stripes to take up the

prominent place, or some motionless bull that raised its huge
horns over the Hock, like the solemn but somewhat stupid

king of the pasture. He was indeed remarkable for the intel-

ligent attention, the patience, and the love, he brought to bear

upon the least details of his picture. He loved to show the

contrast between the rough parts and the even parts of the

skin ; not a shade or tint, however fine, ever escaped him ; he

studied in every animal the bending of the horns, that peculiar

motion of the eyebrows on which depends the air of hardness

or softness, the character of the cars, the movement of the

hair which stands on end in tufts, and, in fine, the mtulded

clumps of hair, without forgetting the extremities, which

were never drawn and painted with more precision or more

correctness than by Paul Potter.

These admirable studies of which we speak, these outlines

—

or, to speak more correctly, these finished drawings, both in

outline and filling up—were taken home by the artist, as the

materials for his compositions ; and in general his conceptions

of these were so simple, that it was suHicient to add to them a

background to change a study into a picture. Having returned

home, he continued his work without ceasing. He placed

upon the marked foreground of his composition large plants,

which he had studied from nature ; he finished his produc-

tion with an old trunk of a willow, knotted, gnarled, and

jagged, which he copied from his portfolio on to his canvas
;

and he gave as a background to his group a little house, faith-

fully copied, with its wild lizards and the smoke of its roof.

It was thus that were finished in the studio, full of visitors

and quite noisy with conversation, so many charming works,

which for two hundred years have been the honour of the

most illustrious galleries, the joy of amateurs who have pos-

sessed them or who have seen them, the reputation of the

engravers who have engraved them, and the fortune of the

picture- dealers who have bought them, to re-sell them to the

noblemen of England, who have placed them beside the

Ostades, the Metzus, the Cuyps, and the llcmbrandts, to

wander no mere.

Perhaps nowhere else can be found such rich specimens of

the art of the world as are to be found in the galleries of this

country, where private individuals make up for the parsimony

and niggardliness of the government.

It has often been a matter of surprise that an artist, whose

works show us the character of a calm, thoughtful, homely

man, could have worked amid men of the world, learned men,

ambassadors, and princes, and this without ever departing

from his precision, without ever giving up that tranquillity of

soul which is breathed in all his pastorals. But when one

has carefully studied the nature of true artists, one under-

stands this seeming contradiction, and one can reconcile the

fact that a being, melancholy in solitude, should be the gayest

of men as soon as he is surrounded by sympathetic friends,

and thus stimulated to expansion of his soul. Paul Potter was

one of those mobile temperaments. His speech was fluent,

and kept on a par and a level with any of those around him.

He was. even known to join with considerable energy in

those somewhat rough jokes which are regarded as the jokes of

the studio, ff it must be allowed that he was not always in

good taste in his jokes, it must be remembered that light wit

and a keen epigrammatic style are not exactly the character-

istics of the country where he lived. An anecdote is told of

him, which we must relate with caution, but which is too

much a part of his history to be forgotten wholly.

The Princess Dowager Emilia, Countess of Zolms, ordered

of him a picture, to go over a chimney in the apartments of

the old court.*. Paul Potter wished to surpass himself.

He painted a smiling landscape with cattle, but with one

* The palace of the States and Stiidtholdor. It is a vast building

made of bricks, irregidar but agreeable, near a large pool of water,

called the Vi/ier.

very ol jeclionable feature in it. A courtier, who was indeed
a model courtier for those days, very properly objected, that it

was neither decent nor proper that this picture should bo

admitted into a lady's chamber. The criticism was accepted
as decisive. The picture was quietly and politely got rid of.

This criticism and this decision was but a convincing proof,

that art is not the imitation of nature taken at random and in

the fact. The work of the painter should indeed be the

mirror of creation, but an intelligent mirror, which should
be ever pleasing and unobjectionable in its ugliness,

and never ugly in its beauty. The tiaif Paul Potter took
away his picture, but the anecdote made a noise, and ama-
teurs disputed for the picture for its weight in gold. The
" Cow " was celebrated, and it passed into the finest cabinets

of the Low Countries, It was long preserved by the family

of Mussart, alderman of the city of Amsterdam, and fell at last

into the hands of Van Biesum, who sold it for two thousand

florins, or f 120, to the Sieur Van Hoek. This curious col-

lector, Hoiibraken informs us, placed the "Cow" in his

cabinet, opposite a celebrated picture of Gerard Douw, which
had somewhat of a similar reputation. It may be amusing to

follow its history. The masterpiece, rejected, and very pro-

perly rejected, by the princess Emilia, is now in the Hermi-
tage at St. Petersburg, after having passed through the

collection of Josephine at Malmaison, whore it was bought by
the Emperor Alexander in]lS1.5. The picture is valued at

£10,000, in the collection of this gallery, composed of about

thirty of the most remarkable masterpieces in the world.

In the neighbourhood of the Hague is a pretty wood, which

almost touches the town by the northern gate. The Prince

of Orange had a little palace there, called the Wooden House.

In l.)74, Philippe II. was so struck by the beauty of this wood,

that he commanded his officers not to destroy it ; and among
the things which did not give him mere personal enjoyment,

this is, perhaps, the only one of which this fanatical destroyer

of the human race and his own family ever ordered the

preservation. I.ouis XIV., who was a great and ponderous

imitator of other men's actions, having somewhere read a

high eulogium <m this act of clemency, desired also to leave

behind him a monument of his tenderness of soul ; and during

an invasion, which cost him the lives of 10,000 men, he spared

the Mall of I'trecht. The wood o'. the Hague was one of the

favourite walks of Paul Potter. He made it the ..ubject-matter

of many of his pictures, and especially of one of his most cele-

brated ones, which was sold for 27,000 livres, a little more

than a thousand potmds, at the sale of the Due dc Choiseul.

At the entrance you see a great pack of dogs led by huntsmen,

and ready for the chase ; behind the trees four horsemen, and

some cows, which a herdsman drives before him.

The " View of the Wood of the Hague " is a perfect land-

scap,', that is, the figures are not of such importance as they

are elsewhere, if we compare them with the great trees beneath

which they pass. Certain men of his day said very freely,

that landscape was the weak point of Paul Potter, that his

background was monotonous, and those who envied his talents

and his genius tried thus to depreciate him. This reproach,

however, addressed to an animal painter, was wanting in cor-

rectness. Doubtless, Paul Potter had not the fire, the wit,

the imagination of Berghem. He knew not how, as that

painter did, to throw capriciously over a landscape, where lay

rustic ruins, little flakes of light ; but he is more iiaif, more

true and really Dutch. Brought up in the humid and flat

country, which he never left, Paul Potter has not borrowed

from the sky of Italy the warm rays which often animate

the noble country scenes of Berghem. He never saw anything

but the gray and heavy sky of Holland, the horizon of flat

plains extending far out of sight, and the line of which is

only broken here and there by the summits of steeples ; and

that low horizm, that pale sky, he has reproduced faith-

fully, without any addition of his own, without any endeavour

to make them striking by embellishment or addition. And
nothing suited liim better than such scenery. His heavy

sky is a background every way suited to show the fleeces

and the spotted skins of the animals which occupy a front
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place in his composition, as in his artistic love. With the

tact of a master who fears to divide the interest, and who

perfectly understands the power of unity, Paul Potter takes

care not to add to the value of the landscape ; he makes it,

in fact, as tranquil as possible ; he lulls one to rest beneath a

fleecy vapour, and is satisfied for the foreground of his picture

with a thistle, a dead branch, or some common plants of the

fields. With Berghem, the landscape has motion, it shines,

it moves parallel with the animals which fill it ; with Paul

Potter the country is a secondary consideration, and the

general appearance of nature is sacrificed to the grace of the

flock. See the "Bull" in the Museum of the Hague (p. 40G).

We must not, however, be understood to imply that the sun is

always absent from the pictures of Paul Potter, nor that he

utterly annuls the background to give all the relief desirable

to his principal subject of attraction—the sheep and oxen.

We mean only to convey the idea that he, in general, selects

bulls, or the curly wool of his sheep, and lustrous hair of his

bounding goats.

Who does not feel that Paul Potter must have been an

amiable and gentle man " When one knew him thoroughly,"

says Argenville, " it was difficult to leave him." And yet, this

painter of the quiet of the fields could not obtain domestic

peace. "His wife, who had an unfortunate penchant for

gallantry, was quite delighted with the crowd of visitors who
frequented the studio of Paul Potter. She found among
these visitors many an admirer. The artist, deeply occupied

with his art, saw them with a tranquil eye, and she did not

even attempt to save appearances. But one day, coming

suddenly upon her, when listening with eager ear to the pro-

testations of a tender lover, he grew furious, and taking them
by surprise, cast round them a net-work which served to

keep the flies off his horse, and tied them in with a strong

cord. Then wishing to imitate the husband of Venus fully.

iniK ES AT THE •n:nl.,H.— FEOM .\ r.MNTI.NCi bV lOHKli.

a certain hour of the day, not an arbitrary hour, for Paul

Potter never gave way to mere fancy, but precisely the hour

when the sun is to be seen in his country. In Holland the

sun, in genera!, remains covered with clouds the whole day
;

it seems, as it were, only to rise about four o'clock in the

afternoon, and then it enlivens the fields and meadows until

the setting of the sun. At that hour, the light coming from
the horizon gives a rosy tint to the country, enlivening all it

meets, showing up all the rich colours of the animals, and
detaching all objects by their lengthened shadows. But the

upper part of the sky is at this time quiet and gray,

and unless there is some cloud which catches the light,

the background remains sufficiently tranquil to bring out

the foreground plans. This is the hour of the day which
Paul Potter has chosen to paint. But for fear the sky should
spoil the effect and draw off attention from the anim.als, he
paints it softly and even in the cottony style, rather than
at all diminis-h the importance of thf coloured robe of his

he called all his friends in—now quite satisfied that among
them were many other rivals for his wife's affection—and

showed the blushing and furious couple thus tied; thus aven-

ging himself for his wife's and his pretended friend's trea-

chery. The rivals of the imfortunate individual thus cap-

tured, went awaj'. The house of the painter became less

noisy ; his wife, confused and sorrowful, begged his pardon.

Potter though; her sufficiently punished, and forgave her."

Still, after a misadventure of this kind, it was difficult to

remain in a town where it had made much noise, and had
formed the general topic of conversation for some time. It

was in 16.52. Paul Potter then quitted the Hague, and went
back to Amsterdam, where his family resided. He had been,

moreover, invited there by the burgomaster, Tulp, who was
one of his friends, and who gave a high price for his pictures.

The greater number of the works of Paul Potter became the

property of this rich amateur,

The town of Amsterdam was then inhabited by severe
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eminent artists. There can be little doubt that the examina-

tion of their great works filled our painter with the spirit of

emulation. It is certain that from tliis moment Paul Potter

endeavoured to enlarge his tone, to increase his proportions,

and to elevate his charming pastorals to the dignity of historic

pages. It was an error—a very great error. Animals the

size of life in a picture fail to interest us ; they cannot do so,

because then they actually enter into competition with nature,

which -will not bear this kind of comparison. To render such

colossal proportions tolerable with the subject, the charm of

which consists in the truth of the character, of which the

poetry is domestic and naive, nothing less than the genius of

Rembrandt would be required. There would be need of a

kind of fantastic audacity, a strange light, and the interest of

some unexpected drama. Unless with such additional arts as

these, what illusion can there be about cows as large as life,

with horns which touch the framework ? In the presence of this

enormous reality, the mind refuses to give way to the feeling

of imagination, and cannot recall the idea of the country, and

feed contemplatively on the beauties and glories of nature.

Taste has laws which may be disputed, despite proverbs to

the contrary ; and yet, though they are unwritten, they are

not less rigorous. Reason tells us that we must apportion the

means to the end. If we cannot charm the spectator by show-

ing him a little corner of sky about three inches square, three

square yards will not enable us to take a hold of his mind.

Moreover, while forgetting these imperious rules, Paul

Potter has not succeeded in making himself an excuse by the

general success of his attempt ; and here is the principal

error. The great picture which is shown at the Hague as a

marvel, and which represents a bull, with a cow lying down,

a lamb, and a herdsman, all the size of life, does not come up
tn the immense celebritj- which has been given to it by books

of art, guide-books, and the hurried criticisms of picture-

dealers and enthusiastic amateurs The touch is fine, no

doubt ; the animals are truthful in the extreme ; but the

whole wants warmth, interest, and charm. The eye is

shocked by the unexpected dimensions, and the precise

manner of Paul Potter, so admirable in his smaller produc-

tions, is here unsatisfactory and cold. We want a broader

brush, with more energy and fire, and some of the great

chiaroscuro effects, by means of which Cuyp and Rembrandt
would have saved the reputation of such a picture. These

remarks apply stdl more to the great "Bear Hunt" of the

Museum of Amsterdam, which is certainly the weakest of all

the pictures by this master. Ruysdael knew how to express,

within the limits of a small picture, the profundity of the

infinite.

"These animals, of gigantic proportions," says Thore,
" were made by Albert Cuyp much more gigantic within the

space of a foot square. Mathematical proportion does not

necessarily decide size. The smallest figure of Michael Angelo

is grander than the huge figures of certain artists. Benvenuto

Cellini carved on the pommel of a sword, combats which
were worth six miles of battle scenes to be found at Versailles,

while the elephant of the Bastille was petty alongside the

elephants carved on a ring in the time of the conquests of

Alexander."

If, however, Paul Potter faUed to elevate his talent to a level

with the huge canvas on which he painted his humble models
;

on the other hand, what energy, what sentiment, what perfec-

tion is there in his smaller pictures, the dimensions of which,

better suited to the simplicity of the subject, allowed him to dis-

play to advantage the perfection of his pencil, and even the

softness and poetry of his heart. There is no one who has

examined these productions of Paul Potter, during the two
hundred years which have elapsed since he painted the por-

traits of the animals that serve man, without, at the very iii-st

glance of the eye, admiring the startling truth, the good hu-

mour, the happy light of his pictures, so softened and so gentle.

The soul of the painter was, as it were, presented in these

peaceful compositions quite as much as have been the minds
of others who have painted heroes " I recollect, when I was
at college," says an eminent French critic, "I spent a

whole day in visiting the portfolio of a rich amateur of

engr.avings, who amongst other ancient productions, showed
me some superb works by Paul Potter. I knew not even

the name of this celebrated artist, and certainly I had no
idea of what was meant by copper-plate, first proof, proof

before letters, and so on. But glancing over the horses, I was
much struck by the beautiful engraving known as the ' Fries-

land Horse.' * It represents a powerful horse during a
storm, on a vast prairie. In the distance, under the horse's

feet, may be seen a village, and some trees bent by the wind,

their black outline relieved on a dark sky. I know not why,
but the sight of this horse, abandoned and alone, caused me
profound emotion. I thought I tlien felt that nature had
within it a hidden poetry, u mysterious essence, which at

certain moments reveals itself to elevated minds, to predestined

artists ; that for them this moral essence is infused even into

the breath of the air, and that there is the secret of that

inexpressible charm which they knew how to give to the

painting of the herbs of the field, as well as to the mute and

sad attitude of the resigned animal."

A modern writer has said of the animals of Paul Potter

:

" Others have painted cows, oxen, well-drawn sheep, all well-

coloured and painted. He, alone, has seized their expression,

the physiognomy of their inner existence, of their instinct.

We adipire the Hocks and herds of Beigliem, of Van der Velde,

of Karel Dujardin ; we arc touched by those of Paul Potter."

Even if wc were to regard the paintings of the Dutch painter

purely from a picturesque point of view, he would neverthe-

less take rank amongst the first artists of his country. And,

placing him within the limits of his special subject, we
may say that Paul Potter is truly and unaffectedly the master.

Truly, no one has succeeded more than he has—scarcely as

much. Not only does he thoroughly know his animals,

their anatomy, their habits, their character ; but no one has

so carefully observed the gait which this character gives

them, the movement or the posture which betrays either

agitation or calnmess in them. Never was there seen a more

robust and simple way of showing the, construction of his

great oxen, or of his draught horses. And in no case is

the triumph of the whole, of the mass, obtained at the expense

of delicacy of detail. With the exception of the sky, which

flies away gently to the horizon, dim and somewhat gloomy,

nothing is sacrificed which may keep the flagging attention

alive. The hair is collected and divided on the forehead of

the cow, it is rounded where the horns arise, it is smooth on

the ribs and ends in unequal tufts. It stands up on the

shoulder, it is crisp as horsehair on the back-bone; it stands

up again wherever the animal has licked it, or where he has

rubbed himself against a tree.

The smallest accidents of the skin are expressed with scru-

pulous and unerring fidelity. The sheep's wool, the golden

fleece of the lamb, are rendered with minute exactness. His

pencil forgets not the scum which has stiick to them from

crossing a pond, nor the mud which has bespattered them,

nor the manure mi.-ied with bits of straw attached to the

haunches of the sheep which has been rolling in the yard.

The painter is careful to observe the peculiar characteristics

which belong to each race, the details of expression and the

habits which ch.aracterise the individual. It is in this way

that Paul Potter was above all the real and genuine animal

painter.

If we seek to find out what are the distinctive marks of this

master, we must compare him with his rivals— with Berghem,

with Van der Velde, Albert Cuyp, and Karel Dujardin.

Berghem has more wit and ingenuity, and less nature. Van
der Velde has not so much precision as Paul Potter, n;.r so

* Adam Bartsch thus desorilics thi.s engraving :
" A Fries-

laud horse, of a mottled-gray colour, seen from the profile, and

turninj; towards the right of the eugraviiig. Its mane is divided

into three parts, platted aud tied together l)y a knot of ribbon.

He is standing in a large field, before a town, which is seen in

the distance, and which crosses the whole back of the picture.

The sky is gloomy and black. On theright may be read,— Paulus

Potter. 16o2."
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much energy ; but he has occasionally more grace, and, as an

instance, we may mention that his " Sheep with her young

nestling in search of food " is inimitable. Albert Cuyp is

gifted with superior genius ; he grasps nature in the varied

phases of its history j he is elegant in his luminous portraits

and powerful in his landscapes ; he draws elegant horses

coming out of the stables of gentlemen, as well as he does the

horse that works at the plough ; he colours beautiful skies,

paints the rolling of the sea and the ships which move upon

it, passes from the hunting reit(fe:vous to the rustic farm, and

is, in fact, superior to Paul Potter in the universality of his

genius ; but the latter, in his special subject of animals, sur-

passes his rival in the extraordinary truth and perfection with

which he renders his models. Karel Dujardin is so amiable,

and so charming, that it is impossible to place him anywhere

but in the first line ; and yet, setting aside the rural savour of

his golden landscapes, and only studying his successful

animals, Karel must also yield the palm to Paul Potter as

senting the roughness of the skin of his animals, or when he

is painting the minute details of uneven ground. In every

other part it is, as it were, embroidered and minute. His skies

are flaccid and cottony ; they have none of that rich tone

which in Karel Dujardin makes the clouds so real and success-

ful ; none of those open lurid places showing the storm, which

Joseph Vernet so admirably rendered. Setting aside these

defects, the landscape, considering the distance of the ground?,

is dashed off correctly, and the manner of the painting is

perfectly appropriate to the subject and the effect desired to

be produced.

The love of nature is often found in men of delicate tem-

perament, whose bodies are destined to die away before tluir

time. Like Van der Velde, who loved the country so much
and who painted animals so well, Paul Potter had within hifn

the germs of premature death. The gradual weakening of liis

bodily health is attributed to excess of work. He laboured,

says his chief historian, night and day. The lamp at mid-

ff^ja cu^ a f
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his master, because he is more proiound, more true, more

complete.

There are in nature m?.ny objects which can be successfully

rendered by mere colour without the assistance of touch—that

is to say, without the touch appearing. Great historical sub-

jects, abo^e all, wlien they are treated in the fresco style,

show no trace of the touch. The elevation of the idea here

diminishes the importance of the material part of art, and the

coquetries and niceties of the profession. But it is not the

same in fancy subjects, in which are presented animals, vege-

tables, terraces. These cannot do without visible touches,

any more than metals or other shining bodies, on the clear

p^rts. Not only is the touch necessary to express the cha-

racter of these different objects, as well as to convey the sen-

timent of pride, of delicacy, or love, which animates painting,

but because it is required to interest the eye more in propor-

tion as the mind is less appealed to. It is for this reason that

in Holland touch has always been held in such high esteem.

Thi.t of Paul Potter is firm and decided, when he is reprc-

night found him still painting. In the long winter evening-

he would employ himuclf in engraving the studies which he

had made for his painting, and he never went out without hU
pencil and his note- book. But this continual applicati.m, for

which he was gently scolded, and which is looked upon as the

cause of his death, was but an imperious requirement of his

nature. It appears a kind of destiny of some, condemned to a

short life. They devour hours to consume the life of several

men in one ; and, as if they bore about them the presentiment

of their fate, we see them hastening to live, to accomplish

their task, and thus make their tlame burn to the last. It

was so with this great painter, the humble friend of the flocks

and herds and fields. Paul Potter died of decline in IGot,

not having completed his twenty-ninth year. He was buried

in the great chapel of Amsterdam. He left behind him a little

girl, three years old, and the wife he had so much loved that

he even pardoned her levity.

Two centuries this very year have passed since his death,

and the pictures of Paul Potter increase in price day by day.
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Amateurs and connoisseurs also seek for his beautiful engrav-

ings, -which have become very rare ; indeed, so rare are they,

that many are glad even to obtain the copies from them by
the Chevalier de Claussin. But when speaking on this sub-

ject, we cannot do better than quote the most learned of

critics. Adam Bartsch says :
" Paul Potter engraved

eighteen subjects, which are the delight of connoisseurs.

When we recollect that he w.is only eighteen when he en-

graved ' The Cow-keeper,' and nineteen when he engraved

cows and his horses with little short dashes which he seldom
lengthened, except when he wished to make large deep sha-
dows, and he rendered the streaks of the hair in a most admi-
rable manner. The work of his engraver's point is neat and
close, so that we can scarcely recognise the burin with which
he went over it in some places. The little backgrounds in his

collections of animals are executed with lightness and deli-

cacy, and the plants in front of the engraving (No. II, as

well as the ' Zubacaia,' No. IS), show a practice in the

r.lSTVU.UJE. —FKOM A r.il.VTl.NO BY roTTF.Il.

The Shepherd,' we are astonished at the extraordinary

genius of this master, and we can scarcely comprehend how

at this age he could have produced works which would be

the glory of the most ingenious artist, of the most consum-

mate master in the practice of his art. Perfect correctness in

the drawing, striking truth in the character of the animals,

remarkable intelligence in the composition, happy effect in

the chiaroscuro, combined with a sure and soft point, all unite

in his productions to raise him to a level with the authors of

the greatest musfrpieces. Potter engr?.vid the skin of his

art of engraving such as is rarely met with in engra\"ing3 by

painters."

Though he hcs only engraved oxen, cow?, horses, and some
few sheep, Paul Potter stvidied and drew .ilmost every kind of

quadruped ; those, at all events, which belong to the domain
of art, and which do not interest the naturali-st alone. The
work of his contemporary. Marc de Bye, who was a pupil of

Jacques van der Does, contains no less than sixty-one pieces

engraved after Paul Potter. There are scenes of lions, of

wolves, followed by packs of ho nds, pigs, she-goats, and he-
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goats. From the eigliteeu engravings from the hand of our

e.Kcellent painter, one of the handsomest and one of the rarest

is that wVdoh bears the name of "Zubacaia." It is a great

tree which fills the forests of Brazil. We see a superb branch

of it covered with leaves and fruits projecting from the lower

])art of the trunk, and reaching to the very summit of the

picture. At the foot of this tree, engraved with the finest

and most intelligent of points, is a monkey sitting on the

ground, holding in his fore paws a fruit of the same tree, like

a nut. This monkey was the subject of a serious discussion

among certain celebrated naturalists in France, during the last

century. Marggrave gave a woodcut of it from the engrav-

ing of Potter, and called it the cxquima of Congo ; but Bufion

combatted this opinion and that of Linn;rus, who called it

Diana, and decided that the monkey of Paul Potter was the

common Brazilian sapajo.

It may be readilj- imagineJ, familiar as most persons are

with the impulses which generally guide fervent amateurs

—

these impulses being not always purely artistic—how severe

have occasionally been the struggles to possess an engraving
which had the honour of such a dispute.

It is when examining such works as the eighteen precious

engravings of Paul Potter, that we recognise in the engraving

all the merits of the artist : his profound knowledge, his love

for truth and exactness, his search for truth of outline, his

naif character, his sentiment, and his tenderness of soul.

How clearly is every shade distinguished ! How admirably he
renders all the differences of construction which e.^ist in

animals of the same race, as, for example, between the bull

and the cow ! The latter has in general a long face, an open
forehead, and soft brows over the eyes ; the bull, on the

other hand, has a fierce and savage look, a short head, the

neck trem.endous in its thickness and convexity, thickset,

heavy, the shoulders falling away, and the hind-quarters

rather light. A treatise on anatomy would scarcely give you
more information on these subjects than do the engravings of

this master. As for horses, no one ever painted them better

than he did. We do notrhere allude to those prancing steeds

introduced by Wouvermans into his hunting halts, nor to the

fierce Andaluslan steeds which carry the heroes of Vandyck,
nor to the heavy coursers which are found on the canvases of

Lebrun and "Van der Meulen, as in the carousals and festivities

of Louis XIV., nor to that light, lean, and bounding horse of

which Carle Vernet was the excellent painter. The model
which Paul Potter adopted was the working horse—the useful,

patient, and robust horse—which has been so admirably under-

stood by Gericault, to say nothing of living familiar artists.

There is a difference, however, between these two artists.

One painted the horse of the town, vigorously drawing the
heavy cart, or the loaded diligence. Paul Potter preferred to

study the horse of the fields, the peaceful companion of rustic

families, the animal that draws loads of hay to the grange,

which takes the farmer's son to the hamlet, which in the

evening, harassed with fatigue, fraternises with his comrade
at the trough, and is satisfied with the bundle of straw and
the pail of water which a serving-man brings him.

We have given an admirable and delicious specimen of this

in the "Horses at the Trough" (p. 404). A man must have
never felt the pleasure of country places, have never breathed
the odour of the country, not to feel the charm of so simple a
picture, so Dutch, with its humid sky, and not to guess every
detail of it, and the feelings of the painter who produced it.

The latest of his engravings date from 1652. He was ap-
proaching his end, and he seemed almost conscious of what
was coming, for his last works appear to bear the evidence of a
sad and melancholy inspiration. There was even a dramatic
reality about some of his productions. "I know nothing
more touching," says Dumesnil Michelet,* " than the dying
horse, which is about to fall near the one that is already dead,
and which the dogs are devouring."
The animals of the peasant, and the horse of the people, have

given to Paul Potter an immortal fame. He has, on the
other hand, taken these animals under the protection of his

* Ihis ailmir.ihk- -enuravini; is knoivn as rlii- " Miizittc."

genius. It was never before the good fortune of animals to

play the principal part in creations of the painter, and to

form of themselves a picture. Since the Renaismni'e, no one

had dared to depart from rule, and give such importance to

domestic animals. No one had ever introduced them so boldly

into the domain of art. To the Dutch is due the honour of

having first given to the inferior race of the world their share

of light and human interest. The East had nursed the belief,

that animals contained within them sleeping souls, perhaps

souls humiliated and for a time captive. Antiquity had given

to theai the good sense of .^Esop, and had ennobled them in

the greatest works of sculpture. Virgil sang of the labouring

ox, and of the sheep of Gallus. The middle age of Roman-
ism proscribed animals as impure, and in connivance with the

evil one. But popular tenderness restored them to a better

position, until La Fontaine made them speak and Paul Potter

painted them. Recently, an historian,t—a French historian

of course—^cried out in those phrenzied accents which belong

only to his country; "The tree which has seen all time, the

bird which has seen every place, have they nothing to teach

us r Does not the eagle read the sun, and the owl the dark-

ness. And did those great oxen, so solemn under that tree,

never think while they were ruminating :"

Paul Potter engraved, we have said, eighteen engravings.

There are eight of cows and oxen :

—

1. "The Bull," signed Paul Potter, 1650.

2. "The Cow standing, near one that is lying down."
3. " The Cow lying down by the Four-barred Gate."

4. "The Cow at Pastui'e."

5. "The Cow with the Crumpled Horn,"

6. "A Cow."
7. " Two Oxen in a Field fighting."

8. " Two Cows," with their backs turned to the foreground.

At the Rigal sale, in 1817, these eight first proofs sold for

£1). There are three diff^'rent proofs of these eight engravings.

The first are before the letters, and " Clement de Jonghe " is

not on them; 50U simply read—"P. Potter inv. et excud."

The second have the name of Clement de Jonghe, and the

words " et excud." after "Potter," are taken out. The last

proofs have the name of F. de Wit marked in the corner to

the right.

There are several engravings of horses ;
—

1. (9) "The Horse of Friesland," signed Paul Potter, 1652.

2. (10) "The Horse neighing," same name and date.

;i. (11) "The Horse-dealer," same name and date.

4. (12) " The Plough-horses," same name and date.

5. (13) " The Mazette," same name and date.

At the Rigal sale, above alluded to, these five pieces, fine

proofs, fetched £14.

14. " The Cowherd." The author engraved this et eighteen.

To the left you read—"Paulus Potter in. et fecit a" 1643."

There are two proofs of this work. A first proof of this

engraving, very rare, fetched at the Rigal sale, £IC.

15. "The Shepherd," which Paul Potter engraved at

seventeen, is marked 1646.

16. "The Head of a Cow," very beautifully executed.

17. " A Cow lying down near a Tree." A good specimen
is worth £8 to £10.

18. " Zubacaia." To the left of this engraving the word
"Zubacaia" may be read, and towards the right, "Paulus
Potter fecit, 1650." This piece is very rare, and one of the

best of Potter's works. At the Rigal sale it produced £6 10s.

Every museum, every cabinet, has vied one with another to

obtain the productions of this great painter, who died at

twenty, nine.

The Louvre contains two :
" Oxen and Sheep in a Prairie,"

from the Choiseul Gallery ;
" Two Horses at the Trough."

The Royal and Imperial Gallery of the Belvedere at Vienna
only possesses two copies.

The Pinacotht k Museum of Munich possesses one : " A
Landscape with figures and animals."

Dresden has three: "A Forest," with figures painted by
A. Van der Velde.

t Michck't, " Origiiies du droit."
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THE COLOURS OF LANDSCAPES.

MonjRN artists are too home-bred to be true painters of

beauty. Their Italian scenes are dimmed by the cold clouds

of the North; their architecture is not the gleaming marble of

Corinth, but the gray old ruin of the northern border. They
mix their colours as though nature had no pure tints. Land-

scape-painters especially should visit the bright places of the

world, if they would reflect the rich loveliness of the earth.

and all admirers of art, to consider how much would be

gained if less cloud, less shadow, less dun heaviness of tone,

were employed as the elements of landscape. Turner excelled

most of his contemporaries, not only because his outlines were

Howiiig, his touches graceful, his harmonies complete ; but

because his blue was real blue, his purple the very purple of

kings, his green the tender tint of the untrodden earth. The
desert scenes of David Koberts were successful, when he

painted the red-yellow of the sand and the rosy blue of the

THE COW BY THE STREAM.—PROM .1 PAISTINO BY POTTER.

But the untravelled public is perhaps to blamfi in this matter.

It scarcely believes that in Tuscany and Egypt skies are so

blue that not a speck of vapour is to be seen from zenith to

'horizon ; that the Lybian sunset is a hemisphere of violet,

gold, and vermilion ; that the grass in Spain is not only as

green as emerald, but as vivid. All this knowledge would
enrich artists' pictures ; for by such experience did Claude

gain the power to paint that scenery which is irradiated

with an unfading beauty.

It is worth the attention not on.y of painter-, but of critics

heavens without shading them down into imitations of the

beach and sky at Brighton. When he brings in a cloud, it

seems permeated by fire ; when he hangs a mist upon the

horizon, it is luminous and rich ; and if he ever neglected this

rule, his composition was less grand and truthful.

It is not enough that the artist should determine to use

bright colours. He must not be only brilliant, but brilliant

as nature herself is brilliant. A sunset in the dssert is no"

like a sunset on the sea, where the water gives as well as

take? tcncs and hues as transitory as the changes in the sjty,
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The first light is of a pearly gray, very difficult to represent in

painting, from the danger of its appearing cold. Then streaks

of saffron and crimson shoot up, which become more delicate

as the dawn breaks and faints into rose, into gold, into blue.

The verdure of such scenes need not, however, be parched
;

for the mimosa spreads over the well which feeds its roots a

foliage as green as the acacias among our villas, and the

young palm is as fresh as the vine, though the leaves turn

when the precious golden bunches are hanging under tliem.

The turf, too, is often like our forest-moss, the rice-field like

our sprouting corn.

Artists are becoming travellers, and a good many of them
are learning these lessons for themselves on the banks of the

Nile. They have discovered that it is not enough to study a

few months at Florence, or pace up and down the frescoed

galleries of Rome. Very much, however, wotild be gained for

their art, if they were to extend their researches further, and

visit the rich regions of the East, not to paint Asiatic scenery,

but to impress upon their imagination the reality of the bright-

ness and splendour which add such beauty to the creations of

art. Perhaps no one has ever visited the Indian Islands with

this object, yet no part of the world would afford better studies

to the colourist. The moist climate keeps the verdure per-

petually of a fresh, vivid green. The water is intensely blue,

and bright as light itself; a rose-red glow inflames the moun-
tain-peaks, and wreaths of golden vapour curl up from the

summits of volcanic hills. The vegetation is like that of South

America, brilliant, gaudy, and with an infinite variety of tints.

The birds are in harmony with all this gorgeous ornament,

gold, red, azure, with an intense metallic lustre, peculiarly

dazzling to the eye. From the boughs hang snakes, green and

velvety, or like rolls of coral. The very insects are of superb

hues, brorzp, green, or silver-winged beetles being abundant

in the woods. But the birds are more brilliant than all the

rest of the animal creation : the cream-coloured pigeons, the

sunbirds, called " atoms of the rainbow," contrasting with the

royally -plumaged birds of paradise. The tiger-lily, the scarlet

lake-flower, with the bloom of immense trees, add touches to

the scenery, as well as to the richly-tinted shells—some, like

beautiful tulips, strewing the sea-shore. The raee is of a

deeper crimson in the East than it is found in the North or

South ; and the jessamine is more white, for colours of all

kinds are more perfect in Asia than in any other quarter of

the world. Even the atmosphere has a peculiar tone. A tine

purple haze is often perceived on the water ; but on land, in

spite of the prevailing moisture, the air is so transparent that

objects appear more distinct than they would through a less

rarefied medium. These peculiar effects, if they were added

to the repertory of the artist's experience, would aid him con-

siderably in giving to his landscapes a colouring at once natu-

ral and rich.

Still, the artist need go no further than the warm and

glowing South for the true colours of poetical landscape. In

the paintings of the best Italian masters an attention to

truth, in this respect, is one of the principal qualities com-

manding our admiration ; and in the works of Claude, who,

in spirit, was quite a Tuscan, the reflex of nature is found in

every tint, from the chilly green water rippling against the

pier of a broken bridge, to the burning, rosy gleams of such a

sunset as that with which Boccacio brightens his meadows.

And, in moonlight scenes, how do the southern artists excel,

with the foam-like scatterings of peail glistening on the sea ;

the pale, pure, soft light hallowing the trees and gardens and

towers ; the clouds with silver edges, or the sky unspotted, but

still a dark, deep, hollow dome of purple blue. It is a mistake

to mark the stars as points of intense, colourless light, for in

warm regions they come into the sky like clusters of gold.

In historical groups how much of character and purpose is

displayed in the choice of colours. Rubens, with his coarse

conceptions and exaggerated outlines, still surprises us into

admiration by his bold and truthful colouring. And Raffaelle,

who was the poet of painters, used only a few pure hues to

express his ideal of beauty. He would not sacrifice fidelity

to variety, or taste to meretricious effect. If he put a robe

on his Madonnas, it was of vermilion or bright blue ; if he

draped his virgins, it was in violet or scarlet, not in a fan-

tastic assemblage of contrasting colours. It ia true, that

in landscapes another rule is observable, and that an in-

finity of tintsmay be found in a single spot. But this api>He9

principally to the vegetation. The sky is not generally

dark blue in the east, and pale blue in the west; cloudy

in the north, and imstained in the south. Grass is usually

of one colour, though different fields may vary, but to dissect

a picture into plots, sown with wheat, barley, and clover,

in their several tints, is to give an agricultural lesson, and

not to idealise the living beauty of the earth. In all

these matters an eclectic taste will choose, and combine, and

harmonise the infinite varieties of nattire ; and this the masters

of great genius have invariably attended to. It will be seen,

from our observations on the principles of the chief painters of

modern times, that they set the highest value on adequate

colouring. Rembrandt valued himself on his lights and

shades, which are, in fact, mere effects of colour ; Correggio

cared nothing for a perfect outline unless filled up with true

natural tints. It was, he said, the human body without the

divine soul. And Michael Angelo, when painting his master-

piece, "The Last Judgment," used simple colours, but colours

like those of the earth and the heavens, declaring that there

was no grace in 'a " painted form" unless it was " faithful in

complexion." Of course, that noble artist, as well as the

other great masters of the South, understood that it was

possible to conceive beauty of form without beauty of colour.

Did the Italian or the Greek ever think it necessary to paint

Ms statues? Did he ever gild his architecture, or employ on

it the pigments which the Egyptian, more gross and material,

valued so highly ? But in landscape, the form—that is, the

outline—is intended to be a deception. It is the secondary

object; for the ideas of roundness, dimensions, and distance,

can only be conveyed through the means of delusion. But

the colouring is real, and ought to be natural. The oak-leaf

ought to be like the leaf of the oak in the meadow ; the

broken arch ought to shine in moonlight, as Tintern really

shines ; the sky over Naples ought to be as blue as the sky

tinder which the genuine gondoliers are singing. Landscapes,

therefore, since they must, if very poetical and "rich, be taken

in idea from the East or South, should be coloured in a

southern or eastern tone ; and when artists are bold, they

will paint such scenes as the old masters of Italy conceived,

and all the world has since admired.

KOYAL ACADEMY EXHIBITION.

The connexion between poetry and painting is so delicate

and yet so strong, that our readers will, we are sure, thank us

for introducing to their notice an exquisite sonnet from the

Spanish of Lope de Vega, which illustrates, and at the same

time is illustrated by, the fine picture of " The Light of the

AVurld," by Mr. Holman Hunt, noticed in our last critique.

We return to our subject the more readily from the knowledge

that the attentive study of one tine work of art will more

abundantly instruct the art-student than the casual super-

vision of a thousand. The reader will also perceive that the

religious feeling which we noticed in Mr. Hunt's picture is

reflected very strongly in the devotional lines of the Spanish

dramatist, wherein is embalmed, as in amber, the image of

the patient Saviour, so pictured that we are almost persuaded

that Mr. Hunt consulted them before he drew his picture.

TO-MORBOW.

Lord, what am I, that with unceasing care.

Thou didst seek after me, that Thou didst wait

Wet with unhealthy dews before my gate.

And pass the gloomy nights of winter there ?

Oh, strange dehisiou ! that I did not greet

Thy blest approach, and oh, to heaven how lost,

How oft my guardian angel gently cried,

" Soul, from thy casement look, and thou shalt see

How liu persists to knock and wait for thee !"
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And, oh, how often to that voice of sorrow,

" To-morrow wc will open," I replied.

And when the morrow eume, I answered r-till, '* To-morrow."'

We now proceed with our notice.

(No. 40), " Bragela," by 0. Landseer, K.A., represents a

scene from "Ossian," painted with great care and tinish,

without loss of effect ; the face of the female is very beautiful,

but her feet are too large, the colouring is harmonious and the

drawing forcible.

(No. 17S) is a clever picture by Mr. H. Wallis, cEilled,

"I>r. Johnson at Cave's, the Publisher's." Johnson is seated

behind a screen, near a window ; a smart impertinent servant

girl, who has not long left the parish school, is bringing him a

plate of meat. Behind the screen we get a glimpse of the

company with whom Johnson is too shabby to associate. The

artist has made a mistake in representing Johnson so old;

and the picture, though carefully painted, is not quite so

harmonious in tone as it might have been.

(No. 21()), "The Pet of the Common," J. C. Horsley, is

deserving of notice for its truthfulness to nature and its careful

finish.

(No. 227), " A Study," A. Egg, R.A. : a very clever bit of

costume, but nothing more. (No. 461), "Dame Ursula and

Margaret," from "The Fortunes of Nigel," in the West
Kooni, is of more importance. The figure of Margaret is

graceful, and the air of weariness with which she turns from

the old woman is well expressed ; but surely there is time in

twelve months for an artist like Mr. Egg to produce some-

thing more worthy of his former reputation.

(Ko. 31.5), " View of the Pic du Midi D'Ossaid in the

Pyrenees," by C. Hanfield, K.A., is a noble picture of mouii-

tain scenery, absolutely elevating for a lowland man to look

at.

(No. 330), " Chastity," by Mr. Frost, is a picture some-

what departing from his usual style ; all the figures are

draped. It professes to be a commentary on, rather than an

illustration of, the passage of Milton.

" So dear to heaven is saintly Chastity,

That when a soul is found sincerely so,

A thousand liveried angels lackey her.**

The figure of Chastity is weak, ill-drawn, and ungraceful, and

it is of cour.-e the principal figure ; the accessories, and espe-

cially the groups of angels, are well drawn. The colouring is

less exceptional than Mr. Frost usually gives us, but as a

whole the picture is far from that which we might expect

from this artist's reputation.

(No. 314), " The Children of the Wood," by Sant, is a

beautifully painted illustration of a story that never tires.

The background is an example of the good effected by the

Prif-Raphaeliteg ; it is both beautifully and carefully painted.

As a whole this is charming.

(No. 35'2), " The Song of the Troubadours," by Poole, is

a very excellent composition, treated in the very original style

of the artist of " Solomon Eagle," which is so well remem-

bered. We cannot award any artist higher praise than we
do to Mr. Poole, when we advise every visitor to mark his

forcible drawing, his delicate touch, and the perfect originality

of his treatment.

(No. 36'i), "The Chequered Shade," by Messrs. Lee and

Sydney Cooper, is another triumph of these two artists, who
have for so long a period achieved the foremost position in

their art.

The West Room, at which we have arrived, contains many
admirable pictures; of these, (No. 420) "Nature's Mirror,"

by Antony, is one which will attract notice, although the

composition is by no means a pleasant one.

" The solitary pool fringed round with reeds
"

is so adjusted as to be very objectionably placed as regards

the line of sight. Otherwise the painting is true and forcible,

and not unaccompanied with the quaint rendering of the

artist.

(No. 4'26), "The Coimtess of Nithsdale petitioning George

I. on behalf of her Husband," who was under sentence of

death for rebellion, 11. Hannah; a very carefully-painted pic-

ture, but which almost verges on caricature in the representa-

tion of the king. The screwed-up, wrinkled countenance, the

awkward, stooping stride, and the manner in which he grasps

his sword, remind one more of a friglttened clown in a pan-

tomime, than an angry king repulsing a suppliant. Ugly and
luigraeeful though he might have been, and violently as he
treated the countess, dragging her across the ante-chamber

on her knees, the artist has evidently mistaken extravagance

of gesture for appropriate action. Besides this, there is a total

want of relief in the picture. It is impossible to tell where one
of the " blue ribbons " (of which the countess speaks, and who
are disengaging the king from her grasp) ends, and where the

other begins : all is confusion. And it would puzzle any one
but this artist to discover in any human countenance the green

tints of which he is so fond ; otherwise, the picture has many
meritorious points. The draperies are all carefully repre-

sented, especially the Moire-antique of the countess.

(No. 43.5), " Fruits," G. Lance. Mr. Lance is not equal.to

his previous reputation in this specimen of his pencil. The
fruit may be as fine as usual, but it is completely overba-

lanced by a flaring blue sky, and an equally intense parrot.

Indeed, Mr. Lance has not only extinguished his fruit by these

violent accessories, but also by an unfortunate specimen of

humanity in the background, whose pale, sentimental counte-

nance, and costume li la Jtubiiis, appear quite out of character

with the rest of the picture.

(No. 439), " Scene from Faust," H. O'Neil, finely finished,

but by no means a good conception of the characters. Faust

is hero represented as a middle-aged dandy, whose silken and

pointed beard destroys all expression. The flowers and turf

borders of the garden are admirably represented. Margaret

is hardly young enough, and her position is somewhat fan-

tastical.

(No. 443), "The Entanglement," T. H. Maguire; a speci-

men of want of taste which is much to be deplored ; the more

so, as the draperies are represented and finislicd with a truth-

fulness we never saw surpassed. The colouring is too florid,

harmony in colour not being produced by suc'n violent con-

trasts, but by a judicious admixture of warm and cold tints.

(No. 417), " Fruit," Miss E. Paimley, is firmly and forcibly

painted, and true to nature, and may be pronounced the best

production of the artist that has yet been exhibited, being more

free from the faults of colour than those hitherto before the

public. .

(No. 45.3), "The Governess," by Miss Solomon, dedans
itself by the title. When will people have -done bestowing

their lackadaisical pity on a class of persons usefully and

honourably employed, and as fairly dealt with as any other

class ? This production is as weak and sentimental as the

quotation from " Tapper's P.Hilosophy" which accompanies it.

(No. 4G9), " The Entrance to the Lagune of Venice," by

Cooke, is, in every way, excellent. We have no hesitation in

pronouncing this fully equal, if not superior, to any of the

works of Stanfield.

(No. 470), "A Letter-writer, Seville," by Mr. Phillip, is

one of the attractions of the Exhibition, and confirms the

promise put forth in the artist's former pictures. A well-

known letter-writer exercises his trade in an open but quiet

street in Seville. A gaily- dressed lady whispers an assigna-

tion, which she wishes him to write ; and a peasant mother

waits patiently for him to read a letter received from her

husband. The group is full of interest, and is excellently

painted. Her Majesty has been fortunate enough to secure

this admirable painting.

(No. 4S5), " The Poison Cup," by Frith, a scene from

Ivenil worth, will be sure to arrest the visitor.

(No. 490), "Peggy," from Ramsay's admirable poem ot

"The Gentle Shepherd," is an excellent study of a figure by

Mr. Faed, which should make tlie reputation of the artist.

(No. 492), " Guidcrius and Avizagus,'" scene from Cymbe-

line, introducing the dead Imogenc, by W. Gale, is an admi-

rably-painted scene ; but, unfortunately, the taste of the artist

is not nearly so good as his execution. The positions are

formal, theatrical, and unnatural.
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(No. 506), "Christopher Sly," by H. S. Marks?, a name
with which we have not met before, is a fine study of Shak-
speare's drunken impersonation. We look forward to some
great things from this artist.

(No. 620), " The Charity of Dorcas," by W. C. T. Dobson,
is a very promising picture; and, as promise achieved, we
may class pictures by those excellent artists, Sydney Cooper

(No. -556), " Common Fare ;" F. R. Lee and J. Hollins (No.

672), " Salmon Fishing on the River Aire ;" (No. 581), " View
of the Frith of Forth," by Roberts; (No. 586), "Traveller

attacked by Wolves," by Ansdale ; and many others. The
object of otir criticism being, generally, for the encourage-

ment of the younger and less-known artists, and also for the

elucidation of very great works, by men foremost in their art,

our readers will forgive our doing anything further than

calling attention to these pictures. Of the South Room
drawings and miniatures we shall not speak ; except to say,

that there is general finish and excellence exhibited in this

branch of the art. Two instances of bad taste are too glaring

1SJ3;" where he has exhibited a sensual-looking widower

in the newest black, stretched upon a sofa contemplating the

bust of his departed wife, in a sprawling attitude of grief.

His daughters, of all ages, surround him, dressed in the newest

fashions from the mourning warehouse in Regent-street, and,

with upturned eyes, assuming looks intended to be as deep

as their crape. Nay, as Edmund, in " Lear," complains that

even domestic animals shun him :
—

" The little dogs all,

Tray, Blanche, and Sweetheart, they do bark at mc."

so Mr. Chalon, or the gentleman {), has lugged in the pet

dog, who, in a mourning suit of white, gazes with reverent

wonder in his master's face. Orief more indecently exhibited

we never saw— grief evidently, from the bereaved person's

face, as constrained as his attitude, and a thousand times

more transient than the water-colours of the fashionable artist.

The effect of such a picture may be guessed ; scarcely a single

person passes it, but *^ eheic tremet u'cur** as he or she turns

away in laughter or visible disgust.

THB ME.iDOW.—FROM A PAINTING BY BEMBRANDT,

to be passed over. Mr. Essex, to his excellent enamel por-

traits of " Byron, Scott, and Moore," has thought tit to

append the following senseless and halting parody on Dryden's

epigram—" Three poets in three distant ages bom :"

—

" The Poets in one age were born,

England, Scotland, Ireland, did adorn ;''

by which he disgusts more than he can charm by his painting
;

and Mr. Chalon has perpetrated a worse than senseless

parody on the sacred character of grief, in his " In Memoriam,

Of the Octagon Room we have little to say ; its one brillian

picture we have before noticed. An historical composition by
S. Blackburn (No. I,'2y5) has much merit, and would be

vastly improved by an addition of a few forcible touches.

The Sculpture Room contains many repetitions of figures,

some busts of merit, and two groups (Nos. 1,411 and 1,514)

from Ovid's Metamorphoses, " The Lamentations of Phaeton's

Sisters," which exhibit grace, knowledge of anatomy, and

merit.

END OF VOL. I.

JOHN CASSEI.l, J-RIKTEE, I.l'nG ATE^HILJ,, I.ONCOS.
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THE

WORKS OF EMINENT MASTERS.

SEBASTIKX ROFRDON.

\Vf turn trum the picturesiiue and cattle-loving Dutchman—the

painter of animal life and scenery— to one of very different cliaruc-

teristics, whose subjects were, indeed, quite of another order, and

owed their being to a very different taste and inspiration. The

one was fitted, indeed, to represent the hour when

'* Day dwindles to a span,

And silence spreads her meditative wing

Before the glimmering light :—no straggling sound

Breaks o'er the deep uuinteri-upted gloom,

Save in the distant fold where cattle graze,

The sheep-bell breathes a moment through the calm ;

Then all is hush'd in slumber soft again.

The evening zephyrs glide along the air,

Spreading their gauzy wings in playful sport.

And catch against these lofty elms below

Which tremble at the touch, so soft and pure.'*

But the poetic and versatile, and, we must say it, rather fickle

mind we have now to deal with was of another order. The above

suggests calm home-scenery, the scenery of England or Holland

;

but now we are about to enter on

Vol. II.

" Thy sweets, oh, Palestine,"

where
•' 1 he rose that bloom'd on Sharon's plain

Has withered and is gone again

;

k Tho' gardens of the loveliest flowers

That ever bloomed in Eden's bowers.

Glad the warm heart where'er we turn."

We have to speak, we say, of that land

" Where the citron-trees are growing,

and the sunlight glowing

O'er a land of balm discloses

Its gardens and its beds of roses

;

AVhere the palm-tree's solemn shade

Spreads along the sultry plain,

Ere the clouds of evening fade,

Which shall never come again." *

The author of these picturesque lines could scarcely have indi-

cated better the subjects chosen by the two men of such di6Ferent

schools—Paul Potter and Sebastien Bourdon.

* " H" of Recreation," by Charles S. Middleton.
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A man of easy and universal talent, Bourilon had his day of glory

and fame, and, more fortunate than many equally clever men,

he ha* preserved the reputation of the past, and descended with

approbation and smiles to posterity. His southern impetuosity,

the vivacity of his mind—which, however, penetrated no deeper

than the surface of art—the suppleness, the liveliness, and the

unprecedented good fortune of his pencil- all these characteristics

are, in him, ourioxis, eccentric, and as erratic as his wandering

life ; for this painter, who was to emulate so many masters, and

reflect so many styles in his productions, was educated on the

highway, and remained all his life a'pieker-up of trifles—a filcher

from other men's brains. Like the celebrated GU Bias of uar early

reading, he wandered much in search of truth, and did not appear

ever to approach it very nearly. He, too, had to contend against

many difficulties, like most men of genius, who only win fame and

distinction at the price at which man has been destined to earn his

bread. This, though inconvenient for the individual, has been

usefiil to the world, which has owed its literary masterpieces to the

humble in position, if not in spirit.

The career of many a poet and paiuter should well stir up the

earnest spirit of youth to fight the battle of life, whatever their

position, with energy and vigour. Milton was a schoolmaster,

Shakspeaire a player ; Goldsmith wrote for bread at a guinea a

letter—his "Citizen" was thus published ; and if we come down to

the present day, which is not our province, we might tell of the

hunilile walks fi-om which rose almost every noted man of the hour,

save only the leading statesmen, who have an hereditary fitness for

legislation, which has never been satisfactorily explained, and there-

fore is not uuderstood and appreciated.

Indeed, genius is seldom hereditary. Few instances are known

of talent descending—escept, be it^arked, in aristocratic circles.

There have beeu few sons of artists great painters ; and, with rare

exceptions indeed, no family has been distinguished for literary

attainments, if we except the Roscoes, sons of the Roscoe, and one

or two more such instances. But generally we have seen an Oliver

Cromwell give us a Richard, a Milton but unknown children,

artists imitators unknown to fame. Let, then, those who really

feel the sacred fire, have courage ; the road is all before them, where

to choose.

Bourdon had not much encomugemeut iu early life to continue

the profession of an artist. He was born at Montpellier in ICilO,*

in the house of an artist. His father was one of tliose painters .un

glass, that were still found in those days iu the remote provinces of

France
;
patient and laborious defenders of the Jtenaissanir, that

is, the style of tlie sixteenth century. The honest glazier and

painter was himself his son's first master, until the day when he

was taken away to Paris by one of his uncles. He worked in the

capital uuder the guidance of an obscure artist, whose name has

not desceuded to posterity, though he is very generally supposed to

be an imitator of Simon Vouet. Soon, however, led away by the

extreme fickleness and ver.satility of his nature, Sebastien Bourdon

left Paris to run after dame Fortune in the southern proviuces of

France.

His biographers inform us that he was at Bordeaux iu ItiSO, in

the employment of a new master, and painting in fresco—it is tlie

Abbe Lambert who gives us this minute detailt—the roof ofa great

aaloii in a chateaii in the neighbourhood of that town. Then we

find him starting for Toulouse, where, not finding it so easy% suc-

ceed as to daub, he became thoi'oughly disgusted with his profession,

and threw up paintiug. Led away by the impetuosity of his cha-

racter to adopt the profession of all others least suited to his

capricious, volatile, and feeble nature, he became a soldier. The

king's army gained by this freak but a poor, ill-disciplined soldier
;

while art lost an ardent mind, an impatient but clever hand; aud

Bourdon lost what he loved above everything— his personal liberty.

Regrets soon began to assail him ; and the young painter shouldered

his musket with such a very ill grace, that his captain took ])ity

* Bryan says :
" The French writers difl'er iu their account of

this artist. Ihcy place his hiith in 160.5, 1606, and 1619 ; and his

death iu 1602, 1671, and 1673."

t L'Abbe Lambert,

XIV.," vol. Ki. p. 167.

' Histoire Litteraire du Rescue de Louis

on him, aud granted him some hours of relaxation and leisure.

Powerful friends now interposed, and, after some difficulties and

delays, they succeeded ia liberating the soldier who had enlisted so

imprudently.

Once free, Sebastien Bourdon never stopped until- he found !iim-

self in Rome. At this moment he was but eighteen years of age.

The sentiment of ai-t, which for a moment had been deadened, but

not killed within him, revived with fix'sh ardour and renewed

energy. He was, indeed, destined to finish at Rome an education

which had oonunenced under suoh strange auspices and in so tui'-

bulent a manner. It was in this city of art, where are piled up

the monuments of gigantic men, men of old, men of renown, that

the genius of the young disciple of painting was to make itself

known to himself and to the world. At this early period, it may

be said. Bourdon was guided by ill-regulated instincts, by inex-

plicable and somewhat foolish and inexousable bursts of enthu-

siasm for some p.articular style. All kinds of paintings attracted

him, every style pleased him alike. We may at once, howevei*,

remark, that the hesitation and fickleness of his early days con-

tinued all his life, it being, in fact, based on his character and

instincts. It was, indeed, £i-om this inconsistency, which some-

times desceuded to Aveakness, that Sebastien Bourdon, instead of

becoming a grave and original painter, condemned himself always

to be the brilliant reflection of contemporary styles.

Sebastien Bourdon was poor. His first duty was to find the

means of existence, and, led away by the success then obtained in

Italy, and soon to be obtained in France, by military scenes, by

picturesque groups of Bohemians and beggars, by the interiors of

guard-rooms and tap-rooms, which Pierre de Laer had made the

fashiou, he executed some of those pictures called Bambochades,

and though his pencil was as yet inexperienced, aud had not the

true humour aud coar.se wit required by these somewhat eccentric

scenes, still Bourdon had begun to succeed, and in the place of

poverty saw a more golden and promising futiu'e before him, when

an unfortunate adventui-e compelled him to leave Rome in all haste.

Sebastien Bourdon, as we sliould have intimated before, was a

Prote:stant. Tliis was quite siillicient for him to be viewed with an

unfavourable eye in the laud of intolerance. After a somewhat

fierce quarrel with a French painter named Rieux, whose name but

for tills anecdote would be utterly unknown, the latter menaced

him with his vengeance, aud threatened to denounce him to the

Holy Inquisition as a heretic. Very likely the danger was n'>t so

great as he apprehended ; but Bourdon, who was seriously alarmed,

thought proper to e.scape from the tortures of the castle of St.

Angelo, and he took flight. Having escaped from the Papal terri-

tory, he took refuge in a more hospitable laud, at Venice. He

visited also several other Italian towns, and at length returned to

France, after an absence of about three years.

It was a ])rofitable voyage to the young artist in an artistic point

of view. Bourdon had at all events learut in Italy the rapid

process of fashionable painting. He had watched the magic results

of the labours of the great improTcUatorc, Andre Sacchi, aud he

returned to his native land with an .ardent desire to do much, and

that quickly, if even not well. The French school of painting, at

the time when Bourdon once more saw his home, was rxiled by

the powerful and brilliant iuflueuce of Simon Vouet. The young

piiinter was, therefore, without being quite prepared for it, perfectly

in the fashiou, aud his succe.ssful productions soon proved this to be

a fact. He halted first at Montpellier, where the chapter of the

cathedral confided to uim the execution of a vast picture, "The
Fall of Simon the Magician." Bourdon painted on this canvas

more than thirty figures, and only took three months to carry out

his somewhat stupendous desigu. It was scarcely finished ere it

was publicly exhibited in the church of St. Peter, aud gave occasion

to a very violent and somewhat disgraceful scene. Being severely

criticised by a painter of Montpellier, whose name was Siimuel

Bois.siere, Bourdon flew into a passion and boxed the critic's ears.

The affaii- having assumed a very serious aspect. Bom-don, faithful

to his habits of prudence, suddenly, and without warning, left the

city of Montpellier.

He now came to Paris, where a more ibi'tuuate career was opened

to hiin. He was scarcely twenty-seven years of age when the cor-

poration of goldsmitlis, who had adopted the custom of oftering a
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picture to Notre Dame every year, employed our artist to execute ftrr

them a painting of "The Jlartyrdom of St. Peter." The opportunity
thus offered was gi-asped manfully by Sehastien Bourdon, wlio now
executed a masterpiece, or to speak more correctly, his masterpiece.

This picture, which is now to he seen in the inimitable gallery of

the Louvre—a place of it,<;clf worthy of a visit to P.aris—is painted,

as is generally allowed by all critics, with f.Teat care, free-

dom, and facility of pencil. The touch is bmad, fully devehiped,

and full of spirit ; but the drawing is somewhat more loose than is

allowable in a serious subject, while the colouring is, unfortunately,

maile u]i of warm and fiery tones, the excessive vulgarity of which

surprises eveiybody. We are compelled to add that the scene is

ill-lighted up, and while the secondary actors in the drama encroach

too much on the foreground, the chief actor is kept back in undue
obscurity. The furia, or dash, and boldness of the bru.sh caused

this work to succeed immediately.

We are told of a strange specimen of painting where Bourdon
represented "Mercury k-lling Argos," in rel.ation to wliic!i a writer,

who was seldom in tlie habit of inditing anything seriou.s, wrote
these linos :

~

" 0, Bourdon '. sur la peinfnre,

])ont tu cliavmc5 runivern,

On voit autaut d'ycux <ravei-ts

Commc en a form*: Mcrcurc*

VThat proves, however, more than the four teisis of M. Scudcry,

the rapid and universal success of Sebaatien BonrdoB, is that, in the

month of February, 1648, when the Royal Academy of Painting was

instituted, he wa.s admitted to the highly honourable position of

one of the twelve ancients, under whose jiatronage the learned

society of artists was formed. Without recapitulating all the illos-

trious masters, who were the comjiaDions of Bourdon, in the list of

founders of the world-renownc<l Academy, we may mention the

Pieur Dugueruier, an able miniature painter of that time, whose

sister he afterwards married. Duguemier, who "was known at

court and had many friends," says Pelibien,t " became a powerful

and influential supporter of his brother-in-law.

Strange caprice and frcalc of the fickle artist! At the very

moment when fortune was at his door, in a rare and friendly

humour, Bourdon, instead of opening it wide, closed it and thought

of seeking it elsewhere. It was cnrrently rumoored that the dis-

turbances and civil tumults caused by the Fronde had deprived

artists of the means of subsistence. But the truth is, that Queen

Christina of Sweden, to cirilise a little her more than semi-barbarous

court, had aheady collected around her a group of learned men and

poets, and sent for Bourdon to join them. This was in 1652. The
adventurous Bourdon started for Sti5ckhoIm, that beautiful northern

Venice, and one of the most pictures(ine sites in the world, just as

he would have set out for Versailles. The queen, who affected to

protect the arts, and who really was po»sesse<l of talent and taste,

received Bourdon with open arms, made him her first painter, and
confided to him, it is .said, the keepership of all the pictures she

then possessed, and wliich with a view, it has been suggested, to

their more perfect security, she allowed to sleep in the chests in

which they had been packed to he sent to Sweden.

But .as the office of keeper of the pictures of others was rather a

dull one for an artist who had but one desire in life, and that to

create. Bourdon was selected to paint the queen ; and then it was
that he executed that admirable portrait which Nanteuil and Michel

Lasne have engraved, and which has ever since been the official,

historical, and ever-intere.sting portrait of the famous queen of

Sweden.

D'Argenville relates a very creditable anecdote of Scbastien

Bourdon, in connexion with the keepei-ship of the pictures. While

lie was still engaged in painting the queen's portrait, Christina

>poke to him of some of the pictures which her father, the king,

li.ad captured at the siege of Prague. We have already said that

• " Oh, Bourdon, wc sec a^ many eyes fixed on the paintinj;

with which you delight the world, .as Mercury himself has closed."

Lc Cabinet, de M. Scudcry, Gouverneur de Xotre Dame de la

Garde. Paris, in 4to. 16-16, p. 199.

t " Entretiens sur la Vie et les Ouvriiges des plus excellcuts
Peintres," iv. p. 241.

they were in the original packing-cases, and a fancy striking lier,

the queen requested the French artist to open the boxes and
make a report m to their contents. Bourdon came back to her
majesty with a very warm report of the pictures, particularly of

one of Correggio. The good-natured princess requested him at once
to accept this as a present from her. But the artist, more generoua
even than the qneen, represented to her the fact that th.y were
some of the finest iiaintings in Kurope, and that she shouM not
part with one of them. The queen, accordingly, acting on his

advice, kept the pictures; and when she abdicated the throne took
them with her to Rome, where she increased the value of tho
collection by judicious purchases. After her ilcatli, the heirs of
Don Livio Odesciilchi, who had bought them, sold them again to

the Duke of Orleans, the profligate regent of France, in whose h.mee
they reuuiined until the Revolution. Most of them are now in

London, in the Bridgewater Gallery, in the possession of the Earl

of Kllesmere.

Felibien, already quoted, who was the intimate friend of Sehijstien

Bourdon, assures us that at Stockholm the worthy painter confined

himself chiefly to the painting of portraits ; and he mentions,

among his most successful works, that of the Count Palatine,

Ch.arles Oustavus, cousin-german of the queen, the very jn-ince in

whose fivvour she afterwards abdicated. The iiaif and simijlo

author of "Entretiens sur la Vic et les Ouvrages des plus excellents

Peintres" informs us also, that the queen of Sweden, wishing to

erect a mausoleum to the memory of her father, Gustavus Adr)lphus,

who was killed at Lutzen in 1()33, requested designs of the monu-
ment from Bourdon ; and Felibien explains to us the strange and
eu<lless project which he, the learned and ingenious author, had
deviled—a project which the painter declined to present to the

fill .1 Queen Chri.stina for good and sufficient reasons.

In truth, our artist was doomed to be the Wandering .lew of

painting. The queen of Sweden, not satisfied with having her bust

taken, had cherished the ambition to leave an equestrian portr.ait

of lierself, which she then requested Bou-.don to take and present

from her to the king of Spain. • The French painter picked up the

picture and put it on board a vessel which w.as about to set sail fir

the Peninsula, and jiersonally disliking a long voyage, he merely

cros-ed the Sound and m.ade the best of his w.ay to Paris. He
could not have been more fortunate, had be been guided by some
guardian .angel ; for, on his arrival in Paris, the prudent traveller

learnt that the vessel loaded with the equesti-iiin statue of the

(|ueen had perishe<l in a shipwreck. This was a singular coinci-

dence, which made Bourdon all the more prudent and thouglitful of

his personal safety. He learnt very soon afterwards that his pro-

tectress had abjured the Protestant religion au'l abdicated the

throne. He at once gave up all idea of returning to Sweden, and
resumed at Paris his functions of professor of the Academy of

Painting, which named Irm rector on the fith of July, ll!.5."), in

company with Sarrazin, Lebrun, and Errard.

Now began for our artist the epocli of extensive lab.jurs. Not to

mention landscapes and kamlxicJiadis), which poured with extra-

onlinary rai'iciity from his easy and inexh.austible pencil, he painted

for the master-altar of the Collegiate Church of St. Benedict a

"Christ dead at the Virgin's Feet," which was greatly admired

-

' The Woman taken in Adultery." for the Chimbre des Enquites-

a " Christ with Mary Magdalen," for the Chambre des Comptes
;

" The Sacrifice of Solomon," at the Hotel of Toulouse ; and a

number of o;her paintings, the ennmeration of which in this place

would occupy too touch space.

When speaking of the first "Christ" alluded to—that painted

by Bo\irdon for the Collegiate Church of St. Benedict—Marittte

praises it highly in his manuscript notes on the " Aheccdario" of

P. Orlandi. "It is," he says, "his ma.sterpitce; he has caught

with animation and power much of the style of Louis Garracci, who
would not h.ave been ashamed to have owned it." This opinion of

so consummate and recondite a connoisseur as .lean Pierre Ma-iette

is here of great weight ; ami his opinion is also generally quoted .a.*

an authority of considerable importance, with regard to " Tlie

Crucifixion of St. Peter," which Bourdon painte-l for the .May

month of 1643.

Bourdon possessed two designs of this composition. Tliey were

both extremely rich, and were executed in the style of P.aiJ VeFO>
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nese. They abounded in figures, but the painter was wise enougli

to simplify them. It appears to be a recognised fact in art, that

while drawings admit of the introduction of a great many personages,

the painter is wiser to lessen their number, as not in keeping with

the sublimity and unity of high art. In a painting, too many figures

ereate confusion, and destroy that repose so necessary to a historical

picture. We may see from the information afforded us by Marietta,

in relation to Bourdon, that instead of ripening and correcting his

first thoughts as Poussin did, Sebastien threw his various projects

on paper, and was quite satisfied, instead of any correction or search

int« lodging-houses or factories. A Parisian of any note, even a

clerk on £80 a year, would as soon live in the ilarais, or the rocky

fissure-looking lanes of the city, as the quondam fashionable island.

But in the days of Sebastien Bourdon, the island of St. Louis was

in its glory. Its hotels were magnificent, and its inhabitants men

of mark and likelihood. In the one mentioned above, he painted on

a roof of nine compartments of unequal size, the fable of *' Phcebus

and Phaeton ;" on the wainscot he ordered his pupils to execute, in

fourteen little octagon squares, the allegorical figures of "Virtue

and the Arts." The ornamenting and painting of this gallery, one

THE VIRGIN ANIl CHILIl. FROM A PAINTING BY BOUKnON.

after improvement, to follow up his Hr.-t efi'ort of improvisation l»y

a new improvisation.

His most important work was the dec -ration of tlie Hotel de

Bretonvilliers, in the island of Saint Louis. This locality in the

good city of Paris, so little known in the present day to tourists and

explorers, is one of the most curious corners of that curious city.

It is as yet quite sacred from any invasion of improvers. It was

once a region of fashionable hotels, a perfect Belgravia on an island,

all large houses, with courts and yards, and lofty arched entrances.

It is now reduced to a very unelevated position. Many of its finest

bniklings have been pulled down, while the rest have been turned

of the richest monuments or the sliowy and fanciful elegance of the

seventeenth century, was completed by architectural scrolls, gar-

lands of flowers and fruits, painted by Charmetoa and Monnoyer,

the able /eiii-«(e, as he was called in his day. Unfortunately, all

those beautiful paintings have perished, and nothing could be said

about them, beyond the mere record of their having existed, if we

had not written descriptions, and better still, engravings of them

by Friquet de Vaurose, the favourite pnpil of Bourdon. When

d'Argenville printed his " Voyage Pittoresque," the gallery of the

Hotel Bretonvilliers was already spoilt. Now the hotel itself has

utterly disappeared.
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Those who instructed Sebastien Bourdon to paint and decorate the
wainscoting of a sumptuous dwelling, were fully alive to the pecu-
liarity and grandeur of his genius. No one, perhaps, in the
whole French school, if we except Charles Lebrun, was letter

gifted by nature and by study for undertaking this very brilliant

part of the painter's art. His inexhaustible im.agination, his

boldness, his independent humour, and with all this, a constant

reflexion of the old style, combined to make him the decorator _par

excellence; that is, one of those prolific, proud artists, as prompt in

execution as in conception, who are fully qualified to interest

and amuse us without profundity of painting, but not without
brilliancy, in productions which, although not wholly addressed to

the mind, still take their impression from it. The decoration of

the interior of a palace can, and ought to be only the means of
striking the attention, of astonisliing and flattering the looks. The

pujiiis
; for, to a certain e.\ttnt, they are indeed his best pro-

ductions. In these are displayed his most brilliant qualities, a
surprising and wonderful fertility of invention, much movement and
dramatic elTect, a perfectly novel and curious art of arranging his

drapery
; in tine, a vivacity of execution and a warmth of pencil,

which are to be seen even in the rendering of the engraver. What
can we imagine, for example, more cold than the subjects treated

by Sebastien Bourdon in the octagonal, round, or oval compart-

ments he had to paint \ The Virtues and the Arts, with their

usual attributes and their accustomed costume, are the somewhat
dull subjects undertaken by this impetuous artist. And yet he has

shown his vigour and his power by almost everywhere replacing a

symbol by an action. He has to represent " Music." He tells the

charming fable of Arion, who, at the moment of being cast into

the r.aging waves by a ship's crew, obtained leave to touch his

-FKUM .V I'.IIXTIXO BY EOOREOX.

artist who should attempt to elevate the mind to profound medita-

tions would fail in his object, because the very existence of this

elevated train of thought in the spectator, would draw his atten-

tion from the general magnificence of the whole. A painter, who is

able, in a simple group of three figures, to concentrate the expression

of tlie most elevated thoughts, the most secret impulses of the

heai-t, and epitomise the human mind in a picture, is not the man
to execute those paintings which are destined to dazzle the imagina-

tion and the eyes. Nicolas Poussin was gifted with too serious a
genius to employ his time in decorating roofs and walls. Sebastien

Bourdon, on the other hand, was sure to excel in it. The one only

glided over the soul, the other dug to its very deepest foundations.

It is extremely fortunate for the glory and fame of the painter of

Montpellier that his paintings in tlie Hotel of Bretonvilliers have
been handed down to us in the admirable engravings of some of his

lyre, and thus attracted a dolphin, which took him on Jiis back,

and escaped with him to Cape Tenai-us. This is the way that

Sebastien Bourdon celebrates the magic power ot harmony, by
means of an ^inecdote familiar to every student of that apocryphal

lore of gods and goddesses which the ancients have handed down to

us in such very beautiful forms, that we forgive the absurdity

within for the outward loveliness. A French critic says : "Always
occupied with the idea that he must make a picture, and being above

everything—a painter, he substitutes for the monotony of traditional

emblems a drama full of life, colour, and poetry. Borne upon the

back of the wondering dolphin, as upon a living bark, the

musician of Lesbos sitiles at death, which has been overcome by his

songs, and seems to listen to the sound of the murmuring waves

more harmonions than his lyre. Afar ofiF we see the ship, whence
the poet has been cast into the waves, and we cannot help admiring
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how ably tho artist has managed to give an antique ami nolile

character to the imaginary coustruction of the distant sliip, which,

without this heroic iibysiognomy, wouhl at once have vulgarised the

picture."'

Again, he has to paint "Geometry." Instead of rem.aining

chained to conventional tradition, he recollects the history of Arclii-

inedes, and seizes the occasion to represent a town on fire, and

soldiers, whose unbridled ferocity and wild intoxication contrast in

a most effective manner with the sublime tranquillity of the phUo-

Bopher. All the lierues of classical antiquity are called ujion to

figure in person, in place of theii' wearisome attributes and em-

blematical nonentities, which were so repugnant to the bulling

southei-n genius of our artist. We are indeed led to observe, that

the more metaphysical his subject is, the more does he show his

ingenuity in giving a striking and energetic form to his ideas.

" Astronomy" serves as a pretext to Bourdon to tell us the story of

the emperor Haxlrian, who, preparing a sacrifice, is a.stounded to see

the lightning strike the altar and east to the ground the priest and

the victim. It would have been hartUy possible to invent better

materials, to have found more happy and successful outlines, or to

unite in a composition of such small size more life and a grander

character. The proud, quick, and noble gesture of the emperor,

the bull struck by the lightning, the foreshortened figure of the

saorificer—all this is in a savage style, and executed with a vigour

which is not far short of genius.

The triumph of Pompey, drawn by Olympian horses, the libe-

ralities of Augustus, casting heaps of sesterces to the Roman people,

the celebrated act of Scievola burning the hand that had killed the

guard of Porseua instead of Porsena himself, represent '

' Magna-

nimity," "Liberality," and "Constancy." All the active and familiar

figures in fable and history are presented to us in the place of

insipid abstractions, and most amateurs will allow, with consider-

able success. The allegorical subject of "Pamting" is celebrated in

a picture which reminds us of the story of Alexander presenting his

favourite Campaspa to the great painter Apelles, who, while painting

her for the king, has fallen in love with her. It will readily be

allowed that the king, the artist, and the lovely heroine of the

tale, whose beauty enhances the generosity of Alexander, satis-

factorily replace the usual dry mementos (p. 13). In everything

we find the subject speaking, animated, alive. Bven the cold

subject of " Grammar " is clothed in the form of a young

woman watering plants, according to an ancient traditiun of the

imaginative Greeks.

The learned collectors of anecdotes pretend that the authcu'ities

of the Church of St. Gervais ordered from Bourdon six pictures

destined for the ornament of the nave, which were to recount

the history of the " blessed patron of the church and of its friend

St. Protais." Bourdon accordingly stt to work. But unfortunately

for him, as regards the execution of this order, he could not get rid

of his Calvinistic feelings ; and not being able to abjure his religion,

like the accommodating queen of Sweden, he was letl, with regard

to the pious martyrs whose apotheosis he was painting, to peri)etrate

certain jokes on theh- history, which were very oifeiisive to the

churchwardens. Bourdon was thanked, and dismissed, the more

that his first picture, the "Beheading of St. Protais," did not re-

ceive the approbation of the chapter. This picture, which is to be

found in the Louvre, is generally considered by Roman Catholics to

be worthy of the blame which it received from the worshipful

chapter of St. Gervais. The labours of Bourdon were continued by

PhilipiJe de Champaigne, Lesueur, and Goulay; and on a candid

examination of " St. Gervais refusing to sacrifice to False Gods,"

we are nut led to regret the change fi'om Bourdon to Lesueur,

however much we may sympathise with, and comprehend, the

very natural feelings of the Calvinlst.

The landscapes of Bourdon are nut the least impoi-taut parts of

his works. Everybody is familiar with them ; everybody has seen

a hundred times, in old books and albums, in shop windows and

collections, his favourite subject, "The Flight into Egyjjt " (see p.

12), a landscape in which the grandeur of nature is almost on a

par with the elevation of the subject. When we say nature, in the

strict and philosophical sense of the word, we are wrong ; nature

certainly does not hold a very high place in these strange and

savage compositions, which awaken in us neither the sentiment of

reality nor the image of the ideal. Sebastien Bourdon unfortunately

lived at a time when the sentiment of nature had not developed

itself in France, at all events in the arts, though it was soon to

become the rage in painting, poetry, and prose—on the canvas of

the fashionable artist, and in the pages of Florian and others, who,

in the end, made nature appear ridiculous. The country, in tho

eyes of the artists of those days, was but accessory to the figures,

the mere amusement of man, the fraine in which their thoughts were

developed. In those artificial times, certainly no member of the

Academy, Lenain excepted, would have ever thought it possible that

a painter's landscape could be anything else but a scene wholly

invented, composed to serve as the theatre of one of those fabulous

or vulgar dramas which fill up the history of humanity. Less than

any one else, could Bourdon escape the universal tendency of a

school—he, whose fancy always overpowered every other feeling.

His landscapes are, therefore, wholly drawn from his extrav?gant

and sombre imagination. There is none of that warmth which the

subject demands, none of that golden eastern glow, to which we

alluded in our last number.* We find violent and savage horses

galloping along a vast plain; brigands dragging along the body of a

man whom they have just slaughtered ; warriors on the watch ;

travellers alarmed ; or cavaliers galloping away from some startling

danger. Sometimes we have Spanish muleteers making their way

along difficult roads ; but his favourite subject is the '

' Holy

Family," Joseph and Mary flying with their precious burden from

the wild rage of His enemies to the land distantly seen beyond the

flowing waters. Moreover, despite the introduction of these figures,

the landscapes of Sebastien Bourdon always represent uninhabited

or aninhabitable countries, dotted here and there with ruins whose

presence would be difficult to explain, did we not know what exists

in European Turkey, where vast plains, deserted, uncultivated,

and abandoned, yet teem with the ruined habitations, oftener with

the crumbling tombs of the millions who once dwelt there. 'Twas

such scenes Bourdon loved to paint—scenes which might once have

been beautiful,

" Till, when the ruthless conqueror came

With vengeful sword and eyes of flame,

'Twas from its stately basis hurled,

Where the bulbul all day long

Charms the valley with her song
;

And at ev'ning's silent gloom

Sighs above .Sandi's tomb.

Now he wauders wide and far,

Along the plains of IstaUar,

Whose ruined temples and whose shrines

N longer give the voice of prayer.

But while the Day God brightly shines

Hiy altars lie iu ruins there !

Where palaces and tombs are spread,

£ad relics of the mighty dead !

And while he gazes ou each scene,

Where pomp and power and wealth have been ;

Where cos^tly pearls and rubies shone

Upon the steps of Jemsheed's throne
;

The owl within her lonely cell

Sits brooding o'er the pride of kings,

And watches like a sentinel

Above the wreck of human things."

He paints solitary scenes, it is true ; but not the melancholy and

silent and solemn solitudes of the tender Lesueur, but, on the con-

trary, savage, broken, terrible solitudes, teemiag with all the noises

of creation, the fall of heavy waters, tlie roaring of the bleak wind,

the shuddering of the trees, as in the tempests of Guaspre, and now

and then the unexpected rolling of chariot wheels over stony roads.

And even wlien agricultural occupations, the labour of the fields,

the harvest, and hay-making, became the subject-matter of his land-

scapes, the rustic figures introduced have a quaint gait, wliicb

carries us back to the rudeness of the middle ages, and reminds us

neither of what we have seen in real nature, nor even what was

painted in this style by the Venetian, .lacques Bassan.

Another remark, which it is essential to make with regard to the

somewhat disorderly flights of Sebastien Bourdon's fancy is, that he

often forgets the geograpliical fitness of the scenery, the couleiir

* Works op Eminent Mastbks, vol. i. p. 409.
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hcaJc—as our fi'iends over the water s;iy—as well as that strict

fidelity tn costume to which au artist should adhere when [jaiuting

historical personages. He was not at all vi^rt'cular or careful iu

these things, woulil collect in the same country trees of widely

different orders, introduce genuine Egyptian palm-trees amid Italian

constmctiona, and even paint and engrave impossible trees, imagi-

nary bushes, and alisnrd dwellings.

There are indiriduals to whom thia eccentricity is ft charm : it

pleases certain artists, too, affording them novel and picturesque

ideas ; but it will only .seriously seduce and captivafe these who
prefer the scenery of the stage to unadorned and real nature, the

poetiy of the reign of Charles 11. to tliat of Milton and Shakspeare
;

the Minerva press to the healthy writings of Scott, Cooper, and
Dickens

; the ravings of a Reynohls to the truth and satire of a

Jerrold ; the false, untnie, and theatrical, to the beauty and loveliness

of eternal truth.

Supple and varied in the style of his painting, seeking to imitate,

now the colours of Lombard artists, now the grave rules of Poussin,

now the pomp of Paul Verone.5c. or the easy elegance of Simon
Vouet—doing over again, in fact, for a crowd of masters what, in

the beginning, be had done for Claude Lorraine and Benedetto

—

Sebastien Bourdon naturally ajiplied to various subjects the great

diversity of his aptitudes and his characteristics. We find him
descending witii satisfaction to the interiors of guard-houses iu the

style of Michael Angelo de.s Batailles or of John lliel, and to wild

gip.sy scenes in the style i'{ the brothers Lenain ami ile Callot. It

is quite useless to disguise a fact which any jiicture-dealer will he

«ble to prove. These little pictures are much more sought after

than many of his more ambitious works. The real fact is, that in

these pretty and agreealile trifles—delicions little treaaui-es at

times— Bourdon is marvellously aticcessful, without, however,

having any of that style which, in the Dutch, i.i! naivete. He
introduced au agreeable mode of colouring into them, a pitinaney

of style, the general base of which was that fine gray tone which

C'ph'urists are .so fond of—Veliisquez, for instance, Simeon Cliardin,

and Dandre Bardou, whose manner no one, according to a critic of

the eighteenth century, understood better th.in Bourdon.

Upon this neutral and soft ground is a<lniirably relieved the

brilli.ant and gaudy rags of his Bohemians, the bright adjustments

of his cavaliers, the yellow vests of his ohl soldiers, or the red feather

of a beaver cast carelessly on the gi-ound. The wide-topped boots,

the chamois leather gloves, and the bnff jerkins also play theii- part,

nith dmms which serve the soldiers to gamble on with dice. He
is also very fond of introducing an old lean horse with outstretched

ueck, his dirty white crupper brought np by a warm ray of the

sun. After carefully stud.ving for so long a time, in antique bas-

reliefs, that type of race-horses with swan-like necks that drew
the triumphal chariots in ancient Rome, Bourdon suddenly catches

a glimpse of a caravan of ragamtiffins, and, forgetting all the sub-

limities of style, caught for a moment by a genuine bit of nature,

he paints with energy the lean Rozinante mounted by a knight of

sad and rueful countenance, or the injured steed of the company (

f

comedians in the "Comio Romance" of Scarron.

Much is said in the books of art-critics of the engravings of

Sebastien Bourdon ; and .some even go so far as to .issert, that they

are fit to rank alongside the productions of the best masters in the

cabinets of amateurs. Thus carelessly is history written, above'all,

the history of art, wliicli being on a -subject with regard to which

few understand much, every attempt at guiding men's minds in the

right direction should be strictly correct ;ijid impartial. The eiTor

arises fiom the critics of one era copying word for word the ideas

and thoughts of those who have preceded them, without ever taking

the trouble to tliink or reflect for themselves in anything like an
independent manner. The truth is, that tiie engravings of the artist

of Montpellier are only worthy of being collected :md preserved by

artists, because they .are able to draw from them happy ideas,

inspirations, and thoughts ; but as works of art to be kept in the

portfolios of amateurs, they are very inferior. They are executed

with extreme negligence, and could never please men whose taate

luid been formed by a study of beautiful Itali.au line engrav-

ings, particularly those of the Barocci, the Carracci, and the

Benedette. The coarseness of execution which is particulaidy

remarked in the numerous compositions calJe<l "The Fbght mU

Egypt," is not admissible iu pieces of such dimeusious. &ratchy
lines, when they are done with proper spirit, are tolerable, and are

even charming, iu little pieces ; but plates of the size of a large

<luarto become dull aud heavy when they appejir to be scratched as

with a sabre, crudely, roughly, inartistically. The roughness, too,

is not in keeping with the intention of the style which is visible in

the figures. In a picture where the artist takes the trouble to

select elegant form, a graceful gait and mien, it is not reasonable

for the execution to be so much behind the thought. This is

exactly the error of Bourdon. Ilia he,ads are graceful and pleiming

;

his Maxlonnas are extremely pretty, a little in the Uste of rarniesan
;

but their costume and other details display unpardonable negligence,

His draperies seem to convey the idea of his having studied them
on a stiff lay figure. They never clothed a human form— let it be

here remembered that we .are speaking of his engi-aviugs—and it

must be app.arent th.at, without falling into the exaggerated seeking

after effect which gives to drapery the appearance of wet linen,

sticking here and there on the body, it is well that the form of the

human figure be secTi, and that tlie fohls should have some object

in view. With Bourdon the drajiery is in general greatly of that
metallic look, that stiff unwieldy conceptiou so often found in the
engravings of Albert Dtirer, without possessing at the same time
any of his learned precision. His Virgins are clothed iu stilT rags,

or in angular cloaks which are exceedingly displeasing to the eye,

and which mar the effect of his general jiicture. His best effects in

this line are his trees aud his backgrounds, which at times are

touched off with considerable delicacy and lightness.

The fine works of Bourdon are not, therefore, these hasty engrav-

ings, but rather those which he has touched up with the burin, or

some few which he has devoted himself to with more attention,

earnestness, and determination to do justice to his subject. Hia

"Halt of the Holy Family" (p. 8) is one of the richest and
noblest compositions of the French school. We find in it some of the

sublimity of Nicolas Pou.«sin. How admirably the verdure agrees

with the buildings, and what an august character does the scene

assume from the very solemnity r>f the lan<lscape ! We remark also

the ineffable sadness of the Virgin, siirrounded by the childish

games over which she presides with so much grace ; and we take

the more notice of this, as it is not common in the work of the

painter. The action of the washerwoman, so ardent at work, forms

a great contrast with the tranquillity of the maternal group. Kven
the details of the donkey engaged in eating his thistles, and the

ducks pl.aying in the water, add hanpily and hannonb.usly to the

beauty of the picture, which is a mingling of sacred history with

ordin.ary nature.*

One characteristic feature in Bourdon, another of those things in

which he resembles I'oussin, is his taste for architecture. With
him, as with the Norman painter, the buildings introduced into his

compositions hold a very iuii)ortant place. But while, on the one

hand, Poirssin uses them soberly, and when it is fit they should be

used. Bourdon, on the other, abu.ses this love, and goes so far as to

make it an habitual source of composition. Taillassont has said,

with considerable tnith, "that one of the things which chiefly

characterise the pictures of this master is—the same may be said of

his engravings—the habit he h,as of placing in the foreground archi-

tectural remains, and always round forms opposed to square ones.

We will suppose that he has too many straight lines iu a picture :

the broken re., ains of a column come to his assistance. If he wants

t) bend or seat one of his -figures, to make it .assume an attitude

at variance with those which are upright, imme<liately a piece of an
old wall, a happy ]«le.'stal, starts from the ground at hLs command.
He makes a very picturescpi^ use of the variety of these forms.

But besides that the repetition is fatigiiing, it takes away the

illusion, because it is improbable."

When gazing at the architectural productions of Bourdon, we
fancy him an ardent student of antiquity. In his classical sub-

jects may !« recognised much, though irregular knowledge of his

subject; and esjiecially iu his "Seven Charities" arc we led to

believe him cognizant of much that is describeil in the following

• This beautiful composition, engraved p. 9, is called by
Kobert Dumesnll the " Snintc Famille au Lavoir."

•f-
"Observations sur quelques Grands Peintrcs." P.aris; 1807,
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passage from Heereu;* — " Tlie lioiise.s ctf the
,

heroes were

large and spacious, and, at the same time, suited to the climate.

The court was surrounded by a gallery, about which the bed-

chambers were built. There was a dii'ect entrance from the court

to the hall, which was the common place of resort ; moveable seats

stood along the sides of the walls. Evei-ything glistened with

brass. On one side was a place of deposit, where the arms were

kept. In the background was the hearth, and the seat for the lady

of the mansion, when she made her appearance below. Several

steps conducted from thence to a higher gallery, near which were

the chambers of the women, where they were employed in houiie-

hold labours, especially in weaving. Several outhouses, for the

purpose of grinding and baking, were connected with the house
;

others for the common habitations of the male and female slaves
;

all they used from that country." lu his picture of " The Plague,"

much of this is visible.

There are occasions, however, when architecture is not simply, in

the pictures of Bourdon , an expedient to produce contrast in out-

line, to .balance the masses of colour, or to make the squared

parts appear loss square by opposing them to round ones, and

vice vei'sa. When this is not the case, his palaces, almost wholly

invented of a new and original style of architecture, have all the

grand eccentricity of his landscapes and historical subjects. There

is a composition by this master, one of those which perished with

tlie Hotel de Bretonvilliers, and which the burin of Bourdon and

his pupils has preserved, in which architecture is the object. It

bears a singular title, " Magnificentia." Artemisia, suiTounded by

lier women, contemplates the monunieut wliich she has erected to

WOUKS OF MEKCV IHtALINa 1HV. SICKl. FKO.M A PAINTINO BY BOURDOX.

and also stables for the liorses. The stalls f.r cattle were com-

monly in the fields. Astonishment is excited by the abundance of

metals, both of the precious and baser ones, with which the min-

sions were adorned, "and of which the hou.?eliold utensils were

made. The walls glittered with them ; the seats were made of

them. Water for washing was presented in golden ewers on silver

salvers ; the benches, arms, utensils, were ornamented with them.

Even if we suppose that much, called golden, was only gilded, w-e

still have reason to ask, whence this wealth in precious metals ?

Homer gives us a hint respecting the silver, when he speaks of it as

belonging to Alibi, in the laud of the Halizenes. Most of the gold

probably came from Lydia, where this metal in later times was so

abundant that the Greeks were, for tbe most part, supplied with

«
' " Ancient Greece," by Arnold H. L. Heereu.

Mausolus. Here the decorator has proved himself to be possessed

of extraordinary invention. Tliis monument, of whicb the model

exiits nowhere but ii, the brain of our artist, is composed of three

orders of architecture piled one upon another, and is surmounted

by a pyramid which, on all sides, presents a flight of steps running

from the base to the summit. From the angles of the edifice dart

forth four horses in a row, which prance and aa-e kept down with

difliculty by the grooms. This immense tomb, which is opened in

its lower part by a gallery of the Ionic order, shuts up and closes as

it rises in elevation. The second story receives light by arches,

which sep.arate pilasters of the Doric order. The third story is

without windows, and completely closed up, and it is pleasing to

survey the steps ranging round the pyramid and reminding us of

the great and majestic stairs which lead to the lower galleiy.

The last days of the life of Sebastien Bourdon Were absorbed
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in ceaseless labour. Aecoi-diug tn a very excellent authority, the
" Dictionnaire des Beaux ,\rts," he worked in a sort of garret,

where he sometimes remained whole months without coming out.

He covered his canvas with unexampled and unceasing activity.

Though age had a little softened his natural fire, he preserved

enough to h.ave the decoration of a palace confided to him ; a kind

of painting which, .^'s we have already remarked, so admiraMy
suited his fertility of mind and the rapidity of his brush. Louis

XIV., in fact, confided to him, in company with Nicholas Loir, his

pupil, and already his rival, the t^isk of decorating some halls of

tlie palace of the Tuilleries, especially some of the lower halls. But
Bourdon was unable to finish the task he had undertaken. A
violent fever seized him in the month of May, 1671, and carried

him off in a few days, at the early age of fifty-five. He died

president of the Academv.

There was also a certain Guiller.it, whose renown does not see.n

1
1
have extended very far. Learned men alone are aware that he

copied and imitated the landscapes of Bourdon as well as he could.

Felibicn, who was the friend of Sebastien Bourdon, speaks with
interest of the prodigious facility of this master, whose errors,

however, he freely censures, while he is warmed and animated 1 v

the Hre which .animates his work.s, especially in his youth ai..i

riper age. But a writer who appears to have admired Bourdon
very much, cannot help expressing his regret "that he did n it

finish his pictures a little more, and that he did not preser\'c th.it

boldness and tluit courage of the mind which gives strength to per-

fect Ids invention by constant labour." * We may be allowed to

suggest that, perhaps, a greater assiduity would not have corrected

the defects of a too ardent im.agination. " It is even true," says

Felibien,t "that his first thoughts, and what he executed with

THE HALT OF THE HOLY F.VMII.V. FROM A PAISTISX. BV BnCBPO.V.

Boordon left behind him several daughters, who were very suc-

cessful painters in the miniature style ; and some pupils, who were

rather too faithful to the frivolous traditions which he had brought

from Italy and spread over France. We have mentioned Nicholas

Loir, who was more of a colourist than Bourdon, and Fricquet de

Vaurose, profejtsor of anatomy in the Academy of Painting, who,

more of an engraver than a painter, undert<>ok the tad; of repro-

ducing the works of his master in line engravings. To these names

we must add that of Pierre Jlosnier, who was only a heavy Acade-

mician, different in this respect from the wit Piron, who wrote

his own epitaph

:

Cy-git Piron

Qui ne fut rien.

Pas mCme Academicien.

the le;ist finish, were the works which were oft*n more suc-

cessful than those which he tried to work up more completely ; be-

cause at the first outset, the fire of his imagination supplied him
with the power to satisfy the eyes ; but when he tried to paint a

subject completely, he stopped short, and could never successfully

cam- it to the point it should have reached. In this way, by too

careful a work, he obscured his first ideas, rather than rendered

them clear and beautiful. This has often been noticed with regard

to p jrtraits from his pencil. For, whatever pains he took to com-

plete a head, it was noticed that the more he sought to reach tie

• TaiUasson, " Observations ?ur quelques grands Peintres."

t " Entretiens sur la Vie et les Ouvrages des plus excellents

Peintres. Part V. Paris, 1688."
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'ural aud the likeness, tlie more it Hed before him, because he

di I not sufficiently comiireliend the first principles of his art."

We are told, ou thie subject of this marvellous improvis.atorial

jK or of the painter of Montpellier, that one day he laid a w;>ger to

li::>!i, in a day's work, twelve head.s of the size of life, aud that he

V 'n his wager. We are credibly informed that they were by no

111- 1:8 the worst heads produced by his fertile pencil. So much

]::;. cT of prompt conception and quick painting was partly owing

t-' ;i very dangerous faculty for an artist to possess—memory.

1),: vJon had seen everj-thing .and forgotten nothing. His head was

V-kf. one of those museums, in which are collected all the finest

picjes of every school of painting. Hence his reminiscences, some-

times flagrant, sometimes taint, sometimes bripi>y, sometimes dis-

jointed, ineffective, and dissonant.

We could point out many of these evident and marked instances

of memory, in a series otherwise so beautiful, ''The Seven Deeds of

Mtrcy," the originals of which are in this country, the engravings

everywhere, one of which we reproduce (p. S), under the title of

''Works of Mercy.'' Raphael, Poussin, and Hannibal Carracci, are

all Laid under contribution. Here we have a figure of the "Incendie

del B irgo" taken wholesale; here is a complete copy of the Germa-

nicus of Poussin. The masterpieces of Bologna and those of Venice

bend in turn to the caprices of the French painter. But we must be

Just. These diverse reminiscences Bourdon makes his own. Figures,

gestures, attitudes, everything which from all sides comes to hi,s

memory, he unites, he "marries'" together, and introduces tligm

to his fiery canvas, which, after all, is improvisation— original

eclecticism, if we may associate these two words which have H6

little right to meet together. Sebastien Bourdon stamps with his

tfligy the treasures he has pilfered here and there, and it niay be

said that his work is a melting down of Italian coins.

From Sebastien Bourdon to Nicolas Poussin, there is apparently

but a little interval , but that interval is the magic abyss of getiius.

Imagination, wit, memoi->-—these are, doubtless, very fide ((tialities

in a painter. But there must lie added to them that profound

sentiment, that sublime reason, that judgment, which Poussin

calls Ty? Itanieait d'or de Viygile fjw. nul us p^nf citcilftr, ^il njCst

conduit pai- le destin* The golden branch was what Sehas-

tien Bourdon wanted, to take the very first raiik in the FrSrieh

Bchpol. There are too many thoughts with a want of judgment,

they become scattered and without giiide, just as the slavish

multitude of whom Tacitus speaks, who finding themselves without

masters, were struck with terror and jdarm

—

Vidrfii-s sine rrctore

2)aridicm, mcoi'i^

!

Bourdon, as we have said, is not known by his pictiu'es alone :

am-iteurs of a certain class admii'c him also for etchings and

engravings. D'Argenville only attrilmtes forty to hira, but the

number must be raised to forty-four, and the description of them

may be found in the excellent work of M. Robert Dumesnil, "Le
Peintre-Qravpur Francais." To this the learned student is refeiTed;

we shall confine ourselves to the best of the pieces :

—

Olp Testament.- " The Return of Jacob," " The Seven Works

of Pity," a continued series of pieces in Roman figures, with

the foUovring titles ;—"Esurientes pascere ;" "Potare sitientes ;"

" Hospitio exipere (excipere) advenas ;" " Vestire nudos ;"

" JEgros curare;" " Liberare captives;" " Sepelire mortuos."

Tliese seven works, engraved .and known by the above names,

were copies of seven pictures which are now in England. They

are his finest productions. There is in them great nobility in the

arrangement of the figures and in the lines, but the details are

unfinished and sacrificed to the dignity of the figures. The ex-

pression we .should expect to meet, the evangelical tenderness of

the sacred text which the painter has sought to translate, are

replaced by a somewhat grand eccentricity, by a marked and

striking style wdiieh astonishes and pleases. '"The Works of

' Mercy," filled as they are with reminiscences, have become a potent

source of inspiration for subsequent artists, they have, in fact, been

coj)ied by L. Audran—a fact which demonstrates their success.

New Test.\ment.—"The Angelic Salutation;" "The Visita-

tion;" "The Annunciation. to the Shepherds,"

* That golden branch of Virgil, which nobody can pick,

unles;. he is ltd on by destiny.

HoLv: Families.—Oval pieces.— " The Virgin;" "The Virgin

and the Curtain
"

Foll-lenotii Pieces.—"The Vii-gin and Book ;" "The Virgin

of 1B49 ;" "The Infant Christ trampling on Sin ;" "The Flight

into Egypt ;" another " Flight into Egypt."

Lakoe Pieces.— "The Holy Family and St. Catherine;" "The

Virgin of the Terrace;" "The Virgin aud the Bird;" "Tlie

Dream of Joseph;" " The Angel advising St. Joseph;" "Plight

into Egypt;" another "Flight into Egypt;" "Halt in Egypt;"

"Return from Egypt ;" "The Holy Family and Angels;" "The

Holy Family and th' Washerwoman;" "The Baptism of the

Eunuch."

Scenes.—Tv.-o pieces in the style of Pierre de Laev. not nu-nbered

— "The Poor resting," "The Child drinking."

Landscapes, chiefly with subjects from the Old aud New Testa-

ment. These form a series of twelve, not figured, and to which

the catalogue of M. Robert Dumesnil gives no name, but of which

there is a full description.

There are three apocryijluil pieces attributed to Bourdon :

—

1. " The Holy Family," in an octagon frame. This piece has

been recognised to be the work of Jeiui Miel, in the excellent cata-

logue of Rossi, picture-dealer at Rome, in 1700, in which we find

this line :

—

"Intctfflio d^acquafortc di Giovanni Mide^
2. "The Holy Family," full length, which M. Robert Dumesnil

supposes to be by Gars, who is simply called the publi^er of it.

3. "The Virgin beneath an Arch," wliich is believed to h.ave

been executed by Mariette.

The engravings of Bourdon show the power of his talent in many
respects ; but, as we have liad occasion to remark, they are rough,

and want finish. The extremities of his figures want correctness

and delicacy. His heads are marked by distinctness, and his

Virgins are admirable in their attitudes.

With regard to the engravings which have been executed after

Seb^tstien Bourdon, there are many of very mediocre character, and

a few only that are worthy of being admired. Amongst these m.ay

be quoted tho.se of Van Schuppen, Natalis, P.-iilly, Pitau, Boulan-

ger, and Nauteuil.

The last-mentioned engraved one, admirably, as usual, of the

Queen of Sweden, wliich is known by having the following verses at

the bottom :

—

" Christine pent doiiuev dos lois,

Aux creurs des vainqueurs les plus brave!=,

Mais la terre a-t-elle des rois.

Qui soient digues d'en Gtre esclaves ?
" *

The first proofs of this fine portrait have a full stop at the end of

the verses ; the second have a note of interrogation, in the form of

an S ; the third h.ave the ordinary note of interrogation.

Natalis engraved, after Bourdon, some valuable plates; especially

" A Holy F.amily with Angels ;" " The Marriage of St. Catherine;"

and "The Virgin, with the Infant Christ asleep." In the first

proofs of this work the bosom of the Virgin is not covered.

Van Schuppen has engraved "The Virgin and Dove;" in

brilliant style, the first proofs of which are before the drapery is

made to cover the child. At public sales these fetch over i'.3.

Picard le Romain, Boydell, and Earlom, also engraved after

Bourdon; and the enumeration of these engravings is to be found in

the Catalogue of Brandes,

Bryan mentioned among the celebr.ited prints, wliich "are

esteemed by the judicious collector :""

—

" Jacolj returning to his country iu tlie absence of Lalian."

.
" Rebecca meeting the servant of Abraham.''

"The Ark sent back by the Philistines to the Bethsheinites ;"

scarce.

'The drawings of Bourdon, says D'Argenville, are full of a delight-

ful fire and freedom. The strokes are generally executed in lead

pencil ; sometimes in red chalk ; and, on rare occasions, with a

pen, and a slight wash of Indi.in ink, bistre, Indi.'in blue, or red

chalk, relieved with white ; he has also, sometimes, watered the

work with black lead .and white chalk. He has left several"*

• This effusion by Scudery means :
" Christina is able to rule the

hearts of the bravest conquerors. But arc tliere on earth kings

worthy to lie her slaves f
'*
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landaoapes in water boJy colour, very effective, though luuuh in-

jureil. The drawings of this painter are recognised by his lieails,

their singular head-dresses, and the extremities, which are heavy

and neglected

.

As for the numerous paintings of Bourdon, they must be sought

for rather in churches than In museums. We have been unable to

find a trace of a pictux'e by tliis master, which is mentioned in the

abridgement of D'Argenville, and which it would be curious to find.

"Some business," says his biographer, "took him to Montpellier;

and during the short stay he made, Bourdon executed several large

pictures, and numerous family portraits. A tailor of this town,

esteeming tlie artist, whom he knew not to l-e rich, sent him, by a

painter named Francis, a oomplete suit of clothes, with a red cap

and cloak. Boui*don made him a present in return of his own

portrait, <lressed in the same dress, with the same cap, and painted

Francis alons;siile him. This painter looking upon it as a very fine

production, made a copy, which he gave to the tailor, and kept the

original."

It would be interesting if any tiding.s eould be had oi' tliis

picture, and we should be glad to learn that some of our learned

readers are able to furnish the information.

The Museum of the Louire h,as nine pictures by this master :

—

1, "Noah offering a Sacrifice to God after leaving the Ark."

Valued at £320.

2. "The Halt of the Holy Family." Valued at £320.

8. " Holy Family." Valued at £ 1 2.

i, " Christ and the little Children." Valued at ildO.

5. "Christ taken dov.-u fi-om the CVoss." No value is set on

this ; at the time of the estimation being m.ade, this picture was,

doubtless, in some Paris church.

6. "The Crucifixion of St. Peter." Variously cstiuuited at

£400 and £600.

7. "Julius Csesar before the Tomb of Alexander," a picture in

the style of Poussin. Valued at £1 40.

8. "A halt of Gipsies. Valued at £140.

9. "The Portrait of Sebaatien Bourdon." He is seated, and

holds in his hands the head of Caracalla. Estimated at £80

and £100.

These are all that are found in the " Handbook of 1847." But in

examining the new French galleries of the Louvre, we find

another portrait, and two other Bambochades of Boui'dou, in the

style of Jean Miel and also Le Nain, in a gray tone, which would

be agreeable if it was not too unifonu.

It appears to us that the connoisseurs, who in general underrate

the real value, have here given it too liigh.

The Louvre also possesses some drawings of Bourdou, more

precious even than his [laintings.

We remark amongst these, studies for the " Crucifixion of St.

Peter," and the repetition of the same subject with changes.

" Tobias burying one of the Children of Israel by Torchlight ;"

a drawing washed over pencil and tonehed up with white.

" The Apparition of the Saviour and the Pere Kternel granting

the prayers of St. Uoch ;" a drawing with the pen touched up with

white.

The "Portrait of the Author," after that which he painted iu

the picture of "Simon the Magician."

The "Adoration of the Magi," dra«-n with a pen, coloured, in

the collection of Mariette.

In the native town of Sebastien Bounlon, there are some fine

works of this master. The following are contained iu the Fabre

Museum at Montpellier.

1. " The Portrait of a General."

2: " A Landscape," a very large composition, but not equal in

conception to its size.

3. " Landscape crossed by a Kiver."

4. " Discovery of the body of St. Thercs;i."

The three last pictures were given to the town by the founder of

tile museum, M. Fabre.

5. "A Halt of Gipsies," gift of M. Valedot, of Paris.

(1. "A Descent fi-om the Cros.«," a little picture, presented to

the museum by the goveruraeut.

7. "Portrait of a Spaniard." This was formerly iu the mayor's

house at Montpellier.

8. "Portrait of Bourdon with the head of C'uracalla." . A copy
from that of the Louvre, liy JI. Ferogio, jun., a pupil of the art-

academy of Montiiellier.

In the Museum of (Jrenoble, is "The Continence of Scipio."

This picture formerly formed a part of the gallery of the Hotel of

Bretonrilliers, of which we have already spoken. It Waa placed
over one of the chimneys of that hotel. In 181], it was given to

the aMuscuui of Grenoble by the imperial government.—In that of

Toulouse, "The Martyrdom of St. Andrew." This painting js

well painted, and is not wanting in style.—In the Museum of Lille,

"A Car .supported by Angels."

The p.-untings of Sebastien Bourdon which arc found in the
Museum of the Louvre are not signed. The signature which is

pre.sen-ed of this painter, is taken from the records of the old

academy of painting, of which he was the rector.

ANTONIO SOLAKIO, IL ZINGARO,*

inK BBIO.lNn-PAINTER Of NAPtES.

Salvator Rosa has accustomed the student of art to the wild

scenes of those forest-clad mountains where lived, in days when the

world had little else to do but fight, bands of lawless men, whose
avocatiim, though not much worse than that of many a hired band
of fundif/tlrri in the pay of the emperor, i)Ope, or doge, was without

the pale of the law, and subjected them when captured to most

serious consequences. But here it was, amidst the rugged fast-

nesses and savage gorges, where pines and rough briers and the

wild flower only grew, and where the foot of nothing but man or

goat could make way, that Salvator drew his inspii-ation, and that

many an artist before and since has sought that gift, which the

outward world can never give, if the inner soul be not gifted with

its burning light. Study and obsun-ation never created poet or

[lainter. It has finishtd and elevated both ; it never made one.

There is a gorge which opens near the Mount Velino, on the roatl

by which travellers sought some ye:u"8—many yeax*s, indeed—ago,

the city of Naples, It is" wilder and more striking, even, than any

other around. The road, which has wound along the side of a hill

for some time, suddenly becomes level for about a hundred feet,

bordered on one side by a precipitous bank, which towers fifty feet

* The paintiug to which^his episode in Italian art refers is now
in Naples, in the Galleria de' Capi d'Opera, and divides applause

w'ith superb productions from the pencils of 1 itian, Spagnaletto,

Sebastiano del Piombo, Raffaelle, Giulio Romana, Andrea del

Sarto, Annibale Carraccio, Velasquez, C'laiide Lorraine, Domtni-

chino, Corrcggio, and others. The Virgin is represented on a

throne, surrounded with saints, and tlic features are those of

Colantonio's daughter. The portraits of II Zingaro and his father-

in-law are also introduced, the latter giving the countenance

—

savs M. Falcry—"of a very ugly old man." 'Ihere is, indeed, a

strong and singular resemblance in the lives of the Brigand of

Naples and the Blacksmith of Antwerp. Nor is there reason to

doubt the truth of each account. All the bioeraphei-s of the

It.ilisu painters relate the incidents connected with II Ziugaro's

becoming an artist. They arc related pretty fully in Count OrlofiT's

• Kssaisurl'Histoiredela Pcinture en Italic," torn, ii., p 330—33.}.

The particulars relative to Quiniin MaLsys are more faniiliar to

general readers. 11 Zingaro was bom in 1382, and died in 14.55.

Quintin Mat.sys, horn in 14.50, died in 1.529. The inscription on

his monument outside the Cathedral of Antwerp is, " Connubialis

Amor de Mulcibre fecit ApcUem."
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above, before it slopes away, chid with trees, xtpwards to the moun-

tain ; on tlie other, by a foil of half as many feet down to where a

small lioUow, in which a spring nestled from the sun, precedes

another hill-side, which falls away into a rich plain below. At the

end of this level space, the road narrows, and is overhung by

trees that border what, in heavy rains, is a mountain-torrent—in

warm and dry weather, a stony and gloom-clad gorge.

It was along this somewhat picturesque bridle-path, for it was
scarcely anything more, that, one summer afternoon, two men rode

in grave discourse. They were men of different ages. The one

was about five-and -twenty, the other about forty ; and, fiom their

materials beneath. There were lace ruffles, too, a jaunty cap of

dark velvet, a plume, a dagger, a sword, a short Spanish cloak,

pistols—all, in fact, that belonged to a gay cavalier in a day when
men were more mindful of their exterior than of the soul within,

which, in the majority of instances, they left to its own impulsive

culture.

The serving-man was a gaunt, tall fellow, with little eyes, a

large mouth, low forehead, and an expression which feeemed to con-

vey much cunning and little confidence in his own physical powers.

As he rode along, he appeared anxious to make as little of himself

as-possible ; and, for this purpose, stooped low, and rode with his

THE FLIGHT INTO EGYfT.—FR03I A KUXII.N'G BY BODRDON.

dress, it was pretty evident thi-y were master and man. Tlie

younger of the two wore a kind of semi-warlike costume, that left

his profession in doubt. He was well-knit, of middle height, and
not ill-luoking. His features were marked, and a little coarse,

though a thoughtful and somewhat intellectual expression softened

the outline, which otherwise would have been harsh. His hair

was light
; his nose thin, and rather aquiline ; his mouth wearing

an aspect of singular scornfulness ; his eyes having a habit of

searching beyond his age. He wore a fine tunic of cambric and
lace, the collar of which showed his neck ; and over this a doublet
t>f dark cloth, which, though fastened at the waist, showed the rich

head projecting over that of his horse, only sorry that he could not

wholly vanish and conceal himself from mortal eyes. He had by his

side an armoury of weapons—a vast blunderbuss, two huge horse-

pistols, a rapier that would have delighted the celebi-ated knight

of La Mancha, and an old breastplate, that would equally have

moved the heart of that worthy descendant of Amadis of Gaul.

"3/«/o?,'' said the serving-man, in tones of reproachful gravity
;

" why do you laugh, maitre Louis ?"

'

' I never look at thee, worthy Andr6 of my heart, but I do

laugh," replied the other in the peculiar tones which immemorially

br-!.-.ng to a genuine Parisian. "Thy armoury is worthy of the
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most valiant BayaiJ, wlio;ii, doubtless, thou art auxioiis to

rival."

"No—no !" crieJ the otlier in a deprecating tone, glancing hur-

riedly round at the road tliey had passed, and eyeing each busli

and tree with uneasiness, speaking, meanwhile, for any lurking

brigand who might overliear liim. "I don't want to fight—I'm

not a fighting man. I couldnH draw this sword—it's too long ;

the pistols are extracted from a collection of curiosities ; and tlie

" Page I Dost lliou call tliyself a page? Tliere's enough in thy

carcase to make a dozen pages."

"I said nothing about my volume," resumed the other drily.

'

' I was only observing tliat a more fuitliful friend and devoted

servant the respected Clianoinc of St. Denis—Heaven bless liim !

—

could not have found. I never leave you, sir ; I never complain

;

you kick me— I say nothing; I am the dog obeying the dts.-iatisfied

master
"

IMISTI.NC— FROM A P.lISTISfi nV B>IRI.OX.

gun has not been loaded these fifty ycaw. Besides, I've a great

respect for the gentlemen of these mountains."

"Silence, radottuv!" said the other sternly. "I do believe

my uncle gave me such a wretched serving-man to make me ludi-

crous. There's more v.alour in a vineyard scarecrow than in thy

whole body, and more deatli iu a jar of Faleruian than in thy

whole armoury."

"I don't know about what death there is in Falernian wine ; I

know there's more taste in it than in my master's head. Why.

where could you get such another page '('

".\iidre iMothe, harkee," said the Frenchman drily; "I took

thee to please my uncle ; I dislike thee not personally, but I have

thee imposed on me."

"Sure I am, I never imposed upon any one."

" None of thy dull jokes, knave. But mind you, Andrf, I can

bear thee very well, if thou art not, as I expect, a spy. My uncle

sent thee to watch and send tales to him of my acts."

" No, sir," began the man ;
" I may retail some of your

adventures by way of small talk, but I am incapable of

reporting."
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" How dost thou mean, insnfferaWe hadaud ? " asked the other

fiercely.

" Why, sir, to retail a fact only requires a tongue, but to report

requires a pen, and Andre Mothe never was suspected of writing

before."

** So much the bettei', Monsieur Andre ; that consoles me, be-

cause, when we return to France, I have but to cut thy throat to

prevent thee telling any of thy long-winded stories to my uncle."

" Then take my word, sir, if you stick in that mind, I shall not

stick to you."
'

' Be then on thy good behaviour ;—eh ! what have we here ?

soldiers of the emperor or bandits ? Draw, maitre Andre, and

show thy valour."

" I'd rather show my heels," said maitre Andre, trembling and

falling off his horse as if shot; "now, my good gentlemen," he

roai-ed, " be merciful. I'm the father of seven children, entirely

dependent on
—

"

" Silence, coward ! What want ye ? Why bar you the road ?

We are quiet travellers ; but if you seek battle, we ara ready. Up,

Andre, and shoot the first man who
—''

" No, I won't ; I'll be shot myself first. Good messieurs, my
naine is Andre ; I'm a poor serving-man."

" Get up," fiaid a rough fellow, "get up ; or, by our lady of

Loretto, I'll give you more inches of my steel than ever you eat of

macaroni. Signor Cavalier, resistance is useless. We are nine.

Our orders are to use no unnecessary violence, but down with yoUr

sword, or
—

"

The young Frenchman .surveyed his enemies. They were nine as

ill-looking Abruzzi bandits as ever startled a quiet traveller, and

all armed to the teeth, with odd-looking musquetoons, swords,

pikes, and other weapons of the day. Their eyes were fierce and

their gestures menacing. To fly was to ensure a dangerous volley,

to advance was impossible.

"Gentlemen," exclaimed the volatile Frenchman, taking off his

velvet cap, after .sheathing his sword, "your arguments are over-

powering. I resign myself to their cogency."

The brigands smiled, and assisted the son of Gaul to alight, while

one with a hearty kick induced Andr6 to rise. They then disarmed

both, gave their horses to a lad of their party, and, placing their

prisoners in their midst, moved up the gorge, which, rough as it

was, appeared a familiar road to the whole of the band.

About half-a-mile higher up in the hills, where the rocks were

nearly bari'en, was the place where the brigands were wont to

encamp. A small ledge of rock, marked by many fires, lay before a

cave of no very large dimensions—but still :sutticient for the shelter

of some dozen men accustomed to the rough life of the mountains.

Within this cave, which was hung round by gay apparel, guns,

swords, pistols, and the floor of which was covered by rude beds,

sat a solitary man—scarcely a man either, but a beardless youth,

of not more than nineteen summers. Rudely dressed in the gaudy

attire of those mountains, he was, by the light of a torch of pine,

a study for a painter. His face was very handsome. A lofty

forehead, dark, curliug hail', a month of wonderful expression,

combined with marked though regular features, and a commanding

form, to uuike him a perfect study. But it was Ms eye that

attracted chief attention. It seemed to roll in an absohite frenzy,

as he sat ^vrapped in thought, a book on his knee, a book which

lie had just abandoned— he, the runaway favourite of a convent

—to think, and that book, Dante. He had been poring over it

for hours, until the light of day had faded, and then he had lit a

torch and read, until the magic of the poet's lute had awakened

in him ideas, thoughts, an.l feelings which, though already common,

grew stronger and stronger every day.

Beneath the swarthy skin of that youth, there burned that

restless, nameless fire, which impels to deeds of good and ill. A
yearning for .something beyond that rude life already overcame him.

Ali-eady had its impetuous feelings driven him from the calm

convent cell to a cavern in the Abruzzi. A student who devoured

books, especially books of song, records of heroism, deeds that won

for man and woman uumortal fame, the lad had in the library of

the abbot felt that uneasy craving for action wliich often pervades

the being of the man born for a purpose, the man inspired by the

intuitive desires of genius. Fired, inflamed, excited to a pitch of

frenzy, believing himself capable of anything, he had written verse,

made drawiags in charcoal in his cell, roused himself to tits of

oratory, and then run away to seek fortune. This was at seven-

teen. At nineteen he was a brigand chief, the life and soul, by

force of mere mind, of a band of lawless ruflians, who knew no

law but their own passions. There was a wild excitement in the

position, which pleased Antonio Solario, and yet he was not

satisfied.

Suddenly he started, as the sound of footsteps caught his ear.

He rose, took up his gun and went out into the open air, well

aware that it must be some of his comrades and men returning, but

yet using all the caution which was necessary in his position. If

"uneasy is the head that wears a crown," how much more uneasy

is the head of the man who seeks to live by rapine, whose hand

is against every man, and against whom every man's hand is

raised.

"Wlio comes?" he cried in the rich tones of his native land,

with a slight guttural, which often belongs to men of mountain

birth.

"It is the band, with prisoners," replied one; and the fore-

most came suddenly in sight, with the French cavalier and his

somewhat prudent servant, the worthy, and in general, merry-

tongued Andre.

" Welcome !" said the brigand cliief. "Welcome ! I was weary

of being alone, and I should have joined you soon. Enter,

.strangers."

" Your politeness is too strong to be resisted," said the Frencli-

man, sarcastically.

" Be quiet," muttered Andre.
" Gentlemen," continued the youth, " sit down and tell me

who and wliat you are. Believe me, we are not so bad as we are

painted."

" I do not deny but you would make excellent studies for an

artist, but I must say that I prefer those I am in search of in the

good city of Naples."

" You are an artist," cried Antonio Solario, impetuously.

" I am," replied the other, " proceeding to Naples to study

under Cnlautonio."

" Then you are welcome ; be seated, I beg
;
your residence here

will be leas unpleasant th.an you expected."

The Frenchman smiled, the servant-man Andre looked agi'eeably

surprised, and the robbers did 6ot appear so gratified as might

have been expected 'at this announcement of their chief, which

seemed to convey the impression that he did not intend to pillage

the travellers of everj? article of property they happened to have

about them. Not Ijeing artists in practice or in ideas, they could

not sympathise with the feeliug whicli the announcement of De

Rieux had excited in Antonio Solario, who was said to be of gipsy

origin, .and hence was called II Zingaro.

Of the consequences which ensued from this interview we must

speak at a future period.

THE FRENCH EXHIBITION.

OsE of the effects of the present hap)iy union between two nations

which should have ever been joined hapjtily in almost marital

connexion, has been the foundation of " an E.xliibition in London

of the productions of the most popular artists of France," wliich it

is hoped '
' must greatly contribute to augment the esteem of the

British public fjr the French school."

Under the direction of a visiting committee, consisting of tw o

celebrated English artists, Messrs. Stanfield and M.aclise, and four

other gentlemen more or less connected with art, this Exliibiticin,

the fir.st of its kind, has been opened at No. 1'21, Pall Mall, oppo-

site the Opera colonnade. Had not our own Exliibitiou demanded

the first place, we should most assuredly have directed the atten-

tion of our readers to this very interesting gallery of paintings,

which we accept very heartily, but rather as a promise than as a

performance.

The various specimens of the French masters here exliibited are

not very numerous \there are but IP.'i pictures x^atahngued, a few
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others appear since to have beeu luUleil), nor do we believe theiu to

form by auy meauH a fair criterion of the power and ability of

artistic France. Still they are decidedly worthy and interestiug,

anil in a few cases, such as the "Delaroche and Ary Scheffer,"

works of genius which could not bu surpassed by any other

nation.

Tlie most noticeable thiug which stril^es the visitor un.accustomed

to French pictures, is the want of that glowing colour whicli pecu-

liarly distinguishes the English, and also the cxcelleut drawing

almost everywhere prevalent, an excellence unfortunately not

obsciTable in every English picture. There is also, here, a largo

prepon<lerauce of conversational cabinet i)ictures, beautifully drawn,

and imagined with great delicacy, but wanting in force and

colour.

Another iieculiurity is the arrangement of the uumbei"5, wliich

are not consecutive upon the walls, but stuck about in the oddest

manner possible. No. 1 being ne.\t to 45, and the next to 102, and

so on. Upon consulting the catalogue, the visitor finds that all

pictures by the same artist have consecutive numbers ; but the

pictm-es being of various sizes, and thus reiiuiring to be sepa-

rated, the numbers attached thus appear as if they had come up in

a lottery.

(No. 6), " liepose," by lleuri liaron, is almost familiarised to the

reader from his acquaintance with the artist's illustrations upon

wood. It is a pleiusing design, of good colour.

(No. 7), "The Kose-coloured Domino," by Joseph Beaume, au

artist of .standing, and celebrated in Paris, is the very best specimen

of portrait painting, both as to finish, colour, and gi'ace, in the

exhibition. The work in (luestioa is, indeed, of very high-class

merit.

(No. 7), "Madame Du Barry consulting C'agliostro on her Des-

tiny," by Francois Braid, is rather distinguished for its subject

than for its treatment.

(No. 1.3), "Gulliver in the island of Bi-obtUgnag—microscopic

studies of plants in the forest of Fontainebleau," by tlie same artiiit,

is worthy to be classed with any eccentric absurdity ever perpetrated

by a painter. It is absurd because it travels out of the region of

art. An immense canvas is covered with gigantic leaves and

flowers, insects, etc., which almost hide Gulliver, who in relation

to them is a pigmy, and who seeks to escape from an immense
hand, which, with part of a face, far bigger than that

" Of Memphian sphinx,

Pedestalled, haply, in some palace court.

When sages looked to Egypt for their lore,"

is shown in a -corner of the picture ready to pounce upon him.

Had this been the only picture by Braid we should have been

inclined to speak but .slightingly of him. [¥io. 14) however, "The
Interior of a Custom-hoiLse," with an enraged lady, whose bonnet

has been completely sacrificed by the douaniei's, and several other

victims of these intelligent officers, affords us one of the few pictures

which are provocative of mirth, and at the same time artistic. The

picture before us is full of very high comedy, and although hilarious

in the highest degree, and perfectly true to nature, is by no mejins

coarse.

(No. 4.3), "The Portrait of the Emperor on Horseback," by

Alfred de Dreux, is ailmirable, not only as a portrait, but .is a

work of art. The position is spirited and free ; the tlrawing of the

horse might be improved.

(No. 4i;\ "AuArab Woman," by Augu.ste Del.icroi.x, is a fine

study, remju'kabie for its colour.

Paul Delaroche, one of the greatest of French artists, not only

of the present day, but also of all time, is represented here by four

specimens from his pencil. (No. 49), "The Great Artists of the

Revival," wliich seems to be a sketch of the composition painted in

fresco in the hemicycle of the Ecole dea Beiiux Arts, Paris, and
which is scarcely within our pro%ince

;
(No. 50), "The Death "f

the Due de Guise ;" (Xo. 50*), "Napoleon at Fontainebleau ;" and
(No. 51), "The Burgoma-ster's Family," a sepia drawing. Ofthe.se

" The Death of the Due de Guise" is the chief. It is the property
of the Due d'Aumale, and is a work of art of the highest class, at
the same time that it is of the most ambitions kind—the historical.

The stiffening corpse of Guise, lying with glazed eyes and matted

hair
; the whispering group of as.wssins, one of whom is sheathing

his sword
; tlie approach of the king, who draws back the arras

with a guilty look, arc all excellent. The grouping and attitudes

arc true to nature, and by no means exaggerated. The costume
and dctiiils of the picture accurate and nuist carefully painted.

The chifiruscuro is especially remarkable, everything being ])cr-

fectly distinct in the darkened gloom of the vast chamber. This
picture has been now painted some twenty years, and criticism

on so well known and valued a work of art may, tlierefore, be
somewhat supererogatory ; but we would earnestly call the atten-

tion of all English artists to this picture, which they now have uu
ojiportunity of studying.

Louis Devidcux, pupil of Paul Delaroche, contributes two speci-

mens of paintings, which are both excellent in colour, but whicli

are destroyed by the subject; they are (No. 52), "The Chinese
Guitarist," in which a not ungraceful Oliiuese womau is represented

as playing upon that instrument, and (No. 53), a pendant to the

fcn-egoing. The high cheekbones, and the tr.ansverse position of the

eye betokening the Mongolian race, render the pictures so opposite

to ide.is of beauty formed in an European school, that we look

upon these rather as curiosities than works of art.

(No. 54) and (No. 5(!), "Cupid and the Graces," and the
" Woodcutter's Family," quite stand out from amongst the sur-

roundmg pictuies ; the colour being remarkably beautiful, very

much in the manner of the best production.s of Titian. Tliey

are painted by Diaz, an artist who hits studied much in

Kome.
" The Widow's Mite" (No. GO), by Edouanl Dulmfe, is a pro-

duction worthy of his father's pupil. Our readers will call to mind
a pleasing example of the elder Dubufe, now iu the Vernon
Gallery.

Of (No. 07), "Cows and Lambsraipe," and (No (i7*), another
"Landscape," by the same artist, Kaymoud Esbrat, we can say little

favourably. In truth, the French do not by any means excel in

landsi'ape. Not so, however, in cabinet conversational pictures, of

which tlie next thirteen pictures iu the catalogue, from No. tiS to

No. SO, are excellent examples. The four first, "Consultin"
Cards ;" " A Young lady ;" " Meditation ;" and "A Page," are by

Jean Fauvelet, a pupil of Lacour. " The remainder are by Eugene
Ficlitl, pupil of Drolling ami Delaroche. Of his productions, "The
Mu.«ic Lesson," and "The Desert," are probably the best, but all

are excellent. The drawing is capital, the accessories well managed,
and the colour, which is the most faulty pai't of the pictures, is

delicate. The gre;\t fault in these little gems is, that they want
force : but a little varnish, for which the majority of the pictures

in the exhibition arc iierishing, would add both brllliaucy and
force to them.

"A House in C,-iiro" (No. 84), .and "A Street" in the same
city, by Theodore Frerc, are iiiciuresque and interesting

; both

proiluctions ai-e well painted.

Edouard Frere, another of the pupils of Paul Delaroche, con-

tributes five cabinet pictures of the class criticised alwve. Of these

(No Sli), " La Blanchisseuse," and (No. Sy), " The Prayer, " are

most excellent. They are distinguished by all the qualities which
distinguish those before noticed.

(No. W), "The Caravan," by Eugene Fromeutiu, is a desert

scene, painted with great force and extraordinary knowledge of the

subject.

Theodore Gudin, who, iu common with the majority of artists

noticed, has received both medals and honours, has sent to this

exhibition no less than six seji-pieces ; of these, none of which can

bear comparison with our English masters, Cfwke, or Clarksou

Stanfield, (No. 100), "Fishing Boats iu a Swell," is perhaps the

best. (No. 104), " Evening after a Wreck," is also highly meri-

torious.

(No. 105), "Virginia at the Bath," from St. Pierre's well-

known romance, is a very nicely pjiinted and drawn production by
Oscar Guet.

C. Hoguet, contributes five landscapes and' several sea-pieces

none of which are of a very high class. Eugene Isabey, a name
well known from the fame of a former artist, is alsj represented by

various sea-pieces of usual merit ; and Charles Louis jlogin has

sent five sea-pieces, well painted, and excellent iu finish 4ud
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colour. Still, it is neither iu laiidHcape or in sea-piece tlml tlie

French, judging from this exhibition, excel.

(Nos. 126 and 127) are two "Portraits of parallel reformers,

Calvin and Luther." They are undoubtedly well painted, but the

flesh tints are somewhat dai'k. The portraits are at once recog-

nised, being evident studies from known pictures of these great

men.

So (No. 114), "The Right of Might,"' by Eugene Poitteviu, is

one of the finest and most originally -treated pictures in the exhibi-

tion. A camp-follower of the time of the Wars of the League,

stripped to his waist, and infuriated by drink, is represented in a

farm-yard, with his foot upon a pig which he has stuck ; a naked

sword in one hand and a pet rabbit hanging dead from the other.

The farm buildings burst in flame around him, and in the distance

a woman struggles in the arms of one of his comrades, whilst

amidst the wTeck, the principal figure roars out a drunken catch.

Anything more finely conceived, or originally treated, it is hard to

imagine. Its quaintness and truth are fully equal to any of the

groups of "Les Miseres de la Guerre," of the renowned Jaques

Callot.

Ijublished of the " Francesca di Rimini of Dante." The entire

devotion of love was never more thoroughly and chastely exhibited ;

Paolo, in pain and contrition, veils his face from Dante and Yirgil,

whilst around him Francesca clasps her arms, tears at the time

starting from her eyes, as, thus embracing, the figures are borne

onwards through the gloom of Hades.
*' As doves

By fond desire invited, on wide wings

And firm, to their sweet nest returning home,

Cleave the air, wafted by their will along ;

Thus issued, from that troop where Dido ranks.

They through the ill air speeding."

Dantp. Inf. X'anl. v.

Her Majesty, we believe, commissioned the admirable artist to

execute this duplicate, for which she has given £1,200. Ary

Soheffer has five other productions in the gallery, but none of them

are of equal interest with the one we have criticised, and all of

them want the glow of colour whicli distinguishes Titian, Rubens,

and our own Etty.

Last on the catalogue are two pictures by Horace Yemet, one ot

•CKAMMAK. —FROM S FAI.NTING BV D0UI;POK.

(No. 15S*) " Greek Children," by J. de Monlignon, has the

merit of excellent colour and-drawing.

From No. 161 to Ko. 168, the productions of Antoine Emille

Plassan, are cabinet pictures, so delicate in their finish, and chaste

in their execution, that they have attracted universal attention and

admiration; the best of this artist's productions (No. 162), "The

Foot Bath," a little picture, wliich is perfect in every respect, has

been, we hear, purchased by her Majesty, at a price which, ior

the size, is very high indeed. It does not measure more than

ten 01' twelve inches, and has been sold for forty guineas.

(No. 170), " i\n Incident in the life of Peter the Great, wherein

he attends Menzikofif upon his sick bed," by Robert Fleury, is an

historical composition of great merit. It does not, however, from

its size and the unpleasant nature of the composition, show to

advantage iu this gallery.

(No. 176) is an admirable drawing of a "Turkish Odalisque,

laughing, as she indolently lounges in the enjoyment of a Chi-

bouque." The texture of the skin, the ease and grace of the

fig'-.re, are beautifully rendered by the artist Schlesinger.

The great attraction of the room is the piece by Ary Scheffer, a

reproduction of his picture so well known from the engravings

which only (No. IIH), "Hunting the Mouflon in Africa," is a fine

specimen of his powers. The drawing of this is as spirited and

excellent as Horace Vernet's productions usually are, the drawing

is especially fine. In the second (No. 195), " Death Purifying the

Soul," an allegory is attempted, which, in our opinion, as the

majority of allegories do, signally fails. The arrangement is besides

faulty, and the sky so intensely and deeply blue, as to be, to

English eyes at least, unnatural.

There is one thing which the visitor will be struck with, not in

the gallery but in the catalogue, where he will find that every

artist, even of comparatively moderate capability, has had hon^mrs

abundantly .showered upon him, and everything has been done to

elevate him in his art. He will contrast English encouragement to

art most disadvantageonsly in this respect, and will involuntarily

recall Mr. Thackeray's didum in the last number of the Newcome's,

" that a gentleman may be allowed to toy but not to marry with

the Muse of Painting, and that an English gentleman would as soon

think of bringing up his son as a confectioner or hairdresser as of

placing him as a pupil to a painter."

If it only induces our "Society" to remedy this injustice, the

Frencli Exhibition will have done much for English art.
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ADKiAN VANlii;i;Vi;iJ)K.

Naicre never showed horself to this paiiiter but full uf grace and

sweetness, smiling and happy as youth. BaiTen in her aspect to

Ruysdael, arid and melancholy to Wynants, she appears to have

reserved for Vandervelde her loveliest pastorals, her most refreshing

verdure, and her most invigorating breezes. In contemplating the

meadows in which this master gioups his goats, his sheep, and his

ruminating cattle, there is no mind, however ill at ease, no s|iirit.

Vol. II.

however peiturbeJ, that will not catch a gleam of inward peace.

" By what miracle of art is it possible that, with a few colours spread
'

over his canvas, the artist is enabled to awaken in us the same

ineffable sentiment of repose, of abandonment,

and happiness that the actual odour of the fields

and the solitude of nature produce ? To paint

trees, animals, meadows, woods, and lakes, with

a surprising fidelity to truth, is, without doubt,

a rare merit ; but may we not wonder that Nature

should ever peimit what a poet used to call the

secret of lier influence to be ravLshed from her ?

Few men liave attained celebrity in any intel-

lectual pui-suit without having, at a very early

.age, given strikmg proofs of the natural bent oi

their inclinations for it. This is p.articularly true
.

of poets and painters. Every one is aware of the

truth contained in the well-known quotation,

" Poeta nascitur, non fit
;"

and, however much a man may exert himself,

however skilful he may become in the mere me-

chanical part of the ail, in the nice appreciation

of lonijs and shorts, however, great the praise he

may possibly attain at Camb^dge or Oxford, for

a certain number of flowing polished lines, dignified

by the n.ame of a piizc poem, and destined, after no

very long space of time, to be buried for ever in

oblivion, he will' never be a poet unless Nature herself has implanted

the sacred fire in his heart ; if she has done so, that fire will give

indications of its existence in the spring c f life as certainly as that,

in the fpring of the year, the blossoms will precede the fniit.

c
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What is true of poetry, is true also of painting ; and Vandervelde

is one of tlie very numerous examples in support of our assertion.

Scarcely liad lie learnt to read, before lie liad learnt to paint.

During tlie hours wlien lie was not at school, he seized the brushes

belonging to his brother, or liis relation William, who was six years

older tlian himself, and bedaubed with an indefatigable hand the

walls and even the furniture of his paternal home.* The animals,

the cows, the sheep, and the goats, whose peculiarities of form and

feature he was subsequently destined to reproduce in unequalled

perfection, formed the subjects of his first essays. His fether, who

was a ship painter, saw with regi'et that his son prefen-ed the

more elegant and artistic pencil to the unwieldy brush which he

himself had handled all his life. He was, therefore, but little

inclined to admire the drawings and paintings with which the

young Adrian covered the walls of his house. One day, liowever,

Adrian dared even to paint a milkmaid on the foot of liis father's

bed, and this jjainting so far exceeded any of his former attempts,

that the old painter gave up all hope of combating his son's evi-

dent vocation. He determined to take liim to John WjTiants, who

at that time enjoyed a high reputation at Haarlem ; and this great

master, on seeing the child's sketches, was unable to conceal his

surprise and admiration. It is related that Wynants' wife, who

was present, exclaimed to her husband ; "Wynants, yon have

found your master !" +
This liappened at Amsterdam, wliere A'andervelde w.as born in

1639. Entirely devoted to his art, he soon justified, if not the

prediction, at least the enthusiasm, of the wife of Wynants. This,

however, did not for a moment awaken the jealousy of the master,

wlio only felt proud of having had such a pupil. A noble example,

but one which is rarely met with in the history of ai"t ! It is said

tli.at his introduction to Wynants made him acquainted with Philip

Wouvermans, who was his senior by some years, and who also was

a pupil of Wynauts. The tastes, of the two young students were

very similar, and this circumstance caused a feeling of friendship

to spring up between them, which was not without a beneficial

influence upon Vandervelde, whom Philip Wouvermans aided with

the advice his greater experience enabled him to give. J However

tliis may be, it was not long liefore Vandervelde familiarised himself

with every practical difficulty of hLs profession ; and Wynants him-

self declared tliat he no longer needed any instruction, excepting

from that great mistress—Nature,—who has always endless lessons

in store for the man of genius. It may be said with tnith, that

no artist was ever a more studious obsei-ver of nature than Adrian

Vandervelde. He never permitted his imagination to supply the

knowledge in which he was deficient, and it Ls easily perceived that

he never painted a picture, or executed an etching, without having

beforehand prepared himself by making patient studies of every

object which he was desirous of representing.

Tliat this is the only v.'ay in which a man, however gift^-d, is

sure of becoming a great painter, we have the testimony of one of

the greatest artists that England ever produced :

'•'
I again repeat,"

says Sir Joshua , Reynold-s, addi'essing the students of the Koyal

Academy, "you are never to lose sight of nature ; the instant you

dn, you are all abroad, at the mercy of every gust of fashion,

without knowing or seeing the point to which you ought to steer.

AVh.atever trijis you make, you must still have nature in your eye.

Let me recommend to you not to have too great depend-

ence on your practice or memory, however strong those impressions

may have been which are there deposited. They are for ever

wearing out, and will be at last obliterated, unless they are con-

tinually refreshed and repaired." §

The qualities which i?trike us forcibly in nature are her softness

and repose. In the pictures of Vanden-elde the flocks feed in

* Houbrackcn. " Vic de Vandervelde." Descamps. " Vic dcs

rciiitrcs Flamands, AUcmauds, et Hollandais," vol. iii. p. 87^.

t Houbrackcn. Manuscript translation of Madame Bernard
Picard.

* " A Catalogue raisonne of tlie Works of the most eminent
Dutch, Flcmisli, and French Painters,'' by Jolm Smith. London,
1834.

^
" The Discourses of Sir Joshua Ecyuolds." London; 1812.

rich pastures, beneath noble trees whose leaves are scarcely moved

by a breath of air, with the pale azure skies above, in a sort of

terrestrial paradise where the noise of the world does not penetrate,

and the agitations of the heart are calmed. There is scarcely an

amateur in Europe who has not viewed with delight his "Sunrise,"

in the Louvre, or at least the beautiful engraving of it which was

executed during the last century. Who does not feel inclined to

sit down for a few hours beside those careless lierdsmen, who arc

fishing on the bank of the river ? To the right, in the distant

horizon, some light clouds, rose and amber-coloured, announce the

rising sun. The earth is awaking gently, the water flows silently

on, the foliage is almost motionless, and the pure invigorating air of

daybreak braces the limbs that have been relaxed by sleep. The

animals themselves appear to enjoy this refi'eshing coolness, which

the sun's rays wOl soon disperse. The cattle bathe their feet in

the waters of the river, which is so stiU that it might be mistaken

for a lake. One of them breathes forth a suppressed and melan-

choly lowing, and then suddenly ceases, as if alarmed at having

disturbed the surrounding silence ; another, on a mound, which is

sharply defined against the sky, illumined by the sunrise, stretches

its powerful neck, and seems, with expanded nostrils, to be snuffing

the fresh air.*

Rivalling Paul Potter in tlie art of representing animals, Vander-

velde is richer in accessories than his illustrious predecessor. Paul

Potter concentrates his whole genius on the reproduction of the

exjiression, the physiognomy of the soul— if we may use the ex-

ptes.sion—of animals. In his eyes the landscape is but an acces-

sory ; a scraj) of green pasturage .suffices him to make a picture,

where two cows are lying down at the foot of an oak awaiting the

time to return home. Vandervelde, too, is a great animal p.ainter,

but this is not all ; he possesses a true feeling for landscape as

well. Sis flocks and herds feed in meadows dotteil with bushy

trees, and varied by lakes and rivers, beyond which the landscape

stretches out^intil it is lost in the distance, while a gentle breeze

slowly scatters across the sky fleecy clouds, such as Karel Dujardin

delights to paint. In a word, every beauty of nature is enlisted to

contribute to the effect which he desires to produce. The cows

and the hoi-ses of Paul Potter are undoubtedly unrivalled, and no

other painter has been able to combine, in so great a degree, power

of repToduction with accuracy of observation ; but Vandervelde,

with a diflFerent feeling for nature, attained a perfection no less

rare, for in his works gracefulness and truth are invariably found

united to each other.

The mind of an artist is a mirror, endov>-ed with the marveUous

power of reflecting natural objects, and at the same time of com-

municating to them something, as it were, of human vitality.

Nature, infinitely varied in her aspects, takes evei-y form which

genius is pleased to give her. Melancholy to poets who are gifted

with a restless sensibility, tranquil to hearts that are at rest,

stonny to impas.^oned souls, her manifestations are as numerous

as the phases of the human mind. To every different person

nature wears a different aspect, but in her entirety she is invisible,

like the Almighty Creator. A painted landscape is, therefore, not

to be regarded as representing only a fragment of material creation,

but also the impression produced by the subject of the picture on

the mind of the painter. In viewing the paintings of Paul Potter

and those of Vandervelde, we are inclined to fancy one the very

image of good- nature, and the other a mixture of gracefulness and

simplicity.

The a.noieiits used a sublime word to express their idea of nature

;

it v/as : Alma Parens—the kind mother. These w-ords might be

placed at the foot of every canvas signed by Vandervelde, and little

would remain to be said to characterise his peculiar spirit. We
should err greatly in attributing any system or philosophical con-

sciousness of his power to this simple Dutchman. He only en-

deavoured to prove himself a skilful and accurate imitator of the

objects which he studied carefully in his long country walks. He
sav/ animals, trees, meadows, and gras.sy hills, and painted them

with delight. Animals, above everything else, attracted his atten-

tion ; their structure, their physiognomy, the varied appearance of

* 'liii^ picture is in the collection of the Louvre, and is known
under the title of" A Sunrise."
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their liair, from the fine aud glossy coat of tlie horse, to the hjiig

and tangled covering of the goat, is represented in his paintings

with the power of rare and ideasing truthfulness.

In the pictures of Yaudervelde, the animals always occupy the

foreground, and it is to this, no doubt, tluit we must attrilnito

the pleasing Impression which the works of this master produce.

Wherever man ajipears, the repose of solitude tafces flight. The

silent flock furm part of a landscape ; they live the same life as the

hcrha;4e which serves them for food and bed ; and they iu nowise

disturb the sentiment which impresses the soul when viewing the

silent landscape. Figures may animate the scene, but they disturb

the mystery and destroy the air of peaceful repose. Whenever

Vandervelde introduces shepherds or shepherdesses into his jiaint-

ings, he generally t-akes care to confine them to the middle distance.

Thus, iu the "Sunrise," the two cureless herdsmen who are fishing

are scarcely to be perceived ; and the whole of the foregi'ouud is

occupied by cattle, sheep, or goats. These domestic animals need

IU) guardians to prevent their straying from the accustomed pastures,

or the calm lake which is their watei-ing-place. In another picture,

a woman is conversing at the door of a cottage with two men. It is

really a difficult task to discern them beneath the thick foliage of

tl>e shadowy oaks, while the eye is attracted by a white cow,

painted with cliaruiing softness, desceruliug the slope towards the

sjieclatitrs ; by a sheep lying down, whose fleece, as seen from

behind, is a mii-acle of execution, and by a cow, also lying down
to the right in a half tint, whose hind-quarters are modelled

with a vigoui', and painted with a truth of colour, whicli is unsur-

passable.

We may here remark the difl'erencc which separates the Dutch

painters from the ideas and manuei;of the Fi'euch school. "Wli.it

is chiefly to be blamed in their figures," says do Piles, "is inaction,

since this fivult deprives them of every connexion with the sur-

rounding landscape, and causes them to appear unreal. Without

wishing, however, to shackle painters with any fixed rule, I am
pei-suaded that the best method of causing figures to be appreciated

is to an'ange them so far in accordance with the chai'acter of the

landsKipe as to m.ake it seem as if the landscape had been created

entirely for the figures. / would not have them cither insipid or

inaclirc. They should tell some story to excite the interest of the

observer, or at least to give a name to the painting, by which it

might be distinguished fi'om the mass of others by those who .are

judges of such matters." How strongly characteristic is it of the

nation.al spirit of the French school, that its disciples make the

landscape subordinate to the figures, and not the figures to the

landscipe, never allotting to nuvu a secondary place in nature.

An insipid or useless figure is a fault in the eyes of a French

painter, while, on the contrary, the simple VandeiTelde, in his love

for the country, feared to m.ake his figures play too prominent a

part. To him the herdsman is a part of his fleecy charge, and he ia

satisfied with the great spirit of nature which seems to sigh in

the breeao that moves the tree-tops, or to speak in the deep

and solemn lowing of the cattle that crop the herbage in his

meadows.

While Bergliem delights in multiplying the figures in his paint-

ings, exhausting his spii'it and his genius in varying their attitudes,

and attracting the eye by his rosy coimtrywomen with their brilliant

skirts and scarlet bodices, Vandervelde leaves the foreground to

his flocks, and does not find it necessary that the stillness of nature

should be enlivened by the human voice. In his compositions

nature preserves the deep poetry and silent happiness of her soli-

tudes. Berghem, who looks at nature through the smiling .atmo-

sphere of his imagiaation, who often ornaments her with historical

recollections and the reflection of the brilliant colours with which

Italy impressed his imagination, fills his pastorals with life and

motion. Yandex-velde, devoted entirely to his true and almost

tender admiration for nature, draws with a more discreet hand.

Ho is generally sparing in detail, and the simplicity of the composi-

tion heightens the grace and haouony of the whole.

JJut though Vandervelde showed such a marked predilection for-

animals, it must not be imixgined that he was unable to ornament'

a landscape with graceful and lively figures ; it is true, however,

that he made less use of this talent for himself than for his

friends, except in those pictures where the figures form the chief

subject, as in his "Winter," so beautifully engraved by Jacques

Aliamet.*

• One of those who have most successfully engraved from .\driau

Vandervelde, is Jacques Aliamet the Elder, who must not be con-
founded with his brotlier, Fran<;oi3 Aliamet, an engraver of but
little talent or ingenuity. Jacques Aliamet was born at Abbe-
ville in 1727, and died at Paris in 1788. He therefore belonf.s

entirely to the eighteenth century, which was a very brilllni.t

period for engraving in France. During that period the French
engraver.^ proved therascdves thoroughly national, in bringing !o

bear upim the practice of their art that critical spirit, thatcUganto
and good ta^te, and that absence of all exaggeration, wbicli charai -

terisc the Gaulic character. We shall have somewhat more to say

hereafter respecting the revolution in art to Avhich he contributed

more than any other. We may mention here, however, that

Jacques Aliamet was his pupil. He commenced, says VVatelct, liy

the execution of those small cngiMviugs which arc introduced into

books, and called vi(/i>cltcs. Huber and Host have not mentioned
these, although deserving of notice. Those which we have seen

iu the collected edition of his work? in the print-room of the

National Library at Paris, arc cxccutid for the most part from the

designs of Gravtlot, and some from those of Boucher and Cochin.

They accompany a very elegant edition of " The Decamerone " of

Boccaccio, which was published in London in 17*5. Although
those charming vignettes are small, they are treated broadly, and
never slurred over, as often happens when llic subjects are con-

fined to such small dimensions.

Jacques Aliamet soon attracted the attention of publishers. In
fact, it was not diificult for a practical eye to perceive in the

vignettes of " The Decamerone " a talent which would rise with-

out effort to greater productions, and which would lose nothing iu

being employed on more imiJOrtaiit labours, llis first attc-mi)ts

were of the class iu which he afterwards met witli the greatest

success, namely, landscapes and sea-pieces. His beautiful engra-

vings of " The Fire by Night," " Stormy Weather," and " The
Fog," after Joseph Veruet, are the most highly-prized. 1 hose

arc all engraved in perfect accordance with the sentiment of the

painter. The plate is full of work, and, like the original picture,

presents a fuU-toncd appearance. Deeji, dose, and bold linc.4

present the effect produced l)y the brilliant and daring brusli of

the master. If Jacques Aliamet was less successful than Balcchoii

in rendering the mountain-waves of a stormy sea and their foam-

ing crests, -which are so admiral)lc in the celebrated " Tempest "

of the latter engraver, yet, on the other hand, he has succeeded in

representing with rare fidelity the clouds of mist which it is so

difficult to render with the graver or the etching-needle. By
mingling dilterent methods of execution, and by lowering, or

rather blending, all his lights, Jacques Aliamet has imitated to a

remarkable degree " The Fog " of Vernet. Following nature, the

engraver has left his positive lights only on those objects which

are nearest to the eye, while in the background and the sky he

has produced the effect of having stippled his jdate, and yet he

has employed neither the needle to fill up the cross-hatching, nor

the roulette, uor any of llioso processes by which the effect of

stumping may be produced. He has thus obtained the soft effect

of mezzotint with those tools which would appear most unlikely

to produce such a result,— the needle and the graver. Still the

real merit aud originality of Jacques Aliamet arc more distinctly

visible in his landscapes after Berghem than in his sea-pieces after

Vernet. It is in the former that he has perfected the use of the

dry-point, which was invented and brought into repute by his

master, Lebas. By this process he obtained the most varied and

pleasing gray tints, and nowhere was he so successful as in the

large folio engraving from a landscape by Berghem iu the Dresden

Gallery. The animals,—tbo dogs, sheep, goats, cattle, and asses,

—though prepared with the etching-needle, were almost entirely

finished with the dry-])oint, as well as the faces of the peasants,

where the flesh was wholly executed in this manner; skilfully-

applied touches of the graver completed and brought out the

work. Opposed to the system of very dark engravings, Aliamet is

reported by a contemporary to have compared their elTcct to " that

produced by actoi*s who, departing from nature, rant aud grimace

on the stage to attract the plaudits of the multitude."

Aliamet thoroughly appreciated his own talent. Notwithstand-

ing his aversion to making his engravings black, he was alw ays able

to avoid monotony and coldness. This powerful effect arises from

the fact thai the master-touches, the free handling of the brush,

and the bits of brilliant colour, arc rendered by abrupt transitions
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Wynauts, who had long availed himself of the pencil of Woiiver-

mans, was not long in pi'eferring that of Va.ndervehle—a fact that

renders praise superfluous. To say that Vandervelde vras in this

hranch of his ai't the rival of the most elegant painter ni Holland,

gives a sufficiently exalted idea of the powers of this charming

master.

The celebrated landscape-painters of his day held in great

esteem the little figures which he placed in their paintings with

such grace and spiiit, while his inexhaustible imagination varied to

infinity their gestures and actions, according to the aspect of the scene

which they were intended to enliven by their presence. Hobbema,

Vanderheyden, Moncheron, Peter Neefs, Haekert, Euysdaei himself

—the great and patlietic Ruysdaol—whose genius might well have

stood alone, all availed themselves of the pencil of Vandervelde, to

give a greater value and charm to their paintings.

Vanderheyden, in particular, found the value of his somewhat

frigid pictures doubled by the crowd of little figures with which the

inventive spirit of his friend peopled them. In one of these pic-

tures, where Vanderheyden' has represented the squai'e and Town

a man, who is sitting down, appears to search in a packet for some

article which a woman standing before him has just asked for

;

further on, two grave citizens of the capital of Holland are seated

on a stone bench placed against the wall of the Town Hall, and are

conversing aliout the events of the day ; here a carman whips his

horse, harnessed to a heavy dray loaded with wood ; there a group

of men, women,, and children run after a kind of chaii- drawn by a

horse, which appears to excite their curiosity ; to the right,

another horse of a dark bay colour, exquisitely painted, awaits his

load, which a man is bringing in a basket. In the centre of the

foreground, and in the middle of the picture, two gentlemen are

bowing to each other with a truly aristocratic grace. May they not

be two Frenchmen of the court of Louis XIV.—there were many in

Holland at that period, and might we not expect to hear them use

the words of Moliere? *'i« place niest limrense ft vous y reii-

conti-cr.^^ , ,

Thanks to Vandervelde, this picture of Vanderheyden's, which is

iu other respects so valuable for its finish of detail and skilful per-

siiective, becomes an aniu\ated scene, displaying the activity of a

niE KISINO SCN.—PROM A lAl.NTIXU l:\ A. VANIiERVKLI.].,

Hall of Amsterdam, we may see clearly with what generosity

Vandervelde lavished his talent. More than thirty figures, with

horses and carriages, fill the space left vacant by Vanderheyden.

The groups are arranged with great skill, concealed under the

appearance of the most perfect observance of nature. At the left,

from light to shade, and that the local colours arc in his engra-

vings exceedingly well contrasted, with clear and well-defined

lights. In this manner, while the engraving remains light and
airy, it is not tame, and preserves all its piquancj'. Wc must add
to this merit the power of execution, the delicacy of touch, and
the lightness in the handling of the points employed to define the

figures, darkening them when necessary, and expressing the exact

qualities of the objects represented—whether they be the silky

hair of the goats, the rough coats of the beasts of burthen, the

fineness of linen, the coarseness of frieze, the cracked and parched
earth, or the polished surface of fruits. All that we have hero

said respecting Aliamet, may be verified by examining his various

engravings from Berghem :
"

'I he Old Harbour of Genoa," " The
Ransom of the Slave," " A Uustic "Watering-place for Cattle,"

great city, peopled by men of every rank and every calling, rom the

beggar who awaits at the door the descent of the rich stranger in

quest of local antiquities, to the lazy noble who rolls along, softly

reclining in his carriage. To convey an idea of the spirit, of the

artistic talent, which Vandervelde has manifested in these figures,

" The Meeting of the two Village Girls," and generally all that

he has engraved from this master. His skies, l>ut little hurthencd
with work, arc transparent. The lines seem readily to f()llow the

forms of the clouds, or rather indicate the formation of them by
their varied directions, which are happily contrasted with the

smooth sky which is produced by horizontal and rather wide
Hues, ending in breaks and consecutive points. All this is full of

feeling.

Wouvermans and Teniers have more than once given omploj*
mcnt to the etching point of Aliament. His two plates of " The
Sabbath," after Teniers, are vigorous, brilliant, and held in great

estimation by connoisseurs. But nothing is more delicious than
his " .Spanish Halt," and " The Advanced Guard of Hulans,"
nfti'v Philip "Wouvermans. Even Moyroau, who so perfectly
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of all the difficulties which he must have encountered, so that the

interest of the spectator might be rivetted to his work, without

detracting too much from the essential objects of the picture, it

would he necessary for us to enter into a minute analysis of this

view of Amsterdam. We must content ourselves with having

pointed out what his imagination, seconded by a light and infillibly

certain pencil, could produce. But how much shall we increase the

surprise of the reader when we state that the largest of these life-

like and truthful figures is only an incli and three-quarters in

height, while the smallest 'are not more than from half to three-

quarters of an inch high.

Sometimes, certainly, Vandervelde made use of that talent which

aniinal.s after the manner of Bergliem, as may !« observed in one of

his principal works—" The Departure of Jacob from Laban."
Even in this case it may be said that the painter, in surrounding
Jacob and his family with his numerous flocks, in a subject taken
from Scripture, again betrays the invincible direction of his mind,
which in this instance is in uerfect accordance with the require-

ments of the subject. At other times he represents scenes where
the landscape and the animals are confined to the middle distance

;

in examples of this description, it is the action of man which
attracts and concentrates the spectator's interest. Such are his

two "Views of the Beach at Scheveling." Scheveling is a little

village on the sea-shore, where the inhabitants of the Hague are

inr. Busp SUN.

—

fho.h a paintins by a. vaxperveide.

he lavished for others in the embellishment of his own works.

Occasionally he fills his composition with a number of men and

understood this painter, never did anything superior. Aliamet
represented with no less success than the latter the vapours of the

low lands and those stretches of country which so often have the
fault of appearing like velvet. His choicest work is reserved for

the coqueti-y of accessories and the expression of the figures. The
handling of the master, his firm but softened touches, and the

pithiness of his manner ai-e charmingly transferred to the copper
of the engraver. Horses' coats are expressed by great masje^ of
dark touches without distinction of the hair, as it is right to repre-

sent it when the animals arc not in the foreground, or of unusual
size, for then the detail of their coats, ol" their manes and tails, are

not supposed to be distinguishable.

" Winter Amusements," after Vandervelde, is another excellent

engraving by Aliamet. The scene is made agreeable, which is not
usually the case in such subjects. The French painters, Boucher,

accustomed to proceed on Sunday for their amusement. Vander-

velde, in one of these paiutiugs, shows us the state carnage of the

Prince of Orange, which is proceeding along the sands at low water.

Greuze, Jeaurat, severally employed the truly French talent of

this artist. His representation of the deep effects and stippled

manner of Boucher, as well as the broader handling of Greuzc,

was admirable, and he was even able to render their very faults

without exaggeration, as, for instance, the eoai-sene.'is of the dra-

peries of Greuzc ; but the painttr whose style he transferred most
successfully was Jeaurat, whose beautiful pictures, " La place

5Iaubert," and " La place des Uallcs," he engraved. Aliamet

was, as an engraver, what Chardin and Jeaurat were as painters

—a natural and simple artist, but at the same time elegant and
full of spirit and cle.irues.sv His brother Francis went to London,

where ho worked under Robert Strange ; but his engravings bore

no resemblance to those of Jacques. They were always heavv,

affected, tasteless, and uselessly overburdened with work.
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The cavriage, the running footmen who attend it, tlie postillions,

the fisherman who runs up, net in liami, to see the corttge, the

poor man who uncovers beforehand in expectation of alms, are the

elements which form the painting, and yet the six noble horses of

German race, wliich are so vigorous and elegant that we might

foncy them sketched by the pencil of Vandernieulen, and touched

up by Wourermans, contribute not a little to the charm of this

courtly scene. The second "View" is peopled with figures only.

The carriage and horses of the prince are seen, it is true, in the

buckgi'ound, but the foreground is occupied by the fishermen of

Scheveling, who are playing with theii- children in fi'ont of a tent.

What a delicious clicf-<Vaavrc is this painting ! The fishermen are

true without being yulgar; for Yandervelde did not, like many
other Dutch painters, believe himself called upon to sacrifice grace

for the sake of simplicity. The calm and unrufiled sea is of bound-

less expanse; the waves roll with a soft murmur upon the beacli.

How happy is the possessor of suoh a talent I to him even the

waves of the popan are without stornis,—to him peace smooths

the waters of the sea just as she revels in the meadows of

Holland."

One of Adrian Vandervelde's master-pieces, to give it no higher

title, is the picture in tlie Museum at Amsterdam. The view is

very limited, and we might be induced to believe that when he

painted the animals, he was lying on the grass beside them. After

an liour spent in the admiration of this marvellous work of art, we
arrive at some conclusions which it may not be out of place to

mention here. " If it is desired that flocks or other animals

represented in fields should attract the attention of the spectator,"

says Hagedorn, '
' the landscape itself should be composed of but few

objects, bounded by mountains, or with a light and misty distance.

Over the latter the eye should wander, on the former it should be

made to dwell. If the artist intends to arrest the spectator's eye

by the principal objects of the foreground, he must not attract it by

a too varied distance, or impair the efl'ect by bestowing too much
labour on the foreground itself. He should rather contract the

view and close in the pastoral scene by mountains or woods. The

artist must, however, conceal this carefully, and so transform the

necessity into a beauty. Tluis Adrian Vandervelile often represents

the .shepherd, his dog, and his flock gi-ouped around a spring, part

of which is hidden by a coppice ; the spectator who only sees the

edge of the pleasant green wood enjoys, as it were, the freshness of

the peaceful spot by the help of his imagination." These remarks

upon the art of closing in a portion of a landscape, show gi-eat dis-

crimination ; they apply to Yandervelde as well as to Berghem.

But, leaving out of the question all reference to what imagination

may gain by one part of the landscape being closed, we may say

that Vanden'clde has made use of this artifice with much address to

detach the different objects and make each one relieve the other. If

pn one side of the picture there rises a hill which .sharply breaks

the line of the horizon {we refer to the pictiu'e of "The Rising Sun"),

it is not only for the purpose of copfining the attention of tlie

observer, and preventing it fi-om wandering into the distance, but

also becau,sc this mound offers a dark bro%\Ti mass, by which the

light colours of the most prominent cattle are clearly brought out

—the object of the artist being to direct particular attention to their

spotted coats and picturesque forms. But if the painter pdaces

animals upon this mound, whose brown mass throws b.ack the

horizon, he will take care to choose such as are of a sombre and

uniform colour ; he will represent dark-bay horses, black goats, or

cows of a deep dun colour, so that they serve to relieve the oxen

whose liglit colour and bright markings enliven the foreground of

the picture, at the same time that their own outlines are sharply

defined against the clear sky. Thus, we find that in the w-orks of

these masters, who are apparently so simple, and appear to have

grouped .at hazard the flocks gi'aziug in their meadows, the laws of

art are so well obseiwed, and the painters themselves, perhaps

* Yandervelde also painted hunting-pieces raucb in the style of

Wouvevmans, Sir Thomas Baring possesses, in his picture-gallery

in London, a " Rendezvous de Chasse," by this master, repre-
senting the moment w-hen the huntsmen meet on a terrace adjoin-

ing a house. -Vmong the ligurcs may be distinguished au clcghntly-

dresscd lady and gentleman, and two pilgrims who are demanding
charity. Further on are pages, dogs, and hunting paraphernalia.

uuoonseiously, so skilful, that their compositions are full of instruc-

tion. The laws of the distribution of light and shade are so clearly

defined in Vandervelde's pictures, in which an amateur only

perceives the charming and natural side, that a professor might

readily make them the subjects of his discourse, and say with the

learned Lairesse :
" When an object in a full light is to be relieved

by a clear background, it is necessary that the object, having no

shadow, should be of a sombre colour, in order to produce

a good efl'ect. For the great art consists in placing the objects of a

sombre and warm colour upon a light, tender, and soft ground, as

well as in relieving light and soft colours against dark and warm

backgrounds : in the same way the most vigorous objects of the

foreground may be relieved against the extreme distance, and the

reverse."*

The atmosphere is light and pure in the paintings of Yander-

velde : we feel inclined to inhale the freshening breezes which

sweep across the broad besom of his lakes, wliisper among the

inimitable foliage of his trees, and flood the spreading pastures in

wliich lie represents the cattle cropping the short thick- gi-ass, or

contentedly ruminating as they slowdy chew the cud. Through the

fluid ami transparent atmosphere we behold skies of a tender blue,

where fleecy clounds flo.at on in graceful and undulating lines ; so

light are they, too, that a breath of air would suflice to disperse

them, but at the moment chosen by the painter the winds have left

the ether undisturbed. The peaceful skies are reflected in un-

ruflled hakes. The clouds, the animals, the trees, the .shepherds,

melt together in the reflection of the transparent waters. No

laiukcape can be absolutely beautiful without a river, a lake, or a

torrent. A poet who loved nature as one loves a mistress, has

expressed this in some charming lines :

—

" S'il n*a point de rive liumide

Jc fuis uu site admire,

Commc uu front pur et san ride,

Mais dont Tceil serait aride

Et n'aurait jamais pleure.

Otez lez flbts a la terrc.

La terre sera sans ycux,

Et jamais sa face austere,

Pleinc d'ombrc et de mysttre,

Ne reflechira les cicux."t

The greatest landscape-painters of swampy Holland were all well

aware of the indefinible charm a landscape gains by the presence of

water, whether it slumbers imprisoned by the shores of a lake, or

glides murmuringly between the banks of a river. Yandervelde,

following the example of Ruysdael, loves to lead us to the sea-beach,

where the waves sport among the pebbles, or to the pond, wdiose

freshness attracts the thirsty flocks towards midday. But nothing

can be more dissimilar than the manner in which each of these two

artists treats the same subject. While Ruysdael delights to con-

template the ocean when maddened by storms, and represent it to

our astonished gaze stretching out into the distance, until it is con-

founded with the feai-ful masses of dark clouds that are seen looming

dimly through the 'hazy atmosphere, and contrasting with the

white-crested billows which rise upon the grand and threatening

waves, and only serve to make the general darkness more awfully

* Gerard de Lairesse, " Le Grand Livre des Peintres, ou I'Art

de peindre cousidere dans toutes ses Parties et demontre par Prin-

cipes, avec dcs Kcflexions sur les Ouvrages de quelques bons

Maitres et des Defauts qui s'v trouvcat," tome ii. page 11. Pari.",

1787.

t If no stream the landscape grace,

Quiclvly from the spot I fly,

As I would some calm, pure face,

Where sad tears ne'er left a trace

In the cold and haughty eye.

Take the waters once away.

And the earth will have no eyes

—

No more then its face sliaU play

With expression blithe and gay,

As it mirrors back the skies.
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appntent, ami lend a kind of savage sulilimity tn the whole scene

—

'\\'|jiI^Unysdael^ too, casts a gloomy shadow over his lakes, Vander-

velde scarcely raises a rijjple on the smooth, unruffled surface of the

sc», and does not permit the polished mirror of his lakes to be one

moment overcast by menacing masses of dark and gloomy clouds,

wliicli ft-ere so little in unison witli Ids calm, loving disposition.

We once travelled throu;.di Holland witli a friend of ours, wiio was

a distinguished literary man, full of enthusiasm for painting, and

who took a fancy to discover the points of resemblance existing

between celebrated writers and the painters that we had come on

purpose to see. If we are not mistaken, he asserted that Rembrandt,

in his mind, corresponded to HolVmau, the author of the "Cuntes

Fantastiques f the melancholy Vauderncer was comi)ared to YoTnig,

the author of the "Night Thoughts;" and, while Uoucher called

up to his recollection the Chevalier do Elorian, he recognised a

familiar kind of Theocritus in Berghem, and a Virgil in Vander-

velde. "Do yott not perceive," he Said, " a singular resemblance

between Vandervelde and Virgil ?" On our smiling at the idea of

tliese two names, one of wliich was so famous, and the cither so

modest and so little known to the world, being compared with each

other, after the lapse of so many ages, he proceeded with his com-

parison, and, without allowing himself to be stopped by our smiles,

gave us tlie proofs in favour of his theory. '

' Have they not

bjth," said he, "exquisite grace and ideal beauty in place of that

boldness and virility in which both are equally deficient I If I may

use the expression, there is in their worKs the SStte hucblic senti-

ment, the same talent of imparting d certain indescribable softness

to the representation of pastoral Scenes, the same sobriety, tht

same elegance of composition, and the same harniony. Br.t it is in

the tinisli, the soft and perfect style of their execnlion, that they

]iarticularly resemble each otlierj The pencil of Vandervelde is as

delicate and mellow as the pen of Virgil is elegant and cha.stened.

The style of Vandervelde, replete with studied transitioiis and

gentle gradations of colour, contribntes ttot a little to the soft and

peaceful effect of his landscapes. With him we find none of those

violently contrasted lights and shadows, ioiie' of those Struggles

between night and day, which many Dutch painters apjjear to have

borrowed from the Persian iieogoliies ; if thick trees or rising

ground intercept part of the light, enongli remains fot tlie broad

half-tints to harmonise with the lighter portions of the pictui-e.

lie does not, like Berghem, use those bold and brilliant touches

which cannot be looked at closely without appearing soinewhat

c larse. So dashing a style does not snit his fancy ; tlie use of half-

tints, the softness of hi.-; touch, the peculi.ar truthfulness of hig

manner, distinguish him among nil the great Dutch masters."

The trees, those stumbling-blocks to ordinary i>ainters, are

.always treated by Vandervelde with singular felicity. Whether he

jjaints a thick and branching chestntit, or the poplar with its

straight and pliant branches, or the aspen with its trembling leaves,

he succeeds with unvarying skill in giving the most agree.able form

to the masses of foliage, and in making the breezes appear to blow

round them, or in relieving the long and slender branches against

tlie sky. The conscientious nature of his genius is exhibited in the

care with which he elaborates this most difficult portion of the

hindscape-painters task.

To these general characteristics, which render the works of

Adrian Vandervelde unmistakeable, we must add the preference

wliieh he always showed for young animals. The painter, full of

admiration for the graceful, could not but be struck with the

s\ipple and sprightly movements of young animals in their sports.

Ho often delights in painting the gambols of a young lamb, forcing

•itself beneath its mother in search of nutriment, while the patient

ewe continues to crop tlie grass before her.

This familiar scene in pastoral life must have often attracted the

artist's eye during his rambles in the beautiful meadows which

surround Amsterdam. Among his etchings,—that portion of his

wi>rks in which an artist gives way to the Ciijirices and originalities

of his genius,—he has reproduced it as in his larger, works. The

Iamb is given with striking fidelity. Its limbs, thoagJi still clumsy,

have yet that flexibility of articulation which characterises the

young of all kinds of animals. The delicacy of touch, and the cor-

rectness of execution, give every characteristic of perfection to this

c»mpo.sition.

There is one jiicture by this master which deserves especial
notice. We allude to the one in which he has represented himself
in company witli his wife and family. Not only is it to be classed
among his very best productions, for the great care with which he
has finished the very smallest details, and for the aiipearaiicc of
breezy freshness and calm repose Which distinguish it, but also for
the fact of its giving us an idea of his own personal appearance.

'

Vanilervelde, dressed in brown, and holding in his hand a walking-
stick, is seen strolling along a country road, while his wife is walk-
ing with him on his left side. Her dress consists of a red gown,
over which is thrown a black silk cloak. Before them is n boy,
also dressed in brown, who is holding in a dog by means of a coril.

The dog is pulling at the cord, and is evidently impatient to spring
away. Sitting on the trunk of a tree is a young woman nursing a
baby, and amusing it with flowers. To the left of llie picture is a
meadow, in which some goats are seen grazing, while a herdsman,
stretched on the grass, with a pipe in his hands, is watching them.
On the road, a little further on than Vandervelde and his family
is seen a waggon drawn by two gi-ay horses. The driver is engaged
in doing something or other to their harness. The right liand of
the foreground consists of a large hill, with some broken-down
fences and old stumps of trees. Near the top of the hill is a thicket
of young oaks, painted in the most nian-ellous manner. The fdi-
asi Appeai-S so n.atural that the spectator miglit almost fancy that
he Iieatd the leaves rustle as the breeze passed gently through
them. Beyond these oaks is a line of thick, bushy trees, while on
an eminence beyorid is a small houSe partially embosomed in trees
with a river (•oiling its calm nfSterS before it. This picture is a
perfect gfem, and conveys an idea of quiet, happy tepose, such as
Vandel-velde loved so much to depict. ^he light, go.ssamer
vapoury eloods, which partially mask the blue expanse behind
them, as they float lazily along in mid-air, give the finishing touch
to this harmoriious composition, and impart a most beautiful and
soft effect of eveiiing to the whole.

Varfdcrvelde's etchings are not iiW of equal merit. B:irtsch *

whose opinioii oa this subject is of great value, distinguishes three
epochs in the Works of this master, consisting of twenty-foor sab-
.iects. In 165.3, tli.at is, at the age of fourteen, Vandervelde
engraved five plates

;
in these we easily recognise the youth and

inexperience of their author. The touch is meagre, the etchin" is

too fine and close, the herbage is scribbled, the foli.age unfinished
and devoid of taste ; six years Later, however, from 1657 to lOa'J

he is already in the full exercise of his tolont. " Nothing can be
suggested," s.ays B.artscli, "to correct his drawing,. the trathfulnes-s

of the animals, their attitudes, the correctness of the muscles, and
the perfect care with which every detail is rendered. The etching
discloses the practised hand of the master ; it is freer than iri the
pieces dated 1653, and the lines are less close and more expres-
sive." His l;>st engravings of the year 1670, two yeats tiefore his
death, are all master-pieces, the "B#e suckling her Lamb/' of
which we have already spoken, is of this date. The •' Two Lambs
reposing," of which the one lying on its back, is a prodigy of trnth,

of knowledge, and good taste, bears the saiflc date. We may foria

an idea of the path which the artist traversed between the two
extreme points of his career, by comparing "The Peasant on
Horseback," one of his works which is at present very srarce with
the "Two Lambs." Between the dates of these two pieces a period
of seventeen years intervenes. In the first, although the peasant
is well (bawn, and the horse shows good action, the execution is

meagre, and the graver appcara to have pa3.sed timidly over the
copper ; the artist has multiplied his lines without attaining vi"our
or character. In the latter, on the contrary, there is not a sujier-

flnous touch, and there is not one which does not produce the most
striking and truthful effect.

This prolific master, whose paintings are to be found in all the
liublic and private galleries of Europe, died, nevertheless, at the

age of thirty-three, at Amsterdam, in the year lti72. So "rcat

indeed, is the number of the works which are entirely his own as
well as of those in which he merely inserteil figures of men and
animals for other artists, that it almost seems impossible that one
man could have found time to execute them all, particidarly when

'

• Bnrtsch, "Le Pcintrc-Gravcur," Adrian Vandervelde, vol. !.
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we take into consideration the minute and exquisite delicacy of

finish l>y which they are, with scarcely a single exception, dis-

tinguished. This fact has led some of the authors who have
written on Vaudervelde to suppose, that the dates which we have
given as those of his Urth and decease, respectively, are erroneous

;

but we know what seeming impossibilities may be effected by never-

flagging perseverance
; and we therefore see no reason why we

should distrust the authorities to whom we are indebted for the
facts of this notice. He left a daughter, who handed down ver-

bally to Houbracken the few particulars which we know concerning

the life of her father. He never left Amsterdam and its immediate
neighbourhood. He was the painter of the rustic scenes of his

died, leaving behind him his great but uufinislied opera of the

"Zauberllote."* *
The illustrious amateur, Gersaint, who was a friend of Watteau,

and the .author of some of the most learned catalogues of the

eighteenth century, has given an opinion of Yandervelde which

must surprise us by its exaggeration, proceeding from a man
usually so free from this fault. "This landscipe-painter," says

he, "has the most delicate pencil, and is the most mellow in his

tones, of any artist I know. Even Corneille Poelembourg appears

dry, so to speak, in his touch compared to Yandervelde ; his figures

are generally simple and well-drawn ; his colouring is rich and
vigorous

; and his paintings are perfectly harmonious. He is, in

THE ox AXIl THKKE !=HEEP. FROM A PAIXTISli BY A. VAMDERVEIHE.

own native country ; he found the materials for his pictures, with

but few exceptions, in the broad, verdant meadows that surrounded

the city of his birth, and had no need to seek for them in foreign

Lands. His works produce the impression that his life must have

been full of peace, of private virtue, and unwearied labour. May
he not have been, like Mozart, a victim of that affection of the chest

with which so many great men have been afflicted from their birth,

and which their excessive labour aggravates rapidly ? Consump-
tion, which developes in those whom it devours so many precocious

powers and such melancholy grace, may have caused the premature
death of this extraordinai7 artist, who, at the age of fourteen, was
already a great master. At eight years of age, Mozart, who was
still more remarkable, performed before the court of Louis XV. on

the organ of the chapel at Versailles, and thenceforward ranked
with the greatest composers of the age ! At thirty-six years he

fact, the most interesting painter to those who value beautiful work

and high finish."

* It may not be uninteresting to tlie reader, nor altogether

misplaced, considering the affinity between all the arts, and the

striking resemblance between Yandervelde and Mozart, both in

their precocious talents and their early end, if we here give a few

extracts from a curious paper, by the Hon, Daines Barrington,

F.R.S., printed in the Philosophical Transactions for the year

1770:—
" If I was to send you a well-attested account of a boy w-ho

measured seven feet in height, when he was not more than eight

years of age, it might be considered as not undeserving the notice

of the Royal Society.
" Joannes Chrysostomus AVolfgaugus Theophilus Mozart, was

born at Saltzbourg, in Bavaria, on the 17th of January, 1756.
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To say that Poelemljourg is Jry l)esi(le VanileiveUlr, is cerluiniy

going too fai' ; and therefore tliis must probably le no more tiian

a figure of speech. Poelembourg is so melting that he gives

inanimate olijects the appearance of velvet ; Vandervelde, on the

contrary, having to paint animals, the forms of which are -tt-cll

defined, such as horses, cattle, and goats, takes especial care to

avoid falling into the fault of Poelembourg, and without making his

outlines as strongly marked as Paul Potter, he finishes his figures

with a light and delicate touch. In this respect he is more justly

appreciated liy Descamps, who in the two insignificant pages which,

as usual, are all that he devotes to one of the most charming

painters in his gallery, has only said a few words concerning the

.lervi-lde is Crisp and highly worked up, and that the sky glimmers

tlirough his trees,—points wliicli in nowise reiemble the work of

the ton silky Poelembourg.

After examining the immense labours of Vandervelde, we cannot
doubt tliat he was possessed by that fever of never-ceasing activity

which hastens the end of those who are destined to die young.

Not only is he reckoned among the first Dutch landscape-i>ainters,

but he also deserves to occupy a distinguished position among
historical painters. There are several ooiiii.o.5itions Ijy his hand,

taken from the Passion of Christ, and which, in Houbrackeu's time,

were in the Roman Catholic Church in the Spinhuyssteeg at

Amsterdam. There is also in the Chun-h of the Appel-Murckt a

WINTEU .KMUSK5IENT. FROM A PAt.\'TI.\'U EY A. VAI.DEKVEIDK.

style of this master, but his remarks in this case are more direct

:ind pointed than usual. He even adds that the leafing of Van-

" I have been informed by a most able musician and composer,

that he frequently saw him at Vienna when he was little more

than four years old.

" By this time, he was not only capable of e.vecuting lessons

"II his favourite instrument the harpsichord, but composed some in

iin easy style and taste, which were much approved of.

" His extraordinary musical talents soon reached the ears of the

jtresent empress-dowager, who xised to place him on her knees,

while he played on the harpsichord.

" The notice taken of him by so great a personage, together

with a certain consciousness of his most singular abilities, had

much emboldened the little musician. Being, therefore, the next

\ ear at one of the Geiman courts, where the Elector encouraged

liim, by saying he had nothing to fear from his august presence,

'' Descent from the Cross " of large dimensions, in which the grace-

ful painter of '"' The Rising Sun"' has shown, in one of the most

little Mozart immediately sat down with great confidence to his

harpsichord, informing his highness that he had played before the

empress.

" At seven years of age his father carried him to Paris, where
ho so distinguished himself by his compositions, that an engraving

was made of him.
"

. . . . In this print, little Mozart is styled, ' Compositeur et

Maitre dc Musique, age de sept ans.'

" Upon leaving Paris, he came over to England, where he con-

tinued more than a year. As during this time, I was witness of

his most extraordinary abilities as a musician, both at some public

concerts, aud, likewise, by having been alone with him for a con-

sidenible time at his father's house, I send you the following

account, amazing and incredible almost as it may appear.
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patlu-tic subjects of Cluistiaii art, tliat lie was capable of repre-

senting the strong emotions of sacreil subjects no less arlmiralily

tlian the joyous tranquillities of pastoral life. One of Vandervclile's

most successful efforts, perhaps, in this peculiar branch of his

profession, is a "Repose of the Holy Family," which is dateil IfiUS.

The Virgin is represented as supported by cushions, whi(di are

placed on the ground, and holding the Infant Jesus in her lap.

Joseph is seated on the stone pedestal of a fountain, some distance

off. On the other side of the Vii'gin is an ass, while behind her is

a sheep in the act of gi-azing. The figures of the two animals are

in the master's best style. Had Vandervelde lived a few years

longer, he might probably have gained further reputation liy these

works, aud have given to the world his iEneid as a .sequel to his

Bucolics. It was, however, determined otherwise. As w'e have

seen, he was snatched away in the full vigour of his talent at an age

when his contemporaries might naturally have expected a long

series of fresh masterpieces from his prolific pencil.

In the present day the name of Vandervelde recalls only ideas of

nistic scenes, of peaceful cattle ruminating in the midst of the

artless sheep lying at their feet, and of rich pastures where the

flocks are wandering li.^tlessly about, wliile the shepherd is sleeping

linder thethick foliage of the beech-trees.

Adrian Vaurlervelde was one of the most skilful engravers of

the Dutch school, as well as a correct, delicate, and harmonious

painter.

The catalognes of Dutch sales do not mention more than twenty-

two subjects engraved by this master. Adam Bartsch was ac-

quainted with only twenty-one, and yet we have every reason to

believe that the subjects engi-aved by Vandervelde were at least

twenty-four iu number. In the catalogue which we are about to

give, we shall preserve the number and titles adopted by Adam
Bartsch :

—

1. " The Cowherd and the Bull." In the upper left-hand corner

we find : A. V. V. f. 1659, and at the right : Just. Dancheyts, e.rc.

2. "The Cow Lying down." On a rough stone to the left is

written ; Adrian Van de Velde, f. 1657.

'' I carried to him a manuscript duet, which was composed by

nn English gentleman to sonie favourite words in Metastasio's

opera of * Demofoonte.'
" The whole score was iri five parts ; viz. accompaniments for a

first and second violin, the two vocal parts, and a bass.

" I shall here likewise mention that the parts for the first and

second toices were written in what the Italians style the contralto

cleff. 'Ihe reasons f(n' taking notice of which particular will

appear hereafter.
'' My intention in carrying with me this manuscript composition

Wis to have an irrefragable proof of his abilities as a player at

sight, it being absolutely impossible that he could ever have seen

the iiiiisie before.

" The score was no sooner put upon his desk, than be began to

play the .^mphony in a most masterly manner, as well as in the

time and style which corresponded with the intention of the com-

poser. I mention this circumstance, because the greatest ntast-ers

often fail in these particulars ou the first trial.

" The symphony ended, he took the upper part, leaving the

under one to his father .... His father was once or twice out,

though the passages were not more ditficult than these iu the

upper part, on which occasions the son looked back with some

anger, pointing out to him his mistakes and setting him right.

"
. . . . Having been informed that he was often visited by

musical ideas, to which, even in the middle of the night, lie would
give utterance on his harpsichord, I told his father that I should

be glad to hear some of his extemporary compositions .... I said

to the boy that I should be glad to hear an extemporary ' Love
Song,' such as his friend Manzoli might choose in an opera. The
hoy on this (who continued to sit at his harpsichord) looked back
with much archness, and immediately began five or six lines of
a jargon recitative, proper to introduce a love song. He then

played a symphony which might correspond with an air composed
to the single word Affdlo.

" It had a first and second part, which, together with the

symphonies, was of the length tliat opera songs generally last.

If this extemporary composition was not amazingly capital, yet

it was really above mediocrity, aud showed most extraordinary

readiness of invention."

at the left, is written ;

, /. is inscribed inVelde.

3. "The Three O.ien." Below, at the left near a stick:

A. V. Yddc,f.

i. " The Two Cows and the Sheep." Toward the bottom, on the

right-hanil, clo.se to a stick, we read .A. V. V. f.

5. "Tlie Three Cows." The letters yl. Y. F.'/. are to be seen

in the left-hand corner of the engraving. •

0. " The Ox in the Water." At the top, on the left-hand side :

A. V. V.f.

7. " The Horse." We read at the bottom, on the left-hand side :

A. r. V.f.

8. "The Calf." At a little distance towards the right will be

seen a prostrate tree, where, on the stump, may be observed iu

reversed letters ; A. V. Ycldc, f. 1659.

9. "The Dogs." In the upper part,

A. V. Velde, f. 1657.

10. "Tlie Goats." The name A. V.

the upper right-hand corner.

These ten pieces were executed at the age of eighteen or twenty,

and the engraving already shows the hand of a practised master.

At the Eigal sale, in 1S17, they were sold in one lot for the sum

of £2.

11. " The Cow and the Two Sheep at the Foot of a Tree." In

the centre, at the bottom, we read : 1670, A. V'. r. F. This

plate is the masterpiece of the artist.

12. "The Pied Bull and the Three Sheep." This piece is

equally remarkable ; at the bottom, on the left-hand side, is written ;

A. V. V. F., and beneath it, 1670.

13. "The Two Cows at the Foot of a Tree." Below, on the

left-hand side : A. V. V. F. This plate' is executed in the same

style as the former.

(These three plates fetched £10 at the Rigal sale),

li. "The Sheep." Marked A. V. V.F. 1670, below, ou the

right side.

15. " The Two Sheep." Below, to the left, A. V. V. F. 1670.

(These two plates, in superb proofs, were sold for .£^4 at the

same sale.)

16. "The Goats." In the lower left-hand corner : A. V. V.

These six plfrtfts ordinarily go togetbet as forming a series.

They are very rare, particularly the last one. Adrian engraved

them two years before his death. The drawing is admiral-fle, the

style is large, the landscape and the herbage are done with richness,

and expression not laboured, and in excellent taste.

17. "The Shepherd and the Shepherdess with their Flock."

We find, in the upper part, on the left-hand: Adri/aen Van dr

Velde, fc. et Ex., IJJS-S. This plate is very scarce. (It w:a3 sold

at the Rigal sale for £%.)

IS. "The Castle Gate." Oa the left-hand side, above: A. V.

Velds, f. 1653. The figure 3 is reversed.

19. " Hunters Re.sting." On the left-h.and side, above : A. V.

Velde, f. 1653. (This plate fetched the sum of £14.)

20. " Countryman and Courrfrywomau." This plafe is ex-

tremely rare, and does not bear any date. Ba:rtsch,' Who ma:f1e H

magnificent copy of it, believed the original to dASe fftilff J653.

21. " Peasant on Horseback." In the upper right-hand corner

is written A. V. Teldc, f. 16.'J3. This plate is the rare.st of all :

it has also been copied by Bartsch. (It was sold for £4.)

These fijve engravings are feeble, and executed in fine, but rather

meagre, lines. Adrian engraved them when only fourteen years of

age.

The following are the iiieces which have not been described by

Bartsch :

—

22. " Landscape," partly liordercd by a river. Ou the right-

hand side two villagers standing ; farther on a cottage and an inn,

with a carriage standing near one of them, the horses taken out

;

some travellers and a four-wheeled carriage are in front of the

other ; to the left, at the water's edge; a boat on the stocks
; the

spire of a village church appears on the horizon, on the other side a'

flight of birds ; towards the right, and neariy over the mn, r^

inscribed -.A. V. Velde. f. This plate is not highly-finished.

At present only two proofs of this plate are known to be in exis-

tence ; one which, in the Riga,l sale in 1817, sold for i'16 ;
tlie,

other in the collection of the King of the Netherlands.

23. " Girl Spinning, .seated near a tent where a man Is I'ying
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ilown ; she is sjieaking to a peasant who is in a lioUow road, ami

leaning on tlie bank near her feet ; beyond, on the left, an asa

and two goats ; on the same side, in tho sky, .1 . V. V<:ldr, f. ;

below, 1653. The figure 3 is reversed.

This proof, the only one known, was bought at the Eigal sale for

£38, and was formerly in the collection of M. Van Leyden tha

younger, which was sold at Amsterdam in 1811.

24. " A Cavalier and Two Huntsmen." The cavalier, witli his

left-hand elevated, appears to be pointing out a pl.Tce of meeting to

one of the huntsmen, who is standing near him, with his hat in his

hand and his gun on liis slioulder ; behind them is a large tree.

The other huntsman is seated on the opposite side on some rising

ground, with his hand resting on a gun : behind him are live dogs

of different breeds ; on the left-hand siile, in the sky: .1. X. Yddt,

f. 1 053 ; the whole traced in reversed characters.

This plate sold at the Rigal sale for the same price as tlie pre-

ceding one, £38, and came originally from the same collection.

These three pieces were engraved during Adrian's youth.

If the engravings of Adrian Vandervelde are the delight of

amateurs, his pictures, not less sought after, are the ornament of

many public galleries and private collections.

The Louvre possesses sis valuable compositions by Vander-

velde :- •

" A Flock of Sheep and Cattle on the Banks of a River," also

called " Tho Bising Sun," which those experienced in such matters

valued at £1,440 at the time of the French Empire, and at .!;i,000

under the Restoration in IS.IG.

" A Pastur.age with Flocks,"' valued at £480 under the Empire,

and £K00 after the Restoration.

" The Beaeh at Scheveling," valued at £730 .and £480.

" A Shepherd and lus Wife playing with theu' Child," valued at

£240 and £400.
" Landscape and Animals," valued at X'200 and £120.

" Winter Amusements," valued at £100 and £120.

The Belvedere Collection at Vienna contains only one painting by

this master, signed and dated 1664. It represents "A Landscape,"

with a sm.all flock near a stream.

In the Museum at Munich there are five or six channing paint-

ings by Adrian, all representing, with some >\arJations, his favourite

subjects.

The Royal (iallery at Dresden only possesses one.

There are only two at Amsterdam,—one representing " A Land-

scape," in which we see a woman seated upun a horse, a herdsman

on an ass, some sheep, a dog, and in a river a boat bearing men and

animals. This painting is carefully and delicately worked out.

In the second, a peasant woman is seated before a cottage
; there

are several groups of cows and sheep, and a man riding on a white

horse. This picture displays great delicacy of handling.

The Royal Museum at the Hague possesses two of minor impor-

tance.

The Collection at Duln-ich College contains two very remarkable

paintings by Vandervelde.

In the collection of Sir Robert PeeJ there .are two specimens of

this ma.ster's best style,—a herdsman and a young milkmaid, five

cows, two ])igs, some poultry, and a frozen canal.

In the Bridgewater Gallery there Ls a picture of two cows and

a sheep by Vanden'elde. A small work, but most luminous in

effect.

Lord Ashburton possesses " The Haymaking," a loaded waggon

before a haystack, mth four men and two women ; and another

picture representing a flock of sheep and two hoi'ses in a

meadow.

In the well-known collection at Grosvenor House, belonging to

the Marquis of Westminster, may be seen a delightful picture by

Vandervelde, dated 1658, when the artist was scarcely nineteen

years of age ; it represents cows, pigs, sheep, some fowls, a man,

and two women.

Among Mr. T. H. Hope's pictures there is a V^ander\-elde,

representing " A Meadow," in which are cows and horses, with

herdsmen.

In Pall-mall, in the private collection of George IV., we find

" A Landscape," enriched with two cows, and a horse that is

drinldng ; further on, a woman who ia drawing water, and convers*

ing with a man on a white horso. Tlio picture, whioli is delicately

painted, ia dated 165!).

In the collection of Earl (rrey, there are two good pictures of

cattle by Vandervelde.

At Sutton lliuise, the property of the Marquis of Buto, there is a

composition by this mastor of an old herdsman, a shepherdes-s, and
a flock reposing near a stream

—

a, small painting of such dclicato

execution, that wo think it preferable to many of his larger works.

It now only remains for us to mention the i)rices at which

pictures of Adrian Vandervelde have been dis|).).sed of at public

sales.

At the Julienne Sale, l"l)7.—Two small pictures fetched 3,000

livres (£120). In the one there are two cows, one of them stand-

ing, the other lying down ; three sheep ne.ar a large tree, watched

by a young boy ; to the left a cottage, to the right in the distance

several animals. In the other, a herdsman, and a woman spinnuig,

with two cows and two sheep,

A subject containing two cows, one lying down, the other drink-

ing, four sheep, a ram, and a goat, with a shepherd and shepherdess

in the background, 1,011 livres (£40),

Live do .JuUy Sale, 1770.—A group of three figures, a woman,

sleeping, and two men, ^vith three cows, goats, and sheep, 3,100

livres (£124).

Blondel de Gagny Sale, 1776. Five pictures by Vandervelde,

among which we must mention that which represents two men
near a cottftge ; one, whose back is seen, holds a gray horse by the

bridle ; the other, on horseback, is seen in full face ; a woman
suckling a child, accompanied by a blind man who is playing on

a flute and soliciting alms ; his dog is held by a string. This cele-

brated jjicturc, which we have engraved under the title of "Tho
Blind Man," was sold for 14,981 livres (£599). The other four

pieces fetched the sums of 2,000 livres (£80), and 1,000 livres

\£m.
Prince de Conty's Sale, 1777.—Seven pictures by Vanden'elde :

—

"The Beach at Scheveling," which is now in the Louvre, 5,072

Jivrcs (£203).

A frozen canal, engraved by Aliamet, under the title of "Winter
Amusements," from the Mariette collection, 4,000 livres (£160).

A man sleeping, and a woman sitting down speaking to a man on

horseback, ^some sheep, goats, and cows, 2,610 livres (£104).

"A Landscape;" cows and sheep; in tho middle distance, a

man near a cottage and a woman milking a eow, 2,450 livres (£98).

"The Forest of La Hague," in wbioh are several animals, 900

livres (£36).

The others, which sold for about 500 livres (£20), were of minor

importance.

Randon de BoissSt's Sale, 1777.—Five pictures by Vandervelde
;

one, in particular, of considerable importance, containing four cow.s,

one of which is drinking, and two men, one of them fishing with a

rod and line. This picture is dated 1664, and is eighteen inches

high, and two feet two inches wide, and sold for 20,000 livi-es

(£800). It is in the Louvre, and is known under the title of

"The Rismg Sun." The four others reached the sums of 7,000

livi-cs (£280), 5,000 livres (£200), and 4,800 livres (£192).

Hobit Sale, 1801.—"Haymaking;" ten figures, with a loaded

waggon, drawn by two white horses. Wo have given this picture,

which was engraved by Boissieu, and fetched the price of 9,900

francs (£396).

The Chevalier Erard's Sale, 1832.—Five pictures by Vander-

velde. A peasant woman seated by a brook in the middle of a

landscape, suckling her child ; at her feet is a boy caressing a dog;

further on, cows, goats, and sheep, 8,S50 francs (£354). The four

others, 3,320 francs (£132), 700 francs (£28), 3,129 francs (£125),

and 201 firancs (£8),

Duke de Berri's Sale, 1837.—" Mercury and Argus ;
" a white

cow^, sheep and rams, 9,500 francs (£360). "The Pastoral

Musician," 4,410 francs (£176 Ss. 4d.).

Count Perreganx's Sale, 1841.— "The Start for the Hunt;"
containing five huntsmen, two horses, pack of hounds, etc. : a large

and beautiful composition, 26,850 francs (£1,074).

Paul Perrier's Side, 1843.— "Landscape;" animals at the

watering-pkce, 9,000 francs (£360).

Dnval de Geneve's Sale, 1843.—Two VanUerveldes : first, "View
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of Scheveling ;" a sandy beach, with a fisherman lying down, and

anotlier stamling ; a dog gnawing a bone ; in the background some

small figures and some vessels, 3,400 francs (£136); second, five

beautiful cows, a peasant endeavouring to embrace a young girl

without being aware that he is observed by a herdsman, 24,925

francs (£997).

Adrian Vandervelde almost always signed his etchings and paint-

ings as follows :

—

^_yi-iKm^
Ay.'V.f- /Sin.

'^
A.,V. V.

spared to it, might have excelled in the sculptor's art, and rivalled,

indeed more than rivalled, the figures of Georgina Duchess of

Devonshii'e, and the busts of the honourable Mrs. Damer.

The visitor to the Fine Arts' Court of the Great Exhibition may

have observed amongst the smaller, but not least beautiful objects

of art, a little statuette of Waverley, exquisitely carved in ivory.

It was but a few inches in height, stood beneath a glass shade on a

small black pedestal, and arrested the attention of even the uncri-

tical eye by the beauty of its proportions, the delicacy of the carv-

ing, and the spirit with which Scott's first prose hero had been

conceived and represented. Turning to the catalogue, this brief

notice, at page 151, added surprise and interest to the admiration

elicited :— "Class 30, No. 186, Stirling, Elizabeth, Mrs Pinn's, St.

Thomas, E.xeter. Des.—Statuette of Waverley, in ivory, carved by a

THE MORASS.—FROM A PAINTING B? A. VANPERVELPE,

ELIZABETH STIRLING, THE SCULPTOR.
BY SILVERPEN.

** Oh ! weep for Adonif—he is dead."

Amongst the speculative thoughts incident to an event like the

Great Exhibition, none was of more interest than that relating to

the lives and labours of the individuals who contributed to so mag-

nificent a result. From the poor Hindoo weaver, or the Tnnician

designer, to the artist-potter of Dresden and the scientific engineer

or mechanist of our own country—what histories might have been

written of patience, earnestness, endurance under countless diffi-

culties, of noble motives, and exalted aspirations ! There was not,

we may be sure, one fragment of human labour there, however

rude or simple, that had not called into action some of the best

qualities of the humau soul ; and there were romances of labour,

that if written or known, would have enhanced the world's idea of

human nature. Much as is necessarily unspoken and evanescent

in the psychological progress of labour, some such histories miglit

be imagined, some were known ; and, here and there, a few brief

words in the oiiicial catalogue, gave us glimpses that stimulated the

purest curiosity. A simple history, so indicated, we now proceed

to write. We do so with a faltering pen, for friendship and attach-

ment had latterly enriched that history to us ; and now, alas ! the

world no longer holds a genius that, had life and maturity been

self-taught artist, twenty years of age, from her own conception ot

the character of Waverley, without the aid of any drawing or

modelling." Such was the truth ; though richer facts lay hidden

beneath.

If there be a characteristic more broad and marked than another

between genius and talent, it is the universality of power in the

former. This is Shakspeai-e's distinctive characteristic beyond that

of all other men ; it is Milton's ; it is that of the greatest painters

as well as the greatest musicians. Recollect Michael Angelo—recol-

lect Mozart ! and it is equally a characteristic of the higher degree of

female intellect. This power would, perhaps, be better expressed by

the word conLprehensireness, or the faculty of not so much doing

many clever things, as the general perception of how they are done
;

though, at the same time, one faculty or power predominates above

the rest. This, as in so many cases of real genius, was a distinc-

tive feature of Miss Stirling's intellect. She wrote with facility in

verse ; often admirably in prose ; and possessed a range of intel-

lectual power rarely equalled
;
yet she was emphatically an artist

in that hightst of all departments—delineation of the human form.

Elizabeth Stirling, who was of Scottish extraction, was bom at

Newton Abbot, in the county of Devon, January 2nd, 1S31, at

which place her father kept a school. When she was three years

old, he was appointed master to the Free School of Colyton in the
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same couuty, whitlier she accompanied Lev paveuls. Here she

remained till 1S39. They wei'e theu so good as to entrust her to the

tender care of the two excellent aunts, who were affectingly con-

nected with her future history, and who resi<led at a pretty rustic

cottage of their own at St. Thomas, near Exeter. B\it the cliiM

and parents saw each other at stated intervals ; the summer
months being always spent at Colyton Ijy the aiinta and their

beloved charge.

Prodigies in childhood no more result in gifted men or women
than a facile knack o^hyming constitutes a poet. Yet there is a

certain degree of intelligence and comprehension in a child that

indicates much
; and it is a curious mental, as well as psychologi-

cal fact, that where this intelligence is high in kind, its first spon-

taneous ertorts at expression are usually in verse. We could give

countless instances of this, were it worth while—and amongst men
whose after intellectual excellences were of the severe-st and

gravest cliaracter. An analogy in this case would seem to lie-

she wrote some verses "Ou being left alone on the Sabbath,"

which, though still childlike in rhyme and unpolished in diction,

elucidate that most consoling of all mortal thoughts, that God is

present with us everywhere ; and show her devotional, as well as

metaphysical, cast of ideas even whilst so young.

But it w;is towards art—the art of form—that the light of her

gerdus began so rapidly to shine. It sought expression, and lound

the means where only genius would have found it. Hits of bone

and ivory were searched for or begged from friends. From these,

and with no better graver than a common penknife, exquisite things

were fashioned as well as carved ; paper knives, seals, figures, and

otin-r small objects. Parasol and umbrella handles were, as she

once told us, her great resource at this period. "But how could

you learn to cut a substance so very hard as bone or ivory ?" we
asked ;

" it must h.ave hurt your fingei-s so." "No, the power

came to me I don't know how ; and aunty would be often surprised

at the change I had made in one of her ])arasol tops." Yes ! this

nAYM.^KIKG.—PROM \ PAINTING BY A. VANIiERVELDE.

between the first dawnings ot creative power in the chihl, and the

first intellectu.al tastes of vigorous, but rude, nations. Thus, this

young child, whose love of art, as it related to fonn, was afterwards

uncontrollable, repeated little hymns at twenty months old with

great distinctness ; at eight years old she wrote them ; and some-

what at the same date, or rather earlier, she began to draw figures

of little men with a pen. Some of these latter are preserved, that

were traced by her baby-hand at five years old. From her first

verses, entitled "Morning Thoughts," and " Evening Thoughts,"

we extract a verse. The measure and ideas were undoubtedly

caught up from the repetition "f othei-s' hymns, yet it is curi*jus in

a mental point of view.

" Father of light ! the morning comes ;

Praises and thanks we owe to Thee ;

For Thou hast kept us through the night

In tranquil sleep, from labour free."

There was immetise mental progression after this. At fourteen

is an eternal attribute of genius, to change the useless into the use-

ful, and impress a beauty of its own upon the simplest things. By
degrees, :is gifts from various friends, Miss Stirling became possessor

of more appropriate ools, much to the benefit of her artistic

labours. At this pe. lod—namely, her thirteenth year—she re-

ceived lesiions in landscape-drawing from Mr. Williams of Exeter,

for about ten months ; and this, be it recollected, was all the instruc-

tion she had, in any branch of art, previously to her conception and

carving of the statuette of Waverlcy. At the close of this brief

period, the lessons had to be given up owing to the state of her health,

which, always delicate, now greatly declined. Writing was even

prohibited, .as well as any kind of work that caused her to lean

forward. But this latter prohibition was of little use. She wrote

abundantly, though secretly, for she knew it w.as against the i^nshes

of those who loved her tenderly. Her habit was to take a pencil

and scraps of paper to bed with her, and rise to write at the first

dawn of ilay. " Our talking, begging, or scolding, was of no
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service," writes her youngest aunt to us in lier most affecting letter;

" it only made her try to hide it from us. But I don't think she

Would liave lived without it." Her artistic labours, thus temijora-

rily stayed, took a new dii'ection. Siie cut out in paper landscapes

diversified with human figures, which she eitlier painted or pen-

cilled. Many of these were so beautiful as to be considered worthy

of preservation and framing.

After the age of sixteen, the young artist's health improved, and

she was allowed to follow her old tastes without restriction. She

di'ew, WTote, and carved by turns. A singular present now
enriched her, and supplied the material for new and more elaborate

carvings. This was a quantity of sea-horse teeth, such as are used

by dentists. From these were produced brooches and other things

of beautiful design.

In ISiO, Miss Stirling commenced her brief connexion with

literature and literary people. Lured by the progressive spirit of

a journal of the day, she forwarded articles of considerable merit,

more particularly those in prose. They were received with over-

whelming gratulatious and promises—the latter so golden and

]nvjlific, tliat the highest gifts of fortune seemed to have fallen at

once, and without measure, at the young artist's feet. But these

promises came to nothing. After three years' weary hopefulness,

Miss Stirling found out her error ; though at the same time newer

and more sincere friends raised her drooping spirits by showing her,

that disappointment in one literary quarter was not tantamount to

all, that depression was unwise, and that all work must be

accepted in noble faith, and with reference to its disappointments

as well as to its triumphs. . These friends at the same time

pointed out to her, with judicious kindness, that with a faculty so

great as hers, it was to the art of sculpture that her attention

ought to be permanently directed.

In the year succeeding that in which the sea-horse teeth had so

enriched her, the same fi-iend presented Miss Stirling with two fine

pieces of ivory. They were larger in size than any she had yet

carved ; and the subject of the CSreat Exhibition occupying at that

time everybody's mind, the thought struck her that she would use

her utmost skill, and prepare some piece of work for the Fine Arts'

Court, which should excel anything she had previously effected.

Scott's novels had already supplied her with countless day-dreams,

aiul she had little hesitation in choosing the character of Waverley

for her im.agined statuette. But there arose a point of difficulty as

to what should be the attitude. " Tliere is much hesitation in the

character of Waverley," thought the young artist; "and this I

luu.st endeavour to express as the leading idea. But what would

be the charaeteriatic attitude of such doubt or vacillation ?" By
one of those intuitive fl.ashes of thought that are the prerogative

of all true creative power, it occurred to her that her own condition

in asking herself such a question was itself one of hesit,ation.

'

' Therefore my attitude at this moment will be the true one for

Waverley. What is it ?" Rousing herself to observant conscious-

ness, she found it was one of thoughtful rest, with the index finger

of her left hand to her lips. There was no longer a moment's

delay—she saw Waverley prefigured in the ivory, and began her

work, without design, drawing, or model, other than the conception

in her own mind. In three weeks this elaborate work was finished,

and Waverley stood revealed !

The influence of true genius is as beneficent as it is exalted. Of

the homage paid to the productions of Scott, none was ever surely

more genuine than this dedication of the young artist's labours to

tlie representation of one of his most delightful, if not greatest

characters. His most humorous smile would have been her re-

ward if he could have looked upon the handsome face of his hero,

and the pre-llaffaellite care bestowed upon cui-ls and ruffles, hat and

sword ! And what pity would have been his, had he at the same

time read her early fate, and foreseen the return of this precious

gift of genius to the Great Giver I

" The bloom, whose petals nipt before they blew."

By the aid of a friend, Waverley was mounted, and consigned to

the Great Exhibition. Miss Stirling at the same time repaired to

Loudon, in pur.suit of those literary illusions we have before

referred to. Nothing but procrastinated hopes was the result, and
she returned to the country after a lengthened absence, ill and

inconceivably depressed. But the success of the little statuette

—

v,alued at ten guineas—was decided. A bronze medal was awarded

to her, and her furtlier pursuit of art resolved upon. Slie re-

turned to Londrm, in the guardianship of her youngest aunt, who

from tills time watched her through her London life with anxiuus

solicitude. In this duty she was after a while assisted by her sister,

Mrs. Finn—who, giving up her cottage and the pleasures of a coun-

try life, came purposely to London to join in this pious care of their

beloved child. No more than Milton can be separated from the

image of his father, or Cowper from that of his mother—can

Elizabeth Stirling from those of her incomparable aunts. Their

little Islington parlour was a picture worth going far to see.

In February, 1S52, Miss Stirling became a student in the

Government School of Design, Gower-street, Bedford-square. With

her usual enthusiasm she began and carried on her work, and,

fertile in invention, countless other things besides. She was soon

tacitly the leader of the junior room, though unconsciously to her-

self—and the post w^as resigned to her with inconceivable good-

nature. If an eager discussion was being carried on, Elizabeth

Stirling was at its head ; if there was anything to be written, she

was both author and scribe ; if a grievance of that Staall republic

of ai't had to be represented, hers was the voice—and the amount

and kind of authorship and discussion that was carried on w'ould

startle many who have had no insight into these female republics.

Art, politics, theology, anatomy, philosophy, and metaphysics,

were in turn discussed—and that one voice, with but scanty

schoharship, but commanding grasp of intellect which in a great

degree supplied the deficiency, was certain to be at the head and

have the best of every argument. Not content w'lth this, private

classes were organised among the pupils themselves, for all sorts

and kinds of culture. Miss Stu-liug was as busy as a bee

amidst these. A sketching class, an anatomy class, a class

for drawing humorous figures, one for ess,ay writing, and so on

^—in fact, th« emtnusiasm of knowledge could go no further—in

each of these slit had ofliciatijig duties. A curious fact was begotten

by this intellectual ferment. As the reader may recollect, at the

time \flietti« preparations were making for the Duke of Wellington's

funeral, the task of embroidering the pall was consigned to a

certain number of the young ladies belonging to the senior classes

of the Female School of Desigm. This circumslance led to a

general desire among the pupils to witness the foi-thcoming funeral

procession from no less a place than Somerset House. How could

this be accomplished ? After much discussion, it was agreed th.at

an address must be wi'ittcn, and presented to the gentlemen of the

Department of Practical Art, or in other words, the Board of

Trade I What, sort of an address 1 A poetical one, suggested Eliza-

beth Stirling. The suggestion was enthusiastically received—and

to Miss Stirling the task was, as a matter of course, consigned.

Without premeditation she turned away to her pencils and scraps

of paper, and wrote, as it were iinpromptu, what follows. It was

amongst the best things she ever wrote.

TO THE (lENTLEMEN OF THE BEPAUTMENT OF TEACTIOAL AM—PROSI

THE STDDENTS OF THE SCHOOI. OF DESIGN, 37, GOWKU STUEET,

lONDON.

Most Friendly, Practical, and Galhiut,

—

AVe ladies hence appeal to you,

Kcvcriug wisdom, valour, tolcut,

As earnest students ought to do.

This Nursery of Art expresses

Our Lady-Sovereign's love and taste-"

Whicli, in confessing, thus confesses

By woman's progress she is grac'd.

We would—our loyal feelings showing

In more than 'broidcr'd ornament—
In more than form and colour glowiug,

Ourselves to her design be lent.

AVc hold oiirselves part of her glory.

As titled Lords and Captains be ;

Ourselves would aid to trace the story.

Which crowns the grave of Victory.

Would join the acknowledgments of splendour

For warfare waged, that war may cease
;

AVc ask to watch our Land's Defender

Pass, honour'd, to the Home of IVace.
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With all our love of trutli and lioauty—

>

With ti'aiu'd apprfciatint:: mind—
To contcniplnte the end of duty,

And, in tho lesson, grow relin'd.

We Avould behold the Grand Pjoccssion

—

The signal of a land's regret^

From that proud Hall of Art's profession,

Tho regal House of Somerset.

Never were the promptings of female curiosity more delicately

veiled ; and we can fancy the mirlli of the grave gentlemen to

whom this poetical address was written and sent—for sent it was

—producing the result desired, with the exception that Marlborough

House was substituted for that of Somerset.

Previously to this, Miss Stirling had been introduced to Mr.

Behnes, the eminent sculptor. He at ouco formed a high opinion

of her capability, gave her lessons gratuitously whenever her time

permitted, and allowed her to model under the care of his artists.

Latterly—that is, through the spring and summer of 1853—she

took these lessons freiiuently ; and we, who often saw her on her

way home from Mr. Behnes' studio, can never forget the enthu-

siasm v/ith which she would relate her progress, or talk over her

future plans of work, nor Iter expressions of grateful i>Ieasure at the

kindness shown to her. In fact, no one with the least pretension

to feeling or heart, could act otherwise than justly ami kindly to

lier. Her simplicity of character, her entire and most toucliing

innocence, her disregard of self, the generosity and truth that

neither allowed lier to think or speak evil of others, were tho most

jicrfect we ever knew. She was not without faults ; but they arose

from disease rather than nature. Age and more culture would

liave tempered her egctism ; and better health and stronger nerves

added perseverance to a naturally great firmness of character.

With the judgment of a true master, Mr. Behnes likewise sup-

plied Miss Stirling with elementary works, as collateral to her

modelling. This elementary knowledge was precisely 'n'hat she

needed, both as respected literature as well as art. Up to a certain

age she had lived buried in the country, surrounded by no intelli-

gence superior or equal to her own ; jmd with the usual result,

of leading the individual to aim at ends before means are effected.

Quiet, judicious, logical culture was what her mind required, as

the means of tempering a somewhat exuberant enthusiasm, .and

justifying the possibility of expected results. This advantage, both

as respected art and book-knowledge, was becoming here, when her

life so unexpectedly and prematurely closed.

Our first acquaintance with Miss Stirling began in November,

1S52, when ste paid us a visit. We talked of countless con-

genial subjects—of art and the spirit of our time—of literature

and of the glory and ilignity of all work. The history of the little

statuette was related ; with it, all the struggles of conscious genius;

and we never can again listen to anything that more deeply inte-

rested us.- We listened quietly to the story of literai-y disappoint-

ment, and at once austerely negatived depression on its account.

There were other and noble sources of work
;
yet, at the same

time, we gave it as our opinion that Art and Literature were

jealous masters, and could not be efficiently served at one and the

same time ; and with gonitis so decided, and with sculpture so

uuhackuied as a female pursuit, it might be well to direct attention

to this, and this alone. But it was evident that the counter-cur-

rent towards literature ran very strong. Her natural capacity was

so excellent that she woidd have excelled in either—perhaps in

both ; and there can be no doubt that the metaphysical cast of her

mind, her power of seizing remote analogies, would have led her to

choose subjects for sculpture that might h.ave assisted the progress,

and enlarged the taste, or rather the spiritualism, of modern art.

She might have seized the Spirit of her Time, and set it broadly in

sculpture ; thus realising Mackay's beautiful lines:

" And whatc'er thy modiufti be.

Canvas, stone, or printed sheet,

Fiction, or philosophy.

Or a ballad from the street.

Or, perchance, with passion fraught,

Spoken words, like lightnings tlirovvn.

Tell the people all thy thought,

And the world shall be thy own."

It would have been in some form of expression of this nature,

that her genius would have found its vent. In writing, fiction or

narrative formed'—as wo think she told us—no portion of her

l)0\ver. But in analogies, in inductions drawn from facts, in

speculative trains of thinking, her genius excelled. As experience

and age advanced, tliis would have told in her sculptured pro-

ductions. She might have placed, as it wore, some of the ideas of

the age in stone or marble, and thus beneficially le<l sciilptui'c away

from its eternal copy of Grecian masterpieces. Tho simple, tho

ideal, the natural, exists now, as it did when the Venus de' Medici,

tlio Hercules, or the' Laocom were sculptured ; and that alone is

genius which will attempt and succeed in giving us equal master-

pieces, conceived with reference to and in the spirit of its newer

ago. That a prolific age of art, so distinguished and so charac-

terised, will come, nay, is rapidly approaching, is what we ear-

nestly believe. It will be difl'erent from any foregone, and in its

successes, woman's labour and idealism will take their share ; for

there are brandies in all the arts which none but she can efTect.

Had Eliifabeth Stirlmg survived, it might have been her destined

work to have anticipated, in some degree, this phase of advancing

time ; or, at least, to show the capacities that lie hidden in it.

But, even if she had not advanced so far, but only indicated

woman's capacity for the sculptor's art, and her ability to assume it

as a profession for bread—she would have done much. Each day

only increases the degree in whioli woman is thrown upon her own

resources for the wherewith to live. Teaching and literature are

the only channels in which she can seek this object ; and these do

not afl'ord remuneration for the half who seek it. Were tliis the

place to discuss broadly the question of labour, we think we could

place this relation of it in a different and more advanced light

;

namely, in a general elevation of the social idea of labour, and

woman's own cheerful dcaccnt to many useful forms of it, which

she now, if educated, thinks irrelevant to her position and in-

telligence. Leaving this point—the enlargement of any pro-

fession to woman's capacity and duty would be a blessing. In

sculpture there is a visible field for this, in our want of a more

multiplied and advanced huiisilwld ait. Twenty or tliirty years

ago, the plaster casts, which replaced the parrots and cats of a

bygone time, were an immense advance, and educated, tliere can

be no doubt, popular taste in an inconceivable degree. We need now

to proceed onward. The public eye is at this date too well

cultivated to tolerate one-sided Venuses and unartistic Wellingtons

:—though bought for sixpence. We advocate cheapness, for it is a

necessary item in the cultivation of household adornment—but

better things are at the present date needed for the money. Why
cannot woman's taste and labour be directed towards the supply of

this need ; and her idealism find other scope than in concocting tho

mawkish woes of ill-paid fiction ? She could be the sculptor of

the original .statue, as well as the supplier of copies—tliis with

reference, too, to more cognate subjects than It-alian taste or

predilections would or could give us. It is said, our race is cold

and un-ideal. We best answer the accusation by mentioning

Phakspeare, Burns, and Goldsmith ; and of a later day, our

wondrous palace of glass and iron—itself, the unmistakeable sign of

a great approaching age of true art. There are facts, too, in our

history that would afford noble and relevant subjects enough for

this need—not to mention that our present material advance is full

of true idealisms ; and that the future—the cosmopolitan future—is

also fuU ofthe grandest imaginative suggestions for that pure class of

art which alone should environ us in the sanctity of home. Be

this as it may, a necessity exists, an advance is needed—and in its

behalf, let woman fashion the clay and use the chisel 1

Miss Stirling had already contriliuted some pajjers to periodical

liter.ature, and through this last cheerfiil season of her life literary

friends aided her efforts by judicious advice and assistance.

Amongst these friends she reckoned Mrs. and Miss Howitt, Miss

Frances Brown, and others, who, all alike, warmly regarded her.

Miss Howitt, herself a fine artist, greatly appreciated her talents.

Her time, .apart from her artistic dnties, was but little, indeed too

little fur her health
;
yet she usually spent the Saturday—her only

holiday—in the Beading Room of the British Museum, in pursuance

of those elementary studies that she foimd would be of service to

her. She also contributed two excellent papers, one on " Schools
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of Design," the other entitled " Cfold," to our pages. The latter,

especially, is marked by great originality of thought.

As Slimmer advanced, those self-instituted clas.ses, to which we

have before referred, were carried out still more effectively. There

were sketching parties that visited, for pleasure and art, Eampstead

and other places in the neighbourhood of London ; books were

sought at the British Museum for views of Alpine scenery ; and the

humorous style of drawing found time and place. To this latter

class belonged a remarkable sketch Miss Stirling made of '

' Tarn

O'Shanter's encounter with the- Witches on returning from the

Fair." Their figure and attitude, as half-clothed in mist they

gather round and assail Tarn, his attitude and expression of face,

and the terror exhibited in every muscle of his reined-in, snorting

horse, form a most striking sketch, and evince power and humour

of no common kind. For Tam, though wonder-stricken, looks

more puzzled than terrified at the hurly-burly that thus so suddenly

encompasses him. In thus referring again to Miss Stirling's labours

of love amidst her fellow-students, mention must not be omitted of

Mrs. M'lan's unvarying kindness to "her gifted pupil, . or to the

solicitude with wliich she watched her progress. . As far as regarded

drawing, there were undoubtedly some, even amongst the j unior

classes, superior to Miss Stirling ; but in general gifts, and in the

direction of her taste for form, there can be no doubt she was un-

equalled. To this predilection in her pupil, Mrs. M'lan ministered,

as did also her gifted coadjutor and teacher, Miss Louisa Gaun,

whose name, as the reader may recollect, is connected with so

many fine designs in art-maaufacture. For Mrs. M'lan Miss Stir-

ling .always expressed the greatest and most respectful admiration

and gratitude ; and her enthusiastic desire to please that lady,

and give proof that she was a diligent and earnest pupil, was too

aifectingly connected with the last moments of her life, to be

taken otherwise than at its full amount of entire sincerity and

beauty. For Miss Gann there was equal admiration, mingled with

the most touching affection ; and were we at liberty to mention

one lovely act of thoughtful generosity of this lady towards her

Ytupil, it would render only what is due. Yet one thing is evident

in this lieautiful instance, as in many others, that with her better

education, woman's moral nature is gaining strength and expan-

siveness ; and that those whose genius is telling with most effect

upon the age, even if silently, are ch.aracterised by a nobility ami

a beauty of self-sacrifice peculiarly and touchingly their own.

At the usual vacation of the Government Schools of Design, Miss

Stirling, with her aunts, left London for Devonshire. The last time

we saw her, though she was looking weak and ill, her old enthusiasm

was in no way abated. "What do you think I -am going to do?"

were almost the first words she said to us. "Why, try for one of

the. prizes for sculpture at the next Exhibition of Art at Marl-

borough House. And oh ! I will work so hard.; for I should like

to please Mrs. M'lan and Mr. Behnes." We shook our head, and

said .she had better run about the fields, and get rest and air.

" That I will do, and work too ; for I've got such a capital subject

!

It is no less than the old town-crier of Colyton. He is very

deformed, but full of humour and character ; and he will be patient

whilst I work, for I have know'n him from the time I was a child

;

and he mil be rather proud, I tliink, to see an imitation of his

odiUties.''

A little circumstance occurred that same evening which was

quite in keeping with our first interview, and our talk about

sculpture and Waverley. We had bought in the street a little

sixpenny cast of Power's Greek Slave, and had been trying to

smooth some of its angularities with a penknife. The little artist's

quick eye saw this, and said; "Let me—I will finish it." As

soon as tea was over, she brought out her working-apron from the

old reticule, and some chisels, and began to smooth the excre.?cences

which had pained our eye. This was a work of some time ; and as

she stood there in the waning light of that July evening, with her

picturesque apron spotted with clay, and with her spiritual, earnest

face bent over the tiny figure, she was herself a model for a sculptor.

Not that she was beautiful in the ordinary sense of the term ; but

there was a vitality of intellect in every action and look that had a

beauty and worth of their own. She was small and slight in her

figure, but with a certain expression or air in both gait and move-

ments that was rather masculine than feminine. This was iu-

crea.sed by the custom of wearing her hair in loose short curls round

her he.ad, by her close-fitting unadorned dress, and by a favourite

way she had of resting her hand on her hip, or brushing back her

hair with it, when, with upturned face, she stood or sat ener-

getically talking. Her friends used to smile at these little mannish

ways, and yet they dearly' loved them. Her face and . hands were

both wonderfully full of expression. Brow and eyes, chin and

mouth—the two latter especially—were full of the intensest ex-

(iression of intellect, shadowed by a touch of melancholy that rather

added to than detracted from it. Then her hands ! never were any

more fitted for the sculptor's art. Rather large, and of great

strength, they seemed made to model and carve and form ; and the

fingers always looked as if they were in the very act of moulding

and smoothing surfaces into roundness, and lines into curves of

beauty. Then, as Keate.s' did, these hands looked so old, as if on

them were written the first signs of premature decay !

Instead of resting when she reached Colyton, Miss Stirling pro-

ceeded with her model of the to^Ti-crier, and worked at it inces-

santly, in order to finish it by the time of her return to London.

She succeeded in accomplishing her object ; and the work, modelled

in pipe-clay, and about a foot high, was a perfect triumph. It was

her best and her last work ! "People who knew the old man,'*

wrote her aunt to us, " came from far and near to see it, and all

pronounced the same judgmeut on it. The excitement, I fear, was

as hurtful to her as the work had been ; and her weakness brought

on that insidious disease diabetes, which increased rapidly, and

took a fatal direction towards the brain. Yet, whilst she continued

sensible, her cheerfulness remained, and she had a smile and a kind

look for all." Her love of writing was not extinguished till the

end. The last time she sat up^four or five days before her death

-—she wrote these verses, so curious in a psychological point of

view. • They were found, after her death, amongst the leaves of a

book she had been I'cading :

The universe, like a spirit bell,

Hung o'er my sleeping head ;

Rolling its tones ill solemn swell,

Tho' my dreaming ear was dead.

It seemed one fine and fading tone

That lived along the sky :

—

As through the bell of time alone

Comes tho poal of memory !

The sea was lit with a spirit blaze,

As the stars that live in light

;

But before my eyes there stole a haze

Through which the stars took flight.

I cannot gaze on Nature's soul,

Nor form to me my own
;

I cannot bear tho tones that roll

From thought's commanding throne.

The string hangs slacken'd on the bow,

Its power and task unknown :

The voice of Nature's harp is low,

Hath miss'd her master-tone.

I catch no sound of stream or rill.

No words of bird or bee
;

The sunny sermons cease to tlirill.

The gladsome visions flee.

Yet, I could sing in weakly tone.

The song was for ever over—the voice was mute ! Criticism has

nothing to do with these visions of a soul ready to take its flight

into the great mystery of Eternity—yet of which, we may have

rightly abiding fiiith, is full of beneficence, progress, and gloi-y.

We stay our faltering pen !

Elizabeth Stirling died on tlie 26th of August, 1S53, in the 23rd

year of her age. Her simple history, revealing, as it does, so much

real genius and admirable moral qualities, cannot be read, we

think, without great interest ; nor without a higher appreciation of

tliose arts which humanise and exalt us all !
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BREUGHEL DH VELOURS.

-j'- CELEBRATED Gerinfin baron, who is cfmsid-jied an antliurit)' in

art—we suppose, because his biw';sare v(i-,- dear—M. ile Heinecke,

pretends that John Breugliel was surnamed De Velours (vtlvetty),

because of the delicacy of liis peucil ; but to say nothing of the

little connexion there would le between the nickname given to

Breughel and the delicacy of his pencil, rather dry than soft, it is

well known that the habit this ijainter had of wearing velvet

drosses Wiis the true cause of the surname ^'ivcn to him. He
belonged to a family of peasants which came originally from the

village of Breughel, near Breda, whence they took their name. His

father was that Peter Breughel who was called le diHe, because

he painted the manners of the village, .and particularly their fetes,

with a certam jovi.aUty and a sentiment of the picturesque, of

Vol. ir.

uhich art offers no other e.\aruple, except in the works of the

inchjtij Van Thuldcii, and the mkxtrc Patenicr, to use the words of

the jolly cure of Meudon, Rabelais.

John Breughel was born at .Brussels, in what year we cannot

exactly say. Houbraken, in fixing the d.ate in loSil, was undoubt-

edly nustaken, for we have in the archives of the Brotherhood

of St. Luke d'Anvere, especially in. the Ligf/erf^,* where are in-

scribed the names of all the members of the corporation, the proof

that Joiin Breughel was received a free. master in 1597. Accord-

ing to the date given by Houbraken, he would have then been only

ten years old. Other. bio,j;raphers fix the birth of Breughel de

Velours iu LTTiJ, and this date is, at all events, much more likely.

According to ICarel V.an Mander, the son of Peter Breughel w.as edu-

cated in the house of Peter Koeek d- Alo.st, his maternal grandfather

;

he there learnt to paint in miniature and in water-colour.*, and

became so clever in his first jjicturcs, representing fruit an I llnwcrs,

that they passed for prodigies. He then studied oil-painting in tLe

studio of Peter Goiikindt, whose fine cabinet sirved him instead of a

master. This is all we know of the early J,ays of John Breughel.

Thjit he was the pupil of his father, as Houbraken pretends, is

very improbable, when we examine into the diBerence of their styles.

Whatever the truth of this theory, it is cei-tain that John

Breughel soon felt the humour of a landscape painter awake within

him, and that he wished to travel, and make, as others had done,

the tour through Italy. He remained some time at Cologne ; it

was doubtless here that he was .struck for the first time with those

picturesque points of view presented by the borders of a river, and

with the gotid effects that can be produced in a landscape by

barks seen iu foreshortening as they ascend the current under sail,

or when they are moored to the bank, along which stand houses

with roofs of difterent shapes and form. Breughel, whose .soul was

« Sec the excclUnt " Catalogue du Xlusee d'Anvers," published

by the .Vcademie dcs Bcuux Arts in that town.

D
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wrapped up in the observation of nature, and wlio never ceased

drawing iirovisionally all that appeared to him worthy of being

painte<l, found on the borders of the Rliine subjects which sub-

sequently became more familiar to him. What, however, appeared

most seductive to him, was the occasion which presented itseif of

grouping a number of figures into little space ; for no oae exceiled

him in executing them, in preserving in the most minute propor-

tions, correctness of motion, and perfect nature, without ever

becoming vulgar. He was destined to lead the way in this style

to the Abraham Storcks, the Francis de Paulo Fergs.

It was, however, by a picture of flowers that he estabUslied his

reputation at Cologne, or at least by a picture in which shone above

all a framework of fruits and flowers. It was " The Judgment of

Solomon ;" but not that by which the wise king discovered the

good mother. The Queen of Sheba presented one day to the King

of Israel six flowers of natural lilies and six flowers of artificial

lilies, these latter so .artistically imitateil that it was very diflicult

to distinguish them from the real ones. The wise king causes a

bee to decide the doubts of the spectators. Breughel has rendered

this subject with affection, and we can easily see that flowers

play as large a part in the painting as in the legend.

In the same way that Paul Bril, Coninsloo, David Vickenbooms,

and Roland Savery, studied, John Breughel saw the colours of

nature in their very highest intensity ; he employed the tones of his

pallet in all their energy, without hesitation, without thinking of

softening their dazzling character. His greens ami his blues are

dazzling, like all those which h&d been brought into nse by the

first painters in oil, Hubert and Jean van Eyck. It is an erroneous

view, in our opinion, to attribute this crudity of tone to the disap-

pearance of the layer of gum which toned them down, it is said,

when the painter fir.st finished them. If ignorant cleaners have

sometimes destroyed the keeping of these old pictures, it is not the

less certain that some have come down to us well preserved, and

that these have a vivacity of cohnu- whi'-h offends the eye, or, at

all events, fatigues it. In Italy, as in the Low Countries, with the

Germans as wtli the Spaniards, everywhere jjainting began by

virgin tints and dazzling colours. The fifteenth and sixteenth

centuries preseuted to us the aspect of this pheuomeuou, which is

easily to be explained by their near proximity to Gothic art, which

had brought out the colours of the prism iu sparkling splendour on

tlie glass windows of churches and illuminated manuscripts of the

middle ages with the most splendid tints.

From Cologne, Jean Breughel directed his steps towards Rome.

His reputation, says D'Argenville, had gone before him. Cardinal

Frederic Borromeo, h.aving made his acquaintance, protected him,

and even took him for some time into his service to paint a

number of little pictures, which were afterwards taken to Milan.

There was, for example, "Daniel in the Lions' Den," "A per-

spective view of the Cathedral of Antwerp," "A St. Jerome

in the Desert," of which the figure is by Crespi ; and " The Four

Elements," painted on copper, which passed for the masterpieces

of the Flemish painter.

There is not a traveller, wlm goes to visit the Bibliotheca

Ambrosienua of Milan, who has not been .shown these marvellous

pictures, of which the subject is so well chosen to show the qualities

of Breughel of Velours ; the richness of his imagination, capable of

transfjrnjiug earth into Paradise ; his ability to render everything

—

.animated and lively figures as well .as the least details of still

nature ; liis knowledge of animals ; and his p.allet, which was a

jewel-box. The artists who have painted the " Four Elements" are

innumerable. But with Breughel it was not, as often happens, a
series of cold allegories, or a representation of the pleasiu'es which

man may fiud in the earth, in the water, in the air, or near fire.

No. Breughel went to work in a more origin.al style, and aimed at

re-creating creation. On plates of copper, which were about two
feet wide, he conceived the idea of putting a whole world—animals

of .all kinds, birds of the .air-, the fish of the oceivn; and he gave t9

all these a freshness of tone, a light, a profusion of details which
have never ceased delighting, during the course of two whole centu-

ries, all the most tasteful and experienced amateurs and travel-

lers who have seen them. "I know no painter," says Ciimbry,

"whose colours sink deeper into the memory, if I may use such
an expression."

In truth, Breughel dared to struggle against the beauties of

nature. The earth is not with him a .symbolical figure, a woman
with her hair like a Sybil ; it is the earth itself, that whicli we treail

under foot, dressed in verdure, adorned with flowers, shaded by

trees—the earth, with all the animals which inhabit it, from the

most ferocious to the gentlest. It seems as if Breughel had trans-

ported himself in imagination to the fifth d.ay of Genesis, and that

he saw in the green plots of Eden, romping about in fraternal

quarrels, all the wild beasts wluch ordinarily suggest to our minds

carnage and blood, .and whose mission .appears to be that of

devouring each other.

Fire is represented by a collection of all the instruments of

alchemy, of all the tools manufactured on the anvil and in the

forge, or that are made of glass ; by a million of vases, of every

variety of form, adorned, chiselled, sculptured in relief, finished

by the brush of Breughel as they might h.ave been by the chisel

of Cellini. The air is peopled l>y birds, butterflies, beetles, flying

insects, which a child with a glass watches as they fly tlirough

the clouds. Here are reproduced, in all their dazzling bright-

ness, the beautiful jflumage of the China pheasant, the pintado,

the homming-bird, the kingfisher, which colours itself with all

the tones of the rainbow, and shines with all the lustre of silk ;

the peacock with its splendid and harmonious tones, its wavy

and fugitive shades, and it« dazzling robe of rubies, emeralds,

sappiiii-e, gold, prirple, and aaure. Water shows us an innu-

merable quantity of fish and shells. But this time the history

of creation is rendered complicated by mixing with it the fictions of

the mythology. The humid element yields to the presence of an

amorous na'iad ; carj) are being wounded by Cupids ; and, as if the

painter was not satisfied with ail the rich variety of colour which

he was compelled to use when representing the finest products of

the sea, he has dared, by a miracle of his palette, to imitate the

luminous and celestial shadows of the belt of Iris. " Everything,"

says Cochin, in his ** Voyage Pittoresque," " is represented so

small that one is astonished that the pencil has been .able to do it

;

but when we examine thein with a maguifyiug-glass, our astonish-

ment redoubles ; for the animals and other objects are then found

to be painted with the greatest truth of colour and form. They

seem to move. They are drawn and touched up in the most

admirable manner, and appear exquisitely finished, even with the

maguifj-ing-gl.a.ss."

It is a remark useful to be recorded, that the Flemish painters

v\-ho went to Reme in the sixteenth century, and even in the seven-

teenth, contracted, instead of a taste for religious subjects, a taste

for mythological scenes. The Capital of Christianity, as it was

called, had''become the abode of paganism, and it was the divinities

of Olympus that adorned the palaces of the princes of the church.

The love of antiquity was then the m.ark of an elevated mind, and

the gods of fable, of which the nineteenth century has become

suddenly so tired, then filled the imaginations of poets and the

compositions of painters. Breughel de Velours, who had found

so much charm in painting naively a garland of flowers, then views

of rivers, boats, mills, and peasants, now saw nothing else in nature

but nymphs in the train of Diana. Wlien he had to paint again

and again his "Four Elements"—those little pictures of his being

much esteemed, in which he elaborated, without confusion, a whole

abridgment of the universe, and he w.as always lieing asked for

copies and variations of them—Breughel borrowed his figures from

the mythology. The sun crosses the sky in the car of ApoUo ; the

nymjihs of Peimeasa are called upon to figure as the elements ; and

there is to be seen in the Louvi-e the muse Urania seated in clouds,

figuring as the ah', and holding on her fingers an attribute of the

invention of Breughel, a parrot.

In what year did John Breughel paimt at Rome ? We are not

able to answer this question with anything like precision. Mariette

supposes that Breughel must have been in this town about the year

1593. "I took this d.ate," he says, "from a dr,awing in the

Coliseum executed by him." It seems natural, indeed, to suppose

that he did not pass free master in the brotherhood of St. Luke,

until his return from Italy. What is certain is, that in the

year 1597 he had returned to Antwerp. Rubens was not admitted

into the corporation until the next year, and only left for Italy in

ICOO. We m.ay therefore very reasonably suppose that Rubens and
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Breughel commenced their acfiuaintancc abont this time, and began

to combine their talents. We have often, indeed, seen the pieces

painted in the youth of Ruliens adorned with flowers by Breughel.

In general, it was the Madonna? of Rubens which ^ughel adorned

so elegantly with his garlands of lilies, tulips, pinks, jessamines, roses,

and marsh-mallows ; amidst which flickered little insect.% beetles,

butterflie.s, and one of the favourite birds of the painter, the

parrot. Sometimes, as if to amuse tlie infant Saviour, a Httle

lion-monkey hangs from the garland, and makes au irreverent

grimace, which may well shock the spectator who is ecstatically

contemplating the Madonna of Rubens, but which iloes not shock

the ingenuous artist, devoutly prodigal of his fancies and his oolonrs.

The genius of the pencil and brush of Rubens would have crushed

any other companion; Breughel alone was fit to shine alongside

Kubens, and we may add, that Rubens alone coulil have attracted

the eye to his human forms divine, amiiLst the dazzling bouquets of

liis friend.

Breughel de Velours often painted " A Terrestrial Paradise."

He is accordingly sometimes called Breughel de Paradis, out of

opposition to Breughel d'Enfer, as his brother, Peter Breughel, was

called. All the figures of these pictures of Paradise are by Henri

van Balen—this is the ease with the picture in the Louvre—or by

Henri de Klerck, as in the "Terrestrial Paradise" of the Bibliotheque

.\mbrosienue ; or, on other occasions, they ai-e by Rubens. Many

persons have seen, in the museum of the Hague, the magnifi-

cent Paradise iu which Rubeus and Breughel have mingleil their

pencils. The great master has painted on the ground-plan the

figures of Adam and Eve, and a superb brown hoi-se, which

occupies the corner of the picture. Adam is seated at the foot iif

a tree, Eve stands up in all the magnificent beauty of perfect

womanhood, with its fresh complexion ; and, as if to show the

graceful roundness of the mother of the world, she raises her .•trm

to pick au apple which the serpent, who is concealed in the tree,

offers her. Rubens has executed these figures with admirable Ciire,

in a finished and graceful style, such as the harmony of the picture

and the finished execution of Breughel required. Contrary to his

usual custom, he has signed the picture in company with Breughel.

Myriads of quadrupeds and birds peopled the enchanted spot

where dwelt the firs' man, a place which none can hope to describe

after Milton—garden of Eternal beauty, where

" Southward went a river large.

Nor changed his course, hut thri>ugh the shaggy hill

Passed iindcmeath iugulf'd ; for God hud thrown

That mountain, as his garden-mould, high raised

Upon the rapid current, which, through veins

Of porous earth with kindly thirst up drawn.

Rose a freah fountain, and with many a rill

Watcr'd the garden ; thence united, fell

Down the steep glade, and mot the nether Hood,

Which from his darksome passage now appears
;

And now, divided into four main streams.

Runs diverse, wandering many a famous realm

And country, whereof here needs no account
;

But rather to tell how, if art could tell.

How from that sapphire fount the crisped brooks

KoUiug on grient pearl and sands of gold.

With mazy error under pendent shades

Ran nectar, visiting each plant, and fed

Flowers worthy of Paradise ; which not nice art

In beds and curious knots, but nature boon

Pour'd forth profuse on hill, and dale, and plain
;

Both where the morning suu first warmly smote

The open field, and where the unpiereed shade

Imbrown'd the noontide bowers. Thus was this place

A happy rural seat of various view.

Groves whose rich trees wept odorous gums and balm :

Others, whose fruit burnish'd with golden rind,

Hung amiable, Hesperian fables true.

If true, here only, and of delicious taste.

Betwixt them lawns, or level downs, and Uocks

Grazing the tender herb, were interposed ;

Or palmy hillock, or the flowery lap

Of some irriguous valley spread her store ;

Flowers of all hue, and without thorn the rose.

Another side, umbrageous grots and caves

Of cool recess, o'er which the mantling vine

Lays forth hor purple grape, and gently creeps

Luxuriant ; meanwhile, murmuring waters fall

Down the slope hilU, dispersed or in a lake,

That to the fringed bank with myrtle crowned

Her crystal mirror holds, unite their stream:^.

The birds their quire apply \ airs, vernal airs,

Breathing the sntell of field and grove, utttino

The trcnibUng leaves, with universal Pan,

Knit with the Graces and the Ilourics' dance,

Led on the Kternal Spring."

The two artists have combined to render on canvas what Milton

lias so admirably conceived in verse. " This picture," says the old

catalogue of the museum of the Hague, "comes from the cabinet of

M. DelacDurt Van der Voort at Leyderi. It w.\s bought by the

Stadtholder for 7,380 florins."

Breughel de Velours was married at Antwerp to a beautiftil

Flemish girl, whose charms and virtues have been^ung in verse by

the painter-poet Cornelius Schut. By this marriage he had a

daughter, Anne Bretighel, oelobr.ated in the history of art fbr

having had three illustrious masters, Cornelius Schut, Van Balen,

and Rubens ; Init above all, for li.'iving been the first wife of David

Teniers. Connected with all the great painters in his own country,

John Breughel held a high positiou iit Antwerp. When Vandyck

began that magnificent collection of Artistic portraits, which

haire been engraveil for us by Lttcas Wosterinann, Pontius, Bols-

wert, and Peter de Jode, he so far hononre<l Breughel de Velours,

as to engrave his portrait iu with his own hand. This is one

of the most admirable works of Vandyck. The head alone is

modelled, but it thinks and breathes. With a few dashes anil

some points, Vandyck has given to the 6»oe of Breughel life, expres-

sion, and character ; and the character is, at the same time, fall

of nobility and good nature. The intimacy iu wliicli the painters

enrolled iu the Brotherhood of St. Luke lived, sufliciently

explains why we so often meet with their names together iu the

same picture, when they could very well have done with ut one

another. Assuro<lly Rubens, himself so gi-eat a landscape painter,

had no nee<l of any one to paint in the backgronnd of his historical

pictures ; but it wai from taste that he asked from Wildens, from

Van ITden, from Breughel de Velours, a landseape to accoiupauy

his figures, a garland of II iwers to emdrele his <' Madonna !' On

the other hand, if Breughel had recmrae to the pencil of Rubens -

if he aeleoted Van Balen to paint the figures of his "Paradise," or

Rotenhamer to insert the figures in his ' Plight hito Egj'pt," which

is to be seen in the JEuseum of the Hague—it was not because he

was incapable of pixinting them hiui.self. Nobody, in fact, knew

better how to draw a figure elegantly and well, with more correct-

ness and more finish. Bretighel proved this »b>,indantly in his

"Views of Flanders," in ''The Fair of Broom," which made a

part of the collection of Appony at Vienna, of which M. de

Burtin speaks ; and better still, in hLs famous little picture in the

old gallery of Diiseldorf, afterwards transferre<l to Munich, which he

made to hold the whole camp of Scipio Africanus before Carthage

—a picture of marvellous fiuish— a Cue miniature in oil, over

which move an innnmerable quantity of intcrestfng fignre.s, of

which the principal group represents the continence of Scipio.

The general ability of Breughel in this line was ao thoroughly

recognised that his assistance was asked in all quarters. While on

the one hand. Van Balen, or Henri de Klerck, i«iinfed their jiretty

nymphs amid the verdant groves of Breughel, he took a flock to

pasture in the pasture fields of the landscape painter. He often

employed his time in ornamenting the monntain site of Jo.sse de

Momper with figures .and animals; he was often engaged to fill

in the crowd in the interior of churches I'y Peter Neefs and Henri

Steenwyck. We say the crowd, advisedly, for Breughel wa* never

so plca.sed as when he had to [xiint a crowd of many figures on a

very small canvas. He was eminently successful when he repre-

sented a crowd of worshippers kneeling on the flags of the cathedral

of Antwerp, when he painted thirty canons sitting in the choir,

grouping the .singers round the organ, or when he represented a

whole family iu holiday garb coming out of church, surrounded by

beggars, after a baptismal ceremony. We have on this point

some remarks by Mariette, in his i.ft-quoied manuscrrpt, the
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" Abecedario :" "One of the finest Breughels I have seen is now

in the cabinet of Prince Eugene, of Savoy. It represents the

Procession of the Twelve Virgins, which takes place at Brussels on

the Place du Sablon, according to the foundation made by the

Princess Isabella. It contains a vast mass of figures, wliich are

painted with all the ai-t we could desire. The heads are so

admirably touched oflT, that they appear to be Vandycks, Never-

theless, the works in which he w'as most successful were land-

scapes, animals, and flowers, which he painted in a very finished

and delicate manner, though somewhat di-y."

Felibien fixes the date of the death of John Breughel in 1642.

The correctness of this date appears at first to be very doubtful,

from an examination of the picture of
'

' Scipio Africanus before

Carthage," of which we have already spoken, in which we read,

according to the catalogue :

—

"Bkecghel, 1660. Fec. Anversa."

But we must come to the conclusion, that the author of the

catalogue of the gallery of DUsseldorf is incorrect ; for in 1660,

Breughel would^ave been eighty-five years of age, and it is hardly

possible to conceive that at such an age such a picture would be exe-

cuted with so much finish, so bold and sure a hand. Besides, it is

not possible that this painter should have been alive in 1660, because

Lebas, where the point has coiTected the faults in colour committed

by Breughel, we shall find all tlie natural tone of Ostade, with the wit

of a Teniers, and in his landscape the sentiment of Paul Bril, and

his lovely, firm, and light touch. Some of our readers may be

famUiar with the level and monotonous plains of the province of

Antwerp. From these Breughel draws his favourite subjects. He
loves, doubtless, from memory of the canton of his fathers, to carry

thi'ough the midst of liis pictures the road of Breda, boidered by

great trees ; and he covers it with travellers on foot, on horseback,

and in carriages. The cache, as the old coach was called, of

Antwerp, the chariot of the i)easant, the carriage of the gentleman,

escorted by his people, the car of tiie citizen, are all represented in

the foreground of his compositions, and animate his roads. Some-

times this flat landscape is diversified by mills; sometimes it is

enlivened by a family of barn-door fowls, at the entrance of a

smiling village, divided by the sinuosities of a stream. Some-

times we gaze on a town on the borders of the Escaut, up which the

fishing-smacks ascend, with trading-vessels and shallops. All is in

motion, all moves in the pictures of Breughel. Nature is not for

him that unknown rliviuity which lives in the uneasy soul of

Kuysdael. It is with him Ijut tlie dwelling-place of man, the
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his daughter had guardians when she married David Tenier.s, and

this maiTiage took jilace, we have every reafon to believe, long

before this date. Teniers, born in 1610, scarcely waited until he

was fifty to marry a first time. Of this we have pretty good

evidence in the pictures in which he paints himself with his wife,

under the figure of a young man of from thirty to thirty-five. We

may therefore with certainty accept the date given by Felibien as

the true date of the death of Breughel.

It is scarcely to be understood how amateurs should have

attached so great a price ,at first to the works of this master, and

then have gradually become disgusted with them. There can be no

doubt that Breughel de Yelours is not without his defects. He is

very properly reproached with forestalling cei-tain moderns in their

utter disregard of aerial perspective, with painting his distances

with too raw a blue, which gives them the appearance of being on

the foreground ; with sticking red coats on his men without mercy,

which fatigues the eye the more, that his greens are as bright as

the tones of enamel. But desi)ite all these imperfections, Breughel

is a painter full of charms, a delightful landscajje-painter, who can

give a picturesque and interesting time to the most common and

ordinary site. If we look at his Views in Flanders, which are the

best-known of his works, in the prptty and pleasing engravings of

object of his labours, the scene of his agitations and his pains. It

appears as if the painter attached an obstinate and fixed idea

—

perhaps, the thought and image of life—to that great road which

flies far away in the distance, and finishes with a vague and

dreamy figure towards which all travellers converge.

John Breughel etched four engravings, which are doubtless

very rare, for they are not to be found in the rich cabinet

of engravings of the National Library. M. de Heinecke, who

has given the list of the engraWngs executed after Breughel,

has lost a fine opportunity of describing those engraved by him.

They are four landscapes, numbered 1 to 4, with the inscription

—

Sadder croud.

The drawings of Breughel are perhaps held in higher estimation

than his pictures ; at all events, they have not suffered .any depre-

ciation from fashion. The skies are coloured with Indian blue, as

are the waters, and the distant parts of the foregrounds are washed

with bistre. A slight dash of a pen, says D'Argenville, creates

trees and terraces. Sometimes the trees are leaved with pencil^

and mixed with red and yellow colours, which produce great

efiect.

To pass to an enumeration of his great pictures : the Louvre con-

tains seven of them :

—
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1. " The Karth, or the Tcn'cstrial Taradise," in which the

figures are painted by Van Balen.

2. "The Air." Urania is seated on the clouds, holding on her

hand a white parrot. Signed, "BuEVaiiEi, 1621." The figures

also are by Van Balen. These two pictures form a part of a con-

tinujition cjilled " The Four Elements."

3. " The Battle of Arbela." The field of battle is an immense

valley surmounted by a wood. The number of figures is incalculable.

The family of Darius are seen prisoners, and his wife is on her knees

liefore .\le.xander on horseback.

4. " Vertnmna and Pomona." This is a rich landscape, of

which the front is covered by fruit? of all kinds. The figures are

attributed to one of the Francks. This picture was given in IS.'iit

1 1 the Museum of the Ijouvre, by M. Pierret.

There are Breughels in the Musculo nt ilie Hague, of Amsterdam,

Dresden, Munich, Berlin, and Vienna. There are ahTO some in the

gallery of the king of Sardinia, in Turin. There are some very fine

ones at Milan, amongst others two oval ones on ivory, let in a

font. Florence possesses several, painted on marble or precioun

stones.

" The Four Elements" are also fi.nml in the JIusium of Madrid.

We have already remarked that the pictures of Breughel have

suffered considerable depreciation. From fiio sterling, says

Lebruu, they have come down to i'120.

The prices at the sales have been very varietl.

Sale of the Prince of Carignan, 1742. Two pictures, nine inches

high by thirteen wide : one on copper, representing a land3cap<.', in

which there is painted in, a "Flisht hiUi Egypt ;"' another on woid.
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.5. "View of Tivoli." In this picture there is a large bridge, over

which some cavaliers have iKissed, and near which rises on a rock a

temple of the Sybil.

6. "A Landsaipe." There is a bark to lie seen in this, with

several pei*sons richly clothed.

7. "A Ijandscape." On a road ])3.ssing before a mill, two

cavaliers meet a chariot drawn by three horses.

These two last pictures were attributed to Paul Bril in the old

catalogue.

There are no John Breughels in the Museum .at Antwerp, and it

certainly is somewhat surprising. The Museum of Brussels has

only one: ''Abundance and Love lavishing tlieir Gifts on the

Earth," The figures are by Van Balen,

representing a landscape and marine piece, with several figures ly

Grifier. Together, about .f4.">. A picture on copper, fiily-fonr

inches wide by twenty-three high, representing " The Battle of the

Amazons," £60.

Sale of the CVjunt of Vence, 1760. " A Sale of Fish at Scheve-

lingue." This picture was etched by Ohevel; its date is 1617;

price £62.

.Julienne sale, 1767. "A Village Fair" and its fellow; the

pair, £62. " View of the Temple of the Sybil," and a landscape

of Stalben, attributed to Breughel d'Enfer : £18.

Gaignat sale, 1768. Two land.scapes with figures : £112 Is. 9d.

—a curious price for a picture.

Sale of the Duke d« Choiseul, 1772. "Entnuice to a Wood,"
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with pools of water over which animals are moving, ,£158. "A
View of Tyrol ;" a number of figures rouutl a May-pule, £'2S.

Sale of the Prince of Conti in 1777. " Entrance to a Wood," with

pools of water across which animals are making their way. This

picture, from the cabinet of the Duke de Choiseul, sold for £'C4.

Two landscapes painted on copper ; one a view of Italy, by Paul

Bril, another with chariots .and cavaliers, by Breughel ; together,

£36. A view of the " Temple of the Sibyl," and an accompanying

one (landscape with buildings, by Stalben) fl-om the Julienne sale
;

together, £17 10s. But the authenticity of the Breughel is dis-

puted. The same sale :
—"A Concert of Cats," painted an copper,

two inches high, £16. Four drawings by this master were sold,

one with another, for .£6.

Denon sale, 1826. "An Habitation," which appears to l:e the

entrance to a monastery, near a bridge, £21.

Vigneron sale, 1828, "End of a Battle," £12 10s.

Cardinal Feseh's celebrated .sale, 1845. "A Fair;" "Road
through a Wood ;" and " A Road," in which is introduced a horse-

man, a gamekeeper, and his dogs. Together, about £18.

The sale of Marshal Soult, 1852. The "Virgin and Child,"

the figures by Rotenliamer, £25 10s. "Venus and Adonis,"

£14 4s.

In England Breughels are not very commonly found, though one

or two have appeared recently at sales ; but of their authenticity

we are nut able to speak.

The little picture (p. 33) shows the varied talent of Breughel to

great advantage. The scene is very extensive, considering the size

;

the trees, hou.ses, men, boat, animals, all exhibit that finish and

minuteness for which he was so celebrated. The figures of the

men in the boat ai'e in the original executed with great fidelity.

•

' The Country Carriage " (p. 37) is a picture which has been

highly esteemed by amateurs. The trees are some of the best

which Breughel has selected to paint, and the sky is painted with a

richness of colouring which, though slightly crude, is vivid and

effective. The animals and figures were introduced afterwards.

"A Scene in the Neighbourhood of Bruges" (p. 40) was ad-

mirably adapted to .show the power of this artist in introducing a

large number of figures without confusion. The scene on tbe road

is very natural. The group on the right-hand corner beside the

pond is excellent ; while the pond itself, with its ducks and geese

and little bridge, is very effective. Tlie whole forms a charming

picture.

SRVS6HEL \fX\ Br. tAViten,',

JAMES STELLA,
The name of Stell.a, which belonged to three generations of artists,

is constantly met with in connexion with the history of painting in

the time of Louis XIII. and Louis the XIV. The contemporary and

comrade of James Callot, an intimate friend of Poussin, protected

by Cardinal Richelieu, piiiuter of the king, we find James Stella in

all tlie great capitals of art, at Florence, at Rome, in Paris, every-

where where painting is held in honour aud esteem. He was him-

self the he.ad of a family of painters and engravers, and thanks to

the talents of his three nieces, Antoinette, Fran(;oise, anij Claudine

Bousonnet Stella—of Claudine especially—he has come down to

posterity.

His anoestws were Blemish, says Felibien, who appeal's very

well informed relative to this painter. His father having halted at

Lyons, on his way from Rome, married the daughter of a notary of

La Bresse, by whom he had two sous, Francois and James. The

latter, born in 1596, was only nine years old when his father died.

He already, however, sliowed signs of an inclination f»r painting.

At the age of twenty he started for Rome, but passing through

Florence, he found that city animated by preparations for the fete

which the grand-duke Cosmo de' Medici wa.s about to give iu

commemoration of the marriage of his son Ferdinand H. Canta

Gallina, Julio Parigi, and James Callot were there, occupied in

sketching the Florentine festivities, and iu eagi'aviug emblematical

subjects. Stella sought an opportunity of being introduced to the

grand-duke, who, apparently delighted at tlie presence of another

artistic talent, offered Stella a lodging and a pension, the same as

that enjoyed by Callot. It was what was called in those days, in

artistic slang, " La parte.'" The Lyonnese artist aoeordingly set

to work, and amongst other subjects, he painted the f^te which the

Knights of St. John celebrated on the day of St. John the BaptLst.

If wo are to judge of its merits from the beautiful engraving he

made of it at a later period, and which he dedicated in 1621

to Ferdinand II., this drawing w.as not inferior to those of

Parigi and Callot. The perspective is admirably executed. The

vast equestrian processions which move through it, the banners,

the costumes, the edifices of Florence which make a framework

for the fUfCj are engraved, it is true, with less precision and neat-

ness, and without the correctness of- the interludes and carousels

of Callot, l>ut the execution is more rich, more fi'ee, .and we evei-y-

wherc distinguish in it the hand of a painter. This beautiful

engraving reminds us of those admirable productions of Jean Miel,

the "Siege of Maestrich" and the " Taking of Bonn." We may,
in fiict, hei-e remark, that in this case we find a warmth and finish

in the engraver's point which the artist did not possess when he
wielded the brush.

For this painter to have been eminently successful, he wanted

not judgment or elevation of thought; these he possessed to an

eminent degree ; neither was he wanting in taste. All he required

was a fitting temperament. Weak and sickly, he could not express

all he felt. He was deficient in physical energ}-. If he did

not succeed in representing beauty in all its perfection, it was

not because he did not see it, but because his strength failed

him by the way. The proof of his high natural t.aste and

appreciation of character is, that at Rome, where he went in

1023 —.not after four years' residence at Florence, as Felibien

say.s, but after seven years—the painter whom he selected above .all

as adviser, as model, and then for friend, was Poussin, who had

arrived there during the spring of the preceding year. The Roman
School, nevertheless, was then jielding to varied ii^fluences; on one

side the followers of Caravagio, of tfnerohino, Valentin, Ribera ; on

the other the posterity of the Carrachl, represented by Domenichino

andGuido; on the other hand, again, Jo.sepin, Pietro di Cortona.

and Lanfranc, Despite all this, James Stella, instead of being

seduced by any mannerists, went at once to Puussin, as to the

master of all others, who possessed the true tradition, the re.il

principles of art. Besides, in thus following the example of Poussin,

who thought of consulting art aud nature rather than of studying

Rafiaelle, Stella ascended to original sources ; but not having the

genius necessary to find a new interpretation for himself, he created

for himself a sober and delicate manner, wliich was well suited to

his temperature, aud which was iu accordance with the style of the

masters he had both studied aud understood.

The love of art in Stella was a devouring fire, which served him

in the place of health. Judged from this point of view, the variety

and abundance of his works must affect us with surprise. The

long winter evenings were employed by him sometimes in drawing

"The Life of the Virgin Mary" in twenty-two pieces; sometimes

"Children's Grames," which were afterw.ards engraved in a series ot

fifty productions. The finest works of jewellery, architectural

ornaments in the very best taste, the most beautiful vases, every-

thing, in fact, which Rome possessed remarkable, either in public

monuments or in the cabinets of amateurs—for he was himself a

great .am.ateur of objects of art, a ciirieua-, a.s tliey used to say

—

Stella drew with care and delicacy, without, however, attaching to

any of those objects that character of power which Poussin had

invested them with. The celebrated congregation of Jesus were the

first to use the pencil of Stella. Everywhere on the face of the

globe was seen the canonisation of St. Ignatius, that of St. Pliilippe

de Neri, the miracles of St. Francis-Xavier in Japan, and of a

whole series of blaok-robed saints, who were consecrated and im-

mortalised by painting. It moreover seemed that Stella, fi'om the

peculiar ch.aracter of his talent, was better suited than any other
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:irtist to represent the easy devotion of tlic .losuit*, in the same way

that tlie severe ]'liilippe <le Ciiainpairne was tlie natural painter of

the .Tanseuists of Port Royal. When the .Jesuits aiUlresseil them-

selves to Pous.^in for similar subjects, that great man gave to hia

pictures the ma,«eulino character of his genius. He was reproached

for this, and his reply is historical, but scarcely fit for the English

langu,a»;e :
" TJais-jc m' imoffinir le Clirint avei; tin ruagc dc

torticolU oil dc jjc/c DouilUt^^^ The divine conceptions of Stella

were deserving in some degree of the censure of Poussin. In

the work in which he represents St. laiuilins phuii^eit in

ecsta.sy, or rooked hy seraphio visions, or visiteil liy celestial rnys,

and opening' to them his heart and his cassock, wo find him

yielding to that feeling of religious sensuality which gives a Imdy to

the most subtle ideas, and to which some of the ablest writers have

alluded when they have been spe.aking of the .Tesuits. There is to

be seen in the gallery of the Louvre a small painting by Stella,

painted on marble, "Jesus receiving his Jlother in Heaven," whioh

has every impress of this eft'eminate piety. The tones are all

tender, the execution soft and insipid. Such a picture A\as well

suited to please the ladies of the SacrS CiBUr, but can have no

interest whatever fur any one who looks at art from a seriouo and

elevated point of view. There are some singular ehara'-teristics in

this picture which are worthy of being noticed : they consist in the

fact that certain veins of marble, conibiniug with theJignres of the

angels, have been successfully used to imitate clouds of gold and

the curtains of the gates of Paradise ; so that the hand of nature

has come, as it were, to the assistance of the hand of tlie painter.

This is the simple and iiaturnl explanation of the jjaesage of

Felibien, where he says: "Stella executed several works upon

marble, in which he imitoted golden curtains by moans of a secret

he had invented."

Tlie Lyonnese painter was also employed to compose for a collection

of engravings—"The Miracles of St. Philipiie de Neri," of which col-

lection Mariette speaks at great length in his manuscript notes, and

to draw the little figures which were to ornament the breviary of

Pope Urban VIII. It must he allowed that such occupations were

a special piece of good fortune for Stella, for he was precisely in

possession of those qualities which enuraviug brings out, and the

defects which it conceals. Composition was his forte. Nobility of

thought, happy disposition of figures, suitability of attitudes and

gesture—all these characteristics were animated with life, and even

became dazzlingly bright undvr the burin of the engraver. But his

carnations were too ruddy, Ms model was learnt by heart, his

pale drapery here and there interrupted by rude and discordant

tones. All this disappeared on the copper ; so that the translation

gave a better idea of the original than the original itself. In this

Wily, the drawings which Stella executed during his residence in

Rome, and which were engraved on wood, and iu broad strokes ton,

by Paul Maupiiiii d' Abbeville, have certainly gained by being repro-

duced by this coarse process ; for the very coarseness of the execu-

tion has made up for whatever softness there was in the work of

the inventor.

The renown of Stella having penetrated to .Spain with some of his

pictures, the most Catholic king wished to attract the painter to

Madrid. . He proposed to him to come, and Stella w'as about to

start for Spain, when suddenly ho was arrested ami cast into

prison with Franijois Stella, his brother, and his servants, on a

charge of having behaved with impropriety in a distinguished family,

according to Felibien. This biograi]her then relates this anecdote :

Stella, beloved by all because of his gentleness of character, had

been elected chief of the quarter of Campo-JIano, wiiere he lived for

a long time. As chief, Stella was obliged to sec to the shutting of

the gates at the proper hour, and to keep the keys in hia own
custody. One d.\v, when the Gate del Popolo had been closed by

his orders, some priviite individuals insisted upon its being opened

at an improper hour. Stella having refusetl this favour to tlieui,

they re-iolved to avenge themselves. They gained over some false

witnesses, who denounced the painter, and caused liim to be sent

to prison. Despite their &lsehoods, the truth soon came to be

known. Stella came out of the affair with honour, which was
fortunate, as iu Rome it was not easy to escape the fangs of the

police. The character of the evidence against him may be Judged

froiu the foot, that his accusers, fonnd guilty of perjury, were

publicly whipped in Rome. " During the short time that he was
in prison," says Felibien, "ho executed, to amuse himself, with a
coal, on the wall of his room, a representation of the Virgin with

the Infant Jeans in her arms, which was considered so line that

Cardinal Kraueiscii BarberinI came to sec il. U is not long ago since

it still existed, with a lump hung in front of it. Prisoueni cnino

to pray beside it."

Stella, we have alrciidy said, was a great amateur of objects of

art. He yielded to this feeling, not only as a bnyei-, but as a

painter. We h.avo it reeordcil, that he executed a "Judgment of

Paris," with five figures, which he contrivetl should 1)0 held in the

dimensions of a ring-stone, and which was of marvellous beauty

from the delicacy of Iho pencilling. When he came lack ia

Franco iu 103(), si.t mouths after his advontnro—in the suite of the

JIareschal de Crequi, the French ambassador, lie brought back a

very fine collection of pictures, amongst which were "tlienmr-

vellons painting"—these are the words of Slarictte—which his

friend Poussiu had given him, and which his niece Craudine was to

engrave in so admirable and finished n manner; a "Hath of

Diana," by Annibalo Carrachi ; and a " Venus," by thosame master,

which afterwards [lasscd into the aibinet of President Tambon-
nean, and moreover, a great many drawings executed by himself in

Italy, and which were to give employment to the talent and genius

of so many engravers. It was as a curious amateur, c[uite its much
as a painter, that he travelled through the various towns of Italy,

especially Venice, which the Mareschal de Crequi desired to visit.

He stopped some time at .Jlilan, where he iuti-oduced himself to

Canliuul Albornos, whom he had formerly known, and who was
governor of the town. This prelate offered him the direction of the

Academy of Painting, founded by St. Charles. The artist, however,

declined, for he wished to see France once more, and he had not

given vip the idea of performing his promised visit to Spain. " He
came to PiU'is, where he had no intention of remaining," says

Felibien; "nevertheless, the archbishop, John Francis de Gonily,

having given him employment, C.irdinal de Richelieu heard him

spoken of and learnt that he was going to Spain. He accordingly

sent for him, and having given him to understand that it was more

glorious to serve his own king than to work for stranger?, or(!cred

him to remain in Paris, and then presL-nted him to the king, who
received him as one of his painter.s, and gave him a pension of a
thousand livres, with a lodging in the galleries of the Lonvre."

Then it was that Stella sent to Lyons for his nephew, Autoine

liousonnet, and hia three nieces, Antoinette, Fianijoise, and Claudine,

taught them drawing, and having perfected them in that art, induced

them to apply themselves to engraving, in which branch one of

them, Claudine, became justly celebrated. Then were published

the innumerable drawings which James Stella had brought from

Rome. Franijoiae Botisonuet, whc» confined herself to burin en-

graving, published, iu a series of fifty jjlates, a precious collection

of vases, scent-bottles, sult-cellai'S, lamps, and chandeliera ; and

in another collection of sixty-seven jilates, ornaments suitable

for sculpture on difl'erent ^larts of architecture, guilloches, twine,

roses, and flowers, imitated from the antique. Antoinette, less

laborious, only executed a few etchings. Claudine, who hiid taught

her two sistcre the art of engraving, divideil her celebrity

with her uncle. Rendered by thia learned woman, ' the works

of James Stella rose almost at times to the height o( Ponssin.

This is so true, that the collectinn of pieces nu the "Pas-

sion," which Claudine Bousonnet engraved, and which death pre-

vented her from finishing, were attributed to the painter of

Andelys. In truth, one could almost dctoct In them his heads, and

the strong cfi'ect and powerful energy of that artist. These com-

positions are in reality the finest productions of Stella. Without

being characterised by any very great originnlltjr, they are drawn

from such aduiii'able sources, th.at it U quite a ])leasure to look at

them. One breathes the jierfume of lofty thoughts, and the antique

is appreciated, as it was appreciated by Polydore ile Caravagi. The

mo-^t vulgar actions are elevated, as with Ponssin, by a kind of

rude elegance. We note especially, that the coai-seuess of the

soldiers who insult the Saviour, far from Ivcing common, is only an

energy which is in strict keeping with the sublimity of the general

subject.

But grace,«e(egance, gentleness, are the distinctive cboract^rtstics
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of James Stella. His pastorals are of singular beauty. They are

said to be «.»t'e. They are so, in fact, from the clioice of s«l>jects,

and the feeling of the artist as far as the familiar picture of an

historical painter can be so. Naivete is, to use an Englisli e.xpres-

sion, simplicity ; at all events, that simplicity "which pleases is

rarely to be met with in those men who, instead of elevating their

minds by their .study of nature, have been c.arefidly brought up

pan, and this little liit of pedantry somewhat spoils the pleasure
of pictures, which would be more agreeable if they were more
simple. Reminiscences of hi.storic scenes are to be detected in the
attitude of his per.sonages, in their gestures, and their very drapery.
Tlie reaper of Stella holds his scythe with all the pride of :i

hero of .Tulio Romano
; his gleaner, in " The Return from Labour,"

(p. 44) walks with the majestic elegance of a moving caryatid;

amid academic cnnventioualities. using the woivls even in their

best sense, .lames Stella, when lie descended to the cheerful repre-

sentation of village scenes, never forgot altogether his Roman style

;

lie always betrayed the elevated character of his education. Beneath
the jacket of the Saliine peasant, you see the anatomy of an antique
statue. Despite their jollity and fun and humour, his country
costumes reveal the deltoids, the pectorals, the femur, and the knee-

his farmer's wife and tlie workmen <if the farm dance their

rustic hojj with a kind of heavy awkwardness wiiich is not

without its charm, but which reminds one of the ballet of the

muses hiilf-w.ay up the sacred mount. " The Game at Skittles,"

and " The Swing,"' are composed more naively, aud yet with

more grace, for it is graceful here to be naif, and there is much
picturesqueness and sentiment in the bird-shooting and in the
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pretty hiudscape whicli siin'oiinds it. Moreover, the figures of

Stella alTect short cnrt forms, which perfectly suit the pastoral

style, and which seem consecrated by the tradition of the

Imndrcd yuar.s !at-er, one of our gi'catest painters, Lc'tpold Koltert,

has sung these village songs in a graver tone still, and has painted

hay-nuikers of the Sabine finer than the gods of Olympus."

JAMES .STELLA.

V'liools. We find .son

rustics of the Bassan,

ititnes the masculine cjise of the bronzed

now the step or action of the villagers of

Annibalc Carrachi. One degree more, and these peasant subjects

would rise from Flemish simplicity to the grandeur of the heroic

style. A modem French critic say.s : "It will be seen that two

When Stella turni-d liack to devotional subjects, it \v.a.s in the

graceful style th.at he <listingnished himself. To the cold learning

of his compositions, grace served as a kind of seasoning.

The picture' which he p.'iinted for the chnrch of the novi-

tiate of the Jesuits, in the Faubourg St. Germain, " Jesns

brought back from the Temple," a picture which figured in

the famous sale of Cardinal Fesch ;
" The Virgin with the

Sheep," which Stella painted with so much sweetness, and

which Rousselet engraved so admirably ;
" The Return

from Egypt," of which Goyrand executed at Rome an ad-

mirable jilate, arc so many remarkable works ; the two

last, above all, remarkable for that poetry of sentiment

which, in the action of figtires, is called grace. " The
Holy Family brought back from Egyj)!," &• Einjpto locavl

Jilium meiim, has been a hundred and a hundred times

over the subject of mysterious pictures and jioetical night

effects. In this particular picture, three little angels escort

the sacred procession by the light of day, amidst a most

delicious rural landscape most ailmirably disposed. One of

the cherubim has tiikeu care of the ass, and draws it gently

by the bridle to lejul it over a wooden bridge ; the others,

preceding the mirch of the youthful Saviour, strew flowers

m his path, while the child raises its smiling face towards

its mother, who looks sadly at her son. Children, so difficult

to seize in the a<lorable and charming awkwardness of their

movements, Stella would always draw marvellously well,

without making them as robust as those of Poussin, stiU

le.^s with the Herculean forms of those of Michael Angelo,

and without giving them any of those delicate carnations,

those dimpled and incisive tones which Fran(;ois Flaraand

ha.s modelled with a chisel so true and charming. Keeping

always a safe medium position between the great masters,

Stella has executed an agreeable collection of children's games,

which one of his nieces engraved ; and we may say that, if

he has not succcedc<l in being quit« tnie, he is at all events
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excelleut, .-iikI iiniyli nearer the tniHi tliau iiKiKt (irilinary

artists.

Cardinal Riclu-limi, the snperiuteudeut "f buildings, De Noyers,

M. de Chambray, made illustrious by the frieudship of Poussin,

the Carmelites of the Faubourg St. Jacque.s, tbe officers of the

church of St. Germain le Vieux, the cordeliers of Provius, the nuns

of St. Elizabeth-de-Bellecour at Lyous, occupied at difi'erent times

the talent and pencil of Stella. As painter to the king, lie was

the first who painted the portrait of Louis XIV. then dauphin.

The beautiful books printed in the Louvre—for instance, the prayer-

book composed by Tristan I'Hermite and dedicated to the queen

—Stella adorned with frontispieces, always admirably arranged ;

and lie was unceasing in bis supply of designs for the rising

engravers of the day—the Rousselets, the Melans, and the Dareta.

In recompense for his labour, and to mark the general appreciation

of his merits, he was named Kuiglit of the order of St. Micliel.

He kept his pencil or lirush in hand until the latest moment of bis

life, which, to judge from his works, we .should suppose had been

very long. He lived, however, only sixty-one years, dying not in

1647, as is often said, but on the 29tb of April, 1657. He was

buried at St. Germain I'Auxerrois, before the chapel of St. Michel.

His was a splendid genius, says M. de Piles, fit to render all

kinds of subjects, but leaning towards the pleasant rather than the

grave and terrible ; noble in his thoughts, moderate in liis expres-

sions, easy and natural in his attitudes, a little cold, but always

agreeable. His colouring was sometimes as crude as that of

Fran9ois Perier—no>v as pale as that of Lesueur. His localities

of tone were little marked ; and his carnations, for which he rarely

consulted nature, were inflamed with vermilion. To take him all

in all, Stella is a very distinguished painter, who would not shine

in the first rank, but who holds a very high position in the second.

Engraved by Mellau, by Goyriiud, by Francois Poilly—upheld,

moreover, by the name of bis brother, bis nephew, hie three

uieces—the name of James Stella cannot perish. As many amateurs

collect the works of all the Stellas in one portfolio, so it is right to

speak of tlie illustrious family as one artist. All would otherwise

be out of place.

James Stella himself engraved some pieces which M. llobert

Dvimesuil has' described iii the " Peintre-graveur Ffanijnis.''

1. "The Saviour taken down from the Cross." The Saviour is

on the ground, supported by Nicodemus, kneeling on the left, where

stands St. John crying. At liis feet is the Virgin Mary, with two

holy women and Mary Magdalene. On the terrace, to the left, is

written Jacobus " inr.

2. "The Madonna." Half-length, with the child on her lap.

Two angels hold up a veil behind, and two cherubirii raise a cur-

tain. At the bottom is an armorial scroll, with JiitmUv ddlii,

Madonna di r/vatic di focc, with a long address.

3. "St. George." He is on horseback overthrowing the dragon.

The Virgin is seen to the right. On a stone is written, Jncq. fttella

fecit Romma, 1623.

i. "A Fancy Subject." Naked cbildrcu are playing round an

inn, and one is receiving in Ms cap the oft'ering of a spectator. In

the left corner is written : Jactjue Stella ftcit.

5. "Presenting Tribute to the Grand Duke of Tu.scany." This

is "The Festival of St. John the Baptist" ive spoke of above. The

artist is himself to the left, sitting on a roof, drawing beside a man

who holds a parasol over his head. On a s.-roU is written : Sur-

nissiino Fa-dimmdo JI. mag. Etraria dud Jacobus SlUla, etc.

Two proofs of tliis are known. The second bears on it ; A Paris,

chcz Nirola.1 Lanr/lois, ru:: St. Jacques, a la Victoirc.

Many engravers, and. these some of the cleverest, have reproduced

the paintings and drawings of Stella. We may as well mt?iitiou

some of the most cui'ious.

A collection of pieces engraved on wood by Paul Manpain. They

are about one hundred in number. The first forty-five are on blue

paper, and touched up in white ; the others are only washed in

bistre to show the half-tints.

A collection of several drawings of vases, scent-bottles, salt-

cellars, lamps, etc., in fifty plates, engraved by Frani;oi6e Stella.

,
Another collection of several architectural ornaments, recueillis

ct d':ssiyntss api-h l^aiitique par M. Stella, in sixty-seven plates,

engraved «//; hariii by tM.iudine Stella,

Four subjects from the life of St. Philippe de Neri, in forty-five

plates, engraved by Luc-Ciainberlan.

The twelve pieces of "The Passion," engraved by Claudiue Stella

after her uncle. These twelve pieces and others were to compose a

colleotiou, wdiich the death of Mademoiselle Stella interrupted ;
and

of the twelve sulijects engraved by her there are several unfinished,

Tlie first edition of these plates bears the name of Stella, but the

dealer substituted that of Poussin, thinking to sell them better.

This collection of " The Passion," consequently, always passed for

Poussin's, 80 much the more that the first proofs are exceedingly

rare, "The plates." says Mariette, "perhaps scarcely ever drew

two proofs, Bud I never .saw them but this time in this work, whSeh

was that which Mademoiselle Stella made for it."

" The Pastorals," a collection of seventeen pieces in quarto, very

well engraved by Claudme Stella after her uncle. It is one of the

most oliarming things by the painter and the engraver both, as well

as the " St. Louis giving Alms," a full-length piece touched up

with much sentiment, dated &-om 1651, and dedicated to Charles

Delorme, physician in ordinary to the king.

"Children's Games," in fifty pieces, by the same.

"The Marriage of St. Catherine," by the same.

Gerard Kileliuck has engraved, after Stella, a Virgin with a

Child, of which tlie first proofs are before the letter.

There is also "The Holy Family, with Sheep," engraved by

Rousselet; "The Return from Egypt," eugraied at Home by

Goyraud, with this inscription: £'.c Eijijpto rocavi jiliuin mi am.

The Museum of the Louvre contains few pictures by Stella : a

little one on marble, of which we have spoken ; another representing

Minerva and the Muses ; and two pictures in the form of friezes,

representing the education of Achilles.

The Museum of Lyons, the native town of Stella, ouly possesses

one picture by this painter, "The Adoration of the Angels," which

had belonged to the cordeliers of Lyons, who had given to the

family of Stella the free right of sepulchre at the foot of tlie great

altar. The picture is signed StcUafacithant.

As for the drawings of Stella, they are generally very finished.

There are five of them in the Louvre.

Pictures by this master have not reached high prices in sales.

At the sale of Randon de Boisset, in 1777, a "Holy Family"—the

Virgin is upright near a tree, and Joseph, leaning against a column,

holds a book open—fetched £.'37. At the sale of the Prince de

Couti, in 1777, a " Holy Family, witli Angels," was sold for £65.

The usual price is £26.

"The Dance" (p. 45), is a very good specimen of his style.

The figures are good, and the landscape finished and pleasing.

"Peter Denying Christ"
(

(). 48) is very fine. The woman who

recognises him, the hesitating face of the apostle, the curious

looks of the soldiers, the lights and shadows, the rich glare of the

fire, are rendered with admirable fidelity. It is a fine picture

well painted.

"The Return from Work" (p. 41), already alluded to, is a

very pleasing picture. The style of the figures, thougli somewhat

different fi-om the peasant as given by more faithful students of

life, is still not sufficiently exaggerated to be faulty. The two who

.ire dancing, and the dog looking back, form a pleasing grouji.

jStctta

a^tjaci

.I.^t FECIT.

16%/.
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ANTONIO SOI.AUIO, 11. ZINOARO.
II.

In Naples liveit Colautonio del I''iore, an artist of reuuwn ; a man

proud, too, of his wealth and his noble ancestry, the usual advan-

tages of which, however, he had resigned to follow the arts, whicli

he did with a success of which those who have seen his "St. Jerome

taking a thoni out of a Lion's Paw" may judge. To this man, a

few day.^ later, came De Rienx, nowise injured in purse or person
;

II Zingaro having allowed him to depart as he came, on tlie single

condition of his befriending him on any visit he inigbt make to

Naples. Colautonio received the Frenchman kindly, and admitted

him at once as a impil, though he forbore asking him to his house

as a visitor.

This puzzled the traveller, who, with the reaily perception of his

nation, immediately laid it to Italian jealousy, and made inquiries

accordingly. His surmise w.is right. There was a tinge of jealousy

in the disposition of the noble artist. He was a widower with one

child, and all the love which men sometimes lavish on many did

Colantonio give with perfect devotion to hi« one ihvughter—the

gentle and beautiful Claudia. No man had eyer seen her save the

attendants of the house, so jealous was the old man of liin trea(>ure,

beside which his richest paintings were as dross. There is vioh

beauty in the love of the parent for her who reminds him of one not

better oherislied, but who, viewed through the mirror of time,

appears dearer for the lovely reflection of the past. Colautonio

scarce stirred from homo, so watchful was he. It would not be

wise to guard and enslave young beauty so now, or in our clime
;

but tho.sa wore lawless days, when the fancy of a mightier man

than himself might have left him childless, and in one day turned

laughing joy to sobbing desolatimi.

De Rienx heard all this and smiled. He was young, thought

himself handsome, and was a Parisian—what woman could resist

him ? The old artist was rich and noble, and then the myslery of

the affair piqued his curiosity and excited emotion which the

gaiety of Paris had temporarily killed. A marriage with the child

of a man «'lii> was illustrious by rank and genius, would reconcile

his uncle to him. that uncle who tlmught him ii"W a hopeless

scapegrace.

" Andr6 Mothe," said he, curling his monstadie at breakfast-

time a few days later
i
" I'm thinking of marrying."

"Of what, .sir?" exclaimed ihe worthy attendant holding up Ids

hands.

"Of marrying, mailre eanaillf," continued De Rienx sternly.

" Sii-, I'll go and learn to write, or have one of the scriveners to

write houie to your unole .again," exclaimed Andre.

"Thou shaltdo so when I have settled the aft'air."

"Ah! you will lie settled then," groaned Andr^ ; "yoniijvor

tried it, I have !"

"No jokes against mstriraony—it is a reflection on the beauteous

Claudia."

" Ell ! the veiled beauty men talk so much of—eh ?" oriod

Andr6, "it ain't then quite settled."

"As good as," said De Kieux. "See who it is would be

admitted."
"

'Tis the brigiind—what impudence !" cried Andre, returning

after an instant.

II Zingaro stood behind him, S!"!'"" curiously, but rather

haughtily, at the artist's room. He was elegantly hut simply

d)r«ssed, and indeed looked a model for an artist.

'*Welcome, terrible marauder," said De Rienx in a protective

tone, which grated hai-shly on the ex-bandit's ears ;
" welcome to

Naples."'

" Have you seen Colantonio ?" asked Antonio Solario, somewhat

abruptly.

' • I have, worthy mountaineer—be seateti—and I have the

honour to be admitted among his pupils."

"Is that by him ?" continued Solario, turning to a canva.s which

stood in a good light.

"It is," said De Rieux carelessly ; "it is one he lent me to

copy at home.''

"I never saw a paintiug before," rriod the youtli with sudden

admiration, ".save those in the chapel of the convent. But this

is beautiful ; that man's eye looks out from the canvas, that

woman smiles sweeter tliun life itself. I wouhl lie ai.x niontli."

upon the rack to be able to paint such a picture,"

"So!" said a rich voice behind, a voice wliicli, though ^-rave,

was yet touched by a tinge of pleasure, " yuuiig man, you are

enthusiastic. But to paint such a i)icture as that, you need

tortu.e your liiut)s no six months— it is the production of my
youth."

II Ziogaro turned, confused and yet pleased, and gazed with

admiration and respect at Colantonio, who had oomo iu unnn-

nounced, .and lieanl the untaught mountaineer's exclamation.

"Per Bacco I a goodly head—wilt thou conic to-morrow to my
studio, and I will paint it—what art thou ?"

"I wfw a poor bandit—what I am I know not. I will oam«,

signer."

And Antonio Sohu'io left the room with a profound bow for the

artist, without a look for De Rieux.

"The impertinent .scoundrel!" cried the Kreuchman. "I'll

denounce that fellow to the police."

"You will do nothing of the kind," said Colantonio drily. "In

the lirst place he acted very nubly, acuording to yuur own account ;

in the second, your neck Is not worth a «ou, aa you say, if you do.''

"Why V\ asked De Rloux.

"Because II ZUigaro's hand i-s protected—It exempts certain

persons in high places from nil attack, and is exempted in turu f"<

all it does to others,"

"What laws, what a country I" said De Rlouji.

The artist made no reply : but informing the youug Prenebinan

of a court reception and telling him he was invited, he went aw»y,

musing as to what character in a great historical picture ho shouhl

ask Solario to sit for.

Next day Solario was in the ijaintor'a studio, nnd (here nat

patiently as long as the artist chose to employ hlni ; thou he went

away without waiting fiu' any reward. This lasted every day fr

about a week, the handsome, stalwart fi'anie of the young bandit

serving Colantonio many purposes : he painted his face, his arms,

his chest, his hair, his chin, imd useit him, in fact, ns n general

model,

"Solario," said ho one day, " what ronompBuse do you exirtct?"

"Sigiiov Colantonio," replied tlic other, pointing to a spoilt

eanva.i and some oM brusliiji ; "these are to bo thrown away."

" Take them ; but, Solario, you must liyo."

"There is sun in Naples, and your servants leave as niuoli as

would feed ten men," said Solario bluntly.

Colantonio looked curiously at him and ttu'nod nway. From

that hour the Zingaro was admitted into the kitchen of tho artist,

where ho not only was well fed, but became almost a resldort,

being well beloved by «J1 tha menials for his wit, humour, nnd

jollity of temper. He was quick at ropartco and small talk

—

enjoyed, without (|uite descending to it, the society of the douientics

—and, above all, sang with a rlchuc."s and volume of voioa which

was irresistibly touching ami sweet.

One evening he stood with his back luilf-turnod to tho door of the

spacioHs UftU below, his back against a pillar, surrounded by nil the

menjola, who listeneil to him with open mouth and flashing aye, aa

he sang, with even more spirit than usual, one of his mountain lays.

Suddenly his form seemed to dilate, his voice to become more

rich and excellent—a circumstance which only made the servants

more attentive and roused II Zingaro to greater exertions. Near

the door of Uie hall was Claudia. She had wanted a maid to wait

on her, and had called iu vain. Hearing the sound of song, and

being, like most Italians, pa^ionately fond of music, she descended

stealthily to listen outside, but, completely conquered by the singer's

power, she could not help peeping in to look at him. He saw her,

and yet seemed not to see her ; and, curious to gase upon her lovely

face at will, continued his lay much longer than usual. When he

had finished, she glided away, believing that her act bad been

unnoticed.

There is strange power in beauty. Solario, an Italian moun-

tiineer, with all the ardour and impetuosity of his race, saw

Claudia and loved her with a passion even mora hopeless and

inexcusable than that of the young Frenchman who had not seen

her. De Rieux might hope, but for the poor brigand there was

no hope.
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And now Solario changed. He began to try and paint with the

refuse canvas, old brushes, and ])aints of the studio, where he often

returned to gaze his fill upon the great works of Colantonio. The

great artist had given him a privilege and permission he would

have accorded to few of higher rank and nobler blood. But at even-

tide he was heard no more in the kitchen; if he sang, it was beneath

the window of his fair enslaver ; and Claudia knew his voice well

among all the serenaders attracted by the rumours of her beauty.

At first she thought it mere chance ; but when she met him con-

tinually at the church door, she knew that the charm of her extra-

ordinaiy beauty had taken his heart by storm.

Claudia was little more than fifteen ; an age when a girl may be

forgiven for yielding to the influence of romance rather than of calm

judgment. She saw that Solario was handsome, and she suspected

that he was not so lowly in bii-th as he looked. She had dreams

excuse, and yet he strove not against it. And when Claudia lis-

tened without being angry, and even hinted that .she did not dislike

him, the passionate young mountaineer fell on his knees, and vowed

to do something that should make him worthy of her.

Like many others in the history of the world, love kindled

within him the sacred fire of genius, and impelled him to dare

heights of ambition of which otherwise he had certainly never

dreamed.

"Claudia,'* he said earnestly, *'I would I were a rich noble !"

"I could not love you more," replied the warm-hearted

Neapolitan girl.

"But I could claim you then w'ith some hope. As it is, I must

win a name and that power which wealth alone can give. I

scarcely know how I shall succeed ; l)ut I do know, Clarulia, that by

some means or other I will make myself worthy of you."

Tin; IIETIUN FUO.M LABOUR. FKOM A rAINTING BV .JAMES STELLA.

"f his being a prince in disguise— of his having heard of her seclu-

sion, and being detei-mined to break through it ; and, despite aged

attendant and calm reason, she could not help accepting water from

his fingers at the church door, and gently inclining her head to

him, when he gave one of his profound and deeply respectful bows.

It was not strange, then, that at the end of six months Solario

should have actually spoken to Claudia del Fiore, and spoken, too,

of his wild, his hopeless, and his unbounded passion. But it was

only in a few hurried words ; after uttering which he flew away

amazed at his own insolence. At the end of tliat time, however,

he asked for and obtained a formal interview.

The interview was stealthy and long. Solario, niuch improved

by six months of study and thought, discoursed with Claudia on

many subjects, but chiefly with regard to himself. He upbraided

himself for his passion, for which he said himself there was uo

'* I believe you," said the girl with all that mysteriousconfidence

which a young girl feels iu her first love.

They stood near a balcony, gazing

" O'er the glad waters of the tUirli-bluo sea,"

speaking iu low-whispered accents ; and, while an aged attendant

slept near them, were happy, because alone. Suddenly they

started. A heavy footstep was heard ; they turned : Cohmtonio

was before them.
" Wliat does Antonio Solario here ? " said the artist, bending his

.shaggy brows in anger.

They could not speak for a moment ; but their attitude—they

stood hand-iu-hand, unconsciously, both blushing and trembling

—

suitieiently expressed their surprise and their love. Colantonio

thought he had never seen a handsomer couple or a better subject

for a picture,
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"So," he continued, " Master Solario—yon retain your bandit

tastes, and would rol) nie of my daughter. But, though you may
both love with the passion of n, poet, it is in vain. My daughter

must be the wife of an artist."

"My father," said Claudia gently.

"Nay: hope not to nuive or change my resolution," resumed

Colantoni".
•

' My master, " said Solario passionately ; "I do not desire you to

change. Give me time, and I will be an artist. I was 1>orn for

it. Alrejidy I feel the fire w-ithin me. But, oh, Colantonio, let

mo hope, tliat if I succeed, I may be rewarded."

"Do you know how long it will take to make you an artist ?"

replie 1 ('olantnnio.

palace in company with the artist, who, thongh in reality angry,

and chafing like a cage<l lion, wa.s detennine<l to give the young

man every chance. He was about to intrnduce him at court, and
thus aid his views during his subsequent travels.

The artist and his pupil were admitted to an audience of the

king, queen, and daughter. Colantonio told tlio story. The king

frowned, not liking that nobility shonld forget its lilood ; but the

queen and young princess heard it with plejisure, and smiled upon

the audacious young Inigand and promised to be his friends. With
this assurance, high hopes, and daring visions, II Zingnro departed,

and was hearil of no more for many a long day.

De Eieux had returned to Krancc, defeated in his Impcs, the king

and queen were ilead. :ind the princesa reigned in their stead.

THE D.IXCK.—FROM .K P.MSTIN'O BY J.1MF.S STKLLA.

" Ten years," said Solario.

.\nd you ex))ect me," replied Colantonio with a sneer, "to
wait ten ye:>rs on the chance of your becoming an artist—it cannot

be."

"I will wait the ten years," said Claudia quickly. "I am sure

Antonio will succeed."

" The stubborn faith of love !" replied the fatliei', shaking his

head : "but since you are willing; Claudia, be it so. Claudia shall

wait the ten years, II Zingaro. But you must leave Naples. I

will give you letters to artists over the whole world. You can

travel, and pick up information as you go. If you return not in

ten years, my daughter is free. Bid my child adieu—you will see

her no more for the preseut."

Half an hour later, Solario was walking on towards the royal

Colant^>nio was .an old man, and Claudia a hively wom.an, who never

had regretted her contract with the brigand. But no tidings had

come of the wanderer. Communication was dithcult and rare in

those tlay.s, and distant nunours only told that Solario lived.

One day the queen sent for Colant<inio ami his daughter ; she

was fiiud of them, and received them often. They found her sitting

in a private chamber, gazing at a portrait of herself, fresh from the

hands of an artist.

After the usual obeisance, Colantonio hurried up to the picture.

" Your majesty has found some new talent," said the artist,

without any jeiilousy in his tone.

"Is it not excellent ?" exclaimed the young queen.

" It is fresh and full of genius," said the artist; "the colouring

is rich and warm, the likene-ss perfect."
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" And what say you to this?" exclaimed the queen, drawing a

curtain and displaying a picture, the one alluded to in the opening

of our narrative.

" Madam," cried Colantonio, "this is wonderful ! In my wildest

dreams I never hoped to realise such a picture. Ah ! that portrait

of myself—of my daughter ! What is the meaning of all this ?"

"Come forth, II Zingaro," said the queen. "I think you have

kept your promise."

The brigand-paiuter stepped from behind a screen, so handsome,

so proud, so happy, that Claudia had good reason to be pleased iit

her own fidelity. Colantonio grasped his hand with rapture, and

led him to Iiis daughter, who fell into his arms. The old man was
such a lover of art, that he considered he received dowry fit for a

princess, when his daughter could Lay claim to a husliand who
possessed such surpassing genius.

And II Zingaro and Claudia were married, and both continued to

enjoy the protection and support of the queen. Colantonio died at

a good old age, rejoicing in the fact that he had left his child under

the protection and care of one who loved her so well, and who so

thoroughly deserved her by the gentle care and affection with which

he treated her. II Zingaro became a great artist, and his renown

is not yet forgotten in the city of Naples.

FINE ARTS IN AMERICA.
It is no longer fashionable to run down America as a matter of

course, no longer in good taste to ridicule a country wliich contains

so many of our off-shoots, and which has given such brilliant

evidence of its capability for entering into honourable rivalry

with us. The reading classes of the community are beginning

to appreciate and admire the virgin Anglo-Saxon genius which has

done so much to elevate and ennoble the paths of literature in the

New \¥orld. This fact is owing a good deal to the circumstance

that the i)rejudiced classes, the men of the war time, the rigid

martinets of the beginning of the century are dying out. The very

memory of a state of hostilities between England and her gigantic

step-chad is passing away ; .ind though there is yet much ignonance

on both sides of the Atlantic, a more generous and noble spii-it is

rising up on the eastern and on the western shores of that vast

ocean, which in its eternal revolutions washes now the feet of

England's chalky cliSs, and now the strand before the great ports

uf America. This is a mighty advance of the human mind.

For many years we have accepted and adopted American
authors, and have found them capable of writing the mother

tongue in a way which has quite astonished the critics of an
antiquated date. We soarcel-y recollect that Washington Irving,

Prescott, Bancroft, Cooper, Emerson, Longfellow, Hawthorne, and
Mrs. Stowe are children of the transatlantic republic, so identified

have these names been with our literature.

We are also rapidly appreciating the progress of our brothers

over the sea in the arts. No finer spectacle can be imagined than

two great n.ations, of the same origin, after terrible rivalry in

arms, after the battle and the storm, calming down in their feelings,

and entering upon the beautiful contest of truth and beauty.

This contest began even before the quarrel. A very acute and
excellent writer, George Palmer Putnam, has given us some
interesting facts on this subject, and he informs us that the names
known in America, in painting, during the Colonial Period, were

Watson, Smybert, West, Copley, Peale, and Stuart.

The first in this list is Watson, an artist who, though born in

Scotland in 16S5, gained his celebrity as a portrait-painter in

America. He was a man of talent, whose works are still preserved

and aj)jireciated. He dwelt in New Jersey, aud began his career in

1718. The next name of note, that of Nathaniel Smybert, is also

Scotch, but his fame was made in Boston, where he began to paint

soon after Watson. It will be remarked that very many of Ame-
rica's celebrities are of Scotch origin. This does not at all militate

against the United States, as the encouragement must exist for

loen to distinguislj themselves iu any branch of humau acquirements.

But the first Americin name, of which the children of the old

colonists .are truly proud, is tliat of Benjamin West. We are proud
of him, but the Americans are not less so. It was in that country
he first lUcw breath and felt the inspiration of genius. He was

born in Pennsylvania iu 1 70S, aud painted his fir.st portrait there

in 175.3. But as in those days the materials for study were
not sufficient, and West aimed at greatness, he came over to Eng-
land, where he was received with a feeling which, had it been more
general in high places, might have saved us a colony and, perhaps,

spoilt a great nation. It is something for an American to have
found in England tlie patronage of royalty and the presidentship of

the Royal Academy, to which rank he was elevated in 1792. We
may jirobably h.ave occasion to speak of him more fully, but the

jirice of some of his pictures will show the estimation in which he
was held. His "Christ Rejected" was purchased for i£3,000

;

his " Death on the Pale Horse " for ^"2,000.

The father of the present Lord Lyndhurst is another instance

well worthy of being quoted and remembered. His name was
John Singleton Copley, and he was horn i* Boston in 1 738. He
painted the portraits of many distinguished Americans, but studied

and c.arried on his profession with success in this eoHutrj-, where
all members of his family .and connexions now hold a deservedly

high place.

A student ni West attained to a very high position as a painter of

portraits in America—(^harles W. Peale of Maryland. Gilbert

Charles Stuart also reached to eminence both in London and his

native country, he having lieen bom in Rhode Island iu 1754. To
him we owe the best portrait of that great and goc^d man, Washing-
ton, of whom Lafayette so justly said, that scarcely any preceding

man ever combined in himself so much of what was great and good

in human nature. This pnrtrait is one of the heirlooms of tiie

great republic, and is highly valued and appreciated.

Since the Declaration of Independence, many painters, sculjitors,

and engravers, have arisen, of great talent—men who, in all pro-

bality, will hold a deservedly high position in the history of art.

It is curious to notice, that many of them are of the good oM
Flemish stock—the Vanderiyns, the Yerbrycks, and others—though

the majority are of the Anglo Saxod race.

William Dnulop, born in New Jersey, 1766, who began to paint

.It a very o irly age, was the first seoretai'y ofthe American Academy
of the Fine .\rts. He was a pupil of West's, and was an amusing

and pleasing writer as well as an artist.

Trumbull oombined the arts of war and peace ; he was well used

to the
" Shrill trump,

The spirit ^tirring drum, the ear-piercing fifo,

having been one of the aides-de-camp to Washington, at the begin-

ning of the wai- of independence. After serving for some time, he

quitted the arena of strife,

" To sit on rocks, to muse o'er flood iiud fall

To slowly trace the forest's shady scene,

and succeeded very well as an artist. Several of his paintings on

American historical subjects are now contaiued in the Trumbull

gallery at New Haven. He painted four large pietui-es for Congress,

receiving £1,600 for each of them. They are of a very high order

of merit. Colonel Trumbull was a travelled man, and died in

1812 at the age of eighty-six.

Amongst the ablest of American artists, we must not fail to

quote Vanderlyn, two of whose pictures are well known even in

Europe. These are, "Ariadne," and "Marius amidst the ruins of

Carthage." This artist has shown himself possessed of great gi'ace

and delicacy.

Mallionc is celebrated as a miniature-painter. He would bear

favourable comp.arison with any modern artist in the same line.

His merit is recognised by many on this side of the Atlantic.

Rembrandt Peale, who must have been intended for a painter

from his boyhood, produced several very fine pictures ;
amongst

which the best known are "The Roman Daughter," "The Court

of Death," aud "A Portrait of Washington."

Sargent, a Boston artist, born in 17!'7, produced many works of

interest and talent. His best— at all events his most celebrated—

is " Christ entering Jenisalem," which sold for 3,000 dollars.

Jarvis, born in England in 1780, was taken to America when

five years old, and remained there the rest of his life. An aWe

artist in many walks, he is chiefly known as a portrait-painter.

Many of his pictures of public char.acters are to be seen in the City

Ball of New York.
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It may l)e that we owe the exhibition we are aliout to notice,

more to the presence of Prince All>ert, tliau to the general Knglish

patronage of foreign art. Not that the public who care about

art in Euglaml, and who buy pictures, are at all blind to the merit

of fiueign aitisls ; on the contrary, in this respect they ofter a ra^wt

gratifying oootrast to their c<)ntintnt.al brethren, for some few yeans

ago, when at the Kxhibitiiin of the Louvre, we well rcnienilier tliat

there were then only two Eniilish pictures by a modern artist in that

cullection, and those pictures ceitainly were maguificent—they were

interiors hy Rol>erts. Now, not only are our galleries filled with

the productions of the Italian and the Dutch schools, but "tis not

long since, when the Vernon collection was bcqneathod to the nation,

that the foreign ]>roductions prai'.iniinated over those of native

talent. The vigorous 'learing of the mo<lcrn English school ; so

rich in evei-y variety of art ; so traosccndently excellent as t*> force

itself, so to speak, into notice, has entirely remedied this ; and ai"t

has been so well rewarded here, that even distingiiished French and

(icrman painters have been attracted to onr shores. The French

exhiWtion may have Iwen encouraged by the excellent feeling at

present established between the two nations ; the German, we take

it, by the ties of consanguinity which subsist between the thrones as

w-eli as the people.

From whatever soui'ce it may arise, the result is most pleasu-

raWe, The eJthibition is very creditable, and also curious as esta-

blishing an identity of feeling as regards art between the jieople of

each C45>mtry. This is especially remarkable in their land.scapcs,

many of which are perfectly English in their treatment.

The 3!ie of the exliibition is too small, the number of pictures,

with additions, only amounting to eighty-five ! Tlie price chai-ged

for admission being one shiBing, the same as the Koyal Acadeiiiy

and other exhiltitions with three times the numlier of jiaintings,

this present gallery stands at some disadvantage mth regaivl to the

pockets of those who are economical. In fact, it would be not only

beneficial, bnt graceful on the part of the conductors, to open their

gallery at half-price t<:> their conntrjinen and the midtlle classes of

the community.

The first painting in the gallery, " Where there is no Moaey,

there is no Law,"' is a scene in a tavern, wherein an old cavalier,

with a comical look of roguery upon his face, refuses to pay tjr his

eutertainmeiit, and ^ve presume quotes the trennan pr.5verli which

forms the title of tiie iMCture. The enragei countenance of the

host and hostess is excellently contrasted by the calm look of the

Dutch Maeaire. The colour is very good, the r/tiwosrHro well

kept, and tiie accessories remarkably well painted by A. Siegert.

(No. i). Landscape, "Holland," by Steinecke, is a clever picture

of flat scenery ; the colour is, liowever, far fi"om good.

(No, 6^, "The Anxious Mother," by B. Vantier, is interesting in

subject and clever in compoation.

(No. 9), ''The Andeek Mountain in Switzerland," is a gi'and

scene, finely rendered by the artist, H. Baumgartner. The distance

is especially fine.

(No, 12), "A Sketch—subject fi-om the Peasants' War," by

0. Knille, is verj' finely drawn and remarkably spirited. The
positions are free, natural and unaffected. (13), "A Pi-uit-piec*,"

by A. W. Preyer, is worthy of the old Dutch artists of the same
style. The composition is very simple ; a bnnch of gravies siill

.attached to the stem, upon which is a leaf wonderfully painted,

lies vipon a slab of marble, and slightly in the background is a glass

of Champagne, not long poured out, with the effer\-€Bceni« still rising

in the glass. The effect of this is wonderful, the glass and wine aire

so painted as to make the visitor believe that t^ey have never lieeai

exoelled. The whole picture is sound in its finish, and so modestly

painted as to put to shame the more glaring comjicsitions of L."ince

and Duffield, who would do well to take a les.son fi-om it,

(No. 19), '-Sketch — The Battle of Grossberen," is very

spirited and remarkably accurate in costume ; it is painted by
G. Bliebtreu.

(No. 22\, " A Norwegian Landscape," by Andreas Achenbach,

is well painted, bnt it is hard, gray and sombre ; the peculiar

colour may be, and probably is, entirely true to Norwegian miture,

but is not very pleas;int.

(No, 24), " A Scene in Norway," by A, Leu, is very grand

and imposing. On tlie top of a va«t mountain, a solitary little

lake, probably formed by the crater ofan extinct volcano, retlects the

sunset. Deer and elk stretch out their antlcred heads »\xm the

mountivin top, whilst wild flowers bloom from every crevice in the

stone. Both cohnir and execution are good,

(No. 27), " Sketch—subject from the Thirty Years' War," by

G, Sell, is a spirited scene of war and devaHtatiou, Koine of

Walleustein's party are besieging a ciistlc, and the jiaintcr has

chiwen the interior of a room wherein a party of defenders arc

alxjut t*) fire from a window upon the l>esiegers. An old man, in

instant danger of lieing struck by a l)all, jK-crs down into the

court below, whilst another, preeeutbg his piece, pulU liiiu from

the .scene of danger. The chief centre figure uplift* his baud and

tJireatens two prisoners, one of whom is wounded and reclines on

the fl<x»r of the apartment. The eagerness of the combatants, the

determination and stern feeling of their countenances, and the

perfect knowledge of anatomy shown by the artist, render this

picture as fine and interesting as any in the gallery. The style is

somewhat after that of Charles Landseer with us ; but the German
painter has signally triumphed,

(No, 37), " Little Miss Vanity," by Geselchap, is a picture

which explains itself in its title. It is nicely painted,

(No, 38), " The Death of Louis IX. of France, a. p. 1270." A
large historical picture by C Bewer, is the most ambitious picture

in the room. On the coast of Africa, in an exi>edition against the

kingdom of Tunis, Louis was attacked by a fatal malady. The

aitist has chosen the scene when upon a bed of a«hes, raised in his

tent, with the crucifix before him, and surrouudetl by his army,

Louis yielded up his life to Him who gave it. A quotation from

the "Biographic Universelle " explains the picture :
—"The dying

king, the kneeling priests, and devout soldiery, the glow of the

sky, reddening with the declining day, all render this representa-

tion of a solemn scene, solemn and grand in itself," The armour

and accessories ai"e drawn with the same knowledge and minute

attention as would be shown by Maclise, but the colour is exactly

the reverse, being as much too red as his is too chalky,

(No, 43), "A Landscape," by Pierou, reminds one of .lustum,

(No, ii), "A Sketch," by G, Sell, introducing banditti, is fi'ee

Mid bold, and well drawn,

(No, 47), " The Middy's Lecture on Sobriety," by Henry Ritter,

has been exhibited in the Koyal Academy ; it is now exiiibited

again, as the last work of the deceased artist, A midshipman, who
has had charge of the beat whilst some 'of his men are on shore, is

very pmperly indignant at finding two of them (in company with

the Uack cook), walking down to the boat as drunk as they con-

veniently can he without lying downi. The consciousness of guilt,

and the comic expression of the men at being checked by their

young officer, the earnestness and grandeur of the latter combined

with his youth, go far to render the picture one of the most

plea,sing of humorous productions, and make us lament the loss

of the ailist,

(No, 51)), "Entrance to the Harbour of Cliristiana," by Mullcr,

is a good sea-piece, freely dashed in ; the water is motive and

transparent,

(No, 51), "A Norwegi.in Fiord—Evening," is a beautiful land-

scape. We are ashamed to say that until we read some of Miss

Bremer's novels, and Miss Martineau's descriptions, we had little

idea that scentay during the short Nomegi.an summer was so

lieautiful. The artist of this charming production is A, Lew.

(No, 5(>\, "A Forest Scene," by A, Bumicr, is a very large

picture of gi-eat merit ; the Bf«dy of the trees and the attention

paid to each pr<xJucti<in in the vegetable kingdom is certainly

immense,

(No, 00), " Tlie ch.ange of Foi-tune—the Discovered Will," !s"a

prettily painted, but not very meritorious illustration of one of

Berger's romances, which are little known in this country,

(No. fi2), with the somewhat anomalous title of "Stop Thief!" is

Q large landscape by night, of great merit, [Kiinted by F, Schle-

singcr. A small figure, probably stealing something from a cart,

explains the title,

(No. (i3), "Moonlight oil the Sogne Fiords," is a landscape with

a curious effect, by Larson.
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(No. 71), " Tlie Little Ailmiral," by "W. Conies, is a water scene,

of a cabin-boy who, in charge of a boat-load of various provisions for

tlie ship's crew, is quietly floating down the stream. The execution

is meritorious.

we find marked in our catalogue with approbation ; the rush and

foam of the water is especially good.

(No. 84), " A Rustic Ball," by T. Fay, is a very pleasing pictui-e,

not unlike in treatment to tlie jirnrluctions of our own Wilkie.

1-tTtU DK.NVl.Nt. Llll.I:!.— illOJI A r.U.NTISL; tV^.lAMES ^lELLA.

(No. 73), "A Cabin Toast," by Nordenberg, in which aboard

some little vessel a seaman is handing a glass of hot punch through

the batches to his comrade above, is very well painted, and is a

homely scene properly of the Dutch School.

(No. 711). "Torrent iu the Valley of Hardanger," by H. Guile,

In conclusiou, we must congratulate the prouiMttis of this exhibi-

tion on the great promise and excellence of almost every picture

in the room, one great merit being tSiat there is ;not a thoroughly

faulty production exhibited.
' To thi>se fond of ai-t we at once

recommend a visit to ICS, Bond-street.
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JOSE P II \ K \l X E T

.

(Jf.AUDK Joseph Vkrnet, falher ot Carle Vernet, and gi:i:.<lf.illier

of Horace, was himself the son of a painter, and was endowed

with a greater share than any one else of that genius for painting

whieh has rendered his family illnstriuus a-s artists through four

generations.

The wonderful stories told about most celebrated painters are

really true with resix:ct to Joseph Vernet. He has himself often

related that, on his return from Italy, his mother gave him some

Vol. II.

drawings executed by him at the age of five, when he w.as rewarded

by being allowed to use the pencils he had triid to ])nrloin. Be-

foi-e he was fifteen years old, he alre.uly painted frieze-jjanels.

fire-soreens, sedan-chair panels, &c., and gave proof of that facility

in conceiving and executing which was one of the characteristic

murks of his genius.

• It was not possible for Joseph Vernet, whose father dreamt of

notiiing but seeing him pursue the glorious career of the historical

IKaintcr, to remain fir ever at Avignon, his native i>lace. It was,

therefore, thought necessary to send him to Rome; consequently,

his fatlier one morning put a few louls d'or into his hand, and

sent him off with a waggoner, who undertook to take him to Mar-

seilles. The journey took a long while to perform; for it w.a-s

necessary to stop the horses every instant, so that the young |>aintcr

might have time enough to sketch the landscape-s of Provence,

which are so different from those of Le ('ointat, or to admire a range

of niountiuns, the sterility of which fonned .1 strong contr.ast with

the verdure of the jilains which stretched beneath, with the innu-

merable ro.ads that covered them. Hut while Joseph Veniet wxs

thus going to consult the great masters, he suddenly met whli his

re:\l master—the sea.

When he saw it for the first time, from the top of a mountain

I'dlleil La Vist*, near Marseilles, it made so deep an impression

upon him, that henceforth his vocation was decided on ; he imme-
diately felt'that he was destined to be a painter of marine subjects.

Before him stretched the Mediterranean as far as the eye could

reach, while three' islands, which lay at a few leagues from the

shore, seemed to be placed there in order to break the uniformity

of the immense lake, and to gratify the eye ; on his right rose a

sloping tower of country houses, intersected with trees ; on his left

was the little harbour of Mastigues ; in front, innumerable vessels

rocked to and fro in the ])ort of Marseilles, while the horizon was

terminated by the tower of Bouc, nearly lost in the distance. This

spectacle was a suggestion to the genius of Vernet ; nature, while

E
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jiivitiug him to paint marine subjects, furnislied him with more

than tlie elements of the picture^ she ftiruishecl him witli the

picture itself. We meet, from time to time, with artists who find

in themselves, in the treasury of their meditations, in the regions

of tlieir imagination, forms and figures that they would in vain' seek

to produce from memory alone ; they Ivnow how to represent, with

Iwklness such as Poussin would have used, not only wonderful

plienoraena, light, and the visible and palpable objects of creation,

bnt also certain delicate things, the existence of which they have

discovered by thouglit. There are, on the contrary, other artists

wluisc minds are ever ready to receive all outwai'd impressions,

whicli they feel deeply enough to express them with trnth and*

force : their eyes are like windows, through which ideas enter under

the form of images, and their genius is like an iEolian hai'p, which,

ill order to produce a sound, waits for a breath of air. Tlie

former, among whom Joseph Veruet must be placed, belong to the

true race of painters. Until he saw a tempest, Josejih Vernet was

nothing more than a painter of ships and harbours ; but the day

when he first listened to the roaring of the furious sea, while on

board a shi[) that was beaten about by the wind, threatened by the

lightning, and in danger of goiug down every instant, his mind was

at once on a level with the grandeur of the scene ; he recollected

for ever the fright and gestures of the sailors, the discomposed

features of all on board, and the grand appearance of the swollen

l)illows.

"It was on going from Marseilles to Rome," says one of his

friends. Monsieur Pitra, "that Joseph Vernet, on seeing a tempest-

gathering, when they were off" the island of Sardinia, was seized,

not with terror, but with admiration ; in the midst of the general

alarm, the painter seemed really to relish the peril ; his only desire

was t" face the tempest, and to be, so to say, mixed up in it, in

order that, some day or other, he might astonish and frighten

others by the terrible effects he would then learn to produce; his

oidy fear was, that he might lose tlie sight of a spectacle so new to

him. He had himself lashed to the mainmast, and, while he was

tlierc tos.sed about in every direction, saturated with sea-water,

iiuil excited by this hand-to-hand struggle with his model, he

painted the tempest, not on his cauvas, but in his memory, which

never forgot anything. He saw aiid remembered all,—clouds,

waves, and rocks, lines and colours, with the motion of the boats

and the rocking of the .ship, and the accidental light which inter-

sected a slate-coloured sky, that served as a ground to the white-

ness of the sea-foam."

Wlien lie arrived at Rome, iu \7S2, Joseph Vernet became a

pujiil of Bernardin Fergioni, a painter of marine pieces, whom,
however, he soon surpassed. He was now eighteen years old,

h.'iving been born in 1714. Entirely unknown in Rome, the young

painter lived on what he obtained by the sale of a few marine

liicres ; he found, however, but few buyers, and obtained but very

low prices for a kind of painting which, more than any other,

causes the absence of colour to be regretted ; he, therefore, painted

marine pieces of smaller dimensions, which he sold for one or two

sequ'ns each, nntil a cardinal, one day, gave him four louis d"or for

oni'. The barber, at wdiose house he lodged at Rome, let several

(|uar(,ers' rent run on expressly with the intention of being

eventually paid with a picture in.stead of money ; and on the day

v]\Kn the painter owed four quarters' rent, the barber, who had
often silently contemplated him while painting, asked him for n,

cert liii picture which represented day-break, and which h.id been

ex<:i'Mied for the cardinal already mentioned. At this juncture the

cardinal arrived, and the barber threw himself at the feet of his

eniinency, and witli tears in his eyes, implored liim to let him have

tlie picture which the young artist liad ju.st finished.

Tlie reputation of an artist is quickly made at Rome, provided

that a cardinal takes the slightest notice of him. It was thus that

\'i loot's was made; but lie thought less of making money by his

talif:'t, than of improving himself Every day he left Rome, to wander
alioiit the surrounding country, so that he might study at his

leisure the dill'ereut tones of the sky, as he always wished to paint

after nature herself. He watched for the various lines presented
by the horizon at different hours of tlie day, and tried to imitate its

fu^;itive tints; but he soon perceived tliat liis power of observation,
gre:il and impassioned tliough it wa.s, eoulil not keep pace with the

continual variation of the colours of the atmosphere ; and he

despaired of ever being able to represent on canvas the moving

harmony of those pictures, which nature required so little time to

e.xecute in such perfection, aflU which so quickly passed away. He

now invented an alphabet of tones, which is the more curious,

because anotlier painter has left us a description of it.*

The various characters of this alphabet were joined together and

corresponded to an equal number of different tints. H Vernet sa.w

the sun ri.se silvery and fresh, or set the colour of crimson, or if he

saw a storm approaching or disappearing, he opened his tablets,

and there set down tlie gradation of the tones he admired, as

quickly as he would write ten or twelve letters on a piece of pajjer.

After having thus noted down the beauties of the sky in short hand,

so to speak, he returned to his studio, .to transfer them to canvas,

and to render stationary the moving picture he had just been con-

templating. E.Tects, which had long since disappeared, were thus

recomposed in all their charming h;irmony, to delight the eye of

every lover of painting.

Far from confining himself within the narrow limits of one branch

of his profession, Joseph Vernet determined to take as mde a range

as possible. At Rome, he had made the acquaintance of Locatelli,

Panini, and Solimene. Like them, he studied the splendid ruins

of the arcliitecture of ancient Rome, and the noble landscapes of its

environs, together ^\ath the water-courses, the rocks, and the cele-

brated cascades of Tivoli. He also p.aid particular attention to the

proportions and attitudes of his figures, as well as to the picturesque

appearance of their costume, which were mostly those of fishermen

or lazzaroni. Such love for nature and for art, such assiduous

contemplation, at different hours of the day, of the phenomena of

light, and such profound study of the numerous accessories whose

importance he wished to raise, being joined to genius of the first

order, made an excellent landscape-painter of Vernet ; and though

he was, undoubtedly, inferior to Claude Lorraine, in producing

bold and luminous effects, he was quite equal to him in rendering

the efl'ects of vapour, and much superior, as Diderot remarked, in

the invention of scenes, in designing figures, and in the variety of

his incidents.

The Fi'ench painter soon occupied a high position in Rome ; he

was universally sought after, and he now obtained high prices for the

same kind of landscapes and marine pieces which he had, at first,

parted with to discharge his arrears of rent. He received orders

fi"om all quarters for tempests^ calms, f/ales, and cascades. He w-as

also employed to decorate the Rondanini palace and the Borghese

gallei'y with landscapes, which he executed in the elev.ated style of

Salvator. He chose for his subjects the most terrible phenomena of

nature—such as frightful ravines, down which rushed foaming

torrents that bounded from rock to rock, and dragged along with
.

them entire trunks of up-rooted trees. But the figures which he

painted at the bottom of Ihese abysses are far from being as sombre

as the brigands of S,alvator. On being relieved of their helmets and

hauberks, they would still be the same nonchalant fishermen,

whom Vernet knew so well how to place, in a sitting or recuml)eut

position, on the foreground of his calms. The study he made of

Salvator was, however, so far beneficial to him, that it strengthened

his colouring, gave firmness to his touch, and inspired him witli

those dark and bold tints by which those of his paintings that

date from his stay in Italy are easily recognised.

Endowed with wonderful facility for properly understanding

everything, and for painting all ho undertook well and quickly,

Joseph Vernet had identified himself, for a time, with the wild and

rough manner of Salvator, and imitated his rigid foliages, his

rugged rocks, and tlie mournful aspect of his ground-plots, cracked

and calcined by the sun ; but tliis was not the proper field for the

genius of Vernet to work in. He was, above all, a Frenchiiian,

and penetrated, though with difficulty, into those dark regions of the

imagination which were not known to French artists before the revo-

lution tliaPhas taken place in painting during the present century.

In spite of liimself, Joseph Vernet always jiainted places that were

iuhabitel, or at least habitable. Some indication of neighbouring

civilisation, a dilapidated villa, or the fragment of an aqueduct,

always appeared iu the distance, between two mountains that ended

* Konou, iu the " Art de Peindrc," translated into French

verse, from tlio l.atiu Poem by Dufrosnoy, Paris, Didot, 1789.
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ill a pcik, or ou tlie suiiiiuit of a rock. For Salvator Rusa aloue

was reserved the right of paiuting lanilscapts, wliioli ho had, doubt-

le^is, seou nowhere else but iu the region of his dreams. Far from

liaviug led as adventurous a life as that of Salvator, Josepli Vernet

was lorn for society . Gay, aiuiai.le, and witty, lie carried with him,

wherever he went, the polished and easy manners of a well-bred

Frenchman. At Rome, he married Miss Virginia Parker, the

daugliter of an English Catholic, who was an otiicer iu the navy of

Die pope ; and Carle Vernet was tlie fruit of this marriage.

What, in general, causes jrtists to be so sympathetic, to conform

so do-iely to the manners by which they are surrounded, and to prove

so faitliful U) the thouglits with which tliey are inspired by the

routine of life, is tlie fact of their paiiiMng as much for praise iis for

tlie mere pleasure of the art. While n'andering about the C'nm-

ptiyna di Stoma, or going ou board some sliip to visit the (julf of

Venice or the shores of Greece, Joseiih Vernet 'still turned his eyes

towards France, and longed to obtain the approbation of his coun-

trymen. Every time that .in exhibition took place at the Louvre,

some marine pieces by Joseph A'ernet made their appearance there.

He sent two in 1747, and four iu 174S. At one time it was a

" Moonlight," in wliick the moonbeams (luivered on a sea covered

\\ith boats ; and he there showed most felicitously how different

ships, while driven by the sanje wind, f<illow different courses,

according to the manner in which the sails are trimmed. At
au'tther time, it was the "Conflagration of a Town" on the sea-

coa-it, in which were admire<l the cflect produced by the flames,

their reflection in the water, and the ii-iglit and agitation of the

people. Josepli Vernet w,',s henceforth pronounced worthy of being

ranked as a painter of history, and if envy endeavoured to cry

down tlie works of the absent artist, the connoisseurs wlio then

led the public, the Abbe Leblanc, Cochin, and Diderot, vigorously

defended liim ; and, at a later period, glov.-iiig epistles of well-

turned ver.se were presented to hiiji. He sometimes took plwisure

ill coipicttishly contrasting "A Tempest" with "A Calm," as if to

show that nature never allowed him to be indiflerent to anything
;

and this contrast never failed to produce a good impression. It

seemed that maiine subjects formed for him a wide field for the

depicting of the human passions, a mysterious ground ou which he

could represent, not only the various movements of the body, but

also the different states of the soul ; repose, nen'eless indolence,

sleep, or the smiles of vulgar love being here seen ; while there,

were depicted anguish, fright, despair, and death.

How truly dramatic is the eflect of "A Tempest" by Vernet I

But why are we more touched by tliis painting than we arc by the

others ? Doubtless, because the most prominent feature in it is

man, and because his misfortunes form the real subject of the

picture. The ai-tist, therefore, always presents us with a view of

the coiist, and a to>yer in which a useless beacon-light is burning,

wlien he wishes to show us tlie sea eovcied with drowning persons

and with sinking ships, or boats hanging suspended ou the ti'p of a

wave. The spectator is thus placed on the rock itself, against

which both ships and waves are dashed.

Those of the Dutch painters who have represented tempesl-s on

their canvas, seem to liave been insjiired by a vague feeling of pan-

theism. In the storms of Everdingen, of William Vandervelde

the younger, of Backhuysen, and of Bonaventure, the sea plays the

principal part ; it swells as if in obedience to the genius of tem-

pests, and seems instated with the very sky. Man only appears

there as if by accident, to play a very secondary part, ami it is at

once felt that, strictly speaking, his presence could be dispensed

with in the composition of the picture. The tempests of Vernet,

ou the contrary, were composed for tlie purpose of making the cords

of the human passions vibi'ate within «s ; the grief of a huslxmd,

the cries of a father in despair, the nngnisk of a young wife cast by

the waves upon the shore, are tho subjects represented in the

marine pieces of Joseph Vernet. He only excites the sea in order

to excite in us terror, or compassion for the sailor in peril. AU

that ruins the hopes of man, overthrows his castles, sw-iUows up

his riches, or tears asunder the affections of his heart, here forms

the culminating point of the tragedy in which nature is thron-n,

like the chorus of the ancients, into the background.

While examining the works of Vernet, at the Cabinet des

Eitanipes, we were, above all, struck with tho part played iu them

liy mau, which is always made so important a one by Ficafk

painters. Iu "The Dangers of the Sea," and in " The Shipwreck,"

yonr attention is immediately engrossed by the pathetic scenes there

represented. Whilo a mother, bathed iu teara, is gaziug on hur

child, stretched dead upon a rock, the crew of the ship are cn;;a;4ed

in saving their merchandise ; they lue strenuously cndeuvonriiig to

bring numerous casks to shore, and, having harnessed them.selvcs

to cables, are dragging towards them tlic remains of their shattered

craft. Some birds of prey are hovering, with outspread wings,

over the wreck, waiting to dart down and devour tho dead bodies

which the receding sea will leave upon the beach.

The figures of Joseph Vernet have certainly nothing of the liuroiu

bearing whicli I'oussiu or Caspar Dughet would have iniimrted to

them ; but then, how real are .their attitudes, how full of f.ucc,

how natural I And why do they so rivet our attention I ])i..mu, e

there is uotliing false about them, because they were studinl :;iii|

sketched at the moment when man, forgetful of himself, as iiimd

snch attitudes, or made such gestures as nature then dircctid.

Besides this, the reason that their commonest actiims iulcreHt ns

so greatly is, beAuse they refer to a terrible tragedy, and because,

at the end of a rope at which the distressed sailors are pulling with

all their might, is seen a mother who, with her hair dishevelled, is

• in the act of sinking, or a man about to perish. In " A Violent

Storm," for instance (p. 52), there are some figures which, as they

kneel on the front rock and bend towards the broken masts, 'fceui

to implore, not heaven, but the sea. All the superstition, courage,

weakness, and energy, that fill the seaman's breast, are tli^.n;

vividly depicted by him who, of all the gi'eat painters of FraU'i,

was best acquainted with the'seaman's habits.

With respect to tho sea itself, Joseph Vernet painted it . 'i

appeared to him on being viewed from a ship or a tower—that ; ,

only painted its predominating tone and general aspect. Wr ti.'i k

that the tr.ansparency of the waves is exaggerated by the arii.^- i'

the jjresent day, who represent upon their surface thuus.in'i ti'

sparkling pearls which nature has hidden at the bottom oi tin:

water. Some make the sea roll golden spangles, like the ;.r.
'

it

Pactolus, while others fill it, especially along the shore, with 11, .i:

and yellow streaks, or pretty sparkling tints, which make it :i -. L

of liquid jewel-case. Joseph Vernet w.as more staid, more ^!lllil|;,

and more natural. His seas are sombrecoloureil, of a dark green,

aud are characterised by that majestic heaviness of which Gericault

has so well reminded us in "The Shipwreck of the Medusa."

There are some seas of which the ordinary and predominant colour

Is a perfect green. Such is the colour of the Mediterranean, above

all in the Gulf of Venice. When Vernet was studying'in Italy, he

imitated this colour in the marine pieces he then painted ; they arc

the best he ever executed, and are easily recognised by their c<iluur

alone. By limiting himself to strict unity of tone, the effect of the

ensemble of Vernet's i>aiutings is more certain and more powerful

than it would otherwise have been, beciuse the eye of the specLilor

is neither attracted by the vag,arles of a fringy line of foam, nor

occupied in seeking for the treasures which .are seen throiigh the

limpid waves, and it can, therefore, extend its gaze across i'.ia

whole of the formidable element, and thus be the better enabled to

comprehend its dangers and its fury.

The principles of the art of painting, those, at least, wluAi

are apphcable to marine subjects, are all explained iu the wi.irlcs

of Joseph Vernet in the clearest and most magisterial m;iiiiier

possible. If it is required to paint a heavy gale, accidental or

double lights, moonlights, waves, or rocks, all necessiuy directiu^s

will be found tersely written in the paintings of Joseph Vernet. AVo

do not, however, mean to say th;it what he there paiut«d wa- ' ; I,

executed after long weighing everything in Ms mind, fjr noth;::,%' i:>

more opposed to inspiration than jjcdantry; and we can eiisily

believe that all this iiainter did was done on the moment, taken at

once from nature, and dashed upon the canvas with the rapidity if

thought, and under the influence of recent obsej-vation, Witlnut

knowing it, Vernet resolved the various problems presented by

marine' subjects so well, that an entire book has been compi cl

from the observatior.s suggested by his versatile talent, at t;:.,...i

unequal, but often sujjjime. His paintings have furnished niutUr

for an excellent little work on landscape painting, published l;j

Hermann, in 1800, at St. Petersburg.
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Whenever Vernet wished to represent a gale, he tuuk care uot to

riresont the eye witli the luunotonous spectacle of a number of

objects all inclining to the same side. By phcing objects that

resist the wind by the side of others that yield to it, he gave his

scenes a variety of movement wliich imparted t" them an ajipearance

of life. With respect to accidental lights, " it must be observed,"

s.iy9 Hermann, "tliat the greatest painters have seldom introduced

them into their pictures. Claude Lorraine never employed them,

though he jiaintcd both sunrise and sunset. The skies of the

Flemisli artists were gener.ally overcast, with, here and there, a
bluish space. But Vernet, I think, is the only one who, emboldened
by the special study he had made of cloudy and stormy weather,

ever succeeded in imitating the accidental lights of the sky."

It is also from the same artist that Hermann borrows his

examples, when speaking of double lights. There are some land-

scapes, few in number, it is true, in which the dayliglit and the

light of a fire are thrown upon tlie same olyects. Tlie first of these

lights ought to be very faint, and then the effect of the second will

be extraordinary. Shepherds or travellere seated, near nightfall,

en the 1 order of a forest, would form a very good subject for a

rocks within sight, and could uot invent these imposing, fantastic,

severe, and picturesque forms of which nature .".lone furnishes tlie

models, and wdiich the most fertile imagination would never even

dream of.

Tlie spirited painter of tempestuous marine pieces was, as we
have already said, a man of the most amiable manners. What he

most loved, next to painting, was music. He had formed an intimate

aciiuaintance with Pergolesi, the musician, who afterwards became
so celebrated, and they lived almost continually together. Joseph

Vernet had had a harpsichord placed in his studio for the express

use of his friend, and while the painteri', carried away by his in:a-

gin.ation, put the waters of the miglity main into commotion, or

suspended persons on the towering waves, the grave composer

sought, witli tlie tips of his fingers, for the rudiments of his

immortal melodies. It was thus that the melancholy stanzas of

that clief-d'tcuvi-e of sadness and of sorrow, the Utahal-Matcr, were

composed for a little convent in which one of Pergolesi's sisters

resided. It seems to us, th.at while listening to this jilaintive

music, Vernet must have given a more mellow tint to his painting
;

and it w.as, perhaps, while under its influence, that he Avorked at

A vioLr.Nr sTOii.M.—Fi;o-i A lAlN^l^L; hx „o,_lim vku.nlt.

landrc.ipe of this kind. Vernet has introduced sadirs se.itcd round

a fire into several of liLs moonlights ; the fire, however, is too small

to clash with the light of the moon. It is, in all cases, necessary

for one or other of the lights to h ive a marked preponderance, for

if they were nearly e(']ual, the spectator would be kept in suspense,

and the effect would be lost. But it will always be a diff.cult

thing to prevent discordance from ai'ising between the pale, feeble

light of the moon, and the strong, red, and sombre light of a fire.

It is not given to every painter to produce a harmonious effec*-,

under such circumstances, in spite even of so glaring an opposition.

" There is," .says Diderot, "a point .at which the two lights meet,

run into one another, and form a peculiar tint, in representing

whicli it is ditScult not to be wrong."

With respect to waves and rocks, the French painter has proved

that he did jot uselessly visit thcne rugged coasts against wliich

the white waves dasli, as they roll upwards towards the sky, and
seem to foam with fury. His succes3 in this respect forms one of

the thief beauties of his marine pieces, a beauty that neither Back-

huyien nor the VanderveMes have iatioduced intj their paintings,

since, ns t'.iey lived or v.xre brought up in lij'lr.nd, tliey had no

his cr.lms and m-^oulights, or, making a truce with the roaring

billows of the sea, painted it tranquil and smooth,^and represented

on the shore nothing but motionless fishermen, sailors seated

between the carriages of two cannons, and whiling aw.iy the time

by relating their travels to one another, or else stretched on the

grass in so quiescent a state, that the spectator himself becomes

motionless while gazing on tliem.

Pergolesi died in the arms of Jofcph Vernd, «Iio could never

after hear the na'!:C of his friend pronounced without leiug

moved to tears. He religiously preserved the scr,nps of paper oa

which he had seen the music of the Stahat-Ma'.r dotted do^in

beneath his eyes, and brought them with him to France in 17."i3, at

which period he was sent for by Monsieur de IVIarigny, after .an

absence of twenty years. Vernet's love for music procured Gretry

a hearty welcome, wdien the young composer came to Paris. Vernet

discovered his ta'ent, and predicted his success. Some of Gretry's

features, his delicate constitution, and, above all, several of his

simple and expressive airs, i-eminded the painter of tlie immortal

man to whom music owes so Large a portion of its present import-

ance ; fjr it was Pergolesi who first introduced in Italy the custom
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of iJayiug siirli strict attention to tlio sense of tlie words and to the

elioice of the aeeompaninioats.

At a later epocli, Diderot cumiiared liis fivoiirite i>aiuter to llic

Jupiter of Lucian, who, "tired of listening tn the lameatalile cries

of mankind, rose from table and exclaimed :
' Let it hail in Tliraee 1

'

and the trees were immediately stripped of their leaves, the harvest

cnt to pieces, and thethatch of t!ie houses scattered licfore the wind:

then he said ; 'Let the Plague full on Ask !' and the dooi-s of the

houses wei-e immediately closed, the streets were descried, and men
shunned one another; ami again he exclaimed: 'Let a volcano

appear here !' and the earth immediately shook, the Imildings were

throv.-n down, the animals were terrified, and the inhahitauts fled

into the surrounding country ; and on his crying out :
' Let this

place be visited with a dearth !' the old husbandman died of want

at his own door. Jnpiter calls that governing the world, hut he is

wr):ig. Vernet calls it paiutiug pictures, and ho is right."

It was with reference to the twenty-five pair tings txhibiitd by

Ai y... t, ill 17<55, that Diderot i)e:ined the foregoing lines, which

I'nrined tlie iiernratiou to an eloipicnt and lengthy eulogium, such

endeavouring t < reach the shore, against which they will be inev!-

t:ibly (laslic I to i)iece3. The same variety of character, action, and
exprejisio.! is also observable among the si)ectators, some of wlioin

are turning aside with a shudiler, simc arc (hiing their utmost to

assist the drowning persons, while others remain motionless and are

inevely looking on. A few persons have made a fire beneath a rock,
'

and :ire endeavouring to revive a woman, who is apparently oxpirinjr.

But now turn your eyes, reader, towartls nautlier picture, and you
will there see a calm, with all its charms. The watein, which are

traminil, smooth, and cheerful-looking, insensildy lose their traiia-

pareney .as they extend further fr.nn the sight, while their surface

gradually .a.ssun,es a lighter tint, an they roll fiom the shore lo the
lurizja. The ships are motionless, and the .sailors and piisjciigcra

are wbil'ng away the time in various amuaemeiits. If it is morning,

what light vapours are sten rising all around ! iiiid how they have
refreshed and vivified every object they have fallen on I If it is

evening, what a golden tint do tl.c tops of the mountJiins a.ssiime !

How variou.-, too, are the hues of the sky 1 And how gcntiv do
the cbudo move along, lui they cast Ihe reflection of their dilfercnt
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as it but rarely falls to a painter to be the subject or. Among
other things, the great critic there says : "There is hardly a single

one of his compositions which any painter would h.ave taken not

less than two years to execute, however well he might have em-

ployed his time. What incredible etfects of light do we not behold

in them ! What magnificent skies ! what water 1 what arrangement 1

what prodigious variety in the scenes ! ilere, we see a child borne

oft' on the shoulder of liis father, after having been saved from a

watery grave ; while there, lies a woman dead npon the l-each, with

her forlorn and widowed husband weeping at her side. The sea

roar.s, the wind howls, the thunder fills the air with iLs peals, and

the pale and sombre glimmers of the lightning that shoots inces-

santly through the sky, illuminate and hide the scene in turn. It

appears as if you heard the sides of the ship crack, so natural d(K'S

it lotik with its broken masts and lacerated sails ; the persons on

deck are .stretching their hands towards heaven, while others have

thrown themselves into the sea. The latter are dashed by the

waves againrrt the neighbouring rock.s, where their blood mingles

with the white fo.am of the nigiug billows. Some, t«)o, .are floating

"11 the surface of the sea, some are about t<i sink, and some are

colours into tlie se.a I (io. reader, into the country, lift up your

eyes towards the azure vault of hejiven, observe well the phenomena

you then see there, and you will think that a large piece of the

canvas lighted by the sun himself has lieen cut out and placed upon

the easel of the artist : or form your hand int«i a tube, so that, by

looking through it, you will only be able to see a limited sp.aee of

the canvas painted by nature, and you will at once fancy that you

are gazing on one of Vernet's pictures which has been taken from

off his easel and pLaeed in the sky. Uis nights, ti«, arc as touch-

ing as his days are tine ; while his ports are as fine as his imagi-

native pieces are piquant. He is equally wonderful, whether he

employs his (lencil to depict a subject of every-day life, or aban-

dons himself completely to his imnginatiim ; and he is equally

incomprehensible, whether he employs the orb of day or the orb of

night, natural or artificial lights, to light his pictures with. He i.i

always bold, harmonious, and staid, like those great poets whose

judgment balances all things so well, that they are never either

exaggerated or cohl. His fabrics, cilifices, costumes, actions-, men,

and uiiimal.s are all true. When near, he astonishes you, and. at

a distance, lie astooishe-s you still more."
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Like his sister, Madame de rompailoni-, tlie Marquis de JIarigiiy

loved and protected tlie arts. He was desirous of liaviug all the

seaports of France painted, and the artist he chose to paint them

was Joseph Veruet, who, thongh he did not inliahit Paris, liad never

failed to exhibit liis admiralile marine-pieces there. No one, per-

haps, could h.ave heen found more fitted tlian Vernet for this

ungrateful task, which, tliongh offering so few resources, required

so much knowledge ; but it evinced a very sliglit acquaintance with

the genius of Vernet, for any one to give him a sort of didactic

order for a series of paintings. Thus imprisoned in an official

programme, Joseidi Vernet must have felt ill at case, at least if

we may be allowed to judge from a letter which he wrote to Mon-

sieur de Marigny, with respect to auotlier order. This curious

letter, which is dated May fith, 1765, runs as follows :

—

" I am not accustomed to make skctclics for my
pictures. My general practice is to compose on the canvas of the

picture I am about to execute, and to paint it immediately, while

my imagination is still warm with conception ; the size, too, of my

canvas tells me at once what I have to do, and makes mc compose

accordingly. I am sure, if I made a sketch beforehand, that I

slKiuld not only not put in it what might be in the picture, but

that I should also throw into it all the fire I possess, and the larger

picture would, in consequence, become cold. Th's would also be

making a sort of copy, -wliich it would annoy me to do. Thus, sir,

after tlioroughly weighing and examining everything, 1 tliink it

best tlial I shoiilfl he left free to net us I like. This is what I require

from all those for whom I wish to do my best
;
and this is also

what I lieg your friend, towards whom I am desirous of acting

conscientiously, to let mc do He can tell me what size he wishes

the picture to be, with the general subject of it, such as calm,

tempest, sun-rise, sun-set, moonlight, landscape, marine-piece,

etc., but nothing more. Experience has taught me that, when I

am constrained by the least thing, I always succeed worse than

usual.
" If you wish to know the usual prices of my pictures, they are

as follow:—For every one four feet wide, and two and a half, or

three high, £60 ; for every one three leet wide, and of a propor-

tionate height, £48 ; for every one two feet and a half wide, £-10
;

for every one two feet wide, £32 ; and for every one eighteen inches

wide, £24, with larger or smaller ones as required ;
but it is as well

to mention that I succeed much better .with the larger ones."

When he wrote tMs letter, Vernet had .already begun the " Ports

of France." A member of the French Academy of Painting, as he

had long been of the Eoraan Academy of St. Luke, he enjoyed the

rare privilege of listening, wliile he yet lived, to the praises of pos-

terity ; for when the public were viewing, at the exhibition, some

of those " Ports," to which he often joined sliipwrecks, moonlights,

or marine-pieces by sun-set, he could proudly read in Gfrimm's

corre.spondehce, the vivacious and witty pages which fell from

Diderot's too facile pen, to pay just flattery to Vernet, and to g.all

all others. "Vernet," exclaimed Diderot, " is a great magician
;

it might be said that he commences by creating a country, that he

has men, women, and children in reserve, with whom to people his

canvas as they people a colony, and that he then presents them

with what sky, what temperature, what seasons, wliat happiness,

.and what misfortunes he likes."

It would be necessary to remain whole hours before the "Ports"

of Vernet, in order fully to understand all the labour, all the pic-

turesque and imaginative power, and all the talent he has lavished

on them. What is more difficult to paint than a seaport ? If you

raise the point of view, you obtain an hydrographical map ; and if

you lower it, you have nothing but a flat horizon, inelegant lines,

and an immense sky to fill. The effect of these pictures, which

a.re naturally cold, was greatly increased by Vernet"s talent for

drawing figures ; he grouped them in great numbers under light

skies, sometimes gray and silvery, sometimes scorching hot, but

always cloiuly ; and he varied the posture, tiie action, and the attitude

of the figures in a thousand wiiys. Smne .ire selling fish, mending

nets, carrying cofl'ee, and rolling barrels, while otliers .are walking

.and talking in the sun. Here, some girls from Marseilles are

stopping to listen to the gallant conversation of a dandy abbe
;

while at Bordeaux, some men are lo.ading a cannon to I'eturn the

salute of a frigate ; here, a magazine is in course of construction,

or a tartan is being caulked ; tlierc. men arc ])ilin^ u]3 cannon-

balls, or the siddiers of the watch are bringing along a qu.-irrelsome

sailor ; while in another place, men engaged in fishing for tunny

impart an unexpected and lively appearance to the " View of the

Gnlf of Bandol." Thus fiUc.l witli ,anm\ation, the " Ports " of

Fiance met with great success when they ajipeared ; and this suc-

cess was increased when Louis XV., after speaking of them in terms

of the higliest praise, remarked with shameless nonchalance, that

"the only ships in France now, are those in Vernet's pictures."

On retui-ning to his landscapes and marine-pieces, Vernet again

found all the fire of his genius. His famous "Tempest" (p. 57),

engraved in so admirable and finished a manner byBulechou, spread

his reputation through Europe. The Czarina wished for some of his

pictures to decorate her private gallery of the Hermitage, into

which the sensual Empre.ss allowed nothing but paintings and love

to enter. And when the prince of the Asturias was preparing for

himself a mysterious retreat, beneath the shades of a valley in the

environs of the Escurial, he wished to have the panels of his rooms

painted by Vernet, and sent him the dimensions of them to enable

him to execute them. The M.arquis of Lansdowne purchased a

"Shipwreck" by Vernet, which sold at the Siile of his lordship's

pictures for 14.5 guineas. But the most charming productions of

Vernet were to be found in France, in the possession of Diderot and

of Madame Geoft'rin, and in the celebrated cabinet of the Due de

Cholseul. "The Bathers" (p. 56), which was sold at the 's.ale

of the Due dc Ohoiseul's pictures for £238, is a delicious painting,

far s.iperior to the sweetest productions of Poelemburg. Some rocks

wliich are kept upright by leaning against each other, have formed

a natural grotto, which afl'ords the women a retreat full of mystery

and coolness. On seeing these voluptuous creatures, who, as they

think they are unperceived, fearlessly abandon themselves to the

caresses of the rippling waves, one would at first imagine it was

Calypso surrounded in her grotto by her nymphs ; but the female

attendant, witli a basket of wine and fruit, reminds you that it is

a Calypso of every-dsvy life, that her nymphs have come from the

neighbouring town, and that they will soon be troubled, not by tlie

arrival of Telemachus and Mentor, but by the deriding remarks of

some young urchins from Marseilles, who are perceived at a distance

in boats and on the shore.

Vernet's figures may be blamed for one defect, and that is, their

being generally lighted by a special light, narrow enough to allow

of the model of the breast, the .shoulders, and the naked legs being

brought prominently out. It appears as if the general light of the

picture was not sufficient for him, and that he kept in reserve a

piirticular ray for the purpose of bringing out the figures of the

ground ;
but the eye of the spectator, entirely t.aken up by the

shipwreck, does not remark these ruses and imperfections, which,

. how^ever, lend a great degree of piquancy to the work, and cause

the figures to stand prominently forth, in a manner admirably in

keeping with the place they occupy in the talent of the painter and

the sympathies of the beholder. Sometimes, too, the never-varying

costume of his fishermen is out of place ; this is the case, for

instance, when he represents the shores of Greece, and different

views in the East, on which occasions Chardin's "Manon" and

Greuze's "Loinette" are met, side by side, in the same scenes

as the Sultana of the "Arabian Nights" and Lontherhourg's

" Armenian."

No one, we think, ever surpassed Vernet in the art of composi-

tion. At first sight, the spectator would be inclined to assert that,

viewing by mere chance vessels, towers, old trees, and rocks, Vernet

painted them in the s.ame confusion in which they were presented

to his gaze ; but, if we analyse the composition, it is easy to see

that the lines are perfectly balanced, that the groups answer to one

•another, that the masses .are .skilfully calculated, and that, in the

midst of apparent disorder, the painter has assigned to each

different object the most favour.able position as regards the satis-

faction of the spectator's eye and the general plan of the picture.

How happy ii he in the composition of his marine pieces ! See, for

inst.ance, in " The Tempest '"
(p. 57), immortalised by Balechou's

graver, how well the strange-looking rocks on the left h.armonise

with the simple lines and the bold forms of tlie Roman Imihlings that

extend into the sea itself! Is it not jdeasingto behold the graceful

.acantlius, in all its mild, soft elegance, springing up between the

fantastic ro-ks and the angry waves' How great, t'l.i, is tlic effci't
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iuvaiiabl.v i)roducecl bj the old trcus, witli tlicir kuotty, twisted,

aud shaken trunks, aud wliich are placed iu the positious they

occupy, suuply to show tlie violcuce of the wind ! These trees liave

uo leaves, save at the extremity of some of the brauchos, wliiiher

the sap still mounts, while their other limbs have been carried

away by the force of the storm, or liang down from the trunk,

almost snapped ofi" and dead.

A curious anecdote is told of Balechou in connexion with one of

Veruet's pictures, called "The Storm," and wliich the former had

engraved. This engraving was 7nuch admired for the fluidity of

tlie water, and the spirit of the figures. One luindrcil of the prints

were consigned to an engraver in London, and ijart of them sold

;

but some persons having objected to the very clumsy nianner in

which a long dedication inscribed under the print, was written,

Balechou said he would soon remedy that, and witli his graver

drew a number of black lines over the ilcdication, on tlie copper, so

as, ilk some degree, to obliterate the word.s, and then sent a hundred

impressions to England. All connoisseurs, however, soon discovered

tiiese to be "second impressions," aud eagerly bought up the

first; but uo man of taste would look at a print with the lines.

This mortified the English priutseller, who wrote to the French

engraver, and complained that he could not sell the second set for

half price. ' Morbleu !" cried the Frenchman, "how whimsical

tliese English firtiiugi are ! yet, they must be satisfied." He,

therefore, set to work with his punch and hammer, and, having

repaired the letters, sent out the print with the inscription

apparently in its first state. A few of these were sold ; but the

imposition was soon tliscovered by the faintness of the impressions

;

and then those who did not possess the first impressions were glad

to have the plate in the second, rather than the third stale ; so that

nearly all the third set lay upon the hands of the i)rintseller. This

produced a complaint; aud the complaisant Frenchman, ever eager

t ) satisfy his English customers, again punched out the lines, and

brongiit the inscription to its second state.

Vernet has sometimes been reproached with certain inaccuracies

iu the disposition of his rigging. Even during his lifetime, the

Abbi; Leblauc, one of his gretvt admirers, afl'ecting, perhaps,

a more profound knowledge 'of nautical matters than he really

possessed, exposed some errors of this kind in the pictures which

JoSL'ph Vernet had just sent to the exhibition of 174S. "Words
Would not sufhce us," says this keen critic, "if we endeavoured to

bjstow on the marine pieces of Monsieur Vernet all the praise which

lliey deserve ; of the four he exhibited, and which all are nearly

cipially tine, two iu particular, the second of which represents a

nwoiiltght, in which the sea is covered with fishermen's boats, and

which is rendered with gi'eat truth, have more especially attracted

attention by their singular eSects. Monsieur Vernet here shows iu

a very clear manner how different vessels may pursue different

courses under the same wind ; a circumstance which the spectator

is enabled to comprehend very easily by noting how the sails are

trimmed. How-ever, there is one of the barks which he has not

represented sufHciently inclined ; I allude to that one which, in

nautical phrase, is liMigiiuj the waid, aud which does not heel over

enough. However well a vessel may behave under sail, she is

always more deeply immersed on the side to leeward than on the

other." When persons speak of matters so important as the move-

ments of a ship, it is doubtless allowable for them to avail them-

selves of all the knowledge they possess, aud even to be severe in

their judgment. But, although it may be true that our great

marine painter laid himself sometimes open to criticisms of this

tlcscription, it is certain that, by pushing this spirit of observation

too far, the critic will become ridiculously minute. The end of the

real painter is not this scrupulous exactness in the rig of a vessel.

His object is to i)aiut the terrible deep ; and who, when contem-

plating a fine representation of a tempest, would ever think of the

pulleys and gaskets ? If Vernet now and then forgot some trilling

iletails of the rigging, it was because his great wish, above every

other, was not to sacrifice any of the boldness of his composition.

In painting, truth in small things sometimes injures the effect of

the great ones. The naval draughtsman, who draws the plans for

a vessel about to be constructed on the stocks, is, doubtless, obligeil

to observe the necessary accuracy even in the sm.allest details, but

the same obligation is not binding on the artist, whose object is to

move the human passions. Vti net's eye seiaed the general features

with suflicient accuracy for a sailor, who can perceive things at a

glance, to see what manoiuvrc the painter wished to depict ; but he

did not stop to count the nails, pe;;s, and other objects which
artists of small talent have such satisfaction in painting, to the

great detriment of the general efl'cct of the whole mass.

Joseph Vernet died on the ^rd of December, 1789, at the Louvre,

where the king had assigned him apartments.

Towards the end of his h.ng aud active life, which he had ever

spent in a manner that did honour to himself and country, he

began to fear tliat his well-earned pension would be sto))ped by the

troubles arising in France ; and lus seventy-five years of age iu

rather too late a period for a man to take a very active jiart in

nati'uial disputts, he meditated a retreat to England, which was,

however, iirevented by his deatlj. Vernet left behind him two
disciples, Lacroix and Volere, but the tnie inheritors of his talent

were in his own family. That Diderot, who was a contemporary

of Vernet, should have allowed himself to share in the inordinate

enthusiasm then univer.-al for the marine pieces of this great

painter is easily comprehensible, especially when the writer iu

one .so n\>t to bjjcome intoxicated with his own wTitings, and who
criticises under' the influence of passion, and makes reason sub-

servient to poetry. But the feeling of admiration for Joseph

Vernet which took such a hold on the eighteenth century, aud

which was expressed on ev^ry occasion by the great men of those

times, from Voltaire to Laharpe, has come down to, and been

su.-itained in, our own age. In spite of the excessive variiitiou

that public opinion has undergone with regard to painting, the

school of David, which had a horror of every one who had ever

held a pencil under Louis XV , and which included in it-s con-

tempt even the inimitalile Chardin— the school of David, wo
repeat, made anr- exception in favour of Vernet. Taill.issou has

wTitteu some eloquent pages, when speaking of this great artist.

"He represented," says Taillasson, "better than any other

painter the beautiful form of the clouds, those immense, light,

dazzling, or dark bodies, those floating mountains, raised, over-

thrown, and dispersed by the wind. No one expresses, as ha

does, the raging of the fearful storm, by a sublime distribution

of light and shade. Who, we ask, has lent, like him, beauty,

gr^ce, energy, aud, so to speak, expression to the waves of the

deep ? If others have drawn all the ropes of a vessel, he alone hnH

endowed them with soul. Their dismantled rigging, their shattere<l

masts, theirtorn sails, and their melancholy fragments, are full of

the most powerful interest. What painter of this style of picture

has displayed in his works scenes of such truth aud pathos .' At

one' time painting the freshness and mild light of morning, he

represents the sun starting froni the bosom of the motionless sea;

while at another he paints it descending into the waves, surrounded

by gold and fire, and seeming at one and the same time to kindle

into flames the earth, the heavens, and the ,sca I Sometimes, again,

he shows it almost invisible beneath a thick fog, which lends nature

a new sort of interest by scarcely allowing her to be perceived.

Fires in the middle of the night—those ravishing, painful, and hor-

rible sights, especially in a seaport— have been rendered by him

with frightful truth. Oftentimes he depicts the moon shining upon

the placid scene below ; and the watch-fires, lighted by the sailors,

form a striking contrast to her silvery rays. It is delightful to see

them playing on the sombre immensity of the waves ; the sptctator

feels a pleasure in discovering, in the distance, ambitious mortals

in frail vessels, traversing the universe in the midst of the silence

of the night. Although these pictures of tempests mu.st lie ranked

as his most sublime efforts, he has also painted some admirable

riews of the sea Iwcalined, at different hoiu-s of the day. Some-

times these views represent an arm of the sea, whose a/ure waves

are cradled, all sparkling, in the midst of a delicious laudscujie
;

sometimes they portray the tranquil sea, ])loughed by vessels

urged forward by a light breeze : or else some peaceful shore, ou

which happy fishermen, in the midst of their easy labour-, seem ty

be singing the praises of love and liheit.y." It was thus that

Vernet was appreciated long after his decease, for at the |ieriod

when Taillasson wrote these lines, a great revolution had taken

jilace iu painting as well as iu polities. At the present day, all

great foreign nations still place Vernet in the first rank. He him-
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self, liowevcr, prououuced judgment on himself. The sentence

deserves to be preserred, for it is a noble one. Comparing himself to

the grt-.d painters, his rivals, he says :
— "If you ask me whether I

painted skies hetter than such and such an artist, I should answer

' No !
' or figures better than any one else, I should also say ' no !

'

or trees and landscapes better than others, still I should answer

'nil !' {rrfogs, water, and vapours better than others, my answer

would ever be the same ; but though inferior to each of t/icm in

one branch of Ihc art, I surpass them in all the othi.rs."

In .speaking of Joseph Vernet, Clialmers says :
" His works will

live as long as those of any artist of his day. In a light and airy

management of his landscape, in a deep and tender diminution of

his perspective, in the clear transparent hue of the sky, liquid

appearance of the water, and the Inmyant air of the vessels which

Joseph Vernet is one of the most fertile painters of the French

school. He enjoys, with his illustrious countrymen, Claude Lor-

raine and Nicliolas Poussin, the privilege of figuring iu nearly ail

the public jiicture-galleries of Europe, aud of there maintaining the

brilliancy of Frencli genius liy the side of tlie gi'eatest masters of

Italy and of Holland.

Mention U made of more than i'H) landscai)es or marine pieces in

the "Catalogue Ila*?onne du Cabinet d'Estampes de Brandes,"

compiled by Lluber^

More than fifty engravers have been employed to reproduce with

their burin the works of this painter. Among those who have

understood and rendered his genius the best, are two female artists,

Anne Coulet and Madame Lempereur; J. J. Avril, endowed with

superior talent for rerd.'riug the motion and w.aves of the sea:

THE IJATiiKES.— FU03I A r.UNTIXG El" JOSlil'H VKUNET.

he de]iicted, he had few superiors. In small figures employed in

dragging off a boat, rigging a ship, or cai-rying goods from the quay

to a warehouse, or any other employment w^hich required action, ho

displayed most uncommon knowledge, and gave them with such

spirit (though sometimes a little in the French fluttered style), aa

lias never been equalled by any man except our most excellent

Mortimer ; and to be the inferior to Mortimer in that line is no

dishonour. It has been the lot of every painter wlio ever lived,

and will probably be the lot of all who ever w ill live. He carried

that branch of tlie art to its highest degree of peifection. As a

liroof what estimation lie was held in, it may be mentioned that

two of his pictures were purchased by Madame du Barry for two

thousand pounds sterling. It was said of him, that his genius

knev.' neither inCiney nor old a^c.

Bertrand, Vcirotter, Daudct, W. Byrne and the elegant Jacques

Aliamet, Longueil, Berardi, Le Gouaz, Cathelin, the skilful De

Marcenay, J. Ouvi-ier, Ander, Bazan, Cuarry, Parbouy, Maillct,

Guyot, Lamcau, Devilliers, Hermann, Fortier, Marchaud, Cochin,

and Lebas, to whom we owe the fifteen "Seaports of France,"

painted by Vernet, by order of Louis XV.; Belle, Flipart, whose

facile talent as readily reproduced a raging sea by Vernet, as it did

a tr.auquil .scene by (jreuze; Palniucci, Mas]nellier, the celebrated

Wodlett, Helman, Cliarpentier, Cliereau, Nicolet, De Flumct, N.

Dufour ; and, perb.aps before all, Balechou, the eelebr.ated engraver

of " The Storm," "The Calm," aud "The Bathers."

Like all great painters, Joseph Vernet di<l not entirely confine

himself to painting : he has left a few etchings, executed with the

same spirit aud li-cility w hich he employed in his paintings—they
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f.iiisist ot:—"A Lamlscan', with a Bridge, ami part of a Village;"
•• A 81iti)herd seated In- tlie side o( a Shcplieidoss, and playiiij; the
Bagpipes;" "A View of a Market-place;" "A Canal Ijordereil by
steep Rocks, with Kisherinen ; ' "A Sea-shore, with Figures." All

these plates are very rare, ami are marked at the Ijottnm with

Joscpli Vci'ntt^ fecit.

By taking a survey uf the dill'erent puhlic picture-galleries, we
shall be enabled to form a i)retty correct catalogue of his paintings,

for there are but very few in lu-ivate collc-tions.

The Museum of the I.ouvre has the twenty-seven ]ilctHres it

Contains of this master hung round one of its chambc:-s, in the

middle of which is a white marble bust of Joseph Vernet on a

pedestal. We must, first of all, mention the fifteen " Sea-ports of

Krance," which were valued, under the Restoration, at .flo,000.

Tb • mo.st remarkable are:— "The View nf the Entrance to the

Vtrnet: "A View of Uomo, taken from the Banks i.f the Tiber,

iie--.r the Castle of f?t. Angcio, and the Cliurch of St. I'eter."

The Piuakothck ol Jlunich contains ten pictures by Joscpli

Veriiet, among which are : "AMftrning;" " Ruins of the Imperial
Palace at Rome, by Sun.set ;" "A Maritime Town in Flame.s, by
Night;" "ThcSnurisc, Calm \Ve;ither;" "A Tempest;" and "A
Thick Kog."

The National Gallery of Loiulou possesses "A Seaport," con-
taining a large number of figures, bequeathed by J[r. Simmons iu
ISlI).

In the Diilwich Gallery is " A Marine Piece, with'^Vessels."
The llerniitiige of St. Petersburg possesses six pictures by Vernet

:

namely, -'A Landscape;" "A Shipwreck;" '-A Marine Piece,

Mcu-ning;" "AFiue Ni,ght at Sea;" "A Seaport," sceu through
an arch of rocks ; and "A Mountain on the Sea-ahorc."

THE TEMPEST.—FRO.M i PAIXTINi.; BV JoSEl'll VBlOtT.

Port of Mai-seilles," valucxl, \inder the empire, in 1810, at .€060
;

" View of the Interior of the Port of the same City," of a like value

to the former; "The View of Toulon," valued at i.720 ; "The
View of the Old Port of Toulon," valued at iSOO ; "The Port of

Bordeaux," of equal value ;
" The Port of Cette," valued at £600

;

" The Port of La Rochelle," valued at iiOOO ; and " The View of

the City and Port of Dieppe," valueil at £800.

After the above pictures, come "A Marine Piece by Sunset in

Misty Weather," valued at £320; "A Marine Piece," valued at

£600; "A Marine Piece by Moonlight," valued at £320; "A
Tempest," valued at £480; "A Calm by Sunset, valued at i'320;

"A Marine Piece, Morning," valued at £326; and six others,

valued at £00, £80, £160, and £240.

The Gallery of Vienna jios-sesses but one picture by Joseph

The Koyal Museum of Berlin ciutaiua "A Marine Piece."

The Royal Museum of Madrid coutiiius " A View of a Large

Riick, cut into arcades, through which is seen the sea, where

there is a boat with meu iu it ; "A Landscjipe
;

' "A MountAiuous

Country, traverse*! by a River;" " A Landscape, by Sunset;" and

a i)icture, representing children running after a kite in the fields.

In the rich Gallery of Florence, the French master is represented

by two pictures; namely, " A Cascade," with fishermen at the foot

of it ; and ' A Tempest."

Rath's Museum at Geneva cont-iiu3 "A Storm, by Sun.i^et;" and
" A Storm, by Moonlight, on the Shores of the Mediterranean."

We will now take a suney of the museums of the deportnientu

of France :— *

The Museum of Nalitcs possesses five picltues l>)' Venitt : nalaely,
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"A Marine Piece,'" a view between two rocks, in the style of

Siilvatiir Rusa; "A Gale;" "A View of a Port in the Medi-

tt'rraueau, by Sunset;"' tlie same view, l>y sunrise; and a small

marine piece.

In the Museum of Rouen there are three pictures ; namely,

"Stormy Weatlier;" "A Tranquil Landscape;" and " A Marine

Piece."

The Museum of Lille contains " A Marine Piece, by Sunset."

The Museum of Montpelier contains " A Landscape," signed and

dated 1774 ;
" A Tempest;" and two marine pieces.

Tlie JIuseum of Grenoble contains " A Marine Piece, representing

the Effect of Kog," dated 1764.

The Museum cf Lyons possesses " A View t;Ucen on the Sliores of

tlie Mediterranean."

Joseph Veruet's pictures arc rare in ]irivate collections ; we are,

however, acriuainted with five very vemarliable ones in tlie pos-

session of M. Delessert, the banker, at Paris. They are: "A
Rainbow," from the Tolozan collection ;

" The Entrance to a Port,"

from the gallery of Comte Perregaux ; "A Cascade, with an

Aii«educt," signed 1759; .and "A Cascade" and "A Land-

scape," both of which formerly belonged to the collection of

M. Silve.stre.

In the Borgliese Palace .at Rome there are eight landscapes, or

marine pieces, by Vernet.

lu the house of the Prince de Lichteustein, at Vienna, there are

also some fine compositions by the same artist.

Count Czerniu, of the same city, likewise possesses a large marine

piece.

We will now aciiuaiut the reader with some of the jirices fetched,

at public sale.i, by Joseph Vernet's pictures ;

—

At the sale of M. de Julienne's pictures, in 17H7, " A Seaport,"

engraved by J. DauUe, fetched £1.56 12s., and " A View of Tivoli,"

oontaining eigiit figures, was sold for £106.

At the sale of M. de Lalive de Jully's collection, in 1770, "The

End uf a Storm at Sea," and "The View of the Port of Civita

Vccchia," fetched £200 Os. lOd. ; and "A Moonlight," engraved

by De Marcenay de Gliuy, was knocked down for £20.

At the Duke de Choiseul's sale, in 1772, " The Bathers," which

has been reproduced in this work, and which is one of the finest of

Vernet's pictures, was sold for £238. ••

At the Lemperenr sale, in 1773, "A Boisterous Sea," engi'aved

by Le Veau, fetched £80 ; and a picture, representing " Mountains

lighted uji by the setting Sun," engraved by Daudet, was sold for a

similar sum.

At M. de BlouJel de Gagny's sale, in 1776, "A Marine Piece"

was knocked down for £48 16s.

At the sale of the Prince de Conty, in 1777, " The Bathers,"

which came from the cabinet of the Duke de Ckoiseul, was sold for

£204 ;
" Tlie Castle of .St. Angelo," with two men in a boat in the

foreground, and three others on a rock spreading nets ; and "The
View of the Ponte liiatto," which contains several houses, and three

men fishing with a line, and which is the companion to the pre-

oeiUug picture, fetched £208 ; two marine pieces, full of vessels,

were sold fir £236 ; "A Moonlight," engraved by De Marcenay de

Ghuy, fetched £29 Os. ; two small m.arine pieces and landscapes,

painted on copper, were sold for £84 Os. lOd. ; and "A City oa

Fire, by Moonlight," fetched £64.

At M. Randon de Boisset's sale, in 1777, "A View of the City

of Avignon, from the Rhone," was sold for £200 all but a sou

;

"A Tempest" and "A Calm," both containing a great many

figures, fetched £341 12s. ; and "Morning" and "Noon," painted

in Very small dimensions on copper, ,ind engraved by Aliamet, were

sold for £160.

Joseph Vernet has signed his etchings Josfpli Yiriiel, Fecit; and

almnst all his paintings in the manner indicated by the fac aimile to

the right. To the left, we reproduce Ids signature, as it appears

"U the books of the Awulemy of which ho was a member.

a '^TnP/i^-^j
7'VerJte^S

C A 1 N .

A TALE OF THE LUXEMBOURS GALLEUV.

I HAI> already ni.ade some progress in the study of painting, when I

went over, about sixteen years ago, to France, for the purpose of

self-improvement amid the priceless treasures of art amassed in

queenly Paris.

For some weeks after my arrival I roamed from gallery to gal-

lery, from church to church—dreaming, hoping, worshiippiug. I

spent long days in the Lou^nre. To me it was a sacred, almost an

awful place ; and I well remember how I often stood gazing into the

golden glooms of a Rembrandt, or lost myself amid the classic

gi-oves and airy distances of a Claude, till the quick tears of boyish

enthusiasm blinded the picture from my sight.

It w.as strange, but I allowed almo.st a month to pass away

before I visited the collection at the Luxembourg. Many events

combined to occasion this delay. My lodgings were situated in a

street brandling off the Boulevard Montmartre, quite at the north

of Paris, and consequently distant enough from the palace of Marie

de' Medici ; I had seen the Louvre first, and there was a daily

fascination in its portals thSit I could not resist ; I was devoted to

the old school of painting, and 1 knew that the Luxembourg was

principally filled with the works of modern artists ; in short, it was

only by resolutely .appointing a day in my own mind that I at last

accomplished what I felt to be a visit of duty. I went to Paris

with the intention of copying some of the masteri)ieces of ancient

art there assembled ; but as yet I had not touched a pencil. Op-

pressed with the splendour of the Gr.and Musee, I had wandered

from painting to painting, unable to choose where everything was

perfection. Now I resolved upon " La Belle Jardiniere " of

Rartaelle ; now I was tempted by the youthfid beauty of the con-

quering David, and again by the marvellous grouping and the vivid

life of the " Nessus and Dei.anira " of Guide. Sometimes a paint-

ing of the Italian, and sometimes one of tlie Flemish school reigned

paramount—but only for a day.

I was in this state of luxurious, indolent uncertainty, when one

superb morning in June I visited the gallery of the Luxembourg.

There had been rain, and the bright drops were yet glittering on

the flowers and quivering on the broad leaves of the acacias. The

sky was blue and sumiy overhead ; the dancing fountains, the

graceful statues—white among the trees—the glass dome of the

Observatoire, and the stately summit of the Invalides, all looked

ghad and golden in the r.adiant summer light, as I entered from the

Rue de Vaugirard and turned reluctantly from the sight of so much

joyousness and beiiuty into the low portal leading to the upper

apartments of the palace. Listlessly I passed through the first of

these, pausing but briefly now and then before some of the more

striking works of Delaroche or Veraet. At last, in an obscure

comer of a suiiill .and ill-lighted room, my eyes feU upon a picture

that completely rivetted my .attention. The subject was, "Cain

.after the Murder of Abel
;

" the artist's name, Camille Prcvost.

Never shall I forget the sensations with which I first beheld that

dark and fearful painting, or the haunting expression stamped upon

the haggard countenance of the world's first fratricide. He stood

upon a bold massy rock foi-ming the brink of a precipice. His head

was p.artly turned, .and liis wild guilty stare fixed full upon me.

The red sun was setting behind a gloomy forest on the horizon ;
the

sky was blood-like, .and its sanguine hues were reflected in a copper-

coloured glare upon the stagnant ocean far away ; a glittering snake

was gliding beneath a group of lo.athsome weeds in the foreground;

and a distant vulture hovering in the air seemed to scent the first

outpouring of human blood.

But the design, powerful as it was, formed the least p.art of the

picture. There was a wondrous unity, .an atmosphere of death and

crime, about it that fascinated me with horror. There was a look,

almost of madness, in the ghastly face of Cain, the drops of agony

seemed starting on his brow, his tangled locks were knotted like

the serpents of the Medusa, and an unearthly meaning in the dilated

pupils of his eyes appeared to tell of some strange vision iiassiug

before them.

The very sea looked thick and lifeless—the distant trees were like

funereal plumes.

How h.iig I remained there I know not; but four o'clock came,
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the notice for withdrawal was littered Iiy tlio guardians, ai\d I was

still standing! before the picture.

Wlien I went out, the bright glory of tlie summer afternoon

offended my eyes : I chose a shady avenue amid the trees, and there

paced ti> and fto, still thinliin;; of it. Evening came; I went into

a neiglibouring restaurateur's, but I liid no appetite for the dinner

placed before me—I stepped into one of the theatres, Init the

laughter, the music, the lights, were all insupportalile to me—

I

went home to my books, but I could not read—tJ bed, but sleep

forsook me.

All niglit the picture was liefore me, and early the next morning

I found myself again at the entrance to tlie palace. I came too

early, and I paced about with feverish impatience till the hour of

admittance. Once more I spent the entire day before tlie painting

—I resolved to copy it. The next day was occu],ied in the pnr-

cliasca necessary for my task, and a week elapsed before I was able

to commence; but in the meantime I liad paid many visits to the

gallery.

Once established there witli my easel, I became utterly alisnrbed

in the suliject. I got tlie general etfect in tlie first few days, but

I longed to reach th.at point of finish when the nameless expression

of tlie whole should be my cmployineiit.

(iradually, this picture acquired over me a strange mysterious

power ; I began to dread it, .and yet I felt how impossible it would

be for me to leave it. Weeks passed on, and I was sensible of a great

alteration in myself. Jly youthful gaiety of heart, my ambition,

my peace of mind was gone. My health suffered— I lost appetite

and rest. My nerves were painfully overwrought ; I started at the

slightest sound, and trembled at the merest excitement. Except-

ing while in the very act of painting, my hand had lost its steadi-

ness and my eye its certainty. I could not endure even the light

of a candle unshaded, and was not able to pour out a glass of water

w-ithout spilling it.

This was but the first stage of my disease. The second was still

more distressing. A morbid fascination now seemed to bind me to

the picture. My identity of being became merged in the canvas, and

I felt as if I could no longer live away from it. Gain became to me

as a living man, or something more than man, having possession of

my will, and transfixing me with the bright horror of his eyes. At

night, when the gallery was closed, 'I used to linger round the

precincts of the palace ; and when at last, worn with mental and

physical fatigue, I went home and tried to sleep, I lay awake and

restless all the long night ; or, starting from visions of the picture,

woke but to dream again.

Let it not be supposed that I yielded myself a willing victim to

this mental suffering. Far from it. I strove to subdue, to fight

.against it. I wrestled with my delusion, I reasoned, I combatted,

but in vain. It w:is too strong for me alone, and I had no friend,

not even an acquaintance in whom I could confide, in all that city.

I was young—I was imaginative—I wa.s impressionable—the place

was new, and the language all around was foreign to my ears. I

might die, and there would be none to weep for me. I might go

mad—ah ! that was the thing I dreaded—thither I was tending

—what should 1 do ? VTrite to my friends in England ? Impossible,

for of what disease could I complain ? I might leave Paris ? Alas !

my power of volition was gone. I was the slave of the picture, and

though it were death, I felt I must remain.

Matters were at this crisis—and I devoutly believe that my

reason was tottering fast—when a young man, somewhat older than

myself, took his station in the same room, and began copying an

.altai-piece at a short distance from me. His presence gave me gi-eat

uneasiness; I was no longer alone with my task, and I dreadetl

interruption. At first he .seemed disposed to open an ac(i«aintancc

with me, but my evident disinclination repulsed his advances, and

our civilities were soon limited to a bow of recognition on entering

or leaving the room.

He was very quiet, and respected my taciturnity, so I shortly

ceased even to remember that he was in the s.ame apartment. I

may observe that his name was M. Achille Desir6 Leroy.

It were useless, as well as painful, for rae to analyse more

minutely the monomania that possessed me. Each day it l)ccame

less endurable, and each day found me raoi-e than ever incapable of

resistance. The whole thing wears now, in my memory, the aspect

of a dream—long, terrible, vivid, but still a drcivra. Even while

subjected to it, I felt as one walking in sleep.

At last the time came when I could no longer hear it. It was a

dark, oppressive day ; and a tempest seemed brooding in the .air.

The atmosphere of the gallery was warm and close—the bright,

bright eyes of Gain seemed to cat into my soul ; I felt suffocating ;

my head swam ; my brain was wihlly throbbing ; ray fingers

refused to obey, and my pencil fell upon the floor.

I staggered back, dropped into a cliair, and, uttering a suppressed

groan, covered my face with my hands.

A light touch on my shoulder roused me. It was M. Leroy,

"Come, men ami," he said in a compassionate tone, "you are

not well, and a turn in the gardens below will restore you. Here

is your hat ; now take my arm, and let us go."

I was passive as a cliild, and did as he desired. He led me out

among the trees, and sought a bench in a retired spot, where we

sat down. I had not yet spoken ; .and after a few moments' pause,

he began.

" I li.ave been ob3Cr\'ing yon," he said, " for some days ; and I

see that you need a cluinge of occupation. That picture of Prevost's

is not a very lively subject for a nervous man to work upon, and it

has a bad effect upon you. Take my advice, Monsieur B , and

give it up."

"Alas," I .s.aid, hopelessly, " I cannot
!"

"Cannot? Ah, my dear sir, that is a dehi-slon. A man run

do anj-tliing he wills. There is nothing impossible in art or .science.

There is no dilliculty, real or imaginary, physical or moral, which

can long m.aintain its ground against resoludon. A resolution,

Jlonsieur, is the most powerful agent in the world,"

"No," I said, "there is something more powerful still."

"And that is
—

"

"Fate."

My companion laughed aloud. A bii^dit, cheery, ringing laugh,

such as I used to utter myself two months previously.

"Very well," he said, holding out his hand to me witli an air of

cordial kindness that was quite irresistible; "I will be your fate,

and I will not loose my hold upon you till I accomplish your cure.

It is of no avail to refuse the services of your doctor—remember,

he is your fate ; and against that, you confess, it is useless to strive."

He rose, and making me take his arm, walked briskly into a

neighbouring thoroughfare. Then he called a fiacre, drove to the

Boulevard des Italiens, .and, taking me into one of the most bril-

liant caf^s of that quarter, ordered a somewhat extravagant reiiast

to be served.

" A generons diet is your best medicine," he said gaily, as he

filled the sparkling champaign, and nodded my health.

Well, he would not permit me to bear the least share of the

ejqjense ; but when seven o'clock arrived, he insisted on my

accompanying him to the Thfifttre Gymnase ; thence we returned

to my apartments, where he left me, announcing iiis intention of

visiting me early the next morning.

I slept better than I had done for many months, and had but

just risen the following day when M. Leroy arrived. He had an

overcoat on his arm and a small carpetbag in his hand.

"Good morning, M. B ," he said, as pleasantly as ever;

" are you ready to start?"

" Perfectly," I replied ;
" but may I ask where to?"

"Certainly. To Jlclun, first of all, and then to Fontaineblean.

We shall be absent about eight or ten days ; and at the end of that

time, Monsieur B , —by the nay, what is your Christian name?"

" Frank," I replied ; " but really I
—

"

" By the end of that time, as I was observing, Frank, we shall

both be the letter for our journey, as regards he.alth and .spirits."

"Tpon my word, M. Leroy, I am afraid—

"

"Come, come, Frank," interruiitcd my new friend, not suffering

me to remonstrate, "we must really lose no time in talking. The

train starts at ten o'clock, and you have not .anything packed.

Where is your carjiet-bag !"

And thus, Imrried out "f my resolution and self-possession, I

found myself in the course of half an hour on the road to Font^iine-

ble.au, and inextricably captured by my '• Fate."

We went, as he had propose<l, to Jlelun ; .and from thence pro-

needed on foot to Fontaineblf an, where we remained for more than
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a week, visiting tlie sijlunduurs of the jxilace; wandering fur long

(lays n the vast forest, and .sketching the I'avines, valleys, and

tree-clad slopes, in which that most yticturesque region is so abun-

dant. Here we saw the Weeping Rock, and had a pic-nic at the

Hermitage of Franchard. lu slnn't, at the end of ten days we

turned towards home ; and when "we entered P.aris, laden with

plants, crystals, and .sketches, I was perfectly recovered.

The next day we went to the Luxemb;iurg together. The picture

had lost its terrible fascination for me ; but I shuddered once more

as I stood before it.

"Decidedly, Frank, this 'Cain' is not good for you," sa'ul my
companion, who was attentively regarding me. '

' Let ns both go

to the Louvre and copy Titian's 'Mistress.' Nothing could be a

finer study. You shall entrust me with the sale of your copy from

Prevost ; and if you follow my advice, you will never look at either

of them again. I m ill send a porter to-morrow for our property,

and there will be an end of the whole, Now, come out with me
into the gardens, and I will tell you Sinuelhiug about this picture,

and why I Avas so resolute to tear you away from it.''

beautiful, and possessed a considerable dowry. She was an orphan,

and shared her home with an aunt, who was sutticiently advanced

in life to act as her chaperoue. Camille Prevost was a proud man,

and one who could not endure to owe all to the bounty of a wife.

He avowed las love, was favourably received, and resolving to

make at least some name, and to render himself worthier of the

lady's liand and fortune, he left Paris for Rome, and there applied

himself so sedulously to his .art, that he carried off not only several

prizes fr.im the Italian academies, but, on forwarding to Paris a

painting of especial merit, h obtained the title of Chevalier of the

Li'gion of Honour.

"When he received intelligence of this distinction, he returned.

"Those wdio kuewhim in Rome said, that reserved and taciturn

as he was, the arrival of this news seemed to overwhelm him with

joy. He gave a f.irew ell entertainment to his fellow-students, and

w-as, for the first time in his life, hospitable, and almost cordial.

Before a fortnight had elapsed he was in Paris ; but if his absence

had been fortunate in one way, it had been fatal in another : if he

had gained fame, he had lost happiness.

ITALIAN WOHKHOMBX.—I-IUOI A PAINTISO BV JOSEPH VEr.SET.

We went out. lie chose a pleasant seat beneath the trees, in

front of the principal fountain, and thus beg.an :

"Camille Prevost was the younger of two brothers—I knew both

intimately—and their father was a nc(;uciant of moderate fortune.

He died; and following the dictates of an unjust partiality, left

everything in the liands of Hippolyte, the elder brother ; so that

Camille had to depend entirely upon his profession as an artist.

Neither of them were amiable men. Hippolyte was an excellent

man of business, prudent, cold, crafty—Camille was sullen, violent

in temper, and somewhat of a misanthrope. After the death of

old Prevost I seldom visited Hippolyte ; and had I not met Camille

aln ost d^ily in the Louvre and at the Ecole des Beaux Arts, I have

liWh doubt that our acquaintance would altogether have ceased.

Hole vc.able as he was, C!amille could love, and that passionately.

.M'ii .it' his disposition love but once—they are frequently jealous,

oxacling, even harsh to the objects of their attachment ; but the

feeling has its roots in the inmost depths of their lieing. The lady

on whom Camille centred his afftctions was by birth a cousin, and
h chance a ueighlDur. iMadenioiselle Dumesnil was remarkably

"Mademoiselle Dumesnil was married to his brother.

"Totally unprepared for the blow, he had hastened to her huUl

immediately upon his arrival. He asked for Mademoiselle Dumes-

nil, and was told that Madame Prevost was within. He entered,

and found her in her boudoir reading the last new novel by Dumas,

with his brother, in his dressing-gown and slippers, sipping his

morning chocolate at the opposite side of the table. Hippolyte had

played his cards well, and while Camille was toiling day and night

in his Roman atdier, the more fortunate and less scrupulous older

had stepped in, and borne away the bride and her twenty thousand

livres of dowry.

" The lady received him as if there had never been any afl'ection

or uader.standing between them. Hippolyte affected to welcome

his brother with delight, and pressed him to make the PIfltel

Prevost his home whenever he was in Paris. Camille disguised

his rage and disappointment under an impenetrable mask of silent

politeness. He neither wept nor stormed. He was out\^ardly

cjld and cynical as ever, .and did not lietray by word or glance the

passions that were boiling at his heart. When lie withdrew, after
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;i brief stiy of scarcely halt an hour, Monsieur ami Madame Prcvojt

flitlcietl tlie:iiselvc; tliat lie lia'l forgotten all tlio circumstances of

his early passion.

"'Three years' travel ami aiijillcation, ua-chlrc,' said the

husband, as lie put on his gloves fjr his daily ride in the Bois de

Boulogne, ' make wonderful havoc in a lover s memory.'
' About a week afterwards the body of M. Prcvost was found

murdered in one of the retired I'ontrc-tdh'cs of the wood, with

his horse standing liesiile hira. lie had been shot through tlic

head.

" No suspicion attached to any one—there were no traces of the

assassin—the police were completely l>aiilc<l in their investigations,

and after a while the event was forgotten. Camille, who had

inherited the iuilU of his brother's property, continued to follow'

his profession w itli great industry, and many said that he would

U'lW, in all probability bi united to tile fair and wealthy widow
;

Imt mi, lie never re-entered the Hotel Prcvost, and it was at

of nervous terror, at wliicli times he would scream aloud, as if

unable to bear the sight of the painting, and once or twice was

discovered insensible at the fj:»t of the easel. His servant, on ono

of these occMions, cjvUed in the assistance of a medical man, who,

oa the artist's recjvery, endeavourc 1, but without avail, to iniluce

him to desist from art for awhile, and try the efl'ect of change ot

air and scene. Camille, with the fatal obstinacy tjf his dis|K)sitiou,

refused to listen, and treated the doctor with so much rudeness that

the visit was repeated no more.

"At last the painting was rinishe<l, and has since nbtaiued a

place on the walls of the LuNembourg. Doubtless, it will one day

—to use the words of the catalogue—receive a last and honourable

asylum in the galleries of the Louvre, where it w ill tiike a place

beside its illustrious predecessors, and continue the History of

French Art."

" But the artist !" I exclaimed, when Lcroy had finislied speak-

ing ;
" what became of the artist

'<"
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ast rumoured tlat he h.ad made a vow to see and spe.ak with

her no more.

" About this time be began his last a-id finest painting— 'Cain,

after the murder of Ahel.' It is not necessiiry for me to describe

to you the merits of this wonderfid composition, for you, Frank, ot

all men, e.iccei)t the artist, can best appreciate them.
" Ever since his return from Italy, Camille Prcvost had .sunk

deeper and deejier into a dark and sullen melancholy. He had

always been misalithrop'c, but now be seemed to shun all contact

' ith his fellow-creatures. He was never seen to cross the threshold

r his door, and it w,as said that he worked all day and nearly all

night upon his picture ; and during this time his despondency

increased continually. People said that the murder of his brother

had given a painful shock to his feelings : but whether it was so,

' r whether the fearful subject, and still more fearful working up of

tlie ' Cain,' dwelt too forcibly upon his imagination, as in your

ise, I cannot tell. At all events, he leeame sub'cct to paroxysms

We had some little time since risen from our seat iu the gardens,

and were now w.alking arm-in-ann through some of the quiet old-

fashioned streets or the Faubourg St. Germ.ain. As I spoke we

arrived just in front of the heavy wooden gales of a lirge private

mansion in the Hue de Mmt P;irnassj. To my surpi-ise Leroy,

without replying to my question, raised the he.avy knwker, and on

the c'jnricrrj: prescntin;; himself in answer to his summons, we

were instantly admitted.

Lcroy scone 1 known to all there, for when we met a plainly-

dressed li\c:y-ser'.'ant in the courtyard, the man touched his hat

and conversed for some moments in an under tone with my com-

panion. He then prcc?de<l ns up the steps and into the hou.'e,

where we were received by an elderly gentleman dressed in a

complete suit i>f black, who shook hands jwlitely with Leroy,

.and desired the servant to conduct the gentlemen to the cast

wing.

Everjthi.ng in this house seemed so silent and oppressive that
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even Leruy's usual spirits liad forsaken liiiu. Siuce we had reached

the door he had not addressed a single word to me, and some-

thing appcM-ed ty restrain me from even repeating my unanswered

question.

The servant led ua, silently and swiftly, through several long

corridors, and stopped at last before a door thickly clamped with

iron. I had observed in tiiis gallery that the doors were all secured

in a similar manner.

He drew a key from his pocket, unlocked it, and motioned us to

enter. We were in a small sitting-room, neatly but plainly fur-

nished. There was a bookcase at one end and an easel with a

half-finished painting (a wretched fantastic daub, liy the way) at

the other. The window, like the door, was secured with iron bars.

There were strange sounds in the-inner room, I thought, as our

guide, atill preceding us, went over and entered.

A strange sight, though, met my eyes when I followed him. A

raving madman strapped upon a bed, cursing the attendant by his

side, laugliing, yelling, and crying aloud that he, ha was Cain, and

the murderer of his brother !

"There is the artist, Frank," said Leroy, pointing to the bed,

" there is CamillePrevost. This is one of his violent moods. That

fatal picture drove one painter mad, my poor boy, and I was deter-

mined that it should not do so by another.'"

"But did he really murder his brother ?" I asked, as I turned

away pale and shuddering.

'(iod only knows," said my friend, solemnly, " and He alone

can judge the culprit now. Jealousy is a dreadful passion. Pray

to Him that you may never know its misery."

THE SOCIETY OF PAINTERS IN WATER-
COLOURS.

Amongst the few honourable excepfions which Mi-. Ruskin allows

to his severe but just anim.adversions on "Modern Painters," the-

painters in water-colours occupy a front place. As a body, he

declares they are truthful to nature, careful and loving in their

treamcnt, and learned in their work ; and few who have seen the

exhibition this year will dissent from that great critic on art.

That which people understand, even partially, wUl always be a

favourite with them. " A little learning " is, to the public, by no

means "a dangerous thing." The science of phrenology, the hare

rudiments of which are easy of acquisition, will always have its

disciples and admirers, whilst more • abstruse and useful sciences

are neglected; and the recent "revelation" of table-turniug or

spirit-rapping required so little learning to turn or rap, that in

every family a professor Avas found. Hence, without any disparage-

ment to the peculiar vehicle, water-colour painting is more admired,

because more understood, amongst the middle and upper classes,

than the more imperishable and difficult art in oils. Most young

ladies, whether with taste or not, have attempted at school crude

landscapes, after the lithogr.iphs of Fielding, or brilliant flowers, a

long way after nature. The practice, contemptible as it is (and

few can sufficiently reprobate the manner in which "art" is taught

in academies for either sex) gives the learners a sufficient insight

to make them admire tl:ose professors who are noted. Hence the

number of real students, if one may call them so, in a water-colour

gallery is considerably larger th.an in one devoted to oil paintings

;

but the casual visitors and sight-scers are proportionably less.

The Old Society of Artists in Water-colours consists of twenty-

seven gentlemen and of five ladies, who are members, and of seven-

teen associate esliibitflrs. The society was instituted in the year

180-1 ; the pre-ent exhibition is therefore the fiftieth. As the

number of pictures exhibited amounts to three hundred and fifty-

six, we must in our cursory notice omit many which are excellent

and most worthy; but our readers will probably excuse us on

account of the exigencies of space.

(No. 6), "The Rosary," by John Gilbert, is amongst the first

Y/hich arrest the visitor ; an upturned head oT a girl, prajing, with

a rosary in her hand, is the subject of the picture; the treatment

reminding us very much of Sir J oahua, and the touch io bo firm and

Solid, that one might mistake the picture for a study in oil rather

than in water-coloui's,

(No. 11), "The Foxglove," by J. P. Naftel, is a careful stody

of the flower named, exceedingly true to nature.

(No. 14), "The Val St. Nicolai," by T. M. Richardson, is a very

beautiful landscape. The middle distance is well manage!, and

the heads of the'mountains lost in the sky are veiy finely painted.

(No. 16), "A Scene on the River Conway," by C. Branwhite, is

a beautiful bit of scenery
;
pure, English, and refreshing.

(No. IS), "Hudibras and Ralph in the Stocks," by John Gil-

bert, wUl have been m.ade already familiar to the reader by the

copy upon wood, di'awn by the same artist, and engraved for a pic-

torial contemporary. But the printing-ink and the burin of the

engraver cannot render the exceeding beauty of colour, and the

truth and feeling shown in the rendering of the ivy-covered wall

and tlie foliage of the trees. The faces of Hudibras and Ralph are

admirable ; the dejection of knight and squire being, however,

scarcely humorous enough. Gilbert does not succeed well in comedy.

(No. 19), "The Cliffs of Folkestone," by Copley Fielding, is a

fine picture, breezy, and full of air and atmosphere ; the distance

is especially natural. It, in common with aU this artist's produc-

tions, is sold. The possessor of such a picture is to be congratulated.

(No. 23), "Scarborough," by C. Bentley, is an admirable sea-

view. The water is motive, deep, and excellently rendered. The

scene in the middle distance is, however, too crowded, without

being sufficiently busy.

(No. 25), by the same artist as No. 18, previously noticed, is

worthy of much praise.

(No. .31), "Evangeline at Prayer," by Joseph Jenkins, is a very

pure and natural illustration of Longfellow's admirable pastoral.

The figure of Evangeline, in a devotional attitude, is carefully

studied and very finely painted.

(No. 31), " The Drug Bazaar, Constantinople," by John Gilbert,

is the fnut of that artist's recent visit to the Ea.st. Tho i)icture

bears the impress of being painted on the spot. Turkish women,

merchants, and priests, wander through the sombre court. The

dresses are accur.ate and well drawn, the feeling for the subject

is very apparent, and the treatment in Gilbert's peculiar style.

Another sketch from Constantinople, by the same artist (No. 1-37),

" A Turkish Water-carrier," is a fine study of a head in a green

turban, vei-y much reminding one of Rembrandt in its colour and

treatment. The solid manner in which this artist paints, will be

especially observable in the first picture, where the colour is laid

on very thickly, so as to be perfectly opaque.

(No. 35), "Near Southend, Essex," and (No. -36), "Interior of

a Barn, Kilston, near Bath," respectively by George Fripp and Mr.

Rosenberg, are not only pleasing, but excelTent specimens of the art.

(No. 43), "Eastgate Street, Chester; Autumnal Evening," by

William Callow, is a very fine view of part of the ancient town.

The foreground i.s especially woi-thy of remark.

(No. 52), "Carting Seaweed on the Coast of Guernsey," by E.

Duncan, is a favourable specimen of an artist w-ho h.as rendered

himself famous for his marine pieces. The depth and motion in

the water, and the colour in the sky, are very noticeable.

(No. 52), " An Interior of Broailwater Church, Sussex," by the

celebrated artist of "The Mansions of England," is painted with .-vU

his excellence, but also with all his conventionalities. The gre.at

fault with this artist is, it seems to us, that his smoothness and

finish are carried to such an extent, that his productions always

remind one of lithographic drawings. Unfortunately, also, the

peculiar brown tone of his interioi'S sei-ves to keep up the idea.

(No. 54), "A Spanish Lady," by Nancy R.ayner, is so iiure in

tone and vivid in colour, that it leaves little to be wished fjr, and

that little might be expended on the drawing, the leg being too

long from the hip to the patella. The face and bearing of the

lady are both materially diflterent from those given us by Mr. Huri-

stonc in his " Spanish Scenes," but yet bear evidence of equal truth.

(No3, GO and 63), " View of the South Downs, Sussex," and a

View of the same district- looking over the Weald, are both very line

specimens of the master, Copley Fielding. The air and breezy

freshness of the scene are those so peculiar to English scenery, and

which only a very great master in ai-t could render as in these

pictures.

(No! 64), " The Witch Acrasia Charmiug her Lover in the Bower

of Biiss," is altogether weak in conception, and poor and puerile in
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ilrawiug, ami does little credit to the name of tlie artist, J. Stepha-

ni)ff. Very different is (No. 76), "Scotch Fern-gatherers," hj'

Frederick Tayler, which is manly and bold in execution, and with-

out any lahaured finish, but which still has, when seen at u proper

distance, all the smoothness of the finest and most delicate touches,

and, at tlie same time, a firmness and roundness of contour which

could not be obtained by great finish.

Mr. P. W. Topham (in No. 81) has departed from his usual

Irish courtships, or peasant worshippers, and given us one of the

results of his late visit to Spain, in " A fiijisy Festival at Grenada,"

so rendered that it makes us regret that iMr. Toi'ham did not earlier

st-i^k distinction in this peculiar branch of tlie art.

(Nos. 82 ami S3), by Karl Haag, "The lluins of the Temple ot

Vesta, at Tivoli," and "The Royal Family ascending Loch-na-

lar," painted by the command of Prince Albert, are both re-

iiuirkable paintings—tlie- fii-st for its artistic and poetic feeling,

from which t!ie extreme soberness of the sky somewhat detracts
;

and the second from the graceful way in which a conventional s>ib-

jcct, abounding in studied attitudes and in modern costume, is

tr. ated by the painter. The royal party is on horseback. Prince

Alliert leading the van, the Prince of Wales and Princess Uoyal.

following, with their horses led by grooms ; the (Jueen, with her

attendants, followed by Highlanders carrying guns, etc., completes

the group. The costume of the -jireseut day, mixed with the titrtan,

i.< not ungraceful; and the long' folds of her Majesty's dress, her

riding-hat, and veil, are so managed as to be almost as graceful as

t!;e Yaudyck liabit. The heather and mountainous scenery are espe-

lially well painted ;
and the harmony of the group—youth, health,

and beauty—would be complete, but for the peculiar cap worn by

the Prince.

iXo. 20U, "Evening at Balmoral Castle—the Stags brought

Hume," painted by command of her Majesty, is the companion-

j'icture to the foregoing, and is one of those records of a peaceful

and happy life which her Majesty delights to treasure up. In this

one Jlr. Hiuag has been very successful. The Prince Consort, in a

Highland dress, and embrowned by exercise, is laying at the feet of

her JIajesty the spoils of his day's sport— two or three fine stags
;

whilst Higldanders, with liglitcd pine cressets, throw a rich and

ruddy glare over the group—over her Majesty in wdiite satin,

gi-aceful and beautiful on her m.atronly form—on the young princes

and the attendant ladies—and on the somewhat stiff and foreign-

looking courtiers who, decor.ated with the green ribbon of St.

Andrew, and in formal black dresses, make anything but pictnr-

esijue portions of the group. The white satin of her Majesty's

dress is, in itself, a triumph of art in its skilful rendering. Tlie

only faulty piece of painting appeai-s to us in the coats of the deer,

which look very much as if they had been dragged through water.

(No. 86), "The Entrance tj Speke Hall," by Jos. Nash, is

noticeable from the same beauties and faults as the general pro-

ductions of this artist.

(No. 92), " The Widowed Lady Richildi consulting the Magic

Min-or," painted from a German story by Miss E. Sharpe, is faliio

in sentiment, and as fantastical as it is meagre and poor in execu-

tion. The ouly merit (!) which the proiluctions of this lady can

claim is, that the faces have a certain unnatural prettiue.ss very

much resembling those artificial ladies and gentlemen wliicli orna-

ment h.-iirdressera' windows.

(No. 216), by the same artist, "All the earth doth worship

Thee," is an attempt at pathos which is perfectly ridiculous.

Tempted by the popnlarity of liaraud's "Chorister Boys," Miss

Sharpe has plagiaiiseil the idea, liy giving us several very white

charity girls singing the Te JMuni with that fervent devotion which

we naer see in charity girls. So much for the truth of the sentiment

;

but to give the idea of universality expressed in the word "all,"

Miss Slinrjie resorts to a method as prosaic as it is ridiculous.

Amongst the very white cliarity girls, dressed in the same plain

white quaker-like cap and snowy band as the rest, is a very black

negro girl. The contrast is perfectly overwhelming, and the

solemnity of the Jim Crow face wearing so devotional a look is so

purely comic, that few can resist laughter. The had taste of Miss

Sharpe was never more apparent.

(No. lit), "A Roman Monk," study of a head, by Karl Haag,

is a very fine study of colour ; the character rather intellectual

than devotional.

(No. IIS), "The Stones of the Lyn," by P. J. Naftel, is one of

the finest of the many fine landscapes in the gallery. The subject

is one which Creswick might have handled, but he would not have

excelled the present. The ai-tist has an evident feeling with his

subject. Seven more subjects by Copley Fielding occupy the next

page of our catalogue, all possessing many of the excellencies, and
one of them (No. 130) all the faults, as it seems to us, of the artist.

The last that we shall at tliis time notice is a large and am-
bitious picture, by Frederick Tayler, called "The Festival of the

Popinjay" (No. Hi). The subject;is from the third chapter of

Scott's "Old Mortality," where the "green marksman " exhibits

his prowess by knocking down the popinjay. Lady Margaret

Bellinden and Edith, the state equipage of the duke, the troopers

of Montro.se, and all the dramut is pei'sonie of Sir Walter, figure in

the picture, which is of an exceedingly pleasing colour, and exquisite

in its finish and correct in costume and detail, with perhaps the

exception of the long drum of the mounted trooper. We have seen

sketches by Frederick Tayler which, nbtwitheUmding the historical

pretension of the present iiroiliinti -n, please us far more, as bcin"

much more true to nature.

A PORTRAIT BY REMBRANDT.

When Rembrandt had before him the venerable old man^with

his grave and noble air, his fine white beard, his rich dress of

silk and velvet, and his calm majestic countenance—whose portrait

by that distinguished artist we h.ave engraved on the following page,

he must have been deeply interested in his subject. Thus much

may be safely conjectured from the style in wdiich the work is

executed. The painter has lavished upon the figure of this fine

model all the brilliant hues of his pallet, giving a silvery whiteness

to the beard, a flashing brilliancy to the eyes, and a variety of

delicate shailes to the folds of the cap and cloak. The subject of

the picture, and his fnnily, must have been no less gratified than

the artist, and we may be sure so fine a portrait must have pro-

duced a grand eflect in one of those rich Dutch saloons of the

seventeenth century, which were decorated with fine tajicstn,' in

lively colours and bright lustres, and lighted by long windows of

polished glass, twined around outside with festoons of vines and

flowers. Nevertheless, if the truth must be told, we do not admire

this wealthy personage—estimable though he may h.ave been, and

iiTcproachable in all the rehations of life—so much as those poor

old men whom Remlu-andt painted, sitting in the corner of an ill-

furnished dark room, with a heavy worn-out cloak on, and crouching

down over an old Bible. It Ls in these humble scones that Rem-
brandt's genius appears to the greatest advantage.

Those who have had the good fortune to visit the Lou>tc cannot

have forgotten his " Philosopher in Meditation." At the close of a

day, the last gleams of which give a glowing hue to the windows of

a large saloon with arched roof, an old man has just drawn back

his chair from a desk, upon which arc a crucifix, a map of the

world, and a Bible open. A seat, which was just before close to

where the old man is sitting, stands empty in the rhiarotcuro. A
fi'iend has been there, a learned doctor, and a theologian. They
have touched upon and discussed a point of doctrine. The old man
having been left alone, has returned to the text ; he has read and
compared it with others. Then, as the day h.as begun to decline

he has drawn back his chair and gradually sunk iut« a profound

reverie, f.>rgetful of cven'tliing—the time, the place, and even
himseli". Duconscious of all around, he sits with his head bending

over his chest, and his hands grasping his ch.air, as if to support

himself in the midst of those abysses into which his IhouL-bts have
led him. He flounders aliout among insoluble probk-niis, while the

light of day gradually disappears in the long corridors which lead

to this retreat, and from the stairs, till at last it is Inst in darkrc&«.
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Who dues ui)t also remember llembrandt's sketches of poor fami-

lies ; It is well known that he was born at a mill, in the midst of

rural scenery. His habit of studying and depicting men among the

peasantry hy whom he was surrounded, taught him not to despise

the poorer classes, when, at a later period of his life, he settled in

blest scenes. He paints tlie Holy Family in any poor house or

cabin. He surrounds it with sunny splendour, and exalts the
labour of ths workman in such a manner as to awaken almost the
envy of the favoured man of leisure, who pursues his studies in

fjuiet retirement. Most of Rembrandt's models from the people

PORTRAIT OF AN OLD MAN.—FROM A PAINTIKG BY nE.MEKAKDT.

Am.sterdam. As he became more and more penetrating in his

view.s, he showed a preference for the unfortunate and the miser-

able, whom others are disposed to shun. He took his models from

classes whicli have not the refinement of superior cultivation ; but

witl; what genius, with what a touch, with what charms of light

and shade did be adm-n and exalt his rei»rcs'ontations of the hum-

are not remarkable for physical beauty, but they are clothed with

many moral attractions. They have a soul, and their soul is

almost rendered visible by the hand of the great master.*

* Further particulars with regard to Rembrandt, aud other spe-

cimens of his works, maybe found in vol. i. jip. 349 and 385— 100.
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ARENT, OR ARNOULD VAN DER NEER.

There is a coustantly-recurrmg interest iu an exaniinatiou of the

lives of Dutch painters. Apparently so similar, their diversity is

real and marked. No two of tliera are exactly alike. They are all,

however, pervaded by a cjui^t domesticity which has peculiar charms.

Vol. II.

They please us iu the same way that White, the historian ot

Selborue, delijjhts us among writers. They arc in general natural

and true, even when their subjects are not always in good taste.

Iu forming the artistic mind of modern times, it is to be wished

that some of our painters would in this respect study the old men

of Flanders, who sought to be true rather than brilliant. They

idealised nature, they comprehended and rendered the poetry of

landscape and still life, and yet they neither distorted it to serve a

jiurpose, nor painted impossible oaks,' nor trees which a naturalist

would be puzzled to discover the name of.

The pictures of this school of artists have increased in value, and

have been appreciated just in proportion as men have become

observers of nature, and lovers of the simple and the beautiful,

llankind at first are dazzled by bright colours, an array of glitter

and show quite foreign to reality ; but as reason and sound concep-

tions make way, we are led to better notions of what is true and

pure in art, as in other things.

This is pre-eminently true at the present time. Never, in the

histoi-y of the world, was art more generally a favourite study. A
taste for pictures, and pictures of a very high order of merit too,

h:u5 penetrated to the ranks of the millions ; but the painters of

ordinary life are always more readily understood than those who take

their subjects from past history. Jlartin is a jjainter whose name

is familiar. His " Belsliazz:ir's Feast" is looked upon with sur-

prise, and almost with awe. But Landseer is understood, and more

freely talked of.

The artist of whom we arc about to treat is eminently calculated
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tu be popular; and yet, though his pictures are in so iiuny great

galleries, the greatest uucertainty exists with regard to him. We
have not his portrait, and we do not exactly know his name. Some

call him Art ; others Arthur ; some say Arnould ; and the learned

M. de Burtin baptises him by the name of Arent Van der Neer.

We do not know with any precision either the date of his birth, or

that of his death, or by what magic in study he succeeded in

the rare and difficult art of rendering night effects with so much

poetry and truth.

The historians of the day do not condescend to speak of hira

;

and Descamps himself, who wrote at a period when the paintings of

Van der Neer were already celebrated, has only given him two or

three lines in a short biography of Eglon Van der Neer, speaking of

the father « propos of the son, as if so eminent a landscape-painter

were not worthy of a frame to himself.

Van der Neer was the painter of winters and fires ; but he was

also the jiainter of the melancholy beauty of night. He Iwved and

studied night, of which the poet. Young, thus says :

—

" Night, sable goddess ! from her ebon throne,

In raylcss majesty, now stretches forth

Her Icadcu sceptre o'er a slumbering world:

Silence, how dead ! and darkness, how profound !

Nor eye, nor list'ning car an object finds
;

Creation sleeps. 'Tis as tlie general pulse

Of life stood still, and nature made a pause

—

An awful pause, prophetic of her end."

The life of this solitary and unknown artist was passed wholly in

contemplating landscapes sleeping 'neath the moon, when it shows

itself from behind a wooded hill, or when it rises behind a pool

bordered by huts, or bned by a hamlet. From the first sign of

twilight to that undecided and mysterious hour, which tlie delicate

La Fontaine lias painted so pleasingly in one line

—

" Lorsque n'etant jias nuit, il n'est pas encore jour,'*

when we observe passing before us, like a panorama in the sky, a

slow and solemn succession of peaceful taileau.c, which appear

monotonous to the ordinary man who has only noticed them once,

but which, to the judicious and romantic artist, present an

infinite variety of efi'ects and shades. We are familiar with artists

who have improvised moonlight effects with ability, either by means

of a few dashes of black and white pencil upon azure paper, or by

some pencil-strokes learnt by heart, and cleverly dashed off upon a

blue ground, with accessories of architecture, and some gently-

rippling water. Those who have seen these rapid pencil sketches

dashed off, will with difficulty be persuaded, at all events .will

scarcely understand, how Van der Neei; has been able to see in the

course of the night and in its aspects almost as much variety as

Joseph Vernet in day effects—that he even noted the different hours

of the night so distinctly, that on examination we can really recog-

nise them. This is indeed what has made Van der Neer a painter

of the very first order of merit in his peculiar way.

The study of the effects which are produced at night by lights

and shadows has introduced into painting one of the great and

successful charms of poetry, and that is mystery. Cei'tain land-

scapes which, in the broad daylight, would have been completely

wanting in interest, are wrapped at night in fantastic tints, are

elevated to lofty proportions by the way in which the shadows

stand and fall, and are idealised beneath the influence of those pale

lights, which, no longer illumining and showing the ordinary life of

man, make the earth appear more tranquil and great, and water

more solemn and vast in its eflbct. AVhat a picture does Shak-

speare give us of moonlight :

—

" How sweet the moonlight sleeps upon this bank !

Here will we sit, and let the sounds of music

Creep in our cars ; soft stillness, aud the night,

Becomes the touches of sweet harmony.
Sit, Jessica. Look how the floor of heaven

Is thick inlaid with patincs of bright gold
;

There's not the smallest orb which thou behold'st,

But, in his motion, like au angel sings.

Still choiring to the young-eyed cherubim
;

Such harmony is in immiu-tal souls

;

But, whilst this muddy vesture of decay
Doth grossly close it in, we ca not hear it."

We all know the effect of moonlight scenes upon our own indi-

vidual emotions. If in the silence of the country we suddenly dis-

cover a little glimmer of light from the window of a hut ; if pre-

sently, behind the distant trees of that sleeping landscape, we fancy

we beh'jld a cavalier gliding away like a ghost, how many emotions

rise within us, and how ready are we to cry

—

" "What may this mean,
That thou, dead corse, again, in complete steel,

Revisit'st thus the glimpses of the moon,

Making night hideous ; and we fools of nature

So horridly to shake our disposition

With thoughts beyond the reaches of our souls ?"

Such a picture, and siich a subject, finds us prepared to be in-

terested and attentive . Why does that lamp burn at such an hour ?

Is it that some teiTilJe drama is being prepared ; or is there

sickness— a watching mother, a babe near to death ? No matter

what ; we are interested. And then why is that man creeping

aloHg as if afraid to be seen 1 Imagination—wdiich would have been

quite tranquil had such a thing been noted in the day—when "the

soon is up, and yet it is not night," for "sunset divides the sky

with her," is moved and warmed directly there appears that veil of

mystery which always attends the movements of night. All seems

to* become greater, to be poetised under the influence of the moon
;

and though the earth is still, there is yet sufficient of motion and lite

in the quickly flying clouds, reflected on the surface of the river or

in the deep bosom of the sea. What strange, majestic, and snldime

spectacles do we sometimes see ! Sometimes the moon advances,

surrounded by a procession of light fleecy clouds, which shine as

she borders them with a luminous fringe ; at others, leaving her

court fe.r belund, Lke a saddened and deserted queen, she crosses

the vast plain of the air alone ; sometimes, clearing her red and

stilphurons disk from the vapour of the horizon, she hangs for a

time suspended over a dark brown mass, until by degrees her azure

foreheatl is quite cleared up, and she stands out upon the firmament

who.se dark azure is slightly d.ashed with green.

The moon has ever been the favourite subject of poetry ; and

never has it been better described than by Hilton and others,

whose words have suggested many a brilliant and successful picture.

The crescent moon has been a favourite phase, because it presents a

singular appearance in the sky. Under favourable circumstances,

the whole lunar circlet may be seen, the dark part appearing of

somewhat smaller dimensions, in proportion to the illuminated.

The appearance is popularly described as that of the new moon

with the old one in her arms. It arises from the light reflected

from the earth to the lunar surface ; hence called earthshine ; and

luiiiicre ccndHe by the French, or ashy light, on account of its

inferiority, in quantity and brightness, to that which is directly

received from the sun. It only serves to render the unenlightened

portion of the moon very faintly visible ; and the dark part ot her

body appears disproportionate to the size of the crescent, owing to

the optical illusion which the pu-esence of a strong light creates

—

that of apparently augmenting the magnitude of objects. Two

causes contribute to render the dark portion of the lunar di^k

invisible in other stages of her progress : the increase of her

directly-illuminated part diffusing a .stronger light, which proper-

tionably nullifies that which is reflected from the earth ; aiul the

actual diminution of the earth itself. When the moon is a crescent

to us, the earth is about full to her ; and, consequently, more light

is then transmitted from the eai-th than in other circumstances,

which has the effect of then bringing that jiortion of her disk not

exposed to the solar rays into feeble visibility. The effect is not

))roduced when the moon is half full, owing to the cause, for the

reason stated, being less influential.

Arent Van der Neer did not lire in a land which was of itself

mnch suited to the poeti-y of grand effects. Had he exerci.sed his

art on the borders of the llhine, amid the accidents of flood and

field i>resented by a varied .style of landscape, with ruined castles

on mountain-tops, he might readily have found landscapes n.aturally

accessible to the majesty of night. But in Holland, near Amster-

dam, Van der Neer ha<l only before his eyes long level plains, great

lakes surrounded by huts oa a level with the water, common tree.s,

and a lowering sky. Nevertheless, t«.* this flat country Van der

Neer succeeded in giving an interest quite poetical, when h^ painted
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his moonlights; and with no utlier resource than clumiw of trees,

thatched roofs, and marshes, he had the art to produce |»ictHres

full of oliarm and sentiment. The Dutch easily recognise the

villages he has painted. They are nearly all situated between the

city of Amsterilani and that of Utrecht. As you leave the bonlers

of the sea and approach Utrecht, you see, it is true, the fertility of

tlie country increase, the canals are bordered by gardens, which

are a kind of framework of verdure for them, vegetation is

more abundant and more lively, the trees send forth more vigorous

shoots, the meadows are of a brighter green, and the trelliswork of

the avenues disappears under the weight of fo'iage. But though

nature becomes brighter here to the eyes of the traveller, it still

offers to the painter nothing but perspectives without life and
without grandeur ; and it required all the genius of Arent Van der

Neer to render for ever celebrated picturds where the beanty of the

model is so little compared with the power of art. One of the

most famous is that which is called " The Van der Neer of Zam-
putE." That is the German luime of a Dutch family called Van de

Putte, for a long time naturalised at Cologne, to whom the picture

belonged. It passed to the gallery of JI. de Burtin, who has given

us the following description of it, which is worthy of being read

carefully, and which gives a very good idea of the general style of

Van der Neer.

" It represents," says the amateur, " the village of Brambrugge,

traversed by the Vecht, whose limpid and transparent waters are

bordered on both sides by houses mixed up with trees as far as

Nieuwersluys, from which we can see land in the distance far away
in the horizon. Amid the numerous barks which ornament the

river, we notice two sail-boats, one of which is drawn by a white

horse, the driver of which is on its back ; the other, full of

passengers, is stopped near a wooden bridge over a piece of water

communicating between the village and the Vecht, and from which

the men gaze at the boats. Two boats are placed conspicuously in

front, one with fishemien in it, the other with a peasant, who is

feiTving over some oxen. Several trunks of trees lying on the

ground, reeds on the edge of the water, willows, tish reservoirs

under the bridge, a stcckade, and some trees which hide a part of

the church and houses in the foreground, add beauty to this

admirable composition, in which, despite the shades of night,

nothing is black, nor cold, nor dry, as in many other works of this

master; but, on the contrary, everything, even to the sky itself,

is warm, clear, transparent, soft, harmonious, and of .a charming

velvetty hue. The water reflects ever)'thing as in a mirror, and the

light of the moon, shed upon the right of the river, produces a very

pleasing and piquant contrast to the demi-tint of the left side."

This description, leaving out some det^iils, is applicable to many

pictures by Van der Neer. These landscapes have, in truth, a

family likeness, from the elements of which they are composed.

They are, in general, sheets of sleeping water gently rippled by the

night wind, barks which serve as a set-off in the foreground, and

villages, the streets of which are planted with trees, their tranquil

and stumped masses being in contrast to the clearness of the sUir,

which of itself makes up the drama of the ]iicture. But if there is

some monotony in the way in which Van der Neer composes his

moonlights—we mean in the style of managing the lines, of distri-

buting the masses of light and shade, and of arranging the different

grounds—on the other hand, what variety is there in the tints,

and how many shades delicately observed, distinguish landscapes

so like one another at the first glance ! Other painters have repro-

duced the same effects, while varying their models. Van der Xeer,

without scarcely changing his models, has infinitely varied the

effects of his pencil, or rather his own impressions. Some particular

village floating on the water, with its moored bi»rks, fishermen's

nets spread out in the foreground, and the wretched clothes which

are drving on the bush, has often served as a subject for the

landscape-painter. But, then, the village has been studied by the

artist at diflerent seasons of the year, and at different hours of the

night. Sometimes the whole m;»gic of his effect* is concentrated in

the west. While the earth, wrapped in deep shadows, is yet

unable to p.articipate-in the light which is rising on the horizon,

some few feeble rays, scarcely visible, escape from the upper part of

the luminous disk, work their way between the boughs of the

trees and the rustic boats, glide over the surface of the canal, and

break in sparkling pearls over every tiny wave raised by the motion

of the wind. On other occasions, haWng attained its utmost height

in tlie heavens, the moon looks down ujion the prairies, the woods,

and hamlets, of Van ilor Neer, and everywhere spreading its blue

glimmer, forms a great layer of light over a simihir Layer of gloom.

Often the same landscape passes through all the degrees of twilight,

and appears indistinct and fantiistic at that hour wheji, in the

absence of the stars, a mysterious veil hangs over the country, and
would make the dawn of day look like its setting, if a painter like

Van der Neer did not know how to seize the exact shade which
separates the fresh and silvery tones of morning from the golden

and vigorfius tones of evening—shades and tints which can be more
readily recognised in his lectures than in the engravings, adrainiblo

as they are, of .laoques l'hilim)e Lcbas, of whom we shall speuk

more fully by-and-by.

Nature is, in some respects, like living beings. True painters

readily represent her to themselves as a woman with passions,

radiant joys, sadnes.ses, and moments of cilm and uneasinc.-s.

Sometimes smiling and agitated, t<'mpestuous and serene, she

pleases, by her rapidly-changing caprices, those who really love her.

Some love her melancholy, like Ruysdael ; others delight in her

merry moods, like Ber^hem. Van der Neer, while yielding to

varied impressions, has followed the bent of his character, which

impelled him to seek in nature only the variations of his sndiler

moods. Not only did he in preference choose her night-scenes,

but in his day-scenes he preferred selecting the winter. Often to

the melancholy of his moonlights he added the additional painful

excitement of night fires. His finest picture of this kind—
a picture which has made him illustrious—is that which is to be

seen at Copenhagen, in the gallery of the king, representing a fire

seen from the grand canal of Amsterdam. Nothing more soKmn
can well be conceived. Between the spectator and the fire are

several bridges covered by people, and the agitated outline of the

crowd is relieved admirably against the sinister light of the centre

of the picture. The vague colours, the uncertainty of the distant

masses, the indecision of forms—of those, at all events, which are not

relieved with vigour upon the fire —and the depth of space—-all con-

tribute to make the picture seem larger than it is in reality. The

houses of Amsterdam, arranged in jierspective along the quays, and

rendered with an e.xactness and a charm which are quite worthy of

a Van der Heydcn, give the idea of a considerable town, so that

upon a small canvas the picture of the fire appears immense. On

this occasion, the painter has cautiously refrained from attempting

a struggle between two lights, by opposing a contrast between the

viist blaze and the moon. To make a sublime picture, all he needs

is the night and a fire. This is, then, truly the finest Van der

Near which can be seen. The tire effect is observed twice, in the

town, and in the water of the canal, which ripples and shakes,

resembling a running stream of hot lava. The flames sparkle,

crackle, and produce a thousand piquant effects on the windows of

the houses, and wherever the waters of the Amstel reflect the

sparks ; but all these brilliant details are admirably toned down,

and the ensemble presents a spectacle so imposing, so dramatic, of

such lugubrious beauty, so full of life, so full of grandeur and

unity, that we are rarely more affected by any production in the

history of art.

" Fire," says Valenciennes,* "does vei7 well by night, when its

light contrast* with that of the moon ; but what is essential to

produce a good effect is to paint water at the same time. Without

water a landscape is dead, especially at night. Great tranquil

masses admirably bring out the reflection of the moon and that of

the natural or accidentjil fires which are introduceil into a picture,

like volcanic eruptions, torches, and burning houses. Neverthe-

less, if the eruption or the fire is too great, the effect of the moon

will disappear, and in this rase its light will only be accessory to

the light of the fire which is to be represented. There is more

charm in allowing the moonlight to predominate, and leaving the

fire to be but a secondary effect."

There is much sense in these reflections ; and we could almost

fancy that they were a kind of criticism on some works by Van

* " Elements de Pers]>cctive Pratique a I'usage dcs Artistis,"

with advice and retlections on painting and landscape. Paris, 1801.
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der Neer, if the writer hail not said a little before of this

excellent and admirable landscape painter—"Van der Neer has

scarcely painted anything but moonlights ; and he has succeeded

in rendering them with a charm, a transparency of tone and colour,

and a warmth of tint, which give us great delight. His waters

are limpid and deep, and of astonishing planimetry. In truth, we

believe we can say that this painter has most fully succeeded in

rendering such effects as those to which we allude."

A man, who loved nothing but silence and night, and who

deliglited in painting elegies of the moon, and who preferred the

country when it was covered by ice, or feebly lit by poetic glim-

merings of light,—such a man, we say, must have lived and died

obscure. It is, therefore, not surprising that we know nothing of

his private life, of his habits, nor of. how he began to be a painter.

Some have thought that Albert Cuyp was his master ; but this is

scarcely likely, if we recollect that Albert Cuyp often painted in

the figures of Van der Neer's landscapes. It is very unlikely that

and which bears as its title, "The Life and Works of Dutch and

Flemish Painters," has little to say of Van der Neer. '
' Some foreign

writers fix the date of his birth," he says, "in 1619; others in

1613 ; and that of his death in 1683. With Huber,* we may

allow tliat tlie time at which he flourished was 1660. These same

writers, Pilkington and others, fancy that he was bom at Amster-

dam. It is beyond a doubt that he lived for a long time in this

city—a great number of his landscajies, chiefly taken by moonlight,

representing views of villages known to be in the neighbourhood

of Amsterdam, and between that city and Utrecht. We find also,

some similar views by him taken at sunrise, and during the day.

But, in general, his paintings are moonlight effects, this being the

style in which he excels, and, indeed, in which he has no equal.

His pictures are composed of tillages built on the borders of the

water and near river-banks, where the moon is reflected on the

water, and the scene is animated by ships, boats, and numerous

figures. His skies are the parts in which he shows most art and

E^EMNC.—FlloM A I.VINTING BY VAN DER NEEK.

the master, instead of taking his pupil for assistant and comrade,

should become the assistant of the pupil ; that is, that he should con-

sent to embellish—by painting in the accessories—the pictures of one

of his disciples. However this may be, and without denying that

Albert Cuyp was strictly the master of Van der Neer, we believe

that this landscape painter was seduced by the works of Elzeimer,

which had been brought into Holland by a gentleman of Utrecht,

the Count Palatine, Henri de Goudt ; that he adopted and con-

tinued the traditions of this unfortunate painter ; that, in fine, the

love of study, and a passionate love of nature, did the rest. It is

remarkable, moreover, that the Dutch historians, living in the

country where Van der Neer flourished, and writing in our day,

have found nothing new during two centuries to tell us about their

countryman. Since Houbraken, who assures us that Arnould Van

der Neer, in his youth, was major in the house of the lords Van

Arkel, we must accept the theory that no new fact has come to

light relative to the life of a painter so well known by his works.

In f;ict, M. IiTimerisell, in the book he published in 1843, in Dutch,

beauty. His winters are also admirable and excellent representa-

tions of nature. They are very rich in composition. His colours are

varied, his touch easy and prompt ; and in all his pictures there

is a harmony of tone which enchants. In former times, his pic-

tures were found in abundance in Holland ; .and that is what

explains why his talents—less common than his pictures—were not

appreciated at their full value. Foreigners, taking .advantage of

the low prices at which the pictures of Van der Neer were sold,

have not failed to fill their cabinets with them, and his works have

now become exceedingly rare in Holland. They are now, there-

fore, sold for very high prices when they appear in public sales.

In 1825, 'A Winter,' from the cabinet of M. Vnanken van Loke-

ren, was sold for £120 ; it is now in England, in the possession of

Mr. Henry Bev.an. But another picture by the same master,

engraved in the gallery of Lucien Bonajarte, under the title of

1787

Author of " Notices on Engravers and Painters." Dresden,
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' Paese con Figure eil Animali ' (Lamlscapc witli Figures ami Aui-

lualsl, was sold by public auction at Limdou, in ISa", for .fSOS."

It id rather surprising tliat an Amsterdam writer, in order

to trace tlie life of a Dutch painter, should be reduced to repeat

what has been said about him by foreign writers. And what

would have been the value of the memory of so many groat painters,

if tliey had not taken the trouble to raise monuments to tlieniselves,

and written their own history, in their masterpieces /

Winter and its icy plains, and its sad aud dreary amusemerts,

necessarily excited the attention of a i)aint«r who loved nature in

her melancholy moods. But if Van der Ncer is inimitable in his

tires and his moonlights, he is not w^ithout a rival when he repre-

sents £i-ozeu canals, covered by sledges and skaters (p. 7<3). He
may then be readily confounded witli Is;uac Ostaile, his contemporary,

i^'.mie naked trees, with a foliage of snow, mills, linats fast in the ice,

and making it fall on the subject* of the picture before and behind,

and on the side, a little more faintly than in the representatiou of

day
;
" in order that it may be taken for a ti-uo moonlight, and not

for the light of the sun, which it greatly resembles in its sudden
touches of light and its sharp shadows," with some stars shining in

an azure sky, ap|>earing here and there between the clouds. If wo
were to follow up tlie lessons of Laircsse, the moon would have to

be supposed out of the jiicture, and it would only be from the flat

masses, the decided and sharp outlines of shadow, and the full

colour of the local colours, that we slmuld make its presence felt in

the sky, without exposing it to the eye. We should then have to

weaken tlie rellcctious, which are never so intense by the cold light

of the moon's rays as Ijy the warm btanis of the sun.

If beside these lessons of the learned professor, we place a
line night-scene of Van dcr Neer, we shall see how ditlieult it is to

TlIK RISING OF THE MOON. -PROM A PAIXTIXIi IIY V.\X DER NEER.

a crowd of skaters—some timid learners, motionless iu their awk-

wardness, while others, launched out like arrows, cut the frozen

mirror in straight lines, or turn in elegant and spiral curves on one

foot. Such are nearly all his winters : and, if those of Arnould

resemble those of Isaac, it is beeiuse the two masters, in their

perfect )iaifeti', both resemble nature.

It is curious here to make a comparison—and perhaps we shall

never find a better occasion for so doing—between the academic

precepts of a professor and the examples furnished by an artist

who allows himself simply to be guided by a sentiment of art.

Gerard de Lairesse, in his " Grand Livre des Peiutres," declares,

that if he h.ad to paint a moonlight, he would not conceive that he

departed from truth by following the principles which he has

indicated iu his representations of the sun : that is to say, never

Introducing into a picture the luminary itself, but only its light;

eskiblish absolute rules in jiaintlng. Sometimes, it is true, it has

occuiTed to Van der Xcor to hide the moon behind a clump of trees;

but then we must s;iy its effects deceive us ; there, where he has

endeavoured to render a bright night, we fancy we see twilight

spreading over the earth after the setting of the sun. And nothing

can possil)ly be more unfavourable to the force of the impressiou

than this uncertainty iu which we are left, as to the nature of the

phenomenon we observe. Whatever Lairesse may say about its

being more important to light up a picture than to bring in a

luminous body, the first duty of the painter is to produce a lively

and effective impression, and that it may be lively, it must be one,

that is to say, there must exist in our minds no uncertainty, no

indecision about the nature of the object reiucseuted, unlcs.s the

vagueness of the scene is the intention, the jioetry, as it were, of

the picture, as is iiften the ease with those of Rembrandt. When
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viewing a landscape like those of Van der Ketr, the spectator

who is not able to say whetlier lie is gazing at the dawn ur at

twilight, whether it is the snn which has jnst finished shining,

or the moon which is jnst beginning to shiue, nmat be also

unable to feel the proper emotions which the painter intended he

should experience. Besides, what becomes of the scene if tlie

prineiinil actor is left out .' If the star is not introduced into the

picture, the artist loses all these resources which he can derive

from tlie arrangement of the sky, when the mjon plays the first

part in it. For it is to the tirniameut that the attention is first

drawn in pictures of the night. There the drama of liglit is going

on, and there is seen the movement of the clouds which appear

to cjrry on the life of the earth that sleeps.

" I should like," adds Lairesse," "to render the lights more

strung and tlie colours redder and yellower, to use torclies, hurning

pdes of wood, sacrifices, and other artificial lights, the shadows of

which would be less defined than those of the moon. This, accord-

ing to my view of things, would produce a very great effect, jirinci-

pally if these accidental lights were placed in obscure corners.

But we must, above all, take care to throw over the whole luore

obscurity than light, and to introduce colours brighter than

the sky."

To these observations of the learned professor, we prefer the

simple piece of advice—to follow in all things the principles of

uiity. We may, doubtless, remain ftuthfal to this principle, even

if we introduce into a moonlight the fires of fishermen, the glare

of torches, or any other artificial liglit, so that it be secondary and

really subordinate, as is the case in many of the night efl'ects of

Jose])h Vernet. But Van der Neer appears to us more expressive

and more imposing, wheu, suppressing the contrasts which would

attracts the eye or occupy the mind, he brings down to us, in all

their unity, the grand impressions produced by the siiectacle of

nature in the solemn hours of silence and of night.

There is in the feeling of melancholy a sweetness which appears,

from their own confession, to have remained a long time unknown

to the French. It is only of late years that the breath of the

North has wafted to them its vague and romantic emotions. The

coaseijuence is, that the pictures of Iluysdael and of Van der Neer

were never more highly appreciated, or better understood there,

tliau tliey are now. Alfred llicliiels tlms speaks of them ;

—

" Wluit dreams, what wandering thoughts, rise in the mind when

gazing on the canv.as of Van dor Neer. Above all, this painter

loves the moonlight, and pictures it to us with magic ability. A
.slow, winding river fiows through the picture. . Tufts of reeds

stick up along the banks; some buildings rise a little further off,

and behind the huts we see the deutated line of tlie forest tops. The

melancholy star silvers the surface of the wave ; a brilliant train

divides it ; a pale light is reflected into the smallest creeks, now

coating them with a light glazing of illuinination, now giving them

a frame of white. The clouds which surround the radiant orb are

touched by diflereut shades, and a dim, religious light falls vv^r

the darkness. The queen of night is the centre and the divinity of

this obscure world, the forms of which would disappear" >\itliout

licr. Tlie genius of Goethe could not have invented anything

better."

At tlie time when Van der Neer painted his silent and noc-

tu.'nal landscapes, nobody in France would have thought of dis-

covering any sentiment which might have moved the heart of tiie

painter in his productions—nobody would have written such a

page. These poetic ideas were beyond the intelligence of the rule,

profligate, and warlike men of those days, . They Avere gross and

material in everything. They knew nothing of what old jMont.iigne

.so quaintly says, that to translate is to spoil :
" J'imagiue qu'll y

)i quchpic uinbre de friandise et delicatesse au giron me-me do

la melancholie I"
^*

. liryan says: ''Some place his birth in lUlo, and it was said

that ho was livi;ig in 16U1. The picture by Vau der Neer and

(.'uyp, in the National Gallery, was oltered f.n- sale in Lucien

Bonaparte's collection, .and bought in at o60 guineas ; at Rr.ard's

sale, at Paris, it was purchased by Lord Farnborongli for more than

* " T fancy there is some shade of daiutlneas and dcllcafy beside

the fircsi<l(' of nielaneholv itself."

double tliat sum, and be [ueathed by him to the nation." The same

writer gives an account of a son, Eglon Hendrick Van der Neer, born

iu Amsterdam in l(Ji3, who received his lirst iustruc'.ion from his

father; but his taste leading him to a diS'crent branch of the art,

he was placeil under the care of Jacob Van Loj, a painter of history

and portraits at Amiterdam. When he was twenty years of age lie

went to Paris, where he passed four years and painted some small

portraits and domestic subjects, which are generally admired. On
his return to Holland, he attempted some historical and fabulous

subjects, which have little to I'ecoinmend them but delicacy of

colour and careful finishing. He was more successful in his pictures

of conversation and gallant subjects, which are tastefully composed

and carefully drawn, in which he appears to have imitated the

style of Terburg and Netscher. His pictures of this description arc

justly held in high estimation; they are very highly finished, and

though less mellow and harmonious than those of Jletzu and

Mieris, they are well coloured and touched with great delicacy.

Pictures by Van der Neer are very rare, and this necessarily

adds to their value. Still there are some found in almost every

museum in Europe, and in most of the celebrated private collections

of France, England, and Germany.

The Louvre only possesses two pictures by this master ;
—

1. "A Border of a Canal in Holland." This is au evening

effect. On the right are three cows, of which two are lyiug down

near a boat ; to the left is a row of trees and houses along the

canal. In the foreground is a man leaning on some wooden palings.

Further off', we see a man impelling a boat along with a pole, and,

among the houses, the spire of a church. We read on a pl.ank to

the right the monogram of the artist, av. i'>r. Tlie animals, says

the catalogue, are ascribed to Albert Cuyp.

2. "A Village ou the Road-side." To the right are houses on

the borders of a canal, and in the foreground we see the reflectiim

of the moon and some ducks ; on the road are some fallen trees, a

dog, and some figures; further on, a peasant, and a cavalier fol-

lowed by a footman. To the left are trees and houses, aiirrounded

by an open fenc?. At the foot of a tree is the monogram of the

painter, av. Iixek. This picture was bought for the Louvre at the

sale of M. de Monay, the 2-lth May, 1852, for £270.

Dresden Museum. Three Van der Xeers :—1. A little land-

scape, lepresenting some buildings on a lake. It is painted on

wood. 2. A Dutch landscape. The day ia failing; it is already

moonlight. A river, the banks of which are bordered by trees ami

buildings, cuts the country in two. In the distance, a large town.

3. The fellow to this. A plain, water, barks, clouds, very ail-

mirably executed. The whole makes ii mtigical moouliglit efl'ect.

Both these are also on m-wM.

Pinacothek Museum of Munich. A fine hirge picture, rcpre ent-

ing a lake in the midst of a forest, the trees of which are reflected

in the water. This picture proves that the most celebrated it

moonlight painters N\as equally able to paint nature by daylight.

Bslvidere Gallery at Vienna. " A Moonlight." We see a beau-

tiful garden and a building on the banks of a river cut by dykes.

In the distance is a town, near which some ships have east

anchor.

In the Copenhagen Gallery is "The Fire," to which we have

already alluded.

Ducal Gallery of Qotha. There are here si.K pictures by Van der

Neer. In this number is one wdth the monogram of the artist, and

the date l(i43. This is also a moonlight. On the foreground is a

river-, with a bridge. The second is a country site, lit up by tliiS

light of the setting sun. Of the four other pictures, the majority

are night effects, with the monogram M, composed of the letters

AV. J.N. interwoven.

Her Majesty the Queen possesses a fine Van der Neer. It icprc-

sents, as usual, the borders of a canal iu Holland, with a ni^ht

effect. We see a carriage and horses ; to the right, a chi'itmu sur-

rounded by trees ; in the background, a city.

Bridgewater Gallery, belonging to the Earl of EUcsmcre. 1. 'A
Dutch View by Moonlight." 2. "A Dutch Village aud Neighbour-

hood by Moonlight."

There are no Van der Neers, or were not recently, in either the

collection of Sir Robert Peel, which is so rich in Dutch mastei-s of

the first olas.s, or in the Giosvenor Ciallery, or in the possession
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of tlie Eail of Wtstminstor, nr the Jliiniuis of Ijiiiisilowiie, or tlio

Duke of Sutherland.

A picture by Vau iler Neer, representing a winter scene, was in

J[r. H. Beekford's gallery in London. M. Waageii speaks of it in

lii.s liouk en the arts of England as a proilifty of truth and tvan.s-

l)aveufy.

(joettingeu Gallery, belonging to the famous univei-sity of that

name, has one of the masterpieces of this painter: it is "A Fire."

In the famous collection of pictures of Winekler, of Leipsie, sold

lownrds the commencement of the century, there v.-as a '• Wintir"'

and two "3Ioonlights."'

The pictures of Van der Kecr, being all principal pictures aiming

at effect, have been engraved, and by the best masters, in the land-

.soApe style. We find the list of engravings (if this niast<;r in the

catalogue of the celebrated Wiiii'kler Cabinet, the sale i>f which took

place at Leipsie in ISOl.

The prices of Van der Neer's pictures have been variously esti-

mated :

—

Sale do la Eotiue, 1745. " L.andscape" painted on wood, repre-

senting a setting sun, the edge sculptured and gilded, £a.

Lebrun Sale, ISOO. "A Moonlight, with aRiver," on which are

two boats. To the right a fisherman's b:irU ; the men dniwing

their nets. This picture was s >ld— it i's scarcely credible—for £2.

At the same sale, "A Landscape" by Moncheson, the figures by

Adrian Van der Velde, was sold for £S 2s.

Cambry Sale, ISIO. " A Dutch Site," with the perspective of a

village to the left, and a river on the opposite siile, i)0.

Krard Sale, 183'2. "Landscape by Moonlight." A marshy

plain, with dwelling-hou.ses to the left ; on the right trees. A
little enclosure, several roads, many tree.s, posts, a river, etc.,

€-2-iO.

Sale of Count C , at Antwerp, 1842. " Sk.aters on the

Amstel," £2nil.

Cardinal Fesch's Sale, 184.5. A large " River," with a bark on

it ; several fi.5hing-boats, a fine open country ; some be.autiful hc/uses

jieeping through trees. On the foreground, three persons in a lane

;

the mnon, a lovely sky, clouds exquisitely painted. 400 .scuji

(abiuit XlOO).

Same sale. A "Winter." There are about a hundred figures'

skating on the icy river, beyond which is a large town with its

.steeples, occupying a considerable sp.ace of ground. All the ditferent

features of sUch a landscape admirably rendered. A piior man
with a log. £41.

Sale of William II., King of Holland, 1850. "A Landscape,"

(Outch^ as usual, with a canal, moonlight, boats, and figures. A
line night efleet. 1000 florins.

Montcalm Sale. " Moonlisht." £360.

eez

JACQUES PHILIPPE LEBAS.

We have already alluded, in our biography of Vau der Neer, to this

eminent man. A sketch of his life will be interesting—the more,

that it was considerably chequered by events of an amusing cha-

racter. Son of a matlic-piiruquiti; or hairdresser, Lebas was

bora in Paris, on the Sth of July, 1707. His mother, liaviug

become a widow, had no resource btit the interest of the sum
derived from the sale of her husband's business, which brought her

in .aboitt six pounds sterling a year. On this, it will be readily

understood, she cotild scarcely exist with her child. Cert.aiuly, she

could not send liim to school. All the education be had, was sini-

))Iy learning the letters of the aljihabet ; and Lebas often, in after-

life, would express his gratitude to the merchants and artisans of

the city of Paris, whose signs and names over their doors had been

his first spelling-books. The mother of Lebas, seeing that he liad

n natural aptitude for drawing, placed Mm with an ardiiteotural-

ffugraver, named IlerisBct, of very ordinary talente. For a young

apprentice, fall of fire anJ hot blood, this cold, geometrieftl work

was very unsuitable. I'ortuuately, Lebas having one day met with
some engravings by Oierard Audrau, was at once struck M-ith the
true character of his own genius. He seemed to foresee his des-

tiny
; and, despite the ardour of his tempeiament, he resolved to

acquire all the qualities necessary to an engraver—the first of
which, nndoubti-dly, is patience. At the age of fourteen, hix

mother took him to an old-clothes iiuin, and dressed him from head
to foot, before launching him upon the world. But how was lie to
make himself known ? and how to get work without being a little

known ? This is the eternal circle in which the early genius frots

and fumes. Peojile will not employ him because he i.s not known

;

and yet all must be tried befiu-e they gain renown. Poor .lacque.s

Philippe had no credit, n.i protector—unless we regard his indefa-

tigable activity, and his ambition to be one d;iy a celebrated artist,

and the feeling within him that he is destined to be so, as IiIh

safeguard and impulse to that arduous exertion, which was his

characteristic through life.

In these days flourished the Drcvets, the Cars, the Dujana, the
Diieanges, ami the Cocliins. The eighteenth century was a fine time
for engraving. Everybody was trying to beat others in bringing

out splendid publications adorned by plates—series of portraits,

books of art, of science, and books of travels—illustrated in n very

maguificeiit style. The richer nobility who possessed pictures,

began to engrave them—some to give more value to their collec-

tions—most of them to encourage artists, who were then, with lite-

rary, learned men, and philosophers, at the head of French society.

Lebas had a few plates to execute for the Crozat gallery. The
first was "The Preaching of St. John the Baptist," which wa.s

executed in the broad, vigorous, and admirable manner of Gerard
Audran, by whom the youth had been so marvellously struck.

"Roman Charity," after Noel Nicolas Coypel, and an engraving

after Paul Veronese, completed his achats. He was not .is yet a
master in style, and yet his " Rom.an Charity" is engravid in a
good and striking way, whieli leaves little to be desired. The
work was executed according to the laws of perspective ; that is to

say, with th.tt lightness of tint which leaves the distant figures on

their proper ground and which it is difficult to attain to with an

instrument so precise as the burin. Coypel was so delighted with

liis engraver, that he insisted ou Orozut's giving him double the

price agreed on.

Jacques Philippe LcJias was of a warm, passionate, impetuous,

and singularly impulsive nature. At the age of twenty-six, he
thought of getting married ; and one day, walking in the street

suddenly saw a woman of majestic mien and with a very charmin"
face. He was struck by her, admired her, followed her, reached

her home, projiosed, was accepted, and married at once. It was
only on in<iuiry that he found slie was poor— far poorer than him-
self. This young *oinan's name w.ts Elizabeth Duret. Her
marriage with Lebas was a very happy one, though the serenity of

their sky was troubled by a few clouds ; one of which was that

they had no children. " When I married," Lebas would often

say, " I acted exactly like a young man without thought. I gave
my wife lace, diiunonds, and fine dresses. The day after my
inarri:ige I had no more money. This made me seriou.s. Without
saying auything, I took the diamonds and lace in my hat-box out
into the street and sold all. When I came back, I showed tlie

money to my wife, and said, ' J!y dear (ma Ijoniie uiiiie), I

h.ave sold all your finery, but I have got money. I am going to

spend It ill copper plates. Be patient, keep up uiy courage. I ask
nothing but the time to finish a few plates and bring them out,

and I promise to give you back with interest what I have taken

from you to-day, without your having had the time to enjoy it.'

I kept my word. I shut myself up. I fagged away at the copper

(j ai ijioihc U ciiim.'). Madame Lebas attended to her household

aftairs, and swept her own staiica.se. In a short time I fonnd

myself in a position not only to give her back what I had taken

from her, but to be useful to her in every way, and procure for her

.-ill the luxuries of life."

To acquire the fortune which he desired to make for the sake «f

his wife and his mother, Ijeba-i hit upon the idea of establishing .«

business as an engraver-bcouming a dealer, in fact. Thin required

considerable capital, and compelled him to iqjen a «hool. He
cipUectet) all th« youn.g artists ia •w)u>m be savv- any alKnii of taJent,
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With an infinity of tact and jndgment lie soon saw wliat each one

of his piiiiils was iit for. He emijloyed them all, each in his

peculiar way, and the hest results ensued. He was an excellent

master of a school. He encouraged some by steady and well-

directed praise, others by ironical laudation, being a great master

in the art of flattery and joking. If a young man showed any

signs of being pleased with liimself, Lebas complimented him,

embraced him warmly, and sent him away orerwhelmed with

delight, until the moment when liis comrades explained the true

character of the perfidious flattery of Lebas. No pupil ever allowed

Lebas to embrace him t'v\dce. Tlie school was large and well

attended. There were out-door scholars and boarders, that is,

pupils whom Lebas fed, lodged, and taught gratuitously ; they,

however, giving him their time. While amusing the class by his

fun and liumour, he also set them an example of unwearied

activity, worked every day until five or six o'clock in the evening.

the name of the master, and the usual address of the de.iler :

'* A Parts, dm M. Lchcut, Rii? de la Harper Maison du Fayenricr^

a, la Mozc Jiour/t;,^^ " Lebas," says Watelet, *' quite convinced

that the number of connoisseurs is very small, thought that the

artist whose name is oftenest seen in print is the best, and the repu-

tation he acquired proved that he was cori'ect. But it would have

been more solid had he acknowledged only those pieces which he

engraved himself, or, at all events, which he had touched up after

his best pupils." It must be allowed, however, that his p(''y(('(.'!^'

and delightful touch gave life, movement, and grace to even the

worst productions of his pupils. At all events, such is tlie opinion

of good judges, and especially of Watelet.

In art, as in everything else, reputation brings money. Mad .;ie

Lebas saw the prediction of her husband verified. Opulence fell

upon the house commenced under such humble auspices. But

Lebas, a true artist, naturally disinterested and generous, u.sed his

^.^^P-^^^ir -^k''0

^lOHNIXC. KUOM A PAISTTXIl BY \"AN r'FR XKEH.

without ever leaving off those merry characteristics of mind and

language, which were the most marked features of his character.

Assisted by so many arms, the impatient engraver was able to

undertake and carry out mauy very vast operations, such as

" The Ruins and Monuments of Greece," with the text of Leroi;

the large views of Flanders after Teniers ; the battles and camps of

the Emperor i)f China ; the festivals, rejoicings, and illuuiinations

of tlie city of Havre, .at the time of the visit wdiich Louis XV.
paid to it ; the vignettes for the Paris breviary ; and other series

of engravings, some of whicli, it must be said, seemed rather

publishers' speculations than works of art. These speculations

succeeded. Lebas soon saw himself at the head of an extensive

house, which had connexions and correspondents all over Europe.

The engraving trade was inundated by pictures bearing the name
of Lebas. Landscapes and historical subjects, geographical charts,

subjects from natur.al history, fire-works and public festivals,

theatrical decorations, vignettes, ft-ontispieces and tail-pieces for

books, .all coming out of the numerous scbonl nf Lebas. .and bearing

fortune without precaution, without care, and without order, as

many men do who h.ave no children, and who believe themselves

beyond the reach of w.ant. Too witty, too impulsive to become a

business man, Lebas, if he sold a picture on credit, took a note of

it on a stray piece of paper, which he was sure to lose before the

day was over. If he accepted a bill, he never thought of entering

it in a book, and was in the h,abit of being startled by the sudden

presentation of the forgotten document. One day, wlien, as usual,

he had been surprised by one of these bills, lie asked the bearer to

give huu till the next day. The creditor replied by a threat of pro-

testing the bill. Lebas rose in a towering passion, seized the

creditor, put him down by main force in an arm-chair, locked him

in tlie room, and rushed out in slippers and dressing-gown. In

half-an-hour he returned, having borrowed the money of a fi-ieud.

The liberality of Lebas w.as inexhaustible, and assumed various

delicate forms. His generosity was shown particularly to artists.

Having one day called to see a landscape-painter of some reput,ation,

named Lacroix, be f nind bini ill anil short of money. Presently
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Lebas rose ami weut away, returning, however, after a short period,

under pretence of having last something. He looked about a long

time for the artiele, and took tlie opportunity of imtting down a

packet of louis. Lacroix having recovered, went round to Li lias,

and spoke to liim of his money debt, and especially of his delit of

gratitude.

" I don't really know what you mean," said Leba.s (juietly, and

changed the conversation.

After having published hi.-; " Works of Mercy," " The Prodigal

Son," "The Chemist," "The Black Pudding Maker," and other

subjects from Teniers, which are really masterpieces of the engraver's

.art, Lebas was compelled, as he himself relates, to give up the manner
of Audrau—that beautiful and warm manner which showed even

the clamminess of painting—to create one more expeditious and

more in onsouance with the taste of the public. This conce.s-sicui

like tlie pencil in the hands of one drawing. Free from all the

caprices, which, in the biting of aquafortis, may defeat more or less

tlie intention of the artist, tlie dry point, by it.? movement, Its sup-

pleness, its shades of lightness or energy, perfectly expre.s.ses tlie

will of the engraver—his way of comprehending and feeling—his

individuality, in fact. 'Wielded by Lebas, the sharp graving tool

has done wonders. It has produced unexi>ected results—inflexions

full of elegance and grace, and, to use a strong word, full of wit.

This style, of which he \va.s almost the inventor, Lebas made use

of with success in his agreeable pictures after the Flemish, Dutch,

and French painters, which, by their great variety and number,

astoni.shed and enchanted all amateurs. They were landscapes

from Teniers or Huysdael, portraits of Berghem, his "Four
Hours of tlic Day;" cavalry halts of Wouvermans, his "Italian

Hunt," his " Milk Put :" little landscapes from Van O.stade, his

MOOXUfiHT.—FROM .\ I'.ilSTIXS BY V.\X DER SEEIl.

W.1S a weakness ; the more so that Lebas could not plead necessity

:is an excuse, and because, moreover, so superior an artist ought

rather to have sought to form pul'lic taste than to have bowed to

it. But, by great good fortune, Philippe I^eba-s. when changing liis

manner, took up another quite a.s good, though rather more .super-

ficial. Before him, the dry point (that is to .say, the point acting

on the nude copper) had only been used for some light demi-tints,

and even for this very rarely. Rembrandt alone had made use of

this process with his ordinai-y genius. Lebas used this style of

work, and perfected it to such a degice that he engraved whole

skies, however coloured they might be, with the dry point, and

succeeded even in rendering the shades of his figures ly uniting,

when necessary, a dashing vigour with a cleanliness which had in

it nothing monotonous or stiff.

The dry point is, of all styles of engraving, that which best

realises the conception and idea of the engraver. In his hands it is

"Dutch Family;" familiar scenes by Ch.ardin ; and love-mak-

ings in swings and in bowers, by Lancret. He gave, too, "The
Early Jlorn," of Karel Dujardin ; "Daybreak," by A'andervelde

;

the landscapes and water-pieces of the gieat Claude, and "The
Seaports"' of Joseph Vemet.

To ench of these masters Leb.as gave a character and vitality.

He was free and otf-hand with Teniei-s, mannerist with Lancret,

piquant with Berghem .and Dujardin, soft with Vandervelde, liquid

with Wouvennans ; he imitated the precision and firmne-ss of

Chardin ; he rendered what were called the fauillis (the dark

lights) of Boucher, and made them much more agreeable in the

engraving than they ever were in the original picture. He
engraved, after Claude, two of the masterpieces of the Louvre,

"The Ancient Port of Me.s.sina," .and "The Village Rew.ard." He
showed himself, in this case perhaps, less broad, less grand than

Woolett ; but it is remarkable that, on the present ocrasicn, he
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tliouglit fit to tcmiier tlie habitual coquetry of liin point, iuti-odueeil

innoh style into liis manner, ami reaeV.ed a rieli tone of harmony,

if not tliG intensity of effect which AVnolett had obtained.

The five hundred pieces engraved by Lebas—an eaorinuus and

almost incredible figure, when vce reflect that they are pieces

engraved with the burin and the .sharp graving tool—did not pre-

vent him giving himself to pleasure, to the cultivation of tlie world,

r.i'V from sliining tliere by the liveliness of his fancy and the exu-

berance of his sjjirits. Tlrs amiable teinperament was combined

in liim ^^'itll a true scn^e of tlie dignity of tlie arts and his own

self-respect. M. Heccpiet, his friend, quotes many examples of this.

A lady of the court, of distinguished raid;, itegged hira tj give les-

sins to her son, at the same time talcing every dne care for the

young man. Lebas consented ; but h.iving perceived, from tlic

very first lessons, that lie was made to wait, .and that tlie young

nobleman often only came in to give his master a cacJiil,'' paid

fir very dearly, was by far tan delicato to receive money he did nut

earn. Having one d.ay noticsd in the ante-chamber a v.alet witli a

very pleasing countenance, he ordered Iiim to announce liim in (he

mother's apartment. "Madame," s.aid he on entering, '•'Iwish

you to allow me, when Monsieur th!> is not prepared or not

inclined to take his lessou, to allow me to give it to this young

niau," pointing to the lackey; " I sh.all then not lose my time,

nor will you, inadame. lose your money ; and as your lackey will

take less.ma much oftener than his master, he will derive more

adv.antagc than him, and will soon know enough for Monsieur the

to continue his studies under hiin, and learn all that you

appear to wish he should le.arn." The proposition of Lebas was

received as he anticipated, and tlic master took his leave of his

uolde pupil.

A few years before his death, a noble lord having lent him a

picture to engr.ave, Lebas, when the plate was finished, asked

permission of the proprietor of the origin.al to dedicate the produc-

tion to him as a testimony of his gr.atilude. The reply he received

was, that pcrmissiou was granted to him on condition that the

affair cost nothing to the person who accepted the dedication, " I

will make a present to Monseigneur," said Lebas, " of the right to

call himself the protector of artists; and will give him an engrav-

ing framed with his tans, and twelve copies as a proof of his title I"

Haughty «ith the great, Lelas was delightful with his equals and

with the humble. In theii- company, he laughed at his obscure birth ;

iiiid if lie took Mpoa himself to criticise the wig of a visitor or the

hair of a portrait, he would add in the simplest tone possible : "I

kuov,' something about it ; I am the son of a li.airdres cr."

Pi-.rtr,aits were not in the style of Lebas. He was, in guieral,

rather weak id them. Th.at of the painter Gazes, which he exe-

cuted fiii- his i-teception to the Academy in IT.'iO, did not merit tlie

reception it inet with. It was the custom at that time to require,

that candidate? who presented themselves to be received in the class

iif engravers; should execute the portraits of two academicians, the

plates of those received being the property of the Academy. Lebas

competed fu- the prize, aiid sent the two poitraits of .Tacques ('azes

(after Aved) and of Roiievt Li'iT.aiiie, after Drouais. But Lebas

filled in his attempt, less from the errors of his burin th.au from

the imprudmce of his tongue. Some words imprudently nttered by

him with regard to an academician, were repeated to this person by

an off.ci.ius friend, .such as .are always fo be found ; so that on the

d:iv of arbitration onr academician made .a bitter criticism on the

w.ik of Lebas, and by chance foutid in his pocket a burin, with

which to touch up and demonstrate tile defects. Accurdiug to this

impartial critic, the engraving had too many fanlts; and it was

really lilie the coolness and impudence of M. .Jacques Philippe

Lebas to have said the day before to his pupils: "To-morrow,

gentlemen, you will be received .at the Academy !" So Lebas

w.as rejected, but not without violent protestations from the

minority. Duinont le Remain went so far as to say, that he

should like t.i see a pencil put into the hands uf any of tiiose geu-

• It is iiiurd in France, when you take lessons at so much a

lessoli, to bay of the professor so many cnrhets or medals, wliich

you give to him one at a time. 'Wheii you have no more, you

renew the supply. Tlic same is done in esting-houscs, wbere a

fUminvUio)) in price is wnde oh twenty dinners.

tlemen and Lebas. He was certain that the engraver would beat

them all.

It was thirteen years after this failure that our artist presented

himself again. This time the Academy departed from its ordinary

rules in fiivour of Lebas ; and, instead of two portraits of acade-

micians, they gave him as his trial-engraving the pretty picture ot

Lancret, known as "La Conversation G.alante."t The picture is

well known, and as much admired. What brightness, what fresh-

ness, what transparence ! It seems to have been dashed off under

an earnest impulse of enthusiasm, without hesitation, fatigue, or

douVit—a very labour of love. The somewhat fantastic trees of

Lancret, transported by him from the gardens of Watteau, were

executed boldly by Lebas with his point, as the painter had groupeil

and massed them with his brush.

Eeceived unanimously in 1743, .Jacques Philippe Lebas obtained

the fdlowing year the brevet of engraver to the king's cabinet. In

1771 he was elected " councillor of the king in his Academy," and

also received, with the pension of JiOO livres, granted by Louis XV.

to Laurent Cars, who had not lived to enjoy it. Nothing was now

w.anting to raise the n.ame of Lebas with foreigners. The reigning

prince of Deux-Ponts and the king of Sweden attached him to their

courts as engi-aver, and gave hira the title.

Lebas was often accused, and not without propriety, of executing

his plates in the same way that people painted fans—that is to say,

with the assistance of several artists fully up to each speciality of

slyle. One did the heads, another the draperies, .another the land-

scape. This was true in the case of a gre.at many plates, to which

Lebas put his double signature as an artist and as an engraver.

He himself groaned over this custom, of which he regarded himself

as by no means the inventor; and he sought to correct the evil

eft'ects of it by making his pupils apply to different branches

of art. He had, moreover, quite suflicient lact to see their par-

ticular aptitude of style, and alw.ays showed tllem models of m.asters

who could be imitated without peril, reniindiiig them alw.ays of the

words of the French fable-writer :

" L'excmple est un dangereux leurre :

Oil la guGpc a passe, le mouclieron demeure." J

During IlIs whole life, Lebas v/as on the best terms v.'ith artists,

learned men, and men of letters. Voltaire, of whom Madame

Lebas requested as a f ivour some pit tickets for the first repre-

sentation of " Merope," sent her tickets for the best boxes, s.ayiug

th.at he owed this mark of respect to a comrade. Lebas was

intimately connected with many artists, especially with Chardin,

after whom he engraved four pieces so much sought .after now-

a-d.ays: "The Morning Toilet," "CTOod Education," " The Draw-

ing Lesson," "Economy." One day, wlienhe went to call on his

friend Chardin, he found him in his v.-orkshop before the picture of

a de.ad hare, which he had ,iust fini.shed painting, " I should like

very much to have that picture," said Lebas; "but, then, I h.ave

got no money." "That can be arranged," said Chardin; "you

have got a waistcoat on there that takes ray fancy very niuch."

"Done! Take the waistcoat ! ( rnjiour /ii «4«e.')" cl-ied iLebis;.

He immediately stripped off his coat, threw the waistcoat on a chair,

and walked off with the picture under his arm.

We must not omit to quote, among the friends of the piiinlcr.

Cochin, who, before being the friend of Lebas, had been his pupil, or

at least his assistant. For a long time Cochin had gone to work

every morning at Lfb.as's unknown to his father, whom he allowed

to think that he h.ad just begun his d.ay, wlien he had already

.gained his tln-c- francs by two hours early work. At a later peril d

the younger Cochin made himself a name in literature, by writing on

the subject of art. He had acquired great influence, and a powerful

name. When it was determined to engrave "The Ports of France,''

which Yernet had painted for tlie kmg, Cochin was charged with

the undertaking, lie confided the whole of them to Lebas, reserv-

ing to himself the right of touching up the plates and sharing the

profits. We read .at the bottom of several of the plates, LJmx tt

Cucliiii ,filhis mrii sciilpsci'iint .' Put the roost intim.ite friend of

t WoEhS or Emixe.nt M.iSTEiis, Vol. i, p 104.

I Esample isa daiiperousluj-cj iv)) pre the wasp has passed the

gnst stjclfii.
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Leilas was Dc^camps, llie aiithur c.f "Tlit- Livus ut* Kieinish Puint-

urs." A cuutidant of the domestic iiuarrels, he was always the

lueaui uf making peace in the family. Our readers shoiihl

jieruse ia the Jlemoirs of jI. lieoiiiict, iilreaily alluded to, the

a''ts and deeds of this jealous husband, who ha 1 uo excuse to be

sj ; and, above all, a certiiin adventure which amused the pupils

of Lebas for a very long time, Uneasy about some of his wife's

walks and journeys in the town, our French husband rushed one

d-.iy out into the street, called a cab, and dashed after his wife in

his luorniag costume, whicli was none of tlie most complete. The

cab, instead of following the carriage in wliich Mailame was, fol-

lowed another, which was taking a wortliy abbe to the Jlarais.

The coach stopped, the abbe got out, the jealous liusbaud rushed

furiously into the house which he believed his wife to have entered,

abused the coiwia'^c, made a horrible noise, called for his wife,

l>urst open a door and fell upon the unfortunate abbe, who, shoeing

the angry artist in a very simiile nisyliij', l>ur.<t out laugliing in

his face.

The' admirable womau and devoted wife, Aladamc Lebas, died in

1781. Her husband, who was then seventy-four ye;irs of age, was

ju'ofoundly affected by her death. At an age wiien one wants

repose, he for the first time felt annoyances, afflictions, disrou-

rageuients, and distress. His undertaking, the figures of '" The

History of France," which required considerable advances of money,

had placed him in great pecuniary difficulties. The wiltul slowness

of Moreiiu the younger, witli wliom he was on cold terms, in giving

him drawings for this work, which was brought down only to

Louis IX. ; the necessity he w-as untler of leaving tiie house where

his wife had just died, alter living there forty-live years; all com-

bine! to overthrow the coitrageous old man, and he died. This

event took place in 17S3, just as it became evident that his

'' History of France " was a gi'eat success.

Amid all the annoyances of his last days, he still had some

remnant of his old fun and humour. "In 17S2," says Heciiuet,

we were at the Trianon. We were in the apartment of Madame

the Princess of Montbazon, whose windows opened upon a little

garden wifh water and fountains, where the dauphin was walking,

or rather cajrried about, by his attendants. The little prince having

stopped before the window, Lebas began, by making faces, swelling

out his cheeks, and striking them with his hands, to make tlie

child laugh. It w;us hinted to him that these demonstrations were

not respectful,- considering the rank of the child ! Lebas inime-

diately checked liimself, and, turning round, addressed the heir-

presumptive to the throne, who was but one year old ;
' I am

,Taciiues Philippe Lebas, engraver and pensioner of your grandfather.

I am delighteil to have been the means of making his grandson

laugh.' More natural than those wlio were silly enough to take

him away fi'om the Ci)utaiuinatioa of (aughter, the child showjcd, by

its cries aud lamentations, its regre^ at being tiiken away froi\i st^c]i

joyous company 1"

On the 9th Thermidor, in the year IV. (USti*, the National

Library purchased the collection of the works of Lebas, made by

Hecquet, for the sum of ,£120. It is a very valuable part of the

riches of that great and admirable institution, which, with many

defects, is so superior in many o:lier tilings to our British Museum.

We have the niore readily told the st'iry of Lebas's life -he whose

name is put to so many engravings » ith w hich connoisseurs are fami-

|ijir—becau.^e his life has scarcely ever been written. In fact, the

inaterials liave only recently been discovered to exist, since the revo-

lution of 1S48, when some of the eminent literary men who took

a part in that demonstration obtained access to certain of the

archives which had been buried and lost to the world from the

carelessness and negligence of certain parties. Bryan say. of him :

" A celebrated French engraver, who has left a cjusiderable number

of pieces, executed in an excellent manner. He was born at Paris

in 1708, was instructed in the art of engraving by N. Tardieu, and

was one of tlie most ingenious artists of hia time. He excelled in

landscapes and small figures, which he touched witli infinite spirit

and neatness. He availed himself much of the freedom and

tiicility of etching, which he harmonised in an admir.able manner

with the graver and dry point. The pipularity of his works i)r.i-

cured him a number of scholars, whose talents were eniphjyed in

.idvancing the plate.? which be afterward- fini^li.-.' and published

with his name. His prints after Teiiiers aw more tlmii a

hundred."

He was a very great man in bis way, and deserves a niche amid

the many who have a claim to u place in the wide world-history ol

art, whicli is of all countries, even more than literature, because

art requires no translation. The eyes and the heart are alone

re<iuired for u,s to comprehend and feel its beauties. It \s an

excellent and notable ,sign of the times tiuit art is understood uiid

a_i)precia*ed,"

.V I'lcnui;,

KKOM \ CollKKSl'O.VIiK.VT.

Ruiiii , Jan, lo.")4.

DuiiiNii my residence in this city, about which eliug such memo-

ries of the past memories of c,inquest, of war, of terrible struggle.*

for tlie world's m:istery—and which is yet the centre of so much

that is important, I have liecouie acquainted with very many facts

which, if all recorded, would be worthy of a volume. I am fond

of wandering about into the darker alleys of this ''city of the soul,"

this ''mother of dead empires," this '• Niobe of nations," which

stands

" Childless aud crownless. in her voiceless woe;"

aud, though glad at times to mix witli the gay throng that crowded

the halls of princes, iirel.ates, and bankers, I have sought, according

to my usual characteristics, as mueli a-s [lossiblc to initiate myself into

tlie mysteries of humble life, I have never neglected art, that study

which, of all others, repays so well the labour and time bestowed

ou it ;
aud though I have not, with Uoleridge, experienced "an

acute feeling of pain on beholding the frescoes of Raphael aud

.Michael Angelo," because they owe their preservation solely to the

durable material ou which they are painted, I have studied them

with earnest love. In fact, my days have been spent, aud would

be still, but that I am about to leave for Florence, in marvelling at

the be;iuties of painting and sculpture I see aronml ^iie—my even-

ings ill wandering in Rome and the outskirts in search of studies of

manners, I aim, in uiy arVistic productions, at the style of 0»tade

i.r l-Juyp, ratlier than iliat of our Titian, It was in consequence of

this feeling of mine (.hat I met witl; an adventure which I purpose

recording at a future time on my canvas-the more, that it has a

connexion with a counfrymaii, and is, therefore, interesting,

I had extended my walk to some distance one evening. The

night cuna ou suddenly while I was wrapped in contemplation; aud,

turning round, I scarcely knew where I was. I saw distinctly

before me the ruins of an old tower, which told uie about what dis-

tance I w as from Rome ; and yet I felt little certainty of finding

my way. I was not suliiciently familiar » ith the road to trust to

myself 'h'^
* guide, but after a few minutes' hesitation I set off, as

{ thought, along the patfe wliich \ liad fojlowed in the light. In ten

minutes I hail lost my way. I could spe;ik Italian, and could have

asked the road, but there was nobody to ask. This made ine reflect

on tlie sage remark, that a man may be a fool in many languages,

aud I said many things to myself which were of a nature soircely

worthy remembering. I endeavoured to persuade myself that I

was on the right road, but it w as of uo avail ; so at last I stood

.still aud looked around. I was near a ruin, whose

" Broken arcbf, black as night,"

just allowed a glimmer of departed day to peer through them, ami

show me a little of the scene arouud.

I soju found that I was also near a little stream, as I liwird, not

by the roar of waters from the headlong height, but by the gentle

rippling of the tiny waves. I began to suspect that I really did

not know where I was. I stood still. The scene wjis new t<j lue
;

aud yet, at aight of that pile of ages long ago, as the light began to

stream from star and planet on oriel, buttress, and stroll, I

suspected I had seen the place before from a distance. My eyes

bean to accustom themselves to the gloom, and presently I dis'

tinctly.saw a kind of rude hut. such a.s are commonly built in out'

of-the-way places' by Roman peasant'.

I at once felt fatigue. Before I had never thought of it, but

U'tw Innijer. tliirst, aud we-^rine.ss, cine all npc-n irc nt on^c.
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The Imt was below uie in a kind of liole, and I had to descend

si.'me rude steiJS to this dwelling, perhaps puri^usely concealed, for

what I knew, and I conjectured hardly safe for any one who had

with him aii^ht to lose. But I had nothing to lose, and on that

score was easy. My dress was plain. I wore a blouse and cap,

and my shoes were heaTy and rudely fashioned. Still I clutched

my stick as I turned to the hut, and approached a side whence

came a light.

'*Is there any one at home J" said I, in a loud aud, I hope,

cheerful tone.

"Si, siguor," cried a rougli and rather harsh voice. "What
do you want! Who are you?"

" I am hungry, tired, aud thirsty ; aud I am an English

traveller aud artist, studying nature, who has lost his way.''

There was a dead silence for a moment—a silence I could feel,

but nut understand.

head, aud altogether a pretty simple face that might have beeu

little noticed but for her eyes. They were of that deep, dreamy

oast which strikes the painter because they tell a tale of sorrow, or

regret, or hope ; at all events, always indicate some passion

which it is useful for him to study.

My attention, however, was called away by my supper, of which

I partook freely; all the while, however, castiug glances towards

the young womau, who was absorbed, I began to fancy, by some

memory of the past.

" You seem partial to Englishmen," I said at last, addressing

tlie old man.
" We have no cause to be," grumbled he in a half good-

natured tone.

" Hush !" .said the girl, rising and standing erect, her right

hand held out ;—this is the instant I hope to seize in my picture

—

"hush, father I Do you not remember it was thus he came'!

HIE SKATERS. FRO.M X I'AINTlSc! BY VAX DKR NEER.

"Welcome!" then exclaimed a voice—a voice of touchiug s.ad-

ness and melancholy. "Welcome, stranger: no Englishman was

ever turned from this door."

I was, I confess, a little startled by this reply, but certainly

more gratitied than startled ; and I advanced to the open door and

entered the hut. It was ouly a hut, a poor, mean building with

one room, as I at tirst thought, and three occupants. There was

an aged pair, still active and healthy, in the dress of peasants, aud

a young woman, not far from thirty, of handsome, yet melancholy

mien, on whom my eyes were the more fixed, that she examined

iiie with a curiosity and anxiety quite painful to behold. She then

sat down by a table, and gazed with a vacant look at the wall, as

I thought, it being dark, and the place illumined faintly by a sorry

lamp.

The old people gave me a stool, and I had leisui-e to examine the

young womau wliile they prepared a frugal meal of bread and

cheese and wine, with some gi'apes, always welcome. She was
dark, with black hail', black eyes, a small but Well-shaped fore-

It was a dark and gloomy night, aud he had lost his way ; do you

not remember ?"

" Well, carmima, I think I .should remember it," replied the

father.

" To what docs your daughter allude?" said I ; "if I may be

so indiscreet as to ask."

The young woman seized the lamp, aud holding it close to the

wall, bade me look. I rose quickly and gazed at the place on the

wall indicated by her, aud there I saw, to my utter amazement, a

delicious little oil painting, representing a young man of feir and

delicate features, beside a dark-eyed beauty, which I easily recog-

nised as the holder of the lamp in her younger days. It was a

perfect little gem, and astonished me so mucli I could not at first

speak ; but jn-esently the peasant girl calnung down, I resumed

my seat and entered into conversation with her. And she told me

her story, I suppose, because my lips had imparted to her the

secret of my birth in the laud of his origin.

It was about ten years before that a youthful tra\eller lost his
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way under somewhat similar circumstances to my own, and sought

shelter in the same hut, where then dwelt Francis™ Patranu and

her parents. He was a s^ntle I>ut enthusiastic youth, who felt

grateful at once for the hospitality offered and accepted. He spent

the evening in conversation, chiefly with the young girl, and went

away next day, promising to return. He did return, though they

did not expect it, and so often that it soon became clear he was

smitten with the charms of the young girl. His visits were dis-

couraged. He cared not. He painted the hut at first, and then,

after some coaxing, the young girl, who began to take a deep interest

in him.

At last he offered his hand and his heart. A romantic and

fervent spirit, he knew only that she was beautiful and good. She

was uneducated, but that was a delightful thing for young love to

x'emedy. He was refused at first, because of the difference of

religion ; hut his earnest and sincere eloquence overcame all diffi-

culties, and it was finally settled that the wliole party should at an

them, and not a single stumbling-block stood in the way of their

great happiness. How she longed to see the happy land he

painted in such glowing colours ! and how he too desired, with

pride and joy, to be the being who should open up to her its

beauties and its new graces !

To marry in Homo was ditlicult, if not impossible. Every pre-

paration was then made for their deimrture. At last the letter

came, and all was ready. Just then he died. He was of a

delicate, frail nature, and caught a fever, against which youth

laboured in vain. He died, and left behind him one who,

though not his widow, because she had not licen his wife, yet

WIS determined to be in everything Ids relict on this earth. She

saw him to his lonely grave, and returned to her hut saddened,

blighted, hopeless, and yet—for ho had conquered all her prejudices

—hopeful of another world, where they must meet again.

She kept his i)icture, that one, and the lesson-books he had given

her ; but she touched tliem no more ; the chord was snapped that

A SEA-PIKCE.—FKOJI A PAIMIXG BY VAN PER NEElt.

early period emigrate to England, and there the young cou|ile

should be united. The old people heard the plan at length with

complacency, and the youthful artist wrote over to his home for

money to return.

All went well. He painted and taught. The young girl was

apt and willing, and she learnt to read and write, and imbibed

much knowledge from her enthusiastic lover. His studies were

now confined to nature. He was always near the ruin, and it was

in the hut in which I was listening to tlie tale that he painted his

picture, which gave unbounded delight to all parties. And there

it was, too, that she conned over her books, her grammar, and her

little elementary works—a very school-girl in earnestness and

devotion.

And he was never tired of teaching, nor she ot learning. It

must have Iieeii a pleasant and cheerful thing to see that couple, so

attached, so earnest, so .single-minded, pursuing their mutual tasks;

he, yearning and battling for fame, she, for simple knowledge.

And the time p.asscd so pleasantly all the while, for all smiled on

made them musicjil. And yet I sa\v with what veneration she still

regarded them. All efforts to make her change, to induce her to

wed, were useless ; she was the bride of the departed, and as such

she solemnly announced herself to her parents. They combated

her will in vain. She would not be comforted, and would not be

left.

And thus I found her and a subject for my pencil, which, if I

can ever realise, I am sure will place my name in some little niche

where the smaller specimens of art may find shelter. And there I

left her next day, much moved by meeting with one to whom she

could speak unreser\'edly of the lover who hjul Ijeen deatl ten years,

and yet whom she looked on with such freshness of memory. I

saw her no more, my stay in Rome being but short ; but I write

this humed letter to record the deep impression the scene made

on me.

Perhaps I should have rather told of the seven-hilled city's pride,

of what remains besides the cypress and the owl, of broken thrones

and temjdes ; but thus is it ever with me ; one little bit of nature
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makes uie forget all the glories of the greatest art, because it moves
my Iieart. Not that I despise the mighty monuments of times past,
but that real life moves me more clee]ily when it presents itself to
me in such a form, ami especially—egotist that I am !—when it

comes wrapped roiiud in the enchanting witcliery of a subject for a
picture.

.'\N AUTIST'.'S IDEA Ol- COXSTANTINOPLK
ENVIRONS.

AND

The East has always been the peculiar ground of the artist. Thence
he has drawn his most rich materials. Martin, and Turner, and
many others have made us familiar with much that is great and
splendid in the fields and hills of Orient, now to be made further

familiar as the scene of military operations. It is pleasing, how-
ever, to turn from the ten-ible stories of " our own correspondent,"

n,T,rratiug all the horrors of war, starvation, and cholena, to the
views of an artist. Mr. F. Herve visited the land some time back
as a portrait painter, and brought back, not only rich sketches of

the country,- but communicated mucli pleasing iuformation.

He visits the place to paint; .i.nd hence it is natural tliat he

should tell VIS, that though there are few spots in Europe which
have c.illed forth more panegyrics than the charms of the li 'Sphoru.s,

yet the reality far surpasses all preconceived ideas. The position,

the very sensation that you are between the extreme points of the

gre.at divisions of the globe known as Asia and Europe, is enough to

rouse the mind to a certain degree of enthusiasm. It is hard to say
on which side most beauty lies.

You g.aze on palaces of the purest white marble, with doors of

bronze and gilded cornices, tall minarets, rising with cliaste and
taper elegance beside the round and massive tower, light trellises,

shaded terraces, latticed windows, all savouring of mystery and
romance. Then you turn from the present to tlie past, as your eye
catches a sight of the heavy castles of other times, with their gloomy
turrets frowning on each other from the opposite b.auks as they peer

up in solitary grandeur—here a fontastic and epliemeral style of

architecture, tliere a heavy massive line of solid walls and lofty

towers, which raise their proud heails on high.

Every form of habitation is to be found in the Bosphorus, from
the habitation of the ])easant to the palace of the monarch. There
is the lowly 6sherman's shed, formed of a few planks, pitched up
and plastered together with mud and clay, with a hole to creep in

and a liole to look out from, tlie waves oft dasliing against its base,

and the rain entering its roof; whilst not far off stands the Sultan's

gorgeous palace, where the sculptor's art is profusely displ.ayed,

where gaudy painting .and the richest carved work unite their

powers to adorn the splendid monument of Ottoman pride, .and its

polished marble walls, its granite balustrades, its porphyry columns,
are oi'owned by a resplendent crescent of gold. All this may
outr.age the pure and classic eye of the chiiste arcliitect, for we
know that it is in bad taste ; but the effect is most brilliant anil

imposing ; and as there is a succession of these palaces on either

shore, when the sun shines upon them, it produces one dazzling

blaze of eastern magnificence.

But art alone has not lent enchantment to the ^•iew. It is not
possible for us to comprehend, here at home, what nature is

under the

'* Blest power of .sunshine !

"

in a land where it may be truly said, on many occasions:

" There was not, ou that day, a speck to stain

The azure heaven ; the blessed suu alone,

In unapproachable divinity,

Careered, shining iu his fields of light.

How beautiful, beneath the bright blue skv,

The billows heave !—one glowing green expanse
;

Save where, along the bending line of shore,

Such hue is thrown, as when the peacock's neck
Assumes its proudest tint of amethyst
Embathed in emerald glory."

And all this lights up a place gifted by nature with almost sublime
charms. It is n.ature that has given the bold ami varied outline

the rocky mazes and the myrtle bowers ; she it is that gives us that
gigantic and overshadowing plane-tree, the growth of centuries, and
the shelter of thousands of men and herds, to gaze at and admire.
See the rugged oak, the spreading elm, the weeping ash, the bright
sycamore, the dark-green fig, the stately cedar, the orange, the
lemon, the soft acacia, the trembling aspen, the drooping willow,

the sable yew, the tall poplar, and, the loftiest of all, leaving every
other far beneath, the sombre cypress, reara its aspiring stem..
And then, above, there is the almost bare rock, clad at times by
the hardy pine of the North.

And then, besides these and many other trees, there are fruit-

trees innumerable. The mulberry and the vine are the most fre-

quent. The latter climbs about the awnings and palisadoes in all

directions, and producing, in almost .all parts of the East, a vile

compound, has been the fertile source of death in our army. The
shrubs are endless and innumerable

; the laurel, the myrtle, the
box, the arbutus, and lanrustinug .are everywhere to be seen. Of
tlie flowers it would be in vain to attemjit to speak.

The palaces, harems, and viUas of the rich Turk— less frequent
now than in Herve's time -.and of the foreign merchants, are a
graceful and pleasing .addition to the beauties of nature. Their
gardens are perfectly fiiiry-like in many instances. They surround
the dwellings, and then go back, getting wilder as they ascend,
until they, ton, re.ach the barren crag. There they rise, terrace
after terr.ace, communicating by winding steps, often of marble,
with beds of flowers and dark -green shrubs rising on all hands

;

and then the bowers, arbours, alcoves, obelisks, kiosks, pagod.as,

fountains, temples, awnings, lattice-worked screens and trellises.

Elsewhere upstart the blue cupolas of a mosque, very much like

the Panopticon in Leicester-square, half hid by an umbrageous
curtain of trees, except where the fluted minarets rise alongside
the dark trees. And then from some window peers a dark-eyed
Greek girl, watching the boats as they pass ; or an Armenian or

Turkish laily darts a modest look and drops her eyes ; while Turks
smoke lazily near the water, boats richly carved and gilt flo.at by,

filled by men in embroidered costumes, though now, in general,

the European garb is alone seen. The boatmen alone preserve

their old dress.

Well, and with all this beauty of scenery, witli such a sky, and
such temptations, neither Turks, nor Greeks, nor Armenians, nor
Jews, nor any other of the mixed and nondescript dwellers iu

Turkey have the slightest conception of art, or the slightest leaninf

towards a study of it. The Greeks are very behindhand. They
neither comprehend music nor ])ainting, as the daubs in the inside

of their churches will readily show. As to music, some Souliota

were once singing very sweetly the air of "II Pescator," and an
Englishman remarked to a Greek friend how well they did it.

His reply was curious. " They sing well indeed ! they have some
knowledge as to using their mouth, but they have no idea whatever
of using their noses !" It is through the nose that the Greeks
usually sing.

There have been many young Greeks sent to Europe to learn

various accomplishments. Singing and painting they could never com-

pass. We have heard Greek singing enough, and the less we hear for

the future the better. What half a century of civilisation m.ay do we
know not, but the arts are nowhere in so deplorable a state as amid
the ruins of temples and monuments in Greece, in Athens itself,

and in the country of the Turk, where religion sets its face against

every form of the art of painting and sculpture.

The prejudice is wearing iiw.ay, however, and this—like every-

thing else—denotes that there is a crisis of civilisation about to

take place. The presence of the allied armies may be the cause of

Turkey awaking to real civilisation, literature, and the arts, aud

finally to Christianity—not the Christianity of Greeks and others in

Turkey, but to the purer Christianity of countries where civilisa-

tion has gone hand-in-hand with religion. Then m.ay we hope to see

even high art taking root in a country formed by nature for all that

is lovely and gre.at, and they too m.ay produce works from which

" We gaze and tvirn away, and know not where,

Dazzled and drunk with beauty, till the heart

Keels with its fiilness ; there— for ever there.

Chained to the chariot of triumphal art,

We stand as captive, and would not depart."
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As one iudication of tlio apjiroai'li of iv botter state of tilings, wc

jn.iy mention tliat, as tliu FrencJi army in the" East is acoompanietl

by Horace Vcrnet—whose business is to prodvice ^vortlly ]iictorinl

representations of any striliing seenes, any reniarliable objeets, and

any brilliant exphiits tliat may meet his view—so Omar Pasha

has an artist in attendance upon liini fur a similar iinrjidse, who is

said to be engaged upon a jiainting of the siege of Silistria, that

glorious struggle in wliicli Turliish valour, assisted and directed liy

tlie Englisli skill of the gallant Lieutenant Butler and his friend,

effectually reiielled all the attacks of a Russian horde, in spite of a

great disparity in numbers. It may, jierliaps, lie some time befoi'C

Omar Pasha's enlightened views on general subjects and just api)re-

ciation of the value of art are shared by the mass of the subjects of

the Sultan : but the inlluence of his exainjile, seconded by the high

position he deservedly holds in the estimation of all, must, sooner

or later, bring about this desirable result.

THK KXHIBITIOX OF THE AliT IXIOX.

Some of our readers may smile at the fact of an exhiliition of the

Art Union of London being included in matter, great part of which

relates to the works of E.MI^I:^T JIasteus. But the article will

not be so irrelevant as it might ui)on the first blush apjjear.

The object of oirr work is to cultivate amongst all ehisses in

England a taste for the beautiful, and the beautiful includes,

according to the sententious German, the good I It is not unnatu-

ral, therefore, that any glaring departure from the rules of Taste

and of True Art should be noticed and reproved, for it is by

reproof that education is promoted, and by the example of the lad

that the good is inculcated.

Very few people are ignorant of the constitution of the Art

Union. It is a society, instituted in 1837, and incorporated in

1S46, having for its object a promotion of the knowledge " and

love of the fine ai-ts, and their general advancement in the British

Empire by a wide diffusion of the Works of native artists," and

also " the elevation of art and the encouragement of its professors,

by creating an iucre.ased demand for their works, and an improved

taste on the j)art of the public."'

That an institution having so generous and so great an aim,

should have so signally failed, as this and other exhibitions will

sliow, is more to be deplored tluin to be wondered at. Taste

requires education, and is by no means a mere natural production.

It requires also time to grow. It is not to be presumed, that because

a man or a woman wins a prize at the Art Union, they should

be sufficiently judges of pictures to select the mo.st meriturious out

of so many galleries ; and the fortunate prizeholder has the S.uyi\\

Academy, the British Institution, the Society of Driti.-h Artist.-i,

the National Institution, the Water Colour Society, .and the New
As.-iociation of Painters in Water Colours, to select from. It

might probably happen that if the fortunate or unfortunate prize-

holder had only one gallery to choose from, siunething like a good

selection might be made ; but under the present system the body of

prizeholders. with a perverseness which is puzzling, dear the whole

of the galleries of their dross .and refuse.

It is another unfortun.ate circumstance that the <lrawiiig of the

Art Union takes place very late in the year. Therefore, if there be a

good picture by a rising artist, prizeholders are pretty sure not to get

it, because buyers of taste and of art education have had the run of

the galleries before them ; and, moreover, to render, we supjiose,

any cidlusion between the buyer and the seller impossible, the

committee of the institute have frivmed their bylaws in such a

manner that one may be construed into a direct prohibition of the

prizeholder's using any j\ulgment other than his own

—

a good rule

in some respects, but exceedingly injurious in others.

Thus it is, that the result is fiequently very seriously injurious

aud noxious to British art. Those who have to choose the pictures

are of all classes, and the sellers of the pictures ai*e as varions.

Some there are who get a pretty good painting ; but the majority

are so bad, that the effect of the g.allery to an eye accustomed to

good art, is really very sad indeed. But, besides this evil, the

Art Union has another effect. It disli«artens the artist who mav be

very clever, but may iwl have sold his picture, when he sees one

with not a tithe of the t.alent which he has, get for his produc-

tion a iirice which is prei)isterously high. But it has a worse effect

upon the artist who sells his jiainting. Having an eye to the Art

I, n;on prizeholders, helms put an enormous price on his proiluo-

tion, because he is just as likely to get it as a smaller one. Judges

do not Iiuy his iiictures—but others do ; and the [jrizeholdor must
give the full price, or else return part of it into the reserve fund of

the society. We happen to know a case, wherein a young artist

a-sked .t'200 for a picture exhibited in the ll(jyal Academy, pur-

posely to catch the .\rt Union prizeholders —a work for which, had
a dealer bought it, he would gladly have taken .(.".511. He sold his

picture
; and it so elated him, that his works had such prices put

on them that he never sold any more. He is now in one of our

colonies, taking portraits, and gaining a very fair living
; but a

great or even a talented artist he never will be.

The pictures, also, on account of the advertisement which their

exhibition aflfords, are obliged to be exhibited, and therefore to be

chosen from exhibitions of the current year. Artists .-ire not,

consequently, .allowed to paint upon commission ; but, if they were

permitted to do so, surely something more creditable might be

obtained. In a word, as a purjiose of art education for the spread

of taste, this sooiety is a dead failure ; aud, although it undoubt-

edly gets rid of a great many pictures, still there is not one out

of the one hundred and ninety-nine exhibited, for which we would

give—and we believe there is no professional iicram in London

Would—half the price which the artist has obtained for it. From
this censure we may, however, except three ; and also the litho-

grajih by Maguire ; and the whole of the statuary models, from V.io

to !)•!), both inclusive.

A hasty run through the gallery will, we have no doubt, con-

vince the reader of the truth of remarks which, however harsh,

have for their aim the advancement of art and the improvement of

taste. The sooiety might, without any hesitation, to remodel their

rules ; so that it might be an honour, instead of the reverse, to bo

selected by a prizeholder of the Art Union.

The present exhibition is held in the rooms of the Suffolk-street

Gallery, In the great room the first picture which attracts the

visitor will be, in all probability (No. 4), " Common Fare,"

paintcil by .Mr. Sidney (jooper, and selected from the lioyal Academy
at the very large price of £:iCu 10s. Mr. Cooiier is a first-rate

artist when combined with Mr. Lee ns a laudscape-iiaiuter ; but in

"Common Fare," which re|iresents a group of sheep and a half-

starved donkey on a common, he, to a certain extent, fails. The
landscaiie is unpleasant ; the position of the donkey, on the apex of

a hillock in the centre of the picture, being too pi'ominent ; aud the

elfect i.-i, on the whole, unple;isant. Parts of the picture are unexcep-

tionable ; the sheep are excellently iiainted. The amouut of the

prize is i.'250, the prizeholder having .added the remainder.

(No. 13), "Gipsies leaving the Common," by E. Williams, sen.,

for which a gentleman has given £60, is a very common specimen

of a picture manufactureil without the slightest attention to nature;

vivid c tlours and crude greens being the staple commotlity.

(No. II)), " A Scene from the Play of the Hunchlack," by A. .1.

Simmons, h:is, luckily for the artist, fetcheil £40. Had it to lie

sold in any s.ale to-inorrow, it might realise .€10.

(No. 21), "The Lady of Sh.alot," by U. S. Lauder, R.S.A., h.as

been chosen from the new institution at a price of i'SO. It hears

the quotation from Tennyson :—

" But ill her web she still delights

To weave the minor's magic sight.s."

But it is in reality nothing but a very pallid specimen of humanity,

with a pretty but unmeaning face, looking into a mirror. What
relation it bears to Tennyson's mystic poem we cannot say.

(No. ii), which hangs just below, is a contrast iu every par-

tioulivr. It is a sweet landscape, " Evening on the Mackno, North

Wales," with a wild duck flying quickly over the still watera of a

lake. The colour and the feeling are both good. The taste ex-

hibited in the choice of this does honour to Mr. Allen. The price

affixed by the artist, Mr. Dearie, is twenty pounds.

(No. 2<ib "Game and Prult," by Puftield, is a very fine picture,

wliicli we noticed when before exhibited. We would imrtieularly
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call attention to the painting of the blackcock and the par-

tridge. Mr. Cooper, a prizeholder of one hundred pounds, has

selected it.

(No. :;S), "A Fishing Village," from the coast of Normandy,

by J. Wilsiin, jun. , for which Mrs. Saunders has given one hundred

and fifty pounds, is a meritorious but by no means a first-class

painting.

(No. 31), "The Siesta," by C. Landseer, exhibits a girl lying

upon two antique chaii's. The position is awkward, and the draw-

ing, especially the foreshortening, not well managed ; but on the

whole, the picture is more worthy than nine-tenths of the

others.

(No. 34), "The Toung Boat-builder," is so bad, that it should

be gihbetted, not e-ichibited.

(No. 31)), "The Rehearsal of the Village Choir," by F. Under-

bill, is the production of one, who, with mire time and finish, may

do much better. The faces of the young girls, whom the music-

master is drilling, are very sweet and arch.

(No. 37), exhibits the sort of picture which is likely to be bought

by prizeholders. It is of the genteelly pious order. Not that we

quairel witli simple piety, but with its theatrical exhibition. It is

called the " Mother's Prayer." A lady with a doll-like face, with-

out one atom of devotion in it, watches over her child in bed. It

(No. 68), " The Youthful Hairdresser," exhibits quite as simple

an incident ; Imt, from the nature of its treatment, is very much

better. A little girl is nailing the wig on a wooden doll, the stolid

look of which gives the piece a very comical air. The dress and

face of the girl are well painted by the artist, Miss M. A. Cole.

(No. 76), "Keeping Guard," by J. Hardy, jun., is interesting

and well painted, with the exception of the sky, which is exceedingly

murky and heavy. A dog is watching by some game, which his

master has deposited near him.

(No. 84), "The Monastic Life of the Emperor Charles V.,"

exhibits gi'eat knowledge of drawing and a good eye for colour and

arrangement. The present little picture is but a sketch, and some

C'.uderiesi must therefore be pardoned. The picture is decidedly

the best ten-guinea prize in the exhibition.

(No. 90), "The Brunette and the Blonde," of course bemg the

portraits of a p.ale young lady, and of another with a Spanish

chocolate complexion, is a work by Mr. R. S. Lander, for which he

has been lucky enough to get sixty guineas.

(No. 1IJ3), "A Bible Class in a Scotch Parish School examined

by a Committee of Presbytery, " is one of those pictures which strike

you with two subjects for wonder—the one, that it ever got hung

ia any gallery ; the other, and the greater, that having been hung,

it ever got sold ; the artist mistaking coarse caricature for character.

MOONLIGHT ON Tlir WATtR.—FROM .V P.VIXTIXG IIV VAX Dl'U NEEK.

is calculated to touch matern.al hearts, and we have no doubt

that Mr. Fisher, in selecting it, was guided by his female

friends.

(No. 46), " Isola die Pescatori," au Italian landscape, by Gr. E.

Hering, is very meritorious. With the exception of a certain

harshness in the shadows, it leaves little to be wished for.

(No. 54), "A Cabin in a Vineyard," has at least a great name

to help it, that of Mr. Uwins. We criticised it in our notice of tlie

Royal Academy. A mother who has left her children asleep in the

cabaiic of the garde de vigne, returns to look at them. The figure

of the mother is somewhat graceful, but Ijeyoud that the picture is

nnmeaniug and lackadaisical.

(No. 01), " Evening," by E. Williams, sen., is excessively after

the manner of a teaboard in its finish and treatment. It bears a

great many more marks of manufacture than of study from

nature.

(No. 6ii),
'

' What shall I sing ?" instances one of those pretti-

uesscs with little meaning and small skill in execution, which,

nevertheless, captivate the many. A young lady in a curious

dre.is, a mixture of modern and fancy costume, holds a guitar in

her hands, and seems to ask the beholder the question which

gives its title. It is perfectly unworthy both of the artist and

purchaser.

and being content to exhibit a picture without tune, or tinisli, or

colour, properly so termed, in it.

But we will not detain the reader any longer. The water-colour

department of the exhibition is perhaps a little better than that of

the oil paintings; the best amongst them being "A Head of a

Roman Monk" (No. 186), by Cari Haag, to which we called

attention in our notice of the Water-colour Society. The statuettes

are much more creditable, especially " The Dancing Giri reposing"

(198), and (199) "Innocence," after an original by Foley.

The print, to which subscribers are entitled next year, is not

worthy even of the Art Union; the artist, Mr. J. J. Chalon, seldom

producing anytliiug worthy of engraving, and, in this instance, Mr.

Willmore, the engraver, by no means doing what he should have

done. Any one familiar with the w.jrks of Woolett will at once see

what a tremendous distance there is between the water which he

represented, buoyant, sparkling, and deep, and the heavy gTaver

and point lines of Mr. Willmore, which look like nothing in nature

and little in art. The thirty wood engravings, illustrative of

"Childe Harold," promise much better; but we must decidedly

register our opinion, that the Art Union is every year less worthy

of'its position and of the patronage it obtains. Unless the council

makes some very great efibrts towards improvement, the sooner it

gets replaced, or extinct, the better for British art.
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J II N ASS i: L Y N

.

TuEKE is in Switzciiftncl a cliarmiiig wriCer, whose proiluctions

have all the iierfiimc of the land in wliich he dwells, and all the

suavity and honlujininh: ot" the iiiniple and good pastor of liis flock.

His leisure hours are not spent in contriving gross satires, written

with a pen dipped iu Egyptian darkness, in the style of the bitt«r

old monk of Meudon. No ! he is no modem Kabelais. His gray

Vol. II.

guose-qnill, or, haply now, Ids steel -sulislitute, .appears dipped in

the milk of luinwin kindness, so gentle, so soothing, so plejusing are

his words. Excellent Topffer ! may your name lie more widely

known, and your hooks be everywhere apjireciated ! This obsen-ing

man has spoken sometimes of art; and thus does he tell of his

humours .and fancies :
—

"I select a landscape by Asselyn. A uuitter of taste. This

master is so sw'eet, so amiable, so redolent of all that is smiling and

iraaceful in country life. In the foreground we have a miniature

strand, and some cattle drinking in the waters of a river. Goats,

mares, even donkeys, arc covered by the shadow of a bridge, the

unc pial arches of which support layers, now of bricks, now of hewn
stone, some covered by phister or cement, some conceided under

tnfls of grass. On the edge of the horizon the sky shines with all

the temperate brightness of a beautiful evening ; above, clouds

fringed with gohl float in a calm and deep azure. This picture h.as

been really painted ; and it is a masterpiece. Does the place it

represents exist ? I know not, and I do not care ; for if it does not

exist entire, every one of its lovely details are real and true copies

of nature iu her sunniest moods.'* *

The writer of the above p.assage, which in the original \i

charming, has himself painted a picture in so many words. In so

doing, ho kas not sought to make the painter subordinate to nature

;

he has rather given the man a power over nature. If it is this

great power which furnishes the subject, and even more than tlie

subject—the inspiration, still the artist must have felt and under-

stood the inspiration. "Without As.selyn," he tells us, "nature

would display her whole store of beauties, would bask indeed in the

wann ami genial sun ; but all this w ould be neither felt nor ex-

pre.s.sed. AVithnut Asselyn it exists ; b\it the peaceful, the gentle,

the amiable—who will impregnate ns with it f Without him this

canvas may be a view, but not a picture.'"

• Topflbr, " Kctiexions ct Menus propos d'uu Peiutrc Gcncvoi',

prccedecs d'uuc notice par Albert Aubcrt." I'ari^, 1S48.

a
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'lVipflei''Iuvt:d uiiture ; lif . like the puet cuulil cvy :

' I curu not, Fortune, what you mc deny
i

Ynu cannot rob mc of free Nature's grace ;

You cannot shut the windows of the sky.

Through wluch Aurora shows her bright'ning face :

Yon cannot bar my constant feet to trace

The wood and lawns, by living streams at eve :

I.ct health my nerves and finer fibres brace, .

And I their toys to the great children leave.

Of fancy, reason, virtue nought can ^g bereave."

None but master.s ever inspire in the refiueil tlie thoughts wliieli

we have noted above, or raise any question im|jOft,ant/ or interesting

to art. Asselyu was a master—decidedly not of ^Jie fij-st order of

merit—but so plea,s.int, so agreeable, as Topfi'er says, so naively in

love with rural beauties, so luminous in his execiitiun, that \ve

must give liim a place in the history of landscape between Olaude

Lorraine and Both, of It;Jy ; and, in the history of aniuial painting,

between Karel Dujardin and Bamboohe. It will scarcely he cre-

dited by those who have at all extended their reseayohes iu art,

that the name of Assalyn is not even mentioned in Jtescamps.

Houbrakeu just alhules to him, and that is all. As for tlie other

biographers, they have iiiUen into innumerable erroi-s ou the point.

Some say that he is a pupil of John Miel, some of Isaiah Vander-

velde. Harms, in his chronological table of paintei-a, tijies his

bii'th in the year 15G7 ; D'Argenville makes him born in Il"lland.

aljout 1610. In the midst of all these uncertainties, what appears

to those who. have examined into the matter in modem times most

likely and reasonable, from every indication and known fact, is,

that he was born in Holland, about 1610, and that he was the

pupil of Isai.ah Vandervclde, who iloubtless taiight him to paint

battles, which, as we shall see, was one of his peculiarities. This

inference we are led to dr.aw from a passage of iSandrart, who knew

Asselyn pei"sonally, and whose testimony appe.irs to be incontestable.

His words are:— "Inter Anistelodamenses subdialium pictores

valde Celebris erat tarn ipioad eciuorum, quam alioruiu animaliuni

hominumque tiguras et quoad pyaiiu. Discipulus enim fuit Xsai'ie

de Velde, artificis in hoc jjingendi genere qui Haga coraitis habita-

bat
!

" * Elsewhere Sandnirt speaks of Amsterdam as the country of

Asselyn: In arbejiatria Amstilodamam.f

We are able to say with tolerable certainly, that Asselyn started

at a very early age for Italy, that he travelled much, and lived for

a long time at Rome, where the community of painters of his own

country gave him the .surname of Crabbetje (which in Dutch means

little crab), because he had a tw'isted, hand and crooked lingers.

It is a remarkable fact that this maimed dwarf had an easy and

ready touch—a pencil remarkable for its lightness and elegance.

But, surrounded by so many masters, he hit upon two whose man-

ner seduced him at once. These were Claude Lorraine and Bam-

boche. The mixture is singular ; and it is rather diilicolt to

conceive of the man who could have a passion for any two artists so

dissinular. One, grave and solemn, devoted to the study of light,

and tlie more solemn })hases of landscajje : the other, from taste, a

student of the cross road and the tap-room— a painter who dashed

upon the canvas all the humour of a tavern wit—a poet beside a

buffoon. But so it was with Asselyn. He was thus able to satisfy

at the same time the impulse he felt for representing Italian nature

and the natural laste which, as a Dutchman, he had for tlie ordi-

nary things of life ; csjiecially

*' The parlour splendours of that festive place.

The wbitewash'd wall, the nicely sanded floor.

The varuish'd clock that click'd behind the door

;

* " Among Amsterdam painters of out-door scenes he w*as very

celebrated for his figures of horses as well as of other animals and

men, and for battles. He was a pupil of Isaiah Dc Velde, an

artist in this style of painting, who lived at the Hague."

t " .'Vcademia nobilissim;e arlis pictorica', Noriniberga?, IGSS.""

Florent Lecomte su_> s that Asselyu was surnamed Petit-Jean,

because of his small stature. Hence many writers have con-

founded Asselyu with Petit-Jean of Holland, an artist who alsif

painted landscapes with very minute figures. But D'Argenville

observes that this painter, whose surname was Bellon, died at

Rome before the year IG.)!. Ho must not, then, be confounded

with Asselyn.

'Ihc chest contriv'd a double debt to pay.

A bed by night, a chest (d' drawers by day ;

Ihc pictures placed for ornament and use,

The twelve good rules, the royal game of goo>i' :

The hearth, except when winter chill'd the day,

A\'ith aspen boughs, and How ci-s, and fennel ga\

,

AV'hile broken tea-cups, wisely kept for sliow.

Hanged on the chimney, glistcn'd in a row."

I'uUuwiug in this respect the example ofClaude, Asselyu spent much

(it Jiis time wandering about tlie environs of Rome ; not so much to

study and note the etiects of the sun upon tlie country, as to draw

Home of the noble ruins he met with at every step, and which he

la|4 Ity as Buhjects to be introduced at a future time into his land-

scapes. "Wh^tlier it Was that he possessed a more intuitive and

grand ooucpptinu of uature- -one more elevated and sublime than

belongs in general tu tUe artists of the Low Countries—m- whether

it was that aasupifttiPH with Claude Lorraine had elevated his ideas,
'

Asselyu at onpe show-ed himself possesseil of a style which did not

wholly prevent him from retaining his Dutch 'iiaircle. Tho.se

ruined monuments of Roman power v/ere observed and studied by

him under every phase and intonation of light, at evei'y hour of

the day ; but in pv'sfereuce, when the sun shone in all its brilliancy.

He knew thetn by heart. Opening his mind to the poetry of ruins,

he attached himself fi"om choice to those which remind us of the

great deeds of history— of the events of the heroic era. Here he

W'outd tiuj {I vestige of the house of Cicero—veueralile ruins -

where trees have taken root and have spread their gi'een boughs

over the disjointed stones. There he Avould fall upon some arcades

of the auuient aqueduct of Frascati, wdiich conducted water to the

palace of Augustus. Further on, he would discover and sit loi

honrs betbre the temple of tlie Tiliurtine Sybil at Tivoli—a circular

temple, still supported by mutilated columns, the Corinthian

capitals of wdiich have lost their ac uithus.

The ruins of the Amphitheatre of JIarcellus, known familiarly

as the Coliseum, and which the Frenchman, Jaciues Callot, W'as

then engaged in engr.aviug with his learned .and admirable point, were

portrayed by Asselyn many times in all their majesty—that is to s.ay,

w-ith their decorations of verdure, with those thousand flowers and

shrubs which have started up on the steps of the amphitheatre

—

there, where once a gladiator expired amid the roars of the brutal

populace. When examining with an artistic eye the representations

of the artist, we feel that poeti-y alone can render the beauty either

of the reality or the copy. Both in presence of the picture and the

ruins, who would fiiil to recollect the oft-quoted lines of Byron,

which we scarcely make any apology for transcribing, so wondrous

is the affinity between the Dutch artist's mellow tints aud the noble

author's suggestive words

!

" But when the rising inopn btgius to climb

Its topmost arch, and gently pauses there
;

When the stars twinkle through the loops of time,

Aud the low night-breeze waves along the air

The garland forest, which the gray walls wear,

Like laurels on the bald first Cicsar's head ;

AVhcn the light shines serene, but doth not glare,

Ihen in this magic circle vise the dead !

Heroes have trod this spot— 'tis ou their dust ye tread.

A rnin^yct what ruin ? I''rom its mass

Walls, palaces, half citii's, h^ye been reared
;

Yet oft the enormous skeleton ye lia=».

And marvel where the spojl could have appearcil.

Hath it indeed been plundered, or been cleared i

Alas ! developed, open to decay,

AVhen the colossal fabric's form is mo)TCd,

It will not bear the brightness of the day,

Whii h streams too much on .ill years man have reft away."

Ciiateaubriaud appears to have before him a picture of Asselyn,

when he says, in his '•Tr.ivels in Italy;"
—"I took refuge in the

Hall of the Baths, near the Poecile, under a fig-tree which Lad

overthrown a wall by its growth. In a little octav'onal ball a vine

liierced the vault of the edifice, and its great, smooth, red, .and

crooked st.alk climbed along the wall like a huge .serpent. Around

me everywhere, through these arcades of ruins, I saw beautiful
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liLiiiits of view in the Rnmaii pnuntry, while eliter-l.iislies fill the

(leaerteil baths. Fragments o{ masonry were cariieted over by the
leaves of the hart's tongue, the satin verdure of which anpeareil I'iko

mosaic-work on the white miirble. The summits of the rniuH

looked like baskets and bouquets of verdure."

But amid all these august ruins, where almost any artist would
have been elevated to a lofty and admirable style, even witliont

knowing it, Asselyn found means t.j .satisfy his natural lion/toiiimiti

and his love for the true, by the simplicity of the figures with
which he adorned his landscape. HaAing arrived ,at Rome at the
time when Sicola.s I'oussin inaugurated historical painting, when
Claude LoiTaine slieil his lioo<l of light over the Arcadian countries

which his rich and fertile imagination had invented, As.selyn saw
nothing moving abroad but herds of goats, rough lienlsmen taking

their animals to drink, with their half-savage mares. There,
where the more pompous French artist would have introduced
Coriolanus, or Pyrrhns, an anti(|ue philosopher, or else Antony and
Cleopatra, the Dutch artist naturally and witliout eft'ort painted

the Sabine peasant wliom he luid seen pass with his mules utterly

unconcerned beneath the trophies of .Marina. Scarcely conscious of

what he did, he created in his picture a contrast that Showed the

innate poetry of his mind. But then the Dutch had none of that

frantic love for Roman antiquity, which was carried to such an
absurd extent in Prance, even by jieople who knew so Utile of the

IKist as to introduce consuls and proconsuls, Lucretia and Brutus,
Scipio and Nero, in bag wigs, swords, slashed doublets, red heels,

hoops, and powdered hair !

It was iu the style of Bamboche that Asselyu painted his long

droves of oxen with immense horns, horns that would carry a hay-

cock ou fire, as they did for Hannilial, his horses, his asses, and all

his favourite rustic animals. .\cvcrtheles.s, as he introduced a
little less of rudeness, a softer touch, a more peaceful and gentle

sentiment, he rather resembled Karel Dujardin* in this particular.

The re.ader may, for exanijile, renmrk amun^ the engravings of

(Maessens a very pretty and piipiant etching, admirably executed,

which reminds us of the wit and the unexpected and striking grace

of this master—that is to say, of Karel Dujardin— iu a composition

which at fii-st sight might be attributed to Bamboche, or at all

events to .Teau Miel. A cavalier has led his horse down into a

kind of cave which appears formed by the fill of some enormous
rocks, and in the bottom of which is a well. Draped elegantly in his

loak, the gentleman, whose rank is clearly shown by the fineness

of his features and the ribbons adorning his beaver, is standing ou

the ground, and waiting while a young peasant is drawing some
water for his horse to drink. A ray of light, which has doubtless

fallen through the fissures of the rock, falls upon the crupper of

the white horse, brought uj) rigorously on the transparent obscurity

of the subterranean cavcrni At the other extremity of this grotto

we .see a series of steps cut in the rock, which a muleteer is ascend-

ing. Pierre de Lael', Dujardin, or Wouvermans, never produced

anything more clmfming than this picture ; nothing more correct in

rli ini-oseiiiv, notiiing more generally true. It is a masteriiitce

(p. f'-i). Of course, the engraving want*! the advantages of colour

;

but it is admirable as it stands, and shows the importance of correct

study.

This picture is but one proof of the correct tast« of Asselyn. for

whom the following appeai-s almost to have been written :

—

" There
is bnt one school of art—nature. But to read lier volume profit-

ably, artists must study profoundly the antique and .ancient Italiau

school, formed by the era of Leonardo, Angelo, and Raph.-iel. It m.iy

jirecedc, or follow, or coincide with the study of the living figure

still these immortal works must lie your guide ; for whether it be

composition, or colouring, or design, you .are likely to find that

these masters read nature more clearly than you ever can. But do

not copy or imitate them further than as objects of study. • Learn

anatomy by all means ; but dn not forjjet the object. When you
draw a dissected limb, be sure to sketch the living one beside it,

that you may at once contra.st them, and note the differences. In

drawing from the nude figure, contni.st your sketch with the

antique; you will find in it many defects. Never fiirgct that i)er-

fcction, the result of a high spei-iali.s,ition of nature's law of

•' Tnr, AVoRKS OK EsiiNEST Mastphs," voJ, i. p, 261.

individuality, is rare ; tlie opposite, that is, imperfection, the

result of a tendency to unity of organisation, is l>y far the morn
common." t

It is very .seldom that Asselyn makes any use of concentrated
light. In general it is in the o]ien air, in the broad daylight,

that is laid the scene of his pastorals an<l luiinlmc/iartcg. Doubtless
it cannot be pretended that the light of Asselyn has the intensity,

the diizzling brightness, the magic power of Claude. The artist of
whom we now speak pre.seuts us only with a refiection of it. But,
in a lower key. the Dutchman has correctly ohserved and admirably
rendered the phenmnena of the sky, the freshness of cnrly mnni.
the warmth and glow of evening. The masses of i-ocks and leaves,

which he in general intro.luccs into liis foregi'ounds, are never in

any instance opaque and obscure, but always enlivened by refiiH'tion ;

for with him light is everywhere, and iierial perspective, which he
has studied- like a true pupil of (.'laude, sends back his horizons to

a depth which is really surprising. A luminous vajmur spread
throughout the atmosphere softens the rudeness of the rocks and
the too crude outlines of the mountains and their steep and nild

sides, who.sc towering summit is

" Almost too small for sight."

The ambient air of his pictures unites the difierent tints of the

landscape, combines the earth, the heavens, and the water, and
forms a harmonious, gentle, and calm whole. It is the .same

process adopted by the mighty Claude, with less of genius in the

Imndiing. Wo must confess that the colours of Asselyn are often

ill prepared; his skie.«, his land, lit up by the sun, are rendered

heavy by a ruddy tint. His painting, instead of fccing delicate,

insensible, we might say almost immaterial, like that of Claude,

is too redolent of the palette, and sometimes wants transparency.

Hut these faults are not. found in all his productions. There are

some which are eminently sticeessful, where the graduated tones of

the setting sun are admirable, and in which we gaze enamoured on

the beauty of au Italian evening sky, warm and glowing, -

" Till the moon
Rising in clouded majesty, at length

Apparent queen, unveiled her peerless light.

And o"er the dark her silver mantle threw."

These subjects, while less rough and crude than those in the .same

style by Je.an Both,J are nevertheless less magnificent and grand
than those of ('lande Lorraine.

The walks and wanderings of Asselyn, round about Rome,

"City of the soul,"

were always those of a tasteful artist. His inteaso earnestness as

a painter never abandoned him for one moment. Vill.age.s, anti-

quities, animals, the figures founti in his way, were always dotted

down in his note-book. " It is really astonishing," says D'Argen-

ville, " how many pictures lie left in Rome and Venice during his

residence in those cities. One day he was accosted by two amiable

lady pilgrims, who, noticing him drawing in the open air, were

curious to sec what he was doing. They were very enthusiastic,

and pniised his w.uk very mucli. Presently, familiarity making
them more intimate, the .artist presumed to ask them what was the

cau.se of theii- ha\ ing started on a jiilgrimage. ' We are German.s.'

said the younger of the two. ' Our father, who has married n

second time, guided by the counsels of his new wife, wishes to force

us to t-ike the veil. Both my sLster aud uiy.self, who h.avc neither

of us the leii-st taste or focalivii for convent life, upon .serious

reftectioii, have t;iken our jewels aud valuables, and adopted the only

plan whii'h remained for us to try." 'And do you not fear, beau-

tiful as you are,' replie<l the painter gallautly, ' th.at you may meet

with unpleasant adventures on your journey ;' ' Xo 1' they replied
;

' we have vowed our.selves to the goddess Crthera until we each

find a husband, autl we advance on luir journey iu the full con-

fidence of being ])rot«cfed.' The opportunity w.as rather a tempting

one for an artist free from all engagements. But his hour was not

yet come. He eseajieil vietorioiLsly from the danger.''

We leani from this .-iimple aneclote, that A.sscly visited Venice

as well as; Rome, and that lie must, therefore, have gone through

t It. Kno.x's ' Greut iVrtistn and Great Anatomists,"

The WoiiKi! of E>iinent Mastebs" vol. i. p 3"4.
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all Upper Italy. We, however, have no precise information as to the

time when he visited Venice, hut it appears likely that it was about

1643 or 1644, As he was proceeding on his way towards his own
country, he passed through Lyons, wliich was then a city that

iihounded in painters and amateurs. The eagerness of the latter to

pay their court to him, and also to huy his numerous pictures aud

drawings, kept him a long time in that celebrated city. Luckily for

him, the inuuraerahle treasiires of his portfolio, the studies he had

confided to his memory and his talent, gave him every opportunity

of satisfying his admirers without copying himself.

Hei*e it was that Asselyn felt the pnwer of love, of true love

" Fo\inded on reason, loyal, just and pure ;"

he had been tempted to yield to tlie Idandishments of the young

German nymphs, but this passion

" Swift as a shadow, short as a dream,

Brief as the lightning in the coUied night,''

passed away. Not so in Lyons. Here he met with one Ilouwart

Koorman, a merchant of Antwerp, wlio had twn pretty daugliteis.

blue tones of Breughel * and Rohand Savery. Jacques Pinas, the

master of Rembrandt, and Rembrandt himself, had accustomed

the Dutch to effects of landscape whicli were rather fantastical. The

manner of Asselyn, which was that of Claude, must have necessarily

surprised and delighted the schools of Holland, that had never seen

so much light either in nature or in pictures. They were in utter

darkness as to the lands where were to be seen

—

*' Those blazing suns that dart a downward ray,

And fiercely shed intoleniblc day ;

Those matted woods where birds forget to sing.

But silent bats in drow»y clusters cling.

There poisonous fields with rank, luxuriance crown'd,

"Where the dark scorpion gathers death around
;

Where at each step the stranger fears to wake
The rattling terrors of the vengeful snake

;

Where crouching tigers wait their hapless prey,

And savage men, more murd'rous still than tliey
;

While oft in whirls the mad tornado tlios,

Mingling the rav;igcd landscape with the skies."

•?>-
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AV.U.IEn. FROM A I'AINTIXr, IJY

More fortiinate tliau the pilgrims of tlie Venetian phdus, the

chiughters of Koormau, who had placed themselves iinder the pi'o-

tection of Luciiia, lioth found husbands. The elder had already

married a painter of the Low Countries, Nicolas of Heldt-Stocade,

whom Asselyn had known at Venice. He himself married the

younger daughter in 1645, and the two brothers-in-law returned

together to Holland with their pretty wives. " This is what
(renoels tells nie," says Houbraken, " having himself heard it

from the lips of Laurent Franck, an historical painter, who lodged

at that time in the house of the said Houwart at Lyons, with Artus
Ludlinne, who was the author of the admirable sculptures so much
admired at the Maisou de Ville of Amsterdam."
The productions of Jean Asselyn made a very great impression

on the general world of amateurs. Their novelty pleased them.
Their clear and fresh tints appeared all the more charming because
tliey contrasted in a most rmexpected manner with the crude and
wild gi-een of Paul Bril, with the no less crude and no less wild

And as at the sanje time, Herman S\vauevelt and Joan But.li

returned from Italy, the rays of the great sun of Claude Lorraine

illumined all the painting of tlie North, until the gi-eat and excel-

lent Ruysdael, casting over the fields and meadows the melancholy

and sombre veil of his genius, made them feel ^\hat hidden poclry

there was in the absence of the sun and in nature covered as by a

funeral pall. Kuysdael was the opposite of Claude, and with

Young could cry -

*' Let Indians, and the gay, like Indians, fond

Of feathcr'd foppx^rics, the sun adore
;

Darkness has more divinity for mc !

It strikes thought inward, it drives back the soul

To settle on herself our point supreme :

Here lies our theatre ; there sits our judge.

Darkness the curtain drops o'er life's dull scene ;

* " The Works or Eminent Masteb.s," vol. ii. p. .33.
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'Tis the kind hand of ProNidL-ncc s-trctih'd out,

"I'wixt man and vanity ; 'tis reason's reign,

And virtue's too ; these tutelary shades
Are man's asylum from the tainted throng."

Wliat proves, in a very marko.l manner, the pitch of faahiuu and
i'avoritism to wliicli As3elyn had reached ia Amsterdam, to use

the florid expression of D'Argenville, we may mention, that Kem-
Lr.iudt, who was either painting or engraving the portraits of

all the celebrated men of his country, executed an etching of

Asselyn, which has come down to posterity as one of the best and
most precious productions of that great master. Asselyn is repre-

sented in the bust, one hand on Ins hij), the other clenched, and
leaning on a table, where are placed his palette and his books.

He wears a high hat, pointed and peculiar, which by no means
re-sembles those of Clement de Jonglie, of Ansloo, and the other

portraits of Rembrandt—an Italian hat, of which, doubtless, our

by titles and claims never to lie forgotten. \Vithout any very

striking originality, his landscapes are yet to be distinguished at

the first glance from all the imwters whose influence he felt, or

whose manners he voluntnrily imitated. If he is compared with

Claude Lorraine, whom ho alnn)st directly copies, we ree at once

that he difl'crs from him in style while even copying the same

elfeots of light, the same sites. Claude ennobles everythii'g that lie

touches; he interprets nature, giving it at the same lime scmio of

his own persoiml grandeur. Uis trees are not only those wiks and

elms and larches which he may have drawn in the gardens of

some picturcs.pie villa ; they become rounded, are contrasted, wavy

in outline, not exactly as they are seen in nature, but as the

painter would have i>lanted and disposed them. Imagine the

gardens of u Crystal Palace, with trees iilanted and fi.ted in

positions by the hand of Claude Lorraine. Edilice-i, terraces, figures,

sky, the heaven—tliere is nothing in Claude but what recalls

TIIK WATKr.lN'i;-l'T,li K. Kl^'M A rAIMI.'.i; r,V ASStLVX.

artist had adoptel the foshio'.i of Rome. While at the same time

giving his model a free-and-easy air, Rembrandt has very cleverly

contrived to disguise the deformed hands and cro<ikeil fingers of

CmObtljc, so that he has made very good use of a defect which

would have much puzzled many other painters. The background

of the picture represents an easel, on which rests a landscape

with some buildings worked in. This easel serves to show- us

which are the original proofs- that \s, the proofs before letters.

They are very rai'e.

To return to our landscape-painter, we cannot but believe that it

was a piece of good fortune for him to have his portrait painted by

the hand of Rembrandt. It was the province and the peculi.ir

glory of th.it great man, to immortalise those whose jiortraits he

either engriived or painted. Who would have ever heiird, in the.sc

utilitarian days, even of Abraham France, of the burgomaster Six,

or of Coppenol, if they had not been the friends of liembrandt !

Asselyn, however, made himself better remembered by jiosterity

antique time.?—the d.ays of Saturn and of R!iea. Asselyn, on the

other hand, accepted naively the great impression produced by

Italian landscape? ; and he, too, produced in bis pictures the lovely

and luminous effects. Inc;ipabie of rising to the ideal conceptions

of the French painter, the reality sufficed to him ; he simply

admired the l>e luty of those Roman solitudes, where ruins cluster

in every corner ; he allowed those ehwiuent ruins to speak for

themselves ; and finding them, doubtless, i>oeticjil enough, he did

not need to add to them the poetry of his own minrl. How would it

be possible to gaze with a calm and indifferent eye upon those distant

remain.s, crowned with wild flowers, and wrapped in the mists of

evening, if you could believe that you were gazing at the roof of

Cicero's house, or the remains of the baths of Mecena at Tivoli !

However this may lie, it is, above all, in the figures introduced

int^i his pictures that Asselyn differs from his master. Those that

fill his landscapes are, above all,.iiioderu, and like those we sec

peopling Ihe nigged roada of Both of Italy, or the works of Bam-
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l)ot:he, autl iu suuie of the engravings of Berglieiu. Here it is ii

peasant in liis sheejiskin cloak—like some (ireek or Hungarian

shepherd—driving an ass before him ; a traveller on liorsehack

hurrying on to reach the distant inn ; or a herdsman crossing a ford

with his flock, and about to seek the })asturagc \vhich may be seen

at the foot of you ])retty hills, of which the wavy lines are lost in

the distant horizon. And, while speaking of the figures of Asselyn,

we may be allowed to reproduce the singular remark of a French

critic, to the efl'ect that, when they do not play tlie principal jiart

in his picture, they may almost always Ije seen turning their backs

to the painter, as if they were about to Hy into the recesses of the

picture, to hide themselves in its far-distant gloom.

"We have alrtady remarked, in an early paragraph of our present

notice, that Asselyn painted battle-scenes in the style of Isaiah

Vandevvelde, his first master. When he came back fi-om Itixly,

he brought with him the rough and merry manner of 13amboohe,

which was so well adapted to this style of subject. It appears

ft'om a passage in Sandrart, that the amateurs of Venice, Lyons,

and Amsterdam, asked him on several occasions to paint battle-

])ieces, doubtless with a view to combine in one jticture all the

excellences of so able an artist. Sandrart himself posses.sed one of

these pictures, representing the Solario bridge, near Rome, attacked

by the Croatians, and defended by hor.semen covered by steel

armour.'^ (Sandrart speaks highly of this picture, full of life and

motion and truth. D'Argenville adds that we may readily accept

the criticism of a man who was himself a distinguished painter.

If we compare Asselyn to Karel Dujardin, whom he resembles

very much, we shall discover, on critical examination, that the

sentiment of Asselyn i.s less profound, less intimate. Asselyn

rarely goes beyond the exterior of things, and sticks to the taste i'qi'

surface, and to varied efl'ect, and this is the reason why he is so

struck with the ajtijearances of light. Actually burning under the heat

^if the sun, the country appears to him magnificent, imposing, but

utterly devoid of mystery. Less grand in the whole, Karel Dujardin

is more com])lete and admirable in his details. He allures us for

whole hours by useless, but charming and seductive, nothings. He
interests ns in a thistle, which a little donkey is enjoying with

supreme delight ; and sometimes we find quite unexpectedly that

he has thrown his whole sonl into some at fir.st nnnotieed corner of

Iiis picture. There are, however, certain points in which the two

nuisters resemble one another very much, which only proves with

irresistible force how tiaie both are to nature. We allude more

particularly to those representations of the picturesque scenes which

may be noted at the entrance of Italian inns. The stone staircase

is on the outside, as often happens in hot counti-ies ; down these

stej)* we see a Miritorne descending with refreshments for the

traveller.5, wh.i are cracking their rude jokes with the chamber-

girl. One has remained in the saddle, and is drinking out of a

pitcher ; the other is arranging or plaiting the bridle of his horse,

while waiting for the wine which is being fetched. The children of

the house .scare with open eyes at the fine gentlemen and their

handsome steeds. Add to this a vine which runs uj) over the

stairs, and then :\n Italian sky, and you will have a delicious

liicture, which might be signed either by Karel or Asselyn.

How at home Asselyn would tlien have beeu. had he visited the

sunny lands of the East ; and what a picture he would have made
of such a scene as may be daily gazed at in some of the ontskii'ts

of certain Turkish cities, where "a large gateway," says a recent

traveller, "generally forms the entrance to the gardens of these

dwellings, having on each .side of it stone seats capable of containing,

perhaps, a dozen persons ; and here the tamily ait at sun.set regu-

larly every evening, if the weather jiermit. I was much struck

^\\th this custom the first time I visited the village, as, in riding

through its whole range, I saw ou either side, at every gate, groups

'f well-<lre.ssed jieople, of v.diich the greater proportion were females,

and who greeted ns as we passed, as Mr. Whithnll, an English

nnn-chant, to who.se house I was proceeding, wo-s known to all

;

tlicrefore, s:ilutMtious of recognition were exchanged witli every

' "In pinacothccii niea ipsius mauu elahoratum linoco pontem
Polarium.jn-oiicllomani, qui a catnphractatis custodibus equitibuB,

n Croatis oppugnatur, nbi velitatio quam ))roximt ad yeritatem
ncccdens summa cura exhibita est."

family from each side of the road, as we continued our course

toward our destination. From the balconies of some of these agree-

able country seats, the view is exquisite
; beneath you lies the

garden, consisting of plants of the most varied and richest foliage

that fancy could have flung together ; some they have whose leaves

are of the deepest crimson, which contrasts beautifully with the

l>ale-yellow and light-green, which twine themselves together au'l

climb up the trellises, which form a sort of awning round tlie

liiwer parts of the mansion ; masses of beds of flowers display a

bright variegated carpet, which compose a groundwork from which
rise, somewhat higher, the rich and spreading vine, with its purjde,

clustering treasures, which, in big profusion, are seen reeling to

the earth ; then the dark -green orange and lemon trees, with their

bright fruit, looking like spots of sunshine glittering amongst the

sliade
; above, in broad clumps, the timber-trees extend their round

masses, occasionally broken by the dark, melancholy cypress rearing

their pyramidic heads, sometimes, iu the distance even to the

clouds."

Bryan says of Asselyn, that his pictures were iu the style of

Berghem. "His pencil is remarkably firm and neat, and the tree.s

and plants are touched with great sharpness and spirit. His

pictures are highly esteemed, and are worthy a place in the choicest

collections."

Asselyn, despite the charm and grace ol his pictures, is not

counted in the list of precious masters. We mean that he is not

one of those painters whose productions go on always increa.'iiug iu

price, such as Vandervelde, Wouvermans, Both, Ruysdael, CHande

Lorraine : but he holds an honourable position iu museums and in

private collections.

In the Museum of the Louvre are the following works of hi.-i ;
—

1. " View of the Lamentano Bridge, on the Tcvereno." A woman
mounted on an ox, conversing with another woman, is about to fird

the river. Several auimals are also crossing,

2. " A Landscape" (p. 81) ; a tower, surrounded by trees and

hnilt on a rock, overlooks a river. At the foot of the rock is a

muleteer discharging two mules ; near him is a galley-slave pointing

to two harks. In the foreground a man with a dog, carrying a

packet. An excellent effect of the setting sun.

:i. " View on the Tiber" (p. 92). To the left (reversed in tlic

engraving), a mass of rocks. In the backgi-ound a bridge with fjnr

arches, protected by a tower, and ending in an eminence with

buildings ou the summit. Herdsmen mounted, one upon an ox,

another on an ass, pass the river. The efl'ects of light and .shade

in this [licture are excellent.

4. " A liiMU in the neiglibonrhood of Rome." Two lievdsmen

are seated by the side of a hnt. erected at the foot of an aqueduct
in ruins. Near them are some goats and sheep;

This picture and the preceding were in "the (Jabiuet of Love."

painted >iy Lesneur, at the hntel Lambert, says the catalogue of the

Louvre, prepared by the conservator Villot.

In the museum of Amsterdam is to be seen a very singular

picture, jjainted by Asselyn. It is an emblematical composition,

intended to immortalise the zeal and vigil.auce of the great pen-

sioner John de Witt. It represents a swan defending her ne.st

against tlie apjjroach of a gi'eat dog ; an allusion to the jjersou anil

name of De Witt.

The mu.seum of Brussels has an " Italian Landscape." This is .-i

very line picture, full of light and richly .-Hlorned by tlie liumau

ligure.

The Piuaeothek Museum of Munich has a '' Landscape witlt

Figures." It re|u-esents an Italian view with buildings. Some
travellers on horseback enliven this excellent picture.

Berlin Museum. " A Seaport," signed .T. A.

Iu the Bridgewater WaUeryis " A View on the Tiber, with ri

lofty bridge." Herdsmen and flocks are aliont to pass the river liv

the ford.

\either the A'ationa! (lallery nor Hamjjtou Court contains auv

pictures by AsseljTi. They are rare also in the rich collections

which exist in this country.

Asselyn never engraved himself, and it is to be regretted. But
he has been successfully engraved by neveral, .and especially by

rerelle, who has given us the following subjects.

" Remains of the Aqueduct of Frascati, whicji cai-ried w.ater t»
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tin; Palaiv I'f Aiimistus ; " Tlie I4riitt" of AijiKifiU-elli', wlieit'

I'harles V. erected a table ;" *' A View of the (.olisenm or Aniiilit-

tlieatre of Marcelliis;" •' Rnins of the Trophies of Marius ;"

" Temple of the Tiburtiiie jjyliil at Tivoli." " Remaius of the

House of Cicero ;" " View on the Tiber ^reinaius of the Sabitiu

bridge and the Santo Paulo gate)."

Chiesseus engraved the " Horseman in the t'ave," already

alluded to in this iiotiee.

Weisbrod engraved a piece leju'esenting " Travellers iwssiiig

un<ler a Roof of iMasonry."

The pictures of Asselyn are very seldom to bi! found in )iulilie

sales. The prices they have fetched in public and celebrated sale.s

in times past are worth recording.

At the sale liloudel de (iagny, in 177l>. " A Landscape." To

the riijht and the left are to be seen lionses and rocks. In the

foreground is a woman dressed in blue, niountecl on a wliitc horse,

with eight other figures. £98.

Xeyman s.ale in 177(j. Two line pictures, by Asselyn, " The

Remains of the Temple of Peace at Rome," and it« fellow-picture,

ilrawn in Indian uik, with elegant figures. £11 (is,

(<ale of the Prince de Conti, 1777, "A Landscape." In the

fttreground is to be seen a woman, who pours water out of a wooden

bowl. She is on horseback, and the hor.se is drinking ont of a

trough. ilS.

" A "Landscape" and "A Seaport," with figures and animals.

These i»ictures, according to the catalogue, were richly composed

and very fine in colour, £5(i 4s,

Two " Landscapes," on copper ; one of them representing Tobias

,-ind the Angel, iSfi.

The sale of Randon de l?ois,set, 1777, Two "Landscapes," In

one, a woman on a mule holding ;i bird. Near her, a do..', with ,'t

man, who is pulling on his stockings. To the right, cows and

sheep in the water. In the oilier, two cavaliers, a eliild and n dog

on the borders of a stream, iilSO,

The Sale Laperiere, 1S17, "A Seanhore," To the right an

ai'ched door in ruins. In the centre, the open sea. Several

figures coloured in an agreeable manner, £24. *'.\ Country*

Scene,'^ in which a lady and cavalier, seated on the grounil, are

introduced. The latter holds his horse liy the bridle, Rehind

them is a servant with a loaded ass, £l(i.

Sale of the Duchess de Horri, ISS", Ruins of some ancient

bath, seen from an arch, under which is )>assing a peasant leading

a horse and an ass, A young girl is fonling n river, leading a little

boy by the hand, £'14,

Sale of Cardinal Fcsch, 1S45. "The Hatlis of .Mecena at

Tivoli," The spectator sees a covered portico, a little fountain

falling in a cascade into an antique sarcophagus, £36,

"The Uo.ad across the Rock," Under a spacious vault of rocks

a ]icasant drives before him a loaded horse ami ass, to le-ad'them U>

a ford, whicli a herdsman and two cows are already crossing, £(< .'is.

" The W.itering-place" (p, 85), is an excellent specimen of tlo*

style of this painter. The scene is on the Tiber,

As.selyn sebloni signed his name to his pictures.

^ /X JL

llir],KS JiETWEE.N VillTUl-; AND \ iCV,

1-R"0M A I'.U.STISO IIV LAIKKS.sk, IN'THK I.OrVRE,

AVe have already spoken of (rcrard de Lairesse, who was surnamed

the Dutch Poussin, The picture we now present by this artist is a

very excellent specimen of hi,H style. It is a familiar subject, and

one which tells its own story. The fiible, as given by Xenophon

and Cicero from Prodicus, a ilisciple of Protjigoras and native of

Ceos, who live<l about 400 b,c,, runs tims : —Hercule.s, the cele-

brated hero of antiiiuity, when still young, and but newly his

own master, lay recumbent in a solitary position, musing
on the prospect of life which lay before him. Suddenly, while

his thoughts were thus bent upon his fortune, two women of

majestic mien presented themselves before him. One, who com-

bined noble simplicity of manners with beauty, struck him .-.Imost

with awe. She had no tricks of ornament about her. She was
simply clothed in white. The other wore all the appearance of one

accustomed to lu.tury and ease, while her f;ice was covered with

paint, and her hair full of perfume. With a proud and haughty

w,alk, with imp\ident looks, and adorned by every art of the toilette,

she seemed bent on admiring her own person, and gazed ujjon her-

self in the water as in a mirror. When they both came to within

a .short distance of Hercules, the first a<lvanced towanls him with

a grave and solemn step, but was quickly passed by the other,

'• Hercules," said she, "you do not seem to know what roml to

take. Make me your friend, and I will lead you by a gentle and

easy roatl. You shall want no ])leasnres and know no pain,

" And what is your name .'
" said Hercules,

•' -My friends," replie<l the beautiful temptre.ss, " call me Plea-

sure. My enemies, who cahininiate me, call me Vice."

"Ijsten to me, Hercules," s-oid the other woman. "I know
whence you come, and who you are. Your education has revealed

your character. I hope, then, if you follow my road, that yon

may shine among great men by your virtues and your mighty

deeds, and that by so doing ymi will give renewed brightness to my
name. It is labour, industry, ami self-denial that make life happy
and bright. If you would have the gods propitious, bow to the

gods. If you wi.sh to be loved by your friends, lie generous and
noble. If you ask for hononrs, be useful to your fellow-citizens.

If you wish all <iroece t.i .'idndre y.iu, be useful to alKireece, If

you would have the earth bring you forth good fruit, cultivate it.

If you would increa.se your flocks, watcli them carefully. If you

desire a robust and vigorous frame, practise temperance ami habi-

tuate yourself to fatigue. If you aspire to rule your fellow-men,

obtain the mast«ry over your own passions,"

"See yon not." said Pleasure, "how difficult is this road'

That by which I would lead you through life is smooth and strewed

with flowers. Follow me to happiness,"

"Be silent, wretch!' cried Virtue, "Of what happiness do

yon speak ' Wh,at pleasures are known tfl you other than to eat

before hunger is felt, to drink before thirst is known, to seek the

I'ouch of luxury, not for repose, but for the indulgence of idleness

;

The.se are pleasures of the senses only, indulgence in which sinks

man below the level of the brute creation. Your votaries, instnicted

by your pernicious le.ssons, jiass their ilays in sloth and inactivity,

and their nights in guilty pleasures, which enervate alike the mind

and body, A youtli of voluptuous idleness is succeeded by a painful

and premature old age, when jKilsied limbs, bleaiel eyes, weakened

brain, and the stings of un.ivailing remorse, show the fearful price

:it which your boasted ple-asures are purcha-seil by your deluded

followers. Those who know you avoid ycuir society ; while mine is

sought by all the go"d and great, by all who wish to live ami die

happy and respected. The humblest i>f my followers ia happier

than the most elevateil of yours. It is I who give happines.s to the

domestic circle ; true nobility to the humble ; t<i the great their

most meritorious distinction ; to fncn<lship a tie more sacred. It

is I who cause youth t) be regarded with pleasure by old age, and

old age to receive the respect of youth. Those who tak^ nie for

their guide never fail to obtain the favour of the godit, the affection

of their friends, and the homage of their fellow-citijcns
; and whin

at last the period arrives when the soul must leave its mortal tene-

ment, they suiTeniler life with calrane.<« and resignation, looking for

their reward in everlasting felicity."

Hercules listened attentively, and his decision was then made.

He rejecte<l Pleasure, and followed in the track of Virtue.
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FRANCIS DE PAULA FEllG/

" You are aware, sir," says HageJiirn, in liis letter to an amateur

of iiaiutiug,
*

' of 1 he laleuts of this famous painter, of his power of

representing figures of a small size, tln^se German dancing-pieeeF,

where a laultitude uf people nconpy themselves in gazing on a tjuack

mounted upon the platform of a tlieatre. Sometimes the painter

represents, just as you may have noticed in the pieces of this

cabinet, some architectural ruin, white marble and its crevices

expressed witii extreme delicacy ; sometimes a pyramid and neigh-

bouring wall, with a door leading to a long arcade. Here, .again,

is a fountain surrounded by muleteers, who lead their mules and

their horses to the water ; one restive or kicking, the other trotting

gently along with a vill.age girl on the s.acklle, wlio presses her child

in her arms, and chats familiarly -with her travelling companions;

there, in a corner of the foreground of the picture, a young

shepherd chats with a .shepherdess, who has left her .sheep to their

own guidance, or to tliat oi a mischievous little urchin, who

torments a dog ; and, as if to prove that there .are troublesome

people everywhere, even in pictures, the village lovers are disturbed

by a passer-by. who asks the w'ay."

From this animated and living description, a very tolerable idea

m,ay be formed of the talent and manner of Francis dc Paula Ferg,

a clever jiainter, very little known in France, and not even very

jiipular in England, but very much esteemed in Germany. ' He

was born at Vienna, the 2nd of May, 16S9, and received the

ordinary college education. He liad almost concluded his studies

when his father, Pancrace Ferg, a very mediocre painter, placed

him in the hands of one of his colleagues, named Basclineber, at

• There is no known portrait of this master. The authenticity

of that engraved in 1767 by J. F. Baase is contested, though it

bears oa it " Franciscus Ferg, se ipse pinxit Drcsdo;."
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Wienerish-Neiistatlt. The seluotiou "f the father iliil not prove ot

very great sers-ice to the son, and it is really wonderful that the

natural and rising talent nf Francis ile Paula was not wh<illy stilleil

;

for his master turned out to he but a dauber, who employed him

only in rough and coarse work, and t;uiglit him rather to smear

tlian to paint. Fei-g acconlingly wasted four years iji the house of

the painter of Neustadt; but his father, having his eyes opened, at

last recalled him. It is rare that the eduKition of artists has not

been interfered with or falsified by their parents. Though a

painter himself, Panerace Kerg did not ocmiprehend the natural

taste of liis son, and destined him for the higher branch of historical

Sometimes lie delighted in introducing jockeys, horses, and sumpttr
animals into the centre of a back-yard full of fowls. Landscai)e,

with him, w:\n in general the accessory. Ferg, who was very fond

of this style, and did not consider it .secondary to that which lio

adojited, went to one of the most celebrated landscJipe-paiutcrs in

(ierniany, .lo.scph Orient, took liim for a mastir, and, in order the

better to i)rofit by his le.ssons, dwelt in his house. No one could

have gone to a Iwtter school. Joseph Orient combined with a lively

sentiment of nature a poeticil Invention, which rendnds one some-

times of Hermann Zaft-Lovcn, and a liking for ft style which madi'

him turn towards the heroic landscapes of Guaspre. However this

THE VILI..1GE r.UR.—FnoM ,1 rAIMl>(i IIY FERG.

painting. This was in exact opposition to the inclinations and

aptitudes of Francis de Paula. He had a natural leaning foi

familiar subjects and small figures. The studies he liked best

were the engravings of Callot and Sebastien Leclerc, who inspired

him, moreover, with a taste for line engraving, in which he was

destined to excel. But as he must first learn to paint, he entered

the studio of a master well known in Vienna for his little figures,

named Hans Graf, whose influence over his new pupil was

decisive.

H.ans Graf succeeded very well in fanciful pieces. He was

admirable for representing great fail's in little pictures. He could

peoiile a puijlic place, and expres:; the moving rumour of a crowd.

may be, his studies in the mountains of Tyrol had gifted his

manner with a certain savage taste and naturally grand style,

which made 141 in some measure for what he had l>orrowe<I fioni

the conventions of the schools. Orient hini.self delighted in making

those little figures in his landscai^s ; but .as he i>erceived that he

ttiok a great deal of time without succeeding as much as he could

wish, he had recourse to the pencil of his pupil; so that, by au

unexpected interchange c f services lietween the disciple and the

master, Ferg piiinted figures in the pictures cf Orient, while Orient

taught him how to frame his little personages in rural sites, but of

a more select character and nature.

After living three years in the house of Joseph Orient, Fe.-g was
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taken witli 11, t';uii^.v for travcUiii,'. lie .st.iirtiil t\\iiu VieiiiKi, at the

iige of tliirtj-one, anil his master, from ^vhnm Hagedoi'n derived all

the preceding information, lost sight of him altogether. It appears

that he travelled through -Germany, and stopped at the court of

Bamherg, in Franconia, where his works found many admirers.

Ferg, passing through Leipsie, met with a painter of Erfurdt,

Alexander Thicle, a well-known landscape-iiaiuter, who had had to

retrace from nature the finest views in Saxony. Thiele was painter

to the court of Dresden. He invited his comrade to come and live

at Dresden with him ; and, in order to induce him to do so, ofered

him h.alf his lodging. Ferg accepted this proposition, the more

readily because Thiele could etch, and this was a bond of

union between them ; while tlie landscape painter of Erfurdt

doubtless saw an adv.aiitage in associating himself with a com-

rade from whom ho could ask figures with wliirh to enrich his

landscapes.

Ferg lived several year.s at Dresden with Thiele. and, in fact, he

often p.ainted .animals and figures U'T the .canvas of his friends.

The conserpience has been, that the landscapes of Thiele—those at.

all events that he p.ainted at that time, though soraewhat too

brown— are more sought aft^- than those of his second manner,

because of the traces wdiich are geen of the assistance of Paul Ferg.

After a residence of five or six years at Dresden and in Lower

Saxony, Ferg started for England, and established himself in Lon-

don, and there entered into the bonds of m.aiTiage, without deriving

any hnppiness therefrom. At first fortune appeared to be favour-

able to him, and amateurs, on account of the extreme finish which

characterised his works, paid him a price in proportion to the

time he had spent over his work. But no sooner elid his domestic

atfairs turn out unfeTtunate—and the marriages of foreigners to

Rnglish women, and rirs versa, generally do—than he became the

prey of that race of filse amateurs who, taldng adv.aiitage of the

tlistress of an artist, give themselves very cheaply the airs of a

J[a>cenas, and crush under their pretended protection, the wretch

who believes himself liound to give them gr.ltitudo and thanks,

despite their meanness.

Tlie painter, discouraged, iiainted very little or very slowly.

I'Vrg became at last invisible even to the amateurs, whose sinceri^

generosity might have drawn him from the sad situation in wdiich

he lived. We are t(dd that he w.as found dead one morning, sitting

before the door of the house in which he lived, to which he returned,

it .appeared, on the eve, so weak and exhansted, that he had not

the strength to strike or to cry loud enough to make himself heard.

The date of his death is not exactly known. It is fixed by some

about 17iO.

Ferg lived about fifteen years iu London ; and so long a residence

in a country, anel among a people '* so different from all

others,'' says one of his Itiographers, could not but have much effect

in modifying his manner. Curious critics have certainly discovered

this distinction, which is not wholly arbitrary. He became trans-

parent, clear, and fair. There were some of the engravings e.f

Ferg in his English style, in a famous cabinet—probably that of

the fiount of Eruhl-^the description of which gave rise, to the

" Historic Elucidations " of H.agedorn. These pictures were on

copper, anil had on the back the mark of the painter.

Bry.an s.ays : "He visited England in 171 S, where his plea.sing

style, and the agreeable subjects of his }iictures, brought him into

immediate employment. Fergji.assed twenty years in tliis country,

and might have lived iu afiluejici; and respectability ; but an ini-

in-udent marriage involved him in difficulties, .and kept him in con-

tinual iTidigencc. He is reported to have been founel deael iu the

street, near the door of his lodging^ according to the anecdotes,

about the year 173S." M. Descliamps, in 1740, says :" The

landscapes of Ferg are of very agreeable scenery, enricheel with

architectural ruins in a very picturesque style, anel bear some

resemljlance to the works of Berghem. His small figures are cor-

rectly drawn, and very delicately touched." Other critics say ;

"It would be difficult to point out in what respect his jiictures

resemble Berghem."

Alexander Thiele having executed sejme engravings at Dresden,

after the departure of Ferg, sent the proofs to him to London, and
asked him his opinion of them. Ferg replied, imeler the date of the

21.st of August, 1725—a precious date, because it fixes a time when

Ferg was no leiuger in (rermany— th.-it he found the pictures very

good, for a lieginning, and aelded tliat he had serious intentiems of

executing eight engravings himself the next winter. He kept his

word. These eight pieces were engraved with much spirit,

and an agreeable and fine point. The frontispiece beai's the name

of the painter, with this iiiscrlption, on a stone :
" Capricoi di Fr.

Ferg." The little figures are admirably drawn ; that is to say,

with that clever illusiveuess which was needed for such small

]iroportions.

.\s f-T his paintings, Ferg certainly merits the first place among

artists who have represented a multitude of figures in small pic-

tures. Bant, the well-known fellow-workman of Baueloins, anel old

llichault, may be compared to him, but take a position below

him. Ferg has the advantage of avoieling, or, at all events,

making up for the vulgarity of his siibjects l»y aome accessory in

good taste. He enne)bles his sites by excellent buildings, by ruins

in an elevated style of art; and his colours, .admirably prepared,

add to an idea which is not precisely poetical, the charm of that

velvety brightness which was so much sought after liy Wouvermaus

and Poelemberg. He neither omitted nor neglected any of the

haj]py accidents supplied him by nature. His fountains, his

arcaele.s, his remains of columns, are reproduceel in his paintings

with shades of marble, the transp.arency of .alabaster, the rough

solidity of freestone. His touch is subst.antial, and yet we notice

sky lights which bring up the figures and iletach the groups

one from the other. Hagedorn, who stuelied Francis Ferg well,

observes, that his .animals are exeonted with less finish and

ability than his little personages—particularly in an anatomical

point of view. "I could wish," he says, "that when representing

white horses, he could have studied the variety of Fhilippe W'ou-

vermans, rather th.an the evenness of Breughel."

There is no donbt that any ra.an wdio had shown in great things

as much talent as Ferg did in little nne.s, would have t.ake.n his

position among the distinguished artists of history.

I'lll', \'.\'rK'.\.\ .VNI) THE AirnSTIC TRKASUKKS
OF IT.M.Y,

• Italia ! O It.alia ! thiui who hast

The fatal gift of beauty, wliich became

-V funeral dower, of present woes, and past.

On thy sweet brow is sorrow pletughed by shann-,

And annals graved in characters of flame.

Would that thou wert in this thy nakedness

Less lovely, or more powerful, anel conld>^t claim

Ihy right, anel awe the robbers back, w ho press

To shed thy blood, and elrink the teai'S of thy distress;

Then might'st thou more appall : or, less elesired,

Be homely, and be peaceful, undeploreel

For thy destructive charms."

—

Byron.

The clever author of " The. Real and the leleal."' a w.n-k full of

information and valuable matter for reflection, says: "We mu.st

feel conscious of some degradation in taste, when we go from the

majestic immutability of the Egyptian school, the tranquil, the

reposing, and the simply beautiful of Grecian sculpture, to the

teiribly affiicting and savagely ferocious exhibitions of modem art

iu painting." There is much truth in this, and the author has so

well justified his remarks, that we must feel degraded when he

.aelds : "The following .are the subjects which succeed almost con-

tinuously in the present small picture -g.allery of the Vatican : a

woman showing a bloody handkerchief ; the bnrial of a Gor]ise

;

tearing the entrails out of a num and winding them round a roller

;

two men beaten to death with sticks ; a dying man receiving the

sacrament ; and the possessed in ' The Transfiguration' of Kaflfaelle,

Avhieh Matthew eif the Diary says is disgusting."

The fact of .such pictures being selected for the adorning of the

w.alls of a gallery, which must necessarily be visited by a large

portion of the educated in Europe, involves the existence of an

amount of lad t.aste which it is painful to realise to the mind.

Art must have ineleed fallen low, when such are its moelern master-

pieces. We .are tohl that the " Pt. .Terome" of Donienichino,

• " The Ileal and the Ideal in Florence and Rome."
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tliough sliowing tlie visible oiiiiu-iiuiuii uf a iiakud body, is cerlainly,

as Pmissiu says, uue of thu tlireu finest pictures iu the world
;

wliere death is painted iu tlie hapiiiest colours, wliere the Miediuni

between joy and sorrow, for a departure of a soul from this world
to regions of everlasting haj.piness is nicely observed. There is

iu this i>icture all the deveIoi)cd power of genius. AVe see the
mingled pains of parting and the certain reward. We are sure
that tlie consohations of religion are not wanting ; and wc feel a
solemn awe as we gaze on the calm conlidcuce .and the resigned
air of its ministers, the earnest and believing awe of the yontli

around, and the heavenly welcome of the youthful cliernbim," that
giue out from the heavens on the dying saint. An observant critic

says: '

•
Corinne is made to express astonislLuient that Nero, with

the Apollo ever before him, in the soothing and retiriu • moments
of the bath, could resist the imitation of such pcrtclion; hut
would not this picture rather have awakened Nero to a souse of

righteousness—might it not Iiave iusiiirtd him with faith, liojie,

and charity,' and converted him to those divine doctrines of

Christianity?"

Hut, like many other desjiots, born to be the scourge of the
World, iN'ero hail no belief in anything but himself. L'nrestrained

supreme power so demoralises the perceptions, that a man wiiu

looks down from that giddy height cannot recognise himself as one
of the units of creation. Hence the insolent rejection of belief whicli

characterises tyranUs in all ages. Nero was not a man likely to be
moved by any feelings which involve heart : .sensations he might
have, but not emotions.

Nicolas Poussin's third finest picture—that is to say, the work
which he places amongst the three masterpieces— is not here.

" The I'rucifi.viou "' of Danielle da Volterra is in one of the chapels

of the 8t. Triuita. Certainly he must liave been an eminent artist

to have won such high and golden opinions from one so great, and
W have received the snpjiort of Jlichael Angclo as the best man to

e.xecute in sculpture the monument of Henry IV. of France. Still

lie has not taken a high place in the history of ,-irt, and is generally

cousidereii to have been more studious and iiatient than he was
great.

We have already s|)oken at considerable length, in our biograjjiiy

of David,* on French art, and we have alluded to many of its

phases. One of its characteristics is a love for the raw-hcad-aud-

bloody-bones school ; the horrible, the worst features of the lattle
;

the painful, and even disgusting. Even Poussin was tainted by

this defect— "a precedent to the David school, who dipped their

brushes iu gore !" " The Transfiguration " of Raffaelle is, therefore,

very naturally in his estim.^tion one of the three great pictures in

the catalogue of Poussin. It is reputed to have been painted as a

kind of competition against the celebrated " Kaising of Liizarus"

by ,'<eba.stien del Piombo, from the design of Michael Angelo.

We have as much a'lmiration for Kaftllelle as we have difficulty

iu comprehending either the Pne-Ilati'aellites or' their eccentric

imitators iu modern times. Hut we must sjiy that this picture,

instead of e.\citing the gloomy horror which it was intended Ui

convey, rouses rather a feeling of disgust and an extreme wonder

at the introduction of the revolting details in the lower citmpai't*

ment. We can scarcely criticise it reverently, and therefore' pass

it over.

In the Vatican, among other agreeable subjects, we have the

instruments of torture used for the martyrdom of the early Chris-

tians—a delicate branch of art, truly, hut one which, if not agrec-

ilble, is, at all events, interesting in an historical point of view.

When llafl'aelle painted for popes, princes, and cardinals, instead

of painting merely for fame, he had changed the simplicity of his

life, and with it h.ad adopte<l a more gaudy style of art. Still, we

cannot gaze on any of his pictures without marvelling at the

Wondrous genius cf the man : and his Holy Families, Madonnas,

and Magdalens are still what Catholic art has best to show. The

painter seems inspired with a deep faith in his subject, which,

however, fades away and becomes colder as his life changes, and the

tenijitations of pleasure wean him from more gentle thoughts.

" The Marriage of the Virgin"' is one of the wonders of the pencil

of Kaifaclle. His Virgins are most gr^.cious and ndminible. There is
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loveliuess and modesty, a .l.cp sIi..m of maternity, in the Aladoujia's

Inoks
;
there is something prodigious in the childlike lace of the

Saviour, already giving token of coming power, that is redolent of
genius. The Madonna and the goldfincK which St. J\)hn pre.sentt.

to the youthful .lesus, is a masterpiece never to be surpassed. His
St. .loliu itself is a mighty ell'ort of ]iictorial excellence, portraying,
as it does, the characler of the prophetic man.

Hati'aelle had not always fortunate subjects. His patrons, the
popes, were some of the woi-st who ever reigned. He could not
make Borgia temperate, Julius worthy, or U-o avei-se to luxury.
There are his pictures, in the sei-ond apartment, painted before the
death of Julius. There is Heliod.u-us, Prefect of King Seleucus,
plundering the temple. He is attacked by a soldier and by angels.

The allusion, which was meant to be cmplimentary, was unhappy,
as was the suhject of " The .Miracle of B.lsena."

The cartoons are well known. There is a histiuy in connexinn
with them which is interesting. '•Anutlier work of Kall'aelle,"

.says a recent WTiter already alluded t<i, "destroyed by a succeeding

pope, was embellishing, iu a similar manner to the loggia, a salo.n,

where, in odd conjunction, but rather in character with the Uonuiu

amalgamation which we have remarked, the aiwstles and saints

were conjiled with the figures of various aninuds, which hud al

different times bx'u presented to the pope. We know Leo was
p;issiunately fond of hunting—and royalty indulges in meuageries ;

—fond of a superficial acquaintance with natural history, and
of the royalty and arkstocracy of nature, such as lions, tigers,

etc., as well as of the plebeian subjects of the cha.se, to be

run down and abused by them. Lorenzo the Magnificent pro-

bably gave his son Leo tins taste ; the father is reouted to

have had the first grand menagerie which was kept in Europe
;

and though he was not a prince, yet it was ever after made
a jiart of royalty in crowned courts. But wheu we come
to the cartoons, we see the share of appreciation which this

Augustus measured out to the most valuable and insignificaut

objects, now acknowledged to be among the most p3rfect specimens

of KaS'aelle that exist iu any oue place ; and by some jiieferrcd to

his works either in the Vati-an or Farnesina." Uoscjc says,

' Leo employed Uafl'aelle iu designing them as models for Flemish

tapestry. Besides the time of the artist, the pope expended the

euormous sum of 70,000 thousand crowns upon the loom ; and
these productions of Katl'aelle's pencil were left as mere waste paijer

in the hands of the Flemish workmen, to be transferred to the

keeping of heretics."

Dui)pa informs us that the eartoous were de-stinecl for the hall of

Gonstimtine, when they were diverted to the purposes of tapestry.

The subjects are rather primitive and apostolical.

It may be truly .said, that Leo has been far too highly rated by

his excellent biographer Roscoe, and that Raffaelle was unfortunate

iu such a master. The artist has avenged himself Ijy jniiuting him.

His fat and cor]Julent figure exhibits all the appearauce of a heavy

and lu.\urious tyrant. He looks the glutton he was; and hi>

fingers, bedizened with rings, demoustmt« his ba<l taste.

The Vaticim has found for its historicjd frescoes better subjects

thau the sensual pope. There is
'
' Paul Preaching at Athens ;" there

is •' Constantino ;" there is "The Battle of Lep.anto ;" and htsl,

and by no means least, "The Ma-ssacre of St. Bartholomew," a kind

of revenge for Rome captured by a BoutIkju,

In the long gallery of the Vatican there is a very intel'esting

Collection of ancient sarcophagi, with fragments of figures of all

shapes and sizes. The "Torso Belvedere" of Michael Angelo

stJinds out in bold relief. It lives and breathes, and though want-

ing so much, is yet full of vitality. Que would almost guess

the limbs which have I)een lopped off from the pai-ts that remain.

The terrible group of the falnily of the Laocoon is here also. It

has been restored by Bernini. He has given it arms of plaster,

which, however, do not suit with the marble. This statue must

ncce3.sarily have been a favourite with the Roman people, from the

mere fact of its subject being terrible. " It was," says our

traveller, "found iu a chamber of Titus's [jalace, where he might

feast his eyes on artificial as well as natural horrors, on the cruelly

of the gods .as well as of men ; a divine example, giving human
excuses, for some say he fell divine inspiration, and was impellc'I

to the destmction of Jemsalem ; .and, perhaps, he could Hot better
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serve bis sacvetl and profane dispensation, liia twin dii-ectors, who

showed sneli taste for human slaughter, than by Ihe erection of the

Coliseum."

Aecordiug .to Wiukelmau, this group of a father and liis two

sous was cxceuted by a father and his two sons. If this be correct,

it would explain what otherwise appears inexplicable, its incon-

gruity and disproportion of size. There have not been wanting

critics who have asserted that the head of " The Venus de

Medici" was the work of a distinct sculptor. Wc cannot accept

this idea.

The Laocooa group was found during the pontificate of Julius II.,

though it was adopted as his own by Leo. The Laocoou and the

ITgoliuo are very alike in subject, and are, as it were, the poetry of

the terrible. They have fed the imaginations of many, arti.sts and

poets—Agesande, Virgil, Dante, and Reynolds. But tlie best

stands for beauty. The only portrait of C;esar, in the form of

a statue, stands beside the wolf.

" The Dying Gladiator " tells better in Rome than any other

subject. It is suited to the place. The gentler subjects around

are merely Grecian. Who could believe the soft and gentle "Psyche

and Cupid," typifying eternal youth and beauty, to be Eoman ; or

the matured charms of a Venus to be like a Roman matron ; or au

Apollo to be of the same race as the tyrant lords of the world ?

No ! the savage faces of the brutal men of the circus better suit

Rome.

The statues of the new chamber of Pius VII. are interest-

ing, though not of the first order in fame. In gazing at the

"Apolb" we admire while wc are excited ; the "Torso," " Lao-

coon," and " Gladiator," make us sutler. But when we g.aze on the

" Minerva Medica," to wliich Canova has given the name of the

A VIKW ON TIIK TIBER.—FROM A PAINTINd BY ASSEI.VN.

statues are not Roman, but Grecian. We wonder when we think

what Greek art might have done, had the Greeks but had a

country. They invented these subjects when Athens was no

longer free.

Ease, poetry, the arts, were the resources of the Greeks against

despotism. Whcu the Romans lost their liberty, they flew to the

circus, to combats of wild beasts. Their arts, statuary, manners,

poetry, all came from the Greeks. There was no royal road to

success in the pursuit of the beautiful. When the Romans brought

a statue of Hercules from Carthage, they prostrated it on the

ground, so little had they the sentiment of even nobility of

soul.

The Romans have had virtues given to them to which they never

Were entitled. They were coarse and savage barbarians until, con-

quering Greece, they adopted the civilisation of the captives. Their

barlarism is shown in their own original sculptures, where size

draped Apollo, our mind is attuned to gentle harmonies. It is the

symbol of wisdom at rest. The intellect is carried back to its

sublime.st iieights when we admire Demosthenes, and remember how

he poure<l forth in the forum the floodgates of his eloquence. All

the statues of this room are pleasing and agreeable.

While we are on the subject of Rome, we may allude, as the

opportunity may not occur again, to " the modern dead " there
;

all suVijects for the poet, paiuter, and sculptor, as interesting, at

least, as those of the room of Pins VII., as it is called. Rome,

indeed, is boundless in its stores of wealth, intellectual and moral.

What thoughts of poetry and art rise before us, when we think of

the tomb of Tasso on the retired height of St. Onophro's monas-

tery. The words of the poet can so little be disassociated from

art, of which it is a branch, that Tasso appears to be but another

Michael Angelo or Raftaelle, though the poet behoiga to a higher

di.9pensatiou, because he is a beggar and poor.
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The greatest namss ot the wjrKl's liistury are its beggars.

Crenius has been generous to the lowly. Homer was but a gaber-

lunzie ; Virgil a hanger-on of courts ; Milton a poor schoolmaster
;

Dante and Arios'.o poar ; Tasjo a prisoner and a beggar ; and
William Shakspeare worked hard for a living. And yet there are

no names in history, not one, of the rich and groat shall live beside

them. Who is there in Rome that will have his name remembered
with that of Tasso? He sang, as it were, on the wings of his

soul, in his dungeon :
" I weep my death, and not my death

aloiie, but the manner in which I die : my renown is oulv a

funereal sound, and appears to me buried with my name ; I should

not be consoled to have for a tomli pyramids or brilliant mauso-
leums— I who thought to elevate to myself the most noble nionu-

ment by my verses."

And he succeeded. No monarch who lies crushed beneath a

pyramid, no statuary who lives in liis marble, no artist who
depends on his canvas, has for his memory so secure a hold as

Tasso. His name is eternal; and there is his tomb on one of the

highest hills of IJomo. He ever iovej the beantiful. }\o was born

land like a map under our feel ; but, wlien we recollect how many
students of art have gazed at tli.at central attraction with burning
hojies of fame, we cannot b\it l>o carried away by our emotions and
love Rome. Soon we come to the river, which less, perhaps, than
any other ha,s felt the revolution of time.

The Tiljer waters no other town. It flows dark and secret until

it reaches the city, and llicn, having washed the walls of Rome,
wends its way, desolate and unknown, to the sea. The Arno, on
the other hand, which rise.? un the otlivr side of the same liill in

the Apennines, considering the short length of its course, Hows
through a pojjulous territory, and two as glorior.s towns as any in

Italy— Florence and Pisa.

Away we go to the Pnnte Molle, by which Constantine entered

Rome, and before which the road to the Vaticjin, the Emi-
lian, and the Cassinn, meeting before the bridge, make a wide

area, where there is a house of entertainment, much frequented

by the Romans in the summer. The triumphal arch and sttitues

were only erected in ISO.'), as if commemnrative of the Pope's

stru'-'gle over Napoleon.

UEnCULE: BF.TWEl:X VIRTUE IXD VICE. -I'UIM .1 I'.IISTIXQ ISY l.\Ini.Ssr.

at Sorento. He died at Rome. Ili.-i name is a? eterual as that ot

the city. It is not the few words on his paving-stone— *' Here lie

the bones of Tasso, lest the convent host may be ignorant,"

—

that ensure him remembrance, but tl.e fragrant force of genius

which never dies.

It is strange to turn from Tasso to another unforgotten name

—

we need not linger on Poussin—which is ever remembered by tlie

visitor to Rome. At no great distance, in the English burial-

ground, is the tomb of Shelley, who lies within ground consecrated

by that religion he unfortunately knew not. His ashes lie beneath

a wall, underneath the ruins of a broken tower ; there is a chapel

formed by two broken buttresses, and there are cypresses waving

over his grave. Peace be to his restless spirit

!

There is an interesting monument to Rosa Bathurst, who perished

in the Tiber. It is by Westmacott. Her fate is familiar to the

visitor to Italy.

Everything is artistic in Rome, even the approach by Acqua-

pendente. The name is musical and poetical. Hence do we catch

a glimpse of St. Peter's, letting us know that we are in sight of

Rome. It is not .so b?autifHl as the sudden appearance of Switzer-

The classic visito:-, cnte.iiig the Pi.a.-:za ('el Popolo, finds all vul-

garised, frippery ornaments, with crowds in the costume of mo<ieni

times. There is an Egyptian obelisk, reminding one of the Place

de la Concorde at Paris. It is dedicateil to the sun, and three streets

strike off from it like rays. They take you in straight and regular

lines of buildings along the valleys. The buildings are not what

they weie. Go along the Ouso to the Capitol
;
you will .'-ee the

palace of the Austrian anibassadt)r ; imagine it, gentle reader, built

from the bricks of the Coliseum. It is the largest in Rome, and

fitly represents the power which h.-us crushed Italy under the leaden

intlnence of Germanism. An interesting monument is the house of

Mailanic Le'itia, Napoleon's mother, who represented there the

dead empire of France, so ine.xplicably r-vived. It is scarcely,

however, so interesting as the house of Rienzi, near the river, which

Balwer has so aJmirably made us familiar with.

It is a ruin now, and was once the abode of Crescentins, a
gentler reformer than Rienzi, who pulled down the old without

being able to reconstruct the new—no fault of his, but of the

slaves he vainly tried to make into freemen.

It was the mistake of all the ref.'rrcers and Mends of the Roman
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jieople til bi^liove, tliat Viecause they wpi-n liorii in Kuinc, thi'v must

iie(iesM:irily I'f tlio descenrlcints of the uterlin.s: olil stnt-k. Th(?y

wore imtliini; iif the kind. They were a hybrid mixture of slaves

nnd hiirbariaus, imfitted by long ojipression and mental bondage to

I oinpiehend even the nanie of liberty.

What meaning could ait have for the menial ? He gazed around

Btupidly .at the statues and works of genius which had been collected

by the will of tyrants, from vanity more than from taste; and tliey

were to him no more than the rugged unhewn stones of the quarries

he lived in. Debased and degraded by long years of sufTering,

i.othiug but a remedy impossible in Kome rnuld elevate him I" a

Jitness for freedom.

Many a time before now have careless observers envied the fate nf

the millions born beneath tlie liaiijiy clim.ate of the South, sur-

loundcd by the miracles of nature and the wonders of art, and

comj-.aved them with the millions of the North, who have a more

uncertain clime, and less beauty, both natural and created, to

survey. It is a great mistake. Art, literature, science—every-

ihing u,seful and agreeable, has foUoweil ia the footsteps of

liber(.v. In this country, the treasures of ancient art collected in

palaces arj innumerable. Tliis is laying the foundation of an

artistic greatness equal to any dreamt of in past days.

Debarred by climate of the rich scenery and the warm atmo-

S| here which is the natural hotlied of taste, we northerns, by

lirini'ing around us the treasures of Greece, and Home, and modern

Itily, are elevating the taste of the millions, and exciting that

public aiiiireeiation which is necessary to success. The dMerence

between the past and the present is vei-y great.

In iiast times painters ow-ed their success to the good-will of

princes. When there sat upon a throne a man of taste, aide to

HP))reciate talent and genius, there was an opportunity for art to

develop itself. There was no widely-spread and discerning public

to coutiunally cherish and support a long and steady series of

artists. That ia wh.at we are doing. We are educating a people

;

and there can lie little doubt that the ultimate consequence will lie,

that none but really good artists will be successful. The influence

iif Rome, loiwever, uiioa art is still mighty indeed. There, and at

Florence, we must always feel that we are at least on classic ground

-cround which should be visited liy ev^ry one aiming at excellence

ill his iirofession.

To return to the monuments of Home. In Thorwaldseu's monu-

iiieut to Pius YII. we have an admirable specimen of the statue

pnrtrait. It has been placed beside the production of David and

1 awrence. Some liave imagined that the angels are too unu-h lost

iu the height, and are thus crushed by the much greater size of the

ligures helow. The design, however, is simple, ingenious, and

lieautiful. In the one, Time is represented looking upwards, and

seeking, as it were, to dive into eternity. The other represents

the genius of history. The idea of the sculptor relative to religion

is truly magnificent. It is a figure standing with arms folded, and

u foot upon a cluli. Near this is Wisdom, drawiug donnsel from

the Bible in its hand ; the owl at its feet. A'arious have lieen the

criticisms on this work. Yalery only approves of the sleejiing lion.

"The lion roaring," says Kezzonico, "is not natural ; the figure of

religion, in stiff drapery, is feeble ; and the genii appear rather

eonnyed than atilicted."

The author of "Statues in the Vatican" says : "Bell liads fault

with the back of the ' Venus Canova,' and the slightncss of the

limbs. Matthews, the author of the 'Di.ary,' says the head is

too large. The legs of his ' Perseus' are said to be too short ; this

i.: aviiiding imitation or error, as the 'Belvedere's' are objected to as

being too long; and the 'Medici's' head is pronounced too small,

and her make throughout is large. The acknowledged copyist of

the antique, he sometimes ventures a contradiction. Thorvvaldsen,

without being called upon to supply an Apollo or Venus to the

wnrld, has been more lucky in challenging antiquity ; his ' Venus

\'lctri\' is superior to Canova's 'Goddess of Beauty ;' his ' .Tason

r'crtaiuly to tiie ' Perseus ;' and though not aiming at immcrlality,

yet a rival of the ' Apollo' in beauty and human proportion ; the

' Psyche and Cu]iid' of Oanova are a pendant to the ' Kissing Pair'

ill the Oapitol ; but the 'Day and Night' of Thorwaldsen is an

effort of poetry, which leaves behintl the modern and much of

;!ntiquity.
'

Doubtless tile gem of Koine, the pearl of great price in statuary,

the divinity of the Museum of Art in the Vatican, is the "Apollo

Belvedere,"

" The lord of the unerring bow.

The god of life, and poesy, and light

—

The sun in human limbs arrayed, and lirow

All radiant from his triumph in the figlit

;

'Ihc shaft hath just been shot—the arrow bright

With au immortal vengeance ; in his eye

And nostril bcaulirul disdain, and might.

.Viid maje.>^ly tla^li their full lightnings by,

l)cvelo])iug, in that one glance, the Deity.

But in hi< delicate form a dream of love

Shiiped by some solitary nymph, whose breast

Loiig'd for a deathless lover iVoni, above ;

And, inadden'd with that vision, are cxprcss'd

All that ideal beauty ever bless'd

'I'he mind with, in its most unearthly moiid,

When each conception was a heavenly guest

—

A riiy of immortality—and stood

Star-like, around, until they gathered to a god.''

There is no conception in the mythology more admirable in

ideality than Apollo, the perfection of manly beauty, as Aphrodite

is of womanly loveliness. Apollo is music, made a being too.

When the mind fi.xes itself intently upon this production, when we

view it seriously from an artistic point of view, notlung looks well

beside it. It casts a shade of melancholy over the soul, which is

wrajjt iu a kind of dream of admiration. The descriptions of

Byron—given above—and of Winkelman bur.st upon our memory,

and though neither conveys all we feel ourselves, they stiU aid ns iu

realising its true character.

As a i^agan representation of the divinity, as they understood

him, this statue realises the idea to the mind better than any

poetical description—better than a picture.. The German critic

s.\v5 : "The spectator must first fly with his soul to the regions of

incorporated beauty, and become the creator of a celestial nature, to

fill lum with an idea of a beautiful supernatural ;" because, as he

views it, there is nothing mortal in that figure—no sign of the wants

of humanity; "there are neither tendons nor veins, to move or

kindle the body ;" it is true that he admits disdain upon the lips.

Byron describes him as "incarnate vengeance" and while Winkel-

man tells us that his eyes '

' are full of that sweetness which they are

viont to display wdien the Mnses surround and caress hiin," he

assures us that "might and maje.sty flash their full lightnings"

from his glance.

The very difference of opinion which has made itself manifest

upon so many occasions with regard to this statue only proves its

power. Its name has gone to the very ends of the earth as the

incarnation of beauty. Michael Angelo and Eaffaelle have been

the artist's disciples. Byron, De St.ael, Milraan, Winkelman, and

others li.-ive been his liigh priests and expounders.

When we turn from the records of the past to the reality of the

present, everything in Rome and the Roman states is study

—

matter for the painter. Leaving ruins, s'atues, temples, and

palaces, and turning to the living, we find as much worthy of

careful examination as ever. It is trne it is a land of idleness and

oppression. But the very poorest priest is picturesque, wdiile what

can be more so than the one-horse cart of the wine-carrier, with his

liarrcls behind and his cabriolet in front, made of skins, of the

same skins that clothe him and make him look like a satyr? Then

come strings of horses and donkey.s, a very caravan, with tinkling

bells, fit subject for an Asselyn ; or a drover urging on Ids cattle to

the tune of his screeching hagpipes, just like a picture by (Juyp.

Swine, black as Erebus, and bulls with enormous horns, complete

the scene—n.iy, here comes a Roman matron of capacious fimn,

.and looking like a true descendant of the old stock. Tall pines,

arid plains, ruins, and their gnarled and stunted vines, peasants

living in holes like Irish cabins or red-skin wigwams, beggars in

swarms, serve as subjects for the pencil of the British islanders,

descendants of those men whom the Rom.ans despised as the most

savage of barbarians. Shepherds' dogs, white as Polar hears,

vultures and hawks frighting the timid larah, give a little animation

to this laud of the bygone, where (he past is living and the

present is dead,
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Ni) ciiuiitry hiis suffeicd more tli:iM It.-il.y IVuiii the passui'ns uiid

aiiiliitiou uf 111:111. Dusolatiou .st:ucs us ici Hit: f:;i'0 cverywlieie

—

liut iU-S'iI:iti(Hi soiiiuwhiit teinpeieil hy the leliectiuu tluit tlie worst

has passL'il aw:iy. The feml.nl ciistles are in ruins, and tlie vill,\ier.s

ill the valley iimlenieath the hill no longer dreail the pillage and

vapiue of their masters. Bnt their reni'iins tell a dre.aiy story at

the same time that they aftord good subjects tiir the peneil.

Often, says a writer on " The Country of Uonie," on the hi.uhway

a rlassii- foutit.ain will refresh yourself and animal ; a bridal com-

pany, on their horses, will pull up on their way to the nearest town,

there to inaUe merry ; the bride, magnificently dressed- -with 11

shawl of many colours 011 her arm, and sitting astride in white

trousers— will lead, in full gallop, the bridesmaid, hridegrooin, and

four or five fi'ieiuis ]nirsuing. The Hash of the fire-fly flares along

the grass ; as evening sets in, tlie owls hoot ami tlse frogs croak

till darkn.^ss comes on ; the watch-dog barks but timidly iii the

almost entire ab.seiice of man ; when the voice of one is heard, one

is afraid it may be evil, but one only discovers drivers and their

cattle."

Due of the greatest attractions to some persons—near the stern

approaches of the Aiieiinincs— is the Cataract of Velino, of wliieh

Jiyron has left us an admirable description, when he tells us of

" The roar of Waters ! from the headlong height

Velino cleaves tlic wavc-wcrn precipice
;

Tbc fall of waters ! rapid as the light

The fla-sbing mass foams, shaking the ab\>s
;

The bell of waters ! w here they howl and biv-

And boil in endless tortiire ; while

In their great agony, wrung out from this

Tlieir I'hlegethou, curls round the rocks of jet

That gird the gulf around, in pitiless horror .'et.

And mouiit.s in spray the skies, and thence, again,

Iteturns in an unceasing shower, which round,

With its \ineniptied cloud of gentle rain.

Is an eternal .April to the ground.

Making it all one emerald. How profound
Tbc gulf! and bow the giant element
From rock to rock leaps with delirious bound.
Crushing the clills, which downward worn and rent

With bis fierce footsteps, yiidd in chainis a fearful ve;.t

T'o the broad column wliieh rolls on, and shows
More like the fountain of an infant sea.

Torn from the womb of mountains by the throes

Of a new world ; than only thus to be

Parent of riviTs, which flow gushingly

With many windings thro' the vale :—Look back !

Lo ! where it comes like an eternity.

As if to sweep down all tilings in its tract,

Cburniing the eye with dread—a matchless catai-act^

Horribly beautiful ! but, on the verge,

I'rom side to side, beneath the glittering Morn,
An Iris sits amidst the infernal surge.

Like Hope upon a death-bed, and, unworn
Its steady dyes, while all around is torn

By the distracted waters, bears serene

Its brilliant hues, with all their beams unsliorii,

Ucseinbling, 'mid the torture of the scene,

Love watching madness with unutterable iiiieu."

Why have so many men, who have liaU the courage to leave

home and wander abroad in the world, suceeedsd, and left a great

name as painters ! It is because tliey have not been s.itislied witli.

the lessons of a mau—of a master—who may err and lead them
astray ; but have lived iu the classic land of art, imbued themsaUes
with its light .and life, and .snatched a spark from the ever-burning

pile of genius. There lias been scarcely a'l instance known of a

student in art making the pilgrimage to Rome and coming back
nnimproved. There is something in the air, in the cmstint recur-

rence of beauty, in the climate, the sky, the people, which attunes

the mind to the harmonics >'{ Iiigb and elevating art.

Go to lUdy, all ye who would raise yourselves above the rank of

ordinary iiortrait-painters. Pass the Alps 1 As you go along you
\vill enrich your mind with the love ueceasary to the art-3tudeut.

Even if you never reach the Eternal <,'ity, the attempt will be

useful. No painting of John Jfartin's can give to the mind of the

most poetical .-i conception of the grandeur nf the first view of

Switzerland IVom the .hira. It is a panorama that, once seen, is

stamped fir ever on the mimi, which, if prepared by study, hec.men
posses-seil almost of a new liiiulty. A iiainter must feel the im-
pression fur ever on his brain. We .fee it now, lis if it were befori'

us, as cleiir and vivid as the tirst day.

Ami then where will be your little bits of ncnory, when yoii

elevate your looks t« Mount Blanc ! One glance at that vast proline-

tion of creative power silences pride for ever in the heart. Nothing
done by man can aiipear sublime afterwanls. And it is umid sticli

scenes that men have sought for the sublime, and somelimus found
it. But on, to the Alps ! and at every step the artistic soul of the
painter will line! mw food. Ewvy instant his soul will be roused
to higher contemplation, until he treads the classic soil itself.

In all attempts that are to he made to create u great sclioid o(

art ill this country— an attein).t which we have every reason In

helicve maybe eminently successful -two things will Iw needed.
Ill the first place, we must generalise the studies of onr ai-t-stiideiil.s.

They must not he satisfied, as tliey are in general, witli learning to

draw and paint. They must devote theiusilves to hist uy. They
must know as much or more than other men. They must he ready
to paint an historical picture without a sudden cram which is apt
l-i prove indigestible.

Then they must be sent to Italy U sec what has I.een done
before, and to learn the importance and value of arduous study.

When they leara how lijirt'aelle aud Jlicliael Angelo and Titian

laboured, they must be encouiaged to labour and study themselves,

iu the hope of living in the memory of man rather as a Cuyj), a

Lawrence, or a David, than of perishing like a iM'aiicis de Paula
Ferg, whose untimely death was doubtless more owing to his own
errors than to the faiilts and want of appreciation of others.

The English, American, and French ai-tistie population of Uonic
is already great. It is becoming greater every year. So much the

better. Tlie competition is a good and useful one. The French
system of sending a certain numher of pupils at the expense of

government is a good one. It enables some to receive their early

nurture iu art on the right spot. The result has answered every

e.^wpectation.

The Vatican museuni, to vlilcli we have alluded so often in the
present sketch, was founded l.y .Inlliis II. It is in reality the
finest collection of statues in the world, llr. Schraf says ; "Julius
employed the famous Bramante to erect a v.ast niche surmounted
liy a gallery, called Belveilere, and iu front of this he collected in a

garden the choicest statues extant iu his day. There were the

"Nile" and ''Tiber," a sarcophagus with the fable of "ilelea-

ger," the famous " Torso of Hercules," and the celebrated group of

'-Laoeoon,'' which was kept in a separate alcove. To these his

successor, Leo X., .idded the famous statues of the ".Mercury"
and the " Apollo." The reclining "Ariadne " at that time

adorned a fountain iu the adjacent corridor.

"Towards the end of the last century, Clement XIV.. (.Tanga-

nelli, and Pius VI. (Bresclii) formed the magnificent galleries in tin

Vatican, which hear their conjoined names in the .AIusco Pin

Clenientiuo. Many purchases were made from the eolleetioii of

the Villa Negroni, previously Jlontalto, formetl by Sextus V., aud
from a scries of excavations ctrried on among the ruins of

liadriau's ViUa and elsewheie, by an energetic Hcotchimiu named
(jjivin ILamilton. At the treaty of T.ilentiuo in 1717, all the

most celebrated work.s of art were removed to Paris; but in Iblii,

they were, with the exception of tiie colossal '.Melpomene,' the

st-itue of 'Augustus' in tlie to.'ii, the Velletri 'Minerva.' and
'Tiber,' restored to the Vatican. Pius VII. athlcd a long gallery

of sculpture, which bears his name Chiaro Monti : a magnificent

hall, erected by the same pontiff, was opened in Ibil, under the

name of the Braccio Xuovo. It contains the beautiful ' .Minerva
'

Medici, the 'Nile,' the standing ' Dem.^sthenes, ' the 'Kauu' of

Praxitiles, and the little ' Oauymede ' of Phardimos."

The progress ofartistic discovery has been very great, lor when tbc

Florentine, Poggjo Bracciolini, wrote in ii'Sti, he described six

sUitiies as all that remained then visible in Koine. Tliese were th.'

twocoh'.ssi, the two recuinlicut statues " Xile '' and "Tiber," a.

reclining statue of "Ocean,"' and the famous bronze gilt statue of

"Marcus Aurclius." ,s:inc.^ that diiy ri.hes innumerable lutvc been

diseiverel.
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NATIONAL PICTURES.

The cliief means of ex.'iltiug the taste of the people aiul giving them

a thorough knowledge of the end and purpose of art, is the forma-

tion of galleries destined to receive the pictures of a nation. Nor

do galleries serve that purpose only—although that were indeed a

great one ; they stimulate artists who behold their treasures, with

the hope of having some day their works classed amongst those

they behold, and of their being cherished as some of the treasures

of the country.

It frequently happens, however, that the country most rich in

jiecuniary wealth, most capable of forming fine collections of

pictures and works of art, either awakes at too late a period to the

necessity of their possession, or is gifted with so little taste, that

although the selection may have cost an immense sum, yet the

pictures may be totally unworthy the wealth given for them, or of

the honour of being placed in a national collection ; and this, we

take it, is unfortunately the case with England. It is only lately,

indeed, by the pulilication of the work of a foreigner—of " Dr.

Waagen's Treasures of Art"—that the people are made aware of the

immense quantity of pictures, the treasures, the superabundant

wealth of art which exists in England, but of which there is as yet

no worthy collection in one place.

True it is, that although many uf the pictures may be worthy,

the English have a knack of making a government " job " of the

building, whereby the architect raises an immense fortune, and the

so-called gallery is, like that of Trafalgar-square, totally unworthy

the name. If, on the contrary, any chance may render the place of

exhibition passable
;
yet the pictures are for the most part so igno-

rantly arranged, that effect is spoilt, and the possibility of educa-

tion on the progress of art entirely cut away. But as if these

accidents were not enough, we find the government lavishing

thousands of pounds upon a baljy-house—.and worse than a baby-

house—for (leorge the Fourth ; and yet refusing to make room for

a fine collection of pictures bequeathed to them for national pur-

poses, which therefore fly off at a tangent, and at Dulwich form a

gallery of tlicmselves. Such, indeed, is the fact with the Bourgeois

collection.

The faults of iiublic people do not, however, excuse our own
;

and the National Gallery in Trafalgar-square, to which we purpose

a short visit, notwithstanding its total inadequacy on the score of a
" National" gallery, its architectural enormities, and the faults of

its conservators, is still—on account of the many very beautiful

pictures which it contains—worthy of a visit, and a visit not only

of curiosity, but for the purpose of serious and attentive study.

We shall not, we may premise, in our short review follow the

numbers given in the catalogue, sold, by permission of the trustees,

outside the gallery, as that catalogue contains pictures, for instance,

those Ijy Hogarth, which have for these two or three years past

been moved away to Marlborough House, and there exldbited iu

wliat is called the ** Yenion Gallery."

The pictures which belong to the nation form an altogether

imperfect collection, and our notice will be but piecemeal and

cursory. In some masters we are comparatively rich ; of othei's we

have none ; and of some but one, and that a poor specimen. Thus,

of Claude we have no less than ten pictures ;
of Bartolomeo

none ; and of Salvator Kosa but one ; and so on. Of our modern,

and as a school by far most merit<,irious, English artists, we
had, before Mr. Vernon made his munificent bequest, absolutely

nothing.

Of the Claudes, that known as " The Embarkation of the Queen

oi Sheba," and marked 14 in the catalogue, will attr.act some

notice. A picture of a seaport, with the sun in the midst of the

sky, with about two feet of very brilliant colouring on each side of

it ; ruins, a sea-tower, an archway, rocks, and trees ; riggings of

ships, and ships themselves ; all form accessories of the picture,

aud all are jainted with but oue idea—that of scenic effect. There

is an utter want of learning or care iu this ijicture. The trees are

of no class or kind iu nature ; the rocks arc such as are never seen

by the sea-side ; the ships are carelessly drawn, etc. ; but the

great reparation made by this master for such carelessness lies in

the colour and jileasing arrangement. The picture is nothing less

than an illusive fiction.

A Correggio, marked 10, of " Mercury and Veuus instructing

Cupid," has for some years been the admiration of all critics. The

reason of this is sufficiently evident; for although the figure of

Venus is not beautiful, and Mercury, instead of being all light

and vivacity, is dull and heavy, yet the beauty of the Cupid, the

excellent drawing in the form, and, above all, the prodigious beauty

of colour, must win our admiration. This picture was once in the

possession of Charles I. The colouring contrasts especially with

that of Eul ens, but is in its nature equally fine.

" The Marriage of Isaac and Rebecca," either a duplicate or copy

of the picture by Claude in the Doria Palace, known as
'

' Claude's

Mill," is one of those hasty compositions of the artist which have

called down the anger of Mr. Ruskin. People are dancing near

some water, which is a lake formed by an impetuous torrent,

but which runs nowhere. In order not to break the repose of the

scone, the very water into which a cascade falls has no motion

in it. The only beauties in the picture are the sky and the

colour.

"Christ disputing with the Doctors" (No. IS), is a very weak

composition, put down with much effrontery to Leonardo da

Vinci. The celebrated Johu Hunter used to extol the deep ana-

tomical studies of this artist
;

yet the figure of Christ iu this

picture is badly drawn, the head unmanly and weak, aud the hand

drawn without the slightest knowledge of anatomy.
" Adonis quitting Venus for the Chase," said to be by Titian, is

another pretended original, but also a very popular picture. The

disijlay of form in the Venus is very graceful ; but the Adonis is

heavy, ill-drawn, and deficient in elegance and dignity. The

colour and mode of painting are both good ; the former, especially,

rich, harmonious, and, in the fle.sh, soft and fleshy. There is

another copy of this picture at Dulwich.

"The Sabine Women," by Rubens (No. 30), is a fiue specimen

of foroo in a jiainter, accompanied by knowledge of drawing and

colour. Beyond this, the Romans are not Romans, the ladies are

those of the seventeenth century, aud the architecture of the same

period. Yet with all these anomalies, the picture is free, bold,

and fine ; the colour so bright aud glorious, that it forces oue to

admire it.

"Portrait of Cornelius Van der Geest," life-size, by Vandyck,

iguorantly called "The Head of Gervatius," is one of those pictures

of which the nation may indeed be proud. The sentiment and

thought, the feeling and refinement, in this fiiee, it is impossible to

surpass. One can linger over it for hours. The painting of the

mouth and beard, if shut out fi-om the rest of the picture, are

alone worthy of the most minute attention ; the delicacy and truth

of detail, and the breadth of light, are also beyond praise. The

interest attached to this portrait of a person almost unknown is

to be attributed to the genius of Vandyck alone.

(No. 59), "The Brazen Serpent," by Rubens, is another triampli

of power. The agonised expression of the women, the pallid couu-

ten.mces of the dead, the majesty on the face of Moses, and the won-

derful knowledge of anatomy in the drawing, are equally to be ad-

mired. A critic, Mr. George Foggo, has objected to the fat and burly

persons of those stricken with the plague. He should have recol-

lected that the plague was sudden, and that no previous sickness

could have emaciated the forms of the sinful Israelites.

(No. 184), "The Murder of the Innocents," called a Rafl'aelle, is

the largest picture in the Academy. The board under it informs

us, that it is the property of the governors of the F>>undling Hos-

pital, and that it is by them deposited iu this gallery.

The outline alone has any similarity to the works of Raffaelle.

The murderers are remorseless brutes ; the mothers are fighting

mad women. There is no delicacy in the painting, wliich, besides

these defects, cannot be seen to any advantage, from any point of

view, being covered with a glass, which catches the light, and

entirely destroys the picture.

Our space forbids us at this time to say more. We purpose,

however, returning to the subject, and going through, during the

time that new pictures are not to be seen, some of those of eniineuf;

masters which are the property of the nation, or of those noblemen

(vnd geutlemen whose liberality enables the public to become

.-icciuainted with their galleries. By so doing, wc believe that we

shall be doing )d servics to art.
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VALE N TIN.

Therk e>dsts among painterji a race of rougli, liaiiglity meu, always

ready to fall !t:i'"k riTt-l tnkf tlinir ^t:in<! u]"m infi-e iiiMtt'-r, iinitir-

lUately there is auy questiou i:»f aoiaiowlodgiiig the luliueuce uf

iniud. Follow them as they walk down the gallerj- of the Loutfc,

YoL. II.

Iietweeu the double row of clitfs-d'uum.; you will see them look

with an eye of indiflereuce at those mystic compositions where the

expression of the faith of former times is concealed beneath

spare wan forms and sometimes faded colouring ; they will

scarcely sto]) before those sublime works of Lcsueur, where

the pious personages of past ages appear to the spectator

as mere shadows, so timid, so humble, and so sulxirdinatc

to the ideal is the actual execution ; but if they meet with

some vulgar scene, where the palpitating flesh stands out

boldly from the obscurity of the ground, they want no more

to induce them to give way to their feelings and launch out

into enthusiasm.

What they admire and liold up to your admiration ia the

energy of the action, the expression of the gesture, and the

success of the foreshortening in a picture. "Look I "they

exclaim, "how well those muscle:" are attached, and how

freely they .act I how naturally those shoulders are joined on !

how forcibly you are imi)ressed with the presence of the

bones and the solidity of the tendons '. The eyes are humid,

the nostrils are full of breath, and the blood flows V«ncatli

that flesh '." But not one word do they s.iy of the piiinter's

intention, or of the thought that should pervade his

work. What matters to them the value of the princijial

ide:i and the choice of the subject? A band of brigands,

scateil round a table in some ravcni, and singing over

tiicir liiiuor with coiirtcziins, interests llicm f.ir more than the

"Christ on the Mount of Olives," or " The Tomb of Arradia."

u
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They :ii'e cuauiuurcd of mero matter. Tliuy look upon it as a

|iortiou of divinity itself, and cauunt understand that there ia

tlie least preference to be given tu any one of the different

parts of whieh it is composed. In their eyes, all forms in nature

))Ossess the same charm, all members of humanity are of equal

value, each one being endowed with some peculiar beauty, -nhich

the spectator must discover for liimself. This being tlie case,

the less trouble a painter has taken to choose his subject, the

greater is their preference for him, and as mere imitation is cjuite

sufficient to satisfy their .irdent love of form, they do not require

matter to think, but merely to exist. It is especially among these

pantheists tliat the admirers of Valentin are to be found.

Valentin, one of tlie most celebrated French painters, was born

in the little town of Coulommiers, in IJrie, the Sth Jnne, IpOl, in

the Hue du Monteil-Sainte-Foy, at the corner of the Impasse des

Remparts. We do not know why some authors have chosen tp con-

sider him as belonging to the Roman school, for if Frauce can ,

claim him as one of her' children, it is not only because she wit-

nessed his birth, but because his taste for painting manifested itself

long befure he went to Rome, to seek inspiration among the marvels

of the Vatican.*

* It always struck us as an extraordinary circumstance that the

Christian name of a French painter, and especially of one born in

the province of Brie, should be Moise, accurding, as it did, but

little with tlie genius of the French nation, which, especially in

the seventeenth century, was greatly prejudiced against the Jews
and their customs. However, as a considerable nnnibcr of authors
always called him Moi-e Valentin, and as there were no docu-
ments to clear up our doubts on the subject, we at last believed, as

all other persons had done, that Valentin's Christian name was
really Moise. .Since then, we have received some euiious inlbrmo-
tion from a distinguished painter and author. Monsieur Anatolo
Dauvergne. and we crave the reader's permission to transcribe at

full length the notes which he has furnished—notes which are the
more interesting as they prove the necessity of always going back
to the fountain-head, historical errors most frequently proceeding
from historians of the second or third generation.

The following is an e.vtract from the genealogical table of the
family ot BouUogne de Coulommiers, dran-n up, about 17S0,
expressly for the lamily, by Michel JIartial foidier, Juge dc Paix
at Coulommiers previous to 1789, and a Member of the Convention,
who died in exile, at Brussels, in 1821.

This table was drawn up from documents which are at present
dispersed, but which were then accessible to Monsieur Cordier.
Eighteeu of these dates are given as corroborative proofs. 'J he
BouUogne family still llourislies at Coulommiers, and has pre-
served from father tp son a certain pride in its relationship with
the painter, who is known by the name of Valentin alone.

I. .Stock Jean dc BouUogne, called Rassct, in 119.5, born at
Bologna in Italy, lived at Coulommiers, at the corner of the
Cul-de-Sac, near the church of .Sainte Foy. This Cul-de-Sac
now bears the name of BouUongne. Title-deeds in 1.349.

II. He had issue; in 1.538, Denis de BouUougnc : II. Jean dc
BouUongne.

III. Jean de BouUongne, '.'nd of the name, married at Coulom-
miers. He had issue (1.376) :

—

1. Perriu de BouUongne, plumber and glazier.
"

2. Simoune dc BouUongne.
3. Jacques de BouUongne, carrier.

4. Valentin de BouUongne, painter on glass.

IV. Valentin tie BouUongne, 1st of the name ; died in IfilS.

He had, by Jeanne de Monthion, his wife, three children, viz. :

1. Marie de BouUongne, born the 28th August, 1.599.

2. Jean de BouUongne, born the Sth June, 1601.

3. Jacques de BouUongne, born the loth October, 1603.
Monsieur Cordier did not take the troulile to look far these

three certificates of liaptism of the chi dren of Valentin de Boul-
longnc, father ot the celebrated painter. Monsieur Dauvergne
found thi m after a long searcli, but the name of Valentin does not
exist in any one ot them. No gap occurs in the parish registers of
Saint-Denis de Coulommiers, during the peried in which it is pro-
bable that the painter was born ; and yet, from lol7 to 1777, we
very frequently lind the Christian name of Valentin. Valentin
Pidoux, uncle of La Fontaine, the author of the Fables was
bailiff in 1014.

Monsieur Aubert de Fligny, who wa liailiff of C ommiers,
speaking of the painter Valentin, writes foUows, ab t 1770 :-

If it is true that he made a journey to Paris, it was not, at any

rate, to become a pupil of Simon Vouet, as some of his biographers

have asserted ; a mere comparison of dates is sufficient to refute

this error. Simon Vouet left for Constantinople, with Monsieur dc

Sancy, in 1612, at which time Valentin was only eleven years old.

Vouet, according to the testimony of Felibien, did not return and

found his school in Paris before the year 1627, at which period

Valentin already enjoyed a high reputation as a paiuter in Rome.

He had resided in that city for a consideralde time, autl w.as doomed

ti end his days there. D'ArgenviUe contradicts himself, when, after

having asserted that Valentin began his studies under Vouet, he

affirms, in another portion of his work, that Vouet's taste had some-

thing of Valentin's in it. This would be to suppose that the master

had subsequently taken lessons of his pupil, which is not likely.

We are inclined to believe, with some more recent writers, that the

two painters were in Rome at the same epoch, and that they studied

Caravaggio's manner together.

However this may be, when Valentin arrived in Italy, Caravaggio

was just dead, and painters were beginning to free themselves from

the inflnence which he had exerted during his lifetime. Like many

other ref'iriiiers, he had led away his contemporaries by supporting

" I believe that his name was Valentin de BouUongne, and 'hat

he was son and grandson respectively of two painters on glass, who
both resided at Coulommiers, and who painted the fine windows,

most of which still exist, in the p.arish chureh there. His father's

name, .like his own, was Valentin, and his grandfather's Jacques."

These two written traditions, as well as the tradition preserved

in the BouUongne family, prove most satisfactorily that the

painter belonged to this family, which was founded by Jean de

Boliigne, called Rassct, who came from Italy, and was probably a

painter on glass.

AVe have still to explain the name of Valentin. The eldest of

Valentin de Boullongne's children married Jean d'Alen^on. AVe

lose sight of the two sons.

Monsieur Cordier proves that Valentin de Boullongne's second

son is the painter. '1 he following is the boy's certificate of bap-

tism :
—" Die Veneris, octava Junii, 1001. Joannes filius Valentin!

de ISoulongue et Joanna; de Monthyou ejus uxoris, fuit baptisatus.

Patrinus dominus Joannes de Boulongne, pictor, et Petrus-Bal-

tazar-Matrina-Ludoica, Franeisci Reboule, procuratoris fiscalis."

The absence of the name of Valentin proves nothing against the

fact of this certificate of baptism being that of the painter. At
Coulommiers, it is the practice to call the son by his father's Chris-

tian name, \^'c have met with twenty examples of the custom.

Le petit Valentin ended by retaining the name Valentin.

There now remains the Christian name- As regards that of

Moise, it is simply ab5u:d. It was D'ArgenviUe who misread the

manuscript in his possession, and mistook Mousu for Moise — J'ide

Lanzi, Mariettc, Victor .Scbcclchcr, BruUiot (p. 369, Biographic

de Caravage, 184.5), Beyle, etc.

Ticozzi (Milan, 1832), calls him Pictro.

Felibien, who wrote about 1670, thirty years after Valentin'.s

decease, does not give him the name of Moise, w^bich is Urst found

in D'Argenvillc's book, whence, since 1787, it has been copied by a

great number of the painter's biographers. The following writers

call him Valentin—Le A'alentin—Mr. or Mousii Valentino:—
Anonymous 1679 Roland Le Virloys . . 1771

Fedibieu 1688 L Abbe Dc Fontcnay . 1780

Florent Le Comte . . 1702 Huber 1787

Deiiiles 1715

Dubois Dc Saiut-Gelais . 17'27

Lepicie 1752

Dom Peruety .... 1757

Daudr^ Bardon . . . 1765

Cochin 1769

Lanzi 1795

Henry Laurent . . . 1818

Beyle 182G

BruUiot 1833

Catalogue of the Vatican 1840

Schccleher 1845

The following writers call hira Moise Valentin :
—

D'ArgenviUe .... 1787

Gault Dc-Saint-Gcrmain 1808

Beuard 1810

Michaud 18'27

Weiss 1833

Robert-Dumenil . . . 1842

Viardot 1842

Catalogue des Musecs . 1847

Ch. DePointcl. . . .

Duchesne Acni . . . 1828

FeUer 1827

Hagedorn 1762
'1 he family name Dc BouUongne, is written indifi'erently Debol-

longne De bouUongnc, de Boulongne, de Bologne ; but it is still

the same De Boluone, and depends upon the whim of the writer.

In the books of the last century, do we not also meet with the

town of Bologne (Bologna), written Boulongne, Boulogne ?
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a false system ou vhefn-d^cbiiii-c auvl bad iJi-hu-iplus on great exain-

jiIgs. At his (leatli there were only t^'o parties remaining in Rome

;

that of Josepin and that of tho Caracci, represented respectively by

Domenichino and Guido. All that these rivals had left them to

perform was the no very difficnlt task of proving that nature is not

lilaek, and that the genius of Caravnggio neither excused his con-

tempt fir noble and carefully-chosen forms, nor his liorror for a

strong light.

Valentin came to Rome during the period of tliis re-action of

feeling, which was destined to receive additional force from the

jiresenoe of I'oussin, for it was not long before that great painter

published his opinion ou the different parties, ami assigned to each

its proper place. On the one hand he pronounced Domenichino to

be the greatest painter after R'.iU'aelle ; and, on the other, when

speaking of Caravaggio, said, "This man came among us to destroy

painting." In spite of this, however, Valentin was irresistibly led

to an imitation of Caravaggio ; his instinct prompte*! him to take

tliis step from the very first, and nothing could turn liim from the

path he had taken, neither the general tendency to leave it, nor the

authority and advice of Poussin, whose admirer and friend he was

;

so true is it, that in liis conduct he obeyed an organisation which

was more powerful than the intluence exerted by a great mind.

To work he went, therefore, carried away by his enthusiasm for

form which others despise, ])refeiTing force to grace, and ready, with

Guereino, to sustain the theory of contrast against the defenders of

unity. His genius was rough and plebeian, and it is among the

people that he looks for his subjects and his models; he finds that

the reality is alw.ays sufhciently noble there, provided that he can

succeed in portraying it, palpitating and striking. In his l"ve for

nature of this kind, which appe.trs to him unjustly neglected, he

lavishes his light and shade, in order tliat the sul>ject may possess

relief, vigour, and brilliancy, and not knowing how to ennoble it, he

surrounds it with darkness, and lends it the poetry of night. In

the evening, he frequents the taverns of Rome, and sits down amid

volumes of tobacco smoke, in order to study the physiognomie,s of

gamblers, or seize the poses of drunkards, or the grimaces of itine-

rant musicians. Mixed up with this people of tatterdemalions and

vagabonds, he observes their mode of life, their now reckless, now

impassioned bearing, aud their proud and manly beauty peering

tlu'ough their rags. Sometimes, in order that nothing of this reality

which he is pursuing may escape him, he forgets himself in places of

bad repute, where he meets low bullies and high-bred cavaliers,

huddled together in the same strange and philosophic confusion ; and

whore the same light which falls upon the naked shoulders of some

robust courtezan displays the misery of a ragged beggar, and sparkles

on the sword which beats against the heels of the nobleman in his

doublet.

In this respect, although diSei-ing in one particular jjoint, to which

we shall have occasion to allude in another part of this notice,

Valentin's taste mostly led him to select the same class of subjects

as those chosen by Callot. Speaking of the latter. Monsieur Arseno

Housjaye says : "What struck Callot most was Man. In hia time,

humanity still possessed a thousand distinct charactei-s ; the parent

tree had a thou.sand different graftings ; either through chance or

the will of the Creator, each man wjvs then more thoroughly imbued

than no*v with the spirit .and manners i^f his part in the drama of

smiles and tears which is played on the sUigc of this world. .lacques

Callot, instead of studying the mysteries aud grandeur of Nature,

gave his attention to everything that appeared fantastic, extravagant,

or original. In a word, of all the actoi-s in life who played their

part^ under his immeiliate observation, those who pleased him most

were boastful soldiers, religious ballad-singers, who opened a moulb

that was bigger than their money-bowl— mountebanks who prefaced

their buffoonery with unlimited promises—mendicants in picturesque

rags, and pilgrims with doublets slashed with time, spangled with

box-rosaries, studded with artificial flowers, aud covered with leaden

medals, as well as with all the holy marvels of Notre-Dame-dc-Bon-

Secours." In another part of his work, Monsieur Arsene Houssayc

says of Callot: "He had the passion of creating tatterdemalions,

bullies, and mountebanks, as other men have the passion of play

.

Whenever he sat up to work, he used to tell his friends that he was

going to pass the night in the bosom of his family.""

» " Philosophers and Actresses," London lS.i2.

Meanwhile, the celebi'ated (.'ardinal Barberini, the nephew of

Urban VIII., a great patron of artists, and e-pecially of Nicholas

Poussin, having heard of MoiuA VaLnliiio (as ho was then styled

in Italy), expressed a wish to see and patronise him as well. Among
other pictures, he ordered of him a view of Rome with the Anio

and the Tiber, In this picture Valentin was very successful, ac-

cording to the account of the historian Baglione, who saw it ex|ioBod

during his time in the Palace of the Chancellor's Office of the Aim)S-

tolic See. It was for the same Cardinal that Valentin painted the

" Decollation of Saint .lohn the Baptist
;

" a large canvas covered

with numerous figures, remjirkable for their being cxecute<l with

that bold firmness of touch for which he was already known,

ijaijliardamenle, as the Italian acco\int has it. But his principal

work was the "Martyrdom of Saints Processus and Martiuian," which

lie painted for the Basilica of Saint Peter's, in that Caravagginn

manner which he had now made his own, and in whidi he had the

opportunity of displaying an incredible energy of style. The two

sufTerei-s are stretched out on a mechanical apparatus, and tied to-

gether, with the head of the one in the direction of the other's feet,

while the cord which binds their feet and hands is attached to tho

axle of a capstan which the executiimer is turning round. His

assistants are scourging the two martyrs, or preparing to iiass red-

hot irons up their bodies until they are torn to pieces.

A'alentin's picture was brought to Paris, after Bonaparte's con-

quests, at that memorable period when Rome was merely the chief

town of a French department. But, after the second inv.a.sion,

in 1815, it wa.^! again seized and carried off in the waggons of the

conqueror, who did not think, as the Consul Mummius once did at

Corinth, that the gold of theconquered was sufficient to redeem objects

of such v.aliie, or that it was an ea.sy t sk to find a second Valentin

who could produce other works of the same description. What a

singular privilege is that possessed by objects of art, which can thus

travel without the slightest danger throHghout the world, among the

baggage of victorious troops, for which the mere posses,sion of a

clief-cFoiiitie is often a pledge of the honours of war and the most

precious of all trophies !

However, .as if the Popes had foreseen these vicissitudes, they h.ad

caused a copy of Valentin's picture to be executed in mosaic. The

original was preserved in the Palace of Monte-C.avallo, and the copy,

which was the work of Cristo-Fori, still constitutes one of the finest

monuments of Saint Peter's .at Rome , where it is placed next the

"Martyrdom of Saint Erasmus," which is also a mosaic, and after

Poussin.

It may, however, sjifely be affirmed that religious subjects were

not adapted to the natural bent of Valentin's mind, nor to his very

peculiar style of talent, which was remarkable for its easj- boldness

of execution, but not for its merit of conception. A painter, whose

acquaintance with Poussin had been insufficient to lead him back to

intentions 'of a more elevated nature, and to a graver manner of

feeling and practising hia art, was certainly incapable of understand-

ing that kind of beauty which takes its rise in Christianity. It

would have been as absurd to ask Valentin to paint devotional sub-

jects with the sentiment which befitted them, a.s to expect a re-

presentation of the brutal excesses of an orgy firom the melancholy

and chaste pencil of Lesueur. In the dominions of painting, there

often arise beings of an exceptional nature, with fixed principles that

nothing can move—individualities jn one piece, possessing an incor-

rigible kind of beauty which must not be tiuched imprudently, for

in tearing away what is bad we run the risk of sweeping off what is

good. We must accept them as n.ature presents them to us, to please

the imagination or enchant the sight.

When, therefore, Valentin had worked sufficiently for i>opes and

cardinals, he returned to those subjcct.s for which he felt a predilec-

tion ; he resumed the course of life which his disposition had first

induced liiui to choose. Despising, .as did his master, all rule,

propriety, or pliilosopliy in art, he abandoned Christiana and Pagans,

religion and the antique, Phidiasand Raffaelle. The Z«ooooh appeared

to him as dull as saints and martyrs ; anatomical nobleness and

ideal nudity interested him much less than the jerkin of a drawer

in an inn, or the cuirass of n hcidu(iue. " He took Nature in her

everv-day garb, exactly as she presented her.self," says Monsieur

Felix Pyat. " In his works there were no Venuses, but gipsies
;

no flowing drapery, but mis ; no consecmted fonns. no trnditional
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lines, Init the form of the first-coniei', and the arms and legs of the

passers-hy. No more gods or demigods, hut itinerant musicians,

soldiers, topers, smokers, and heggars with garments full of holes

and patches ; the most ordinary scenes chosen by mere chance ; the

strange, motley, disorderly, hut always harmonious and always poetic

prism of extreme reality."*

This opinion is exceedingly just and well expressed, hut we must

not believe that Valentin painted only rags, or always took pleasure

in the contemplation of ignoble, M'ild, and deformed nature. Al-

though his arrangement possesses less grandeur than that of Caravag-

gio, and his manner is neither as broad nor as imposing as that of

the Lombard painter, he succeeded in imparting a certain air of dis-

tinction to the most trivial scenes ; but, as if fearful that lie slmuld

not obtain sufficient effect by the mere contrast of light and shade,

he sought for additional etlect by the juxtaposition of tlie drajieries,

poor servant, whose hands are re 1 with washing dishes, a simple

girl of the lower clashes, coarse and harsh in her charms, modest

without affectation or coquetry, hardly nnderstanding what is re-

quired of her, and not believing that her beauty is capable of re-

animating the ardour of old age.

The two elders who have cast npon this woman the eyes of con-

cupiscence, are men in whose breasts passion is still struggling with

age, still vigorous and well preserved in spite of the innumerable

wrinkles which fuiTow their foreheads. One of them, dissimulating

his embarrassment and shame under an appearance of rage, endea-

vours to justify himself by accusing her ; there is a tolerable degree

of nobleness in his face, and energy in his gesture, while the dra-

pery falls ill graceful folds ; he is one of Poussin's models rendered

with Manfredi's pencil. The other elder, forgetful of tlie soldiers

who jiave led him to tlie trilniual, and nf the judge who is about to

FIVE SOT.BIERS QrAEIlF,I,l,IXG OVER DICE.—FROM A PAIKTING BY VALENTIN.

invai-ialily painting the satins and velvets ol the rich side by side

with tlie woollen garments of the poor.

The works of Valentin in the Louvre, however, are more than
sufficient to enable us to ajipreciate the vigour and originality of his

talent ; for they contain all his distinctive qu.alities, and may there-

fore be taken as the basis of an exact definition of his style. Among
these pictures, tliere are some, it is true, which are drawn from
sacred history, bnt they are really connected with it merely by the

nature of tlie subject and the comjilaisance of the spectator. With
Valentin, tlie "Cliaste Susannah" (p. 109), is not one of those timid
women whose modesty is enhanced liy their beauty, and whose charms
leave a feeling of regret in the breasts of those who have beeun nable
to triumph over them ; snch women, in a word, as the skilful and
gracious Santerrc loved to paint a hundred years later ; no, she is a

* " Kcvue Brilanniqne," Litirary of the Fine Arts, May, 1S.17.

condemn him, is solely occupied with the yonng girl, the sight of

whom still excites his desires ; his glance is humid and dimmed,

his mouth gives him the appear,ince of a satyr, and his head is

covered with hair that is turning gray, but which is still thick and

well set. It is a common head, treated in the ni.anner of Espagnolet,

with some light dryness in the foMs of the skin, hut unexampled

for the vigour of its model, the justness of its tone, and the accent

of truth pervading it. In the notices in the Musee Franfais,

Emeric David has very successfully criticised the remarkable error

committed l>y Hagedorn concerning Valentin, when lie says : "It is

not so much f'>r the ciicice of his subjects as for the weakness of his

execution that this painter is to be blamed ; we should be more in-

dulgent towards him, had he been able to attain vi^'onr of touch,

and express the roundness of form belongnng to his model." This

error is such an inexplicable one in so enlightened an appreci.ator as

Hagedorn, tlmt we cannot help tliinking that he never .saw a single
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liiiituie Ijy Valentin, or that the painter of w horn lie speuks is not

ours.'' Monsieur Levesque, on the contrary, 'says : "Valentin pos-

sessed the faculty of passing artistically, by gentle and transparent

tints, from the brightest light to the very strongest shade. "t
The Italian writers have eonfinned this last opinion. Not only

do they place Valentin above all the imitators of Caravaggio for the

art of composition, but they reckon him, although a Frenchman,
among the disciples of the Koman school, and look upon him as

one of the greatest colourists that this school ever produced.

+

Valentin was unskilful in expression, unless he had to depict the

most vulgar emotions of the soul. So far from appreciating the

shades of sentiment, and the varied language of the iiussious, he

could only seize their coarsest and most sim])le forms; and, with

him, the word e.xpression may be taken to mean not only the cun-

tractiou of the face, but also historical and philosopliicil i)ropriety,

and a number of circumstances inseparable from the subject.

that the knowledge of the value of gesture and the power of panto-

mimic expression ought to belong to a painter who confines himscli

altogether to reality ; and yet these qualities are only jiossessed by

the phib'Sophical artist, by him who, not content with obsen-ing

the external signs of the various pa-ssions, endeavours to discover

that which causes them to spring up in men's hearts. In order to

become well acquainted with the effects of the passions, it is neces-

sary to know exactly their origin.

In his "Judgment of Solomon" (p. 1U5) the true mother is a beau-

tiful woman, whose black hair causes her large white shoulders to

stand out in bold relief, 'fihe is turning round, in order to suatih her

child friini the soldier who appears about to cut it in two, and this

movement of hers allows us to perceive the tyyie of the Iloman face

in the severe lines of her profile. It is by this that she is distin-

guished from the false mother, whose gesture is full of hypocrisy,

and whose physiognomy is stamped with a character of basenes", a."i

i}iE Concert. — fp.om a I'aisting by v.ile.sti.v.

la order U< obtain a correct idea of what he wants in this respect,

it is not even necessary to compare him to Poussin. It would,

without doubt, be unjust ti) place Valentin's Solomon, a beard-

less young man, badly clad, of a lymithatic tcm])erament and

clumsy joints, without dignity m- grace, by the side of the other

Solomon, so majesticiilly draped, and yet so simple, calm and

impassive, seated with an air of grandeur, expressing his inipar-

ti.ality by his attitude, and pcfinting out with his finger the tiuc

mother, almost without a movement. It would at first appear

• " Reflexions sur la Teinture," vol. i. p. 389.

t Monsieur Lcvcsque, "Dittionnairc des Arts," vol. iv. p. 380.

i Bellori, " Vit. dc Pitt.,'' p. 216. Buglione, " Vit. dc Pitt.,''

1). 224. Lauzi, " Stor. Pitt.," vol. i. p. 187-

if the painter, in his ignorance of the play of the features, could

find no other means of characterising the gc^od and the bad mother,

than by giving beauty to the one and ugliness to the other.

In this work of Valentin, we may notice une of his mos-t frequent

dcfect.s, which consists in giving the flesh a metallic appearance.

On the second ground, we |>crceive some old men's faces which

glisten like bronze ; and as for the dead child that is stretched out at

Solomon's feet, and which, as a mcMlel, is a chef-trar.urre, it resem-

bles far too much a brazen statue. This defect of cwcutinn, in a

painter who has so few, is no doubt oi?casione<I by his putting in the

light portions of his pictures with leaden half-tints, while he exag-

gerates, in certain ca.ses, the transixirency of the reflexes, by which

means he gives a body tliat is naturally dull, an apptarnnee belonging

only to hard and iwlished surfaces ; for light ha.s not merely the

effect of giving difl'erent objects th« colour which is peculiar to them,
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but il alsu possesses the womlerful power of euabling us to dis-

tinyuisli their nature liy the mauuer in whicli tliey reflect or absorb

it. llowever great the intensity of tlie light may be, when it comes

ill i-i.'utact with flesh, its rays are sliglitly deatlcneil by the surface

c'f the epidermis, exactly as in a landscape they glide gently over the

ploughed land and green liills, while they shine fiercely upon the

rocks. With regard to the "Judgment of Solomon," we will again

quote Monsieur Emcric David, who has perfectly appreciated

Valentin's merit, and tlie peculiar character of liis talent.

" "Wlieu Poussin painted ' The Judgment of Solomon,' the prin-

cipal object be had in view was the kiugis profound wisdom, and

this is what ho wished to represent ; no other painter has ever

composed Solomon's face as he did. Valentin was moved by other

feelings. He saw a mother-—a mother wbose child had been torn

from her ; the child is on the point of being killed, of being cut in

twain ; and one-half of the bleeding body is to be delivered over to

llie motlier. Such was the subject as he saw it. Poussin, actiug

in consonance w'itk his feelings, directed the attention to the head

of tlie king, and left that of tlie real mother in lialf-light. The

piiucipal olijects for Valeutin were the child and its mother; he

was daring enough to attempt the portrayal of maternal love, and

he succeeded. On the woman's face, love, terror, and especially

innocence, are depicted. Her breast is exposed. She is not look-

ing at the king, bat at the child, for whose possession she is

praying. .\11 these circumstances reveal a mild disposition and a

soul incapable of deceit. The fiilse mother-, on the contrary, is seen

from behind, which is .an ingenious arrangement. In that portion

of her face which is exposed to view, the spectator is sensible of a

certain harshness inherent to her disposition. The body of the

dead cliikl, placed upon the steps of the throne, possesses in this

picture an amount of merit in the drawing which is but rarely met

with. The tones nl the flesh are diflerent in all the figures, The

breasts, necks, and i-honlders of the two women are endowed with

a viiality and warmtli which has rarely been attained liy the

colourist's art. The head of the good mother is a chef-(Vaiuvrc of

colour aud expression. These two personages stand out boldly

from the canvas in spite of the heaviness and uniformity of the

ground. The heads of the two old men, placed in half-light, are

energetic and perfectly transparent."

If we allow Valentin to be an admirable painter, it is especially

on aoconnt of the truthfulness and force of his e.xecution, and

wlienever the subject does not require those qualities of mind in

wliich he is deficient. To understand and admire him more at our

ease, we ought to .study him when he represents the picturesque

episodes of that_ life of reality which he has chosen for his epic.

Wo ought to follow him into the tliick and smoky atmosphere of

the guard-room, where soldiers are playing at cards, having their

fortune told them, or scraping on a fiddle.

Behold us in a retreat of gipsies. A dirty aud aallow-faced

sorceress, with a napkin bound around her head, like the women

-.of Frascati, and hiding lier countenance iu tlie shade, is examining

the hand of a kind of militiaman, who is having his fortune told.

Tlie traufiuilUty of this low witch forms a striking contrast with

the lively emotion that is visible iu the soldier's features ; and, as if

tlie strangeness of tlie figures aliout him, and the appearance of the

cavern, into which only a mysterious light finds its way througli an

air-hole, ^\'ere not suiiicient to troulde liis thoughts, the compauions

of the prophetess succeed in exciting his imagination still more

effectu-ally by the noisy music which they are playing close to his

ears. To the left, in the obscurity, is seen a man putting his hand

into tlie gipsy's pocket, from which he di-aws forth a living cock, a

sort of symbolical animal, such as tlie old sybils usually possess

.

Iu truth, it is not merely impossible to paint with a more vigorous

and masterly touch ; but, what is more, to initiate the spectator

with greater success into the mysteries of the life led by the gipsies

of tliose days—by that proscribed and vagaliond race, with their

eccentric eo^ume and copper-coloured complexions, who lived by

rapine, or on the credulity of the public, who covered themselves

with garments of glaring hues, and found in every tow-n some dark

retreat or other, unknown to justice, and offering a place of i-efuge

to every adventurer without heai-th or liome.

As we have already remarked, the substance of Valentin's pictures

is tlic same as that of Callot'sengr.avings. The former, as well as

the latter, offer us a lively representation of the manners of a certain

period ; but, although the epoch oi Valentin's works is the same as

that of Callot's, there is a marked diij'ereuce in their manner of seeing

things. The reason that this brilliant arabesque did not unfold

itself before the eyes of the painter of Coulommiers, as it did before

those of the engraver of Nancy, is, that each of them gave the fruits

of his observations the tinge of his own disposition, and stamped

them witli the impression of his own mind. The one oho.se the

burlesque, the other the poetic side of the subject. Callot was more

particularly struck with the gait of tlie passer-by, the easy swagger

of the cavalier, and that kind of misery which, in liis day, was

coated with a varnish of elegance. He represented the agitated and

wandering episodes of out-door life, which he had seen defiling

before him,—those joyous caravans of tatterdemalions who used to

feast upon the sward, share their booty nnder the vault of he.aveu,

and gild their rags in the sun. Valentin, on the contrary, devoted

his attention to the in-door life of this wandering race; he entered

with them the unknown retreats where they reposed themselves from

their fatigues, or where, during the night, and by the light ol their

torches, they indulged iu all kinds of pleasure; he entered with

them into those places whose sorry aspect was redeemed by the bril-

liancy of the varied drapery, the poetry of mystery, .and the exhi-

bition of false luxury.

Callot worked with a smile upon his lips ; he studietl this mode

of life, wliich had long ceased to be his own, without deranging his

rufi', or losing aught of the spirit of a philosoplier or the manners

of a man of birth. Valentin mixed with his models. He shared

their habits ; he thought these beings were grand, and copied them

seriouslyaud passionately. Callot conveyed a moral with aqua-fortis
;

Valentin made use of his pencil to portray vagabonds of good family,

the Don Cie.mrs of his day.

What, iu fact, are the so-called '

' Family Concerts, " ivliieh figure in

the galleries of the Louvre, aud which are admired there under that

title ? What name can we give to the personages executing a con-

certed piece, and ranged round a table covered with a rich cloth ?

Wotlld not any one take them fur amateurs of the highest rank iu

society? All their oostnmes are perfect ; some wear superb breast-

plates, which the spectator thinks he hears resound—so true to

nature are they ; others have magnificent doublets, with a jjlunied

hat, .and a dagger in their girdle ; the stout and haughty woman

who beats time upon a spinet is a common type, but she is well-

dressed and worthy of those aronnd hor. The party is brilliant and

complete ; there is a violoncello, a guitar, a violin, and a cornet.

Nothing is wanting. Each of these instruments adds to the general

harmony of the colouring by the beauty of its tones
;
you think, iu

a word, that you are in good and honest society ; but, if you look

more closely, you perceive sinister faces, you behold glistening, iu

tlie background of the picture, a certain countenance with a gallows-

look, which A»arns you that the place is a suspicious one
;
you feel

that these pompous garments resemble those which have been

stripped from the back of some traveilor, and that all these fine

gentlemen may possibly be nothing but highway robbers.

In order to be certain that we are uot mistaken, we w ill stop

before another of Valentin's pictures, which also represents "A
Concert." Is it not rather a wine-shop, where the quartett merely

serves as an interlude previous to the different personages pi'oceed-

ing to other amusements ? Would you ever take for honest mrtuosl

those young men wi'h their illuminated fiices, who are accompany-

ing on the violin and mandolin the lady who is singing, while their

companions are cutting themselves slices from a pasty, or placing

their lips to demijohns, surrounded by wicker-work ? In sober

truth, this concert is one which, in the eyes of an observer, cannot

appear aught but the mo.st decent portion of an orgy ; and in the

songstress, with the dishevelled looks, who is conducting the

orchestra, we can only see the mistress of a low den of iniquity.

But, after all, what vigour ! what animation ! how the picture

captivates you by the magic of the chiaroscuro and the unex-

pectedness of its contrasts I Who would expect to see by the side

of a Signer Cavaliere, of such a gi-aceful appearance, a thick-

set, fleshy courtezan, exposing her breast to view, and with a skin

which shows no sign either of the colom- or the circulation of the

blood under its coarse exterior ?

But there is another polut to which we wouhl call the reader's-
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attention. Works in which there exists so high n degree of fiiithful

olwervation, possess not only the merit of composition, but also a

certain historical value of which the painter never thought. In
that man with the well-turned leg and elegant appearance, wlio

still retains the costume of the Medici.s, and whose face bears the
traces of a merely semi-state of brutishncfs and moral degradation,

it i.s impossible not to recognise the type of the mysterious heroes

who led a romantic life at Rome, who handled equally well the

sword of the gentleman and the poniard of the abii-re, who frequented

places of bad repute, and thought that everything was permitted

them, because they were nephews of a cardinal or bastards of the

pope.

But, not to speak of the strange medley of persons, wliat shall

we say of the block of marble, ornamented with bas-reliefs, which
serves the musicians as a table, and on which there figures a large

pasty, with the knife which has been used to cut it 1 "The idea

of degrading the antique so far as to represent it in such a position

!

.... Poussin would never have allowed himself such a liberty !"

exclaimed a severe disciple of the classic schoul. "But to this

depth, however, must all those come who despise beauty, an<l pro-

fess a contempt for all established principles. They are unable to

produce .any eft'ect without having recourse to the powerful aid of

contrast. Out of the ideal they form a pedestal for the actual; and
whenever they introduce anything beautiful into their works, it is

only to make ugliness stand out with greater prominence."

Every one knows the .subject of the picture which is placed at the

commencement of this monogi-aph—it is "Ca>s.ar's Penny." The
countenance of our Saviour is fine, but a little more nobleness in

the look would be desirable. The faces of the Pharisees are ex-

pressive and natural. The group is skilfully arranged, and the

drapery, which falls in graceful folds, is in Poussin's manner. The
light is very properly directed on the princiiial personage, but that

which is especially worthy of attention is the fine tone of the colour-

ing and the broad bold manner of Valentin's execution. The only

thing that really can be blamed in the whole picture is the ana-

chronism of the spectacles.

Valentin's dissipated mode of life was the cause of his death.

One day, during the great summer-heats, he had gone with his

companions to amuse liimself unreservedly in a certain place, where,

according to his usual custom, he smoked and drank to excess, and

heated himself to an extraordinary degree. After night had set in,

lie was returning to his own residence through the deserted streets

of Rome, when, in pa.ssing over the Place d'Espagne, near the

fountain Del Babbuino, he felt a desire to throw himself into the

basin, in order to quench the fire which was consuming him. This

act of imprudence bronght on, doubtless, a pleurisy, for he died a

few days afterwards, in the year 1032, and the flower of his age,

being only thirty-one years old.*

Was not this exactly the kind of death we might have expected

for this strange being, who had always been carried away by the

impetuosity of his character, and whose mode of life resembled so

much his mode of painting ; who was as unsparing of his powers as

he was unmindful of all the established rules of his art, and who
was as inaccessible to the dictates of prudence as he had been for-

getful of the remonstrances of Poussin. With such a disposition

V.alentin could not have continued a rich man, supposing he had

ever succeeded in becoming one. It is not surprising, therefore,

that he died so poor, as not to leave sufficient for the expenses of his

* The majority of writers make Valentin's death occur iu 1632.

Monsieur Duchesne, sen , fixes on .\ugust, 1632, as the date of it.

According to the .lutlior of the " Catalogwc of the Vatican," he
died in 1623. The historian, Baglione, relates the circumstance of

his death in the following terms :
—" Era nella stagione calda della

state, c Valentino nndato co' suoi compagui a diporto in un luogo,

e havendo preso gran tabacco (si come era suo costunve) c co' quelli

soverchiamentc bevendo vino, s'infiammo di modo che non potcva

vivere del grand'ardore che egU s'cstiva. llitomando a casa di

uotte retrovossi si a via alia fonte del Babbuino o raportato dal

gran* incendio che col moto ogni hora crosceva, gettosi dcntro a

quell' acqua fredda, e pensando d'acquistarvi ristoro, vi trovo la

morte. II frcddo maggiormente riconcentrt) il calorc, e gli acccsc

una frbra si maligna, che in pochi di fu estinto dal gelo della

micidiale morte."

—

rite rfe' Pittori, p. 223.

funeral. It was tlic Cavalier C'a.ssInno del Poiszo who dcfirayed

them.t

Mofse Valentin holds the same place in the French school that

C.aravaggio held at Rome, Solvator at Naples, Ribera in Pjiain, and
Gerard dilla nvtte in Holland.

After the great movement of the Renaissance, which was only a
return to the materialism of antiquity, there were still some men
who were not yet contented. Michael Augelo had treated the
" Last Judgment" like a large anatomical jilate ; he Imd dissected

the human body and observed the play of the muRcles in every
possible position. Raffaelle had invested matter with all the
importance of which it was susceptible ; unlike the bucccssoih of

Cimalme, he had not thought it imperative on him to mortify the
flesh. After having shared the apparent fervour of Perugino, lie

had gradually abandoned it, and finished by almost a<lmiring form
for its own sake. But this grand rc-action against Gothic asceticism,

tliis re-action to which Michael Angelo and Raffaelle gave, at any
rate, the finishing stroke, even if they did not begin it, ilid not

appear sufficient or complete. The innovators wanted to ({o still

further. The two great men we have just mentioned hail borrowed

from Nature her purest and noblest forms only ; but the disciples of

Caravaggio acknowledged no dis-tinction, no choice of subject. They
devoted themselves to the coarsest phenomena of matter, and
believed that the value of their w irks consisted exclusively in the

beauty of the execution.

Speaking of Valentin's death, Fabien Dillet .says :— " Some critics

think, but without giving any very goo<l reason for their opinion,

that had this artist lived longer, he would, by important modifica-

tions in his style and execution, have obtained a greater right to our

admiration. But elevation of thought is not to be acquired ; and it

is evident that this was a quality in which Valentin was altogether

deficient. Like Caravaggio, he appears to have strictly confined

himself to a mere imitation of material nature. He preferred

vigour to elegance, and seemed to be more desirous of making the

various objects in his pictures stand out in bold relief, than of pleas-

ing by the charm of his colouring. His flesh possesses less fresh-

ness and supplenes.1 than that of Caravaggio, and he even outrivals

this master in his too frequent >ise of black shade and concentrated

light, which woidd very often almost induce us to believe that he

was in the habit of painting with the aid of a Limp. But his

drawing, which is generally correct, possesses a great deal of

precision, his expression is frank and n.aive, while his touch unites

delicacy with firmness ; and although the general tone of his colour-

ing is open to the charge of being too dark, he was most eminently

successful in his management of chiaroscuro. What a pity it is

that an artist endowed with such powers of execution hardly ever

represented any but personages of the lower classes, such as gipsies,

topei-s, and gamblers ; and that, in most insUances, he confined

him.self to painting kit-cats ! Such as they are, however, his works

are greatly prized by amateurs, and fetch, at present, a higher

price than they proKably would have done had they not been so

scarce."?

In this opinion we cannot help coinciding. Had Valentin lived

to have painted more, lie would merely have depreciated the value

of his productions. He had attained, in all probability, all that he

ever would have attained—a remarkable vigour and truthfulness of

execution. His want of .anything approaching the ideal was a fatal

barrier to his ever rising to the first rank in his art. To all who,

like him, advocate this principle of the actual in lieu of the ideal,

we would say, in the words which Sir Joshua Reynolds used to the

students of the Roy^il Academy, but which may be read with ad-

vantage by many others :

—

" Nature herself is not to be too closely copied. There are excel-

lencies in the art of painting beyond what is called the imitition of

nature ; and these excellencies I wish to point out. The students

who, having passed through the initiatory exercises, are more

advanced in the art, and who, sure of their hand, have leisure to

exert their understanding, must now be told, that a mere copier of

t " Si non era la pieta c la cortesia del signor cavaliere Cassiann

del Pozzo, non vera da dargli sepoltura."

—

l^tt dr' Pillori.

X " Biographic T'niverscUe." Paris, 1827.
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nature cau never produce anytliing great ; can never raise and

enlarge the conceptions, or warm the lieart of the sjjectator.

"The wish of the genuine painter must be more extensive;

instead of endeavouring to amuse mankind with the minute neat-

ness of his imitations, he must endeavour to improve them by the

grandeur of his ideas ; instead of seeking praise by deceiving the

superficial sense of the spectator, he must strive for fame by capti-

vating the imagination.
'

' The principle now laid down, that the perfection of art does

not consist in mere imitation, is far from being new or singular.

It is, indeed, supported by the general opinion of the enlightened

part of mankind. The poets, orators, and rhetoricians of antiquity

true standard of beauty. 80 that Phidias, wheu he formed his

Jupiter, did not copy any object ever presented to his sight, but

contemplated only that image which he had conceived in his mind

from Homer's description.' And thus Cicero, speaking of the same

Phidias ;
' Neither did the artist, ' says he, ' when he carved the

image of Jupiter or Minerva, set before him anyone human figure as

a pattern which he was to copy ; but having a more perfect idea of

beauty fixed in his mind, tliis he steadily contemplated, and to the

imitation of this .all his skill and labour were directed !

'

"The moderns are not less convinced than the ancients of this

superior power existing in the art, nor less sensible of its efl'ects.

Every language has adopted terms expressive of this excellence.

THE CONCERT.—FEOM A I'AIXTIXG BY VA!,E.\TIX

are continually enforcing this position : that all the arts receive

their perfection fi'om an ideal beauty, superior to what is to be

found in individual nature. They are ever referring to the painters

and sculptors of their times, particularly Phidias (the favourite

artist of antiquity), to illustrate their assertions. As if they could

not sufficiently express their admiration of his genius by what they

knew, they liave recourse to poetical enthusiasm ; they call it

inspiration—a gift from heaven. The artist is supposed to have

ascended the celestial regions to furnish his mind with this perfect

idea of beauty, ' He," says Proclus, ' who takes for his model such

forms as nature produces, and confines himself to an exact imitation

of them, will never attain to what is perfectly beautiful. For the

works of nature are full of disiiroportion, .ind fall very short of tlie

The ffiisto r/nindv of the Italians, the hcau ideal ot the French,

and the great style, genius, and taste among the Euglinh, are

but diff'erent appellations of the same thing. It is this intellec-

tual dignity, they say, that ennobles the painter's art, that lays

the line between him and the mere mechanic, and produces those

great effects in an instant, which eloquence and poetry, by slow and

repeated efforts, are scarcely able to attain."*

There is a singuLar circumstance connected with Valentin's fate,

or rather with that of his pictures. They were gr&atly .admired by

Louis David, the restorer of classical art in France
;
yet they contained

the first germs of that Romanticism whose advocates were destined,

• .Sir Joshua RcvnohU' " Discourses."
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at a subsequent period, to ilcci-y the works of David aud liis s^'lioul.

Compared with Nicholas Poussiu and Lesiieur, Valentin played a part

nearly similar to that which, two centuries later, was reserved for

G^ricault with regard to David and Trudlion. The Greek and
Roman traditions, which, since the time of the Renaissance, ruled

the art aud literature of France, had not succeeded in completely

obliterating all traces of the energetic instinct of reality which
formed the foundation of the Gallic mind, and which had manifested

itself in Puussin himself, ihrough all his aspirations towards the Ideal.

Valentin was, in France, tlie grandest example of that materialism,

which was so striking and robust in the i)iotures of Le Nain, and
which subseijuently assumed so pleasing and naively elegant a cha-

geuioiis I'ymaudre, does not fail to remark to the latter that Valen-

tin's manner vvouhl have been less black if he had not imitated

Carravaggio.t This profound rellectiou forms the extent of the ap-

preciation felt for Valentin by one of our masters in the famous
" Eutretiens," ofwhich many people are In the habit of talking with-

out having read them. It is only in our own time J^hat literary

amateurs, belonging to the new .school, have written fiome few pages

filled with sympathy for Valentin, because they clearly perceived

that if Valentin confined himself to the maids in an inn, to cavaliers

lost in places of equivocal reput:ition, to dark-complexioned men-
dicants, to bravi and to heiduques, it was because, in their gar-

ments and cuirasses, he perceived the elements of a school of

THE ,11 Iii-..\[KNT OF J^OI.OMOX. FP.'lM A I'AIXTIXr, ET VAtENTI.S-.

racter in the compositions of Chardin, down to the time when the

disciples of the so-called Romantic School added the charms of a new

species of poetry to this .sentiment of the Real, this passionate love

of Nature. As a necesisarj' consequence of this, we find that the

first persons to praise Valentin with any degree of warmth were the

writers of the present school. In the books that were published on

Painting during the last two centuries, Valentin is treated as a

skilful artist who misapplied his talent. He is reproached with

having produced low and vulgar types, and chosen subjects deficient

in natural dignity.* F^libieu, in his endless dialogue with the in-

* " You admire in Valentin," says Cochin, " a vigour of colour-

ing, a projection ana roundness of the different objects, which is

produced by half-tints highly coloured, and a truth of detail boldly

painting which pos-sessed its r.wn peculiar kind o| poetry, and

because, in the wandering, mysterious, and singular life of these

persons, he had the faculty of discovering a species of interest

which w.as not that of mere reality alone. It is thus that Valentin

was understood by his admirers, when they .acknowledge*! him as

one of their ancestors. It was not in spite of his materialism that

they praised him, but because, on the contrary, they discovered in

it a strange grandeur and an unexpected charm.

rendered. But you will everywhere find the most ignoble ex-

amples of nature, and that very frequently in subjects which re-

quire more dignity."

+ " Entrctiens sur la Vie et Ics Ouvraecs dcs plus excellent*

Peintrcs," p. 18-3, vol. iv., small edition.
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Valeutin was tlie represeutntive of this inmlern pantlieisni, and,

in our ov.Ti time, his admirers sliould lie more nnnierous than ever.

Nerertlieleiis, no one copies liis pictures in the Louvre. This is

either because our youug painters despair of ever attaining such

Bl<ill in execution, or because they have the good sense to under-

stand that iiiey should not imitate those men whoso genius is only

an excuse. In spite of this, Valentin, who is now deserted, is a

master possessing every requisite to charm the spectator, namely,

the poetry of colour, the artifice of exaggerated shade, the relief of

the ile^h, and those striliing beauties, in a word, which move us at

first sight, and prevent us from discerning those portions of the

picture which the artist has sacrificed for the general effect ; for it

was only by these means that he was enabled, in so short a period,

to comm.and our admiration.

One day, w^hen some person was sliowing Poussiu C^iravaggio's

picture of "The Death of the Virgin, "as the very finest production

of art, Poussin replied, " It is an assemblage of sei-vants." This

opinion of a great man should have decided for ever this much-con-

tested question. It is a crushing argiiment against all those wlio

deny the intervention of judgment in the choice of forms,

and who acknowledge neither tlie importance ot the jirincipal idea,

tlie v.aliie of the subject, nor the preponderating influence of tliought.

Dying at the age of thirty-one, Valentin left but few pictures

and a very small number of sketches behind him : his productions,

prized as highly as those of tlie very first masters, have always

been sought after for public collections, which their merit, still

more tiian their size, pointed out a.s their proper place.

As is natural, the French museums are those which contain the

greatest number. There are eleven of his works in the Louvre.

" Susannah's Innocence acknowledged" (p. 10S)\ of which tliere

is an engraving in this account ;
'

' The Judgment of Solomon," which

we have also given (p. 105); " Cresar's Penny," otherwise called

"Le Clirist a la Monnaie," which is placed as a head-piece to this

chapter; "A Concert," which we have given (p. 104); "Two
Soldiers accompanied by two Women ;" one of the women lias got a

soldier's hand in hers, and is telling him liis fortune; another

"Concert," wliioli we have also engraved (p. 101).

In the Palace of Versailles are the four Evangelists— "St.

Matthew," "St. Mark," "St. Luke," and "St. John." We have

engraved the one wliich is considered the finest, namely, " St.

Matthew" (p. lOS).

Previously to 1789, this ancient abode of royalty contained a
composition repi'esenting "St. Francis kneeling;" also previously

to this period there was a " Christ's Descent from the Cross," at

Coulommiers, Valentin's birth-place.

In the Palais Royal, previous to 1789, there were three of.

Valentin's pictures; "The Four Ages;" "AWom.an jdaying the

riuitar;" "Music."

In the MuseuiH of Toulouse there is a "Judith." Landon

describes this picture in the " Annales du Musee," vol. xiv. p. S7
;

It once formed part of the collection in the Louvre.

In the Museum of Lille, "Soldiers casting Lots fu' Christ's

fT.arment."

In the Museum of Valenciennes, "A Concert;" a young man is

singing, while three other persons are accompanying him on difl'erent

instruments; in tiie liackground there is a man ligliting his jjipe.

In the Museum of Nantes, *
' Supper of the Pilgrims of Emmaiis ;"

one of this master's most splendid pictures, and one of the most

remarkable in the collection.

In the Museum at Iloiien, " The Conversion of St. Mattliew."

In the Museum at Tours, a "St. Anthony."

In the Museum at Dijon, " St. Jolin, St. Peter, and the Angel ;"

" A Recluse in Meditation."

In the Vatican at Rome, ''The Martyi'dom of St. Processus and

St. Martinian." In the Capitol, "Jesus before the Doctors." In

the Sciarra Palace, in the same Capitol, '

' Rome Triumphant ;"

" Tlie Decollation of St. Jolin ;" "A Copy of ' The Transfiguration'

by Raffaelle." In the Doria Palace, .also at Rome, "Roman
Charity;" "St. John," an academical study. In the Corsini

Palace, "St. Peter denying Christ." In tlie Justiniani Palace,

also at Rome, " .Tesus washing the Apostles' Feet."

In the Museum at Florence, " A Guitar-player."

In the Palais Madame at Turin, the " Christ with the Column."

In tlie Pinacotheca at Munich, " Christ Reviled," or " Christ ifl

the Prsetorimu," the figures half-length; " Queen Artemesis visit-

ing the Basket-maker," figures half-length and size of life.

In the Dresden Museum tliere is a picture by Valentin, repre-

senting Homer : au old blind man is playing the violoncello, wliile

a young boy is accompanying him with his voice.

In the Old Gallery at Diiseeldorf, there was formerly "Tlie

Game of Morra," painted by Valentin; five armed soldiers are

seated round a table, in a guard-room, playing at the Italian game
called Morra.

In the Imperial Museum of the Hermitage at St. Petersburg are

two admirable pictures by Valentin. The one is "St. Peter deny-

ing Christ." It is described fa the catalogue in the following

terms:—"Four soldiers, amusing themselves at play, arc seated

in the vestibule of the palace of the high-priest ; as the apostle is

approaching them in order to warm himself, a damsel accosts him
and questions him on his connexion with Jesus. Her questions

excite the attention of one of the soldiers, who comes up to her.

St. Peter yields to the weakness of human nature, and, raising his

two hands, obstinately denies the truth of the accus.ation brought

against him, while, at the same time, his looks betray him."

The other picture is entitled, "Jesus di-iving the Money-changers

out of the Temple" (J6sus vengeant la Saintete du Temple pro-

fan6). This picture possesses less merit tlian the preceding one,

but still redounds to the glory of the painter.

There are two pictures of this celebrated artist in the Royal
;

Museum at Berlin.

The only specimen of Valentin's talent in the Museum at ftadrid

is a " JIartyrdom of St. Lawrence."

In the Belvedere at Vienna is a picture by Valentin, representing

"Moses with the Tables of the Law and the Rod." In Prince

Esterhazy's Gallery there is " A Repast."

In London, in the Earl of Ellesmere's Gallery, in Belgrave-

square, there is a picture by Valentin, representing '
' A Concert ;"

the figures are half-lengths. In Lord Nurthwick's Gallery there is

a composition by Valentin, representing "" The Heads of two Angels

smiling."

Almost all Valentin's pictures, as the preceding noiiieuclature

proves, are to be found in the various public galleries of Europe

;

the number of those wliicli have remained in the hands of amateurs-

and been sold by auction is too inconsiderable to en.able us to form-

a decided opinion on the commercial value of. this master's works;

We will, however, notice tlie few whoso price is stated in the

catalogues.

At the sale of the Duke de Tallard's collection, in 17u(i, under

the direction of Remy and Glomy, two pictures by A^alentin, one of

which represents "Soldiers playing at Backgammon," .and -tlie

other, "Soldiers playing at Card.s," were knocked down to the

Baron de Thiers for £16.

At M. de Julienne's sale, in 1767, a picture by Valentin, repre-

senting " A Roman Soldier," more than half-length, size of life,

was sold for £20.

In 1802, at M. Robit's sale, a picture, painted by Valentin on

copper, and representing "Susanna brought before the young

Samuel," fetched £33.

These are all Valentin's pictures which we found mentioned ; but

when, on running through the various catalogues, we saw that the

works of this master, as well as of Lenain, Chardin, and so many
other illustrious artists of the French school, fetched nothing,

while the most ordinary productions -obt.ained the high price of

£200, or £250, we felt justified in thinking that it was time for

amateurs to devote their attention to a more profound study of the

art, aud leai'n to distinguish good from bad painting ; by so doing,

they would avoid throwing aw.ay large sums, and subjecting them-

selves to gross imposition.

With regard to Valentin, more especially, we shall conclude by

observing, that he left no pupil, if we except a certain Tournier, a

painter of Toulouse, who, according to D'Argenville, p.ainted the

"Chapel of the Black Penitents" in that city, as well as a "Descent

from the Cross," at Saint-Ktienne, and a picture at the M.ausoleum

of St. Thomas.

Gilles Rousselet engraved the four pl.ates of " The Evangelists,"

which are at Versailles; Coelm.ans, a "St. Sebastian;" Ganieres,
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two subjects of " Uiimblers ;" Buuhmger, "The Accusatiuti uf

Siisanuiib ;" BiiuJet engraved " Ciesar's Peuny." Four pictures iu

the eabiuet of tlic Archilukc Leoiiold were engraved by Lisibctten,

N. 8outtef, Q. Boel, and Vanstfen. Subsequently to this, Kriiger

of Dresden engraved, for the Mua6e Fraui;ai.s, " Susaanah's luno-

eenco Acknowledged," drawn by Fragonard; BrouiUard, "The
Judgment of Solomon," also drawn Ijy Fragonard ; and Clacssens,

" C'lesar's Fenny."

This last picture was also engraved by Et. Baudet. "Two
Soldiers playing at Cards" was engraved by CI. Donat Jardinier.
" Five Soldiers (luarrelling over Dice," a composition full of energy,

and which we have given (p. 100), was engraved by W. Baillie.

To Valentin, as an etcher, we owe the engraving which we are

about to describe. It does not bear his name, but Fran(;oia

Eaugloi.'j, called Ciartres, is reported to have brought the plate

from Italy, as having been really engraved by Valentin, after one

of his own compositions. It is executed with tolerable care, and is

not common.
' Fortune-telling;" a soldier between two women ajjpears to he

asking them to tell his fortune, wbioli they are doing. A man
Seen to the left is picking the pocket of the woman near him, while

he is making a sign of intelligence to the soldier with his left hand.

The figures are half-length. On the right-hand side, iu the

margin, is the inscription, " F. L. D. Ciartres e.xcudit."
*

The National Library of I'aris, so poor in specimens of the

masters of the French school, possesses only one very small volume

dedicated to Valentin's works. This volume contains a few bad

engravings of his, and a large number of blank leaves, discoloured

by smoke, and which time will destroy before any one thinks of

eulleeting the compositions of this great painter.

Nut only is Valentin's portrait wanting in the National Library

and the Musee, but also in every other collection. It was first

engraved from an artistic sketch, by M. Anatole Dauvergne, after

the original painting now at Coulommiers.

Valentin put neither his signature nor any peculiar mark at the

liottom of his pictures. Brouillot, however, in his " Dictionnaire

dcs Monogrammes " (Munich, 1832), notices the fact of the letters

''V E pinx." on the portrait of Nicolas Poussin, engraved by

Louis Ferdinand, being attributed to Valentin. This is too vague

to inspire us with much confidence; besides, the inscription iu

question is one found on an engraving executed by another artist,

and not by Valentin.
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'rui; specimens of UuiJo—a name famous in the histe)ry of art— arc

in our collection by no means favourable; yet there are no less

than eight of his pictures in the National Gallery. Two of them
are to be found iu the small room on the left hand as you enter,

and ai'e pendants to each other, and illustrate iu a remarkable

degi'ee either the bad taste of Uuido or that of liis age, or perhaps

of both conjoined

(No. 87), " Perseus and Andromeda,'' is an illustration of Ovid's

fable. Andromeda, chained to the rock, is standing in an execrably

false attitude. Her gi-ief is ridiculou.s, and her niannet in the

highest degree fantastical; but the method of painting iu some

measure atones for this, being fleshy and masterly. The colour,

too, is very good ; hnt the picture is deplorably dirty, and is not

by any means seen to advantage. The bad taste of Guido is further

shown iu the figure of the approaching Perseus upon a perfect

rocking-horse, presumed to be Pegasus. This caricature Guido

would have us accept as the

" Gorgonis anguicomje Perseus supcrntor "

of O^id. The taste is e.'iecrable.

(No. 90), "Venus attired by the Graces," is ;iu equally eele-

brated, but equally faulty picture. The ladies who attire Venus,

as well as her godship herself, aifect the most extraordinary

• '• Le Peintrc Graveur Fran9aii<, ou Cataloyac Raisonne des

Estanipcs gravees pur le? Peintres et les Dessinateurs dc I'Ecole

B):an?8ise,"par Kobert Dnmejnil, Paris, 1844.

attitudes. Nor is Venus behindhand. The leg which one of lier

nymphs is dabbing rather than wii^ng is put out in an uiigiiinly

attempt .it attitude; the heiul, wliii-h Euphrosyne is dressing, is

thrown back with a fine lady-like air, which would sjieak rather of

the court of s.i.ie petly Italian prince than that of nature. The
very Cupid who attends tlieni, and who holds ii]) a glass for Veinin,

at which, by the way, her ladyship does not eondosccnd t<> hxik, is

nothing more than a handsome foolboy. The draperies are also

flat, and treateil in by no means an artistic nuinuer. The jiicturo

is of large size— no less than nine feet three inches by sLx feel two
inches. In was presented to the iiatiou by his Majesty King
William IV. It lias been engraved many times; the best engraving
of it is by Str.ange.

The colour is, like Guide's generally, good ; but, with tlial

exception, were the picture a modern one, and exhibited, say by
Frost, in the Koyal Academy, it would be treated very roughly by

critics who are able to judge. As it is, it has the prestige of the

name of an old master.

Another of this ma.ster's works (No. 177), "The Magilaleii,'"

was purchased by the government from Sir Simou Clarke's collectiiMi,

for i'2, 100. It is a ialf-leugth figure, life size, and is about as far

from illustrating the subject the name of which it bears as any-
thing possibly can be. Instead of a face full of repentant grief au'l

holy rapture, misdoubting its own worthiness, yet full of fiiith,

Worn by watching and prayer, and with its eyes ca-st r.itlier ujjoii

the ground than raised confidently to heaven, (iuido hiis given us,

as his idea of the Magdalen, a fat woman, looking boldly up u,

heaven, in an attitude struck for the occasion, and which begs the

on-looker to admire it for its trick. Add to this that our sym-
pathy is, by this unskilful mode of treatment, not appealed to

;

that the face is out of drawing, and the handling hard and colouring

by no means brilliant; and then let anyone ask why "govern-

ment," or the person who at that time managed the gallery, coidd

give so great a sum for so weak a picture.

(No. 193>, " Lot and his Daughters," is another of Guido's

pictures, which, from the su'bjeot, does not admit of criticism.

The old man is of a brick-dust colour; and the subject wants

refinement, and is thoroughly coarse and vulgar.

(No. 196), "Susanna and the Elders," by the same master, is

auotherpurchase of the government for £1,200. M'e doubt whether,

if brought to the hammer again, it would fetch half the price.

The figure of Susanna is graceful, but that is all that can be said in

praise of it. It is careless in execution. The two elders are

placed in the background, and entirely neglected, there being no

variation whatever iu their faces or attitudes.

Tlie last and least of Guido's productions in this gallery is

another sacred subject, one strange to Protestant ears— "The
Coronation of the Virgin." It is a kind of ajiotheosis of St. Mary

;

angels surround her, and place a crown of lilies on her head. To

keep the principal figure very prominent, the angels and the

cherubs are, ;is it were, flattened ; but the arrangement is graceful,

the drawing is not \er\ faulty, and the colour is vivid and brilliant.

The picture, on the whole, is a very pleasing one, and gives a more

favourable idea of the iwwera of Guido than those previously

noticed. There is, however, a great want of mind in the picture

;

and, reviewing the specimens of Guido which we have gone through,

one rather wonders at the price his pictures were formerly v.alued

at, than th.at they have gone down in the market.

The master of Titian, Wiorgione, a great artist in his (Ljy, and

one not now to be despised, contributes one specimen to our gallery.

It is (No. U) "The Death of Peter MartjT." It is sketchy, well

drawn, and forcible ; bat the hard, black sh.adows give no idea of

the ordinary brilliancy of this manter. The (lainting, however, is

very interesting beyond its intrinsic merits, as evidencing the pro-

gress of the human mind in art.

Titisin, the best of the Venetian school, and that painter wh''

shares with Rubens the glory of being the finest colouri.st the world

has seen, hi\9 five pictures, or soi-ilisant pictures, in Trafiilgur-

square. The Si's! (No. 3), " A Musical Professor instructing his

Pupils,'' i», we believe, erroneously ascribed to Titian. It is badly

drawn, but its colour, the only merit it has, is excellent. It is

questionable whether it has not been Rpoilt, from the look of the

surface.
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(No. i), '• The Holy Family," is a very agreeable picture, also

by Titian, anil in this case a genuine one. The infant Saviour is

very excellent, but the St. Joseph stern, undignified, and for-

bidding. The colour is admirable, and this praise also applies to the

handling.

(No. 32), " The Rape of Granymede," a life-size composition of a

boy carried oft' by Jupiter's eagle, is a picture worthy of Titian.

The action of the boy, carried off without a chance of escape, yet

looking backwards to the earth from which he came, is fine;

the eagle and the sky well coloured ; but, from the fact of the fable

forming no point of credence amongst Christians, as well as the

impossibility of the action, the picture loses its interest to an

uneducated, nay, even to an educated mind. In shape this picture

is an octagon, and fitted for the centre decoration of a ceiling, for

which it was no doubt painted.

his countryman Dante fills in poetry— ot Michael Angelo, we have

in the National Gallery but one specimen, and that is, unfor-

tunately, a very inferior copy. It is in the catalogue (No 8),

"A Dream—the Vices disclosed at the Last Judgment." It repre-

sents a man roused by the angel of futurity to look upon a

retributive punishment, supposed to grow out of the vices of man.

It is very grand in conception, and the figure of the man is one of

the finest uf modern conceptions, and will bear comparison with

the antique, which Michael Angelo is known to have studied.

The fact of imagining so great a picture shows how fur superior was

this painter to all others in mind. Of his power of drawing and

finish, this gives little idea. The original, from which this picture

is i)ainted, is considerably larger—more than twice the size—and

forms a portion of the royal collection of ^jiain.

Of the Claudes we hove already spoken ; those that the national

ST. MATTHEW.—FROM A PAINTING BY VALENTIN.

Of (No. 34), "Adonis and Venus," we have already spoken.

The present picture is a copy.

(No. 35),
'

' Bacchus and Ariadne," is the finest specimen of this

master which is in this country. Yet to us the action of Bacchus

alighting from his car seems awkward and ugly, and such as should

not have been attempted ; the figure of Ariadne also seems to be

destitute of grace. Yet of this picture Mrs. Jameson says, that it

'

' presents on a small scale an epitome of all the beauties which

chai'acterise Titian, iu the rich, picturestiue, animated composition,

in the ardour of Bacchus, who flings himself from his car to pursue

Ariadne, the dancing bacohanals, the frantic gi'ace of the bacchante,

and the little joyous satyr in front, hailing the head of the sacri-

fice." It canuot be denied, indeed, that this is a very fine

picture, deserving of much study, full of excellent drawing,

graceful composition, and rich colouring ; and that it is one of the

pictures well worthy of a national collection.

Of the great rival of E;iffaelle, the chief of the Florentine school,

and the most epic of all artists, filling in i)aintiug the place which

collection possesses are very fine specimens, nor have they,

whatever may be said to the contrary, suffered by their being

cleaned.

Of the two Caraccis, Agostino and Anuibale, who both adorned

the same school, the Bolognese, and flourished contemporaneously,

we are not without specimens, nor are those without worth.

Of Agostino, the younger Caracci, we have but two specimens

(Nos. 147 and 14S), and these are cartoons, both of them, how-

ever, of a very fine order, beautifully drawn. The first is

" Cephalus and Aurora," and can scarcely be too much admired,

for its delicacy of conception and its grace of drawing. The

arrangement of the picture, the clouds, and the Cupids, are very

beautiful ; and, as a cartoon, this may be deemed a very excellent

specimen, and one worthy every considenition on the part of the

student.

In (No. 14.S) "The Triumph of Galatea," the artist has been

indelicate ; but the eompositiou, grace, and harmony of the piece

cau scarcely be surpassed, Had Agostino Caracci lived longerj
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he wouM imdoubteiUy have been the first ot the Bolognose

school.

No less than eight pictures bear witness to the style ami miml of

the elder Caracci, Auiiibale. 0{ these (No. 9), "Christ apptaring

to Peter after his Resurrection " is unworthy of its liigh reputjition,

althougli it expresses strong devotional feeling and has about it

some excellent colour. The blue draperies stiind in curiously

affected and sharp folds, devoid of much grace.

(No. 25\ "St. John in the \ViUlernes.s," is open to much the

same objection, and is besides monotonous.

(No. 56), "Landscape with Figures," and (No. 63), "Prince

Guistiniani and his Suite returning from the Chase," are landscapes

and favourable specimens of this style of painting by Caracci. The

latter is a fine landscape; the sky is light, loose, and airy; the

trees in the distance well painted ; and the gay dre.sscs of tlie

explosion, 80 devout in tlie faith of the saint, so chaitc inclinractor

and .solemn in tone, that it should perhaps be attributed U) Agoatino

Caracci rather than to Annibale. The reader will Ho well to study

this picture, as a very excellent specimen of the old nia.ster«.

Of Uaff.ielle, by many thought to be the prince of |>ninterH, we
have tmv specimens, or noi-dUant specimens. One wo have already

noticed. Another (No. 168), "St. Catherine of Alexandria," is

quite unworthy of his name, and gives >is but nn indifferent iilea of

tlie painter of the Hampton Court cartoons.

(No. 213), " The Vision of St. George," a sleeping knight visited

by an angel, is very good indeed for what it was originally intended

for, the illustration of a book. The landscape at tlie Imck is what he

might have caught from one of his master Penigino's pictures, anil

in c<unposition is exactly one of those t<> which we now apply the

term Pne-llaffaellite. The colour of this little jiicture is very

El'SAXX.V S INKOCrSCE .VCKXOWIEDCEP.—FROM A P-IISTIXO BY V.^LKXTIX.

courtiers of the prince light up a landscape which would otherwise

be dull and sombre. This picture is one of those bequeathed by

the Rev. W. H. Oarr.

(Nos. flSand 9-4), "Silenus gathering Grapes" and "Silenus

teaching Apollo to play upon the Reed-jiipe," though both small

pictures, are both excellent. The latter is especially so ; the grace

and youth of Apollo, and the timid yet intelligent expre.s.sion with

which he glances at his old master, have never been surpassed.

The attitude of jovial carelesjnes? and the connoisseur look of

Silenus are also very excellent ; whilst the perfect animal nature of

the head, in contrast with the quick intelligence of that of Apollo,

is both excellent and remarkable.

(No. 198), " The Temptation of St. Anthony in the Desert," is

one of the finest pictures in the gallerj- ; but it is very different

from any of the spe!iniens of Annibale Caracci." It is so refined in

bright and pleasing, and cannot but give delight t^i those who Iwk
upon it its an early .specimen of the great Italian master. Beneath
it, in the same frame, hangs an outline—no doubt, the original draw
ing—which the artist has punctured, so as, by powdered pluniliago

or other means, to get the outline down upon the surface on which
he painted the picture. The whole contents of the frame are very
interesting, and * valuable, that although the jKinel only measures
seven inches square, the British government, in ISJ?, gave the
executors of Sir Mark Sykes i'l,flOil for it.

We shall again, and in our third pajwr, for the last time visit

this gallery, in conjunction with another near lAmdon ; and in the
meantime we recommend those 'f our readers who are interested in

art to pay another visit to the national collection in Trnfalmr-
square.
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DISCOVERY ()]•' OIL-PAINTING.

Previously to the commencgtnent ofthe fifteeuth century, the colours

used by artists were mixed with a solution of iine gimis, the yolks

and whites of eggs, or with dissolved wax ; and the nmnuer in

which the paintings executed in that style have preserved their

colouring is surprising. It has, indeed, been asserted by some

writers, that oil-painting was known in Italy so early as the

tliirteenth century ; but some Tuscan pictures of that period were

analysed liy Bianchi, an able chemist of Pisa, and though ap-

parently dime in oil, the vehicle used proved to be wax, which

served to protect the picture from damp, as well as to give a bright-

ness and gloss to the colours. But all the oil discoverable in any

picture of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries which has been

experimented upon, is a very small quantity of some essential oil,

which appears to have been used in dissolving the wax. When

efgs were used, the canvas had to be prepared with a coating of

lime or gypsum, which acted as an absorbent ; and gum-water

required each covering of paint to be dried in the sun before a

fresh colour was added, a process which, besides being very tedious,

interfered with the harmony of the colouring.

John Van Eyck, an artist of Bruges, experienced the inconveni-

ence of this process in a painful manner by the splitting of a panel

he was painting by thfe heat of the siin, to which it had been

exposed to harden the first coat of colour. Tiiis accident led liim

to turn his attention to the task of discovering' a substitute for the

vehicles then in use, which would acquire a proper consistency and

hardness without the aid of the sun. After many experiments, he

discovered that boiled linseed-oil and nut-oil were the most drying;

and by mixing these with other articles he produced, says Vasari,

"a varnish which, dried, was waterproof, and gave a clearness and

brilliancy, while it added to the harmony of his colours." This

discovery was made about the year 1410, and appears to have soon

become known to the arti-sts of Flanders and Germany ; for there is

a "Holy Family," by Abeyk, in the Dresden Oallery, creditably

painted in oil, with the date of 1416.

The artists of Italy, admiring the harmony and brilliance which

colours received under the new method, sighed to possess a secret

so valuable to their art.- Antonello da Messina made a journey to

Bruges to obtain it from the discoverer, and having succeeded,

returued to Italy, and cominunicatc<l it to Domenico, a Venetian

artist. The latter, after practising his art at Loretto and Perugia,

wliere he enjoyed a high reputation in 1454, went to Florence,

where the success which he obtained excited the envy of Andrea de

Castagno, who was the first artist of the day, as regards vigour,

design, and perspective. Jealous of the fame of Domenico as a

colourist, he obtained the secret from him by pretending the

warmest friendship, and then assassinated him, in order that he

might be without a rival in the art. The mystery in which the

deed was shrouded caused a 'number of innocent persons to be

suspected and imprisoned ; but Castagno, on his death-bed, disclosed

his guilt, which has rendered his name infamous in the annals of

art. His finest works have jjcrlshed ; but there remain a " Cruci-

fixion," painted on a wall of the Mon.astery of the Angeli, and

another picture in the Church of Santa Lucia della Magnuoli.

After the death of Castagno, the secret of painting in oil became

generally known, and its superiority was so apparent that it soon

became generally practised.

The chief painters of Italy, previously to the introduction of the

method discovered by Van' Eyck, were Cimabue and Giotto, whom
Lanzi calls the Michael Angelo and Raffaelle of their period.

Some of the works of Cimabue are still preserved, as relics of art,

in the Cathedral of Santa Croce at Florence. Giotto was the pupil

of Cimabue, whom he greatly excelled. There are several of his

frescoes in a chapel at Padua, among which a "Crucifixion" and the

" Casting Lots for the Vesture of Christ " have been much admired.

Few of the works of Van Eyck are now in existence. A picture

containing the Virgin and Child, with St. George, St. Donatus, and

other saints, is in the Cathedral of Brufjes ; this is in oil, and the

colours are still fresh ; but it has little of the boldness of composi-

tion, vigoun of drawing, and brightness of colouring, which

characterise the productions of later Flemish artists, of which

school this painter and his brother Hubert were the founders.

The Pembroke collection contains a small picture of
'

' The Nativity,

"

which is tlie best of Van Eyck's existing works ; it is in oil, and

tihe colours are, for the most part, very pure and fresh. The red

garment of Joseph looks as fresh as if painted recently, and the

same may be said of all the draperies, except that of the Virgin,

which lias changed from blue to dark -green.

The new style of painting did not make its way, and achieve a

triumph over tlie old methods, without encountering some prejudices,

as seems to be the fa:e of every discovery, whether in science or art.

Even the mighty genius of Michael Angelo did not appreciate it
;

wlien requested by the reigning pontilf, Paul III., to paint the

ceiling and walls of the Sistine Chapel in oil-colours, he replied

that painting in oil was fit only for women, and that if he worked

at all it should be in fresco. He did so, and admirably as he sue-,

ceeded, some connoisseurs have thought that the brightness of the

colouring of his "Last Julgment" might have been improved.

Leonardo da Vinci did not succeed in this style ; the cartoon of the

battle of Nieeolo Picciuiuo, executed in rivalry with Michael Angelo,

was never finished, on this account. Mecheirno, a painter of the

Sieancse school, was another who succeeded better in distemper

than in oil.

The first of this school who adopted the new method of prepai-ing

colours was Matteo di Giovanni, whom some writers on art have

designated the Sieunese Masaccio ; but he is far behind the old

Florentine master, though he gave more variety of expression to his

heads, more grace to his draperies, and more correctness to the

human form, than the school of Sienna had before exhibited. The

first of the Venetian school who painted in oils was Bartolomeo,

whose last picture, an "Ascension," will bear comparison with the

best works of the period in which he flourished—the beginning of

the fifteenth century.

T 11 E I) R E G E R I C A U L T

.

THEonouK Geuicault, of whose biography we gave some particulars

in presenting an engraving of his masterly picture of the '

' Wreck of

the Medusa,"" was a pupil of Guerin; the representative of pure

classic art saw grow up in the bosum of his own school the beginning

of that violent reaction in favour of the romantic style which became

in Gericault a powerful reality. Strange, that the first who pro-

tested against the Greek nudities and aU the race of Agamemnon

should proceed from the studio of him who painted "Pluedra,"

"Clytemnestra," and the "Sacrifice to .Ssculapius
!"

Gros had imparted an heroic sentiment to matters that were

rially commonplace; Gericault continued the movement, but with

more boldness, casting off the traditional rules of the antique school,

in all that was antagonistic to the French charactei", and revealing

(he poetry of art in a very liigh degree.

Vol .42.

Two passions revealed themselves in Gericault at a very earlyage,

and remained undiminished during the whole of his brief existence

;

these were a love of the ai'ts and a love of horses. The delight

which he took as a boy in being among horses, and witnessing

tlie hippodramatic spectacles and feats of equestrianism at Franconi's

have been noticed in the article to which we have directed the

reader's attention ; and this love of horses he carried with him into

the studio. To be a great horse-painter was his earliest ambition,

and his first studies were the inimitable horses of Rubens ; how far

he attained the first, and the results of the latter, may be seen in

the illustration which accompanies this notice of his works Q). 112).

Before he obtained a studio of his own, which he was for some

time prevented from duiug by his father, who disliked the avocation

he had selected, he worked in those of his friends, usually in that

of M. Dorcy. In 1712 he rented an empty shop on the Boulevard

Montmartre, wliere he painted his first picture, an equestrian j)or-
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tiuil, ill full legiiiientals, of Lieuleiiant Biemlomie, of the coi-i's of

Uuiiles, gencniliy kiuiv.ii ;is "The C!hasseur of the Imijei'iiil (iiinv<l."

The tierce-looking officer, who lias liis face turned towards the spec-

tator, holds a curved sabre in liis riglit liaiid, and seems to be

ordering a cJiarge. The ground is difficult, Icing liroken and

craggy, but the attitude of the horse is at once bold and natural.

The plume of tlie rider's military cap is agitated by the wind, which

also spreads out the short hussar's pelisse. The liorse is gray ; the

head is full of fire ami expression ; and the finely-developed limbs

show how well the painter had studied the motions of the animal.

The filling up of the picture is in harmony with the principal

figures. On the right is seen a field-gun, to which two horses are

attached, but of which the drivers and gunners have disappeared.

Through the thick cloud of .smoke which the fire of the artillery

has rolled over the field of battle, several hussars are seen charging,

but only imperfectly, for they are partially veiled by the smoke.

On the left, a trumjieter is sounding the charge, while about to

plunge into the smoke which as yet conceals the enemy. The sky

is dark and stormy, according well with the eliaractor and tone of

the whole picture.

The exhibition of tins picture was Gcricault's di'hitt as a painter.

Among artists of the old school it excited more astonishment than

admiration ; it was like nothing they had ever seen before, and the

boldniss of the young painter was not appreciated. Uuerin had

assured him that he would never become a great painter, and

advised him to give up painting altogether. We are here reminded

of the advice given by Sir Walter Scott to the Ettrick Shepherd,

that he should abandon poetry, in which he would never succeed,

and give his undivided attention to his sheep and his pastures.

Hogg thought diSerently from Scott, and Gericault differed from

(Jnerin ; the result in both ca.scs proved that the pupil had a more

correct perception of his own powers than the master.

Gericault w.as satisfied with his success, and was not long in

producing a companion-picture to the " Cli.asseur." This was the

"Wounded Cuir.assier," which was exhibited in 1814. It repre-

sents a dismounted cuirassier, standing upon a sloping ground, and

holding his horse by the bridle. Tlie horse is a tlark-bay, and his

he.ad 'recalls those of Gros. The unfortunate cuirassier raises his

eyes to heaven, and sees only dark clouds—he.avy, metallic, and

bordered with a lurid and sinister light. Weakened by his Vi'ound,

he seems about to sink under the weight of his distress. With one

hand he holds the bridle of his hoi"se ; the other rests upon his

sabre. The expression of his countenance is sad, yet energetic

—

such as characterises some of the soldiers in " The liatitle of Eylau,"

by David. The sombre and desol.ate scene seems to imply that the

picture represents an episode in the memorable and disastrous

retreat from Russia, when the French soldiers were nightly roused

from their bivou.ac fires by the attacks of the Cossacks, and so

ma'ny thousands of brave men found their graves among the deep

snow-drifts.

It was in the iutcnal between the two exhibitions, ^ip 1813, that

Gericiult produced his two superb studies of the fore and hind

iiuarters of horses, now in the cabinet of Lord Seymour. The

former is a series of seven figures in an oblong frame, and is much

admired for the fire and grace developed in the attitudes. The

study of hind-quarters is a chef-d'aurye of its kind. The various

attitudes of the animals arc portrayed with a fidelity to nature

which has never been surpassed ; the action of scr.aping the ground

with the foot, the unquiet movement of the tail, all are represented.

The horses are of all colours—gray, white, chcsnut, and black.

These were subjects which few artists would have chosen ; but

Gericault took a peculiar delight in the representation of horses

under every variety of aspect, and he produced them without any

apparent effort. Every one saw that the painter had studied the

nature and habits of the animal.

Eetuming to his studies after his brief period of service in the

gardes du corps, his aJniinition of the pictures of Gros became

more exalted every day, and he passed wliole hours in their con-

templation. It is said th.at he even paid nearly forty ponuds

for the privilege of executing a copy of " The Battle of Kazarcth."

He always pronounced the name of Gros with great respect, and

spoke of his work in a tone of the most elevated enthusiasm.

Though he had not concurred in the opinion of Giicrin respecting

his own abilities, he seemed to despair of over attaining the emi-

nence of Gros. Yet, in the repiesentatioii of horses, he excelled

that pointer. He was the first painter who, after having studied

the ilill'eront varieties of the horse, had portrayeil them all with

eiual spirit and fidelity. Horace Veriiet i>iiiiitcd only troop-

horses
; Gros the Arab of pure blood ; Vandcnneuleu the lieavy-

liiiilt Danish horse ; Vandyck the Spanish jennet. Gericault is,

perhaps, the only artist who has painted the horse in all its varieticn.

Tlie free admiration which ho professed for the works of otheiu is

honourable to his character, proving, as it does, that his soul was
incapable of jealousy. When he discovered a beauty in the work
of an artist, he pointed it out with a pleasure that was evidently

sincere, and seemed to feel as niucii gratification in contemplating

it as he would have done had the work been his own.

His visit to Italy had little or no eft'ect upon his style, beyond
increasing his contempt of c.dour. Regarding him as a jjainter of

horses, what, in fact, had Italy to show him sujierior to the horses

of Rubens, which ho had stmlied in the Museum ? It wsis af^T his

return from Italy that he jiroduocd his striking picture of the

"Wreck of the Jledusa," which now hangs in the gallery of the

Ijouvre. This fine picture, one of the finest productions of the

modern French school, which delights in the portrayal of gli.a.stly

and horrible scenes of pain and suffering, has been so fully

duscribed in the notice referred to at the beginning of this article,

that we need not dwell upon it here. It was exhibited in 181!*,

and occupied the painter six months in the execution.

This fine comiiosition is almost the only one in which Gericault has

dep,avtcd from the representation of liis equine favourites. In the

"Horse Dealer" (p. 112), five cart-horses, of various coloui-s, are

represented, with hempen halters on their heads and tails tied up,

indicating that they are on their way to some fair or market. The
muscular limbs of the ponderous animals arc well portrayed, and

the artist has thrown into their heads some of the fire which dis-

tinguishes his war-horses. The foremost is bestridden by a rustic,

who leads another by the halter, and an old man trudge.i l>ehiiid.

In his "Coal-Waggon" the horses are of the same kind— fine,

powerful animals, five of whom are drawing a waggon, laden with

coals, down a hill so steep ami uneven, that they have ewdently

some difficulty in keeping their footing. The attitude of the trace-

horse behind the leader, with his extended fore-leg firmly planted

upon the ground, and his body thrown back, as if making an effort

to save himself from falling, is excellent. One of the coalmen is

sedated on some sacks on the fore part of the waggon, in a position

of easy indifference, w Idle his comrade is holding the hejid of the

shaft-hoi-se nearest the spectator, to prevent the waggon from

acquiring too great an impetus. The sci is seen in the distjince,

with a couple of fishiug-boala gliding over the rippled surface.

" The Flying Trot" is a picture of a different diaractcr, and yet

revealing the iuime traits ; two nice-horses career over a wide

plain—one rode, the other led by a groom ; the head and slightly-

curved neck of the mounted courser are very fine.

The accident which led to the death of this t;ilentcd artist, at the

.age of thirtythrce, was an incident in lucordance with his whole

life. Thrown from a fiei-y horse on the heights of. llontmartre, he

received injuries from which he never recnvere<l, .ip^rav:ited"ns they

were by his rising from his bed before he had regained strength,

and attending the races on the Champ de JIars, when he received n

violent shock from a gentleman riding against him at full speed.

During his second convalescence, he executed some charming sketchen

of Oriental costumes, most of which are now in the possession of

M. Etienne Arago, brother of the emihent a-stronomer of that name.

He even ine<litated the execution of two grand paintings, the sub-

jects of which were to have been "The African Slave-trade," and
" The Ojiening of the Doors of the Inquisition." From the evidence

he has given of his [wwers in the "Wreck of the Medusa," there

can be no doubt that the contemphited works would have added

largely to his reputation ha<l he lived to execute Ihein. We can

imagine the low shore of Guinea, the tall palm-trees, their feathery

haves hanging unmoved in the still .and snitry air, the rude huts of

the negroes, and the half-naked forms of the slaves, like the black

sailors on the raft, their ebon conntenances reflecting the grief, the

terror, ond the despair which Gericault has given such striking

evidence of his ability fc) portray. And then the opening of the
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Inquisition, the liberation of tlie victims of the Dominican brother-

hood—what scope would hive been there afforded for the represen-

tation of the same strong emotions ! But a renewed attack of the

malady carried off the artist, whose remains repose beneath a

marble monument, the work of M. Etex, adorned with bronze

relievi, copied ft"om his principal works.

Two pictures by Gericault, called " The Tillage Smithy," and

'A Child Feeding a Horse," were exhibited by his friends shortly

after his death. He also left a magnificent design of a man holding

a horse, several studies for a picture of " JIazeppa" (a fine subject

in the hands of such an artist), a pen-and-ink sketch of a mounted

negro, and a design, executed in the same manner, for his contem-

plated picture of "The African Slave-trade." "A Brigand Scene,"

which he also left in his studio, is a grand composition, containing

a number of si)irited figures.

victims of shipwreck be'ng represented much nearer to the raft

than the painter finally decided upon depicting it. Another design

for the same picture, in the possession of M. Ary Scheffer, presents

a still wider departure from that which he transfen-ed to the

canvas ; it represents the mutiny and bloodshed by which additional

horrors were added to those of shipwreck and famine.

In the collection of M. Collot is a painting by Gericault called

'
' The Sevres Diligence ;" and the gallery of M. Delessert contains

a very fine one, representing a brewer's dray, loaded with beer-

barrels, and drawn by two stout horses ; in the foreground is a

black dog. The lithographs which he executed are very numerous,

and in the first style of the art. The Bibliothcque Eoyale at Paris

possesses ninety-six subjects ; and since the jirinciples upon which

Gericault worked have been better understood and appreciated

than they were during his life, they have been several times repro-

THE HOESE PEALER.—KKO-M A PAIKTINC. Bl UEKK'AILT.

Some of the most .striking productions of Gericaidt are to be seen

in the gallery of the Palais Royal. Besides the equestrian portrait

of Lieutenant Dieudonne, commonly known as " The Chasseur of

the Imperial Guard," that collection contains his "Exercising on

the Plain of Grenelle," his " Hussar in a Charge," and his

"Wounded Cuirassier," already noticed. "The Wreck of the

Medusa," as already stated, adorns the walls of the Louvre Gallery.

Many of his drawings are comprised in the collections of MM.
Scheffer, Collot, Baroilhet, Eugene Delacroix, and others. The

cabinet of M. Marcille contains a small, but very beautiful painting,

in a stylo which Gericault seldom attempted : the subject is the

inj-thological f.ible of Leda and the swan. In the same collection is

a very tine study of a flute-pilayer, and two pen-and-ink designs for

the "Wreck of the Medusa," differing from the picture and from

each other; the ship which bore down to the relief of the famishe

duced. The celebrated engraver, Reynolds, who assisted to make

Gericault known in this country by his engraving of
'

' The Wreck

of the Medusa," executed several other plates after his composi-

tions, in the dark and striking style which characterises his

works.

The pictures of this master are seldom met with at public sales.

In 1837, however, a racing-piece, from the cabinet of M. Ducos,

representing three horses, mounted by the jockeys who are to

contend for the prize, and pushed to a gallop, was sold for £14.

Another racing-scene, finished by Gericault, pnduced £'22. A

picture of a jockey holding a race-horse was sold for £4(), and a

study of one of the hoi-ses of Napoleon, £\H>.

Gericault seldom affixed his signature to his pictures ; the

"Wreck of the Medusa" is not signed; the "Chasseur" in the

Palais Royal, however, bears a signatiU'e.
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JACOB RUYSDAEL,

TiiK fatlier of thi.-s eiiiiuoiit lan-Ucape painter cxerciseil a piofcssiun

wliich brciuiilit him into constant eommnnication willi artists. He
was a niannfacturer of tliose fine eI)ony frames wliicli were then in

sucli great repute in the Netherlands, anil the simplicity of which

aceorjecl so well with the tastes aiul liabits of tlie people. Having

acquired a certain degree of competence, he had oiven bis sou a

liberal education ; and Jacob, after a rapid progress in classical

studies, took a degree in medicine, which he is said l>y Houbraken

to have practlseil with success before he became a painter. We
know th.at Ruysdael learnt to draw, and even t« paint, in early

youth, his fathers shop being fVe<|uenled daily by the great artists

of the day ; but we are ignorant of the epoL'h at which he abandoned

medicine and surgery for painting. Descamps asserts, that at the

Vol. U.

age of twelve he had painted pictures which a.stonished every artist
;

but wc may be allowed to supp')sc that the des'ire of ;wlding to the

glory r)f this great painter the merit of a niarvello(r> ])recocity, hi-s

Icfl his admirers to attribute to him some pictures of his brother

Solomon, who was twenty years older than himself.

It often happens that, in strong and impassioned natures like

that of Rnyadael, the ruling passion docs not reveal itself until it

has been a long time buried in the deep recesses of the mind. It

b<, therefore, more prudent to rely on the testimony of Houbraken,

without heeding the assertions of Descamps, whose notice of Ruys-

dael contains almost as many errors as words. For instance, this

very artist, who is represented .'us having produceil m.astcrpieces at

the age of twelve, is described by the biographer at a later period as

going to acquaint Berghcni with the ardent passion he felt for paint*

ing. At what age conld he have conceived that passion, if he had

practised the art so successfully at the age of twelve ? But this is not

the only eiTor which this writer hjis committed. " The works of

Berghem," says he, " ]>lease<l Ruysdael very much ; it even seemed

as if there was some resemblance between the genius of l«th ; he

paid him a visit at Amsterd im, and acqnainteil him with his great

passion for the art of painting. It is not .said that Berghem was

his master, bnt we are assured that they were closely nnit«<l in

friendship. This is enough to make us believe that so intimate

a union contributed t<i the .advancement of Ruysdael. Surmiso

l>ecomL'S certainty when, on examining his work.s, wc recogni.ne the

t<iuch and colour of him who h:id Ijcen his guide.'' This passage is

a curiosity in its way, for if there ever exi.ste<l two men of a genius

not merely different, bu'. diametrically opposite, these certainly

were Ruyi«lael and Berghem. Grace, spirit, gaiety, were the attri-

butes of the !alt<ir
;
grave sensibility and deep emotion constitute

the S'lul and strength of Ruy.sdael, and therein lies his greatness.

At no periiKl of his life run we discover in his touch the resemblance

of which Descamps spe;iks. As to his colour, it is altogether dif-

ferent firom that of Berghem ; the gay and bright tones are rigo-

I
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rously banished ; and red, for instance, never appears in his pictures

at all. The probability is, that Jacob Ruysdael, who lived at

Haarlem with his brother Solomon, yielded, on seeing him paint,

to the promptings of his own genius, and formed his first style upon

that of his brother. The works which he first executeil are easily

distinguished by the hardness of the touch, and the colour and

composition of the skies.

An engraving, after Ruysdael, entitled " A View in the Environs

of Rome," is sometimes met with in the windows of print-shops,

which has led some writers to conclude that he had travelled in

Italy. But inscriptions under jjrints are not always to be depended

upon ; and in the present instance there is nothing to justify the

title that has been given to it. It is a gloomy landscape, undci- a

northern sky, covered with rain-charged clouds. No splendid ruin

indicates the vicinity of the Eternal City. Some gentleraeu are

boating on a canal ; but their costume is not very characteristic,

and no more Italian than the landscape itself. There is no proof,

therefore, that Ruysdael was ever in Italy ; not one of liis works

bears a trace of it—on the contrary, they are all of a sombre green,

invariably opposed to a sky of slaty-gray. The gleams of light

which sometimes illumine his melancholy pictures, are nothing more

than the rays of that sun which, rending its misty veil, warms up

from time to time the marshes of the Dreutlie, or fhe moist plains

of the Zuyderzee. It is impossible, however, to believe that Ruys-

dael never (juitted Holland, though it is asserted by Descan-ps.

'•Ruysdael and Berghem," siys he, "onlycopi.id the environs of

Amsterdam and never quitted their country." With respect to

Berghem, we look upon it as certain that he went to Rome, and

brought from thence tlic Greek architecture and ruins which en-

hance the charm and the value of his jiastoral jiictures. "With

respect to Ruysdael, it would be difficult for him to discover, in the

eninrons of Amsterdam, mountains so high that their summits

tower above the clouds, lakes surrounded by elevated peaks, and

waterfalls, such as are seen in the mountain regions, whence spring

the sources of great riyers. Amsterdam is situated in a country

presenting the fewest inequalities of any upon earth. Meadows,

canals, and the sea, are the chief objects to be seen around the

Dutch capital ; and an author, who was, doubtless, acquainted with

the works of Ruysdael, must have carried his ignorance or simpli-

city very far when he wrote that their master copied only the

environs of that city.

The landscapes of Ruysdael are evidently from nature, and it is

eiually evident that he could not have found these romantic and

picturesque subjects in his own country. It is probable that he

resided some time on the borders of Westphalia, and there found

those wild and sombre scenes, the aspect of which agi-eed with the

sn'^ness of his own heart.

Though a restless and unsociable poet, a lover of solitude, fond

of wandering in the woods in reverie, and soothing his melancholy

by the roar of torrents, Ruysdael was linked in friendship with a

painter whose character and genius were totally diflerent from his

own—Berghem. So trte is it that sympathy of minds does not always

depend on their resemblance. Berghem was a man of a lively and

gay disposition. Being ten years older than Ruysdael, he could

give him advice with the authority to which his works, his reputa-

tion, and his school entitled him; but there was between these.

artLsts a diversity of genius which, though the men were un'ted,

must l].av3 sep.arated the pa'nters. Ruysdael was little understood

by Bcrshem, and thus the union of their talents generally produced

nothing but incongruities. They wci-e as dissimilar as the song and

the elegy: Upon the verge of the sombre forest of Ruysdael, or on

the brinks of his foaming torrents, Berghem wculd paint gay

and lively villagers, careless'shepherds driving their flocks to pasture,

or a peasant carrying the fiirmer's young wife in his arms, while his

companion pulls an obstinate little donkey along by the tail. Who

can be blind to such discoidance, or ignorant how grievously tlie

unity of sentiment which reigns in the landscapes of Ruysdael nnnst

be broken by the presence of those obtrusive figures, which break the

solitude of scenes whose solemn silence enchants the pensive dreamer ?

Tlie intervention of any strange hand in a painting almost invariably

spoils the unity of the first impression, that is to say, its grandeur.

For our own part, we would jn-efer meeting in the forest solitudes t>f

T{\iysilacl only tho.sc small fig\ire?, awkwardly drawu jjtrli.ips, tliat

pass indistinctly in the distance, and, by simply realising the image

of man, allow the thoughts of the spectator to flow freely, and make

no noise in the picture.

Houbrakeu informs us that Ruysdael had resolved to lead a life

of celibacy ; and adds that he sacrificed the pleasures of the maniage

state to the desire of assisting his aged father, and of never quitting

him. Ruysdael had espoused nature, as it were, and this mysterious

love was sufticient for his heart. His poverty may have been

another reason for this abnegation. Ruysdael continued poor all

his life. How could he pursue fortune, who followed poetry alone ?

Such fine natures are generally all of a piece, and Ruysdael's dis-

interestedness might be conjectured, even if it had never been proved.

He whose works have enriched so many speculators, lived poor, and

died young, on the 16th of November, .1681.

That ineflVt'le melancholy, which art has never fully expressed,

and which seems peculiar to a few sensitive minds, tormented this

great landscape painter to his dying day. While so many artists

looked on the country, like Berghem, only in a picturesque point of

view, in its happy aspects, its harmonious colouring and its brilliant

light, Ruysdael, .-» prey to this indescribable feeling, pursued, in the

bosom of nature, the imperceptible and unknown ideal. Along the

monotonous heaths of Keramer, in the marshy meadows of Haar-

lem, in the forests and at the foot of the mountains of Westphalia,

he aspired to penetrate the all-pervading soul which the pantheists

ascribe to the world. And as a proof that the real torment of this

great painter was an aspiration beyond the invisible world towards

that infinity which seems to be represented liy the undecided lines on

the horiz'm of his landscapes, he abandoned an honourable profession,

the exercise of which he had successfully commenced, to seek by

painting to give e.vpression to his secret thoughts and the mys-

terious effusions of his melancholy.

Ruysdael is the painter of nature's elegies, and the poet of souls

tried by sorrow. He seeks out the most mysterious solitudes, the

most liidden recesses; he reclines at the base of a ruin, he wanders

amid forsaken tombs, he walks in melancholy mood on the banks

of torrents, whose murmuring fall lulls suflering humanity to rest,

contemplating at times the creeping ivy as it embraces the stems of

giant trees, or is reflected in the inundations of the plains. If there

be a corner of -the earth forgotten by human-kind, where mourning

nature seems to bewail her isolation, it is there he stops. He seems

in fiict, to have enjoyed that voluptuousness which Montaigne had

vaguely divined, without having felt it, when he wrote : "I fancy

there must be some relish of epicurism and delicacy even in the lap

of melancholy." It often sufficed him, to inspire this feeling, to

represent a lofty pine, whose foliage spreads out at the summit of a

tall and naked stem. The background of the landscape, ornamented

with wood, mingles with the vapours of the horizon ; the tree rises,

isolated and detached from all surrounding objects, into the deep

cerulean sky. Its immovable shadow darkens the waters of the

lake which surrounds the narrow promontory where its roots are

imbedded. A few cows are enjoying the refreshing fluid a little

further on, and the gurgling of the water against their sides is the

only sound that disturbs the solemn silence o." the retreat. Tlie

idea, the arrangement, and the composition of this picture are all of

the greatest simplicity, but the effect is nevertheless great.

But if we would fully comprehend the pathetic beauties whicli

Ruysdael knows how to spread over his works, even the most

simple in appearance, we must pause with deep respect before that

celebrated picture, which represents the " Cemetery of the Jews at

Amsterdam." Three or four tombs, composed of large stones,

hewn in a rude and simple style, lie scattered in disorder at the

foot of a great elm-tree. The uneven and stony ground, rarely

pressed by the foot of man, is covered with a rank growth of weeds

and long grass. In the background is seen a clump of trees, above

which rises the spire of a church. The sky is dark, but a bright

sunbeam breaks between the clouds, and falls upon this field of

death. The light of this sunbeam is dazzling ;
and the whiteness

of the gravestones, which are vividly illuminated, is enhanced by

the strong shadows which cover the other objects. There is some-

thing in the very brightness of this light which it is impossible to

flefine— something which seems to remind us that it falls in vain on

tlie tombs of the departed, that

—

" The sun of life can warm the dead no'more !"
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The sky, too, has a character mouruful beyond the power of hiu-

guage to express. It is veiled, like the earth, in a funereal hue.

What soleujii thought.s must fill the luiuds of those three Jews,
clothed in long robes, who arc threading the narrow path between
the tombs ! How touchingly suggestive ! The great painter has
represented soaring above tliose men, so faithful to those who are

no more, a flock of swallows, birds of remembrance, whose nests

may be found every summer in the same place.

Every one who walks througli the Dresden Gallery, where this

picture hangs, is struck with its melancholy aspect, which so

eloquently reminds the spectator of Hie dark history of a race every-

where anatliematised and proscribed. In the midst of those land-

scapes of the Dutch school, of tho.sc smiling pastorals of Karcl and
Van der Docs, this sublime picture imjjarts a shock to tlie mind.

By the side of those jiale Dutcli skies, we are only tlie more forcibly

struck by the sunlieam which falls upon those tombs, and briglitc-ns

a large broken stone, on which are cut certain illegible cliaracters.

There is nothing more solemn tlian such a spectacle, and nothing

more sad. The epitaplis become green under the weeping willow.

A dead and naked trunk elevates its leafles.s head near the tombs,

which are already themselves in a state of ruin, oflering a strong
contrast to tlie fine group of trees which ri.se vigorous and verdant,

as if to remind us, in the very bosom of death, of the ever-springing

youth of nature. There is in this picture an abyss of melancholy,

and to render it still more overpowering, the painter has intro-

duced into it the fall of a torrent, which disturbs the silence of the

tombs with the dashing of its waters.

A modern critic tells us that, in gazing upon this picture, lie

found it impossible to shake oS" the thought that Ruysdael might
have himself belonged to that persecuted race, which, at that time

sheltered in Holland, produced so many illustrious men. There

appeared to him, in this pathetic picture, something more than the
feeling of a great artist, and he was impressed with the idea that
so fine a work must have been ins|)ired by the sensibility of one of

the faithful over the tombs of his brethren. We know to what an
extent the Jews carry their resjiect for the graves of the departed,

anil that tliis feeling is amongst the number of their most cherished

traditions. Mourning among.st them was always excessively rigid
;

they beat their breasts, rent theii- clothes, covered their heads with

ashes
; and, mingled as they are with the Christian nations of the

West, they still preserve among them the vivacity of manifestation

peculiar to the Oriental races. Whether Ruysdael really beloligod

to the Hebrew nation, whose burial-place he has so devotedly

painted so often and with such a marked predilection, is a point

which must still continue in obscurity, oince this conjecture of

the critic's is based upon no other data than that alTorded by
this picture. The lives of paintere, however, are often written

more truthfully in their works than in books ; and how are we to

explain the frequency and the evident jileasure with which Ruys-

dael reproduced this picture, if he was not led into such scenes by

some impulse of religion and of the heart '

It is a remarkable circumstance, that Ruysdael excited the same
thoughts and produced the same emotions at diiferent epochs, and
that Taillasson, a writer of the time of Napoleon I., who belonged

by ejlucation to another class of literature, and had different ideas

from our own, criticised Ruysdael, and comprehended him as he is

comprehended and criticised by the jiresent generation, and with

precisely the same feeling. He speaks of those sylvan retreats,

" those wild heaths surrounded by sombre woods, where, separated

from the rest of mankind, far from the fatigues of pomj), in the

midst of silence and repose, one listens with respect to the sublime

voice of nature. The landscapes of Ruysdael frequently ofler

similar retreats, in which very few figures are seen ; the imagina-

tion delights to roam there, peopling them at will. He was fond

of painting those nooks and comers of woods, mysteriously illumi-

nated—favourable retreats for dreaming lovers and philosophers,

where we seat ourselves with a book, which we soon neglect for

thoughts we delight to indulge in ; these spots are almost always

divided and enriched by limpid brooks, which, in their tardy pro-,

gress, are embellished by the reflection of the sky that illumines

them, and of the banks .and trees whose freshness they nourish,

while the latter in return shelter them from the all-absorbing heat

of the sun. Sometimes ducks, geese, and silvery swans are seen

upon these pacific waters, undertaking voyagts which arc not of
long duration.

" We cannot find in the works of the painters of his country sncli

touching poetry as he las imparted to his own, which inspire a
tender melancholy

; this, doubtle.s.s, arises from the sjusibility of
his mind, from his choice of subjects, and from the deep tint of all

his greens. He hius often painted the tombs of the Jews at
Amsterdam. Those silent rcsting-place-s, surrounded by trees,

while niouMiiig the mind to sailuess, please the eye by their unity,
by the simplicity of tiieir forms, and by the harmony of their

colour. We do not see in his pictures the proud and terrible sites

of a miiuiitaiuous country
; nor do we see in them pomjious edifices,

or the noble ruins of siilendid architecture ; no broken pillars or
overturned capitals—the sorrowful remains of faded grandeur ; but
we see a rich soil, covered with abundant vegetjitiou, the strong
and harmonious colouring of nature, the airy vapour, the brilliancy

of light, and the modest habitations of a prudant people enriched
by their own industry."

There exist some very fine marine views by this painter, the
more precious Ijecause they are rare. He had not far to go to

seek his subjec's and his inspiration. At two leagues from
Amsterdam, where he had established himself, he found the Zuy-
derzee

;
and not far from that all the coast of Holland bathed by

the ocean. The Dutch school boa.sts many painters who have
shone in the representation of maritime scenery ; but those of

Ruysdael are easily distinguishable from others of the same descrip-

tion
; like all the rest of his works, they bear the stamp of his

genius. His is not the smooth and transparent sea of Van Goyen,

the foamy, billowy ocean of liakhuysen, nor the blue and rippling

water of Vandervelde. Ruysdael's waves are deep and sombie
;

his tempests have an indescribable distraction, and recall the

genius of Rembrandt. The Louvre possesses a marine picture by
this master, in which are seen some vessels in a squall. The
deserted beach oB'ers no other object than a wooden jetty, shaken

by collision with the waves. The colour of the water, which
becomes yellow at the approach of the hurricane, is admiralile for

its trutlifuliiess. The waves, in breaking, bend the long reeds

which h.ave taken rout in the mud round the jetty. They are seen

writhing and mixing with the .swelling Hood, still transparent,

though stirred up. Le.ad -colon red clouds hide the day ; it is flic

pre.sentiiiient rather than the spectacle of a storm ; we dn not sec

the danger of those at sea, but we can divine it, and the imagina-

tion magnifies it, struck by the powerful emotion im\Mirted by the

genius of the painter.

We have ilwelt thus long on the |ieculiar and, as Oerniaii critics

would call it, the mbje.dive character of the works of Ruysdael,

because it is that which essentially constitutes the originality and
genius of his works. It is in feeling tllftt the superiority of this

great painter consists ; and it may be said, that he felt nature even

more than he studied it. Valenciennes accuses him of having made
use of the means which Certain artists employ, who take as models

small branches of trees and small stones, in order to draw whole

trees and large rocks from them. " These artists," says he,

"believe they are painting their pictures from nature, while they

are only deceiving themselves ; for the more correctly they copy

these models, the more they increase the falsity of their painting.

And, in fact, for the same reason that the jiroportions of a child do

not resemble those of a man, the formation of a branch is of quite a

different character from the construction of a tree. The texture of

the bark is very different ; and on this point the humblest con-

noisseur cannot be deceived." It is not impossible that Ruysdael

may, now and then, have employed this convenient metluHl, which

rendered it unnecessai'y for him to leave his studio in order to

consult nature ; but io say that the majority of his trees are copies

froni pieces of wood found in fagots, is going too far. Ruysdael has

been cited at all times for the truthfulness of his trees, and

especially of the fidiage, which enables us to distinguish one from

another ; and also for that sharp and firm touch which deter-

mines the profile of the masses, and enhances the silvery colour of

the trunks by the vigorous tone of the foliage ; for example, the

smooth white bark of the birch and the beech, which shines through

the thickest verdure.

If Ruysdael has at times fallen into the fault of which Valeu-
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ciennes accuses him, it is in liis etchings rather than in his

paintings. It may he uhservcd, in fact, in the print known as

"The Cottage on the top of the Hill," that the fallen tree which

leans towards the right does not appear in proportion with the

rest of th(f objects, and may have been sketched from a small

bough. Such a liberty may be pardonable in an etching, in which

the artist wished to express for bis own use the sentiment, or the

recollection which occurred to him at the moment, r.ather than to

draw a correct and precise study ; but it would be inexcusable in a

finished picture, and this fault Ruysdael never committed. While

upon the su!>jcct of this uiasU'r's etchings, we may here give the

cntique of Bartsch : "His prints," says he, " denote the extreme

rapidity and light hand of their author. (Jiie might say, they are

ratlier written than drawn. The foliage is a spirited and confused

scratching, composed of a series of zig-zags, which serve in a

wonderful manner to represent real nature, every form of wliieh

should not be too clearly determined, if one wishes to avoid falling

into mannerism. There is nothing of what is called method, but a

rare taste, and the greatest truth reigns over all."

Ruysdael was the painter of melancholy. His pictures were but

the reflex of tlie workiugs of his own sombre and moody spirit

;

and doubtless tliey owe much of their im|iressiveness to the awe

was one of those upon whom th« burden sat inore heavily, and

who never sought to cast it off. Those who possessed some

buoyancy of spirit, whose attention was more easily diverted, saw

in his works the truthful expression of phases of their own inner

life. They saw that he had achieved on canvas what the pen could

never .accomplish—the expression of the sorrows and aspir.ations of

the soul, liy depicting the lonely and terrible in nature. What in

them was the result of passing caprice or disappointment, was in

him <an abiding principle. It was in nature, and in nature only,

that he found something to syni|iathise witli every phase of his

enduring melancholy ; in the waterfall there was the monotonous

but soothiug cadence, sweeter to him tlian the voices of .a choir, or

the sound of stringed iustrumenls ; and in the hollow meaning of

the winds through the pine forests he uttered his own griefe, in

accents that none might hear and mock at. The woes of Electra,

the " Sorrow's of Werler," and the gloom of Manfred, are combined

on his canvas in another form, but expressed no less solemnly and

mournfully than in the airy fancies of the poets. No other

exponent of this morbid sentimentality has ever met with so much

success. The language in which he speaks is that of the eye, the

same in all countries ; and the idioms he uses are of nature's own

devising, everywhere alike, and understood by all.

TiiK r.L^sTJO nr.inoE.

—

from a paintinci nv nmsiiAr.L.

with which the world ever lo"ks upon complete isolation fr.mi itselt

and its pursuits. It h.as little sympathy with tliose who seek it;

but if a man seeks to nurse a gre.at sorrow, and let it feed for ever

on his own life, nourishing it with the d.aily contemplation of wliat-

ever is gloomy in nature, without seeking relief from his feilows, it

watches his proceedings and chronicles his utterances with absorbing

interest. The shade of melancholy, remorse, sadness, or despair,

which has lent to the genius of Byron so much of its gloomy charm

in the eyes of the public, and which has shed interest upon the

story of tlie "Wandering Jew," is seen more distinctly in the

paintings "f Ruysdael than in either the poetry or the tale. He is

tiie only artist who has fully embodied that passionate longing for

rest and solitude, which, though it may be less active or recur less

frequently in the lives of some than of others, exists in all. Who
is there who cannot recall some hours of satiety or weariness, when

the dark glen, the secluded waterfall, the gloomy forest, the stormy

sky, the deep mist on the mountain top, or the hoarse dasli (d' the

surge on the lonely sea-shore, were sounds and scenes more welcome

than any he could find in the busy haunts of men ? This gloomy

luuod in m<»st men passes away like a morning cloud, and they

rouse themselves, retuni to society, and are happy ; but Ruysdael

A ijallery ol paintings is not complete uidess it contains sjnie by

Ruysdael, wdio, although he died young, left a great number.

The Museum of the Louvre possesses six, the most reuiark.able

of wdiieh are ;
— "A Forest crossed by a River," an admirable

picture, with figures and cattle by Berghem ;
" A Thicket," with

fine eifect of light, which rivets the attention of all who look

upon it; "A Windmill," with effect of the sun; .and "A
Tempest."

The Belvedere Gallery at Vienna po.s.se.ises two of Ruysdael's

pictures: "A Purest crossed by a Brook," and "A Woodland

Scene."

The Pinacothek at iVIunich has uo less than nine, among whieh

are "A Cascade," "A Steep Road," covered with trees ami

brushwood, and " A Snow Scene."

The Gtallery at Dresden has seven, of which the nnjst remarkable

are "A Village in a Wood," " The Chateau de Bentheim," and

."A Landscape," with figures by Adrian Vandervelde, whose

additions are more in harmony with Ruysdael's pictures than those

of Berghem.

The Jluseum at Amsterdam possesses only two of his : a magni-

ficent "Cascade," and " A Hilly Landscape."
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The Museum at the Hague contains three: "A Cascade," "A
Sea-shore," and "A View of the Environs of Haarlem."

The Museum at Berlin contains two, and that of Madrid the

same number, all forest scenes.

The Hermitage at St. Petersburg is very rich in Ruysdaels, and

some of them are of the first order. We may mention— " A Sandy

Boad," with a peasant followed by his dog; "A Pathway in a

Wood," on the verge of a stagnant pool ;
" A Landscape," iu whicli

the principal object is an old beech tree, struck by lightning, and

fallen into the waters of a torrent; and "An Oak Trco Ijlown

down by the Winds."

The Bourgeois Gfallery at Dulwicli College, a few miles from

London, contains five pictures by this master :—1. " A Landscape,"

a blasted tree in the foreground, and a single figure coming along

the road. 2. " A WaterfeU," with a hill in the distance. 3.

**A Landscape," with two mills. 4. "A Landscape." 5. *'A

View near the Hague "—very fine.

The private galleries of England cont^'iin many of this artist's

pictures ; that of Sir Robert Peel posses.<es two, which arc thus

described by Waagen ;
— " 1. ' A Grand Waterfall,' of .such trutli

able, because it showa the iullucucc which Hobboma sometiiues hod

over Kuysdacl. In the intention ami treatment it so much resembles

him, that it is ascribed to him in the catalogue. 3. "A Floodgate,"

with a windmill and other buildings; a picture which is particularly

pleasing by the brilliant sunlight, the clear water, and the powerful

colouring. 1. By the siile of a wooded hill a stream flows, in which

two fishermen are drawing their nets : the coolness of the wood and

water is particularly attractive In this picture, the tone of which is

dark. 5. A rapid stream rushes through a dark forest. Some
charcoal-burners and wood-cutters heighten the feeling and solitude

which predominate in this dark-toned picture, which was formerly

an ornament of the Lap6riere collection.

In the collection of Sir Abraham Hume is Ruysdael's "Corn-field"

(p. 117), a nearly flat country, with a number of cows and sheep,

admirably e-xecuted by Adrian V'andcrveldo.

There are five Ruysdaels in Lord Ashburton's collection, one of

which, representing a village, is of great merit; the others are

genuine and pl&asing pictures, but not of the first class.

In Aft". Ilt.pe's collection there is only one, which represents a

stream rushing between two pinc-chd hills. In the foreground a
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that you could fancy you heard it roar ; of a force and freshness in

the tone, and care in the execution, as we very rarely meet with in

such subjects by thi.s master. His model of sucli scenes was

evidently Everdingen, who was rather older, and, during a residence

in Norway, drew from the fountain of nature. This picture,

which came originally from the celebrated Brentano collection in

Amsterdam, was purchased by the late Sir Robert Peel from the

collection of Lord Charles Townshend. 2. ' A Winter Landscape,'

with a view of a canal, along which runs a ro.ad. The feeling of

winter is here expressed with more truth than I have hitherto

seen ; at the same time, the drawing, light and shade, and grada-

tion are masterly, and the touch wonderfully light and free."

The Bridgewater Gallery contains five Ruysdaels ;— 1. "View on

tlie plain near Haarlem," which is covered with trees; a ray of

light falls between dark shadows of clouds. The picture, which is

extremely well executed, inspires a feeling of deep melancholy. 2.

•A Wood," through which a road leads to a village, the church of

which appears. The numerous figures of horeemen, a cart, and

other figures, are by Philip Wouvermann. This fine picture, in

which the feelings of country life are vividly expressed, is remark-

bridge crosses it, over which a woman on a gray horse, a drover and

some cattle, by Adrian Vandervelde, are passing. Admirable in

compjsition and execution.

There are two Ruysdaels in Mr. Sanderson's collection :—1. In the

foreground of an extensive, rich plain, where villages, groves,

meadows, and cornfields alternate, the ruins of a castle are reflected

in a piece of still water, the surface of which is partially covered

with leaves. A bright sunbeam from the clouded, stormy sky —one

of the finest, perhaps, that RuysdacI ever painted— falls in the

middle distance. A profound, serious, melancholy feeling power-

fully impresses the teholder of this picture, which is the finest of

the kind by Ruysdael. The figures arc by Adrian Vandervelde.

2. A grand waterfall rushes between rocks in a wild country
;

equally distinguished by its size, composition, and careful execu-

tion.*

In Mr. Huysch's collection there are two Ruysdaels ;— 1. A
woody and well-watered country, with a dark, clouded sky, scantily

• For engravings of this and another excellent work of Ruysdael,

see vol, i. pp. U— 16, and pp. 248-250.
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illumi?iate(l by the beams of the evening sun. A very poetical,

carefully executed picture, in the style of his etchings. 2. A wood
on the water-side, with a small fall ; the figures by Adrian Vauder-

velde.

There is a small and very pretty landscape by Ruysdael in Sir

John Soane's Museum ; and one in the collection of the late Lord
Dudley, which represents an extensive plain, with all the attractions

which tliis artist knew how to give to such subjects, by correctness

of drawing, delicate gradation,''and striking lights. It is marked
with the name of Ruysdael, and the year 1660.

The Marquis of Lansdowne possesses, at Bowood, a magnificent
" Tempest," by Ruysdael, for which he paid £557 5s. We also

find pictures by this master in the possession of Mr. Beckford,

Lord Scarsdale, and the Marquis of Bute ; the latter possesses, at

Luton, the " Interior of the New Church at Amsterdam," with

figures by Wouvermann. This unique painting comes fi-om the

Bramcamp collection, and deserves particular notice, as differing

from all the other known productions of the artist. Waagen
remarks, that as this great master in his few sea-pieces rivals the

best pictures of the greatest marine painters, so in this he equals

the most celebrated painters of architectural subjects. The per-

spective and chiaroscuro are admirable.

There is a very fine Ruysdael in the collection of Mr. AYells.

"Few landscapes," .says Waagen, "so thoroughly express the

peculiar turn of mind of this master. A still, dark piece of water,

on the surface of which the lotus, with its broad leaves and

yellow flowers, flourishes in the refreshing coolness, is overshadowed

by the gigantic trees of a forest ; in particular, an already-decayed

and dying beech leans its white stem far over it. On the right

side of the picture are some hills in the distance ; the bright

daylight of the scarcely clouded sky cannot penetrate into the

mysterious gloom of the water protected by its trees. The artist

has felt, and represented with rare perfection, the sense of solitude

and quiet repose, which at times so refreshes the human mind in

n.ature itself."

Ruysdael left a great number of drawings in crayon and Indian

ink ; the Museum of the Louvre possesses three— " An Effect

of the Sun ;" a " Landscape," and a view of a " Road crossed by a

Brook." In 1775, at the sale of the rich cabinet of Mariette, the

celebrated amateur, a "Landscape," in the foreground a trunk of

a tree, and in the background a village spire, sold for £187 19s.

Two other drawings, one representing a "Cottage," the other a
"Mill," sold for £400.

At the sale of Couut Rigal's remarkable cabinet of prints, which

took place in 1817, ten etchings by Ruysdael—all that are known
to exist—were sold for £97 Is. Sd.

Of all the great Dutch masters, Ruysdael was one whose talent

was the slowest in being ajipreciated by amateurs ; it is but very

lately that his pictures have begun to command a price worthy of

them. In 1745, at the sale of the Chevalier de la Roque's

collection, directed by the celebrated valuer, Gersaint, two " Land-

scapes" by this master were sold at £120 5s. Another, like the

preceding two, in a carved and gilded fiame, produced only £37 23.

A fourth, with figui-esby Wouvermann, rose to i£72 18s. Twenty-
five years later, at the sale of the Duke of Choiseul's collection, the

"Entrance to the Wood" was sold at £900; a "View of the

Sea-coast of Schevelingue," and a "Sea-shore bordered with

Downs," brought £70 17s. Five years afterwards, at the sale of

the Prince de Coati's collection, in 1777, these same pictures were

sold at £2,401. In 1801, at the Robit sale, a "Cascade," by
Ruysdael, rose to £133 6s. ; but at the Rouge sale, in 1818, a
" Landscape," with figures by Vandervelde, was pushed up to

£1,208 6s. ; and another, equally admirable, with figures by the

same talented ally, to £520. In 1S23, at M. Laperiere's sale, a

"Marshy Forest" obtained £304 3s.; and a "Snow Scene,"

£181 9s. At the Duchess of Berri's sale, in 1837, the "Great
Oak " was sold at £152 10s. ; and a "Wooded Landscape " at the

same price. When the collection of Cardinal Fesoh, at Rome, was
sold, in 1845, the " Torrent" was sold for X145 5s. ; a " Cascade"

for £208 6s., and the "Entrance to a Wood" fur £291 13s.

R>iy.sdael almost always signed his etchings and his paintings in

the manner represented below.

PICTURE CLEANING.

Of all the vexed questions upon art, that of cleaning and restoring

pictures is the most vexed. Of other ijuestiuncs ve.ratai some get a

solution, or are pushed from public notice ; but every now and then

tliis again arises. When the pictures of the National Galleries are

nearly spoilt through dirt and neglect, they get removed and

undergo the process of cleaning. Then it is that the smouldering

vengeance and anger abounding ag.ainst picture-dealers and cleaners

burst forth. The "Cl.aude" has been, not cleaned, but '•skinned ;"

such was the name invented some few years ago.
'
' The beautiful

middle tone, the divine aerial perspective, has been entirely de-

stroyed by the ignorant and bungling persons emjjloyed upon it."

The unfortunate person who gave the very necessary order for

cleaningthe "Claude" was of course assailed as much, or more, than

the unknown operator. The leading journal containSj day after

day, objurgations upon him ; the other papers take up the subject

;

the monthlies, which should know, if we believe their professions,

something about art, revile him ; and the comic joui-nals, not wish-

ing to lose so good au opportunity, brin.g ridicule at last to over-

whelm him.

We iiurpose, in a short paper, to consider, therefore, what this

picture-cleauuig is, upon which so much has been said, witliout

pi'oducing at all a clear idea in the minds of any.

The non-education of the general pnblic in matters of taste led,

some fifty years ago, or perhaps earlier than that, some hundred

years ago, to a state of things very hurtful both to the artist and

the buyer, and eventually to the seller also. A class of rich people,

much ridiculed by caricaturists, sprang up, who called themselves

connoisseurs. We need not say that these people had no canons of

art, had no taste, and that they were very sorry and silly people.

They perpetrated the most egregious blunders, as all people wUl

who pretend to know that which they do not know. They filled

their country mansions with great rublush, and made the name of

a rich Englishman sjTionymous with that of a gull throughout

Italy. Their rage was to buy up Italian masters. Age seemed to

them to confer every meilt ; and next to age, foreign extraction

seemed to please them. Hence meritorious artists of our own country

starved. Vile copies of "Claude" were passed ofi" as originals,

whilst Richard Wilson, for his daily bread, was compelled to paint

picture after picture, and take it to the pawnbroker, till, indeed,

that constant friend failed him, and took him to a room where lay

piled his unsold works.

We have seen what efiect the connoisseurs had upon the country

;

their taste led to some mistakes in our own national collection, but

it did worse than this—it created that pest of art, the dishonest and

ignorant picture-dealer, who joined to his vocation that of " picture-

cleaner." The false glows which the manufacturer's of Italy had

spread upon their Claudes were liable to fade ; the very excellent

baking which produced the curious and antique cracks—marks of

antiijuity looked for so earnestly by tlie connoisseur—were apt to

make, after a time, the paint fall ofi' entirely, and leave a great

hiatus, alas !

—

mcucime drflcnda—which the restorer's art alone could

re-|iatch. The branch of trade was lucrative ; when the restorer
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once got into a gentleman's gallery, he seldom went out without

cleaning the whole, lot, and perhaps taking the order for a few

other pictures which he had liy liim, perfectly genuine.

Well might honest \Yilliam Hogarth, compelled to raffle his im-

mortal works, rave at such a fate. Connoisseurs could see no

merit in William, and he hit them too hard with his pen and

pencil for them to relish his productions. Yet he had hopes of

some day seeing the ancients defeated, and his '
' Battle of the

Pictures," whei'eiu the "Modern Midnight Conversation" had

worsted an old master's group of hvcohanals, gives a shrewd hint

of what he would like to have seen.

William Hogarth died, however, long hefore the reign of

Madonnas, saints, St. Sel)astians, and M.agdaleus, and the thousand

classical pendants which accompanied them dieil out. Apollo

never flayed Mar.syas with more perseverance than did the con-

noisseurs the modems. The school also of the modems w.ia a liad

one. There was little or no study iji it. What cared Barry or

Northoote about costume? What cared Sir George Beaumont

about truth in landscape, so long as he could stick in his inevitable

" brown tree?" Looking at a green and fresh study of a landscape

of early summer, by a rising artist-, the illustrious amateur. Sir

Cfeorge, makes this immortal »t\iery : *'Ah, it is all very well,

young man—very pretty, very pretty ; but where do you put your

' brown tree ?'
"

Those dark days were glorious times for picture-dealers, and

even later than that many have made fortunes. Ljitterly they have

been driven from town, but seem, for some time, to have gained a

standing in provincial towns. Manchester was once a glorious

place for them. The mill-ownei's, immersed in business, had not

the slightest idea about pictures ; and these gentry '
' worked " the

town. It is upon record that one of them, in the course of a

fortnight, sold more than twenty thousand pounds' worth of pic-

tures—w'e should word the phrase differently—pictures the price of

which amounted to that sum ; not one of which juctures was

genuine ! Now, indeed, honest sellei-s find a difficulty in getting

rid of their paintings in th.at town. The cotton lords have been

once bitten and are twice shy.

It was to the interest of such sellers to cry up the old masters.

Upon the works of modern artists they could not get so great a

profit, nor could they sell fictitious pictures if the artist was alive

to deny it. They, therefore, still kept to the old masters, and to

cleaning.

The latter art, which, if properly can-ied out and taken ,at a

proper time, is one of the easiest and simplest imaginable, they

made into a mystery. A portrait of a lady—generally, it would

seem, by Lely, or some copyist—^hung up at their door, divided

with much precision in two halves, whereof one is white and the

other black, or nearly so. The light half represents that cleaned

by an *
' entirely new " process ; it is generally of brilliant colour,

and frequently by no means badly painted ; so well done, indeed,

thtit people are rather apt to wish that the whole of the picture

were cleaned.

The art of cleaning has been tei'mcd by some of its professors a

" mystery ;" and a professur of tlio art, who has produced a very

insuflicient and- puffing pamphlet upon it,* has told us that ** a

picture-dealer remarked the other day, that an artist could not

restore a painting ; and this h.as been carefully instilled into the

minds of the public." We will not follow Mr. Watkins any further

in the half-dozen pages which form the pamphlet, but we must

remark that Mr. Watkins gives not the slightest solution of the

difficulty. The mystery, which he tells ns truly enough is no

mystery, merely consists in the common fact of fools having

rushed in

" Where angels fear to tread."

The artist has been too timid to .attempt to restore the work of a

great master ; the dealer, therefore, has lioldly offered to do his

work, and has caiTied ofiF the job and has spoilt the picture.

The dirt which collects upon the face of a picture and which

obscures the subject, arises from various causes. If it be only

simple dirt, the best way to clean it is to wash it with clean water,

rubbing it with a soft piece of le;ither. The picture ought then to

be rubbed in a circular manner with the fingers'' ends, sii as to get

the dirt oft' in small patches, and thereby to render visible the con-

trast between the true colour and the dirt. If it has been var-

nished with nuistic, which has clouded and thus has got the dirt

amalgamateil with it, the surface of the picture will be covered

with a white resinous dust, which may be blown away. Thi.s

process is a very delicate but a very -safe one, as, by carefully

proceeding in the manner described, the light and delicate touches

of the mxster need not be interfered with.

Copal varnish, which is often used—some being so mad ns to

have absolutely used coach-maker's varnish— is of a hai^Jer kind.

It requires a very dilforcnt treatment. It is removed by rubbing

with India-rubber or with sea or river sand, the particles of which

are round, and which do not scratch. Sometimes this even fails

to remove the copal ; the method then employed is to use apiriU of

wine, which, being applied lightly to the picture, in a short time

softens the varnish, so that it can then be removed. Oil, also, is

used in softening the varnish ; but the methods of cleaning arc

almost as numerous as the profesiiors of the art. Two certain

results arise from any picture that is cleaned.

Firstly, the contrast will geueniUy be so great U|>on the imme-

diate exhibition of the picture to the owner's eyes, that the colours

will look raw, and the picture will appear crude, as is the case

with the Claudes which have been cleaned scientifically.

Secondly, if the artist has, as Sir Joshua Reynolds did, painted

with bad colours, or has himself produced unfair effects with

resinous gums and varnish, the spirits of wine will, with the

varnish, remove these effects also, and the picture will be, so far,

S|)oilt. The injurious effects of tampering with colours is seen in

Hilton's picture of "Sir Calepine rescuing Serena," formerly in the

National Gallery ; but the eye of the Lady and part of the face

having given way, and absolutely m(»ved, the picture was removed

for repairs ; since which, we believe, the public has not seen any

more of it.

In restoring a picture, the surface must first be rendered flat,

the inequalities ironed or pressed down, and the cracks and in-

juries filled up. This is generally done with gold-size and flake-

white in powder, which, when dry, is rubbed even with the

surface with pumice-stone. The next process is to restore the

parts by ]t.ainting over them, which requires, of course, an artist of

ability to match the colour and to catch the tone.

Such arc a few of the difficulties of picture-cleaning, which, on

consideration, resolve themselves into those cusily got over by care,

knowledge, and industry, and which art has about it none of the

mystery, only solved by cabalistic performances, with which its

ignorant professors have hitherto, to the detriment of art, sur-

rounded it.

* The " Mystery of Picture Restoring Unveiled,"

Watkins. London, 18-54.

by W. W.

EXHIBITION OF THE FINE ARTS IN BRUSSELS.

T[|E recent exhibition of the works of modern artists in the Belgian

capital will, we trust, give an impetus to the progress of the fine

ai-ta in a country which, notwithstanding the brightness of its tra-

ditional glory, is very much behind its neighbours at the present day,

as regards the production of works of art and their appreciation.

Since the close of the seventeenth century Belgian h»s produced

scarcely a sculptor or painter of eminence. During the first half of

the eighteenth century Belgian artists followed the feeble mannerism

which prevailed in France at the same period, and in the latter

half they followed David with equal deference, and with no better

success. The romantic school of France still influences Belgian art

to a considerable ext«nt, though some of the pictures recently ex-

hibited show a tendency to strike into new paths on the one hand,

and to revert to the style of the old Flemish school on the other.

One of the most striking pictures in the recent exhibition was a

very fine one by M. Alexandre Thomas, who is already well known

by his pictures of "Judith" and "Hagar in the Wilderness." In

every review of the exhibition, a notice of this picture occupies the

first place, and the admiration it creates is a worthy crowning of the

artist's previous hibonrs. The subject is on^ of the grandest that
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ever occuri'ed to the imagination ot painter or poet ; it is "Judas

wandering by night, after the Condemnation of Christ." The evan-

gelists tell us in a, few words that the apostate who betrayed the

Saviour was struck with remorse when liis Master was condemned

tn the cross, and going to the temple, cast down the thirty pieces

of silver—the reward of his treachery—at the feet of the high pi-iest,

and went out and Ifanged himself. The choice of the subject, no

less than the manner in which it is executed, sliows that the

artist possesses genius of no common order. M. Thomas has se-

lected an incident marking a moment of time during the agony of

remorse and despair which drove the wretched apostate to fill up

the measure of his guilt with the crime of suicide. He has placed

the horror-stricken and despairing wretch on the summit of Gol-

gotha, in presence of the cross on which his Master has yielded up

catastrophe recorded by the evangelists ; for the state of mind so

forcibly depicted on that haggard countenance there can be no rest

—annihilation would be preferable. The thought which inspired

this picture is just and profound, and the execution is equal to the

conception. Brute strength in repose has never been repre.sented in

a more masterly manner than in the figures of the two sleeping

carpenters. The entire picture is conceived in that style of blended

simplicity and grandeur, which belongs to the narr.ative from whicli

its suiyect is taken. The effects of the two lights, the clear and

silvery moonbeams a7id the red glare of the fire, are managed with

great skill, and notwithstanding the contrast, a profound harmony

reigns over the whole picture.

A picture of totally different character, and of much smaller

dimensions, is "The Imprisoned Family" of M. (rallait, which

THE DKAOH.—FROM A PATNTINO BY KUVSDAEL.

his soul in torment. At the foot of the cross, two men, the builders

uf the horrible ippar,atus of death, are sleeping near a fire made ou

the ground, which throws a red and sinister light over the scene.

It is night, and the clear moonlight falls on other parts, and brin.^s

into relief the figure of Judas, whose pale and haggard countenance,

disordered haii-, and wild eyes indicate a soul rent with anguish and

borne down by the weight of an intolerable remorse. With his left

hand he supports himself against a rock ; in bis right he holds

the thirty pieces of silver for which he rendered lus name for ever

infamous. The extremity of remorse and despair have never beeh

depicted with greater pjower than by M. Thomas in the countenance

of Judas. All around him is the tr.anquillity of nature ; he is alone

on the scene of his crime's sad result, for the two workmen of Pilate

sleep, and profound silence reigns around. It is easy to foresee the

exhibits a considerable improvement on that ai-tist's former cilorts.

It contains three figures, a young man, a woman, and an infant,

who .are placed in the light which falls upon the centre of the picture

from the grated window of the prison. To soothe their depressed

spirits and troubled minds, the prisoner is playing on his violin a

favourite air of their happier days. The sentiment is good, but

critics observe in the picture some of those defects of execution

which M. Gallait has displayed before. The same artist also

exhibits a "Croatian Sentinel," which is a fine study, but has no

pretension to be called a picture.

Tlie most prolific artist of the modern school of Belgium, if such

can be said to exist, is undoubtedly M. Slingeneyer. Arrived at

an early age at those distinctions which are ordinarily accorded to

the veterans of the art, he has not slept under his laurels, but

i

I
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produced a constant succession of works. Audacity and perseve-

rance are qualities whicli he possesses largely, and which are im-
portant elements of success. He is not uniformly happy in his at-

tempts, hut all his works show that he posses.ses the chief (lualili-

cations which constitute the master —genius, enthusiasm, and l«il(l-

ness. M. Slingeneyer exhibits this year a picture of the in.saue

mother of Charles V. holding in her arms the corpse of her husband.
History affords some curious details bearing upon this not very

pleasing subject. Joanna of Spain was the victim of a mono-
maniaoal passion, a fever of the senses and the brain, which dis-

played itself during the life of her husband, the Archduke Philip

of Austria, in alternations of frenzied ardour, devouring melancholy,

and causeless jealousy. Wlien he died, this diseased amativene.«s,

as the phrenologists would call it, was displayed in manifestations

of the same wild passion that had preyed upon her while he lived.

The painter has depicted one of the melancholy scenes which

and procuressesdrink ginaround the coffin which contains his mother •

but Hogarth's picture conveyed an impressive moral, while M.
Slingeneyer only ministers to a morbid taste. Next year we hope
to see a more pleasing subject, treatcil with «|ual skill. His
" Zaiinikin," the heroic fisherman of Fumes, who fell in the war
between Flandei-s and France, is a very fine study, somewhat
monotonous in colour, perhaps, but drawn with the energy and
vigour which characterise all his productions.

M. Hamman exliHuts several ))icturc3, of which the principal is

"The Mass of Adrian Villacrt," which posses.sea all the (jualitics

that have distinguished this artist's former efl'orls. Adrian
Viliaert, a musician of Bruges, composed at the Academy of St.

l*Iark, in Venice, a grand ma.ss, which produced a profnund sensa-
tion. The artist has represented him seat«d l>efore the organ ; the
inspiration of genius is seen in hi.s countenance, ami his fingera

touch the keys with the grace and energy of a masti r. Near him

1 ll
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followed
; Joanna is seated on the foot of the bed, holding in her

arms her husband's corpse, on which she lavishes the caresses that

were his in life. The infant Charles is present, whose innocent

ace contrasts strongly with the horror of the scene ; one of his

hands caresses the livid hand of his father, the other plays with

the crown, under which he was destined to domineer over Europe.

This picture elicits expressions of opinion the most conflicting
;

some praising it with as much vehemence as others condemn it.

The execution is of the linest order ; the head of Joanna is happily

conceived, the body of Philip is vigorously painted, and all the ac-

cessories are traced with the hand of a master ; but the taste which

led to the selection of such a subject is very questionable. We are

forcibly reminded, in looking at it, of the last pictm-e of that

pictorial comedy of Hogarth's—the "Harlot's Progress ;" in which

the innocent child of shame is winding up his top, while courtezans

sit three monks, who pLiy stringed instruments ; and behind them
are three others, two of whom accompany him with their voices,

while the third is playing a flute. In the background the doge is

seated in a ch.air of state, surrounded by the members of the

Council of Ten, and on the left are two beautiful women, all of

whom listen to the solemn strains with rapt attention. We sec at

a glance that the performance is regarded as an event : all the

acti)i-s are interested in the action, and the music to which they are

listening evidently absorbs the whole attention of every one. The
heads of the two singing monks are a fine study. The colouring

of this picture is more harmonious, and we remark leiu of that

gray tone which characterised some of the arti.it's former pro-

ductions. "The Fir3t-lx)m " is a charming composition ; and his

" Family of the E.xecuted Criminal," conceived in the style of the

romantic school, is a very fine piece of colouring.
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We find in the exhibition the works of three young men, dis-

tinguished by very diverse qualities, but all aifoi'ding promise of a

brilliant career. The first, M. Verlat, has already achieved no

small success in Paris ; the second, M. Cermak, announced himself

by a very remarkable work in the exhibition of 1851 : the third,-

whose genius has now for the first time revealed itself, is M. Jules

Pecher. M. Yerlat made his ddhU in Paris three years ago, when

he produced " Pepin the Short overcoming a Lion in the Circus,"

a remarkable work for so young an artist; but his subsequent

works have less of the style and ra inner of the modem French or

romantic school, and approach more to the old Flemish school.

The picture in the exhibition is a commission from the Belgian

government; the subject, "Godfrey of Bouillon at the Assault of

Jerusalem." It is a fine composition, tre.ited with boldness and

vigour ; the figures evince the hand of a master. The present pro-

duction of M. Cermak is " The Propagation of the Koman Catholic

Faith in Bohemia," an interesting phase of the history of liis

country; for this young artist, though long resident in Brussels,

and a pupil of Gallait, belongs to the heroic race which produced

John Huss, Procopius, and Ziska. The incident is taken from the

period when Austria was engaged in purifying Bohemia from the

taint of heresy, giving her for apostles the monk and the soldier.

The artist has represented the interior of a miserable hut, at the

moment that the missionary monk is leaving it, after exchanging

the im.ages of orthodoxy for the symbols of the Hussite heresy,

leaving the inmates plunged in gloomy reflections. The eyes of the

old man, whose gray beai'd fills upon his broad chest, are fixed

upon the ground; the countenance of his son has a menacing

expression, though he'ijlays with a noble-looking dog, ag if to hide

his feelings. The little children play joyously with the images

which remind their elders of the martyrdom of Jerome and Huss,

and the persecution of their disciples. There are in this picture a

profound philosophy and a maturity of thought and execution, which

place the artist in the first rank among living painters. The third

of the constellation, M. Jules Pecher, exhibits a " Christ bearing

his Cross," which reminds the spectator of the manner of Crayer

and the pupils of Rubens. The suffering expressed in the attitude

of the principal figure, and the serene majesty which beams from

his countenance, are conceived and executed in a manner beyond

all praise.

There .are in the exhibition a number of very Urge pictures,

many of which are not above mediocrity, and may therefore be well

passed over w-ithout notice. "The Battle of Gravelines," by M.

Van Severdonck, is one of these vast compositions; but, unlike

many of this class, it is drawn with vigour, and though, perhaps,

too full of details, is a work which will repay the time spent in

examining it. " Christ calling little Children," by M. Dellacqua,

is not without some good points, but rather monotonous in colour,

and inferior, on the whole, to his " Christ on the Mount;" but the

best picture by this ai-tist is undoubtedly " Mary Stuart insulted

by the Populace of Edinburgh." The unfortunate queen is on

horseback, surrounded by an angry and menacing mob, whose

aspect fills her soul with terror. The cavalier near her is drawn
with a masterly hand, and the architecture is treated with remark-

able skill; altogether, it is one of the best historical paintings

which have been exhibited in Brussels for some years. M. Stallaert,

the present director of the Academy of Toumay, also exhibits a

commendable historical painting, representing the death of the

popular hero, Everard de R'serclaes.

That str.ange phantasy of the last days of Charles V., when,

after having re.>signed the imperial crown, and lived for years in the

solitnde of a cloister, he celebrated his own obsequies, lying down

in his coffin, and joining in the penitential hymns of the monks,

has ftund a pictorial record in the studio of M. Robert. But it is

not the funeral which the artist has depicted ; when that solemnity

was concluded, Charles sat long before the "Last Judgment" of

Titian, and then was c.anied to his bed, which he never quitted

till the day lie was finally carried to his last resting-place. M.

Robert, who has executed this picture for tlie Belgian government,

has adopted the idea that the feeling wliich influenced Charles, in

his abdication and retirement into solitude, was remorse ; he has

represented him, not as the man of sufl'ering, devoured by religious

melancholy, but as the tyrant trembling at the admonitions of

conscience. Apart from the interest given to it by this new idea,

the picture is a very creditable one ; the artist likewise exhibits a

well-executed portrait of the Prince of Ligny.

"The Virgin of the Afflicted " is the title of a grand picture by

M. Dobbelaere, the harmony and brightness of the colours in which

remind us of the old masters of the Venetian school. " The Con-

federates of the Compromised Nobles " is a composition full of

merit, fi-om the studio of M. Huysmans, the subject being taken from

an episode of the revolution in the Netherlands in the sixteenth

century. M. Gerard exhibits an episode of the Belgic conquests of

Julius C;esar, " The Hostages," in which the two oxen attached to

the car containing the hastages are remarkably well drawn, and

the whole picture marks M. Gerard as an artist of considerable

promise.

M. Leys, one of the most poetic of modern painters, has sent to

the exhibition four pictures, all posse.s.sing great merit, though the

most beautiful is indubitably his " F.aust and Wagner," in which

he has thoroughly identified himself with the genius of the im-

mortal Goethe. It is the scene before the gate of Nuremberg, the

festival of Easter, which M. Leys has chosen for his subject ; and one

more pleasing could scarcely have been selected. Faust and

Wagner are seated on a bench, and before them pass the burghers

and artisaus of the city, with their wives and sweethearts, clad in

their holiday attire.

" Forth from the arched and gloomy gate,

Tlic multitudes, in bright array.

Stream forth, and seek the sun's warm ray !

Their risen Lord they celebrate.

For they themselves have also risen to day !

From the mean tenement, the sordid room.

From manual craft, from toil's imperious sway,

From roofs' and gables' overhanging gloom,

From the close pressure of the narrow street.

And from the churches' venerable night,

They've issued now from darkness into light."

A middle-aged burgher and his wife, with their two children, and

a pair of lovers, are the principal figures in the foreground of the

picture ; the young girl with the book under her arm, and the

little cross on her bosom, is much more like the Marguerite of the

poet than was the ideal creation of M. Aiy Schefter. The Faust,

too, differs from the common type ; there is an air of deep thought

in the countenance which accords with the character of the daring

student at that period of its development. The sentiment and

colouring of the picture are equally good, and the character given

to the figures shows that the artist has well studied the poem from

which the subject is taken.

We have now passed in review the principal works of Belgian

artists in the departments of history and poetry, and must reserve

our notice of the genre painters, and also of the French, Dutch,

and German artists, for a future occasion.

SIE THOMAS LAWEENCE.
TjiS e.irly history of this eminent artist is mingled with the v.aricd

fortunes of his father, who had been educated for the law, but,

from a fatal unstea^liness of character, became successively an
•attorney, a dabbler in literature, a comedi.an, an excise officer, a
farmer, and an innkeeper, without prospering in either of these

various vociitions. The future court painter was the youngest of

sixteen children, most of whom had died in infancy, .and was liorn

on the 4th of May, 1769, at Bristol, within a few doors of the

birthplace of Southey. Shortly afterw.ardij his parents removed to

Devizes, where for sevenal years they kept the Black Bear public-

house. Being a fine child, with full dark eyes and a very melodious

voice, his father taught him to recite passages from Shakspeare
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and Milton f.ir the oatertainment of his customera; and his talent

for declamatiua won praUos from suoh competent judges as Garriok
and Mi's. Siddous.

At the age of seven, young Lawrence began to sketch portraits

with singular fidelity, and two years later, having read Rogers's
" Lives of Foreign Painters," and seen the paintings at Corsham
House, the seat of the Methuens, he produced some pictures

which, together with his portraits, were thus spoken of at the time
by the Hon. Daines Barrington :

—" As I have mentioned so many
proofs of early genius in children, I cannot pass unnoticed a Master
Lawrence, sou of an innkeeper, at Devizes, iu Wiltshire. At the

age of nine, without the least instruction from any one, he was
capable of copying historical pictures in a masterly style, and also

succeeded amazingly iu compositions of his own, particularly that

of 'Peter denying Christ.' In about seven minutes he scarcely

ever failed of drawing a strong likene.ss of any person present, which
had generally much freedom and grace, if the subject permitted."

When young Lawrence was ten years old, his father, having
failed in business once more, removed to Oxford, where the juvenile

artist was announced as a portrait-painter. His fame had gone

before him, and there was a rush to his studio ; though of course

his sitters must have been actuated ouly by the same curiosity and
love of novelty that prompted so many persons to run after Tom
Thumb. He was an infant prodigy, and therefore the rank and
fashion of the place flocked lo see him. When the excitement was
over, and no more money was to be made in Oxford, the Lawrences
removed to Bath, where they hired a large hou.se, sent the sisters

of the young artist to hoarding-school, and raised his price from

a guinea to a guinea and a half. His portrait of Mrs. Siddons, as

Zara, was admii-ed and engraved; and his fame spread far and
wide. His studio, before he was twelve years old, was the favourite

resort of the rank, fashion, and beauty of Bath
;
young ladies loved

to converse with the handsome prodigy, and men of tast« pur-

chased his crayon heads, which he produced in great numbers, and
circulated them all over the country, and even the continent.

He w:is seventeen years of age when he first dipped his brush iu

oil colours, and began to free himself from the captivating facilities

of crayons. He aspired to become a great painter, and studied in

succession the works of Rembrandt, Reynolds, and Titian ; but in

the meantime it was necessary to live, and this he accomplished satis-

factorily by painting portraits. His fame had hitherto been wholly

provincial, and he longed to obtain distinction in the raetniijolis.

A copy of " The Transfiguration " of Raffaelle, painted on glass at

the age of fifteen, was sent to the Society of Arts, who awarded the

young artist a gilt silver palette and five guineas ; and shortly

afterwards he came to London, and opened an exhibition of his

works iu Leicester Fields, a situation which had been rendered

popular by the fame of Sii' Joshua Reynolds. But the attraction of

juvenility was gone, and money came slowly in at first. Fortunately,

he had stopped at Salisbury on his way to the metropolis, and had

there reaped a harvest by no means insignificant, so that ho could

afford to wait. After a time, he removed his studio to Jermyn-

streef, and entered himself at the Royal Academy, where his

drawings of the" "Fighting Gladiator" and the "Belvedere

Apollo " surpassed all competition.

Satisfied with his success iu this instance, he was now desirous

of being introduced to Sir Joshua Reynolds, a pleasure which was

procured for him by Prince Hoare, one of his earliest patrons.

The great artist spoke encouragingly to him, and young Lawrence

was much pleased with the interview. Persons who had heard of

his fame at Bath now began to employ him, and in a short time,

tliongh he lived expensively and was very charitable, ho was able to

allow his parents the sum of three hundred a year. He spent

much of his leisure, at this time, in the society of Smirke, the

architect, and Fuseli, the great painter ; and when the conversa-

tion flagged, he would jump up and recite passages from Milton,

with a softness of voice and gentleness of manner, " very much,"

as Fuseli said, "like Belial, but decidedly unlike Beelzebub."

One of the first works he executed in London was '
' Homer

Reciting the Iliad to the Greeks," a commission from Payne Knight

;

the picture was well drawn, and had considerable delicacy of

colour, but it was wholly deficient in sentiment. Indeed, the

whole strength of his genius lay in portxait-paintiug ; and though

he seems to have been impressed with the idea that he could havo

become a great historical painter, his studies prove that he had not

the genius necessary to success in that lofty branch of the art. Hin
next picture, however, was in his own field, and laid the founda-

tion of his feme ; this was the portrait of the beautiful and fascinat-

ing Miss Farren, afterwai-ds conntess of Derby. The rcsendihuico

was striking
; and Fuseli pronounced the eyes i:qiml to any (iniutcd

by Titian, than which there could bo no higher praise ; but by a
strange want of taste and propriety, the charming actress was
represented, though clad in a clonk and muff, with naked nrni».

This caused the picture to bo severely criticised ; but the public

received it with favour, and Lawrence's portraits in oil of tlio

queen and the prince.'is Amelia, which apjieared in the Royal

Academy Exhibition of 1788, showed that ho liad won royal

l)atronage and favour.

George III., having been chiefly instrumental in founding the

Academy, conceived the strange idea that he had the right lo

nominate its associates, and proposal Lawrence ; but the latter

was only twenty-one years of age, and his M.ijcsty had himself

approved and sanctioned the rule that no asisociatc should bo

admitted until he had attained his twenty-fourth year. Tho
difticuHy was met by the suggestion, that Lawrence should bo mado
a sort of supplementary associate until he had attained the neces-

sary years ; and this proposition was supported by Reynolds and

West ; but the majority opposed it, and elected an artist, Wheatley,

in spite of the royal recommendation. Lawrence was again pro-

posed on the occasion of another vacancy ; and, notwithstanding

the opposition of several membere, who pronounced the evasion of

their laws a subversion of order and an attack on their inde-

pendence, he was elected a s\ipplenientary associate—a fiivour

which no one has enjoyed either before or since.

In the following year, 1792, on the death of Sir Joshua Reynolds,

Lawrence received the ajipointment of Painter in Ordinary to the

king. The portrait of Miss Fan-en had done much for his fame,

but this mark of royal distinction did more. His preferment caused

some envious munnurings ; for Opie, Hoppner, and Romney were

then in the zenith of their repuUition, and nothing but the gentle

and conciliatory nature of the young artist prevented him from

making many enemies. He had now become a person of note ami

consideration, took splendid apartments in Old Bond-street, and

made his friend Farington, the artist, his secretaiy and chamber-

lain, allowing him to draw twenty pounds per week for domestic

expenses. His usual price at this ] criod was a hundred guineas

for a full-length portrait, fifty fur a half-length, and twenty-five for

the head only. His first commission from royalty was for whole-

lengths of his Majesty and the Queen, to be presente<I by Lord

Macartney to tho Kmperor of China ; and many persons of distinc-

tion were led by this circumstance to have their portraits painted

by him.

The envy which his success had excited pow found vent in an

audible whisper ; artists were not wanting who insinuated that lie

could copy, but not create—that it was well for his fame that the

ladies of England were lovely, and the gentlemen rich. Lawrence

was annoyed by these remarks ; but much as he longed to try his

powers as a painter of history, he was sensible that the artist who

paints from his imagination is repaid only with applause, while those

wlio minister to men's vanity by flattering them on canvas, receive

a reward more substantial. He therefore applied himself with

renewed diligence to portraiture, thinking of poetic and historic

subjects in the mean time, and making sketches in his leisure mo-

ments. At length, however, it began to be whispered that he was

engaged on a grand jioetic composition, which only his intimate

friends were permitted to see during its progress. The sublimity

of the conception, the grandeur of the outlines, and the splendour

of the colouring, were sp<iken of in terms of the highest praise.

The subject, however, remained a secret until the exliibition of

1797, when it proved to be "Satan addressing the Fallen Angels."

" Awake, arise, or be for over fallen."

Fuseli, whose success in subjects of this kind probably led him to

tliiuk the picture an intrusion u]wn his own peculiar domain, coai-

l>hiiued that the figure of Satan was his own—that Lawrence had

cojiicd some one of his designs. The following account of the
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matter, however, was given by Lawrence in a conversation with

Cunningham, and seems a sufficient explanation. "Fuseli, sir, was

the most satii-ical of human beings ; he had also the greatest genius

for art, of any man I ever knew. His mind was so essentially

poetic, that he was incapable of succeeding in any ordinary subject.

That figure of Satan, now before you, occasioned the only internip-

tion which our friendship, of many years' standing, ever experienced.

He was, you know, a great admirer of Milton, from whom he had

made many sketches. When he first saw my Satan, hew.as nettled,

and said, "You borrowed the idea from me." "I did take the

idea from you," I said ; '*butit was from your person, not from your

painting. When we were together at Stackpole Court, in Pembroke-

shire, you may remember how you stood on yon high rock which

overlooks the bay of Bristol, and gazed down upon the sea which

rolled so magnificently below. You were in raptures ; and while

you were crying,
— 'Grand! grand! Jesu Christ, how grand! how

terrific I' you put yourself in a wild posture ; I thought of the devil

looking into the abyss, and took a slight sketch of you at the mo-

ment ; here it is. My Satan's posture now, was youi's then."

rival. Owing to his gentleness of disposition, the rivalry continued

for a time in good temper ; but when the tide of public opinion

turned in favour of Lawrence, his rival vented his envy in spiteful

remarks. " The ladies of Lawrence," said he, "show a gaudy
dissoluteness of taste, and sometimes trespass on moral as well as

professional chastity." That there was some truth in the remark

must be allowed ; and it was observed by the poet Rogers, who
said, " Phillips shall paint my wife, and Lawrence my mistress.''

These comments were repeated in fashionable coteries, and proved

more injurious to Hoppner than to his rival. "All men laughed,"

says Cunningham, in his biography of the former, " and then began

to wonder how Lawrence, limner to perhaps the purest court in

Europe, came to bestow lascivious looks on the meek and sedate

ladies of quality about St. .James's and Windsor, while Hoppner,

limner to the court of a gallant young prince, who loved mirth and
wine, the sound of the lute, and the music of ladies' feet in the

dance, should, to some of its gayest and giddiest ornaments, give

the simplicity of manner and purity of style which pertained to the

Quaker-like sobriety of the other. Nor is it the least curious part

EKTUANCE TO A FOREST.—FROM A FAINTING BY RIVSDAEL.

The sublime conceptions ot MUton, however, required for their

embodiment a degree of talent in the upper walks of art which
Lawrence did not possess. His "Satan" wants the maje.sty and
stem defiance, the mingled pride, bitterness, and melancholy of the

fallen archangel. But Lawrence was satisfied with his jiicture, as

he usually was ; for perhaps no artist was ever better disposed to

be on civil terms with himself. But he did not trust his fame for

the season to "S.atan." He exhibited a very fine porti-ait of Mrs.
Siddons, which excited the admiration of all who saw it. About
this time, in the midst of the vexations caused by the criticisms on
his Miltonic picture, he lost his mother, whom he dearly loved,

and shortly afterwards his father, who, with all his faults, was
never unmindful of the blessing he enjoyed in such a son.

A rivalry had sprung up between Lawrence and Hoppner ; the
latter was portr.ait-painter to the Prince of Wales, a circumstance
which led all the court beauties of the day to flock to his easel.

Lawrence turned his attention to the alUu-ing graces and gentle
delicacies of his art, and at length began to gain ground upon his

of the story, that the ladies, from the moment of the sarcasm ot

Hoppner, instead of crowding to the easel of him who dealt in the

loveliness of virtue, showed a growing preference for the rival who
' trespassed on moral as well as proiessional chastity.'

"

Lawrence's next exhibition picture was "Coriolanus at the

hearth of Aufidius," in which John Kemble sat for the stern

Roman soldier. This picture was more successful than the

"Satan;" the fine figure and posture of Coriolanus, and the magni-

ficence of the colouring, charmed the public, and nearly disarmed

criticism. His "Cldef of Kintail," for which Lord Seaforth sat, was

less happy ; the costume displayed some errors in the details, and

the Highland bonnet seemed out of place on a powdered he.ad.

These deficiencies of taste and propriety show that Lawrence's true

walk was portraiture, and the portraits of Mrs. Angerstein and

other ladies, exhibited at the same time, were deservedly admired

or that simplicity of style which is the most difficult to attain of

all the charms of art.

'

' Coriolanus " was the first of a series of what Lawrence called
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"half-history" pieces, and was followed l.y "Rolla," "Cato," and

"Hamlet," John Kenilde sittin;^' foi- the whole series. Of these

pietuves "Cato" is the weakest, ami "llanilet" deeidedly the best.

"RoUa" is a splendid picture, almost faultlessly drawn, and finely

coloured; hut "Hamlet" is a work of the highest order—sad,

thoughtful, melancholy --a perfect realisation of the finest of the great

dramatist's conceptions. This picture, which most of our readers

have probably seen in the National Gallery, the artist himself placed

above all his works, except the "Satan ;" but it far surpasses the

latter in propriety of action, trutlifulness of expression, and j;randeur

of colouring. The light touches the head and breast, and falls on

Aniou^' the ladies of distinguished lieauty or of high rank, whom
he painted at this period, were the Prineeus of Wales, the I'riiice.ss

Charlotte, the Marchioness of Exeter, Lady Couynghani, Lady
Claude Hamilton, Lady Templeton, Mrs. Byng, Mrs. Thellu8.son,

Mrs. Williams, and Miss Lambe. Cf the undo jiortniits of this

tiiJK-, the most remarkable was that of C'urrau, the story of which

is thus told by Cunningham :
— "Under mean and harsh features,

a genius of the liighest order lay concealed, like a sweet keniel iu

a rough husk ; and so little of the true man did Lawrence perceive

in his first sittings, that he almost laid down his palette iu despair,

in lielief that he could make nothing but a comraua or vulgar work.

Slit THOMAS l.\wnESCE

the skull of Yorick, which the prince holds in his hand. It is a

noble picture, and many h.ave wished that Lawrence had painted

more of the kind ; iuit it is very doubtful whether he would uni-

formly, or even in a majority of instances, have been as .successful

as in this.

Portraits continued, however, to employ most of his time, and

constituted the main source of his fortune, if not even of his popu-

lar fame. He excelled in female portraits, which is .saying not

a little for his ability in this branch of art, the softness and delicacy

of woman's lineaments bein.g more ditficult to catch and transfer to

canvas than the bolder expression of a masculine countenance.

The parting hour cjime, and with it the great Irishman burst out

in all his strength : he discoursed on art, on poetry, on Irelan*! :

his eyes tjashed and his colour height4.-ned, and his rough and swarthy

visage seented, in the sight of tlie astonishefl pjiinter, to c-ime fully

within his own notions of manly beauty. ' I never saw you till

now," sjiid the artist, in his softest tone of voice; 'you have sat

t<j me in a raa.sk ; do give me a sitting of Curran the orator.'

Currnu complied, and a fine portrait, with ;:.enin8 on its brow, was

the consequence." About the sinie time, L;iwrcncc painted ])or-

ti-aita of Sir James Mackiuto-sh, Lord Krskine, Lord Thuriow, Mr.

Wnidham, and Sir William Gr.tnt.
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While in the height of his professional reimtatiou, a charge was

made against him which moved him deeply, and seriously affected

his practice. Fur some time he had been a frequent guest at Mon-

tague House, Blackheath, the residenpe of the Princess of Wales,

and as he continued his visits to that uufortunate lady after he had

completed her portrait, scandal soon began to be busy with their

names. Lawrence was a very handsome man, and possessed a

considerable share of vanity ; but that he was either a libertine or

a male iiirt has never been proved, though the charge of being the

latter was more than once brought against him.

This foolish affair injured Lawrence considerably fjr the time
;

probalily no one believed the calumny that had been spread about,

but it left its reptUe trail behind, and there was a falling off of lady

visitors to the paiuter^s studio. The only female portraits which he

exhibited for four years after the " delicate investigation" of 1806,

were those of Lady Elizabeth Foster, afterwards Duchess of Devon-

shire, in the character of a Sybil among the ruins of the teiuj>le at

Tivoli ; and Lady Hood, afterwards Mrs. Stewart Mackenzie, of

Seaforth. But the number of his male sitters increased, and among

them were Lord Amherst, Sir Joseph Banks, William Pitt, Lord

Melville, Lord EUenborough, Lord Castlereagh, George Canning,

Earl Grey, and the Earl of Aberdeen. In all these he has displayed

considerable talent, but the last-named is perhaps the best.

As lie advanced in fame he had gradually raised his jirices. In

180*2 his charge for a quarter-size was thirty guineas, for a half-

length sixty guineas, and for a whole-length one hundred and twenty

guineas ; in 1S0(J his prices were respectively fifty, one hundred, and

two huudr-ed guineas ; in 1808 they rose to eighty, one hundred and

sixty, and three hundred and twenty guineas; and in 1810, when

the death of Hoppner removed .all rivalry out of the way, to one

hundred, two hundred, and four huudred guiiieas. The opulent

love to possess what is rare and beyond the means of the less for-

tunate to purchase, and the increased number of his sitters jnstitiod

his advances. Yet these high prices, and the crowd who resorted

to his easel, failed to enrich him ; improvidence, prodigality, and

generosity combined to keep him poor all his life. One of his inti-

mate friends, who pos.sessed largely the faculty of observation, and

had .abundant opportunities for its exercise, said of him: "With
wealth and honours flowing in upon him, he was, during the last

years of his life, a depressed, a saddened, and a failing man. His

talent brightened, indeed, and his honours increased to the last

hour ; but the wealth, great as it was, was too little to meet the

claims he had allowed himself to be involved in, and inadequate to

afford his benevolence all his heart desired ; and—it is a pain to

know—too scanty to extricate him, at times, from an immediate

pressure for money. He had many friends, and no real enemies; but

it was his misfortune to have no confidential friend, witli ability and

infiuence enough to do that for him wliich incessant occupation

deprived him of .all courage to attempt."

On the restoration of peace in 1814, Lawrence visited Paris, and

explored the treasures of art in the Louvi-e ; but he was soon

recalled to London to paint the portraits of the Emperor of Russia,

the King of Pru.ssia, Marshal Blucher, and the Hettm.an Platofl'.

These pictures were exhibited in the following year, together with

portraits of Prince Metternich and the Duke of Wellington, the

latter holding the sword of state, as he appeared on the day of

thanksgiving for the return of peace. The portraits wliich he pro-

duced about tills time are almost too many for enumeration ; we

can only mention the most remarkable : -The Duchesses of

Gloucester, Leinster, and Sutherland ; the Countesses of Charle-

mout, Grantham, Grey, and Auckland ; Lailies EUenborough and

Wigram, Lady Emily Cowper, Lady Elizabeth Leveson Gower,

Lady Selina Meade, Lady Mary Oglander, and Mrs. Arbuthnot

;

the Prince llegent, the Duke of York, the Bishops of London and

Durham ; the Marquises of Londonderry, Wellesley, Anglesea, and

Abercorn ; the Earl of Lonsdale, Lord Lynedoch, Sir Henry Eugle-

field, Sir Henry Torrens, James Watt, and Canova, the sculptor.

The public honours which liegan to shower upon Lawrence,

after he had painted the heroes of the w.ar, increased until he had

as many titles as the great champion of England himself He
received the honour of knighthood from the Prince llegent in 1815,

and shortly afterwards was elected a member of the Academy of

St. Luke, in Rome. Two years later, he was enrolled in the

American Academy of the Fine Ai-ts, an honour which he repaid

by sending the society Or fuU-lenglh portrait of Benjamin AVest.

The Academy of Florence thought a jiicture by Lawrence a prize

worth angling for, and instantly elected him a member of the first

class ; but Lawrence saw through the motive, and sent nothing.

The Academies of Venice, Bologna, and Turin accorded him a like

honour ; he was elected a member of the Imperial Academy of

Vienna ; and got the diploma of the Royal Academy of Copenhagen,

through the personal recommendation of the Danish monarch.

Finally, he was made a Chevalier of the Legion of Honour by

Louis XVIII. of France.

The European reputation which Lawrence had achieved by his

portraits of the personages who had figured so prominently in the

long war, caused his talents to be called into requisition wlieu the

rulers of the destinies of Europe assembled at Aix-la-Chapelle to

parcel out territories according to their sovereign will and pleasure.

The Prince Regent was desirous of decorating his gallery at Windsor

Castle with portraits of those royal and illustrious personages, and

Lawrence was commissioned to paint them. The portraits were to

be painted at the usual price, and a thousand a-yftir was allowed

him, in addition, for contingent expenses. Advances were made

*Ith munificent liberality ; and when the painter's commission was

finished at Aix-la-Chapelle, he was to go to Rome, on the same

terms, and paint the pope and two or three cardinals. The first-

fruits of this splendid commission were portraits of Louis XVIII.

and the Count of Artois, the Emperors of Russia and Austria, the

Archduke Charles, the King of Prussia, the Duke of Cambridge,

the W.arquis of Limdonderry, the Earls of Liverpool and Bathurst,

Prince Metternich, Barons Hardenburg and Gentz, Count Nessel-

rode. Generals Chernicheff and Ouvaroff, and George Canning.

The Emperor of Austria presented the painter with a superb

diamond ring, nud lie received a similar present from the King of

Prussia.

From Aix-Ia-Cha|ielle he went to Vienna, to paint the portrait

of Marshal Schw-artzenberg, and while there he painted those of

the Duke of Reichistadt, Count Capo d'Istrias, and some other

celebrities. He worked very hard at this period, and was often

exhausted by his unremitting labours and l.ate hours. His por-

traits gave great satisfkction, and the artist himself was popular.

From Vienna he proceeded to Rome, where he visited the Vatican

Palace and the Sistine Ch.apel, and mused over the glories of

Michael Augelo aud Raffaelle. His continental letters had hitherto

been filled more with descriptions of fftcs and balls than with

notices of the fine .arts ; but at Rome he was warmed into enthu-

siasm. In comparing the two great Italian master's, he awarded

the palm of excellence to Michael Angelo. " Truth and elegance,"

said he, *' cannot withstand the sublime. There is something so

lofty iind alistracted in those deities of intellect with which Angelo

has peopled the Sistine Chapel, which converts the noblest per-

sonages of RaB'aelle's drama into an audience, silent and awe-

struck. Raffaelle never produced aught equal to the " Adam and

Eve" of Michael Angelo. Though the latter is the mother of

mankind, there is nothing heavy or masculine—all is elegant as

the lines of the finest flower."

Lawrence was introduced to Pius VII. at the Quirinal Palace, and

produced a very fine portrait of that pontiff ; but that of Cardinal

Gonsalvi is considered to sui'pass all that he painted during his

continental tour. While at Rome, he repainted the portrait of

Canova, which he presented to the pope ; it was a striking likeness

of the great sculptor, as well as a m.agniticent piece of coloimng,

and thousands flocked to the artist's studio to see it. He was as

favourably received in the pap.al capital as he had been in Vienna,

and remained longer than he had intended ; his continental ton r

extended over eighteen months, and wherever he went he inspired

admiration of his talents and respect for his character.

During his absence from England, the Royal Academy had lost

its president, Benjamin West ; and Lawrence was proposed for his

successor. George IV., who had succeeded to the throne in the

interim, in confirming the election, presented Lawrence with a gold

chain and medal, the latter be.-iring his |>ortrait, and the inscrip-

tion
—"From his Majesty, George IV., to the President of the

Royal Academy." His elevation gave general satisfaction ; for Ids

munificence and conciliatory manners were equal to his genius ; and
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lie was ever reaily to assist the poor artist, or the youtliful aspirant,

with his ailvice, his patronage, or his jinrse. llis generosity,

imleed, often compelled hini to be importunate iu money-matters

himself, and having received one moiety of his price for a portrait

with the commission, lie was often obliged to ask for the other

before the work was done,

"I may say with safety," wrote one who afterwards became

anions as an aitist, "that Sir Thomas Lawrence was one of the

best friends I ever had. I fnind him at all times most ready and

liberal in his advice and visits ; and when the oppressive number of

his engagements would not allow him to go out of the house, he

would always see the humblest student at home. I had the plea-

sure of making him a great number of drawings in water-colours

—

always sketches done on the spot ; and I know he frequently con-

ferred this honour upon me, more to assist and enccniragc my
exertions than from any wish to possess the drawings themselves

;

and for all I did fer him in this way he paid nic at the moment,

and always handsomely
;

generally more than any one else who

encouraged me. He never lost an opportunity of recommending

my drawings and paintings among his distinguislied friends ; and I

am even now feeling the eft'ects of this generosity."

It was at this time, while he was at the full height of his pro-

fessional and personal reputation, that Lord Byron thus notices

him in his diary:— "Jan. 5, 1821. —The same evening I met

Lawrence, the painter,' and heard one of Lord Urey's daughters

play on the harp so modestly and ingenuously, that she looked

music. I would rather have had my t^ilk with Lawrence, who

talked delightfully, and heard the girl, than have had all the fame

of Moore and me put together." Lawrence was eiigageil at this

time in jiainting a series of portraits of emijieut men for the gallery

of the late Sir Robert Peel. Of this series the finest is umiuestiou-

alily that of Lady Peel ; for Lawrence always succeeded best with

the fair se.x ; and Cunningham relates that, looking on this por-

trait, and then on those of Canning, Huskissou, etc., he could not

help thus adapting the words of Burns :

" His 'prentice han" lie tried on man.

And then he made the lasses I"

Among the portraits of fair and noble women which he painted

during the last ten years of his life, we find—the late Queen

of Portugal, the Princess Suphia ; the Duchesses of Gloucester

and Richmond ; the Marchionesses of Lansdowne, Londonderry,

Stafford, and Salisbury ; the Countesses of Durham, Mexborougli,

Blessington, and Jersey ; Ladies Vallecourt, Bere ford. Melville,

Lyndhurst, Dover, and Belfast ; Mesdanies Baring, Barrow,

Harford, and Locke; and Misses Peel, Macdonald, and Murray.

All are In his best style ; but the most exijuisitely beautiful are

those of the Countess of Blessington and Mrs. Barrow. Notwith-

standing the much greater success of the p,ainter in female portraits,

tlie number of his male sitters was very great, and among them
were some of the most illustrious men of the three kingdoms, both

in rank and genius. The list of those which he exhibited is alone

very great, and comprises the eminent names of the warrior Wel-

lington ; the statesmen Aberdeen, Liverpool, Canning, Durham,
Brougham, and Grey ; the lawyers Stowell and Eldon ; the surgeons

Abernethy and Astley Cooper ; the philosopher Davy ; the novelist

Scott ; the architect Nash ; the poets Moore and Campbell ; and
the painters Fuseli and himself. Of this list, those of Scott, Camp-
bell, and Moore are considcreil the finest pictures ; the last-named

was executed for Murray, the publisher, and was his latest finished

production. Brougham was a ditticult subject, the expression of

his countenance is so strange ; but Lawrence succeeded in producing

a portrait which has been admired for its fidelity. The portnuts of

Fuseli and himself were left unfinished ; and the latter, thouch
inferior to most of his works, was purchased after his death by the

Earl of Chesterfield for 470 guineas. It is worthy of remark, that

at the time of his death he had comiuissiuns for his own jiortrait

from George IV., Sir Robert Peel, Lord Francis Leveson Qower,
and the municipality of Bristol.

During this latter period of the artist's life, he supplied the

annual exhibition of ihc Royal Academy with a number of fine

portraits, including those of William IV. ; the Dukes of York,

Bcilford, and Devonshire ; the ArchblHJKips of York and Armagh

;

tiie Earls of Harewood, Clanwilliani, and Hardwieke ; Count

Woronzow ; Lords Bexley, Francis Conynghani, Robert Mannerii,

and Francis Leveson Uower; Sir William Knighton, Sir William

Curtis, Sir Ralph James Woodford ; Mr. Angerstein, and Mr.

Clarke, ohanibcrlain of the city of London. Sir Thomas was now
nearly sixty years of age, and in addition to tho Htvtisfaotion witli

which he could look back on his long professional career, no ninu

ever received a larger share of the world's fiivours ami rewards.

The King of France sent him a present of magnificent porcelain

;

the Irish Academy elected him an honorary member ; and his

native city conferred ujion him its freedom, lint so true is it that

perfect happiness is unattainable in this world, that from this almost

unexampled felicity there weri» many and sad drawbacks. His

brothers, to whom he was much attached, were dead ; so was

Flaxman, the sculptor, whom he loved for the fine genius and

gentle disposition that harmonised so well with his own ; so also

was Fuseli, in whose society Lawrence delighted, uotwithst^inding

his roughness. Mi-s. Wolfe, a Danish lady of great beauty and

rare accomplishments, between whom and the painter a warm
friendship existed for many years, had also departed this life;

and so aft'eeted was he by her death that he did not paint for a

month after he received the news. His pecuniary ilifiicultics were

increasing, and to sum up the s.ad catalogue of his infelicities, his

health began visilily to decline. Such is the balance of human
happiness and woe, even among mortals the most highly favoured.

Sir Thomas w;us sensible of his decline, (ind with it increji.sed the

religious feeling which he had always possessed in a certain degree,

and whicli displayed itself even in his correspondence with Mrs.

Wolfe. During the autumn of 1 SS'J his health failed rapidly, and he

declined many invitations ; on the 2nd of January, 1830, however,

he dined at the house of Sir Robert Peel, where he felt himself at

home. "I sat opposite to him at the table," says Washington

Irving. "He .seemed uneasy and restless; his eyes were wander-

ing; he was pale as marble; the stamp of death seemed on him.

He told me he felt ill ; but he wished to bear himself up in the

presence of those whom he so much esteemed as his entertainers.

He went away early." He had medical aid on reaching home, and

recovered so far as to be able to psiint for an hour on the 5th, and

attend a committee at the Athena'um club-house; but on the

following day he experienced another attack, and had to be bled

and leeched. On the morning of the 7th he seemed better, but his

physicians did not consider him out of danger ; and in the evening,

when only his man-servant was with him, he slipped suddenly

from his chair, stretched himself out on the floor, and died without

a gro.an.

The funeral |irocession of this eminent painter was an imposing

one. The pall was held by the Earl of Aberdeen, Earl Gower, Sir

Robert Peel, Lord Dover, Sir George Murray, the Right Hon. J.

W. Croker, Mr. Hartc Davis, and Earl Clanwilliam ; the carriages

of the Lord Mayor and the Sheriffs preceded tho hearse ; all the

members of the Royal Acaileuiy accompanied it ; and sixty-fijur

carriages of the nobility and gentry—friends of the decea-sed artist

and patrons of the, arts—closed the mournful corliyc. In this

manner- were his remains borne to St. Paul's cathedral, and there

lai<l in the vaults, beside those of his predecessors iu the Academic

chair— Reynolds, Barry, and West.

As a portrait-painter, Lawrence possessed merits of the highest

order. In the exquisite grace and loveliness of his female portraits

—in the rare skill with which he rejiresented the expression of

human thought and feeling, and in the freedom and elegance of his

attitudes —he has never been surpassed. A generation of the great

men, and the courtly beauties of England, live to posterity on the

canvas to which he has given all but life. There is vigour and

often dignity in his male heads, but his women seem about to hurst

into glowing vitality ; the eyes ray forth tenderness and love, and

the mouths want only the Promethean touch. His pictures are to

be found in every private gallery ; there are forty in the royal col-

lection, and fourteen in that of Sir Robert Peel. The National

Gallery contains only four—John Kemble, as Uhmlet, Benjamin

West, Mr. Angerstein, and Mrs. Robertson of Brighton. The first

three are iu Lawrence's best style ; the last is one of his earlier

productions, and is very inferior.
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THE iENEAS GEOIJP, 15 Y riERRE LEPAUTRE.
Thk group nf Mneas ami Anohises is placed at tlie entrance of the
Grand Walk at the Tuilcries, at the side of the chatean. It is a
piece of sculpture whidi attracts universal attention, not only from
its admirable execution, but for the subject which it represents.

iEneas is .armed, and clothed with the skin of a lion ; he bears his

father in his arms, and treads upon tlie ruins of a temple. Anchise.s

faithfully represented. But the principal merit of the group consists

in the general effect of the whole. If the .spectator stands on one side,

the composition concentrates all his interest on the figures of .Sneas
and Ancliises, and one feels the filial tenderness of the warrior as
iie embraces the feeble frame of the old man. On the other side,

the effect is completely changed
; the attention is concentrated on

"^ll

fSiMlU >^''""

.ENEAS C-M;HVlNli HIS FATIIHK ANCHISES. A MARBLE GKDUP IIV PIERRE LEI'AUTRE.

wears the Plirygian bonnet, indicative of his Trojan origin, and car-

ries in Ids left hand the sacred Palladium, or im.ige of Minerva
;

his right arm is thrown over the sho\dder of .Tineas, and he holds

the boy Ascaniusl.y tlu' liand. The fccldene.ss of the old man—his

relaxed ft-ame—his venerable appearance—^contrast strikingly with
the strength and vigour of Jineas, and with the infantine and de-

licate beauty of the chibl. Childhood, maturity, decrepitude are

the form of the boy, as with a wild and terrified expression he

looks about him ; one hand is sti*etched out .as in surprise, and

the other is clasped by the old man, Anchises. It is impossible

t" convey an accurate idea of this piece of sculpture without repre-

SBUtiug the efl'ect produced by both sides. We have, therefore,

given the general appearance in the forms of the warrior and the

old m-in. and presented a sketch of the boy sepai'ately.
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In passing tlirougli a gallery of the Dutch masters, the lamlsoapes

of Berghem may be recognised at a glance. Among these iiictures

of vilhgea, and of marine and canal scenery, under the cold, gray

sky of the North, those of this master may be disting\iished by the

jioetic character with which his genius has invested them—the

truthfulness of his foliage, the brightness of his skies, and tlic light-

ness of his clouds, wliich seem to be really floating tlirough the

atmosphere. While Everdingen, Ruysdael, Isaac Ostade, Hobhema,

and Van Goyen, are sparing of their light, and paint their dark

pines and oaks against a sombre and gloom-inspiring sky, such as

characterises the cold regions of the North, Berghem has striven

to make his gray tints more warm and his bright ones more vivid.

A sombre sky did not accord with the gaiety of his disposition ; tho

scenes of wildness and gloom, which had such an attraction for the

melancholy nature of his friend and associate, Ruysdael, had no

charm for one of so cheerful a temperament as Berghem. Melan-

Vot. n.

clioly \va.s unknown to him, and he has imliued his landscftpoe with

the joyuusness and warmth of his own nature.

, Few painters have had more masters than Berghem. Hereceiveil

his first lessons in the art from his fatljer, an artist of mediocre

ability, wlio chiefly iiainted fish, fruit, silver vase.i, and similar

objects of still life. This was a poor school for an artist of such

intelligence and genius ; but he acquired under his father only the

first rmliments of the art. The various masters under whom he

afterwards studied perfecte<l his knowledge of painting and developed

his talent. From Van Goyen he learnt to paint marine scenery
;

Peter Grebber, a good painter of history and portraits, taught him

how to group his figures and give expression to tlieir countenances
;

under Nicholas Moyaeit and John Wils he acquired proficiency in

l.indsciflie painting; and l' e example of John Baptist Weeninx,

his uncle, inspired him with the taste for painting the ships and

boats, the merchandise, and the Oriental figures that are shown in

his views of seaports.

With regard to the right name of this artist, the opinions of

authors who have treated of art are much divide<l. Descamps .says

that the family name was Van Haarlem, hut the assertions of this

writer are little to be depended ujjon. The Chevalier Karel de Moor

gives the same name, however, and relates the circumstance from

which he received the name of Berghem, by wliicli he is commonly

known. During the time he studied under Van Goyen, his father,

irritated by some juvenile indiscretion, pursued him into the house of

his master, with the purpose of chastising him ; Van Goyen, per-

ceiving his father's purpose, and being desirous of screening his

favourite pupil, called out to his other scholars, '^ Berg hem I berg

hem .'" which signifies " Hide him ! hide him I " This is, according

to the Chevalier, the origin of the name by which he was after-

wards known. Stanley, in his additions to Bryan, says that the

f.imily name was Claas or Klaas, and that his father was called

Teter Claas Van Haarlem, probably to distinguish him from another

painter of the same name.

Born at Haarlem, in 1624, Berghem had for contemporaries the

most eminent landscape-painters of Holland— Ruysdael, Both,

Everdingen, Wonvermans, and Weeninx. He lived on terms of
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Intimato fi-lonlsliip with all of tliein, and married tlie dayfchtcr ol _

Wceninx, Imt without adding therehy to !il» happiness. His wife

was imperious in her manners, avaricious and niggardly ia her dis-

position ; and tlie. artist's oiaraater was so difi'erent, that harmony

was impossible between them. Berghem passed his time before his
;

easel, or in the society of his fi-iends.' Pastoral subjects were those'

which he most frequently painted, because they hai-monised -with

the tendency of his genius to the ideal and the poetic. Some of his

pictures represent shepherdesses with their flocks reposing among

ruins, or wading through shallow streams, or dancing to the music

of the flute ; in others he painted travellers in some wild country,

struggling with dangers, or alighting at houses of entertainment

;

occasionally, too, his figures are taken trom the higher kind of

poetry, or from scenes in the Old Testament. As a rule, his

paintings are composed of forms derived from southern nature, and

are rarely based u])on the scenery of his own country ; in all of

them, however, these forms are treated in tliat ideal and brilliant

style which we have described ; the eye rejoices in the harmony of

his liglits, and in the richness and power of his pencil
;
yet hi.s

compositions seldom possess the freedom and .simplicity which

might bo desired in such scenes : we are frequently sensible that

the artist has designedly contrasted the pastoral feeling of his

scenery with the prosaic circumstances of ordinary life.

Leas natural than P.aul Potter, he is more spiritual, more varied,

and more rich. He has imbued common objects with the poetry

which he felt in his soul, and yet painted them with a truthfulness

to nature which has seldom been surpassed. His animals— oxeri,

asses, sheep, goats, dogs—are painted with remarkable fidelity.

He had a clearuess and strength of judgment which, comliined with

his appreciation of the poetii; in nature, led to a judici(]us selection

of subjects ; and he possessed remarkable power and ease in

expressing the ideas which he wislied to transfer to the canvas.

His manner of painting was easy and rapid, and he gave to all his

works as much of beauty and gracefulness as the subject would

admit. Elegance of composition, corj'ectness of design and per-

spective, just gradation of distance.?, brilliancy and harmony of

colour, nice distribution of the lights, are the characteristics by

which the works of this master may be recognised. Though he

painted with such ease and rapidity, every part of his pictures is ss

well done that it is difficult to say in wduch of the details he chiefly

excelled. The truth and beauty of his foliage, each tree having

that which is proper to it, and of the clouds that seem to move

slowly across his bright skies, have never been excelled.

If the word picturesque had not previously existed, it would have

been necessary to have invented it to characterise the genius of

Berghem. There is not a picture of this master, heroic or familiar,

which does not charm the eye by an agreeable disproportion, more

pleasing in a landscape than perfect symmetry. Berghem avoided

with care, perhaps only with the instinct of his genius, the parallel

figures, the continuation of the .same Ires, the equal contours,

which are .seen in the works of same of the older painters. For

example, if a drove of oxen are crossing a river, as in the charming

little "Ford" in the gallery of the Louvre, their uniformity is

broken by a herdsman astride on one of them, and by the capricious

course which two or three have taken towards the other bank. The

smaller compositions of Berghem, those which his brush or his

etching-point dashed off in a moment of happy inspiration, bear the

impression of an exquisite sense of the picturesque. When he would

express the heat of the summer sun, the cattle are stretched upon

the grass, but the monotony of the horizontal lines presented by

their crouched forms is interrupted by an ass, standing up and

erecting his ears. In crlouring, too, he always kept in view the

eflect to be produced ; thus, in a drove or group of isittle, he

opposed the black-and-white sides of one to the fawn-coloured coat

of a neighliouring animal, or to the lighter-coloured wool of a sheep.

It was not without reason that Berghem manifested so marked a

predilection for the oak in his landscapes. "The bark of the oak,"

says IVI. Lecarpentier, on the subject of this painter, in his " Essai

sur le Paysage," is rough to the sight ; it is dark gray, wine-coloured,

or brown, .according to the nature of the soil in which it is planted.

Its surface is furrowed in the form of interlaced cords, which gives

it a rough .and hard character. Very often a hoary appearance

relieves the sad colour of the bark, and is sometimes extended over

the outstretched branches, which, little resembling those of other

trees, are nearly .always fancifully twisted and distorted."

lu the management of light and shade, the delicate gradation

of aerial perspective, and the treatment of water, Berghem was

. eminently happy. His masses of rocks and trees are skilfully ar-

riinged with a view to scenic effect, in the production of which he

never fixils. The grouping of his cattle, the contrast of their colours,

the manner in which the lights are made to fall on them, have all

the same object. His water has the transparency which is so hard

to :..'.:.!n in painting, and the manner in which the waving trees

and the passing clouds ai-e reflected on its surface has a degree of

reality which nearly ajjproaches that of nature.

That this eminent landscape-painter visited Italy in his youth,

there can be little doubt, though Descamps claims for him the

merit of never having been out of Holland. It is scarcely conceiv-

alile that Berghem, if lie had seen only the level meadows, low

sand-hills, flat marshes; and sluggish canals of his native country,

could have painted his pastoral and heroic scenes, aided only by his

imagination and engravings of the scenery of more southern lands.

Where could he have found in Holland the noble architecture, the

imposing ruins, the blue mountaiu.s, that he has represented in

his pictures ? Instead of the sand-hills of the environs of Haarlem,

which give such a dreary aspect to the landscapes of Wynants,

Berghem borilers his seas with green terraces ; and his clear skies

and pellucid waters have more of Italy in them than of the more

northern clime of liis birth. It is scarcely credible that hi.s " An-

cient Harbour of (ienoa," his " View of the Coast of Nice,'" and his

" Gulf of Tareuto," were painted from engravings, or fi-om the de-

scriptions of tr.avellers. Those bright skies and sun-dyed clouds

must have been s.-^en before the .artist could have represented them

with such marvellous truthfulness. Under the title of "The

Labours of the Sheepfold," who would expect more than humble

cottages and a wild country ? Berghem gives us a picture of a lofty

promontory, on the summitofwhich are thepilharsofacirculartemple,

dedicated to Venus, surmounted by mutilated statues
;
under the

ruined peristyle some figures promenade, while the wild rustics pur-

sue their pastoral labours in the foreground. The colouring i.s

warm, and a bright light is diffused over the picture. It has all

the characteristics of Berghem's style, its poetry, its brilliance,

and its warmth.

In the grand style, Berghem did not attain pre-eminence in his

figures. One day, he wished to paint the "Rape of Europa,"

But the lady had more the air of a Dutch former's wife, than of a

nymph whom Jupiter had thought worthy of his love. The buskin

in viiin replaced the shoe ; the dr.apery, raised by the wind, showed

the familiar bodice of a Zealand village girl. This is only another

instance of the difBculty of achieving distinction in two separate

branches of the art. It has happened that historical painters of

the highest eminence have produced landscapes of the first order of

excellence, as Annibale Caracci, Domenichino, Rubens, and Nicholas

Poussin did; but to arrive at eminence in historical painting, a

considerable degree of .ability in both landscape and portr.ait painting

is necessary, .and thus the fact is accounted for. But .for an artist

possessing an admirable genius for landscape painting to obtain

equal renown as a painter of history is a very difi'erent matter, and

Berghem was no exception to the gener.al rule.

There is at the bottom of the human soul a sentiment, which

certain aspects of nature have the power of evoking from the depths

in which it dwells ; it is melancholy. Under the sun of Italy, for

example, this sentiment is never developed, and we find no trace of

it in the great masters of that country. The landscapes of

Salv.ator Rosa are frightfully rude and savage, conveying the idea of

wildness and desolation; but they are never melancholy. Those of

Claude Lorraine have the sunuiness which belongs to the land of

the artist, and, however various in their subjects and the .aerial

gradations of their tints, have, as Mrs. Jameson has remarked,

" something .almost cloying in its perpetual and delicious beauty,

' breathing on earth the air of Paradise.' " Melancholy is the fruit

of the North—of lead-coloured skies, and fogs and mists which the

sun does not ixnetrate. Though no painter of the northern schools

has expressed this feeling so largely as Euysdael, the works of

most of them bear traces of the influences of those sombre skies.

Tlie exceptions are those who travelled and resided some time in
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Italy; as Berghom, Karel Dnjauliii, ami John Both. The soul oC

Berghem was never agitated Ijy those i.rofuund reveries into which
we are plunged by gazing on the dark groves of Hobbema, the
rushing floods of EuysJacl, or ihe wild torrents and sombre pines of

Everdingen. Even the season of darkness and sleep is invested in

his pictures ivith an air of gaiety and cheerfulness. Under light

fleecy clouds, wliich lialf hide the moon, whose beams silver and
enliven their edges, travellers journey through a woody country, or

cattle ruminate and rest. Or it is a coast scene which is thu"
partially illumined, and two peasants have kindled a lire of brush-
wood to catch crabs or lolisters by its light. Sometime.? the moon
shines feebly; and while the summits of the distant mountjiins

reflect its pale light, the red glare of a fire in the foreground or the

middle distance is thrown \ipon the waters of a river or marsh.
This contrast of two lights, so diflicult to treat with success, is seen

in several of the works of this master. The silvery radiance of the

moon is diffused over the distant scenery, while the red jight of the

fire is confined to some of the details of the foreground. In one of

the pictures in which Berghem has exhibited these double efl'ects of

light, a lady and gentleman advance on horseback from a mass of

trees, touched by the moonbeams, while the light of a torch is

thrown upon an ass loaded with paniers, and a dog playing with

his shadow. Here we have the deep tranquillity of Elsheimer,

united with the agreeable lightness of Van Lair.

Berghem has displayed his peculiar turn of mind in the vigorously

painted picture, so full of beautiful effects, which one of the brothers

Wischerh.as engraved under the name of "Night." Other jiainters,

in representing the season of rep ,sc, have displayed the sleep of

nature. Their moonlit lakes and rivers, half-shaded by trees—their

humble cottages by the side of sedgy streams, just touched by the

Iicams of the orb of night—convey the idea of solitude and profound

stilbiess. Of this character are some of the landscai)es of Van der

Neer, which represent a lonely canal, whose traunuil surface reflects

the light of the moon ; or a city in repose, steeped in the quiet moon-
'ight. Bjrghem, on the contrary, has given animation to his pic-

ture of night, and diffused over it an air of gaiety ; a belated

herdsman plays cheerfully on his pipe of reeds, and awakens the

echoes of the rocks, and cattle and horses give the scene the life and

animation which is wanting in the still moonlight of Van der Neer.

The pictures which Berghem produceil in the cai-ly ])art of his life

have some resemblance to those of his master Weenin.x, but are

touched with more delicacy. Most of these represent seaport-s and

embarkations. His later manner—that which may more prgperly

be called his own—was dift'erent and more interesting ; it is to this

period that those delightful landscapes belong, which present us

with classical ruins and charming groups of figures and cattle.

The landscapes which he painted in this manner are superior to

those of any other painter of the Dutch school, except, perhaps, those

of his contemporary, John Both, between whom and Berghem there

appears to have been a certniii degree of rivalry, which did not inter-

rupt the friendship in which they lived.

Concerning this rivalry, it is related that M. Vandevhulk, the

burgomaster of Dort, who was a munificent patron of the arts,

engaged Berghem and Both to paint each a picture, for which he

gave them a liberal remnueration, and stipulated at the same time

to awaril a handsome premium to the artist whose picture should

sesm to him the most worthy of it. Animated hya spirit of friendly

emulation, both the great painters exerted themselves to the utmost.

Berghem produced a picture of grcit beauty, representing a grand

mountainous laudstape, with a great many figures, oxen, sheep, and

goats, drawn in his best manner and beautifully coloured. His

rival painted a charming Italian scene, glowing under the clear,

warm sky of that sunny land, and painted with that brightness for

which he w.as so distinguished. Berghem had produced a master-

piece, and the effort of Both was no less successful. AVheD the two

artists submitted Iheii- works to their patron, he pronounced his

judgment upon them in terras as honourable to himself as they

were creditable to the talents of the iirtists. After an attentive

examination of both pictures, and praising them in ferms of the

warmest admiration, he assured the two painters that the display

of talenf ou both tides was so equal as to deprive him of the

possibility of preferem-e, without being unduly partial ; and that, as

ihej had both eShibitiid a degree of eminence whicli be regarded as

the perfection of the art, tliey wtro both entitled to tlic premium,
the reward of genius.

In the retirement of the chateau of Bentheira, this eminent
painter lived peacefully and happily, for the natural gaiety of his
disposition and a philosophic equanimity of temper enabled him to
triumph over the ills of life, from which the happiest are not entirely
exempt. From the windows of his studio ho had an extensive
view of the green meadows in the inidst of which the chiteau was
situated, which atfordod him, without quitting his stuilio, abundant
opportunities of sketching the groups of cattle which lie has intro-
duced into so many of his channing hiiidscapcs, a.s they lay down
ou the level greensward, stood in the shade of the spreading oaks,
or dnmk at the stream that sparkled in the sunlight.

His pictures were in such demand that ho waa usually paid for
them before he commenced painting

; and though he was so indus-
trious that very often, in the summer season, he was before his easel
from four o'clock in the morning until sunset, his pictures are
seldom to be met with, and always command high jirices. His
Vife, whose avarice we have noticed, knowing his passion (or old
prints, Would not allow him to retain the money he received for his
Ijictures, and aware of the facility with which he painted, whether
the subject were a woodland scene, a marine view, the pas,«age of
a ford, a seaport, or a skirmish of cavalry, she allowed him not an
instant of undisturbed relaxation. Seated in a chamber adjoining
liis studio, she was in the habit of striking against the wall to urge
tliis most iiidustrions and prolific of artists to renewed exertions.
Tranquil and resigned, Berghem laboured on, singing cheerfully
at his easel the long day through

; and often when his wife thought
lie was sleeping, he was doubtless occupied inob3er\nng the changing
f.rms of the clouds, as they floated over (he verdant meadows
outspread before him, and the varied eflecU of light and shade
which they produced in the landscape, as they intercepted in their
coui-se the beams of the sun.

Berghem purchased a great number of the finest jirints and de-
signs of the Italian masters, as a means of improving his taste ; and
after his death the rich collection which he had formed was sold by
his wife, and realised a considerable sum. Among the prints iii

this sale was a proof of the "Massacre of the Innocents," engraved
by Mark Antoine, after the i)icture by Kaffaelle, and for which
Berghem had given sixty florins.

Although the manner of Berghem is easily recognised, he could
imitate that of other ai-tists so well as to deceive even connoi.sseurs,

and sometimes made a frep excursion in the manner of Phili])

Wouvermans. For example, the "Surprise of a Convoy by the
Cavaliers," which is now in the museum at the Hague,' and which
was sold for .£55;) 16s. Sd., can only be recognised as the work of
Berghem by the lightness of the touch and the manner in wliich
the light is thrown in broken masses over the scene of combat.
Berghem had a great many pupils, of whom the most distinguished

were Peter de Hooghe, John Glauber, Abraham Begym, Dirck-JIaas,
who engraved someof his pictures

; Soolemaker, aiidC'arree, who have
imitated him

; Theodore Visscher, John Sibrekt, Van der JUer, and
probably also the great painter, Karel Dujardin. In the midst of
his pupils, and singing cheerfully as he worked, the great landscape
painter lived till 16S3, having attained the age of fifty-nine.

The ingenious Hagedoni has called him the Theocritus of the
Netherlands

; and without doubt, if we may associate jwiinting with
poetry, no other- artist of the Dutch school has imitated so success-
fully the Idyh) of the Greek poet.

He was not only an admirable painter, but possessed considerable
skill and ability as an engraver. The many exquisite etchings he
has left are executed in a much more finished manner than is usually

presented by the point of a painter ; and, with his numerous draw-
ings, have amply contributed to the portfolios of cutiou.s collectors.

There is a descriptive catalogue of his etchings, by Henry de Winter
jmblished ,at Amsterdam in 1762. The following is a list of the
most celebrated :

—

Six plates of cows, with the title, called "The Milkmaid: C.
Berghem fee. et exc," 163-1 to 16J-J.

Six of sheep ; in the title print, a wom;ui sitting on a stone.

Six of goats; in the title print, a man sitting with a dog.

Eight of sheep ; in the title print, a woman standing near a nxk.
Eight of sheep and goats ; iu the title priftt, a man.
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Five larger plates upright, one dated 1652 ; all marked

"Bcrghem fec>"

Four smaller plates of different animals, lengthways; marked

"N. B."

Six heads of sheep, goats, etc., small ; scarce.

" A Cow Drinking : Berghem fee., 1680."
'

' A Cow : C. P. Berghem inv. et fee. ;" fine and rare.

"A Landscape," with two cows lying, and one standing;

"Berghem fee."

"A Landscape," with cows, and a man riding on an ass: "N.
Berghem fee."

" A Landscape," with a woman bathing her feet in a brook, and

a man behind leaning on a stick; with animals and figures, and a

ruin in the tlistance.

"A Boy riding oa aa Ass, speaking to another Boy, who is

playing on the Bagpipes ;" called " The Bagpiper ;" fine.

" A Landscape," with a man playing on the flute, and a woman
sitting; without a jnark; scarce.

"A Landscape," with a man standing, and a Woman seated,

suckling a child ; M'ithuUt a mark ; very scarce.

There is a picture by this master in the Royal Council-Chamber

at Windsor Castle, representing a landscape, with figures and

cattle. In the foreground, near the centre of the picture, two

men, one of whom is mountsd on an ass, are driving four cows and

six sheep over a road. Blue mountains are seen in the distance,

and light fleecy vapours rest in their hollows, conveying the effect

of e,arly morning.

There is another in the Royal Gallery at Hampton Court ; the

subject—"A Woman Milking a Goat."

The Dolwich Gallery contains five Berghems :—1. "A Farrier

Shoeing an Ass." A woman mounted on a mule, and a ruined

building in the background: a very brilliant picture. 2. "A
Wood Scene;" very rich and beautiful. 3. "A Landscape,"

with figures. A woman milking a red cow, and another washing

linen in a stream ; a small picture, which has become very dark

and dingy. 4. "A Landscape." A woman crossing a brook,

with a child at her back ; a woman on an ass, with a man near

her; and a group of cattle. 5. "A Landscape." A woman
washing linen at a stone fountain ; in the foreground are two

other women, one of whom is milking a goat ; two cows, three

CONTERSATION ON A JOURNEY.—FROM A PAINTINU BY BERGHEM.

The designs left by Berghem are done in Indian ink or in bistre,

and display remarkable vigour and a fine taste. He painted both

on canvas and wood, and sometimes, though rarely, on copper ; his

Works are oftener of small than of large dimensions.

The pictures of Berghem are to be found in all the principal

galleries of Europe ; but no collection has a great number of them

—

a circumstance which shows the high e.stimation in which they are

held. The gallery of the Hermitage, an imperial palace at St.

Petersburg, contains tlie greatest number—eighteen, which are all

hung in one room, called by the painter's n.ame. Among them are

"The Rape of Europa," some fine Italian landscapes, and the

picture which, according to Descamps, is the chcf-d'mmre of

Berghem—"A Halt of Chasseurs."

Some of the finest pictures of this master are contained in the
Imperial Gallery at Vienna; and the Royal Galleries of Berlin,

Munich, and Dresden, also possess a number of his beautiful

pastoral subjects and views of the scenery of Italy.

The Gallery of the Louvre contains twelve, among which are
<• Tlie Ferry," which has been valued at £960 ; "The Ford ;" ilnd
" The Return to the Farm ;" all veritable chefs-d'auvye.

sheep, two goats, a kid, and a dog, complete the composition : a

brilliant and beautiful little picture. The last two have been

engr.aved by Dequevauviller.

Six pictures by this master, which, we believe, have since been

removed to Buckingham Palace, are thus described by Dr. Waagen,

as forming part of the coUectiou of George IV. :—1. A group of

peasants with cattle, among whom a woman on a gray horse is the

most conspicuous, cross the foreground of an extensive landscape,

traversed by a river. The impression of evening distance is

admirably expressed in this bright, clear picture, which is subdued

in tlie colours, and lightly, yet carefully executed. 2. A hilly

landscape, enlivened in the foreground by animals and figures;

three women with rushes, and two cows, pai-ticularly attract

notice. A carefully-finished, pretty pictme, in a warm evening

light. 8. A very mountainous landscape, with a stream. In the

foreground, three shepherds, one of whom is on horseback, with

their flock. A carefully-executed picture, of briUiant colouring

ami clear gradations of the mountains. 4. a bare country, with

an extensive prospect. In the foreground, a herd of four cows,

an ass, and a sheep, with % herdsman on horseback and two on
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foot
;
groups of cattle also in tlie middle distance. A picture of

his later jjeriod
; the animals admiralily coloured. 5. In a very

mountainous landscape, a shepherdess, accompanied by a goat and
a dog, wades through a piece of water, in which two cows are

standing. A picture of striliing effect ; more true to nature than
usual, and great ele.^ance of execution. 6. A landscape of hcan-

tiful leading lines; the distance closed by blue mountains. In the

foreground, a peasant woman on horseback, a drover, and some
cows. An elegant little picture, charmingly fresh, clear, and cool.

The Duke of Devonshire possesses four Berghems, two of which
are at Devon.shire House :—1. "A Landscape." A river flows at

the foot of mountains ; the setting sun produces very defined lights

and shades. Among tlie numerous figures which adorn the picture

the most striking are two gentlemen on lu>rseback, and a girl on an
ass. The design is remarkably rich and poetical, and the impasto
admiriible

; the shadows h.ive become dark. 2. " A Seaport." In

the foreground, a gentleman and a lady on liurseback, with falcons

on tlieir bauds
; in elegance of form approaching Wouvermans. It

is admirably touched, and of brilliant eft'ect. A duplicate of this

three cows. Singularly clear and brilliant, iu a glowing ovouiug
light. .3. By the side of a cool piece of water, which runs along
wooded rocks, are a satyr and two nyinphs

; near them two cows,
and go.its, which are more true to nature than is often the cane.
Very delicate iu the execution—the distjince in particular wiftly
mcUowcd ort'. 4. In a landscape with ricli, verdant rocks, herds-
men with their cattle, anmug whom a woman riding on an m» is

the principal fignrc, are returning home along n roa.l. The picture
is admirably impasted in a warm evening light, tile elfect of which,
however, is rather injured by the too dark mass in the f..regrouncI.

:,. A river runs along a range of lofty, rocky mountains. Among
the numerous figure.s, we have again his favourite, a woman riding
on an ass. In this picture, the cold, blue, and heavy tone, which Is

no fav.nirite, and the motley effect, predominate."
The collection of the Marquis of Westminster contains cnly a

single specimen of this master—a ricli, rocky landswipe, with a
meadow in the foreground, iu which two women and a man are
dancing to the tambourine. Though the execution Is very careful
for the size (for this is one of Rerghem's largest compositlonK), it is,

RCn.iL ESPLOyjIKNT.- FROM k PATXTIXG BY nERGIIEM.

picture is in the collection of JI. Steengracht, at the Hague. The

other two are at the duke"s villa at Chiswick ;—1. "A Ferry."

Cattle about to pass a river, which winds through a landscape,

where a ruin is seen. This is thought to be one of the artist's finest

productions, but, unfortunately, it is much damaged. 2. "A
Landscape." Cattle by the water-side—the time evening

; painted

with great care in a blueish tone.

The Bridgewater Gallery contains five Berghems, which arc thus

described by Dr. Waagen :— " 1 . A long bridge is thrown over a

piece of water which traverses a flat country, with an extensive dis-

tance. A hawking p-^rty, and country people, animate the land-

scape, illumined with the warm glow of evening, and all nature

sunk into a cahn. The clearness and force of this effect, the deli-

cacy of the touch, admirably impasted, the refined taste in the dis-

position, the correct drawing, show the master in the highest per-

fection of the qualities for which he is so greatly esteemed. This

gern formerly adorned the Slingelandt and Colonna collections.

2. In a bare landscape, in which rises a mass of rocks, there is in

front a woman ii]>ou an a.S3, with Its foal, and a herdsman with

Ijutli in tone and feeling, one of his coldest pictnrcs. It was
formerly in the collection of W. A. Ellis, Esq.

Mr. Hope also possesses a single Uerghem—a waterfall Iietwecn

high rocks, on which stands the temple of the Sibyl. An^ong the

figures in the foreground, a woman, a cow, and some sheep, arc the

most striking. The execution is particularly careful and elegant,

but It Is rather compllcatetl in the compoaition, and cold and heavy
in the tone.

Lord Ashburton's collection, at his mansion in Piccadilly, contains

three Berghems :— 1. At the foot of the ruins of a stately edifice, a
herdsman with cows, by the side of a piece of water, in which a
woman is engaged in washing. The warm evening sun gilds all

with its rays. In the glow and depths of the colonring, and In

elegance of tre.itmcnt, this is one of the artist's finest productions,

and excites in the beholder the poetical feeling of a warm evening.

Purchased from the DIjouval collection for £367 lOs. 2. "The
Libster Catchers." Four men are engaged in the lobster fishery on
a sea-coast, surrounded by lofty rocks ; the beams of the rising sun
give a warm tinge to the vapours rising from the waters against the
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rocks; tlie foreground breathes the freshuess of early morning.

Tlie (U'licacy of the execution, and the magical effects of liglit in tills

picture, are indescribable. Purchased at the Talleyrand .sale for

i£262 10s. 3, lu the foreground of a bare country, tlie remote

distance of which is closed by blue mountains, a mau is carrying a

bundle of wood ; at his side is a woman on horseback, driving some

00W8. The time of day is a cool afternoon. Few pictures exci*e,

like this, the yearning after distance, and are, at the same time

BO attractive by the energy of the colouring, and the spirit and preci-

sion of the touch. It is in pictures such as this, that we see -what

Berghem was cap.able of doing. It was purchased at the Talleyrand

sale for £600.

The Marquis of Bute's collection, at Luton House, contains three

pictures by this master:—1. A very rich landscape, vvith steep

rocks and lofty trees, beneath which a woman is riding on a mule.

Though the sun is already low, .and forms large masses of shade,

the general tone of the picture is cool. It is a large picture, Vnit

superior to most of the artist's productions of similar dimensions in

clearness and careful execution of all the parts. 2. In a moun-

tainous landscape, .animated with 'numei-ous figures of men and

cattle, a stream ru.shes between broken rocks. A 'n-arui, har-

monious, evening tone is diffused over every object. This rich

picture ii,very carefully finished in all its pai-ts. 3. A winter

landscape. Many figures and two horses are on a frozen river,

over which there is a rustic bridge. The cold wintry tone is as

admirably carried through as in Berghem's "Winter Laud.scape,"

in the Royal Gallery at Berlin.

The pictures of Berghem h.ave been engraved by Lebas, Aliamet,

the brothers Wisclier, Danckers, Laurent, Martenasi, etc. The

prices which they have obtained, in every instance when they have

been submitted to public competition, affords a good criterion of
.

the estimation in which they are held. It will be seen that their

value is increasing in proportion as they are less frequently brought

to auction.

At the sale of the collection of M. de Lorangere, directed by

Gersaint, in 1744, a very fine landscape, on panel, by Berghem,

was sold for £24 ; while .another produced only £6. At th,at of

the Chev.alier la Roque, in 1745, a very beautiful landscape, with

figures and animals, in the best style of Berghem, was sold for £7

;

another for £10 10s. ; .and a third for £12. It v/as not only the pic-

tures of Berghem which were sold at such low prices at that period :

the works of other masters of the Dutch school obtained only pro-

portionate amounts. But as the taste of amateurs underwent a

change, Berghem's pictures commanded prices commensurate with

their merits. The charm of their composition, the brightness of

the colouring, and their- usually sm.all dimensions, now cause them

to be much sought after by wealthy amateurs.

At the sale of M. de la Live de Jolly, in 1770, a picture of, this

master, representing a woman riding on a horse, a Kiau on a mule,

GJ-^
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and another woman with a child, was sold for .£412 10s. Another,

engraved by Ali.amet under the title of " The Tr.avellers," obtained

£85.

At the sale of tlie Lempereur cidlection in 1773, a Berghem,

representing a man playing on a guitar, to which two women are

listening, was sold for £2.T.'). At tluat of the Marquis of Brunoy,

in 1776, a landscape by Berghem, engraved by Lebas under the

title of a'*' Viev/ in the Environs of Sienna," was sold for £100.

When the rich collection of M. Blondel de Gagnywas brought to

the hammer in 1776, " The Chilteau of Bentheim,'' which Gersaint

regarded as one of Berghem's finest productions, realised £575.

At the sale of the Prince of Conti's collection, in 1777, two views of

seaports, enriched with figures, ships, and animals, which have

been engraved by Lebas, were sold for .£150 each. Another land-

scape, of the richest comjiosition, fonnerly in the cabinet of tho

Duke of Choiseul, sold for £73 10s. A fourth, " The Bird-catcher,"

engraved by one of the brothers Wischer, was sold for £75.

At the Talleyrand s.ale, inl817, a picture by Berghem, represent-

ing a peasant accompanied by liis dog, bending under the weight of

a large faggot, followed by a villager on horseback driving tw'o

cows, was pushed up to £60i3. At tliat of M. Lapeyriere, in 1828,

"A View of a Village in Holland," a beautiful landscape, formerly

in the cabinet of M. de Tolazan, obtained the still higher price of

.£"800. "The Passage of the Mountains" reached £.570, and

"Morning," a landscape, enriched with figures, £005.

When the Duke of Choiseul's rich collection was sold, in IS'23,

a marine view by Berghem was purch.ased by Mr. Beckford, of

"Vatliek" and Fonthill celebrity, for i'SlS 15s. This picture,

which has been engraved by Lebas, is thus described by Dr.

Waagen :
— " Several persons are engaged on a sea-coast in embark-

ing fish, while others are variously employed, A bay is animated

with vessels of diflerent sizes. In the background a ch,ain of moun-

tains. In richness, precise and spirited touch, and carrying thruugh

of the warm tone of a summer evening, this is one of the finest

works of Berghem."

"The Ancient Harbour of Genoa," which we have reproduced in

one of our illustrations, was formerly in the same coUectjon, and

was sold for £SS0. It was purchased for the Duke of Berri, and

resold, in 1837, at the reduced price of £660.

At the sale of the Chevalier Erard's collection in 1832, "A St.ag

Hunt" was sold for £750 ; and "A Seaport" for £330 10s. At

that of Cardinal Fesch, at Rome, in 1844, "The Passage of the

Moimt-ains," a landscape of beautiful execution, was sold for £450.

A pastoral landscape, a very admirable specimen of this master,

produced £328 ; a winter scene, somewhat feeble in effect, £325
;

and a "View in the Mountains," in Berghem's best manner, £312.

Berghem always signed his pictures, and nearly always his

plates, sometimes Berghem and sometimes Bcrchtm. His various

signatures and monograms are faithfully represented below.
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EXHIBITION OF THE FINE ARTS AT BRUSSELS.
We cannot take leave of the Belgian artists without noticing a very

fine historical picture by M. Lies, called "The Court of Jlargaret

of Austria," a composition full of talent, spirit, and brilliant local

colouring. It is a good specimen of what Sir Joshua P.eynolds calls

the composite style, in which a certain elegance and grace are

blended with grandeur, rather than of the grand style proper, the

aim of which is to act on the mind, through the eye, by simijlicity

and completeness-^by the uniformity of the leading lines and

soberness of colouring, rather than by ornament and brilliancy.

"The Widow," p.aiuted by M. Wiilems, .appeared last year in

the Paris exhibition. It is a small composition, revealing the

poetry of .art, and finely executed. It is destined, we understand,

to adorn a gallery which is already one of the finest in Brussels,

that of M, Van Praet, who holds an important ai>pointment in the

royal household.

M. Madou contributes one of the most .amusing pictures in the

exhibition; it is called "The Troublc-Fctes." Two young men,

very poor, if we may judge from their .appearance, have arrived at

a village during the celebration of a fftc, and have the temerity to
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solicit, as their partner in the dance, the prettiest of the assembled

villagers. The young girl looks more pleased than angry ; hut her

friends exclaim against the audacity of the strangers, and refer the

matter to the authorities. The hurgomastcr, by his air of hidicrons

pomposity, seems determined to avenge the outraged morality of

the village. The appearance of the strangers, despite their poverty,

seems to have created a sensation among the fair peasants ; but the

stir does not distract the attention of a group of piquet-phiyers on

the left from their game, and an old man, seated on a cask, smokes

his pipe and looks on with the characteristic imperturbability of a

Flemish burgher. The figures are numerous, and each ona»seems

a character. The hand of a master is discernible in the most

minute defciils ; the touch, moreover, is delicate, and the coloni-iag

bright and harmonious.

M. F. de Braekeleer also holds a conspicuous place among the

Belgian painters of this class of subjects, and his "Children at

Play " is a production of great merit. It is one of those pictures

wliich speak to the heart through the eyes, and is worthy of a

place beside the "F6te" of JI. Madou. The "Blind M.in" of

M. Dyckmans figured in the exhibition at Antwei-p in 1852, and is

not above mediocrity. M. Alfred Stevens contributes two good

paintings to the exhibition, " The Siesta" and " The Music

Lesson," both coloured with remarkable richness. But in subjects

of this kind no Belgian painter of the present day has succeeded

better than M. Adolphe DiUeus, who treats rural life in particular

with great felicity and spirit. In the present e.xhibition he hne

four pictures, of which the two best are " The Toll," in which a

young peasant is about to kiss the blooming cheek of a buxom

Dutcli girl whom he has overtaken upon a narrow wooden bridge

;

and " Tlie Dike of Westcappel," one of those landscapes peculiar to

the level scenery of Holland, with the whole of a plump and joyous-

looking family out for a ride in a heavy Zealand cart, drawn by

horses as robust and well-fed as the holiday folks themselves.

Both pictures are drawn with an esmy and graceful touch, and

coloured with harmony and brilliancy. JI. Genisson has some in-

teriors of churches, painted with his usual felicity in treating such

subjects ; but the gem of the exhibition, as regards architectural pic-

tures, is "The House of Charity at llalines," byAI. Stroobant. The

pei-spective and cliiaroscaro of this picture merit tbe highest praise.

While the modem artiists of Belgium have, until recently,

followed the romantic school of France, founded by the celebrated

David, those of Holland, on the contrary, have cb.isen the path

trodden so worthily by theii' ancestoi's of the seventeenth century,

and followed it out with considerable success. They number

among them artists distinguished by the fidelity to nature which

characterised the old Dutch painters, and who have obtained a

high reputtition, particularly in the branches of landscape and

r/eiire painting.

The Dutch artists are less numerously represented in the Brussels

Exhibition than those of France and Germany, but among their

productions aie some of remarkable beauty. M. Van Hove exhibits

two pictures, replete with the poesy which distinguishes the works

of this ai-tist, and v.hich constitutes their chief merit. There are

many pictures of still life; but, however great the amount of

talent displayed in such productions, they must always be regarded

as occupying the lowest grade among the emanations of the painter's

genius. Groups of flowei's and fnut, such as Huysum painted,

charm us by then: fidelity to nature, of which they are the most

beautiful forms, and by the brilliancy and richness of the colours; .

but a caulillower and a bunch of caiTots, or a cut ham and a loaf

of bread, however truthfidly they may be repi-esented, excite none

of tlie finer feelings which it is the mission of the painter, equally

with the poet, to evoke. Pictures of this class are as much below

the drunken boors and card-playcra of Brauwur and Oatiule oa the

hitter arc inferior to the grand compositions of lliilfaellu and

Michael Augelo.

The. French school has undergone no change since the tinit

revolution. The pupils and followers of David have Buccessfully

entered the regions of history, of poetry, and ol dramatic romance
;

they hare imbibed his enthusiasm for the epic style of eompoiition,

and have produced, and are still producing, as the ]>rescut exbibitiou

bears witues.s, works of dignity and sentiment. Foremost among
the productions of French artista, wc must notice " The Marriage of

Henry IV." by SI. Isabey, a picture sjiiritcd in execution, aud finely

coloured ; and two pictures of more than ordinary merit by M.
Comptc—"Henry 111. in Iiii Menagerie," aud "The Arrest of the

Cardinal of Guise." Inferior to these in some respects, but not

lightly to be passed over, is " The Battle of Moscow," by M.

Bellange, a subject which possesses a peculiar interest for Frenchmen

now that their countrymen are once more engaged in war with the

soldiers of the Czar, aud the disasters of 1812 have been avenged

on the Abna.

Like those of Holland, the French artists Contribute a great

number of ff.iirc pictures, but few of them .ire of the first order.

SI. Leijoitevin, in his "Spring," though he has not produced a fir^t-

class picture, has done more to sustain his reputation than M. Justin

Auvrifi, whose "Street in Amsterdam" would do e(iually well for

a street in Venice. Among the works most deserving of praise wo

may enumerate a very good one, but kidly ]>lace<l, by M. Jongkond
;

a very finely-touched composition by M. Vetter, called "A quarter

of an hour with Rabelais ;" "Absence," a charming picture by

M. Roux ; a very meritorious composition by M. Conlon, called

"The New Lord of the M.inor ; " and two delightful little pictures

by M. Delfosse, which have elicited much .admiration from amateurs.

We must not forget the contributions of MM. Pico and Hammoo,
two artists who possess largely the pleasing qualities of nalreli',

sentiment, and spirit, which compensate in a great measure for

their deficiency in colour. M. Marchal, a young French artist, has

made his dibut this season, and the picture whidi he exhibits,

" Vandyek iu the Studio of Rubens," fully merits the warm

encomiums that have been pronounced upon it. The anecdote to

which it has reference is as follows :—Kubens having left a picture

unfinished onenight, and gone out on the following morning, his pupils

took the opportunity of sporting about the room ; when one more un-

fortunate than the rest, in striking at one of his companions with a

maulstick, threw down the picture, which, not being dry, receive<l

some damage. Vandyek, who was studyingunderRubensat the time,

being at work in the next room, was prevailed upon, as the best

able to do so, to repair the mischief ; and when Ruleus came next

morning to his work, and contemplated the picture from a distance,

as is usual with painters, he observed that he liked it much better

than he did before.

German art does not make a very brilliant figuie in the exhibition

.

Karl Hiibner, of Diisseldorf, has sent two pictures, viz. "The
Surprise" (a mother discovering her daughters Ute-u-IHe with

their lovers) and "A Contlagiation;" in both the drawing is

tiieritorious, but the colouring is weak and inharmonious. The

best productions of German artists arc two pictures by M. Peten-

kuven, of Vienna; the subjects are, "A Bivouac," aud an "Arrest

of a Deserter," and both in conipositinn, vigour of drawing, and

harmony of Cvlour, they evince a con.>>iderable share of genius and

an admirable taste.

COENELIUS
With the exception of the beautiful country around Liegej aud tlie

hilly district of Namur, Belgium presents an unbroken and mono-

tonous level, little cak\ilatcd to awaken a love of the picturesque

iu nature, or to afford the artist opportunities for the exercise of

his talent in landscape delineation. Iu the environs of Antwerp,

of Vilvorde, or of Maliues, he may find quiet rural spots, which

derive interest from a rustic bridge or an old-£ishioned farmhouse,

rendered picturesque by tlie knotted trunks of trees, bending over
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a pool of stagnant v.atcr ; but he will find it difficult to obtain

graud effectii, and scenery which inspires the poetry of art. Hoir

can he convey to others, without having himself received it, the

impression of dark woods, broken and pi!e<l-up r^tcks, and gloomy

r.-vvines I Yet, notwillistanding the difficulty of all this, it ha.s

been achieved by a painter of tlie Flemish .schojl, in the midst of a

level country ; this painter was Cornelius Huysmans.

'When we are lost in the gloom of a thick forest, and after follow
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iug the tangled path a long time without finding its termination,

or seeing the sky, except by snatches, we reach an opening on the

borders of the forest, where the light breaks through the trees,

producing varied effects, and behold a stream rushing swiftly along

the bottom of a wild ravine, while the distance discloses a varied

panorama of blue hills and wooded valleys, we behold such a

scene as this master has often painted. Most of his landscapes,

indeed, are of this character ; dark streams rushing between rocky

banks, venerable oaks and beeches bending over them, with cattle

grazing or wading in the stream, at spots where the banks are

shelving. Sometimes he presents us with sombre ravines, across

which lie the trunks of trees, torn from their foundations by the

force of a torrent ; at others, with a lonely mountain pass, with

the distant country seen through the opening.

The scenery which Huysmans has represented is more Italian in

its character than Flemish ; his ravines and mountain passes

resemble those of the Apennines, rather than anything which can

and Claude, of Wynants and Poussin. The feeling for ideal beauty,

which had been developed by Claude, had called forth many

imitators, and excited many similar efforts on the part of the

artists of the Netherlands. By the full effect of light, by tlie

brilliancy of the air, and the liquid mistiness of the distance, they

endeavoured in a similar manner to produce a liigher tone, and to

ennoble those forms of nature which they saw around them. By

adhering partly to the clearness aud freedom of Claude's composi-

tions, and partly to the more elevated forms of Pous.sin's style,

they succeeded in producing works of very great beauty. It may

be regarded as a distinctive mark of these imitators, that some

trace of that feeling for the individual realities of nature which

characterised Flemish art, and which was developed in the land-

scapes of Rubens, is always more or less perceptible in the single

features of their works.

The landscapes of Van Artois were in high estimation at that

time, and Huysmans went to Brussels for the purpose of studying

THE ANCIENT HARBOUE OF GENOA.—FEOM A PAIXTING ET BEKOIIEM.

be discovered in the level aud comparatively tame scenery of

Belgium. They have, generally, a striking effect of light on the fore-

ground, where the artist has introduced various wild plants, pencilled

with remarkable correctness and elegance of form. The foliage of

his trees is light and spirited, and the colouring rich .and harmonious.

This painter is commonly called Huysmans of Malines, not from

having been born there, for he was a native of Antweri), but

because he resided in that town during the greater part of his life.

He w!is born in 1648, aud was the son of an eminent architect,

who intended to bring him up to liis own profession ; but having

the misfortune to lose his father while very young, the responsi-

bility of his education devolved on one of his uncles, who placed

him under the tuition of Gaspar de Witte, a landscape-painter of

some eminence, though not of the degree subsequently attained by

his pupil. The period in which he was biu"n, the middle of the

seventeenth century, was ^a brilliant epoch in the history of land-

sc\pe-iiaiuting—the epoch of Ruysdael and Berghem, of Everdingen

under that master. The fine forest of Soignies, wdiich is in the

neighbourhood of that city, afforded him opportunities of studying

the features of woodland scenery, and the designs for his finest

landscapes were made on its borders. Van Artois united the

manners and deportment of a gentleman with the enthusiasm of an

admirer of the picturesque and a lover of his art ; he received young

Huysmans very graciously, gave him an apartment in his o-wn house,

and employed him in di-awing from nature the most picturesque

spots in the neighbourhood. These drawings were doubtless very

useful to Van Artois, and served to improve the style of his pupil,

whose boldly-drawn landscapes soon sui-passed those of his master.

On leaving Brussels, Huysmans took up his abode at Malines,

where he contiuued to reside the remainder of his life.

The great merit of the landscapes of this master, as of those of

Van Artois, and those also of Louis de Wadder, is the sentiment

of grandeur he has infused into them. His spreading oaks, witli

their masses of dark foliage, have an air of majesty ; and his rocks
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have the asiiect of mementoes of the autediluvian epoch. What
separates this master from Berghem and Claude is the manner in
which he has treated his skies. Claude paints the forms of earth,
indeed, but he veils them in au ethereal drapery, such as is only at
moments visible to our eyes; he paints that worship of the Crejitor
which nature solemnises, and in which man and his work are only
included as accessories. Hills, trees, ruins are but the external
features of his pictures, and they form only the framewr.rk by means
of which he sets before us the true creative power of nature, shown in
the effects of air, and in the brilliant and vivid workings of light.
In the landscapes of Huysmans, the sky and the clouds are m'^iide

subordinate to the rocks an,l trees, and are painted so as t.j increase
the effect of the latter. The delicate shadows wliich distingui.-h
the bours of the day, tlie silent sweep of clouds along tlie clear sky,
the soft mists of evening, and the phenomena of solar Hght, were

on his landscapes, in .spite of the beautiful forms of bis trees, aud
the grandeur of the scenery auiid which they are represeuted.

They have a character which resembles neither the joyousucss of

lierghem, the melancholy of RuysdacI, uor the solemn sjilendour of

.lohn Both. At the first glance, we may believe that his majestic

and sombre %voods conceal iu their deep shades one of tho.se temples

of the olden times from which the inspired jiriestess gave forth her

mysterious oracles ; but, instead of the circular colonnade, and the

fountjiin which invites to repose the nymphs of the train of Diana,
we discover only a rude aud simiile hut, the lonely dwelling of a
poacher.

The figures of Huysmans, though all of this rustic character,

were dniwn so naturally, anil with such facility and address, that

the other landscjipe-paintcra of his country had recourse to Idm for

the figures with which they animated their woods and LeathH

TnR RAVINE.—FROM A TAIXTIXG BY IirTSMANS.

not, in the mind ot this master, essential to the production ot a

grand and striking picture. He relied for effect on the boldness of

his masses of foliage, the deep shadows of his forests, and the

strong light which he throws on his foregrounds. Yet we have in

his ravines and forest-glades abundant evidence of his ix)wers of

managing light and shade, of which the picture we have engraved

above is an admiral)le example.

One of the characteristics of Huysmans, which distinguishes

him from nearly all other painters, is the entire absence of other

than rustic figures in his landscapes. Under the spreading boughs

of his m.ijestic oaks, he has introduced only the herdsmen who

drive their cattle through the glen, and the labourers who rest or

pursue their rustic occupations on the borders of the forest. His

figures and cattle are well drawn and pleasingly grouped. The

prevailing rusticity of the former impresses their peculiar character

Anthony Van der Meulen, the celebrated painter of the battles and

sieges of the reign of Lonis XIV., was introduced to Huysmans
while on a visit to Brussels, his native city. Seeing that the land-

scapes of Huysmans were characterised by an air of grandeur, he

thought that the talent of the artist could not fail to be appreciated

at the court of Versailles, and proposed to introduce him there,

that he might paint the landscape portion of the representiitions of

Kittles, sieges, encampments, and pompous marches, which he was

then engaged in exccnting. But the artist, probably thinking that

such an arrangement would place him in a subordinate position,

declined the offer, alleging as his motive that he was ignorant of

the French language, and did not wish to leave Malines. However,

at the solicitation if Van der Meulen, he p.ainted for that master,

with astonishing freedom and rigour, the views of Luxemburg and

l^inant, and the environs of those places. Being taken from an
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elevated position, these views spread out like a panorama, and the

charm of art has not robbed them of their topographical accuracy.

These pictures, which now adorn the gallery of the Louvre, have

been much admired; and ao perfect is the harmony between the

landscapes of Huysmans and the charging squadrons and opposing

battalions of Van der Meulen, that it is difficult to believe that

botli were not painted by the same hand.

The pictures of this master are not numerous, and unfortunately

they have become very dark, and now exhibit a reddish brown
appeai-ance, which has considerably diminished their value. Other-

wise they are masterly productions. On this account it is difficult,

at the present day, to form an estimate of his merits as a colourist,

though he has been praised for them by writers who had seen

his pictures in their pristine condition. Their chiaroscwo recalls

productions i>f Rembrandt, and the effect of his landscapes is im-

posing, owing to their boldness and gi-andeur. He has shown that

the perfection of the art is the correct representation of the forms of

nature, however great may be the differences of manner resulting

from the individual temperaments of different masters.

Huysmans died at Malines in 1727, having attained the venerable

age of seventy-nine.

As already stated, the pictures of this master are not numerous,
either in public galleries, or in the collections of private individuals.

There are several of his compositions in the museum and the

churches of Malines
; and the Royal Gallery at Brussels possesses a

landscape, enriched with figures. The Munich Grallery contains a
seaport and several Landscapes, and the Louvre possesses four fine

landscapes, in addition to the pictures which he painted in conjunc-
tion with Van der Mtulen.

There is a small landscape by this master in the wi-iting-closet

at Hampton Court, and another in the collection of the Duke of

Bridgewater
; luit neither of them can Ije considered as a favourable

specimen of his style and manner.

The pictures of Huysmans have seldom commanded a high
price ; while they preserved their original beauty, works of that
character were not appreciated as their merits entitled them to be,

and now their value is depreciated by the darkening of the colours.

At the sale of the Chevalier Laroque, at Paris, in 17i5, two land-

scapes by Huysmans, in frames elaborately carved and richly gilt,

were sold for £'i
; and two others, in the same style, produced

only eighteen shillings. Two landscapes, enriched with figures and
animals, from the cabinet of M. de Mesnard, were sold for the

Bum of .4'4 the pair.

Justice was rendered to Huysmans, however, at the sale of M.
de Calonne, in 178S, when a landscape, enriched with figures and
animals, realised tlie sum of ^£120. His pictures did not long
retain the favour of amateurs, however ; for in 1823, at the sale of

M. de St. Victor, a landscape of warm tone, with figures and
animals, was sold for £2. At that of M. Brun, in 1S41, a magni-
ficent landscape by this master, considered one of the best he ever
painted, was sold for £9. In the following year, one of his land-
scapes was sold for i'6, atthesale of M. Etienne Leroy ; and in 1845,
at the sale of M. Meifre, two others were sold for £6 lOs.

The works of Huysmans have never been engraved. None of

them have either signature or mark.

THE :6eginnl\gs oe art.

To find the rude beginnings of the arts of design, we mu.'it go back
to a very early age, to the monuments of Assyi-ia and Egypt—so
soon did the human mind aspire to the representation of the things

which occupied it, and which excited the imagination into action.

The faculty of imitation is evidenced remarkably in those arts, in

which the images that fill the mind are e.xhibited to the eye in

all the reality of form and colour. While society was yet in the
pastoral stage, Laban had his sculptured gods; and the walls of
the buried palaces of Nineveh, the oldest city of the world, show
that the arts of design were known and practised at a very early
period. The researches of Botta and Lay^rd have made us
acquainted with the degree of proficieijcy attained by the Assyrian
artists, which all who have seen the reproduction of a portion of
the palace of Sennacherib in the Sydoaliam' Palace, or tlie original

bas-reliefs in the British Museum, must acknowledge to have been

rem.arkable for the period.

The human-headed bulls which adorned the portals of the

Ninevite palaces, the statues of their gods and dep.ai-ted kings, and

the bas-reliefs wliich covered tlie interior wails of the royal

chambers, were all coloured ; and this with pigments so bright and

enduring, as to be perceptible after the lapse of more than three

thousand years. We find mention also, in profane history, of

colossal statues of Ninus and Semiramis, in gold and brass ; and in

sacred history of the golden statue, sixty cubits high, which

Nebuchadnezzar set up in the plain of Dura, to compel the captive

Jews to bow down before and worship it. The walls of Babylon

appear also to have been decorated with bas-reliefs, representing

hunting scenes, which w-ere executed and painted on the surfaces of

the bricks before they were burnt, and consequently must have

been vitrefied— the earliest approach which we can trace to

enamelling.

The ancient Egyptians practised the sculptor's art extensively,

and in a style similar to that of the Assyrians, which shows the

first rude efforts of man to embody his feeling of the beautiful and

sublime. The works of art belonging to the earliest ages are

analogous to the first attempts of children—imperfect in ooucei)tion,

rude in execution, without any attention to perspective, and

appealing to the eye by bright and strongly-contrasted colours.

The constant aspiration to represent the human form, and the use

of colours before the art of tracing mth correctness any of the

forms of nature lias been acquired, also remind us of our own
juvenile attempts. The general proportions of the human form are

roughly given ; but there is no attempt at elegance, or to portray

individual difierences of character. An evidence of their ignorance

of the true principles of drawing may be seen in the loiecling figure

of the large Egyptian fragment in the British Museum, where,

amongst other errors, the eye, but half of which can be seen in

profile, is shown in full, the same as it would appear in a front

view. As a general rule, it may be obseiTed, that their animals

are more correctly represented than their human figures, and that,

among the latter, their female forms are superior to those of the

other sex. The most comprehensive view of Egj'ptian art is seen

in the plates to Rosellini's great work on the monuments of Egypt

and Nubia ; but the collection of Egyptian antiquities in the

British Museum is no* quite adequate to convey a correct idea of

its style and characteristics.

The Greeks, who received their first ideas of painting and

sculpture fi-om the Egyptians, attained the greatest proficiency in

the latter art, as a walk thi-ough the Greek court of the Sydenham

Palace, where the finest emanations of the sculptor's genius are

reproduced in plaster, will convince every observer. But their

first attempts were as crude and imperfect as those of their

teachers. The figures on the early Grecian vases are chai'acterised

by the same stiffness and conventionality as those which appear

in the Nineveh bas-reliefs and the sculptured obelisks of Egypt.

The firstr essays of the artist were simple outlines, such as are now

known as silhouettes ; the next step was to add the parts within

the outline, but still without liglit or shade, which PMny says was

first done by Cleophantus of Corinth ; and from this an advance

was made to monochromatic painting, such as may he seen on the

vases in the British Museum. Enmarus was, according to Pliny,

the first who gave to each sex its characteristic style of design, so

as to illustrate the attributes of each by the figure and complexion,

giving a robust and vigorous form to the males, audmaking the

females slighter and more delicate.

Cimou ofCleouae, whose period was anterior to that of Polygnotua

by at least a century, improved upon the method of Eum.arus liy

giving variety to the attitudes of his figures,and exhibiting the

muscular articulation.';, the veins, .^nd the folds of the drapery.

The most ancient paintings extant are the four on marble tablets

discovered at Herculaneum, and now in the museum at Naples

;

the designs are defaced in some parts, and the colours have been

nearly destroyed by he.at. The same museum contains two other

pictm-es from Herculaneum, two from Stabia, and one fi-om Pompeii,

but these are of later date ; the subjects are all taken from the

Greek mythology. The Vatican contains a stucco painting, dis-

covered on the Esquiline mount ; this is a work of considerable
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merit in composition, drawing, and colour, tmd is executed -nitli

much freedom. A well in-mked gradation of imiirnvement may lio

observed iu the early vases, the Naples marbles, and the later

pictures in the same collection.

Sculpture made the same gradual progress, from the human-
headed bulls and hawk-headed kings of Assyria, and the massive
sphinxes and gigantic sitting figures of Egypt, to the Belvedere

Apollo, the Farnese Hercules, and the Medicean Venus, those

models of ideal beauty which are regarded as showing at once the

perfection of the art and of the liumau form. Some of the earliest

specimens of Greek sculpture are now in the British JIuseum ; these

are bas-reliefs from a monument at Xanthiis, which probably

belongs to the sixth century before Christ, not far from the i)eriod

of the destruction of Nineveh. Here the eye is seen in full, though
the 6gures are in profile, and all the countenances have the same
ch.araoter; but an advance on the Assyrian sculptures is seen in the

folds of the draperies and the arrangement of the hair. An
interesting example of early Athenian art, belonging to the time of

Pisistratus, is a Kas-reliof representing a female figure mounting a

chariot, discovered at Athens, and a cast of which will be found in

the Crystal Palace. The metopes recently found at Selinus, in

Sicily, and now in the museum at Palermo, .are in very high relief,

coated over with plaster, and coloured so .as to soften the appearance

of the surface. The faces are represented in full, while the limbs

are shown sideways ; a very close resemblance may be traced

between these figures and the large ones between the hulls on the

outer wall of the palace of Sardanapalus. As Selinus w.as destroyed

by the Carth.aginians 400 B.C., these bas-reliefs must have been

executed some time, probably a very considerable time, previous to

that period.

JIueh controversy has lately taken place on the question, whether

the ancients coloured their statues, as is contended by Mr. Owen
Jones. That the practice was general, would perhaps be difhcult to

prove. That the Assyrians coloured their bas-reliefs is not disputed

since tr.aces of the pigment were discovered by Mr. Layard. That

the statues of the Greeks were often painted, in imitation of nature,

may be gathered from passages iu Pausanias, Plutarch, and Plato
;

and that the practice extended to the whole of the statue is evident

from the last-named writer, who s.ays, that it is not by applying a

rich or beautiful colour to any particular p.art, but by giving its

local colour to each part, that the whole is made beautiful. That

the practice was not general, however, appears from Lucian, who, in

tho dialogue between Lycinus and Polystratus, infonns us that the

Venus of Cnidus] by Praxiteles, and other celebrated statues, were
not coloured.

Mr. Wornum, after mature consiileration of thi.s interesting ques-
tion, has arrived at the conclusion, that "the practice of colouring
statues is undoubtedly as ancient as the art of Suituary iUncIf;

although they wore perhaps originally coloured' more from a lovo of
colour than from any design of improving the resemblance of the
representation." * This agrees with what wo have said upon the
love of colour which is displayed in all first attempts. We learn from
Pliny that the statue of Jupiter, placed in the Capitol by Tarqui-
niu.t Prisons, was coloured with minium. What was first done from
a love of colour was afterwards followed with a view to effect.

" The uaked form," says the writer just quoted, " waa most pro-
bably merely varnished, the colouring being applied only to the
eyes, eyebrows, lips, and hair, to the draperies, and tho various

ornaments of dress
; and there can be little doubt that fine statues,

e-specijilly of females, when carefully and tasttfully coloiircd in this

way, must have been extremely beautiful
; the encaustic varnish

upon the white marble must have had very much the effect of a
pale, transparent flesh. Gold wa.s also abundantly employed upon
ancient statues; the hair of tho Venns de' Medicis was gilded, and,
in some, glass eyes and eyelashes of copper were inserted, examples
of which are still extant." In statues of bronze, the eyes were
often of silver ; and in the "Boy extracting a Thorn from his Foot,"

the original of which is at Rome, the sockets are vacant, in which
condition they were found when the statue was discovered.

The earliest productions of the sculptor were undoubtedly the
figures of the gods worship])ed by the pagan nations of antiquity,

and the material first used w.is clay, the phvstic nature of which
wo\ild readily suggest its employment for the purpose. Clay figures,

the work of early Italian artists, are still extant ; and clay tablets

and seals have been found in the mounds of Khorsaljad and
Kouyunjik. At a later period wood came into use, and marble
was not used until the art had made considerable progress. Metal
was used for ornamentiil purposes and for covering statues long
before the process of casting was known, the work being executed
by means of the hammer.

• Smith's Dictionary of Greek and Roman Antiquities, art.

Pictura, page iHl.i.

FRESCO TAINTING IN riOllENCE.

The convent of St. Onofre, at Florence, wa-s originally designed

as a refuge for poor women. But since its foundation it was

enriched by so many donations, that instead of being a simple plain

home for the homeless, it became both rich and influential. At

the end of the last ceutury it was sold, and the sisterhood dissolved.

A silk manufactory was then established on the premises, and busy

hands soon gave a new aspect to the place. A few years passed and

then one Tommaso Masi, a coachmaker, took a lease of the building.

He set about repairing it at once, and iu cleaning the walls of that

part which had once been the refectory of the convent, discovered the

dim outlines of a fresco p.iinting. Happily his curiosity was excited,

and with the utmost caution he proceeded to remove the coating of

dust and dirt which had settled down up.m-it. Tommaso M.asi

succeeded to perfection, .and the design of some great master shone

forth once more in its accustomed place. The next step was to call

in a well-quiilified jury of artists to determine as to the worth and

character of the picture ; and Luigi, Sabutelli, Guiseppe, Bezzuoli,

Aless.andro Saracini, President of the Society of Artists at Sienna,

and Professor Duprc, made a careful examination of the composition.

This was in 1843. They fouud it verj' diflicult to estimate the real

value of the picture in the state it w-as then in, and hesitated to

express an opinion further than as to the very remarkable character

of the work. Patient and diligent exertion was used to restore the

painting, and one after another the connoisseurs came to the convic-

tion that it must have owed its origin to Perigino; to him therefore

was the meed of praise awarded.

But the artists were wrong, and it was not the first time, perhaps,

that critics had blundered. Other artists of celebrity and nume-
rous amateurs examined the picture; and in 1845 two young artists,

Zotti and Delia Porta, having examined the work with particular

caie, .avowed their opinion to be that the production was that of

the great Kaffaelle.

The p<aiuting represents the Last Supper of Jesus Christ with his

Disciples, a subject which is universally selected as appropri.ate to

the refectories of convents. We give a rough sketch of the figures at

the table, to convey an idea of the general disposition of the piece.

But this is not the whole of the work. A species of canopy

surmounts the group, and is enriched with beautiful foliage. The
architecture is composed of slight pilasters and graceful arabesque

ornaments. Between two of the pilasters, behind the figure of the

Saviour a landscape is seen representing the Mount of Olives and the

Garden of Gethsemane. An angel is seen presenting the cup to

Jesus, and at a little distance .ire the disciples asleep. A border of

foliage and medallions surrounds the design.

The attitudes of the principal figures in the chief group demand
particular attention, and the character that is thrown into each

physiognomy has induceil us l<i present sketches of some of the

heads. The Saviour is seated at the centre of the table ; his left

hand rests upon St. John, the beloved disciple, who is half-reclining

on the Iward, and appears asleep ; his other hand is raised as in

warning ; the expression of the face is thonghtfiil, mild yet com-

manding; it is the moment when he utters the words—"One of

you sh.all betray me '." In uttering these words, his glance wanders

around the table, and then rests upon the figure of the apostle
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immediately opposite to St. .Tolin. That apostle is Judas Is;ariot. of the intensest malignity, baseness, and disquietude, exhibited

The figure of this man is boldly relieved, and separated from the in the features of this betrayer. The contrast of these two

rest of the group ; one of his hands rests on the table, and with the principal figures is peculiarly striking ; and the faces brought thus

THE LAST SUPPER.

other he holds the bag of money—the means of his temptation. closely together—one so full of highest virtue, the other so vicious

His head is averted from tlie penetrating glance of the Ma.ster, and and depraved—demand particular .attention. The figures of the

is turned fully tnw.'irds the specfcitnrs. Tliere is ,an expression other apostles are all boldly designed, and are thoroughly charac-
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teristic of the men. St. Peter sits to the right of Hie Siivioiir ; St.
Andi-ew, St. James the (ire,-vter, aud St, Barthoh.inew, have their
glances fixed upon Judas. St. Tetcr holds a knife in his hand,
and tlie strongest indignation is written on liis countenance ; the
expression of St. Andrew is severe, of St. James melauclioly, St.

Bartholomew resentful yet full of i,ity. The rest of the apostles are,
for the most part, calm aud indifferent ; two, however, should be
carefully regarded. The first, St. James the Less, aits at the extreme

engravcil by Pcrpetti ; ujion the holder of the gown of the Madonna,
in the picture painted for Lorenzo Nasi ; upon the robes of " The
Holy Family," in the Palace Kiniicci ; ami also upon various

frescoes. In the last year of his life, Kaffaellc signed iiis name in full.

The figure of St. James the Less is said to be a portrait of

It^iffaelle, and the sjime as that in the celebrated picture called

" The Contest at the Holy Sacrament."

lu 1505 Kaffaelle was at Fhjreiice. At that time he painted

>;-.

ST. PETER. ST. B.VKTlIOLOJIEW Oil ST. JAIIKS.

left of the table ; his profile is gracefully turned towards the

spectator, and is remarkably beautiful in its design : the other,

St. Thomas, is not less fine ; he is represented pouring wine into a

cup or glass.
'

A vast number of counoissenrs were admitted to view the fresco,

and, for the most part, they agreed with Zotti aud Delia Porta, as

to the picture being the production of Eaffaelle himself. Some of

portraits of Aiigclu and Madeleine Doni. A member of this family,

early in that year, became superior of the Convent of St. Onofre.

This circumstance explains how the young painter obtained the

commission to paint ' The Last Supper" on the convent walls.

Among the heads of the saints represented on the medals which

adorn the foliage is to bo noticed a portrait of St. Bernard, for

whom Rafl'aelle professed particular devotion.

ST. THOMAS. ST. JAMES inE LESS.

the 1-easons which led them to this conclusion may not be unin-

teresting.

On the collar of the tunic of St. ThonnVs are the following letters

in gold :—R A, P and l unitetl, r, R aud s, o a little effaced, A 3C M

B v. This is transUted :
'• Raphael Crbin-as, Anno Domini 1505."

Eaffaelle was, it is well known, in the habit of thus signing

many of his pictures. It is thus written on the rob« of the Virgin,

The n.ames of the di.sciples, place<l by the |>aint«r under the

figures of the apostle.", arc written in the dialci-t of Urbino, where

Baffaelle was bom.

The foliage and other orn.-ui\ents which surronnd the pictare

resemble tliose t« lie met with in other works of the same master

;

and the delicate painting of Olivet and Gethsemane, together with

the figures which are introduced, remind the spectator of those
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beautiful compositions of Raffaelle wliicli adoni tlie walls of the

Vatican.

A i)ainter, M. Giulio Piatti, and tlie sculptor Emilio Santarelli,

possessed for a long time desigus which were always attributed to

EaiTaelle, and which represented several of the figures—St. Peter

with a knife in his hand, St. James the Less, and St. Andrew

—

the same in every particular as they appear in the fresco.

Upon these proofs, it has been generally concluded that "The
Last Supper" of St. Onofre is the undoubted work of EafTaelle.

But, as we have presented our readers with the evidence in favour

of its authenticity, it is but fair to represent the other side of the

question.

An Italian writer, named Gargani, believed that he had dis-

covered the author of the p.ainting to be none other tlian Neri di

Bici, on account of a m.annscriiit, bearing date 1461, declaring

that a iiicture of " The Last Sujjper" was painted on the walls of

the refectory of St. Onofre by that artist. On further examination,

however, it appears that there were pvo fef^.cfories, the old and

the new, and that the one in which the fresco was discovered is

certainly more modern than the other. Besides this, there is evi-

dence of the other painting having been destroyed. But, if no other

evidence existed but the painting itself, the gfoujjing of the design,

the style of the whole, the delicacy of finish, would be enough to

prove that it was not painted at the period of Neri di Bici—there

being a vast difference between pictures of 1461 and 1506. In the

interval between those two epochs, painting made immense pro-

gress, and a complete revolution in art took place ; and a more

positive contrast can scarcely be imagined than exists between the

productions of those two ages.

A celebrated German artist, having seen and greatly aihnirSd the

picture, wrote to MM. Delia Porta and Zotti, a.ssuring them that

he had no doubt of the authenticity of the painting ; that the con-

struction of the piece, the expression of the various faces, all

pointed out Eaflaelle as their author. The objection urgeil on the

ground of its not being mentioned in any of the catalogues of

Raffaelle's works was easily met by the fiiet, that many well-

attested works of that master were omitted in these lists ; that at

the period when Raffaelle must have executed this work, he was a

young and comparatively unknown man ; and that the siK iice of

his biograi)her3 on this particular work was not to be taken into

account.

A gre.at deal of controversy was originated by the discovery of

the picture ; but at length the critics came to an almost unanimous

conclusion that the painting was the work of the great Eaffaelle.

However plain and simple the sketches may be, this fact is, we
think, enough to warrant us in presenting our readers with the

designs.

The picture was with great difficulty removed fi-om the convent

wall. It was sold to the Tuscan government for i£13,000.

FINE ART EXHIBITION AT GENEVA.

The biennial exlabitiou of works of art at Geneva was established,

some years ago, by a society of artists and amateurs, whose efl'orts

to promote the study of the fine arts, and to encourage and reward

those devoted to them, have caused the subject to be taken into the

serious consideration of the government. Placed, as it is, amid the

romantic scenery which has given birth to one of the most cele-

brated schools of laudscape-paiuting, represented by such able

,
artists as MM. Diday and Calame, Geneva, so famous for the

intelligence and commercial activity of its citizens, promises to

become one of the centres of art. In the sublime scenery of their

fatherland, and no less 31 the heroic achievements of their fore-

fathers, the artists of Switzerland have a fertile and, indeed,

inexhaustible field for the exercise of their talents. Among the

most promising artists of the Gencvese school, we m.iy enumerate
M. Gleyre, the p.ainter of that poetical composition, "The Kight of

Life," which has been so much admired in the Luxembourg
Gallery ; M. Lugardon, the interpreter of Swiss history ; and
Iieopold Robert, one of the meditative school of landscape-painters,

which had its best exponent in Ruysdacl. But wha"t has been
wanting to Swiss art has been appreciation and encouragementj for

want of which the beautiful and the picturesque h.ave to be pursued

anjid ilifiiculties, and fame alone has rewarded the success that has

been attained by self-denial. The times are past when such muni-

ficence was displayed as that of the senate of Basil, which offered

Holbein an annual pension of 1,200 florins to induce him to fix his

residence in his native town. Yet, with all these discouraging

circumstances, we feel assured that, one day or another, the laud-

scape school of Geneva will acquire renown ; and, with this feeling,

it was not without disappointment and regret that we walked

through the saloon of the exhibition without observing a single

picture by Calame—an artist too enthusiastic, and ioq truly Swiss

in his nature, not to have contributed, with all the force of his

genius, to the honour of his country.

M. Diday, however, has the honour of giving to the exhibition

the eclat of his great talent and high reputation as a landscape-

painter, by sending two pictures of the highest merit. " The Aar

at Handeck " is a beautiful view, full of grandeur, and drawn with

truthfulness and vigour. The foaming torrent bounds from rock

to rock, and rushes angrily through the sombre valley ; the dark

branches of the tall pines arp shaken and distorted- by the wind
;

and the clouds, black and heavy, cast their shadows on the sides of

the mountain. It is a grand picture, showing nature in a wild and

stormy mood, and bears internal evidence of having been sketched

on the spot, when dark clouds have rolled over the mountain, and

the stream has been swelled by rain into a torrent. The other

picture, "Lake Leman," is of a character entirely difl'erent. In

this the calmness and serenity of nature are depicted, and the

artist has shown great ability in producing .two pictures of such

diverse character, and at th& same time of so much truthfulness

and beauty. It is a rich composition, dra^iTi with equal freedom

and vigour, and evincing a profound study of nature, and know-

ledge of her varied forms. The brushwood and w'ild plants growing

on the borders of the lake are drawn with wonderful fidelity to

nature. The colouring is clear, but somewhat deficient in warmth
;

otherwise it is a masterly composition.

Near these two pictures we perceive several landscapes by

M. Saltzman, a young artist of Alsace, who has acquired in Italy,

where he resided some time, a manner of composition and execution

full of boldness and vigour. " A Souvenir of Provence," the best

of the three pictures which he exhibits, is marked by those qualities

in a high degree, and the clearness and harmony of the colouring

deserve the praise which is freely bestowed. The composition is

simple ; a heath, a rocky liank, and some fine ti'ees, form the. land-

scape, which is animated by soijie figures evincing a taste for the

antique, and drawn with the freedom and vigour which are charac-

teristic of the wliole design. The other two productions of this

artist are of inferior merit, and have a reddishness of tone which

gives them an unpleasant eff'ect.

M. Humbert contributes to the exltibition a series of landscapes,

with figures of animals, which do credit to himself and to the

school to which he belongs. Lightness and beauty, truthfulness to

nature, and splendour of colouring, are their characteristics. His

skies are bright and clear, recalling those of Claude ; his distances

correct ; and his animals richly coloured, and grouped in a pic-

turesque and effective manner. His best picture represents "A
Mountain Pasturage," with a goat and several cows; it is of large

dimensions, and characterised by all the qualities we have ascribed

to him. The light clouds which sweep slowly across the sky, the

cool misty air of early morning, and the glistening dew upon the

herbage, are finely represented. The picture derives a grand effect

from the transparency of the shadows; and nothing can he better

than the grouping and colours of the cattle, by which tlie effect of

contrast is obtained, without injury to the harmony of the com*

position. "A Landscape)" with animals, is somewhat similar in

design, and resembles it in the transparency of the veil of mist and

the truthfulness to nature of the animals.

M. Thuiller, a distinguished landscape-painter, contributes a

grand view of the "Lake of Aunny." This picture has a pleasing

effect at first sight, but on a more attentive view, the sjiectator is

struck by a peculiarity in the treatment of the sky. It is possible

that the scene represented, may, in certain conditions of the

atmosphere, j.iresent a similar aspect, but its representation evinces

a want of taste on the part of the artist. The effect produced is
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far from good ; and tlie fisnres and animals, moreover, arc executed

with reprehensible negligence.

M. Allierfc Lngardon, a yonng Gencvese arti.st, in his "Carman
of Verrier," has made his dchut as a painter of aniuiala, in which

class he is fairly entitled to a ]>lace in the first rank, liy the vigour

and truthfulness of his delineations. The subject is a simple one ;

one of the hardy and adventurous carmen of Yerrier, near Geneva,

is leading down a very steep path two oxen attached to a loaded

stone-car, used to convey stone from the quarry. The chained

wheel, the attitudes of the oxen and of the man, who look.s

anxiously down the steep jiath before him, show the difficulties and

dangers of the descent. In the background, a man is seen at work

with a pick -axe, and m.assos of rock rise on both sides. The same

ai'tist exhibits several other pictures of animals, all displaying the

same truthfulness and vigour.

The exhibition is particularly rich in landscapes, and few of

them are without merit ; but we are compelled to confine our

notice to the best, and we must pass on to the painters of history

an(\ genre. AVe ought not, however, to pass over " A Torrent in

the Upper Alps," by M. Castan, au agreeable picture, painted

with great care.

The historical pictures are comparatively few in nuintier, and

none of them display a liigh order of talent. M. Tlman exhibits a

scene from "The Martyrs" of Chateaubriand— " Velieda and

Eudora," a picture harmonious in design and colouring, but with

many defects. In the figure of Velieda there is a want of taste in

the proportions, and the posture of Eudora has too much non-

chalance; neither does the countenance sutfieifutly reflect the

feelings that should be inspired by affection for Velledn.

In passing through the saloon, the attention of the siiectator cannot

fail to be arrested by a charming little compositicui of JI. Glcyre; it is

called "A Bacchante;" but the artist has useii mythological forms

to convey a moral. His conceptions are always li.'fiipy, and in the

present instance he is particularly so. The picture represents a

beautiful female riding on a goat, which is led by a faun lieariug a
torch, wliile Cupid tlies from her, covering his face with his hands.

The moaning which is intended to be thus allegcu-ieally conveyed is,

that when the fair sex suffer themselves to be earned away by bad

passions, they repel love, and the better feelings of our nature lose

their empire over their hearts. The idea is well carried out, and,

both in composition and execution, the picture merits the admira-

tion it elicits. Another production of this artist, " Ruth the

Moabite," though not without merit, is scarcely equal to the little

circular composition we have described.

M. Favas exhibits a portrait of General Dufour, wliich is a

striking likeness of that officer, but not remarkable as a work of

art. Its defects in this respect, however, are amply compensated

in the portrait of an old niiln, by the same artist—a vigorous .and

striking picture, deserving the highest encomiums. Before pa.ssing

from portrait to genre painting, justice and gallantry alike reqUlirB

us to notice a beautiful portmit of a lady, executed in pastel, by

Madame Arehinard ; and Another by Mademoiselle Durand, a very

tasteful and praiseworthy production.

M. lU'bert is known hero as the painter of several pictures,

which nuiy be described ns holding an internic<liate place lietwceu

history and {/aire. He has in the exhibition "The Family of n

Condottiero," one of those hardy sohliera nf fortune who figure so

conspicuously in the history of Italy during the middle ages; tho

composition of the picture is good, but in the article of colour it is

very deficient. In the same category with M. Hfbcrt we may

l)lace M. Gaudon, who e'xhibit^ a charming niilitjtry scene; anil

M. Zuber Bnhler, who Ims sent a |iicture called " Fii-st Kducalion,'

which marks him as an artist of considerable promise.

" The Sep.aration," by M. Kunkler, is a sweet and pleading

picture, representing a bntcher offering to purchase of a i>casnnt

tlse pet sheep of his little daughlcr, who iniphu'es her father not to

dejirive her of her favourite. The inn<iccnt face of the child, full

of solicitude and apprehension, is exquisite; and all that the

jiictHre requires to render it perfect is a little more vividness in the

lights.

Among other pictures of this chvss, we nii-.st not furget "The
Love of Study," one of several beautiful compositions by SI.

Paget; "The Indigent Fandly," by M. Urosclaude, a picture full of

sentiment and interest; and "The Prisoner's Wife," a beautiful

conception of M. Van Muyden, i)ainted with extreme care. Nor

must we pa.ss over in silence the beautiful specimens of painting in

enamel, which tlie hatch and jewellery trade of Geneva ha.s fo3lere<l

and eucouniged, and for which that city Ims become a-s fanums as

Lyons is for its fr\iit and flower painters. M. Baud exhibits a

copy of "The Syiens" of M. Meun, of the highest finish; and his

miniature jiortraits are remarkable for the truth ancl vigour dis-

played in their microscopic proportions. The beautiful landscajje

designs of JUL Delapleine, Fontanesi, and Prevost, attract attention

by their fidelity to nature and delicacy of finish. The fine groups

of fruit and flowers, done in water-colours by M. Lays, a Lyonnesc

artist, are also deserving of notice.

Sculpture forms a comparatively small portion of the exhibition,

and there are only a few contributions which call for special notice.

M. Dorciere exhibits three gi'oups in marble :
" Ilagur and

Ishmael," " Jlaternlty;" and "Confidence," in all of which the

sentiment is goml, and evinces considerable knowledge of human
nature, and ability in representing the softer feelings of the heart.

"A Bacch.antej" by M. Fitting, is conceived with taste; but

designs of this kind do not appeal to the heart, like the productions

of M. Dorciere, though the eye is gratified by their ideal beauty

Among a series of Swiss subjects in teiTa cotta, we obseiwed "A
Chamois HUnter," full of charactev, and executed in a very good

style.

The QeneViese exhibition his Ihis year created considerable

interest, both in and out of Bwlt2erland ; and its effect in pro-

Ihotiiig and encoUragltlg the study of the 6ne arts cannot fail to be

proportionately felt. Rwlas nMists need not leave their own
country in search of the [ilCluh'Sque ; on the shores of their own
lakes, in the valleys which resoUnd with the roar of the torrent,

and in the passes of their mountains, they will always find both

Subjects and ihspinitioh.

A PORTRAIT, BY LEONARDO DA VINCI.

Tnis magnificent portrait h.angs in the gallery appropriated to the

works of the Italian masters in th^t unrivalled collection, the

Louvre at Paris. Its beauty as a work of art is not seen at the

first glance; it is a picture which requires to be surveyed with

attention. It is not by the grandeur of the outlines, nor by the

beauty of the colouring, nor by the elegance of the costume, that

this head fixes the attention of the spectator. It is by the

expression of deep thought which is read in those delicate features,

and which Leonardo da Yinci, the greatest of the predecessors of

£affaelle, was the first to excel in representing.

It is uncertain whether this portrait is that of Chirles VIII. or

of his successor, Louis XII. The artist did not take up his

residence in France, at the invitation of Francis I., until 1515,
and only survived the change of abode five years, during which he

Buffered almost continually from ill health. Both the monarchs,

whom it has been supposed this portrait may represent, visited

Italy, but in the character of hostile invaders. Charles VIII. was

at Florence, where Leonardo da Yinci then resided, in H'.H, and

at which period the artist may have p.ainted his portrait. Charles

died in 14!l8, and though his succe-ssor invaded Italy, in order to

carry out his ambitious designs im the kingdom of Naples, it does

net appear that he ever resided at Florence. Moreover, he was

hel 1 in execration by the Italians, on .account of the cahimities

which he brought ujKia their country, the horrors of the storming

of Brescia, the cruel execution of Count Avogadro and his two sons

for their i>atriotic resistance to the invader, and other atrocities.

For -all these reasons, it is much more probable that the portrait is

that of Charles VIII. than of his cruel and ambitious successor.

Leonardo da Vinci may be regarded as the first painter who
attempted to reconcile minute and elaborate finish with grandeur
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of idea and dignity uf form. In tlie expression of character, and

the just delineation of the affections and emotions, he surpassed

every painter who had preceded liim ; and it detracts nothing

from his merit to aeI;nowledgej that he was excelled in this

sublime department of art by Raffaelle, who rose into celebrity

as Leonardo disappeared from the stn^e which he had trod so

worthily.

The story of this great artist having died in the arms of Francis I.

is now discredited. He died at the Ch&teau of Cloux, near

Amboise, on the 2nd of May, 1519; and, according- to the journal

of Francis, preserved in the Eoyal Library at Paris, the court was

effectually to court the various gi-aces he jjursued. His line was
free from meagreness, and his forms presented volume; but he
appears not to have ever been much acquainted, or to have sedulously

sought much acquaintance, with the antique. Character was his

favourite study ; and character he h.is often raised from an
individual to a species, and as ofteu depressed to caricature. The
strength of his execution lay in the delineation of male heads

;

those of his females owe nearly all their charms to chiaroscuro, of

which he is the supposed inventor; they are seldom more dis-

criminated than the children they fondle ; they are sisters of one
family." Soine of the best works of this master were executed

PORTRAIT K'.' LEOXARDO DA VINCI ; SUPPOSED TO BE OP CHARLES VIII. OR LOUIS XII.

at that day at St. Germain-en-Laye. His intimate friend and

former pupil, Francesco Melzi, to whom he bequeathed his drawings

and manuscripts, wrote a letter to Leonardo's relations immediately

after his death, in which he makes no mention of the circumstance,

as ho Koidd assuredly have done, if it had occurred ; and Lomazzo

distinctly says, that it was from Melzi the king first learnt that

the artist was dead.

Fnseli thus sums up the character of Leonardo as a painter ;—
*' The universality of Leonardo da Vinci is become proverbial ;" but

though possessed of every element, he rather gave glimpses than a

standard of foi-m ; though full of energy, he had not powers

during his second residence in Florence, which was probably the

period when he painted the portrait we have engraved. His

execution is elaborate and careful ; and he left many of his works

in what he considered an unfinished state, though others could see

no defect in them. In subjects which he undertook to complete,

he not only imitated the brightness of the eyes, the rests of the

hair, the pores of the skin, and even the beating of the arteries,

but portrayed each separate garment and every accessory with the

same minuteness. At the same time he led the way to a more

enlarged and dignified style, and smoothed the path, so to .speak,

for the appearance of Raffaelle.
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Lastaka hiirs aciiuired a <;t'rt:iiM iiaiiit' ia France, thruiij;!! tlio

uoturietynf having jiabsed liis lite in a tavern and died in a Imsiiilal,

Men of his stamp, the Bohemians of art, experience the frowns ot

society while living, but posterity accords its fardoa to all their

faults, except that of indolence, and tlieir genius obtains for tiieui

the respect and sympathy of the critics.

In this little group of improvident artists, however, there have

been some who, more than others, perhaps because more largely

gifted by nature, retain the poetry of their art amid privations and

misery, and the scintillations of whose genius are not extinguished

even by the gross pleasures of the debauch. Lantara, who is the

type of the painters of the tAvcrn, and whose improvidence and

misery have become proverbial among the artists of his country,

was one of these favoured children of nature. Steeped in poverty,

addicted to the degrading rice of intoxication, and idle by nature,

Vol. II.

like the lazzaroiii of Naples, he yet retained unimpaired, throughout

his life, the love of nature and the sentiment of art.

Simou Mathurin Umtara was born in 1745, in the environs of

Jluntiirgis, or more probably at Fontainebleau. His father wa.s a

sign-painter, perfectly incapable of giving him lessons in the higher

branches of art. Animated by an ardent admiration of the sublime

phenomena of the universe, Lantara passed the greater part of his

youth in wandering about the forest of Font.ainebleau, following one

]*ath or another as fancy dictated, and sleeping on the moss and

'ft herbage, to contempl.ate the glorious spectacle of the rising sun,

iiid the warm perspectives of the evening twilight. Those prome-

nades, teeming with inspiration, which Clamlc Lorraine had enjoyed

l-efore him in the environs of Rome, Lantara imitated, but under a

sky less epic ; and between his works and those of the great ma.stcr

whom he unconsciously took for his model, there is all the distance

\v liicli .separates the romantic Campagna of Rome from the familiar

neighliourhood of Paris. Lantara w.as a dreamer, a man atllictcil

with that restle.ssness of spirit, that vague disquietude agiUating

the mind without ce;ising, which we lind revealed in the life and in

the works of IUius.seau. Men of this temperament pursue all their

lives the happiness which flees before them. Some seek it in love,

others in work. Lantara sought it in the taver*

Lodged in the garret of a miserable inn in the Rue du Chantrc,

Lantara sometimes went out in the morning to walk about in the

fields, far from the noise and confusion of Paris, and breathe a fr«er

and purer atmosphere. When night came, he cairied Iwck his

hunger to the city, and, returning to his wretched lodging, sat down

t drink, to cease drinking only when he became thoroughly intoxi-

cated. At other times, shut up in his garret, he remained the

whole week without going out. This was the life of Lantara : when

he worked, and how he worked, are among its nndivulged mysteries.

One thing is certain, for the rarity of his works proves it—that he

worked no more than he w.a.s obliged to do. He had to get a living,

however; and pressed by necessity, sold landscaiies to greoly

dealers, to araat«urs, and to some shopkeepers of the neighbourhood

in which he lived.
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"Lantiira," says Alexauiler Lenoir, "was always poor, yet

happy iu his poverty ; his crayous, his palette, his brushes, and a

favourite bird comprised all his moveables. The pet bird was the

charm of his miserable habitatiou." M. Lenoir attributes to Lantara

a mixture of good aud evil qualities^ and thus apologises for the latter

:

"He had vices, but it is to liis waut of education, rather than to an

inherently evil nature, that we must attribute thein ; with goodness

of heart he combined a simplicity of soul wdiich induces us to pardon

all, even his indolence aud his epicurism."

An artist ko organised ought to be a good laudscape ]«iiuter,

For artists who are without care, whether for glory, for fortune,

or for honours, are more lil^ely thau others to be intiuenced by that

ardent love of nature which is the true inspiration of their jn'ofessioii.

The scenery of the woods, the hills, aud the heaths, is to them in

the place of family and possessions. They live in tlie rays of the sun,

and comprehend the glory and the poesy of its rising and its setting.

For them the radiance of the sunbeams is gold, and the moon-

tinted edges of the white clouds are silver. They love the splendour

of the star.s, the mysteries of twilight, aud the silence of night

;

they are enraptured with the beauty of the skies. Thus it was

with poor Lantara. Thus he often stood at night, immovable, on

the Pont Neuf, contemiJating in a holy ecstasy the sun sinking

behind the other bridges, and reddening with its slanting beams the

waters of the Seine. Afterwards, in a coffee-house, or in his

miserable lodging, he painted from memory the effects which had

excited his admiration, portraying on blue paper, with the lightest

touches of a white crayou, sometimes the tranquil and mysterious

effects of mooulight, sometimes those of the sun, the tints, the con-

trast, and the accidents with which he had made himself familiar

in his rambliugs.

The name of Lantara is not to be found in the dictionaries of Bryau

and Pilkingtou, nor in any of the French works on art, with one

single exception. But in the month of October, 1809, a one-act

drama, was produced at the Theatre du Vaudeville, having for its

title "Lantara, or the Painter of the Tavern." As the character

of the artist is very ably treated, an analysis of the piece will not

be out of place here, and may interest our readers.

Like some of the sages of (ireeee, Lantara can'ies all his wealth

.ibuut him. He is first introduced at a suburban tavern, to which

is attached one of those uumerous tea-gardens still as much

frequented by the working classes of Paris as in the days of Louis

XV. The scene changes to a nstaui-ant kept by the porter of the

Jardin des Plautes, where the painter has an appointmeut with a

picture-dealer named Jacob. The simple artist has always thought

that to effect a marriage it is sufficient for the parties to love each

other, and hopes for the union of his daughter Therese with Victor,

the son of Jacob. But the rich picture-dealer is indignant at the

idea of such a inhalliancc, and thinks it beneath his dignity even to

dine with one 'so wretchedly poor as Lantara ; so he goes off, to

dine with some other picture-dealer.s, leaving the angry and humi-

liated artist alone. To dissipate his vexation aud disappointment, he

sits down to diuner, and commences by drinking to the healtli of all

mankind. Having thus raised his spirits, he gives them vent in a

Bacchanalian song, in the midst of which a model named Belletete

euters. Lantara makes him sit down, and dine with him ; and

here the authors have well marked the difference which separates

the gluttonous model from the artist, who maintains even in the

tavern some sparks of politeness and good taste. On the second

coiu'Se being catfed for, the restaurateur brings in the liill, ami

refuses to serve the roast fowl that should form it until his demand

has been liquidated, for he has formed a shrewd guess that

Lantara is entirely without resources.

The artist, upon this, calls for paper, and makes a crayon draw-

ing of the head of Belletfite, in the character of Silenus; during the

I'.xecutinn of which he sings a song on the variety and opposite

characters of the heads which his crayon has at different times pro-

duced. He sends the drawing to Jacob, aud fixes the price at

twenty francs. The jjicture-dealer offers twelve, which Lantara,

who, in the meantime, has added by simdry potations to the lenglii

of the bill, angrily refuses to accept. He now makes a spii-ited

drawing of his daughter aud Victor, holding each other by the

hand, and looking on each other with eyes beaming with love.

This he also scuds to Jacob, requiring for it forty francs. The

picture-dealer is willing to purchase; but his friends admire the

drawing so much, that they bid against each other until the price

ri.ses to fifty crowns. But Lantara declares that Jacob alone shall

have it at the price he himself fixed upon it. Vanquished l;y this

noble trait of character, tlie picture-dealer consents to the marriage,

and Lantara assigns to his daughter the sum of twenty thousand

francs, the price of a beautiful moonlight picture.

The character of Lantara seems to l)e correctly drawn in this

vaudeville. Simplicity, frankness, aud disinterestedness, form his

moral portrait. lles]>ectLng the artist's love of wine, the picture

drawn by its authors is not in accordance with the brief notice of

M. Alexander Lenoir, who says, " Lantara has been reproached with

drunkenness ; the charge is false ; he loved a cup of bavaroisc (an

infusion of tea aud capillairt) or chocolate better than a bottle ot

wine. His pictures were obtained at a low price by practising on

his simplicity aud good nature. He would paint a laudscape for an

almond-cake, a tart, or any other kind of pastiy. Dalbot, the

keeper of a cafS neJir the Lou\Te, obtained a number of the finest

drawings of Lantara by supplying him with bararahc and coffee."'

But what was the character of the pictures and drawings whicli

the artist exchanged so freely for tai-ts and coffee ? It might be

expected that they were tavern-scenes—card-players and brawlers

—sketches made in the low haunts of vice and dissipation. But

no: the most beautiful aspects of nature—luminous horizons, moon-

lit waters, skies empurpled by the sun—these were what Lantara

painted iu preference. The obscure frequenter of Dalhofs cafi took

nature for his model, aud had all the poetiy of nature in his soul.

Lantara is the Claude of a more temperate clime. It is not on the

banks of the Seine that we meet with grand ruins, colonnades of

circular temples dedicated to Venus, and marble tombs tinged with

roseate hues by tlie declining orb of day ; but, iu default of these

august souvenirs, which fill up the landscapes of Claude, and impress

them with a character of solemn poetry, our poor Bohemian of the

Rue du Chantre drew from his poetic temperament and his observant

love of nature those purple sunsets, those silver-edged clouds, which

seem to float across his moonlights, and those magical effects of

light, in the representation of which he is inferior only to the great

laudscape painter whom we have named. "It would be difficult."

says a most competent judge, "to cany skill in aerial perspective

further thau Lantara has done. All his pictures aud drawings are

characterised by the same pure and refined taste ; and if, upon a

close examination, disproportion may be observed in some of his

compositions, it is a fault which takes nothing from his merits as a

Colourist. The careful study of his works will .singularly facilitate

the imitation of the grand and beautiful effects of nature." *

It was from the ingenuoiisness of his nature that Lantara drew

the sentiment of harmony. Of candour and simplicity he possessed

as much as it is possible to imagine. M. Leuoir rebates that Lan-

tara, having borrowed finir-and-twenty shillings, was not ashamed

to offer four shillings on account. In his dealings with ahiateui-s

he was as simple and as scrupulously honest as in settling with his

creditors. An amateur had ordered of the artist a landscape, in

which there should be a church and figures. Lantara finished the

picture, but introduced no figure.?, which he was not skilful in

drawing. Oh his taking home the picture, the amateur was struck

with its truthfulness, with the brilliancy of the colours, and with

the lightness of the touch ; but when the first transports of admi-

ration had subsided, he perceived that the artist had not introduced

the desired figures.

"Monsieur Lantara," said he, "you have omitted the figures iu

your picture."

"Sir," replied the artist with an air of simplicity, "they are

at mass." i

"Ah, well," returued the amatfrttr ; "tinish the picture when

they come out."

The awkwardness of the artist in drawing figures led him to

avail himself of the brush of some obliging brother of the art.

Among the pictures of this master in the gallery of M. Delessert,

there are three in which the figures are by Nicholas Taunay 8^1

Demarne. In the figures which enrich other landscapes by

* " Deperthcs. Theorie du Paysage, ou Considerations generalcs

sur Ics beautes de la Nature que I'art peut imitcr. Paris, 1818."
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Lantava, we may trace the hand of Casanova, of B:it6, and of
Bernard. M. Rons du Cantal, a distinguished valuer, and autlior
of the "Catalogue Robert de St. Victor," says that even Josepli
Vernet did not disdain to paint the iigures in the lauclscapCH of

Lantara. In this catalogne, which wa.s drawn up in 1823, jM.

Roux du Cantal complains bitterly of the writers who have given
Lantara the reputation of a drunkard. He as-serts that the artist,

though not exempt from caprices and eccentricities, practised an
austerity in his manner of living very rare at the period in which
he lived

; that his tastes were simple as those of a child ; and
that, owing to his delicate constitution and dreamy temperament,
cakes and coflee were his principal nourishment. Unfortunately,
JI Roux du Cantal adduces no evidence in suiiport of his assertions

;

and it is not improbable th.at the .anthors of the vaudeville founded
on the life of Lantara had been personally acquainted with the
.artist.

The materials for a biography of Lant:ira are very few. Nearly
every writer who has deigned to mention him ha,s treated him as .a

creation of the fancy, a representJitivo personage, a type. In Paris
his name is in every mouth ; it is known to all the amateui-s, and
to all the print-sellers and picture-dealers. Contemporary with
Diderot, who has so mercilessly criticised tlie productions of

Boucher, Fragonard, Tar.avel, Halle, and others, he would have
been a good subject for his bitter sai-casm and his unsparing
ridicule

;
bnt Lantara never sent any of his works to the exhibition.

He was little known to men of tiie literai-y profession, and nearly

ignorant of literature. The book of nature, spread ont in the

woods and fields around Paris, was the only page he studied.

Otherwise, what a rich treat it would have been to Diderot to have
encountered Lantara some fine day on the Quai Conti, or to have

entered by chance some mean and obscnre mfe, and surprised the

artist in the composition' of a moonlit landscape! How the poor
'

.artist wonld have fared in those channing pages, which may be

regarded as the "Dunciad" of the French artists of that day, we
know not ; but we can im.agine the ridicule, the s.arcasni, the irony,

that would have been poured forth upon him. A great p.ainter "f

the t.averns ! Another .loseph Vernet found in a garret I A second

Claude Lorraine discovered in a smoking-room, painting in Its

reeky atmosphere (having finislied his last glass) .all the picturesque

effects which attend the rising and setting of the sun, the luminous

vapours on the horizon, the dew on the grass, the reflection of the

moonbeams on the .still w,atei"s !

'

The mystery which enveloped the life of Lantara, the strangenes-s

of his h.abits and mannei's, and the contradictory accounts that

have been given of his character, have often been themes for dis-

cussion and wonder anmng amateurs. Looking at his landscape^,

their compcsition .and their harmony of tone, the spectator would

conclude that he must Iiai'e been a man of regular and sober life.

That the painter of pictures exhibiting such fidelity to nature, such

freshness of colour, such delicacy of touch, and evincing, above all,

snch a refined and poetic taste, should have been an incorrigible

drunkard, careless, fantastic, and indolent, seems more than

strange— it verges on the incredible. Jfen occupying the liigh ,

places of the world of art are said to have es.viyed to withdraw

Lantara from a mode of life apparently so antagonistic to his natnre,

and bordering so closely on vagabondage, that he might be place<l

in conditions favourable to the development of his talents, and

acquire (he reputation of which they rendered him worthy; but his

erratic habits were too deeply rooted to be easily eradicated.

M. de Caylus, who, occupied as he was with arclia^ological pur-

.suits and studies, did not disdain the artists of his time, gave

Lantara advice and encouragement to this end, and pkced him in

circumstances more favourable for the prosecution of his labours.

"Diderot's descriptions of pictures arc very characteristic of

the writer, fnil of cleverness and wit, and most powerful in con-

veying an idea of what he was describing. They were rfddrcssrd

to Grimm, and were not published, in a collective form at least,

until after the author's death. ITerc, as cl'scwhere, he was

thoroughly unscrupulous as to what he said, provided he expressed

what be meant ; and his stories and illustrations will often not

bear being quoted. A. W. Scblegel says :
* It would be a true

imperial luxury to get a collection of pictures described for one's

self bv 1); 1. vol '—<•.> /.rfmiiiirf Ikod.

Lantara, better lodged, better fed, and better clothed, made an
effort to accustom himself to a mode of life that was new to him

;

but his in\eterate hiibitB of wandering idly about and drinking in

low taverns were fatal to the good intentions of his friends, iliu

carouses at the wretched inn in the Uuo du Chnntrc, his long walks
in the woods, the joyous liberty of a gipsy-like existence, were to

Lantara the channs of life. Ho soon returned, therefore, to bis
garret and the tavern.

It is creditable to Lautani that, painting in the most profligate

Iieriod of the history of France, and exposed by liis poverty to

temptation, he has not profaned and polluted the purity v( art after

the manner of Boucher and Fragimard, those arch-priests of what
Carlyle expressively calls " Dubarrydom." The French school had
declined after the death of Lo Brun, and produced only i)icturc»

more fitted for the adornment of heathen temples than for the
public galleries of a Christian pe.iplc. Lantara wa.s no imitator of

the meretricious style which fcumd favour in the eyes of Louis XV.
and the Pompadours and Maintenona. Ho left the vices, the follies,

and the profanities of the capital behind him, to study nature on
the banks of the Seine, or in the suu-lit glades of the forest of

Fontaineblean. In the midst of misery and vice he preserved in

his heart the love of the beautiful, and respect fur the pure and
holy -^ a circumstance which probably won ftu- him the esteem of

his patron Caylus, who was as much the friend of virtue a* he was
an admirer of the arts.

We gather from those who have slightly noticed him, that Lan-
tara was of a delicate constitution ; and it is too probable that ho

injured it by his unfortunate attachment to the bottle. After suf-

fering for a long time in his wretched garret, he was constrained to

apply for admission into the hospital of La CharitC', on the 23n<l of

December, 177S. He entered at noon, and six hours afterwards he
was dead. The unfortunate artist was only in the thirty-fourth

year of his age.

Lantara had never been a member of any academy, and his death
excited little more attention than if he had never lived. The
author of the "Secret Memoirs" gave a pa.ssing notice of llic

event in his journal, speaking of nim as an ignorant and uneducated

man. The continuer of Bachaumont, however, does him more
justice. "No painter," says he, "has better represented the

different hours of the day ; he excelled in aerial perspective, and
the vapours of his landscapes approach those of Claude Lorraine in

truthfnlnes.s and beauty. His daybreaks are marked by a delightful

fi'eshness."

Lantara has left but few works, for he was the most indolent

of artists, and seems never to liave worked hut when urged by

necessity. Prized a.s they are by those who can appreciate the

really bcAntifnl and the true, the compositions i^f this master are

disdained by the majority. In this country his works are scarcely

knov.n. In France they are scarce; and, with the e.\ception of a

sunset in the gallery of the Lou^Te, they are only to he found in thr

collections of the most distinguished amateurs.

The gallery of JI. Delessert contains six:—1. "Sunset." A
landscape, with rocks and the sea, illnminate<l by the lieams of the

setting sun ; a bark with fishermen. The figures are by Xicludns

Taunay. This picture was formerly in the Perriu collection.

2. "Sunset." An immense rock, on which rise some ca.stellatod

ruins ; in the background, a villa on the banks of a river.

3. "Sunrise." Two masses of ri^k occupy the left and middle

of the picture ; on the right, in the distance, a village. In the

fhreground, two men and a woman on horseback.

I. "A Landscape." A large mass of rocks on the right, with

a chateau on the summit. In the middle, a river, over which is a

bridge of three arches. A cart loiule<l with hay is passing over the

bridge. The figures are by Demanie.

n. " \ Landscape." On the right., a chatean with tarrctn; iu

the middle, .1 group of trees; on the left, a river. A man and a

woman fishing.

i!. " View of a Chateau." The figures in this pictnrf, wliipb

W.1.S formerly in the Mninmare C'llleclion, are by NichoKis Taunay.

M. Jules Dnclos posse«.ses a channing "Sunrise" by I.ADlara,

iu which the magical cfiecta of light arc portrayed in a manner
worthy of Claude.

The beautiful moonlight acvne, •ll-l "The Itetiirn fn.m
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Market," which we have engraved (p. 152), is the property of Dr.

Roux.

M. Didot is the possessor of three pictures by Lantara:—"A
Water-mill," with animals by Berre; a "Sunset," and a "Rising

of the Moon," with figures by Nicholas Taunay.

Lantara left a great number of drawings, executed with ease and

sentiment : they are done with crayons, in black and white. Some

of the moonlight scenes are described by those who have seen them

as exquisitely beautiful. The effects of mist, and of the moon

shining through a haze, are portrayed with wonderful correctness.

There is one nf these beautiful designs in the gallery of the

Louvre.

In the oaliinet of engi'avings belonging to the National Library,

at Paris, there are preserved, between two sheets of paper, scjrae

indilferent lithographs, two or three engravings by Mouchy, Nee,

Be.augeon, Madame Massard, and Oouche ; and a laudscape, with a

bridge, etched with .aquafortis by Lantara himself.

was valued at his sale, in 1817, at £32 ; the two others, both

representing landscapes with figures, at £23.

At the St. Victor sale, in 1823, "A Tempest," by this master,

produced £3.5, and "A Moonlight" £7. "A Landscape," repre-

senting the sun bre.aking through the haze of early morning, with

three figures by Bernard, was sold for £25.

At the Vigneron s,ile, in 1829, a landscape by Lantara produced

the comparatively barge sum of £120.

M. Al]ilionse (Jiroux formerly posses.sed a landscape by Lantara,

representing a sheet of water; on the sale of this gentleman's

ciillectiou, whii-h took place in 1851, this picture w.is valueil

at £18.

Lantara signed all his pictui'es .and drawings ; we annex a fac-

simile of his signature.

J U^ a/iXa^tou
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At the sale of the collection of Count de Dubary, in 1774, four

years before the death of Lantara, a beautiful landscape by this

master, with figures, was sold for £2. Two others, enriched witli

figures by Casanova, rose by competition to £15.

In 177(i, at the sale of M. Blondel de Gagny, treasurer-general

to the sinking-fund office, two pictures by Lantara were sold

for £5.

The Prince of Conti had four pictures by this master, oi very

.^mall dimensions, which were sold, in 1777, for £22.

At the sale of the Castelmore collection, in 1791, a fine land-

scape by Lantara, with some figures and a cow by Casanova, was
sold for £15.

A picture by tliis master, representing a rocky coast, and orna-

mentedwith figures by Nicholas Taunay, was sold by the Duke of

Choiseul-Praslin, in 1809, for £13.

At the Solirene sale, in 1812, a snuff-box, ornamented with two
miniature landscapes by Lantara^one representing daybreak, the

other sunset—was sold for £7.

M. Laperiere, receiver of the finances of the department of the

Seine, had three pictures by Lantara ; ono, with figures by Taunay,

PICTURES IN SPAIN.

Thf. unfortunate civil dissensions to which Spain has been a prey

for so many years have not only, by impoverishing the country,

deprived the .arts of the patron.age necessary to their progress, but

diverted the attention of the peiiple from the eleg.ancies and refine-

ments of life to the means of preserving their lives and property.

Owing mainly to these causes, Spain has produced no great artist

since the death of Velasquez and Murillo, with whom the glory of

Spanish art may be said to have departed. The efi'orts of the

academies, and the patronage of Charles III., who had acquired a

taste for the fine arts wliile reigning at Naples, were insufticient to

rekindle the light that had once shed splendour on the schools of

Seville and Valencia. The later artists of the Spanish school

degenerated into feebleness and mannerism, and foreign invasions

and intestine wars at length caused even imitators and copyists to

be without patronage, and the works of the old ma.?ters to be

neglected and forgotten.

Notwithstanding the abstraction of a great number of pictures

from the churches and monasteries during the French occupation.
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it is iinowu that tliere must be an immense number of good pictures

still in the country, which woukl furulsh materials for valuable

national collections, could they be discovered. But public as well

as private property has been subjected to such repeated outrages in

the course of the wars and revolutions that have so long distracted

the country, that every picture of value has been secreted to await

the restoration of tranquillity. A great number of private families

are known to possess pictures which have been handed down as

heirlooms, and are hidden to prevent tlieir loss in the political con-

vulsions that have been of such freiiuent occurrence. Whenever
a brief period of tranquillity has supervened, a number of paintings

have been brought from their hiding-places in vaults and closets,

and e.xposed for sale at the shops of the brokers and picture-dealers

of Madrid. All are declared to be by Murillo, Velasquez, Zurbaran,

or some other great artist of Euroijean reputati'Mi ; but tlie majority

check cvistod upon the destruction or abstraction of jncturcs to

any extent. In nearly every place the local authorities tlirew

obstacles in the way of the commisKioncrs, somctiuies, no doubt,

from jealousy of interference, but often, it is feared, in order to

Conceal their peculations, or those of their predecessors in office.

At Almeria, for instance, the existence of any local collection was
denied, but a catalogue was accidentally discovered containing a list

of 190 jiicturcs, which had been collected in 1837, and had unac-

countably disappeared. At Cnceres, again, the cumniissiononi

could get Jiu account of the works of art which were known to havii

existed, especially in the nuignilicent monastery of the Uieronymite.H,

at Gaudaloupe, near Lograsim. tin i)rocccdiug to ascertain what
still remained within the walls of the monastery, tlay were resisted

by the local authorities, who pretended that everything there

belonged to the parish, and not to the state. At Cad'a, tliough u
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have been jiscertained to be the works of the cjpyists of the 18th

century.

Nothing can be more melancholy than the account presented in

the report of the commission appointed by royal ordinance in

1S44 to make inquiries relative to the works of art cont^ained in the

suppressed monasteries. A hope had been entertained of forming

a gallery of painting and sculpture in the principal town of each

province, but the royal commissioners, Don Jose JIadrazo and Don

Valentin Carderera, were soon convinced of the hopelessness of such

an undert;iking. In some provinces the i)ictures had found their

way into the possession of foreign dealers and amateurs ; in others,

" many of the most esteemed works of art, the glory and ornament

of the most sumptuous churches, had perished in their application

to the vilest uses ; in others, sciircely any record was presented of

what had been in existence at the time of the dissolution of the

moniisteries, and no inventory or catalogue of any kind had been

made." It must be evident that, under such circumstances, no

catiilogue had been made, prints had beei^mi.xed up with picture.",

so that it was found impossible to detect thefts, though many were

gravely suspected. Plunder had been carried on to a most dis-

graceful extent at Cuenca, and the investigations of the commis-

sioners were resisted by the superior of the priory of St. Jago do

Ucles. At Qirona several pictures had disappeared within the last

three years. A number of paintings h.id been abstracted from the

museum of Granada within a shorter period, and no one could tell

what had become of them. In the Bas<jue provinces many j>icturcs

were missing, which was ascribed by the authorities to the Carlist

insurrection. The report says :

'

' while many have been destroyed

on the one hand, on the other the state of affairs has thrown a

shield over those who have ])roHted by the confusion, and have

iinjustly appropriated the property of the state." Eight portraits

of kings were known t-t exist in the Benedictine monastery of Lerez,

near Tonteveilni, but the authorities as-serted jiositively that no

works of art whatever existcil there. At S.iria, again, eighty-eight
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pictures which, according to a catalogue made in 18S5, Iiad theu

existed, had since disappeared, and no explanation conld bu

obtained from the authorities.

In some other towns the comniissiouer.^ were more successful.

At Alava eighty-six pictures were collected, hut there was no place

for their reception. At Albacete forty-six pictures, mostly hy

native artists, with a few specimens of the Italian masters, had

been preserved. At Barcelona some pictures were obtained, and

placed in the museum ; and some by Vandyck, Zurbaran, and

other celebrated masters, were found in the Carmelite convent,

near Castellan. Twenty pictures of the Italian schools had been

rescued from the Benedictine convent at Coninna ; and no less than

480, among which were works of Ribera and Zurbaran, were col-

lected at Guadalaxara. Eighteen were collected at Lerida, twenty-

nine at Teruel, and a few others at Zamora and Huelva.

In some places museums have been established, where the pictures

were numerous enough, and local funds existed, which were avail-

able for the purpose ; in others the i^ictures have been placed

in convents still existing, or other public buildings. A museum,

containing 200 pictures, was opened at Orihuela in January, 1845,

and the work of collecting was still going on. At Badajoz a

museum was about to be formed in the old Franciscan convent.

A collection of 252 pictures, mo.stly of the Sjianish schools, had

been deposited in the College of the Assumption, at Cordova. At

Huesca 120 pictures had been collected, and placed in the IniUding

belonging to the Economical Society. At Jaen 238, including some

by Murillo, Zurbaran, Cauo, Titian, and Albano, had been placed

in the old Jesuit convent. The local commission of Oreuse had

succeeded in securing as many as 120 pictures and some pieces of

sculpture, and it was intended to establish a museum. Fifteen

pictures were placed in the university of Oviedo ; and tliirty-six

were collected at Palencia, including some attributed to Vandyck,

Carlo JIaratti, .and Guido, which were to form the nucleus of a

local museum. In Salamanca as many as 1,0G1 pictures were

ascertained to exist as public ju-opei-ty, which were in various

convents and other buildings until a proper place for a local museum

could be obtained. This object has not, liuwever, Ijecii yet

attiiined, owing to tlie want of funds, wiiicli. in Spiiiu, crijiiJcs

every undertaking. At Segovia 3Sfi pictures were deposited in tl c

episcopal palace.

The Seville museum is witliout doubt the richest in Sj>aiu,

lijr tliere Murillo shines in all his glnry ; but the commissioneis

were unable to obtain a complete and satisfactory catalogue, of

which they comphiin bitterly in their report. Some of the pictures

from the sup))i'essed convents and churches of Toledo had been

tr.ausferred to Madrid, and an accurate inventory of these, or of the

pictures originally in those buildings, could not be procured
;

such as remained were deposited in the old convent of St. Pedro

Martin. The rich museum of Valencia is established in the old

Carmelite convent, and contains as many as COO pictures, mostly

by native artists. The collection of portraits nf celebrated Spanish

poet.<, wliich was formerly in the monastery of Murta, was transferred

to the academy of St. Carlos. The works of art existing in the sup-

pressed convents of St. Benito el Real, the Merced Calzad.a, and St.

Diego, at Valladolid, have been removed ti> the museum of that

city, which already contained 947 pictures and 229 pieces of

sculpture, and is one of ihe most impoi-tant in Spain. The little

museum of Vizcaya contains thirty pictures, the catalogue of whicli

is mentioned in the report as the only one wliich fulfiUed all the con-

ditions required by the commission—that is to say, it set forth the

subjects, the schools, and the names of the artists, the supposed

merits of the pictures, their state of preservation, and the convent

whence each came. A few pictures were collected at Saragossa,

and it was proposed to establish a museum in the old convent

«f Santa Fe ; but the want of funds and the indifference of the

local authorities have hitherto prevented the proposition froiu being

carried out.

Of the neglect which works of .art have long experienced in

Spain, and the manner in which so many fif the best have disap-

peared, a striking jiicture has been presented by Madame Hahn-

Hahu. "It is wretched," she says, speaking of the museum of

Seville, and the custody of pictures therein 1841, "to see how
these invaluable jewels of jjietures are preserved ! Uncleaued,

without the necessary varnish, sometimes without frames, they

leau against the walls, or stand unprotected in the passages where

they are copied. Every dauber may mark his squares upon them,

to facilitate his drawing ; and since these squares are permanent

in some pictures, in order to spare these admii'able artists the

trmible of renewing them, the threads have, in certain cases, begun

to leave their impression on the picture. The proof of this negli-

gence is the fact, that we found to-day the mark of a iinger-nail on

the St. Augustine, whicli was not thei'e on the first d.ay that we

saw it. We can only thank God if nothing worse than a finger-

nail make a mark on the picture. It stands there on the ground,

without a frame, leaning against the walls. One might knock it

over or kick one's foot through it. There is to be sure a kind of

ragged custode -sitting by, but if one wei'e to give him a couple i>f

dollars he would hold his tongue ; he is, moreover, always sleeping,

and yawns as if he would put his jaws out. He does not forget,

however, on these occasions to make the sign of the cross witli his

thumb opposite his open mouth, for fe.ar the devils should fly in—sucli

is the common belief You see clearly that, with this amount of

neglect and want of order, the fate awaits all the Murillos here

which has already befallen the Leonardo's " Last Supper," at

Milan. These are all collected in two public buildings, in the

church of the Caridad, and in the Museum.

"The Caridad was a hospital or chsiritable institution. The

pictures were brought hither from Murillo's own studio ; there are

five;— 'Moses^' 'the Feeding of the Five Thousand,' the 'St.

Juan de Dios,' a little 'Salvator Mundi,' and a small 'John the

Baptist ;' the sixth, the pendant to the ' St. Juan de Dios,' the

' St. Elizabeth with the Sick,' has been carried to the Museum at

Madrid. It is very questionable whether these five pictures will be

still in the Caridad in ten years time. Nothing would be easier

than to smuggle out the two small pictures. A "iiainttr comes

—

copies them—does not .stand upon a few dollars more or less

—

takes oft' the originals, and leaves the copies behind in their places,

which are liii;h up and badly lighted—the pictures are gone fur

ever I This sort of proceeding is nut impossible here, and Baron

Taylor's purchases for Paris prove the fact. It cannot of course

he done without corruption and connivance on the part of t!ic

official guardians ; and, after all, one has hardly the courage to

lament it. The pictures are, in fact, saved- -they are protected and

duly valued."

Seville was formerly renowned for its riches in private collections

of works of art; these have all disappeared, but the influence I'f

the clergy has been sufficient to preserve such a number of tine

pictures in their splendid cathedral that it forms one of the best

collections in Spain. It possesses twelve Murillo?, and many of the

best productions of Kibera, Zurbaran, Cano, and Heuera. At

Madrid the royal gallery contains a greater number of chrfi-n'-

u.uri-e, with a smaller proportion of inferior works, than any similar

collection in Europe. It contains some of the finest productions of

Titian, Rubens, and other ai'tists who visited Madrid in the reigu of

Charles V. and his successors ; and since the suppression of the

monasteries, it has been further enriched by the addition of the

splendid collection so long the boast of the Escuritil, including some

of the best works of Raflaelle. Theie are also some fine specimens

of Tintoretto, Paul Veronese, the Bassanos, and all the celebrated

masters of the Roman, Florentine, and Bolognese schools. Its

specimens of Claude and Poussin are both numerous and excellent
;

and the productions of the Dutch and Flemish scliools are also of

the first order. With respect to the Spanish schools, the collection

is not so complete as it might be, which, considering the number of

pictures by native artists that exist throughout Spain, is somc-

wh.at surprising. The best Spanish painters are well represented,

liowever. and Velasquez, in particulnr. can there alone be truly

appreciated.

The qualities which chiefly distinguish the works of the Spanisli

masters are correctness of design and beauty of colouring ; a rich,

dark tone and strong contrast of light and shade characterise nearly

all their great works. But in composition they are not equal to the

great Italian masters, nor are their figures equal to those of the latter

in ideal grace and beauty. The early painters seem to have taken

those of Italy for their models, but under Murillo, Velasquez, and

Zurbaran the Spanish school acquired a national character, tjic
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maiu element of which is adhei-ence to uature. Murillo wii9 never

out of Spain, and his later style, which he adoijted iifior his

second visit to Madrid, was peculiarly his own.

Portrait painting has always been practised to a considerable

extent in Spain, a taste for that department of art having been

imbibed from Titian, Rubens, and Vandyck, and most of the great

Spanish masters have left specimens of their skill in it. In land-

scape, thay have produced pictures which, for truth and pictu-

resque beauty, cannot be surjjassed, thoiigh in tone they are inferior

to those of the Italians, which has been ascribed to a dift'crence in

the peculiarities of climate in the two countries. The skies of

Italy are remarkable for the rich and mellowed tints which they so

frequently assume, and for striking atmospheric effects ; whilst the

sky of Spain presents a cold and cloudless expanse of blue, and a

peculiar silvery greyness of the atmospheric tints, wluch accounts

for the distinguishing tone of Spanish laudsca))es.

Keligious subjects, howevei', predominate in every collection of

the Spanksh masters, and these are often treated in a manner

which, to most minds, is calculated to repel, rather than to attract.

" No one," says Sir Edmund Head, " ever walked through a large

collection of genuine Spanish pictures without feeling that a

peculiar solemnity, and what may be called au a.scctic spirit,

penaded the works around him. The 'Beggar Boys' of Murillo,

rejoicing in water-melon and merry in the freedom of their rags,

may seem to convey a diflerent impression, but they are themselves

exceptions to the general rule ; such pictures are rarely or never

met with in Spain, though the .«ame element of street-life is seen

as an accessory in many of Murillo's more (crious work». It in

probable, ton, that a largo number if thofc current under Lih udiuo

in foreign countries were executed ly his followers, lUuists, Tobar,

or Villavicenzio. Be this as it may, the prevailing lone of SpauiHli

pictures is one of gloom and severity
;
you feel as I'Hclieco »;iy» he

did with regard to C'liuipaiui's ' Descent from the Crutui'—nfruid Ui

be alone with it in a gloomy chapel. Joined with all this there

sometimes meets us un expression of cutliusinstic ilevution, so lliiit

the whole result expresses the ehnrnctcristic Bpirit of Spanish

religiou, which united the gloom of St. Dominic with tbc mystioil

fervour of St. Ignatius or St. Tcrcda."

Of the numerous iiroductions of Murillo existing in Simin, or

scattered tlirough the public aud private galleries of the Toni of

Eurojie, nine-teullis represent incidents in the Old and New Testa-

ments, the Apocrypli.i, and the lives of the Bninln. Hehu rejieatcd

the "Annunciation" nine times, and "Our Uuly of the (inmacii-

lute Goncejition," a favo\irile subject with S|>anii:h painters, an the

doctrine nlhuli'il tu was with Spanish theologians, no less than

twenty-five limes: whih' his "Virgins" ami "Holy Kamilie*"

ai'e almost innumerable. Velasquez, whi*e genius was less (wcu-

linrly Spanish, painted portraits more frcq\nnlly than liist^iricnl

compositions ; but among the works of Spanish artist* of the grnrnl

order, subjects taken from the Scrijiturifland the livmof the saints

are most frequently repeated, while npresentotlons of the person-

ages, scenes, and inciilents in the pagab mythology of Oreece and

Rome, whioli so often appear among the pnnluetions of Ihe Italian

schools, .arc very rarely met with.
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If wc would give a c .rrect deliuition of art, we must make it

iniludc the kitchens of Kalf ^s well as the hemic compositions of

Poussiu. Art is displayed as much in the copper vessel gilded by

the sunbeams, or in the polish of the silver vase, as in the grave

compositions, the subjects and grandeur of which arc furnished by

history and philosophy. Kach department of art requires its

fillowci-s to possess certain qualities, if they would excel in it ;
aud

there may be as much merit, though of a difierent degree, in the

.ivtist who requires no more for the production of a valuable picture

thau an upturned caldron and a bunch of leeks, as in the more

pretentious painter of history, nourished in the bosom of the

academies, and capable of treating the continence of Scipio, for

example, with conventional action and commonplace figures.

.\ good lesson in painting may be taken while standing befrire a

simple interior of a kitchen by Kalf. Aud here we speak not

merely of painting properly so called, of that facile and viviil touch

which distinguishes ihe master, but likewise of the great rules of

composition and chiaroscuro. We repeat it: the great nUes of

composition and ehiarosciiro have not been displayed more highly

by the painters of history, than in that modest picture of the Dutch

artist, which represents a copper boiler and some vegetables, with

the sun's rays falling on them, and which we have chosen for our

illustration of this master.

That which.we would call the principal figure in tliie composition

occupies the middle of the canvas, and receives the strongest

illumination. The other figures are lighted according to their

importance, in a just and nicely-proportioned gradation. Which is

here the principal figure? which is the hero of the scene.' It is

the superbly-burnished copper boiler, which is set against the

barrel behind it in such a manner as to catch the sunlight that

enters through some unseen window on the left. The old Kirrel

against which it rests, and on which a large red pitcher stands, is

not the least important personage in the picture. A pan filled

with water, a fine cabbage, a broken basket, a broom, a couple of

pewter plate.i, and seven or eight turnips, fill up the composition.

A woman is seated in the background, quite in the shade, and

seems introduced only to fill up the canvas ; the objects on which

the artist has chiefly relied for producing efl'ect are evidently the

copper boUer, the old barrel, the red pan, and the cabbage behind

it, and these are grouped in a manner which evinces considerable

acquaintance with the hannony of colours and the effects of light.

The picture is rich in <iptnils, hut it is not overcharge'!. The

shade in which the woman slta iucreasca the light which the artist

has thrown upon the princip:il objects. The mctallii' brightness of

the boiler and the pewter platters has never Iwen excelled, and all

the accessories are fin-shed in the most careful manner.

William Kalf wa.s born at Amsterdam, in the year l(l:3il. lie

was a luipil of llendrick Tot, a good painter of history and portraits,

with whom he piwsed his early yeara. No particulars are recorded

of his clehut, ov of his progress. We only know that he for some

time applied h.imself to the same pursuit as his master ; but not

acquiring the proficiency, or obtaining the success wliich he desired,

he begau painting llowers, fruit, and objects of etill life. Hon-

bracken relates that he remained whole days before a citron, a fim-

orange, and a fruit-knifr, with ft nrnther-of-pearl handle. With

equal care and admirable tast<>, he i)aihte<l silver vases fdlcl with

choice flowers, and the shells of strange forms and splendid colours

which the Dutch marinere of that period brought from the distant

regions of the tropics. Objects of this kiml, little interesting in

themselve'!, are only rendered picturesqu. . in an artUtic poiit of

view, by the truth and fidelity with wliinli they are repre,-i oted.

Besides the ability to reproiluoe them with corrwtneiw, a light .and

si.iritod t-nich, cle:irnes3 and brilliancy of colouring, and a perfect

knowledge of the rules I'f composition and the harmony of ctdour.-',

are, however, essential to success.

Kalf particularly excelled in the rcpiTWentalion of vbm» and other

ornamental objecla in gold and silver, the lUBlre of which he imi-

tated with a delicacy and precision that approach very closely t.>

reality. All his pictures are finished in the most cartfid and

elaborate manner, touche<l with neatness and spirit, c^doured with

clearness and brilliancy, and evince a (wrfect acquaintance with the

rules of chiaroKuro. But it was in the representation (pf the more

common subjects of every-day life—the interiors of kitchens, cellars,

and rustic chambers—that the highest excellence of this nuuter

consisted. In all such familiar scenes he displayed a trathfulnes.*

of form .and colour, and a knowledge of tbc great principles of har-

mony and c/iincojciiro, which place him in the first rank among the

painters of .still-life. In the representation of brass and copper

vessels, and earthen pans and jugs, he has never been surpassed.

The works of this master are ranch esteemed in HolUnd, wher>-

they find n place in the best ollections. Lebnin observes that the

works of Kalf have been at all times much sought after by amntenr*.
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and that there are few coUectious iu Paris in which a specimen oC

his stjie is not to be found. The same writer says that he had
seen a picture by Kalf which would bear comparison witli the finest

productions of Adrian Van Ostade.

Kalf united much amiability of disposition and kindness of heart

with an expanded and cultivated mind and no ordinary ability in

his profession. He was equally estimable as a man and admirable

as an artist. He was always willing to render a friend or neigh-

bour any service in his power. He pos.?essed a fine figure ; and his

deportment and manners were refined and dignified,—a rare cir-

cumstance in an epoch and a country the artists of which passed

the greater part of their time in the noise and smoke of taverns.

poet, wrote an epitaph fur his mouumeut, warmly eukigising his

talent as an artist and his amiability as a man. It records that

Kalf w.ia an admirable" painter of golden cups and silver vases,

:ind all the tifasures of opulence, but that earth had no treasures

suflicieut tor the reward of his virtues.

Descamps s.ays that the chef-d'emrre of this master is to be seen

at Leyden, in the cabinet of M. de la Court. It represents a melon
cut in two, and behind it a handsome vase. How great is the

power of art ! The travelling amateur, who has sun'eyed the galle-

ries and museums of Europe, stops at Leyden on his return through
Holland, and is shown the chef-d'murre of Kalf. He gazes upon it

irith admiration
; the more he looks at it the more he becomts

THE RtTUBN FROM M.\! KET.—FKOH A P.\1NTING BY L,\NIAR.V.

Kalf died on the 31st of May, 1093, his death being the result

of a deplorable accident. Houbrackeu and Weyerman relate that

the artist went to the house of one Cornelius Hellemans, a dealer

in objects of art, for the pui-pose of ofi'ering for sale a series of

engravings ; the bargain was concluded, the dealer agreeing to give

the artist the price which he had asked, and the money was to be

paid on tlie following day. With the morrow, however, the news
was brought to Hellemans that Kalf was dead. After leaving the

house of the dealer, he had fallen over the bridge of Bantem ; he
was taken out of the water and carried to his own abode, where he
died in a few hours afterwards. 'William Van der Hoeven, a Dutch

enraptured with the ti'uthfulness of the execution and the bril-

liancy and harmony of the colouring. Yet the object which the

brush of Kalf has rendered so admirable is only the representatii-

n

of what he has a hnniked times seen upon his own table without

surprise and without rapture—a melon cut in two !

If we except the gallery of the Louvre, which contains an

admii-able picture by this master, and those of Amsterdam,

Dresden, and Copenhagen, the vases .and bra.3s pots of Kalf are not

met with in the royal galleries of Europe. Artists and amateurs,

however, have rendered ample justice to him, and his works

occupy a prominent place in their collections.
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tlesearuie speaks^.jf a great uiuubei- nf pictures bv this master iji

private colleetions ia Holland and Belgium. Lehrun stntss tliat the

l.-,3

enuntiy are, a large piotiuo of dead game and ulijceU nf atill life in
the apartment eallcd Queen Mary's Closet, at Hampton Court; and

wrr.i.I.ij! K.'.LF.

works of Ivalf were to be found in most good collections in Paris,

but that they were rare in other countries. This celebrated

amateur rem.irks that the pictures of this master have lecn often

copied, and with considerable success, but rarely with that delicate

and elaborate finish which gives such an appearance of reality to

the originals.

The only specimens of this master in the public galleries of this

an '• Interior ot a Dutch Cottage," at Dulwich College, respecting

the genuineness of which connoisseurs have expres.'cd doiibts. It

is .attributed- to Kalf in the eatiloiue, however, and pos.'iibly may
be by him. It represents a woman spinning, and a child near lier

;

the accessories .and objects of still life are particularly well painted.

A few of the works of William Kalf have been engraved ; three

by P. Bas.an—"The Chnni," "The Blessing," and an " Intorior

of a Cottage." Veisbrod ha-S engraved, in a spirited manner, an
" Interior of a Kitchen," formerly in the rirh collection of Lcbmn.
Tiift "Interior ot a Kitchen," which we have engraved, formerly

adorne<] the Poulaiii collection.

By a contradiction which seems inexplicable, the works of thi-<

artist, notwithstanding their incontestable merit, have not at any

epoch been nmoh in favour at public sales. Ijcbnm, whom we
have so frequently quoted, estimated the value ol a Kalf, in 1791,

at from £50 to £00. This sum, however, has verj- rarely been

obtained.

In 174-5, at the sale of the Chevalier de Laroque, two beantifnl

pictures by Kalf, representing fish, vegetables, and kitchen utensils,

were sold for £7 ; at that of M. de Julienne, in 1767, two other

pictures, of similar composition, but enriched with figures, rcaliserl

only £i ; and at the sale of the collection of M. Randon de Boissct,

in 1777, an " Interior of a Kitchen," by Kalf, was sold for £-10,

and another picture of still life for £20.

The value of this master's productions has not undergone much

modification. At the 8,ale of C-ardinal I'e.sch, at Rjme, in 184.5,

an "Interior of a Rustic Chamber " was sold for £1,'> ; an "Interior

of a Cellar " for the same price ; and a picture representing pork in

a dish for £4.

Kalf painted both on canvas and on panel, but most frequently on

the latter. None of lus pictures bear his signature. Our researches
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on this point agree in their results witli those of BrulUot, tlie com-

piler of " The Dictionary of lUouograms.'' He points out, however,

some catalogues in which it is stated that Kalf has traced, at the

bottom of Iiis pictures, his name aud the year in whicli it wafl

painted. We annex the mark indicated -hy BruUint, but wiUiout

vouching for its correctness.

W KaLF.

ARTISTS AND THEIR PATRONS.
In the.se days of art, anything relating to it is received witli

interest. Now-a-day.s every one has a taste for painting, and can

criticise more or le.is correctly the worlis of our eminent masters.

Every house is in some degree adorned with them ; cheap engravings

have educated all of us to some degree of taste.

It is only latterly tliat art has been thus developed. Naturally

we were not an artistic race. In the good old times but few cared

for pictures, and few, indeed, in our humble opinion, were worth

caring for. The oldest description of an English work of art is by

Sir Thomas More. Describing a portrait he had seen of Jane

Shore, he says:—"Her stature was mean, her hair of a dark

yellow, her face round and full, her eyes grey ; delicate harmony
Ijeing between each part's proportion and each proportion's colour

;

her body fat, white, and smooth; her countenance cheerful, and
like to lier condition. The picture which I have seen of her was
such as she rose out of her bed in the morning, having nothing on

liut a rich mantle cast under one arm and over her shoulder, and
sitting on a chair on which one arm did lie." This description,

however, must be received with caution. Taste was not then in a

very advanced state ; aud yet the reign of Henry VIII. was
auspicious for Euglisli art. The artist was painter, carpenter,

carver, and did everything, as appears by the following memorandum
I'rom a book belonging to tlie Church of St. Mary, Bristol;

—

'

' Memorandum, tliat Master Cumings hath delivered, the 4th day

of July, in the year of our Lord 1170, to Mr. Nicholas Buttes,

Vicar of Kaddift'c, Moses Conteryu, Philli]) Bartlioluniew, aud John
Brown, Procurators of Eadclitt'e before-said, a new sepulchre, well

carved, and cover thereto ; an image of God rising out of the

said sepulchre, with all the ordinance that longeth thereto ; that is

to say :—Item : A lath made of timber and ironwork thereto.

Item : Thereto longeth Heaven, made of timber and stained cloth.

Item :
Hell, made of timber and ironwork, with devils, in number

thirteen. Item : Four knights armed, keeping the sepulchre with

their weapons in their hands ; that is to say, two axes and two
spears. Item : Three pairs of angels' wings ; four angels, made of

timber and well painted. Item : The Father ; the crown and
vis.age, the ball with a cross upon it, well gilt with fine gold.

Item ; The Holy Ghost coming out of heaven into the sepulchre.

Item
;

Longeth to the angels four chevaliers." Scarcely less

ludicrous are the instructions which Henry VIII. left for his own
-monument, but which was never completed, owing to the parsimony
of his celelirated daughter. He writes : "The king shall appear on
horseback, of the stature of a goodly man ; while over him shall

appear the image of God the Father, holding the king's soul in his
left hand, and his right hand extended in the act of benediction."
Yet that the bluff monarch had some appreciation of art appears
in the well-known anecdote of Holbein, who, when painting the
portrait of a lady, threw a lord, who had found his way into her
chamber, down stairs. The courtier, of course, made a complaint.
" By God's splendour !" exclaimed the monarch, " you have not to
do with Hans, but with me. Of seven pea.sants I can make seven
lords, but I cannot make one Hans Holbein."

Queen Elizabeth had not her father's appreciation of art.
Walpole sarcastically observes: "There is no evidence that
Eliz.aboth had much taste for painting; but she loved pictures of
herself. In them she could appear really handsome ; and yet, to

do the profession justice, they seem to have flattered her the least

of all her dependants. There is not a single portrait of her one

can c;iU beautiful. The profusion of ornaments with which they are

loaded are marks of her continual fondness for dress ; while they

entirely exclude all grace, and leave no more room for a painter's

genius than if he had been employed to copy an Indian idol,

totally composed of hands and necklaces. A pale Roman nose, a

head of hair loaded with crowns and powdered with diamonds, a

vast ruff, a Water fardingale, and a bushel of pearls, are the

features by which everybody knows at once the pictures of Queen

Elizabeth."

Charles I. was the first kingly patron of art. His gallery in

Whitehall contained fo\ir hundred and thirty-seven pictures, by

thirty-seven different artists. Under his patronage Rubens came

over, and Vandyck took up his residence here. Mr. Cunningham

tells the following anecdote in connexion with Charles and the arts.

Tlie king wished to employ Bernini, the sculptor, and tried in vain

to allure him to England. Not succeeding in doing this, and still

desirous to have one of his works, he employed Vandyck to draw those

inimitable profiles aud full-face portraits now in the royal gallery,

to enable the sculptor to make his majesty's bust. Bernini surveyed

these materials with an anxious eye, and exclaimed ;

*
' Something

evil will befjil this man ; he carries misfortune on his face."

Tradition has added, in the same spirit, that a hawk pursued a

dove into the sculptor's study, and rending its victim in the air,

sprinkled with its blood the finished bust of King Charles. Mr.

Cunningham adds :
" I have also heard it asserted that stains of

blood were still visible on the marble when it was lost in the fire

which consumed Vauxhall."

Lely painted the gay beauties of the Restoration, but he had a

different class to do with at one time. Cromwell said to him : "I
desire you will use all your skill to paint my picture truly like me,

and not flatter me at all ; bnt remark all those roughnesses,

pimples, warts, .and everything as you see me; otherwise I will

never pay one farthing for it." Poor Lely was eclipsed by the

vainest and wittiest of painters, Kneller. Many of Sir Godfrey's

good things have been preserved. " Dost thou think, man," .said

he to his tadoi-, who proposed his sou for a pupil— "dost thou

think, man, I can make thy son a painter? No; God Almighty

ouly makes painters." Kneller's servants once quarrelled with

those of Dr. Kjitcliffe about a door. Kneller sent word that

he must have the door shut up. " Tell him," replied the doctor,

" that he may do anything but paint it." "Never mind what he

says," retorted Sir Godfrey; "I can take anj"thing from him but

physic." His reason for preferring portraiture was a good one.

" Painters of history," said he, "make the dead live, and do not

begin to live themselves till they are dead." Arguing with an

Oxford doctor about the legitimacy of the unfortunate son oi

James II., he exclaimed, with much warmth: " Mein Gott! I

could paint King James now by memoi-y. I .say the child is so like

both, that there is not a feature in his face but wliat belongs either

to father or mother. This I am sure of, and cannot be mistaken

;

nay, the nails of his fingers are his mother's—the queen's that wfs.

Doctor, you may be out in your letters, but I cannot be out in my
lines." Yet all these men were foreigners. Sir James Thornhill,

born at Weymouth, knighted by George I., and M.P. for his native

town, was our first English artist. His chief works are—the dome

of St. Paul's, an apartment at Hampton Court, the altar-piece of

the Chapel of All Souls at Oxford, another for Weymouth, the hall

at Blenheim, the Chapel at Lord Orford's, Wimpole, Cambridge-

shire, the saloon of More Park, and the great hall at Greenwich

Hospital.

The English school of art is remarkable for drawings in water

colours. It is quite of recent growth. The founders of the school

were Alexandre Cozius, by birth a Russian, his son John Cozius,

Edwards Dayes, tlie pupil of Moonlight Peter, and Thomas Girtin,

the pupil of Dayes. These men flourished between 1780 and ISO-t.

The elder Cozius followed a mode of composing his landscapes which

Turner imitated on many occasions. His process was to dash out in

dark brown or bistre, and on several pieces of paper, large blots

and loose flourishes of eft'eets, such as may or may not be seen in

nature. From them he would select certain forms and combinations

which led at times to very grand ideas, though it is said that his
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selections were too often sombre and heavy, like nature ttewcd
through a dark-colouro'l lens. His son John was an abler artist,

and, patronised by Beckford, executed many drawin^js of con-
siderable merit, eagerly soUKht fjr by collectors in the present day.
His .-ityle is said to have served as a foundation for the manner since
adopted by Berlin and Girtin, both of whom coiiieil, as Edwards iu
liis anecdotes of painters says, many of his drawings. It is sad to
contemplate the fate of the founders of English water-colour art.
.John Cozius died in 17911 in a madhouse; (iirtin died at the age of
twenty-seven, in 1S02, a victim to intemperance; ani Dayes died iu

180-J, by his own hands. The first exhibition of tlio" Society of
I'ainters in Water C'tdours, and the first separate exhibition of the
kind in this country, was in 1S05. The members were sixteen
in number. Girtin was a great friend of Turner's. They were both
l>atronised by Dr. Monroe, an extensive collector of paintings in those

days. " There," said Turner iu a oouversation with David Roberts,
pointing towards Harrow, " Oirtin and I have often walked to Bushey
an 1 back Ui make drawings for good Dr. Monroe, at half-a-crown

apiece, and the money for our supper when we got liome." Tni-ner

often talked of ei-eoting n raon\imcnt to mark the grave of liis friend

and rival Girtin, iu C'>vent-garden Churchyard ; but when tho

amount v.-as named—a few shillings over ten pounds- he shniggcd

his shoulders, and remained sjitistied with the bare intention. ' ' The
grave, I am sorry to say, is still unmarked," writes Burnet. A
lo'adstnne to (tirlin, fnuu either the t.)ld or tho New Water-Colour
Si.riety, or both, would bo a grateful tribute. Iu a letter to Leslie,

('oustable speaks of Coitius as the greatest genius that ever toucbe<l

land.scape. Mr. Leslie remarks that this criticism is startling,

although all who are acquainted with the beautiful works of that

truly original artist will admit that his taste is of the highest order.

And here we must add a word about our two greatest patrons of

English art—Hoare and Sir G. Beaumont. Prince Home, savs

Haydon, was a delicivte, feeble-looking man, with a timid expression

of face ; and when ho laughed heartily, he almost seemed to be

crying. His father was a bad painter at Bath, who, having a high

nntion of Prince's genius, sent him with a valet to Italy, to get

wliat nature had denied him in the Capcila Si-stina. He went
tluongh the whole routine of labouring for natural talents by copy-

ing Michael Angelo, copying HaffHelle, copying Titian; came home
to be the -rival of Reynold.s, found his own talents for art were of

the feeblest order, and being well educated, took refuge in writing

farces and adaptations of Spanish and French pieces, which his

frieiul.s, Storace and Kelly, adapted to music. He was an amiable

tliough disappointed man, the companion of the democrats, Godwin
and Holcroft, though an intimate friend of Sir Vicaray Gibbs. In

the early part of the present century, Sir George Beaumont was tho

great critic iu landscape jjainting—tho English gentleman whose

shrug of dislike or nod of approbation could either advance or

retivrd the sale of a picture. He had a fine sense of art within

I arly limits ; he painted landscapes with care and propriety,

collected old masters with great good judgment, and was the warm
advocate of Wilkie's genius from the very first. He was a friend

I'f Haydon and of Wordsworth, and of most of the distiuguishetl'

men «( the time. Haydon says he was a tall, well-bred, handsome
man, with a highly intellectual air.

But the name of a lady at least must be mentioneil as stimu-

lating art in another w.ay. To fourteen of Komney's pictures

alone the charms of Lady Hamilton contributed their attractions :

—

1. "Circe," a fascinating figure, but unaccomjianied, a-s was

intended, by her suiturs metamorphosed to brutes. 2. "Iphige-

nia," a whole-length, unfinished. 3. "St. Cecilia." bought by

Mr. Montague Burgoyue for seventy guiuoas. 4. " S«n»ibility,"
bought by Mr. Bayloy for one hundre<l guineas, fi. "A Bacchanto,"
lost at sea. (j. " Calope expiaod with her Child," bought by
Admiral Voi-non for sixty guine.is. 7. "The S|)inHter«," bought
by Mr. Craven for one hundred and lifty guineas. .>*. "Cassandra,"
fnr the Shakspearc Gallery, for one hundred mud eighty guineas.

10. "A Bacchante," bought by Sir .lohn Leicostcr for twenty-
five guinejis. 11. " Calypso," and 12. " Magdalene," for tho
Prince of Wales, two hundred pounds. 13. "Joan of Are,"
unfinished. 11. " The Pythian I'rie.Hte.ss," unfinished. When Wilkie
S)iw her, she was "tall and lusty, and of fascinating inannom, but
her features are bold and mas.uillno."

It is curious to note how the love of art has gniwn up iu the
minds of its votaries. Some took to it suddenly; in niost the
faculty was dmwu out by some acoident, which arousod Imprcxsions
never afterwards to bo effaced. Homney was inspired with a
l)assion for (jainting by seeing tho tine engmviiigs In Da Vinci's

"Treatise on Painting." Tho sight of a few fine prints, in an
obsoure village in Yorkshire, awakened the spark in .St.ithanl.

Tiie carved figures in an (dd pioture-fmmo did n» much for

Chantrey
; and Wilkin's sense of tho comic and serloui w:us first

shown in drawing the head of one of his schoolfellows, as he sat to

learn his neglected lesson on that bad eminence, the slwd of shame.
Opie's love of art came upon him early. When ho was ten years

ohi, ho saw a friend draw a butlerlly. "I think I o«n draw a
butterdy its well as Mark Tates," lie cx«lsime<l; and tiking a
l>encil, he drew one immediately. Turner's lovo for art is

said to have been anuiseil as follows:— He had aocompauied
his father to a house iu tho neighbourhood, to tiike n lesson iu

tho art of tUcssing hair ; but his attention was occupied moro
by the coat of ai-ms on tho table than the skill of tiis father's

fingers with the comb and curling-ttnigs. He was pleased with

the rich combination of colours in the arms; but his imit;iliou,

when at home, was confined to the lion. The fBth> r cnc"uraged

the rude effort ni" liis son ; and when asked, na ho oflt ii was.

"Well, Turnoi-, what is William to be!" he wiiuhl reply with

a look of delight, adding a .satisfaettiry curl to his custtmitr's hair

at the same time, " William is going to be a painter !" Haydon's
love of art was excited by lo.«s likely subjects. The French pri-

sonere who crowded Plymouth made guillotines of their meat-

bones, and sold them ; and the whole amusement of children con-

sisted in cutting off Louis Xyi.'s lieJid forty times a day, with the

playthings tlieir fathers had lx)ught to amuse their young niiud.s.

" My chief delight was in drawing the guillotine, with Louis taking

leave of the people iu his shirt-sleeves, which I eojiied from a |irint

of the day." The object which called firth and discovorc»l the genius

<'f West, was that of a sleeping infant, wlmm he wxs one day ]>lace<l

to watch iu the absence of its mother, he being then about seven

years old. Tho child happened to smile in its sleep, when he was

so forcibly struck Avith its lieauty, that he seiied jien.', ink, ami

paper, which hapiiene<l to be by him, and endeavourc<l to delineate

a portrait, though at that time he had never seen an engraving or a

picture. Hogarth's first attempt at satira was as follows :—One

summer Sunday, during his apprenticeship to an engraver, be went

with three companions to Highguto ; and the weather being warm
and the way dusty, they went into a public-house and called for

ale. There happened to be other oustomers in tho house, wli" wore

quarrelling as well as drinking. Oue of them, on receiving a blow

with the bottom of a quart-pot, looked so ludicrously rueful, that

Hogarth sketched hiiu as he stood. It was so like and ludicrous,

tliat it*c!)ntributed to the restoration of good humour.

EUSTACE LE SUEUR.
The Museum of the Lmivre is rich in the paintings of Eustace

Lesueur. Two large rooms are devoted to the works of this

illustrious master, one filled with his p.aintings, the other with his

r )ugh sketches and designs. According to the official catalogue

there are forty-six of Lesueur's productions in the Louvre. The

pictures relating to the life of St. Bnino are twcnty-fonr in number

;

Icsidcs these there are ten Bible subjects, among which the most

1 liocablc is "The Descent fnmi the Ci^ss," an cngraviug of which

we present to our readers (p.l.'i7). This i>ictmc was valued under the

empire at .£720, ahd at tho restoration at il2,100. There is over

the picture an air of deep solemnity thoroughly in harmony with the

mournful character of the subject. The bleak and lairren character

of the scene, the stormy aspe<^t of the sky, the grief dejiictcd on the

faces of the group, from the n-oman who kneels to kiss the feet of

the dead Saviour to the old di.sciple who supports the body—all !-•

in perfect unison. Behind the group, strikingly c"n><|>i>nious, islh(?
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"cursed tree," with the strange superscriiitiou still upon it; and

at the front are the nails and the crown of thorns.

Eustace Lesueur studied under Vouet. He was born in 1627,

and died in 1655. He was never out of France. The story of his

life lias been already told in these pages (toI. i. p. 46) : how he was

the son of a sculptor* how he exhibited precocious talent ; how the

world applauded his illustrations of "The Dreams of Poliphilus;"

how, like a dark cloud over a beautiful sximmer sky, a settled melan-

choly cast its shadoAv over the artist's life ; how he loved where love

wrts vain, but kept his secret close and hid it in the tomb. This

tVent has thrown around him an air of romance, and funiisiied a

style of Guido and Uaravaggio. Lesueur, however, lost much of

the style of his master in a careful study of that far more illustrious

man, Ntcholas Poussin, whose compositions he imitated and whose

friendship he gained. But throughout his works there is that

steady, calui, melancholy character, that sober gloom, which tells so

unmistakably the working of the man's mind. No matter what-

ever the subject may be, the man of blighted hopes paints his own

sad imaginings on the canvas ; and Lesuear is fully entitled, if

indeed he has not a superior claim, to be called, like Ruysdael, the

painter of mel*ncholy. It tinges every composition ; is seen in the

face of tlio recluse haggard with age .and austerity, and iu the

IKTEUMil "K .\ KITCHKN.- l'K').« -1 I'.VI.STINii

rich fund to the French novelist. Schlegel says :

'• We find in lus

works neither the bewUderiug ostentation of Lebrun, nor the affected

pedantry of Poussin. He has a feeling even for colour, and there

is generally something full of mind about his works." There is

throughout them all an intense melancholy, a solemnity, and a

repose, that his own calm but gloomy thoughts most naturally

suggested.

Vouet, under whom Lesueur .studied, is generally reg.arded as

the father of French art, as he was indeed the founder of a new
school. lie had passed fourteen years in Italy, and, having his mind
strongly imbued with the peculiarities of Italian art, he produced
pictures of great force and vigour, but strongly influenced by the

blooming beauty of womanhood ; it marks every picture—stauii)s it

with a sorrowful stamp.

Moreover, in the mind of Lesueur there was a fixed and steady

faith. He was a man of deep feeling, a man of a thoroughly devo-

tional mmd, and the religious sentiments of his heart are seen in all

his varied productions. He paints monks, but they are men of

abstinence and prayer, not monks of Melrose. He could understand

the simple piety and sincerity of those who, right or wrong, quitted

the Vanity Fail- of the world and devoted themselves to works of

faith and love ; and never was he more happy in the style and

composition of his paintings than when he set himself to portray

these men —men of the cowl—in acts of devotion or iu works of
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mercy. One of his finest jiroductioiifi represents a number of peojile

listening to a sermon ; and tlic interest tlirown into every face, the

deep feeling exhibited by evei-y figure in the group—from the beau-

tiful woman who listens as thougli tlie words of tlie preacher were

vital breath to her, to the young man in a lialf-negligent attitude,

missal in hand, whose glance is still fastened on tlic monk--

there is the greatest harmony, both in expression and general

design ; and lioth in preacher and in auditory there is something

an amliassndor roni the One who rulelh over all. There, too, the

eagerness of tlie crowd is seen—the wiirds of the apostle are falling

like sparks on gunpowder, and the paj*aiona of the people are blazing

heaven-higli. And the rosull is seen in the hooka of sorcery cast

away, in volumes upon volumea committed to the flame*—the spee-

tator catches something of the excitement of the scene, and Hecms

to hear the mighty voice of God's messenger.

In the accessories of his pictures, Lexueur was a careful |)aint«r ;

THE I>ESCFNT fl:"H T"*. I.K'->. A IM.STINO BY LKSUEIR.

that engages and fixes the attention. So it is in the picture which

in a former volume we presented to our reader,* "The Preaching

of Paul at Ephesus." The attitude of the preacher stands out

boldly, clearly, majestically as Mich.ael Angelo's "Moses;" the

calm, detemiined expression of countenance, the fall of the draperj-,

the nplifteil hand—.all command respect: we feel the presence of

• WoKKs OF Eminent Masters, toI. i. p. iS.

and his correct judgment and pure ta.ste are seen in all the rainut«

details of liis compositions. He was not omlent with a grand disigu

;

he knew that there was no such thing .as a trifle in true an- -that

success depended upon the most scnipnlous care. He adaptetl the

."wenerj- of his pictures to the subje< t which they represented, »ntlx

great accuracy and skill

.

The four-and-twenty pictures representing the life of St. Bruno

constitute his' great works. Of these compositions Professor
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Waaien remarks :
" The single pictures vary very mucli in merit;

as tlie most remarkable, I will cite the following:— (No. 125),

' Raymoml, a Canon of Notre Dame, preaches before St. Bruno :'

full of meaning and dignity, <iuiet in its motion and e.xpression,

and with a softness in the keeping and c7;z«)'o.sr?a'o; the tone, like

that of the rest, is yellowish and transparent. (No. 127), ' The

Hypocrite Raymond raises himself from his Cothn during the

Masses for his Soul, to the terror of Bruno and the other Persons

present.' The expression and attitudes are forcible without being

exaggerated, and the whole is transparent and sunny, whilst it is

eifective .and in good keeping. (No. 129), '.St. Bruno teaches

Theology in the Schools of Rheims.' The light in this picture

again is bright, and the effect striking; the action is true and

expressive. (No. 137), ' Pope Victor III, confirms the Foundation

of the Carthusian Order.' The tone ef light and of colour especially

warm and powerful ; the story is well told. (No. 13S), ' St.

Bruno receives a number of Novices into the Order.' This is one

of the best of the whole series with reference to composition,

dignity in the heads, depth and clearness of tone, and warmth of

colour. (No. 141), ' St. Bruno refuses the Arehiepisoopal Mitre

offered him by Pope Urban 11.' This is the best of all the .set in

respect of the depth and juiciness of its colour and chim'oscuro, as

well as the transparency and softness of its execution. Tlie

attitude of the pope is dignified ; that of St. Bruno is rather

theatrical. (No. 14,5), 'St. Bruno, having confessed, dies in his

Cell, surrounded by the Monks of the Order.' The expression of

the heads, which are fine in themselves, and have much variety, is

full of feeling and pathos ; the figures are well arr.anged, but the

candle-light effect is not true to nature, and the shadows and liack-

ground are too black. (No. 146), ' St. Bruno departs to Heaven.'

The lines are not pleasing, hut the heads h.ave dignity and

expression ; the colouring is especially golden in tone ; the keeping

is good, and the execution carefnl. One cannot overlook certain

recollections of Ratfaelle."

The works of Lesueur, unlike those of most other painters, are

not scattered all over Europe, France containing tlie greate.'jt

number and the best. Besides the paintingi, at tlie Louvre, theiv

are to be found a very considerable numlier, nearly 170, of the draw-

ings of this master. They are ti'aced with n bold .and skilful hand

in black chalk, lightened here and there with white, npon a coloured

jiaper ; sometimes, however, pen and ink have been emjiloyed.

There are twelve very beautiful. allegorical subjects. The original

designs for the life of St. Bruno are' also to be found there, forming

a very extensive collection. Three of them arc signed in the liaud-

wriLing of this master : two with the Christian name Flnstache

lirecerlini; that of Lesueur.

ART-EDUCATION.

In the recent Etlucational Exliihitiim at St. Martin's Hall, a

dep.artnient was appropriated to works of art in connexion with

education, the specimens consisting chiefly of engravings, drawings,

and models, mech.anical contrivances to aid the practice of drawing-,

and books of instruction for the same pui'pose. As illustrating the

progress made in art-education by the various European states,

tliis part of the exhibition was highly interesting ; and, in offering

.a few remarks upon the subject, we shall avail ourselves largely of

the report of the committee to whom the duty of examining the

works of art in the exhibition was referred.

Works of the description indicated above were contributed liy

Frarice, Belgium, Holland, Denmark, Pmssia, Austria, Switzer-

l.and, Spain, and the United States. Italy, so long the principal

seat of the fine arts, was not represented in this department—

a

f'ircumst.ance the more to be regi-etted, as we believe that the

methods of instruction in some of the Italian schools for drawing

would be found worthy of notice. In the drawing academy of

Venice, the students, after having completed a copy of an object,

are re piired to draw t!ie s.ame subject ag<ain entirely from memory

;

and the utility of this system, in promoting a knowledge of form,

together with facility of hand, has been demonstrated by experience.

Institutions for the study of the higher branches of de.sign were

very sparingly represented, and the few foreign examples of the

kind cannot be cited as very remarkable. On the other hand,

some establishments in this country and in France, while professing

only to impart such a knowledge of design as may be useful in the

industrial arts, have promoted the cultivation of drawing to an

extent which would do honour to .academies for the study of the

fine arts. We allude more particularly to the contributions from

Paris. Various works produced under the direction of the Depart-

ment of Art at Marlborough House might be placed in the same

class ; but, with regard to these, it must be observed, that the

specimens exhibited .appear to have been selected rather with the

view of showing the methods and varieties of art-instruction sanc-

tioned hy the department, than of displaying the proficiency

attained by the students. Having h.ad some opportunities of

knowing what the department has produced, we are decidedly of

opinion th.at, had the object been to exhibit the attainments of the

students as weU as the nature of their studies, the result w'ould

have placed this portion of the exhibition in a much higher position

than it actually held. Judging solely from what was exhibited,

we must agree with the committee in awarding the palm of

excellence to the Municipal School of Paris, directed by M. Lequien.

There were contributions from other French schools of the same

kind, but those referred to were the best.

"So satisfactory a result," says the report, "induces a wish to

be acquainted with the methods of instruction ; on this point,

however, the materials ,are scanty. The communications fi-om M.

Lequien contain a few general regulations, and a notice of the

description of artisans who frequent the school, or for whom it is

intended ; but the system of teaching can only be gathered from

the examples exhibited. Among those for whom the school is

intended, and who, it seems, attend in the evening, are mentioned

bronze-chasers, designers for p.aper-hangings, designers for textile

fabrics, porcelain painters, wood-carvers for furniture, sculptors for

buildings, engravers, jewellers, lithographers, and decorative

p.ainters. The age at which students are admitted is twelve. This

appe.ars to be a more judicious regulation than that .adopted in

some other continental schools. Among the contributions from

the communal schools at Brussels and other parts of Belgium, are

some drawings of architectural foliage, from the inscriptions on

which it appears th.at the students began ,at the age of seven. It

must be confessed th.at, judging from the specimens, the progress,

after several ye.ars, is not remarkalile."

The directors of schools for drawing appe.ar to be agreed as to

the exjiediency of teaching the beginner first to copy simple forms

from a flat surface, then to copy from inanimate objects in relief,

and lastly to copy from the life. In general, howevei-, the system

"f copying from drawings or engravings appe.ars to be carried too

tar, not only in this country, but in .some of the industri.al schools

on the continent. " In better-conducted schools," says the report,

"the copying from the flat is limited to the acquisition of a due

flexibility of hand, and what may be called elementary h.ahits,

analogous to those fonned in the first lessons in writing. But the

exercise of the eye caunot be too clearly taught liy the obseiwation

and comparison of the forms of simple real objects. In this

practice again the ingenuity of teachers, as exemplified in the

present exhibition, appears to be sometimes too refined. The best

authorities agree in recommending th,at simple geometfical solids

should be first placed before the beginner, and when a certain

power of seeing and imitating them is acquired, the pupil will feel a

satisfaction in' copying any ordinary objects that have some analojy

with the forms which he has previously learnt to copy. Such

real objects, if not too complicated, .are preferable to elaborate toys,

representing ivy-grown cottages and towers, such as are sometimes

constructed as aids for teaching drawhig. Any artificial varieties

from the plain geometrical solids should he of the simplest

description, since natural objects of the requisite size, equally

applicable, and more interesting to the student, because they are

real, can be readily found. Among .some useful contrivances,

specimens of which have been sent from Marlborough House, ni.ay

be mentioned some skeleton squ.ares, circles, and cubes, made of .

•

metal rods or tubes. These, placed in different views, are J
calcidated to familiarise the eye with perspective appearances, and

to render the study of perspective itself more intelligible."

With regard to the execution of chalk drawings, we observe lli.it
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the industrial schools geuenilly, and especially those of Franco,
encourage the use of the stumi) in shading. When the ol.jocts of
such schools, and the general description of the students who attend
them, are considered, we think there are good grounds for this
practice. "A readiness in )l,^ndling the porte-crayon," aavs llie
report, which bears the high anihority of the signature of Sir Charles
Lock Eastlake, the President of the Royal Academy, '-so as to
imitate the masses and gradations of shade without apparent labour,
ifi not soon acquired, and even when acquired, may be rather
iiecious than really the result of intelligence. It is surely enough

.liat artisans should draw with correctness, and imitate faithfully
the appearances of light and shade, without requiring from them
the questionable dexterity of rapidly executing shaduw.s with the
point. The use of the stump, aided more or less by the point, may
answer all the end, and, in saving the student's time, may have tlie

effect of direedng his atteutiou more e.vclusively to the essintial

object propo.sed. But if this method is advisable in such establisli-

ments, and for such students as those now referred to, it dues not
follow that in schools where the most intimate acquaintance with
anatomy is promoted, and the higlier objects of art are contemjdated,
a different system sliould not be followed. The liner delicacies of
marking, the utmost intelliience in rendering structural detj\ils, and
the nice expression of surface, are better e.xprcssed with the point,

provided a due lightness and freedoju in its management h.ave been
'Piired; added to which, such execution, when truly skilful and
,^uificant, is a fit preparation for the brush. From a passage in

Crespi's continuation or third volume of Malvasia's 'I'elsiua i'ittrice,'

p. 29y, it appeui-s that the stump was introduced late among the
Italian draughtsmen. Crispidoes not hesitate toeondenm its use and
tendency. It would follow that the soft gradations in some drawings
ly the great paiutei-s—for example, Correggio—may have been
iniluced by partial rubbing with the finger, or by similar means;

tlie stump, or sfumino, itself, having been probably unknown to

the earlier masters."

With regard to the applications of art to industrial purposes, we
luay observe that the system of copying the restricted forms of

I'ck foliage, as an introduction to the study of oinameutal design,

; ijcars to be too extensively followed. The habit has bccjme
universal, not only in Europe, but wherever the study of dcsi<>n is

cultivated in accordance with European tastes and customs. To a

cert;iin extent, drawing from the elegant forms of classic foliage

ought not to be discouraged ; but it ii desirable that teachers should

lead the students to adapt the forms of u:iiural leaves and flowers,

on similar principles, to the general purposes of decorative ait. A
wide scope k offered to the inventive faculty .and artistic taste of

the student, in the . pplioation of art to the manufacture of te.xlile

fabrics, paper-hangings, etc., and the course of study which is

! 'jited at Marlborough House with this object, promises to be

.lueutly succs.ssful.

' '1 tlie continent, and particularly iu France, there is still a more
J ral diffusiouof the principles of art than in this country ; though,

on account of the gi-e.at commercial importance of oui* manufacturing

interests, there is the utmost need forour taking the lead in beauty and
' _.ince of design as well as in cheapness, and in the appeiirauce of

fabric as well as the quality of the material. Let art be brought

luto intimate alliance with manufiictures of every kind, and a vast

field will be opened for the display of taste and talent, which are now
entirely latent, or but imperfectly called into activity. In all our

].rincipal manufactures, textile and fictile, a knowledge of the arts

lesign is very important, and though a gieat improvement is

Me at the present d.ay, as compare! with twenty years ago,

there is still much room for further progress. M.-iny important

branches of manufacture call for careful cultivation of the eye, for

the purpose of attaining harmony in colour, which requires some

puliou of artistic education. Other brauchcs, subsenieut to the

uries, fast becoming the wants, of a highly civilised stage of

il progress, require some degree of skill in the delineation of

ic.ipe and the drawing and modelliug of the hiunan form, and

..:r complex ljgui"es. In proportion as these openitious are exe-

cuted in a manner to satisfy the practised eye and refined taste uf

the artist, they give value and imi)ortance to the articles which

have received their impress, and enhance the gratification of those

who possess them. In an age of refinement like the present, when

the intellect is eo much more liighly developed than in piut ages,
and the treasures of ancient and modern art are opened to all who
can appreciate them—the number of which class is annually iucreoa-
mg—whatever partakes of the nature of ormimeul requires to bo
characterised by grace and elegance of design, and correctne»«
and delicacy of u.\eeutiou. Our nalioual greatness reat« mainly ou tliu

skdleil industry of the iieoiile, and whatever tends to promutu the
cultivatiou of a refined taste, and faeililato thuauiuisilionof a know-
ledge of the arts of design, cannot fail to ailvaueuthu prosperity and
glory of the country.

RRITI.SU (lALLEUlJvS Ol' ART.

I.v our second notice of the National Gallery » u promiscil to return
once mor^jto it, and to join with our nuiject some other collection*

of the pictures of tho people. We intend to follow out our jjlau, and
in the following paper to direct attention to the National luid Ihu
Veniop Uallcries.

With the exceptions of Itembrandt ami of Itubeus, almost the
whole of tho painters whom we have noticed were of the Italian

School. Our object in this was clasaiiieation of the subject, and a,

wish to present to the reader our critical notieei in a more syste-

matio manner. We shall now, therefore, turn to the I'lemish

school.

The most ancient master of Uiis school, of whom we Lave a sijeel-

men in a curious picture, is Van Eyek, who lluarishcd at the
beginning of the fifteenth century, dying iu the year 1J41. Tho
picture which we have of his, is numbered in our gallery 15(J, and
represents a Flemish gentleman and his wife. In the background
of the picture are a bed, a mirror and an open window, the objects

of the room being distinctly reflected in tho mirror. Above the

heads of the figures is the brass arm of a chandelier v.iih a caudle

still burning in il. Everything is painted with a wonderful finish

and fidelity. In the frame of the mirror are ten compartiuents

bearing scenes iu the life of Christ, and under it is written the name
of the aitist, with the addition of the words "fecit hie, 14-31 ;" the

whole picture me.-isures only 'ift. !)iu. by 2ft. ^iu. The value of

this picture lies in its finish, and iu the wonderful brightness and
colour of tho wh(Je, aud illusive effects of parts of the picture.

Although painted upwards of four hundred aud tnoniy years, it is

ai fresh as pictures exhibited in hut year's galhries. It would be a
very important discovery could our artists or colour-makers tell us

how colours could bo made so as to prescr\'e their freshness equally

well.

Of that great master of the Dutch sc'iool, Vnudervcldc, whose

l)ictures are so prized, aud whose sketches are so much sought after

by coUeciors, the National Gallery has only two specimens, Nos.

149 and 150. Both arc beautiful. The first is " A Calm at Sea,"

with wonderful space aud aerial effect in the distance, so beautifully

finished, so fresh and so ca'm, that it is im|>ossibIc not to admire it.

In size it is very small, only Sin. by llin., but it may truly be said

to be a gem. The second ^150), "A Fresh Gale at Sea," by the

same master, is a pendant, and at tho same lime a contrast to the

former picture. The sceue is sparkling, animated and full uf

motiou. The finish is, however, almost carried too far.

Sir Antony Vaudyck, so clos*'ly associated with our national

portraits, and so natiomalised iu England m to receive knighthood

when living, and to be reckoned as one of our worthies when dead,

is but poorly represented in thcNational Gallery; indeeil, his pictures

are both more numerou.s and better in the Itoyal Collections, and

also iu one or two of those belonging to the nobility. He has in

our gallery four pictures. No. 52, the jiorlrait of Vauder Gcest we

have already noticed Nos. 41) and jO are two very dillcreul

examples of the master, the first being three heads verj- liacly

painted, the second being an imitation, aud a very unsuccessful one,

ofUubens. When one master copies another the success is gene-

rally diinbtt'ul, aud it is so in this instance.

The [licturebars the title of "St. Ambrose iti'usiug to admit the

Emperor Theodosins (whilst nnder the ban of cxcommnnicaliuu)

to the Cathedral at Milan." The figure of the saint wants dignity,

and tho suppliant emperor is deficient in grace. There are ulco
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great fimlts of costmiie, ;uk1 as regards the hands, etc., some few in

the drawing. Bnt in fine, free, dashing execution, in broad day-

light eft'ect, and in colour, the picture is worthy of the name of the

artist. The heads are also finely painted.

No. 156, the last of Vaudyck's in the collection, is a subject

scarcely to be expected from him, being but a "Study of Horses.''

The chief is a white horse, Huely, freely and boldly painted. The
colour rich and clear, the action and drawing very good.

Of Cuyp we have but one specimen, a landscape with horses,

cattle, and figures, Iiut the picture is in itself, perhaps, as notice-

able as any picture in the gallery, from the contrast of the red coat

of the man with the sunny sky against which it stands out. The
sunny sky, the reflection in the water, the calmness of the scene,

and the repose of the animals, make it a delightful and calm
picture, and one also which has a great and soothing eSect on the

mind. But it is perhaps overrated. It is one of those pictures

which have been cleaned by the authorities in the National -Gallery,

and it is doubtful whether the sunny effect has not sufl'ered iu the

process.

Of Paul Potter, who would at once rival and surjiass Vuyp, wc
have not a single picture.

Of Both we have two, Nos. 71 and 200 ; of Barkhuysen but one,

204 ; of Breenberg but one, 208.

The Backhuysen, a picture of Dutch shipping, has motion and
air, but is heavy, and compared with his other productions, the
water is very inferior.

Of Breenberg, the "Finding of Moses," called in the catalogue

"A Landscape with figures," must perforce satisfy the visitor.

The picture is third-rate, and hurt by aftectation and a bad manner.
The execution is soft, and the colour by no means bad.

Both, than whom, in conjunction with Poelemberg, no master of
his school has produced finer pictures, has one called " The Judg-
ment of Paris." The figures, which, by the way, are entirely sub-
servient to the landscape, but, at the same time, are most skilfully

painted, are liy Poelemberg. The sky and every part of the picture
is finely painted, the execution very skilful, the arrangement
such as only a most ])ractised artist would efleet. This i)icture, the
bequest of Richard Simmons, Esq., is of its kind one of the most
valuable pictures in the kingdom.

We must here bring our short notices of this gallery to an end.
The few criticisms which we have given are ofl'ered with the hope
that our readers will judge for themselves, and will, when the
proper time comes, use their influence on the government both for

a finer gallery, and for a fuller and more brilliant collection ot

pictures. There is not the slightest reason, for instance, why
pictures already belonging to the nation should not be collected in

one gallery, and so classified as to form not only a gallery but a
school of art. The pictures, for instance, at present in the British
Museum cannot be seen, and are thrown away where they are.
At present, as a gallery, the National Gallery in Trafalgar Square
is below that of any other kingdom in Europe.

THE VERNON COLLECTION.

The .space usually occupied by this article will not allow us to
say much iipou this latter subject. Till Mr. Vernon bequeathed
his pictures to the nation, the government, which had been so
lavish upon their houses of parliament and upon other conveniences
belonging to themselves, as it were, or purposely constructed for

their own ease, had been ever chary of purchasing pictures for the
nation. Those so purchased were, of course, of foreign masters
and in many instances, as we have shown, of very doubtful origin!
The bequests of difl'erent individuals were very churbshly received

;

that forming the Diilwich Gallery, to which we shall ere long
repair, entirely lost to London, because government were not wisely
generous enough to build a proper receptacle for the pictures. The
very splendid collection of Mr. Vernon, which will form the nucleus
of the best collection of .artists of the English school, was so

churlishly received, that Mr. Vemon more than once repented of his
gift, and was, as all know, at first exhibited in the cellars of tlie

National Gallery, at the same time that the lloyal Academicians
were enjoying perfectly gratis the other wing of the building, and
charging people for admission to see their pictures.

From the cellars of the gallery in Trafalgar-square, after afl'onl-

ing innumerable jests to the comic writers of the day, the Vernon
collection migrated to Marlborough House, whence it will most
probably not remove till the new gallery is built for the nation at

Kensington Gore. We purpose hastily to run through it.

The two first rooms of Marlborough House are occupied by
Engbsh pictures removed from the National Gallery, and ranging
from Nos. 78 to -iiO. They are by Wilson, West, Gainsborough,
Reynolds, Lawrence, etc. ; and amongst them are those celebrated

paintings of the " Marriage a la Mode," by Hogarth, together with
his portrait.

The Vernon collection, then, as bequeathed by Mr. Vernon, com-
mences in the third room, and is, almost without an exception,

formed from the pictures by modern artists, and is extensively

known, both by those who have and those who have not visited it,

by the engravings of the gallery which have been published.

The first picture, the "Study of a Greek Girl," by Sir Charles
Eastlake, the president of the Royal Academy, is a very fine study,

much sujjerior to his present productions. "The Wooden Bridge,"

by Calcott (No. 5), is also a beautiful landscape, full of repose,

worthy of any master and of any school.

(No. 6), "The Dangerous Playmate," by Etty, a girl i)laying

with a Cupid, is one of eleven pictures by Etty, none of which
perhaps rank amongst his best productions, and some of which are

very inferior works of art. These are the conversational pieces,

scenes iu Venice, "The Lutist," etc., which appear to have been
studies by the artist, merely done to exhibit a variety and contrast

in colour. (No. 12), "Bathers surprised," exhibited in 1S41, and
(No y4), "Youth at the Prow and Pleasure at the Helm," are

perhaps the best specimens of Etty in the collection.

Of ,1. W. M. Turner, of whom our notice in the National Gallery

will preclude any notice here, we have two very tine pictures,

(No. 54), "A View of the Grand Canal, Venice," and (No. 71),

" The Landing of the Prince of Orange at Torbay." Both of these

are very fine productions.

01 Maclise, there are two very fine pictures—(No. 9), "Malvolio
and the Ciuntess," exhibited in 1840, and (No. 13S), "The Play

Scene in Himlet," from the Academy iu 1842. The latter picture

U oae of the best, if not the very best, of Ma Use's productions.

Shakspenre has hal the misfortune to suffer very severely at the

haud-i of his illustrators. What, for instance, can be much worse
tlum the pictm-es by the Rev. W. Peters, by Op'e, and by North-
CJte, which profess to illustrate him ! Nor, it must be confessed,

are m jdern illustrators more successful. The play scene before us

is the most worthy of all, an 1 its highest praise is, that it is a

worthy illustration of one of the finest plays of Shakspeare. The
weak points are—the colour, the figure of Ophelia, although

repainted from the lady as originally exhibited, and the figure of

Horatio. The face of Hamlet, the disturbed guilt of the king, and

the arrangement of the whole, are worthy of every praise. Tliis

picture has not been worthily engraved.

Of Sir Elward Landseer five specimens are here presented to

the visitor, and e.ach of them is worthy of the artist. Nos. 17 .and

21, are "War" and "Peace," two pendants, which, by their genius,

preach deep morality to the beholder. The taste of the artist is

shown iu the method of treatment in these picture.*. Peace repre-

sents a quiet coast scene, where a lamb is cropping the grass, which

has grown about the muzzle of a rusty and dismounted cannon ; W.ar,

the still smouldering rums of a cottage, Ihe roses nnd flowers oi

which are torn and trodden down, whilst a dying and dead soldier

with their horses form the foreground of the picture. These scenes

are in the .simplest and best forms of the allegory, and their execution

is as admirable as their conception.

No. 2S, by the same artist, "a Highland Piper and Dog," is

admirable, but has not the high qualities of the preceding.

No. 92, "King Charles's Spaniels," represents two dogs of this

kind curled up on a table, near a cavalier's hat, the whole forming

a picture wonderful for its colour and execution, but wanting the

mind displayed in

No. 145, "High and Low Life," which, although only the portrait

of two dogs, a butcher's dog and a Scotch deer-hound, is something

Hogarth ian in the social satire which it conveys.

We may at an early period have to return to the consideration of

the magnificent bequest of Mr. Vernon.
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Sin DAVID WILKLE.

Os the 1st of June, 1S41, the steamer "Oriental" was in sight of

Gibraltar, when, at half-past eight in the morning, orders were

given to stop the engine, and muster the crew on the deck for tlio

burial of tlie dead. The impressive service of the Knglish liturgy

was read by the Rev. James Vaughan, and under a splendid sun,

tempered by tlie sea breeze, and amid profound stillness both of

the winds and of men, a corpse was dropped solemnly into the

sea, there to await the resurrection of the dead.

It was th.at of Sir Pavid Wilkie. The man whose inanimate

remains were thus consigned to the keeping ot the blue waves of

the Mediterranean had been the most jiopnlar and celebrate<l

painter of his country. The son of a humble Presbyterian minister,

the painter of humble incidents in Scottisli life, his c^ireer bad been

one long study, a continued and modest progress. And he had

had his reward ; he died full of honours, a member of the

baronetage, painter to the king, and the friend of Sir Robert Peel,

and his death caused a greater sensation than that of many a sove-

reign has done.

He was bom on the ISth of Xovemlier, l7S5, in a quiet Scottish

manse, on the banks of the Edenwater, and was the third son of

the minister of the small parish of Cults, in Fifeshire. The stijicnd

of the worthy minister was small, and his family large ; there were

Vol. II.

five cliildren, and he had be.<idej* to supp.irt his agc<l father. The

Wilkie family was one of the oldest in the parish, having tilleil the

same fields for more than three centuriis, during whicli their

possessions had ueitlicr diminished nor increased. A simplicity

almost patriarchal marked the domestic anangements of the manse

and the m tnners of its inmatts ; the strictest integrity, an exem-

plary s:)briety, energy of mintl, modesty, frug.ality, and industry,

were the traits which distinguished both father and son, and indeed

all tlie family. To these were added a warmth and strength of

devotional feeling which would have been worthy of the old Cove-

nanters, and to which their simple and austere morality gave

increaseil splendour and dignity. The moral educttion of David

Wilkio w.^-i, therefore, conducted under the most faroumble

auspices, for it U only in homes where virtue and piety are incul-

cated by parental example that the higher Cicnlties of our naturo

can be successfully cultivated. The effects of this superior moral

training on the heart and mind of Wilkie were never effaced ; we

recognise them equally in his works and in his life.

The childho<"I of the painter wx^s charact-.riatxl by a passion for

drawing, accompanied by great inaptitude for learning anything

else. He could draw tolerably well before he could read, and in

the five years preceding his twelfth birthday, during which time be
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attended a school in the neighbourhood of his fetlier's manse, he

learnt nothing. He was then removed to the grammar school at

Kettle, of which Pr. Stoneham, afterwards Bishop of Toronto, was

then master ; but here, also, neither threats nor entreaties could

win his attention to anything but drawing. His father and grand-

father saw this strong predilection with much regret and many

fears. Mingled with a strong dash of disdain for eyerythiug that

partook of worldly vanity, was a feeling of solicitude arising from

a knowledge of the straits to which the artists of that period were

often reduced. They knew that Wilson, one of the best landscape

painters of his time, had lived and died in obscurity, indigence,

and dejection, sometimes wanting money to purchase canvas and

colours, and often reduced to consigning his finest works, fresh

from the easel, to the keeping of the pawnbroker. Pictures were a

IUXU17 restricted to the nobility, and they were neither very dis-

criminating nor very generous in their patronage. There was not

then, as there is now, a numerous middle class, wealthy and edu-

cated, and as distinguished for its encouragement of the beautiful

as for its devotion to the useful. There is little room fur wonder,

therefore, that the father and grandfather of Wilkio should have

suffered much anxiety aud mental inquietude through his desire to

he a painter, and have urged him, by all the arguments at their

command, to devote himself to the church as the surest means of

earning a comfortable and respectalde livelihood. But arguments

and remonstrances were all unavailing, and his mother at length

won a reluctant consent from his father for him to be allowed to

follow the bent of his genius.

Wilkie was fourteen years of age when he went to Edinburgh,

and presented himself before the trustees of the Academy for the

Encouragement of Manufiictures, with some specimen dra\vings,

and a letter of introduction from the Earl of Leven to Mr. Thomson,

the secretai?. The drawings were not considered satisfactory,

and it was only at the earnest request of the Earl of Leven that

he was admitted. He now made great progi-ess in acquiring a

knowledge of drawing and the principles of composition. Every-

thing he attempted was executed with the greatest correctness and

fidelity to leading principles. He showed himself a keen obsei-ver

of nature, and gave early indication of the excellence he displayed

in after years as a painter of taUcaur de [/cure. He was a constant

frequenter of scenes likely to furnish subjects for pictures of this

kind, such as the markets of Edinburgh and the fairs and

trysts of the neighbouring vUIages. Sometimes he went out in the

dusk of the evening, and looked through the windows of the

humble abodes of the labouring clas.ses, to observe how the inmates

grouped themselves around the fire, and in what way they were

engaged.

Those singularities and accidents of human life which had

awakened and nourished the genius of Hogarth were also the secret

aliment of that of Wilkie ; but the genius of the ono differed greatly

from that of the other. Both stand prominently forward as the

representatives of English life and manners, but Hogarth loved to

lash the vices and follies of the age, and has truthfully and forcibly

portrayed the passions that debase mankind, dwelling upon the

details with a minuteness which sometimes looks like an inclination

to exaggerate ; while Wilkie chose subjects of a more pleasing

character, and delighted to portray the virtues of humble domes-

ticity and the manners and customs of rural life. His pictures are

no less truthful than those of Hogarth, and much more pleasing
;

the style of the latter ilisplays the cynicism of art, while in that of

the Scottish jMiinter -we recognise the philanthropist and the

Christian.

Of the two great subdivisions in the liistory of the art 0^ design,

one comprehends beauty of form and colouring, the other character

and expression. Tlie first is represented by the schools of Italy
;

the second, which displays less of beauty and voluptuousness than

of observation and philosophy, belongs to the North. These two

domains are not, however, separated liy insunnountable barriers;

there is a neutral ground between them which exhibits modifications

and minglings of both. Leonardo da Vinci had power over ex-

pression and character ; Kemhrandt joined colour to expression
;

Hogarth was a master of expression without excelling as a

colourist.

"Owing to a complicatiou of causes which philosophers have

essayed to analyse, the intellectual independence and profound

respect for the individuality of mankind which formed the original

character of the nations of the Teutonic race have never been

efi'aced, but are still preserved in their manners and modes of

thought. Among the masters of the northern schools two tenden-

cies dominate—to sacrifice beauty to expression, and to reproduce

individuals rather than types.

While the men of regions more favoured by nature fix their eyes

on a supreme type of ideal beauty, the profound observation of

human character, and of the accidents and caprices of human life,

constitutes for the men of the North a second species of ideal.

Rembrandt, Kubens, Albert Durer, Hogarth, are the representa-

tives of the latter school, in which Wilkie took an important place

as the exponent of a more modern phase. Depth of feeling and a

pure morality are the characteristics of his style ;
and it is these

qualities which distinguish him from Brauwer and Jan Steen.

At the Edinburgh academy Wilkie was a most diligent student.

He was always one of the earliest in attendance, and invarialily the

last to depart ; his assiduity, in fact, sometimes drew upon him the

ridicule of his fellow students, who would amuse themselves by

pelting him with pellets of bread. When the hours of study were

over, he returned to his lodgings, and there laboured during the

remainder of the day to carry out what he had commenced in the

forenoon, by sitting before a looking-glass and copying his own face

and hands, aud thus endeavouring to blend the impression drawn

from the antique with those derived from the earnest study of

nature. He understood at an early period of his academic studies

the importance of the action of the hands in telling a storj-, and

whenever he was unable to obtain a model which pleased him, he

invariably introduced his own.

In. 1S03, being then in hia eighteenth year, Wilkie won the ten

guinea prize which had been ofi'ered for the best picture of " Callisto

in the Bath of Diana," which, at the sale of his effects after his

decease, was sold for .£48 6s. In the same year he made his first

sketch of "The Village Politicians," which exciteda go-eat sensation

among the students, and called forth the warm commendations of

Mr. Graham, the teacher of the academy ; but it cUflered materially,

in many respects, from the well-known picture which he afterwards

executed (p. KiO). Another production of this early period was

a "Scene from Macbeth," in which the murderers sent by the

usurper to the house of Macduff encounter his wife and child. The

expression of the latter's countenance was so excellent, that Mr.

Graham, on its being shown to him, predicted that his pupil would

one day attain the highest eminence in his profession.

In 1804, Wilkie left the academy and returned to the venerable

manse at Cults. At the neighbouring village of Pitlessic an annual

fair is held, to which resort all the dwellers within ten miles, old

and young, for business or for pleasure. The young artist thought

this a good subject for his peculiar genius, and reproduced the

scene in a masterly manner, introducing no less than one hundred

and forty figures, all of which are portraits of the villagers and

residents in the neighbourhood. Some of these were sketched in

the village street, and some in the parish diurch, witliout any of

the persons being aware of his intention. The poi-trait of the elder

was thus taken with a red crayon on a fly-leaf of the artist's Bible,

during a .sleep in which the elder indulged in the course of the ser-

vice. The rigid piety of the elders was much shocked, for the

stratagem which'Wilkie had employed to obtain the portrait was

discovered, and "only the high character of his father and grand-

father for piety saved him from disgrace. His venerable grand-

father succeeding in proving that all painters are not necessarily

lost ; and that while the eye and the hand may be engaged in

tracing a design, the ear and the mind may be none the less atten-

tive to the preacher : a subtle- distinction, with which the minister

and ehlers of Pitlessie were content. As for Wilkie, he avenged

himself in artist's fashion, by making a general sketch of the sleep-

ing congregation, in which the various degrees of sleepiness were

represented with remarkable skill and knowledge of human nature.

One was snoring, another ya^vning, a third taking a pincli of snuff

to keep hiniself awake, and a fourth leaning over his oi)en Bible to

conceal the fact of sleeping under the appearance of devotion. It

is singular that Hogarth, who tliffered from Wilkie in being more

satirical and less tender, should have had the same idea ; but his
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picture of "The Sleeping Congrogatiou " made him many enemies,

while Williie liad t)io pnulence to consign liis sketch to the

flames.

"Pitlessie Fair" was sold to a gentleman named Kinnear for

£25. Wilkie also painted several portraits of the neighbouring

gentry, at five guineas each ; but none of his productions of this

kina evince a very high order of excellence. A friend of the

family, struck ivith the promise displayed in the artist's first pro-

ductions, purchased for him, in London, a lay-figure
; and another

lent him some jiictures by Sir .losliua Kejniolds and Allan Kanisay.

His picture of "The Village Recruit," which was his next jiroduc-

tion, was defective in colouring, but in the composition and group-

ing he greatly excelled his former efl'orts ; and the enconiiums

which were bestowed upon it by his friends induced him to

proceed to Loudon, and enter upon the race of which the prizes

(gained by few) are fame, wealth, and distinction.

On his arrival in London, he took lodgings at S, Norton-street,

and immediately obtained admission as a student in the Royal

Academy. He does not appear to have been very much struck on

entering with the proficiency or taste of his fellow-students ; for he

remarked, in a letter to a friend in Scotland, that they knew a good

deal of the cant of criticism, and were very seldom disposed to

regard as meritorious any picture which was not at least two hun-

dred years old. He had brought with him his jucture of "The
^'illage Recruit,'' and had it exhibited in a window at Charing

Cross, where it was soon sold for A'O, the price marked npon it.

Wilkie was at this time a tall young man, somewhat pale, with

light hair, and keen blue eyes ; mild and gentlemanly in his man-
ners, peaceful and quiet in his actions, immoveable in his resolu-

tions, and of a delicate sensibility of temperament. His patience

in striving after excellence wa.s eijual to his diligence in studying

and working. When he was unsuccessful in the treatment of a

subject, he painted it again. He did not believe himself a genius,

.

nor did he experience those vigorous and passionate flights which

carry men of vivid imagination beyond the earth. He did not, in

fiict, possess a large share of that faculty ; but he made up the

deficiency by observation, study, and diligence. He was content

to treasure up his souvenirs ; and it was thus that his maturity

was more prolific than his youth. As slow to create as Salvator

Rosa and Spagnoletto were ardent and quick, he recovered in his

thirtieth year the image, the attitude, the position, or the profile,

the special character of wliich he had obseiwed in his twentieth.

Every recollection of the past returned and took its place in bis

mind,—the blind man's violin, the old family trunk, the cock's

feathers in the hat of the rustic Adonis. He had in reserve

a multitude of little details of this kind impressed upon lii< mind

with vividness and precision, and treasured up, as it were, for

future use. The infinite variety and dramatic intere.it of his com-

positions arose in a great measure from this faculty of observation

and retentiveuess of memor}-. His mind, stored with the recollec-

tions of Scottish rural life, furnished him in after-years with a

kaleidoscopic v.ariety of pictures of rustic manners. The same

ch.amber displays many various scenes : the fire sparkles, the infant

cries, the father does not return, the mother is anxious, the old

uncle moralises or sleeps, the young man thinks of his amours or

his pursuits, the hope of supper calls the old dog towards the

hearth, and the servaiit who has opened the window to fasten the

shutter, resigns her hand to the tenderness of a i-ustic gallant. The

genius of Wilkie was not contented with the souvenirs which suf-

ficed for Van Ostade and Bega ; he rose to the comedy and the

domestic tragedy. The humble furniture is seized, the bed is about

to be carried ofi', the labourer stands opposite the bailiffs like a

figure of stone : this picture tells a tale replete with dramatic

interest ; and the same may be said of "Duncan Gray," (p. 1C5)

and most of his earlier compositions.

In order to investigate more deeply the phenomena of real life,

Wilkie was indefatigable in his researches. At the same time he

worked hard, going to his task every day with imperturbable

patience and the monotonous exactitude of a workman. He
retouched, listened to all opinions, and called all his recollections

to the aid of his personal sagacity. He had the slow penetration,

philosophic rather than brilliant, which characterises the Scottish

genius. If there is one quality peculiar to his countrymen, it is

that "oaumencss," blended with a certain degree of irony without

bitterness, which we find in tlie sceptical essays of Hume, in the

elegiac satires of Burns, and even in the poetry of James I.*

Soon after his arrival in the metropolis, Wilkie was fortunate

enough to obtain the patronage of Stoddart, the celebrated piano-

forte manufacturer, who had married a relative of the artist, and
ever afterwards proved his fast friend. He mt for his portrait,

ordered two pictures of him, and introduced him to the Karl of

Mansfield, who commissioned him to paint a jiicture frojn the sketch

he had made at Edinburgh of "The Village Politicians" (p. KiO).

The artist requireil fifteen guineas as the price of his work, but the

earl desired him to consult his friends on the subject. When
finished, the picture was exhibited at the Royal Acailemy, and
excited such general admiration, that "canny David," as his fellow-

students called him, determined to raise the price to thirty guineas.

Lord llansfield remonstrateil, upon which Wilkie reminded him of

his advice, and said that he was now acting upon it. This picture

establLshed the reputation of Wilkie as an artist of genius. It was

impossible not to recognise in him the legitinmte follower of Van
Ostade and Jletzu, of Teniers and Bamboche, of Holbein and

Hogarth.

Kngland was well disposed at that time to receive such an artist

with favour; the pictures of rural life presented in the poems of

Crabbe, and still more in the novels of Sir Walter Scott, had caused

the public tast« to gravitate towards that region of art. Wilkie's

pictures of rustic manners in the Ni>rth coincided with the ideas

and sentiments of that generation, which was led by the patriotic

cxclusiveness engendered by the war with France to regard ideal

beauty .and the cla.«sical school of David with sovereign contempt.

At the time when "The Village Politicians" was exhibited,

there was a prepossession in favour of pictures of domestic manners

which amounted almost to a passion. Wilkie's humble and

indifferently -furnished studio was thronged every day with

amateui's. Commissions came pouring in upon him in gratifying

profusion, and he now determined upon definitively taking up his

residence in London. The aristocracy accorded their patronage to

the humble adventurer who had created a new order of art, the

elegiac satire, and become to painting what Burns had been to

poetry. Sir George Beaumont gave liim more than patronage

—

friendship, regard, and the assistance of his cultivated taste.

There is something extremely beautiful in the long friendship of

Wilkie and Sir George Beaumont. Their correspondence is charac-

terised by a tone of perfect equality ; tJie patronage of the baronet

is without assumption, and the dignity of the artist without pride.

Sir George offered the advice which he w.-is so well qualified to give

in the kindest manner, and Wilkie received it with attention,

examined it, .and profited by it. His introduction into high

quarters, in which favoured artists made an easy fortune, was the

work of Sir George; and it was for this excellent friend that

Wilkie painted his "Blind Fiddler," which is now in the National

Gallery. Sir George lent him a very fine sjwcimen of Teniers,

which he kept before him the whole time he was engaged on the

work, that he might acquire the sharpness of touch which distin-

guishes the Flemish master.

A number of other pictures of the same kind followed in rapid

succession. " Alfred in the Herdsman's Cottage" was a com-

mission from Mr. Davidson ; " The Card Players " wa-s painted for

the Duke of Gloucester; and "The Rent Day" for the Earl of

Mulgrave. " The Sick Lady " and " The Jew's Harj) " (p. 1G4) were

akso p.aintcd at this period. The pictures now enumcratc<l addc<l

largely to his reputation. "The Card Players," "The Jew's Harp,"

.and " The Cut Finger" (p. 173), another production of this period,

are charming episo<le3 of rustic life, which is neither fl.attered nor

calumni.ated, but represented as it really is. The charm of

Wilkie's pictures consists, in fiict, in this truthfulness to nature.

He has not introduced Arcadian shepherds and shepherdesses into

the northern scenery of ScotLind, but faithfully represented the

peasantry of his country as he had seen them himself, in their

rustic employments, in their diversions, and in the varioiu

incidents of ordin.ary life, llis subjects are simple and readily

understood. A family of happy rustics are amused by the i)l.ay>Dg

• " Christ's Kirk on the Green " is an example.
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of a blinJ fiddler, to whom tliey have given hospitality, and whose

wife and cliild sit near the cheerful fire; or a doleful-looking

urchin, whose mind is evidently seaward, if we may judge from

the tiny vessel he has launched on a jjan of water, has cut his

finger while engaged in his ship-building essays, and regards the

bleeding limb most lugubriously, while liis grandmother applies

some simple remedy. In painting these pictures, Wilkie had no

other inspiration than his knowledge of rustic life, and his experience

of a morality purified by labour and ennobled by independence.

Voluptuous grace seldom occupied him ; even when he addresses

himself to the sense?, he neither excites like Boucher nor oifends

like Brauwer. His works are the offspring of a sound and healthy

an air of touching poverty pervades the little group, though at-

tempted t^ be concealed by the decent pride of the mgther.

In 1809, Wilkie was elected an associate of the Royal Academy,

and in 1811 he became a member. He continued the same humble

and laborious life, and his close application at length had a visible

etfect on his health. At this time he received a strong proof of the

friendship and generosity of Sir George Beaumont, which constitutes

a noble trait in the character of the latter. The state of the

artist's healtli requiring relaxation and change of air, the baronet,

thinking that, under such circumstances, a supply of money

would be very acceptable, sent him a draft for £100, delicately

taking from the act the oharaoter of a gift by representing that, as

THE JEW S BAKP.—FKO.M A PAINTING BY WILKTE.

state of society. He belongs to tlie eighteenth century by his love

of his kind, by that calm ami enthusiastic devotion to humanity

—

a devotion sincere and involuntary—which is evinced in his works.

If he loved to paint interiors, and has seldom ventured into the

open air, it is in order to portray the incidents of domestic life

more completely, to exhibit man at home, where he is less under

the influence of nature, less absorbed in her vast bosom.

In "The Sick Lady," a poor dog, with an expression of sadness in

its eyes, which are fixed on its bedridden mistress, awaits with

drooping oars the judgment of the physician, who is feeling her

pulse. In " The RentD.ay," a veritable chef-d'ceuvrc ofthe artist,

a young widow brings her two children, the youngest of whom,
seated in her lap, nibbles a key in lieu of a coral garnisher ; and

he had p.iid only £100 for a picture, " Tlie Blind Fiddler,"

which, now that the artist's reputation w.as established, was worth

at least £200, it was only the ditfereuce between the real value of

the picture and the price which he had paid. Wilkie accepted the

welcome ofi'ering, not, he said, as a remuneration to which he had a

just claim, but as a touching proof of Sir George's friendship and

regard. After the death of Sir- George, the late Sir Robert Peel

patronised Wilkie with tlie same noble generosity and equal

delicacy.

The artist determined to seek health by a short sojourn in his

native country, and remained there from August to October. Upon
his i-eturn to the metropolis he took apartments at Kensington. In

the following May he ojiened au exhibition of his piotui-es, twenty
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nme in number, iu Pall JIall, a speculation wliidi extended his

reputation, but caused him a pecuniary loss of £414. Hb fatlier

died in December, and he then took a house at Kensington, and
invited his mother and sister to take up their abode with him.
Previously to thia period he had painted "The Village Festival"
for Mr. Angerstein, and received for it the munificent sum of £840.
In 1813 he painted " Blind Man's Buff" for the Prince Regent,
and two small pictures, "The Letter of Introduction" (p. 172),
and " The Refusal," for which he received £-272 10s., and £315
respectively.

The success which had rewarded Wilkie's labours, and the style

of his works, excited some envy among less fortunate arlistsi, and

attention to the Dutch and Flemish schools, and was much struck
with the works of Dstjvde and Tcrburg. Of the French painters, he
admire<l only Pou.ssin and Claude. Uis ideas of art were confined

to the truthful expression of character ; the ideal and classical

did not cimu within the circle of his appreciative powers. He
confessed himself unable to comprehend the works of David, whom
the Parisians held in such high esteem. The distance lietwccu

them was too great ; it was Teniers cxaminbg the works of Charles
Lebrun.

Upon his return to England his style became somewhat altered,

and was evidently modified by that of the models which he hiid

been examining. In " Distraining for Rent," purchased by the

BUXCAN GRAV.— FE03I A PAINTING Bi" HllKIE.

criticisms and epigrams were numerous and sometimes severe.

"You have made a perUons step into the \nilgar, my dear friend,"

said Fuseli ; "either your fortune is assured, or you are ruined."

Northcote observed that he had created a new school—the school of

beggary. Hazlitt, who was a great admirer of Northcote, repeated

his words, and enlarged upon them. Wilkie heard the.'ie remarks

without anger or anxiety, and public opinion justified his con-

fidence, and gave him its support. The licggars of Wilkie live,

while the gods of Northcote and Fnseli are forgotten.

In 1S14, during the brief interval of peace, he aecompanied hi*

friend Haydon to Paris, for the purpose of studying the works of

the great masters in the gallery of the Louvre. He paid particular

British Institution for six hundred guineas, " The Pedlar," and

the " Rabbit on tlie Wall," there are evident traces of the sharpness

and precision of Teniers and Metzu. Id 1S16 he paid a visit to

Holland, accompauied by Rembach, tlie engraver. He visited the

museum at the Hague, which .seemed tj him the paradise and apo-

theosis of the painter's art. The works of Tuniers and Van Ostade

excited his special admiration. It seemed to him that the tracts of

lowland reclaimed from the sea by high embankments had been

copied from Paul Piftter, rather than that the p.iinter had copied

them from nature. While viewing th» scenes so wondronsly

idealized by Ruvsdael and Karl Dujardin, he became sensible of all

that he was deficient ia himself.
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In 1S17, Wilkie ouce more visitcil his native land, where he

painted a Large picture of Sir Walter Scott and liis family. The

artist was much less successful in his portraits than in his admired

fableaiu; de (/aire, upon which alone his fame must always rest.

The severity and minuteness of his style became a defect when

applied to portrait-painting. Not only was the sharpness of his

manner apt to displease his sitters—especially ladies whose charms

were on the wane—but he represented all the accessories with a

fidelity that was not always agi'ceable. Instead of imitating the

Battering manner of Lawrence, whose women are always beautiful,

he followed the example of certain German masters of the four-

teenth century, and his portraits, though carefully finished and

exceedingly truthful, have not the elegance and grace which is

generally desired.

Shortly after his return to London, he painted " The Reading of

the Will,'" for the late King of Bavaria, for which he received

JHi7 10s., and which, on the death of its possessor, was purchased

by his successor for ,£1,000. He next received a commission from

the Duke of Wellington for " The Chelsea Pensioners," which is

considered the masterpiece of Wilkie, and the last of his really

great works. It represents a group of Chelsea pensioners reading

the Ga-ette, containing the duke's despatches after the battle of

Waterloo, and is carefully and elaborately finished. The duke

himself furnished the necessary particulars, approved or modified

the arraugement of the groups, and remuner.ated the artist with

almost unexampled liberality ; the sum which Wilkie received

for this great nationa^picture being no less than twelve hundred

guinea!?.

Laboriously, without interruption, in a continued progress

from his fifteenth year, Wilkie had advanced from study to study,

from masterpiece to masterpiece, from success to success ; and fame

and easy circumstances had been the reward of his indu.stry. The

happiness arismg from the contemplation of a life passed so

honourably was all at once interrupted by a series of domestic

misfortunes. His sister Helen, a very beautiful girl, was on the

point of marriage, when her intended husband died suddenly under

their roof ; and scarcely had they recovered from this shock when

they lost their mother, that amiable woman w-hose example had

been so useful to them in early life. In the same month they lost

two of their brothers, one in the East Indies, the other on his

return from Canada ; and, in the latter case, .the artist suffered, as

the responsible agent of his brother, a further loss of a thousand

pounds, payable by the deceased. Tlie third brother of Wilkie,

established in business in the metropolis, fell into difficulties, and

became insolvent ; and, at the same time, the bankruptcy of

Messrs. Hurst and Kobinson, the booksellers, which sapped the

fortunes of his friend and compatriot, Scott, carried off from

Wilkie £1,700, the fruits of his laboui'S. He received this last

stroke of adverse fortune mth the same serenity as Sir Walter

Scott ; but these calamities, following so closely upon each other,

brought on a nei-vous disorder which rendered him unable to

work.

Struck in his health, his fortune, and his affections, the artist,

by the advice of his friends and medical advisers, determined upon

making a lengthened tour on the continent. He travelled over

southern and central Europe, seeking health and peace, receiving

new lessons in his art, finding new objects of study, observ'ing

points of comparison, and acquiring information on the wsthetics of

painting and the processes of the great masters. His correspon-

dence and the joui-nal of hi.'s travels were written in a vigorous and

expressive style ; his notes on subjects connected with art are

judicious and useful, and his gener.al remarks are equally agreeable

and instructive, and evince habits of close observation and a love of

art, only equalled by that which he felt for mankind. His remarks

on the great masters show that his life was one continued study,

and also reveal the springs .of his talent and of the two manners

which characterise his works.

Passing through Franc-j and Switzerland, he reached Italy, where

he remained eight months, engaged in the study of the great

masters. At Eome, Eaffaelle and Michael ^ugelo attracted his

observation without winning his admiration ; at Venice he studied

the works of Titian and Giorgione. In writing from the former

place he gives the result of his obsei-vations in a sentence deserving

of deep consideration. "From Giotto to Michael Angelo," says he,

" expression and sentiment seem the first thing thought of, while

those who followed seem to have allowed technicalities to get tlie

better of them, simplicity giving way to intricacy ; they seem to

have painted more for the artist and connoisseur than for the

untutored apprehensions of ordinary men." On leaving Italy he

travelled into Germany by Innspruck, and was much pleased with

the scenery through which he passed, and the character' and

manners of the people. Tyrol reminded him forcibly of his beloved

Scotland, and he was delighted to discover a similarity between the

languages of the two countries. On inquiring his way in the

mountains, the response was, " Deri-echI," the word for rir/ht being

pronounced in the same manner as in the Lowlands of Scotland.

Among the Tyrolean peasants, too, he was pleased to find the same

strict propriety of morals, the same cheerfulness and frugality,

and the same grave and dignified hospitality as in his own country.

Having surveyed the treasures of art in the galleries of Dresden,

and visited Toplitz, Cai-lsbad, and Prague, he at length arrived in

Vienna, where he had the somewhat dubious honour of dining with

that arch-plotter against the liberties of nations. Prince Mctternich.

From thence he set out to return to Italy, and, on arriving in Rome,

was iu\-ited to a banquet given in his honour by the British artists

resident in that city, at which the JMarquis of Hamilton presided.

His health was now considerably improved, and he forthwith began

to paint. He finished three pictures in Rome and a fourth at

Genoa ; and, travelling through tlie South of France, crossed the

Pyrenees into Spain. He arrived at Madrid in 1S27, painted four

pictures while residing there, and in the following summer set out

for Paris, and from thence retm-ned to England. To the exhibition

of the Royal Academy in 1S29 he sent eight pictures, five of which

were purchased by George IV. These pictures indicated a total

alteration in his style ; and those painted in Spain differed very

materially from those painted in Italy. The former possess much

less serenity of composition than the others, but all have great

breadth of colour and largeness of composition.

In the earlier part of his career, while he made the Flemish and

Dutch masters his models, most of the figures were too small for tlie

interiors, as in the '
' Blind Fiddler " and '

' Blind Man's Buff ; "' but

in his later works they fill up the ^panvas. The difference between

his style before leaving England and after he had studied the Italian

and Spanish masters, is clearly shown in his "Entry of George IV.

into Edinburgh," which w-as begun before he left England and -waa

finished after his return. No one would iuiagine from looking at

it that one artist had painted the whole. The first part has all the

minuteness of finish and detiiil of the Dutch school, while the latter

is painted in the full, flowing style of tlie Spanish masters. In a

letter to one of his friends in England, he speaks of having acquired

a bolder and more effective style, and that the result was rapidity

of execution. Titian and Corrfggio were his great authorities for

colouring, and he seems to have aimed at combining in Ids own

pictures the softness, of the latter with the strength and serenity of

Raffaelle.

The picture which we have just noticed was a work of great

labour, and caused the artist much vexation. It was a commission

from royalty, and not a subject of his own choosing. The first

design which he submitted to the king did not receive the royal

approbation ; the attitude of George IV., who is represented receiv-

ing the keys of the palace of Holyi-ood, had to be altered : and

when he had succeeded in pleasing the monarch, he had to encouuter

numerous vexations arising out of the rivalries and egotism of the

noblemen who had to be represented in the procession. Each one

claimed the most honourable place—one on account of his ancestry,

another because of his high position at court—and he found it

impossible to please one without offending some other one. To a

truthful and independent spirit like WUkie, all this was very

annoying ; but his patience and assiduity enabled him to triumph

over every difficulty, and the picturesque efl'ect of the old palace

pleased even those who were not satisfied with their own portraits

or their situation in the procession.

In 18-30, after the death of Sir Thomas Lawrence, he was ap-

^lointed Painter iu Ordinai-y to his Majesty,—an appointment with

which his native pride was considerably gratified. At the same

time he became a candidate for the jiresidency of the Royal Aca-
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demy, but had only oue vote in his favour, the successful candidate

being Sir M. A. Shee. In 1831 he exhibited portraits of Lady
Lyndhurst and Lord Melville ; and soon afterwards commenced his

grea*. national work, "John Knox preaching the Ueforniation in

St. Andrew's." George IV., who had .<ieen his drawing of the

subject, had disapproved of it ; and Wilkie, in a letter to the Earl

of Liverpool, begged that he would not mention the work to his

majesty. He painted it with great care, and sought on all .sides

for the historical evidences uecesSiiry to the development of the

subject. The discovery, in a cellar at Kdinburgh, of the old and

worm-eaten chair from which Knox fulminated his auathcnms

against Romanism, had just been made as the subject of Wilkic's

picture trauspii-el ; and the popularity of the latter among the

Scottish Presbyterians caused the artist to receive from all sides

drawings and engravings, portraits of the ohl puritans, and portions

of their wardrobes, which had been prcserveil as heirlooms by their

descendants. The pride and pleasure with which Wilkie painted

this picture were a gratifying contrast to the vexations he had

encountered in the production of the picture executed for the king,

and the success which he attained was proportionately great. The

picture was exhibited in 1S32, and was purchased by the late Sir

Robert Peel for twelve hundred guineas. It remains, we believe,

in the possession of the present baronet.

After this he painted several portraits, among others those of

William IV. .and Queeu Adelaide ; and in lS3o he exhibited his

grandly coloured picture of "Columbus explaining his plan for the

Discovery of America," and portraits of the late Duke of Wellington

and Sir James JIacgregor. Dr. Waagen, who was in England at

the time, thus speaks of these works :
—"Of the higher class of

historical painting there is nothing here. Among the pictures which

approach that department, however, some are distinguished much

to their advantage. Among these is Wilkie's Columbus, who

explains to a monk in the Spanish convent of Saut;i JIaria de Rabida

hia plan of discovery on a chart. This is not a happy subject for

painting, which is not able to represent the demonstration itself, in

which the interest properly lies. la the execution, the decisive

influence appears which the pictures of the great Spanish masters,

Velasquez and Murillo, had upon Wilkie during his residence in

Spain. I3y the deep masses of chiaroscwOf the full colours of the

dSrk red and purple draperies, contrasted with the bright lights, the

effect of the picture, painted with gre;it breadth and mastery, is

very striking. The heads, about two-thirds the size of life, are

indeed dignified and animated, but have not the refinement and

decided character of his earlier pictures The Duke of

Wellington, a whole-length by Wilkie, is distinguished by able con-

ception, powerful colouring and masterly keeping. I w.as, however,

more pleased with the portrait of Sir James Macgregor. The head

is admu'ably modelled in the details, in a broad and free manner

;

the deep, full colouring is of great elegance and peculiarly

attractive." •

The artist's sister, who had never recovered from the shock of her

lover's sudden death sufficiently to form another engagement, still

kept his house ; and he enjoyed the friendship of his brother

.artists, Eastlake, Etty, Callcott, etc., as well as that of some of

the most illustrious men of the day, including the Duke of Sussex

and Sir Robert Peel. Dr. Waagen thus speaks of him, on his first

introduction to the artist, at Kensington Palace, where the royal

duke just named entertaiiied a distinguished party of artists and

literary men : "He is a fine looking man, .and has such franVjiess

of expression in his countenance, and such openness and simplicity

of manner, that I was quite taken with liim at the first sight.

There is no trace in his features of that refined humour which gives

us so much pleasure in most of his works, which is frequently the

case with such humorists of the first rank, in whom the fundamental

tone of their character is pure benevolence and real love of mankind.

This fundamental tone alone manifests itself externally, while the

roguish spirit within is hidden in the recesses of the bosom. It is not

needful to converse long with Wilkie to discover that he is not one

of that numerous class of artists who only put on their art, as a

foreign element, for a season, for his whole delight .seems to he in the

arts. He expresses himself in a very plain manner, and with great

propriety, on all their important problems ; and his genius, as an

artist, shows itself in the manner in which he takes an interest in

other things. Thus wc can .sec how the account of any remarkablo
fact immediately assumes a form in his fancy."

The pleasure which Wilkie had cxporionced in finding so many
points of resemblance between the national character of the

Germans and that of his own countrymen, and the fevlingv of

respect and admiration for him with which Dr. Wojigen had been

inspired at this first meeting, seem to have combined to form a

bond of sympathy between them which resulted in a clone friend-

ship while the latter remained in London. Of a dinner at the

artist's house he thus speaks:—"I found myself mirrounded by

congenial elements. Besides Callcitt and Eastlake, I there met
with Mr. Etty, the painter, who Ikls the genuine spirit of an nrtiat.

After dinner. Miss Wilkie, the artist's sistc-r, (hvoured u« with

some Scotch songs, which she sang with much taste, in the simple

manner adapted t"j them. Wilkie is unhappily now so overwhelmed
with orders for portraits, that he has hardly a moment for his

good-natured, humorous subjects. He showed me a picture of a

school which he has begun, where the mischievous fry play sad

tricks with the pedantic pedagogue; full of ingenious, merry con-

ceits, stolen from nature herself. I am sorry to say that it has

already remained a long time in this unfinished slate. When I

saw the masterly engravings of his most celebrated works, the

choicest irapresisions of which grace the walls of his apartment, I

felt a great desire to see the originals. He told ine that very few

of them were in London, but promised to show me the most con-

siderable of those th.at are in the capital. Accordingly, in a few

days he called for me, and we drove to St. James's, where, in an
apartment belonging to the queen, there are six pictures which lie

painted for his great patron, (icorge IV. The oldest was ]>aint«d

in 1827, at Rome, .and was his first production after he had been

prevented by sickness from working for two whole years. The
conception is very spiritel, the colouring warm and harlnonious,

but the execution slight. A picture painted in the same year at

Genoa is more important. A Princess Doria washes the feet of

some female pilgi-ims. The noble gracefulness of one who h.t8 just

received this benefit, the beautiful attitude of another who is

putting on her shoes, something affecting in the whole scene, make
this picture very pleasing. To this must be added the deep, full

harmony of the colouring, of which this picture is the first example

that I am acquainted with in Wilkie's career.

" The next two pictures, likewise of the year 1S27, but painted

at Madrid, are.proofs of the great impression which the picturesque

side of the character, and the self-content of the Spaniai'ds, the

heroic defence against the French invasion under Napoleon, and

the astonishing force and glow of the colouring of their old masters,

made on Wilkie. One of them repi-escnts the Maid of Saragcssa,

who, during the siege of that city, when her lover had fallen at

her side near the cannon which he served, fired it off herself. The

conception is very expressive and dramatic, the colouring glowing,

the impuMo admii-able. In the other is a guerilla receiving

absjhition from a priest before setting out on a expedition. A boy

calls to mind those of Murillo, and the whole is of great truth,

force, and harmony. 'The Visit of George IV. to Holj-rood House,'

painted in London in 1820, is one of those great public transactions

in which we are attracted rather by the skilful arrangement, the

powerful effect, the careful execution, the many portraits, than by

their intellectual interest. The principal Scotch peers, the Dukes

of H.amilton and Argyle, in their national costume, the former

presenting to the king the keys of Edinburgh, have a very stately

appearance. ' The Return of the Wounded Guerilla,' painted in

London in 18.30, is an echo of his impressions in Spain, true in the

characters, powerful in the colouring ; but the woman in the

cltiartiscuvo is not so carefully modelled.

"From St. James's we drove to the cclebratetl engraver, Doo,

who is now engaged in engraving the last capital work of Wilkie,

the ' Sermon of the Scotch Preacher, John Knox, before the House

of Lords in l.i.50.' In this picture, which, for size and the richness

of the composition, is one of Wilkie's greatest works, I fancieil that I

actually saw before me those fAatical Puritans whom Waller Scott

so admirably describes, and w.as again convinced of the congeniality

between him and Wilkie. It is not only the deep feeling, the ves-wl

of divine wrath, which the preacher jwurs forth in full measure,

the enthusiasm of the schotors, the resigned devotion of th« women,
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tho suppressed rage of the Catliolic elorgy, and of an opponent

who lays his hand on his sword, that attract us in this picture
;

but likewise the ac*niracy with which the whole trausactiun, even

to the details of the costume of that remote period, is placed before

our eyes. The keeping, too, is admirable, and the effect, by the con-

trast of great masses of light and shade, striking. The engraving,

which is already pretty far advanced, promises to be extremely

fine. It seems to me, that no paiutcr has hitherto had the good

fortune to see his works engraved with so much delicacy and fidelity

as Wilkie, for even Mareantonio does not so nearly approach

Raffaelle, and Vostermann and Bolsworth Rubens. Tliis picture is

the property of Sir Robert Peel. Lastly, we visited Apsley House,

the palace of the Duke of Wellington, where there are several ot

Wilkie's works. . . . The capitU work among the pictures by

Wilkie in this place relates to the final, liardly-earned victory over

and vigorous, painted in 18.33 ; and a 'Bust of Lady Lyndhurst,

a charming pictvire, in the full deep tone of the Spanish school."

In 18.36, in which year he received the honour of knighthood

from William IV., the artist vidited Ireland, and after his return

painted " The Peep-o'-day Boy's Cabin," and " Napoleon .and the

Pope in coiifereuceat Fontaiuebleau." In the following year appeared

his "Mary Queen of Scots escaping from Loch Leven Castle;''

"The Cotter's Saturday Night," the subject of which is taken from

Burns, a poet whose genius was so near akin to that of the artist

;

.and " The Empress Josephine and the Fortune-teller," which repre-

sents the well-known story of Josephine, when in her fifteenth year,

and residing with her father in the West Indies, having had a

crown predicted for her by a fortune-telling negress. In 1838 he

painted the "First Council of Queen Victoria," and a portrait of

"Daniel O'Connell," who was then in the zenith of his fame and

TIIK VILIAOE PESTIVAI,.—ritoM A PAINTING BY WILKIE.

this Titan, * when he, for the last time, had disphayed his prodi-

gious strength in all its terrors. 'The Chelsea Pensioners reading the

Gazette containing the description of the Battle of Waterloo.' The

impression made on the aged veterans is expressed with great

variety, spirit, and humour, in this rich composition ; the execution

is careful, but the effect is not so great as in his otlier works,

because the general tone is very light, and in parts weak. It was

painted in tlie year 1S22, and is known to amateurs from the

engi,aving by John Burnet. Here, too, are three portraits by

Wilkie ; 'George IV.,' whole length, the size of life, in the magni-

ficent Scotch national costume ; a vwy stately figuie; the colouring

of astonishing force and effect. It was a present from that king to

the duke. 'William IV.,' likewise whole length, very .anim.ated

* Napoleon.

popularity. The great work or the following year, w.as "Sir

David Baird discovering the body of Tippoo Saib, after the storm-

ing of Seringapatam," which was purchased by Lady Baird for

fifteen hundred guineas, and is regarded by some as the greatest of

Wilkie's historical works. In 1840 he exhibited eight pictures, the

most remarkable of which was "Benvenuto Cellini presenting a

silver vase of his own workmanship to Pope Paul III."

Wilkie had long had a desire to visit the East, and in the autumn

of the same year he set out on his pilgrimage, accompanied by Mr.

Woodburn. They travelled through Holland and Germany, and

descended the D.uuibe, from which river they proceeded to Constan-

tinople, where the artist painted a portrait of Sultan Abdul Medjid,

and two other pictures :
" A Public Writer of Constantinople," and

a "Tartar bringing the news of the capture of Acre." The travel-

lers left the Turkish capital in the beginning of 1841, and journeyed
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by way of Smyraa and Beyrout to the ancient city oi .leriisalera,

wliich, he says, "struck me as unlike all other cities ; it recalleil

the iiuiiginatious of Nicholas Ponssiu—a city not for every clay, not
for the present, but for all time." In the mhUlle of April they
left Jerusalem, and journeyed by the sea-coast of Syria into Egypt. .

At Alexandria the artist complained of ill-liealtli, Imt he com-
menced .1 portrait of Mehemet Ali, and towards the end of May
embarked on board the "Oriental" for England. While at Malta he
imprudently ate a large quantity of fruit and indulge.1 freely in

iced lemonade, which increased his illness, and on the 1st of June
he died. His body was committed to the deep the same evening, as
related at the commencement of this article. Tlic sale of his efl'ects,

among which were many unfinished works, realiseil a very con-

.siderable sum. An unfinished sketch of "The Scho.d," mentioned
by Dr. Waagen in the passage we have quoted, was s.dd for

A75i).

have in common that genuine, refiuol delineation of character
which extends to the minutest particulara. In the «oul of both
there is more love than contempt of man ; both afford u» the roost

soothing TJews of the quiet, genial happineiw which Is BometimeH
fjund in the narrow circle of domestic life, and understnud how,
with masterly skill, by the mixture of delicate traits of good-natured

humour, to heighten the charm of such scenes ; and if, on poctn

should be able to do both in language and colours, tlioy show iw

man in his manifild wcakncs.sci<, emirs, aOlictions, and diiitroKw»,

yet their humour isof such a kind that it never revolts our feclinirs.

Wilkie is especially to bo commended that, in such sccncB as ' Tlio

Distress fi>r Kent,' he never falls into caricature, as has often

Kappened to Hogarth, but with all the energy of expression remains

within the biiun.ls of truth. It is aflii-med that the deeply im-

pressive and touching character of this picture caused an extraordi-

nary .'^en.sation in England when it first ajipeared. Here we fir»it

THE VILLAfiE I'OI.ITICUXS. ri.0.1I A I'.MSIINO liY WM.KIE.

"Wilkie," says the German critic, "is in his department not

only the first painter of our times, but, together with Hogarth, the

most spirited and original master of the whole English school. In

the most essential particulars, Wilkie has the same style of art as

Higarth. With him, he has great variety, refinement, and acute-

ness in the observation of what is characteristic in nature ; and in

many of his pictures the subject is strikingly dramatic. Yet in

many respects he is different from him. He does not, like Hogarth^

exhibit to us moral drama.s in whole series of pictures, but contents

himself with representing, more in the manner of a novel, one

single striking scene. His turn of mind is besides very difierent.

If I might compare Hogarth with Swift, in his biting satire, with

which he contemplates mankind only on the dark side, and takes

special delight in representing them in a state of the most profound

corruption, of the most frightful misery, I find in Wilkie a close

affinity with his celebrated countryman, Sir Walter Scott. Both

learn duly to prize another eature of his pictuics, namely, their

genuine national character. They are, in all their partti, the moat

spirited, aninmteil, ond faithful representations of the peculiarities

and mo'., J of life of the English. In many other respects, Wilkie

reminds me of the great Dutch painters of common life of the

seventeenth century, and likewise in the choice of many subjects

—

for instance, ' Blind Man's Buff ;' but particularly bythe careful and

complete making out of the detail.% in which he us one of the rare

exceptions among his countrymen. If he does not go so for as Douw

and Franz Mieris, he is ne.irly on an equality with the more care-

fully executed paintings of Teniera and Jan Steen. His touch, too,

often approaches the former in spirit and freedom, especially in his

earlier pictui*es.

"One of them, 'The Blind Fiddler', is in the gallery. You

know this admirable composition from the masterly engraving

by Burnet. The effect of the colouring is by no means brilliant

;
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yet the tone of the flesh is wai"m ami clear. The colours, which,

as in Hogarth, are very much broken, have a very harmonious

effect, tlie light and shade being very soft, and carried tlirough with

great sl;ill. From the predominance of dead colours, the whole

lias much the appearance of distemper, as well in the above respects

as in the naivete and close observation of nature, and the good-

natured humour of the subject. Tliis picture is a real master-

jiieee, which deserves the more admiration, since we find, by the

date affixed, that it was painted in 1806, when Wilkie was not

more than tweuty-oue years of age. Another picture, where a

countryman, who has indulged too freely, is led home by his

family, is Indeed liighly humourous in the expression of the heads,

and masterly in the keeping and chiaroscuro ; yet the figures appear

too small for the size of the picture, and too scattered ; and the

house and other accessories are too slightly handled to make up for

this defect. The faces, too, in the rather indefinite forms, and the

cold, reddisli tone of the flesh, bear no comparison with the

preceding picture."

The greater part of the interior subjects treated by Gerard Douw,

the Ostades, Terburg, and Teniers, have been repi-oduced by the

Scotch artist. Compare his " Village Politicians " with the same

subject by Adriau Van Ostade. There are only three figures in the

picture of the Dutch'painter ; but they are admirably grouped and

oarefully drawn, e.speoially the old man in spectacles. Pass to

Wilkie's picture. He has represented a Scottish village ale-house,

where in a room which serves at once for parlour, tap-room, and

kitchen, as well as for the sitting-room of the family, black.smiths,

carters, and ploughmen meet to smoke and drink. The time

represented is the period of high political excitement wliich followed

the outbreak of the first French revolution. The principal group

surrounds a table placed in the middle, on which are a whiskey

measure and glass, a pipe, and a large piece of cheese, wliich one

of the disputants is cutting. An old man, whose countenance

expresses a good deal of quiet sagacity, lias been reading the news-

paper, and li.stens calmly to the solution of some important political

problem propounded by the young man opposite to him, wdiose

features and action express irritation and excitement. The labourer

nfco is helping himself to the cheese, is evidently interested in the

discussion, and listens with eagerness ; while his neighbour appears

to be offering ah angry inten-uption. Around the fire is another

group, who discuss the topics of the day with less vehemence,

while a woman, with a child in her arms, seems to be endeavouring

to persuade one of them to accompany her home. Probably the

artist had in his mind the "ale-caup commentators" of Jlacneill's

ballad, when he painted this picture. The landlady, entering

with a fresh supply of liquor, an old man v/ho reads the newspaper

alone, a dog who displays a hankering for the bread and butter of

a child, and another who licks out a saucejiau in the riglit-hand

corner, complete the composition.

His '• Village Bridal," by the charmingly modest expression of

the young bride, and the rustic elegance and grace of the girl who

is dancing, and his "Duncan Gray" (p. 1C.5), by the expression of

the heroine's countenance, half serious, half coquettish, at the

moment when the resistance of her pride is vanquished by her

lover's vexation, deserve to be placed among the mure amiable

creations of modern art.

Whatever may be the merits, in c>)lonriug and imitation of the

old masters, which distinguish the works that Wilkie executed in

his second manner, it is as the painter of " The Rent Day" aud-

"The Blind Fiddler" that he recommends himself to posterity.

He is the painter of moral philosophy—a philosophy cheerful and

without bitterness—superior to Bega, Jan Steen, and Hemskirk,

not in free and vigorous fancy, but in varied knowledge of humanity.

He is the painter of humble interiors, in which the household

utensils are as correctly and vigorously represented as those of

Kalf, and the whole scene is calculated to improve the heart, and

widen its sympathies. Faithful to the rigour of ChriiStian, and

more especially Calvinistic, morals, Wilkie has introduced in his

pictures none of the indecencies of Teniers, the s.atiric obscenities of

Hogarth, or the refined immoralities of Watteau. It is this

chastity which makes him the Scottish painter par crceUenrc, and

))laces him at the head of his class in tlie school of the North.

Of that school Wilkie is the Leonardo da Vinci. Tlie face of

external nature afforded him no inspiration ; the free air gave

nothing to the painter of the humble homes of the Scottish

peasantry. We seek in vain in his pictures for the forests with

which Hobbema shaded his lakes, and the transparent distances of

Teniers. Wilkie had studied from his fifteenth year the sturdy

peasant, sitting in his cott.age, with his eyes fixed on the scene ot

his labours and his joys, and the "bonnie lassie," with the blue

eyes and high forehead— a countenance more intellectual than

sensual. It is in the representation of the homes of his poorer

countrymen that he has acquired the distinction that is now uni-

versally accorded him.

We may discover in his works a thousand traits which recall

the delicacy of Holbein, the animation of Wouvermans, the ener-

getic rusticity of Van Ostade, the high finish of Terburg, and the

philosophic impress of Cornelius Bega. We see^that he is of their

family ; but he has not imitated them. He has excelled tiiem in

many respeets—in moral grace, in purity of sentiment, and lecti-

tude of ideas.

M. Louis Viardot, an eminent authority, who has treated the

English school with great severity in his " Musees d'Europc,"

notices Wilkie in the following terms:— "The painter of 'The

Bent Day' and 'The Village Politicians' has followed .Hogarth

a little in _his designs, and the Flemish masters a great deal in

his manner, Adrian Van Ostade seeming, above all, to have been

the model he has selected. He is humorous, apimated, and

playful ; and in all his details the eye of a careful observer may be

discerned. His execution is sharp and careful, but it has not the

charming naturalness of the masters he has followed, being dis-

figured by a sad abuse of the reddish tone ; and this defect or

affectation has caused it to be said of Wilkie, with a sort of justice,

that he is not an Ostade in colouring."

In opposition to this judgment of a French author, we may quote

the opinion of an eminent French artist. Gcricault, »;hose original

talent arose more from a study of nature than from imitation of the

great masters, thus wrote to M. Horace Vernet in 1S21 :
—"I said

some days ago to my fatfier, that if anything was wanting to your

talent, it was to be tempered in the English school ; and I repeat

it,' because I know the little esteem that you have for its works.

But how useful would be the study of the touching expression to be

found ip the pictures of 'Wilkie ! In one of his more simple

subjects, he has represented a scene at the luvalides ; news of a

victory has been received, and the veterans have assembled to read

the despatches and rejoice over them. The variety of characters
,

and sentiments is well expressed. I must speak of one figure,

which appears the most finished ; it is the wife of a soldier, who,

entirely absorbed in anxiety for her husband, listens with an eager-

ness painful to contemplate to the reading of the list of killed and

wounded. The imagination readily supplies all that her countenance

fails to express. There is no crape, no mourning, and the sky is

not clouded ; the pathos is perfectly natural. I believe you will

not tax me with Anglo-mania, for you know as well as I what we

have, and in what we are deficient."

The pictures of Wilkie are only known on the continent by means

of engravings. There is not a single Willue in the gallery of the

Louvre. The catalogues of the richest collections do not contain his

name. The Imperial Library at Paris contains a collection of

engravings after Wilkie, liy Beyer, Harris, Jazet, Joly, Moreau,

Maille, Dubucourt, and other eminent French engravers, which,

though incomplete, includes his best and most thoroughly English

works.

Even our own National Gallery contains only two specimens

of tliis master, but they are two of his most characteristic pro-

ductions. -They are thus described by Mrs. Jameson: "'The

Blind Fiddler.' An itinerant fiddler has arrived at a cottage, ami

is amusing its inmates with his violin ; his uplifted foot shows that

he is beating time ; his wife sits near him nursing her infant ; on

the other side are the cottager's family, among whom, the father,

snapping his fingers at the little b.aby, the child, who gazes with

rivetted .attention on the old musician, forgetful of her toy, and the

mischievous urchin who is mimicking the gesture oftlie fiddler with

a pair of bellows, are remarkable for felicitous conception and truth

of expression. The whole picture is very dramatic, and treated in

the ni.anuer of the Dutch masters, It has something of the silver
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toue aud precision of touch so luudi ;ulmiic(l iu Teuicis. 'The
Yilhige Festival (11. 168). The sceue is laid before the door of a

village ale-house; among the various groups, some of which are

execetlingly humorous, a countryman, half tipsy, led away mos-t

reluctantly from the joyous sceue by his wife and children, is the

most conspicuous aud the most expressive ; being strongly relieved

by the dark mass beliind, it is the first to catch the attention of the

sjiectiitor. Tlie group of drinkers on the left, and the face and

figure of the old woman leading the little child on the right, arc

most excellent. The old woman I suspect to be the mother of the

prostrate ilrunkard who lies stretched insensible by the pump. IJut

every head, however diminutive, is worth inspection, and will bear

comparison with some of the finest of Teniers. As a whole, the

composition is a little scattered, and the foreground is not well

painted ; it looks like wet clay ; the colouring is throughout very

vivid, rich, and harmonious ; aud the individual heads, besides

beini; full of nature and character, are finished willi conscientious

care, in what may be termed the early manner of the i)ainter,

which he afterwards changed for another entirely opposite tj it.

The whole scene is perfectly genuine and national."

The A'crnon (iallery contains five Wilkies :—1. "The Pcep-o'-

Day Boy's Cabin." 2. "Heading the News." 3. " A Woodland

Landscape." 4. "The Bag-piper." H. " The First Earring."

Tlie six Wilkies in St. Jame.s's Palace and the faur at Apsky
House have alrea<\y been enumerated and described, and they are

not numerous in aiy other private collection. The Duke of Suther-

land has a single specimen at St:ifford House, representing two men

and two women at breakfast. The effect is pleasing, and, espe-

cially in the men, very true and animated. Tlie Marquis of

Normanby possesses the "Rent D^y;" and the collection of the

Mai-quis of Lansdcwne contains "The Jew's HariJ," which we have

engraved (p. ISi), and "The Confession." "John Knox admi-

nistering the Saeiament" is the property of S. J. Clow, Esq., of

Liverpool ; it is a gi-and composition, but was left unfinished at

the painter's death. Sir J. Swinburne possesses "The EiTaud

Boy;" and "Duncan Gray," which we have engraved (p. IG.'i),

and the subject cf which is taken from a favourite Scotch ballad,

is the property of S. J. Sheepshanks, Esq. "The Letter of Kecom-

meudation," which we have also engraved (p. 172), is inthe collec-

tion of S. S. Dobiee, Esq.

The pictures of Wilkie are not, like those of the Dutch school, the

coin which circulates currently at jniblic sales, and we are tlierefore

unable to indicate the price whicli would be obtained by the

precious works which are treasured with such natural pride by

tlieir liajjpy possessors.

We give belo^v the fac-simile of Wilkie's signature.

ART AND ARTISTS.

Paixtep.s have rot been remarkable for learning. They have

generally been iltustrationa of the pursuit of knowledge under

difficulties. 'Coopn', one of our earliest painters, was deemed an

excellent musician , but music then rc-'piired little science. Jarvis,

although a tran.^lator of "Don Quixote," was a weak man and by no

means a scholar. Kichardson was a man of intellect, Imt deficient

in observation. 1'homhill was the reverse, and w,is an J[. T. and

an F.R.S. at tbe same time. Hogarth, though he once appeared

as an author, wa.i grossly illiterdte. Wilson had received a good

education from his father, who was a clergjrman. (xainsborough

was untaught by himself or others. Reynolds and Lawrence were

English scholars, and notliing more. West was not even that.

B:irry must have received but little scholastic instniction, though

he made good use of what he had. Opie's talents were great, but

they were untaught, llorland's dissipation precluded knowledge

;

and Romney, though the friend and correspondent of Bailey, was

quite an uneducated man. Fuseli was very hard on bis con-

temporaries. He c'enounced them as ignorant even of orthography.

His expression used to be, that he felt degi-aded in being one of

them. His exposure of the ignorance of many members of the

Royal Society was equally severe. Hayilon thus descrilws liiui :

—

Calling at his house, the door was iqwucd by (he maiil. Ho con-

tinues : "I followed her into a gallery or Bhow-rooni enough to

frighten anybody at twilight. UalvanizoJ devils—malicious witclicn

brewing their incantations -Satan bridging Chaos, and npriugiug up-

wards, like a pyramid of lire—Lady Macbeth—Cailo and Fraueinco

—Falstalfaud Mrs. Quickly—humour -patho-i—terrur— blood and

murder—met one at every look. I expected the ilour to give »uy
—I fancied Fuseli himself t.> be a giant. I heard hU foot»t«pH, uud
saw a little boney hand slide rouiul the edge of the door, followed by

a' little white-headed lean-faced man, iu an old flannel droutiiig-

gown, tied rpund the waist with a piece of rope, and Ujion his Iieail

the bottom of Mrs. Fuseli's work-b;iaket. 'Well, well,' thought I.

' I am a niatjli for you at any rale if bewitching is tried ;
' hut all

apprehension vanished on his saying in the mildest and kiude.tt way,

'Well, Mr. llaydon, I have heard a great deal of you from Mr.

Hoare. Where are your drawings ;
' In a fright, I gave him the

wrong book, with n akclch of some men pusliing a cask iuUi a

grocer's shop. Fuseli smiled, and said, ' Well, dc fellow does

his business at least with energy !' I was gratific<l at his being

pleased in spite of my mistake." On another occasion, he told

Haydon, ''asubject should interest, astonish, or move; if it did not

one of the^e, it w.rs worth nothing at all." He had a stron;;

Swiss accent, and a gnlturnl energetic diction. He swore rouiully

also, a Imbit.whicb, he told Haydon, he had contracted from Dr. Ana-
strong. " He w.-is about five feet five inches in height, had a comittict

little form, stood firndy .at his e;isel, painted with his left hand, never

held his p.alette ujwn his thumb, but kept it upon his sUinc, and

being very near-sighted, and too vain to wear glasses, use<l to dab

his beastly brush into the oil, and sweeping round the palette in

the dark, take up a great lump of white, red, or blue, as it might

be, and plaster it over a shoulder or a face. Sometimes in his

oUndncss he would put a hideous smear of Pnissian bine on liis

flesh, and then perhaps, iliscovering his mistake, take a bit of red

to darken it, and then, prying close in, turn round and say,

'Ah, dat is a fine purple! It is really like Correggio,' and

then all of a sudden he would burst imt with a quotation from

Homer, Tasso, Dante, Ovid, Virgil, or perhaps the Niebelungeii

Lied, .and thunder round with 'Paint dat 1' I found him," con-

tinues Haydon, "the most grotesque mixture of literature, art, scep-

ticism, indelicacy, profanity and kindness ; he put me in mind ot

Archiman, in Siwnser. Weak minds he destroyed. They ulis^«>k

his wit for reason— his indelicacy for breeiling — his swearing

for manliness, and his infidelity for strength of mind ; but hu

was accomplished in elegant literature, and h.id the art of inspir-

ing young minds with high and grand views. His 'Nightmare'

was popuhir all over Europe. The engraver cleared £600

by it."

Haydon says, in conversation Home Tooke Wi»s the only match for

Fuseli. Mary WooLstoncroft fell into Platonic love with him, though

he was married to a woman who had been his mwlel. In spite of

his s-arcaam and roughness, he had many friends, and died honourctl

and rich. On comparing his pictures with living nature, he vraa

sometimes very much annoyed, and used peevishly to exclaim :
" A

pli^ue upon nature ! she alw.ays puta me out 1' He was very anxious

to have a literary reputation. He sometimes composed Greek verses

in the emergency of the moment, and nfl'ectcd to forget the name

of the author. He once repeated h.alf-a-dozen sonorous ami well-

sounding lines to Poi-son, and said :
" With all your learning, now,

you cannot tell me who wrote th'jt." The professor, much re-

nowned for Greek, confessed his ignorance, and said, " I don't

kuow him." " How iu the world could you know him?" chucklc<l

Fuseli; "I made them this moment." When thwartcl in the

Academy, and that was not seldom, his WTatli vented itself in Poly-

glott phiuseology. "It is a pleasant thing, and an .advantageous,"

said the jjainter on one of these occisions, "to be learned. I can

speak Greek, Latin, French, English, German, Danish, Duteli,

Ic?l.andic and Sjianish, and so let my folly vent itself through nine

dilTercnt avcnnes." His rop-artee wa.« biting. A person once cillcd

in, apologising with, "1 bojic I don't intrude." "Ton do," said

Fuseli, in a surly tone. "Then I will call .igain to-morrow."

"No, sir," replied lie ; "don't come to-morrow, for then yon n-ill

intrude a second time. Tell me yonr business now." Wilkie, who
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met Kuseli at Mr. Angerstein's, thug writes of him : "His con-

versation was particularly animating, and, sitting beside liim, I

had my full share of it. He talked with great discrimination on

the English versions of the great classic poets, and on the har-

monious construction of our national poetrj*, in which he gave

the preference to Shakspcare. He spoke of Haydon, and the his-

torical picture he was then painting, and gave it his decided ap-

probation."

It was seldom Fuseli was courteous, and when he was, he gene-

rally repented of it. In a good humour he gave a friendly reception

to a young gentleman who had brought him a letter of introduction

from an old friend. " I shall be very happy to see you whenever

you are disengaged," said Fuseli. The ingenuous youth took this

literally, and called next day. " Bless me," cried Fuseli, as he

entered the room, " you must have plenty of spare time on your

hands." The youth retired in confusion, and never called again.

One hears little of Fuseli now. His wild paintings are by no means

in accordance with the taste of the present age. Never did such a

paintei' appear amongst us before ; but he is gone, and it may be

Another artist, rough and rude as Nature's children sometimes

are, was Opie. When he lived in Berners-street, Haydon went

to see him. "I was shown," he says, "into a clean galleiy

of masculine and broadly-painted pictures. After a minute,

down came a coarse-looking intellectual man. He read my letter,

eyed me quietly, and said, ' You are studying anatomy ; master it

;

were I your age I would do the same.' My heart bounded at this.

I said, ' I have just come from Mr. Northcote, and he says I am
wrong, sir.' ' Never mind what he says,' said Opie ;

' he does mii

know it himself, and would be very glad to keep you as ignorant.'

"

He died a disappointed man. Opie had been brought up to London

as the wonderful Cornish boy ; and he was almost obliged, as he

expressively said to Northcote, to plant cannon at his door tf> keep

the nobility away. He had not foundation enough in his art to

fall back upon when the novelty was over ; his employment fell off,

and he sunk in repute and excellence.

Mrs. Jameson gives Opie a better character. She says this dis-

tinguished and manly painter died in 1807. The Dulwich Gallery

contains a portrait of him, painted by himself ; and at Hampton

THE LETTER OP INTRODUCTION.—FROM A PAINTING BY WILKIE.

long " ere we see bis like again." Tlie artist, perhaps, most
resembling him in wildness and eccentricity was Ban-y. One new
anecdote of him is thus told by Haydon. In his "Diary" he
writes: "Mrs. Copping, the housekeeper at Adelphi, told me
Barry's violence was dreadful, his oaths horrid, and his temper like

insanity. She said he carried virtue to a vice. His hatred of

obligation was such that he would accept nothing. Wherever he

dined, he left one shilling and twopence in the plate, and gentlemen
indulged him. The servants were afraid to go near him. In sum-
mer he came to work at five, and worked till dark ; when a lamp
was lighted, he went on etching till eleven at night. She said, that
when he could be coaxed to talk, his conversation was sublime. She
thought the want of early discipline was the cause of his defects.

He began his work at the Adelplii in 17S0, and was seven years
before he concluded it. She remembered Burke and Johnson
calling once, but no artist. She really believed he would have shot
any one who dared." There is a grasp of mind in that work,
nowhere else to be found, as Johnson said ; but no colour, no
surface, beauty, or correct drawing. Still, as (he only work of
the kind, it is an honour to the country.

Court there is a portrait of Mrs. Delauy, said to be l)y him. Allan

Cunningham says of Opie, that his strength lay in boldness of effect,

simplicity of composition, in artless attitudes, and in the vivid por-

traiture of individual nature. Where he failed was in imagination.

He saw the common, but not the poetic nature of his subjects : he

had no vision of the heroic or the grand. His intellectual powers

were of a high order. Home Tooke and Sir James Mackintosh alike

testify to that. Home Tooke used to perplex and quiz Fuseli by

pressing him with definitions, and by the redactio ad absurd tcm;

whilst of Opie he used to say, "Mr. Opie crowds more wisdom into

a few words than almost any man I ever knew. He speaks, as it

were, in axioms ; and what he obseiTes, is worthy to be remembered."

Opie never was satisfied with himself. His widow says of hira :

—

" During the nine years I was his wife, I never saw him satisfied

with any one of his productions ; and often, very often, have I seen

him enter my sitting-room and throw himself, in an agony of

despondency, ou the sofa, exclaiming, ' I am the most stupid of

created beings ! I never, never shall be a painter, as long as I

live.' " One who knew him well writes, " His manner and figure

were bars to his ingratiating himself with his female sitters ; bst,
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like Vandyck, he was the jiainter ot miml an<l clmracter, not of

passion. His uncoutliness was the result of early Imbits ; that ot

Fuseli, of a morose nature." Opie's funeral, liuwover, showeJ that
be was still honoured in the land. A puhlio hurial in St. Paul'.s is

surely sometliing, after all. A man who could have had that, must
have had some fame in his day.

In spite of his manner, and an unattractive figure, Hoppner,
writes Haydon, was a man of fine mind, great openness of heart,

and an e.xquisite taste for music ; hut he had not strength for

originality. He imitated Gainsborough for landscaiie and Rey-
nolds for portrait. We talked of art ; and after dinner Hoi>pncr
.said, "I can fancy a man fond of his art wh<i painted like Rey-
nolds

;
but how a man can be fond of art who paints like that

fellow Northcotc, heaven only knows." "As to that poor man-
milliner of a painter, Hoppner," Northcote used to say to Haydon,

distinguished for the l>eauty with whicli he endowed tlio female
form. He was l>orn in Londipn in 1789, and educated a.s tlie child

of a German domestic, under the direction of his Majesty ; from
which circumstance it was supposed he had royal blood in his
veins.

Haydon thus introduces ub to one of the rarest artists of that
day. Ho writes, " The next day, at elovcn, I went t«. the academy,
saw a good-natured-looking man in black, with his hair powdered,
whom I took for a clergyman. In the course of the morning wo
talked. He m.ade a shrewd remark or two, and when we left the
a^deiny we walked home together. As he lodged in the Strand, not
far from me, I showed him what I was trying. He said to me
' Sir George Beaumont says you should always pittiU your Htu<lics.'

•Do you know Sir George, Sir Joshu.a's friend (' 'To be sure I

do.' I was delighted. ' What is yi.ur name !' 'Jncks<jn.' 'And

THE ClI FI.VGEK.-- FR.TI A "lAISIIXC I;Y WII.KIE.

" I hate him, sir ; I ha-a-ate him !" Hoppner was bilious trom

h.ard work at portraits and harass of high life. He was portrait-

painter to the Prince ; and one day, McMahon having ordered the

porter at Carlton House to get the rails rep.^inted, and to send for

the prince's painter, the man, in his ignorance, went over to

Hoppner. When the prince visited Hoppner one day, he popped

suddenly into his gallery ; there was his fine portrait of Pitt.

" Ah, ah," said the prince, " there he is, with his obstinate face."

Hoppner iibtained fame before he was thirty years old. The

Prince of Wales, afterwaids George IV,, was his great patron.

Korthcote gives a characteristic anecdote of him. "I once went

with Hoppner to the hustings to vote for Home Tooke ; and when

they asked me what I was, I said a painter. At this, Hoppner

was very mad all the way home, and s;iid I should have called

myself a portrait-painter. I replied, the world had no time to

trouble their heads about such ilistiuctions." Wilkie says he w^as

where do you come Irom !' ' Yorkshire. 'And how uo y>,u know

such a man?' 'Know him I' Jackson answered, bursting into n

laugh, ' why Lord Mulgrave is my p.<ttron, and Sir George is hli

friend.' Jackson was a most amiable, sincere, unaffected creftture,

and had a fine eye for colour. I soon perceived that he did not

draw with firmness, but with a great feeling and effect, and we
became exceedingly intimate. Jackson was the son of a resjiectable

tradesman at Whitby, where he was apprenticed to a tailor. Lord

Mulgrave and Sir George Beaumont were once at the castle, when

Atkinson the architect, who was visiting there, showed them two

or three pencil sketches of Jackson's. Lord Mulgrave said to

Atkinson, ' Let us have him up ;' and Jackson was ordered to the

rxim, where by his simplicity of manner and easy explanation of his

sketches he delighted them all ; and Sir George asked him if he had

ever painted, and upon his saying he had not, ordered him to copy

a ' George Coleman,' by Sir Jo.shua, at the castle. They bad no
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colour but whito-load, and no bnislios but liouse-pamter's. How.

ever, with Sir Gceorgo's advice and assistance he set to work. A
Vaudyck brown he obtained from the woods, <*i fine Indian red

from the alum works, by burning yellow ochre in the grounds, and

a blue-black, either from burnt viue-stalks, or soot, I forget which,

and with these materials he set to work and made a really fine

copy. The besetting sin of poor Jackson was indolence, and this

soon became apparent. Lord Mulgrave onee told us that when
Jackson had finished a picture of Lady Mulgrave and her sister, he

was requested to have it packed up immediately and sent oif to the

Exhibition, as the least delay would render it too late. The ne.xt

day Lord Mulgrave finding that the picture liad not been sent,

went into Jackson's room and scolded liirn well, insisting on his

immediately seeing the picture packed up and sent off. Jackson

left the room apologising, and promising immediate attention to his

lordship's desires. As soon as Lord Mulgrave had reached his

own room, he bethought himself, ' But, I had better, perhaps,

look after that fellow,' and out went my lord to see. On going

down stairs, the first thing his lordship did see, was Master

Jackson out in the court-yard playing battledore and shuttle-cock

with his lordship's aide-de-camp. It was impossible not to like

Jackson, his very indolence and lazy habits engaged one. His

eternal desire to gossip was wonderful. Sooner than not gossip, he

would sit down and talk to servants and valets, drink brandy and

water with them, and perhaps sing a song. He would stand for

hours together, with one hand in his trousers' pocket, chatting

about Sir Joshua and Vandyck, then tell a story in his Yorkshire

way, foil of nature and tact, racy, and beautiful, and then start

off .anywhere, to Vauxhall or Coveat Garden, to study expression

.and effect. In time his carelessness became so apparent, that

Lord Mulgrave, in a pas.sion, cut off his income and threw him on

his; own resources. Tliis brought Jackson to liis senses." Jackson

painted the portraits of the Rev. WiUi.am Hnwell Carr, and Sir

Jolin Soane, architect, in the National Gallery.

'We take another picture from Haydon —that of Northcote, who

lived .at 39, Argyle-street. Haydon writes ;
—"I was shown first

into a dirty galleiy, then upstairs into a dirtier painting-room, and

there, under a high window, with the light shining full on his bald

gray head, stood a diminutive wizzened figure, in an old blue striped

dressing-gown, his sp-?ctacles pushed up on his forehead. Looking

keenly at me with his little shining eyes, he opened the letter, read

it, and with the broadest Devon dialect, said :
' Zo you mayne tu

bee a pointer, doo 'e? What zort of peinter?' 'Historical

painter, sir.' ' Heestoricaul peinter ! Why, yee'U starve with a

bundle of straw under yeer head.' He then put his spectacles

down .and read the note ag.ain, put them up, looked maliciously at

me, and said :
' I remember yeer vather and yeer grandvather tu

;

he used tu point.' 'So I have heard, sir.' 'Ees, he painted an

elephant once for a tiger, and he .asked my vather what colour the

inzide of's ears was of; and my vather told nn reddish ; and your

grandvather went home and pointed un a vine vermilion. I zee,'

be continued, 'Mr. Hoare says you're studying anatomy; that's

no use. Sir Joshua didn't know it ; why should you want to know

what he didn't ?' ' But Michael Angelo did, sir.' ' Michael Angelo !

what's he tu du here? You must point portraits here.' This

roused me, and I said, clenching my mouth: 'But I won't.'

' Won't !' screamed the little man ;
' but you must! Your vather is

not a monied man—is he?' 'No, sir; but he has a good income,

and will maintain me for three years.' 'Will he; hee'd better

make 'ee mentein yeerself.' There are ten portraits by him in the

Dnlwich Gallery.

In our great country, painters have h.ad to look to thff people

r.ather thtin to kings. Smii'ke had been elected keeper of the -

Academy, but George III., being told that he was a democrat,

refused to sign or s,anction his appoiutnieut. West's income was

t.aken from him through the hatred of Queen Charlotte, bec.au.se he

had visited and been honoured by Napoleon in 1S02. Sir Joshua

Reynolds never received a single commission from the king or his

royal consort. He twice painted their majesties, but on each

occasion at liis own request and at his own expense. This neglect

of Sir Joshua is said to have arisen from his refusal to sell a paint-

ing beneath its value. Hogarth seems to have fared little better at

royal hands. When he had finished his picture of "The Mai-ch of

the Guards to Finchley," a proof of it v.-as sent to George 11. His

first question, says Ireland, was to a nobleman in waiting. " Pray

who is this Hogarth?" "A painter, my liege." "Painter!"

exclaimed the indignant monarch, "I hate painting, and poetry

too ; neither the one or the other ever did any good. Does the

fellow mean to laugh at my guards?" "The picture, an please

your majesty," said the courtier, "must undoubtedly be considered

as a burlesque." This only made matters worse. "What! a

painter burlesque a soldier ! He deserves to be picketed lor his

insolence. T.ake it out of my sight." And so the conversation

ended. This may be a little exaggerjited ; nevertheless, it is true

that Hogarth never basked in the royal sunshine. When monarcha

have been the patrons, the taste of the p.atron ha.s been seen.

Charles I. was sober .and virtuous, and the women of Vandyck all

have a sober .and virtuous air. At the Restoration, the whole

seemed changed as if by enchantment. Art, writes Cunningham,

in his life of Lely, was no longer grave and devout, as under the

first Ch.arles. Loose attire and looser looks were demanded now
;

no one w.as so ready to comply as Sir Peter Lely, and it must be

confessed th:it no other artist could have brought such skill and

talent to the task. With the ch.aste Queen Charlotte came a

different order of things ; and the skill of Reynolds was required to

give grace to the pomatumed pyramids of powdered hair, and that

dignity which beauty acquires from appearing the preserver of its

highest quality.

STORY OF A PICTURE.

Not very many year.5 ago, a venerable man, named Silvio Piccolo-

mini, who h.ad formerly been governor of Rome, htiviug been

•compelled by .age to relinquish the employment in which he

hadlong been eng.aged, was reduced to the painful necessity of

gradually p.arting with neaidy all his furniture, in order to obtain

the bare means of subsistence. Among other articles was a small

painting by Raffaelle, which had been left him by his uncle, but of

which he did not at all know the value. The smoke with which

it was tarnished, and the dust with which it was covered, led him

to think it worth very little. Being in want of money, he sent to a

painter who was more skilled in buying and selling the pictures of

others than painting any of his own. A very slight examination

enabled him to discover by whom it was p.ainted and how great a

treasure it v,-as. Bat wishing to take advantage of the old man's

inexperience and neediness, he began to depreciate it as a thing of

no value, and concluded by offering him a few shillings for it, r.ather,

he pretended, as an act of charity than from any regiird to the real

worth of tlie picture. The poor old man, unable to see through the

trick, thankfully accepted the p.altry sum, and the impostor carried

off his prize in triumph.

A few days afterwards an old friend having called upon Picco-

lomini missed the picture, and asked wh.at had become of it. He

said he had sold it, and told him to whom, and for how much.

His friend, filled with indignation at the shameful fraud which had

been practised upon his simplicity, urged him to bring the matter

before the governor, .assuring him the picture was the work of a

master's hand, and offering to accompany him .and render him

every assistance in his power. The governor, h.aviug listened with

attention to the statement of the case, took the dimensions of the

picture .and observed the subject, and then dismissed both parties.

There were fortun.ately in his g.allery two frames nearly correspond-

ing in siz2 to that of the picture in question. Taking out the

pictnre which v/.as in one of them, he sentr for the painter, and

asked him whether he happened to have a painting of th.at size

which would match the other. "Yes," was the reply, "I have

one that will suit admirably. It is an excellent production of

Raffaelle's, and seems to have been m.ade on purpose to go in that

frame." "Well, let me see it," said the governor; and the

painter soon brought it.

The painting was a "Holy Pamily," executed in the happiest -

style of the illustrious master. Freed from the dust and smoke by

which they had been obscured, the colours came out to perfection,

and all the accuracy of outline, the softness of comi)lexion, the

charms of the drapery, the elegance of the figures, and the truth ot
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expression which are peculiar to Raffaelle, at once struck the

delightcJ obscn'cr. Having placel it in the frame, which it fitted

remarkably well, the governor askoil the price of it. "I have
already had an offer of £200 for it," said the painter, "from an
Englisliman, through the niciUum of a friend

; but I have refused

that sura, insisting upon ii;2yO, which it is well wortli. However,
if your excellency likes to have it, I shall be satisfied with whatever

advance upon tlie first offer you tliink proper to make."
Tlie governor, horrified at the rascality of the fellow, said, with

as much calmness as he couhl cnmmaud :

"You assure me, then, that you have had au offer of £200 for

the picture."

" Yes, I have, monsiguore, and I hope to have even more

offered."

" Very well, that is enough. Open that door," addeil he to one

of his attendants. It was opened, and lo ! there stood the good old

man, whom his excellency had sent for and kept in concealment.

It is easy to conceive what terror and auuizoment the unexpected

sight awakened in the mind of the painter. He turned pale,

became confused, and trembled in e\ery limb. The governor, .after

leaving him a prey to his own feelinRs for some time, at length

said, in a tone of severe authority, "Base wretch! is it thus you

tiike advantage of the ignorance and want of an unfortunate man ?

Wlien ymi deceived liim so wickedly, did you feel no cflinpuncliou

of conscience, no revulsion of feeliTig! Docs the recollection of

h.aving ilefraudod an aged man ami helpless woman awaken no

remorse in your breast! Execrable villain ! you know what your

wickedness deserves. It is showing you too much mercy Uj viait

you with nothing more than the penalty which you have youraclf

named ; but may heaven preserve you from a second crime of thin

sort, otherwise yon shall pay dearly both fjr that and the prcwnt

one. Now you must immediately give this poor man the £200
which, according to your own confession, the picture is worth.

The next offence of the kind that reaches my cars will bo your

destruction."

Terrified, ashamed, and subdued, the painter hnstcnc 1 away

;

while the poor old man, molteil to tears, and his heart overflowing

with gratitude, uttered a tlioiisand bcn.Mlictions upon his wise

bsnefactor, who enjoyed tlie satisfaction of having relieved an un-

liappy man, and cauglit an impostor in his own net.

Sill UIOJIAUD WESTMACOTT.

If we consider the compai-atively recent period at which England
first laid claim to be ranked as one of those favoured nations which

produces artists of the first order, we shall find that she has given

birth to her fair share of sculptors, and that she has done so under

circumstances the most adverse to art. Her climate—alternately

weeping and dry, and varying from itO degrees in the shade to very

nearly zero— tries marble so sevei'ely that it cannot exist ont of

doors, and our public statues have consequently to be made of the

less beautiful but more durable bronze. Tlie smoke of our aipital,

and the severely religious opinions of a great majority of our country-

men, are alike unfavourable to productions which are seen only to

advantage beneath a sunuy and a clear sky. Yet, notwithstanding

this, there are great names, easily remembered by most people, of

those who have laboured, and that not unsuccessfully, to equal the

merit of the scnljitors of Greece—to equal those whose religion gave

birth to the art, and under whose skies poetry, painting, and

sculpture might claim their ja-oper home.

The names of Gibber (father to the much-abused C'olley), of

Roubilliac, of Banks, Lough, NoUekens, Bacon, Flaxman, Chantrey,

Bailey, and Westniacott, will readily occur to our readers. Of the

last of these we here give a portrait. If of these Flaxman had

the most tlioroughly Greek genius and "the most cla.ssic mind,

Westmacott m.ay be said to have the most griicefnl execution and
delicate conception.

Westmacott Wivs bom in the year 1775 (twenty ye-ars after the

birth of Flaxman), of a good family, and one also well to do in

the world
; so th.at, unlike other young artists, he had not to

endure the bitter struggles of poverty before he achieved eminence,

lie studied successfully at the Royal Academy, and attracted to

himself the notice of the new Professor of Sculpture—an office

created for and filled by Flaxman himself. There was some oppo-

sition to this creation, and the lectures of the professor had been

subjected to the wit of Fuseli, on account of the staid and sombre

manner of their delivery. Fuseli sitting at a merrj' party after

dinner, suddenly recollected that Flaxman was about to deliver his

inaugural lecture. He started up suddenly, and exclaimed, "Fare-

well friends, farewell wine, farewell wit ! I must be off to hear the

first sermon of the Rev. John Flaxman."

The "Sermons of the Eev. John Flaxman" did, however, an

infinite deal of good. They were cei-tainly slow and in many parts

heavy, but those upon "Beaiity" and on "Composition" are

V orthy to be read by every artist. These lectures were well at-

tended, and there is no doiibt but that the students derived im-

mense profit from them, and the creation of a chair of sculpture

proved that in England that Ifranchof fine arts was about to receive

some notice.

The early career of Westmacott w.as a pecuUarly successful one.

His merit was more readily acknowledged than in many ciL-e», and

in the year If'JS he had already spent some years in Italy. When
only twenty-three years of age, he was, without being subjected lo

any accusation of improvidence, enabled to marry the daughter of

Dr. AVilkinson. While we allude to improvidence, we do so with

the story of another sculptor equally eminent in our memory.
" Marrie<l !." sjiid Sir Joshua Reynolds to him, meeting him one

day, ' married !
' then, sir, if you are married, you are ruined for

an artist."

In the case cited, the selfish declaration was untrue, and the

artist, although married, achieved an eminence equal to Sir

Joshua's. It is gnatifying to know this, but it is also gratifying

to know tliat Westmacott w.as never subjected to the unkind

taunt.

Soon after his marriage the artist would appeju- to have retumeil to

Rome and to have perfected his studies, and on his return to England,

after a somewhat long absence, he found that he had a sufficient

number of commissions to keep him comfortably employed, arising

from the early celebrity which he hail achieved abroad. But fame

or a good name was soon to be achieved, and we finil him employed,

before the culminating point of age had been reached, on the national

statues of Addison, I'itt, and Erskine.

The monuments also which he pniduccd about this time, and which

adorn St. Paul's and Westminster Abbey, .are of the statesman

Fox, the fii-st of hearty and genuine reformers ; to the hero, Sir

Ral]ih Abercrombic ; to the gentle and excellent Lord Collingwood,

the Bayard of Naval Warfare ; and to Sir L^aac Brock.

There is also in Westminster Abbey a sitting statue of a

woman, who, with her child, is represented as being exposed

without shelter to the inclemencies of a st*)rm, her garments

are coarse and wet, and her hair hangs loose npon her face. The
mute appealing look of the face is not easy to be forgotten ; it is one

of the lions of the place, and hears the name of the " Honseleas

Wanderers."

The genius of Westmacott Icing through these statues fully

acknowledged, he did not want patrons. The monnmcntnl figures

which he now produced are both numerous and excellent, and his

more ambitious works, which adorn the v.-mous gaUirics of the

nobility, are of such merit that they will indeed, to use hie modest

phrase, " pa-ss muster with posterity." So great was his fame,

that when, on the victorious return from Watcrlo.', the nation were

half delirious with admiration for the great Duke of Wellington,

Westmacott was chosen to execute the colossal statne of Achilles,

which now stands up<in a slight eminence fronting Apaley House.

The gratitude of the ladies of England raised this memorial to

Wellington ; it was cast fn.im cannon tiken in the varions battles

with the French, but from its unsuitability and from divers little
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demr/rimens, not here to be mentioned, it excited a perfect shower

of puus, lanijinons, epigrams, and pasquinades, and brought down

upon its head some much heavier, more sober and severer criticism.

It is but justice to say that, as far as regards the artist, the figure

is well executed. It is not one of the chefs-d\i:u,rrc of Westmacott,

but it is a nobly-conceived figure, only ridiculous, if indeed it be so,

from the singular inappropriateness of its jiosition, and its total

want of adaptation to tlie subject it designs to commemorate.

The next work of art which the sculptor supplied, was the

colossal statue of George the Third, which now adorns Windsor

Castle.

But it is not to commemorative or to monumental art that we

must look for the great excellence of Westmacott. In these certainly

he has exhibited grace, dignity, and feeling. In his statues of Fox

and of Oreorge the Third there is also no mean approach to sublimity

;

but it is in grace and in fancy that he excels, and it is in these that.

• Love's worshipper

;

Seeking on earth for him whose home was heaven

:

As some lone angel, through night's scattered host.

Might seek a star which she had loved and lost.

In the full city—by the haunted stream,

Through the dim grotto's tracery of spars,

Mid the pine temple on the moonlit mount,
AVherc silence sits and listens to the stars

—

In the deep glade where dwells the brooding dove

—

The painted valley and the scented air,

She heard far echoes of the voice of Love,

And marked his footsteps' traces everywhere.

If he has never exceeded tliis statue, Westmacott has doae things

equally worthy of immortality; such are the " Statue of a Nymph
preparing for the Bath," which now adorns the ducal residence ot

Castle Howard ; the sta.tue of Euphrosyne, which is at Clumber

;

and the "Dream of Horace," which is at Petworth. We have the

^•^^

in our opinion, he equals if not surpasses Caiiova. The best worka

of Westmacott may be found perhaps in Woburn Abbey, where

the dancing nymphs of Caaova have also fouud a resting-place

:

these are the celebrated statue of Psyche, and one of Eros or

Cupid.

When P.syche was first exhibited, its singular merit was at once

acknowledged, and in those days of albums and keepsakes, more
than one "fashionable" poet hymned its praise. The verses by
Mr. T. IC. Hervey are so very well suited to the subject, that we are

tempted to quote them. The st.-itue represents Psyche more under
her immortal than her earthly aspect, with her beautifully slight

form bent forwards, so as to exhibit the wings -which adorn her

shoulders. She appears partly to be examining a golden box, the

gift of the gods, and partly to be rapt in listening to something afar

off. The figure is perfectly etherial ; no touch of gross humanity
rests upon the pure marble. Well, indeed, might Hervey address"
it as one wdio was

highest authority for saying that Sir Richard deems those we have

mentioned as the most successful of his works.

In the course of a long and brilliant career honours have

deservedly fallen upon the shoulders of the sculptor. In 1793,

when only eighteen years of age, he liad first visited Rome ; in the

next year, at the early age of nineteen, he received the first premium

for sculpture given by the Florence gallery ; in the following year

he obtained the pope's medal, and was also elected a member of the

academy of Florence. Honours in his own country followed at no

distant period. In 1805 he was elected an associate of our own
Royal Academy, and eleven years afterwards he was made a Royal

Academician.

Sir Richard received the honour of 'knighthood in 1837; in

addition to which, and liis other honours, he is a D.O.L. and a

member of the Society of Antit|Uariift. Of his family we know

little, save that his eldest son, Mr. Richard We.stniacott, has con-

tributed to literature an essay upon Art-Education.
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Francis Zuubaiiax, one of the great luminaries of the Sjianiah

school, thougli his works are little known out of his native conntry,

was born in the ye;>r 1598, at Fuente ile Cantos, a .-ni:ill t.v.u in

iEstr»inadura, sltuateil amoug the hills which divile that province

Vol. II.

rom Andalusia, and was^haptized in tlie oliuroh of that place oa the

7th of November. The rudiments of art were taught him by some

unknown artist, who is .suppo.'^ed to have been a pupil of Morales,

iluring the sojonrn of that master at the neighbouring town ot

Frexenal. His father was .an indigent cultivator of a few acres of

land, and intended to bring up his son in Ids own vocation ; but

seeing the inclination of the youth for painting, he consented to his

leaving the plough to take up the brush under the licentiate Juau

dc las Roelas, who had acipiired a high reputation in the school of

Seville. His new instructor had worked in Italy, under a pupil

of Titian, whom he followed in the brightness and harmony of his

colours. In this school, the genius of Zurlanin w.as rapidly deve-

loped, so that he soon surp;»sscd his master. His ajiplication was

remarkable ; and so careful was he alw.ays to paint from imture,

that he would not paint even a piece of drapery without arranging

it before him on the lay-figure. He displayed a great talent for the

rciiresentation of drapery at a very early period of bis studies, and

there .are few of his pictures without white drapery of some kind,

which he was especially fond of jKiinting.

Some pictures of Car.avaggio, which came under his oWrvation

while studying in the school of Rol-I.ts, excited his admiration, and

had gieat influence in determining his manner. The vigour and

even rudeness of his cvecution, w,as well ailapted to the rtrpresen-

tation of his favourite subjects, monks and friars, of whom he is the

groat delineator, .as KafTiielle was of )Iii<lonnas, and Kiliera of

martyrs. He studied the Carthusians in their cloisters as closely

as Titian did the nobles and high -liorn ladies of Venice, audVandyck

those of England. Tlieir girdles of Tope, their dark cowls, their

cdarse robes, their spare forms, and their austere features, seem to

have iiosses.'d a strange and inexplicable charm fir him. He

began to apply himself to the external apjiearances of things before

p uotraling the interior ; he jKiinted the vestments, .and under them

tile form of the bo<!y, and under the n>rm of the Ktly the emotions

and secret torments of the soul. " Under that wliitc shroud, the
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favourite object of liis study," says M. Leon Gozlau, "he has

paiutcd tbat population, pale, sad, emaciated and suffering, of

monks. Capuchins and Carmelites, shod and unshod. He has dis-

covered to the world, better than if the walls of all the convents of

Spain had been thrown down, the dark passions and gloomy

thoughts of all those, the natural flow of whose feelings are checked

by haircloth and exaggerated vows. Zurbaran is the Job of art

—

the painter of grief and resignation. None of his compatriots have

reduced their genius to a harsher unity, or given to their con-

ceptions a more lugubrious immobility."

Seville was in that day just the city for a pamter of his peculiar

predilections and talents. Nowhere else could he have found more

devotion, a greater number of religious communities, or a greater

variety of monkish orders. The city contained at that time no less

than sixty convents of men and women. There were the Trinita-

rians, for the redemption of captives, who shaved their heads,

excejjt a circle of hair round the forehead and the nape, aud wore

robes of white linen, encircled at the waist by a black belt. There

were the Carmelites, refonued by the patron saint of Seville, St,

Theresa, whose vestments were of brown cloth, ooniined at the waist

by a broad girdle ; the Capuchins, with shaven heads, bare throats,

and feet shod with sandals, who wore robes of brown cloth, girt at

the waist by a thick cord, furnished with three knots, and used for

self-flagellation ; there were the Franciscans, who offei'ed amulets,

agnus dels, and ehaplets for sale, or exchanged them for articles of

food ; and there was the terrible brotherhood of St. Dominic, devoted

to the oflice of the Inqui-sition, and recognisable by their ferocious

mien no less than by their costume, consisting of a deep cowl and a

long, black cloak over a robe of white linen. At Seville—the pri-

vileged theatre of every imaginable religious observance—might be

met at every step the future elements of the pictures whicli Zurbaran

meditated ; instruments of penance, scourges of leather or of twisted

parchment, with or without knots, haircloth-shirts, human skulls,

belts of metal, gags, padlocks, ashes, rags ; all, in fact, that a

morbid imagination could suggest as additions to human sufiering

and degradation. Armed with a vigorous brush, and determined

to attack these details in all their gloomy reality, the imitator of

Caravaggio found all prepared to enable him to enact the part in

the history of [laiuting to which his temperament and his inclina-

tions de.stiued him. There was nothing wanting. But he did not

stop at the cowl, the coarse tunic, and the Imotted rope—at once a

girdle and a scourge. He saw the repressed passions of the cloister

agitating beneath the haircloth-shirt ; he heard the heavy groans

which emanated from souls troubled by strange visions or afl'riglited

by menacing apparitions. He strove to render visible the mental

tortures of the Cenobite, the terrors of the soul haunted by the

phantoms of superstition, and sometimes the raptures of devotional

ecstasy. He wished to embody the invisible in his representations

of tlie visilile.

The inauguration of the Spanish gallery at the Louvre

caused a great sensation among tlie art-ioving portion of the

Parisian public, so impressionable and yet so UasC. That which

excited their emotions the most pi'ofoundly w-as not, however, the

serajihic expression of the angels of MuriUo, nor the astonishing

likeness to life of the portraits of Velasciuez ; it was ' ',The Monk in

Prayer" of Zurbaran (p. 180), one of those pictures which, once gazed

upon, it is impossible to forget. On his knees, wrapped in a loose

garment of gray linen, torn aud patched, his countenance half

hidden in the shade of his cowl, a monk implores the mercy of God.

Upon his locked and emaciated hands he supports a human skull,

and, with eyes raised to heaven, seems to say, " JDe j>yofaiulU

damarl ad te, Domiiie." Wlien the crowd of visitors, after having

ti-aversed the hall of Henry II., entered the grand apartment set apart

for the works of the Spanish masters, and came opposite this awe-

inspiring picture, there was among them a movement of stupor,

and almost of terror. The murmur of voices became suddenly

hushed ; it .seemed to them that they heard the solemn and sadden-

ing sounds of the Dtc^ ine. Not only the entire Spanish school,

but all Spain, so to speak, seems to be comprised in tliat painting, so

full of passionate devotiou aud mystic gloom. The name of Zurbaran,

tUl then scarcely known in France, became populai^ised by the

number of lithographs and engravings in which his "Monk in

Prayer " was reproduced. Since that time the name of Zurbaran

has been inseparable, in the minds of amateui-s and the public, from

the ideas awakened by the representation of that mysterious being,

the Spanish monk.

The strong impression always produced by this picture proves

that the sentiment is as profound as the execution is bold ; it is a

picture which appeals to the eye and to the heart with equal power.

No other painter, in fact, not excepting even MuriUo, has repre-

sented with more success the two aspects of the Spanish character,

its passion for the real and its aspirations after the ideal, seduced

by dazzling materialities, and yet earned away so easily into the

most refined and exalted spiritualism.

At the eye of twenty-five, the pupil of Roelas became a master
;

from all sides he received commissions for pictures, but always for

devotional subjects, for he painted no others, and refused to employ

his talents on familiar or grotesque subjects. The first pictures of

any importance which he executed were those which decorate the

altar-screen in the cathedi'al of Seville, the commission for which

he received from the Marquis of Malagon. The centre-pieces repre-

sent St. Peter in pontifical vestments, and his deliverance from

prison by the angel ; and on the wings are painted the apostle's

want of faith, when he walked on the lake of (Jalilee with the

Redeemer, and the vision of unclean beasts and fowls, typical of the

emancipation fi'om the ceremonial law of Moses by the Cliristiau

dispensation. This screen was finished in 1625, and about the

same time he painted for the college of St. Thomas d'Aquinas, at

Seville, the picture wdiich passes for his chirf-d'cemrc, and which

now bangs over what was once the high altar of the Friars of

Mercy, in the Museum of thai city. All the figures in this picture,

which represents the apotheosis of the saint, are larger than life,

and treated in the grandest manner.

Some of Zurbaran's works are marked by a vigour of execution

which approaches closely to rudeness, for he needed to be a rapid

painter to execute the numerous commissions which he received

from the monastic ordei-s. Every religious community in Anda-

lusia was desirou,s of retaining his services ti paint the history of

their foundations, and the glorification of the saints who had

edified them by their austerities, or illustrated them by their

martyrdom. He had scarcely finished the " Apotheosis of St-

Thomas d'Aquinas," when he was summoned to the superb monas-

tery of Guadaloupe, to paint two altar-pieces, representing St.

Ildefonso and St. Nicholas Bari, and eleven pictures illustrative of

the life of St. Jerome, the patron of tlie monastery. On his

return to Seville, he was employed by the Carthusian monks of St.

Maria de las Cuevas to paint three pictures, representing scenes in

the lives of St. Bruno and St. Hugo. He also painted a number ot

pictures illustrative of the life of St. Pedro Nolasco for the B.are-

footed Friars of the order of Mercy ; a remarkable and greatly

admired "Crucifixion" for the church of St. Pablo ; and a variety

of works for the Carmelite convent of St. R<in;an, and tlie churches

of St. Esteban and St. Bouavcntura.

Notwithstanding his general tendencies, the taste of Zurkirau was

not exclusively for scenes of misery aud pain. His ten.per.ament,

always grave, impelled him to subjects in accoidance will it, but he

did not always select the agony of the niartyi-, or pen tents sur-

rounded by their instruments of torture ; lie ould sometimes paint

the ineffable joys of religious ecstasy, and the radiance of the soul

\'isited by celestial phantonis. There was formerly in the Spanish

room .at the Louvre, lunv dismantled, a picture by this master,

representing the most distinguished of the innumerable female

saints of the monkish legends, who appear to be defiling p,Tst the

spectator. Under the names of St. Cecilia, St. (iitherine, St. Inez,

St. Lucia, and St. Ursula, he has revived, in their most glowing

colours, ;dl the types of Spanish beauty. The slight aud supple

forms and impassioned countenances of the lovely brunettes, haughty

like the Castilians, delicate and pretty like the Andalusians, seem

about to start from tlie canvas. The costumes of the reign of

Philip III. are adapted so singularly to the forms of the canonised

beauties, that thoy seem to be seraphs who have descended from the

skies, and donned the robes of tlie high-born ladies of the court of,

Toledo. A glowing sun has given a Moorish tint to their com-
\

ploxions ; their feet are charmingly small. One, who, over a robe

trimmed with lace, wears a green mantle, embroidered with gold,

we recognise .as St. Catherine, whom the enemies of the Christiau
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faith, being unable to break her alive on tbe wheel, decapitated.

Another, young and very beautiful, habited in a magnificent robe of

dark crimson, brocaded with gold, is known to bo St. Lucia, by the
silver pLate wliich she holds in her hands, containing lier two
beautiful eyes, which she submitted to lose rather than renounce
her belief. St. C-joilia plays on tlie organ, ami raises lier fine eyes

to heaven with an expression of pious ecstasy, and seems to listen

to some dLstjint harmony, the response of the angelic choir to her
wondrous strains. By her side are the saints-iKitronesses of Seville,

St. Justine and St. Kuftine, recognised by the little vases which in-

dicate the occupation of their father, who is said to have been a
potter in their native city. These sainted maidens wear green
scarfs, thrown with captivating negligence over garments striped

with black and yellow, the contrast of which renders the sisters

very conspicuous.

In liis marvellous talent for draperies, Znrbaran is not surjiasiied

by the most illustrious artists of the Venetian fchool, not excepting

even Paul Veronese. It is seen in all his pictures, but iiarticularly

in the portraits of two saints of great renown, and held iu very high

veneration by the people of Madrid— St. Marino and St. Barbara.

The former is the patron of the poor, and is charged with the

special duty of conducting the more humble into the kingdom of

heaven
;
he is therefore represented as a shepherd, and wears a

coarse tunic and a modest straw lut. St. Barbara, on the contrary, is

protectress of noble ladies, the guardian of aristocratic souls, and
the confidant of high-born transgressors ; she weai-s, therefore, a
robe of gold tissue, she is adorned with many jewels, and her air is

haughty and disdainful.

But it is as the painter of the convent, as the illustrator of the

asceticism of the cloister and its victims, that Zurbaran is most con-

spicuous and most original. His finest works of this kind are those

wiiieh he executed for the Carthusians of Seville, and now in the

museum of that city. The subjects are taken from the history of

the Carthusian .order. "The Reception of St. Bruno by the Pope"
is the theme of one of the best of these compositions ; but the most
remarkable is the "Miracle of St. Hugo," the tradition of which

is piously preserved by the Carthusian order. St. Hugo, bishop of

Grenoble, paying an unexpected visit to the monastery when the

monks were at table, found them eating meat, contrary to the rules

of the order ; upon which he suddenly transformed their savoury

dishes into tortoises. • The .picture consists of nine figures, seven

monks seated round the table of the refectory, the mitred saint, and
a youthful attendant, who looks very much astonished at the startling

miracle whicli has been performed under his eyes.

The addition of "painter to the king" to Zurbaran's signature,

at the bottom of the grand altar-screen of the Carthusian mona-stery

of Xeres de la Frontera, with the date 1G33, proves that the artist

had that distinction conferred upon him before he had attained his

thirty-fifth year ; but the precise date of the appointment, the

means by which he obtained it, and the period of iiis first visit to

Madrid, are unknown. His pictures are so much more numerous
in Andalusia than in Madrid and Castile, however, as to prove that

the greater part of his life must have been passetl in the former

province. Palomino says that Velas(iuez, who had become

acquainted with Zurbaran at Seville, and knew his talents, invited

him to the capital, at the desire of Philip IV., in 1(!50; but this

is evidently an error, and not the only one by many whit'h this

WTiter, although a Spaniard, has committed. In the year named,

however, Zurbaran decorated the palace of Buen Retiro with a

series of paintings representing "The Laboura of Hercules." Cean

Bermudez enumer.ites only four, but the catalogue of the Royal

Gallery at Madrid, iu which the pictures now hang, gives ten. It

is s.aid that Philip frequently visited the artist whilst engaged on

these pictures, and that coming behind him one day, just as he had

affixed his signature to one of them, with the addition, "ijaintcr

to the king," he laid his hand on the artist's shoulder, and said :

" Painter to the king, .md king of painters !"

Wliile at Se\'ille, Zurbarjn married Donna Leonora dc Jordeni,

by whom he had several children. A deed of gift by the artist to

one of his daughters of a house situated in the Calle de los Abades,

was discovere<l by Cean Bermudez among the .archives ot the

chapter of the cathedral of Seville. There is a story current that

(he hatter yeara of the artist's life were troubled on account of a

duel, in which he slew his ndvcrsarj', bnt the cause of which is not

related ; and it is said that he was condemnc<l by the kim; t^i the

seclusion of a cloister. A similar story is rul.ited of the French

painter, Losuour, who is said t<i have bcoume a monk of the Car-

thusian order through having tho misrurtunc to kill his antigonist

in a duel. Hut nn the Sp.inlsh iliriiMichra i>( art make no mention

of the afiair, and it iB known that Zurlmrnn wo* employed <lnring

the latter ytam of his life in dei'iratinn several royal resiilencex in

Madrid ami its environs, the slury nmy safely be togarde<l a» one f

those embellishments with which iinnginatlvo bio^TapherH Homo-

times ndom their relaticuis. Bon Lujuiro Dim del Valle mentions

having met Zurlarnn iu .Miidiid in liil)2, and, aeour^liug t-i Palo-

mino, the artist died in that year, at the ana of sixty-four.

"Zurbaran," says Stirling, " undouMcdIy Blaudn in the front

^ank of Spanish painters. lie painted heads with admirable skill

;

but he had not that wonderful power which bclonned to Velas<iuez,

of producing an exact facsimile of a group of figures at various

distances. None of his large compositions o<|Ual *Tlie Meninas'*

in airy ease and truth of effect ; nor have liis figures the rounded

and undefinc<l, yet truly life-like outlines which charm us in the

works of Murillo. But in colouring he is not inferior to these

great masters; and his tints, although always solder and subdued,

have sometimes much of the brilliancy and depth of Rembrandt's

style, as is the case in his excellent small jiicture of 'Judith and

her Handmaid,' in .the collection of the Karl of Clarendon. His

Virgins are r.are, and in general not very pleasing; but he fn»
quently painted female saints, apparently preserving in their

persons the portraits of beauties of tho day, for the rouge of goo<l

society may often be detected on their eheeks. Iu the delineation

of animals he was likewise successful ; and Palomino mentions

with approbation his pictures of an enraged di^g, from which chance

observers used to run away, and of a yearling lamb, deemed by tho

possessor of more value than a hecatomb of full-grown sheep."

In calling him the Caravaggio of Spain, the historian ^ of art have

not rendered complete justice to Zurbaran. It Is only in vigour and
boldness of execution that there is any resemblance between this

master and Caravaggio, to whom he is superior iu elevation of stylo

and dignity of sentiment. He has given his figures the force of

truthfulness, and impressed them with a character of ardent faith,

and in some cases of moral beauty. By one of those violent tran-

sitions peculiar to the Spanish masters, he passes e-a-sily fnjm the

spiritual to the material ; and it is correct, jierhaps, tj say that he

has felt like Lesueur, and expressed his feelings like Caravaggio.

Between the former and Zurbaran there is the difference of tem-

iwrament characteristic of their respective nations. Lesueur, under

his pale tints, has shown the cjilm resignation of the believer, ani-

mated by the hope of everlasting life ; Zurbaran, with rude vigour,

has represented the mortific«tions of the ascetic, and the torments

of souls troubled by visions of hell.

Zurbaran was as diUgent as his execution was rapid, and his

works arc therefore numerous. They are to be found in most of

the great galleries of Europe, but his finest works are iu the Museum
at Seville. Foremost among them is the "Apotheosis of St.

Tliom.as d' Aquinas," of which wo quote the fidbiwing description

fi-om Stirling's "Annals of the Artists of Spain : "—The picture is

divided into three parts, and the figures are somewhat l.irger

than life. Aloft, in the opening heaven, appear the Ble-^ind Trinity,

the Virgin, St. Paul and St. Dominic, and tho angelic doctor, St.

Thomas Aquimts, ascending to join their gloriius ompany ; lower

down, in middle air, sit the four doctors of the church, izrand and

venerable figures, on cloudy thrones ; and on the ground kneel, on

the right band, tbe Archbishop Diego de Deza, founder of the

college, and on the loft, the Emperor Cliarles V., attendeil by a

train of ecclesiastics. The head of St. Thomas is laid to l>c a [wr-

trait of Don Augflstin Abrcu Nunez de Escobar, prebendary of

Seville, and from the close adherence t" Titian's pictures ohser^•-

able in the grave countenance of the im)>erial adorer, it is reasonable

to suppose that in the other historical ]>ers<magcs the likeness has

been preserved wherever it was practicable. The mild dark face, im-

mediately behind Charles, is traditionally held to be the portrait

'

of Zurbaran himself. In spile of its blemishes as a compositioii,

Tvhich are, perhaps, chargeable less against the painter than

* " I.as Ucniaiis" (the Maids of Honour), by Vclasqucx.
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against his Domiidcaa patrons of the college, and in spite of a

ceiiain harshness of outline, this picture is one of the grandest of

altar-pieces. The colouring throughout is rich and effective, and

worthy the school of Eoelas ; the heads are all of them admirable

studies
; the draperies of the doctors and ecclesiastics are niagnifi-

tures which Zurbaniu paiuted for the Carthusians, also in this

Museum : "In the first of these pictures, the Pontiff, in a violet

rolie, and the recluse in white, with a black cloak, sit opposite to

each other, with a tabic betvreen them covered with books ; their

heads are full of dignity, and all the accessories finely cokured. In

Tim MONK IS rr.AVEK.— Fnoji A PAiNTixr, Kv /.unr.Ar.AN.

cent in breadth and amplitude of f^ld
; the imperial mantle is

painted with Venetian splendour ; and the street-view, receding in
the centre of the canvas, is admirable for its atmospheric depth and
distance,"

We extract from the same work a description of the thr(ee pic-

the third, the strangeness of the subject detracts from the pleasure

afforded by the excellence of the painting. The second is the best

t'f the three, and is curious as a scene of the old monastic life of

Spain, whence the cowled friar has passed aw.ay like the mailed

knight. At a table, spread with what seems a very frugal meal,
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sit seven Cartlmsians in white, some of them with tlieir liigli-iieaked
hiiods drawn over their heads; the aged bisliop Hngo in purple vest-
ments, and attended I>y a page, stands in the foreground ; over the
lieads pf tlie monks there hangs a pietnre of tlie Virgin ; and an
ojieu door affords a glimpse of a distant chnreli. Tliesc venerable
friars seem jiortraits

; each diflers in featnres from the others, yet
all bear the impress nf l„ng years of solitary and silent penance;

Matilda, in a crimson r..l.c, eiubrf.jdered with g"lil ; St. Don.tlicn,

n II robe of purplish gray colour; and St. Inez, in parple vontmentt,

with a lamb in her arms, are the best, and necm t-i \k iwrlrailii of

some of tlic beauties of Seville contempurary with the |iaiiitcr.

Tlie cithedral of Cadiz po,,si«ses the "Adoration of tlio Magi"
(p. ISf), a grand picture, which hiyigs on the south i.i(le of the great

door. On the right, in the furei-Tnund, sitH the Virgin, holding ou

their white draperies cliill tlie eye, as tlieir Cold liopclcss faces eliill

the heart ; and the whole scene is brought before us with a vivid

fidelity, which shows that Zurbaran studied the Carthusian in liis

native eloistere, witli the like close aud fruitful alteulioii that

Velasquez bestowed on the courtier strutting it in the corridors of

the Alcazar or tlio alleys of Aranjuez."

Tlie church of the Hospital del Sangre, in Seville, p.jssesses eight

small pictures of tbis mister, eacli representing a female ssiint, St,

lier knecfl the iulant .tcsu'), lioforc whom kne<lji n venerable pcr-

son.age, with a head of great dignity and a flowing while Ix-ard

;

his gorgeous roltc is held up l>y a youthful page, and I'cliind bim
stands another of the visitors, a young man, in armour richly

inlaid with gold, anrl sparkling with jewels, a negro h«irng a
vfSiel of frankincense, and several other figures.

The royal gallery at Madrid contAins, besides the ten pieta:ts of

the "Labijurs of Hercules," two others, representing scenes ii the
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liCeuf SLPeterNolaseo, audauothcroftlie "Infant Jesus," fanciful in

ilcsigu, l)ut paiuted in the artist's Iwst manner : the child, wrapped

in a purple robs, is lying asleep on a cross, and the whole is j'ainted

with inimitalile delicacy and beauty.

Under the reign of Napoleon I., the gallery of the Louvre was very

rich in works of this master, one of the most admired being the

"Monk in Prayer," which we have engraved (p. ISO). The Spanish

pictures in the Louvre were mostly obtained from the churches and

convents of Spain during the French occupation of that country,

and many more were in the collections of Marshal Soult and others,

which ai'c now scattered over Europe.

'The best specimen of the master in this country is his " Virgin,

with the infitut Saviour and St. John," signed Fran, de Zurharan,

16.53, in the Duke of Sutherland's gallery at Stafl'ord House. The

infaut, silting on the lap of his mother, turns, as if afraid, from a

goldfinch, which his playfellow holds out to him. In the counte-

nance of the Virgin, the softness and grace of Gfuido's Madonnas is

blended with the warmth of Titian's Violante, the downcast eyes .are

soft and dark, and the hair is of a rich chesnut brown. The infant

Jesus is delicately painted, and reminds the spectator of the grace-

ful cherubs of Correggio. The figure of St. John is rather poor, but

the truthfulness to nature of the plate of apples on the table is

inimitable. This picture is a good example of what Zurbarau

could aocomplish in a style which he seldom attempted, while the

mixture of the ideal and the natural is very characteristic of the

Rpanisli school. In colouring, the picture stands very high. The

drapery is very clear and warm, and the harmony of the whole truly

admirable.

The Marquis of Lansdowne possesses, in his gallery at Bowood, a

"Monk Iiolding a Skull," attributed to Seljastian del Piombo; but

it dift'ers from the works of that master in the colouring and style of

couception, and, in the opinion of Dr. Waagen, is a very well exe-

cuted and nobly conceived work of Zurbaran. There is also a single

specimen of this master, "Judith and her Handmaid," in the

collection of the Earl of Clarendon.

Three celebrated sales have established the commercial value of the

works of this master, namely, those of M. Aguado, Mar.slial Soull,

and the late king of the French. At the first, a "St. Ruffinei"

clad in a gr.ay robe, striped with black and yellow, and a green

scarf, anil holding in her hands two small vases, was sold for £3,')
j

"Taking the Habit of St. Clara," a work of nine figures, brought

£30 ; .and a "St. Marino," £.5.5.

' When the collection which the celebr.ited Marshal Soult had made

duriug his campaign in the Peninsula was brought to aucticm at hia

death, scone of the finest works of Zurbarau were suTimitted to

public competitiou. "St. Peter Nolasco and St. Raymond de

Peiiaford," which was painted for the convent of the Fathers of

Mercy at Seville, and represents St. Peter Nolasco sitting in the

midst of the chapter of Barcelona, presided over by St. Piaymond,

was sold for £967. "A Franciscan showing a miraculous Crucifix

to St. Peter Nolasco, and four Monks of his order," signed F. D.

Zurbaran, 1629, attained the same price. "The Funeral Rites of a

Bishop," representing the corpse lying in state, with a monk

placing a crucifix in its hands, a pope, a liishop and a king doing

homage to the lifeless remains, and two monks kneeling at the foot

of the bier, produced £250. "St. Romaiu and St. B.irulus," in

which the former wears a cape embroidered with gold, brought

if280. "St. Lawrence," clad in sacerdotal vestments, and holding

in his right hand the gridiron on which he sufl'ered martyrdom, pro-

duced £150. "A Saint," wearing a rose-coloured mantle, over a robe

of green silk, brocaded with gold, was sold for £165. Another

"Saint," wearing a diadem, and a violet-coloured mantle over a

robe of gold tissue, realised £110. The " Communion of a Samt,"

who is lying on a bed, and receives the sacred elements from two

Franciscans, produced £105. "The Angel Gabriel," in a solitude,

clothed in a white surplice, and carrying a wand over his shoulder,

was sold for £130.

At the sale of Louis Philippe's pictures, which took place in

London, the prices obtained were not so high. "St. Francis, with

the stigmata," formerly in the Franciscan convent at Seville, pro-

duced only £16. "Our Lady of Pity," with a cardinal and a

Carthusian monk kneeling before her, formerly in a convent at

Seville, sold for £63. "The Martyrdom of St. Julian," formerly

in a convent in Estremadura, and very much esteemed in Spain,

realised £70. A superb altar-piece, representing the "Virgin and

Child," surrounded by angels, and with monks kneeling before them

in prayer, was sold for £165. The "Virgin in Glory" produced

£70, and another " Vii'gin and Child," .t'94.

Zurbaran usually signed his pictures, and in the manner repre-

sented below.

G

HENRY V A N S T E E N AV Y Iv.

He>'r\' Steenwyck tie younger is often confounded with his father,

owing to their having the same baptismal name, and the similarity

of tlieir works. The painter of whom we now give the portrait and

the history is Henry Steenwyck tlie younger, who was born at

Antwerp in 1589, and died in Loudon in 1638, or, according to other

authorities, in 1610. Neither date seems to be correct, however, as

there is a picture by this master in the royal gallery at Berlin, which

bears the date of 1642. The portrait by Vandyck, engraved by the

elegant Imrin of Paul Pontius, has preserved to posterity the fine,

intelligent countenance of this most admirable painter of architec-

tural perspectives.

At first sight, it seems that notliing could be more contrary to

the genius of the painter than the representation of edifices, unless

we regard them simply as accessories. In a secondary degree, in the

landscapes of Claude, for example, or in the grave compositions of

Poussin, buildings plii,y an important part; they interrupt the

undulating lines of the landscape, and impress it with the august

character of the great peoples wlio have written their thoughts in

marble. But if architecture is a rich and fertile element, when it is

used with taste and prop-iety as an accessory to a picture, 't still

seems ropugua ut to tb', spirit of art to subject it to the imperious

rules of the ina'hemsticiau, by makiug a building or an interior the

principal oliject in a picture. The distance between imagination

and exactness is so great—the interval between the inspiration ot

the painter and the comp.ass of the geometrician so immense !
Artists

have been found, however, capable of interesting us in simple per-

spectives, and investing witli poetry tlie works of the square and the

rule.

In the same mati;tier as the opulent proprietor desires to possess

views of his mansion and the soenery which surrounds it, the

inhabitants of a Roman Catholic country in the seventeenth century

would feel an affection and aveneration for the stones of their churches.

Their piety would attach them particularly to the cathedral of their

native city ; to Hie font at which they had been baptized ;
to the

chapel iuwiiich, full of the tender emotions of youth, they had been

united to the object of their aftection ; and to the nave in which

stood the monuments of their ancestors. To the fervent devotion

of the Netherlands, always Spanish, the church of the parish became

the church of the heart. It gave birth, without doubt, to that kind

of ])ainting which has for its object the perspective of Gothic temples.

Pious am.ateurs wished to possess an exact view of the church of St.

Gudula at Brussels, of tliat of St. James at Antwerp, of the chapel

of the Dominicans at Malines, or of the choir of St. Bavon at Ghent.

Without leaving his cabinet, the pious amateur could a.58i3t at the

pompous ceremony of the benediction, .at thcvesper.s, at the sermon,

or even .at tlie modest homily which the humble vicar addresses to
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tlio catecluimcus, in a siile chapel, hy tlie liglit of flambeaux, whon
the rest of the church is sombre and deserted.

Ruch are, in fact, the subjects of the greater luiinber of Stcen-
wyck's pictures. We recognise in their aspect all the sontiuionts

.awakened in the soul of the Christian by tlip coiiteraplation of the

basilicas of the middle ages ; all the thoughts which seem to respond
to the pointed arches, springing from slender columns wliioh rise

nearly to the roof, like trunks of poplars; all the moral elVects, in

fine, of an architecture inspired by devotion. We most frequently
enter, in the pictures of Steeuwyck, by the grand porch, and see

befire us the nave, sometimes crossed by the altar-screin, and
sometimes with the higli altnr prepared for the celebration of mass,
with the wax-lights and the missal on the white cloth. In oiiler to

break t'.e uniformity that would be presented by parallel lines of

columns, the painter took care to place his point of view a little to

tlie right or left of the centre of the entrance, and thus obtained nu
agreeable variety, and often some unlooked-for effects.

The life of Steenwyck presents few incidents worthy of remark.
In what year he came to Knglaud is not known, but he worked for

Charles I., at the recommendation of Vandyck, who knew and
appreciated his talent as a painter of architecture, and wished to

have his .assistance in painting the backgrounds of his portraits. It

w.as Steenwyck, for example, who paintetl the views of Windsor
Castle and other royal residences in the numerous portraits of

Charles I. and Queen Heuriett;v Maria. Horace Walpole states that

the background of the portrait of Charles, which adorns the royal

palace at Turin, was painteiL by this master, and that, in a MS.
catalogue of that monarch's collection of pictures, a perspective by
Steenwyck, with portraits of the king and queen by Belcivmp, was
mentioned In the same catalogue was recorded a little book of per-

spectives by this master, which, on the sale of the king's effects after

his execution, produced only £2 10s. Walpole says that he painted

the portraits of Charles and his queen on one canvas, with the front

of a royal palace in the background ; and Descanips says that this

picture was more carefully elaborated than any work of Vandyck,

and equal to the most valuable of Mieris. But as we have no other

evidence that Steenwyck ever painted portraits, or indeed any other

than architectural subjects, this is probably an error ; as far, at

least, as the portraits are concerned. Steenwyck did not evjh paint

the small figures which adorn liiS interiors ; and we are the more

inclined to discredit this statement, as Descamps has so often blun-

dered upon other matters.

In the execution of the varied backgrounds of the numerous por-

traits which Vandyck painted of the noble and lovely of our land,

Steenwyck acquitted himself, not only with the profound skill

which he had acquired in his special branch of art, but with th.at infi-

nitely rare tact which consists in not injuring the effect of the princi-

pal subject by giving undue im)>ortance to the accessory. lie kept

modestly in his own sphere of labour, and only strove t« enrich the

works of his illustrious brother-artist by giving his portraits back-

grounds appropriate to them.

Steenwyck was not a painter of Gothic churches alone ; he knew
and represented all the orders of architecture. One of his most

famous pictures is "St. Peter in Prison," a subject which he has

frequently repeated. The figures are by Cornelius Poiilemburg, who
has chosen the moment w-hen the apostle was delivered by the angel.

The guards are sleeping beneath a lamp suspended from thevaultej

roof of the prison, and the light, falling full upon their recnmbeut

forms, is reflected on their armour. The eye pierces the gloom of the

vault, and sees beyond the gallery along which the apostle is escaping.

The architecture is massive, aud the i)ioture conveys the idea of pro-

found and solemn silence. Some lights, more feeble than those of

the suspended lamp, glimmer on the doors of other dungeons. On
one side are seen the first steps of a flight of stone stairs, leading

downwai-ds, aud indicating that beneath the dungeon of the liberated

apostle are others, stronger and more dismal. The grandeur of the

Roman architecture is here shoi™, and the solidity evinced in the

construction of the prison presents an evident contrast to the facility

of the saint's miraculous escape. At the end of the long g-allery,

whi'-h seems to recede before the gaze, are two arched window.s,

through which some buildings may be perceived. This famous

picture is the s\ibject of our vignette (p. 185).

The gi-eat difficulty in pictures of architecture, is not so much in

the linear ns in the aerial per8|K'etive. It is necessary to >liwini^h

the colours gradually, aud t<j give a ilogrco of uncertainty to the last

wallp, by reason of the diMtaneo, more or less great, which separates

them from the spectator. In other words, it does not suflico to put
each pillar in its proper place; it is necessary to give to each its

proper distance. The colonnade may Reeni to have the intended

dimensions, aud bo perfectly satisfactory to the eye of an architect,

without being satisfactory in an artistic j)- int of view. ,Exnctnei«

in the dimen.siuns, and precision in the inl. ivals, arc not the only

rctjuisite-s ; a corlaiii ilegive of indialiuetne.'ui n>u.it Ijc given to the

distant objcct«, the outlines must he softcDcd, the lights must bo

indicated by mellowness of touch, and vigour andTinnness reserved

for the nearest objcots.

Steenwyck, iu this respect, is perhaps more artistic than Peter

Neefs. lie loved to make mathematical exactness subonlinatc to

the graces of art, and to disguise, »a mucli as p(is.->ible, the Hliaq>ness

of the outliues. Whether he presents us with the interior of a

church or of a prison, he represents the scene with effects which

add to its grandeur, while they give to the distant objects the in-

distinctness which charms the eye of the artist. In some of his pic-

tures, he represents the nave of a (iotliic cathedral, lighted by torches

;

in others, a gloomy sacristy, into which the light 'of day strug-

gles feebly through the dim windows, yellowed by time. Where he

has introduced figures, the subjects represented by them are mostly

taken from the New Testament. The picture in which he li.aH

painted ".leaus, with M.artha and Mary," is eoniiidered to lie one

of his chcfs-d'n.uiii: The soft light which is diffused over the

scene forms a charming illusion ; and the harmony of tone, aud the

consummate skill disiibiyed in the nmnngement of the aerial per-

spective, are admirable. The eye is orrested at once Ijy the figure

of Mary, on which the light falls, and then re[icse3 on that of the

Saviour, who is seated near the window, and appears to be address-

ing Martha, aud referring to the "better part" taken by her

sister, who has seated herself at his feet to hear the words of truth

which fall from his lips. The glance of the spectator turns to

Martha, who is troubled with the cares of ordinary life, and who
seems, by her action and the expression of her countenance, to be

saying, " Loi-d, speak to my sister, that she help me."

In the representation of the interiors of ecclesiastical edifices

Steenwyck has never been surpassed, and equalled only by bis

father and the elder Neefs. There is a ceitaiu hour of the night in

which the interiors of Gothic churches have an inexpressible chanu.

In Roman Catholic countries the churches are oj>en to a very ad-

vanced hour. When the evening twilight is deejiening into the

darkness of night, the "dim religious light" which fills the vast

solitude disposes to contemplation, and the imagination wanders at

large in t!ie deep shadows of the distance. One or two devotees

offer up their pnaycrs before saints in marble, half hidden in the

gloom which envelopes the ch.ai>els ; while a moonbeam steals

through the upper windows of the nave, ond whitens the columns < a

which it falls, or lights up the painted w induw above the principal

entrance. We recognise, Ai the pictures of Steenwyck, not only the

exact architectural details of the cathedrals represented, their lofty

columns, their jKiinted windows, their sonorous pavements and their

marble fonts ; but also the aspect of allthesc things at differ, nt

hours of the day, in the dim light of evening when the moonbeams

stream slantingly through the staiuel glass, and as lighted up with

wax tapers for the performance of midnight mass.

Among the minor Flemings, as it is convenient to (all those masters

of the school who have not painted grand historical subjects,

Henry Steenwyck occupies a distinguished place. Some of his

finest works are in this country, in which he pa--i-c<l the greater part

of his life, and in which he died. In France they are met with

less frequently than those of Peter Xcefe, the elder, who wos his

fellow pupil under the elder Steenwyck. He painted on canvas,

on wood .nnd on metal. His pictures arc of larger dimensions than

those of his father and Peter Xeefe, and ordinarily of a lighter tone.

Some of his earlier works arc |>aiated io the dark manner of his

father. The figures by which they arc ornamented are by Poclrm-

burg, Breughel, Elzheimer, Franck, Porbus, Van Calden, and other

able artists.

"St. Peter released from Prison " is the subject of the Sttenwyck

in what is calle<l the King's Closet at Wind.sor Castle ; and the
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same subject is rcpeateLl, with sliglit modifif^ations, in two otlier

pictures by this master at Hampton Court, one of them of circular

form. In tlie latter collection are also a " St. Peter in Prison," iu

wliicli the apostle is visited by a gaoler bearing a torch ; and a

repetition of the same subject, which h regarded by Mrs. Jameson

as of doubtful authenticity.

At Corshaiii House, near Chippenham, the seat of Paul Methueu,

Esq., there is an "Interior of a Church" by tliis master, very

before stated, is considered as one of the chefs-d'temn of Steenwyck,

we have engraved.

In the Museum at Amsterdam there is an " luterior of a

Church," lighted with flambeaux
; and in the Koyal Gallery at the

Hague an architectural subject, with figures.

The Imperial Gallery at Vienna contains .some good architectural

pictures by this master ; and in the Koyal Gallery at Dresden there

are some of his splendid intei iors.

jirawar
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excellent by its clearness and tone : and other Steenwycks of the

first quality exist at Blenheim House, at Warwick Castle, and iu

the gallery of tlie Duke of Bridgewater.

The gallery of the Louvre po.ssesses five works of this master,

four of whicli are interiors of churches with figures ; the fifth is

the interior of a Large and well-lighted apartment, opening into

another at the Imck, with sma]l figures representing the visit of

Jesus to the liou.se of Mary and Martha. This picture, which, as

The pictures of Henry Steenwyck are rarely met with at public

sales. We annex, however, the price.> obtained for some wiiich

have adorned the most celebrated private coUectiuus on the con-

tinent.

At the Prince of Conti's sale, in 1777, an " Interior of a Church

in the Netlierlauds," ornamented with figures painted by Porbu.",

was sold for £97; and another "luterior of a Church," lighted

with flambeaux and enriched with figures, for i£27. At the sale
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of M. Randou de Boisset's collection, In the same year, an " Interior
of a Churcli," oi-namented witli (l^iiies, painted on copper, was sold
for.£2S.

Prison of St. Peter," nn iuterior lighted with Bcveral lumps, X'lS;

and an "Interior of a Church," with day effects, i'ft.

At the Tardieu sale, in ISIl, an "Interior of n Church," a day-

HENItT VAN I^TEENWYCK.

When the collection of the Marquis of ilcnars was bronglit to

auction in 1"8'2, two companion pictures, one representing an
" Interior of a Church," the other an " Interior of a Prison," were

sold for £15.

At the Duke of Chjiseul-Pra-liii' sale, ten years later, an

' Interior of a Cliureh,'' lighted up lor inidui;,'lit mai.s, with si.vteen

figures from the hand of Francks, was sold for £10.

At the St. Victor sale, in 1S22, four pictures by Steenwyck were

submitted to the competition of amateurs : "The Rei)ose of Herod,"

a capital composition, produced .£34 ; an " Interior of a Church,"

lighted with flambeaux, with tigiires by Breughel, £33 ; " The

light view, ornamented with figures, was sold for £' If.". At the

Vasserot sale, in 184.5, an " Interior of a Chumh," on woo<I, was

sold for i!40; .and at the Stevens sale, in 1847, an "Interior of a

Protestant Church " for iS.i.

The greater part of the pictures of this master are signed ami

dated in one or other of the nnnners indicated by the .annexed fac-

similes.

H. V STEIN, 1641. H.V.5.

HENRI

V
JTEINWICK^

I
6^ 1 ^

CENSORSHIP OF THE ARTS I\ SPAIX.

All. wKo have walked through a C'lntinental picture gallery in which

the artista of Spain are well represented, must have noticed the

predominance of religious subjects, and the gl.oniy and sometimes

terror-inspiring manner in which they are treate<l. The Oreci.an

mythology, which furnished the subjects of so many of the finest

productions of the lUilian schools, has been forbiihlen jfround to the

Spanish painters, and amatory subjects are almost a» rarely met

with. Monks are the 6gure3 which chiefly appear in their land-

scapes, and their historical subjects are mostly taken from the
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nnuals of the cliureli, or represent scenes in which ecclesiastics are

the most conspicuous actors. Even tlieir religious pictures are

frequently of the most gloomy character, ami there are many which

it is absolutely painful to contemplate.

The cause of this distinguishing characteristic of Sp.anish art is

to he found in the fact, that the Inquisition e.verciged a censor-

ship over the works of Spanish painters, whose studios were sub-

jected to a periodical visitation by the black-robed familiars of that

awe-inspiring institution. A code of regulations existed for the

treatment of every imaginable subject, and from the conventional

models pronounced orthodox by the reverend Dominicans, artists were

forbidden to deviate. The painter's brush was guided by the hand

of a monk ; his imagination was fettered by inexorable rules. The

Inquisition had an officer called Inspector of Pictures, whose duty it

was to exercise a general censorship over works of art, and especially

to take care that no profane or indecorous picture found lis way into

a church or a monastery, or was exposed for sale.

In the early part of the seventeenth century this appointment was

held by Francisco Pacheeo, a painter of some celebrity, whose brother

had exercised its duties and privileges before him, and whose uncle

was a canon of .Seville. Shortly before his death, and when he was

far advanced in life, Paoheco published a "Treatise on Painting," a

most curious book, full of the legends of Spanish art, and written in

a careful and elaborate style. In this work, which was the text-

book of Spanish artists in those days, he gives minute directions for

representing sacred scenes and personages in an orthodox and

decorous manner, as approved by the Holy Office. Elaborate descrip-

tions are given of the manner in which the more illustrious saints

and martyrs should be painted, as to attitude and costume, the

author's authorities being ancient portraits or contemporary records.

But the Crucifixion is the subject on which he displays the greatest

amount of research. Quoting from Anselm and Bede, he describes

the instrument of the Redeemer's death with as much precision as if

he had assisted in its construction. He informs his readers that it

measured fifteen feet in height, and eight feet fi'om extremity to

extremity of the two arms ; its timbers were flat, and not round,

with four, and not three, extremities, as it has been sometimes

improperly represented. The stem was made of cypress wood, the

transverse bar of pine, the block beneath the Redeemer's feet of

cedar, and the tablet for the inscription of box. He protests against

the practice of representing the Redeemer's feet as fastened by a

single nail, followed by some painters of the subject, as an heretical

innovation ; and supports that of giving a separate nail to each foot

by the opinion of Francis de Rioja, who wrote an elaborate essay on

the subject—also by a famous relic at Treves, called the nail which

secured the Redeemer's right foot—the stigmata which appeared on

both the feet t)f St. Francis—the crucifix which that renowned

warrior, Rodrigo of Bivar, used to carry to the field, when con-

tending against the Moors, and which is still revered in the

cathedral of Salamanca—and other authorities equally weighty.

But the most complete code of pictorial law is that of Juan

Interian de Ayala, who was a doctor and professor of theology in

the University of Salamanca. This writer agrees with Pacheeo as

to the form of the cross, and severely reprobates the practice of

representing it with only three extremities. Whether, in painting

the visit of the Marys to the tomb of the Redeemer on the morning

of the Resurrection, one or two angels should be represented seated

on the stone which was rolled away from the mouth of the sepulchre,

appears to have been a knotty question ; for he does not decide it,

but recommends artists to paint their representations of the scene

conformably to all the Gospels, by following both accounts alter-

nately. The question, whether the devU should be represented

with horns and a caudal appendage, is examined with the same

care and an.xiety. The first part of the question is settled on the

.authority of a vision of Santa Teresa, in which the F.ither of Evil

appeared with the excrescences popularly attributed to him ; and

though the addition of a tail cannot be so satisfactorily demonstrated,

he allows that such an appendage is very prob.able.

Both Pacheeo and Ayala severely reprobate any unnecessary dis-

play, however trifling, of the nude figure. The exposure of the

naked feet in pictures of the Madonna is censured in the severest

terms. In connexion with this branch of the subject, Pacheeo

relates a story of a Spanish artist, who was usually very de-

corous in his representations, but who was induced by a wealthy

patron tii paint him a picture which outraged decency in a very

flagrant r.ianner. For tliis transgression, the artist, happening to

die shr.rtly afterwards, was cast into purgatory, from the pains of

which he was not released until his patron, in a moment of virtuous

compunction, destroyed the picture, and performed a variety of acts

of piety and goodness by w-ay of atonement. The saints whom the

unfortunate painter had depicted with so much beauty then inter-

ceded in his behalf, and obtained his admission into the congregation

of the blessed.

This censorship of the arts operated injuriously, by cramping the

powers of the Spanish painters, and repres.sing the ardour of their

imaginations. Not only did it restrict them in a great measure to

subjects taken from the Holy Scriptui'es and the lives of the saints,

on account of the strong objection of the Dominicans to mythological

subjects, and the difficulty of painting history in a truthful manner

without giving offence to the brotherhood, but it also compelled

them to paint their saints in the conventional attitudes and with

the prescribed culonrs. To represent the Madonna with naked feet

was held deserving the severest reprehension ; to paint a Venus or

a Leda was an offence punishable by excommunication, a fine of

fifteen hundred ducats, and banishment from the country. A com-

parative examination of the pictures in Madrid and Seville will

show that less rigour was exercised in the capital than in the pro-

vincial towns. Foreign pictures were subjected to a scrutiny before

they were allowed to be exhibited ; and Luca Giordano was

employed by the monks of the Escurial to lower the robe of Titian's

"St. Margaret," because she was considei-ed to display her leg.s

too much in her conflict with the dragon.

REMAINS OF MEDIEVAL ART IN ENGLAND.

The first traces of painting, in the artistic sense of the word. In

t'nis country, are found in the existing records of the reign of Henry

III. The piety of that monarch led him to found several churches

and abbeys, and decorate them with painting and sculpture ; and

his instructions furnish us with some curious particulars of the

state of those arts in his reign, and also of the condition of

artists. The latter seem to have been considered and treated as

mere mechanics, of whom pictures were ordered in the same manner

as furniture of an upholsterer. Tlie artist was usually a carver and

gilder, a house decorator, and heraldic painter ; a carpenter, a

mason, and sometimes an upholsterer. The first distinct reference

to picture-painting occurs in a Rail dated 1*23-3, which is a precept

to the sheriff of Southampton, "that he shall cause the king's

chamber-wainscot, in the castle of Winchester, to be painted with

the same pictures as before ;
" but what the subjects of those pic-

tures were is not known, nor are there now any means of ascer-

taining. In another Roll of the same year, however, the keeper of

the king's palace at Woodstock is ordered to "cause the round

chapel there to be painted with the figures of our Lord and the four

Evangelists and of St. Edmund, on one part, and that of St. Edward

on the other part."

In a Roll of the year 123(5, referring to the decoration of the

chancels of the Virgin and St. Peter, in the Tower Chapel, direc-

tions are given that they shall he " painted with a small figure of

the Virgin M.ary, standing in a niche ; the figures of the Saints

Peter, Nicholas and Catherine, the beam beyond the altar of St.

Peter, and the small crucifix, with its figures, to be jiainted anew

with fresh colours. And that ye cause to be made an image of St.

Peter, ui his pontificals as an archbishop, on the north side beyond

the said altar, and the same to be painted with the best cohnus
;

and also an image of St. Christopher holding and carrying Christ,

in the best manner that it can be painted and finished, in the said

chapel. And that ye likewise cause two fair pictures to be painted,

. with the best colours, of the liistories of St. Nicholas and St.

Catherine, at the altar of the said saints in the s.aid church." In

a Roll of 1248, the sheriff of Southampton is enjoined to " cause to

be painted in the chapel of our queen, at Winchester, over the

great west window, the image of St. Christopher, as he is elsewhere

painted, bearing Christ in his arms ; and the figure of St. Edward

the king, when lie gave his ring to a beggar, whose figure should
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he. p:unte(l in like manner." Anotlici- lloU commands Edward of

\restmiuster to liave painted, on the walla of St. Stephen's Cli.ipel,

the figures of the Apostles and the Last Judgment ; and to have

tlic Virgin painted upon a panel. lu, another, the same person i?

enjoined to eause the history of Autioch to lo painted on the walls

of the king's chamber in the Tower of London ; and in a subsequent

document of the same reign the queen's chamber in Nottingham

Castle is ordered to be "painted all round with the history of

Alexander."

A curious circumstance connected with English art at tliis period,

is the prevailing use of green in the decoration of the royal cham-
bers. The late Mr. Hudson Turner, who was the first to notice

this peculiarity, says, in his " Domestic Architecture in England,"

that "almost all the chambers of Heni-y III. were painte<l of a
green colour, scintillated or starred witli gold, on which ground

subjects were sometimes painted in compartments or circles ; as the

history of the Old and New Testaments, passjvges from the ' Lives

of the Saints,' figures of the EvangelUts, and occaiion.ally scenes

taken from the favoui-ite romances of the time." Of all the paint-

ings of this early period, time has now obliterated evei'y trace of

colour ; but the records prove the prevalence of green in decorative

painting, and we have abundant existing evidence of the same pre-

dilection for that colour in the next two centuries.

John of Hertford, who was abbot of St. Albau's in the same
reign, is said to have placed "a noble picture" in one of the cham-
bers of that abbey ; but both the artist and the subject are

unknown. Daring the reign of the warlike Edward L, painting

appears to have languished, and the only trace of it which we find,

is a record of the fact that Bishop Langtoa adorned his p,ilace at

Liclifield with a painting of that monarch's coronation. The Cot-

tonian IISS. in tlie British Museum inform us that, in the following

reign, John Thokey, abbot of Gloucester, hi-,d the walls of his great

dining-room ijuinted with portraits of all the kings who had pre-

ceded Edward IL ; and it is probable that, during the wars with

France and Scotland in the fourteenth centiry, the clergy were the

artists' only patrons.

The pictures of this period appear always to have been painted

for a specific locality and purpose. They w-ere mostly painted on

the walls, but sometimes on panels. Few of the first kind have

been preserved, and none of them exhibit a high order of excellence.

The best examples which remain are the -'Virgin and Child" in

the Bishop's Chapel, at Chichester, and one or two heads in the

paintings on the walls of the Chaptir House, VTestminster.

Pictures on panel appear to have been principally used for the

adornment of churches, in which .they were hung up above the

altar, after the manner of a modern .alt.ar- piece. Very few of them

have been preserved, .and the only one -".-orthy of notice is the

be.autiful one discovered at Norwich, and supposed to be a work of

the latter part of the reign of Edward III. , or the beginning of that

of his successor. It consists of five compartments, representing in

succession, the Flagellation of Christ, Christ bearing the Cros.s, the

Crucifixion, the Kesurrection and the Ascension. From the com-

parative grace and refinement of the heads and limbs, and the

elegance of the grouping, this painting is s-apposed to be the work

of an Italian artist of the early Siennese school.

Panel pictures were also hung up in churfhe.s, as records of local

legends ; but numerous as these appear to have been, scarcely any

rem.ain. They arc supposed to have been almost entirely executed

by English artists, and their value as works of art may probably be

inferred from an examination of the manuEcript illuminations and

paintings on glass of the same period. In tliis class of pictures we

may also place the rude portraits of Siiints on the lower panels of

rood screens, some of which still exist in the churches of Norfolk.

The liighest order of talent was probably reserved for the moveable

fiicings of the altars, of which a very beautiful example u:ay be

seen in Westminster Abbey. It is about eleven feet wide, and

three feet high, and is supposed to have been executed by an

Italian artist at the close of the thirteenth or commencement of the

fourteenth century. "The groundwork," says Sir Cliarles East-

lake, " is oak, over the joinings and on the surface of some mould-

ngs strips of parchment were glued. On this framework, covered

with a gesso [size and whiting] ground, various ornamental com-

partments and arohitectural enrichments are executed in relief.

The larger compartments were wlorned with paintings, conaixting of

remarkably well designed and carefully executed single figures and

subjects, with a gold mosaic ground."

The oarlicot existing specimen of portrait painting in this coantrj'

is the pjrtniit of Richard II., in the piisacuii.m .if tliu Karl of Pom-
broke, at Wilton Ciiitlc, in which the monarch is rciircscntcd

kneeling, with St. John the Baptist, St. Edmnnd the king, anil

St. Edward the Confessor, bcf.iro the Virgin and Child, who arc

attended by angek. It has beneath it the following in^oription :

"Invention of|iainting In oil, 1110. This was painted heforointho

beginning of Kichanl 11., 1377," which is calculated to lead to the

impression that it was done in oil ; but an accurate and (cicntific

examination of the picture was mado some years ago by Mr. T.

Phillips, who says that " it is certjiinly painted in watcrcoloum on

a gilt ground, which is left in a most ingenious manner for the

ornaments of the draperies ; these ornaments are excetiliiigly rich

and minute. The colours are laid on very thick, with an even and

full touch. The drawing is very good, when we consider the early

period of its production." It w iis engraved by Hollar in KWO.

A very interesting series of paintings w.-w disc'ivcrcil nliout fifty

years ago on the walls of St. Stephen's Chapel, Westminster, but

unfortunately they were destroyed immeiliatcly nfierwards. On

the north side of the high altar were full-length portr.aita of EdwanI

III., and his sons, with the figure of St. George, all kneeling ; hut

so much defaced that the features of the younger princes could not

be distinguished. None of the figures exceeded eighteen inches in

height. On the other side of the altar were the portraits of Queen

Philippa and the princesses, two inches higher than the others, and

in the same rigid and formal style. These figures were habited

in rich kirtlcd garments, but the heavy plaited tresses which

loaded their heads were almost as .adverse to grace as the mailed

gorgets of the men. Both scries were beautifully copied in water-

colours by the late II. Smlrke, which fac-similes ore now in the

library of the Antiquarian Society.

Nothing is known of the artist by whom these early portraits were

painted. There is a very ancient portrait of Henry IV. at Cashi' -

bury, the scat of the Earl of Essex ; it was preserved for several

centuries at Hampton Court, in Herefordshire, and was cngrave«l

by Vertue in his series of English sovereigns. At Hampton Court

Palace there is a panel portrait of Henry Y. ; but the most curious

picture of this king and his family is in the possession of Earl

Waldegrave, who purch.ised it at the Strawlierry Hill sale, in 1849,

foF i'131. It was formerly in the jialacc at Richmond, and is four

feet three inches high by fmr feet six inches wide. On the left is

the king in purple robes, line<l with ermine, and crowned, kneeling

before a desk, on which is a mis'sal, and the sceptre and globe.

Behind him, and also on their knees, are his three brothers, the

Dukes of Clarence, BcdfonI, and Gloucester, wearing purple robes

and coronets of gold ; over them is a tent, striped with white and

gold, the top of which is held by an angel. On the oi)posite .side,

under a similar tent, and .also before a desk, with the missal and globe,

but without the scc|>trc, is the queen, wearing a purple mniitle

and crown, similar to the king's. Behind her .are four hulint,

wearing coronets, the two foremost of whom h.ave d.ark hair, like

the queen's, while the other two, who arc evidently younger, have
.

light hair. It is commonly suppose<l timt the two first .are intended

for the king's sisters, the Duchess of Bavaria and the Queen of

Denraai-k, but who the younger Ladies are has never been .wcertained.

It has been suggest'jd that they .arc intended for the Duchesses of

Clarence and Be<lford ; but this cannot be, for they are represented

with dishevelled hair, which in pictures of that jwriod indicates

that the persons so portrayed were unmarried. Nor is it probable

that the two elder Ladies are the duches.scs, and these the king's

sisters, for the latter were nwrried very soon after Henry came to

the throne. The cloth of the two tents is held together by an

angel, and on a rising ground Iwyind, St. George is represente-I in

combat with the dragon ; while CleodcUnda, acojmpanied by a

Lamb, is on her knees, praying f..r the saint's succms.

In the long gallery at Lambeth Palace is an ancient portrait <•

Queen Catherine of Valois, and another of Archbishop Cbichelejr.

There is a portrait of Hcnrj- VI. at Himi.t.n Court, and a very

curious painting of his nmrriage with Margaret of \a')oa is in the

possession of the Duke of Sutherland, who purchased it at the sale
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of the celebrated Strawberry Hill collection for £84. It is in good

preservatioD, and measures three feet one inch in height by two feet

ten inches in width. It contains eleven figures, of which the heads

iire well painted, but the draperies are hard and stiff. The king,

richly attired, stands before the portal of a magnificent church,

giving his hand to the queen ; while Kemp, Archbishop of York,

aud afterwards of Canterbury, is performing the man-iage rites by

holding the pallium over their conjoined hands. Behind the

king stands the Duke of Gloucester and a nobleman with a hawk

on his hand, supposed to be the Marquis of Suffolk. Near the

archbishop is Cardinal Winchester, the king's great-uncle, recognis-

able by the resemblance to the statue on his tomb in Winchester Cathe-

dral; and a young man whom Walpole conjectured to be Sir Richard

WoodviUe. Behind the queen is a lady with a kind of turban, pro-

liably her mother, the titular queen of Naples and Jerusalem ; she

appears to be speaking to a lady near her, supposed to be the

Countess of Richmond, mother of Henry VII. Behind them are an

abbess and a beautiful lady, in the mourning garb of a widow, sup-

posed to represent the Duchess of Bedford, afterwards married to Sir

Richard Woodville, by whom she became the mother of Elizabeth,

the queen of Edward IV. The portraits of Archbishop Kemp and

the Duke of Gloucester have been authenticated by two others

which formed part of an altar-piece in the abbey of St Kdmuuds-

buiy, now in the po.ssession of the Duke of Sutherland.

Two portraits painted in oil, upon panel, of the age of Henry VI.,

exist at Canon's Ashby, the seat of the Marquis of Northampton,

They represent the celebrated Earl of Shrewsbury aud his countess.

The earl is in his tabard of arms. At Hampton Court there are

two portraits of Edward IV., one stiff and poorly painted, the other

a whole-length, in a night-gown and black cap. At Donnington,

the ancient seat of the Earls of Huntingdon, are portraits of this

monarch and his brother, the Duke of Clarence. In the Ashmolean

Mu.seum at Oxford, there is a portrait of his queen, Elizabetli

WoodvUle, aud another is preserved at Queen's College, Cambridge

;

they convey no idea of her beauty, nor of any skill in the painter.

At Eton College is a portrait of Jane Shore, which corresponds very

closely to the description given of her by Sir Thomas More

from a picture which he had seen, but which was not the one here

mentioned. Another portrait of this lady is preserved in the

provost's lodge at King's College, Cambridge ; it isa half-length, with-

out any drapery, -though the golden hair is adorned with jewels, and

a rich necklace glitters on her shoulders and bosom.

We come at length to a period in which we meet with the names

of the artists by whom the pictures of the time were painted, and

the first is that of John Mabuse, a Fleming, who painted the por-

traits of the children of Henry VII., now at Hampton Court. There is

a repetition of tliese portraits at Wilton ; another in the possession of

the Duke of Leeds at Kiveton ; and a third in the collection of Mr.

Metuuen. That at Wilton bears the date of 1495, and is painted

with considerable taste aud skill. The royal children. Prince

Arthur, Prince Henry, and Princess Margaret, are dressed in black,

and playing wiih fruit at a table* covered with a green cloth.

Tiiough in the early dry manner, the faces are well dr.iwn, and

there is some good colouring, particularly in the head of Prince

Henry, which, having a half-reflected light, must have presented a

considerable difficulty to the artist. Each of tliese pictures is on

panel, with a small difference in point of size. Mabuse also painted

a picture of "Adam and Eve," which is now at Hampton Court,

wliere there is also a picture of "The Virgin and Child," enthroned,

with St. Michael and St. Andrew, which is attriljuted to the

same artist.

There are several other works of this master in difl'erent private

collections in this country. One of these represents " The Marriage

of Henry VII. aud the Princess Elizabeth of York." On one side

are Henry and the Bishop of Imola, who performed the ceremony

;

on the other the princess, who has very agreeable features and
golden hail-, and an elderly man so strangely dressed that it is im-
possible to divine who or what he is intended for. He wears a
gi-een gown, like a monk's, except that none of the monastic orders
woi-e that colour ; his feet are b.are, and in his left baud he holds a
spear. Though in a hard manner, the picture is not without merit,
aud the perspective is very ably executed. This curious picture is

now in the possession of J. Dent, Esq. There are also a "Virgin

and Child," under a Gothic canopy, and surrounded by angels, in

the collection of Sir Thomas Baring at Straiten; and a "St.

Jerome " at Althorp, the seat of Earl Spencer.

In the library of St. John's College, Cambridge, there is a por-

trait of the Countess of Richmond, the mother of Henry VII. ; it is

much damaged, and the painter unknown. At Hampton Court is

a tripartite picture, probably intended for an altar-piece in the

royal chapel at Stirling Castle, which was painted after the departure

of Mabuse from England, but by whom is unknown. The first

division contains the portraits of James IV. and Queen Margaret

;

the second those of the same monarch and his brother Alexander,

praying before St. Andrew ; aud the tliird that of the queen,

kneeling before St. George, who is clad in the plate armour of the

period. At Knowsley, the Earl of Derby has a portrait of the

Countess of Richmond, supposed to be of the period; and at

Oxburgh Hall, in Norfolk, the seat of Sir R. Bedingfield, are

ancient portraits of William de la Pole, Duke of Suffolk, Edward

IV., and Henry VII. All these are done in oil, and on panel.

The liest works of this period, however, are more curious than

beautiful. Allan Cunningham, who calls the portraits we have

enumerated "lampoons upon human n.ature," says that "of true

art there was none." It is not until the commencement of the six-

teenth century that we meet w-ith the names of artists of any

celebrity, and the first, Holbein, was a foreigner. The first

English painter of any eminence was Nicholas Hilliard, a painter of

portraits in miniature, who died in 1619.
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Bacon says, "Tliat is the best part of beauty which a picture

cannot express— no, nor the first sight of life." Sir Joshua

Reynolds seems to have laboured to represent this inward excellence

;

and we can fancy the grace and charms of his females will remain

when their colour has fled. Lawrence was the friend of the Prince

Regent, and painted the women of his court. The result is seen at

once. His women look too conscious of their attractions, and the

feelings they inspire in the spectator are rarely of a pleasing

character. Hence the superiority of the women of Reynolds over

those of Lavv-rence.

After all, our best patrons of the fine arts have been the gentle-

men of England—the noblemen and merchant princes, who are

blessed alike with money and taste. Every artist has been indebted

to such. Their name is legion. A few words concerning one of

the most eminent cannot be out of place in our pages. Mr.

J. J. Angerstein was of a respectable German family settled in

Russia. He was bora at St. Petersburg, in 1735, and was recom-

mended to come to England by Mr. Thompson, the eminent

Russian merchant. Mr. Angerstein ai'rivcd in London about tlie

year 174i», and having acquired a knowledge of business in Mr.

Thompson's counting-house, he became an imderwriter at Lloyd's,

and was very soon distinguished for his vigilance, acuteness, indus-

try and integrity. To him the little world of underwriters, called

Lloyd's, owes its present form and segregation, as well as the rooms

and offices at the Royal Exchange in which the business has been

for so many years conducted. Mr. Angerstein first procurred an

act of parliament to render penal the changing the names of ships,

a practice "by which great frauds used to be committed. In the

distresses of 1793, he suggested to government the novel plan in

this country of assisting trade by public advances of loans on

Exchequer Bills ; and he aftern-ards originated with ministers the

ccrt.ainly not less novel scheme of establishing lotteries in aid of

the revenue—a scheme, howerer, which the government readily

embraced, and continued long after the public sense of the immoral

tendencies of lotteries was confirmed by fafcU experience. Mr.

Angerstein was not only a successful contractor for lotteries, but

he became an equally fortunate participator in the government

loans. His vigilauce was inexhaustible. By his means alone that

miscreant, Hendrich Williams, called the Monster, from his habit ot

Avounding and maiming females in the streets, was brought to what

in this country was called justice—that is, six years' imprisonment.

Mr. Angerstein then pointed out to government an inconvenience

iind '-TOSS nuisance in Kensington Gardens, and finding the govern-
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meiit insensible to the public gooil, lie reiueJied the evil at his own
exjiense. By his means the Veterinaiy College was re-established,

and by his exertions and influence tlie funds at Lloyd's oflercU a
reward of £2,000 for the invention of a lifeboat, cr means of

saving the lives of shipwrecked persons. So aliliient hud this

eminent man become, that he and liis partner, Mr. Uivar, insured
for i:656,800 the cargo of bullion shipped for England fn.ni Vera
Cruz in the Diana frigate. In ISU, Mr. Angerstein retired from
business, and resided at Pall Mall, and at his beautiful villa of
Woodlands, at Blacklieath, on wlilch he expended large sums, and
mth great taste and judgment. He died at Woodlands, on the

22nd of January, 182;!, in the eighty-eighth year of his age. IIo

was twice m.irried, and was buried at Greenwich, and among otlier

ptrions his remains were attended to the grave by his friend, Sir

Thomas Lawrence. ' His pei-sonal property was sworn to be under
lialf a million. His pictures at Woodlands were entailed. Those
of his gallery in Tall Mall were directed to be sold, and they have
since, happily, formed the nucleus of our National Gallery. The
Pall .Mall gallery c.ntained thirty-eight j)icture.s of first-rate

Uie collection. Such merchant princes as .Mr. Ang. rstcin have

done nincli for art in nil landH. May their number increase uiid

multiply in our own.

This leads us t*) mention the National Unllery. Mr. Angcmtcin's

pictures were jdaced in the eilificc they now i.ccupy in l.SSS, and it

was operieil to the iiublic on the !Hh of Ajiril in that year. In the

meantime, the luiginal cllectiou had bi«u increased by purohasoi
and bequests. In l.si.'i, (ho " llaec'.ius aiul Ariadne" of Titian,

the "Dance of Bacchanals" by Pous-iin, Curacci's "Chrixt ami St.

Peter," were pHrchiuicd of Mr. Hamlet, the jeweller, for -t'S.OdO.

In the same year, the exipiisite little Cornvi;'o w.is imrrlinsed f"r

throe thousiind eiulit hundred guineas. In 182(t, Sir fleorgo

Beaumont nu»do a formal gift of liis ]iict'jreii, valiieil at sevni

thousiiud five hundred guineas, to the nation. In ISai, the Riv.

William Howell Carr loll to the nation thirty-one pictures, most «(

theiu cx.ellent works of art of the Italian school. In 18.U, "The
Education of Cupid'' and the " Hccc Homo," both by Corrcggio,

were bought of t^e Marquis of Londonderry for ten tli"Ufand

gnineas. In 1S3S. Lord I'r.nib irjngh bciueath.d ti the gall.-py
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excellence, collected chiefly from the SJiIes of the Borghese, Colonna,

and Orleans galleries, and fi'om those of the King of Sardinia,

the Duke de Brillon, etc. In his selections, his judgment was

aided principally by Mr. Lawrence and by Mr. West. When
Mr. Angerstein commenced his career in London, the arls had

.scarcely elicited any e.xtensive notice, much less of patronage,

compared with what they enjoy at the present day. But amidst

the cares of one of the most extensive mercantile connexions,

Mr. Angerstein, fraught with the spirit of the Jledicis, was the

most usej'ul and judicious encour.ager of the tine arts in ourcf untry.

His correspondence respecting the purchase of paintings, especially

with Sir Thomas Lawrence, was very frequent. The Pall Mall

gallery was purchaseil by Lord Liverpool for the nati'ii, for

£57,000. Among the most influential and enthusiastic advocates

of the measure were Sir George Beaumont, Galley Knight, and Sir

Thom.as Lawrence, then president of the Royal .\caderay. " Buy

this collection of pictures for the nation," said .Sir George B-jau-

mont, " and I will add mine. " Fortunately the bribe was

accepted. Lord Aberdeen had much to do with the purchase of

fifteen picture.^, cliiefly of Dutch and Flemish m.istcrs, ami a few

Italian, the value of w-hich could not l>e less than ^evcll or eight

thousand pounds. Other lienefactinns have from time to lime l)et'0

made; the most splendid was that of the late Ibdicrl Vernon, Esq.,

whose munificent gift of a huudre<l ami sixty pictures by British

artists was opened to the view of the jiublic iii ls4.S, at his own

private residence in Pall Mall, and subsequently moved l<> Marl-

borough House. Mr. Vernon de-serits t<> be held in universal

admiration. He quickly maile his way into the work-moms of the

British artists, paid nobly for what he cnnsidcrc-l to be noble work-

manship, and having, after thirty years of this support to native

art, got together a collection which offered a fair representation of

its ))owerK, he pave the proceeds df his time and fortune t« the

nation, as a standing memnrial of hi>w the achievement was efTcctc^l.

The most recent bequest t»i the uation was that of Turner,

w-ho left his pictures, some tixty in number, on condition that a

fitting gallery is erected by g.ivcrnmcnt for their rec(|ition. At

present, however, no fitting gallery has been erected.

The names of Angerstein and Vernon will excuse a digrewion as
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to tlie prices of pictures. In this respect there have been great

changes. When Cliarles I.'s collection of pictures was sold by-

order of the Commonwe.T,lth, they fetched the following prices :—The

Cartoons of Ramielle, £300 ;
" The Royal Family," £1.50 ;

" King

Charles on Horseback," £200; "The Triumph of Julius Ciesar,"

£1,000 ; "The Twelve Ciesars" of Titi.an, £1,200 ; "The Muses,"

by Tintoretto, £100; " Tlie Natirity," by Jnlio Romano, £500;

"Sleeping Venus," by Correggio, £1,000; " Tlie Venus del P.ardn,"

by Titian, £600 ;
" Venus attired by the Graces," by Guide, £200

_;

a little "Madonna and Christ," by RafFaelle, £800 ; "St. George,"

by Raffaelle, £150; "Our Lady, Christ, and others," by Palm.a,

£200; "Erasmus and Erobimus," by Holbein, £200; "Satyr

Flayed," I)y Correggio, £1,000; "Mercury teaching Cupid to read

in the presence of Venus," by Correggio, £800; "The Head of

King Cliarles," a bust, by Bernini, £800; and "Christ washing

the Feet of his Disciples," £300. For- his first two pictures in

" The Four Times of Day," Hogarth got seventy-fiye guineas; for

the last two, forty-six. The paintings of " The Harlot's Progress"

produced only fourteen guineas each; those of "The Rake's Pro-

gress" were sold for twenty-two. "Morning" brought twenty

guineas, and " Night " twenty-six. " The Clandestme Marriage
"

was sold for a hundred and ten guineas, and the frames were worth

four guineas each. Gainsborough's wife got for his favourite

picture, now unfortunately destroyed, " Tlie "Woodman and liis

Dog in the Storm," five huudred guineas. Boydell gave Reynolds

a thousand guineas for his "Macbeth," for his Shakspcare gallery

;

and West a thousand for " King Lea.r," and Romney six hundred

for "The Tempest." Copley refused fifteen hundred guiueas for

his great painting of " The Death of Chatham." Wilkie got for his

" Village Politicians," from the Earl of Mansfield, only thirty

guineas. His "Card Players" .was sold to the Duke of Cambridge

for a hundred and fifty. Mr. Dobree gave him two hundred and

fifty for his "Letter of Introduction." The Directors of the British

Institution g.ave him six hundred guineas for his " Distraining for

Rent." The Marquis of Stafford gave him ,£-100 for " The Break-

fast." For "Tlie Penny Wediling" the Prince Regent gave him

£525. "The Reading of the Will" was bought by the King of

Bavaria for £417 10s. "The Newsmongers " was bought by the

late General Phipps for £120. The Duke of Wellington gave him

twelve hundred guineas for " The Chelsea Pensioners." Hilton

got five hundred guineas from the British Institution for his

"Mary anointing the Feet of Christ." Ilaydon got six hundred

guineas for "Solomon;" five hundred for hia "Christ in the

Garden." His "Lazarus" went for £300 ; and his " Christ's Entry

into Jerusalem," which had brought him £3,000 in receipts of

exhibition, went for £210. He got £525 for his "Mock Election ;''

£300 for his "Chairing the Member;" five hundred guineas

.for the "Reform Banquet." His "Xenophon," sold at a raffle,

brought him £840 ;
" Napoleon," £136 ;

" Passover," £525
;

The Directors of th^ British Institution gave West £3,000

for his picture of "Christ healing the Sick." Frequently the

purchasers have been very lucky in their purchases. Lord De

Tabley's collection of English pictures sold for £8,000—£2,000

more than he gave for them. Constable speaks of having, when

in the full zenith of his fame, sold two pictures to a Frencli-

man for £250. For a whole-length portrait, Sir Thomas

Lawrence had £600, of which a moiety was paid the first sitting.

West received £2,100 for nine paintings of the Royal Family, some

consisting of single portraits and some in family groups. His picture

of "The Annunciation," which originally cost £1,000, was painted

between the years 1 SI 7 and 1S26, to occupy a large sp.ace in the centre

of the splendid organ in Marylebone New Church. It was thought to

give the church a popish appearance, and was taken down. It was

then placed in the Queen's B.azaar, where €100 was offered for it and

refused ; and, after lying fourteen years in a lumber-room of St.

Maryleljone Court-house, it was sold to Mr. John WUaon, of Charles-

street, Middlesex Hospital, for ten guineas. Sir James Thornhill,

our first native artist, was very poorly paid. Horace Walpole says

:

" High as his reputation was, and laborious as his works were, he

was far from being generously rewarded for some of them, and for

others he fiund.it difficult to obtain the stipulated prices. His

demands were contested at Greeiraach ; and though La Fosse

i-eceived £2,000 for his works at Montague House, and was allowed

£600 for his diet besides, Sir James could obtain but forty shillings

a square yard for the cupola of St. Paul's, and, I think, no more

for Greenwich." Reynolds' first portrait, which evinced sufficient

talent to bring him into notice, was that of Captain Hamilton,

painted in 1716, when the artist was twenty-three years old ; and

the earliest record of his price is in 1752, when he was in his

twenty-ninth year, and his ch.arge was then £5 5s. for a head, i.e.

a three-quarters. In 1755, the price was £12 12s. ; in 1758,

£21 ; soon after, 1760, £36 15s. ; and in 1781, £62 10s., the

highest charge he ever made. Vandyck, in 1632, when he was

ared thirty-four, received but £25 for his whole-length portrait of

Charles I. He was paid in the same year £26 for a half-length of

the queen, and £100 "for one great piece of his majestic, the

queen, and their children." Morland's extraordinary juvenile

drawings from pictures and casts sold only for 7s. 6d. ;
and his

bold fonoy-drawings from popular ballads and romances, prior to

his attaining the age of sixteen, were sold in gilt frames for from

three to five guineas. Gainsborough's price for a head in oils, when

he was about thirty-five, was five guineas. He raised his price to

eight guineas ; and at his zenith he received £42 for a half, and

£105 for a whole-length. Opie's usual price for a portrait, when

he was sixteen years of age, and in Cornwall, was 7s. 6d. The

highest prices paid Sir Tliomas Lawrence were, for a head-size or

three-quarters, £210 ; for a kit-kat, £315 ; for a half-length,

£420 ; for a bishop's half-length, £525 ; and for a full-length,

£630 ; for an extra full-length, £735. As a proof of the admi-

ration in which his talents were held by the affluent, Mr. Williams

mentions that Lord Gower paid him fifteen hundred guineas for his

admirable portrait of his lady and child ; .and that six hundred

guineas were paid him by Lord Dnrliam for his portrait of Master

Lambton. On leaving the Scotch Academy, Wilkie returned into

Fifeshire, and commenced portrait-painting, at five guineas each.

Wilson starved
;
yet many of his pictures now fetch a price whicli

would have purcliased him a comfortable annuity for life. It was

but the other d.ay that the committee of the British Institution pur-

chased a picture by Gainsborough for eleven hundred guineas, and

presented it to the National Gallery as an e.'Jample of excellence
;

and yet this very picture hung for ye.ars in the artist's painting-

room without a purchaser, though the price was only £50. The

average prices Turner got from 1803 to 1815, were from one

hundred .and fifty to two hundred guineas. For his drawings from

busts he received prices varying from twenty to twenty-five guiueas.

In 1810, Lord Yarborough gave him tlivee hundred guineas fur

"The Wreck"—a long price for a landscape by a living artist.

This same "Wreck," at Clrristie's, would now sell for £3,000.

His "Flint Castle," a small water-colour drawing, for which he

received twenty-five guineas, has sold since his death, at Christie's

rooms, for £152 5s. We believe on two occasions he obtained

more than £100 for a picture. Calcott, in his best days, was not

much luckier in asking or getting good or reasonable prices. Mor-

land painted for publicans ; and P.atrick Nasmyth, our English

Hobbema, for pawnbrokers. The sweeping of Etty's study sold,

after his death, for upwards of £5,000. For a rich man, the best

speculation going is liberally to patronise rising artists. He will

make more money so than in any other way. People will give any

price for a man's works after he is dead ; and so the patron of fine

arts, if he will, may have a fair reputation and a splendid gallery,

and, at the same time, a property which will become more valualile

every day. In his case he will indeed find it to be true, that virtue

is its own reward.

ORIGINALS OF S-\INTS AND MADONNAS.

In the beginning of the modern schools of painting, when Art was

the handmaid of Religion, nothing more was required of artists

than that they should impress an air of holiness and serenity on

the countenances of their saints and Madonnas, and represent them,

as to ccstume and attitude, according to certain traditional types.

It was only when a sense of the exquisite beauty of the ancient

sculptures began to be felt, and artists arose whose genius could

not be confined witliin the restrictions of tradition, that personal

beauty was striven after in representations of glorified personages.
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Paiutei-s of geuius began to represent the Virgin and tlie saints
after an ideal model which existed in their own minds ; and Guido
Reui is said to have wished for the wings of an angel, that he
might ascend to heaven, and see with Ids own eyes the forms and
features of ilie saints, and thus be enabled to iufnse more of heaven
into his representations of tliem.

The departure from traditional types, while it liberated the
genius of artists, did not always have the effect of directing tliem
to tlie pure ideal. AtVection in some cases, ilattery in others, led
to the representation of the wife, the mistress, or tlie favourite
sister or daugliter of tlie artist or liis jiatrou, under the name of u
Madonna, a St. Catherine, or a St. Cecilia. The second wife of
Albauo, a very beautiful woman, for whom he entertained the
fondest affecticm, was the model of his Virgins and JIagdalens, as
well as of his Nympli.s and Graces. "We may be almost sure,"
says Sir llobert Strange, wlio engraved some of his works, "of
finding in any piotilre of this master beautiful figures of women and
cliildren, who seem as if they had been nourished by the Graces."
Theatocopuli, or, as he is more frequently cjdle<l, Kl Greco, from
the land of his birtli, in his picture of "The Parting of the Saviour's
Raiment," in the Cathedral of Toledo, has painted his beautiful
daughter, distinguished by tlio white veil, as one of the three
Marys in the foreground. This may be seen by comparing the
picture with the portrait of the artist's daughter in the gallery of
the Louvre. She is there represented in the pride of youth and
beauty

;
her dark eyes and rich complexion are well set off by

the mantle, trimmed with white fur, which is drawn over her
head

; and her fine Hellenic countenance is one of the loveliest ever
painted

MargK.oc of Austria, queen of Thilip III. of Spain, was the
original of the Virgin in Tantoja's iiicture of tlie "Nativity," a
character for which her fair and blooming countenance and its

innocent expressioii were well adapted. Ribalta is believed to have
commemorated the charms of his wife, a blooming brunette of

Valencia, with dark hair and eyes, in the St. Veronica of his grand
picture of "Oar Lady of Sorrows." If the suppoiition be correct,

the picture of "St. Teresa," in the saloon of the academy of St.

Carlos, at Valencia, is also a portrait of his wife. It represents the

saint sitting at a table, writing from the dictation of the Holy
Spirit, typified by a white dove^ wliich hovers over her shoulder,

and appears to be whispering in her ear. The countenance has a
very close resemblance to that of St. Veronica.

The original of the Virgin in Vandyck's " Holy Family,'' which

hangs above the altar of the Virgin, in the churcli of Saveltheim,

neai- lirussek, was a beautiful girl of t!ie name of Anna Van Ophem,
whose father is supposed to have been keeper of the Duke of Lor-

raine's hoimds. The painter met her on his way to Italy in 1019,

became enamoured of her, and lingered in the village long enough

to paint, at the fair one's solicitation, two pictures for the parish

church. One of these w;is "St. Martin dividing his Cloak with a

Beggar," in v/hich he introduced his own portrait as the saint ; the

other was the " Holy Family," in which the principal figures are

portraits of the lovely Anna and her parents. The jiicture re-

mained in the church till ISOG, when it was seized by the French,

and removed to the Louvre, where it remained till 1S15, when it

was restored to its original situation, where it still appf.ars. The
identity of the Virgin's portrait with that of Anna Van Ophem has

been satisfactorily established, by comparing the picture with the

lady's portrait, by the same hand, which was long preserved at the

Chateau de Tervure, a hunting seat of the Duke of Lorraine. The
beautiful Anna is there represented suiTounded by several dogs

belonging to the Infanta I.sabella, of which she had the care.

The picture of "Our Lady of the Immaculate Conception," which

Ribera painted for the nuns of St. Isabel, at Madrid, who hung it

above their high altar, was said to be the portrait of the artist's

eldest daughter, Maria Rosa, who was rem.arkable for her beauty

and grace. It is said that when Don John of AustrLi visilel

Naples in 1648, Ribera entertained him in a sumptuous and

ostentatious manner ; and that the prince, dancing with the

painter's daughter at balls, and visiting her under pretence of

admiring her father's pictures, became enamoured of her beauty,

ami succeeded in inducing her to elope with him to Sicily. Being

aubsetiuently deserted by her seducer, she retired intj the seclusion

of a convent at ralormo. When the Bistorlioo.! of St. Isabel heard
the story, they omployeil Claudio (,'oello to repaint the licud of Iho
Virgin, that it might no longer resemble the errin;; Maria Rosa
Ribera.

The subject of the i.icturo in which RilKjra's uufortunalu daughter
figured was a favourite one with the Spanish mastem, uiid several
were piodnce.l by Murillo, whoso dark-haired Madonmut ore
always so beautiful. The diroctiuns of racheeo for the treatment
of the subject are very full and precise. " In this mont giaceful of
fiiyaterie.s" says ho, "our Lady is l« Iw juiinted in Uie flower of lior

age, from twelve U> thirteen years old, witli awcct grave eyes, a
nose and mouth of the most iwrfect form, rosy cheeks, and the finest
streaming hair of golden hue ; in a word, with all the Uauty that
a human jiencil can express." Her eyes were to be turned iipwanl,
and her arms folded meekly across her bosom, llcr rolw was to Uj
white, and her mantle blue ; and twelve stars on hilvor rays were
to form a celestial diiulem above her golden locks. Murillo usually
omits the sUirry crown, and the hair of his Virgins is ufuucr dark
than golden

; but in the attitude and the colour of the drujwries he
adheres to the conventional type. The original of two of the most
beautiful, one iu the Museum at Seville and the other iu the royal
gallery at Madrid, was his onlyilaughter, Fninecsca, a very K-nuti-
ful girl, who became a nun of St. Dominic in the year ItiVfi.

EARLY PAINTERS, AND THEIR EFFECT OX
MODERN ART.

When William Hogarth was wrestling with disappointment, and
smarting under the treatment ho received from bis countrymen,
having at the first sale of his pictures only rcali.sed for the whole
series somewhat less than had then and has since been frequently
given for a single picture by a doubtful It;ilian master, he determined
to satirise the old masters. He did so at once, and his satire was
perfectly characteristic of the artist.

He set forth his satire in the shape of a card of admission to his
sale, a card which has since become celebrated as a p'sture itself, and
an original print of which is now valuable. It w.as cjilled the
"Battle of the Pictures."

"It is no easy matter," says Allan Cunningham, "to deacribo
this card. On the ground are placed three rows 0/ (laintincs from
the foreign school—one row of 'The Bull and Eurojui,' another of
' Apollo flaying Marsyas,' and a third of 'St. Andrew- on the Cross.'

There are hundreds of each to denote the system of copyism and
imposture which had filled the country with imita-jons and carica-

'

tures. Above them is an unfurled flag, ombhaoned with an
auctioneer's hammer, while a cock on the summit (i the sale room,
with the motto 'P-U-F-S,' represents Cocks the »uctioDe<T, and
the mode by which he disposed of those simulated productions.

Against the principal pictures of Hogarth, aa if moved by some
miraculous wind, the pictures of the old school are driveo into

direct collision. Tlic foreign works seem the aggressors ; the havoc
is mutual and eiiual. A 'St. Francis' has penetrated in a very

ludicrous way into Hogarth's 'Morning;' a 'Mary Magdalm' h.xs

intruded herself' into the third scene of 'The Harlot's Progress
;'

and the splendid .?idoon scene of ' Marriage A l» mode ' sufTers

severely l>y ' The .Mdubraiidine JIarriage.' Thus ar the butle is

in favour of the ancients ; but tlie aerial combat has a difl'erent

tcrmin.atioa, for, by the riotous scene in 'The Rasp's Profrvss," a

hole is made in Titian's ' Feast of Olympus ;' and a • Bnechaualian,'

by Rubens, shares the sarao fate from 'The Ifodtrn Midnight

Conver.-ation.' " *

Hence we see by this, that at the time of Hogarth the quarrel

which has now partly terminated, but in some niacca wages tta

fiercely aa ever, between the (lartitans of the ancient and modem
painters, was carried on then with its usual acrimony. The case

was indeed bitter ; deep students of an art which has for its aim
tiie civilisation and instruction of mankind, fonnd that they were
debarred from their rights by the works of those who, possibly,

less gifted than themselves, had only livc<l before them. It was a
cruel ease of primogeniture, wherein the cider dispossessed tht
younger.

• "Xlic British Fsintcra," by Allan Cunningham, vol. U
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It has been the fortune of latei' days to see the sides cunsidei-ably

changed. The ancient jiainters, thanks to the vigorous onslaughts

of learned and judicious critics, led on by Mr. linskin, have rtceived

a siguol defeat, and arc now apparently more in their true place

than before. If tliey are not elevated to the height of art, they are

not, on tlie other hand, wholly to be depredated ; the truth seems to

be here, as it generally does elsewhere, iu the middle cour.se. Tliat

the earlier painters induced the stu<lyof art, preserved certain rules

of painting, and studied incompletely but arduously, is no doubt

true ; and we purpose at present to inquire what they have done,

'

and what we especially owe to them.

That tlie biography of the Italian painters has been written by one

of their countrymen, is perhaps one of the causes to which they owe

so <leep a popularity and apjireciation. Thus Vasari ascribes to

Cimabue (1240—1302) not only the merit, but the mjVacVc of having

revived tlie art of painting when utterly lost, and of having by his

single genius brought beauty out of chaos. Yet this is so far untriie,

that it is perfectly well known, that several painters were working

in Italy jn'eviously to his birth, that Cimabue must have studied

under one of these, and that moreover it is possible to trace back

pictorial remains and names of painters even to the fourth century."

It is to these painters, then, and not to Cimabue, that we must

look for the tyjies and signs which, delivered through various ages

by the means of art, have not only influenced art itself, but have

had their cfi'cct upon religion.

It would appear that the feeling which led the Puritans of the

time of the Trotectorate to destroy the various and beautifully

painted windows which pictured the lives of saints, and to deface

the tonrbs and statues in the churches, was no new thing. The
early Christians had a decided hostility to imitative art. They had

lived amongst heathens who, however civilised, had prostituted it

to the basest purposes. The statues and the painting; which were

to be seen in the public places, and upon the walls of the luxurious

Roman.s, were ia the highest degree immoral. Naj', they had

descended lower than that. The vase, the cup, the domestic im-

plements themselves, were ornaioented by a lascivious art. "An
early Christian," says an eminent author, "could not touch a

knife, a spoon, or drink out of a cup, without having his moral

sense degraded, nor without being contaminated." t

They moreover regarded all images of any sort, either carved or

painted, as idolatrous, although the legend goes, that St. Luke himself

was ajiaiuter. From these causes, and from the figurative language

of the Jewish people, the representations of tlie sacred personages

.were confined to symbols, which have descended to us through the

medium of the early painters.

Thus the cross, so frequently used in art, so often interwoven into

arcliitectuve, which as an ornament itself crowns so many cathedrals

or simple churches, signified redemption ; tlie fish from its living in

water, baptism; the ship or ark represented the chureh ; and the

serpent, fre.piently with a man's face, the spirit of evil, or Satan.

Here then was the conimeuceinsnt of a new era in decorative art.

When Christianity had, in the middle of the fourth century,

totally triumphed over Paganism, tliese types were received, but

somewhat of the old models and forms began to be revived. The
Byzantine school had preserved these models, and they were

applied to Christianity, just as the heathen temples purified, but

still the same, sei-ved as churches dedicated to the true God. The
attributes of Orpheus and Apollo were applied to the Saviour, for

lie "redeemed souls from hell," and "gathered his people like

slieep." Then came the combination of the Motlier .and the Son, at

first incidentally, latterly more presumptuously; for the Virgin

held tlie infant in her lap, and was, in the eyes of the untaught
Avorshipper, tlie more potent of the two, because the more pro-

minent.

Art ivas also called in to teach those who wore otherwise untaught.

Ia the villages and obscure towns, where Christianity had not pene-

trated till established by law, painted cloths were hung up where
the people worshipped, representing the suflerings and final cruci-

fixiim of our Saviour ; or else the artist, breaking out into a rude
" Jubilate," would show how He ri)de triumphantly into Jerusiilem,

or called the dead to life, or walked upon the sea. No woniler

then, as these pictures illustrated the glowing words of some early

missionary, that they began to be reverenced by the untaught

vulg.ar, and to intercept and absorb that devotion which was at

first addressed only to tiod.

But it is to these early p utraitures that our latest jiainters owe
their ideal heads of Christ. " In tlie cemetery of St. Calluxtus, at

Home, a head of Christ was discovered, the most ancient of any

copy which has come down to us : tlie figure is colos.sal ; the face a

long oval ; the countenance mild, grave, melancholy ; the long hair

jiarted on the brow, falling in two masses on the shoulder; the

beard not thick, but short and divided. Here then, obriously

imitated from a traditional description (probably the letter of

Lentulus, sujiposed to be a fabrication of the third century), we
have the type, the generic character, since adhered to in the repre-

sentations of the Redeemer." J

That our artists have ever followed this faithfully and closely, no

one can doubt. We have but to call to mind the various repre-

sentations of the Saviour, from that in "The Last Supper" of

Leonardo da Vinci, to that which was popular as a print some time

ago, and is the best ideal head -without dignity which we have,

by Paul Delaroche. Nay, a further proof of the firm way in which

the ideal of the early painters has been received, is, that none could

contemplate a departure from the type without revolting from it.

Who could imagine the Saviour with an aquiline nose and high

forehead, and a cast of countenance belonging to the race of which

he was born ? The painter who should be so bold as to give him a

Jewish expression would suffer for it, by making his picture uni-

ver.;ally odious.

But the liead of the Saviour is not the only one wliich we have

received from the early painters. In Leonardo da Vinci's picture,

cited above, we have the whole of the received types of the various

apostles. Thus St. Peter, who sits nearly at the end of the table,

at the right of our Saviour, has a bold impetuous expression of

countenance, marked with gi'eat acuteness and intellectuality.

Near to liia face, and thrown up by the contrast, is that of Judas,

a Saturnine countenance of strictly Jewish caste. St. John, the

beloved disciple, approximates in feature to our Lord, and has the

hair parted on the forehead and flowing to his shoulders. St.

Thomas, who doubted, has a refined Roman head, the hair curling

and short, like that of Brutus, and his face shows that he

requires conviction, Imt, w-lien once convinced, will act. St. Andrew,
on the contrary, sitting on the extreme left, is firm, manly and
expressive, with the same determined look which St. Peter has—

a

look well becoming each of those disciples, one of whom made that

affirmati.m which called forth the express approval of his Lord,

aud the other suffered on a new cross and with a more refined

torture.

These types, therefore, we do assuredly owe to the early piainters,

and to them, moreover, we owe, however rude their works, that

vitality of expression which in later artists degenerated into

formalism. Let us be careful to guard that earnestness

which we at present have. "Receive," says the quaint but deep-

thinking John Ruskin—"Receive the witness of painting. John
Bellini, and his brother Gentile, two years older than he, close the

line of the sacred painters of Venice. But the most solemn spirit

of religious faith animated their works to the last. There is no

religion in any work of Titian's Nor is this merely

because John Bellini was a religion? man and Titian was not.

Titian and Bellini are each trne representatives of the school of

painters contemporary with them ; and the difference of their

artistic feeling is a consequence, not so much of diflerence iu their

own natural characters as in their e;udy education. Bellini was

In-ought up in faith, Titian in formalism. Between the years

their birth, the vital'religion of Venice had expired."
||

Let us, therefore, act upon what we owe to the early artists

;

and though our own jiainters have far surpassed them in ext-

cution, let us try to revive that FAiTn which lies in theii" stiff

figures and formal draperies, whilst Ave yet improve iu colour and

iu feeling.

' Mrs. .Jameson :
" It;iliiin I'.iinlcrs."

t Milman's " History of I.alin C'luihtianity."

*' Itnliau Painters," vol. i. p. II.

" The Stones of Venice," vol. i, p. 11.
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Vy all tlic jiiipils of the Caracci, tl>c Bologuette luiiater wlio is cuiii-

luuuly kuuwu lus Bumeuicliiuo, au^l whose real uaiue waa Domcnio

Zampieri, is, at the present day, the most universally admijeJ.

Algarotti preferred him to the Caracci themselves, and Pasaeri con-

sidered him second only to Kaft'aelle, Poussin iironoiinceU his

VcL. II.

*' Ooniiuiuiiou of ril. Jeruiiie"" one of the tlirce luuht W-aiilifiil

pictures in Rome, the other two lieing "The TninsHguratiou " of

Uaffaelle, and " The Descent from the Cross" of Daniel of Volteri-a.

This opinion of the great French ])aiuter, which posterity li».s

oonfirme<I, is a direct contradiction to the detractirs of Domcnichino,

and a condemnation "f the works of his contemporaries.

Yet the works which have excited sncli wanu culogiums were

once decried to a degree that is now scan^ely credilile. His faultK

were exaggerated, and even his excellencies made to appear defects.

His genius was not of the brilliant order, and his power >•( invention

was small ; liut these deficiencies were counterUilanced by the pro-

fundity and accuracy of his judgment, his admirable i>jwer of expres-

sion, and the carefulness of his execution. His poverty of invention

led his enemies, of whom no |>ainter ever had more, i<ccasion to

call him an imitator and a plagiarist ; Imt hud he enjoyed the same

adTant;i^e3 of i)arty as the Caracci, he would soiju have triuuiphe<l

over his detractors, by showing the difference between imitation

.and servility. Donienichino, timid, retirwl, .ind master of few

pupils, wm destitute of a i>arty eipnil to his excellence .is a |)ainter.

He wa.s constrained to yield to the cpjwd that tramj>le<l ujkju him,

and thus the oliscrvatiiin of Agucchi, that his worth would never

be riglitly apprecmted during his life, was n.'alis«<l. The sjiirit of

liarty having |>assed away, impartial iioatcrity has rc«dere<l him

justice, and his works are now met with only in the public gaUeric«

of the great capitals, and the c-illeclions of the moat distinguished

aniateui-s.

Domenic Zampieri w.i-i the son of a shoemaker in the city of

Bologna. Bom in l.'i>], nlwHt the time when Ludovico Caracci,

seconded by his cousins Augustine and Annibale, undertook that

reform of art which had at bottom the seeds of it« ilccay, he was

inspired with a lore of painting by the dime of their achool ; or
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I'atlier their fauie innirif>he(-l that love of tiie beautiCiil whicli nature

hail iiuplanteJ within him, anil gave it a direction. The most

simple artizaiis of Italy are rarely inilifferent to the lieaulios of

jioetry, luusie and painting; and the elder Zanipieri was willing

that his son shonld follow^ his inclinations, and become a [laiuter.

Hut he did not appreciate the endeavours of the Oaracci, or did not

view them with so much enthiisiasm as some of his fellow-eonntry-

nicti, and he ))laL'ed Dunienic under Denis Calvarfc, an artist of

Klcniisli i,!e-eent and mediocre ability, who had been established in

ijologna several years.

This choice of a master .was nut agreeable to Domenichino, to

«liose eyes the magnificent productions of tlie Caracci were the

supreme expression of jjrogress in art, while Denis Calvart was the

repi-esentative of its imuiobility. His master was, moreover, cf a

1ku>1i and irritable temper, and having one day found hini in

admiring contemplation before an engraving after Augiistine Caracci,

lie chastised him so severely that the lad left his house, and

returned to that of his father. There he had to endure new
reproaches, and, according to Malvasla, additional harsh treatment.

Moved by his urgent entreaties and those of his mother, his father

at leugtli consented to a change of masters, and the youth presented

himself before Augustine Caracci, to whom he showed his drawings.

At the recommendation of that distinguished professor, he was

admitted into the school of Ludovico Caracci, among whose pupils

were, at (his time, Uuido and Albano.

He was now free to avow liis enthusiastic admiration of his

masters, l)Ut trials of another kind aw'aited him. Timid to excess,

and dijninutive in form, which obtained him the name of Donieni-

chiui) (little Domenic), distrustful pt'his own powers, and quiet and
re>eneil in his manners, he was unfitt'^d by nature for the rude

battles ef the world. His infirmities reeeievd no indulgence froTu

his fellow-pupils, who, according to 5^ccounts which have teen
handed down by contemporary authors, cJid pot spare eithev sar-

casms or outrages, to which they were embel^leued, i-athe? than dis-

armed, by his patience and re.signation.

His art was his only consolation and source of pleasure, and he

.'ipplied liimself to its study with such devotion, that he advanced

e vch day in know ledge and experience of the qualities essential to

success. It was the practice of the Caracci to excite the emulation
of tlieir pupils by proposing prizes for the best drawings, and one
of these occasions occurred soon after Domenichino became their

jiuiiil. Full of modesty and timidity, and without hope of success,

lie was obliged, like the other pupils, to offer his design ; and while

his fellow -students gave in their drawings with confidence, regard-

ing him with an air of conscious superiority, Domenichino ap-

liroached with timidity, scarcely daring to present his drawing,
which he would gladly have withheld. Ludovico Caracci cx.-imiued

the productions of all Ids pupils, and declared Domenichino the
successful candid.ate.

This triumph, instead of rendering liim confident and vain, ouly
served to incite him to greater assiiluity and application. His
genius seemed to develop itself slowly, liecause it was profound and
accurate

; and Pa.sseri attributes his great progi-ess more to his

wonderful application than to his genius. From his acting as a
continual censor of his own productious, he became the most correct

and exj,res.sive designer in the liolognese school, the most natural
ciilourist, the -most universal master of the theory of Ids art, and
the 3"le painter amongst them all in wdjom Mengs found nothing to

desire, except a somewhat larger iiroportion of elegance^ That he
ndght devote his whole time to art, he avoided all society, or if

he occasionally sought it in the theatres and markets, it was in

order to observe better the expression of the passions of human
nature iu the features of the people, and comndt it living, as it were,

to his tiiblets. " Thus it was," .says Bcllori, " that he succeeded
in ileliueating the soul, in colouring life, and arousing those emotions
ill our breasts at wliich .ill his works aim ; as if he waved the same
waiul M hich belonged to tiie poetical cnclianter.H, Tasso and Ariosto."

With Albano alone, of all his fellow-pupibi, Domenichino formed
ail iiitim;icy: and when they left together the school of the Caracci,

they visited I'arma, Slodena and lieggio in company, to study the
works of Pamiegiano and Correggio. On their return to Bologna,
Albano went to Home, where Anniliale Car.acci was at that time
engaged in the decoration of the F.trmse Palace, and, owing to bis

declining health, wius in need of some assistance. On the recom-

mendation of Albano, he sent to Bologna for the pupil of his cousin

Ludovico ; and Domenichino shortly afterwards aixived in Kome,

where he was intrusted with the execution of a portion of the work

from the designs of Annibale.

This engagement led immediately to cabals and intrigues being

directed against Domenichino, whose natural timidity invited to the

attack all who had conceived feelings of envy or dislike of him.

The unhappy painter took refuge in his patience and resignation,

two words which comprise his entire life, which presents us with a

picture of loneliness and suffering, without anger and without

despair, which excites our commiseration and respect, and ought to

have disarmed his enemies. Fortunately for Domenichino, Anni

bale Caracci had powei'ful friends, and he obtained for him the

protection of the Cardinals Faruese and Borghese, while Albano

interested the Cardinal Agucchi and his brother in favour of iiis

friend. In the loggia of the gardens of Cardinal Farnese he

painte«l, from his own designs, the "Death of Adonis," choosing

for the representation the moment when tlie Queen of Love springs

from her chariot to succour her moi-Udly-wounded lover. The

health of Annibale Caracci becoming every day more impaired, he

^as obliged to relinquish many of his commissions, and some ot

them he procured for Domenichino, some for Guido, who had

attained fame much more rapidly. Both these eminent masters

were engaged liy the Cardinal Borghcsf, at his recommendation, to

paint the ^.-elebrated frescoes in the church of St. (xregorio, ol

which the "Flagellation of St. Andrew," by Domenichino, is the

most admired.

This picture ivas execdteij iu comiietition with (-fuido, and

placed opposite to that painter's "St. Andrew being led to Execii-

ticu." It is said that an aged worhan, accompanied by a little boy,

was seen eug.igcd in a long and careful contemplation of Domeui-

chino's picture, pointing out every part of the composition to the

boy ; she then turned to the production of Cxuido's jjeucil, gave it a

cursory glance, and passed on. It is .also asserted by some, that

Annibale C'araeoi, becoming acquainted with the circumstance, was

guided by \\ [v. forming Iris judgment of the two compositions,

which was iu favour of Domenichino's. Another story connected

with this picture is, that, in painting one of the guards, he actually

excited himself into a passion, using threatening words and

gestures, and that Annibale Caracci, surprising him at that

moment, embraced him, exclaiming with joy, "To-day, my

Domenichino, thou art teaching me !" So novel, and at the same

time so natural, it appeared to him that the artist, like the orator,

should feel within himself all th.at he is rei)resentiug to others.

Domenichino was afterwards employed by Cardinal F.arnese to

execute some works iu fresco in a chapel in the abbey of Grotto

Ferrata, where he painted several subjects from the life of St.

Nilo, one of which, " St. N'lo curing the Demoniac Boy," may be

compared with his finest works at Kome. He w.as also employed,

about the same time, by Cardinal Aldobrandiui to decorate his

,

villa at Frascati, where he painted ten pictures iu fresco, the

subjects taken from the mythic history of Apollo, by which he

added greatly t) his eputatioa. The next work of Domenichino

was his well-known picture of the "Communion of St. Jerome,"

which we have engraved (p. 201), and which was long one of the

principal ornaments of the Louvre, in which it was phiced by

Kapoleon I. It was painted for the principal altar of the church

of St. Girolamo della Caritii, but now bangs iu the Vatican, ojipo-

site to the only Vork at Kome which surpasses it. tlie "Transfigu-

ration" of Eaffaelle.

The envious and malignant feelings with which some of Domeni-

chino's contemporaries had long regarded him, were still further

excited by the applause bestowed upon this famous productii'U.

Lanfranco, the prime-mover in the intrigues ag.ainat him, touk

advantage of the resemblance- between the " Commuuioa of St.

Jerome" of Domeuiclrno, and Augustine Caracci's picture I'f the

s.ame subject in the Certosa at Bologna, to assert that it was little

moi'fe than a copy of the latter ; and he employed Terrier, one of his

pupils, to make an etching of Augustine's work, which was largely

circulated. But tliiB mode of attack, instead of proving the

plagiarism, revealed the malevolence of its author ; as it was

evident there was no otliei' resemblance than must necessarily ensue
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wlien two iirtists jaint the same subject, ami that :ill tliiit wiis

most admired in Doiuenichiuu's woi'k was his owo.
This work being justly regarded as the clicf-d'u,iiii%: uf Ibe

artist, the opinion of Fuseli on tlie comiiarativo nuTiU.of the

l)i"ture and tlmt by Augustine I'aracei may be acceptable to our
readers

;
and we may remark, that his opinion was the result of

observations made on both pictures in the gallery of the Louvre,

wliere they then hung opposite to each other, J\ist befoie delivering

the lecture from which we quote. "In each picture," says he,

"St. Jerome, brought from his cell to receive the sacrament,

is represented on his knees, supported by devout '^tlondauts ; in

each, the officiating priest is in the act of administering to the

<lying saint : the same clerical society fills the portico of the temple

in both ; in both the scene is witnessed from above by infant

angels. The general opinion is in favour of the pupil ; but if in

the economy of the whole Domenichino surp;vsses his master, he

appears to me greatly inferior both in the character and expres-

sion of the hero. Domenichino liiis represented piety scarcely

struggling with decay, Augustine triumphant over it ; his saint

becomes, in the place where he is, a superior being, and is ins|)ireil

by the approaching God ; tliat of Domenichino Seems <livi<led

between resignation, mental and bodily imbecility and desire. The
saint of Augnstine is a lion, that of Domenichino a lamb.

"In the .s.icerdotal figure administering the viaticum, Domeni-

chino Ims le.'s improved than corrected the unworthy choice of his

master. The priest of Augustine is one of the Frati Hodenti of

Dante, before they received the infernal hood ; a gross, fat, self-

ccmceited, terrestrial cre.iture, a countenance equally proof to

elevation, jiitv, or thought. The priest of Domenichino is a

minister of grace, stamped with the sacred humility that charac-

terised his Master, .and penetrated by the function of which he is

tlie instrument. We are mon impressed with the graces of youth,

than with the energies of manhood verging oil age : in this rcsi>ect,

as well .as in that of c mtra.'it with the decrepitude of St. .lerome,

ili> placid. Contemplative beauty of the young deacon in the fore-

iiiinnd of Domenichino, will probably please more than the poetic

trance of the .assistant friar with the lishtcd taper in the fore-

gi-nund of .\ugustine. If the attendant characters in the picture of

.\ugustine are more numerous, and have, on the whole, furnished

the hints of admi.ssiou for those of Domenichino, the latter, with

one excejition, may be said to have used more propriety and judg-

ment in the choice. Both have introduced a man with a turlan,

;ind opened a portico t-j characterise an .\si.atic scene.

"With regard to composition, Domenichino undoubtedly sains

the palm. The disposition, on the whole, he owes to his nmster,

tliougli he has reversed it ; but he 1ms clearfed it of that oppressive

bustle which rather involves .and crowds the ])rincli)al actors in

Augustine than attends them. With this the tone of the whole

i: irresiKinds. The freshness of an driental day tinges every part;

the medium of Augustine partakes too much of the fnmigat«d

inside of a Catholic chapel. The draperies of both are characteristic,

.and unite anbnrdination with dignity, but their colour is chosen

with more judgment by Domenichino ; the cmbi-owned gold and

ample folds of the robe of the administering priest are more genial

than the cold blae, white and yellow on the priest of his master;

in both, perhaps, the white draperies on the foreground, figures

h.iv<' too little .strength for the central coh)Ui-s, Imt it is more

perceived in Caracci than in Domenichino. The foi-ms of the .saint

in Caracci are grander and more ideal than in tlie s.aint of Dome-

nichino ; some have even thought them too vigorous : botli, in

my opinion, are in harmony with the emotion of the face and

e.\pre.ssion of either. The ejigemess that animates the countenance

of one may he supposed to sprcail a momentary vigour over his

frame. The mental dereliction of countenance in the other with

equal propriety relaxes and palsies the limbs which depend u]>on it.

The colour of Caracci"s saint is much more ch.aracterislic of fleshly,

though nearly bloodle-ss, substance than that chosen by his rival,

whiih is withered, shrivelled, leathery in the lights, and earthy in

the shades ; but the head of the officiating priest in Domenichino,

whether considered as a specimen of colour independent of the rest,

or as set off by it, for truth, tone, freshnes-s energy, is not only

the best Domenichino ever painte<l, hut perhaps the tiest that can

be conceived.''

The pictures which Diuucnichino laiintcil from the life of St.

Cecilia, for the oliuroh of .St. LudoWoo, increased the envy of hU
rivals, and redoubled their injustice and malignity. Disgusted by
these continued cabals, and perimps alarmiil, he determined to

leave Home, and return t. Bologna, where he lumsed n few yearn in

the peaceful e.\ei-eise of his talents. It wiut at this time tlmt he
painted the " .Martyrdom of .St. Agnes," f.,r the eliuich ol tlmt
saint

; and " Our Lady of the Uiwary," a work by no menimequnl
to his other productions. 1'o|k. Orogory XV. invit«<l him back (..

Rome, and appointed him hi.i princi|«I paint»'r and architect ; and
he was engaged by ('ardinal llontalto Ui |iaint the Four Kvniigelialji,

with angels, in the corliels of tlio cupola of the church of .St. Andrew.
Ho also decorated the cu|sda of St. Charles Catinuri with llic

Four Cardinal Virtues ; and the cha|)el of Cnnlinal Bandini, in the

church of .St. .Sylvester, in the (^uirinal I'al.ice, with fouradmimhle
frescoes, rejuesentiug " Hsther before AhasueruB," " Ju.lith with

the Head of Holofernes," " Davi.l playim; the Harp before the Ark."
and "Solomon and his Mother on the Throne."

The fre.so jjalntingH e.\e(Mit«l by D.uniniehino during his ni|rilirN

at Rome are the best specimens of his manner. With.oit a ilnHl.t,

they are somewhat theatrical, and express very strongly the enthtilnc.l

influence of the Caracci — a system of conipo.sition proceeilin({ ttom

academic convention, and some errors of tflste which, mid**' the

pretext of material truth, surcharge the form or dishonour it. ijut

by the side of these grave ilefects, which pr.icee<l partly from

his excessive admiration of the Caracci, |>arlly from Mi hwn
invention, what rich depths of jeutiment I -what astonlsliing

felicity of exjiressicm I Domenichino strictly followed hin model).,

and, confonnably to the doctrihcs of the Rcli.Kd, sdcrlliced the sug-

gestions of his instinct to respect for its traditions and eclectic

speculations. When he painted in oil, he «orke<l slowly an.

I

carefully, revised his first intentions, rct.inched here and then., and

often, so to speak, condemned bimselt. When he ]>.aiirt<Hl in frif.-..,

on the contrary, the conditions of that kind of work happily Inter-

dicted those retractions and era.«Hres. An examiimtion of hi.

frescoes, and a compnri.son of them with the works which he paintsl

in oil colours, will serve to convey an idea of his genins, by showii;::

the difference between his first intentions and the after-thoughts sug-

gested by his admiration of the Caritcci. In the "Communion of St.

Jerome," for example, great as it is, there is nothing spontaneous,

nothing w hich reveals involuntary euiotion ; every thing evinces hc.-i-

talion and a want of confidence in his own powers . Compare with this

work his frescoes in the abbejof (rrotto Ferrsia, those in the church ..f

St. Andrew, or his "St. Cecilia ilistribnting Alms," in that of .St.

Ludovico. In the.se genius is clearly and incontcstnbly manirest<tt.

There is more of .softness and harmony ; less of that excessive eir-

cnnlsp€cti.'>n which comi»r"mised the sentiment of his wnrk.s. while

it robbed them of their moral emphasis ; less, too, of exnHemtcl

scruples and obstinate adherence to ncaiUmic trailitions. Whether

he shows, in the miracle of St. Nilo, the |K,wer and mysterious

effects of faith, or represents the children contending for the alms

of St. Cecilia, and gleefully trying on the clothes so much too large

for them, Domenichino exhibits in his fi-esooes a greater fidelity to

nature and greater evidence of genius than he has done in his more

elaborate oil iKiintings. L.x)king at some of his frescoes, it might

be doubted whether it was really invention which he wanteil, .r

confidence to display it. When he hn.l t.. (saint upon a nail,

he renonnccd, in virtue of the immediate neees-sities of the t.osk.

the long meditations and subtleties of rea»oniDg which nttendrd hi»

easel jiictnres, and reflected ui>on the plaster the sentiments nml

passions of his soul. Thus he attnine<l that truthfulnexR ami

beauty of expression which is his chief characteristic. It is in the

works of these moment* of effusi.in and smhleii fancy that Dmneni-

chino shonld lie seen. It is his fresoies which mark his plnfc

as a master. In a w.)rd. if the |iaintor of the "Comuinnion of 8|.

Jerome" stands high among the artists of the period when art

liegan to decline, the author of the lr«.scooi of (Jrwtto Ferrata and .**!.

Ludovict> belongs, by elevation of Fcotiment and exprewion, to the

family of the true masters.

In Ital.T, in the seventeenth century, these mnnil paintiogf,

which are now held to constitute Domcnichino's highest claim to

admiration, were very differently estimated. The preftrtnce

evinced for him by Annil«le Caracui excite<l ».) much enry ao<l
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jealousy iu tla- hearts of Laufi'auco, Taeeuui, and otliers, that they

were received with the bitterest and most unjust criticisms.

The frescoes with which he adorned tlie church of St. Andrew were

spokeu of by liis deti'actors as a scandal and a profanation ; and

they denounced them to the sovereign pontiff as paintings which,

whetlier owing to the ignorance or the audacity of the painter,

outraged the sanctity of the edifice which they disfigured. Some
went so far an to propose their destruction, an<l Lanfranco, who had

his own reason for his moderation, insisted strongly on the necessity

of having them retouched by a purer and n;ore learned hand.

There can be no doubt as to whose hand he intended.

A reason for these angry and injurious attacks is not easily

fmmd. When we examine, in the church of St. Andrew, either

the scenes from the life of that saint, or the figures of the Evan-

gelists which ornament the four corbels of the cupola, and consider

them in the spirit- which jn'ompted all the religious jiiotures of the

subordinate figures shoi.l.I "i, in harniuuy witli the princijial figure,

which Is the body of the work, of which the others are simply the

members." Tliis rule Dnmenichino has not acknowledged here

;

but in general he lias observed it with an attention r.ather uncommon

among the jtainters of his time, and even without leaving the

church of St. Andrew, we may find more than one example of the

care with which he h.as established an intim.ate accordance between

all the parts of his compositions.

Notwithstanding the criticisms of his ungenerous enemies, the

frescoes of Domenichino were not destroyed, nor even retouched as

Lanfranco had advised. The mild disposition of the painter revolted

so much .against the incessant and unjust attacks of his malignant

adversaries, which embittered his whole e.xistence, that he thought

at one time of abandoning painting, and transferring his talents to

sculpture. He resumed his palette, however, but not to paint those

large church pictures which had provoked the envy and malice of

ST. .IKROJir IX TUF. nnSEIlT. FROM A PAISTIXG EY ZAMl'IEUI.

period in which they were painted, it is ditficult to c.xidain, other-

wise than by the folly or malignity of his enemies, the v'olence of

the reproaches with wliich Domenichino was overwhelmed. Will

it be believed, fir ex.ample, that he was seriously accused of having

manifested disrespect for the saint by representing, in the "Martyr-
dom of St. Andrew," one of the executioners in the act of stumbling,

and provoking by his fall the laughter of his comrades ? The
episode is not well chosen, perhaps, but to attrilmte to an error of

t.aste the signification of a blasphemy, was as great an absurdity

as it was a calumny. It is true that iu France, fifty years later,

this figure of the executioner was condemned by the Royal Academy
of Painting and Sculpture, but this decision was based upon purely
artistic considerations, and had no reference to its assumed impro-
priety in a religious sense. "It is necessary," says the reporter of
their proceedings,* " that the attitudes and expressions of the

• Conferences de I'Acadtoic Roya'c dc Pe i.tiirc "t dc Sculpture, lli67.

his rivals ; he applied himself to works of a move humble kind, in

which he thought his enemies would perhaps disdain to compete

with him. He abandoned for a time religious snbjects and freico,

and painted landscapes .and mytholrtgical subjects with nonsi lerable

success.

If we eomp.are the landscapes of Domenichino with thoSe painted

in Italy towards the end of the sixteenth century, it is easy to

recognise in both an entire conformity of principles and the same

mode of execution. The Car.acci and their pupils were, in fact, the

creators of this branch of art, since before them the fields, the sea,

the trees, were introduced ipto pictures merely as accessories, or .is

backgrounds to subjects from history ; they were the first to think

of representing the scenery of uatnre for itself, and as the principal

object of interest. Annibale Caracci and Domenichino both painted

landscapes .admirably
;
but the glory of making this branch of art

an exclusive study was reserved for French artists, a* few yeai-s
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1-itor. Without iluubt, Poussiu mid f'l:v«iIo leai-nt soniefcliing from

the landscapes of the Caracoi and their pupif ; their manner directly

I'ocalls tiiiit of the Uologueso masters. But under that raateriiil

identity it i? c:isy to distinguish some disslinilaritioa, and under the

appearauoo of imitation some difference in the original intentions.

The Italian lands<ai)03 do not express so niucli majesty ; nature

appears in them only as an clement of djcorntion. The eyo con-

templates those lines, so solemn, so exactly balanccti; the soul

perceives nothing heyond m\ite beauty and a splendour somewhat
arid. In the pieliires of the I'reneh artists thei-e is more fire and
aniniat!o;i

; and if the arrangeme.nt of tlie objects and the choice of

<leUiils involve ideas of order and of calculation, the scnlbiclit of

vivid reality which pervades these leai'ncd coni1>inations gives to

the <'».«mWi; a profound and la.sting ehaiin. It Is this mixtnro of

the scientific and the simple, and the aspirations equally sincere

towards the ideal aud the true, which assure to the I'rcnch school

of landscape of the seventeenth century the superiority over that

from v,'liich it proceeded.

The qualities which are wautiu^' in the landscapes of Domenichiuo

are precisely those which give most of their value to some of his

liistorical compositions, and the greater part of his frescoes. They

want more of the sentiment which brightens cei-taiu parts of those

we allude to, and throws into shade those in which the painter was

inlUienced by the spirit of system—more of those unexpected con-

trasts and happy inequalities which announce the .lictory of his i>cr-

sonal instincts over the habits of the school. Everything is derived

from a uniform inspiration, and betokens the painter's absolute

respect for the manner of the acndemv, and fear to deviate from its

rules. We may attribute this c.tccssive timidity to the eftorts of

Domcnichino to expi.ate tlie licences which he was reproached with

havin:; taken elsewhere, or to the impression which the sadness

aiul melancholy inspired by a life of trials and di.-appointments

gave to the scenes which he drew from nature. He had renounced

tl;c grand style of painting, in the hope of escaping the envy and

malignity of his rivals, and the class, of subjects which lie liad

chosen, and tlio limited dimensi^ins of his works, show sulKciently

his desire to appease the angry and jealous feelings with wljlcli

they regarded him ; but the talent which he manifested in his

mythological pictures and some of his land.so.aiics was siitiicient to

excite new clamours and Intrigues, and bis enemies ustd every art

to deprive him of the few patrons whom -he Wl ret:diicil, njiit

preached a sort of public crusade against the in\ asion of an inferior

kind of p;unting, Unworthy, they said, of the glorious precedents of

the school.

To these iudeft\ligablo hatreds, to this sy.stem of organised ]ier-

secution, by which Doinenichino was overwhelmed, were .added the

cruel chagrins of family unhappiuess. He had not added to his

felicity by his marriage with Jlarsibilia Barbetli. His wife herself,

without openly taking part against him, after the manner of tlMj

wife of Andrew del Sarto, did not .spare him vexations and

iiuiuictudes of more than one kind. iShe was only seventeen years

of age when siie bciame tlic wife of Domeniohino, who had already

c.iiiiitcd thirty-eight ycare. A'ery beautiful, as sue is described by

Jlalr.asia, who had seen lier'at a later period of Ijer life, and little

formed by nature f'r the quiet and secluded life which Domcnichino

led, and whiqh was adapted to his reserved and solitary disposition,

she rendered him unhappy by her ceaseltss cimplainls aud

reproaches—
;
tei'l"il's by canses more serious aud deep. This has

been c mjeetujed from a letter of Domeniehino to Albano, written

after the dcatli of his two sons, in which he relates to the habitual

confidant of his troubles the new misfortunes with which he Wiis

threatened. "I have for enemies," says he, " my relations even,

and war is declared against me by those who ouglit to be the most

eager to defend me. Things are arrived at that point that I have

no one to depend upon. My dear little daughter, my only child

now that God has taken my two ."ions, is my only consolation in a

thousand frights or.d cuntinual cluagrins. They have their eyes on

her, on account of the inheritance, by which, they hope to profit.

It is for that they desire my death, which, perhaps, I shall receive

from them. It is"none the less incumbent on me to retuni thanks

t-i the Most Hi.sh : I have' merited my fate by my sins."' These

complaints of Domeniehino against hia relations will scarcely

wan-ant us, however, in bringing a formal uccasation against his

wife. Purhaiis they ennoern only her two l.rolhcr.i, wlicin hIip ha<l

inxtnlled m the honsr, where thuy aH:iuineil the rii;lit to ilominoor

over all. It is strange, however, that in speaking of the fwir.i aud
cliagriiiH with nhiuh the meuilicra of Imh family itiH|iirvd liini, lie

should except only his daughter; aud it uiust bo oonfcnMil that

the silonoa which he obasnea with i-egard to hor mother is s-puicwbat

suspioiouH.

Domeniehino sii|>ported with unnlteniblo pnlienue the uixiulieit

and giiefs which tmnented him in the l,itt«r days of liia exi«t< nee.

Long aecuslomcd to sutfer, he resigned himself to the truiibli't

which assailed him beneath his own roof in the njinio npiril in

which he hail re igiicd himself t") the disduiim of tlio crowd ami tlm

miseries of his pnifessionnl career. The injustice of which he had
been made the ^ietim hail not rendered him unjust in hh turn,

nor exasperated him oven for a moment; still. Icwi had ho eviT

opposed calumny to cnluniny, or avcnjeil himself upon his rivala

by bitter criticisms of their wurk.s. Those works, ko inferior to hii

own, he was, on the contrary, the firat to ntudy, and that ttitlionl

the iilightcst prejudice or jarliality; and Ouidvk who, it is true,

had not dir;.etly persecuted him, but whose name had served, more

than any other, as a pretext and a rallyingcry to his pemceut^ni,

numbered him am Mig bis most sincere adniircrx. "I have Men
the paintings of (luiilo at f!t. Domeuic, and at .'>t. Sliclmel in

liuschi, " he wrote to Francis Poll, dnriug his s.journ at Dolngnn,

after leaving Home the first time. "One might lielicvc them

painted by the hand of an angel. What a reflection of Paradise !--

what exinession !—what tenderness I" This brief extract not only

reveals the profound sen.sc Avliich Domeniehino had of the Iwautiful

and the .spiritual, but also the rare inip.artinlity and disinlercsted-

ucis of his chavMi'tor.

The oxti'

!

-e which he manifested towards the works of

other's, his .fuleuce in his own nbilitie:-!, and a iiatuml

tendency to uuJu;r.iiu them, and believe his pr'Kluetions justly

blamed, all contriliutoil to the success of the league formed against

liim at Uomc. The undcrliand practicci of Lanfranro hail so far

destroyed his reputation, tliat during several years he ncv. r lift,

even for a moment, the obscurity to which they had consiguid him.

The world scarcely knew that he ftill existed. An absolule in-

dltiereiice liad sueccedtdto the enmities which had fonnerly a.vsaihil

him. It is Mid to record that, n.n soon as the nnnie of Domeniehino

WHS again heard in the «orld, it e.xcitcd the Mine ctitiilly, tin-

same jeal.ms and indefatig.i''lc hatred.

He received a conimissloii to finish the decorations of the clinpel of

St. Januiirius, al Najilcs, where t'orciizio, a Greek by lirth ami a

]jui)il of Tintoretto, had est^ibli.shed an akioluie tyranny ovi r all

the artists who came io the city, by calumny and insolence, as well

as by his |>o.<it'iun. Ho uioiiopoliscd all liiorstivc comniiuiioiiK to

liini elf, and recommended for the fulfilment of othen one or

"tiler of the numerous inferior artists who were dependent ujhui

him. lie was a man of vindictive tcini^r, treacherous, ami cajiable

of any crime; fir he was known to have administered imisou,

thraugli jealousy, to Rodcrigo, one of the meet promising and iii.st

amiable of liispupil'. In onlerto maintain himself in lheanth"rity

he had usurped, he endeavoured to exclude all slrndgei-s who
painted in frc^cj ; aud Aunibalo Carstcci, Cesari, lluldo nnd Ge^si

had in turn been obliged by his intrigues to quit llic city, thus

abandoning the field to him and his ci adjut^irs.

Theeommittecwhichliadthosuperinteadencc''il .!./•. i.-^ .f

St. Januarius had lust nil hope of carrying cu' I

v,-ere on the point of yicldin,- to the faction of : . .,. . i,ug

the frescoes to bini aud Cftrn''''i'ilo, anil pr"mising the pictures to

llibera, when they resolved to make a l.a.-.t effort, and intmst^il the

decorati'ui of the chapel entirely to Donienii'liiuo. Thetermi" whicli

they ofTercd biia were muBitioent. and pre--- ' —
^ t.ikcn

against any inleiruptions to his labours, tli of the

viceroy beiiig threatenc ' '

i.i..i.-H him.

These t'.iviats were lii! ; lio and his

colleagues, whjte jcalo'i.-y :.;:o rt fi;. • m i

.

latcd by the arrival of Laufrnnco, the most ii.

chino's enemies. The latter had scare- !-
a

Uoren^io and Kibera began to decry his it

him with those, the most numeroug clari in nil j .,•

only with the eyes of others. Thej annoyed him
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by aaonyniDus letters, by displacing liis jjiotures, and by mixiag

injurious ingredients witli liis colours. With the most insidious

malice, they induced the viceroy to send some of his pictures to the

court of JIadrid, and these when little more than sketched were

taken from his studio, and carried to the viceroy's palace, where

Ribera ordered them to be retouched, and without giving the unfor-

tunate painter time to finish them, hurried them off to their

destination. This malicious fraud of his rival, the con,plaints of

denunciations fulminated by Corenzio and Riliera, and to the

calumnious insinuations of the wily Lanfranco. While he yet

hesitated to put a period to Doraenichino's labours, his perplexity

was removed by the artist's death—a sinister and badly-explained

event, which has been attiibuted to the troubles of which he had so

long been the prey, but which was thought by some, with tfto

much probability, to have been hastenel by the nefarious means

which Corenzio was known to be capable of res Tting to. The
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the committee, who thought themselves doomed to experience a

constant fU"-iSi'on of obstacles to the completion of the work, and

the suspicic.n of some design against his life, at length determined

Domenichino to depart secretly for Kome. As soon, however, as

the news of his flight transpired, he was recalled, and fresh

measures taken for his protection ; ujion which he resumed his

labours, and decorated the walls and the base of the cupola,

besides making considerable progress in painting the pictures.

The viceroy, however, had begun to give ear to the violent

precautions taken by the unfortunate paiuter after his return to

Naples, prove that he believed his life to be endangered by the

machinations of his enemies. He prepared all his food himself, and

if poison was given him, it must have been, as Malvasia and others of

his contemporaries intimate, in water, of which h-^ was accustomed

to take a draught from the ewer everj morning before washing

himself

Domenichino died in 1641, at the age of sixty. His enemy,

Lanfranco, succeeded him in completing the frescoes of St. Janua.
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rins
;
Ribera, in oue uf his oil-pictures ; Stanzioui, in anotlier.

Caracciolo was dead. Corenzio was soon afterwards killed by a
fall from a stage, which lie had erected for the purpose of retouch-

ing some of his frescoes. The fnte of Ribera is involved in obscurity,

and various accounts are given of liis latter days. Palomino and
Cean Bermudez iussert that he died at Naples in ICiO, in the enjoy-
ment of affluence and fame. Mr. Stirling, who expresses doubts as
t.1 the latter assertion of the Spanish writers, says, on the authority
of a tradition cun-ent at Naples, that he left that city tlir.jugh

violent or unhappy end; and impartial jiusterity, in awarding to

Domenichino the palm of merit, inculcates the maxim, that it is a

lielusive hope to attempt U eHl^ililisL fame on the doitruotion of

another's re|iut«tiou."

In this perio<l of the decline of art, meiliocrily was enthroDtd,

and the living furces of Italian art cxhauste<l in cabals, in jugglerie*,

and in a weak fecundity. Lanfninco at Naples, Cort-jna at Florence,

Sassoferrnto and Ricci at Rome and Venice, were the men who wen-

proclaimed the worthy successors of the great masters. Tliat noble

TnE TBlUMrH OF LOVE.—KBOM .K PAISTISO BY Z.VMriKRI.

shame and grief at the seduction of his daughter by Don John of

Austria, and died at Posilippo in obscurity and disrepute. Lanzi

says that, having cumraitted a flagrant otfence, and become insupport-

able even to himself, from the general oilium which he experienced, he

embarked on board a ship ; and that no one knew whither he fled,

or how he ended his life. "Thus," he adds, "these ambitious

men, who by violence or fraud had influence<l and abused the gene-

rosity and taste of so many noble patrons, and to whose treachery

and sanguinary vengeance so many professors of the art had fallen

victims, ultimately reaped the merited fruit of their conduct in a

race, of whom (tiotto was the chief and Domenichino the U.«t

descendant, ha*l became extinct. Domenichino being dead, what

remained of the Italian schools > A past incnmp."irably glorious, ami

ehefa-tTftiirre which can never be surpassed. After him came some

adroit practitioners, some facile talents ; but the works which thoy

pro<lnced testify to the skill of the hand rather tluui t-i the imagi-

nation of the brain. Domenichino has the merit of having some-

what retarded that definitive invasion of the materialising spirit

into the domain of Italian painting. That he himself submitted to

the evil inflnences of the period, that the defects which mark the
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decline of the art are mingled witli tlie qualities which recommend

liim to posterity, cannot lie denied. But amid the aberrations

and prejudices of the school, he has not always forgotteu respect

i'ur liis own iusliuL-ts. AVe may reco,','uise iu his works a singular

iucliualiou towards moral truth, anda seeking after felicity of expres-

sion, which mark him as a veritable member of the family of the great

masters, and which inspire iu us a lively sympathy, iu default of

an unreserved admiration. In .^pite of the weaknesses fif his-style,

of his false taste, of his numerous errors, Domenichino merits a

jilace among the masters by the large (le.^reo of power wliich lie

possessed in the expression of t!ic. passions ; so true is it that, in

the fine arts, sentiment is the principal agent, the moral imjiression

the essential otpject, and that even where the forms are imperfect,

the elevation of tjie tliought suffices to assure a profound significa-

tion and a durable authority.

Notwitlistaudjfig ilie slowness v>'itli wliioh he worked, nnii the

difficulties of all kinds which he liad to overcome, ihe works of

Domenichino afe almost as numerous as those of the masters the

most renowned for celerity. In Italy, no collection, public or

private, is without one or more of tho productions of this industrious

lirtist, whose works are now to be found iu the galleries cf eveiy

country in Europe. Tlie iluseum sit Bologna contains three

Uomeuichinos;^-" The Jtartyrdom of St. Peter," the general dis-

position of wlijch recalls Titian's picture of the same subject;

"Our Lady of. tiio Rosary," already mentioned; and "The Mar-

tyrdom of St. Agaes," which is considered as one of the best works

of this master, iiria is a good specimen of his taste, judgment and

genius. The liejicl of the .saint has an expression of grief and hope

that is very ndble | and ihe three female figures on the right are

admirably deaigiied, and h.ave much eUgance in their forms. The

Brera Museum at Milan contains a "Virgin," "St. Petronius,"

and some other jiictures of saints. Some frescoes of the master

exist in the C;vtliedral of I'ano ; and in the Nolfi College, in that

town, is liis "jDavid," of which Ijanzi s.iys that the figui-e of the

.TcM'i.ili nuin.''.rcji, lis large, as life, is alone sufficient to immortalise

the i)aintt r"s name. Iu the Museum of the Offices at Florence .are

" The Baptisni oKcliHst," " The Preaching of .John the Baptist,"

and a jiortrait oi" fianliiial Agucdii. Naples possesses, in the

Boiirlion Musouui, a beautiful picture, entitled " Tiie (luardian

Augel;" in the o.ithedral, three alt.ir-pieccs— "St. Januarius

reuiscitatlug a "timng Man," " The Decapitation of .St. .lanuarius,"

and "St. Janu«;'ius curing the Sick;" and in the Pahizzij del

Torre, a "Dead Cli^-ist on the Jvnees of the Vii-gin, attended by

Mary Magdalen and others." The composition of this picture is

very good, and the design simple and true to nature ; the head of

the Magdalen is full of expressioUj but the colouring is somewhat

cold. The Durazzo (jallery at . tienoa contains a beautiful com-

position of " Venus bewailing tlie Death of Adonis;" and in the

Brignole colIcBiioii h " St. Rocco offering up Prayers for the Ces-

sation of the i'laiuc." The attitude of the saint, the cajerness of

those who seek liihi, tlie tragic exhibition of tlic dying and the dead

around him, a funeral procession passing, an iiifimt m the bosom of

its dead mother, ^aiuly sijaking its wonted nutriiSnt, all apjieal

strongly to the feelings of tlie spestator. In the Museum at Turin

we find only an allegorical picture- of agriculture, astronomy and

architecture, represented.by three children.

Koine, however^, of all the cities of Italy, is richest in the

works of this masler. His frescoes iu the churches of the papal

oapital have been already uientioned, as also his great work at the

A'aticau. In the Capitoline Qallery is a picture of "St. Barbara;"

iu the Borghese Palace, " The Ch.aso of Diana"' and " Tlie Cuma\au

Sybil." both works of considerable merit. The Doria Palace

possesses a landscape by Domeniciiino, and that of the Rospiglloso

family a very fine painting of "Adam and Eve."

The Royal Museum at Madrid contains two fine Domeniehinos :

—

"St. Jerome in the Desert," which w^e have engraved (p. 19G),

and " Abraham jneparing to sacrifice L^aac."

Iu the gallery of the Louvre are thirteen works of this master,

formerly in the collection of Louis XIY. Among them are "The
Triumph of Love " which we have engraved (p. IflP), "St.
rcciha," "Hercules and Cacus," "The Combat of Hercules

and Achelous," "'The Punishment of Adam and Eve," "David
playing on the Harji," and " Timoeleus bronglit before Alex-

ander," an f,v,.! e.iinposition. ' In the Museum of,Toulouse there

are also some -good specimens of this master.

The Di'HSeUlorf Gallery at Munich contains "Susanna surprised

in the Bath by the Elders;" the Royal Gallery at Dresden, a

charming composition called "Maternal Love;" the Museum at

Berlin, "The Deluge," "St. Jerome," "St. John," "St. J.amcs

tiie Less," "St. Thomas," and a portrait of Sc.aniozzi, the architect;

the Belvedere O.allery at Vienn.a, "The Death of Luoretia ;" and
the galleryof Prince Esterliazy, in the same capital, " Lot and his

Daughters," " David holding the Head of Goliath," " St. Magdalmi,"

r.nd "St. Jerome."

The gallery of the Hermitage, at St. Peter.sburgh, would .ijipi ar

from tlie catalogue' to be very rich in the works of this masler,

but many of them are probably either cppies or imitations. Among
those which M. Viardot regards as genuine are a "Cupid,'' and

"St. Helena surrounded by the Instruments of tHe Pa.ssion."

In the Winter Palace there is also a very fiiie "St. John the

Evangelist."

The Museum at Stockholm eontaias four Domenlcliinos : "An
Evangelist," "St. John and the Angel,-' "The Hermits," and
" The Chase of Diana."

Our own National Gallery contains five Domenichliios : 1. ''•'Tobit

and the Angel," in a landscape, a charming little picture, wliich

we have engraved (p. 204). 2. "St. George and tlie Dragon," a

picture beautifully managed in the light aud shade, clear and

bright iu toue, aud carefully e.^ecuted. The distance is'charniing.

The figures are too small, but the story is merely accessory to the

lancbcape. 3. " The Stoning of St. Stepheu," a (small compo.sitiou

of nine figures, and jirobably a finished study for an altar-piece.

This picture has been criticised for the composition, which is

meagre and scattered, without any point of concentration ; but the

head of the martyr is very fine, the colouiing good, and the

general effect harmonious. 4. "St. Jerome," in which an angel is

represented instructing the solitude-loving saint, and solving his

doubts. These four pictures were bequeathed by Mr. HoIhiII

Cair. .0. " Erminia and tlie Shepherd.s," which. Dr. 'Wangen says,

"is conceived more in the spirit of Tasso than I h.ave hitlierlo

seen this subject represented. The expression of goodness .-uid of

maiden timidity, the attention of the aged shepherd, the surprisK ut

the three ju'etly children, are very attractive, and well accord with

the blooming colouring and the clieerful landscape. This picture

was brought from Italy to England under the name of Annibale

Caracci, but has been justly assigned to Domenichino." It was

preseuted to the nation by Mr. Angerstein.

Tliere are two specimens of this master at Windsor Castle :
" St.

Catherine of Alexandria," a life-size figure, h.alf-length, holding a

p.alni-brauoh in her right hand; and "St. Agnes,"' a fulMongth

figi're, iu an attitude of rapt devotion, with an augel descending

with a palm-branch, and another in th^ fineground caressing a

lamb, the symbol of the s.aint, who, having suffered martyrdom at

the age of thirteen years, is regarded as the. peculiar p,atroiie>s of

innocence and purity of mind.

Tlie Dulwicli Gallery possesses a single Domenichino, tire

genuineness of which has been doubted; tho subject is, "Venus
gathering Apples in the Garden of the HcsperiJes." It is a small

composition, and if really the work of Domenichino, mll^t be

ranked among the least meritorious of his productions.

The Duke of Devonshire possesses, at Devon.shire Uouse, two

specimens of this master: 1. "Susanna and the Elders," very

carefully painted in a warm, deep tone. Th jiigh agreeing in the

main particulars with the large picture iu the gallery at Munich,

it differs from it in many of the details. 2. A youthful female

figure, in a graceful attitude and M'itli much expression, soaring on

clouds ; delicate in the colouring, and carefully finished.

The Bridgewater G.allery contains six Domeniehinos : 1, " Christ

bearing his Cross," from the Orleans Gallery. The co.mfiositiou is

scattered, and w.anting in m.n,sses .and leading lines ; but in clear-

ness and freshness of colouring this picture is one of Domenichino's

finest works. 2. " Tlie Rapture of St. Francis," fr:yn the Orleans

G.allery. The expression of enthusiasm is here very successfully

given ; the execution is careful, and the colouring very bright and
clear. .3. " Head of a Female Saint," which combines that noble-

ness of character and expression which the master knew so well
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hnw t<i sive to such subjects with his brightest colouring, i.

"Discovery of Talisti in the Batli of Diana." This picture con-

tinues to be ascrilKHl, as in tlie Orleans Gallery, ».i Anniltale

Caracci, but it coinci.jes ao eutinly with Diinienichinn's c^|ebnit«l
jiicture of "Diana and her Nyiu|ihs" in the B"r«heso Palara at
Rome, that we must deciilcJIy attributie it t>> him. Some of the
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iiXliUules and heads ;iro repeated liere from that iiicture, and the

gliiwiug toue of the flesh and the fresh green of the trees do not .'it

all rosemlile the stylo of Annibale Caracci. 5. "A Landscape,"

I'rom the Orleans Gallery. " In the fine forms of the mountains,"

says Dr. Waagen, "which are interrupted in the middle ^listauce

liy buildini^a in an elevated style of architecture, tlie amiable,

jji-ctical feelin.5 of Donieniohino is as clearly expre.ssed as in the

(i;:ures—a couple ol' lovers watched by an old woman, a flock of
.

shee]) led to drink at a i)iece of water, and fishermen crossing i' "'

their boat. The treatment is broad and masterly, and the general

tone uncommonly fresh and clear. Suph a jiictiire is instructive,

as serving to convince us what models Gaspar Puussin found ready

to his bauds." (i. "A Landscape, with fishermen, and women
washing," is iioble in design and carefully execuled, but the

colouring is somewhat hard and heavy ; some portions of the

picture have become dark, which has destroyed its harmony.

lu the collection of Samuel llogers, Esq., the celebrated author

of " Tlie Pleasures of Memory," etc., are three Domeuichinos

:

"The Punishment of Marsyas " artd " Tobit witli the Fish," whicli

are very attractive, from the poetry of the composition and the

delicacy of the finish ; and " Bird-catdiing," a very fine picture,

which has, nnfortunately, tnrned quite d.irk. It was executed

originally for Cardinal Borghese.

The Duke of Sutherland po.sscsses, at Stafford House, a choice

cabinet jiicture of this master; the subject is " St. Catherine," to

whom an augel brings the palm of martyrdom. The expression of

the saint is noble, the colouring very clear, especially in the

draperies, the landscajie poetical, jmd the finishing particularly

careful.

In the collection of Lord Ashburtou is •' Moses before the Burn-

ing Bu.^h," a small composition, but rcmarl;aMy powerful and full

in the colo\uing.

The Jlarquis of Westminster possesses, at firosveilor House, .a

large lauclsjape, with "The Meeting of David ami Aliigail," very

jioetical in the treatment, and forcible in the c douriiig aiid effect

of light.

In Lord Cowper's collection is a " Cupid," liscribed to Annibale

Caracci ; but it ha? so much of tlic char:icter and brilliant col uiring

of Domenichino, that we do not hesitate in assigning it to him.

Sir Thouuas Baring jxisses.^es two Domeaichiuos : "The Finding

of Moses," a rather large landscape, with the river in the middle

ilistance, and blue mountains beyond ; and a landscape, in a

remarkably clear, fidl tone, representing a wide plain, with a

liiiilding and a waterfall.

At Leigh Court, near Bristol, the seat of J. P. Miles, Esq., are

two pictures of this master : a pleasing c imposition entitled

"Youths looking at a Sleeping Nymph," and a Large picture of

"The Vision of St. John the Evangelist." in which the figures of

the sidnl and two angels are full-lengths of the size of life. The

elevated character, the careful drawing, the glowing colouring, and

the admirable impasto of this picture, which is in an excellent

state of preservation, render it very valuable.

The Earl of Carlisle possesses a single specimen of this master,

" St. John the Evangelist looking Up in Rapture." The picture at

St. Petersburg is either a repetition or a copy of this, which is one

of the most indispntable pictures of Domenichino in existence.

The feeling is noble, refined aM fervent, and the tone clear,

w arm atul harmonious.

The Kail of Shrewsliiii-y possesses, ai Alton Tower, two rather

inferior lu-oduetions of this master: a portrait of a boy, and a dark

landscape.

At Kedilleston . Hall, the seat of the Earl of Scarsdale, is a

beautiful landscape b.v Dbmeriichino.

The Earl of Leicester pos.seSse5, - at Ilolkhrim House, "The
Sacrifice of Isaac,"^n which a iioble composition is united with

great force and remarkable clearness of cclouring.

In, giving the prices which h,ave been olitained at sales for

jiietures attributed to this master, we cannot vouch for the genniue-

iiess of the works, as copies and imitations are very numerons.

At the .Tulienne sale, in 1703, "(,'hrist bearing the Cross" and
" Tliii Elevation of the Cross" were sold together fin- £112 Ills.,

and a landscape for £11 10s.

At. the Prince ofConti's sale, iu 1777, " St. Cecilia accoin])auiid

Ijy two Angels" was sold for £18. At the Lebrun sale, iu 17'J-i,

another picture of "St. Cecilia," iu which .she is represented play-

ing the organ, and accompanying it with her voice, was sold for

£45S. At the Sommariva sale, in 1839, a small picture of "The
Rapture of tlie Virgin " was sold for £12. When the collection of

the Mari|uis of Las Marlsmas w.ts sold, ill 18-13, an allegorical

couqiositicui. representiiig "Music," realised tlli; and at the s.alc

of Marshal Soult's pictures, in lS'i'2, a Landscape of this master

was sold for £28.

X.>ne (f Domeaiohino's pictures bear his signature.

AUT AND AllTlSTS.

Is the summer of ISUo, Jackson wrote to Haydon ;
" There is a

raw, tall, pale, queer Scotchman coine, an odd fellow, but there is

sometliing in him; he is called \Yilkie." Wten Haydon saw bin',

"he was tall, pale,' quiet, with a fine eye, short nose, vulgar,

humorous inonth, but great energy of expression." At length

they dined together at an ordinary in Poland-street, where Wilkie

got that old fellow in the "Village Politicians," reading the paper

with his glasses on. "When the Academy closed in August,

Wilkie followed me to the door, and invited me to breakfast, say-

ing in a broad Scotch accent, 'Whare d'ye stay?' I went to his

room rather earlier than the hour named, and to my utter astonish-

ment fniiid Wilkie sitting stark-naked on the side of his lied,

drawing himself by the help of the looking-glass !
' Why, good

gracious, Wilkie,' said I, ' where are we to breakfast ?' Without

any apology or attentionito my important question, he replied, ' It's

jest capital practice.' It was about this time, that, glad of any

employment, Wilkie entered into an engagement with an engraver

to Copy Barry's jiicture at the Adelphi. In connexion with poor

Barry, I remember an absurd anecdote. Wilkie had got tickets to .si-e

him lie iu state, and had asked me to go with him." Now, a black

coat at a funeral cereinoiiy is a sine qua non^ and Wilkie borrowed

Haydon's. "I got firsl to the Academy, whence we were .all

to go to the Adelphi ; and after waiting some time, at the

eleventh hour Wilkie made his appearance in my coat, tiie

sleeves half-way up his .arms, his long bony wrists painfully pro-

ti-nding, his broad shoulders stretching the seams until they

cracked again, while the waist-buttons appeared anywhere but

where their maker originally intended them to be. He caught my
eye, and siguificantly held up his finger, as if to entreat me to be

quiet, but with an expression so ridiculously conscious of his

unhappy situation, that I thought I .should have died with laughing

oti the spot." On the Sunday after Wilkie's picture for Lmd
Slausfield had .appeared at the Academy Exhibition, H.aydon read

in the A'tws; " ' A young man, by the name of Wilkie, a Scotchman,

-has a very extraordinary work.' I w.as in the clouds, hurried

over my breakfast, rushed awa,v, met Jackson, who joined me,

and we both bolted into Wilkie's room. I roared out, 'Wilkie,

my boy, your name is in the paper.' ' Is it rea-al-ly ?' said David.

I read the pufi', we hurrahed, and taking hands, all three danced

round the table till we were tii-ed. By those who remember the

toue of Wilkie's ' rea-al-ly,' this will be relished. Eastlake told lue

that Ciilcott said once to Wilkie, ' Do you not know that every one

complains of your continual rea-al-ly ?' Wilkie mused a moment,

looke<l at Calcdtt, and drawled out, ' D.> they, rea-al-ly ;' ' You

mu.st leave it off.' 'I will, rea-al-ly.' 'Kor heaven's s.ake, don't

keep repeating it,' said Calcott, ' it annoys me.' Wilkie looked,

smiled, and iu the most imconscious manner said. ' Rea-al-ly I'

"

Of course Wilkie wiis looked down on. Haydon writes

:

"While we were at Bell's, his pfiie, anxious look, his evident

poverty and struggle ; his broad Scotch accent, had all excited

the humour of those students wliti weri better off," Jind so quiet

Wilkie was the joke. "I rcihembei- lie dame one day with some

very fine yellow drawing-iiaper, and we all said, 'Why, Wilkie,

where in the world did you get this ? Bring ns a quire to-

morrow.' He promised he would. The next day, and the day

after, no drawing-paper. At last, we became enrag^-^, and begged

him, as he seemed so unwilling to bring us any, to give ns the

Mian's address. 'Weel, weel,' said Wilkie, 'jest give me the

money /«.^^ ami ye'll be sure to have the paper.' " Now th.at he

was richer than he had been for sonic lime, his first thoughts were
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liinifd tuw;inls lii.> luutUcr ami sister. " Souiutliliig of viist

iiuiiurtance was brewiug—we ciuU not iina.^ine what ; I fraieil a

large iiiuture before I was ready ; but at last I, as his iiarticiilar

tVieml, received an invitation to tea, aud after one of o\ir iisnal dis-

cussions on art, he took nie into another room, and tliero, spread

out in glittering triumph, were ten new bonnets, two new shawls,

ribbons and satin, and Ileaven knows what, to astonish the natives

"!' Cults, and to enable Wilkie's venerable father, like llic Viesr of

Wakefield, to preach a sermon on the vanity of woman, whilst his

wife and daughter were shining in the splendour of fushion from

(he dressmakers in the west-end of London." The mother in

Wilkie's "Blind Fiddler" was painted from a singular girl who
lodged in Ratlibone-plaoe. She was a young woman of niasouline

under.'itanding—not regularly beautiful, but itpproaching it—foil of

heart aud hatred of worldly feeling, capable of .any sacrifices for

the man slie should lore, aud with a high stiindard of nmnly
character and form. She married a Frenchman i:amcd Dnfrcsne.

Wilkie's first lodgings in London were at No. S, North-street, Port-

laud-road. Reynolds disliked talking artists, so did Wilkie. "Let
us be doing something," was his oblii|ue mode of rebuking the

lo'iuacious and admonishing the idle. What he w.as in Edinburgh

at the Academy, such was he all through life. "He soon convince 1

his comiiauious/' says Burnet, " that high f^enius did not refuse

tip lodge with one who had a country air, w.as slow of speech, and
busliful of manuers, and had none of the suip-suap, short and smart

interruption of the pert aud sprightly lads of the town." Sir

William writes :
" During the time Wilkie attended the Academy,

no one could be more regular or industrious. Whatever he com-

menced he finished, and that well. The progress lie made in art

wiis marvellous. Everything he attempted indicated a knowledge

far beyond his years, and he soon took un that position in art

which he m.aintoiued till the last. He was always on the look-out

for character ; he freciuented trystes, fairs and market-place.^.

These were the sources whence he drew his best materials ; there

he found that vigorous \ariety of character impressed on his veriest

earliest event-, which made them take such a hasting hold upon the

public mind. I met hiin frequently, too, in an axiction-ro<mi in the

High-street, where prints and etchings were e.\hiljited i)revious to

their being disposed of." Burnet says :
" When Wilkie came to

our cl.ass, he had much enthusiasm of a queer .and silent kind, and

very little knowledge of drawing. He had made drawings, it is

true, from living nature, in that wide academy, the world, and

chiefly from men or boys, or nuch gi'onps ;13 chance threw in his

way ; but in that kind of drawing in which taste aud knowledge

are wanted, he w.as far behind others." Mi's. Jameson says this

distinguished painter had entirely different manners. He began by

imitxating the Dutch masters, or rather (for he was no imitator by

aiming at the same kind of excellencies) lively representations of

low and familar life, spirited character, aud light and delicate

finish, sm-h as the "Blind Man's Buff," " The Village Festival,"

and " The Blind Fiddler," in the N.',lional (rallery. After his

travels in Italy and Spain, his talent took an opposite direction.

He painted Iiistory and portraits, and sometimes on a large scale
;

but these are not his best works ; and, latterly, he becimc sketchy

aud feeble in ili-iwing, streaky in handling, aud heavy iu the tone

of colour. His first pictures are the most popular. The following

anecdote by his fellow-student, Jlr. Burnet, will explain why this

is so : "I remember his bringing to the Academy one morniii;.; the

fii'st study of his picture of ' The Village I'oliticians,' which

created a great sensation among the students, and called forth the

commeud.ation of Mr. Oiraliam. It differs very materially from the

work of the same name which established his fame in London.

On seeing it, I could not but remark the introduction of several

of the characters to be met with in the vicinity of I'Minburgli,

which struck me as a peculiarity in him, that while we were

imitating the cliaractei-s and nunle of drawing to be seen in the

works of WesUiU, Moreland, and .Fulius Ibtiettm,. he was dodging

and wat<-biug the natural incidents of the i>easantry. He uscti U>

go round the various villages near Edinburgh after dusk, and look

in at the cjtuige windows to seo how the inmates were engaged,

unobserved by the stranger." It seems Wilkie and Turner were

not great friends. In 1809, the latter had a picture of the ' Sun

rising in a Fog" and of "A Blacksmith" in the Exhil>ition.

liet\veoii tlie iwo hung Wilkie ^ pieliir- of " The Blind I'i.l.ll.i,

Turner, it is said, reddened his sun, and blew the Inllowit of his

art in his blnek^miVh's forge, to put the SiMtehnmiri' nose out ol'

joint, who had gained So much rc|Mitatioii by his "Village Politi-

cians.'' The sl'Uy is told, without uauiing Turner, in .Mhin (jnii-

ningham's " Lifeof Wilkie ;" and eondeiiuied juh an untruth by the re-

viewer of the "Life " in the " (Jnarterly." Mr. Uuniet siiyii, " there

is no doubt of the truth of the st^iry, and that Wilkie remeiiiltoreil

the circumstance with some acerbity, though he never resentvd it

openly. I can undertake to say, when the 'I'oree' was siM at

Lord de Tabley's »ale, Wilkie was in Italy; and Collins, the painter,

in describing the sale to biin in a M.''. letter, now bcfoiti ine, ndiU,

'and there wa.s i/oiir uhl ninn;/. The Forge.'" The warm
effects which Tinner produced by a wholesale npi<llcatioii of

orange-chrome, were well illustrated by Chnntrcy on a vanii«liin;-

d.ay at the Acjxdemy, when the weather for the time of year »»-

unusually raw and cold. StOjiping before a ]iictiiie by Turner,

he seizi d the artist's arm, placed his hands before a blaue of yellow

in the attitude of obtaining w.irmtli, and said, "Turner, this is

the only conifortjiblc place in the rooin. Is it tnie, as I have

heard, that you have a coniniissioii to paint a picture for the

Sun Fire Office?" Turner was, however, more frequently in an

ill than a good humour with works hung near to his own

;

and in 1S27, when he exhibited "Kcmbmndt's Daughter" in a

red robe, the jKirtrait of a member of one of the universities

was hung by its side, with a college gown that was still redder.

Upon finding this out, one varuialiiug-day Turner was observed to l»:

Y,"ry busy adding red-lead and vermilion to his picture. "What
aYc you doing there. Turner !" asked one of the hangers. " Why,
you have checkmated me," was the reply, pointing to the university

gown; "and I must now checkmate you." TnriRir died, .is is

well known, at Chelsea, under an assumed naiiic. He .s;iw Kidgings

to his liking, asked the price, and found tbein cheap. But the

landlady wanted a reference. " I will buy your house outright,

my go:)d woman,'' was the reply, somewhat angrily. Then an

agi'ecn^cnt was wanted ; met by an exhibition i]f bank-notes aud

sovereigns, and an offer to pay in advance—an offer which, of conrsc,

proved perfectly satisfactory. There was yet a further difficulty.

The landlady wanted her lodger's name— '• In caae any gentleman

should call." This was a worse dilemma. "Name—name," he

muttered to' himself iu his u.sual gruff manner; "what is your

name.'" " My name is Mrs. Booth." "Oh," was the reply, "I
ain Ml-. Booth." And as Jlr. Booth, Turner died at Chelsea. It

was impossible to find out where he lived. Sow and then, men
who were intimate with him would endeavour to discover, but it

was iu vain. Offers were made to walk home with him, but he

invariably declined. No, he had got an engagement, and wuft
keep it. Some of the younger sort attempted to follow him, but he

managed either to get away from thein, or to weary tlieni with tlie

distance and his darting into cheap omnibu.ses and round coniei'S.

If he thought he was followed, he would in.ake off for a favourite

tavern, 'where he could sit unknown, and which, as .so4/n as he was

known or seen there by any one whom he knew, he was sure to

desert. Once it was thought t^iat his ludinsiplaic h.vl liceii ili."-

eovercd. Ho hail l>een dining .at Uneuwieh, had |>art^ikeh of

various wines at table, and on reaching town w.is a little off lii«

batauec. The party, as planned, dnqqicd all of them aw.a.v, sale

one, without saying "good night" to Turner, and that one walked

along with the great ) aiiiter, phaccd him in a cab witii a s.)b. r

driver and a steady horse, and shutting the di>or, said : " When-

shall he drive to?" He, however, wsus not to lie canglit. "All
along I'iccadill.v," was the reply, "and then twill toll liiiu where.'

He hatc<l letter-writing, and Mr. Burnet, his biographer, wn«

unable to fiml any letter or note of his composition that wi'iild

illiislratc his life. Hin <i]>iiiiims on nrt were seldom given, ni d

always with hesitation. He growled iipprobntion. C)iice, ind«i',

his criticism extended t« » sentence. Ui; bnd U-en I iknn tojie

the pictures of Thomson of DnddingHtone. trynieii,

in the fondness of their admiration, "tl Tt"-

friend who took him was anxious to luar \. hat ihe

thought of his Scottish repri'sent.itive : Tliom»on, I

eager. Ho examinetl with attention, muuibled some .-"UihU of

apparent approbation, and began and emled by asking, "Whet',
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Jo you get your frames, Mr. Tliomsou?" A good story is told of

Lis skill in bargain-inakiiig. When arraugiug with Hui'st aud

Ilol>iusoii for a new work m numbers, the price of each drawing

was settled, uot without deliheratiou, at twenty-five •poimda. He

went away cxja-essiug full satisfartion. He came speedily back,

thrust his head in at the door, and cried, " Guineas !" " Guineas

be it," said the publishers. In a few minutes a hasty step was

lieard, and Turner put in his whole person, saying, '
' My ex-

penses!" "Oh, certainly, sir," was the answer. But this was

uot all : a few minutes .after lie was a tliird time at the door,

breathless and eager, witli liis whole luidy in tlie room fur tlio

with him, and told that the cheque for the picture would tlieu

be ready. To tliis Turner consented. He took the picture in a

hackney-coach, breakfasted, received the cheque, thanked tlie jiur-

chaser, and left. He had not been gone above live minutes, whcu

a knock was lieard at the door: tlie painter was back. "I must

see Mr. Fuller." He was .shown in. "Oh! I'd forgotten : there' .s

three shillings for the hackney-coach." The sum was paid.

Fuller, who was laughing all the wliile, loved to relate this story

to his friends. Turner affected a mystery about his art, and never

allowed any of liis own })retliren of tlie brush to see him at his

wink. At ret«oit1i lie workcl witli li.iked doors, and Chantrev

TOlilT AND TUB ANGEL.—FROM A I'AINTINO liV ZAMTIEIU.

exiicctcd resistance to his new demand—"And twenty prooi'sl'

No rcsist;iiice was made, aud the drawings were set aliout witli an

ungrumliliug reluctance. Wlien George Cook, the engraver, told

the story to Burnet's father, he added :
" I am told tliat Turner's

ather, who was a barber, having been paid a penny for a shave,

followed his customer down JIaiden-lane to demand a halfpenny for

soap." It is said the old man showed his sim's pictures, and took

money from the visitors, as if he had been a common menial in the

house. Another story of Turner is too good to be omitted. He

had painted a picture for the famous >Tack Fuller, and was asked

by Fuller to breakfast with him uo.\t morning, to bring the picture

\vas only enabled to see him at his easel by tlie aid of a trick. The

sculptor, by a bribe, had taken raire to ascertain from one of the

servants of the iiouse the peculiar knock which Lord Egremont was

accustomed to give at Turner's door, when the patron was anxious

to see the painter at liis task. Possessed of this secret, he imitated

Lord Egremont's step and cough, and gave with admirable simili-

tude of sound tlie very knock whicli his lordsliip fas accustomed

to give. The door opened immedi.ately, and iu walked Chantrey,

much, .at first, to tlie annoyance of Turner, who was subdued only

to good humour by the recoUectiou tliat his friend, though once a

painter, was now living by sculpture.
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